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INTRODUCTION
THEplan o t the explorations recorded in these volumes was based upon the experiences and
results of my travels during the years 1906-8. In the course of these I had explored ancient remains
and carried out surveys through the whole length of Eastern Turkestln to the westernmost marches
of China and Tibet. T h e fascination of archaeological ~ r o b l e m sand the geographical interest of
vast areas which, in spite of their present barrenness, have a historical past, combined to draw me
back to that great region of innermost Asia. Ruined sites long ago abandoned to the desert have
there preserved for us relics of an ancient civilization that grew up and flourished for a thousand
years under the joint influences of Buddhist India, China, and the Hellenized Near East. As
my thoughts recurred, while I worked on the results of my second Central-Asian journey, to the
openings for fruitful exploration which, from lack of time, I had hitherto been obliged to neglect,
the call of those vast deserts was imperative.
T h e labour entailed by the arrangement and study of the large collection of antiques which I had Proposal for
brought back from those travels to the British Museum kept me busy in England until the end of :!$zdition.
191I . The record of the results, as embodied in the volumes of Serindia, claimed most of my time
even after I had returned to India and was engaged on archaeological work on the familiar ground
of the North-West Frontier and Kashmir. That heavy task was still very far from completion when
in the autumn of 1912 a variety of considerations induced me to submit to the Government of India
my proposal for a long-planned third expedition in Central Asia. Among these the favourable
political conditions then prevailing in the regions to be visited within the limits of China and Russian
TurkestHn were not the least important. In view of the changes that we have since witnessed, I
have special reason to feel grateful for the shrewd advice of two kind friends, Sir HENRYMCMAHON,
then Foreign Secretary to the Government of India, and Sir GEORGEMACARTNEY,
H.B.M.'s
Consul-General a t Kashgar, which helped me to decide on a n early start.
Lord HARDINGE,
the then newly arrived Viceroy of India, had from the first shown a kind Sanction of
interest in my past labours, and I remember with sincere gratitude the very encouraging auspices
under which I thus embarked on my new plans. For the generous support which the Government tions.
of India accorded to my proposals I was largely indebted to two kind friends, Sir HARCOURT
BUTLER,
who as Member of the Governor-General's Council was then the enlightened head of the
Education Department and has since been in succession Governor of the United Provinces and
Governor of Burma, and Sir J O H NMARSHALL,
Director-General of Archaeology in India. T h e
latter, as the Government's chief adviser in archaeological matters, has never failed to lend me his
most cordial and effective aid in all the efforts entailed by the preparation of my successive CentralAsian expeditions and the working out of their results. T h e proposals as finally sanctioned in
April, 1913, by H.M.'s Secretary of State for India, included provision for the payment in three
successive years of a total grant of £3,000 to cover the estimated cost of the intended e ~ p l o r a t i o n ~ , ~
the Indian Government reserving to themselves in return an exclusive claim to whatever 'archaeological proceeds' in the shape of antiques, &c., my expedition niight yield. It was understood that
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This provision was supplemented in 1 9 1 5 by a further
grant of Rs. 12,000. T h ~ swa, nercssitated partly by the
increased cost of transporting to India the bulky collection of

antiques and partly by the rapid rise ol prices, Qc., which
made itself lclt after the outbreak of the war throughout the
regions visited.
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the Museum of Indian Ethnography, Art, and Archaeology which it was designed to instal at New
Delhi would be the first to benefit by prospective ' finds '. T h u s by the close of July 1913 I was free
to set out from Kashmir for another long journey.
For the geographical investigations which were intended to play a large and important part in
my travels, most effective help from the Survey of India was assured to me from the outset.
then Surveyor-General of India, very readily extended to this part
Colonel Sir SIDNEYBURRARD,
of my programme the same unfailing aid and encouragement by which my previous topographical
surveys and their publication had benefited so greatly. H e kindly agreed to depute to assist me
my old experienced travel companion Rai Bahldur LHI Singh, Sub-Assistant Superintendent,
Survey of India, and also to make available the services of a second Surveyor of the Department.
Apart from a special grant to cover the expenses connected with the employment of these surveyors,
the Survey of India also provided all requisite surveying equipment, including that to be used by
myself and a third assistant, Miln AfrHz-gul KhHn, whose valuable help will be presently noted.
I n connexion with the wide extension of our topographical labours which was thus rendered
possible, I must record also my very grateful appreciation of the moral support which the Royal
Geographical Society generously gave me, in addition to granting the loan of some surveying instruments. From the constant sympathy and friendly interest with which Sir JOHNKELTIE,the
Society's lamented Secretary, ever followed my efforts, I never ceased to derive true encouragement.
In devoting so large a share of my care and attention to work of direct geographical interest
I was guided by two important considerations. O n the one hand my explorations were taking me
through portions of innermost Asia where extensive areas, both in the barren mountains and in the
desert wastes of the great drainageless basins, were still in need of systematic survey or practically
unmapped. O n the other hand these very regions, though in some respects deserving to be counted
among the least attractive portions of our globe, are, when studied on the ground with an eye to their
past, singularly fitted to illustrate the close interrelation between physical features and human
activity, as reflected by history and archaeological relics. In my lecture on ' Innermost Asia: its
Geography as a factor in History ' , l I have fully discussed the reasons which make it particularly
important for the historical and antiquarian student of that great region of Asia to pay the closest
attention to its peculiar geographical features. I have shown in the same lecture how helpful for
the investigation of much-discussed physical changes may be the study on sound critical lines of
the traces which the human past, whether of historical or prehistoric periods, has left on such ground.
T h e important bearing here briefly indicated which the exact record of topographical facts
must have upon archaeological research in this region will explain the special value that I attach
to the generous help of the Survey of India, since it has made it possible to issue with the present
publication the atlas of detailed maps forming Vol. IV. These 47 map sheets on the scale of
I : 500,ooo have been prepared at the Trigonometrical Survey Office, Dehra Dun. They embody
the carefully compiled results of all the surveys made on my three Central-Asian expeditions.
These surveys comprised throughout continuous plane-table work by my assistants and myself,
and, where conditions would permit, triangulation and astronomical observations. How great
were the labours in the field involved by these systematic surveys is sufficiently indicated by the
fact that they extended over no less than 28 degrees of longitude and 8 degrees of latitude. The
appearance within the limits of these maps of unsurveyed and in many cases wholly unexplored
areas is to be attributed to the exceptional physical difliculties of penetrating the vast forbidding
deserts and the lofty and almost equally desolate mountains that constitute the major portion of this
ground.
a

See Geographical Jourrlal, 1925, Ixv. May-June, pp. 377-405, 473-98
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The great extent of the ground and the varied nature of the materials brought back from the Preparation
different journeys necessarily made the task of compiling, drawing, and reproducing these maps a "
very heavy one. The work, begun in 1916, had to be carried on for the most part during a period
when operations connected with the war threw a great strain upon the Survey Department. My
special thanks are therefore due to Colonels Sir GERALDLENOX-CUNYNCHAM,
E. A . TANDY,and
H. McC. COWIE,R.E., successively in charge of the Trigonometrical Survey Office, for the steadily
continued efforts which secured the final completion of the maps by the summer of 1922.
These maps have come to comprise a vast but well-defined region of innermost Asia which, by AIemoir on
its present conditions and by its important role in the past as the meeting-place of the civilizations '"pE
of India, China, and the West, is attracting more and more the attention both of the geographer and
of the historical student. It had been my constant endeavour in the field to make our surveys as
exact and detailed a record of the prevailing physical features a5 limitations of scale, time, training,
&c., would permit, and the revision of the maps in the successive stages of drawing and reproduction
has during the years which followed involved no small amount of personal labour on my part.2a
I feel therefore glad that the preparation of a detailed Memoir, which with the sanction of Colonel
C. H. D. RYDER,Surveyor-General of India, was published as Vol. XVII of the Records of the
has enibled me fully to record the history of all the surveys carried out under m y
Survey of
direction, to discuss the chief physical features determining the character of each distinct geographical area, and to furnish detailed notes on the materials used for each individual map sheet.
I n that Memoir full explanations will also be found as regards the methods of compilation, the
representation of physical details, and the record of local names. T o that publication I may be
allowed to refer also for my grateful appreciation of the manifold and most willing help I received
in the preparation of the cartographical records of my journeys from Officers connected with the
Trigonometrical (now Geodetic) Branch of the Survey, especially the late Colonel R. A. WAUCHOPE,
Colonel H. H. T U R N E RDr.
, J. DE GRAAFFHUNTER,
and Majors F. J. M. KING,K. MASON,and
W. E. PERRY.
T o the amount of work which Rai Bahldur LPI Singh, a veteran of indefatigable energy, IVorkof
accomplished in the course of my third expedition, the Memob and the maps themselves bear ample z n i i , L " l
testimony.4 Of the very serious hardships, not always free from risks, under which his surveys in
waterless deserts and high wind-swept ranges were carried out, it will be possible for the reader of
the present volumes to form some idea.
My selection of two other Indian assistants who completed my small staff also proved very Other
fortunate. In Naik Shamsuddin, a corporal and now a J a m a d i r of the Bengal (King George's
Own) Sappers and Miners, the loan of whose services the kind offices of Major-General J. E.
DICKIE,R.E., enabled me to secure from that distinguished Corps, I found a very capable and
helpful ' handy-man' for all work requiring technical skill. T h e other assistant was a young military
surveyor, Miln Afr5z-gul K h l n , a Pathln of the saintly KHka-khel clan and then a Sepoy in the
Khyber Rifles. Having been first employed by me in 1912, on Sir GEORGEROOS-KEPPEL'S
recomrnendation, in connexion with excavations on the NW. Frontier, he soon proved by his energy and
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Thc fact [hat thc map drawings, prools, &r., hnd in
most cases to he rcviscd by mc belore the rorrcsponding portions ol my rcport werc writtcn will help to explain the instances where slight mistnkes ol compilation or draughtsmen's
errors csapc.d my attention.
See ' 11le111oir
011 Alaps o/ Chinese Turkistin atzd Gansrc.
1:rom the survcys made during Sir Aurcl Stein's explorations,
190-I, 1906-8, 1913-5, hy Sir Aurcl Stcin, K.C.I.E. \\'it11
1

Appendires by Major K . Mason, M.C., R.E.,and J. de Graaff
Hunter, Sc.D.' Trigonomctriral Survey Offire, Dehra I>un.
1923. Fol., pp. xiii, 208 ; 29 platcs ; 1 2 charts.
"4s far as possible I arranged lor R. B. &I Singh to
follow routes independent of my own ; for the method by
which these routes havc been distinctly marked on the maps,
see M r ~ ~ r o ipp.
r , 60 q.
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superior intelligence a very useful practical helper in archaeological field work. His keen topographical sense and zeal allowed me in addition to make use of him with distinct advantage on
survey work.' T h e marked ability and pluck displayed by him were recognized on our return by
the award of the Macgregor Silver Medal and secured him admission to the Survey of India as
Sub-Assistant Superintendent. This appointment has been fully justified by the distinguished
services which MiHn, now KhHn SHhib, A f r ~ z - g u lKhHn has since rendered.
T h e close links I have indicated above between the archaeological and geographical purposes
Extent of
journey.
of this voyage will help to account for its wide extent. When I returned in March, 1916, to
Kashmir, it had lasted close on two years and eight months, and the aggregate of the distances
covered by my marches amounted to nearly I 1,000 miles. T h e objects of my expedition were not
confined to the exploration of ruined sites from which to gather fresh materials for antiquarian and
philological research in Museum and study. Quite as important in my opinion were the observation and record of whatever could throw light on the past and present of the ground traversed by
those ancient Central-Asian routes which for centuries had been the channels of trade and cultural
intercourse, and by which the influences of religious belief and political conquest had linked China
with India and the Near East. I t is for this reason that the record of this journey takes the reader
from the passage land of westernmost China across the whole THrim basin to the uppermost Oxus
and to IrHn, from the Hindukush valleys in the south to Dzungaria and Inner Mongolia in the
north-east. Exacting claims on my time since my return from this expedition have not allowed
me to publish a personal narrative of it, such as might have served as a guide to the scope and
bearing of the record presented in the present volumes. Hence a rapid synopsis of their contents
may usefully find a place here.
T h e favourable conditions that happened to prevail a t the time of my start from Kashmir
Start for
Kbhgar
allowed me to pass through the valleys of Dare1 and Tangir, a Hindukush territory never visited
through
Darel and before by any European and since closed again through lapse into tribal anarchy (Chap. I)."
Tangir.
There I traced the route by which Chinese pilgrims in Buddhist times used to make their way down
to the Indus. Then travelling through YHsin I crossed the glacier pass of the Darkct, the scene
of a memorable Chinese military exploit, and crossing the snowy ranges enclosing the head-waters of
the KarambHr and Hunza rivers reached Chinese territory on the Tlghdum-blsh PHmir. On my
way thence to Klshgar 1 examined certain old remains in the great Sarikol valley, and then surveyed
a new route down the difficult gorges of the Kara-tHsh river, which had so far remained unexplored
(Chap. 11).
Help of Sir
A brief stay at KHshgar under the hospitable roof of my old friend Sir GEORGEMACARTNEY,
GEORGE H.M. late Consul-General, allowed me to organize my caravan and to benefit greatly by the pracMACARTNEY
'tical help and advice which this kind friend gave me with regard to my intended explorations.
Conditions of Chinese administration in the ' New Dominion ' had greatly changed since the revolution, and it was mainly due to the unfailing watchfulness and energetic support exerted from afar
by that ever-helpful friend that serious interference with my plans, owing to official obstruction, was
avoided. I shall always remember very gratefully the great and manifold advantages which his
exceptional influence and forethought secured for me throughout my travels on Chinese soil.
From KHshgar I traced an ancient route through unsurveyed desert along the outermost
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For the excellent work done by :\lr%z-gul Khan on the
supplementary survey he carried tl~roughthe Lop Ilesert in
February-hlarch, 1915, under consideral)le difficulties and
privations, see below, ii. pp. 741 sqq.
In the .!lap lo illusfrafcroufrsjoNou~edby Sir Aurrl Sleiri
rhrorrgh Childs, Daril arrd Tangir (scc Vol. iv), prepared since
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Chapter 1 was printed, there have been embodied the results
of the plane table survey, on the scale of 2 miles to the inch,
carried out hy R. D. GI Sing11 under my direction over some
1,200 square miles of ground which had never been mapped
before or even seen by European eyes.
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Tfien-shan to Marll-blshi (Chap. 111, sec. i, ii). I then endeavoured to traverse from that ~ o i n the
t
~ o u r n e yto
great 'sand ocean1 of the Taklamakln in a straight line to the M a z l r - d g h hill on the Khotan river. ~~~~~~,
The attempt, however, was baffled, after trying marches, by the formidable sand ridges that we
encountered, but not before I had been able to secure definite evidence of the geographically important fact that an ancient range, now completely effaced by wind-erosion, had a t a n earlier ~ e r i o d
joined those hills to the isolated rock islands around M a d - b l s h i . Travelling along the Ylrkand river
and then up the dry bed of the Khotan river, I reached the M a z l r - t ~ g hhill, where numerous
Tibetan documents were recovered near a ruined fort, and the remains of a Buddhist shrine were
traced (Chap. 111. sec. iii, iv).
Having regained my old base at Khotan I secured there a considerable collection of small ~ x p l o r a antiques from the ancient capital and other old sites of the oasis (Chap. IV. sec. i, ii). Rapid a s was :tgnlxnecessarily the journey of close on 700 miles to the Lop Desert, the main goal of that winter's Khotan and
explorations, it allowed me to revisit the areas of ancient settlements abandoned to the desert """.
beyond Domoko and the termination of the Niya river. I n the latter area I succeeded in supplementing my former discoveries by observations and finds of distinct antiquarian interest, the latter
including a further collection of K h a r o ~ t h idocuments on wood (Chap. IV, sec. iii, iv). Having
reached the last inhabited ground towards the Lop Desert by the beginning of 1914,we explored
two small sites to the south of Charkhlik, and then, resuming work a t Mirln, recovered early frescoes
and other remains from Buddhist shrines of the ' old eastern town ' of Shan-shan (Chap. V). There
I was rejoined by R. B. LHI Singh after a n absence of four months, during which among other
survey work he had carried his triangulation along the main K'un-lun range over five degrees
of longitude eastwards.
A short-lived ' revolutionary ' outbreak a t Charkhlik having allowed me to escape the obstruc- Work
tion with which I was seriously threatened, I started my long-planned explorations in the waterless
desert of Lop. They led to the discovery of two ruined sites of ancient Lou-Ian, abandoned since
the early centuries of our era, which yielded interesting relics. T h e crossing of the wind-eroded
desert northward revealed a succession of dry river-beds, unmistakably proving a southern extension
of the delta in which the ' Dry River' that once watered the Lou-Ian of Han times had emptied itself
into the bed of the ancient Lop Sea (Chap. VI).'
Resumption of work at and around the walled Chinese station of Lou-Ian led to the discovery of Relics or
more relics of the traffic that once came here by the earliest Chinese route leading into the T l r i m
basin. From grave-pits containing burial remains of the first centuries before and after Christ we
recovered, besides other relics, a mass of remarkable textiles, including fine specimens of the
earliest known figured Chinese silks as well as woollen tapestries showing clear evidence of Hellenistic art influence (Chap. VII. sec. i-vi). Reconnaissances pushed farther into the desert northeastward led to the discovery of an ancient Chinese castrum and a n outlying watch-post with a
burial-ground containing remarkably well preserved bodies of the ancient indigenous population of
Lou-Ian (Chap. VII. sec. viii).
With the help of the indications thus secured, we were able subsequently to start on the very
difficult task of tracing the route which the Chinese had followed in their earliest trade and military
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In order adequately to show all the details of geographical or archaeological interest recorded in the course of our
surveys across the Lop Desert, both on the second and third
expeditions, there I ~ J S been prepared for insertion in Vol. i v
the special ~tfapof the Lop Deserr, on the scale of 5 miles to
I incli.
'rllis map, which is enlarged with additions and correc-

tions Irom Sheets Nos. 2 9 , 32 of the general Map Series contained in Vol. iv, was reproduced at the Debra Dun Survey
Office after Chapters VI-VIII and XX.sec. iii had been passed
through the press. It should be referred to in
Lor all topographical and other details mentioned in those
chapters.
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enterprises towards Central Asia, across the forbidding salt-encrusted bed of the ancient Lop Sea,
Chinese
~ ~ ~ ~ : g hand
I a p the equally desolate waterless wastes around it. How, thanks to lucky archaeological finds
and the scanty notices preserved in the Chinese Annals, I succeeded in tracing this route right
through to its eastern end, near an old terminal basin of the Su-lo-ho in the desert of Tun-huang, has
been recorded in Chapters VIII and IX.
I had now arrived on ground which had retained a special fascination for me since the exploraWesterntions of my second expedition on the westernmost extension of the ancient Chinese Limes. In the
desert to the north-west of the Tun-huang oasis and then again east of it towards An-hsi I traced
portions, previously unexplored, of that protected line of Han times, the remains of its ruined
watch-towers yielding further early Chinese records on wood (Chap. X. sec. i, iii). I n the course of
these labours I was able to pay a fresh visit to the ' Caves of the Thousand Buddhas ', south-east of
the oasis. Besides other relics I secured there a not inconsiderable addition to the collection of
ancient Chinese manuscripts which I had recovered in 1907 from the great cache of its walled-up
chapel, in the shape of some 570 well-preserved rolls containing texts of the Buddhist Canon
(Chap. X. sec. ii).
For a month from the middle of April, 1914, I was occupied in tracing and exploring the
Hnn Limes
to remains of the ancient Chinese Limes eastwards, first along the Su-lo-ho to its bend below Yii-mCnhiao-mei.
hsien, and then through the desert to the Mao-mei oasis a t the confluence of the rivers of Su-chou
and Kan-chou (Chap. XI, XII). Chinese records on wood found a t ruined watch-posts proved
that this portion of the Limes, which we explored over a distance of more than 250 miles, was
originally constructed about the close of the 2nd century B. c. as a defence against the Huns, and was
garrisoned down to later Han times.
ExploraT h e friendly support of the Tao-t'ai of Su-chou enabled me to push from Mao-mei down the
Etsin-go1
into a portion of southernmost Mongolia and to explore remains, dating mainly from the
Etsin-gol.
Tangut and Mongol domination, at and near the site of Khara-khoto first discovered by Colonel
Kozlov. Besides obtaining abundant remains of manuscripts and block prints in the Tangut
language and Tibetan, as well as other archaeological finds, we were able to make interesting
geographical observations regarding the Etsin-go1 valley and its delta. A t all times it had served
as a highway for nomadic inroads from the north, and Marco Polo's account of it was fully verified
on the spot (Chap. XIII).
Pei-shan
Marching south from Khara-khoto through unsurveyed desert hills, we gained the city of
ranges
crossed into Kan-chou and thence set out for the high ranges of the Nan-shan. There a serious accident
Dzungaria. prostrated me in the middle of July ; but R. B. LHI Singh's energy made it possible to round off,
as 1 had intended, our topographical work of 1907 in that great mountain region by a survey of the
head-waters of the Kan-chou river (Chap. XIV). We regained Mao-mei at the close of August, and
thence by a month's arduous travel over ground almost wholly unexplored crossed the utterly
barren ranges of the Pei-shan and the eastern extremity of the T'ien-shan (Chap. XV). Our
journey beyond, along the northern foot of the latter, acquainted me with portions of eastern Dzungaria which have played a n important part in the history of China's Central-Asian expansion.
Finally it brought us to the ancient site of Pei-t'ing and, by an old route across the T'ien-shan
known so far only from T r a n g accounts, down into the basin of Turfgn (Chap. XVI).
\\'inter's
T h e great number of ancient remains to be found within or close to the oases of the Turfin
work at
district reflect its importance, as fully attested by its early histpry (Chap. XVII). Though these
sites had been the scene of very fruitful excavations by several preceding expeditions, there remained
scope for profitable archaeological work and also for a detailed survey of a n area of great geographical interest. During our stay, which lasted through the winter, we were able to make a close
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examination of all the more important sites and to secure, besides other antiques, a considerable
collection of interesting mural paintings from ruined Buddhist shrines (Chap. XVIII). Particularly
ample results rewarded the exploration of a large burial-ground near Astlna, the deposits of its
tombs yielding abundant relics of the early T'ang period, such a s figured silks, stucco figurines, and
other objects of artistic or technical interest (Chap. xIX).
From TurfHn I paid a rapid visit to the provincial head-quarters a t Urumchi, north of the T'ien- Visit to
C~Illchi.
(Mr. P'an Chr&n#$
shan. I t enabled me to see again my old Mandarin friend P'ANTA-JEN
whose kind support, which I had experienced on all my former explorations, was now helping to ward
off threatened official obstruction. T o the memory of this lamented friend, who died in 1926,still
and honoured throughout Hsin-chiang for his high character, true scholarship, and rare
in
integrity, I wish to offer here my tribute of sincere respect and gratitude.
During these months R. B. LHI Singh had carried out extensive survey operations in the Explorawaterless Kuruk-tHgh range to the south. Starting in the middle of February, 1915,1 was able to
supplement these by work in the western portion of the same desert region and by the exploration
of ancient burial-grounds along the ' Dry River' that once flowed to Lou-Ian. A t the same time
our topographical knowledge of the Lop Desert was enlarged b y a survey which Afrlz-gul successfully carried out under very trying conditions (Chap. XX). Moving between the western foot of
the Kuruk-tHgh and the Konche-daryH which had once fed the 'Dry River', I examined the remains
marking the line by which the ancient highway from China gained the string of oases along the northern rim of the T l r i m basin (Chap. XXI). O u r move westwards by the latter allowed me to trace Move to
the line followed by the ancient Pei-lu, the ' Northern RouteJ of the Chinese Annals, to K u c h l ,
and subsequently to explore a series of old sites now abandoned to the desert which mark the
former extent of this large oasis, important both geographically and historically (Chap. XXII,
XXIII). While R. B. LHI Singh was carrying his survey along the T'ien-shan a s high u p a s the
early season would permit, I myself rapidly travelled to Klshgar by the present caravan route,
acquainting myself with ground that 1 had not previously visited (Chap. XXIV).
After arranging during a busy stay a t KHshgar for the safe transport to Kashmir of my collec- Journey
tion of antiques (which filled 182 cases), I started in the middle of July, 1915,
for my journey across
the Russian Plmirs and the valleys of the Upper Oxus. I t was greatly facilitated by the friendly upper
oxus
offices of Prince MESTCHERSKY,
the Russian Consul-General a t Klshgar, and Colonel I. D. JAGELLO,\'alleys.
then commanding the PHmir Division. Passing down the great Alai valley I followed the route of
the ancient silk trade from China, as described by Marinus. Then crossing the succession of high
ranges which divide the main feeders of the Oxus, I reached ground on the Alichur a n d Great
PHmirs which had seen the passage of the armed forces a s well a s the Buddhist pilgrims of China
(Chap. XXV). As I made my way through WakhHn and up and down the secluded alpine valleys
of GhlrHn, RCshHn, ShughnHn, and Darwlz, I was able to examine ruined strongholds of early
date and throughout to observe much that is ancient in the racial type of the people, their language,
and ways of living (Chap. xXVI). T h e anthropometrical materials here collected are discussed
by Mr. T . A. JOYCEin Appendix C. After regaining in Kara-tegin the route of the old silk traders Past Samartowards Baktra 1 travelled through the hills of Bokhlra to Samarkand. Thence the TransCaspian
railway allowed me.to gain Persian ground. Subsequently, a rapid but instructive journey of ~ ~ , ,
three weeks along the Perso-AfghHn border, brought me safely to SistHn by the close of November, border.
1915 (Chap. XXVII).

s),7'
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'* See helow, ii. pp. 634 sq. : Fig. 298. For the constant
help wbirh f i n Ta-jen lind rendered me ever since my first
visit to Khotan in ]goo, cf. Ancient Khotan, i. pp. 237 sq.,

507, &c. ; Ruins o j Khotan, pp. xxi, zoo, 214 sqq. ; Desert
Catha-v, i. p. xvi ; ii. pp. 421 sqq. : Snindia, i. pp. x, 311 ; iii.
pp. 1185, 1273.
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My winter's' work in that small but geographically very interesting pendant of the THrim
basin,8 was successfully begun with a survey of the large ruined site on the sacred hill of KGh-iKhwSja. It was rewarded by the discovery of wall-paintings and other remains going back to
Sasanian times (Chap. XXVIII). While most of the numerous ruined structures examined in the
Persian portion of the present Helmand delta were found to date from Muhammadan times (Chap.
XSIX), surveys in the desert to the south, once watered from a branch of the river, revealed remains
There on wind-eroded ground I discovered sites of prePrehistoric dating from far more remote periods.'
historic settlements marked by stone implements as well as by abundant painted pottery closely
in desert
linked in type with corresponding relics of chalcolithic times that have come to light in localities
south,
so far apart as Transcaspia, Mesopotamia, Baliichistln, and Western China. And across this
area of prehistoric occupation, now all desert, 1 was able to trace a line of ruined watch-stations,
which certainly dates from pre-Muhammadan times and curiously recalls the ancient Chinese
Limes on the far-off Kan-su border (Chap. XXX). With a three weeks' camel ride by the caravan
route connecting Sistln with the railhead a t Nushki my journey came to a n end about the end of
February, 1916.
Collection
Some four months earlier my collection of antiquities had, under R. B. LHI Singh's watchful
H . ANDREWS,
O.B.E.,
deposited at care, safely arrived in Kashmir. T h e fortunate circumstance that Mr. FRED
Srinngar.
then and for a number of years thereafter had charge of the Technical Institute of Kashmir at
Srinagar, made it possible for me to leave the collection in the care of that artist friend. His close
association with the custody and examination of my former collections, no less than his exceptional
fan~iliaritywith Eastern arts and crafts in general, made him once more a most valued collaborator
in the heavy and multifarious work involved in the arrangement, close study, and description of
the thousands of objects now brought together. I therefore felt very grateful when sanction was
secured for the temporary deposit of the new collection at Srinagar under Mr. Andrews' care for
the purposes above indicated.
Mr. F. H.
- ~ h k r during
e
the years 1917-22, Mr. Andrews devoted whatever leisure he could spare from
his
heavy
administrative
and educational duties to the preparation of the Descriptive Lists of
work on
Antiques which are included in the present Report and which are mainly his work. I n addition he
antiques.
utilized his winter vacations of those years and subsequent cold-weather periods, while on special
duty under the Indian Government, for the exacting task of setting up the many fine mural paintings
Treatment brought away from ruined Buddhist shrines. As these wall-paintings, all executed in tempera on
of mural
mere mud plaster, were to be accommodated and exhibited a t New Delhi in a temporary museum
paintings.
specially erected for the purpose, very careful treatment was indispensable to assure their future
preservation from climatic and other risks." This labour has now been completed. But the
reproductior~and interpretation of these important remains of Buddhist pictorial art in Central
Asia will claim a separate publication, now in preparation. Hence, with the-exception of a number
Exploratiom in
SIsth.

For convenience of
I

rcference the portion of the

: ~ , o o o . w oSheet So. 30, from the Survey of India's Series,

India and .4djacmt Countrirs, showing the main area of the
Sistan hasin, lras been rcpruduced a t the Dehra Dun Survey
Office and inserted .ua separate map in Vol. iv of the prcsent
publication.
In order adequately to illustrate the position of thc
ancient remains, &c., surveyed in the desert to the south of
the present Helmnnd delta, the corresponding portion of
Degree Sheet 9 0 . 30 P of the Survey of India (published ' for
Officinl Use only ') has been reproduced, with the needful

additions, a t the Dehra Dun Survey Office and inserted as a
separate map in Vol. iv.
For permission kindly granted for this reproduction I
wish to express here my thanks to the ChieI of the General
Staff in India.
l o For the very skilfully devised methods and special
materials used by Mr. Andrews in treating and setting up
thesc wall-paintings, which in some cases cover surIaces of as
much as 16 feet by 10, see his full statement in the A n n u l
Report oj the Archaeological Survey, 1921-2, pp. 98 sqq.
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of minor pieces which could be treated a t Srinagar, the wall-~aintingsof my third collection have not
been included in the Descriptive Lists of the present work.
This collection as a whole, in accordance with the orders of Government, will be housed a t the collection
New Delhi capital, excepting representative specimens to be resented to the British Museum." ~ ~ l ~ m a
Reference to the originals will therefore not be ~racticable,except in rare cases, for those students in housed a t
the West who are interested in researches bearing upon Central-Asian and F a r Eastern art and I\iew Delhi.
civilization. This consideration rendered it all the more important that all entries in the Descriptive
For this purpose Mr. Andrews was ~ r o v i d e dwith
Lists should be exact and adequately detailed.''
the assistance of Miss F. M. G. LORIMER,
who, as one of the assistants engaged on the objects
collected in the course of my second expedition, had acquired ample experience in dealing with
Central-Asian antiquities. T h e efficient help rendered by her a t Srinagar during the years 191g--22
proved once again of considerable value. I ought to add that while the Descriptive Lists have thus
been prepared by competent hands, their contents have been throughout carefully checked and,
where necessary, revised by myself, when dealing in the present Report with the observations on
the sites and objects concerned.
After my return in 1916 from the explorations recorded in these volumes I was laced on special Labours on
duty for the purpose first of completing Serindie, the detailed report of my second expedition, and
then of carrying through the varied work entailed by the elaboration and record of the results of the publication.
third expedition. This arrangement, which the constant friendly support of Sir EDWARDMACLAGAN,
then Secretary to Government in the Education Department, and Sir JOHNMARSHALL,
greatly facilitated, has since enabled me to devote myself wholly to these labours. During the
years 1916-18, spent partly on deputation to England and partly in Kashmir, Serindia claimed
most of my time. The preparation of the present work, which followed, was necessarily interrupted
during 1920, when the heavy task of passing the volumes of Serindia through the press kept me fully
engaged for some eight months at Oxford. This visit to England was utilized for temporarily
transferring to the British Museum the manuscript materials recovered on my third expedition and
arranging for their examination and cataloguing. During 1921 I was obliged to devote most of
my time to the publication of The Thousand Buddhas, the much-needed complement of Serindia,
which deals with the pictorial treasures recovered from Tun-huang, and to the preparation of my
above-mentioned Memoir on Maps of Chinese Turkistan and Kansu.
Work on the Report steadily carried on in 1922-3, together with the completion of the Descrip- \Vork a t
tive Lists of Antiques, made it possible for me, with the sanction of Government, temporarily to
transfer in I924 to the British Museum that portion of the Collection from which the specimens
now comprised in the plates illustrating this Report had to be selected for reproduction. For the
exacting task of making these selections and assuring the proper execution of the plates while on
deputation in England, I fortunately had again the benefit of Mr. F . H. ANDREWS'
expert help.

g::tm.

"

This dries not apply to the literary remains, frrr which
deposition a t the India Ofict- Lihrary and a t the British
hluseun~,on the lint-s lollowt-d in the case ol tliosc lrorn the
sccond expedition, is under consideration.
The arrangement of entries in thc Descriplif~eLists
rlosely corrrsponds to that followed in the case ol Serindia and
cxplainrd there, i. p. xv, note 16.
Tlle numerical ordcr of the ' site-marks ' has been lolloa,ed
throughout. Thcsc aerc entered on the ol)jects a t the time
nl discovery, acquisition, or unpacking. Hence this numeric:il ordcr nowhcre represents an attempt a t systematic

classification. 'Site-marks' given at the time of discovery
show the initial letter of the site, the numher 01 the ruin.
room. &c., lollowed by plain Arabic figures, e.g. N.111. x. I j.
\\,'hen the ohjcrts had been marked by mc on the spot only
wit11 the place ol the ' finds ', and consecuti\.e numbers in
Arabic figures have been suhsequently irdded, whether in the
course of the journey or a t the time ot unpacking, these numhers are preccded by a zero, e.g. L.M. 11. iii. 0 2 .
Thc abbreviations R. and L. indicate the right and left
side ol objects as they are scen in reproductions, except where
the right and leIt proper of the human body are rclerred to.
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A t the same time he directed and supervised the proper treatment and illustration of hundreds of
specimens of ancient textiles. This arduous work was greatly assisted by the convenient accommoKENYON,
Director of the British Museum, with the
dation and other facilities which Sir FREDERIC
ready assent of its Trustees, kindly put a t our disposal. For this generous help I may be allowed to
express here my deep sense of gratitude.
If the many extremely delicateand fragile objects recovered from the desert sands and ruinedsites
of the most arid parts of Asia survive in future the effect of wholly different climatic conditions, it will
be largely due to the special treatment it was possible to secure a t the British Museum. Through
the same ready co-operation it became possible during the summer of 1925 to arrange a temporary
exhibition of representative specimens of antiques in the Ceramic Gallery of the British Museum.
In its arrangement as well as in other tasks Mr. Andrews and myself received very useful assistance
from Miss J. JOSHUA.For all the advantages thus enjoyed during our work a t the British Museum
my very grateful acknowledgements are due to the Keepers and Deputy Keepers of the Departments
directly concerned, Dr. L. D. BARNETT,
Mr. LAURENCE
BINYON,
Mr. 0. M.DALTON,Dr. L. GILES,
Mr. R. L. HOBSON,
as well as to Dr. ALEXANDER
SCOTT,in charge of the British Museum Laboratory.
During the period of my deputation to England, which extended to the autumn of 1925, I was
able to complete my manuscript of Chapters I-XXIV dealing with the explorations on Chinese soil
and to begin delivering it to the press. After my return to India a fortunate opportunity arose of
carrying a fruitful archaeological tour into Upper S w l t and the adjacent tribal territory, once the
scene of Alexander's memorable Frontier campaign and hitherto inaccessible for research.13 This
tour and certain urgent tasks imposed by its results prevented my finishing the remaining six
chapters until towards the close of 1926.
I t would have been impossible for me to make these volumes a comprehensive record of the
antiquarian and kindred results of my expedition but for the manifold and very effective help I
received from fellow-scholars and others. Among the written remains brought to light in the
course of my journey, the Chinese documents and inscriptions were those most likely to yield information bearing on archaeological and historical points. In respect of these Chinese records I
suffered the loss of a hoped-for collaborator of unequalled eminence by the death of my lamented
CHAVANNES.
On my passage through Paris in May 1916 the greatest of
friend M. EDOUARD
Western Sinologues of our times had very kindly promised his help towards the publication of the
Chinese materials brought back from my third journey. But his death in the spring of 1918 frustrated the hope of seeing them soon made available for research in a companion volume to his
Documents Chinois, to which my Serindia had owed so much.
Deprived of this hope I had reason to feel very grateful to M. H E N R IMASPERO,
his pupil and
successor in the chair of the Collige de France, who on his return from the F a r East in 1921 kindly
undertook the study and eventual publication of those materials. T o him I a m indebted for the
translation of four of the sepulchral inscriptions from the cemetery of AstHna, comprised in Appendix
A and provided with valuable notes throwing light also on the pre-T'ang chronology of Turfin.
In addition, M. Maspero has very kindly placed at my disposal preliminary abstract translations,
with notes, or most of the Chinese documents on wood and paper recovered from ruins of the ancient
Han Limes of T u r f i n and other sites. T h e antiquarian information gleaned from them has so far
as possible been utilized by me in Chapters X-XII, X V I I I , X I X . For this help I wish to record
here my sincere thanks, coupled with the hope that these interesting materials may before 10% be
made fully accessible by M. Maspero in a proposed separate publication.

''

CC'I. Snindin, i. pp. 2 sqq. [Sec now my papcr, ';\lexander's Campaigns on thc Indiun North-West Frontier')
Gtogmphicnl Journal, 1927. November-Decernher, pp. 417-440, 515-540.1
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M. Maspero's labours have been greatly facilitated by the transcripts which m y valued friend IIelp of ssil.
CHIANCSsC-YEH
(Mr. Chiang Hsiao-yiian $$ $
the Chinese secretary of m y second ex- yeh.
pedition, had prepared of numerous documents during m y stay a t KHshgar in J u n e , 1 9 1 5 H e
had bestowed upon this task the same thorough critical care that had made him during m y former
journey the best of scholarly helpmates." Regard for his state of health had obliged me, to m y great
regret, to forgo his services on m y third journey ; but even from a f a r this devoted Chinese assistant
continued to prove his keen interest in m y labours until his lamented death in 1922.
My heartiest thanks are due to Dr. L. GILES, D e p u t y Keeper of Oriental Printed Books a n d ~ollaboraManuscripts, British Museum, for his very valuable assistance in undertaking the difficult task ~~~E~~ Dr.
of translating a n d interpreting the sepulchral inscriptions from Astana, available only in ~ h o t o graphs, a s well a s the records on ancient textiles (see Appendix I). T h e work of cataloguing t h e
great collection of Chinese manuscripts recovered in 1902 from the T h o u s a n d Buddhas of T u n huang, upon which he has been engaged for a number of years past, will, I hope, be extended t o the
abundant supplementary materials brought back from m y third expedition. I n addition I feel
deeply indebted to Dr. L. Giles for the unfailing kindness with which h e h a s a t all times been
ready to assist m e from his store of Sinologue knowledge. T o Mr. L . C. HOPKINS,I.S.O., m y
thanks a r e due for the decipherment of certain Chinese seals, a s well a s for the verification of Chinese
characters and transcripts in some of the proof-sheets.
I t was a source of special satisfaction to m e when the late Mr. F. E. PARGITER,I.C.S. (ret.), In~entory
was kind enough to undertake in 1920 the preparation of a n Inventory List of manuscript remains,
mainly in Sanskrit. His former collaboration with the late Dr. A . F. R . Hoernle a n d his own pains- Brah,i
taking care made him the right successor to a task which that true pioneer of Central-Asian philo- script.
logical researches might have claimed, had h e survived. Appendix E shows the g r e a t a m o u n t of
unsparing scholarly labour that Mr. Pargiter has devoted to the task, even where t h e fragmentary
state of the materials rendered it far from attractive. Professor STENKONOW,the distinguished
Indologist of Oslo University, who h a s made the language of ancient Khotan the subject of special
studies, honoured m e by offering to examine the manuscript remains in that tongue. If the I n
ventory List contributed by him in Appendix F also includes text fragments in Sanskrit a n d K u chean, this is due to the difficulty experienced after m y departure from E n g l a n d in 1920 in securing
a n exact classification of the smaller materials in BrHhmi script.
A s regards the Kharosthi documents recovered from the sites of Niya a n d Lou-Ian (Chap. IV, CollaboraVI, V I I ) , it is gratifying to know that their decipherment, undertaken b y Professor E. J. RAPSONtion On
with the assistance of Mr. P. S . NOBLE,will before long permit the completion of the important Kharoghi,
~,,h,,~,
publication, comprising all Kharosthi records discovered on m y journeys, to which Professor andsogdian
Rapson and in association with hlm M. J?MILE SENART
a n d AbbP BOYERhave devoted so much records.
scholarly effort for close on twenty-five years."* These materials a r e the oldest surviving original
documents in Indian script and language, of a n administrative, legal, o r private character. Their
complete edition, together w ~ t ha full Index, will, I hope, stimulate studies which a r e bound to throw
interesting light on the conditions of life prevailing in the THrim basin during the early centuries
of our era. T o my old friend M . SYLVAIN
L B V I ,the great French Indologist, I a m indebted for
the inter~retatlonof the fragments of texts a n d records in Kuchean, reproduced in Appendix G,
while his pupil M. E. BENVENISTE
has furnished welcome notes (Appendix K ) on manuscript

m,

iiE. ::

" Regarding Chiang S ~ n - ~ c h 'iormer
s
help, cf. Scrindia,
ii. pp. 569. 593 srlq., 646. 714, Rrc. For a portrait takcn of
him at our final parting in 1 9 1 5 ,scr below, l'ig. 355.
" Sec Khnrosfhi I ~ r m i p l i o n s disrmrsrtd by S i r Awrrl

I

S t t i n i n Chinese T u r k e s l i n . Trarrsnibrd and cdiled by A. -11.
R o y t r , E. j.Rapson, and E. Scnnrl, Clarendon Press, Oxford.
Fasciculus I , 1 9 2 0 ; fasc. 11, 1917, jto.
C
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remains in Sogdian, including a fairly long letter in that early form of Sogdian writing which was first
has instructively treated in Appendix P
discovered by me on the Tun-huang Limes. Dr. W. LENTZ
an interesting fragment of a Manichaean parchment in later Sogdian script a n d language.
ExaminaTurning to literary remains in languages other than Indo-European, I must record my tribute
"
of
gratitude
in the first place to the late Professor VILHELMTHOMSEN,
the great decipherer of the
Turkish,
Runic
Turkish
inscriptions,
for
having
honoured
this
publication
with
the
exhaustive treatment of
Mongol,
a text fragment of Manichaean origin in that script (Appendix Q). Professor A , VON LE COQ,
and T a n y t
the distinguished archaeologist and Turcologist, has put me under a special obligation by kindly
31s~.
contributing an inventory List of manuscript and block-print remains in Uighur, Mongol, and
Sogdian scripts (Appendix K). Dr. A. H . FRANCKE,
a valued collaborator on the Tibetan materials
brought back from my former expeditions, has translated and annotated a Tibetan inscription discovered on the Dark6t Pass (Appendix L ) . Professor F. W. THOMAS,
who from the first had
devoted much expert attention to the abundant Tibetan materials recovered on my second journey,
has kindly furnished me with useful indications also as regards those brought back from the third.
Notes of his concerning certain Tibetan MSS. are contained in Appendix R. I t had been a
source of encouragement to me when Dr. B. LAUFER,the learned Director of the Field Museum,
Chicago, agreed in 1920 to take charge of the very numerous written and block-printed remains from
Khara-khoto in the Tangut or Hsi-hsia tongue, as yet but very imperfectly elucidated, for the
purpose of an inventory. Unfortunately other claims on his time obliged him to renounce this
intention in 1925. TOhim, however, is due the transcript of the Tibetan characters which in one
manuscript (see PI. CXXXIV) furnish a phonetic rendering of the Hsi-hsia syllabic signs. These
may yet prove helpful towards the study of the language.
Mr. .bAmong those who gave me valuable help with regard to relics of arts and crafts I must mention
help in the first place Mr. F. H. ANDREWS.T h e most helpful guidance afforded by the Descriptive
lor art
Lists of antiquities in which his was the main share has already been indicated above and is reflected
remains.
in many of my chapters. I may, however, single out for special mention the advantages I derived
from his penetrating study of the ancient textiles (Chap. vI1, xIX),16 his expert comments on
drawings and paintings excavated (Chap. XIII, XIX, XXVIII), and his thorough analysis of the
interesting remains of prehistoric painted pottery from Sistgn (Chap. XXX).la From Mr. Andrews'
hand is also the Descriptive List, contained in Appendix M ,of the antiques, including a number of
interesting painted panels and wood-carvings, which Mr. H . I. HARDING,
late British Vice-Consul
a t KHshgar, acquired a t Khotan and generously presented for the Delhi collection.
CoIIaboraTOMr. LAURENCE
BINYON
is due, besides much other friendly guidance, the expert description
tion on
of
the
remnants
of
a
remarkably
fine Chinese painting from a tomb of AstHna (Chap. XIX)."
other
Mr. R . L. HOBSON,
from his exceptionally wide knowledge of ceramic art in Asia, has supplied
antiques.
in Appendix D a very helpful synopsis of the varied ceramic products represented in the collection.
A . SMITH,Deputy Keeper, British Museum, besides supplying me with descriptive
Mr. REGINALD
notes on the individual stone implements discovered (Chap. V I , V I I , XXX), has in Appendix N
compared their type with that of corresponding discoveries in widely distant parts of Asia. The
I b First disrussed in 'Ancient Chinese Figured Silks exc a w e d by Sir Aurel Stein at ruined sites ot Centrt~l Asia.
Drawn and dercrihcd hy F. 1i. .2ndrews ', Brrrlingfnn Magacinr,
July-Scptrmber, 1920.
" Flu n first abstrnct account, sec ' Painted Neolithic
Pottrry in SbGn, disrovered hy Sir Aurcl Stein. Uy Fred I-I.
Andrew ', Burlington illa~a:inr,December, 1 9 2 s .
Mr. Andrew,' annlysis 01 the Siptin painted pottery has

heen of very great help to me also in dealing with
ahundant remains of a closely corrrsponding ceramic art, discovered on my archacologicnl tour of 1927 in northern
BalGrhistBn and belonging to the chalcolithic period.
" See ' Remains of a T'ang painting discovered by Sir
Aurel Stein. Described hy Laurence Ijinyon ', Burlinglon
~Magaainc,June, 1925.
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e d notes which Miss F . M. G. LORIMER
Inventory
Inventory List of coins in Appendix B has been ~ r e ~ a r from
Coins.
had compiled with much patient care. Mr. J. ALLAN,Deputy Keeper, British Museum, was
enough to check and where necessary to supplement these notes, besides making the selection of
coins reproduced in Plates CXIX, CXX. T o Mr. Allan I must record my thanks also for the
practical help he has given by undertaking since 1920, under an arrangement sanctioned by the
India Office, the care of all manuscript materials issued to collaborators or returned.
Mr. JOYCE'S
T h e anthropological field of research has derived distinct benefit from the thorough analysis analysis
of
to which Mr. T . A. Joyce, Deputy Keeper, British Museum, in Appendix C has subjected the anthropoanthropometrical records collected by me in respect of some 430 individuals on the P ~ m i r s ,in metrical
the Upper Oxus valleys, and Sistln. Owing to the fact that the measurements made on this records.
journey were obtained largely in secluded alpine valleys, Mr. Joyce's present Note on the Physical
Anthropology of the Pdmirs and Oxus Basin is a particularly welcome supplement to his previous
contributions dealing with the racial elements to the south and east of the Plmirs, as observed by
me on my first two expeditions.
If I have left to the last the expression of my thanks for the very valuable contribution to the Prof.
present report made by Professor W. J. SOLLAS,F.R.S., and his assistants Messrs. R. C. SPILLER~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n
and D. F. W. BADEN-POWELL,
it is merely because the specimens of rock and sand of which they sand
have furnished an exhaustive analysis in Appendix 0 belong wholly to the field of physical research. 'pecimens.
They were collected by me in the course of our travels through the THrim basin and the desert
ranges to the east of it. Though unfortunately devoid myself of geological training, I was encouraged to collect them by the interest which my regretted friend, the distinguished Hungarian
geologist Professor L. de Lbczy, had shown in similar, if less extensive, materials brought back from
my first two expeditions.''
My visits to Professor Sollas's laboratory in the University Museum,
Oxford, made me realize the heavy labour involved in the petrological examination of these
specimens. T o Dr. A. B. RENDLE,Keeper of Botany, British Museum, I a m indebted for the
determination of certain archaeologically interesting plant remains.''
It still remains for me to record my grateful acknowledgements for the manifold help which Printing of
has furthered the production of the present work. In the first place my thanks are due to the
Government of India, which generously sanctioned the proposals submitted by me in 1923, with
the support of the late Dr. B. SPOONER,
then officiating as Director-General of Archaeology in
India. They thereby rendered it possible to secure for the publication all the advantages offered
by the Oxford University Press. For the constant care and attention which this great oficina
has bestowed on this work, as on former Reports of mine, I feel sincerely grateful. I n respect of
all detailed arrangements which were subsequently needed during my deputation to England
in 1924-5 I received much kind consideration from Sir ATULC. CHATTERJEE,
High Commissioner
for India, and his Office. T h e execution of the plates illustrating antiques was carried out by
Messrs. HENRYSTONEA N D SON,of Banbury, with the skill and care attested by their work on the
plates of Serindia and the Thousand Buddhas. It is gratifying to note that in the truthful
I nSee 'Notes on sand and loess specimens, by L. de
Bodenproben ', in Mittheilungcn aus &m Jalrrbuche d n Kon.

g.:;:

L6czy ', Appendix G,Ancrent Kholan, i. pp. 588 sqq. The
sand and loess specimens brought bark frorn my second
expedition have been fully examined and described by Dr. I\.
Vcndl, working under Professor de Mczy's inslruclions, in the
Annual Reports of the R. Hu~rgarianL'eologrral Sumry, 1913,
vol. xxi. pp. 1-33. Figs. I , z (in Hungarian ; for n Cerman
translation, see ' hfinernlogische Untersuchungen der von
Dr. Aurel Stcin in Zentrel-Asien gesammelten Sand- und

Ungar. Geologischm Rn'chsanstalf, xxi).
Professor de Lbczy, as a member of Count SzCchenyi's
expedition, had in 1879 had occasion to carry out important
geological investigations in the region of Tun-huang and Suchou. For hints of great archaeological value which I received frorn him, cf. Snindia, ii. p. 791 ; below, i. p. 511.
See below, ii. pp. xxi sqq., 736.

''
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Help with
proofs.

reproduction by three-colour process of selected specimens of ancient figured textiles, &c., the same
high standard has been maintained.
Owing to my return to India it had been impossible for me to see more than one proof of the
text beyond Chapter vll. Even for the reading of that single proof the time available was very
scanty and the conditions of work in camp or on travel far from favourable. Hence I have much
reason to feel grateful for the valuable help rendered by Dr. L. GILES,who generously undertook
the reading of all the proofs, especially in order to assure correctness of Chinese names and terms.
Sirnilar useful assistance was rendered by Miss J . JOSHUAwith regard to the verification of all
references, whether to Descriptive Lists, Plates, &c., or to other publications. In view of the
difficulties created by the above conditions it was very reassuring that, under a n arrangement approved by Government, it has been possible to entrust the reading of ' revises' of the text from
of Oxford. T h e same very competent scholar
Chapter \:I11 onwards to Dr. E. NORMANGARDINER,
also kindly undertook to prepare the Indices. For the painstaking care he has bestowed upon
this troublesome task I wish to express here my sincere gratitude.
While I have been engaged in the labours now completed, my thoughts have ever turned
longingly to those far-off deserts and mountains which have seen the most cherished portion of my
life's work. Limitations of time have not allowed me to present a personal narrative of this journey.
But readers who know my Sand-buried Ruins of Khotan and my Desert Cathay may well feel, when
consulting this record of my third expedition, that the efforts faced by me in the field, notwithstanding
the attendant hardships, meant for me less strain than the prolonged desk-work involved by the
elaboration of its results. Whether Fate will allow me to visit regions of innermost Asia still
calling for fresh explorations, only the future can show. But I feel gratitude for having been
permitted, in the alpine peace of the same high mountain camp where twenty-nine years ago I
planned the first of my Central-Asian journeys, to complete the record of the third.
A U R E L STEIN.
CAMP, MOMAND ~ I A R CKASHM~R:
.
Auglrsf

25.

~ga;.

ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA
P. 3, 1. 18. Ofnit: Great and.
P. 9,l. 21. Add note raa : For the topography of Clulls and
of the territories 01 Dare1 and Tangir, described in Chap. I.
sec. iii-v, reference should be mnde to the Map to illustrate
roufesjolloved by Sir Atire1 Stein lhrouglr Childs, DarFl and
Tangir, in vol. iv.

P. 19,l. 16. For Ishkobar read Ishkbbar.
1. 18. For Chiyagal read Chayagal.
P. 86,l. 18. Add note r r a : For 3 petrological description of
these rodc flakes, see Professor Sollas's Appendix 0 , ii.
p. 1073, Nos. 107-8 ; also p. 1077.
P. 89,l. 14. Add note r7a : But see now Professor Sollas's
Appendix 0 , ii. p. 1069, lor rock specimens from this ridge,
brought away on my first visit to Imam Ja'far SBdiq's
shrine in 1901.
P. 92, 1. 41. A d d : (see Fig. 95).
P. 96, r. col., I. 50. A d d : M. TACH.0655. c. FR. OF PAPER,with
drawing ol man leading camel ; lower part only. To L.
man wears black top-boots, loose trousers and coat to knee.
He walks in lront of camel, whose off fore-leg is lifted with
the action of a horse. Spirited sketch. L)ull red is washed
on man's coat and on camel. Paper buff, torn away above,
partly below and a t L. end. 44" x fzf".
hI. TACH.0655. d. FR. O F PAPER. with part of drawing of
n o u n of donkevs or mules in heavv black outline washed in
kithagrey. o n e animal nearly complete, but legs missing.
Above, the legs and part of body of another. Both carrying loads and wearing bridles. To R., ears and line of nose
of a third and above, one knee and tip of nose of a iourth.
A cord links two together, one behind the other. Paper
buff, torn a t all sides. 6" x 64".
1 ~ T. ~065s,~ e, F~ ~OF., PAPER,
drawing of mules
boldly and well drawn. Upper part of one mule and neck
and Shoulder of a second &hind, and partly in advance of,
first. Grey washon body of first may represent load. Paper
buff, lower part cut away. Ends tom. 4" x 8 r .
M.TACH.0655. f. TWOFRS. OF PAPER, One with Skctcll~f
Iund legs of a horse, walking, with tail tied in knot. Interesting in its rendering of hock and hoof. Paper buff ;
Lorn. Cr. Ir. q i " x 3".
P. 99, 1. 38. For C. Hardinge read H. I. Harding.
P. 100, note 13,l. 4. Add : and Appendix F .
P. 101,l. 3. F m (k1.T. 01-2) rrad (T.M. iii. 01-2, see App. F,
ii. p. 1028).
P. 144,l. 39. AJter N . XLI add (Fig. 104).
P. 145. 1. 36. Omit: (Fig. 104).
1. 38. A d d : (see Fig. 93).
P. 147, note 21. Add : For a view of thc neighbouring ruin
$. I\,, see Fig. roo.

P. 165, 1. 13. For (Koy. 11. i. 09) read Koy. i. 09.
P. 167, 1. z. For (See PI. CXXI) read (see B. Koy. i. 20, PI.
csxr).
P. 171, note 8. Add : Regarding the location of Yu-ni, see
also below, ii. p. 57 j, note 21.
P. 188,l. 32. Far Wu-chu rrad here and elseiilrere Wu-shu.
1. 35. For lIo-ch'iian read here and elsewhere Huoch'iian.
P. 195, 1. 15, margin. For L.M. rlr read L.M. 11.
P. 197, 1. 22. For March 9 read March 8.
P. 214, note I . 0 1 1 1 i f[For
: an assumed Chinese name of L.A.,
see M. hlaspero's hpp. .4].
P. 215,l. 4. For Stfipas L.A. x, X I read Sttipa L.A. x.
P. 237, note 6, 1. 4. A d d : For Dr. Giles's reading of the
Chinese characters, see App. I, ii. p. 1045.
notc 7. 1. z. Add : For the reading of the Chinese
characters on all these textiles, see App. I, ii. p. 1046.
P. 238, 1. 3. Add : (See also App. I, ii. p. 1046).
1. 8. Add notc 9a : For Dr. Giles's reading of the
Chinese characters, see App. I, ii. p. 1046.
p. 240,l.
~ d : d(see also ~ p p I., ii. p. 1 0 4 ~ ) .
P. 247,l. C O ~ . , 1. 40. Add : (see App. I , ii. p. 104s).
r. col., I. 49. Add : (see App. I, ii. p. 1045).
P. 248. I. COI., I. 38. ~ d r :i (See ~ p p I,
. ii. p. 1046).
P. 2s0, col., ]. 53. Add : (See A ~ ', ~ii. p..
p. 251. 1. col., 1. 50. Add : (see App. I, ii. p. 1046).
r. col., 1. 30. Add : (see App. I, ii. p. 1046).
P.262, 1. col., 1. 10. A d d : For the Chinese character, see
App. I, ii. p. 1046.
P. 253, r. col., 1. 35. Add : (see App. I, ii. p. 1046).
P. 257, 1. col., 1. 48. Add : (see App. I, ii. p. 1046).
P. 266, note Ioa. Add : Small broken stalks tied up into little
bunches on the edges of woollen shrouds have been found
with the dead of the graves L.F. I, L.F. 4, L.Q., L.S. z ,
L.S. 3, L.S. 6, all belonging to different indigenous burialgrounds of the Lou-Ian area ; see i. pp. 268 s q . , ii. 736,
740 Scl.
Dr. A. R. RENDLE,F.R.S., Keeper of Botany, British
Museum, t o whom specimens from these burial deposits
were submitted, in a letter dated Augusl 4, 1925, kindly
informed me as follows :
'The specimens (they are all the same) are undoubtedly
fragments 01 the twigs of Ephedra, a low-growingshrub with
slender green branches devoid of leaves except for a small
membranous sheath nt the nodes. I t is abundant in the
drier regions of the llimalayas and Tibet, and generally in
('entral and Western Asia.
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'If you will look up Watt's Dictionary of Econonlic Products ofIndia under Ephedra you will find it identified with
the sacred H o i ~ ~otathe Parsees. I t could hardly have been
used as a spice, but contains a bitter principle and according
toDr. Dymock " The Parsi priests say that it never decays".'
The identification of the plant found among the burial deposits of the autochthonous population of Lou-Ian, with
the Ephcdra, used in Zoronstrian ritual practice of the
present day as the representative of the ancient Haonla,
opens u p a question of distinct antiquarian interest. I t
reaches, I~owever,too far to be discussed in this note, and I
must leave its examination for another place.
P . 267, 1. 36. Ajler grave-pits add (Fig. I 59).
P. 290,l. 42. Ajler arrow-heads add ( L . J .or).
P. 292, 1. 16. For February 15th read February zrst.
~ .01 read T. xxxvlr. a.
P. 366,l. 35. F m T. x x x \ ~ b.
P. 394, 11. 12-15

Far T .

XLIII

read T.

XLIII.

I.

k.

P. 421, r. col.. 1. 30. Add : Mr. I-I. Balfour, Curator of the
Pitt-Rivers Museum, Oxford, in a letter dated November I,
1925, has kindly furnished me with the following note on
the use of the trap of which this spiked wheel formed a
part, and with a sketch illustrating it.
' T h e principle is this : The spiked wheel is laid over a
hole in the ground and concealed. A noose is placed over
the wheel, the loop of the noose lying over the ring of the
wheel; the other end of the noose-cord being attached
either t o a tree, or to a log. An animal placing its foot
upon the wheel causes the spikes to give way, the leg of the
beast sinking through into the hole in the ground. The
spikes hold firmly upon the beast's leg, and in endeavouring
to shake off the painful, spiky wheel, the noose (which is
supported by the wheel) is caused t o draw tight and so the
has to trail a log along as it runs off.
beast is held fast-r
Thus the wheel is not in itself the trap, but it functions as
a n accessory in securing that the noose shall operate, the
noose being the real trap.'

P. 461,l. 31. Add note 1 5 b : For some of the Mongol MS.
remains, see now Prof. von Le Coq's notes in App. K,ii.
P 1049.
P. 492, r. col., I. 45. For Bhi~nasparkaread Uhtirnisparh.
P . 499,l. col., 1. j from below.
spar0a.

For Bhimasparla read Bl~imi-

11, I. I. For Hermann read Herrmann.
P. 560, note I , r. col., 1. 8. For YBmCn read Ya-mCn.
P. 576, note zja. Add : For M . hIasperols corrected genealogy of the Ch'ii dynasty, see now his Appendix A , ii. pp.
986 sq.
P. 591,l. 44. For App. R read App. P .
P. 695, 1. 32. For K6tek-shahri read Kotek-shahri
P. 706, r. col., 1. 22. Ofnit: PI. LXXVII.
P. 708,). col., I. 10. For PI. CXXXl read PI. C X X V I I .
P. 736, 1. 6. A d d : See note I O R to p. 265, also p. xxi.
P. 743,l. 14. Add note rb : For details of Afriz-gul's route
from north of Altmish-bulak to Chainut-kol and thence to
the Kuruk-daryi, see now Ada? of the Lop Desert, in vol. iv.

P . 541, note

P. 868,l. 3. For Fig, 402 read Fig. 403.
1. 4. For Fig. 403 read Fig. 402.
P. 885, 1. 13. For largest read largish.
P. 886, note 2,l. col., I. 19. Add : An early form of the name
Rdshdn is, possibly, preserved in a notice quoted from
Ktesias: 'Pwtavdnv. 4 k h r s l v e a Po'nats 7; PauAcrov
j v (Nikolaos of Ihmascus); 'Po[o,~oara$. 7u'Ats EarGv
(Stephanus Byz.), as suggested by Tomaschek, ' Sogdiana',
Sitaungsberichte drr K . Ahadentie der Il'issensch. Phi1os.kistor. Klasse, Wien, 1877 ; p. 113.
note 2: r. col., 1. 17. For Worterbuch read Narnenbuch.
P. 888, 1. 17. After 14,500 feet add (Fig. 394).
P. 899, 1. 25. Fm PI. X V I I I read PI. CXVIII.
A d d : See also M. IIohsc~n's Appendix D, ii.
p. 1016.
P. 900, 1. 3. For (1'1. XVIII) read (PI. CXVIII).
P. 927, 1. 3. Add : With reference to this ribbed pottery Mr.
F. LI. Grifith, Professor of and Reader in Egyptology,
Oxford, kindly informed me that in Egypt the occurrence of ceramic ware of this type is recognized as a sign ol
late Roman and Byzantine times, extending into the
.lrab period ; cl. Petrie, Eh~rasya, 1904, cb. v ~ t ,3'111;
PI. X X X sqq.

Diagram sketch of the seWng of the trap.

[Of

Mr. Balfour a t the same time informed me that types of
the wheel-trap above described are still used in different
parts of Africa and Asia, including India. A note on those
types and their geographical distribution was being prepared by him for publication.

P.440,l. 40. For Prol. von Lecoq read Prol. von Le Coq, and
so e b m h n r .

P. 931, note

2. Add : According to observations recorded by
Sir Henry McMahon, Geogr. J., 1906, xxviii, p. 217, the
volume of water carried by the IIelmand varies from 2,000
to 70,000 cubic feet per second in normal years, while a
volume of as much as 700,ooo cubic feet has been estimated
in abnormal years.
P. 1028,l. col., I. 10. For L.M. 11. ii. 08 read L.M. 11. ii. 08. 3.
1'. 1031, 1. col., I. I . For L.M. 11. ii. 09 read L.M. 1 1 . ii. 09.8.

1'. 1050,l. j.

For F R A N K read
E FRANCKE.
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CHAPTER I
THROUGH CHILAS, DAREL, AND TANGIR
SECTION
I.-FROM

KASHMIR T O CHILAS

T H Eplan of my third Central-Asian journey had taken definite shape during my summer Choice of
in Kashmir in 1912, and I had ever since been eagerly looking out for a new route to follow
across the great mountain barriers northward to the border of Chinese TurkestHn on the PHmirs.
Geographical and antiquarian interests combined to make me anxious to visit fresh ground in
the Hindukush region within the short time available as I crossed the mountains. I t seemed
difficult to find such a route ; for in the initial portions of my previous journeys I had exhausted
the only apparent alternatives offered by the ChitrZl and Hunza valleys leading to practicable
crossings of the main Hindukush range. Nor did the devious route through LadPkh and across
the Kara-koram pass offer any attraction, as I had seen it on my return journey in 1908. But
chance proved favourable at the start, and unexpectedly opened for me the new approach to the
goal that I was seeking.
The exploration of the important valleys of DarPl and Tangir descending to the Indus from Planned
the north some distance below ChilHs had long attracted my attention on archaeological grounds.
In the accounts of our old guides, the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims, Dare1 or Ta-&Lo receives
prominent mention, partly because there passed through it a route w-hich led from the uppermost
Oxus to the Indus and the sacred sites of the Indian North-West, and partly on account of a famous
Buddhist sanctuary it once contained. Though territory under British political control adjoins
these tracts both on the east and north, they had never been visited by any European, and
remained practically terra incognita ; for access to them was effectively closed by the disturbed
political conditions of the local Dard communities, broken up, as throughout the Indus ' K6histHn ',
into a series of independent small republics ; and also by the fanatical spirit still common among
these comparatively recent converts to Isllm.
But during recent years RZja Pakhtfin Wlli, a scion of the Khushwaqt family and son of Mir Rise of
WHli, once ruler of YZsin, had after an adventurous career succeeded in making himself master
of Tangir, which he had first entered in 1895 as a refugee from ChitrHI. Possessed of a strong
character and great power of unscrupulous intrigue, he had by 1909 extended his sway o v e d a r d
and also over some of the minor ' republics ' south of the Indus. Having thus built up, in true
condottiere fashion, what in the Hindukush region might well count as a new kingdom of his own,
he realized the need of consolidating his rule. This and the desire of securing outside support
for his children's eventual succession induced him gradi~allyto drop the attitude of hostility to
British influence that he had previously affected in his dealings with the fanatical ' K6histHni '
tribes, until in the early spring of 191j he took direct steps to seek friendly relations with the Gilgit
Political Agency.
As soon as I learned of the opportune chance thus offered I decided to avail myself of it in Arrangeplanning the new route to the PHmirs that I so eagerly desired. I had previously wished to lay
my itinerary through ChilHs and YBsin, territories of distinct geographical and historical interest Dare,.
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not previously touched by me. DarEl and Tangir are ground lying on the most direct route
between the!", and thus a visit to this as yet unexplored area was possible without too great a
sacrificeof time, an important consideration in my programme. T h e arrangements with ~ i j
Pakhtfin \YiIi for my contemplated visit needed cautious preparation and diplomatic handling.
But the kind interest shown in my plan by the Honourable (now Sir) Stuart Fraser, then Resident
in Kashmir, was of great assistance, and finally his effective help, given with the assent of the
Foreign Department of the Government of India, secured for me the chief's permission to visit
his territories. The conditions he thought fit to attach to it were obviously meant in the first
place to safeguard his political interests ; but their acceptaxe was made all the more expedient
by the fact that incidentally they appeared also conducive to my safety among his newly won
but by no means yet resigned subjects.
Final sanction of my expedition reached me only towards the close of May, 1913,and owing
Joined hy
Su"eYors.
to the time occupied by the many practical preparations which could not be undertaken before,
and by the negotiations which had to be carried on with R l j a Pakhtfin WZli through the kind
offices of Major (now Colonel) A. D. Macpherson, Political Agent a t Gilgit, I was unable to
leave my Kashmir base a t Srinagar until the last day of July. During the preceding week I had
been joined there by my trusted old travel companion, Rai Bahldur L l l Singh, Sub-Assistant
Superintendent of the Survey of India, and a second surveyor, Muhammad Ylqfib Khin.
Colonel Sir Sidney Burrard, Surveyor-General of India, had kindly placed their services at my
disposal for the proposed geographical work of my journey, together with all necessary surveying
equipment and a grant to cover their travelling expenses.
A t Srinagar there joined me also two other Indian assistants, who, though new to CentralOther
Indian
Asian
travel, proved both excellent selections for their respective spheres of work. In Naik
assistants.
Shamsuddin (since a J a m l d l r ) , of the First K.G.O. Sappers and Miners, whom Colonel TyldenPatterson, R.E., commanding that distinguished corps, had chosen for me, I found a most helpful
' handy man ' for all work requiring technical skill. T h e other assistant, M i l n Afrlz-gul Khin,
a Pathln of the saintly KHka-khEl clan and a sepoy of the Khyber Rifles, was my own choice,
and the record of our labours will show how fortunate it was. Originally a schoolmaster on the
Peshawar border, he had soon after his enlistment in that famous Frontier Militia Corps been
noticed for his topographical sense. After he had passed with distinction through the Military
Surveyors' Class at Roorkee, he was permitted by the late Sir George Roos-Keppel, Chief Cornmissioner of the North-West Frontier Province and Honorary Colonel of the Regiment, to help
me as temporary draughtsman and surveyor a t the excavations carried out by me in the spring of
1912at the site of Sahri-bahl6l in the Peshawar valley. In this and in subsequent work on the
plans illustrating my Serindia he gave proof of marked and varied ability. When in addition
I became aware of his energy and genuine love of adventure, I felt assured of his special fitness
to render help as an assistant surveyor. Ample experience was also to prove the great value of
his assistance in archaeological work, an assistance often given under most trying conditions.
Start ~ r o m
On the j ~ s of
t July, 1913,we left Srinagar and proceeding by boat down that ancient highway
Kashmir.
of Kashmir, the Jhelam or Vyath (Skr. Vitasti, Hydaspes), reached next day the little port
Bandipur on the Volur lake, the Makifadmasaras of Kashmir Sanskrit texts. From there the
bulk of our baggage was dispatched under the care of Muljaml~lad YHqfib K h l n and Naik
Shamsuddin by the Gilgit Transport Road to await us in Hunza.1 I myself with R. B. LHI Singh
For an accnunt of this modern road, well-engineered
and fit lor mules and ramels, hy which are transported most
01 the annual rupplivs required for the Imperial Service

troops garrisoning Cilgit and the other stations of the Agencyr
cf. my Ruins of Khohn, pp. rz sqq.

~
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and AfrHz-gul, taking only the minimum of indispensable baggage, set out on August and by
the most direct route connecting Kashmir with Chills, our immediate goal. During one pleasant
march it took us north-westwards through the fertile forest-girt LCIHb, one of the most attractive
of the many side valleys of Kashmir. Then striking almost due north we proceeded into the
drainage area of the Kishangangl. Passing through its deep-cut gorges (Fig. I ) and ascending
the valley of KEI (Fig. 13)) we crossed after six more marches the watershed towards the Indus
by the Barai pass (14,250 ft. above sea-level). Here we reached the border of Chills territory,
and two more days of hard marching, one leading across the snowy Fasat Pass (15,200 ft.), carried
us down, through increasingly barren ravines (Fig. 3), to the fort and village of ChilHs by the
Indus. Bad weather had pursued us from the time we first entered the mountains above the
L61Hb right up to the Indus watershed, and had added to the difficulties of tracks, in many parts
of which the loads had to be man-handled to enable our baggage animals to pass.
T h e physical features of the route as far as the watershed do not call for a detailed descrip- Historical
tion here ; for since the occupation of ChilHs in 1893 it has been fully surveyed, and some account
of it may be found in various route books and gazetteers of Kashmir territory."ut
the ground
has an antiquarian interest that rewarded me for the fatigues undergone and that deserves to
be noted here. I have discussed at length, in Ancient Khokan, the interesting Chinese records
of the military operations which led to the temporary occupation of ' Great and Little Pro-lii ',
i. e. Gilgit and Ylsin, by Chinese imperial forces during the first half of the seventh century
A. D?
I have there fully explained the significant fact, which we learn from a memorial addressed
in A. D. 749 by the ruler of T'u-ho-lo or TokhHristHn to the Imperial Court, that the Chinese
garrison placed in the territory of P'o-lii after Kao Hsien-chih's famous expedition of A. D. 747,
completely depended for its maintenance upon food supplies imported from Kashmir. As I pointed
out, ' the difficultieswhich the letter of the T'u-ho-lo ruler so graphically represents . . . are exactly
those with which the Kashmir rulers [in Sikh and DCgrH times], and in more recent years the
military authorities of the Indian Government, have had to contend in their occupation of Gilgit
Now the direct occasion for the memorial of the TokhHristln prince was an attempt made by Attack
the king of Chieh-shuai, a territory adjoining Tokhlristln on the south-east, to cut off the route
by which the Chinese in P'o-lii drew their supplies from Kashmir. T h e attempt was instigated A. D. j49.
by the Tibetans, who were then threatening the Chinese dominion in Eastern Turkestln, and
the Chinese occupation of YHsin and Gilgit was especially designed to prevent the Tibetans frorn
joining hands with the Arabs on the OX US.^ As regards the name Chieh-shuai
fjrh, found
also in other texts with slight variations as Chieh-shih
6% or in the abbreviated form Chieh $J,

c,";2t

2 For recent surveys of the ground traversed by this route,
and by others lending farther west frorn the Kishangangi and
the Kunhiir to Chilb that will Ix mentioned below, see Survey
of India maps 43 E, F, I, J ; for revised accounts of routes,
Mnjor K. Mason's Rovtes in IVcsterrr Hi~nilaya,pp. 82-90.
Sec Ancient Khotatr, i. pp. 11 sqq. For the translations
and notes by which M. Chavannes first rendered these important historical notices in the T a n g Annals and other
Chinese records fully accessible to research, cf. his Docut~rents
sur Ies Tou-kiuc occidmtaw, pp. 166 sq., 214 sq., 296.
Cf. Ancient Khotan, i. p. 1 2 .
In the document rcproduwd by hl. Chavanncs from
the T s ' i j u yiian kuri, Turcs occid., p. 214, we are told that
Chieh-shuai, relying on the protection of its high mountains,
had allied itself with the Tibetans. Its chief ' knows that

'

the territory of P'o-lii is limited, its population dense ; that
the cultivated area is small, and consequently when,yrrison
troops are placed there, the supplies fail. I t then becomes
necessary t o p u r d ~ a s csalt and rice in Kashrnir (Ku-shih-mi),
and it is thus that the difficulty is met. Now the traders'
cara\.ans must, on going and corning back, 311 pass by the
kingdom of Chieh-shuai ; its king has therefore accepted
the presents oflered by the Tibetans, who claimed to establish
n stronghold in his territory with a view to getting possession
of the important route that leads into P'o-lu. Since Kao
Hsien-chi11 opened u p P'o-lii, there ha\re lwen 3,000 more
troops there, and P'o-lu has been crushed by this. The
king of Chieh-shuai, in ngreemcnt with the T i k t a n s , has
taken advantage of the exhausted condition of P'o-lii and
decided to invade it.'

I believe that I have conclusively proved in Ancient Khotan that it designates Chitrd, being
probably intended to reproduce Kdshkdr, the old alternative name of that t e r r i t ~ r y . ~
I n the same work I emphasized the obvious geographical fact that Chills was the point at
Menace to
' Gilgit
which alone the line of communication from Kashmir to Gilgit a n d Ylsin was liable to serious
Road '
interference from the west, i. e. the Chitrll side.' A glance a t the map will explain this, and what
from
Chilis.
we know of the modern history of these mountain .tracts points to the same conclusion ; for it
supplies abundant evidence of the danger to which the ' Gilgit Road ' of the Sikhs and DGgrBs
was exposed, right up to the middle of the last century, from predatory raids of the Chilzs people?
These raids ceased only after M a h l r l j a GulHb Singh's troops in 1851, operating in part by the
Barai pass, had succeeded in invading Chills and temporarily reducing its chief stronghold. But
the Chillsis soon regained independence, and their turbulent disposition, with the support they
drew from the other Dard republics farther down the Indus, remained a source of danger to the
' Gilgit Road '. This menace was finally removed only in 1893, when after some serious fighting
the territory was occupied and a garrison of Imperial Service troops permanently established
in Chills Fort.
These considerations had already led me to locate in Chills the danger point referred to
Supplies
from
by
the
Chinese record of A. D. 749. T h e observations I was able to make during my visit to Chilis
Kashmir
have fully confirmed me in this view, but with a modification as regards the actual geographical
t hrouzh
ChilPs.
position of the route in question. I t appears to me now very probable that the route or routes
by which those indispensable supplies from Kashmir reached the Chinese Imperial garrisons
in Gilgit and Ylsin did not lie, as assumed in Ancient Khotan, along the present ' Gilgit Road'
across CurPz, the Burzil pass and Astor, but led direct through Chills. My reasons are the
following. A reference to any map of the territories between Kashmir and the Hindukush will
show that the line followed by the present ' Gilgit Road ' from Kashmir to the Indus at Blnji
is far longer than the line across the Barai pass to chill^.^ Whereas the distance as reckoned in
official route records between Bandipur on the Volur lake and Bfinji is 158 miles, the same from
Bandipur to Chilss, as tested on the route I followed, is only about 116 miles. It would be still
less if instead of proceeding across the Fasat pass to Chills Fort the traveller were to follow the
stream draining the Barai pass on the north straight down to the Indus a t Biinar.
Advantage s
It deserves to be noted also that, even before the improvements referred to below, the whole
of Chilas
of the route across the Barai Pass, though difficult in places, was
for laden animals, and
route.
that ample grazing is found along its whole length. I t was the absence of grazing almost throughout
AstGr that had made the use of the Bandipur-Burzil-B~nji route for laden transport
impossible until the ' Gilgit Road ', a feat of modern engineering, was constructed and elaborate
commissariat arrangements made under British ~ o n t r o l . ~ " T h o u g some
h
700 feet higher, the
Barai pass is not closed by snow appreciably longer than the Burzil, and the pass above Matsi1
which has previously to be crossed on the watershed between Kashmir proper and the ~ i s h a n g a n g ~
valley is certainly easier and less exposed to danger from avalanches and snowdrifts than the
T r l g b a l pass which corresponds to it on the ' Gilgit Road '.

'

See Ancirnl Kholan, i. pp. 13 sqq. ; also S n i ~ r d i oi,.
PP. 29 sll
Cf. Ancien! Kholan, i . pp. 16 sq.
' For interesting accounts of such ChilLi rnids, which
being made largely lor the purpose of rapturing slaves caused
depopulation in the Aster \.alley, hut were extended also
to the Kishangangi and even as far as Skardo and Kashmir,
cf. Drew. Jummoo and Kash~nir,pp. 398, 404 sq. ; Biddulph,
Windo0 koosh, pp. 1.5 srl. ; V i ~ n c .Trarrrls in Kashnrir, ii.

'

p. 301.
9 As the territory of ChilPs was inaccessible for surve!'
work prior to 1893, the Atlas of India Sheets and other
earlier maps offer no help for this comparison For 'O"'
venient reference, see e . g . Sheet No. 43 of the Suwey
Series, or Sheet No. 3 of the
India I : I,OOO,OOO
Trans-frontier Series.
lo CI. for some account of the ' Cilgit ~ o a d
' and its
traffic arrangements, Ruins o j Kholan, pp. 1 2 sqq.
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T h e topographical facts just explained justify the conclusion that the choice of the circuitous
route represented by the ' Gilgit Road ' was due mainly, if not solely, to the political and military
conditions prevailing at the time when the Sikhs, in 1842, first extended their conquest to Gilgit.
T h e story has been recorded by Mr. Drew with his usual accuracy and need not be repeated here."
It makes it quite clear that the Sikhs took this line for their advance because the Dard R l j a of
Ast6r had long since been tributary to them, whereas the tribal communities of Chills and the
adjoining valleys of the Indus K6histln maintained a sturdy independence and were foes whom
it was wise to leave alone. Of the political conditions in these tracts during earlier times we have
no direct historical information. But from the indications I shall have to discuss below as regards
Darcl, and from the Chills tradition that the whole of Shinklri or the Dard portion of the Indus
KGhistln was under the rule of one Riija during pre-Muhammadan times," it seems safe to conclude
that the region comprising Chills and the Ktihistln valleys westwards must have been during
certain periods far more accessible to peaceful traffic than it has been in recent times.
If we turn once more to the map for the physical features that determined the lines of such
traffic between Kashmir and India in the south and that portion of the Hindukush in the north
which the Chinese records know by the name of Pro-lii, we cannot fail to realize an important
geographical fact. T h e direct routes available for this intercourse are divided into two distinct
a n d very unequal groups by the huge glacier-clad mountain mass that rises above the Indus
valley between Ast6r and Chills and culminates in the grand ice peak of Nangaparbat, 26,620
feet above the sea. T o the east of it there is practically only a single line of communication, that
which the present ' Gilgit Road ' follows across the Burzil pass (13,650 feet), with a branch route
over the slightly lower Karnri pass which rejoins it in the main Ast6r valley. T h e few routes
from the Kishangangl to be found farther east all lead into Baltistln or Skardo, situated much
higher up the Indus.
T o the west of the impassable barrier of the Nangaparbat massif conditions are quite different.
Beginning with the Barai pass, which skirts the westernmost spur of Nangaparbat that carries
permanent snow, we find quite a series of passes with practicable routes leading from comparativelywell-inhabited parts across to the heads of the several valleys constituting hills."' ~ h e s eroutes
CI. h e w , J U I I I I I Iand
O OKask~~rir,
pp. 403, 437 sqq.
See Biddulph, Ifindoo Koosh, p. 16.
13 Startin,. from the east we have first the route u p thc
Kil valley and across the Barai pass, with a threelold continuation Ixyond the north foot of the latter a t Surugan.
One lcads straight down the RiInar valley northward to the
Indus, as already mentioned. p. 4 ; the second, lollowcd
hy mysell and found practicable for laden animals, though
with difficulty in some places, diverges to the north-west
and legtds across he Fnsat pass into a branch of the Niat
valley : the third leads westwards along easy uplands and
gives access transversely to e\,ery one of the routes a s far
n g the BPbusar pass to be mentioned presently.
Next to the GI-Barni route we have that which starts
from Shartli, the ancient snnctuary of the goddess h a d 5
on thc Kishangangi (see my note on Rlijat. i. 3 7 ; vol. 11.
pp. 279 q q . ) and leads up the considerable stream (known
to the Sanskrit tradition 01 Kashmir as Saranrati, cf. Rijat.
I . 37 ; 11. p. 282) that there joins thc Kishnngangii from
the north.
This route crosses the watershed by the Kamakd6ri
pass (14.120 feet) and tl~cnceleads down to the Niat valley
'1

l2

by the Bid1 Nullah. Its practicability is attested by thc
oficial proposal made some time ago t o the Kashmir
authorities to open it up as a mule road and an alternative
line of communication with Chilb. Its convenience lor
this purpose was previously demonstrated in another fashion
by marauding inroads of Chilisis, which obliged the Degris.
in Mahiiriija Gulib Singh's time, to erect a Iort a t Shardi
lor the protection of the valley. I n 1891 this danger had
not yet disappeared completely, and I loond the Iort still
garrisoned by a small detachment (cf. Rijat. 11. p. 284).
To the north-west of the Kamakderi route there branch
off a t least two, il not three, side valleys connecting Shardi by
practicable routes (Jalkhadgali, Purbia, Sarai passes) with
lhe open grassy uplands a t the head-waters ol t h e KighPn
valley. Notwithstanding the convergence upon Shardi
of these several routes, I doubt whether any ol them could
ever have claimed the importance of the Barai route a s a
means of direct communication with the main Kasllmir
valley; lor the configuration ol the mountains t o the south
and the narrowness of the Kishanganga valley both above
and below Shardi make this place more dificult 01 access
than KPI lrom Rashmir proper. I t is thus for good reasons
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are all the easier that the watershed here is approached on the south by easy trough-like uplands
curiously resembling small PHmirs.14 T h e westernmost of these open high valleys is drained by
the head-waters of the KHghHn river. O n the north it gives access to a succession of Chills passes,
of which the BHbusar pass (13,680 feet) has since 1893 been traversed by a well-made mule road,
This connects ChilPs through the fairly open valley of the KunhHr or KHghHn river with the
fertile British district of Hazira, and ever since the occupation of Chills has carried a considerable
amount of trade and traffic proceeding to Gilgit and beyond.
HazHra, the ancient UraSH, appears during the greater part of the pre-Muhammadan period
Route
c o ~ e c t i p g for which we possess historical records as a territory subject to the rulers of Kashmir.ls It may
Ch~lfaw ~ t h
H
~
hence
~
~be safely
~
, assumed that this most direct and easiest of all routes connecting ChilHs with
India must h a l e also been made use of during the times when the Chinese garrisons placed in
Gilgit and YHsin were maintained by means of supplies from Kashmir. This assumption is particularly confirmed by the specific reference made to salt in the letter of the ~okhHrist5nruler above
quoted. This important commodity is not found in Kashmir. Obviously when Chinese troops
had to be supplied with it in Gilgit, it would be imported, just a s it is a t the present day for the
needs of the garrisons in the Gilgit Agency, by the nearest route from the source of supply in the
Salt Range, i. e. by the road leading u p to the K P g h l n river head-waters and thus to Chills. I n
the same way rice, too, which parts of HazHra produce in plenty, may have been imported by this
route and not solely from the Kashmir valley.
I have ahead; referred to the fact that the KHghHn valley route as well a s those leading to
Use of
KQhan
ChilHs from the KishangangH were in need of some improvement before they could be conveniently
valley
followed by traffic with laden animals. But this in no way militates against their extensive use
route.
for transport in earlier times. Natural obstacles on these tracks could easily be overconle by
recourse to men as hearers, and we have abundant historical evidence to show that such recourse
that the Barai route has been chosen by the Kashmir
authorities as an alternative line of traffic to Chilas and Gilgit,
and that, since my journey, the improvements have been
mnde necessary to convert it into a regular mule road.
Immediately t o the west of the KamakdGri pass we
reach the high but open ground resembling the Pimirs to
which I have already referred. This extends along the
Indus-Kishangangi watershed as far as the LHlusar lake
at the head of the Kunhir (KAghHn) river, a distance of
some 16 miles. From this grassy upland the head-waters
01 every one 01 the Chilb streams can be reached by easy
passes, which the map Sheet No. JZ of the Northern Translrontier Series shows by the names of Balung, Damagih,
BHbusar, Tatabai, Butogih.
The lowest among them, the BBbusar pass (13,680 feet),
is crossed, as already mentioned, by the well-made mule
rcmd which gives access from K&gh&n and HazBra and leads
down the Thak Nullah to the chief plaw 01 C h i k on the
Indus. The great advantage offered by this route is that
on it there is only a single pass to be laced, offering a very
gentle ascent lrom the south, with plenty of vazing all
the way.
l4 My stay near the head-waters of the Kunhir or K i g h b
river during the summers of ~ g o qand 1905 enabled me to
p i n some personal acquaintance with the peculiar physical
aspects of this high ground. I t appears to me of distinct

interest to note that though the watershed west of the Barai
pass as far as the extreme head-waters of the KunhHr falls
nowhere appreciably below the 14,000 feet level, and elevations rising to 15,000 feet or more are numerous on the
crest line, yet there seem to be no permanent snow-beds
along its line. Yet such snow-beds and even small glaciers
are to be found farther south, both within the Kunhir and
the Kishanganga drainage areas, in connexion with peaks
which do not rise much above r4,ooo feet. We are, I belie\.e,
justified in accounting for this Ieature 01 the watershed above
Chilb by the climatic fact that, as my personal experience
showed, the uppermost portion of the Kunhar valley
of the ranges Ranking it lies beyond the limits 01 the Monsoon
rains.
This in turn may be connected with the configuration
01 the KunhHr valley. It twists sharply in the vicinity of
the large village of Kighin, and the high mountain ridges
projecting on either side completely intercept the moisture
laden air currents that the Monsoon brings up from the
south. This want of precipitation, whether rain or snow!
during the summer months may explain both the absence
01 permanent deposits of snow or ice on the watershed and
the steppe climate of those uplands which to me distinctly
recalled the PHmirs.
CI. my notes Rijai. v. 217 ; 11. p. 434.
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was as general in ancient Kashmir as it has from necessity remained to the present day in many
parts of the mountains right up to the Hindukush watershed."
It only remains to point out that supplies reaching Chills from t h e south could have been Gilgit
carried thence without serious difficulty, as they are to-day, to the central portion of what is now
Gilgit, by the route leading up the Indus valley to Biinji and thence up the Gilgit river. As this from
route throughout runs over low ground in the valleys, between about 3,600 and 4,400 feet above
sea-level, it is, of course, open to traffic throughout the year. But in view of the great summer
heat experienced in the confined valleys, it is probable that, in the days when human transport
alone was practicable, the far shorter line was preferred that leads straight to the north of ChilHs
by the Kinar-gHh valley and after crossing two high but easy passes strikes the cultivated central
tract of Gilgit a few miles below the present fort and station."
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SECTION
11.-CHILAS

AND ITS PAST

Apart from the Chinese notice relating to a route through Chills which has just been discussed AIMrfini's

I a m able to trace only one early reference to the territory. I t is to be found in AlbCriiniPsh d i a and

"~'$2.~~

offers some interest, cursory as the passage is. I n his account of Kashmir, the importance and value
of which I have had occasion fully to explain elsewhere,' the great Muhammadan scholar tells
us that passing into the open plain of the Kashmir valley from the entrance gorge of Blrlmiila,
' you have for a march of two more days on your left the mountains of Bolor and ShamilHn, Turkish
tribes who are called Bhattazrarycin. Their king has the title of Bhatta-SAa'h. Their towns are
Gilgit, Aswira and Shiltls, and their language is the Turkish. Kashmir suffers much from
their inroads.'
I n the three localities mentioned as the chief seats of these tribes it is impossible
to mistake the present Gilgit, Has6ra (Aster) and ChilHs. Nor can it reasonably be doubted that
whatever caused AlbErtini to describe their inhabitants as ' Turks ', he means by them the same
Dard tribes whom we know from plentiful evidence to have held this region ever since classical
times3 Considering that Kashmir was wholly inaccessible to Alberfini and the regions beyond,
if possible, even more so, we may well feel surprise a t his information about those distant mountain
tracts being as exact as it proves to be. I have indicated elsewhere that the explanation of this
detailed knowledge lies probably in the fact that AlbErfini employed Kashmirian Pandits for
the Indian studies he carried on during his long stay a t Ghazna and in the PunjHb (A. D. 1o17-30).'
Local knowledge derived from such Kashrnirian informants obviously accounts for the 'The mounperfectly correct statement that the traveller entering the open Kashmir valley from the gorge of tains of
Regarding the system of forced carriage of loads,
included in modern Kashmir under the general term of
bigir, cf. the passages discussed in my notes on Rijat.
v. 172-4; viii. 2509-13. I t is interesting to note that the
last-named passage specially refers to the forced carriage
employed for military transport on an expedition directed
to the Kishangangi valley about Shardi in A. D. IIM. For
other references, including one by AlbENni, see my note,
Rlijai. 11. p. 361, note so.
l7 The road from ChilL Fort to Gilgit via BBnji, now
made prncticable for camel transport, is reckoned a t 89 miles,
while the distance up the Kinar-gBh Nullah and across the
Kinijut and Khomar passes is estimated at 60 miles.
For the route leading up the Indus see Northern Transfrontier map Sheet 3 NE. ; Mason,Routcs in U'cstcm Himdlaya,
PP. 86 sq.
l8

Bolor and
See Rijat. 11. pp. 360 sqq. ; also Mcnroir on the ancient Shamilhn.'
geography o j KaJi~iir,pp. 21 sqq.
"ee Albirrini's India, transl. by Sachau, i. p. 207.
a Cf. my notes,Rijd. i . 3 ~ z - ~ 6II.p.431,for
;
the numerous
p s a g e s of Kalhana's chronicle where the tribes occupying
the mountain tracts to the north of Kashmir are referred
to by the Skr, name of Darad or Dirada ; also for references
to ancient notices o[ the same ethnic designation in that
region.
That AlbSNni uses here the term 'Turk ' in the same
vague way FIS when he speaks elsewhere e.g. of the 'Turks
of Tibet ', meaning the undoubtedly Tibetan population
adjoining Kashmir on the east, has been pointed out by me
in Rijaf. 11. p. 363, note 64.
See Rtijat. 11. pp. 359 sq.
1
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BLrlmfila, the ancient western ' Gate ' of the kingdom, has, for the two marches leading to the
on his ' left the mountains of Bolor and ShamilHn '. T h e latter local name can, it is true,
no longer be traced. But there can be no doubt whatsoever that it was applied by AlberfiniJs
informants to the mountains south of Chills and probably also Ast6r ; for in a preceding passage
he speaks of the rivers KusnHri and Mahwi as coming from the ' mountains of S h a m i l ~ n', and
the identity of these rivers with the K u n h l r and Kishangangl has been demonstrated by me!
As regards the much-discussed term Bolor, it is certain that it primarily included the whole
mountain region drained by the river of Gilgit.' Its application, which is certainly vague wherever
we meet it, may well have also extended as far east as Skardo or Baltistln. But in that sense,
too, its use here by Alberiini's informants was perfectly justified, since the chain of great mountains
which attracts thk eye of the traveller on his left as he moves u p the Kashmir valley towards
Srinagar, its capital in Albertini's time just as now, prominently includes the big ice-girt massif
of Mount Haramukh and other high snowy peaks that could be more accurately described as
lying south of Skardo than of Gilgit.
An interesting question is raised by the terms Bhattavar-in and Bhalta-Shih which Alberini's
AI&rGnils
BWaUainformation records as the names of the tribes inhabiting these mountains of Bolor and Sharnilin
varyin and
and of their ruler, respectively. When previously discussing these names I suggested that
BhalraSlr~ih.
' Alberfini's Bhatta may possibly represent the term BhufCa or B h a u / f a (the modern KS. Bu!')
which is applied in the Sanskrit Chronicles [of Kashmir] to the population of Tibetan descent
generally, from Ladlkh to BaltistPn '.' This view may be supported by the fact that the Balti
people inhabiting what is now known as Baltistln or Skardo are certainly Tibetan in stock as well
as in language,' and that the application to them by Alberiini's informants of the designation
Bhutta or Bhautta would have been fully. justified.'
But it deserves to be pointed out that in
.
Chills an important section of the population, supposed to represent the original branch of Shil!H,
i. e. pure ' Dard ', settlers, are known as ' Bots '.lo Drew states that the people of ChilZs ' are
Cf. Rijat. 11. pp. 361 sq.
Regarding ' Uolor ', the references given in Ancietrl
liholarr, i. p. 6 , note 5, may be supplemented by Chavannes,
Voyage de Song I'un, p. 2 8 , note 7. I n Raverty, Notes on
rljghdrrislitr, pp. 295 sqq., a uselul synopsis will be found
of the notices bearing upon the use of the term by Muhammadan authors.
As regards the early use of the term, I now belie\.e with
51. Chavannes that the Po-lu-lc of Sung Yiin, the Po-lutr
ol the pilgrim Chih-mPng (A. D. 404 ; cl. Chavannes, Vqyage
dr Son8 I'un, p. 53, note 5), as well as Hsiian-tsang's Po-lu-lo
and the P'o-lu ol the T'ang :\nnals, arc all intended to render
a name corresponding to ' Bolor '. The last two names
estendetl also to Haltistin (' Great P'o-lii ').
Cf. Rijat. 11. p. 363, note 64 ; lor Bhu!!a or Blrau!!~,
see my note Rijat. i. 31:-16.
See, regarding the Daltis and their character as Muharnmadanized Tilwtans, Drew, Jumr~roa and h'ash~~rir,pp.

'

356 sclcl.

At the prescnt time the term Bu? is still generally
applied throughout Kashmir t o people coming from Tibetanspeaking parts, whatever their religion, though those better
informed know also the name B d f i (pronounced Bald in
Kashmiri) and apply it, as distinct from the Ladakhls, t o
the men of Skardo who annually pass in numbers through
Krrsllrnir in search of work.

The use of the term B u r lor the people of Baltistin
is pro\.ed to he old hy the terms ' Little and Great Bhu!!lland ' found in Srivara's Chronicle. They correspond tu
the present Luhlr Bufun and Bud Bulun by wllicl~Kasl~mifls
mean Baltisttin and Ladikh respectively ; cl. Rijal. 11. p.435
Some confusion has arisen between the terms Bur and
B a , which latter is applied by Kashrniris to L i m b or
Tibetan Buddhist monks and is derived from Skr. Bauddbo,
' a Buddhist '. This confusion is easily accounted for among
D6grgrL a n d other Indians who are employed in Kasllmir
hut are generally ignorant of its difficult language. It is
reflected e. g. in the statement : ' T h e word BLol means
Buddhist or perhaps, more particularly, Buddhist Tibetan ' i
cl. Drew, Junrmoo and Iiasht~rir, p. 231, The term Br!'
clearly represents the Tibetan name Bolpa, Bod-pa, by which
the Ladikhis call themselves ; cf. Cunningham, Loddh, P. zlp.
lo I take this statement from a n official report on lllr
wllicll
Cilgit Agcncy (rgog), printed but not
1 have been ;rllowcd to consult. Evidently to the same
ethnic designation relates the tradition recorded by ~iddulph,
Hindoo Koosh, p , 16, about a n old feud that once 'broke
out in the community hetween two brothers, Bht and
Matchuk, which ended in the defeat and expulsion of al'
the partizans of the latter. The n6te are now the most
prosperous family in Chilas.'
I n view of what has been stated in the preceding note
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called by the other Dards " Bhute " '," and in DarPl and Tangir I found the term Bufa generally
applied to all ChilHsis. Is it possible that A l b t r ~ n i ' sinformation about the Bbattavaryin (* Bhuttavaryln) and their ruler B h a t t a ( * B h ~ ~ t a ) - ~ ~was
A i h somehow connected with this old ethnic
designation
of Chills ? T h e materials at present available do not permit us definitely to answer
the question.'2
The references to ChilHs in the records just analysed are far too scanty to throw light on the
early history of the territory. Yet by reason of the raids that, as already mentioned, its people
have until recent times made into neighbouring tracts, and on account of their universal reputation
for bravery, ChilHs may lay claim to greater importance among these Dard territories than either
its size or resources would justify. For this and other similar reasons, I cannot help particularly
regretting that the great length and difficulties of the route to the scene of my contemplated winter
campaign in the far-off TaklamakPn and Lop deserts, as well as local arrangements made on my
behalf, rendered it impossible for me to devote more than a bare three days to my passage through
Chills. In view of the scanty time at my disposal, the rapid marching it involved and the numerous
practical tasks that at the same time occupied my attention, I am evidently unable on this occasion
to fill up the gap that the inaccessibility of ChilHs at the time when Mr. Drew and Colonel Biddulph
did their pioneer work for most of the Gilgit Agency obliged them to leave in the published accounts.
As, however, the four or five main valleys which make up ChilPs, all draining from the south to
the Indus, share the same general physical features, a brief record of the impressions gathered on
my way down the valleys of Niat and T h a k , together with some observations made on the former
principal settlement of ChilPs by the Indus, may usefully find a place here.
All the valleys comprised in ChilHs are very narrow and steep. This characteristic is fully
accounted for by the abrupt fall of the land. Over a direct distance which is nowhere more than
about 2 5 miles and in most cases considerably less, they descend from a watershed 14,000 feet or
more in height to the Indus bed, which lies here only from about 3,500 to 3,300 feet above sea-level.
Eastwards where the huge ice-clad ridge dominated by the peak of Nangaparbat approaches
still closer to the deep-cut gorge of the Indus, the valleys descending its northern slopes are even
more difficult of access and wholly uninhabited. As a result of this configuration the heads of the
habitable valleys, also, are very confined and the area for summer grazing limited. Hence the
stock of cattle kept by the people of Chills is small, and settlements of grazing Gujars, such as are
numerous farther south, are conspicuously absent in these valleys.
At the head of the easternmost main valley leading down to B h a r on the Indus we spent
a trying night amid rain and snow after crossing the Barai pars. Thence we ascended on the

Importance
01 Chili%.
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I am unalde to altach any importance lo thc conjecture
added by Colonel Uiddulph in a note, loc, ril. : ' This i b
perhaps the origin of the name " BBte ", applied indiscriminately to all Dards hy Cashmere officials.'
See Jurnrnoo aird Iiashr~rir:p. 459.
'8 I'rol. Malquart, 1l.eh-rbl (kindly madc by him accessible
to me in proofs hut not yet pul>lished),p. 109, lias proposed
a very ingenious explanation lor the trihal name Bha(u)llazlaryirr. He assumes it to be the Kc\\.-Persian plural lorm,
presumnhly ol a secondary adjectival stem in - i , from a local
name *Bho(u)!!iwir, itscll the pl~onelirderivative of a Skr.
*Bhic!/apuro after the analogy of Purushiwnr, the niodern
Prshawar Skr. Purirsapttrn. The derivation suggested is
philolo~icallyacrepti~ble:but mnnol be established in the
absence of connecting links or other direct evidcnre.

"

For LNra(u)/la-Shik Prof. hl. compares rightly the title
&ilri borne by a Darad chief, Vidyidhara, whom R a l h a t ~ a
mentions as ruling a t Daratpura, probably CurPz, on the
upper Kishangangii ; cl. Rijnr. vii. 913. He is also justified
in connrcting this Shdlr : &hi with the ancient PAO, i. e.
Shiihii, the royal style used by the Kusana kings and continued lor long centuries I)y their successors on the K i l ~ u l
river and the upper Indus ; cf. niy paper Zrtr GcschicIr/c der
(:ibis von Kbbul (Festgruss a n R. \.. Roth, p. 199) ; Rdjal.
iv. 143, notr.
When, howevcr, Prof. AIarquart, Il'clr-ref, p. I 10.proposes
to derive the name Bolor from the conjectured name of
a town *Bhu!!apura,
I nm, lor :I variety of reasons which
cannot be discussed here in detail, unablc to IoUow him.
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of August 9th by a steep track, mostly over slopes of shale and precipitous snow-beds,
north-westwards to the Fasat pass, close on 15,ooo feet. T h e head of the Fasat valley beyond
sho\ved large beds of apparently perennial snow and still more considerable remains of former
glaciation, marked by extensive moraine ridges and a big cirque still holding a lakelet. After
a descent of some three miles from the pass, the first scanty grass was reached. Continuing over
small grassy plateaux watered by side streams and separated by rocky ridges, we passed the few
tnud hovels of goatherds known by the name of Fasat, a t a n elevation of about I 1,000 feet. A
short distance lower down the first firs and other conifers were met with. T h e y clothed the slopes
of the now very narrow valley in steadily increasing numbers until, near the junction of the streams
of Fasat and B i l h , some two miles below the point last mentioned, we passed into luxuriant forest
such as nothing in accounts of Chilis previously read or heard had led me to expect. Not Tar
below this junction, known as Devong, we came upon the first patch of cultivation, unmistakably
new. Grand trees, almost all Deodars or Pinus encelsa, continued to clothe the steep rocky sides
of the valley right down to the small village of Niat. I t is situated a t a n elevation of over 7,000
feet amidst well-cultivated fields of wheat, oats and maize. Information received from the local
headmen, confirmed by the abundance of fruit trees, made it clear that, though cultivation was
not here of recent date, yet the permanent occupation of this and the villages lower down had
commenced only since the Pax Britannica had ensured the safety of scattered settlements in the
mountains. There could be no doubt that this boon was greatly appreciated ; for all Chilisis
dread the summer heat of the Indus valley, and, as I soon realized by experience, for very good
reason.
In the early morning of the following day we resumed our march down the Niat valley. Close
OM cultivation
below Niat the path led for about a mile and a half past continuous fields and hamlets collectively
at Daloin.
known as Gusher. This village was said to count about a hundred households and is probably
one of the largest individual settlements to be found above Chills proper. It owes its existence to
the slightly more open ground a t the valley bottom and the abundant facilities for irrigation
afforded both by the Niat stream and that of the Shatoche Nullah which descends from a pass
towards Biinar. Below their junction the valley contracts again, and there is only room for small
patches of cultivation below the steep pine-clad slopes. Towards The, a small picturesque village
within view of the point ofjunction with the main valley of T h a k which descends from the BHbusar
pass and the K l g h l n watershed, the sides of the valley rapidly become bare of all trees or other
vegetation (Fig. 3). It was on approaching that junction that I noticed a t Daloin to the north,
above the deep-cut bed of the Niat stream, a succession of old cultivation terraces, which had
evidently been abandoned for ages, filling a rocky amphitheatre known a s Nalthui. There seemed
to exist no tradition about them, beyond a vague notion that their abandonment was due to the
drying up of some spring once used for their irrigation. I t is far more probable, however, in
view of the position, that there formerly existed an irrigation channel, cut along or through the
cliffs, from the right bank of the Niat stream higher up. But poor feud-torn Chills had evidently
long since lost the skill needed for the construction of such a ' kul ' and even the recollection of it.''
March to
From near the hamlet of BLsha, situated near the confluence at an elevation of some 5J00
mouth ol
feet,
the scenery underwent a complete and striking change. Proceeding down the well-made
Buto-gih
%alley.
K l g h l n mule road which we struck here, there was nothing to be seen but absolutely barren

"

Cl. A n c t e ~ ~Khola~r,
!
i. p. 1 9 , lor remains ol an ancient
irrigation work at the mouth ol the Kargah Nullah, above
Cill(it proper, proving a former command of stonecralt
such as has been long lost among the population ol these

Dard valleys.
The term hul, connected with Skr. kulyi, is used lor
all irrigation channels throughout this region just as In
Kashmir.
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CHIL.4.S A N D I T S P A S T
rock slopes cleft by dry and steep ravines. They reminded me curiously of the fantastically eroded
mountain gorges I had seen in the high K'un-lun range south of Khotan, or in the outermost
~ ~ i ~ ~ - south
S h a nof Uch-TurfHn. T h e only exception to this forbidding scenery was the little
oasis of Singal, a narrow stretch of rich village land ensconced among fruit trees and vines on
the left bank of the river. But the clouds of flies and mosquitoes that assailecl us here, a plague
dreaded at most seasons throughout lower Chills, made me glad to leave the otherwise grateful
shelter for the heat and glare of the gorge. About seven miles from the Niat-Thak junction we
sighted the deep defile of the Indus, impressive in its utter desolation. Here a steep zigzag ~ a t h
led up to the curious peneplain, rising to more than a thousand feet above the Indus, that divides
the Thak and Buto-gHh valleys at their outflow. It is formed by a gently sloping gravel glacis,
entirely bare just like a typical ' Sai ' at the north foot of the Ic'un-lun about Khotan, and shows
with remarkable clearness the effects of erosion, probably aided by wind-driven sand. Having
crossed for about two miles this strange bit of Central-Asian landscape, I had before me the deeply
hollowed mouth of the Buto-gHh valley flanked by a corresponding peneplain, even larger, on
the west. Where the Buto-glh stream emerged from its narrow rocky gorge into a triangular
trough widening towards the Indus (Fig. 4)) there nestled a small but delightfully green oasis,
the Assistant Political Agent's bungalow set in a large garden and shaded by fine trees.
Captain (now Major) C. T. Daukes, I.A., then in charge of Chiliis, accorded me the kindest Briefhalt
welcome. It was through his care that all the preliminary arrangements with RHja Pakhtiin WHli
had been made, and these involved my starting for Dare1 on the very next day. T h e time thus
left available for my halt a t the chief place of Chills was barely sufficient for the many things
that required attention after the hard travelling of the previous ten days and before I set out on
the exacting journey which was to take me over new and wholly unexplored ground. It was hence
impossible to secure leisure for ethnographical and similar local observations. In respect of the
appearance of the people I can only state that like other observers I thought the ChilHsis generally
inferior in physique to the Dards of Gilgit, AstGr, or GuRz. Yet something in their expression
and bearing seemed to indicate that spirit of independence and disposition towards violence and
fanaticism with which the people of ChilHs have been credited on account of their ancient predatory
habits and the former inaccessibility of their territory."
In Captain Daukes's company I paid a visit to the fort of ChilHs situated on the edge of the Visitto
plateau which overlooks from the west the mouth of the Buto-gPh Nullah, about a mile from where
its stream falls into the Indus. I t is garrisoned now by a double company of Imperial Service
troops, and is adjacent to the ruined ' Bhot fort ' of ChilPs destroyed by the Kashmir expedition
of 1851, and also to what was until recent times the chief village of Chills. This visit allowed
me to obtain the clue to what otherwise might have appeared a series of very puzzling observations.
Already on first approaching ChilHs earlier in the day I had noticed the big tree-lined canal running
high up above the Buto-glh stream along the edge of the plateau which flanks its outlet on the
west. I was at once struck by the extensive cultivation terraces, now completely abandoned,
that covered the whole of the slopes below the canal line right down to the bottom of the valley
for a distance of more than a mile. O n arriving at the fort and looking down from its commanding
position over the broad easy slopes which descend from the plateau edge to the Indus, I had the
same striking view before me. Over the whole of this ground there appeared wide terraces carefully
levelled for cultivation, but, except for small patches of poorly tilled land, all completely deserted
and Overrun by coarse scrub and reeds. T h e contrast between this big area of neglected but
manifestly fertile ground, comprising many hundreds of acres, and the luxuriant growth of big
I'
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Chinlrs and fruit trees in the orchards ensconcing the ruined fort immediately below us was very
impressive.
Fortunately I could turn to Captain Daukes for competent local information, and the explanation received from him was as simple as it was conclusive. Until 1893, when Chills territory
passed under the protection of the Pax Britannica after the fighting previously referred to,
practically the whole of its population had been obliged to keep their permanent homesteads within
or close to their central settlement, the village of Chills proper, for the sake of safety from internal
or external attack. All the land capable of irrigation in the immediate vicinity was kept under
a cultivation as intensive as conditions would permit. But since British occupation had rendered
life in scattered small settlements secure, the ChilHsis had been attracted more and more to life
in the higher portions of the side valleys, where cultivation before had been spasmodic or altogether
neglected. T h e Chillsis were described to me as having a great and innate dread of the heat
that prevails for a great part of the year under the high barren mountains confining the Indus
valley, and likewise of its periodical plague of mosquitoes. T h u s this permanent removal to
what land was available for cultivation in the higher valleys becomes intelligible enough.
Those owning land round Chills fort neither needed nor desired to cultivate it any longer,
though their old rights to it are being maintained. Even when a re-allotment of these lands,
carried out in 1912 under the direction of the Assistant Political Agent, had facilitated agricultural
work by giving each owner a compact plot, cultivation was resumed only on small patches and
entirely by the labour of indigent tenants. These alone, at the time of my visit, composed the
scanty population of the village. I t was fully in accord with this changed condition of things
that the volume of water now carried by the canal from the Buto-glh stream was far short of the
supply that could be made available if the walls, &c., supporting the channel were strengthened.
There was direct evidence of the possibility of greatly extended cultivation in the abundant volume
of water I saw running to waste in the stream bed. Nor could there be any doubt about the existence
of sufficient arable ground on which to use it. T o the west of the area below the fort marked by
abandoned terraces there stretches a wide glacis-like peneplain close on three miles long from east
to west, judging from the map. This, according to tradition, was cultivated in old times and
evidently could again be brought under irrigation from the Buto-glh stream without any
engineering feat beyond the reach of local resources.
I have thought it useful to record these facts in some detail ; for they throw an instructive
light on questions of 'desiccation ' so prominent in connexion with the physical conditions of Central
Asia during historical times. Let us assume that in the course of the next thousand years the
volume of water received from the high mountains by the Buto-glh and other Chills streams
was greatly reduced through some climatic or other change. It would then be only natural for
any future investigator of the geography of the Hindukush region to point to the large abandoned
cultivation terraces of ChilHs--supposing that they had for some reason never been reoccupied
and that their traces still survived-as conclusive proof of a 'desiccation' that had taken place
within a definite historical period. He would next set out to find chronological indications of
this period and would, let us suppose, succeed in securing them in the shape of coin finds reaching
down to the latter half of the nineteenth century. He would naturally be tempted to ascribe the
abandonment of this big ' site' directly to the cause of ' desiccation ' and to treat the archaeological
fact of the coin finds as a proof of the exact period when that phase of ' desiccation ' set in. Yet
such a conclusion would evidently be fallacious. T h e abandonment of those cultivation terraces
was, as we happen to know from contemporary evidence, entirely the result of the extension o[
the Pax Britannica, a human factor in no way connected with climatic change. T h e ' desiccation
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duly noted by our supposed geographer of, say, A. D. 3000 might for all his archaeological indications have taken place five hundred years after our own time. H e would merely have confused,
as is not infrequently done, Post Aoc with propter Aoc.
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At ChilHs four emissaries of RZja PakhtGn WHli had awaited my arrival, and their presence
gave welcome assurance that all arrangements had been made to facilitate our progress through
the territory nomr held by their ruler that no European had previously explored. It had been
a special stipulation on the RZja's part that not a single man from the territory controlled by
the Gilgit Political Agency was to accompany me beyond the border of his own, and he may well
have intended, by sending ahead some particularly trusted henchmen, to make sure that this
condition was not evaded ; for the relations between the ruler and his newly subdued subjects
were evidently such as to invite intrigue on the lines traditional in these regions-if any one cared
to follow them. On my side it was a great relief to find that a request communicated by me some
time before my start from Kashmir had found acceptance with the chief. T h e interest of our
intended survey work, quite as much as the wish to avoid the excessive summer heat of the Indus
gorges, had made me ask that we might be taken to Dare1 by the mountains at the head of the
Khanbari and Dudish51 valleys instead of the usual route which leads through the former, and
this was agreed to.
The first march or two a t the outset of this somewhat devious journey was to take us up the
Hbdar valley to the north of the Indus, and for this we set out on the morning of August 11th.
The heat was great in the deep rocky defiles of the Indus, and the banks of the river below ChilHs
were forbiddingly barren. S o while the baggage was sent some ten miles down-stream by a track
that was just practicable, to a point facing the mouth of the HBdar Nullah, I was glad myself
to effect the descent on a skin raft. With the tossing current of the river sweeping the frail-looking
craft along at the rate of some fourteen miles a n hour, it was a n exciting journey, but at the same
time refreshing and restful. For most of the distance the huge glacier-fed volume of water was
compressed within a bed only 2 0 0 to 300 yards wide, closed in on either side by bare black rocks
or flats strewn with large boulders. T h e raft, which consisted of six bullock skins, was protected
by our crew of four ' S6niwlls ' from the violence of the whirling currents with a skill inherited
through many generations. T h e snowy weather prevailing on the high glacier-clad ranges far
away north and eastwards had caused the river to fall to some twenty-four feet below high-water
level. Yet the flood volume was still large enough to allow us to sweep down in safety over what
at other seasons is a succession of impassable rock ledges and rapids. I t is only below Sazin that
the Indus was said to become altogether impossible for this rapid mode of progress.
Opposite the spot where the Hbdar Nullah debouches the river bed somewhat widens, and
here with the help of a skin-raft ferry our baggage was carried across (Fig. r ) ; in spite of its small
quantity, the operation took nearly four hours. T h e H6dar valley with its present population
only some eighty families forms a separate little republic, but has come under British influence
since a garrison was established a t ChilHs. A t the very mouth of the valley I found visible evidences
the changes that had come over this ground within historical times. About a mile to the east
the spot where the small Hbdar stream falls into the Indus after watering the few sandy fields
Saril there rises a detached rocky ridge to a height of about 300 feet (Fig. 5). Noticing the
remains of walls I ascended to its top and found the whole of it covered with ruined dwellings
of rough but large and well-set stones. T h e area, closely packed with decayed walls, extends
for about 160 yards from south-east to north-west and is about IOO yards across. No enclosing
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wall was traceable, nor was any such protection needed on the east and south, where the rock
face falls away very steeply. T h e site is known as Kino-k6t, ' the Black Fort '. Plentiful debris
of pottery and remains from kitchen middens indicated prolonged occupation, but local tradition
was silent as to the date of its cessation. The masonry, rough but solid, showed a marked
difference from that observed in the huts of the present inhabitants of this tract.
About half-way down the precipitous southern slope I noticed on a large boulder shallow
Rock
markings. incised marks, evidently intended to represent that ancient Indian emblem of ' P H ~ U ~
', Hso S
common in regions where Buddhism once prevailed. One of the two pairs of sacred footprints
here outlined measured about 14 by 10 inches. Their pre-Muhammadan origin was attested
by similar rock-markings of ' Chakras ', obviously rough representations of the Buddhist Wheel
of the Law. Whether the ' figure of a woman ' said to be engraved on a rock high above the
left bank of the Indus about half-way between ChilHs fort and H6dar might also be of Buddhist
origin, I regret not to have been able to ascertain, since I heard of it only in the course of my
rapid descent of the river when a landing was declared impossible.
From the height of Kino-k6t I had a full view of the low sandy plateau extending to the
west of the mouth of the H6dar valley and bearing the name of Dam6das. It is known to have
been occupied by the houses and cultivated plots of the largest H6dar settlement until the big
Indus flood of 1841 swept away all irrigation terraces and left this extensive area smothered under
rubble and coarse sand.
We halted for the night at the hamlet of Balugush, hidden away under fruit trees, and found
Ascent o l
H6dnr
there
coolness as welcome as unexpected a t this comparatively low elevation of about 3,630 feet
valley.
above sea-level. T h e track by which next morning we ascended the narrow valley between
absolutely bare rock faces was impracticable for baggage animals, and men had thenceforward
to be e~nployedas bearers until we reached Ylsin. All marching had, of course, also to be done
on foot. Above the hamlet of D l r , a mile from Balugush, a projecting rocky spur (Fig. 6 ) ,
difficult of access, was found to carry the remains of an old village fort resembling Kino-k6t but
very much smaller. Here the more massive and careful masonry of the walls, as compared with
that of the modern dwellings near by, was distinctly noticeable. From D a r for about three miles
a narrow but continuous strip of cultivation extended up the valley, as shown by the detailed survey
carried out by R. B. L l l Singh from the point where we crossed the Indus. But farther up,
except at one point, HamHchPch, where the eye was gladdened by luxuriant groves of fruit trees
and a few fields, the bottom of the valley was either a barren winding gorge or showed only traces
of abandoned cultivation.
I t was difficult to resist the conclusion that since this abandonment the water-supply available
Ahandoncd
cultivnfor
irrigation
must here have undergone considerable diminution ; for when after covering about
tion near
twelve
miles
we
left the main valley at an elevation of about 6,000 feet to ascend the Pak6ra Nullah
Pnk6ra.
north-westwards, we found the well-marked stream bed in the latter quite dry, except for short
stretches where the water supplied by springs farther up comes to the surface again. Conditions
of obvious ' desiccation ', and that actually in progress, revealed themselves on rcaching the
little hamlet of PakGra, a t about 7,200 feet. T h e spring that supplies the area now under cultivation
was saicl no longer to yield water sufficient to reach the terraced fields visible for some distance
below. Its supply, moreover, had to be dammed up daily to form a small reservoir in order to
reach the present cultivation. This instance of undoubtedly recent ' desiccation ' appears to
deserve special notice just because it contrasts with the conditions observed, as we shall presently
see, in the well-watered valleys of Dare1 and Tangir, which lie but a short distance westwards.
I may add that the ' desiccation ' here noted, which may or may not be local, cannot be ascribed
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to deforestation ; for 1 found the slopes above and below Pak6ra remarkably well wooded with
evergreen tree-growth, including many big Ilex, which on account of the winter grazing it ~ i e l d s
for goats, &c., appears to be religiously protected in this valley.
We encamped that day in open meadow land in the valley above Pak6ra hamlet, a t a n eleva- .4scent to
tion of about 7,600 feet, and there first experienced that attack of fierce mosquitoes which was U n u t a i ~ .
to remain a constant plague throughout our visit to D a r d and Tangir. Continuing next morning
the ascent of the broadening valley, we passed the few scattered homesteads of Chilidur surrounded
by fertile maize fields (Fig. 8). Both above and below them I noted old cultivation terraces for
which the a\iailable water-supply was declared to be no longer sufficient. T h a t some of these
terraces must have been abandoned for ages past was clear ; for the luxuriant forest of firs and
pines which we first reached above Chilidur had completely overrun them. Yet we saw no water
on the surface as the track led us up through a magnificent forest of Deodars, cedars, and firs to
the pass known as Unutai-gali on the watershed towards the big Khanbari valley ( I O , ~ I ft.).
O
The distant view obtained here both to the south-east (Fig. 7) and north-west allowed us to fix
our position with accuracy on the plane-table, from peaks previously triangulated on the Chills
side and on the Gilgit-Indus watershed.
On the Unutai pass we had reached the western border of D a d , and the view of the Khanbari Forests and
valley immediately before us at once revealed two of the characteristic features of that territory.
Luxuriant conifer forest, far thicker than any seen since leaving the Kishangangl, clothed the
steep slopes descending towards the Khanbari river, while a t the head of the valley could be seen
extensive open uplands right up to the watershed range towards Gilgit. It is this magnificent
growth of timber in the valleys at a n elevation of about 7,000 to I I ,000 feet and the plentiful summer
grazing higher up that provide D a r d with two main sources of potential wealth. T h e descent
into the Datsoi Nullah leading down to the Khanbari river was extremely steep, and after about
two miles led over huge masses of rock fragments thrown down in wild confusion and completely
filling the gorge. Farther down its bottom turned into an impassably narrow cafion, and the
track above it becarne most difficult for the men carrying loads.
Fortunately a contingent of Darelis now came up to relieve them, and half a mile from where Reception
the deep-cut gorge emerges into the main Khanbari valley, a t a place called DomGt, I was met by Mehtarby Mehtarjao S h l h 'Alam, R l j a Pakhtiin Wlli's nephew and Wazir, who had been sent to receive Jan Shlh
and escort me. He had brought with him a large and well-armed posse of men selected from the
RSja's own body-guard and comprising some of his most trusted retainers (Fig. 10). T h e careful
watch they kept over us from the start-I
was personally never able to move or halt without
being closely attended by two or more of these alert men-at-arms-seemed to afford adequate
protection against any attempt by unruly subjects of the R l j a or by fanatical visitors from other
Parts of the Indus, KGhistln, and SwHt, who might have liked to embroil him by an attack upon us.
At first this close guarding caused me serious misgivings as to the Creedom that I should Survey
be allotved, in particular for useful topographical work. It was mainly in the interest of the latter
that I had asked to be permitted to enter Darel through the mountains instead of by the Indus
valley route. It proved a difficult line of progress, but it had great advantages for surveying
ol'erations, and fortunately 1 soon found that we were left full liberty to use them. At the expense
of lnuch hard climbing a succession of excellent plane-table stations were secured, the best on the
great
descending from the Indus-Gilgit watershed and dividing the several valleys comprised
in h - 6 1 and 'Tangir. The spell of fine weather that prevailed right through our visit to this territory enabled us to taka advantage of the extensive views towards the snowy ranges above the
great Indus bend and westwards about the head-waters of the S w l t river. Thus we were able
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to fix our positions accurately by intersections from peaks previously triangulated by the Survey
In spite of the trying conditions and the severe strain of constant hard marching,
R. B. LHI Singh displayed. as throughout our subsequent travels, his old zeal and vigour to the full.
His fifty-one years, an age which among Indians might otherwise count as advanced, had in no
way impaired his keen spirit or physical fitness. It was mainly through his devoted exertions
that it was possible in eleven days, all that I was able to spare for this ground, to map on the scale
of two miles to the inch nearly twelve hundred square miles of ground which had never been
seen by European eyes. T h e result is being duly utilized by the Survey of India for its maps.
I consider it both an obligation and a pleasure to record here how much the tasks compressed
12 scion 01
Khushwaqt within this short space of time were facilitated by the excellent relations established from the
ram.
start with Mehtarjao S h l h 'Alam and the band of Pakhtfin WLli's trusted retainers who formed
our e\-er-ivatchful guard. T h a t we owed their ready help entirely to the chief's good will and to
his intelligent trust in the wholly non-political objects of my visit is certain. His young nephew,
S h l h 'AIam (Fig. 2 9 , showed all the quickness of intellect and the mountaineer's agility befitting
a scion of the Khushwaqt race. Kotwithstanding its inherited proneness to internecine strife, with
its accompaniment of unscrupulous intrigue and violence, this race of hill chieftains has been able
by its nobler qualities to maintain for long centuries its hold upon the attachment of the people
settled about the head-waters of the Gilgit and Chitrll rivers. I thought I was able to recognize
in the manner, energetic and yet pliant, of Mehtarjao S h l h 'Alam those qualities which, coupled
with indubitable personal courage, had enabled his uncle and master to establish his sway over
tribes alien in race and speech and accustomed to long periods of turbulent anarchy.
PakhtDn
His sharp-cut high-bred features of unmistakable ' Ghalchah ' or Homo Alpinlcs type would
\v-all's
- menalone
have sufficed to distinguish S h l h 'Xlam from the strangely mixed crew of Pakhtfin WHli's
at-arms.
supporters placed under his orders (Fig. 10). Men of widely different breed, they were all of
distinctly shady antecedents, but ' handy ' and pleasant to deal with. Most of these alert fellows
were outlaws and cut-throats from adjoining portions of the Gilgit Agency, Mast$, Chitrll, or
from the independent tribal territories on the Indus and the Upper S w l t river, who, with hands
already bloodstained, had joined Pakhtiin Wlli's fortunes a t different stages of his adventurous
career. Their commander mas burly fair-haired Shahid (Fig. 28), whose name, meaning ' martyr ',
was curiously at variance with his look of a jovial ruffian. He belonged to Pspat in Tangir. He
had attached himself from the start to Pakhtiin Wlli's person and was credited with having been
a chief instrument in all the violent deeds accompanying the mixed feuds and intrigues by which
his capable chief, for years a hapless refugee in Tangir and dependent on traditional charity, had
gradually made himself master of that once turbulent valley.
Rise of
Established in this position Pakhtiin WHli was able to secure a considerable annual revenue
PakhtGn
from
the sale of timber in the fine forests of Tangir to Klka-khel traders from the Peshawar District.
\i7di's
These resources had allowed him to collect, arm, and maintain the small mercenary force that
lortuncz.
helped him about 1909 to extend his sway over the tribal republics of Darel and Sazin. The
methods by which he had thus, in true condottiere fashion, carved out a new kingdom of his own)
were undoubtedly such as the history of the Hindukush valleys and the hill tracts farther south
must long have been familiar with.' But all the Inore interesting was it for me to get into direct
of India.

'

It dp<cr\.cs to be notcd that PakhtDn WBli hat1 li\.ed
for some ycars h l o r c 1895 under the protection of that
powerful AfghBn chief, Umri Khan of J a n d d , whose
success in establishing his rule over most of the hill tribes
between the KGnar valley nnd the Indus was due to equally

effcrti\.r i I unscrupulous methods. The end 01 this kinadam
came with the Chitril campaign of 1895; for Umra KhBnl
unfortunately lor hin~sclf,had by his policy of expansion
come into collision with the Indian Government.
There is reason to believe that RHja PaklitDn Wai ]lad
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touch
with those who had helped in building up this most recent of Hindukush ' states ' and
..
could give first-hand information about the process.
Nor did I fail to appreciate the advantage of the fact that quick-witted ShHh 'Alam and his
intelligent henchmen, while fully familiar with the ground and the people, were yet, from the very
character of their employment, apt to keep a mental detachment from local interests. Regard
for these, among more settled subjects, might well have induced reticence on various topics.
I may add that the knowledge of the Pasht6 language which we found among many of Pakhtfin
WHli's retainers and the steady spread of which up the Indus K6histHn is a noticeable fact, made
it easier for us to obtain information than it might otherwise have been among the Shil!H-speaking
DarElis.
From the left bank of the Khanbari river, where our first camp in Pakhtiin WHli's territory
had stood at an elevation of about 5,500 feet, the route led north-westwards up a well-watered side
valley known at its mouth as Dom6t. T h e Khanbari river, where we crossed it by a rough bridge
above the junction, carried a volume of water probably greater than that to be found in any of the
ChilHs streams. This, as our survey showed, is due to the fact that its head-waters drain a long
stretch of the Gilgit-Indus watershed, probably fully twenty-eight miles in a straight line from
east to west and falling nowhere much below 14,500 feet. Though our line of travel did not allow
me to touch the main Khanbari valley anywhere except a t DomGt, yet both the views gained
from subsequent survey points higher up and the information collected showed conclusively that
along the Khanbari river itself and in the upper side valleys there is abundant ground sufficiently
open for cultivation and an ample water-supply for its irrigation. I n striking contrast with these
favourable conditions, the area actually occupied proved very limited, and everything I could
observe or learn pointed to scarcity of population as the chief or sole cause. I n fact, the Darelis
were said to have contented themselves, before Pakhtiin WHli's conquest, with using only the
extensive grazing grounds a t the heads of the valleys drained by the Khanbari river. T h e slow
immigration of Gujar settlers from the south and west appears to have commenced only since
the advent of more peaceful conditions.
The main facts- here briefly indicated are well illustrated by what we saw on our march up
the Domot valley on August 14th and in turn give additional interest to our observations. For
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about a mile from its mouth the path led past fertile fields, overlooked from cliffs to the north by
the ruins of an old village fort. Farther up, though the valley bottom remained wide for a distance
of about three miles, there extended a succession of abandoned cultivation terraces, carefully
levelled but overrun by luxuriant scrub and reeds. Groves of big plane trees, which had once
been planted by the side of irrigation channels, still flourished and gave grateful shade ; all of
them showed great age. Only in small scattered patches had cultivation been resumed during the
last few years, and showed rich crops of wheat and maize. A t the foot of a conspicuous rocky
spur known as Gaube-chesh the valley bifurcated, and as the track turned up the branch trending
westwards at an elevation of about 7,000 feet, it became completely covered by magnificent forest,
mostly of Deodars (Fig. 9).
Though the bottom of the valley grew steeper and gradually narrowed, there \\,ere every- Forest of
where tracer of ruined walls that had once supported carefully terraced fields. T h e size of the great
trees that had grown up over them left no doubt that cultivation must have been abandoned
here for centuries. Splendid forest growth, quite untouched by the axe, clothed the slopes on
influenced early in his adventurous career by the rBle
Umri Khen had played on a bigger scene-and also that
he remembered the lesson taught by the final fate of the

Pathln chief. It was probably on this account also that in the
later stage of his own career he was anxious to open friendly
relations with the representatives 01 the British RBj.
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both sides of this Nullah and, as the distant view from a high ridge subsequently showed, in the
other side valleys also. From the steep ridge just referred to we skirted the head of the Dalgin
Nullah north-westwards by an almost level track leading through beautiful forest, where the luxuriance of the vegation with its carpet of alpine flowers vividly recalled the glories of familiar Kashmir
' Margs '. We camped that evening on a stretch of lovely mountain meadows edged by grand
firs and pines at an elevation of just under 10,900 feet (Fig. 12). T h e distant view which lay
open to the east and south-east allowed US not only to locate high triangulated points above
ChilHs but, when all the clouds had lifted towards sunset, to sight, in its full majesty, the wonderful
ice-clad pyramid of Nangaparbat itself. I t was a scene of overpowering grandeur, and made me
forget all the trying marches near the Indus and the constant plague of mosquitoes which had
followed us even to this height.
The fact that I found at our Dalgin camp the identical flora with which I had become familiar
during successive summers at Mohand Marg, my favourite alp above the Sind valley of Kashmir,
at exactly the same elevation, suggested to me a t the time an important geographical conclusion.
As it soon received abundant confirmation from what I saw a t Dare1 and Tangir, it may as well
be briefly recorded here ; for I have had no opportunity, then or since, of collecting more exact
data. It had already been made clear by what I have noted as to the present aspect of the Dom6t
Nullah, that the abandonment of the once extensive cultivation in the Khanbari valley and its
branches could not be ascribed to want of adequate water for irrigation, i. e. increased aridity
of climatic conditions or ' desiccation ', to use a brief expression. But it is the magnificent forest
growth to be found everywhere from Khanbari to Tangir a t elevations between 7,000 and 11,000
feet that demonstrates most plainly that in the matter of rain and snowfall these valleys enjoy
climatic conditions wholly different from those prevailing higher up the Indus or elsewhere between
the great Indus bend and the Hindukush.
T h e contrast between the latter regions, practically devoid of all forest, and the abundantly
wooded upper valleys of DarEl and Tangir is quite as striking as i t is for the traveller who passes
into Kashrnir from the barren rocky valleys of L a d i k h , Baltistin, or Gilgit. It was of Kashrnir,
and more particularly of its alpine plateaux and side valleys, that I was constantly reminded by
all the main physical aspects of Dare1 and Tangir. As far as I could judge without expert physiographic knowledge, the conditions of vegetation and climate in these valleys beyoncl the Indus
corresponded closely to those to be met with at similar elevations within the territory of Kashmir
proper.
Looking at the map I am strongly inclined to connect the abundant moisture that the valleys
of Darel and Tangir undoubtedly receive-whether mainly in the form of heavy winter snowfall
or of summer rains also I am not in a position to assert-with the peculiar configuration of the
lndus valley to the south and the orography of the high ranges adjoining it. The map shows
that the DarOl and Tangir valleys fall just within the mountain area to which the valley of the
Indus, stretching north and south from its great bend below the mouth of the Tangir river to the
plains of Yusufzai and Attock, admits the winter rains of the North-West Frontier and those of
the monsoon. Farther north and east the moisture-carrying clouds are stopped by the intervening
mountain chains. We know that, probably for exactly corresponding reasons, the high valleys
at the head-waters of the S w i t river, flowing from north to south, are similarly well wooded, whereas
Chitril and Masti$, lying beyond high ranges to the north-west and north, though at no great
distance, are almost as bare of tree growth as the valleys farther up the Indus.
Our march of August 15th, which took us over high ground into Dare1 proper, was long
and trying, but offered exceptional advantages for surveying operations. First the ascent led
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steeply up a boulder-strewn Nullah towards the serrated rocky crest of a spur curiously reminiscent
of Dolomite scenery (Fig. 12). Skirting this to the north-east, we reached after about three miles

a narrow ridge overlooking, at an elevation of about 12,500 feet, both the Dalgin and Iti Nullahs.
From here we obtained a magnificent panoramic view over the whole ground extending from the
Gilgit-Khanbari watershed to the glittering massif of Nangaparbat and the line of snowy ~ e a k s
continuing it towards the Indus K6histPn. An atmosphere of dazzling clearness seemed to bring
the great ice-clad range quite near, although in fact some sixty miles distant.
Then another two miles' ascent over huge beds of detritus and across what must once have
been the nhk-filled bed at the head of a former glacier brought us to the pass known as PhCino-phCino,
at an elevation, as determined by barometrical observation, of about 13,650 feet. I t was found
to cross the watershed not towards Dare1 but towards the Kuren valley, which is drained by a
considerable stream that joins the Khanbari a short distance above its confluence with the Indus.
The Kuren valley, from what we could see while skirting the rocky crest at its head, appeared
to resembleclosely in its physical features the main Khanbari drainage. Less than a mile's progress
along the above-mentioned crest brought us to a slight depression in the range, which at an elevation of a little over 14,000 feet gave access to the Ishkobar valley a t the head-waters of the Dariil
river.
From this, the C h i ~ a g a lpass, wide views were again obtained towards the Gilgit-Indus Descent
watershed range, showing clearly the extensive pastures that its southern slopes afford to the
herds of Darel. An easy descent over detritus slopes soon led us into a wide and almost flat basin ,f D,,~I.
showing unmistakable signs of having once been occupied by a large glacier, and next to a gently
sloping amphitheatre of broad grassy uplands. Descending through this PHmir-like tract we
reached the first firs below the fine meadows of Jojol6t0, some four miles from the pass. Above
this point birch trees clothed the slopes just as they would in Kashmir at this elevation of 11,000
to 12,000 feet. T h e track, after entering the forest, became very steep and either followed the
boulder-filled bed of the stream or led along precipitous rock slopes (Fig. 14) scoured in places
by land-slips, leaving us little time to admire the luxuriant vegetation on every side. After we had
traversed about four miles of the forest, the firs gave place mainly to magnificent Deodars, and
these continued in unbroken density right down to the junction with the main Dare1 valley. As
the bottom of the Ishkobar Nullah widened I noticed old cultivation terraces co~npletelyoverrun
by the forest. T h e first were met with a little above a point known as Kinekale, some seven miles
below Jojol6t0, where decayed walls of an old chiztsa, half smothered by forest growth, stretched
across the valley and up the precipitous flanking spurs.
Lower down, too, where the mouth of the valley opens out into an almost flat delta watered Luxuriant
by branches of its stream, the forest maintained its hold. Huge Deodars up to a hundred feet and
more in height rose in dense clumps over what was evidently fertile and had once been cultivated
ground but was now wholly unoccupied except for a few log huts of graziers. A s we passed
down towards the main valley known in this part as NyachGt, there opened before me a delightful
view across verdant meadow land and towards the frowning lofty range rising above it westwards.
The slopes facing the main valley on that side looked very precipitous (Fig. I I). Yet everywhere,
right up to a height of about I 1,000 feet, they appeared clothed with forest as fine and close a s
that through which we had passed on the way from Ishkobar. It was a sight of alpine richness
as impressive as any 1 had ever beheld in Kashmir and a fitting introduction to the latent resources
of Dare].
That these resources, however neglected in modern times, had yet left their mark on the summer
Present conditions of life in the valley became apparent as in the twilight I passed, near the left settlement
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bank of the main stream, a small cemetery belonging to Dare1 people, who every sutnmer come
up to this region to graze their cattle and cultivate the land. O n the wooden enclosures of the
graves there was much good carving, with decorative motifs clearly derived from Graeco.
Buddhist art, recalling those I had seen among the ruins of the far-away Niya Site and elsewhere,
Nothing like it had previously met my eyes a t the rudely marked resting-places of the dead or in
the dwellings of the living, in the course of this or of my former journey from Kashmir. As I
camped that night at the little village of Gabar, the highest regular summer settlement of Darcl,
about 7,300 feet above the sea, I had the distinct impression of having reached ground where
traces of an earlier and more developed civilization might yet be looked for.
SECTION1V.-DAREL
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Before I proceed to record the observations I was able to make during my passage down
the main valley of D a d , it will be convenient to review those early notices of the territory which
invest it with a special antiquarian interest. We owe them entirely to the record of the travels
of those two famous Chinese pilgrims Fa-hsien and Hsiian-tsang. I have already had occasion
to examine these notices, on account of their topographical bearing, when discussing the information furnished by Chinese sources about ancient ' UdyHna' or SwHt,' and I may therefore here
treat them briefly.
Fa-lisien's narrative describing his passage about A. D. 403 from the side of Chieh-ch'a
or KHshgarz to Wu-ch'ang ,RE or SwHt tells us : ' From this [the travellers] went
westwards towards North India, and after being on the way for a month, they succeeded in getting
across and through the range of the Onion mountains. T h e snow rests on them both winter and
summer.' After a reference to the dangers there besetting travellers from ' venomous dragons ',
in the manner familiar from other Chinese accounts of the Ts'ung-ling or the PHmirs, Fa-hsien
continues : ' T h e people of the country call the range by the name of the " Snow Mountains ".
When the travellers had got through them, they were in North India, and immediately on entering
its borders, found themselves in a small kingdom called T'o-Zeih (T'o-Zi), where also there were
many monks, all students of the Hina-ylna.
' In this kingdom there was formerly an Arhan, who by his supernatural power took a clever
artificer up to the Tushita heaven to see the height, complexion, and appearance of Maitreya
Bodhisattva, and then return and make an image of him in wood. First and last, this was done
three times, and then the image was completed, eighty cubits in height, and eight cubits at the
base from knee to knee of the crossed legs. O n fast-days it emits a n effulgent light. The kings
of the [surrounding] countries vie with one another in presenting offerings to it. Here it is,-to
be seen now as of old.'
The narrative next proceeds to tell how ' the travellers went on to the south-west for fifteen
days ' through the gorges of the Indus until they arrived in Wu-ch'ang or SwHt. The graphic
description given of this trying route, with its dangerous ' paths chiselled along the rocks', its
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ladders to be climbed above precipices and its ' bridge of ropes', agrees closely with what modern
accounts we possess of the very difficult tracks leading down the deep rocky defiles, never yet
by any European, through which the Indus has cut its way from below Tangir. T h a t
Fa-hsienIs description refers to this, the most direct route connecting Dare1 with the central ort ti on
of S w l t and its old capital, marked by the present Manglaor, is laced beyond all doubt by its exact
agreement with what Hsiian-tsang tells us of the journey that he took in the reverse direction
from the latter place up the Indus to the valley of Ta-li-lo and its great shrine of M a i t r e ~ a . T o
this we shall recur presently. Of Fa-hsien's notice of T'o-li there still remains to be mentioned
the interesting statement that, according to the tradition of the local people ' handed down by
their fathers from of old ', the propagation of Buddhist doctrine eastwards began from the setting
up of that sacred image of Maitreya ' rather more than three hundred years after the NirvHna
of Buddha '.
with Darel was first made by General HsiianThe correct identification of Fa-hsien's T'o-Zi
Cunningham,4 and it soon found complete confirmation when Hsiian-tsang's account of the same
' North-east of Mhg-chieh-li ', so the Hsi-yii-chi tells US,' ' over of ~ a - 1 , - 1 0 .
territory became accessible.'
hills and across gulleys ascending the Indus by hazardous paths through gloomy gorges, crossing
bridges of ropes or iron chains, across bridges spanning precipices or climbing by means of pegs
for steps, a journey of above 1,000 Z i brings you to the Ta-Ci-Zo valley, the old seat of the government
of Udylna. T h e district ~ i e l d smuch gold and saffron. In the valley is a great monastery by
the side of which is a carved wooden image of Tzil-shih P'u-sa (Maitreya Bodhisattva) of a brilliant
golden hue and of miraculous powers ; it is above loo feet high ; it was the work of the Arhat
MadhyHntika who by his supernatural power thrice bore the artist to the Tushita Heaven to
study Maitreya's beautiful characteristics ; the spread of Buddhism eastwards dates from the
is a s exact a transcription of Darel or a n
existence of this image.' ' That Ta-Zi-Lo
earlier form of the name as Chinese phonetics would permit of, does not require any special
demonstration. The close agreement of what both pilgrims tell us of the miraculous image of
Maitreya there worshipped leaves no possible room for doubt a s to their referring to the same
territory, and its location in the present Dare1 is conclusively proved on topographical grounds
by the details that both narratives record as to the bearing, distance, and character of the route
connecting it with UdyHna or S W H ~ . ~
The brief mention which the T'ang Annals make of Ta-li-lo as situated to the north-east Chinese
of Meng-chieh-li and as forming ' the ancient territory of UdyHna '," is probably derived from
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h i adds no fresh information. S O we can turn a t once to the data about ancient
Darel supplied by the above-quoted notices of our Chinese pilgrims. Their mention of the
miraculous wooden image of Maitreya, which necessarily interested them most and about which
they record interesting and concordant details, must be left for discussion below. Of other points
it deserves to be noted that Fa-hsien speaks of the kingdom as small and yet containing many
monks. Here, I believe, we may recognize a clear indication of the fertility of the Dare] tract.
Evidence of this is to be found also in the fact that both Darel and Tangir attract, at the present
day, a large number of Saiyids and attendant ' THlib-ilms ' from neighbouring parts to the south
and west, who find ready welcome and live on the fat of the land. I t is mainly to their presence
that the two valleys owe the reputation of containing fanatical elements. Gold is still washed in
the Darel river and along the adjoining course of the Indus, though, as elsewhere in the Indus
valley, the output is now very limited. I did not hear of saffron being cultivated at the present
time in Darel. But the fact that the climate so nearly resembles that of the Kashmir valley, still
famous for its saffron fields, seems sufficient to support Hsiian-tsang's statement. Finally it deserves
to be noted that his reference to Ta-li-lo a s ' the old seat of the government of Udylna ' points
to a territory of some importance, such as Darel with its adjoining tracts might well become again
under favourable political conditions.
Valley
T h e abundant resources, actual and potential, that Darel offers, even in its present state,
nbove
impressed
me forcibly during the few days I was able to spend in its main valley. O n the morning
Nrac,,at.
following our arrival at NyachGt a glorious view opened before me northward up the broad wooded
valley. A t its bottom there extended rich meadow land, almost flat, flanked on either side by
magnificent forest clothing all the slopes of the main valley and side Nullahs (Fig. I I). The high
peaks visible in the background were those overlooking the passes of D6dar-gali and Suj-gali,
by which access can be gained during the summer and early autumn to Giipis a t the confluence
of the rivers of YHsin and Ghizar and thus to the main Gilgit valley.
Looking up towards those passes I thought of the delight with which Fa-hsien, and other
Chinese travellers who may have followed this route from the PHmirs and the Baroghil, must
have greeted the fine open valley with its rich alpine vegetation, after all the wastes of rock, ice
and high barren plateaux they had traversed. It must have appeared to them like an enticing
gate to the fair lands of India. Riding back to where the Ishkobar stream debouches into Nyachct,
at an elevation of about 7,500 feet, I noticed how little of the cultivable ground on either side, all
bearing traces of old terraces and canals, was occupied by the present fields of barley or maize.
. T h e abundance of water for irrigation was proved by the fact that the main stream alone at the
above point had a flow of some 180 cubic feet per second, even a t that early hour of the morning
when the snow-beds high up on the ranges had not yet commenced to melt and contribute to
the volume.
Descent
From our camp at Gabar a very gentle descent led down through splendid forest to near
from
the
mouth
of the Kiner-gHh Nullah, where the last Deodars were left behind (Fig. 15). There the
Gabar.
valley opened to a width at the bottom of over a mile and a half. Old cultivation terraces, no''
deserted, ,were seen here too in plenty. But in pleasant contrast to this familiar sight I was
struck by the care bestowed on the solid embankments that here confine the main stream and canals,
and by the shady rows of trees planted along the latter. This sight and the rich crops, mainly
of wheat, which covered all cultivated ground from below the outlet of the Gilich Nullah (Fig. '7)
left no doubt that, however much else might have disappeared from Darel in the course Of
centuries of misrule and anarchy, agricultural skill survived.
That there was ample scope for its use and also far more ground than the available population
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could till was clearly evident from the aspect of the valley. T h e eye could travel along it right Cultivation
down to the barrier raised by the mountains across the Indus. A t the mouth of the numerous
side valleys extensive alluvial fans, now largely abandoned to tree-growth, suggested abundant
space for increased cultivation. T h e day's short march brought US to a high breezy ~ l a t e a uby
the side of one of these fans, overlooking southwards the luxuriant fields of the compact group
of villages collectively known as MankiHl (Fig. 18). There, near the orchards and scattered holdings
of Da]6t village, well above the broad sun-bathed trough of the main valley, I was able to allow
my surveyors and followers a few hours' rest in full daylight, the first they had enjoyed since
leaving Kashmir.
A list of 'old places' had a t my request been kindly furnished to me there by RHja Pakhtiin Kcmains
WHli's orders, and the provision of competent guides in the persons of intelligent greybeards settlements.
O[forLified
from MankiHl allowed me to start their inspection early on the following morning. T h e number
of the ruined sites reported, all known by the term of kdl, ' fort ', was relatively large, and the
time available for my visit to D a d very limited. S o my survey of these sites had to be rapid.
Yet it sufficed to show the typical features common to almost all of them and to convince me that
most, if not all, were remains of fortified settlements dating back to pre-Muhammadan times. Instead
of recording such details as I was able to observe successively a t each of these small sites, it will
be more useful to indicate at once what characterizes them in general.
As regards position, all the ruins occupy rocky ridges naturally strong for defence ; these Kuined
either jut out, as in the case of Ramal-k6t close to the south-east of Dal6t, above the alluvial terraces.
"a'1sand
slopes of the valley, or else form the last precipitous offshoots of spurs descending to the latter.
Whether large or small, these ridges were found to bear elaborate terraces covered with the muchdecayed remains of closely packed dwelling-places. O n the larger sites there were also walls of
more massive construction enclosing the whole occupied area. Rough stones were the material
used throughout ; but these were set with a care and skill far superior to those seen in the present
dwellings of DarPl and were often of considerable size, especially in the outer enclosing walls.
The latter still stood in places to a clear height of eight feet or more, and the terrace walls rose
often much higher. T h e thickness of the walls of dwellings seemed to vary as a rule from three
to four feet ; that of the enclosing walls was much greater, attaining sixteen feet a t the base of the
wall fragments of quite cyclopean appearance found a t the site of Raji-k6t.
Both by their position and constructive features these ruined kdls of DarPl recalled to my Kesemmind the extensive ruined settlements of the Buddhist period with which I had become familiar
during my explorations in the lower SwHt valley and in the hills on the northern border of the s,it,
Peshawar District.O I found nowhere, it is true, that peculiar masonry associated with these
ruins of GandhHra and UdyHna in which the interstices between the rough stones are filled up
by columns of small flat stones.1° But if allowance was made for the much greater decay which
these D a r ~ lruins had suffered, evidently under the influence of a climate far moister than that
of the North-West Frontier, there was in other respects a striking resemblance.
As an interesting point of similarity I may mention that, as in the SwHt valley, in Buntr .ibandoned
and elsewhere on the confines of GandhHra, so here the peculiar position occupied by the smaller cultivation
fortified settlements suggested that it had been chosen not merely for the sake of greater facility terraces.
of defence but also with a view to saving every available piece of arable ground for cultivation.
Elaborate cultivation terraces were everywhere traceable over the adjoining slopes. Abandoned
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and covered with jungle, they bore clear evidence of the diminution suffered by the population
of Dare1 since those settlements were occupied. Of ' desiccation ' such as might have taken place
since that abandonment or possibly caused it, I saw no indication. I n more than one instance,
e. g. at BojG-kct and Tar6nali-k6t, small well-kept irrigation channels were seen still carrying
plenty of water past jungle-covered terraces to fields in the valley below. O n the other hand I
noticed that the present villages, whether open or walled, such as the central townships of Mankiil
and Samagill, all occupy ground that could be far more profitably used for cultivation if pressure
of population required it.
I may now proceed to record briefly the ruined sites round Mankill in the order in which 1
was able to visit them. About half a mile to the south-east of DalGt, on a rocky prominence over.
looking the open valley ground occupied by the fields of Mankill, lies Ramal-k6t, a walled
enclosure, roughly oval, its longer axis measuring about a hundred yards. Abundant fragments
of pottery, proving prolonged occupation, lay among the walls of the ruined dwellings that filled
the interior." T h e top of a little rocky knob about a hundred yards lower down bears another
walled enclosure, but smaller, known as Zh6mi-k6t (Fig. 20). Parts of the enclosing wall showed
large roughly cut stone blocks up to four feet in length. Proceeding to the south-west along a
small canal which skirts the steep slope of the Dal6t plateau and brings water from the mouth of
the Shigo-glh Nullah, I was next taken to the ruins of terraced dwellings known as Tar6nali-k6t.
They occupy the rocky side of an offshoot of the spur that descends from the Chilidlr peak and
flanks the Shigo-glh valley. No enclosure was found here, nor was one needed in view of the
natural strength of the position.
Following the aforesaid watercourse, which is carried with much ingenuity along the preSite of
Boj6-k6t. cipitous rock slopes, we reached the ruins of Boj6-k6t about half a mile farther. They consist
of a series of fortified dwelling-places occupying walled terraces along the narrow crest of a steep
rocky spur. These terraces, twenty to thirty yards in width, rise in succession to a height of about
150 feet above the canal ; and masses of debris from their ruined dwellings covered the steep
slopes. The photograph (Fig. 19) shows the fine view opening from this point up the Shigo-gih
valley and at its mouth the rocky knoll which bears a similar group of ruins known as Shivo-Id,
Remains 01
About 150 yards to the south-west of Boj6-k6t and on a level about IOO feet lower than its
burials.
foot, I was shown a much-decayed terrace the top and slopes of which were covered with remnants
of burned human bones mingled with fragments of roughly decorated pottery. On scraping the
soil here with improvised implements we soon found evidence, in the form of beads, bits of glass
and metal ornaments, that the place had served in pre-Muhammadan times as a burial-place for
human remains which had previously been subjected to burning. A descriptive list of the specimens
collected is given a t the close of this section. From the condition in which many of these small
objects were found it appears probable that they must have been picked up with the bone fragments
from the funeral pyre. Others, such as the ornamented plaques in silver and the small amulet
case, Dar. 0 2 (Plate XI), had probably been removed from the corpse before burning and subse.
quently deposited with the bone remnants in separate small receptacles. That these ordinar'l~
consisted of pottery urns or the like could safely be concluded from the quantity of potsherds found
in the soil and from the analogy of exactly corresponding finds at Buddhist sacred sites so
apart as Sh6rchuk and Sahri-bah161.'2
No chronoNo coins were found at the site, nor any other definite chronological indication. The Orna.
logical
mental
motifs on the small metal objects, unmistakably evolved under the influence of Indian
indications.
la
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art, are of a type that, like that of the Darel wood-carvings to be presently mentioned, though of
early origin, may have persisted unchanged for centuries. Of the approximate date when Muhammadanism was established in DarEl I was unable to learn any reliable tradition. No clear tergninus
ad p e n t can therefore be fixed for these remains ; judging from what is known about the introduction of lsllm in Gilgit and the neighbouring tracts," I think it unlikely to have been much earlier
than the fifteenth to sixteenth century. T h e local greybeards with me knew that the spot had
been sacred to the ' KHfirs ', and told of a large carved stone slab which had been carried away
from here years ago to the mosque of Chaturkand village and which was supposed to have been
once worshipped as a ' Biit '. But they did not remember whether it was found at the burialplace itself or among the debris of a large structure the square walls of which could be traced on
a terrace immediately below.
That traditions of pre-Muhammadan times still linger in Dare1 was proved by a piece of
folk-lore connected with a 'site' that I passed on my way down to Chaturkand. About a mile
to the south-east of Boj6-k6t and not far from the little village of Shigebal ensconced among the
fruit trees, I was shown a stretch of waste ground covered with shapeless stone-heaps and known
as blatal6t. I t is supposed to mark the site of a village destroyed in ancient times by a hail of
stones and boulders, owing to the anger of a snake-shaped divinity. Only one old woman and her
daughter, who on that day had brought the divinity its appointed food offering, escaped the
destruction of the night of punishment. It is clear that we have here a story of the revengeful
NHga so common to Indian lore of Buddhist times. T h e form which his revenge is supposed
to have taken at once brought to my mind the old legend recorded by Kalhana of the destruction
of the town of Narapura, which Kashmir tradition locates near Vijabr6r (VijayeSvara) and ascribes
to the NHga SuSravas.14 I n that legend of the origin of the stone-waste of RamanyHtavi (RembyHra) '' we have a close parallel to the interpretation which Darel folk-lore has put upon the
boulder-buried stretch of ground of Matal6t.
A walk of half a mile to the east brought me to Chaturkancl ; this and Rashmll, a mile or
so farther north, are the largest of the Mankill ~ i l l a g e s . ' ~Within a rough enclosure I found a
thick cluster of relatively large houses, with rubble walls and gabled roofs in timber (Fig. 35).
Chaturkand was said to number some two hundred families and presented quite the appearance
of a small town, though many of its inhabitants were away in summer quarters near their holdings
or on grazing grounds. The large stone slab from Boj6-k6t which I went to see a t the mosque had
been built into the open hearth of a kind of guest room adjoining the place of prayer and could not
be fully examined. T h e exposed surface, nearly five feet in length, showed no carving. But in
the timber ceiling above the hearth I was interested to note exactly the same arrangement of
successively reduced squares which I had occasion to observe, in the course of Iny second journey,
in the architecture of old Chitrsl and MastGj dwellings and of which we find the prototype preserved
In stone in the ceilings of temples both in GandhHra and Kashmir.17
The pillars supporting the ceiling showed rough but vigorous relievo decoration, of which I
subsequently found numerous examples elsewhere, in the ornamental wood-carving of mosques,
- -

('I.Diddulph, 1li1du Koosh, pp. ~-+jsq.
It deser\.es to Ilc noted that according to information
rerordcd by Uiddulph, Hindu Koosh, pp. 11.3 sq., burning
the dead appcars to have becn ~ractisedby Dard people,
1" "me of the more remote valleys a t least, ' till a \.cry
rrrcnt period '. See nlso Drew, J U I ~ I Iand
I I ~Kaslr~nir,
O
p. 429 ;
Ruins oj Kholan, p. 24.
l4 See my note on Hijat, i . 201-2.
" U. my note on Rijal. i. 263-5,
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The local name Chaturkand or Chnturkan is f o u ~ ~ d
also elsewhere in the Ilindukush region ; it is borne e. g.
by a villagc in the hshkGman valley and hy another in Nagar,
abovc the Hunza river.
l7 CI. Snindia, i. p. 48 (Figs. 15, 16) ; iii. PI. I ; Foucher,
L'arf d u Gandl~bra,i. pp. 143 sq. I noticed similarly arranged
ceilings also in houses in YHsin (see below, pp. qq sq.) and in
RoshBn.
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houses and graves. The sitting platform (Fig. 23) outside the gate of the enclosing wall, which
serves as a favourite gathering-place of the greybeards of Chaturkand, the fine panelled shrine
at Dod6-k6t (Fig. 28) and the elaborately decorated wooden enclosure of a grave outside Samagiil,
reproduced in Fig. 24, may help to illustrate this local craft. A number of the prevalent motifs,
including the four-leaved clematis-like flower within a rectangular or round frame, the scrolls
of half-open lotus buds or twining vine-leaves, seemed to me directly derived from relievo ornaments
common in the Graeco-Buddhist art of GandhHra. Both in design and style of work they recalled
the decorative wood-carving on various architectural or domestic objects that I had excavated in
the sand-buried ruins of the Niya and Lou-Ian Sites." I deeply regretted that time was not available
for a closer study of these D a d carvings and for similar antiquarian research.
From Chaturkand I moved down the open ground in the middle of the valley towards the old
Descent
site
of
Raji-k6t. T h e rocky hill that it occupies, an almost detached offshoot of the high spur
Raji-kbt.
flanking the Bachai valley on the north, forms a conspicuous landmark, as seen in the
photograph Fig. 18, where it appears in the distance above MankiHl. After descending by the
road for over a mile I was shown on steep cliffs by the mouth of a side valley westwards the ruined
terraces and walls of Bod6-k6t and DiwHri-k6t, but was obliged to pass them unvisited. We
reached Gali-k6t after crossing another mile or so of fertile ground where, however, the fields are
sown only at intervals, obviously a mark of under-population and inadequate labour. The ruins,
of only moderate extent, found a t Gali-k6t were of the usual type and occupied the extreme northern
ofishoot of the Raji-k6t hill. Ascending towards this over boulder-strewn ridges south-westwards
we everywhere passed terraces built up of big blocks of stone and completely overrun by scrub.
Of the irrigation channels which once must have brought water here from the Bachai stream no
trace could be found. A t a point known as Ran6t I came, to my surprise, upon a narrow perfectly
levelled strip of ground, embedded between two low rocky ridges, which according to local tradition
was used as a polo ground in old times when Raji-k6t was the residence of the ' RHs ' or kings
of D a d . T h e tradition is all the more curious that the practice of the noble game so common
in all the Dard valleys from Ast6r to ChitrHl has completely disappeared from D a d . Nor does it
appear now to be known in ChilHs and the other K6histHn communities down the Indus.
' Darband '
A little above Ran6t we struck a steep ridge which, running NNW. to SSE., connects the
OrRanbt.
Raji-k6t hill with the spur above the Bachai valley. Its slopes were covered with a thick growth
of old Ilex, while along the whole length of its bare and narrow crest there extended the ruinous
remains of a massive wall which my guides spoke of as a ' Darband ' or chiusn. It was evident
that it had been intended primarily for this purpose of closing the valley west of Raji-k6t and
protecting the flank of the latter. But the ' JyeshtOros ' or headmen of MankiHl accompanying
me volunteered the further information that the wall was intended also to safeguard an earthen
pipe line laid underneath it, which had once served to carry water from the Bachai stream to the
ruined fort on the top of the Raji-k6t hill. No trace of this pipe line could be seen where we followed
the crest, nor had I time to make a search for possible remains. But considering that the use of
water pipes or underground conduits appears to be now quite unknown in Dare1 the statement
is of distinct interest, whether it be based on tradition or on some actual 'find. As the fortified
top of Raji-k6t rises considerably above the crest of the connecting ridge just described it is obvious
that no water-supply could have been brought to it except by the means just indicated.
Remains on
T h e hill-top, which, as seen in Figs, 21, 22, is fairly clear of vegetation, lies about 5,680
Raji-kbt
above sea-level and rises probably about 500 feet above the river bed a t its east foot. On reaching
hill.
CI. e . g. clelails in Fig. 23 with carvings of the Niya
Site, S n i n d ~ a ,iv. PI. X V I I I , S I X ; those in Figs. 24, 28

with Lou-Ian motifs, Serindio, iv. PI.
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it I first observed, on a slightly lower shoulder northward, the much-decayed remains of a small
fort-like enclosure, measuring about thirty yards from east to west and somewhat less across, built
of rough blocks quite Cyclopean in appearance. T h e wall eastwards was over sixteen feet thick
at its base. The amount of debris and earth which in most places overlies the ruin of this outwork
left no doubt in my mind about its antiquity. Ascending to the crest of the hill I had before me
the very well preserved walls of a manifestly recent circumvallation, extending for about 1 7 0
yards from north to south with a n average width of only 30-40 yards. I was told that it was built
by the Mankill people within the present generation for the purpose of warding off invasion from
the south, which was apprehended a t the time when Chills was brought under control in 1892.
The good condition in which the walls, in spite of their very rough construction, are found to-day
supported the statement. T h e modern fort appears never to have been completed. I n a n y case
the small size of the stones used, as seen in Fig. 22, made it easy to distinguish its outline from the
walls of a far larger and manifestly ancient circumvallation traceable on the slopes below, and also
from the remains of the dilapidated dwellings that cover the area thus enclosed.
The walls of the old fort, though built of large stones, had in most parts, owing to the steepness
of the lower slopes which they crowned, to a large extent crumbled away. Their remains, rising
now nowhere to more than four or five feet above the surface of the ground, could be traced most
easily for about 250 yards along the south face and for about 170 yards northward from the southeast corner. The remains of walls of similar material that belonged to interior structures occupying
easier slopes had suffered less decay. T h e general impression I gained during my rapid survey
of the Raji-k6t site was fully in accord with the local belief that it marked the fortified
residence of the ancient rulers of D a d , a belief to which the very name Raji--R6l lends support.
The position must have specially recommended itself for this purpose on account of its natural
strength, the relatively large space available on the hill-top, and also because it completely commands the narrow neck-like portion of the valley which intervenes between the two main cultivable
areas, viz. Mankill in the north and Samagill in the south.
It was probably the advantage of this central ~ o s i t i o ndividing the two largest communities
of the valley and thus facilitating their control which had induced R l j a Pakhtiin W l l i to choose
the small open plain at the south foot of Raji-k6t for the castle he was building a s his place of
residence in the newly annexed territory and as a stronghold to safeguard its possession against
possible risings. T h e site had long ago gone out of occupation, and even the rich land at the mouth
of the Bachai valley westwards had only recently been brought again under cultivation. There,
in the open court of the as yet unfinished castle of Gumsre-k6t, R l j a Pakhtiin WHli received me
in full state. The high walls of the enceinte, turreted a t the four corners, seemed to be copied from
the old strongholds that had long sheltered the rulers of Chitrll and MastGj, members of rival
branches of the R ~ j a ' srace, during centuries of strife and bloodshed.
It was to me an interesting experience, welcome both on personal and historical grounds,
to meet Pakhtiin Wlli. After a chequered career that befitted the son of hIir WBli-ruler of
YSsin, murderer of Hayward and finally a f u g i t i v e h e had succeeded in building up a new
kingdom for himself, the most recent that India has seen raised on the old adventurous lines, and
perhaps the last for the time being. R l j a Pakhtijn WBli, if (Fig. 27) not a man of imposing build,
Yet in expression of face and in bearing appeared the shrewd and energetic chief that his success
proclaimed him. Though he looked relatively young for his age, then about forty-six years, there
was mistaking in his features the traces of anxious periods of struggle and intrigue. He generally
wOreanair of reserve in which suspicion and cunning were combined; nevertheless, in his unguarded
I thought I caught glimpses of genuine bonhomie. When speaking of his young sons,
E
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for whom he was anxious to secure an undisturbed succession to what he had won by craft and
unscrupulous violence, his features always seemed to soften in a manner that compelled sympathy.
That he could command genuine attachment and devotion from those whom he employed round
his person or used as the confidential instruments of his policy, was apparent from much that
I noticed or heard. He evidently took care to keep on good terms with the priestly element, the
Saiyids and Illullahs, in view of their influence both in Dare1 and Tangir. But though he, no
doubt, might have been prepared to use fanatical feeling if it served his ends, yet it seemed to me
that the Mullahs neither individually nor collectively were allowed much weight in PakhtGn WBliPs
inner councils.
In the strange medley attending on the RHja, which seemed to call up times and methods of
Physique
and
rule
long gone by, Darelis were evidently still kept much in the background. Yet to me their
character of
elders and headmen (Fig. 26) were figures of distinct interest. They appeared to represent certain
DarElis.
features of the racial type of the Darel population in a specially characteristic fashion. This
racial type in its general aspects. as far as I could judge without anthropometrical observations,
for the collection of which there was no time, seemed to me unmistakably akin to that of the other
Shil!H-speaking Dard tribes that occupy the adjoining mountain territories. Yet the refinement
frequently noticeable in the features of the men and their less heavily built frame suggested inheritance from a more developed civilization, but one that had been decadent for many generations.
The weakening effects of such descent and of a long period of anaemic anarchy, such as is generally
supposed to have prevailed in Dare1 previous to Pakhtfin WHli's advent, seemed best to account
for that want of vigour which struck me in the physique and mentality of Dartlis. I received
the distinct impression that theirs was a race subject to the inherited instincts of town-bred folk
and needing a strong ruler.
Aims of
There was much to claim my interest in what I heard from the Khushwaqt chief that evening
Rija Pakhand
during the long return visit he paid me next morning in my camp pitched by the
tim \I1ili.
Gime-glh stream not far off. But there is no need here to record details. H e was manifestly
anxious to effect material improvements after the model of those to which British influence is
slowly opening the way in the tracts controlled by the Gilgit and ChitrHl Agencies. Perhaps he
rightly hoped that the making of roads practicable for laden animals, instead of the goat tracks
that connect the valleys under his rule, and similar facilities for trade and intercourse, would make
his subjects more ready to forget their former independence. I n any case there was more hope
of his securing the required engineering implements and other assistance from the British Political
authorities than the supplies of modern arms and ammunition on which his desire was set. To the
great openings for increased agricultural production and to the possibility of developing the
important natural resources of Darel and its adjoining valleys eastward RHja Pakhtfin WHli
seemed to be fully alive. It did not surprise me to learn, years later, that he had since my visit
spent much energy on making roads convenient for laden traffic and on endeavours to attract
new settlers to waste areas in Dartl and Khanbari.
End 01
He had spared no care nor trouble to facilitate my safe passage through his territory and to
Pakhtim
make
it as profitable as the strict limitation of my time permitted. S o it was natural that I should
\\'Bli and
his kinpcarry away from my D a r d visit warm gratitude for the friendly welcome accorded to me and
don1.
a genuine and sympathetic interest in its ruler. This feeling prompts me to record here in all
briefness the sad end of RHja Pakhtiin Wgli's life and kingdom. The years following my visit had
seen a wise diversion of his policy from further expansion and conquest to the peaceful consolidation of his territory by means of improved communications, trade facilities, &c., as well as by
closer relations with the Gilgit Agency. However, old hatreds were kept awake by the remembrance
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of many a bloody deed and, as far as Tangir was concerned, probably also by a genuine love
of the former turbulent independence. S o in the winter of 1917 a conspiracy hatched in
Tangir proved successful, and R5ja P a k h t i n W l l i was cruelly murdered with an axe while
watching the construction of a mosque at Lurg. With his life the chiefship also came to
a sudden end. T h e Tangiri tribesmen, with the Gabar-khel to the fore, a t once plundered and
burned down Pakhtin Wlli's old stronghold a t Jagl6t (Fig. 25). Gumlre-k6t was then attacked
and sacked by the Darelis, who are said to have razed its walls to the ground. T h e Rsja's wives,
children and near relations, including Mehtarjao ShHh 'Alam, were forced to flee to independent
territory westwards, where most of them live now in Kandia a s hapless refugees subsisting on
charity. The story is of a type familiar in the history of these regions. But I am glad to have
known its chief actor.

LIST O F OBJECTS COLLECTED IN DARRL
OBJECTS FOUND AT BOJO-KOT BURIAL-PLACE

Dar. on. Sllver charm case, square with two loops a t
lower edge, to which is attached a chain of fine wire
auspending a semi-sphere. Pattern in repoussC on sides ;
within bead border, a four-petalled rosette and scrolls.
\\'ire ol chain appears to be drawn. Perished nnd broken
in four. I" sq. when whole. PI. XI.
Dar. 03. Copper charm case, similar to Dnr. 02, but
loops and chain missing. Corroded. I" sq. PI. XI.
Dar. 04. Fr, of silver armlet. Wide band of thin sheet
silver, with three raised ribs, and transverse band of simple
incised om. a t end. Deeply oxidized. Length z", width
IQ". PI. XI.
Dar. 05. Pottery spinning whorl, in form of two cones
joined at bases nnd truncated a t ends. One end longer
than the other; pierced with large hole vertically. Grey
clay. Diam. I", H. p".

Dm.06. Fr. of sllver oro. Upper end, a square wire
bent into hook. This broadens downwards into flat band.
on front of which is heart-shaped palmettc ol twisted cable
wire, to one loop ol which hangs short, very thin wirc
strung with lour minute glass beads, two green nnd two
white. Below this, nlso on face of band, is heart-shaped
OBJECT PRESENTED BY

DPT.0 1 . ATTOW,
with cane shalt (broken) and wroughtiron head. Head triangular in section, with sides somerhnt
concave ; barbed. Whipping ol gut a t this end, and traces

cell setting for jewel (missing). Band terminates below
in a loop, with fr. of wire suspended. Oxidized. Length
zf", gr. width &". PI. XI.
Dar. 07. Frs. of Iron chaln, with 8-shaped links, one limb
being twisted a t right angles to the other. Some parts
corroded together. Brittle. Links
x &". PI. XI.
Dar. 08. Elght cowries, drilled for threading, and one
stone bead.
Dar. 09. Twelve glass and paste beads. Two are
composed ol several fused together. Colours chiefly blue
and green. Cr. M. (fused) in.
Dar. 010. Mlsc. metal rings and frs. of various kinds,
including one finger ring with large cup-shaped setting lor
jewel. Poor condition. K. finger ring diam. f g" ; diam.
of setting t". PI. XI.
Dar. 0x1. Three stone beads: one cnrnelian, lozengeshaped ; one pinkish-white pebble, lozenge-shaped ; one
bluish pebble, barrel-shaped. Cr. length i".
Dar. ors. M s c . frs. of bronze and lead. Cr. hi. (fr.
ol ring) at".
Dar. 013. Mlsc. frs. of glass beads, k c . , pebble, crystal.
and teeth. Gr. M. :&".
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lacquer nnd leathers a t other. Good condition. Length
ol whole 2' 64",length of head 21".

SPECIMENS O F P O l T E R Y FROM KINO-KOT AND RAXIAL-KOT SITES

KiOo-kit. 0 1 . Fr. of pottery vessel. I{nnd-made (7).
KO orn. ; moderately good clay, not well washed.
21''

x

13"

x

&'.

Ramal-Let. or. Fr. of pottery. Hand-made ; coarse grey
clay, red-burning. No orn. Gr. hI. 2'.
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LOWER DAREL AND TANGiR

O n August 18th I proceeded from GumHre-k6t on my way down the main Dare1 valley.
Before crossing the river to the left bank, where most of the cultivated area in this part is situated,
I paid n visit to the mouth of the Nullah known as Gime-gHh. There above the decayed walls
a village site called hlazHr-kbt I was shown a spot which, according to the tradition of the Samagi~l
tract, was held sacred in pre-Muhammadan times and is known by the name of Gime-deo. A
rough stone slab standing upright to about four feet from the ground was said to have been an
object of worship. Close by to the north was a confused heap of rocks, evidently brought down
by a landslip ; we were told that it had destroyed in its fall two large earthen images of ' Biits'
which are believed to have somehow survived until a few generations ago.
Moving south from here we passed a great deal of ground with abandoned cultivation terraces.
On the top of a plateau said to have been irrigated until some fifty years ago I found the remains
of a walled enclosure of the usual type, known as Duke-k6t. A fine view was obtained from this
plateau over the rich village lands of Samagill southward. But above them on the left bank of
the river it also included extensive terraced slopes which irrigation no longer reaches. Nothing
was remembered of the canals which once had carried water to them. But that their abandonment
could scarcely be ascribed to want of water became clear when we crossed the river by a bridge below
GumHre-k6t ; for its volume, as measured here, proved over a thousand cubic feet per second.
While following the canal that irrigates the main portion of the Samagill lands (carrying
about twenty cubic feet of water per second), I had occasion to note the remarkably solid construction of the embankment that carries it. T h e sight of the fine trees planted along it carried
the mind back to Europe, and their size testified to the antiquity of the canal alignment. Samagiil
was found to contain two populous and compact villages, Bir6-k6t and Dodb-k6t, situated about
a mile from each other. T h e second, near which also stands a large fort constructed about the
same time as the new circumvallation of Raji-k6t, presented, with its closely packed houses (Fig. 36)
and several places of worship (Fig. 28), the appearance of a small town. T h e estimate of 540
households given to me for SamagiHl could scarcely have been much exaggerated.'
At a fine
ZiHrat situated in a shady grove by the river below Dod6-k6t I was particularly struck by the
presence in the bold wood-carving of ancient decorative motifs with which I was already familiar
from Graeco-Buddhist relieves, including the acanthus leaf, lotus, Stijpa and what 1 took to be
a derivative of the ' Buddhist rail '.
Below Dod6-k6t the valley contracts, and no cultivation is met with until the rich terraced
fields of Poguch are reached, some two miles lower down. T h e luxuriance of the fruit trees and vines
among which its homesteads are scattered, bore witness to its fertility and sheltered climate In
contrast to the barrenness of the lower hill slopes around. But what interested me specially at
Poguch were its shrines, the most renowned throughout DarEl. Passing down between shady
orchards to the left bank of the river I visited first the ZiHrat known a s Moyubaikl, where a large
grove of old trees shelters the graves of six brothers of Shlha-khPI BHba, who is the chief object
of worship at Poguch. All I could learn about them was that the brothers were holy men who
shared in the martyrdom of ShHha-khEl B l b a .
The sanctuary of the saint himself lies at the mouth of a stony Nullah on the other side
the deep-cut river and about zoo feet above it. Apart from several structures serving as places

'

The other figures relating to the number of households
communicnted to me by Mehtarjao Shah 'Alnm lor Dare1
were as lollows : Manki81 including RashrnAl and ('haturkand,

5 1 0 ; Poguch, 140 ; CayaI, 500. The totnl number of fnmilic'
then in permanent occupation 01 land in the vnlleys
DudishAl and Khanhriwas believed tobe less than a hundred'
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of prayer and of accommodation for pilgrims, we found there a Z i l r a t wholly built in carved timber

and believed to mark his grave (Fig. 30). T h e legend I heard a t the site tells of ShBha-khEl BBba
a holy man who came from S w l t to convert the heathen and show them the ~ a t hwhich leads
to bliss in Muhammad's Paradise. He was a ' Chishti ' and much rejoiced in music. I n the
course of his pious wanderings he was killed a t Poguch by the ' Klfirs ', who cut off his head and
carried it hundreds of ' K 6 s ' down the Indus valley. But miraculously the head flew back through
the air and rejoined the martyr's corpse. By this proof of his holiness he converted the Dare1
people to the true faith and has ever since been worshipped a t the place of his death as the most
effective protector of the pious who need help. His shrine is certainly the best known in Darel
and the valleys immediately adjoining it. We were told that, on account of the saint's miraculous
powers, it was visited by pilgrims from places as far as ' twenty days' journey ' all over the Indus
and S w l t KGhistHn and elsewhere in the Hindukush mountains.
In view of what we know from other sources of the continuity of local worship in these regions,'
we may be justified in looking upon Poguch as the most likely site of that colossal image in wood
representing Maitreya Bodhisattva which the above-quoted accounts of Fa-hsien and Hsoantsang mention as a special object of worship in what is now D a d . T h e material and the size
of the image as they describe it are both in keeping with what we now know of the magnificent
timber of the valley. If it was gilded all over, as Hsiian-tsang's notice seems to imply, its complete
disappearance is still more easily accounted for. Whether the proposed identification can also
be supported by philological indications is a matter on which, in views of my lack of special qualifications, I can only venture to touch with hesitation in the note below.s
The view from Shlha-khel BBha's Zilrat had shown the increasing barrenness of the lower
slopes of the valley, suggestive of the vicinity of the Indus gorge and changed climatic conditions.
So I was not surprised, when proceeding below Poguch along a narrow plateau which rises steeply
to a height of some 400 feet above the left bank of the river, to find that it was almost bare of vegetation and the ruined fort crowning its highest point built of stamped clay. T h e use of such material
clearly indicated that this ground received little of the abundant moisture enjoyed by the higher
portion of D a d . T h e walls of Lohilo-k6t-the ' Red Fort ', a name derived from the reddish
hue of the clay-were for the most part badly decayed, but in places still stood to a height of over
ten feet (Fig. 16). They enclosed a rectangle about 174 feet long from NNW. to SSE. and 1 1 5
feet across. There were remains of corner bastions, about twelve feet square, and indications
('1. my Note on Buddhist loral worship ilr nlulral~r~~radan
Celllral Asia, J . R . A . S . , 1910, pp. 839 sqq. ; also Serindia, i.
PP. 41, 71, and iii. p. 1546 (Index).
a As regards Poguch I may call attention to the fact
that the second portion of the name may contain the same
word -gurh as is found in the designation a r a h j i ~ u - g w h
which I heard npplied a t Charrun in Mastiij to a place wit11
remains of Buddhist worship. It was there interpreted t o
meaning 'the sacred corner ' ; cf. Seri~idia,i, p. 4 1 .
As the Khbwir of hfastfij and the Shini ol Dare1 are
allied Dardic languages the word p r h may be assumed
to be in both of identical origin and meaning. With reference
the first portion Po- the conjecture might be hazardrd
that i t
the phonetic derivative of Buddha. Thc
lo harden original unaspirated sonants (b > p,
8' k~ d > t ) inlo mutes, both a t the beginning and in the
of words, is well attested in the Dardic languages ;
Grierson, The Piia'ra languages, pp. 96, I l o , l r 6 .

''

[In view of such forms as Shini puch, push, also Girwi
ptich, Shighni puch, 'son ', derived from Aryan pufra, the
question deserves consideration whether -gurh may not be
a n alternative form for Shil!i gcsh, go'ah (connected with
Skr. golra), meaning ' house ' ; cf. Grierson, ibid , p. 107.1
I feel on still more dangerous ground as regards the name
,Voyubaike, applied to the lower ZiArat. But as apocope
of original tr is well known in Dardic languages (cf. Grierson,
ibid. p. I O ; ) , it would bc quite possible to recognize in
.lfoyu a direct phonetic dcri\.ative of Alailrva. The fact
that the extant local legend points to that site a?; tlle restingplace of the brothers of the chief saint might suggest a connesion between - b a i k and the Dardic word for ' brother'
(Skr. bhritar, Avcstic brdtar) which appears in such forms
as KalLhH bdya, Keshmiri bdy1<,Veron wayeh. But it must
be noted that in Shin& the word presents itself as jrd, s h i ;
see Grierson, lor. rit., p. l o ; .
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that the gate stood near the middle of the east face. T h e walls were built on foundations of rough
but solid stone-work and showed a thickness of close on three feet. Their antiquity was proved
by the fact that the timber pieces inserted for strengthening the walls had completely perished
away, leaving only their sockets. There could be no doubt that the small fort was built to close
the approach to the valley, the left bank of the river being completely commanded by it.
A steep descent to the river and about a mile and a half's progress along i t brought us to
Village of
Gaylll.
Gays]. This populous village occupies the right bank of the river a t the point where its largest
tributary joins it from the Gayil-gHh valley. Here a t a n elevation of about 4,600 feet and within
about fib; miles from the lndus the warmth of the evening was oppressive. With its high rnassi\re
walls crowning a small spur and its large mosque decorated with fine wood-carvings, GayHl presented
a townlike appearance. T h e terraced land around is famous for its abundance of grapes, reputed
the best in Dare1 and largely
This is stored for years here and
. used for the production of wine.
in other villages of Dare1 also, and a s subsequent information showed, its consumption continues
more or less openly in spite of the Mullahs' efforts.' T h e long G a y l l - g i h valley; too narrow to
permit of much cultivation, appears to contribute greatly to the affluence of the Gayel people
by the abundant grazing grounds a t its head.
T h e arrangements made for my further progress admitted of no closer inspection of this
Ascent to
Shardai
side valley. In order to avoid the confined Indus gorge where the great summer heat uvould have
pass.
necessitated marching by night and where there was little chance for survey work over a wider
range, I readily accepted the proposal to make our way into Tangir by the only other practicable
route, leading across the Shardai pass. For this we had to start soon after the midnight following
our arrival a t GayHI, as the precipitous track which ascends westwards to the high rugged spur
dividing D a r d from Tangir proved very trying for our porters and they could not at this season
have managed its exposed lower portion in the daytime. After a mile's progress in the valley the
deep G a y i l - g i h stream was crossed by a bridge, and then began the ascent in zigzags over steep
stony slopes, which up to an elevation of over 7,000 feet were absolutely bare. About a mile
above the valley bottom the track led past another ' chiusa ' known as L o h i l o - k ~ tand intended
to guard this route into D a d . T h e rectangular
enclosure of stamped clay walls measured outside
about 183 by 262 feet. Its condition and constructive features pointed to an origin contemporary
with that of the other Lohilo-k6t ; but here the bastions, 1 2 feet square, at the NE. and SWcorners were built of rough stones of large size.
Views Lrom
After passing a zone of Ilex growth the path, extremely steep throughout, a t about 8,000
Shardai
entered
a forest of scattered Deodars. At last the hard climb of more than five hours brought us
pass.
to the top of the narrow ridge which the pass crosses at a n elevation of 10,050 feet. There grand
vistas opened before me. From an isolated rocky pinnacle to the south of the pass there opened
extensive views towards Darel, Tangir, the Indus valley and the ranges beyond. Directly facing
us stood the big glacier-crowned range, rising to peaks close on 20,000 feet in height, which bounds
Tangir on the west. T o the west-south-west I saw clearly, though still some twenty miles away!
the gap through which the Indus makes its sharp bend to the south, between precipitous ~.
snow;
capped spurs, rising some 13,ooo-rq,ooo feet above it. Access to this famous gorge, where the. bed
.
of the mighty river is reported to contract into an exceedingly narrow caiion, is closed by mdependent territory belonging to the tribal communities of Kandia on the north and of Sea on the

'

A custom prevalent throughout Dare1 and enlorctd
with great stringency serves to illustrate the importance
which the Dark1 people attach to thpir wine and the care
taken to safepard its quality. The picking of grapes, even
by the owners ol the vines, is prohibited under heavy penalties

until a particular datc fixed separately by the ' Jirpah'
each community rind proclaimrd with the beating or
Those who offend against this law in however smalls
are punished with great severity. The custom has its 'lose
analogy in many old ~ i n ~ - ~ r ~ parts
w i n OLg southern

THROUGH LOWER DAREL AND TANGIR
south. Even from afar European eyes saw it then for the first time. I wondered when the time
would arrive for exploring those Indus gorges, where the old Chinese pilgrims made their way
south ' by hazardous paths through gloomy gorges, crossing'bridges of ropes or iron chains, across
bridges spanning precipices, or climbing by means of pegs for steps '."
The descent from the pass to the Tangir river was a trying experience; for after leading
for a mile or so over slopes covered with magnificent Deodar forest the path dropped down along
bare Drecipitous
cliffs and over vast shoots of rock debris. Not until we had done nine hours of
.
continuous climbing- was the first water met with above the village of ShEkho. Below, on the
opposite side of the valley, the large villages of Diamir and Lurg could be seen spreading their
terraced fields over wide alluvial fans watered by snow-fed streams. Beyond a rocky defile,
through which the Tangir river has cut its way down to Shekho village, the valley bottom opened
out into a wide fertile basin occupied by the scattered hamlets of Rim and Jaglbt. Amidst the
fields of the latter place R l j a Pakhtiin Wlli's stronghold rose close to the right bank of the river
(Fig. 25), and there a very pleasant reception awaited me. T h e fort had been much enlarged
since the time when the original modest structure, which he occupied as a refugee from Chitrll,
witnessed a memorable siege. T h e powerful Gabar-khel tribesmen who hold the upper portion
of Tangir had then vainly tried to rid themselves of their ambitious exile-guest. Their defeat
at this spot marked the first stage in Pakhtiin Wlli's rise to power.
My passage through the permanently occupied portion of Tangir had for practical reasons
to be restricted to two days. Yet it sufficed to show me on the one hand the close similarity in
fertility and natural resources that exists between Tangir and D a d , a n d on the other a marked
difference as regards the character of the population and its ways of living. T h e practically continuous area of cultivable ground that extends from Jagl6t to the last hamlets above Dobats is
scarcely less in extent than the area available in the main Dare1 valley. T h e climatic conditions
prevailing between these two points, situated at an elevation of about 6,000 and 7,500 feet respectively, are approximately the same as between Gumlre-kbt and Nyachiit. T h e water-supply
available for irrigation is manifestly greater in Tangir ; for the streams feeding the Tangir river
from the west and north drain mountains which are not only higher than those surrounding Dare1
but also carry considerable beds of permanent snow and glaciers. This abundance of water is
proved by the volume, over 2,100 cubic feet per second, which I measured in the Tangir river
where it passes below the bridge of Jaglbt.
The large size of the river represents an important factor in the exploitation of the magnificent
forests that cover all the slopes of the valley from a n elevation of about 7,500 to I 1,ooo feet ; for
it permits the timber to be floated in huge
logs
to the Indus, and thus adds to the value of this
great economic resource of Tangir. A t the time of my visit, it is true, I found great masses of timber
wedged in the gorge through which the river passes below Jaglbt. But the flood from the melting
snows of the next spring and early summer was expected to clear off all this accumulation and
carry it safely to the distant plains about Attack. There can be little doubt that in ancient times,
as now, Candhlra and the territories lower down the Indus must have drawn their supplies of timber
largely from Tangir and DarEl. T h e exploitation of these forests formed an important source of
revenue to Rgja PakhtGn WIli and was exclusively in the hands of Klka-khEl traders and their
agents from the famous Zigrat near Nowshera in the Peshawar District. They alone, owing to
the sanctity enjoyed by their clan, are able to carry on this business, here as also on the S w l t river
head-aatersoin tracts too dangerous for o t l i e r ~ . ~
- -

.

"

Watters, yuan Chzuang, i. p. 239.

' The true migin and history of this remarkable Kika-

khEl community well deserves in\.cstigation by a critical
student familiar with the North-West Frontier. Thc cornF
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Though in language and racial descent there is probably little, if anything, to distinguish the
Tangiris (Fig. 39) from their eastern neighbours, yet I noticed marked differences in the character
of the population. The most striking, perhaps, is the fact that throughout Tangir the population
lives scattered in clusters of hamlets and isolated holdings. O f those large villages resembling
townships in which the Darel people now congregate, a t least for a great portion of the year, there
are none to be found in Tangir. Nor could I hear of ruined sites corresponding to those fortified
villages or ' k6ts ' in which the Darelis seem to have sought shelter ever since early times. What
dwellings and canals I saw all appeared of distinctly ruder construction than most of those seen
in DarEl. On the other hand I noted a distinctly more manly bearing in the people and, as the
result probably of a natural reaction against the new rCgime, a sullenness of temper quite absent
among the meeker Darelis. Though Pakhtiin WHli's power had been established in Tangir far
longer, yet the strength of smouldering animosities was manifest. This accounted for the increased
care with which our ever-watchful escort safeguarded us from a n y attempt on the part of their
chief's oldest subjects-and foes. T h u s flanking parties were conspicuous as we moved up the
valley on August 20th. T o what extent the Tangiris' reputation for greater valour and turbulence
is connected with the spirit of fanaticism with which they a r e also credited I am unable to judge.
But it is certain that the easy disregard of the Islamic prohibition against wine that prevails throughout Darel is unknown here. Nor could it escape me that the defiant attitude of the numerous
religious students we found gathered round a famous Mullah a t the old mosque of Pr6ri (Fig. 29)
at first threatened to cause a fracas with our escort.
As we moved up the valley above KHmi, all of it held by Gabar-khels, I noticed much fertile
ground between the fields once probably cultivated but now overgrown by scrub and Ilex jungle.
Before reaching the clustering hamlets of Pr6ri and PHpat, we passed the side valley of Dar6-gPh,
up which a track leads into upper Gayll-gHh and thence to the main DarPl valley. About three
miles farther we reached Dobats, where the large side valley of Kachil6-glh comes clown from the
west. Through it access can be gained to the Gabrill valley a t the head of the as yet unexplored
hill-tract of Kandia. Close to the junction of the Kachil6-gHh and the main river coming from
Satil, I found the crest of a rocky eminence occupied by a small ruined fort, known as Birnao-kct
(Fig. 33) and probably intended to guard the route from the north. Its remains did not look very
old. A little over a mile above this point, a t a n elevation of about 7,500 feet, we passed the outlet
of another large valley, the Maichar-glh, coming from the west. Its stream seemed as large as
that of the main valley, which our track continued to follow to the north and which from here
onwards is known by the name of Satil.
A magnificent forest of pines and firs extends right down to the bottom of the valley, which
is wide and occupied by gently rising wooded plateaux (Fig. 34). Here timber-cutting had during
recent years been carried on extensively and big clearings had been made. At the end of that
day's march, after passing through glorious sylvan scenery, we arrived a t the camp of MiPn
ShHh-zlda, a KHka-khP1 from Zilrat and uncle of my surveyor Afrlz-gul. For years he had been
in charge of the wood-cutting operations that KHka-khd contractors were carrying on in this
great forest belt, employing hundreds of PathHn and K6histHni hillmen from Upper SwHt and
the independent tracts on the Indus. It was his opportune intercession that had helped to Over.
come RHja Palthtiin Wlli's original scruples about my passage through this territory ~ h ~ ~
had undertaken to keep all fanatical characters in these woodcutters' camps out of mischief) and
the influence of this quasi-sacrosanct agent had much to do with assuring our safety on ground
\\-here Pakhtiin Wlli's authority was evidently none too effective.
munity claims tlcsc.rnt from a grrat Saiyid saint who is
supposed to he buried at KBkn Sahib's Ziirat and is greatly

venerated among all Pathtin tribes from the upper KBbul
river to the Indus.
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All the arrangements worked smoothly throughout. O u r march on August 2 1 led us first ~ o s s i n gthe
through continuous forest to the junction of the Satil-gHh stream with a somewhat smaller tributary pass.
descending the valley of Pai from the north-east. This we followed upwards through splendid
forest, here wholly untouched by the axe, to a n elevation well over ro,ooo feet. Then a long climb
northward over steep slopes of roclc and debris brought us to the top of the Sheobat pass (Fig. 31),
a little over r5,ooo feet in height and on the watershed range between the Indus and Gilgit rivers.
It was with regret that I here quitted Pakhtiin WBli's fascinating dominion, from which we had
just ' lifted the Purdah '. I was sorry, too, to bid farewell to our hardy escort of outlaws (Fig. 10)
when we met the considerable detachment of levies from Giipis which had waited on the other
side of the pass to take charge of us. T h e rewards I was able to give to Pakhtiin WZli's men
had been well earned and, I hope, helped to efface any unpleasant impression caused by the illdisguised signs of distrust with which they were viewed, no doubt for good reasons, by the
guardians of peace and order on the Gilgit side.

C H A P T E R I1

SECTIONI.-YAS~N

IN H I S T O R Y A N D GEOGRAPHY

BY crossing the Sheobat pass I had gained access to the mountain territories of Gfipis and
Ylsin, through which my route was to lead me straight north close to the watershed between In&
and Oxus. Ever since the Gilgit Agency was first established in 1877 more and more detailed
information has become available about the geographical and kindred aspects of these tracts on the
head-waters of the Gilgit river, and though some of the most useful books and surveys are not
as yet within reach of the public, no general account of the ground over which this portion of my
journey took me seems here called for. I may accordingly restrict my account to such observations as have a direct antiquarian or historical bearing, and to brief notes on the route actually
followed by me and its successive stages. I may a d d that I propose to adhere to the same course
in those further stages of my journey which took me across ground already fully surveyed or
previously visited by me.
Chinese
T h e region I traversed on my way from Tangir to the main Hindukush watershed presents
noticesOf a distinct historical interest, because the route which leads down from the Dark6t pass through
' Little
the open and comparatively fertile valley of Yiisin must have always claimed importance as the
P O - .
shortest means of communication between Oxus and Indus. But the only notices shedding light
on its early history are those found in Chinese records of the T'ang period, and as I have already
had occasion to discuss them fully in the detailed reports on my two preceding Central-Asian
journeys,' a brief summary of the main results there arrived a t will here suffice. From the notices
concerning ' Little P'o-lii ' IJI % @ contained in the T'ang Annals, which M. Chavannes
was the first to render fully accessible and to elucidate? it is certain that this territory must haye
contained YPsin and the valley of the Gilgit river also. I t acquired considerable political and
strategic importance for the Chinese when early in the eighth century the Tibetans operating from
the direction of Great Pro-l~ior BaltistHn endeavoured to secure access through Little P'o-Id
the Oxus valley and thus to join hands with the Arabs, the other great opponents of Chinese
supremacy in Central A ~ i a . T~h e necessity of keeping open the most direct route by which cornmunication could be maintained from the Chinese side with Kashrnir and other Indian kingdoms
threatened by Arab conquest, made the protection of Little Pro-lii a n equally imperative measure
of imperial policy.'
Kao
As early as A. D. 722 we read of Chinese troops helping its king to recover nine ' towns'
Hsientaken
from him by the Tibetans. I n 737 Chinese intervention from the direction of the far-"
dih.l
See Ailrirnt Khotan, i. pp. 6 sqq. ; Scrindia, i, pp.
kuei, cf. Chavannes, T'oung-pao, ,904, P. 105, in Index
sqq.
a Cf. Chavannes, Tttrcs orcid., pp. 149-54. With regard
to the note on p. 129,note 2, in his Errata suppllt,~entaircs
(lithographed). I may point out that hl. Chavannes subsequently in his Notes additioi~nelltssur ler Tou-kiuc occidmtaun
( T ' o u n g - ~ m ~goq),
,
p. 43, note I, fully endorsed the conelusion arrived at in Ancirnr Khotan, loc. cit., that Little
P'o-lu comprised Vkin as well as Gilgit. For other references
to the territory, preserved in the enryclopnedir Ts'i Ju yiion
52

S.V. Pou-lu.
a Some time belore A.D. 7 2 2 we read of theTibetans declar*
ing to the king of Little P'o-lii : ' It is not your kingdomthat
we covet, but we wish to use your route in order to atta~k
the Four Garrisons (i, e. the present Chinese TurkestBn) ;
cf. Chavannes, Turcr occid., p. 1 ~ 0 .
Cf, the imperial brevet of A . D. 731 bestowing tht
title of king on the ruler of Little P'o-lu, quoted ChsvPnne9'
Nolrs oddit., T'oung-pao, 1904, p. 52.
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Kuku-n6r helped to save Little P'o-lii from fresh Tibetan aggression. But it is the famous exploit expedition
by which the great Chinese general Kao Hsien-chih in A. D. 747 brought a n army across the P ~ m i r s ,Dark6t.
defeated the Tibetan invaders on the Oxus, and led his troops across the Dark6t pass into Little ,, 74i.
pro-lii in the face of formidable natural obstacles that has furnished us with particularly interesting
details. The topographical evidence elucidated by me when previously discussing the full record
preserved by Kao Hsien-chih's biography in the Trang ~ h 1 4 leaves
,~
no doubt about the remarkable
accuracy of that record. T h e description of the bold move across the ice-covered heights of Mount
Ttan-chi\ exactly fits the Dark6t pass. T h e distances indicated conclusively prove that the town
of A-nu-yiieh, where the king of Little Pro-lil then resided, must be located a t the present Ylsin.
In the same way it is certain that the bridge across the river So-i, the prompt destruction of which
under Kao Hsien-chih's orders prevented the timely arrival of Tibetan reinforcements and thus
ensured the immediate submission of the king and the people, corresponds to the bridge across the
Gilgit river near the present Giipis, by which alone Ylsin can be reached from the route leading
up the main Gilgit alley.^
Remote as these Hindukush valleys may seem, we can yet, thanks to the Chinese record of Chinese
Kao Hsien-chih's expedition, realize the importance they assumed a t a momentous juncture of
Asiatic history. T h e deep impression created by the occupation of Little P'o-lii is significantly Little
reflected by the closing remark of the T'ang Annals on that success : ' Then the Fu-lin (Syria),
the Ta-shih (Arabs) and seventy-two kingdoms of divers barbarian people were all seized with
fear and made their submission.' But Chinese control over this region was not destined to last
long. I have already had occasion above to refer to the Chinese garrison which Kao Hsicn-chih
left behind in Little P'o-lii, and to the difficulties of supply that its maintenance entailed. Very
interesting light is thrown upon the conditions thus created by the representation which the ruler
of Tokhlristin addressed in A. D. 749 to the Chinese Emperor and which has been fi~llyanalysed
by me elsewhere.'
From the Chinese records we know that in A. D. 750 effective Chinese intervention, once again Later
under Kao Hsien-chihJs leadership, relieved Pro-lii and the mountain territories to the west from
Tibetan pressure. But with that general's conlplete defeat in A. D. 751 by the Arabs, Chinese tion.
power in Central Asia was destined to decline rapidly, and the withdrawal of its distant outpost
isolated in the midst of the Hindukush cannot have been delayed for many years. Yet a s late
as A. D. 753 we are told of an expedition led by Kao Hsien-chih's successor against Great P'o-lii
or Baltistln, which can scarcely have been undertaken from any other base than that furnished
by the Gilgit valley ; and the arrivals of embassies and tribute from Little P'o-lti is recorded
right down to A. D. 755.9

..

gE:n

iyz~,e~-

Cf. Ancient Kholan, i. pp. 9 sq. ; Serindia, i. p. 55 sqq. ;
also my paper A Chinese expedition across the Patnirs alld
Hi~fdukush,G.J., 1922, Feb., pp. 112 sqq.
I may point out here that the identification of the
So-i river with the main branch of the Gilgit river which
comes from Ghizar and is joined by the YBsin river a t GGpis
is in no way impaired by the mention made elsewhere in
the notice of Little P'o-lii furnished by the T'ang Annals
that its capital Yeh-to @
stood on the river So-i ;

'

3

see Chavannes, Turcs ocdd., p. 1 5 0 I believe that a town
IS there referred to occupying the position of the present
Gilgit Iort and cantonlnent, which nature has marked out
lor the chief plam in the main Gilgit valley.

But the natural advantages and impoFteRce of this
position did not prevent those chiefs of Yisin who in modem
times made thernsclves temporarily masters of Cilgit from
keeping Yisin ns their ordinary place of residence. Climatic
considerations alone would account for this preference.
Hence the stntement about Yeh-lo is quite compatible with
what the Chinese record tells us of the presence of the king
of Little P'o-lij a t A-nu-yiieh, i. e. Yisin, a t the time of Kao
Hsien-chih's exploit.
See Ancient Klolon, i. pp. 11 sqq. ; for the document
itself, see Chavannes, Turcs occid., pp. 214 sq.
Cf. Chavnmes, i\'otcs addit., T'oung-pao, 1904, p. 88,
note 2.
See Chavannes, loc. cit., pp. 85 sq., 93.

'
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From the time when the Hindukush region passed out of China's sphere of interest in the eighth
century reliable historical records concerning YHsin a n d the adjoining valleys fail us for nearly
a thousand years. T h e account of local history which Colonel Biddulph and others have gathered
from oral tradition assumes a definite shape only with the advent to power, towards the end of the
seventeenth or early in the eighteenth century, of the family, apparently of BadakhshHn origin,
from which are descended both the Katiir rulers of ChitrHl and the Khushwaqts originally
established in Mastfij." T h e Khushwaqt branch appears very soon to have asserted its power
over Yiisin also ; and owing to the superior capacity for war or for intrigue possessed by many of
its members, the whole of the Gilgit valley likewise passed a t different times under its temporary
domination. There is no need to examine here the tangled web of a story in which struggles,
marked uniformly by treachery and murder and waged between close relations or with members
~ few
of the rival house of Chitrll, prevailed right down to the close of the nineteenth c e n t ~ r y . A
points, however, deserve mention. It is interesting to note that, a s I have had occasion to point
out elsewhere, we owe the earliest exact record connected with Khushwaqt rule in Mastfij and
YHsin to Chinese intervention in 1749.'~ Traditions of Chinese or ' Kalmak ' invasion still survive
in Ylsin, but are too vague to be fixed chronologically.
Advantages
Significance attaches to the fact that though the YHrkhun valley below and above Mastij is
of geothe
original
seat of the Khushwaqt branch, yet YHsin was always preferred by them as a residen~e.'~
graphical
This preference is fully accounted for by the advantages which YHsin offers by its geographical
position.
position and natural features. T h e fact that in its main valley open ground of comparatively
great width extends for a distance of about forty miles would alone suffice to give it importance.
There are here none of those narrow defiles, formed by precipitous spurs of rocky or vast debris
shoots, which in other great valleys to the south of the main Hindukush greatly reduce the area
of arable ground and render communication between them difficult. T h e glacier-fed waters of the
YHsin river and its side streams make irrigation easy, and if considerable portions of the available
ground are now left uncultivated, the cause is certainly not want of water but a n inadequate
population. T h e same high flanking ranges, showing peaks over 20,000 feet in height, which assure
this abundant supply of water, also protect YHsin against attack on all sides except the south.
There, too, as the account of Kao Hsien-chih's expedition shows, the Gilgit river, unfordable
for the greater part of the year, serves as a very effective obstacle to invasion, especially as the
extremely precipitous spurs on either side of the outlet of the YHsin river form flanking defences
of exceptional strength.
Fertility
T h a t Ylsin could, and once did, support far more than the present population, estimated at
of soil.
about five hundred families or gbout 4,700 souls, is proved by the extent of the ground capable
of irrigation and by the fertility of the soil. T h e fact that the whole of the main valley from Dark''
village down to the point where it debouches opposite Gfipis lies a t the moderate elevation of
between 7,000 and a little over 9,000 feet would alone account for this fertility. But the north
Modern
local
history.

" Regarding this ruling family and its branches, cf.
Biddul~h,flindoo Kush, pp. 150 sqq. ; for the historical
relations between MastGj and ChitrBI, see also Srrindia,
i. pp. J I sq.
" The succinct account contained in Biddulph, IIindoo
Koosh, PP. 151 sW., is usefully supplemented by the details
relating to tile period following the Sikh occuption of
Gilgit given in the chapter on ' Gilgit History ', in Drew,
J u m m and Karh~rrir; see prticularly pp. 436 sq., q j q sqq.,
450 Sq.

Much exact information about the events of the latter
half of the nineteenth century concerning ChitrPI and Gi'glt
is recorded in official Gazetteers, Mission Reports, kc. which
are not yet accessible to the public.
12 See Snirrdio, i. p. 33, relating to the notice in K ~ ~ P ~ ~ ' ~ '
Magasitr ariatigue, i. p. 96.
la CI. Biddulph, IIirrdoo Koosh, p. 59. The permanent
establishment of the Khushwaqts in Y ~ ~ I dntes
' I horn
Ferhmorz, the son of the founder of the branch ; cf. ibiJ''
P. 151,

to south direction of the valley, whereby all the land obtains sufficient sunshine ant1 a shorter
season of severe cold, adds greatly to the favourable character of its climate. T h e scantiness of
the present population is ascribed by Colonel Biddulph, no doubt quite correctly, to oppression
and misgovernment," and that this has been long continued is sufficiently clear from what we know
of the history of Khushwaqt rule during the last two centuries?s
The fact that the constant ' wars of the Ylsin rulers since the beginning of the century have ',
as Colonel Biddulph has rightly ~ b s e r v e d ?' ~been the most powerful agent in depopulating the
country ', supplies a n additional reason for drawing attention here to a geographical factor of
interest. I believe that this warlike activity of the YHsin rulers is itself largely explained by
geographical conditions. A look a t the map shows that the peculiar position of the YLsin valley
makes it a favourable base for aggression
in the direction both of ChitrBl and of the main valley
of the Gilgit river, access to the upper portion of which it completely commands. O n the other
hand Ylsin itself is easily defended both on the north and south, as already pointed out, and its
remoteness alone tends to make it secure from local attack by tribal communities or petty chiefships. It is only when command of the direct route connecting Indus and Oxus by way of Ylsin
and the passes of Dark6t and Bar6ghil becomes a n important object for distant but powerful
neighbours, that the seclusion of YHsin fails to protect it. 'It was thus when Tibetans and Chinese
in turn were striving for a hold upon Little P'o-lii, and again in our own days when political
developments between two big Asiatic powers affected remote YHsin in a curiously similar manner?'
This relative remoteness and seclusion of YBsin are reflected in a n interesting ethnological
and linguistic fact. The language spoken in YHsin by the bulk of the population is Burushaski,
locally known as Wurishki, a tongue wholly distinct from the Dardic languages of the Hindukush
region and without any known relationship. T h e name of the tongue is derived from the designation Wurish which the YHsin people apply to themselves, and this appears again in the name
Wurshigzim or Warshigum, by which YHsin proper is still known l~cally.'~' Outside Ylsin
Burushaski is now spoken only in Hunza and Nagar, both of them territories that in position
exactly correspond to YHsin and are even better protected by natural difficulties of access. But
there is plentiful linguistic evidence that in earlier times the area where this strange language
was spoken extended much farther to the south. Traces of its influence have been found in almost
all Dardic languages, however far removed from the valleys where Burushaski (Wurishki) still
survives.18
It has been long recognized that the present restriction of Burushaski to the most remote
valleys south of the main Hindukush range and to a very small portion of the total population
of the whole mountain region points to a gradual withdrawal and absorption of the race that
originally spoke it, due to a wave of 'Aryan ' invasion represented by the tribes speaking Dardic

Xatural
defences
of YBsin.

-

" See Hindoo Koosh, p. 56.
'' The effects of this misrule,

as far as number oI thc
population is concerned, have been made, no doubt, still
more lasting by the devastation and wholesale slaughter
accompanying the two D6grl invnsions of 1860 and 1863
which followed ronsbnt attacks and intrigues of the YLin
chiefs against Gilgit ; cf. Drew, J u m ~ ~ r o and
o
Kashnrir,
PP. 444, 446 ; Ixitner, Dordistin, p. 66, where harrowing
details are recorded from the mouth of native witnesses.
See Hindoo lioo.rh, p. 33.
" It is well known that it wns the strategic importance
the routes leading from the uppermost Oxus and the
Pimirs across the Bar6ghil saddle towards the valleys of

the Indus and Kibul river that Iorccd the Indian Government after 1885, in view of the Russian menace, to extend
an increa~inglyeffective control over Y h i n and Chitrilterritories which the DbprHs, in spite of their troubles in
connexion with Gilgit, hnd been quite content to leave in
virtual independence.
Cf. Riddulph, Hitrdoo Koosh, p. 38. Mughul BPg's
survey made about 1 7 8 ~ records
0
thc name as Il'ars/rigu~~
;
sec Kaverty, Notes on Ajghlnistin, p. 189,where n remarkably
accurate account of S h i n based on hiughul Beg's report
is given. The form Il'arshgunr is also found on the Survey
of India Maps.
Cf. Grierson, LLrguisIir Survey, V I l I . ii. pp. 6, 186.
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languages.lna This conclusion is supported by the fact that the Burish or Wurish are considered
to be of the same caste as the Yashkun who form the entire population of PuniHI, below GQ,;,,
and a very strong element numerically lower down also in the Gilgit valley, as well as in Asthr and
Dartl,'D There is apparently little a t present to distinguish the Burish or Wurish people (Fig, 42)
in physical features from the type prevailing among the Dad-speaking population, whether of the
Yashkun or of other castes in those valleys. But in view of the absence of adequate and systematically collected anthropological materials the relation between linguistic and racial divisions in this
area can scarcely as yet be examined with profit.80
In my preceding observations on the geographical features, &c., of Ylsin I have specifically
had in view the main valley, i. e. Wurshigiim. But in a political sense YHsin all through its modern
history included also the small mountain tracts of Kho (Kuh) and Ghizar on the uppermost Gil~it
river, and having regard to their geographical position it is clear that this must have been the
case also during earlier periods. A brief reference to them is, therefore, needed here. The tract,
designated as Kho by Colonel Biddillph but spelt KuA by more recent authorities,a comprises
the very narrow strip of valley through which the Gilgit river passes immediately above and below
its junction with the YHsin river a t Gfipis. T h e fact that with a total length of about thirty miles
this portion of the valley counted in 1900 a population of only some I ,200 souls, sufficiently illustrates
its very confined nature. Of the small side valleys which join it from the south and are included
with it, only the Batres-gHh Nullah supports a few hamlets. A very narrow defile, defended by an
old tower some miles above the mouth of Batres-gzh, divides Kho from Ghizar, while eastwards,
in a still more difficult gorge extending for about nine miles, lies the boundary towards Puniil
and Cilgit.28 It is this easily defended defile which forms the true natural barrier between YPsin
and Gilgit and explains the inclusion of Kho in the former territory.
T h e Ghizar tract extends right up to the watershed towards MastGj and ChitrHl, formed by
an easy saddle (12,250 feet above the sea) immediately west of the Shandur lake. The upper part
of the valley from above Ghizar proper is fairly open, and this accounts for the presence of a
population about twice as large as that of Kho. T h e importance of the district, however, is due
solely to the easy route which it affords for communication between LHspur and Masttj on the
one side and YHsin and Gilgit on the other. T h e facilities afforded by this route explain why
hIasttj and YHsin, though on opposite sides of a mighty n~ountainrange rising to peaks over
21,000 feet in height, were yet for a long period united under one rule. They help us also to understand why the Chinese mission which Wu-ktung accompanied about A. D. 751, coming from the
PLmirs via the BarGghil, chose the detour through Mastiij, Lgspur and Ghizar, as I have elsewhere
shown that they probably did, in order ultimately to reach UdyHna from the YHsin side.=
Cl. c. R. Grierson, Li,rgtrislic Sttwty, VlII. ii. p. 6.
of the Galcha languages, and in the topmost portion of the
IDCf. Uiddulph, Hindoo Koosh, p. 38. Drew, Jurnr~loo
a ~ i d Knslrtrrir, p. 427, offers some judicious observations
about the ethnogaphic hearing of this ' caste ' distinction.
As r r ~ a r d s the present racial constitution 01 the
Burish or Wurish people, the possibility of its having been
affected also by infiltration from Iranian-speaking ' Calcha '
trilxs north of the Hindukush ought not to he lost sight of.
Thus we find nowadays the northernmost portion of the
Hunza \-alley, known as GuhyPI, occupied by Wakhis from
the uppermost Oxus (cf, my Ruins 01 Kholan, pp. 45 sq.),
while small Badakhshl settlements appear in Y h i n .
A similar process is observable a t the head-waters of the
Chitril river. Thc westernmost valley of K h h k l r - b i l k is
held by the l'idghih, who speak a dialect of Munjlni, one

Yarkhun (MastGj) valley I found in 1906 Wakhi immigr*
tion in actual progress ; see below, p. 49.
Thus we see that the Hindukush does not constitute
nowadays either a linguistic or a racial watershed. BY
assuming similar conditions in the past we can best acc,~U."~
for the very close resemblance in physical characterlstlcs
which undoubtedly connect the people ol YPsin and fluna!
US well as those of Cllitril and MastGj, with the Homo AIP'"iYS
type of the Galchas ; cf. Joyce, N O I ~rn
S lhr Physiral An*'@
pology 01Chitusr Tlrrkrstan and the Pavrirs, 1.R. AnLrop.
Insf., xlii. p. 462 ; Serindia, iii. p. 1357.
'' CI. Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, p. 57.
For a graphic description of this defile, rl. ~ i d d u l ~ ~ l
See Serindia, i. p p 17 5qq.
ibid., p. 5 5 .
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T H R O U G H Y A S I N TO T H E D A R K O T P A S S
SECTION11.-THROUGH

YASiN T O T H E D A R K O T PASS

Ghizar, now separately administered by a ' Governor ' of Khushwaqt descent, lay a t a distance Head of
from my mute. But of the Kho tract I was able to see something on my way from the Sheobat :;i-ghi
pass to Ygsin proper. T h e descent from the former took us on August ~ 3 r dover ground clearly
marked as the bed of a former glacier and past steep slopes of rock debris to the high grazing ground
known as Kuterao-ferao. Next day, a couple of miles lower down, we struck a t Mayurai the
Batres-gHh valley. Here a n area of carefully levelled ground, not less than half a mile square,
attested former cultivation a t a n elevation of over 10,000 feet. T h e Batres-gZh valley looked
comparatively open. A track practicable for laden animals ascends the valley south-eastwards to
the Suj-gali pass leading to Nyachiit in Dartl, and this is the route by which Fa-hsien and his
Chinese fellow pilgrims probably proceeded to Ta-Zi-lo and the Indus. For our own journey
to Yisin two marches down the Batres-gHh Nullah to its mouth and then another along the Gilgit
river to Giipis would have offered the easiest route. But in order to save a day I chose the short
cut that was reported to lead above Gafar-b6do to a pass giving direct access to the head of the
Giipis Nullah due north.
The mountains to the south of the Gilgit river have in these parts not yet been adequately Paw.nbove
surveyed. S o it was scarcely surprising that this unexplored pass proved almost impossible for Gafar-b6do.
our porters. For fully eight hours we scrambled over huge masses of rock debris and boulders
(Fig. 32), the worst I ever encountered in this region, relics of a n ancient glacier, before we reached
the narrow rock gully forming the pass a t a n elevation of just under 16,000 feet. T h e entire
absence of glacier mud or other soft soil over all this ground seemed a clear indication of the dryness
of the climate on this side of the Indus watershed, far advanced denudation resulting from it.
On the steep north slope of the pass ne'vi-beds were still found, the last remnant of what must
have been, within a relatively recent period, a glacier of some size. Nightfall obliged us to camp
amidst old moraines a t an elevation well over 15,000 feet.
The following day's march led down to c i i p i s through a steep and gradually narrowing Descent to
valley. In its upper ort ti on it was of interest to observe a succession of ancient terminal moraines G'piS.
marking at intervals the points to which the glacier had advanced a t different geological periods.
Stretches of sloping meadow land used for grazing separated these steep falls of rock debris, the
lowest of them being met with some nine miles below our camping-place. Below the junction with
the BHshkar-glh branch, which descends from the south-west and still holds a n active glacier,
the valley contracts into an extremely narrow gorge flanked on either side by rocky precipices.
These cliffs, which a t their base showed in places clear marks of glacier ' grinding ', appeared to
rise to a height of 3,000 feet or more above the caAon-like bed of the stream. Their name UpazjGt,
interpreted to mean in Shilli ' higher than birds can fly ', suggests some local legend similar to
that which accounts for the origin of the ancient name Paropanisus (Avestic Upairi-yaknu) borne
by the Hindukush main range north of K ~ b u l . A very steep spur jutting out above the main
valley near GGpis and known as IshkErbal was pointed out as a natural place of refuge resorted
to in old times.
August 24th, spent a t the village of Giipis, was our first day of halt since leaving Kashmir. Iraltat
We took advantage of it for work of many kinds, in which we were assisted by the presence of the G"iS Fort.
small garrison of Imperial Service troops holding Giipis Fort. This effectively guards both the
mouth of the YBsin valley opening on the opposite side of the river and the route that leads to
Mast$ and Chitril. It was of direct historical interest to find this testimony to the strategic
Importance of the point under present, as under past, conditions ; for, as mentioned above, it is
C

certain that the bridge across the river So-i,
i. e. the Gilgit river, the timely 'destruction of which
played so decisive a part in Kao Hsien-chih's successful operations against the Tibetans, musk
have stood in the close vicinity of the present Giipis. T h e modern wire suspension bridge giving
access to Ylsin crosses the bed of the united Gilgit river almost opposite to Giipis Fort. B,,~
in view of the considerable width of this bed? of the big volume of water carried by the river
during the greater part of the year, and of the materials available in this region, it is unlikely
that any bridge other than a mere rope-bridge could have been constructed here before the days
of modern engineering.
A rope-bridge of the old type such as is usual between Kashmir and the Hindukush, con~ope-bridge
structed with ropes of twisted twigs, actually existed a t Giipis before 1895, and it is probably to
Cilgit river.
a bridge of this kind that the Chinese record contained in Kao Hsien-chih's biography refers
I
where it speaks of a ' pont de rotin '.¶ I t is true that a rope-bridge would not have been practicable
for the horses, or rather ponies, of a mounted force such as the Chinese account mentions as
forming part of the Tibetan troops. But animals might be swum across the river, as they are elsewhere at the present time. Nor should the possibility be excluded of a bridge of a somewhat more
substantial kind having been available at a point above the junction of the rivers of YHsin and
Ghizar (Fig. 37). There only the latter would have to be crossed in order to gain access to the
Ylsin valley. I n such a position, about four miles above Giipis Fort, a rickety bridge constructed
of poplars was maintained until recent years across the Ghizar branch of the river, though liable
to be carried away by summer flood^.^
An easy march of some thirteen miles on August 25th brought me from Giipis to Yisin, the
March t o
chief place of the valley. T h e openness of the ground a t the bottom of the valley was the more
village.
impressive for the extreme steepness and height of the bare rock walls which confine it on either
side. Much abandoned cultivation below the hamlet of Gindal bore witness to the vicissitudes

' The present suspension bridge has a span of close on
180 feet, and is placed a t a particularly narrow portion of

the rock-bound bed where the left bank could be made
practicable only by a good deal of blasting.
Cf. m y note in Ancient Kholatc, i. p, ro, notc R. For
facility of reference I may quote here the passage of the
biography relating to the bridge as translated by hI. Chavnnnes,
Turcs occid., p. 153, note : (Kno Hsien-chih) . . . ' ordonna
en toute hate i(Si) Yuen-k'ing de dbtruire le pont de rotin
qui se trouvait i une soixantaine de li de (la capitale du)
Pm-lu ; vers le soir, quand il venait B peine dl&trcdbtruit,
de I'infanterie et de la cnvalerie tibttaines arriverent en
grand nombre, mais il Ctait trop tard pour qu'elles pussent
atteindre leur b u t ; ce pont de rotin avait la largeur d'un
rhemin de tir i I'arc ; le construire avait t t b I'affaire d'une
annCe entiere ; le Pou-lu s'ttait autrefois laissi: trornper
par les TibCtnins qui avaient emprunt6 sa route et c'est
alors qu'on avait fait ce pont.' M. Chavannes in a note
points out that another version of this record contained
in the T'ang shu states : ' l a longueur du pont ktait d'une
portke de flhche.'
V t deserves to be pointed out that after the subsidence
of the summer floods, some time in September, and until
the following spring, it is possible to gain Y b i n from the
Gtipis side by fording one river after the other a little above
their confluence where a level tongue of alluvium separates

them. It is with special regard to this fact that I mume
it t o have been possible Ior Kao ISsien-chih, as explained
in Scrindra, i. p. 54, notc 3, t o effect his return from Little
P'o-lii to the uppermost Ab-i-Panja valley by the route
leading through Gilgit and IIunza, notwithstanding the
preceding destruction of the I~ridgeacross the Cilgit river
bclow YBsin.
Kao IIsicn-chih's I~iography(cf. Chavannes, TUVCS
ol(ld~
p. 153, notc) distinctly tells us that after ~aciiyingthe whole
of Little P'o-lii, i. e. Gilgit and its dependent track well
as Y h i n , the Chinese general cnrried out his retreat during
the eighth month of the Chinese year, i. e. brtwcen the
middle of September and the middle of Octol~er. He did
not rejoin the troops left behind near Sarhad, in uppermost
Wakhin, until the ninth month, and gained the Pimirs only
a t the close of that month.
For the difficult march as assumed by me(see also bclow$
p. 52) from Gilgit up the IIunza gorges to the_ChapUrsRn
valley and thence across the Irshad pass to the All-i-pfinJrl
the season indicated by the eighth Chinese montll rU
certainly most suitable. Hut Kao Ws~en-chihcould not
availed himself of it if the destruction of the I l r i d ~nsr
Gi~pis, so opportune a measure against the attempted
Tibetan counter-attack, had also prevrnled him [''In
descending to Gilgil a few weeks later.
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through which Ylsin had passed. I found some of these abandoned lands in course of being
reoccupied by recent emigrants from Badakhshln. Their presence, together with many imported
articles of dress and the like, were a sign of the vicinity of the Oxus region and of the influence
that its civilization has always exercised beyond the Hindukush watershed.
YBsin proper, the largest village in the district, stands in the stretch of fertile ground, covered
with rich fields and orchards, that extends for about four miles along the right bank of the river
below the issue of the Nasbar valley (Fig. 41). A day's halt there enabled me to visit the late
RZja Shahid-ul-'Ajam, then Governor of Ylsin, in the old and now half-decayed castle that had
sheltered his Khushwaqt ancestors during generations of strife and bloodshed. In the plentiful
wood-carving of its tumble-down halls the predominance of Persian architectural ornament was
unmistakable, clearly pointing to models from distant BadakhshHn. I t was interesting also to
observe signs of the time-honoured feudal devotion linking Ylsin people with the race that for
two centuries and down to quite recent times had almost constantly misruled them.
From the rest-house situated not far from the outlet of the Nasbar-gol, on ground now undergoing reclamation after prolonged abandonment, I proceeded to examine the spot, a quarter
of a mile to the south-west, where some old remains were reported to have been brought to light
by shepherds, about three years before my visit. I found there, a t the rock-strewn foot of the hillside, the remnants of a walled platfornl measuring about 18 by 30 feet, and on it a small circular
mound formed of rough stones and rubble and probably marking the last relic of a completely
decayed Stiipa. The mound had been levelled almost to the ground by digging; but among
the debris thrown down on its north sicle a careful search brought to light eight small clay seals?
of which the best preserved showed the relievo representation of a StGpa with five ' Chhattras'
v ~ ~ ,in Nlgari characters
and around it traces of the Buddhist formula ye d / i a r ~ ~ ~ a p r a 6 / i a&c.,
of the late type common in Tibet. These clay seals, similar to those found a t the sites of numerous
Buddhist shrines in India and Central Asia, had evidently formed part of a votive deposit disturbed
when the mound was dug into.
Just to the north of Ylsin and the mouth of the Nasbar valley there extends on the right
bank an almost level plateau, about three miles long and one mile wide, known a s Dasht-i-taus.
It is known to local tradition to have once been cultivated, and its position is such as to permit
of its easily being brought under irrigation again by a canal from the Nasbar stream. A t the
south-western extremity of this ~ l a t e a u ,where it falls off with ~recipitouscliffs of conglomerate
towards the bed of the Nasbar-gol, there rise the much-decayed walls of a ruined fort known as
Chumarklian. As seen in the ~ I a n(PI. I), it forms an irregular quadrilateral, with a face about
170 feet long crowning the cliffs above the stream and a keep-like structure in the centre measuring 18 by 20 feet within (Fig. 40). T h e walls, built of flat pieces of slaty stone and large rubble
pieces inserted between thern, are as much as three feet in thickness, but now rise nowhere to more
than five feet above the ground. That it was meant to guard the approach to the Dasht-i-taus
plateau from the Nasbar valley, across a narrow saddle immediately below the north face of the
fort, there can be no doubt. T h e advancecl state of decay of the walls points to their considerable
antiquity. Popular tradition ascribes the fort to the same age as the cultivation of the Dasht-i-taus.
Resuming on August 27th my journey U P the main valley, I rode along this now utterly barren
plain and was shown in several places traces of m old canal coming from the side of the Nasbar
Stream. Its line was quite distinct from that of a, smaller canal derived from the T u i stream farther
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YBsin. or. Elght clay seals of one type. In low
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north and much better preserved ; by the latter canal Sulaiman ShHh, a Khushwaqt ruler of y+in
and Gilgit a t the beginning of the nineteenth century? had endeavoured to bring water once
Inore to Dasht-i-taus. This enterprise of reclamation is supposed to have been abandoned when
the rule of that energetic but unscrupulous prince came to a violent end. T h a t the occupation of
the Dasht-i-taus belongs to an earlier period is proved by the remains of a large walled enclosure
called Bahri-khHn (PI. I), situated about two miles above the northern end of YHsin and opposite
to Ghujalti village on the left bank (Fig. 38). Tradition connects it with a Chinese or ' Kalmakl
invasion, possibly the same that I have had occasion to discuss before in connexion with the
Chinese record of Khush-lmad's reign about the middle of the eighteenth century.= The enclosing
walls, built of large water-worn stones frorn the river-bed below and fully five feet in thickness,
form a n irregular pentagon of which the three best-preserved faces measure about 264, 273 and
153 feet respectively. Their present height nowhere exceeds four or five feet, and the remains
of large quarters traceable near the centre of the enclosure are even more decayed. Apart from
debris of hard dark-grey pottery within the ruined fort, I could trace no signs of prolonged occupation. But there can be no doubt that if the old canal were restored, or even if that of Sulairnan
S h l h were completed, the amount of arable land, a n d with it the population, in the YHsin valley
could be greatly increased.
Continuing our march up the valley we followed the line of Sulaiman S h l h ' s canal for nearly
four miles before crossing the mouth of a large river that descends the T u i valley. Through this
leads a n important summer route, by which the upper Y l r k h u n valley can be reached on the
Mastiij side across the high T u i pass. Beyond the junction the main valley, known from this point
upwards as Warshigiim, affords room for a succession of picturesque villages with rich fields and
orchards, extending almost without interruption up to Hondur. They are comprised in the subdivision of S a l g l m that forms a t the present day the best-populated tract of Ylsin. Passing the
large fort of Mir WlIi, called after Pakhtfin Wlli's father, Hayward's murderer, I visited at
Barkulti the fine but much-neglected house of the local ' H l k i m ' (Fig. 45). T h e style and abundance of the excellent wood-carving in its large halls recalled what I had seen in HHkim Obaidullah's
house a t Miragrlm on the Mastiij side.O I t was unfortunately too late in the day to take any
photographs of the interesting interior. T h e house was said to have been built some five generations ago. A photograph (Fig. 42) taken a t Hondur, where we halted for the night, may show how
closely the fine physical appearance of the people of Warshigiim resembles that of their neighbours
in Chitrll and Mastiij. Notwithstanding their Burishaski speech, wholly distinct from either
the Dardic or the Iranian language group, the ' Burish ' whom I saw seemed to exhibit all the
physical features characteristic of the pure Homo AQinus type.
From above Hondur cultivation becomes intermittent, as the valley northward narrows*
But in spite of the stupendous rock walls rising on either side progress along its bottom remains
quite easy right up to the village of Dark6t, a distance of nearly twelve miles. Here, at an elevation
of over 9,000 feet, the head of the valley opens out into a huge amphitheatre, forming a wide grass
and jungle covered flat flanked on its sides by mighty ice-clad spurs. T h e streams issuing from
the glaciers which fill the side valleys between these spurs unite close to Dark6t to form the river
of Ylsin. T h e plain extending around their junction abounds in grazing and fuel, and seems
as if created by nature as a resting-place for a force of invaders frorn the north, such as Kao Hslenchih had successfully led across the DarkGt pass. I t struck me as a significant indication or the
vicinity of the uppermost Oxus valley that one of the headmen of Dark6t was an immigrant from

' CI. Biddulph, Hindu Koosh, pp. 137, 153 sq.
CI. Scrindia, i. p. 33 ; above, p. 38.

Cf. Scrindia, i. pp. 49 ~ q .

WakhHn, and that the plentifi~lornamental wood-carving in his panelled ' Aiwgn ' was of a distinctly Persian style."
A move of some three miles northward across a boulder-strewn plain, no doubt once the bottom Approach
of an ancient glacier basin, brought us to the entrance of the narrow gorge by which the stream Darkat
loot
from the glaciers adjoining the Darkiit pass has cut its way through a transverse ridge. This ps.
ridge, which the route crosses, is known as ' Darband ', from old walls intended to form a ckiusa.
It was from the crest of this ridge, a t a n elevation of about ro,ooo feet, that the ice-covered depression in the range forming the Darkiit pass, 15,380 feet above the sea (Fig. 44), first came into
view from the south. Both to the west and east of it glaciers, of far greater size than that below
the pass, descend from peaks towering to heights well above 20,000 feet. T h e abundant moisture
assured by the vicinity of the streams that drain all these ice-clad slopes favours vegetation. I was
therefore not surprised to find that besides pasture and numerous birch-trees, terraced fields cultivated by the Darkiit people extend above those streams to a n elevation of about I 1,000 feet. Our
march that day was continued past these fields of Gakushi and up the broad but steep spur which
gives access to the pass, until a t a n elevation of about 12,300 feet we encamped on the last level
bit of ground, known as Khamba. T h e smiling alpine landscape spreading to the south struck
me by its contrast with the great wastes of ice and rock that I remembered so well on the north
side of the pass from my ascent to it seven years before.
It was the desire to see the scene of Kao Hsien-chih's great exploit that had then induced me Darkat pass
to visit the Darkiit pass in spite of the early season, bad weather, and a n exceptional winter snow- re\'isited.
fall.' It was the thought of it, too, that now invested the actual crossing of the pass with special
interest for me. It was effected on August 29th, with all the advantages of the late summer season
and ample arrangements for transport. All the same it served to impress me again with the seriousness of the natural obstacles presented by the glaciers of the Dark&. I realized more than ever
that the Chinese general's passage in A. D. 747 with a relatively large force, already severely tried
by their march across the whole width of the PHmirs, deserves to rank, as a great
military achievernent, side by side with the most famous alpine feats of leaders such as Hannibal or Napoleon,
if it does not surpass them. I have discussed elsewhere this remarkable exploit in full detail,8
and have shown how closely the topographical features of the Darkiit pass agree with the exact
account of this expedition which Kao Hsien-chih's biography in the T'ang .4nnals has reserved
for us. I need therefore only record here such of the observations made on my renewed visit to
the Darkiit as will help to supplement my previous description of the pass.
The track above our camping-place, Khamba, ascended very steeply along bare rocky slopes, Rock enbut when free of snow it was ~racticablefor laden animals. After about a mile it passed a t a n
elevation of about 13,100 feet the large inscribed boulder of which I had first heard a t YHsin Darkat
(Fig. 46). It lies a few yards above the track, and its top, sloping at an angle of about 4s0, presents pass*
an almost flat surface measuring approximately five feet by four. T h e stone appeared to be a
dark-grained granite ; the surface on the exposed top has weathered to a n almost black appearance.
'This surface shows in its middle portion and engraved to a depth of about one-fifth of a n inch
the outlines of what manifestly is meant to represent a Stijpa, and by its side to the right five rows
of Tibetan characters, two in each for the most part manifestly coeval with the StCipa. I n
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The following describes a piece of wood-carving acquired
from the same Darkbt house :
Darkot. 01. Carved w o o d a Takhti s. Handle at one
end. Paltern, repeated three times in length, composed of
lour 'nests ' of long pointed leaves growing towards a
centre four-petalled flower. The ' nests ' are joined

by looped stcms. All cuts V-shape. Background and pattern
picked with square pointed tool. Rev. shows similar pattern
roughly sketched in Ijlack ink. Dark, straight-grained
wood ; wcll preserved, 134" x j f " x 1.. PI. LXVIII.
Cf. Desert Cathay, i. pp. 56 sqq.
See Snitrdia, i. pp. 56 sqq.
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all these the engraved lines show a uniform brownish colour, while over the middle of the stone
and to the left of the Stiipa, there appear much shallower graffiti of Arabic writing, easily dis.
tinguished by their light colour. This difference of colouring and the fact of the graffito in the
middle running across the central part of the Stiipa leave no doubt that these graffiti are of relatively
far more recent .date. In addition to these graffiti there appears between the top of the stfipa
and the Tibetan inscription the rough sketch of a horse and rider, showing a colouring similar
to that of the former. T h e surface immediately below the Stiipa base has suffered by peeling,
but retains traces of a flower or fruit-like design, also old. T h e roughly scratched figures of fourhorned animals, evidently meant for mountain sheep, which are to be seen on the left side of the
stone between the graffiti in Arabic characters, seemed to have been exposed to weathering somewhat longer than the latter.
Design 01
T h e StGpa design (PI. I) is very peculiar, but the inverted bowl on its top, surmounted
.ap'''
by what is manifestly meant for a chhattra, suffices to establish its character. The two lowest
steps of the base and the much higher member above them certainly recall the threefold base of
the Stiipa engraved on the boulder of Charrun in Mastiij which Fig. 6 and PI. 2 of Serindia
reproduce? But the cross-like design intervening between the shaft and the inverted bowl bears
but a very distant resemblance to the projecting plinth and the drum that the rock-engraved
representations of Stiipas a t Charrun and Pakht6ridini both display in a corresponding position
below the dome. Peculiar, too, is the substitution of an inverted bowl for the hemispherical dome
of the Stiipa, though Buddhist tradition has from an early date sought to recognize in this dome
a symbolic representation of Buddha'spdtra or begging bow1.D With the curious presentation of
the pedestal or supports meant to carry the ' Chhattra ' may be fitly compared the equally coarse
design which the Pakht6ridini rock-carving shows in the same place. Finally, poor as the
drawing of the umbrella a t the top is, there can be no doubt what it is intended to signify.
Tibe tan
Dr. A. H. Francke, to whom I submitted photographs of the rock-engraving together with
inscription.
arefully drawn copies of the Tibetan characters, was kind enough to furnish me, in a letter dated
September IS, 1921, with a note on them reproduced in Appendix L. From this it is seen that
the inscription names a certain Lirnidor together with his family or clan designation rMe-'or,
probably taken from a locality, as the donor of a Stiipa. T h e fact of the personal name being
put in the genitive is taken by Dr. Francke as an indication of the early date of the inscription^
and this is in harmony with the palaeographic character of the letters, which, in that scholar's
opinion, ' show the characteristic marks of the Tibetan script of the eighth and ninth centuries'.
From the relative position of the two, it is obvious that the representation of a Stiipa is contemporary with, if not older than, the Tibetan inscription. This chronological indication has
its special archaeological interest with regard to the peculiar cruciform type of StGpas which
Dr. Francke has noted before among Ladskh rock-carvings.
Ti betan
Local tradition, so far as it goes back, knows nothing of Tibetans having ever established
their rule or their Buddhist worship in Yisin. Hence all the more interest attaches to the statement
in Dr. Francke's note that a Tibetan text mentions the conquest of the Gilgit region as having
taken place under a Tibetan ruler of the eighth century. In view of this collateral evidence One Is
tempted to connect the Buddhist rock-carving on the Dark6t with that short-lived Tibetan advance
on the uppermost Oxus which the T'ang Annals record towards the close of the second quafler
. of the elghth century and which Kao Hsien-chih's adventurous expedition successfully arrested'
Graffiti in
T h e difference in the weathering shows that the graffiti in Arabic characters must be 'Oncharacters. siderably later than the Tibetan inscription.
They consist of the S h i i h invocation. Yi
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CI. Smitrdia, i. pp. 37 sqq.

' Cf. Foucher, L'arf du G'andhdra, i. p. 64 ; Ueal, Si-yu-ki, i. PP. 47 q4.
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yd 'Alimadal, scribbled across the cruciform portion of the Stiipa, with another Y i M u ~ a m m a d y d

Muhammadyi ' A l i below it. T o the left of the Stfipa, written vertically, we read the names
Khdwar Shlili Skdh Kkushwaqd and in the left top corner Y i 'Alimadad$idshih Mardin. Finally
across the lowest base of the Stiipa is scrawled the record, da kalanz MuridB5g. None of the persons
here
seems capable of definite identification a t present ; for the name of Khushwaqt appears
to have been borne not solely by the founder of the family ruling Ylsin and Mastiij since the
beginning of the eighteenth century, but also by at least two of his descendant^?^
Close above this spot the track took us to the moraine on the east side of the much-crevassed
glacier that descends from the pass. After scrambling up this to an elevation of nearly 14,000
feet, we crossed the glacier in a zigzag line to avoid crevasses. Further progress lay along its
snow-covered western moraine, past precipitous cliffs and avalanche slopes, until easier ground
was gained at about 14,600 feet on snow-beds flanking the head of the glacier. A t last, after four
hours' steady climbing, we reached the broad and flat expanse of snow that forms the crest of the
pass (Fig. 43). T h e reading there taken with the mercurial mountain barometer indicated a height
of 15,250 feet, closely approximating to that recorded in the Trans-frontier inap sheet (15,j80 feet).
This greatfirn bed was the same to which m y ascent of May 1 7 , 1906, had brought me, and
the full description then recorded in my Personal Narrativel1 makes it unnecessary to note further
topographical details about this remarkable pass. I t will suffice to mention that though the gathering snow clouds soon deprived me of a full view to the south, I was once more greatly struck by
the contrast which the steep glacier bed on that side, confined between precipitous spurs, presented
to the wide snowy expanse of the summit and to the gentle slope of the mighty ice stream flowing
down from it towards the Ygrkhun gorges (Fig. 48). I t was easy for me to realize again on the
spot the feelings of dismay which filled I<ao Hsien-chih's Chinese ' braves ' when they had been
brought to this height and found what a descent lay before them, and to appreciate the great
qualities of their leader, who by combined boldness and stratagem assured final success in his
adventurous enterprise.
SECTION111.-FROM
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On the top of the Dark6t pass I was met by the late Captain H. F. D. Stirling, of the 57th

Glacier

(Wilde's) Rifles, then commanding the ChitrHl Scouts and officiating as @:ssistant Political Agent 'OUteS Irom
Dark6t
in Chitrll. The hardy MastGji porters whom that young officer, himself a n expert mountaineer, ps.
had brought up in person were most welcome. But less so the information he gave me that the
north-eastern of the two glacier routes from the Dark6t to the Ylrkhun valley had been blocked
for the past three years by impracticable devgschrunds which had formed above the foot of the
glacier. When discussing Kao Hsien-chih's crossing of the Dark6t in Serindia, I have had occasion
to call special attention to the interesting orographic fact that from the greatfirn beds on the very
top of the pass there descend northward two separate glaciers filling valleys which diverge a t
right angles? I have also shown there reasons for the belief that Kao Hsien-chih's route lay over
the north-eastern glacier, which descends the Kachil valley and ends a short distance above the
grazing ground of Showar-shur on the uppermost YHrkhun river.
This route, which conveniently connects with the low Shawitakh pass leading across the OXUSRoute to
watershed close to the east of the Bar6ghil saddle, was described by reliable reports a s the easier Showarshur and
the two routes previous to the glacier change above mentioned. It was then regularly used Shawitnkh
lo
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cf I~id~lulph,Ilimfu Koosh, p. 153,genealogical table.
See Desert Cathay, i. pp. 57 sqq.
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by traders between Yisin and Wakhln, and its practicability for laden transport was proved b
Y
the fact that the P i m i r Boundary Commission of 1895 followed it both going and returning, though
out of the 600 ponies that accompanied them a number were lost. From what I subsequently
learned from Wakhi graziers a t Showar-shur I conclude that it was probably a recent advance
of the glacier pressing against the rock walls near the narrowing mouth of the Kachil valley that
had caused this north-eastern route from the Darkbt to become completely closed to trafficfor the
time being. I was reluctantly obliged, in consequence, to descend by the north-western glacier,
with which my visit of 1906 had already acquainted me. Though, owing to the lateness of the
season, there was now no risk of avalanches, yet the difficultiesencountered in the shape of crevasses,
huge moraines, &c. (Fig. 48), were sufficient to render this route, in its present state, quite im.
practicable for laden animals. Passing my old camping-place above Vedin-kbt we managed,
however, to reach by nightfall the grazing ground of Chikmar-roblt below the Barbghil saddle.
Choice of
Having thus reached the YHrkhun head-waters, our easiest route to the Chinese border would
route
have
led across the Bar6ghil to Sarhad on the Oxus and thence past the AfghHn Psmirs by the
through
uppermost Ab-i-Panja. This was the line I had followed in 1906. But apart from the fact that
Hunzs.
its use would have required the special permission of H.M. the Amir of AfghHnistHn, my desire
to see new ground was against it. T h e only alternative was to follow a parallel route by which
westernmost Hunza could be gained across the head-waters of the Yirkhun and KarambHr rivers
and over the high watershed range to the east of the latter. I t would certainly be a very difficult
Help of
route, and I had all the more reason to feel grateful for the effective arrangements made by Captain
Captain
Stirling in the matter of transport. He himself, a s a n enthusiastic mountaineer, took pleasure
H. F. D.
in sharing the toils of those four days of hard climbing and marching. I t affords me melancholy
Stirling.
satisfaction to record here m y grateful remembrance of all the friendly help given me by this
zealous officer of a famous Frontier regiment ; he was destined never to gain the chance of exploration that he longed for, but to lay down his life for his country three years later after distinguished
service in France and Mesopotamia.
Route by
For a variety of geographical reasons the ground we traversed on two long marches past
Karambar
the
glacier
sources of the YHrkhun and KarambHr rivers could never have witnessed historical
headwaters.
events of importance. T h e great elevation, from about 12,000 to 14,000 feet, of the main valleys
on either side of the Karambzr saddle precludes cultivation. T h e close vicinity of numerous
large glaciers-the largest of them, descending to Showar-shur from the south-east, is shown by the
m a p e to extend over a direct distance of some 2 2 miles-,nust make climatic conditions on this
high ground more severe than they would be a t a corresponding elevation on the PHmirs. Moreover, though of easy approach from the side of Sarhad and uppermost Wakhln, the area containing
these head-waters represents a cul-de-sac. From Hunza it is separated by a very high ice-clad
range over which communication is possible only by the Chillinji pass, some 17,500 feet above
sea-level. This can be crossed by men on foot for a few summer months only, and even then, as
my experience showed, under exceptional difficulties.
Knramldr
TOthe south, along the K a r a m b i r or A s h k i m a n valley, there is no practicable route during
valley
the spring and summer. T h e extremely narrow gorges below the Chillinji glacier are then forsevera'
difficult.
marches completely filled by the river, and the rock walls on either side are sheer precipices impassable for any but cragsmen unencumbered by loads. Even in winter the track leading down
valley to the Gilgit river at Gskuch is extremely difficult, and a t that season communication wl'h
Wakhln across the passes northward is blocked by snow. I t is only for a few weeks in the
spring and autumn that it is possible to follow the route leacling up the Karambir v a l l e ~tothe
~
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and across the Khora-bohrt pass (about 15,ooo feet) to the A f g h l n PBmirs. Even then it is far
from easy.
The geographical features just briefly indicated fully account for a n interesting ethnographic
observation made on my passage through the high valleys on either side of the Karambar saddle.
They comprise extensive summer grazing grounds which on the west reach from below Barbghilyailak close up to the saddle and to the east of it descend to below Shuiyenj, a total distance of
well over 30 miles. I found these occupied exclusively by Wakhis who annually come up with
their flocks from Afghln territory on the Ab-i-Panja. Several considerable summer villages
or 'Yailaks' are inhabited for four or five months in the year by such Wakhis, who also cultivate
land about Sarhad. These settlements are of old date, and clearly prove that notwithstanding the
natural boundary formed by the Oxus-Indus watershed to t h e ~ i o r t hand the political frontier
l n
which follows the same line, the valleys a t the head of the
between Indian i n d ~ f ~ h territory
YHrkhun and KarambHr rivers must ethnographically be considered as forming part of WakhHn.
I may incidentally note that the attitude of the Wakhis we met seemed to reflect full consciousness
of this fact. We have here another illustration of what has been rightly observed in the alpine
regions of Europe and elsewhere, viz. that difficult river gorges are often of greater importance
as ethnographic boundaries, and as military barriers also, than the crest-lines of adjoining high
ranges?
The long march that on August 30 took us from the foot of the Barbghil saddle to Murgach,
close under the Karamblr pass, led throughout over easy ground distinctly PPmir-like in character
(Fig. so). Between Chikmar-roblt and the point where we struck the route leading up from Showarshur to the Shawitakh I noticed abundant signs of former glacier action in the form of ancient
moraines and cirques. It was interesting to note in the midst of them an old watch-tower built by
Wakhis as a lace of defence against Kirghiz raiders, who used to attack these grazing grounds from
the side of the Little Plmir by crossing the Khora-bohrt and the Karamblr passes. O n ascending
to the latter next morning (Fig. 49) I was able to examine more closely the interesting instance of
bifurcation by which theglacier to the south of the pass, and almost astride of it, discharges its drainage partly towards the Ylrkhun river, itself a feeder of the K l b u l river, and partly into the Zhoesar lake forming the head of the Karamblr river and thus draining into the Indus. T h e photographic panorama (Fig. 47) illustrates the configuration of the ground to the south and on either side
of the pass. The latter is represented by an almost imperceptible watershed between old moraines
of the glacier ; our barometrical observations indicated for it a n elevation of approximately 14,420
feet (against 14,060 feet of the map). T h e eastern branch of the glacier was found much reduced
and manifestly in actual course of retrogression. But a small stream issuing from its snout still
helps to feed the lake from which the K a r a m b l r river takes its rise (Fig. 56). It is significant

'

CI. my remarks concerning the scparation in political
and linguistic rcspccts of thc Zebak-IshkLhm tract from the
rrst 01 the Upper Oxus (Ab-i-Punja) valley, in the introduction to Sir George Grierson's Ishkdshr~ri, ZEbaki, and
Yizglruli~rli,p, 4.
Somewhat similar conditions may be observed in the
northern portion of IIunm tcrritory, appropriately called
' Little Cul~jiI', i. c. ' Littlc Wakhin '. It is separated
from Hunza proper IIY he extremely dificult river gorges
helow Ghulmit (cf. Ruins o j Khota", pp. 44 sqq.), nnd its
population consists almost cxclusivcly of Wakhi immigrants
beyond t l ~ ehigh watershed range to the north.
l[cre it may conveniently be noted that during recent

times this Wakhi immigration across the main Hindukush
watcrsllcd has extended even farther down the Karambir
valley. Small \Vakhi settlements composed mainly of refugee
followers ol thc 'Mi Mardln Shih, the former ruler of
Wakhin, are now to be found from Bohrt to Imit, below the
ditiicult gorges of the Karambir river to which reference has
been made in the text above. These ethnographic changes
ol modern date are of interest as indications of a progressive
infiltration of an Iranian-speaking clement to the south of
the Hindukush. The snme is observable also in the Lutkh6
tract of Chitril, south of the D6rlh pass, where Yidghlh,
n Galcha dialect, is spoken by old immigrants from hlunjin ;
cf. Serindia, i. pp. 26 sq.
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that this lake, situated within the political border of India, is known to the Wakhis also by the
Turki designation of Ak-kul, the ' White Lake
I t could clearly be observed that the lake, which
is considerably larger than appears from the map, owes its origin to the fact that a big glacier
near its eastern end once pushed its moraines from the south right across the valley.
About eight miles from the pass, the valley contracts below the last grazing grounds of
Shuiyenj. Beyond this the track led past the snout of a large glacier on the south, which has
piled its ice against the rocky slopes opposite. T h e river thus blocked had cut its way in a big
tunnel below it (Fig. 53) ; this advance of the glacier beyond the river bed was said to have taken
place only two years before. Less than two miles farther down, the river bed, broad as it was here,
was completely blocked by a much larger glacier descending from the south, which had to be
traversed for a distance of about a mile and a half. What with the care needed in its crossing and
the difficult progress beyond, over boulder-strewn slopes on the right bank, it was long after
nightfall before we reached the small jungle-covered space known as Sokhta-robgt, which forms
a usual camping-place opposite the approach to the Khora-bohrt pass.q
Had it been possible for me to cross by this pass into the Lupsuk valley northward, which
drains into the Ab-i-Panja some distance below B6zai-gumbaz, we could thence have reached
Hunza territory over the Irshad pass, leading like the Chillinji pass to the head of the Chapursan
valley. We might thus have been spared a very trying piece of mountaineering, and probably
a day's march as well. For both passes, about 15,ooo and 16,000 feet respectively in height, are
clear of glacier ice and practicable during the summer and early autumn for laden animals, and
even longer for men on foot.5 But without the Amir's permission this passage, leading through
a forlorn alpine corner of easternmost A f g h l n territory, was closed to a servant of the Indian
Government. A s it was, I had occasion to feel very grateful when, on proceeding on September 1st
down the KarambHr river, I found a contingent of hardy Wakhi porters awaiting us at the point
where the snout of the big Chillinji glacier debouches into the river gorge (Fig. 52). Without
their timely arrival from the small settlement of Wakhi refugees lower down, as had been arranged
through the Gilgit Agency, farther progress would have been impossible. After ascending for
about four miles along the north edge of the glacier (Fig. 51) over old moraines thickly covered
with Juniper and other dwarf tree growth, we camped that night a t a n elevation of about 12,500 feet.
T h e ascent made on September 2 to the Chillinji pass proved a difficult piece of mountaineering. T h e snowy weather that had prevailed all through August had rendered the very steep snow
slopes to be climbed to the north-east of the glacier exceptionally trying. There were risks of
avalanches to be faced in the confined gully up which lay the final ascent of some two thousand
feet (Fig. 57)) and the chance of some mishap was increased by the fact that the pass had not been
traversed by any one for a considerable number of years. Only one old man among the Wakhis
sent with us had ever been across. It took eight hours of laborious climbing, mostly through
deep snow, before our party, numbering forty men in all, safely reached the col. ~ a r o m e t r i ~ ~ l
observations indicated for it a n elevation of 17,520 feet. T h e view that the pass offered over the
big glaciers filling the head of the Chapursan valley and along the ice-crowned range forming
the watershed on the north towards the Ab-i-Panja sources and the THgh-dumbish Pimir, was
grand and extensive. But the icy gale sweeping the exposed col made even a short rest difficult
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Its name as given to me by the WakhIs sounded
Khora-vursht.
It is 01 interest to nole that the existence ol the route
leading up the Karambiir valley and across the Khora-bohrt
p a s to the Pimirs was tluly reported by Mugl~ulDEg about

'q.
1789-90; cf. Raverty, Notes on AfgMnisGn, PP.
That very observant traveller notes : 'The climate lhis
severe, and uncongenin'
dara'h ('Ann-Sar) is
to the health of travellers. Dy it you can proceed
YBr-kand and Kishghar.'
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and enforced a hurried farewell to Captain Stirling, who had insisted on sharing our toils as far

,

as this.
Fortunately the descent to the east proved less trying ; for the huge n h i - b e d s a t the head Glacier
of the glacier below afforded a n easy slope, and when after some three miles' progress in soft snow
the glacier proper was reached, we found most of its crevasses sufficiently covered with fresh snow. Chillinji
Farther down we could follow the line of the main lateral moraine on the north, and after a descent Pass.
of five hours a dry spot was found under its shelter where it was possible to bivouac in safety.
The bitter cold of that night a t a n elevation of over 15,ooo feet made me anxious about some of
our Wakhi porters whose loads had caused them to lag behind ; but they too turned up safely
in the morning, having wisely kept moving all through the night. I t was a source of great satisfaction to me that my feet, in spite of loss of toes and impaired circulation, results of the frost-bite
accident at the close of my second journey, were still equal to a thirteen hours' struggle over snow
and ice at great elevations.
The snout of the glacier (Fig. 61) was not passed until after another four miles' steep descent Head of
in the morning. On arrival in the valley below a t the high grazing ground of Buattar I was glad
to find fresh transport from Hunza awaiting us. Once again the arrangements made weeks ahead
through Hfimiyin Beg, the Wazir of Hunza, my old acquaintance of 1900, had not failed to assure
rapid progress. After two miles' easy descent from Buattar, the path struck the side of the mighty
ice-stream of K h i z , which comes down from the high range on the south and completely fills the
bottom of the main valley as it trends eastwards. Passing the narrow side valley to the north-west,
up which lies the route to the Irshad pass previously mentioned, we skirted the K h i z glacier
for a distance of more than four miles before its snout was reached in the now widening valley
bottom (Fig. 60) at an elevation of about 12,000 feet. Only a little beyond, on the alluvial fan
of Yarz-yarz, the first signs of former occupation were met with in the shape of abandoned fields
and decayed huts. They were to prove a characteristic feature of the Chapursan valley a t many
points farther down. Some four miles beyond we halted a t Baba-ghundi, marked by a muchfrequented Zilrat, said to be the most famous throughout Hunza (Fig. 58). Here, too, a t a n
elevation of 11,600 feet, there is no permanent occupation ; but there are some oat-fields, which,
we were told, had been brought under cultivation again during the lifetime of the father of the
present Mir of Hunza.
A long but easy march on September 4 down to Spandrinj allowed me to see the greater Abandoned
portion of the Chapursan valley and realize its peculiar character. In spite of the great height
' :; ' :!:f
of the ranges to the north and south, rising to peaks of over 22,ooo feet and as yet but very anvalley.
imperfectly explored, the bottom of this valley is more open and unobstructed than any other
Part of Hunza. Its gentle slope is sufficiently indicated by the fact that Spandrinj lies a t a n elevation
of only 1,600 feet or so less than Blba-ghundi, though a t a distance of about twenty-five miles
from it by road. The Chapursan valley, notwithstanding the great moraines that glaciers on the
south had once pushed down into it, contains a larger area of fairly level and easily irrigated
ground than probably all the rest of Hunza put together. I t was therefore of distinct geographical
interest to note the extensive areas of abandoned cultivation that we passed between Blba-ghundi
and Spandrinj. Neither want of water for irrigation nor present climatic conditions seem to furnish
adequate explanation for their abandonment. It is true that below the outflow of the big
Ishkuk glacier there is ground where cultivation has, according to local tradition, been destroyed
glacier detritus brought down through a change in the flood beds. But this factor is absent
and does not account by itself for the virtual abandonment of a valley that, with occupation
such as is found on corresponding ground in Wakhln, might support a number of comparatively
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populous villages. Reoccupation by Wakhi settlers (Fig. 76) is recent a n d proceeds but slowly,
the total number of houses in the valley probably not exceeding thirty.
This change of conditions has its exact parallel in what 1 had occasion to observe about the
Kao Hsienc'lih's
ancient cultivation in the upper Y l r k h u n valley about Shuyist, the A-sh2-yii-skih-to
of the Chinese
return
Annals, mentioned as the ' capital ' of Chii-wei during T'ang times.O I t presents a direct antiquarian
tl,rougl,
Chapusan interest in view of the probability, which I have indicated elsewhere, that Kao Hsien-chihBsroute
on his return from Little P'o-ll to the uppermost Ab-i-Panja led through Hunza.7 If this assumption is correct, it may be safely concluded on general topographical grounds that the Chinese
commander made his way through the Chapursan valley and across the Irshad pass; for this
is the most direct route between Hunza and W a k h l n . Besides being some eighteen miles shorter
than the alternative route by the Kilik and Wakhjir passes, it crosses only a single watershed,
and that not higher than the Wakhjir pass, between the sources of the Ab-i-Panja and the TighdumbHsh river. T h e conclusion just indicated finds additional support in what I was able to note
of the openness of the Chapursan valley and its former local resources.
I t was interesting to observe how the traces of former occupation are also reflected in local
LO^
legends
legends
attaching to particular spots. Thus, after passing several sites of abandoned cultivation
Chapursan.
below Blba-ghundi, I was shown, to the west of a vast lateral moraine left behind by the now
receded Ishkuk glacier (Fig. 64)) a well-marked cirque that once held a lakelet ; tradition places
here the residence of a nine-headed monster, resembling a N l g a by the description given to me,
which by its daily food exactions of one human being a n d seven sheep caused this part of the
valley to be deserted. T h e destruction of the monster is ascribed to ImHm Muhammad Biqir,
the great saint of the valley worshipped a t Blba-ghundi. T h e whole alluvial fan below the
outfall of the great stream that issues from the Ishkuk glacier is supposed to have once been
cultivated. But only a t its eastern edge did I come upon the first sign of reoccupation ; this
had been started a few years before by three families settled a t the old site of Zudlkhun. Another
extensive area of former cultivation three miles farther down and a short distance above the
houses of Sipenj is known as Kampir-i-dior. Local legend connects it with the story of an old
woman (bampir in Wakhi) who alone would offer food to Biiba-ghundi and thus saved herself
from the saint's wrath, which overwhelmed and buried the whole village under stones and detritus.'
Hamlets in
A mile or so below Sipenj, which in spite of abundant arable land contains only seven families,
lower
Chapursan. a rock known as Roshtiglr bears natural markings distinctly resembling piduRZs. They are
reverenced now as footprints of Blba-ghundi. We have evidently here a case of continuity Of
local worship reaching back to pre-Muhammadan times. T h e fort village of ROshit, some three
miles lower down, with its dozen houses (Fig. 59), represents the chief place of Chapursan; its
quaint circumvallation recalls the time, not very remote, when the valleys of northernmost Hunza
were still exposed to Kirghiz counter-raids from the north. From this point all the way down
to Spandrinj, a distance of some eight miles, I noticed abundant traces of abandoned cultivationl
including a n old canal, along the fertile alluvial fans which line the right bank of the riverAcross
From the site of Spandrinj, which is bordered by jungle and is now used as a grazing ground'
Kcrmin
p,,, we nlade our r a y on September 5th. across the Kermin pass, about 13,600 feet above sea-levdl
Murkushi. into the Derdi valley. Descending this we struck the well-known route leading UP the ma'n
valley of Hunza a t the old tower known a s Top-khsna, some five miles above the village of
Here I found myself on ground that I well remembered visiting on my first approach in '9'
Cf. Snitrdia, i. pp. 50 sgq.

' 'c' ibid., i.P. 54, note 3 ; also G.J., lgaa, February,
pp. la8 sq.

8 CI. the Kashmir legend already referred, to above'
p. 25, about the Naga Su2nvas and Ra,,ra~~d!avl.
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the Chinese border on the Plmirs.e Long after nightfall the same day we reached my old campingat Murkushi, where the two available routes to the T l g h - d u m b l s h PHmir, via the Kilik
and Ming-taka passes, diverge. Here I found Surveyor Muhammad YHqiib and Naik Shamsuddin
of the 1st Sappers and Miners, who had safely arrived with our heavy baggage by the route
via Gilgit and Hunza.
Though the Kilik pass which I crossed in 1900 is certainly the easier, except during the Crossing
months of deep snow, I decided for the sake of seeing new ground to take the route across the Ming-taka
pass.
I t leads up along the moraine of a glacier considerable in size (Fig. 62) and
Ming-taka pass."'
splendid views towards the maze of fantastically serrated peaks to the south (Fig. 63). A s
this route, too, is well known, there is no need to describe here the ascent, which by midday of
September 7 brought my now reunited party to the top of the pass (Fig. 65) and thus to the border
of Chinese Turkestan. Our mercurial barometer indicated for the Ming-taka pass a n elevation
of 15,650 feet. In the open high valley beyond, with its true P l m i r character, I found myself
once more on ground with which my two previous journeys had made me familiar. But how easy
seemed the routes I had then followed, by comparison with the tracks which had brought us this
time to the westernmost corner of China I Barely five weeks had elapsed since I left the Kashmir
valley, and during this period of strenuous marching with only two days of halt, we had crossed
fifteen passes between 10,ooo and 17,500 feet in height. T h e total distance we had marched
amounted to about 520 miles, and of this nearly four-fifths had of necessity been done on foot.

SECTION1V.-IN

T H E VALLEY O F TASH-KURGHAN

The four rapid marches which carried me on September 8-1 I down by the TPgh-dumblsh
river to Tlsh-kurghln, the Sarikol ' capital ', led necessarily over ground already familiar to
me. In Ancient Khotan and in Serindia I have fully discussed the early notices bearing on the
history of Sarikol and such ancient remains as I was able to trace on my preceding visits.' Similarly
a descriptive account of the chief geographical features presented by the main valley and of its
present population will be found in the corresponding chapters of my personal narratives of those
journeys.' Hence I a m able to restrict the record of my third passage through Sarikol to brief
notes on some antiquarian remains not previously noticed and a few supplementary observations
of a geographical interest.
Taking my observations as they occurred in the course of my route, I may first briefly mention
that, descending along the Tggh-dumbish or Tgsh-kurghln river, as it flows in its initial stage
from west to east, I came upon a mark of former extensive glaciation at a point known a s Tijkesakrik, some three miles below Payik-karaul ; a a big terminal moraine here fills the mouth of the
side valley that descends from the high snowy range on the south. T h e appearance o t this old
moraine is such as to leave no doubt about its being, geologically speaking, of quite modern date.
Yet within two miles below it, a t an elevation of about 12,000 feet, I found further confirmation
of what I had before had occasion to observe, that cultivation once extended much higher up
the valley.4 On the small grass-covered plain of Chldir-tlsh old terraced fields had in recent
Years been tilled again by Kirghiz for a brief period, and on the opposite (left) river bank,
See Ruins of Khotan, pp. 53 sq.
The name filing-taka (usually hut wrongly spelt
hlinhka) applies properly to the valley (Ming-taka Jilga)
'hat is followed from the pass to the north-t
down to its
junction with the 1'Bgh-dumbL11 river. It means literally
lo

the ' [valley of the] thousand mountain-goats '.
Cf. Ancient Kholan, i. pp. 12-40 ; Serindia, i. pp. 7a-6.
a See Ruins of Khotan, pp. 57 sqq. ; Dcsni Cathay,
i. pp. 89 sqq.
9 See Map No. 3. c. a.
Cf. Scri?rdia, i. p. 73.
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near Kizil-tam, a n old canal could be clearly made out for a distance of about three-quartersofa
mile. A t Koshun-kiir, a little lower down on the left bank, I found direct evidence that cultivation
had actually been resumed since my visit in 1906. This had happened also at the mouthof
the Nullah known as Kara-jilga, some three miles above Pisling, the southern limit at that time
of Sarikol cultivation. There is thus every reason to suppose that if settled conditions continue
in Sarikol, such as have prevailed since 1891, when raids from Hunza ceased, increasing population
will lead to the gradual reoccupation of all arable ground right u p to the Tlgh-dumbzsh PHmir,
T h e great change that has already taken place farther down the valley was impressed upon
me when I crossed from my camp a t Pisling (I 1,530 feet above sea-level) to the village of Dafdir,
just opposite on the right bank.= My immediate object was to trace from there the line of the
ancient canal known as Fa~ydd-ariki, ' F a r y l d ' s canal ', famous in local lore and the subject
of a curious legend ; I had heard of this canal in 1900,~but neither then nor in 1906 had I sufficient
time to examine it. But m y attention was first arrested by the great change in DafdHr itself.
Where in 1900 I had seen only a cluster of hovels containing eight or ten families mainly occupied
in grazing cattle, I found now some forty homesteads a s substantial a s those seen about Sarhad.
They were widely scattered over a n area of well-tilled fields and most of them surrounded by
flourishing young plantations of poplars a n d willows. T h e total of cultivated ground now extended
over more than four miles from south to north with a width for the most part of about a mile.
Owing to the abundance of fertile soil and the scarcity of labour the fields are sown only in alternate
years with the barley, oats, or peas that form the main crops. Yet there was said to be more than
enough water to irrigate all the land taken up, a statement borne out by the luxuriant grass that
covered all the waste ground commanded by the canal, a s well as by the large stacks of fodder
grass stored on the house-tops for the winter.
This striking expansion of D a f d l r was explained by my old Sarikol acquaintance Rashid
BCg, who had once more been sent to escort me down to T l s h - k u r g h l n , as a direct result of the
partial reopening of that same ancient canal that I had come to look for. Not very long apparently
after my passage in 1900 the military ' Amban ' of Tiish-kurghzn had eflPcted a clearing of the
head portion of the old Farycid-ariki. I t was said to have taken him three months' labour with
fifty Chinese soldiers and about as many Tlsh-kurgh%n cultivators. H e was energetic enough
to camp on the spot and thus saw the work finished in one season. T h e restored canal, I was told'
received its water from the outfall of the Zankan-jilga, which, as the map (No. 3. D. 2) shows,
descends from a portion of the snowy range to the south-east, where it rises to peaks reaching
about 18,ooo feet. T h e stream draining the valley furnishes not only a n abundant supply of
or water from melting snow and ice, but also a permanent discharge of kara-su from springs.'
A t the point where I examined the restored canal its alignment ran fully twenty feet above the level
of the shallow, carelessly cut channel, then dry, that previously irrigated the then scanty fields
of Dafdlr. I t carried a t the time about 2.75 cubic feet of water per second. T h e width of the
inundated belt on either side of the actual channel, however, clearly showed that the original
canal bed had been intended to carry a much larger flow of water, but had silted up sinceand been
only partially cleared. This conclusion was completely confirmed by the subsequent inspection
of the ancient canal bed where it had not been touched.
For over three miles we followed the canal winding along the foot of a low conglomerate tenace
and irrigating the gently sloping ground towards the river bed. T h e way in which water
q e c Map No. 3, c. a.

' Cf. Ancient Klrolan, i. p. $3.

Farydd is the local Sarikoli
pronunuation of the name Farlrcid so familiar in Persian

legend.
For the terms ah-su (' white water ') and karr-ru
(' black water '), cf. Ancient Kholan, i. p. 94.

IN T H E VALLEY OF TASH-KURGHAN
allowed to overflow the canal bank showed that the supply was more than abundant for the land
actually in cultivation. I t had been occupied exclusively by Wakhi immigrants from the uppermost Ab-i-Panja who had drifted across the Wakhjir pass in small batches. What with assured
local produce and summer grazing on the T l g h - d u m b l s h near by offering abundant facilities
for raising flocks, they were all said to have grown into ' Bais ' or people of comparative substance.
The ground beyond the northern point a t which D a f d l r cultivation now ends presents the same
character of an easily irrigated alluvial belt, and, in view of the ample water-supply available,
further extension of cultivation seemed certain, given conditions of tranquillity.
Not far from the actual edge of the cultivated area, there was a bifurcation of the old canal.
The lower branch, according to the statement of Rashid BEg and other Sarikolis accompanying
me, could be traced past the grazing grounds of Rang and Taghash down to THghlak-gumbaz.
The other branch, which was said to continue to below Toghlln-shahr opposite Tssh-kurghln
and which under Rashid Beg's guidance I proceeded to follow, kept a course, as it proved, high
up on the alluvial fans a t the mouth of the successive side valleys. From the start it could be
traced quite easily across the gentle slope of these fans as a continuous terrace usually about ten
feet wide. It showed up with still greater clearness where, with a carefully adjusted alignment,
it wound round the sides of the shallow ravines that carry down the drainage of the side Nullahs
descending from the east. There, owing to the less easy slope, supporting walls were needed to
carry the canal, and these, carefully built of large unhewn stones, were found in many places
still standing to a height of six to eight feet.
About two miles below the northern limit of DafdHr cultivation we came upon a particularly
well- reserved bit of the ancient canal, where it bends in a narrow loop round a small sheltered
Nullah. Here the original dimensions of the canal bed were still to be seen with perfect clearness.
The width between the tops of the embankments on either side measured 17 feet. T h e present
depth in the centre was about 2 feet 4 inches. Making no allowance for the silting up that undoubtedly must have taken place since the canal fell into neglect, and assuming a current of one
foot per second, approximating to that actually observed at Dafdlr, these measurements would
suggest a volume of over twenty cubic feet per second. I noted that, with the exception of a breach
of about ten feet at the point of crossing the drainage bed, the stretch of canal that winds round
the small Nullah, about IOO yards in length, was practically intact. For some two and a half
miles farther the canal could be traced very clearly across the gently sloping ' Dasht ' of Shilbili.
As its line passed into ground of an increasingly fertile character, Rashid Beg pointed out small
distributary channels branching off a t right angles, and his trained eye was probably also right
in recognizing lines that once divided fields.
Such remarkable preservation might, perhaps, a t first sight suggest doubts as to the antiquity
of the irrigation system represented by the ' Faryld-ariki '. But quite apart from the popular
Sarikol legend which attributes to it a quasi-mythic origin, the extreme dryness of the climate
In this mountain region must be borne in mind. A n illustration of this is to be found in the condition
of the ancient mountain fastness now known as Kiz-kurghln and situated a t the great bend of
the river some eight miles above Pisling as I observed it in 1906.~ This was already a ruin of great
in the days of Hsiian-tsang, who records a t length the legend connecting it with the
fabulous descent of the dynasty then ruling Sarikol. When describing these remains I pointed
Out that nothing but the exceptional dryness of the climate throughout historical times ' could
account for their survival in so exposed a position from so early a date '.@We have a n indirect
@See Snindia, i. pp. 73 sqq.
Cf. ;bid., i. p. 75. The walls, constructed of sun-dried
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testimony also of the aridity of the climate in a curious notice of S u n g Yiin about ~
~
~
or Sarikol. He specially mentions that its inhabitants had to catch watercourses, i. e. to irrigate,
in order to do their sowing, and dilates upon their incredulity when told that in China cultivators
relied upon rainfall for this purpose?O
From the little grazing oasis of Rang we turned u p the wide alluvial fan of the Taghash
Fa~cdvalley
in order to visit the old ' K u r g h l n ' a t its mouth, of which I had first heard on my passage
towards
along the left river bank in 1 9 0 6 . ~ This 'site ' was found to consist merely of the ruins of some
T&I,kurghin.
rubble-built huts of uncertain date. But the detour rewarded me in a grand view to the north
across the main Sarikol valley and Tagharma a s far a s the huge snowy dome of Muztlgh-ata
and its glacier-girt buttresses. From Jurgll-gumbaz, where our camp stood that evening, the
' Faryld-ariki ' continued to be traceable, in a clear and almost unbroken line, as we marched
on September I I down to T l s h - k u r g h l n . Rashid Beg was also able to point out to me, on the
left bank, the head of a n ancient canal which once took off from the river opposite J ~ r g H I - ~ u r n b ~ ~
and irrigated all the alluvial plateaux on that side right down to Ak-tarn. What small patches
of ground have now been brought under cultivation again a t that point or near the mouth of the
Pit and Vanaizraf ' Jilgas' are all irrigated from side-streams.
Site of
Farther down, after a ride of about eleven miles from Jurgll-gumbaz, we reached the head
B"rof
the
wide bare plain that local tradition knows, under the significant name of Biz&-dasht, as
dashr.
the site of a large ancient settlement. T h e ' Faryld-ariki ' keeps above it along the foot of a wellmarked alluvial terrace ; but on moving across the BszFir-dasht I noticed the traces of what
evidently had been a large branch canal, as well a s of several distributaries. I observed that the
plain is here covered with a layer, three to four inches thick, of small stones, below which is found
soft fertile soil, evidently riverine loess. This distinctly recalled the character of the ground
surrounding the M i r l n site far away near Lop-n6r,'a which I had noted in 1907. The inference
that here too the condition of the surface is due to deflation was soon confirmed by my examination
of the structural remains that still survive a t Blzlr-dasht, of which I had already heard in lgoo?'
Walls
T h e badly breached fragments of a large and once massive walled enclosure in stamped clay,
by which I traced at a point almost opposite Ak-tam, as marked in Map No. 3. c. I , betrayed only
wind.
too plainly the effect of long-continued wind erosion. O f the circumvallation a length of about
190 yards could be made out on the north-west face, in broken sections of varying thickness, and
one of about 60 yards to the south-west. Nowhere do the extant walls rise to more than three Or
four feet above the ground, and in many places they have been worn down so as to be almost flush
with it. This advanced state of erosion points clearly to the considerable antiquity of the site;
but no definite chronological indication could be found. A s regards the local winds whose effect
is SO strikingly noticed on this bare plain, I may mention that according to the information received
a t T l s h - k u r g h l n they blow generally from the north and north-east and are often prolonged
and of considerable force during the spring and winter. T h e rapid progress of their denuding
effect on bare ground may be gathered from the fact that outside the gate of the small defensible
post built by the Russians at T i s h - k u r g h i n I noticed a distinct lowering of the ground Ievel
through this cause since its construction about 1903.
Old cud
A short distance below the north end of the Bgzlr-dasht the bed of the river widens greatly1
near
and
it
is from here that the canal takes off which a t present carries water across the
Togwinshahr.
lor intervening layers survives in excellent preservation, not
merely where it is still cml~cdded in ihc mud plaster, hut
also whcrc it strews thc slopcs helow after disintegration
of the brickwork.

See Chavannes, V o y n ~ dc
e Sor~g\'us, P. 23.
Cf. Strindin, i . p. 76. The local name t1v2reno'ed ."
Ghnn is more correctly sprlt R a q .
13 See Ancient h'lfotarr,i. P' 39'
12 ~ f jbjd,,
,
i. p. 537,
lo
11

riverine flat to Toghlln-shahr, a collection of hamlets above and facing Tlsh-kurghzn. T h e
line of the Faryld-ariki keeps high and dry above it along the foot of the hill-side, until a small
but conspicuous rocky ridge crowned by the tombs of Maulli Ihslns (Fig. 71) causes a distinct
drop in its level. From there onwards the ancient canal is carried on supporting walls along the
foot of the cliffs, and in one place, towards the end of the ridge, is cut through the rock itself. Along
this portion of its course the ancient canal has been repaired and utilized to carry to the southernmost
area of Tughlln-shahr cultivation any water that remains available in the new canal. T h e old
canal line, however, does not end there, but continues beyond to a wide alluvial fan known as
Jangal, and was said to be traceable for a considerable distance farther down towards the point
&ere the Tzsh-kurghPn river makes its sharp bend to the east and enters the gorges of Shindi
(Map. 3. C. I). Where I was able to examine its course along the face of precipitous cliffs above
the fan of Jangal, its width was five feet, and the supporting walls of big stones still rose in fair
preservation to a height of eight or nine feet. O n the fan itself the canal expanded to a width
of fourteen feet or so between the crest of the banks, with a depth of three feet in the middle.
From the dimensions actually observed here it appears to me very probable that Sarikol Antiquity
tradition is right in asserting that the FaryHd-ariki in old times brought water not merely to the
extensive area of this fan, but also to the arable lands which line the right bank of the river for miles
below the big north-western spur of Mount Afrssilb. T h u s the total length of this ancient irrigation work can be safely estimated a t not less than fifty miles. T h e effort involved in its construction
and maintenance presupposes a population and resources far greater than those to be found in
modern Sarikol. If we compare it with the description which Hsiian-tsang has left us of the
Ckiek-p'an-troof his own days,'4 it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the times of Sarikol's
greatest prosperity lay then already far behind.
While tracing the ancient canal nearly to its termination I was afforded an opportunity of Ruined
paying a rapid visit also to some ruins that on my first survey of the old remains of T l s h - k u r g h l n
had escaped me. About a quarter of a mile from where the Faryld-ariki passes to the southern p m b a z .
extremity of the alluvial fan below Toghlln-shahr, as above described, there rises, close to the
plateau edge overlooking the wide bed of the river, a Muhammadan saint's tomb known, with
an adjoining cemetery of vaulted tombs, by the name of Jangal-gumdaz. Following the line of
the old canal for another quarter of a mile farther northward, I came upon a large circular mound
rising conspicuously above the gentle slope of the fan and skirted a t its west foot by the canal,
as seen in the site-plan (PI. 2). T h e mound, composed wholly of clay, is undoubtedly artificial,
and judging from its shape can scarcely be taken for anything else but a completely decayed
St+.
Its diameter at the base is about 70 feet and its height 30 feet. Its condition and appearance recalled that of the Kurghln-tim StGpa of K l ~ h g a r . ' ~ I t did not appear to have ever been
opened. About 70 yards to the north of it there survive, also close to the canal, the remains of what
I took to be the base, built in sun-dried bricks, of a small Stfipa of which the superstructure has
been completely ruined. T h e extant mass of solid masonry measures 15 feet by 10 a t the base
and rises to 8 feet above the present ground level.
About 160 yards to the NNW. of the last-named structure there extend close to the plateau Ruinsof
edge the remains of a large walled enclosure of rectangular shape. Owing to the late hour I was
unable to examine it closely ; I ~ u during
t
my busy day a t TBsh-kurghln I had a plan and photograph it taken by Surveyor Afriiz-gul (PI, 2 ; Fig. 70). T h e ruined enclosure measures about
'93 by 83 feet and retains at three of its corners remains of round towers, about 10 feet in diameter.
I' vf. Julirn, AIPa,oires, ii, pp. 209 sqq. ; Wntters, Yiian Chwang, ii. pp. 285 sq. ; also Ancient Iihotan, i. pp. 33 Sqq.
l6 Cf. Allcient lilrotan, i. pp. 74 sqq. ; Fig. 14.
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Gates are traceable near the middle of the longer sides facing north and south. The eastern side
is adjoined by what appears to have been a n outer enclosure, with a tower about 18 feet square
a t the north-east corner. T h e walls of the whole, varying from two to three feet in thickness, appear
to have been built partly in large-sized bricks and partly in unhewn stone. Within the inner
enclosure, which seems to have been utilized as a shelter by graziers within comparatively recent
times, is a jumbled mass of ruined walls enclosing courts and rooms, of which the surveyor was
unable to disentangle the exact disposition and character. Neither from his plan nor from my
rapid inspection of the ruin a m I able to form any definite opinion as to its origin and date. But
considering that this ground below Toghlln-shahr has certainly been abandoned for a very long
period, I am inclined to believe that the enclosure is old, but that it was probably repaired and
adapted for temporary occupation in Muhammadan times. I may add in conclusion that some
300 yards farther down the plateau edge there is the ruin of another but much smaller walled
enclosure, measuring outside some 53 by 26 feet, which from the bricks used appears to be of
similar origin.
My single day's halt a t THsh-kurghln on September 12th was more than fully taken up with
manifold arrangements for transport, &c., in view of the intended division of my party a few marches
farther ahead. What I was able to see once more of the old capital of Sarikol or to learn about its
present conditions did not modify the views concerning the antiquity of the site and the character
of its extant remains 18 that I have recorded in connexion with my previous visits. I may, however,
briefly mention that not more than a few hundred yards below the north-east foot of the ruined
town site examined in 1900, the identity of which with the Sarikol capital seen and described by
Hsilan-tsang is not subject to doubt, I now noticed the presence of a Muhammadan shrine marked
by a large ruined ' Gumbaz ' and a n ancient cemetery adjoining. T h e former is supposed to
shelter the remains of S h l h Auliya, a renowned saint, whose grave attracts ~ i l g r i m sfrom all over
Sarikol. I s it possible that this pilgrimage place is connected somehow by continuity of local
worship with the ' convent remarkable for the height and largeness of its towers and pavilions'
as well a s for its majestic statue of Buddha, which, as Hsiian-tsang relates, a n early king of Chiehp'an-t'o had built a t the site of the former royal residence in honour of the venerated teacher
Kumlra-buddha ? 17
SECTIONV.-BY
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T H E KARA-TASH R I V E R T O KASHGAR

O n September 13th I set out from THsh-kurghln for KBshgar. I was anxious to use the
chance offered by the season for exploring en route the K a r a - t ~ s hvalley, which lies on the most
direct line from Sarikol to KIshgar but owing to special difficulties had never been surveyedI n order to reach it, it was necessary for the first few marches to follow again the main caravan
route connecting Sarikol with KBshgar and YHrkand across the great southern buttresses of
Muztlgh-at%. As I proceeded by it to the high plateau of Chichiklik via the Dershat valley
I felt sure of being once more on the track of Hsiian-tsang.
Already on my passage of June, ,906, I had convinced myself that Hsiian-tsang's journey
had led him across the Chichiklik.' But the route up the narrow Shindi valley: which the early
season had then obliged me to take, was not likely to have been that of the great pilgriln when he
mention of ' nn enclosure of some 300 p r f s ' relers not lo
" See Ancient Kholan, i. pp. 35 sqq.
Cf. Julien, Mlr,roirer, ii. p. 213 ; Anrirnl Khofun,
i. p. 37. [I may correct here an error made in the last quoted
passage when discussing Hsiian-tsang's notice about the
royal residence at the capital of Chieh-p'an-t'o. The

this place hut to the ruined lnstness of K~Z-kur6hPn.]
Cf. Snindia, i . pp. 76 sqq.
a See Desert Calhny, i. pp. 97 sq.

travelled from Chieh-pfan-t'o via Wu-sha (Yangi-hisslr, YHrkand) to K l s h g a r in the autumn
At that season the more direct route up the Dershat valley and across the Kok-moinak
pass is certainly also the easier. I n fact I was able to assure myself, as I moved up it on September
13-14, that the trackleading up to it over the Kb-bulak-dasht and through the Dershat Jilga(Fig. 66)
is practicable throughout for camels and even elephants. This point is of some interest, because
we know from the Lge that Hsiian-tsang was accompanied by elephants as far as the Tangitar
gorge beyond the C h i ~ h i k l i k and
, ~ the upper portion of the Shindi valley choked with masses of
big boulders must have been in the pilgrim's time as impossible for elephants as it would now be.
I have already had occasion fully to discuss in Serindia the physical features of the forbiddingly Plateau of
barren and exposed plateau that forms the head of the Shindi valley, known as the ChichiklikmaidHn, and to prove that there was situated, a t a n elevation of close on 15,ooo feet, an ancient
hospice the legend attaching to which is related by Hsiian-tsang in detaiL6 T h e cutting wind and
driving snow which met us when we approached the Kok-moinak pass and crossed to the high
open plain beyond it was a n appropriate illustration of the truth of Hsiian-tsang's description :
' In this region, both during summer and winter, there fall masses of snow ; the cold winds and
icy storms rage. T h e ground, impregnated with salt, produces no crops; there are no trees and
nothing but wretched herbs. Even a t the time of the great heat the wind and snow continue.
Scarcely have travellers entered this region when they find themselves surrounded by vapours
and clouds.' ' But there was more satisfaction when, on examining more closely the spot where
on my previous passage I had located the ancient hospice of Hsiian-tsangls legend, I found distinct
archaeological evidence confirming this identification.
The Chichiklik-maidHn (Map 2. c. 4), a s our survey showed, measures about three miles Graves
from north to south and over two miles across. Near the centre of it rises a low knoll bearing on
its top the remains of a much-decayed ' Gumbaz ' built with rough stones and respected a s a sacred a Gumbazl.
spot by Muhammadan wayfarers (Fig. 67). Around it there can be traced quite clearly foundations
of walls built with the same rough material but far more solidly, forming a n enclosure 1 0 2 feet
square and correctly orientated (see the plan, PI. I). All over the enclosed area are scattered
low grave mounds, most of them badly decayed, the ground being still used, according to the
information I received on the spot, as a burial-ground for unfortunate wayfarers. For this desolate
high plateau, exposed to the winds and snows, continues to claim its victims, as testified by Benedict
Goes where his notes tell us : ' And then in two days more [from Sarcif, i. e. Sarikol] they reached
the foot of the mountain called Ciecialith [i. e. Chichiklik]. I t was covered deep with snow, and
during the ascent many were frozen to death, and our brother himself barely escaped, for they
were altogether six days in the snow here.'
I n Chinese Turkestan the sites of supposed ' ZiHrats '
of saints are invariably chosen for graveyards ; hence the graves found within the ruined enclosure
furnish direct proof that the spot has long been held sacred.
This fact, viewed in the light of what I have been able to show elsewhere about the survival Remains
of Buddhist local worship in Muhammadan Central Asia,' a s well as the central position occupied ruined

o f h . D. 642.9
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hospice.

a

For the time of Hsiian-tsang's passage, cf. Serittdia,

i. P.
. 79.
.,
Cf. Julien, Vie, p. 275 ; regarding these elepl~mts
~ r r y i n gthe pilgrim's heavy baggage, including his l u g e
collection of sacred objects and manuscripts, see nlso ibid.,
P. 262. This corfIge of elephants is indirectly a proof that
the economic conditions of Wakhin and Sarikol in Hsuanbang's times must have been very different from what they
are now; for 1 much doubt whetl~erthe present resources of

these valleys would allow of clephants being adequately provisioned there, to say nothing of the passage of the Pimirs.
Yet we know that Hsuan-tsang-and
his elephantshonoured the Sarikol capital by a stay 01 twenty days !
Cf. Seri*~dia,i. pp. 7 7 sqq. ; Desnf Calltay, i. pp. 98 sq.
Cf. Julien, MCatoires, ii. p. 2x5 ; Beal, Si-yu-ki, ii. p. 303.
See Yule-Cordier, Cafhay, iv. pp. 214 sq.
Cf. my 'Note on Buddhist local worship in Muhammadan Central i2sia I , J.R..4.S., 19x0, pp. 839 sqq.
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by the knoll, which makes the spot exceptionally well adapted for the purposes of a travellerst
shelter, had seemed sufficient on the occasion of my previous visit to justify my recognizingin
the ruined enclosure ' the last remains of the ancient structure to which Hsiian-tsangfs record
refers I. T h e close survey of the ground that more favourable conditions as to time and assistance
now rendered possible fully confirmed this conclusion. I t showed me that the south-western
portion of the large enclosure was once occupied by a block of quarters, forming a rectangle whose
outside measurement was 58 by 55 feet (see plan, PI. I). T h e lines of the main walls, two and
a half feet thick for the most part and of the same construction as the outer enclosure, could be
traced quite clearly on the ground even without excavation, though broken down almost to the
surface level. T h e ground plan comprised two rows of five rooms each, ranged on either side of
a n inner courtyard measuring approximately 53 by 26+ feet. T h e rooms showed a uniform dimen.
sion of nine and a half feet square and were divided from each other by walls one and a half feet
thick. T h e disposition of these rooms leaves no doubt about their having been intended for travellers1
quarters and the inner court for the storage of caravan goods, &c., while the unoccupied portion
of the larger enclosure outside would serve for the transport animals. T h e worst winds over the
Chichiklik-maidln seem to blow from the north-east, and whoever planned this ancient Sarai
may have left the northern and eastern sides of the outer enclosure unoccupied for the purpose
of allowing the animals to seek shelter under those walls from the cutting blasts.
T h e fact that the grave mounds are now found uniformly scattered over the wholearea,including
the portion occupied by the quarters, proves the structure to have been in its present state of complete
decay for a very long period. I t is possible that the ancient hospice was already in ruins when
seen by Hsiian-tsang; for his account, as contained in the available translations of the Hsi-yii-chi,
gives indeed a full account of the legend about its saintly foundation as he heard it, but leaves us
in doubt whether the pious traveller himself enjoyed its protection. I t only remains for me to add
that plentiful fragments of pottery found outside the enclosure and on the adjoining ground prove
that the spot was occupied as a usual halting-place for caravans, &c. T h e two huts that a Chinese
' A n ~ b a n 'had had built some 2 0 0 yards away to the north-west, which in 1906 afforded modern
proof of the suitability of the spot for a hospice, were now found completely in ruins though only
erected since 1903. Their rapid disappearance serves to illustrate the severe climatic conditions
and also, by contrast, the solid construction of the ancient hospice, which has left its clear traces
even after the lapse of so many centuries.
From the Chichiklik eastwards I had to follow once more the route which leads down to
T a r - b L h i and through the extremely confined rock gorges of Tangi-tar (Fig. 68). I have fil'ly
discussed on a previous occasion the antiquarian and quasi-personal interest attaching to tllls
trying defile, owing to the adventures experienced there by Hsiian-tsang and nearly a thousand
years later by Benedict Goes.@ I need only add that on my descent to Tar-blshi I noticed clear
indications of ancient glaciation in large ancient moraines and in a succession of plateau-'Ike
steps, which seemed to mark the terminal points reached a t different geological periods by the
glacier that once filled the valley. There can be little doubt that the ~hichiklik-maidin,
owes its peculiar configuration to the former presence of a big glacier completely covering lhe
head of the Shindi valley.
O n September 15th our routes divided a t Toile-bulung, a Kirghiz grazing ground with patches
-I
of cultivation, where the stream from the Tangi-tar defile joins the one descending the Buramsa
valley from the north (Map 2. o. 4). Liil Singh moved
by rapid marches eastwards in
to reach, via Ylrkand and Khotan, that portion of the main K'un-lun range above Kapa and
@

Cf. Serindia, i . pp. 78 sq.
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Charchan along which I was anxious to have our triangulation extended as far as ~ o s s i b l eto the
I planned our reunion a t Mirln by January ~ ~ tjust
h , in time for the start on those desert
explorations north of Lop-n6r which formed the chief task in my programme for the winter. Careful
and detailed instructions were needed to assure the timely completion of the difficult
that were to precede it, and though fortunately I could place absolute reliance on my old
travel-compani~n'sdevoted zeal and energy, the exact planning of them had absorbed much of
my thought and time during our hurried joint journey to this ~ o i n t . My heavy baggage was
dispatched to Klshgar under the care of A f r ~ z - g u lKhan and Naik Shamsuddin, by the usual
caravan route via Ighiz-ylr, the one I had followed in 1906.'~
I myself set out due north with Muhammad YlqGb Khsn, the second surveyor, in order Difficulties
t~ reach the same goal by a new route, across the Merki pass and down the valley of the Kara-tlsh of- Karatash river
or Besh-kan river, which receives most of the eastern drainage of the great glacier-clad range rout,.
of Muz-tlgh-atl. Owing to special difficulties this important valley, which supplies the large
oasis of Yangi-hisslr with most of its irrigation, had never been explored in its whole length. T h e
narrow gorges through which the Kara-tlsh river has cut its lower course are rendered quite
impassable during the spring and summer by the big floods from the melting snows and glaciers.
By the time these floods subside, early in the autumn, the Merki pass is liable to become blocked
by heavy snow. In the spring of 1906 I had sent Surveyor Rai R l m Singh to descend the valley ;
but the attempt, though made with his usual pluck, was completely baffled, and after reaching
Chimghan he was obliged to turn off to the north-east and seek his way to Yangi-hisslr across
the Ghijak pass. Favourable conditions, mainly due to chance, promised better success on the
present occasion. Kirghiz information showed that a n exceptional succession of early snowfalls
with low temperatures, corresponding to the unusual season we had experienced ever since leaving
YHsin, had reduced the melting of the glacier ice earlier than in ordinary years. T h u s there was
hope that I should be able to pass the river gorges just while the Merki pass, though already under
snow, was still practicable for laden Yaks.
Rain and then snow accompanied us all the way up the Buramsll valley and made doubly Crossingof
welcome the shelter offered by the ' Ak-ois' of the last Kirghiz camp below the pass. T h e bad MerkiP".
weather conditions prevailing for the last month and more, though favourable to my passage,
had not allowed the ripening of the oat crop in the scattered fields that we found in the narrow
valley up to about four miles above Toile-bulung. Farther up, large grass-covered moraines
Indicated former glaciation down to a level of about I 2,000 feet. By the morning of September 16th
the sky had fortunately cleared and allowed the ascent to the Merki (or Buramsll) pass (Fig. 69),
close on 15,000 feet above sea-level, to be made with load-carrying Yaks, notwithstanding the
deep snow that covered the last 2 , 0 0 0 feet or so of the slope. T h e descent to the north was much
steeper and rendered difficult over the greater part by huge heaped-up masses of boulders, halfhidden in the snow. We emerged from the snow only near Merki-chat, where we found a small
Kirghiz camp occupying a sheltered position, some 12,180 feet above sea-level, by the stream coming
from the Merki-jilga (Fig. 77).
After halting there for the night and securing fresh Yaks, we resumed our march down the Descent to
valleyl which for a distance of about seventeen miles maintains a direction generally to the N N E . ,
but with many windings. T h e constant crossings of the river bed, which were necessary in order tio,,.
to get mund the foot of the precipitous rocky spurs, would have caused trouble, no doubt, earlier in
the
But now the combined volume of the several streams that unite in the valley was not
large enough to fill the whole bed. T h e valley bottom widened, and progress for the time being

east.
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became still easier after passing, some fourteen miles below Merki-chat, the point where the K ~ ~
t l s h river flows in from the west (Fig. 72). Its volume seemed less than that of the drainage
coming from Merki, and as the valley continues its direction from south to north below the junction,
the Merki stream may be considered as the true head of the river. But the Kara-tHsh valley gives
access to the Kara-tHsh pass, which communicates with the Little Kara-kul basin north of Muz-tigh.
a t l and the Plmirs beyond, as appeared from our survey of 1900 ; and in view of the importance
of this route-the only one which crosses the MUZ-tlgh-atLrange-the retention of the name KaratHsh for the whole valley and river right down to its outflow appears justified.
T h e first patch of Kirghiz cultivation is found close to the Kara-tlsh junction, at an elevation
Defiles
below
of over ~ o , o o ofeet, and there is a n increase in the number of fields intermittently sown and
Glujak
ing with pasture a s the valley descends towards the marked bend which a conspicuous massif,
stream.
snow-covered a t the time, forces the river to make to the north-west. From the point where the
stream coming from the Ghijak pass joins it, some three miles below the junction with the Kara-tish
river, the valley bottom widens sufficiently for the arable ground to be almost continuous. The
rest of the day's long march, done with camels from the Kirghiz camp near the Kara-tHsh junction
(Fig. 74), led through a succession of defiles along the winding bed of the river. Earlier in the
season these crossings from one bank to the other would not have been free from risk. As it was,
we were able to complete in darkness without mishap these last few miles down to Chimghan-aghzi,
where we camped.
Chimghan
T h e valley of Chimghan, the mouth of which we had reached here, was found to descend
valley.
from the south-west and to be remarkably open a s far a s the view u p it extended, a distance of
some five miles (Fig. 73). T h e river draining it was much larger than the Kara-tHsh river where
we crossed it above its junction. T h e volume and colour of its water left no doubt that it is fed
by glaciers of considerable size. Though it was impossible to spare time for a survey of the Chirnghan
valley, the mapping done in the course of my 1900 expedition makes it practically certain that
these unexplored glaciers must be situated on the east flank of the great ice-clad range north of
MUZ-tHgh-atl,which, as the revised results of the triangulation effected in 1900 show, comprisestwo
peaks, above the Kongur-debe and Kiik-sel glaciers, exceeding even Muz-tHgh-atl itself in height?'
T h e Chimghan valley showed cultivation along its flat open bottom a s far as the eye reached,
and we also passed fields with modest arbours for about a mile and a half on the left bank below
the river junction. Grazing grounds below the glaciers a t the branching head of the valley
(BHsh-chimghan) were said to be abundant, and I saw no reason to doubt the statement crediting
Chirnghan with over fifty ' Oiliks' or households of more or less resident Kirghiz.
Difficulties
From the river junction a t Chimghan-aghzi the valley resumes its trend due north, and we
of Karahad
not
proceeded on the morning of September 18th more than a couple of miles along it before
t k h river
it turned into a n almost continuous succession of tortuous gorges confined between towering
gorges.
river
rock walls. These defiles appeared to me a worthy TurkestHn counterpart of the
route, only lacking its glaciers. They extended, as the experience of two trying days pmvedl
for a total marching distance of twenty miles. I n many laces progress through them involved
distinct risks, not only for the baggage. Had the river been swollen only a few feet higher it
have been wholly impossible to attempt it. Reduced as its volume then was, the very
crossings of the river, a s it tossed between sheer walls of rock or conglomerate, could not have
been effected without the help of the Kirghiz camels that we had been so fortunate as secure
a t Chimghan, and none but such hardy local camels accustomed all their lives to the difficult'a
See Map 2. C. 5 Regarding the correct elevation,
25,146 feet, 01 4/42 N peak triangulated on my first expedi-

tion, in ,900, cf. now hlet,roir on Maps, p p 61 6 4 ~" 9 ; lor
N, 25,350 feet, cf, ibid., p. 121.
peak

~
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laces veritable
~ ~ fI , leading
i k ~ along the foot of these precipices.
Fig. 54 shows the first of these ' Rafiks' encountered at Bakuchak, about six miles below
chimghanmaghZi,and here practicable for men on foot only. T h e construction of these galleries
with rough tree trunks and brushwood shows a skill worthy of such cragsmen as those of Hunza
or Shighnln, and was scarcely to be expected among Kirghiz, averse as they are by the inherited
instinct of true nomads to the use of their legs. Yet it was a t this point, so unlike the ground
familiar to the traveller in the TLrim basin, that I was first greeted by that sure sign of the vicinity
of the great desert plains, the dust haze appearing above the narrow gap of the gorge. After
repeatedly crossing the river, which the few riding ponies had great difficulty in fording, we came
to a place some three miles farther down where projecting rock coulisses seemed completely to
close the passage. Here, a t Ara-silnde, the camels had to be unloaded before they could be taken
across the ' Rafiks ' and past the slippery boulders, which elsewhere made the track along the foot
of the cliffs even worse (Fig. 55). T h e narrow steep-edged terraces of the right bank for a mile
or two after this gave hope of less precarious progress. But they brought us to a n impassable
precipice, and the crossing to the left bank proved too dangerous even for the brave camels. We
had accordingly to retrace our steps past the outfall of the Kara-tunishuk-jilga before the racing
torrent of the river, here about fifty yards wide and three feet and more in depth, could be forded.
After crossing steep talus fans and climbing rocky slopes, we were glad a t last to reach by dusk
a point where a small patch of level ground, with a grove of wild poplars, allowed us to camp by
the river.
Our march on September 19th began with difficulties quite a s great. Progress for the camels
was only possible by constantly crossing and recrossing the river. T h e ' Rafiks and rock ledges
by which we descended on the left bank, after a mile or so of painfully slow progress, became
impracticable even for laden ponies, and it became necessary to let them swim across held by ropes
attached to the camels. For us men on foot, the short stretch from opposite the mouth of the
Pitlik-jilga to Kaying-aghzi, scarcely more than three-quarters of a mile in direct distance, meant
a trying detour of over two hours: after scrambling along precipitous cliffs of slaty rock with
Rafiks as bad as those of Hunza, we had to climb in zigzags over very steep slopes of treacherous
shale to a height of some 800 feet above the river and to descend again to the latter over ground
equally steep. Beyond the mouth of the Icaying-jilga, which holds a considerable stream, the
river bed somewhat widens, and for about a mile and a half progress by the left bank seemed by
comparison easy. Then below the side valley of Terek-kichik, through which large grazing
grounds and a pass towards Yangi-hisslr can be reached, bold spurs descend again in succession.
Their precipitous faces, rising a t one point with almost vertical rock walls to a height probably
close on 3,000 feet, leave no track except in the river bed. T h e latter is, of course, quite impassable
during the spring and summer floods, and even a t this late season the half a dozen crossings were
difficultfor ponies. It was thus a real relief when the last rock gate of the river, known as Tuginetar (Fig. 75)) was passed, and we emerged from these gloonly defiles into the now rapidly widening
"alley close to where the Kara-bel-jilga joins it.
Here the character of the valley undergoes a complete change, with a corresponding effect
On the traveller's rate of progress. Whereas the seven and a half miles' march from our camp
at Kara-tumshuk had cost us as many hours of toil, with considerable risk to the baggage, the
eleven miles to our night's camp at the cultivated area of SHmHn were easily covered
in
hours on the ponies brought up from Khln-terek to meet us. T h e track led throughout
Instead of
Over broad riverine ~ l a t e a u xor wide alluvial fans, cultivated in parts by Kirghiz.

of the ground could possibly have coped with the narrow boulder-strewn tracks, in
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frowning rock scarps and bold spurs, much-eroded side valleys stretched away on either side,
T h e hill slopes, mainly composed of sandstone with layers streaked red and grey,
the
same excessive erosion that I had observed on m y passage in 1900 down the Gez-darra and across
the Tokuz-dawHn.IB Once again the impression made on me was as if the erosive forces that are
ever at work in this arid region had laid bare the very skeleton of the outer hill ranges. As I passed
the broad alluvial fan where a lively stream from the Yapchan-jilga waters the rich cultivation
of KurghHn, my attention was attracted by the deep red loam of the soil, evidently the product
of decomposed sandstone, and by the huge blocks of conglomerate scattered over it like erratic
boulders. Then I noticed masses of the same conglomerate high up, overlying the red sandstone
ridges like a mantle. This stratum, many hundreds of feet thick, was uniformly visible on both
sides of the valley.
Dehuchure
SHmPn with its solitary dwelling among sandy fields was the last cultivated area in the valley.
KaraFormer
experience a t the debouchures of other rivers in the THrim basin had prepared me for
tish river.
the utter desolation over which we proceeded for twenty miles on September 20th before reaching
the edge of the cultivated plain. Fantastically eroded sandstone ridges, absolutely bare, continued
to flank the wide barren valley for about four miles. There, a t the last small defile known as
Tiishkiich, the river was about forty yards wide and carried a volume of water estimated by me
a t about 1,400 cubic feet per second. During the summer floods the water was said to be about
six feet deeper, which would imply a volume a t least three or four times greater. Beyond this point
the hills die away in flat-topped plateaux of conglomerate. These, where their foot is washed by
the river, break off in almost perpendicular cliffs. Finally, the valley assumes the character of
a wide stony ' Dasht ', and across this the route took us for over six miles before the river, which
winds away to the NE., came in sight again opposite the low ridge of Aimodun.
Shrine of
T h e deserted watch-station of Chong-karaul marks the point where two main canals of YangiPakhl.inhissHr,
known as Tiiwis and Shlh-nizz, have their heads. About two miles farther on and to the
kh6jam.
north of that ridge, the river passes close to the foot of the conglomerate plateau that skirts it on
the left side all the way from Chong-tokai. O n a knoll near the very end of the plateau stands
the well-known shrine of Pakhlzn-khcjam, a famous Muhammadan saint. His tomb is a muchfrequented pilgrimage place for the people of the Yangi-hisszr district, as he is supposed specially
to protect the water-supply of the Kara-tgsh river, on which the irrigation of their lands depends.
His ZiHrat thus plays here a part exactly corresponding to that of the Kohmlri shrine above the
Kara-kHsh river, which has long since been shown to inherit the site and function of the ' Go4ri"Ea
Hill ' of Buddhist Khotan.19 I t was therefore no surprise to me to find that the Lawar-iistang,
the largest of the canals irrigating the lands of Yangi-hisslr and that which brings water to the
town itself, takes off from the Kara-tHsh river14 just opposite Pakhlln-kh6jam1stomb. The latter
is marked by two ' Gumbaz ' and a large walled enclosure. O f older remains near it I could learn
nothing. But there can be no doubt that the worship of the site, a true su-bgski, goes back to early
times.
Cultintion
Fording for the last time the river, which here turns off to the north, I soon reached the first
of Yangifields
of Altunluk, a small flourishing village on the edge of the open plain, and felt myself Once
hissar.
more on familiar ground. Kichik Beg, who had been sent from the Yangi-hisssr Ya-men to
receive me, was an old acquaintance from Khotan. He had much to tell me of the detrimental
effect on the economic development of the district resulting from the disturbances and politica'
la

"
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Cf. Ruins of Kholon, pp. I 1 2 sqq.
CI. Ancient I<lrotan, i , pp. 189 sq.
The river is h t t e r known to the people of Yangi-hiss.ir

under the name of Bdsh-knn. I re~retnot to have inquired
at the time into the origin or meaning of this ~lesi&!nr'ion'
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uncertainty which followed the Chinese revolution. I was indeed prepared by my previous observations to learn that, in spite of years of plentiful water and abundant harvests, little or no new land
had been opened in this part since 1908. Fortunately no signs of such a set-back interfered with
the pleasant impressions that I gathered in the course of my forty miles' ride on September 2 1st to
KHshgar. The route followed, leading in a n almost straight line to the north, took me over ground
that I had not previously visited and gave a n opportunity for some useful mapping by the surveyor,
who followed at short stages behind. Beyond the village lands of Altunluk and Artush-blgh
we passed through belts of unreclaimed steppe interspersed with poor cultivation, until, about
ten miles farther, we came to the rich lands of the Konasak tract ; these extend to the south of the
K~san-daryP(Map NO. 5. A. z), as the terminal flood-bed of the Kara-tlsh river is here named.
Close to Akhtur-bHzHr, the large market centre of this tract, I was able to examine en route Ruined
a ruined town site to which my attention had first been drawn by a reference in the Report of the
Forsyth Mission, 1873-4J6 T h e ' town of Ak-blsh KhHn I,as it is locally called, proved a walled bfi,.
enclosure of roughly quadrangular shape and manifestly of a comparatively late date. Tradition
ascribes its construction to Ak-bHsh, a chief of Kirghiz descent, who had founded a settlement
here at a period vaguely described as preceding the ' old Khitai ' rule, i. e. the Chinese conquest
of the middle of the eighteenth century. T h e general appearance of the circumvallation supports
its attribution to late Muhammadan times. Of the irregularly aligned wall faces those to the
east, south, and west measured about 129, 144 and 164 yards, respectively. T h e north face,
adjoining the right bank of the Kiisan-daryl, follows a n undulating line. Gates could be traced
near the centre of all but this front. T h e lower portion of the enceinte is formed by a rampart of
stamped clay rising to an average height of about twenty feet. Above this there is a wall built
of sun-dried bricks, measuring 13" x 13" x z", which in the parts best preserved still stands to a
height of about ten feet. At the north-eastern corner it was about ten feet wide a t the top, and
on it a fragment of the parapet, about 33 feet thick, survived to a height of close on 7 feet. A cutting
made by men digging for manuring earth a t the south-western corner of the enclosure showed that
the rampart measured there about 31 feet across at a height of about 6 feet from the ground level.
No remains of structures were traceable within the walls, nor did I hear of coins or other small
objects of a datable character having been found there. Hence the true origin of this circumvallation remains uncertain for the Dresent.
From Akhtur-blzlr I proceeded across the rich cultivated area of Plrach. A canal as sing Arrival at
through it carries water to the Yapchan tract, on the K~shgar-Yangi-hissHr road, and marks KLhgr.
the extreme northern limit of irrigation from the Kara-tlsh river. By tracks leading due north
I traversed wide belts of fertile but unoccupied land, through which the branching beds of the
YamHn-y~ror Gez river flow eastwards. Judging from the big volume of water carried down by
these beds during spring and summer, there seems opportunity here for much reclamation. Finally
I reached the wide area of unbroken cultivation which receives its water from the river-system
of Ksshgar, and on passing the Telwichuk bed near Pakhtakla (Map No. 2 . D. 2) found myself
back on ground that I remembered well from my first stay a t Klshgar in 1900. Before nightfall
I had the satisfaction of arriving a t the British Consulate General, and enjoying once more the
kindest welcome under the ever hospitable roof of my old friend Sir George Macartney.
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THEgreat strain and fatigues that nearly two months' constant travel over exceptionally
difficult ground had entailed would alone have rendered some rest a t KZshgar imperative for my
party. But a stay there was rendered even more necessary by the manifold preparations, practical
as well as quasi-diplomatic, for the tasks awaiting me on Chinese ground. T h e facilities o&red
by the hospitality of Chini-bHgh, now much enlarged and rebuilt in keeping with its new dignity
as H.B.M.'s Consulate General, made it possible to combine these labours with physical rest
for us all. But even thus the two busy weeks spent in KZshgar would certainly not have sufficed
for all the heavy work which the organization of my caravan and other arrangements involved,
had not the ever helpful care and unfailing influence and provision of Sir George Macartney
aided my efforts in every direction.
T h e rapidity of m y movements since I left Kashmir had been directly prompted by the wish
to secure a timely start for the explorations of the autumn and winter. I knew well from previous
experience the importance of securing suitable transport a t the outset if this purpose and the success
of the operations in the desert were to be secured. I therefore felt special satisfaction when, as
a result of arrangements made months before, twelve fine camels arrived from far-off Keriya,
bred for desert work. They had been selected by Hassan Akhijn in person, my experienced camel
factotum,' who was now about to embark on the third of our long expeditions into the ' sea of sand '.
Other faithful old Turki followers also readily consented to take their place once more in my
caravan, as pony-men, &c.
I t was equally necessary to provide myself with a competent Chinese secretary. I had been
delighted to see again a t KZshgar my devoted Chinese assistant and friend, Chiang Ssfi-yeh)
whose efficient aid had constantly proved so valuable on my second j o ~ r n e y . He
~ had well deserved
the reward of being appointed in 1908 Chinese Munshi a t the Consulate General. ~otwithstanding
that he held this comfortable berth, he would, I believe, have gladly rejoined me for another 10%'
and trying journey, had not his increasing years and a serious aural affection warned me against
accepting the sacrifice and risks that such a step would have involved for him. Li SsG-yeh,a Young
man, weakly and shrivelled up, whom Chiang provided for the post of my camp Cilerafus, came
like himself from Hu-nan, but turned out to be a poor substitute, a s I had apprehended
the
first. But there was no other choice then a t KZshgar. Wholly absorbed in treating his ailments)
real and imaginary, with every quack medicine he could lay hold of, and taciturn and inert by
nature, Li was useless for the many scholarly as well as practical labours in which Chiang had
always been ready to engage with cheery energy and keen interest. We did whatever was ~
~
to spare poor Li Ssii-yeh all needless fatigue and exposure while travelling, and ordinarily he Was
For IIassan Akhtin's preceding record, cf. Ruins of
Khohn, pp. 124, 34 j, 382 sq. ; Dcsnt Cathy, i, p.
(see Index, ii. p. 5 0 2 , s. v.).
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&c.

a Cf. Dcsnt Colhy, i. pp. 115 sqq. ; Snindio, iii. p. 's'~'
Index, s, v.
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left to follow the ta-lo (' big road '), dear to Chinese in general, along with the heavy baggage.
~~~h~~ he was brought back safely to Klshgar some twenty months later, managed meanwhile
to indite my Chinese epistles, and justified Chiang's belief in his probity by never playing me false
in my dealings with Chinese officials.
For this negative virtue I had special reason to feel grateful. Sir George Macartney's shrewd Disturbed
warnings had prepared me to find many aspects of Chinese officialdom greatly changed, and not in Hsinfor the better, as a result of the influence exerted by the revolution of 191I even upon this distant &ang.
province. The peace of the New Dominion had in 1912 been seriously disturbed by a series of
assassinations of Mandarins, including the Tao-t'ais of K l s h g a r and Ak-su, and by petty outbreaks among the Chinese garrisons and their attendant rabble fomented by unscrupulous officeseekers masquerading as ' revolutionaries ' and ' reformers '. Though confined entirely to the
numerically weak Chinese element and viewed a t first by the mass of the people, peaceful Turki
Muhammadans, with their characteristic unconcern, these disturbances before long spread a feeling
of insecurity throughout the province. I t was largely due to the wise counsels and moderating
influence of Sir George Macartney, who for many years past had enjoyed wide and richly deserved
respect both among the people and the Chinese officials, their masters, that complete anarchy did
not ensue.
The situation had become more settled before my return to KHshgar under the influence of Change in
a somewhat stronger rCgime a t head-quarters, and the local administrators were now less subject
to the exactions of blackmailing Chinese soldiers and so-called ' revolutionaries ', in fact gamblers
and adventurers.8 But it was difficult not to realize that the ' revolutionary ' movement in Hsinchiang had in various respects adversely affected the general type of officials in power. T h e new
elements raised to office had manifestly discarded most of the good qualities of the old local
Mandarin class, including regard for scholarly aims and labours ; but the beneficial effect hoped
for from ' Western learning ' and pretended republican institutions was still conspicuously absent.
While clinging faithfully to the old corrupt administrative system which has made Hsin-chiang
a kind of Eldorado for needy Chinese officials, these new masters, eager to display their sympathy
with the ' Rights-recovery-policy ' of Young China, were not likely to ignore such chances of
obstruction to Western enterprise as were offered by recent orders from Peking about surveying
and archaeological operations. Altogether there was only too much justification for S i r George
Macartney's warning that I could not reckon upon always finding the same favourable disposition
at Chinese Ya-mCns that had greatly facilitated my explorations on previous journeys.
As soon as my preparations were completed I set out, on October 9th) from the hospitable Departure
shelter of the Consulate General for the winter's work in the desert. Its chief goal was the region p ! e r .
a r ~ u n dthe ancient dried-up Lop Sea, in the extreme east of the T l r i m basin ; I was separated from
it by the whole length of the TaklamakHn, that great sea of drift-sand over 600 miles ia-lcngth.
In order to assure adequate time for the explorations contemplated in that waterless region, it was
essential to reach them while the cold of the winter permitted of the easy transport of water in the
of ice. This consideratiorl had from the first played a decisive part in my plans.
For a variety of reasons I was anxious to revisit Khotan, and once there I was bound to Planned
route along
proceed by the only practicable route, which skirts the southern edge of the Taklamakln. M~~~ foot
of
ground to be traversed was already familiar to me from my previous expeditions, and I was ~'ien-shan.
thereforeall the more eager to avail myself of any new route from Klshgar to Khotan that could
be traversed within the tirne available. With this object in view I had decided to move first due east

z':t$i.
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to hlarll-bBshi and thence to strike across the desert to the Khotan river by the nearest route
which might prove practicable. As far a s M a d - b k h i I proposed to follow the foot of the barren
hill chain which here forms the southernmost rampart of the T'ien-shan. Two reasons combined
to make me choose this route. T h e first was that this range almost throughout its length fro,,,
the hills north of Artush to south of the Kelpin oasis (Maps Nos. 5. A-D. I ; 8. A. I ; 7. A, B. had
as yet remained practically unsurveyed, as appears from the portion of Dr. HassensteinPsmap
of the T l r i m basin that includes it.4 T h e other reason was archaeological and had its origin in
reports first heard a t Marll-bHshi in 1908 and again later on the KBshgar side.6 These seemed
to indicate that an old route, now but vaguely remembered in local lore, had during some earlier
period skirted the foot of that chain and been used for traffic instead of the present Chinese ' high
road ', or more correctly cart track, leading much farther south along the actual course of the
Klshgar river.
Having previously dispatched all baggage that was not immediately needed by trader's
caravan to Khotan, I took the precaution, a s I expected water to be scarce, of reducing my party
still further by sending Surveyor Muhammad Ylqfib along the high road to await me at Mar&
blshi. Accompanied by Afrlz-gul K h l n and Naik Shamsuddin I set out myself to the northeast. T h e first day's short march brought us through fertile ground, which I had already seen
in 1900, to Sedir in the canton of Bcsh-karim. Passing again the well-known shrine of BC-Mairyarn
and sighting beyond Eski the Stiipa ruin of Mauri-tim which had been surveyed in the same
year,# we then made our way to the large oasis of Astin-Artush (Map 5. A . I). Its famous ZiLat
of Sultln Boghra K h l n has been visited and described by the Forsyth Mission.' We passed
it as darkness fell, on our way to our night's quarters at a large farm a t Wakwak, not far from the
eastern end of the cultivated zone of Artush.
O n October 11th a long march brought us to Kalta-yailak, a narrow and far-stretching belt
of hamlets, which forms the terminal oasis of the river of Artush. Almost the whole of our route
led over desert ground near the foot of the outermost hill range. The big bends in which the
river winds here eastwards indicate the almost level nature of this ground. There is no marked
glacis along the foot of this range, and as a consequence former river-beds and marsh-beds still
liable to inundation from the south approach close to it. These were subsequently found to be
characteristic features of the whole of the ground traversed by us on the way to Mar~l-bIshi.
I t presents a striking contrast with the wide glacis slopes of piedmont gravel that everywhere
edge the foot of the K'un-lun range on the opposite side of the T l r i m basin. This contrast i~cl*~ly
due to an essential difference in the morphology of the two mighty ranges which form the
and south rims of that basin, and therefore may here receive passing mention. The surveYscarrled
out by LHl Singh in 1908 and 1915 among the outer hill chains of that portion of the T'ien-shan
which lies between the longitudes of Kelpin (Map No. 7. B. 3) and KHshgar may be of use to
more competent than myself to follow up the point.
I had previously received information about some old remains a t the very foot of the Outermost hills, and consequently left the track leading to Kalta-yailak beyond the river crossing
Kichik-langar.. After passing over a desolate plain covered with scanty scrub and much

'

See ' Kartc des Tarim-Beckens ' in Hedin, Reiscn in
Z.-A., Petermann's Mitteilungcn, Erginzungsheft No. 131,
Cf. Scn'ndia, iii. p. 1307, 1310.
Cf. Ancient Khoian, i. pp, 79 sq.
See Yarhand Mission Report, p. 17 ; Figs. q r , 42.
The bed, where we passed it again after marching
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efflorescence,we crossed the river again and also a dry bed beyond it and reached a small ~ a t c h
of recently opened cultivation known as BHchang-aghzi.
I t receives irrigation from a small
stream, which flows out of a n absolutely barren hill chain about a mile farther north. T h e extreme
end of the steep conglomerate spur that flanks its outlet on the west, carries remains which unO n the narrow crest
doubtedly go back to Buddhist times. T h e site is known as D~ld2lZ-ukiir.~"
precipitous
ridge,
rising
to
a
height
of
about
a
hundred
feet
immediately
above the mouth
ofa
of the defile, there survives the base of a ruined Stiipa, measuring about fourteen feet square and
standingto a height of over seven feet. I t is built of sun-dried bricks, measuring 1 5 x 1 2 x 3 inches.
Owingto the extreme steepness of the cliffs on all sides, access to the top of the ridge is very difficult,
and debris from whatever structure may have occupied it has long since been washed down. But
fragments of hard coloured stucco could be picked up immediately below the western face of the
StDpa base, and an interesting relic was recovered among the rubble a t the foot of a small gully
adjoining this ridge on the north. I t is the fragment, about eight inches high, of a wooden vesica
and halo finely carved in relievo, which undoubtedly once served as the backing of a Buddhist
image.B The workmanship seems to point to T'ang times.
Climbing up this steep gully, I noticed thin layers of ancient refuse similar to those found on Remains of
the slopes below the fort of Mazir-tZgh." and a t a n elevation of about fifty feet above the bottom of
the gorge I came upon the remains of a massive wall about four feet thick and built of sun-dried
bricks. It was traceable on either side of the gorge and evidently intended to close access to it.
The top of a narrow ridge, which I reached with difficulty, retained indications of ancient occupation in the shape of a plentiful deposit of refuse. Neither time nor labour was available for systematic
clearing, and superficial scraping revealed only reed straw, remnants of fuel, portions of corded
hemp shoes, &c. A low mound on a small northern projection of the ridge may perhaps mark
the base of a completely ruined Stiipa, judging from the fragment of a wooden beam with mouldings
found embedded in the brick debris. I need only mention further a curious semicircular brick wall
decayed almost to the ground, which encloses a space about 36 feet long from north to south and
26 feet across, immediately below a n almost vertical cliff on the west side of the outlet. Its purpose
remains obscure; but it may well account by its shape for the local designation Duldul-uhiir,
derived from Persian DulhGikAur, ' the manger of Duldul ', this being the name of Rustam's
horse famous in popular legend." However this may be, there can be little doubt that these scanty
ruins mark the position of a small Buddhist sanctuary established at a su-ddshi. T h e defile from
which the stream descends was said to be occasionally followed as a branch of the route which
connects K ~ s h g a rwith Uch-Turfln, and is known as Mutul-aghzi.
Skirting the foot of the hills eastwards for about four and a half miles farther, over bare gravel Site of
and salt-encrusted alluvium, we reached the second site known as Kalmak-shahri. I t is marked
by the remains of a large circumvallation in stamped clay, originally quadrangular in shape but
with dimensions no longer determinable ; for only badly eroded portions of the west and north
faces could be traced, the rest having apparently been washed away by floods from the Mutulaghzi defile. Small as the stream of the latter is now, rain in the mountains occasionally causes
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" For the name, sce bclow.
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10 Cf. Serindia, iii. p. 1287.
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it to inundate the surrounding land ; we saw evidence of this a s we rode over the scrub-covered
plain to the north edge of the cultivated zone of Kalta-yailak. This, wherever I saw it, presented
a neglected and straggling appearance. But this could scarcely be due to inadequacy of water,
for one of its main canals where we crossed it on our way to the village of Kuduk still carried at this
late season a volume of over forty cubic feet per second.
Mound of
O n the following morning I proceeded from Kuduk to the ruined mound known as T ; ~ ,
Ti"'.
which rises above the scrub-covered salty plain about two and a half miles n ~ r t h - ~of~the
s t village,
I t proved to be a shapeless mound measuring roughly 67 by 84 feet on the ground level and about
26 feet across its top, which rises to a height of about 16 feet. I t is composed of loose earth intermingled with layers of small brushwood, and it recalled to me the mounds of Tiige-dong near
Chira examined in 1go1.l~ Like these it may well mark a n old burial-place, but the salty nature
of the soil, due to occasional floods from the Mutul-aghzi defile, leaves little hope of antiquarian
finds. Proceeding thence to the north-east we crossed the bare clay steppe formed by the alluvial
fan of the barren valley leading to Uch-turfln ; the usual route to that place follows the valley
past the watch-station of Sughun-karaul (Map 5 . B. I). T h e formation of dunes, in the shape of
isolated ' Barkhans ', over the eastern part of this ' Dasht ', showed the growing aridity of the
ground. A t the farm of Ak-maidln we reached the extreme point irrigated by the Artush drainage;
all the straggling area of cultivation, of which we continued to skirt the northern edge for another
seventeen miles as we travelled eastward, was said to receive its water from canals fed by the
Klshgar river. We did not approach the end of it until long after nightfall, when we camped
a t one of the last farms of BEsh-tam.
Start eastFrom BEsh-tam our desert journey in search of the ' old road ' to M a d - b P s h i commenced.
wards
I
had
verified on our preceding marches that some vague knowledge of its existence survived
kh-tam.
in local tradition, and also that this pointed to its having followed the foot of the rugged outermost
hill chain, which in the clear atmosphere of the autumn could be seen stretching far away due
east with a wall-like appearance. T h e ground to be traversed by us for a distance of over a hundred
miles was wholly unsurveyed, and, in view of the probable difficulty in finding water and of the
necessity of husbanding time, we were very fortunate in securing a capable guide in the person
of Barat, a villager from Ordeklik on the high road. H e had been for years in the habit of prospecting for minerals in the barren hills northward, and was for the time being employed by TLhe
A k h ~ n an
, enterprising landowner of Astin-Artush and our host a t Wakwak, in the exploitation
of a small copper mine a t Tonguz-aghzi, north of Besh-tam. H e had only once made his way
to Marll-blshi by the route to be surveyed, but proved very intelligent and possessed of remarkable
sense of locality.
From BishFor a mile or so beyond the limit of actual cultivation the ground a t Besh-tam continued
tam to
Dogh-kil.
fertile, and as the last summer flood had been ample there were patches of it newly broken UP and
sown. But our farther march of October 13th along the foot of the range lay almost wholly Over
a n utterly barren clay steppe, showing only dead tamarisk scrub on cones ar else salt-incrustation.
A t a point known a s Kara-tlsh, Barat showed us a large slag-covered mound where at one
copper ore from a mine in the hills had been smelted. No work had been carried on here within
living recollection, while the extent of the mound, some 50 ~ a r d across
s
and 8-10 feet higll, pointed
to prolonged occupation. T h e fragments of partly glazed pottery that were brought to I'ghtl
together with rags of fabrics and similar objects, in a thick refuse deposit adjoining the mound
on the south, looked to me decidedly old.la But our search for coins or other datable remains
Kara-tash. 02. Fr. of y e l l o w felt. Gr 1.21''
la Cf. Ancient Khotan, i . pp. 465 sq.

* Kara-tash. 01. Four frs. of pottery, glazed ; two
blue, one dark brown, one red-brown, and one small Ir. of
terra-cotta. Gr. hl. .'Ql

Kara-tash. 03. Fr. of bu5 cotton fabric;
weave. Discoloured and pcrisll~d. Gr. M. 3".
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proved fruitless. Living vegetation was not reached again until the end of the march, when we
approached the north fringe of a large marshy area with a lake called Bogach-kol. We were
told that flood water from the KHshgar river had made its way into this regularly for the last
four years. The luxuriant reed-beds around it afforded plentiful grazing.
The following day's march led between the foot of the steep and steadily rlslng hill range
and the belt of vegetation to the south. Cones with living tamarisks were frequent on this ground
and occasional rows of dead Toghraks or wild poplars marked the proximity of running water
at some earlier period. After about eight miles we passed a small promontory jutting out from
the range, and near its end came to a n old river-bed, clearly marked and lined with dead Toghraks,
winding away to the south-east. Living tamarisk-cones which had grown up in the bed to a height
of six feet or so indicated that it had not been reached by water for a number of centuries. But
Barat knew that another old bed farther south had some years before received water from a n
inundation of the KHshgar river, and to the last lagoon left behind in this bed he brought us.
Here we camped in order to give our animals the chance of a last drink and to fill our own water
tanks. Though the old bed farther south had completely dried up again, the water was still fairly
fresh. As a characteristic instance of the fashion in which occasionally inundated ground in this
uppermost portion of the Kgshgar river delta is utilized for spasmodic cultivation, I may mention
that two small patches of open ground a couple of miles from that last lagoon had been brought
under the plough as terelgkas for a year or two, by settlers from Ordeklik on the distant high
road. I had occasion to observe similar cases on the lower T l r i m and near the termination of the
rivers of KuchH.14
Our march on October 15th was longer and offered opportunities for several observations of
interest. Its line led for the first two miles or so between living tamarisk-cones, and then across
a succession of alluvial fans of bare clay flanked northward by much-eroded foot-hills and on the
south by a wide belt of salt-encrusted ground with living tamarisks. All day we had a full view
of the range both near and far ; from this point it takes a slightly more northerly trend. Quite
uniform in its utter barrenness, it yet displayed striking differences of form and colouring. Beyond
the foot-hills, deeply fissured and scarred by erosion, was to be seen a massive wall of red sandstone with a face that appeared in places almost perpendicular. Its height, as clinometrical readings
indicated, rises to points above 8,000 feet. Though the visible outfalls of the drainage from the
range suggested extremely narrow gorges, yet the wide fans before them bore witness to the big
volume of water that they must pour forth on the rare occasions of heavy rainfall. Within a mile
or two from the foot of the outer hills, all the alluvial fans seemed to merge in a n absolutely level
plain of hard clay with salt-encrusted stretches. T h e whole landscape curiously suggested a coastllne from which a shallow sea had retreated, leaving it to be denuded by all the erosive effects of
an extremely arid climate. I was struck, throughout its length, by the absence of a continuous
sloping glacis, the usual ' Sai ' of piedmont gravel, and tempted to seek its explanation in the
levelling effect of the alluvium deposited through long ages from the wandering beds of the Klshgar
river.
In skirting the succession of fans to which we first came about eight miles from camp, I
noticed again and again unmistakable evidence of more moisture in the past; it was afforded by
dead Toghraks, all prostrate and of very ancient appearance, forming rows in a north to south
direction. In view of the fact often noted before in the course of my desert travels that wild poplars
always grow in lines along running watercourses, or ~ a r a l l e lto them where the flow of subsoil
water keeps them alive, these lines of ancient Toghraks, found usually by the west and east edges of
"'f.
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fans that are now absolutely bare, were susceptible of only one explanation and that obvious enough,
They had grown up a t a period of more abundant rainfall, when water descended over these fans
with sufficient regularity to permit the trees to grow u p and live to the great age indicated by the
size of the fallen trunks. There were other observations which pointed to the ' desiccation of this
hill range within historical times. A t two points Barat pointed out in the distance the position
of copper-mining pits (Map No. 5 . C. I ) which had been worked in old times and which were by
no means exhausted. But a recent attempt to reopen them had proved futile, as the water formerly
carried by the gorge near which the more westerly of the two is situated had dried up, and a of kt
or natural cistern supposed to have existed near the other could not be located. We subsequently
came upon abundant slag from the copper-smelting operations that had once been carried on along
the old river-bed presently to be mentioned.
Line of old
On crossing a fan farther east we came upon a line of decayed cairns running straight to the
north-east. This, a s the map will show, is exactly the direction that an old route running along
the foot of the range towards Tumshuk and beyond would have followed as the shortest line,
Wishing to visit the reported ancient site of Khitai-shahri, we had to keep first due east and then
after fifteen miles to take a turn to the south-east. This brought us presently to the meandering
course of a dry river-bed lined by broad belts of Toghraks, all dead, but most of them still upright.
There could be no doubt that it was a branch of the KBshgar river, which had a t one time approached
the foot of the hills a t this spot and receded again, probably centuries ago. Leaving this old bed
to the north but keeping within the riverine belt of dead forest, we were a t last brought by Barat
to the site known as Kliitai-shahri.
T h e site is marked by a badly decayed wall of stamped clay traceable for about 300 yards,
Site of
Khifaibut only in short sections, along a NE.-SW. line. A t both ends of this line the wall seemed to have
shahri.
turned a t right angles, but could be traced only for a very short distance among close-set tamariskcones and dead Toghraks. T h e ground near by is thickly covered with sh6r, and this obviously
accounts for the far-advanced decay of the enclosing wall. I t stands nowhere to a height of more
than four and a half feet and its present thickness is only two feet or so. A t about 120 yards to
the E S E . of the northern corner a small mound of salt-~ermeatedearth rises to about eight feet
from the ground, with a diameter of about 46 feet a t the base. A cutting had been made across
the top, but showed neither brickwork nor distinct layers. Pieces of slag and broken pieces of
well-burnt pottery, apparently old, could be picked u p both inside and outside the extant segment
of wall ; its ornamentation with comb-drawn pendent loops and twisted fillets looked distinctly
ancient.
Next morning we turned once more to the north-east, and after recrossing the old river-bed
%It bog fed
?yKahgor and proceeding a little more than a mile came upon ~lentifulliving tamarisk and other scrub*
nver.
Not far beyond the dry river-bed I noticed a low embankment suggestive of an old canal. Curiously
enough the amount of living vegetation, including abundant reed-beds, increased as we approached
the foot of the hill chain. Its explanation was furnished by a far-stretching belt of salt bog*which
we perceived winding through the reed-covered area to the south. This low-lying ground is
evidently still reached by occasional floods from the KBshgar river-system. The obstacles that
such inundations often create during the summer months in the area crossed by the present h'gh
road between F a i z l b l d and Maril-blshi were brought home to me by the difficultyexperienced
in bringing our camel convoy, which had strayed to the south of the salt marsh, safely back to
the track followed by Barat. I t cost the animals a long and trying detour and us some anxiety
and weary waiting. We spent most of the time in trying to locate a well that Barat remembered
to have found yearn before at a point of the reed-covered depression stretching north ofthat marsh'
1
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bed. The place was found a t last, but the water collected in a small pool proved so brackish that
our ponies, sorely tried a s they were by thirst after two marches under a still ~ o ~ v e r f sun,
u l could
not be induced to drink it.
The nlarcll resumed on October 17th afforded a good opportunity for appreciating the March
advantages which the ' old route ' along the foot of the hills might have offered in d a y s when the spur
bond
of
,jifficultyabout Ivater \\.as less serious. During the night four of our camels strayed a w a y to the vil,;l.
tempting reed-beds in the south-west a n d could not be recovered until a week later, with the
assistance of men dispatched from M a d - b l s h i . Notwithstanding the heavily increased loads
and a late start the remainder of the transport covered on that d a y with ease a long march of
t\\~enty-four
miles ; for it led throughout over the smooth a n d open ground afforded by the constant
succession of small fans along the foot of the hill chain (Fig. 78). T h e end of a projecting spur,
known to Barat a s VidviL, formed a conspicuous landmark, a n d a t its foot, about seven miles from
camp, we left behind us the long belt of marsh previously described. Beyond it the range became
considerably reduced in height, but still retained its uniform appearance of a steep rock wall. T o
the south the reed-beds completely disappeared, being replaced hy small cones with living tamarisks
stretching east and south a s far a s the eye.could reach. A n d the view from this point ranged f a r ;
for soon after leaving Vilvil I sighted in the hazy distance the MazHr-tHgh hills beyond MarHl-b~shi.
A peculiar feature breaking the easy monotony of the day's march was encountered towards Lines of
its close. Here lines of dead Toghraks, all fallen a n d mostly in double rows, stretched for miles af:$"
along the southern edge of the bare narrow fans that we were skirting. T h e trunks all looked a s
if they had for ages lain on the ground, exposed to decay. T h e trees had obviously grown u p
along lateral drainage channels, such a s could still be traced in places, b u t without t h e slightest
sign of recent water action. These channels must have collected moisture, which t h e range
immediately above apparently received with some regularity during the prevalence of a less arid
climate.
We had now reached a point \vllere it was possible to sight, not only the high MazHr-tHgh hfazar-t~gh
peaks overlooking Marzl-bzshi from the east, but also the nearest of the other isolated small ranges ~ ~ ~ ~ r "
that here rise island-like from the plain between the outermost T'ien-shan a n d the YHrkand river. sighted.
They had already attracted m y special interest on geographical grounds, when I passed some of
them in the spring of 1908 on m y way from Kelpin to MarHI-bHshi.lS A long reconnaissance,
\vhich I then made from the latter place, h a d failed to carry m e to the old remains reported to
exist at the foot of the LHI-tzgh range ( M a p 7. B. 4),'O a n d a s these might have some relation to
the ' old route ' I was endeavouring to trace, my first intention now was to continue o u r journey
due east until we reached that site. Barat hat1 \:isited it twelve years before a n d was ready to
guide us straight to it. B u t he knew of no water on the way, a two days' march, nor could h e
fee1 certain that the ' Kale ' h e remembered a t L i I - t l g h actually held a supply. Regard for the
ponies, which had already done three days' tra\-el \vitliout a proper drink, obliged m e therefore
reluctantly to turn south-east towards hlar5l-blshi. F o r t i ~ n a t e l your sun-ey along the foot of
the mountains had extended sufiriently far to make it certain that the range, now trending in
a,straigllt line to the north-east a n d wit11 increasing height, had its direct continuation in t h e barren
'"I1 chain 1 had surveyed in 1908 souti1 of [<elpin.
The necessity of guiding our convoy preventetl n \.isit to the westernmost isolated little ridge Ridge of
,
jutting out from the plain a t a distance of some six miles to the north-east of C a m p xvr ( M a p 8. A . I). Shikaraai.
It
kno\vn to Barat anrl also to the people of hlarril-bishi hy the name of Shikarwai. I t was
Said to be visited periodically by ' Karaulchis ' sent out hy the officer commanding the M a r s l l6

cf.Serindia, iii. pp,

,309 sqq.

See ibid., iii. p.
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garrison in order to keep watch over a pass in the range beyond ; for in pre-rebelliontimes
Kirglliz raids had been carried out through this pass upon MarH1-blshi and the high road?,
This ridge of Shikarwai has the same NW.-SE. bearing that marks off the other isolated desert
ranges so sharply from the Trim-shan system, a n d also shows signs of the same far-adlranced
erosion.
As we moved on October 18th across the flat alluvial plain to the south-east between lor
Arrival at
MnrBI-bbhi widely scattered tamarisk-cones, we came, after marching about a mile and a half, upon two ruined
huts roughly built of Toghrak trunks. They recalled similar but better-preserved structures
that I had seen in 1906 at B i l P I - k ~ n g h a n ? ~I t was impossible to make out whether they had served
for shelter on an old route or as a shepherd station. NO grazing exists now anywhere near this
point, and when a t last, about eight miles farther, the first reed-beds were reached, they proved
to be all dead, occupying small terraces around which the ground had been lowered, and was
evidently still being lowered, by wind-erosion. Living reeds and scrub, however, made their
appearance as the northern edge of Marll-blshi cultivation was approached, and this we reached
&out four miles farther on a t the tiny hamlet of Jaren-toll. Beyond it another eight miles' ride,
inainly across ground left uncultivated and overrun by low jungle, brought us to my old campingplace in AyGb Mirlb's garden, east of the tumble-down B l z l r that marks the town of MarHI-bishi.

SECTION
11.-OLD
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R E M A I N S A N D R O U T E S B E Y O N D MARAL-BASHI

A short halt was imposed a t Marll-blshi by the need of careful preparations for my intended
attempt to reach the MazBr-tlgh on the Khotan river by a short cut through the Taklamakin.
From the experience of previous expeditions I could form some estimate of the formidable obstacles
and the risks presented by the wide intervening belt of absolutely waterless drift-sand desert.
T h e short desert journey just behind us, though over far easier ground, had served as a useful
test of equipment and transport. Guided by it, I decided to lighten our impedimenta still further
by sending all baggage beyond an absolutely necessary minimum to Khotan by the caravan rout?
via Ylrkand, and to reduce in the same way my camp to a few indispensable followers. By thus
keeping most of our fine camels available for the transport of water in my six galvanized iron tanks
and the forty odd goatskins I had brought from India, I could hope to overcome the difficulty
about water. T h e approach of autumn weather, cooler than that experienced on our marches from
Ksshgar, lvould help our camels to face their long fast and the other trials before them. There
was thus compensation for the few days' delay which the wait for our runaway camels was bound
to involve in any case.
IVhile the camels were given a good rest with such abundant grazing as the vicinity of Marl1hlshi affords and our apparatus for the carriage of water was being thoroughly overhauled and
tested by Naik Shamsuddin, I was able to spare two and a half days for a visit to the hill range
of LHI-tlgh and its reported ancient site. Starting on October 21st with hired pony transport
and a small number of labourers, I moved first to the north-east across the village tract
as
N6r, which extends beyond the left bank of the Klshgar l-iver-bed. Its name is deri\.ed from the
peculiar system of wooden conduits (n6r) by which the irrigation water supplied, here as elsewhere
in the M a d - b l s h i area, by the YHrkand-daryl is carried across the deep-lying ~ z s 1 1 g a r - ~ ~ ~ ! . ~ '
1 have already before had occasion to refer to the difficulties that inipetle inten~i\~e
cultivation
around Marll-blshi. They consist partly in the inherent drawbacks of an irrigation sYstenl
dependent on a canal head far below the spot where the river deboucl~esand ever tllreatene,dby
a shift of its bed ; and, probably to a n even greater drgrcc-, in the deficient agricultllral
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of the population, all DolHns who until very recent times led a semi-nomadic life and in places

still continue to do s0.l I found these difficulties illustrated on entering, a t a distance of about
a \vide belt where fields and farms had been abandoned during recent years to luxuriant
four
reeds and scrub. The water-supply was said to have been inadequate during the preceding few
seasons ; but the scarcity could not have been very serious, seeing that the young trees in the
abandoned arbours and orchards were still flourishing vigorously.
Following a track known as Kel'pitl-yoli, by which the people of Kelpin are accustomed to W~ndtheir way to M a r i l - b h h i through the desert, we passed into a sandy steppe ; here. epyoung
pppe t z" , : :
Toghraks had grown up in plenty since irrigation was first extended, some seventeen years before,
to the outlying cultivation belt that had now again been abandoned. After a march of about
nine miles vegetation became restricted to sparse tamarisk-cones, many of them dead. These,
too, disappeared near the point where we left the Kelpin track to make for a g a p visible in the
rugged hill range of Bel-tigh to the north-east. For over five miles we now travelled over a bare
clay steppe, which soon began to show those regular wind-cut terraces or ' Yirdangs ' with which
I had become so familiar in the Lop basin. They reached here only to a n average height of between
four and six feet, with a bearing varying between N. to S. and NE. to SW. This bearing, like
that of the YHrdangs met with in 1908 on my way south of Kelpin, clearly showed that the direction
of the prevailing winds was here also much the same as in that far-off Lop desert where the effect
of wind-erosion is so widely marked.
But, on approaching the gap above mentioned: I found a far more striking demonstration of the Hill chain
vast poser exerted by wind-erosion over the whole T i r i m basin, and of the great part it has played gtAt:-u6h
over countless ages in shaping its surface formations. For the gap, about half a mile wide and erosion.
lying at its bottom about 150 feet above the level of the plain, had manifestly been cut through
by the force of the winds, which strike the range a t right angles and are ever a t work here with
their corrosive agent, the drift-sand. T o the south of the g a p and along the south-western or lee
face of the range the sand lies heaped up in huge dunes to an estimated height of a t least 500 feet
from the level of the plain. The crest of the range rises steeply above the dunes for another hundred
feet or so, everywhere showing sharp cuttings like the top of a crenelated wall. T h e effects of
wind-erosion, presented here on a huge scale, resembled in every detail those I had observed years
before on the east face of the modern town walls of An-hsi and at the breached and half-effaced
circumvallations of the ruined towns near An-hsi and C h ' i a o - ~ Z C I .I~n and near the g a p no
sand was lying, because the winds sweeping freely over the gentle gravel slope would carry off
whatever particles of decomposed rock, &c., they had brought. But farther south, where the
grinding work of the wind is actually proceeding along the hill crest, the sand, whether driven up
from the north-east or locally produced by erosion, is allowetl to settle down on the lee side and to
acculnulate in stationary dunes. T h e slight east to west bend in the direction of the range shown
by our survey may help further to account for the exceptional height of the accumulations
at this point. Altogether no more striking illustration coulcl be looked for of that great process
~ind-erosionwhich has carved out and isolated all the bold island-like hills to the east and
nOrtll-eastof M a d - b ~ s h i . ' I shall have occasion farther on to recur to the evidence here afforded,
('I. Serir~dicz,iii. p, r 3 l T . For a graphic description of
the annually rcncwed l~arragr upon \vl~icl~hfarirl-bisl~i
d c ~ ~ n (in
l s the main lor its irription, scci Ilrdin, Reisrrr
in L A . , pp. 225 S(I.
See hlilp NO. 7. A. 4. It is probably from this gap or
Pass, in Turki bil, that the hill range dcri\.es its name Bilhig'~. TIIL.break lartl~ersoulll wllerc ~ 1 lji.l-thgll
1 ~
end ia~u.5

'

the Achal-tBgh is too wide to be called bdl.
3 Cf. Serirtdia, iii. pp. 1095 sqrl., 1102sq.
4 It i~ a matter for speci:rl rejirct that the late hour at
which the gap w.u reaclied and lllc neccssity of pushing
on to the foot of the GI-tigb did not allow of photographs
being taken liere.
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and to point out its bearing upon the question what broke the continuity of the ancient hill range
that once probably extended across the Taklaniakln from the vicinity of Marzl-b~sllito
Maz5r-tHgh on the Khotan river.
hlarch to
Some two miles beyond the g a p we canie, to 11iy surprise, upon a large patch of jibing vegetaLd'-kaf'.
tion including reeds and tamarisk scrub, for which it seemed difficult to account. Strangerstill
appeared a broad belt of dead 'Toghrak forest, through which we made our way in darknessunder
Barat's guidance towards a point of the Lal-tPgh \\-here he remembered an old mining pit and tljo
rock cisterns near by. We struck the point correctly after a total niarch of sollle 2 8 lniles-but
the ' Kaks were found no longer to hold water. I t was as well, therefore, that I had not carried
out my original intention of making for L d - t l g h direct from our Camp svr on ' the old route1,
T h e now abandoned pit known a s Liz-Ran was said to have been worked at one time for
precious stones, and from it the low hill chain of the L11-tlgh derives its name.
O I river~
T h e range, which we followed next morning along its foot towards the south-east, \\.as cut
:dfi-[$,.
by erosion into fantastic forms and, like most of these island-like hills near Maril-blshi, proved
to be composed mainly of feldspar-carrying sandstone, stratified almost horizontally. At first
only dead tamarisk-cones \\-ere to be seen on our right. But after rounding a little promontory
of strikingly bold cliffs, four and a half miles from camp, there appeared lines of large dead
Toghraks, and amongst them, a mile or so beyond, a n unmistakable ancient river-bed skirting the
foot of the LZ1-tPgh. I t see~neclto come frorn the south, and could ~nanifestlyoriginate only ko~n
some ancient branch of the Iciishgar river. This a t the present clay dies away in the marshes
to the south and south-east of the hill islands of Tumshuk (Map 8. B. I). The belt of Toghraks,
among which I noticed one big old tree still green a t its head, continued to skirt the loot of tile
L51-tZgh to near its end, and after col~eringa total distance of seven and a half miles from LHIkan we reached the ruined site that we were seeking, in a picturesque little combe opening from
south-east.
Ruined
T h e remains of the site, as I had been led to expect by the fragments of stucco relievos brought
shrines of f 1-0"' it and received in ,908 through Ayiib R/IirHb,s soon proved to be those of a Buddhist sanctuary,
Lal-tcg,r
A s s h o w by the rough plan (PI. 3) and Fig. 80, they conlprise in the centre a shrine ill)^
site.
completely destroyed, covering a rectangular area, approximately 76 by 50 feet, and raised on
a solid brickwork platform about 1 2 feet high ; on the slope close above it the foundations Of
a smaller structure measuring about 48 by 26 feet (ii) ; and adjoining the north-east side of lhe
former a solid masonry tower (i) measuring a t its foot about 36 by 2 0 feet. Fragments of stucco
relieves, mostly small and all completely calcined, which a superficial cleaning brought to light
both 011 the top of the platform that once carried shrine iii and below its south-5lrest
clearly belonged to the images and decoration of a Buddhist sanctuary, dating appro xi mat el^
from the T r a n g p e r i ~ d . ~Anlong them I specially noted a piece from the drapery of a
image and the well-preserved head of a n elephant, which probably formed part of a reliev0 lrieze
or the type represented a t the temples of the ' Piing-oi ' site near ShBrchuk, Kara-shahr-' From
the appearance of the exposed masonry and from what the plentiful burrowings of local ' treasure'
seekers ' had disclosed of the debris, it was certain that the shrines in the centre had been
by fire. O f a smaller structure to the cast of the central pile and of two other little cellas nearer
to it on the north and south, also burnt, only the bare outlines could be traced. On a low
about 30 yards to the south of shrine iii there survive the walls of an oblong building('''I
Cf. Serindia, iii. p. 1312.
For the specimens brouglit il\v.~y and Lor other small

objects
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lneasurillg &out 53 by 23 feet a n d completely filled with debris ; this, judging from the refuse
found at its NE. corner. Inay well have served a s a monastic dwelling-place.
TIle complete clearing of the ruins, coupled with the necessary arrangements for labour a n d S i t e once
adcg~latct n n s p o r t of water, would have involved a greater sacrifice of time than 1 was able
to make \vitl~outendangering m y main programme. B u t even the rapid survey effected KLhgar
sufliced to thro~vlight on some essential points of interest. I t showed clearly that the remains river.
of the site belong approsimatt.ly to the same period a s the ruined Buddhist sanctuaries on the hills
of Tumshuk, some eleven miles away to the south-east,8 a n d that their destruction b y fire dates,
like that of the latter, probably from the 1-ery cotnmencement of the Muhammadan ~ e r i o d . I t
is obvious that as long a s the Lll-tiigh site was occupied there must have been water in its immediate
vicinity, and this can have been brought there only b y a branch of the K l s h g a r river, \vhich still
extends its deltaic channels a n d rnarslies far beyond Tumshuk. A variety of local observations
fully support this conclusion. 'The ancient d r y river-bed passed b y us on the way to the LlI-tHgh
site and c o ~ n i n gfrom the south-\rest has already been noticed. T h o u g h I coultl not actually locate
it near the ruins, yet the belt of dead Toghralzs through which we passed on our way from the
ruins to the g a p bet\veen the A c h a l - t l g h a n d BPI-tlgh (see belolv) sufficiently proves t h e continuation southward of this former bed. Similarly the ancient canal, to be noticed presently,
that we crossed in the same part of our route, can have received its water only from the south,
i. e. from the area west of T u m s h u k , which is still reached b y Hood-beds a n d irrigation canals
from the K l s h g a r river.@
No\\,, on examining the topographical facts recorded b y our surveys of 1908 a n d 1913, we Ancient
see at once the special antiquarian interest attaching to the LHI-tlgh site in its bearing on the
question of an earlier route towards Iclshgar. h I y journey from Kelpin to T u m s h u k in May, t&.
1908, had enabled me to trace a n extensive area of ancient cultivation round the ruined fort of
Chong-tin1 (Map No. 7. B. 4), situated some sixteen miles to the north of T u m s h u k a n d now
completely abandoned to drift-sand desert. When discussing the observations there made, I was
able to show that this area had been occupied down to T ' a n g times, a n d that there was evidence
that an ancient route led to it straight from the vicinity of Chilan ( M a p 7. c. 3), where the present
*k-su-I(ashgar high road leaves the foot of the hills.lo A look a t the m a p proves that the L11tsgh site lies in the direct continuation of this route, a n d that the g a p between the hills of L l l - t l g h
and Chijl-tlgh-as the roclcy hill chain north of the T u m s h u k ruin is called-forms the natural
and most convenient passage for such a road. T h u s the position chosen for the Buddhist sanctuary
at the barren foot of the LHI-tlgh is also fully accounted for. I t flanked a much-frequented route
at a conspicuous point, in the same manner a s the popular hrIuhammadan shrine named O k u r lnazar marks the point where the present high road between T u m s h u k a n d R.larll-blshi passes
below the picturesque southern spur of the hill chain known a s A c h a l - t l g h o r o k u r - m a z l r - t l g h
P l a p 8. B. 1 ) . 1 l
Having thus traced the assumed ancient road from Ak-su a s far a s the LPI-tlgh site, there Lineof
Still remains for us to consider the line of its probable continuation to the south-rest. S u c h a line
had necessarily to cross the chain of hills represented by the Bel-tagh a n d its southern extension, SW.of U I 'he Achal-tlgh or 6 k u r - m a z 8 r - t l g h ; a n d t h e m a p shows that only two passages were available 'bh-
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for it. One is represented by tlie g a p in the Be1-tlgh above described ; the other leads through
the defile that separates the southern end of the BCI-tlgh from the northern offshoot of the ~ ~ h ~ l t l g h formed by the low rocky spur of Arach. I had visited this defile on my first rapid reconnaissance from Maril-bHshi in May, 1908. 1 ascertained on that occasion that the high road from
Tumshuk to MarHl-bHshi liad in quite nod ern times, until after the Chinese reconquest of the
T i r i m basin in 1877, passed through it, the present line past the C>kur-ma& being then impracticable owing to great undrained marshes in the area now occupied by the lands of chir.
bHgh." I had been able to trace there the remains of old watch-towers and of other fortifications
meant to guard the defile, and their presence left no doubt that a n important road must have
passed there in ancient times.
I had no time then to examine the desert ground to the east of the defile, and this was an
Traces of
tional reason for now returning to MarH1-blshi by this passage, appropriately known as A&/,
' the opening '. I found no reason to regret the decision. We passed numerous lines of dead
Toghraks with shallow dry channels between them for the first two miles from the LHI-tigh site,
clearly showing by their direction that running water must have reached this part from the south,
i. e. from the area west of Tumshuk still liable to inundations from the KHshgar-daryi. Then,
after crossing a belt of scanty tamarisk-cones, we emerged upon a bare clay steppe undergoing
wind-erosion, and here for more than a mile came across frequent patches of ground covered with
ancient potsherds and other ' Tati ' remains. I n the midst of them we crossed the unmistakable
embankment of a n old canal about I 2 feet across a t its top and owing to erosion of the surrounding
land raised some 5 feet above the present ground level.
' Tat! '
Low dunes have overrun much of the ground nearer to the defile, and these, together with the
remans
approach
of darkness, made it impossible to ascertain whether this ' Tati ' and the one traced in
near A c l d .
1908 close to the east of the defile belong to one continuous area of old occupation. The small
relics picked up en rozrte, including paste beads and a bronze ring, do not permit of any close dating ;
but the fragments of pottery, whether lain or glazed, have a distinctly ancient look?3 Obviously
the greater extent of the once cultivated area must have lain in the direction of the canal that
seemed to run from soutll-east to north-west. I t remains for some future traveller to follow its
course farther across the bare steppe and low dunes that stretch away to the present high road
south-eastward. I myself felt obliged through practical considerations, including the need or
securing water for our animals, to turn back towards Marsl-blshi by the track which I had follo\ved
in 1908 on my first \-isit to Achal. T h e marshes that I then saw near the north end of the *chal'
t l g h had completely dried up, but tile extensive beds of reeds and luxuriant tamarisk Jungle
floi~rislied. Making our way through them by the guidance of the stars we reached water late that
night a t the isolated little patch of cultivation marked on the map (No. 8. A. 1) as TQlibHiji's
farm. Next morning Maril-bashi was gained by the high road busy with market traffic(Figass)'
Modern
T h e excursion just described concluded what investigations concerning the old road line
route from
the
north
of the terminal course of the K i s h g a r river I was able to make. I hoped to
At-ru to
Mad-bbhi. them in 1915 on my return journey to K l s h g a r by tracing the ancient route in the desert bet\v.een
Chilan (Map No. 7. c. 3) and Chong-tim. But circumstances beyolld my control made itim~oss'ble
for me to spare the time required." S o i t remains for me only to sum up such conclusions
nly opinion, may be drawn from the surveys and archaeological observations actually made. I n the
first place it desenes to be noted that, a s is evident from Maps Nos. 7, 8, the line followed bythe
d
present high road from Ak-su towards K l s h g a r makes a considerable detour between
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p,lar~l-bHshi. From the limits of the cultivated zone of Ak-su as far as Chilan (a small roadside
hamlet receiving its scanty water from the debouchure of the Kelpin streams) the high road keeps
close to thk foot of the gravel glacis below the outermost T'ien-shan hill range and along a line that
runs practically straight in the direction of M a d - b l s h i . But beyond Chilan it turns off to the
The reason for this, considering the total absence of any cultivated area until the vicinity
of Tumshuk is reached, can be no other than the necessity of finding halting-places with water
and grazing. T h e successive stages of Yaide, Yaka-kuduk and ChBdir-kol are points where water
is obtainable either from wells fed by underground drainage from the dying KHshgar river or else
from terminal beds periodically filled by its summer floods.15
During the time of these floods traffic is liable to be much impeded by inundations on the line
followed by the present road through the riverine jungle-belt between Yaka-ki~dulcand Ak-tam.
This trouble, as well as a great detour, would be completely avoided were it now possible to take
the straight line from Chilan through the desert to the sites of Chong-tim and L H I - t ~ g h .I t is solely
'the absence of water along this line that prevents it from being used as a caravan route a t the
present day, and that this obstacle did not exist down to T'ang times is conclusively proved by the
remains of ancient occupation at those two sites. T o this may be added the evidence of the high
ruined tower of SoRszcR-shahri sighted by me in 1908 to the SW. from the outlet of the I<elpin
river; and also the reliable information then received from my ' treasure-seeking ' guides a s to
the survival of ancient tnounds a t two points between Chong-tim and Soksuk-shahri.'O I need
scarcely point out that the lo\v dunes of drift-sand which now cover much of the clay steppe on
either side of Chong-tim can only have overrun this ground since it ceased to be cultivated by
means of the canals whose lines may still be traced.'' T h e abundance of living tamarisk-cones
and scrub between these dunes proves that subsoil water must find its way there even now, though
perhaps at a considerable depth.
Whatever the irnmedlate cause of abandonment rnay have been in the case of the area formerly
occupied about Chong-titu and LBI-tlgh, it is certain that the volume of water available nowadays
in the terminal coursr of the KBshgar-daryH beyond MarHI-blshi would not permit of irrigation
being carried so far as the first of these sites. \Ye have here clear proof of ' desiccation ' during
the last thousand years or so, as far as that ri\.er is concerned, and whatever its character or explanation map be,""ve are fully justified in taking the fact into account when we consider the remaining
portion of the Ak-su-Maral-blshi road, that which lies to the west of the old sites just mentioned.
The brwcltish wells of Yaide cvidrntly clcrivc their
water lrom the old river-bed known as Gh6ra-akin, passing
some three miles farther south. This, according to local
information supported by topographical indications, connects
with the dried-up river-course, known by the same namc,
thnt I traced in 1908 past ruined sites in he desert north
nf Tumshuk ; cf. Sniirdia, iii. p. 1.30s.
Yaka-kuduk and Chsdir-kiil are some\vhnt less dcsolate
stations situated in the belt of luxuriant Tophrak jungle
Illat arcolnpanies the terminal flood-lwd of the KQshgar
river called Kara-k61-jilfi~(see hlap 7 . c. 4). This bed, which
is prindically filled, seems t o havc its continuation in the
well-marked Iwd, also known as Kam-kG1, that we passed
"ulIl-nfcrt of Gl16ra-chiil,the southrrnmost village tract of the
4'k-s~ tlistrict (see hlap 7. D. 4). This \\,as said to recci\.e
R'Rler from the likhgar-daryj. durinfi summer floods.
The h y d r q r a p h ~of the hole KBshgnr river delta from
'he vicinily of hlnril-hjshi, where i t may I,? said to havc its

prcscnl head, down t o its apparent extrerneond south-west
ol Ghirra-chol remains still for the most part unsuncyed.
This apholedeltaic: system is obviously liahle to great periodicd
changes, and the close approach to, or junction with, i~ of the
flood-beds of the Tirkand river still further complicates its
rsamination. wliether as regards the present or part pcriotls.
Cf. Snindia, iii. p. 1308.
l7 The rapidity with which drift-sand spreads itself from
the adjoining desert arras over ground that was once irrignted
is ~vellillustratcd by my ohsenrations a t the village sites
,
only since about 1840 and in
north of N R ~ - h u abandonetl
places only since the T u n p n rebellion ; cf. Seriitdin, ii.
PP. 62.5 sq'l.
17" Rcgardin:. a likely cause of ' desiccation ', as rnaniIested by a diminution during the l~iatoricalperiod of the
volume of water carried by the rivers ol the Tirim basin,
we norv my paper on ' Innermost .\sin ', G.J., 1925, Ixv.
P P 457 S99.
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In view of the old remains traced a t and near the g a p of Achal, it is, I think, safe to assume
that the ancient route passed on from L l l - t l g h to this defile, a s did the modern route via ~~~~h~~
until some forty years ago. But beyond it, topographical facts, combined with such archaeo]ogical
indications as I have discussed above in connexion with my journey from KHshgar, point to a
bifurcation. O n the one hand it is on general grounds highly probable that there was a south.
western continuation of the ancient route to the vicinity of the present Marll-blshi ; for though[he
present town is of avowedly modern origin, and probably the surrounding oasis also,'8 yet a look
a t the map shows that the branch of the road which forms the easiest and most direct connexion
between Ak-su and Y l r k a n d must always have passed the site in question. Whether there existed
any large settlement during ancient times in a position corresponding to the present MarH1-bishi
is doubtful, seeing that the detailed accounts of the ' Western Iringdoms ' contained in the Han
and T'ang Annals make no mention of a special territory or tract a t this place?g
However this may be, it is clear that a route leading from the vicinity of Marll-blshi to KBshgar
Inondn"""sIrom along one side or another of the Klsligar-daryl must always have served as a conveniently direct
KPshgar R.
line of communication. But it is equally certain that the use of such a route, like that of the present
cart road along this line, niust have been much impeded by the annual inundations caused by the
summer floods of the river.1° These inundations are likely to have been even more troublesome
then than now ; for there is abundant and convergent antiquarian evidence that the rivers of the
THrim basin carried a greater volume of water during the historical periods with which we are
concerned than they do now.
I t is on this ground, I believe, that a n alternative route, keeping close to the foot of the outerAdsantage
Of ahemmost hill range, such a s I was able to follow beyond Kalta-yailak, must have been specially contive route.
venient in old times, a t least for a portion of the year. This line could be reached with ease from the
Achal defile by striking due west across a n open steppe well removed from the risk of flooding.
T h e traveller who had reached the foot of the hill chain somewhere near our Camp XVI (Map 8. A. I )
was assured of continuous easy progress beyond it until he reached the extreme north-eastern
extension of the cultivated area of Klshgar. Even a t the present day, carts could easily f ~ l l o \ ~
this line right to Klshgar town. T h e actual marching distance along it (assuming the direct road
from Kalta-yailak to Klshgar were followed as surveyed by L?il Singh, Map No. 5. A, B. 1) would
exceed that by the southern route along the river only by a few miles, if a t all.
T h e want of water that nowadays precludes the regular use of this northern route over a distance
Old road '
"long
of three marches, or about fifty-five miles, cannot have existed in old times ; for we have seen that
desert
range W. of water from the K l s h g a r river must have reached the foot of the hills as far as ~hitai-shahri,during
$far&1-&hi, the period when that site was occupied, and may probably have extended to a considerable distance
farther east. I have also shown that, even where old remains of human occupation fail us, we can
trace indications that the hill range itself may have received more moisture within the historical
period. T h e occasional drainage which allowed rows of Toghraks to flourish along the small
alluvial fans woulcl certainly have sufficed to fill rock cisterns or artificial reservoirs near 'lie
mouths of the little valleys. I conclude therefore that the local belief, vague as it is in details1as
On
to the ' old road ' once leading along the foot of the desert range above Mar~I-bgshi
a foundation of fact quite a s solid a s that which allows us to trace the ancient high road from
Ak-su through the sites of Chong-tini, I,d-tggll and Achal.
Ancient
route passing hlnrilbbhi.

CI. Srrindia, iii. p. 1310, note 2.
We may agree with M. Chavannes in placing somewhere in the Mad-bBshi tract the IVo-shi-IE
mentioned in the account 01 Kao Hsien-chih's Piimir and
Is

z,

I.gsin cxprtlilion as halt-way between A k - 5 ~and Kg'h?r
(rl. Chavannes, T u r r s orrid., p. 152, note). But Ihrre
I'
nothing t o indicate the exact position of thelornlity' 'F"rn
TIang itinerary plst the Mazir-tkgh, cf. Chap. xxlV.
iii'l
zo Cf. IIedin, Rcicen i n 2.-A., p. 219.
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O L D REMAINS A N D R O U T E S BEYOND MARAL-BASHI

LIST OF OBJECTS EXCAVATED OR FOUND AT LAL-TACH SITE
L. T l g h . oIa. S t u c c o relief fr. Five-strand cord and
tassel from valance as Srr., iv. PI. CXXXVII, Mi. 1. i. 004.
but \\ith simplified mouldings. Split and perished ; part
g ; burnt. The five strands are lotus stalks and are tied
broken away. 11. 53', diam. 28".
strands.
band of pearls brdered
by
p o t t e r y fr. ; red, well-washed clay, glazed
L, ~ a g h02.
.
issue
lour
radiating
lotus
buds
Or
green, wilh two roughly drawn black annular lines crossing
IVell preserved. For similar frs., see L. TBgh. 014, 019.
it. 2:" x I$'' ::i:".
28" X 2".
L. T ~ g h 03.
.
P o t t e r y fr., rectang. Fine red clay with
L. TPgh. 013. S t u c c o relief fr., representing stem with
thin dull buff slip on outsitle. 2'' x 11"x ?*".
"'"I
leaflets g o w i n g Out lrom either side' Burnt ;
witll I,cnd n>oolding
L. Tsgh, 04, Bronze collar,
preserved. 2 t " x ~ f " .
round l a r ~ cend.
~
Cast ; corroded. L a r ~ e rdiam. I:",
L. TPgh. 014. S t u c c o relief fr. Tassel similar t o L. Thgh.
smaller I &" ; 11. 4".
orz. Stalks missing ; remains of colour wash. Burnt ;
L. Tagh. 05. Fr. of tc~rquoise.coloured p a s t e ; small,
well preserved. 2i" x ~ f " .
circular, broken a t one edge. 1)iam. 2": gr. thickness i16".

L,~ ~ g01.h W
, o o d e n finial, similar to 11. Tigh. c. 06,

L. ~ ~ g06.
h . B r o n z e finger-ring, ~hicltcnecla t bezel into
keel shape. No I~ollo~v
for jcivel. Split a t thin
part. Diam.
L. T ~ g h07.
.
P a s t e (?) b e a d ; ring-shaped, dark opaque ;
quoit-shaped in section. Diam. ,5,", tl~icknessin.
L. Tagh. 08. S t u c c o relief fr. Face-mask of elephant,
very boldly modelled. Prominent frontal bones, brow,
and bulging eyes of quasi-human type. Part of upper
margin of R. ear presert-ed. Trunk broken off, and tusks
missing lrorn round sockets. Ilard ; prob, burnt accidentally. j:"x 5" x zf". PI. II'.

a".

L. Tggh. 09. S t u c c o relief fr. Top-knot of hair, as
L. Tigll. 017 and Ser., iv. PI. CXXXrV, Mi. xi. ooj.
Burnt hard ; well preserved. 3$" x 20".
L. TPgh. 010. S t u c c o relief fr. L. side of high topknot, like precctling, but larger. 1:urnt ; well preserved.

3i" s 2".

L. Tlgh. 011. S t u c c o relief fr., representing dragon devouring human being who tries to force monster away.
Drapon's head wit11 wide open jaws and full eye in profile
to R.. very spirited and well n~odelled. Twisted body con,posed 01 double plain bands with pearls bet~vren. Human
fig.male(?); head missing ; action excellent and proportions
good. Fr. broken on taro sides, and on one shows hole
for tenon. Lightly burnt, but friable a t broken edges ;
well presert-ed. J$" x la". PI. I\..

L. TBgh. 015. S t u c c o relief fr. R. hand, open, with
six-petalled lotus in relief on palm ; cf. Ser., iv. PI.
CXXXI'II, hIi. xviii. 005. Hand well modelled and almost
in the round ; little finger broken. Hole u p centre
through wrist for Cole ; shows clay of attachment a t
back, which is unmodelled. Burnt. Red clay. Length 3".
PI. IV.

L. TBgh. 016. S t u c c o relief fr. Central loop of high
top-knot, similar t o L. THgll. oro. Burnt.

12'

x 28'.

L. Tggh. 017. S t u c c o relief fr. Top-knot similar t o L,
THgh. 09. Burnt ; rather fragile. 3' x 3'.

L. Tagh. 018. s t u c c o r e u e f fr., appliquC

~ i ~ h t centres of petals and ,-enbe of
lotus or
flower in high relief; sepals showing between petals.
Burnt ; fairly hard. Dirm. 26".

L.Tgghmerg. Stucco reueffr. Tassel similar to L.TBgh.
012.

Traces oI colour wash. \\:ell preserved. 34' x af'.

L. TPgh. oao. S t u c c o rellef fr. Stilted arch of beads
bordered by fillets, enclosing peacock (?) standing to
L. p. Prob. finial or head ornament. Burnt; broken a t
L. p. lower corner. 33" x 3". PI. Iv.
L. TBgh. oaI. S t u c c o rellef fr., from life-size human face.
L. eye and cheek, with lower part of ear and hair a t back.
\Veil modelled and colour-washed yellowish buff. Burnt ;
surface abraded. 6" x gr.

SECTION
111.-A H I L L R A N G E I N T H E T A K L A M A K A N
On October 25th I set out from Marsl-bzshi for my long-planned expedition into the desert Start from
south-eastwards. Its object, as already briefly stated, was to reach the M a z i r - t i g h range on the
Khotan river, if possible, direct through the sands of the TaklamakHn. Apart from the hope of
gaining time by this short cut and the attraction presented by such a venture across a n unknown
tract of desert, there was a special geographical interest attaching to the enterprise. Our surveys
of 1908 had shown reason to believe that tile MazHr-tHgh hills are closely allied in geological
Structure to those remnants of an ancient range which the isolated rock islands to the east of MarPIbkhi (Map No. 8. A, e. I), repeatedly referred to in the preceding sections, undoubtedly represent.
We had then been able to trace the M a z ~ r - t l g hextending for over twenty miles from the Khotan
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river into the TaklamakHn in the same SE.-NLv. direction that those detached \(ar;l-b;shi hill
chains uniformly present.
This fact in itself helped, in an important degree, to confirm the theory that the Khotan ~
~
tHgh in its genetic character formed part of a geologically very ancient range that started at
approximately right angles from the outermost T'ien-shan between M a r H I - b ~ ~ and
l~i ~
~
and once stretched diagonally across the Tak1arnakln.l T h e observations at the ~ e l - ~ ;and
~h
LHI-tlgh that are set forth above furnished a striking demonstration of the way in which those
bold island-like hills east of Marll-blshi have been carved out and isolated by the corrosive action
of wind-driven sand prolonged through ages. T h e vastly greater accumulations of drift-sandin
the desert south-eastwards would adequately explain the breaking up of the continuity of that
assumed ancient range across the T a k l a m a k h 2 But actual survey of the ground was needed to
supply definite proof.
I was under no illusions as to the serious difficulties that a march across absolutely waterless
ground covered with high dunes, to a point more than 130 miles distant, would certainly present.
Its risks were sufficiently illustrated by Dr. Hedin's experiences during the bold journey that he
undertook, starting towards the end of April, 1895, from the same ground and making his way
through the sandy wastes eastward. I t had ended in the destruction of his caravan and his own
narrow escape from death by thirst and exhaustion.= I n order to guard against the dangers to
which this final disaster had apparently been largely due, I had taken care to choose a season
cooler and hence far less trying to men and camels ; to assure the provision of an adequate supply
of water and to lighten the loads of each animal as much as possible.
For the latter purpose I brought from Marll-blshi six hired camels, all that I had been able
to secure, to act as a ' supporting party ' to our own twelve fine animals on the initial stages of the
desert crossing. Nor had I overlooked the advantage of strengthening the human element in my
party. None of my men had previous experience of serious desert travel except Hassan Akhfin,
the trusted camel-man of all my Turkestiin travels, and he, I knew, would be too fully taken up
with looking after his animals to d o m y reconnoitring, &c. S o I had been particularly pleased
when, in compliance with the summons I had previously dispatched, Klsim Akhiin, the hunter
from IslHrnHbHd on the Khotan river, arrived a t Klshgar with my Keriya camels. Ever since my
expedition to DandHn-oilik in 1900 I had learned to value and trust the pluck, sense of locality, and
true desert instinct that a lifetime spent in hunting trips and other lonely wanderings in the
TaklamakHn had bred in this wiry and ever resolute man (Fig. 86)."
T h e three marches that brought us from Marll-bsshi to the edge of the great drift-sand desert
do not call for a lengthy account. T h e first lay across the wide, level plain, covered with reedsand
scrub, that divides Marll-blshi cultivation from the left bank of the Ylrkand river. Near
we passed a well-marked depression through which flootl water reaches the extensive marsh N'Va

'

Cf. Hedin, Reisen ivt 2 . - A . , p. 242. This connexion
appears to have been already ssumed by Prejevalsky, who
first saw the Khotan Mazir-tsgh in 1877. (The doubt
expressed, ibid., p. 387, note 3, as to the d-signation hfaairIiglt lor this hill chain is not justified.)
a CI. the explanation given below, p. 88.
a Cf. liedin, Rriserr in 2.-A., pp. 241 sqq. ; Tltrorrgh
Asia, i. pp. 531 sqq.
Regarding Kisim Akhin and ]>is father Ahmad
hlerghen ( I the hunter ', t rirr. r g q ) , see R u t t , ~o/ Khotm,
PP. 272, 275, k c . They had both s h a ~ e dDr. IIedin's rnemorable march from the Keriya river end to ShahyBr; cf.

Througlr Asin, ii. pp. 788 sqq.,_847.
I\S an instance 01 K b i m Akhin's rrrnarkahle ins'inct
of locality, a true sense of the compass, I may mention
without any knowledge of the map and without ever
previously been west of Khotan, he was able On Our ""
from the dcsrrt hills south ol the Yirkand-darYi 'O poi"'
out to me with a very close approach to accuracy the
in wllicl~he thought his familiar landmark, the hlnz'r-'wh
on the Kllotan-daryi, was to be looked for. Yet
his home he had done a roundabout journey via
Of
total marching
and Kishgar amounling to
well over 500 miles.
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A H I L L RANGE IN T H E TAKLAMAKAN
of the ~ ~ ~ l ~ whence
- t g ~it hirrigates
,
the fields of ChHr-blgh. Less than a mile from where we
c a l n p e ~by the river bank we crossed a canal, known as Kodai-daryd, which during the flood season
of the river carries water to the ChaghBn-kol marsh SW. of Tumshuk ; this in turn serving a s

a natural reservoir for the irrigation canals of villages farther east.

On the lnorning of October 26th we crossed tlie river a t a ford where the single bed actually
holding water was about 5 5 yards \vide with a maximum dcpth of 4 feet, the velocity of the current
being only about 1.7 foot per second. T h e flood bed (Fig. 81) was nearly a mile wide, and some
idea of the huge volu~neof water that passes down a t the height of the summer floods could be formed
fron1the statement of our guide, a local hunter called Aziz (Fig. 86), that during about a month
the water then overflo\vs the steep clay bank, some 16 feet high, which bounds this flood bed on
the south. All the day's march led through rich grazing, mostly of reed-beds, and luxuriant
young jungle. The autumn tints of the belt of vegetation contrasted vividly with the dark brown
and red of tlie desolate hill chains of the M a z l r - t l g h to the north and the much lower Kum-tHgh
to the south. The latter, which appeared nowhere to rise more than about a thousand feet above
the riverine flat, was seen to have its south-west and north slopes overlaid by huge accumulations
of dunes (Fig. 8 2 ) very similar to those that we had observed on the B~Zl-tPgh.~
That the Kuni-tlgh, as it is appropriately known in consequence, represents a direct continuation of the Marir-tlgh is shown by the map (No. 8. B. I ) ; and this is confirmed by the prevalence
in tlie rocks of the Mazlr-tlgh of the same calcareous sandstone containing feldspar and permeated
by thin porphyrite strata that constitute the main formation of tlie Kum-tlgh, as indicated by
Dr. Hedin's specimens and my 0wn.O T h e defile through which the YHrkand-daryl passes between
the two hill chains proved to be only about five miles wide. I t presents a very striking feature in
the river's course, which everywhere else, from the point where it debouches above YHrkand right
down to its termination in the Lop-n6r marshes, passes solely across level plains of alluvium and
drift-sand. I shall have occasion below to touch upon the question of the genetic relation which
may be surmised to exist between the river course a t this point and the survival by its side of the
highest among the island-like hills that form part of the ancient diagonal range.
We camped near fine groves of Toghraks growing amidst reed-beds and low dunes to the
llortli of the Kum-tiigl~, This is faced on the east by a bolder and higher hill range, running in
a parallel direction, approximately N\Y.-SE., and extending from the Ylrkand river for a distance
of over twelve miles. It is known to the DolLns of Marll-bsshi by the name of Cliok-tiigh. T h e
depression between the two hill chains, about four miles across a t its widest, is filled for the greater
Part by a far-stretching lake, filled annually by the inundation of the river and known as Chijl-kol,
the ' desert lake '. Its southernmost end was to serve as the starting-point for our desert venture,
just at it had for that of Dr. Hedin. T o reach it we, like him, found it best to proceed by the level
and open stretch of ground that divides the west shore from the foot of the Kuni-tHgh. After
not without some trouble, a series of depressions in which water remained from the last
sumnler flood, we skirted the sandy glacis of an extreme north-eastern offshoot of the Kum-tlgh.
I t was of interest here to note that the surface consisted of small flakes of completely decayed rock
dark red and of slaty appearance, forming a thin layer over fairly fine sand. T h e steady
deflation and corrosion that is grinding away these remnants of the ancient nlountain range could
not find a better illustration.
Evrr since leaving the river we had becn follo\ving a \rell-marked cart track, ant1 after skirting
''le reed-bed~that fringe the lake shore we came to r lo\\. but steep ridge jetting out from the
tile Kulll-t~gh. It was found to consist of detritus of a reddish rock, a hard silicious
See nbovc, p. 75.
a CI. Iledin, Rn'sm it1 2.-A., yp. 220 sq., 241.
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sandstone, intermixed with lumps of rock salt.' T h e neighbouring spurs of the K u m - t ~ g seemed
h
to be of the same formation, and the foot of the hill-side was everywhere seen to be
wit,,
shallow pits, the result of salt-digging operations. T h e point is known as Tzrzluk ('the salt place,)
and marked by a couple of reed huts. Beyond this we continued across the bare inundationbelt
by the side of the lake, which, towards its southern extremity, shrunk considerably in width and
split up into a series of lagoons between extensive reed-beds (Map No. 8. B. 2).
T h e statement of Aziz ' P l w l n ', that on a hunting trip the year before lie had found there
Filing of
waterdrinkable water, induced us to pitch camp amidst tamarisk-cones not far from the southernmost
tanks, &c.
of these lagoons. But the water proved decidedly brackish, probably because the lake reservoir
had not been sufficiently refilled by the last summer flood, and next day we had to move back
the camels some six miles before fresh water was found by the lake shore wherewith to fill tanks
and skins for the journey. A s the water was very shallow and the Inen had to wade far out, it took
practically a whole day's work to fill, secure, and load up our six galvanized iron tanks and the
forty-two goat-skins brought from the 1st Sappers and Miners' Workshops at Roorkee.
First dunes
O n October 29th we set out to the soutli-east after a start delayed by the packing and distribution of the heavy loads of water. For three miles we crossed bare salty soil, marking a former
tered,
extension of the lake end, now dried up. Then the first dunes were reached, stretching in irregular
lines across flat ground of disintegrated loess dust, covered on its surface with abundant remains
of quasi-petrified reeds and scrub. O n this ground, which extended for about another three miles
and obviously marked a former riverine belt, living vegetation was entirely absent. Farther on
the dunes increased in height to thirty feet or more, and lay much closer together. Yet scanty
living tamarisk scrub appeared again between them, and in a small depression we fount1 even
a group of young Toghraks rising above the sand. Their presence encouraged the hope that
subsoil water was near, and on pitching camp here, a well clug to a depth of about four feet sufficed
in fact to reach it. M'hen the march was resumed next niorning we found the dunes growing rapidly
higher and very closely packed. T h e crests of individual dunes here faced with their concave sides
regularly to the south-south-west. But the huge ridges or ' DawHns ' into which they lay heaped
up, and which we soon encountered rising in endless succession to heights of 200-300 feet, \yere
found to run invariably with a n approximate bearing ENE.-1VSW. Their lines thus lay at a
fairly wide angle diagonally across our intended direction, and consequently involved constant
ascents and descents, both very trying to the camels.
I t soon became evident to me that this u n i f o r l ~bearing
~
of the ' DawZns ' was a result of a law
Direction
sand
,ofDawas
,, that I had previously observed in the desert west of Lou-Ian, in the Keriya river delta, and elsewhere, under the action of which these big acculnulations of drift-sand in the Taklamakan are
aligned parallel to the main direction of the nearest large river.8 But there were important ditlerences to be noted here and there distinctly unfavourable to us. I n the areas of high sands previously
crossed by me these ' D a w i n s ' had not presented themselves as unbroken chains such as faced
us here, but as separate ridges varying in length, yet always showing a t their ends low saddles Or
shoulders over which movement n.ith laden camels was comparatively easy. The steering round
those D a w i n s had indeed conlpelled us to make considerable detours ; but the broad and flat
valley bottoms found between them afforded easy ground, and the march across it served to give
relief to the camels.
T h e tract now encountered offered obstacles far more formidable in all respects. To get
Difficulties
the
'
D a r i n s ' was impossible, for nowhere did they show distinct saddles or breaks.
--.
..Darhns.

'

For
specimens taken hcrc and beyond, see Prof.
Soll;u's App. 0.

a CI. Serindia, i. pp. 241, note
dso Hcdin, Central Asia, i. p. 363.

1, 451 54. ;

iii. P-" J 9 ;
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along their tops with a view to save the constant ups and downs so trying to laden camels and thus
to reduce strain a t the cost of distance would in any case have been useless, since those tops were
invariably crowned by huge dunes very steep-edged on their lee side and consequently such as
camels could not possibly skirt or ' traverse '. Nor was relief to be sought in the depressions or
valleys ; for in proportion as the ' Dawzns ' rose to greater height these depressions a t their bottom
becalne more and more smothered with dunes. A t first there were still a few little patches of eroded
level ground at the bottom of the valleys that we crossed after four and five and a half miles, respectively, from Camp XXVI, and near them a little living tamarisk scrub (Fig. 87). But beyond
this point there was no flat ground to be found even in the valleys, and progress with the heavily
laden camels became painfully slow. Careful levels taken along our track a couple of miles before
reaching Camp XXVII showed a n aggregate ascent of more than 350 feet over a single mile's marching
distance as measured by cyclometer, with corresponding descents even more trying to the heavily
laden animals. Measurements similarly taken over different average stretches on that day's march
proved that the windings involved by the only practicable route line always added from 30 to
40 per cent. of marching distance to the actual progress in a straight line a s marked on the map.
No wonder that the hired camels already. began
to show serious signs of exhaustion towards the
close of that day.
But an interesting discovery awaited us a t its end. A s we descended into a valley running Finds of
as usual ENE.-WSW., and whose bottom lay some 2 5 0 feet below the point where we had crossed
the adjoining ' Dawln ', I noticed the edge of a wind-eroded clay terrace protruding from the side
of a dune. By the steep YHrdang-like side of this terrace there ran a narrow trench, dug out by
wind-erosion to a depth of about 50 feet and its lowest point showing a few small living ~ l a n t s .
Here KBsim Akhfin, returning during the night, succeeded in striking scanty water after digging
down about five feet. Narrow ~ a t c h e of
s the same hard grey clay reappeared farther on and induced
me to follow the valley bottom for about a mile or so eastward (Fig. 88). Soon we picked up,
wherever the bare ground showed, small pieces of stone, some roughly worked, some mere lumps.
The former seemed to resetnble the s ~ n a l lstone implements which had been met with in plenty
in the Lop desert on my march to the Lou-Ian Site in 1 9 0 6 . ~ Among the specimens, which are
described in the List below, I thought I could recognize some blades of the ' pygmy' type, and
a few cores, the rest being coarse irregular flakes struck off by man but not themselves utilized."
The presence of these remains of the Stone Age, scattered on the surface of whatever small Palaeopatches of eroded ground appeared between the dunes, clearly proves occupation by a palaeolithic ~ ~ ~ ~ P O t i o n .
settlement of what is now utterly lifeless desert, nearly thirty miles away from the nearest traceable
bed of the Yzrkand river. That the latter could ever have followed in prehistoric times a course
so far south appears to me distinctly improbable considering the general configuration of this
portion of the THri~nbasin, which implies a steady i f gentle rise towards the glacis of the KCun-1un.l"
But in view of what I shall have occasion to point out below as regards the relation between the
surviving fragtilents of the ancient desert range and the present river courses, the possibility of

zE

'

Cf.>lr.R.A.Sn~ith's
paper in .Ifart, xi (191I).pp. 81 sqq. ;
also Serindia, i. p. 357 ; hlow, CIIRP.VI.SCC.i , v.
9. [The materials, according to AIr. R . A . Smith, arc
chert, jasper and quartzite.]
lo For reasons cxplaincd elscwhcrc, it would bc wrong
'0 attach too great importance to comparatively small
diffcrenms of elevation records derived solely llom aneroid
8" h~psomctcrrcadings. Yet it deserves to be noted that
Our Ileigllt remrds, which show fair consistency dong llie

ncigl~bouring portion of the k'irkand riwr course (jet
hlap No. 8. A-C. I ) and particularly around the Chok-tngh
(Camps xslv, sxv, xsx), seem to indicate a distinct rise
of the ground for our three desert marches, the computed
heights lor Camps xxn, ssvrt, and xxv111 being 3,610,
~ . ; I o , and 3,890 feet respectively. Of these camps only
the last stood on a sand ridge and therelore above the level
ol thc underlying clay.
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the YHrkand river having once carried its water round the south foot of the Kum-t:gh and chok.
t l g h is not altogether excluded.ll I n any case the moister climatic conditions that the Tirim
basin may be supposed to have shared during geographically recent glacial periods
to explain the existence of an early Stone Age settlement on this ground. I n this connexionit
deserves to be mentioned that the only other stone implement found in the desert south of the
Ylrkand river was a very well worked stone arrow-head (PI. XSII),12 unmistakably neolithic, which
\\;as picked up about half-way between the southern end of the Ch61-k61 and Camp xxv on the
previously described soft loess ground. Everything points to its being a relic of a Inore recent
period.
Flakes from
O u r march on October ~ 1 s revealed
t
even more clearly the truly forbidding nature the
eroded
dunes
to
the
south-east.
'
DawHns
', some rising to fully 300 feet above the interSix
formidable
formation.
vening valleys (Fig. 83), had to be crossed in succession, and excepting a few little patches of clay
emerging in one or two of them (Fig. 89)) the valley beds were themselves smothered with heaped-up
dunes. Only one peculiar feature, but that a very interesting one, brought a change into the
distressing uniformity of this formidable sea of sand. I n the valleys on either side of the third
' DawHn ' from Camp xxvrI the lower slopes of the dunes and the depressions between them showed
for the most part a dark red surface, due to small but easily recognizable flakes of a calcareous
sandstone such as prevails in most of the desert hills east of hlarH1-blshi. The surface layer of
the sandy glacis a t the north-east foot of the I<um-tlgh had presented exactly the same appearance,
as previously mentioned,'g though there the denudation products of the same rock material had
not yet been reduced to an equal degree of fineness. I t appears to me scarcely open to doubt
that the ground we were here passing marked the position of a hill fragment, wholly submerged
in drift-sand, forming part of the ancient wind-eroded range that once extended right through to
the Khotan Mazlr-tPgh or beyond. Reference to the map (Nos. 8. c. 2 ; 13. B. 4) will show that the
rock island here assumed to underlie the dunes falls almost exactly in the direction of a line drawn
from the K u m - t l g h towards the MazHr-tlgh on the Khotan river and only about two and a half
miles west of a line connecting the latter point with the central crest of the Chok-tHgh and the
highest portion of the MarHI-bHshi Maziir-tHgh."
Trials of
T h e constant climbs and descents over huge dunes tried the camels on that day's lllarch so
march t o
severely,
that of the hired animals intended to act a s the 'supporting party' two had completely
cxx~III
broken down, and the rest had been brought along only with great trouble ; yet their loads had
been much lightened a t the last camp by letting all camels have a good drink and half of the three
Some attention may 1K paid in this connesion t o what
Dr. Hassenstein's m a p attached t o Reisen i n 2.-A. shows
as t o the pcsition of the several small basins llolding water
dcrivcd Iron1 inundation thnt Dr. Hedin passed on his march
in :\pril, 1895, from Nerket t o Chok-tigh. Some of these
are placed there as much as 17 miles south 01 the present
bed of the YHrkand river. I t must, howevcr, IJC pointed
out that, as a comparison of that map and our Sheet No. 8
shows, the distance between hlazir-t%l~ and Chok-tigIi is
thcre distinctly over-estimated hy something like ro ~niles.
A corresponding reduction would bring those small h u i n s
or pools considcrnbly nearer t o the ri\.cr.
See C. xxv. 02 in l h r I.ist h l o w .
l 3 Cf. above, p. 83.
l4 I necd scarcely point out that no Iligll degree of accuracy
is claimed herc lor the geographical de~erminationof the
respective positions a s sl~ownin the map. But the latitude

of the hIaz8r-tigh end on the Khotan river is fised by
astronomical observation and that of the Mara-bblli 'Iadrtigh, though less accurately, by concordant results
latter
traverses from Kisl~gar,Ak-su, and Yirkand.
test applies, of course, also to the lon3tude 01 the
bashi IIazir-tigh, the longitudes of Kbhgar and 'irkand
being known with a close approach to precision tllrougl'
pre\-ious surveys and observations. The longitude sl'o'v~
Iar ' O u t
for tile Khotan MazHr-tAgh likewise cannot
hns
as it is bnsed on the longitude 01 Khotan, whicll
Our trianP'lutlon
tleterminetl within fairly exact limits

becn

of 1900.

IhC

1 may adtl \>eretllat our plane-tnl,lc travcrsc tllrough
desert could fortunately IK rl~ecketl,as Iitr as L1'c Ixnnng
was concerned, by single rays from Cllok-tHgll~wl'ich a'Y
visible a t most ol our fixings right UP t o Cun'p xxvrll*
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loads of fodder (dry lucerne grass) we had brought so far. I t was clear that we could not count
furtheron their help. But more disquieting still was the fact that in the course of a ten hours'
tramp extending over eleven miles as measured by the cyclolneter we had not succeeded in covering
more than a little over seven miles of direct distance. T h e point where we came to a halt that
evening, on the top of a broad high dune, could not be appreciably less than a hundred miles in
a straight line to the Khotan river where the Mazlr-tHgh strikes it. Assuming that our camels
would be able to maintain this day's rate of progress, about which both Hassan Akhiin and myself
felt grave doubt, it would have cost us another fortnight's struggle before we could reach water
and grazing. In view of Dr. Hedin's experience farther north and of what Klsim tikhiin reported
&out the sand formations around the Khotan Mazlr-tlgh, there was little hope of gaining easier
pound until we reached that hill range itself. And worst of all, there was no assurance that, however
carefully our bearings might be taken, the route followed would actually allow us to sight that
conjectured north-western extension of the low hill range which I was anxious to trace in the
Taklarnakln ; for previous experience had taught me only too well the impossibility of steering
an exact course amidst high sands by the compass.15
So there followed for me a night of anxious consideration. I realized that the effort to force
our way across the forbidding obstacles created by Dawlns and dunes could not be persisted in
without facing heavy losses in animals and equipment. T h e risk of serious delay as a result of
such losses weighed even more heavily in the scale, while the chance of securing in return fresh
topographical observations of interest was far too problematic to balance it. Reluctant however
to abandon a cherished plan, I left my decision till next morning. Ascending then the highest
dune near our camp and carefully scanning the horizon eastwards with my glasses I saw nothing
but the same expanse of formidable sand ridges, which resembled the huge waves of a n angry
ocean suddenly arrested in movement (Fig. go). Closely packed dunes stretched over and between
them without anywhere a patch of eroded ground or easier sand. T h e deceptive appearance of
hills that refraction gave for a brief time to distant sand ridges vanished as the sun rose well above
the horizon.
There was a strange allurement in this vista, which suggested Nature suddenly caught in a
death torpor, and I found it hard to resist it. We rnen might have safely struggled through in the
end, but only at the cost of sacrificing some or most of our brave ca~nels,the mainstay of our
transport for the difficult explorations of the winter, and of hampering our work by loss of time
and equipment. T o make our way due east to the Khotan river might have meant a reduction
of difficultiesand distance, as we should then have kept ~ a r a l l e to
l the Dawlns, a t least for a portion
of the way. But such a route would have led over ground already seen Ily Dr. Hetlin and could
oHer no appreciable advantage. S o there remained no choice but to turn ancl reach the Khotan
MazHr-t~ghby way of the YBrkand river. It was a hard decision to take, and the knowledge that
the little band of hardy men with me would have \viIlingly shared what risks and adveritures lay
ahead did not help to lighten it. But experience proved the wisdom of having bowed to necessity
in time ; for the next clay hut one there sprang u p a violent sandstorm, the first of the autumn,
most trying by its bitter cold even where fuel was abundant. Its icy blasts continued for days,
and i f met with amidst the high sands woulcl greatly have impeded our movement and causecl serious
~~~(crink!
: a single camel loatl of fuel was all wr had Iwrn able to take along.
I n view of the geograpl~icalinterests indicated, I still feel convinced that an effort should be
to trace the ancient rind-eroded llill range right through the sea of sand that a t present
separatcqthe Chok-tlgh from the M a z l r - t l g l ~on the Khotan river. But I now realize more than

'' Cf. e. g. Drscrl Cuthay, i. p. 425, reprding the crossing from the Lou-Ian Site to the TBrh.
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ever that the attempt, if it is to succeed-on foot, of course, not by a e r ~ p l a ~ have
~ ~ itol be
l made
from the latter point. For the traveller starting from the Khotan river, the foot of the ~
~
would afford relatively easy going for the first twenty miles, if not farther. Slight as the eleyation
of the Khotan MazHr-tHgh is, as far as LH1 Singh reconnoitred it in 1908, it would yet
a fair
chance of sighting any isolated rock islands which might be found to continue its direction farther
on. After crossing some further sixty miles of difficult ground, the crest of the Chok-t~gh
be sighted and offer safe guidance for the rest of the desert crossing. January or February would
probably be the best season for good visibility as well as for the transport of water in the form of ice,
And here 1 may in conclusion offer a few conjectural observations of geological interest. l t
Survi\.nl of
desert r;'nge is evidently deserving of notice that the north-west and the south-east ends of the ancient hill range
on Khotnn
river.
that may be assumed to have once diagonally crossed the great basin now covered by the sands
of the TaklamakHn, both survive in the immediate vicinity of large rivers. The fact cannot be
due to mere chance, and its explanation is not far to seek. I t is clear that the large river beds,and
still more the broad belts of vegetation that moisture must always have maintained along them,
\vould inevitably make the accumulations of drift-sand less heavy, and consequently their corrosive
effect when in movement less great, on that side which, in respect of the prevailing wind direction,
would lie under the lee of the river beds. Now all the surface features due to wind-erosion that I
have observed, from the Lop desert to the fragments of the old transverse range about MarPI-bishi,
conclusively prove the prevailing direction of the winds a t work in the T l r i m basin to have always
lain from N E . or E N E . to SW. or WSW. Keeping this fact in \:iew, it is easy to realize from the
map that the Khotan river flowing approximately from south to north could afford that protection
only to such portions of the old hill range as lay near to the west of it. Thus the survival of the
MazHr-tlgh, to a distance as actually traced of some fourteen miles from the river's left bank, is
fully accounted for.
Turning to the area where the range is adjoined by the Yirkand river we find conditions someProtection
what different. Here the general bearing of the river's course is approximately from S. 243' \\'.
riverme
to N. 63' E . , or roughly \VS\V. to E N E . , and thus approximately the same as the rev ailing
belts.
wind direction. If account is taken of the width of the riverine belts of vegetation-and o\\'ing
to the close \.icinity of the Klshgar river delta it is particularly great on the left or northern bank
of the Yirkand river-it is evident that the hills near either side of the YHrkand-daryi must
receive some protection from corroding drift-sand ; but this would necessarily be more effectire
on the left bank, where the vegetation belt is greatly increased by the added moisture from the
end of the KHshgar river. T h e map shows us topographical facts in close agreement with this
theoretical assumption ; the high ant1 relatively broad massif of the Maril-blshi Mazir-tigh lies
near the left bank, and the distinctly lower and more attenuated ridges of Chok-tHgh and Kum-tHgh
lie on the right. I t is further fully in keeping with the above theory that we find the detached ridges
to the north and north-east of the MarHI-bishi NIazHr-tigh sinking lower and lower the farther
away they lie from the protection of the riverine belts of the Kiishgar-daryH. Thus the B E I - ~ ~ ~ ~
is distinctly lower and more erotled than the 6 k u r - m a z i r - t ~ ~ofh which it is a prolongation (Map
NO. 8. A , R. I ) , ant1 the L i I - t i g h lower than thr hills near T u ~ n s h u k . A rob able explanation
found for the almost total effacement of the ancient range where its line approaches at right angles
the outermost Trien-shm or I<elpin-tsgh, presumably of geologically later origin ; here the
Shikarwai knoll (Map No. 8. A. I ) appears to form its only remnant.
Persistence
These observations are offered with all the reserve lrhich my want of systematic geologlral
of Iactors training necessarily imposes. But it may at least be claimed for them that they are consistent
aRecting
.
with that method, the application of which, as a safe guide to the genetic history of present
desert
Iormationr.
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formations,has been convincingly proved by the researches of Professor J. Walther.l0 T h e conditions which are at present progressively wearing down that ancient range across the Taklamakln
are likely to have been determining factors all through those ages which have seen it in course of
being broken up and reduced to its present insignificant dimensions. Variations of climate may
have retarded or accelerated the process ; but in its essential features it must always have been
the same, ever since the T l r i m basin became what it is, a huge drainage-less area cut off from connexion with the ocean.
The explanation here conjecturally proposed helps us to trace a likely continuation of the IIiII above
ancient range to the south-east, much farther away than the MazLr-tHgh on the Khotan river.
I have noted elsewhere that the Mazlr of I m l m Ja'far S l d i q , the famous pilgrimage place at the 01 Niya
termination of the Niya river, rises on a low isolated hill surrounded on all sides by dunes.1' This river.
hill, or rather flat-topped ridge, is co\.ered with stony detritus overlying reefs of rock-salt. I regret
not to have brought away any specimen of the decomposed rock, and that the geological formation
of the ridge remains for the present uncertain. But reference to the general map of Serindio shows
that this denuded rock island lies almost exactly in the direct continuation to the south-east of the
line passing through the BEl-tlgh and Okur-mazHr-tlgh, and only a little to the north of the line
connecting the Mazlr-tHgh of Marll-blshi with the M a z l r - t l g h on the Khotan river. May we
not have here the final isolated remnant of the same ancient hill-range striking across the TaklamakHn, and completely decayed in this last portion ?
The analogy presented by the survival of the two Mazlr-tlghs and of the I m l m Ja'far SBdiq
hill, in each case above the west bank of a large river course, suggests the further query whether
remains of the same ancient range may not be traceable also in a corresponding position west of
the Keriya river, say between ChPI-oghil and Yoghan-kum (Map No. 13. D. 4). I regret not
to have looked out for such traces when moving along this portion of the course of the Keriya
river in 1901 and 1908. But I should not feel surprised if the exceptionally high sands, appropriately called Yo~han-Rum,
were found to overlie some decayed hill formation. This would account
also for the delta of the dying Keriya river having its head just at Yoghan-kum.18
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LIST O F OHJECTS FOUND IN DESERT SOUTH-EAST O F C H O K - T ~ G H
S t o n e point ( a r r o w - h e a d ) , Neolithic ; very
C. x x v r l (E.of). 05. Fr. o f c h e r t c o r e , reddish yellow,
lrom wl~iclrlong narrow flakes have been struck. One
delicately tapered and rather finely worked. Rhombic
section flattened at broad end for junction \vith shaft. Dark
side unworked. Length
thickness i".
grey clrert, superficially disintegrated in places. Found
C'
XxV1r (E'Of)'
Fr'
Of
hard' grey-brown;
on surfac~of dusty soil, c. 4 milcs SE.. of C . xxv. I.ength
granular fracture, as C. x x r l l . 019. Roughly worked.
2r, width nt base A", gr. thickness &". PI. S S I I .
Edges very sharp and clean. Irregular triangular shape.
C. XXv. 03. Flint (7) p o i n t ; curved, retouched on one
2~
I- , I * .
edge. Dark horn colour, semi-transparent. Broken a t
C.
XXVII
(E.of). 07. F r . of s t o n e ; hard, grey, shaped
base. Same provenance as preceding. IxnRth
Kl.
like lower end ol scabbard, perhaps part of hone. Rounded
width i'g", gr. thickness i3ti".
C- XXVlI (E.of). 01. Chert c o r e , conical, sllowina long
nt One end' 3*" I'
tapering +in'
narrow surfares of fracture. Uase 9" dinm., h. 1".
C. x x v ~ (E.
r of). 08. Fr. of s t o n e ; hard, greyish-brown,
granular fracture as 015, &c., showing bulb of percussion.
C. x x v r ~ (E.of). 00-3. T w o frs. of w o r k e d s t o n e ;
ri"x
x 4".
to grey, sllowing bulb of percussion. Gr. hI. ri$".
xxvrl (E.of). 04. Fr. of w o r k e d s t o n e . Roughly
C. xxvrr (E. of). 09. S h e l l s found on dunc 3 miles E.
cuboid, one side slightly pointed and
of C. x x v ~ l . Probahly Lirnneidae ; cf. C. ~ ~ 1 1 01 2. 3 .
conchoidal
touches. Opposite side broken. t"x 4" x $".
Cr. hl.
C. XXV.

0%.

a",

'

A".

Ilis classical work, Das Grsr~:der Il'iislenbildrrng.
PP 4 32 sq., and passim.
" See

17

Cf. Amienl liholan, i. pp. 313 ~ q .
&e Desert Cathay, ii. p. 410.
N
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C. xxvn (E. oQ. 010. Frs. of fossilized vegetable
matter. Fr. nf shell (Limneidae ?) and egg-shcll. Gr.
h!. c. I".
C. xxvn. 011. Stone flake ; hard. hlack as
scraper (?). Gr. M. 2".

01j.

&c. ;

C. xxvr~.015, 016. Two frs. of worked stone:
irregular shape and rough. Black, with fine granular iracture. Gr. fr. 28' x I)" x :c". Smaller fr. I" x
x :b".
C. xxvlr. 017. Fr. of worked stone; black flint (?);
irregular lump. Gr. hl. ti".

C. xxvrr. 018. Pebble, water-worn and sand-corroded ;
mottled grey and cream ; has appearance of partially
disintegrated gneiss. I' x g" x A'.
C. xxvrr. org. Fr. of worked (7) stone; pinkish
brown ; granular fracture, a s C. x x r l r (E. 01). 06.
Irregular shape. Gr. hl. 13".

river.

XXVII.

r.

C. xxvlr. 031. Stone flake (blade) ; long narrow,
yellowish grey, single-ribbed ; two-edged. Ends also

probably worked ; fine granular fracture. I&" x x
C. xxV11. oaa-3. Two Stone flakes (frs. of blader),
narrow ; 032 with pyramidal ridge ; 033 flat on lower
surface which is longitudinally concave ; singleedged ;
relatively broad back ; both back and edge retouched.
Rulk a t upper end where flake is broad ; tapering down.
wards and broken in narrowest part showing almost
equilateral-triangular section. Deep brown flint ; sandworn. Cf. C. x x v . 03. I" x i$"at broadest part.
;6g,

C. xxvrr. 034-5. Two stone flakes (frs. of blades),
narrow ; 034 hard black stone of fine grain, with double
ridge. P" x
; 035 horn-coloured flint, semi-hansparent, slightly curved.
x 8".

::'

C. XXVII.
ono. Fr. of stone ; fine, hard, black ; granular
fracture, as 015, &c.
Irregular shape (accidentally
broken ?). Gr. M. I&".

C. XXVII. 036-7. Two frs. of stone flakes; black
and red flint (?) resp. Indeterminate. Gr. M.

C. XXVII.021-7. Seven frs. of worked stone ;
horn-colour t o red. Irregular shape, some appearing t o
be accidentally broken rather than worked. 024 sandworn. Gr. hl. ( 0 2 : ) 18".

C. XXVII.
038-40. Three Cis. of worked stone; hard,
black, of fine grain, as 08, 011, 01j, &c. 039 shows bulb
of percussion ; 040 roughly crescent-shnped, with brmd
rough back opposite edge. Gr. fr. (040) ~ t x' 3" x A'.
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028-30. Three frs. of stone ; hard, grey,
029 shows striated curved furrows on under (i. e. concave)
sidc ; 030 sand-worn on one side. Gr. fr. (029) I ; $ ' x ( ~ ~ ,
width)

C.

r.

T H E MAZAR-TAGH O F KHOTAN

Baulked in my attempt to strike for the Khotan MazHr-tlgh straight through the Taklamakin,

I decided to reach it by the nearest practicable route along the Ysrkand and Khotan rivers. By

the third day of our return march from amidst those formidable sand ' DawHns ' we had gained
the east flank of the Chok-tHgh, where fortunately a bare stony ' Sai ', intervening between the
foot of the rugged hills and a huge ridge of sand on the east, offered easy going. It was doubly
welcome in the blizzard that had met us just as we got clear of the dunes. Crossing thence a last
offshoot of the Chok-tHgh, we gained the YHrkand river (Fig. 79) near a water-mill visited by people
of Chigan-chiil, a large village in the direction of Tumshuk. There we forded the river, and after
a long day's tramp through the luxuriant riverine jungle of the left bank were so lucky as to
secure ponies from grazing grounds of Chigan-chiil. They enabled me to push ahead of our camel
cara\.an, with which I left the Surveyor, and by four rapid *arches (November 5-8)' through
hitherto unsurveyed jungle tracts, to reach the extreme south-western edge of the cultivated zone
of Ak-su.
T h e first three marches from Tushkan-chiil, C. x x x ~ led
, through portions of the wide jungle
blarclies
belt
that
follows
the
YHrkand
river
(Maps
8.
c.
I ; 7. c, D. I), in which tracts of forest abounded!
rlverlne
jungle k i t . living and composed mostly of wild poplars. T h e track we followed, not without difficultyowing
to inadequate guidance, approached the vicinlty of the winding main river-bed only in a few places*
But water was obtained a t our camping places near Kapa-jainak and Kelpin-satma from a large
bed known as Arpa-akin, which during the summer floods receives the surplus of the waters
charged by the Yirkand river into the great marsh area south of Tumshuk. This bed reunitcs
7'
with the main Yirkand river above the conspicuous sand hillock known as Acha-dong (Map

'".
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a point called Kizil-ziHrat (Map NO. 8. C. I ) we passed a small area of cultivation recently
4).
opened by a few Dolln families from the A b l d tract of Ak-su, and flocks of sheep belonging to
~ k - '~Bais
u ' were found grazing even higher up the river.
Beyond Acha-dong living Toghraks became rare, and much dead forest and dead tamarisk-cones Journey t o
(Fig. 84)showed that this area had for a long time past ceased to receive water from the river, though Gh6ra-ch61a maze of dry beds evidently connected with it was passed here.' Towards the end of a thirty-one
miles' march over desolate waterless ground, living vegetation became again more frequent, until
at last at Palls-yepti we reached a marshy bed holding a sluggish stream. I t was said to receive its
water from the Kara-kol branch of the dying KLshgar river, and the survey effected a year and
a half later along
- the Ak-su-Tumshuk high road (Map No. 7. c. 4) has shown reason to believe that
Making thence our way
this bed represents, indeed, the final termination of the K L s h g a r - d a r ~ l . ~
to the NE:, past patches of abandoned cultivation and marshes, we reached on the morning of
Novelnber gth the-extensive but poorly cultivated village tract known as Gh6ra-chd. I t forms the
southernmost portion of the A b ~ dcanton belonging to the district of Ak-su (Map No. 12. A. 4)
and receives its irrigation from the Ak-su river. Settled by indolent DolZns who have only in
modern times taken to agricultural life,a the tract offered but scanty resources. My arrival not
having been foreseen and arranged for a t district head-quarters, it was only with considerable
difficulty that I secured the half-dozen ponies that were needed to enable me to push up the Khotan
river by forced marches.
Fortunately a great change in the Khotan river's terminal course, that had taken place since New term y passage in 1908, helped us considerably in shortening this journey. From a point known a s
Yalghuz-kum the river had turned off to the north-west into what before was probably an old dry
bed of its delta (Map No. 13. A, B. I ) . This opportune change allowed us on ~ o v e m b e r11th tb
strike straight across to the SSE. of Gh6ra-chol and to reach the Khotan river end by a single
march, instead of having to make the great detour towards the old route a t the junction of the
Ak-su and YLrkand rivers (Map No. 12. A. 4). Crossing the latter a t Kochatlik, where we found
a ferry installed,' we moved for about ten miles across a tamarisk-covered steppe. There numerous
dry beds lined with living Toghraks clearly showed by their direction that they had once carried
water derived from the YHrkand river. Some six miles beyond we passed deep ' YHrs recently
cut by the Khotan river floods, and then arrived a t the new bed, nearly a mile wide but quite dry.
Water, however, was easily found, a s elsewhere along the lower Khotan river, by digging a \veil
under the steep bank of the bed. Next day a march of some twenty-eight miles along the new
river-bed, itself repeatedly split up into several branches in true delta fashion, brought us to the
point known as Yalghuz-kun~,where it diverged from the old bed as surveyed in 1908 (Map No.
1.3- B. I). Most of the ground traversed by the new river-bed showed but scanty scrub, and beds
of reeds had begun to grow up only near its head. This confirmed the experience gained in 1908

.,

"$~&~

'

The indication of living trces and tamarisk-cones along
the route followed to tlie nol.~li-eastof Acha-kuduk (hlnp
No. 7. b. 4), as taken from Surveyor Muhammad l'lqulr's
plane-table, is misleading and ought to have bmn corrected.
It is possible that the Ghijra-akin (or GBrc-akin), a now
completely dry terminal branch of the Kishgar-daryl that
I noted in 1908 north of Tumshuk (cf. Srrindia, iii. p. 1309)~
and again in 1915soutli of Yaide (Map No. 7. c. 4), niay
a!? at one time have reached the Yirkand river belt in this
\ ~clnity.
Perhaps the name GhCra-rlrd bornc by the rewntly

'

colonize11 ground in the extreme south of the Abid tract
of ilk-su may have some connesion wit11 it.
a Cf. Scriridia, iii. p. 1296. Gh6ra-cliol was said to have
hcen settled undcr Chinese orders ill 1877,on the reconquest
of the ' New 1)oniinion '. The abandoned cultivation I had
noticed at Sailat-terck on my way from the Kara-lid term in;^tion was ascribed to an attempt a t colonizition made about
a century ago
We found here water flowing in a channcl, about
75 feet wide and 59 feet dcep in the middle, with a velocity
ol 1.7 fool pcr second.

'
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on our desert crossing to the Iceriya river end, as to the slowness with which vegetation follows
such deltaic changes.=
Journey up
Leaving Yalghuz-kum, where to my surprise I had found a small ' terelghal recently opened
by a few shepherds of A b i d , we followed the route u p the Khotan river-bed that I had previously
river-bed.
taken in 1908. Our fresh survey showed that the bed of the river, up to two miles wide in places,
had changed here but little. T h e distance to the Mazlr-tHgh was covered in four long marches,
These were made rather trying by the bitter cold, as much as 34 degrees Fahr. below freezing.
point combined with a cutting wind and a grey dust-laden sky. O n nearing DHrun-satma,where
we camped on November 16th, the bold river end of the Mazlr-tHgh, though rising only some
2 2 0 feet above the wide sandy bed, was already well in view. Three small hills, seemingly detached,
which were sighted rising above the big dunes to the south-west, evidently form part of the MazirtHgh ridge where it continues into the Taklamakln. One of them was said by Klsim to be visited
by people of I s l l m l b l d and TawakkEl for the sake of flints embedded in the rock.
November 17th was devoted to a fresh examination of the ruins on the top of the Ma&-tigh,
Ol~jects
refuse which had been previously explored in 1908 and are described and illustrated in Serit~dia.~
I had
of Mazlrt ~ ruins.
h
not been surprised to learn from K l s i m A k h ~ n when
,
he rejoined me a t KHshgar, that sincemy
former visit ' treasure-seekers ' from his native village of IslamHbPd had resumed their burrowing
around the ruined fort. They had not found the precious things they hoped for, but only small
remains of implenlents, &c., such as I had recovered in plenty from the debris within the small
fort and still more from the extensive refuse layers outside it. T h e specimens of their finds which
K l s i m A k h ~ nhad brought me, and which the List below s p e c i f i e ~ left
, ~ me in no doubt that they
were in general of same origin and date as those yielded by my clearings of 1908. They comprised inter aha plenty of wooden slips with Tibetan writing ; slnall pieces of paper with Tibetan,
Brlhmi, Uigur writing; fragments of a wooden bow and arrow-shafts (M. T l g h . 03, 046-8); pottery
stamps (026, 031, 049) ; horn and wooden combs (039-40, 041-2) and key (044) ; ~niscellaneous
wooden implements (021-4, 027, 032) ; string shoes (a++), &c., as shown by the specimens in
PI. V. \'I. But in addition to these relics, which obviously originated, like my far more numerous
and exactly similar finds of 1908, from the rubbish left behind by those who garrisoned the fort
in T'ang times, there were a few small objects, like the votive stucco plaques, showing a seated
Buddha (07-10, 028) and miniature clay StGpa (050), that pointed to some ruined shrine. And it
was just the remains of such a place of Buddhist worship that on my former visit I had failed to
trace-to my disappointment a t the time, I may add. For the very name Mazlr-tag11 and the
existence on the eastern edge of the hill of what were supposed to be tombs of Muhammadan saints
had made me look out for such remains, in view of the continuity of older local worship so con.
stantly proved a t such sites.
I n accordance with arrangements made from Marll-bHshi, Muhammad Beg, the intelligent
Refusc
layersunder local head of I s l l m l b l d , with a small number of diggers from the same place, had patiently
NW. wall of
fort.
awaited my arrival a t Mazlr-tlgh. Going with them over the ruins I soon found that the misce'laneous small relics first mentioned had come to light from refuse layers, much less extensive
those I had cleared in 1908, but exactly of the same origin, which Isl51nHbld men had come 'POn
under the north-western walls of the fort and its outer court. Small rock fragments and pebbles
carried up by the prevailing winds had covered the slope and previously hidden this rubb'sh
from view.
Vf. Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 406 sqq.
a

See Srritldio, iii. pp.

1285

~ q q . ; Figs. 329-31, 335;

PI. 59.
7 A few pieces of exactly similar character were subse-

quently received by me from Badruddin KhPn, the
Ak-sakil, who had acquired then) from '
[The hopcd-for inventory of l l l e Tibetan documents has
not yet been received.]
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Extensive burrowing in another place had yielded no ' finds ' whatever, but was nevertheless
of some interest. I had ascertained in 1908 that the large outer court of the fort must have been
used for stabling. The obvious evidence of this, thick layers of manure, had not prevented Tokhta
~ k h the~ chief
~ , ' Taklamaklnchi ' of IslHmHbHd and a queer person of the true ' treasure-seeki n g J type (Fig. 86), from digging a trench 6 feet wide and fully 10 feet deep along the inner side
NE. wall enclosing this court. This labour, performed with all the perseverance of a n
of
dam)&, had resulted only in laying bare the depth of the accu~nulationsof horse-dung, but
not without some profit in the way of archaeological evidence. It showed me that the outer enclosure
wall, standing to a present height of 6 feet and about 4 feet thick, had been built over a solid layer
of stable refuse already over 4 feet deep at the time. This clearly points to prolonged occupation
of the hill crest at this place before the extant Tibetan fort was built.R At the same time Tokhta
AkhGn's burrowing furnished me wlth an explanation of certain signs that had previously puzzled
me. In the court I had noticed marks of what seemed to have been a big conflagration. Yet of
destruction by fire I had failed to trace any evidence within the fort. Klsim A k h ~ nnow explained
that the charred condition of the lower masses of manure was due to a slow process of burning,
such as he had often observed a t the manure heaps of ' Oghils ' or herdsmen's stations. I t was
obviously due to this process that the walls of the court owed the burnt appearance of their brickwork.
A more interesting discovery, however, rewarded my examination of the steep and bery narrow
rocky spur with which the hill falls off eastwards to the river bank. In 1908 I had failed to visit
the stacks of beflagged poles that here mark the ' MazHr ' of some alleged Muhammadan saints,
about 50 yards from the fort and about loo feet below its level (PI. 3). I t was only now that I noticed
some old pieces of timber used for the rough enclosures of two of these stacks. As I looked for the
spot frorn which they might have been taken, my attention was caught by a small and very low heap
of debris on a little shelf of the slope below and about 68 feet frorn the hIaz2r (Fig. 91). T h e uniform
surface of decayed sandstone debris with which it was covered like the hill slope around, had here
hidden the badly eroded wall foundations of a small temple cella and its enclosing passage. T h e
surviving remains of beams and of tamarisk sticks set in rows, which a careful clearing revealed, left
no doubt that the small structure had been built in timber and wattle exactly after the manner of the
shrines first excavated by me a t Dandln-oilik and later a t Khldalik and elsewhere in the Khotan
region. That the scanty remains were those of a Buddhist shrine became quite certain when the
clearing brought to light well-carved wooden finials (hI. 'Tlgh. c. 06-8, PI. VI) of the same
type as those found at K l ~ i i d a l i k ,and
~ pieces of hard-faced fibrous plaster, originally laid over
a canvas backing, which manifestly had belor~gedto stucco relievos (M. THgh. C . 01-4). Tiny
fragments of painted stucco, evidently from frescoed walls, could also be picked up in the debris.
A badly weathered piece of wood, probably from a piece of panelling (M. THgh. C. i. 01, PI. YI),
showed elaborate ornamental carving of a style found elsewhere at Khotan sites.
The dimensions of the cella, I 3' 8" by I I ' 2", could be traced by means of the foundation beams
and, outside it on the east, the wall of an outer passage 5'6" wide (PI. 3). Here remains
Of stuccoed image bases, one of semi-circular shape between two rectangular ones, each about two
feetacross, were still distinguishable. T h e structural remains must have suffered badly from winderosion and been reduced to insignificant dimensions long before my visit in 1908. But there is
good reason to believe that their final destruction was the result of subsequent treasure-seeking
operations.' From these came in all probability the above-mentioned votive plaques showing
a seated Buddha (M.T l g h . 07-10, 028) and other small relics (M. T i g h . 020, 050) that Kisim

' Cf. Snindia, iii. p. rzgr, lor a suggestion concerning
"le

natcll-tower a

h e

the fort, which may possibly be of

carlier date.
0 See Scrbrdia, i. p, 194, liha. viii.

ooa
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Akhfin had brought me. Scanty as were the remains traceable on the spot, they amply
to prove that it had been occupied by a Buddhist shrine, evidently of the period (eighth to ninth
century) when the ruined fort was last tenanted by Tibetans. But the main interest of the remains
rests on the fact that they provide direct archaeological evidence of continuity of local worship
having here too, as so often elsewhere in Central Asia, turned a place of Buddhist
into a
~ u h a m m a d a n' MazHr ' ? O
Here I may conveniently add that the strike of the reddish strata, mainly marl and =labaster,
composing the hill range, which, as Fig. 92 shows, have been laid bare very clearly by wind-erosion
on the hill crest close to the ruined fort, was found to be exactly from S E . to NW., with a dip of
20' to the SW. ; this agrees very closely with the direction of similar strata observed in the hills
north-east of Marll-blshi.ll T h a t the general bearing of the Khotan MazHr-tHgh points clearly
to its genetic connexion with the former hill range has already been i n d i ~ a t e d ? ~The appearance of the disintegrated rock flakes covering the M a z l r - t l g h slopes closely recalled the fine red
detritus observed a t the foot of the K u m - t l g h and again on our third desert march south-east of
the Chok-tHgh.
I had to abandon my intention of surveying the M a z l r - t l g h range farther into the desert
north-westwards than had been possible in 1908, owing to the heavy strain that the long series of
preceding forced marches had put upon our camels and men. Nor could I allow them a preliminary
rest here without a loss of time of which the programme of the winter's explorations far away to
the east did not permit. S o I let Surveyor Muhammad YHqGb with the camels move by easy stages
behind me along the route, not previously mapped, that leads from the junction of the Kara-kish
and Yurung-klsh along the former river to Kara-klsh town (Map 14. A. I). I myself hastened
ahead to Khotan by the direct route that I had followed in 1908, and covered the distance of close
on I 20 miles in four days. Passing through the outlying oases of I s l l m l b l d and Tawakkil, I had
occasion to note a considerable extension of the cultivated area, with a correspondingly large increase
of the population, since my visits of 1900 and 1908.13
From IsllmlbPd I detached A f r l ~ - ~ K
u lh l n to examine ruins reported in the desert east of
the Yurung-klsh river. His survey proved them to be identical with those of the Ramk and
Jumbe-kum sites already explored by me in 1go1.1~ But near the Rawak Vihiira the dunes had
since shifted in position and now disclosed, about 60 yards to the NE. of that great ruin) the
remains of a previously unsurveyed structure, about 48 feet square, roba ably also a templeUnfortunately its walls were found eroded almost to the ground, and no close determination Ivas
possible. O n November 21st I regained my old haunts a t Khotan, and there, to my pleasant
surprise, found Sir George Macartmy just arrived on a n official tour from Kishgar.
OBJECTS BROUGHT BY KASIM AKlIUN
Ta8h. 01. Length of hemp rope, in good condition.
Knot at one end. Length 4' a', diam. a".
M. Tagh. 03. End of
bow ; llard
Towards centre, flattened and spliced to strong band of
animal fibre, prob. a large tendon. splicebound
fine
lo For references, see Ancient Khokrtr, i. p. 611, S.V. local
worship ; Snindia, iii. p. 1546 ; J.R.A.S., 1910, pp, 839 sqq,
Cf. Hedin, Rcisrn in 2.-A., pp. 221, 223.
See above, p. 81 sq., 88 sq.
I' In 1900 Tawakkel, together with IsltimPbPd, was
reckoned at 1,000 households ; cf. Ancietrt Kholan, i. p. 132.

AND OTHERS FROM ~IAZAR-TAGH
fibre and covered with black pigment. Posterior
of bow flattened ; anterior, rounded keel-sha~ed.
flattened laterally and notched for how-st"& E ~ ~
well made ; cf. Serit~dia,iv. PI. LI, M. 'rag'', a. *'7'
Length 1' 9', width a t centre 1h'. PI. "1.

NOW1 , 7 houses
~ ~ were counted at TnwakkL.1 and 3" more
a t IslPmlbBd. This oasis, along with yanfi-arik ladher
separate
south, also much grown, had h e n formed into
IEg-ship (rninglik).
1' Cf. Ancienl I\'hotarr, i. pp. 483 sqq., 502.

~

~
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M. Tagh. 04-6. Three string shoes with open-work
,ides. Similar to Ser. iv. PI. XXXVII, L. A. vr. ii. 0025,
but finer workmanship. hfuch worn and ragged. Wrapped
in piece of canvas. 04, 10" x 4". 05, 7f" x 3b'. 06,
7i" x 3f". See PI. VI.
M. Tagh. 07-8. Two votive stucco plaques, in red
clay, from same mould. Seated Buddha on lotus in pose
of meditation, surrounded by pear-shape halo of pearls
within flames. Very roughly done. For similar plaques
see Yo. 0137, PI. I11 ; also hl. Tlgh. 09-10, 028. 3f'x z'.
M. THgh. 09-10, Frs. of three stucco plaques similar
to hl. THgh. 07, but from different mould. 3&' x 2 t ' .
M. TPgh. 011. Conlcal wooden 5oat (7) or shuttle, or
handle lor closing snare. IIole drilled through thick end.
Through hole passes string, knotted a t one end to prevent
slipping; other end knotted in loop. Groove round thinner
end of wood and hole in middle of same end running up
into interior. Length pi", diam. t o i9s". PI, VI.
M. TBgh. 0x2-13. T w o frs. of string netting, of about
I' mesh, made of various thicknesses of string.
M. Tngh, 014. Two thin woollen cords and one of
dnrk brown goat's hair, knotted in fashion of rosary. or5
pale blue wool. Lengths I' 54" and 3".
M. THgh, o l e r g . Bronze and stone frs., threaded on
string.
016. White marble spinning whorl, broken a t one side.
Diam. Q', h. 1". PI. vt.
017. Well-designed bronze buckle, elliptical D ; the
straight side formed of two parallel thin bars with
f* space between, terminated a t ends by projecting
pieces from that side of the D. No tongue. Good work.
11. ~ t "width
,
I&". PI. VI.
M. TBgh. ono. Fr. of wooden border ; oblong, conves
on front, which is painted with simple scale imbrications
in black outline. No colour remains. Both ends sawn or
otherwise cut, and long edges cut, Back split off. Length
2&", width I", gr. thickness Q".
M.THgh. ozr. Small wooden cleat or l~andleof string
used for twisting churn stick. Round, narrowing to each
end ; sunk channel in centre. Chisel-cut. Length 2 3 " .
diam. !An. PI. VI,
M. TBgh. 021-3. Two wooden stopper-like objects,
with broad flat heads, worn hy cords a t neck. Perhaps
floats for fishing net. Gr. diam. I$", 11. 11'. PI. 1'1.
M. THgh. 024. Wooden object like cricket ball;
round, with incised annulets ; slightly narrowed a t one
end ; pointed knob with thin neck a t other. Not turned ;
chisel-cut. Remains of pink paint or lacquer ; black a t
lllunt end. Perhaps handle of stamp. 11. 31') diam.
Q'. PI. v1.
M.TQh. oa6. Circular pottery stamp. IIenvy, roughly
made, with projecting handle a t back. IIord pink clay
with thin pink glaze in parts. Pattcrn : pair of peacocks,
adorsed, regardant, wings upraised, tails down, beaks

almost touching ; standing on lotus, surrounded by small
pearls. Well designed. Diam. z$", h. 11". PI. \'.
M. TBgh. 027. Wooden pear-shaped object, with neck
near thin end, round which is tied a piece of string. Perhaps
float for fishing net ; cf. M. Tagh. 022-3. 2 f " x 18.x ~ f ' .
PI. VI.
M. TBgh. 028. Votive clay plaque, similar t o hl. TBgh.
07. Broken (now joined). 3" x zf'.
M. TBgh. oag. Clay spinning-whorl ; roughly spherical,
burnt clay, pierced with large hole. Dinm. 1'.

M. TBgh. 030. Hard clay seal ; dome-shaped a t back,
with one hole drilled through laterally, and another
partly tlirougli from centre of back. Device on face :
a scattered arrangement of signs roughly incised ; bird,
crosses, Svastika, &c. Diam. I:~", 11. I". PI. CXI.
M. TBgh. 031. Hard clay mould of eight-petalled rosette.
Prob, potter's mould. Diam. 21". PI. 1'.
M. Tggh. 032. Flat wooden spatula; spade-shaped,
smooth from wear. Handle broken. 41" x x &". PI. VI.
M. TBgh. 033, 035-7. Four wooden writing-slips ;
whole or broken, blank. 033 and 035 join into one complete
slip. All have hole drilled near one end. 033 and 035,
8:" x 3" x 8".
M. TBgh. 039. Portion of horn comb, similar to %I.
Tigh. 040. 2t" x 14" x 2s". PI. VI.
M. Tagh. 040. Horn comb, with spreading ends and
slightly arched back. Unusually long ; teeth badly broken.
Well made. 4f' x 2&"x A". PI. V1.
M. TBgh. 041-2. Frs. of t w o wooden combs, unusually narrow. General shape as 81. Tdgh. 040. oqr,
1
rx 1" x
0@, 2 4 p l x 12" x 8". PI. VI.
M. TBgh. 043. Fr. of wood, with traces of brush-drawn
lines in black. ?in
x 1" x i".
M. TBgh. 044. Wooden key, with holes for five pegs of
which two remain. Handle drilled for cord. CI. Scr. iv.
PI. xVI1, Klia. is. 008 and \.. 006, and full description
of ancient wooden lock and key, ibid., i. p. 191 srl. 4'x
3.x t". PI. v r .
M. THgh. 045. Wooden object of unknown use. As
seen from side, of long wedge shape, upper edge curved
from broad end downwards. At under-side of broad end,
rectang. piece cut away. IIole drilled through broad
end, and a second
from other end. Lower edge flat,
upper rounded. Length 48', gr. h. I., width A". PI. V1.
M. T ~ g h .046-8. Frs. of three wood or cane
arrow.shafts, with whipping of gut. 046, reed ; 047,
wood (?) ; 048, cane, showing notch. Longest (047) 8 r ,
diam. 1'.
M. Tagh. 049. Hard clay mould of rosette, composed of
eight enclosed palmettes round circle of pearls, with inner
circles of cable and pearl patterns. At outer edge, between
plmettes, single pearls. Prob. potter's mould. Diam.
41.. PI. v.
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M. TBgh. 050. Cone of hard red clay; prob. miniature
Sttipa, roughly made, with three bases. No detail. H.
J", diam. of base, 2r.
M. Tggh. 051. Two frs. of hemp (7) string. Lengths
2' 11' and I' 4".
M. THgh. 0635-7. Frs. of three wooden arrowshafts, unlacquered (0637 cane). 0635 shows notched
butt and remains of binding; other end broken off ant1
charred. 0636 also shows remains of binding. Lengths
I O ~ ~I"O, ~ "98"
, ; gr. thickness On. PI. 1'1.
M. TBgh. 0638. Fr. of wooden arrow-shafts,showing
notched butt painted red, and remains of feathers and
binding. Cf. Scr. iv. PI. LI, M. T5gh. b. 007-10, Rrr.
Length g&", g.thickness a". PI. VI.
M. TBgh. 0639. Fr. of woollen fabric, fine buff, soft
and evenly woven. Several frs. sewn together, double.
Perhaps comer of padded garment. Much tom. I' 5" x 1'.
M. TBgh. 0640. Wooden stamp; flat, square, with
slanting string-hole pierced through edge a t two opposite
sides.
Device (in cavetto) : a square in outline, with diagonals
crossing and leaving four raised triangles. I n centre of
each of these again is small sunk triangle, the apex in
one pair pointing in same direction as apex of raised
triangle ; in other towards its base.
Good condition ; back worn. IYith it, shreds of twisted
fibre string, two thicknesses. 2f"x 2 % "c.~ 8". PI. VI.
M. TBgh. 0641-3. Three wooden dice, cubical ; 0641
and 0642 have numhers marked by small ink circles,
0643 b y drilled depressions &" in diam., made with fine
centre-bit.
System of numbering irregular, 0641 having I opposite
3, 2 opposite 5, and 4 opposite 6 ; 0642 and o G u having
I opposite 4, 2 opposite 5 , and 3 opposite G. Cf. Ser. iv.
PI. LI, hr. I. iii. 004 ; iii. pp. 1293 srl., M. Tagh. a. 0031 ;
n. iv.00172, k c . 064r,0642c. $"cubclo6q3
cube. PI. VI.
M. Tlgh. 0644. Fr. of stone, pinkish-white. Long and
narrow, roughly shaped with flat luck. sloping sides, and
high narrow flat face allirh is cut away a t one end. Notch
cut in either side, near other cnd. Length I:", width 3"
t o I", gr. thickness h".
M. TPgh. 0645-0646. Two stone beads; soft, white,
diam. 1".
cylindrical with narrow hole. Lengths :in and in,
I.TPgh. 0647. Square of woollen fabric ; light buff,
very soft and regularly woven. 11"x 9".
I.Tlgh. oQ8. Reed pen, as Ser. iv. PI. Lr, hi. I , xlii.
003. One side split away. Length 31".
I.
Tlgh. 0649. Wooden Implement; rounded stick, of
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gr. diam. (t")6f" from one end. At this point a shoulder,
C. i
',' deep, has been cut all round and thence smoothly
tapered t o the opposite end. Towards long end it is also
smoothly tapered most of the way, but has subsequently
been cut roughly for the last 12". Use uncertain. Length
86". PI. VI.
M. Tlgh. 0650. Wooden stick, very smoothly trimmed,
cut t o abrupt point (broken) a t one end, and to long
tapering point a t one side of stick (modem pen-farhion)
a t other end. Length 7&', diam, iS,". PI. VI.
M. TBgh. 0651. Fr. of reed; bevelled off in blunt point
a t one end, broken a t other. Length gf", thickness f".

M. T6gh. 0659. Fr. of wooden implement; part O[
shaft, expanding slightly t o long octagonal (?) head, one
side of which is split away. Remains of gut or fibre
binding immediately below head. Length of whole sin,ol
head a$" ; diam. of shaft t", of head &". PI, VI.
M. TBgh. 0653. Crescent-shaped piece of wood,
smoothly cut, curve only slight ; remains of pink paint
over w h d e with band of black along shorter curve on onc
side. Use uncertain. Inner edge smoothed by friction,as
from use as polisher. Length of arc (tip to tip)
gr.
width I", thickness f" to c. i'.
M. TPgh. 0654. Fr. of flne woollen (7) canvas, showing
remains of paint (unintelligible) on each side; perhaps
painted banner. Binding preserved along one long edge and
a t one corner; edges otherwise tom. 12tUx6%".

4r,

M. TBgh. 0655. a . Fr. of drawing (brought by RLim
Akhin). Shows part of group of horses, galloping. Two
horses complete except for hind legs ; both heads \r.ell
drawn, A third horse behind other two has lost its head ;
all have full manes. The nearest coloured a dull pink,
second a grey brown, and third buff. A few roughly
written Tibetan characters scattered about the paper.
Original pasted to new paper. 11"x72". PI, VII.

M. Tlgh. 0655. b. Fr. of drawing on paper (brougllt
by K k i m kkhiin). Youthful figure, in long smock fastening down L. p, side, black waist-belt, black top-boots, is
leading a camel (?) and a I~orse. His face is full rind
hairless, hair of his head parted in centre and dressed in
two knolx, one on each side. IIe carries a whip in his
R. hand and grasps a bunch of reins in his left.
All that remains of the animals is the nose of a horse
or catnel to which a single cord is attached, and the
uplifted forefeet of a horse which must be ~rancing.
pair of reins lead from youth's hand horizontally back from
him and must belong to n second animal. Torn auay
t o R. Fr, has been badly pasted on to a piece of p3Per~to
preserve it. IO$" x 3". PI. VII.

*

OBJECTS RECOVERED FROM RUINED SIIRINE BELOW FORT

M. TBgh. c. 01. Fr. of plain plaster. with thin backing
of similar material, thickly matted with silky fibre. Facc
has separated from hnckinp. prob. owing to one surface
being too dry when the other was applied, Associated

with this, one Ir.
length of string
a kind of rosary.
M. Tlgh. c. 09.

of felt, two pieces of canvas and a short
tied into small knots close to.5ether "
Stucco 71" x 44".
Fr. of plaster ; plain, similar in rll

PAST T H E MAZAR-TACH O F KHOTAN
resprrts to M. THgh. c. or, but slightly thinner. Fibre
long and laid parallel. 8 6 " x 26".
M,Tagh. c. 03. Fr. of plaster, similar t o M. T i g h . c. or,
but slightly thinner and laid over canvas. Fibrous plaster
used to-day, but with closer canvas than generally used
,low. Surface convex and painted grey. Much broken
and perished. 3f" x 2".
M. Tagh. c. 04-5. T w o frs. of plaster ; plain, similar
to M. T ~ g h c.
. or, &c. Gr. fr. 51" x 2)".
M. TBgh. c. 05. Fr. of plain stucco, similar to M. 'righ.
c. or. 5 t n x 2".
M. Tagh. c. 06. Turned wooden finial, with tenon
below not in centre. A thick-stemmed mushroom top rises
from a ribbed bulb with a narrow collar between. Below
bulb is saucer-shaped moulding resting upon broad plain
fillet. Well designed.
For similar finial, slightly elaborated,seeSer. iv. PI.xvIr,
Kha. viii. 002 ; see also hI. THgh. c. 07-8.
Cracked,
but well preserved otherwise. H. of finial 6)", diam. of
base 36'. Tenon I)" x I" x t".
M. TBgh. C. 07. Turned wooden finial, similar t o
JI. Tigh. c. 06,08. Cracked. H. of whole gf" (tenon 2 7 ,
diam. of base 3%'. P I VI.

M. Tagh. c. 08. Turned wooden finial, similar to
M. THgh. c. o6,07. Cracked. H. of whole 8t" (tenon I#"),
diam. of base 31".

M. T8gh. c. 1. or. Carved wooden stile, with rebate on
each long edge a t back and tenon a t one end. Carved
front is divided into three nearly equal parts. Of these,
centre division bowed outwards and divided lengthwise
into three main bands. Middle band cut into lozenge
shapes, by diagonal cross-cuts so placed that the two upper
edges of each lozenge are chamfered, while lower edges
are perpendicular t o background.
Band on each side shows strip of nail-head orn. bordered
by flat band on inner edge, and chamfer carved into
leaves on outer.
The two end divisions are alike. A broad petal shape
pointing towards centre comes next middle division, its
edge in relief of about f". From edge shape is concave
towards its base, holding in its hollow two smaller carved
bands divided Irom each other by a deep groove.
The outer member a t each end is a plain flat band.
Reserved raised piece between rebates a t back tapers
slightly. Badly split and weathered. H. with tenon IZ',
width at;", thickness 2" ; rebates c. $". P1, VI.

OBJECTS FOUND UNDER NORTH-WESTERN

M. Tegh. Fort. or. a-b. T w o frs. of wooden lock. (a)
Fr. of bolt, pierced with five holes, and showing groove
at one edge. 5%" x I 8" x 4". (6) Tumbler block belonging
to (a), pierced with five funnel-shaped holes. 2 f " x I " x 8".
PI. VI.

M. Tagh. Fort. oa. a-d. Wood and fabric frs. (a)
Oblong wooden tablet, no writing visible ; hole a t one

WALL O F FORT

corner, much weathered. 4)" x 3" x f " . (6) Chip of wood,
showing traces of black pigment. 3)" x I" x t". (c) Fr.
of grey felt. 44" x 3". (6)Fr. of check woollen fabric, blue
and white, close woven, in which above were wrapped.
Good condition. st" x 74".

M. TBgh. Fort. 03.
Length 12".

Bundle of reed straw, Irom wall.

CHAPTER IV
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FROM K H O T A N S I T E S

obliged to make a short halt a t Khotan town for various purposes, among others to
provide winter equipment for my large party and to raise a sufficient quantity of silver to meet
all financial needs until ~ n yarrival next spring in distant Kan-su. Moreover, a rest was needed
by all, both men and animals, who had shared the hardships of our desert expedition. I
the six days' stay to gather such antiques a s my ever-willing old friend Badruddin Khin, the
Ak-sal<%lof Indian and AfghPn traders, and the ' treasure-seekers' dispatched by him, had collected
from Y6tkan and from desert sites in the vicinity of the Khotan oasis. The sites named as the
provenance of these antiques had almost all been visited by me on my former journeys, and the
various classes of objects ascribed to them correspond in their character to the collections previously
obtained. Since the latter have been fully described and illustrated in Ancient Khotan and Scrindia,
a very brief synopsis of the new acquisitions will suffice here.
Provenance
As regards their provenance a word of caution may well be repeated.' Obviously objects
of anticlues
brought for sale to Khotan town or obtained from ' Taklamaklnchis ' cannot be assigned to particolleclcd.
cular sites with complete assurance. But their comparison with the proceeds of my own former
search a t the sites named supports the belief that the local distribution of the several series of objects
shown in the List below may be accepted as correct on the whole.
Terra-cotta
This applies particularly to the large and interesting series of antiques, mainly terra-cottas,
'gurines,
purporting
to come from YGtkan, the site of the ancient Khotan capital: and marked with YO.
&c., Iron1
T h e terra-cotta figurines and decorated pottery remains show the closest agreement with those
Yetkan.
obtained by me on previous occasions a t the site itself. A n endeavour has been made to arrange
them in definite groups for description in the List below, and this will facilitate comparison with the
corresponding objects in my previous collections, as well a s with those which Dr. Hoernle has
described in detail. Among vessels, complete or fragmentary, special attention may be called tothe
fine and excellently preserved terra-cotta bottle (Yo. 01, PI. I) having the shape of a pilgrim bottle
and resembling Samian ware ; the large pottery jug 'treated' by a recent hand (YO. 0158, PI. I) ;
the fragment (Yo. 08, PI. I) showing a Bacchic figure appliquC, of unmistakable GandhHra tYPel
with wine-skin and rhyton ; the handles with fine palmette ornaments (Yo. 011-15, PI. 1, 111) ; the
spout with an appliquC human head (Yo. 017, PI. I). Among appliquC fragments may be noticed
the well-furnished Gorgoneion face (Yo. 018, PI. I) ; the pieces (Yo. 2 0 a-d, PI. III), illustrating
an interesting development of leaf ornament ; the grotesque masks (Yo. 042, 055-7, PI. I) ; the
head of rat type (Yo. 040, PI. 1). T h e series of terra-cotta heads (Yo. 048-54, PI. 11, II1)l male
and female, comprise several specimens interesting for their type of coiffure. Among
figures camels and horses (Yo. 065-78, PI. 11, 111) are well represented, some retaining their riders
or loncls ; YO. 065 (PI. 111). with its mounted monkey, is very cleverly modelled. Figures of winged
horses and other grotesque animals, mostly from terra-cotta handles (YO. 079-99)) show
curious types (see PI. 1-111). As in the former collections, representations of monkeys) orte"n
Halt in
Khotan
town.
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' Cf. Ajtrirn! Kholan, i. p. 203 ; Snindia, i, p. 97.
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grotesque or comic attitudes (YO. 0104-123, PI. 11), are particularly frequent. O n the other hand
[he appearance among the terra-cotta remains of several small Buddha reliefs and fragments
(yo. 0133-6, PI. 11) is unusual. Whether the fragments of five votive plaques showing Buddha
seated (Yo. 0137, PI. 111) were really brought from Y6tkan seems very doubtful in view of the
softnessof the material and the similarity of their design with those found a t Mazgr-tHgh.3
Turning to miscellaneous acquisitions from Khotan I may note that those marked Kh. were
obtained during my stay a t Khotan, while the larger collection marked Bad-. was made subsequently by Badruddin K h l n and delivered to me in June, 1915, a t KHshgar. In the case of the
former it may be safely assumed that while most of the terra-cottas and other ceramic remains
come from YGtkan, the majority of the other objects, including all those in wood, plaster, and other
materials liable to destruction by moisture, were picked up on ancient wind-eroded sites beyond
the Khotan oasis, as alleged
by the men who brought them, all known to me from my former visits
as reaular
searchers
of
such
' Tati ' areas. Special mention may be made of the seals in metal,
(Kh.
03,
04,
06-7, 019, 0z3-4, PI. X) ; of the Buddha reliefs in soapstone (Kh.
stone, and glass
020-1, PI. X) ; and among the numerous beads of those in paste and agate (Kh. 028, 031, 074, PI.
X), which show a peculiar decorative technique. Some of the glass beads, too (Kh. 032, 034, &c.),
present interest by their treatment. Mr. K. Moldovack, a n Armenian gentleman settled a t Khotan,
kindly added to this miscellaneous collection some metal seals, coins, and a colossal stucco head
of Buddha (Kh. 0267, PI. VIII) probably brought from some site.like that of Ak-terek.' For this
valuable gift I am glad to record here my grateful acknowledgement.
The large and varied collection of Khotan antiques brought by Badruddin K h l n in 1915
comprises some series of which he had noted the alleged provenance. But since none of these show
any distinctive character and since, having received them at KHshgar, I was unable to test otherwise the correctness of that record, a briefindication below of the different places of alleged origin
will suffi~e.~Among the numerous terra-cotta remains, the face-mask ( ~ a d r029,
.
PI. V), the relief
with two well-modelled dancing figures (Badr. 033, PI. 11), and the pottery fragment with a fine
Byzantine-looking vine-leaf scroll (Badr. 0303, P1. V), deserve special mention ; similarly, among
stuccoes, the relief fragments of heads (Badr. 0283-7, PI. 111, V, XI), and the Buddha plaques (Badr.
0288-98, 0381, PI. 111). T h e miscellaneous stucco relief fragments (Badr. 0 4 2 4 8 , PI. V, S),by their
style and burnt condition closely recall my Ak-terek finds of 1906.~ Stucco representations of
Candharvis in different attitudes (Badr. 0340, 0348, &c., PI. XI) are frequent. Small metal objects
of interest are the bronze spoon and handle (Badr. 0112-14, PI. X) ; the miniature bronze pick-axes
(Badr. 01 15-16, PI. X), perhaps for ceremonial use ; the bronze seals (Badr. 0192-5, PI. X: ; 041 I ) ;
the miniature wine-jug (Badr. 0420) of classical shape. T h e carved wooden finial or halo (Badr.
0203)~reported as from Toghrak-mazlr, may well belong to the site of that name briefly described farther on. [For the important collection of antiques acquired from Rndruddin Khan
Mr. C. Hardinge, late Vice-Consul at KBshgar, and generously presented by hirn to the
Museum of Central-Asian Antiquities, New Delhi, in 1923, see Appendix M.]
Cf. :tbovr, pp. 92, 95; M. Tiigh. 07-10, 028.
For Hanguya ' Tati ', Khidrlik, Lachin-at5, ilrkalik.

' ('f.

Sfrindlo, i . pp. 134 sqq.
within brackets the following
find-places were indicated by Badruddin KhBn : Hnnguya
'Tnti ' ( 0 ~ 1 8 ,0204-51, 0322-37) ; Ak-tiken (020-37,
0'72-7) ; Kdta-kurnat (038-68, 0118-21, 02~7-321); Kh&(069) ; Lachin-at& (070-5, 0338-46) ; Kalalik (097114) ; Ybtkan (0122-46, o170--202) ; Toghrak-maziir (0203) ;
Bash-kumat (0249-61, 0383-93) ; Ynntnk-kuduk (0278-96) ;
Arknlik (0347-81).

' For the ohjects shown

cf. Serindia, i. pp. 134, 154sqq., 126.3, 134. respectively.
Ak-tiken is known to me ns nn alternative name used by
' TnklamakHnchis ' for the Knra-dong site ; scc Ancient
Khotan, i. p. 445. Toghrak-rnnzir is the small site, SE. of
Kotiz-langnr, which is hriefly described below. B h h kurnat and Kalta-kurnat are likely to be localities near the
jade-pits of Kurnat ; see Ancienf lihotan, i. p. 472. The
position of Knlnlik and Yantak-kuduk is unknown to me.
a See Serindia, i . pp. 134 sqq.
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Of the collection of small Khotan antiques brought by Badruddin KhHn four sets have been
separately listed owing to the interest attaching to their alleged provenance. The stucco relief
fragments, marked as from Chalma-kazHn and Kara-sai, agree very closely in character and in
their material, a peculiar hard white plaster, with the stucco remains recovered by me from these
two sites in 1908.' T h e finely designed bronze vase (Chal. 017, PI. X), showing low reliefornament
in Chinese style, was also said to have been obtained from Chalma-kaz~n. The origin of the re,
miscellaneous relief fragments, &c., said to have been found a t Kohmlri, the ancient sacred site
of the GoSriirga hill,8 cannot be verified in this way. But the attribution deserves nevertheless
to be specially noted, as it suggests that possibly the site retains some relics of the Buddhist convent
that Hsiian-tsang mentions a s standing near its sacred cave, though on my visits in 1900 and
1908 to the MazHr that now marks the site, I failed to trace any.B
Finally I have deemed it advisable to keep apart the collection of miscellaneous small antigues
acquired by me a t Khotan from Tokhta-Hkhiin, a ' treasure-seeker ' already well known to me,
as his statement that they were found by him mainly during searches of the adjoining ' Tatis' of
Arkalik and Hanguya is borne out by the general character of the objects, which agrees with that
of my own finds a t Ak-terek and elsewhere in this area.1° This collection is now marked Ark.
Hang. T h e occurrence in it of objects undoubtedly belonging to the early Muhammadan period,
such as the inscribed bronze fragment, Ark. Hang. 048, PI. X, and the carnelian seal, 066, and oC
ceramic ware with green glaze (030, PI. IX ; o61), is in full accord with my chronological observations regarding the ' Tatis ' a t and near the Ak-terek site." A t the same time some, if not most,
of the terra-cotta figurines and fragments, among which the wrestling monkeys (0x0, PI. II),
the graceful miniature vase (025, P1. XI), and the appliquC frog (031) deserve special mention,
may well have been added from Y6tkan or Tam-i5ghil.18
O n the last day of my stay in the Khotan oasis, November 29th, I was able to examine a small
site close to the south-eastern edge of the Sampula canton and about a mile to the south-west of
KotHz-langar (Map No. 14. A. 3). From there I had received in 1908 a few stucco relievo fragments,
evidently from a Buddhist shrine, and again during my latest visit to Khotan town some fragmentary leaves of paper in BrHhmi script and a variety of small remains to be noted presently."
O n the lowest of the narrow gravel ridges which mark where the foot of the westernmost spur
descending from the Tikelik-tzgh ends just above the cultivated area of the village of Jirak, Abbasl
one of my ' treasure-seeking ' party of 1906-8, pointed out to me the spot which had ~ieldedthe
above-mentioned relics. I t proved to be situated about 350 ~ a r d to
s the S S E . of a Zigrat, known
as Toghrak-mazlr, and about 150 feet above the level of the adjoining cultivation. Small debris
of stucco, evidently from relievo decoration of walls, and of the same type as the fragments received
in 1908, showed that a small shrine similar to those found a t Khldalik and andi in-oilik had Once
stood here. But it had been destroyed so completely that no trace of its walls survived. Frorn the
plentiful reed straw and dung mixed with the tiny debris it appears roba able that the ruin was at
one time used as a sheep pen. T h a t the posts, &c., of its walls had been subsequently worked
for use elsewhere, just as a t Khldalik, was suggested by the abundance of wooden chips.
By clearing the ground about 2 0 yards to the south of the destroyed shrine we brought to light
a rough pottery jar, 103 inches high, provided with two handles and closely resembling in shape

' Cf. Snindia, iii. pp. 1266sq., 1270sq., 1273, 1280 sq.
' See Ancicnr Khotan, i. pp. 185sqq. ; Snindia,iii. p. 1267.
' The point is of some interest in view of the alleged
discovery of the famous Dutreuil de Rhins MS. of the
Dhammapda a t the same site ; cf. Ancicnl Khoton, i. p. 188.
lo See Snindia, i. pp. 141 sqq.

Cf. ibid., i . p. 140.
See Anc. Kholan, i , pp. 472 sq.
13 The stucco fragments acquired in 1908 are defcribDd
and their provenance briefly indicated in Sflindia, "I. PP'
1266,note 9 ; 1270. The MS. fragments received in '913
arc marked Sattrp. 08-44 ; see hlr. Pargiter's: A p v d i s E'
'I
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the amphorae found at Kara-dong.'"bout
50 yards to the west I was shown the spot where the
remainsof paper manuscripts previously brought by Abbas had been found. T w o small fragments
in BrHhmi script (M.T. 01-z), one of them of a P6thi leaf, were recovered here in my presence and
his statement. We may accordingly accept as correct his attribution to the same spot
of the miscellaneous remains above mentioned. In addition to a small wooden tablet, bearing
three very cursive characters, apparently Tibetan (Samp. 05, PI. XI), and the remains of a painted
silk banner (Samp. 04), showing part of a head in faintly visible outlines, they comprise two
fragments (Samp. 07, PI. LXXVII) of a woollen tapestry border, woven in well-preserved colours
with a bold and interesting pattern.
SECTION11.-LIST

O F ANTIQUES ACQUIRED A T KHOTAN

ANTIQUES SAID T O HAVE BEEN BROUGHT FROM Yi)TKAN S I T E
intervals between them. On shoulder, remains of similar
r halfcircles. Above, remains of appliquC orn. : a ~ n i of
bottle, with short expanding neck and mouth, small
closed leaves curling downwards from upper edge, with
handles tucked under spreading lip, flat base. Each side
conventional rosette between. Decoration carelessly done.
decorated with fully open lotus occupying whole surface ;
H. 4". diam. 2", thickness f" t o &". PI. I.
two rows of petals with grotesque human head in centre
closely resembling Yo. 052, and Ser. iv. PI. 111, Yo. 0024n.
y o . 06. Fr. of side of terra.cotta vessel. Near lower
Bands of herring-bone pattern divide two sides. Surface
edge, broad raised ridge, running horizontally and notched
coated with rich red glossy slip resembling quality of
along apex.
Above, appliquk fig. of corpulent man,
Samian ware. The grotesque is applied and has no slip
squatting with knees wide apart and feet together resting
over it. Very good work. 6" x 49" x 31". PI. I.
on ridge.
Y o . oa. Pottery vase; small circular, flat bottom, short
Both hands on breast holding down narrow band of
neck expanding slightly to mouth with thickened rim.
drapery (?) which flows R. and L. over arms. Dress
Greatest circumlerencc I" from ground. Red, blackened
otherwise consists only of narrow loin-cloth, ankle-boots,
and three bangles incised on each wrist. Head lost.
by firing ; surface unsmoothed and sand-encrusted.
A. 21", gr. diam. 2 r , diam. of mouth I$". P I I.
Gr. M. 49", thickness &". PI. I.
Y o . 03. Pottery vase; small, circular, roughly made.
Yo. 07. Fr. of terra.cotta fig., possibly human, with
Shaped like Yo. 02, PI. I, but with slightly thickened rim
pointed basket hanging from R. shoulder ; or tail-less
only at mouth ; no neck. Hole in bottom. Buff, browned
Gandharvi, with human R. nrm coming from under wing.
by firing. H. xi", gr. diam. I$",diam, ot mouth I".
Casting of R. half only ; head and Ieet missing. General
Yo-3. Fr. of neck and handle ofterra-cotta vessel,
shape, a tapering half-cylinder finished off sq. a t narrow
end. Diam. here +",
a t shoulder end (broken) 1%". Back
wheel-made. Neck outward-curving with ogee rim. Handle
covered with small incisions, usually indicating fur or down;
comes away gracefully from below rim, dropping to meet
bulging shoulder.
remainder of body wit11 grooved lines, tapering, or running
parallel, towards narrow end.
Decoration :-on flat uppcr surface of rim, series of
The pointed obj. has two transverse incised lines near
punclled rings with dot centres ; round middle of neck,
tip, suggesting binding a t bottom of basket. Otherwise
three incised lines ; on side of neck, appliquC conventional
rosette with broad wedge-shaped mass hanging from centre;
it is marked cractly as the wings of hoopoes and other
animals in this and Snindin collection, with edge of
round base of neck, punched rings as on rim ; on shoulder,
downward incised lines nlternately single and in pairs,
circular patch conventionally representing the short upper
the single lines flanked on each side by a row ol punched
feathers, preserved a t shoulder end. Cf. winged horse,
dots (leaves).
Yo. 088. a, PI. 11, and Ser. iv. PI. 11, Yo. 0030. b, 0061.
Length 2". PI. I.
Thin, good quality. Wedge-shaped mass hanging Irom
flower is akin to ' jewels ' of Yo. 031 ; cf. also ' seedy o . 08. Fr. of neck of terra-cotta vessel, with Bacchic
vessel' of Ser. iv. PI. V I I I , A. T. v. 0039. kc. H. 4*, arc
f i y r e appliquC. Pose of figore suggests atlas-like supat bottom of fr. 4f8, thickness A" t o f " . PI. I.
porters found in GandhHra friezes.
Yo*05. Fr. of neck of terra-cotta vessel, expanding
Seated on ground the figure has L. foot planted with
rim (lost) and shoulder. Decoration :-round
lower leg vertical ; R. leg missing but prob. bent m d
neck, two bands of three incised lines, about 4" apart,
resting flat; side of knee and ankle touching ground.
W'th three circles with dot centres stamped a t irregular
Body inclined to R. p. Head f a , turned slightly upward

yo, 01. Pottery. Terra-cotta bottle, shaped like pilgrim

"

See Srrindia, iii. Fig. 307.
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towards long pendent object held u p a t arms length in L.
hand. K. hand a t R , side, grasps mouth of wine-skin.
Upraised ohject prob. a form of rhyton. Head of child
(infant Bacchus ?). Bracelets, and a mark a t neck, perhaps
necklet, or edge of tunic. Head slightly weathered.
3 % ' 2)".
~
P1. I.
Yo. og. Fr. of small terra-cotta vessel (?), with rounded
bottom, and ovoid body tapering towards top, in which
is hole. Round hole is incised whorl of conventional
petals pointing downwards, and beneath them a band of
cross-hatched orn. between incised lines.
Beneath this the surface is plain, except on one side,
where some two-lobed attachment has broken a.way. I n
centre of one lobe is a hole made from the outside and
piercing wall of vessel ; other lobe unpierced. The existing
hole may have formed a spout, and the applied om.
decorated its point of issue. Bottom worn. H. II", gr.
diam. I)". PI. I.

Yo. 010. Fr. of handle of terraxotta vessel, elliptical
in section, almost straight. At base, on side of vessel,
grotesque applique head like Yo. 052. To L. part of
appliqui anthemion, to R. end of three raised fillets.
Fine material, good colour and condition. Length of
whole 4&", gr. width 2tn,width of handle I?=". PI. I .
Yo. 011-14. Four frs. of handlesof terra-cotta vessels:
lower part, covering junction with body. All of same
pattern :-palmette spreading downwards, with innermost
pair of leaves turning up in volute Irom which springs
trefoil. Same as Ser. iv. PI. 11, Yo. 0057. Cf. also Yo. 015
and Badr. 0302. o r r , grey clay ; 012-14, red clay. Gr. fr.
2 f " x zf". P1. 1, 111.
Yo. 015. Fr. of terra-cotta handle ; upper part of preceding. Handle elliptical in section, almost straight ; orn.
on outside with central raised rib or stem, which expands
a t lower end into pendent palmette. Junction of palmette
and sten1 marked by three incised semicircles. On either
side of stem, row of punched rings with dot centres.
Length 23", gr. width ri". PI. I .
Yo. 016. Fr, of terra-cotta handle from vessel. Came
out from side or rim a t right angles, and a t length of 2"
turns downwards and slightly inwards. Elliptical in section
a t upper end, circular a t lower. Upper part in form of
grotesque beast head, very rudely indicated. Length of
perpendicular portion 3&', diam. t" to I". P1. I.
Yo. 017. Fr. of terra-cotta spout from vessel ; like teapot spout, with broad base, on front of which is applique
human facc, same type as Yo. 050, hut much worn. Length
2ks, gr. width rt". PI. I.
Yo. 018-19. T w o frs. from sides of terra-cotta vessels,
with moulded orn. o18shows good example of ' Gorgoneion '
facc, almost complete, with heavy curving eyebrows,
bulging cheeks, thick triangular nose, and large mouth
with swollen lips half-opcn. Whole framed in short curling
locks of hair, resembling fronds 01 foliage, nnd encircled
by bead border. For similnr typr, see Sn. iv. 1'1. I V .
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Yo. 0043. a. 018. 2f" x zt". 019 (reproduced sideaays)
shows upper part only of similar orn. with lower enti
long-leaved pendent palmette above. 2" x zf". PI. I. 111.
Yo. oao. a-d. Four frs. of terra-cotta pottery deeo.
ration, showing in the order placed an interesting de.
velopment 01 a detail inexplicable iI seen in its later phase
only.
ozo. a shows broad leaf with tip rolled over outwsrds,
the midrib forming a simple valley between upward swelling
halves of petiole. ozo. b shows turned over tip only,
but still growing from side of vessel, with midrib developed
into pronounced rib. 020. c is a further departure Irom
parent form, and 020. d shows how the tips only are made
in separate pieces and applied in rows to form a continuous
band of ornament, a s in Ser. iv. PI. I\', Yo. or. a. See
also Badr. 0322. Gr. fr. 2t"x ria. PI. 111.

Yo. 021. a-c. Three frs. of terraacotta leaf.tip deco.
ration from vessels ; as Yo. ozo. d. Largest fr., a, 21'
x rt", shows band of three incised lines running below
leaf-point, and pair of vertical lines a t sides-latter being
survival of leaf-outline of ozo, a. PI. 111.
Yo. 022. Fr. of side of terraecotta vessel, with raised
ridge, notched, running across middle. Above, applique
leaf-tip orn. as Yo. 021. a ; below, two elliptical jewel
orns. with boss centre and bead border. For same decoration see Ser. iv. PI. IV, Yo. or. a. 2" x 2Q". PI. 111.
YO.023. Fr. of side of terra.cotta vessel, with notched
ridge running across. Above ridge, row of moulded
circular jewel orns. or rosettes ; below, row ol similar
elliptical jewel orns. within bead borders as in 022. Below
again, two wide incised annular lines. Fine red clay,
surlace polished. 2&" x 2 i " PI. I .
YO.014. Fr. of wall of terra-cotta vessel, n'ithnotched
ridge abo\.e, and row of circular rosettes below. 2l'X 1'.
Yo. 02.5. Fr. of side of terra.cotta vessel, arn. with
circular rosettes, appliqui, between two incised horiwntnl
lines ; and, above, Ir. of incised festoon orn. ~ f " 11'.
x
YO.026. Fr. of side ofterra.cotta vesse1,wilh appliqui
rosette (seven h a d s surrounding a central one) nnd t w l l
incised annular lines below. 18' x I".
YO.onp. Fr. of side of terra-cotta vessel, with notchpd
ridge a t top and remains of moulded rosette below. hluch
worn. a" x 12".
Yo. 028. Terra-cotta appliqub rosette from vessel; tfn
beads surrounding a central one. Diam. Ow.
Yo. oag. Terra-cotta appliqub jewel orn. fromvesrtl;
as on Yo. 022. Part lost. Gr. M. f".
Yo. 030. Fr. of side of terra-cotta vessel, orn. with
two notched ridges, running horizontally. Between 'h'Sc
large circular rosettc. Below incised vertical lint, with
Dart
of three-line festoon orn. separating to R. and L'
r
3 t " x 2 i n . PI. I .
Yo. 031. Fr. of neck of terra-cotta vessel. Abo\'PlP''
of three annular incised lines. Below, large appliqui
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circular rosette, with cascade of jewels issuing from centre.
Jewels akin in treatment to 'seed-vessel ' of Sm. iv.
PI. VIII, A. T. v. 0039, and ' wedge-shaped mass ' of
y0.04. 3'X".
PI. I.
yo. 031. Fr, of shoulder of terra-cotta vessel, orn.
with applied palmcltes hanging from small raised moulding.
Same as Ser. iv. PI. IV, A. T. 040. rfl' x 12". PI. 111.

Yo. 040. Terra-cotta applique mask, with potsherd
attached. Grotesque human face of same type as Scr. iv.
PI. 111, Yo. oor. o, but better modelled and more spirited.
Mouth broadly smiling ; L. hand under chin holding double
cord or fold of drapery ; bangles on wrist. Complete
except tip of nose. I#" x ~ g " .

Yo. 043. Terra-cotta applique mask, from pot. Grotesque human head after type of preceding, but modified
by Ireelland modelling after casting. Nose flattened ;
mouth straight with deep holes punched a t corners ; ears
lost. 1i"xr".

yo. 033. Fr. of side of terra-cotta vessel, orn. with
notched ridge above, two incised annular lines below,
and incised chevron basket-pattern between ridge and
lines. Below these again are traces of incised festoon
pattern. 28" x 13'. PI. I .

Yo. 044.

Yo. 034. Fr. of shoulder of terra-cotta vessel, orn.
with band of two incised lines, ahove which is incised petal
ornament, and below applique circular rosette. 14" x I f".
PI. I.
Yo. 035. Fr. of terra-cotta vessel, orn. with applied
palmette in low relief. 14"x2%". PI. 111.

Yo. 045.

Yo. 036. Fr. of domical lid ('2) of terra-cotta vessel,
or small terra-cotta bowl. Orn. outside with whorl of long
narrow petals, radiating from apex. Incised midrib to
each petal, terminating in punched dot in cenlre of petal
end ; and circle of similar dots a t origin of petals. Beyond
petals ends are two incised annular lines. Flat rim,
lightly notched. Arc a t rim I&'*,h. I)".
Yo. 037. Fr. of rim of small terra-cotta bowl, like
preceding hut on larger scale. Remains of two petals with
midrib and double outline. Single annular line beyond
tips. Plain rim. Cr. M. I&".
Yo. 038. Fr. of neck and rim of terra-cotta vessel.
Lip, turned slightly outwards, is orn. outside with incised
ohlique lines. Below is narrow band of cable pattern ;
and below, again, row of applied upright palmettes with
t\yo incised annular lines underneath. Along broken edge
at bottom, traces of applied rosettes. Rough work.
20"x zf". PI. I.
YO. 039. Fr. of neck of terra-cotta vessel, concave in
profile from shoulder towards rim (lost). Raised ridge,
with notched herring-bone orn. round junction of neck
and shoulder; and similar ridge running vertically from
it up neck. A. 3f', arc a t bottom 3". PI. I.
Yo. 040. Fr. of shoulder of terra-cotta vessel. Incised
orn. consists of three annular lines, with downwardpointing petal orn. (of type Yo. 036) above, and lozenge
dinper below. On top of incised orn. is applied grotesque
]lead of rat type, with reeded scroll curling u p and outward
from behind. Head has prominent muzzle and circle of
curls like deacnerate lion-heads of type Yo. 058 ; cf. also
'hyena' head nf A ~ r r .liholerr, ii. PI. SLI\', \'. 009. p.
1 i . x ?in.PI. I.
Yo. 041. Fr. of neck of terra-cotta vessel, ribbed
inside; outside orn. with crude head of bull (?) in hold
relief. Traces of dark green discoloration ovrr whole.
~ f " * 2 1 D . PI. 111.

"'3

Terra-cotta applique beast-head, with fr. of
neck or straight side of pot. Lion-head of gargoyle type
in high relief, roughly modelled. Iioles a t corners of
mouth are deeply punched, meeting internally and prob.
affording passage for ring. Raised moulding runs behind
top of head. 1Q"x I$", relief I". PI. 111.
Terra-cotta applique mask, with fr. of
potsherd attacl~cd. Degenerate lion-head as on Yo. 040,
PI. I. Potsherd orn. underneath mask with band of three
deeply incised annular lines. I)" x 12'.

Yo. 046. Pottery fr. ; coarse gritty red clay, having a n
applied disc orn. witli punched circle. Gr. M. 18".
Yo. 047. Foot of terra-cotta vessel, flat, circular. Edge
moulded round, with band of punched rings above. Within
is mark where circular stem has broken off. Rough
work. Diam. 2 k n , h. c. t", diam. of stem a t point of
attachment I)".

Yo. 048. Fr. of terra-cotta male head; mouth, chin,
tip of nose, fr. of L. cheek and ear, with ear-ring of stamped
circles. General type as in Ser. iv. PI. I, Yo. 009. b, and
with similar cable-like moustache. But there is no gorget,
and chin is covered instead with short beard indicated
by rows of incised dashes. H. zf". PI. 111.

Yo. 049. Fr. of terra-cotta male face; R. half only,
from tip of nose to neck. Small well-modelled tip of nose
and mouth ; long rope-like moustache, and fringe of short
beard and whiskers framing face continuously so far as
preserved. Sharp outstanding ridge round middle of
neck, perhaps edge of leather collar (?). For general type,
cf. Scr. iv. PI. C X X X I I I , Mi. xi. 0097. H. 18".

Terra-cotta relief head; female, well proportioned. Eyes long, R . eye slanting upward. Lcwer lip
drawn in and puckered as though from grip of teeth. Hair
in form of low coronet with s m d l loops under ears. Eyebrows marked with series of slight indentations. Well
modelled ; fair condition, somewhat worn. H. I)". PI. 11.

Yo. 050.

Yo. 051. Terra-cotta reliefhead, of Chinese type; male.
Eyes narrow and slanting; hair strained back from forehead. \\'ell modelled. Ears and surface of nose lost;
otherwise good condition. 1-1. I & " . PI. 11.

Yo. 059. a-0.

Fifteen terra-cotta applique masks

from vases. Grotesque human face, with parted hair,
circular ring-punched eyes with dot centres,sliort prominent
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triangular nose, wide thick-lipped mouth, and retreating
chin. All are variations of same type, and from moulds
similar to those of series Sn. iv. PI. 1.11, Yo. oor and
0014, q, v . for full description ; cf. also Badr. 0331.
Yo. 0.52. a. Dot in forehead, m o u t l ~simple line with
dots a t comer, no modelling of lips. L. ear lost. H. I*".
Yo. 052. b. Like preceding, but nose and much of L. cheek
gone, mouth slightly upturned. H. I&". Yo. 052. c. like
preceding, but flatter and much worn. Lips well modelled ;
forehead unmarked. H. I&". Yo. 052. d. (brought by
Badmddin). Ears, hair, and L. eye and brow lost ; eyes
in long sockets, wide lips down-turned. H. I$". Yo. 052. e.
Fr. only, like the preceding, but eyes flush with face.
H. I&". Yo. o52.f. Good example with potsherd attached;
very wide lips, with holes drilled a t corners ; eyes of taro
concentric circles ; nostrils and centre of forehead marked
with small circles. H. I#". Yo. 052. g. Similar to 052. d ;
vertical groove down forehead. H. 11". Yo. 052 h.
Much worn, smiling mouth, eyes in sockets. H. 14".
Yo. 052. i . Pointed ears complete with large lobes or
rings ; round prominent eyes ; smiling lips ; worn.
H. rf". Yo. 052.j . Small, crudely made ; sketchy fcatures.
H. I". Yo. 052. k . Large roughly made features ; big
holes for nostrils and in centre of forehead. H. I&".
Yo. 052. I . Like 052. e, worn. H. I$". Yo. 052. m. Good
example. Eyes in sockets, pointed prominent nose, wide
lips down-turned, groove down forehead. H. ~ f ' . Yo.
052. n. Smaller example of 052. c. Hair goes straight
back, unparted. Worn. H. I". Yo. 052. o. Small ; face
only preserved. Thin, prominent-nosed type, with wide
lips down-turned. H. 8'.
Yo. 053. a-d. Four terra-cotta female heads, c and d
in relief only. Of same type as Scr. iv. PI. I, Yo. 009. h.
1-14, and Yo. 0041 a-e, and with similar individual variations.
a (most complete) shows characteristic coiffure almost
unbroken :-short straight fringe slightly parted, and long
straight locks curving round cheeks, large top-knot with
small pigtail falling behind, and main pigtail caught u p
t o join it from nape of neck. Jewelled band round base
of top-knot and over top. Long incised cyes and eyebrows,
slightly oblique, with punched pupils ; short triangular
nose (worn away) with punched nostrils ; short straight
mouth with punched corners. H. zl".
6. Well modelled, with broad face, delicate mouth, welldeveloped chin ; punched pupils to eyes and hole in middle
ol forehead ; front pigtail taken back over cushion ; back
pigtail lost. H. I 8".
c. In reliel only, top-knot broken, prominent eyehalls
with ring-punched pupils, high aquiline nose with small
mouth close under it ; large drilled holes lor nostrils and
mouth-comers. Good condition. H. z&". d. Face only ;
like preceding but much worn. H. xi". PI. 11, I l l .
Yo. 054. Terra-cotta female head and bust; same type
ag Sn. iv. PI.I . Yo. o q . d. 1-7 and 0041. I., &c., but small
scale. Hair in pompadour, with cushion under small
pigtail, and large pigtail turned up from nape of neck.
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Features merely scratched in. Body preserved to waist,
but no modelling. Fr. of R. arm outstretched. b s e d
ridge (belt ?) round waist orn. with punctured do&,
H. 12". PI. 111.

Yo. 055. Terra-cotta applique mask. Grotesque salyr
lace, hall human, half leonine. Low forehead deeply "left,
and small hole punched on each side of cleft. qes
round ring with centre dot. Lion ears fleshy and shnding
out. Nose short, well projected, and fleshy. Mouth laqe,
smiling, and deeply dented a t corners. Long wedge.
shaped beard. Hair in form 01 short lion mane radiating
all round. Cf. Anc. Ichohn, ii. PI. XLIV, Kh. 003. k.
The portion of pot attached shows a line of four incised
dots above and t o R. of head. Very good, and well prcserved. 24" x 2f". PI. I.
Yo. 056. Fr. of terra-cotta applique mask. Grotesque
satyr face, akin to the preceding, and similar to Anc.
IChofan,ii. PI. XLIV, Y. 0016, but bolder modelling. Upper
teeth visible. All below broken away. Well preserved.
I$" x I&".
Yo. 057. Terra-cotta applique mask. Neptunc-like
crowned and bearded head as Ser. iv. PI. I, Yo. 0020, but
less carefully made. Frowning hrows with groove down
middle ; oblique eyes ; small full-lipped mouth slightly
open ; flowing moustaches ; and aureole 01 spreading
hair and beard. Ears and nose damaged. For better
example, but eroded, see Badr. 0330. H. 2".
Yo. 058. a-j. Ten terra-cotta applique masks. 1,ionhead framed in mane of curls, as Scr. iv. PI. 11, Yo. 0025.
a-i, 0043 b-d, kc. Frowning forehead ; ring-punched eyes
with dot centres ; prominent pointed snout; heavy
drooping nloustache and down-turned mouth. In ad,
the moustache is marked by l o n ~incised lines IoUosing
its curve ; in c-g, by short lines incised across it ; in i, by
punched dots a t base, and incised lines lollowing curve
a t tip.
a. Complete, except for R. ear and in good condition.
6. R. hall only, well modelled and good con11. z&'.
dition. H. 2)". C. Ears, R. brow, and whole of mane
except under R. cheek lost. Double-ring eyes with dot
centre. H. IE". d. Lower part of lace only; mane
gone except for two curls. H. i". c. Ears, end or nose
and much of mane gone ; rather flat relief. Small punched
ring on each cheek and over each eye. H. I :$'. f. Face
only, ears and mane gone, worn. H. I#". g. Complete
but lor L. ear. Modelling less spirited. Pointed nose)
no moustache. H. I+#". h. R. upper half only, extending
lrom outer corner of L. eye, below tip of nose and across
R. cheek. Large scale, and spirited modelling Double
horizontal wrinkle incised across top of forehead.
I$". i. Lower part only, from just above eyes to curls
below chin ; ears gone. Mouth open showing line of teeth,
Double incised line framing lace within circle of cuds
Good condition. H. r i m . j. Small scale, rudely rnBde
and much worn. Features almost obliterated. H. I".
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yo. 059. a x . T h r e e t e r r a - c o t t a appliqub m a s k s .
small lion-heads like the preceding but rudely made. No
moustaches. Gr. h. %".
Yo, 060. ~
~
~appliquC
~ m a~s k . Grotesque
~ lion~
of type Yo. 058, but smaller and more
lace, a
minute modelling. hfoustache,
twist and
very pointed snout. Well preserved. I ) " x I*".
Yo. 06r. Fr. of terra-cotta squatting fern, fig., similar
to ser,iv, PI. 11, Yo. 2. Front half only, head, shoulders,
and arms lost. No modelling of limbs, the fig. mercly
forward in rounded swelling mass to knees. Dress
a plain jacket or tunic, and pleated skirt, as in Ser. fig. ;
the jacket having similar border round bottom and down
middle of front, orn. with short sloping incised lines. Marks
of attachmcnb broken off a t sides of jacket, prob. ends
sleeves. On breast, two narrow pendent objects, perhaps
of collar, one on either side of central vertical band
of jacket, and sloping outwards t o the respective sides.
H. 2&".
Yo. 06n. Fr. of terra-cotta grotesque squatting fig.
R, knee and adjacent portions of fig, only
Knee a bulbous mass covered with pleated drapery as
in Yo. 061, &c.
On inner side remains half of grotesque face, filling
centre of space between the two knees when fig. was
complete. The mouth of this face acted as spout, as is
a ~hannelvisible on the broken edge of the Ir.
and running from mouth to inner cavity of vessel. For
similar Ir., see Ser. i. p. 1 1 4 , Yo. 0056. H. I)".
Yo. 063. Er. of t e r r a - c o t t a b o w l or s m a l l v e s s e l ,
showing part of straight rim or foot, orn. with incised
dashes. Above this is band of short incised vertical lines,
then two annular lines, and above a band (incomplete) of
counter-changed triangles, each having midrib in centre
with short incised leaves. overthis, in one place, a small
knob is applied. Cr. hi. I;~".
Yo' 064' Fr' Of terra-cotta
;
back
squatting fig. as Ser. iv. PI. 11, Yo. 2. Solid. Ir. I$".
Yo' 06'
Terra-c0tta
with
rider
(presented hy Sir George bfacartlley a t KLllgar). Good
naturalistic group. Bactrian camel, standing, head lost ;
fore and llilld legs rcspectivcly made in solid mass ; hair
marked by sllort incised dashes ; no harness shown.
hlonke~s i b leaning forward in life-like pose ; R. hand
on breast; features or face marked and head sliglltly
On one side giving meditali\~eexpression, but f i ~otherwise
.
sketchily treated. 11. 4". PI. 111.
Yo.
T e r r a - c o t t a c a m e l : two-humped, standing,
head raised (hut lost). Fore nnd hind legs respectively
joined in solid tapering mass, without modelling, ~~i~
marked
few incised dashes on shoulders and flanks,
"'I
notched ridge, and e d ~ of
e saddle-cloth by series 01
punched
Oblong cushion between Ilumps. Rather
work. Surface damaged on R. side. For similar
Srr. iv. PI. 11, 111, Yo. 008, c and 0049. a. H. 3".
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Yo. 067. Fr. o f t e r r a - c o t t a c a m e l a n d rider, larger
scale. R. leg of rider only preserved, with portion of camel
hump in front and fr. of hand of rider laid against i t
Leg attired in pleated trouser Iinished
t (arm
t gone).
~
band at knee. Garment Or hot
indicated.
hair shown
incised dashes. H. 'h".
'Ir.
Y o . 068. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a camel. nactrian, with load
between humps. Head ant1 hind legs missing. For similar
'6.1
"'. iv. PI. 'I1, Yo. "49. a.
If".
YO. 069. M i n i a t u r e t e r r a - c o t t a c a m e l a n d r i d e r ; legs
of ricler only. Camel. Bactrian, hind legs lost. Colour,
grey, well modelled. H. I , ~ ~ " PI.
. 11.
Yo. 070. Fr. o f m i n i a t u r e t e r r a - c o t t a c a m e l o r h o r s e
and rider, roughly made, ~~~d of animal and upper
part of rider missing. 1%.8".
07'.

hump.
H. 2".

Fr' Of terra-cotta
Haid raised ; ruddy modelled.

and lront
L. side only.

YO. 071. Fr. o f t e r r a - c o t t a c a m e l w i t h m o n k e y rider.
Forele~J
and part
front 'lump
Foot of
at side' L' side only' H' If".
Y o . 073. Fr. o f t e r r a - c o t t a c a m e l ; L, shoulder, lower
end of neck and mane, fr. of front hump and pack, only.
L. side. I-I. 18".
Yo. 074. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a c a m e l ; R , side only. 'Twohumped, standing, head and forelegs gone. Traces of pack
between I ~ ~~~~~h
~ work.
, ~ R,
~ *lo.
.
Yo. 075. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a c a m e l ; hind leg and hump.
R. side only. H , 2 A ~ .
0 7 ~ . Terra-cotta horse and rider ; type Sm. iv.
PI. 1, Yo. 0030. a. Head and neck and lower part of legs
of horse lost, also upper Part of fig. of rider. Horse solid
and thick-set ; cast in halves and joined together. Remains
of scored saddle-cloth, and incised crupper and breast-strap.
Rider wears long trousers, and short jacket with border
of incised dashes. Hair of horse not shown in this or other
examples. Rough work. H. zf".
Yo. 077. T e r r a - c o t t a h o r s e ; R. side only. Complete
exccpt for feet and end of nose. Hogged mane. ringpunched eye, oblong saddle-cloth. Crupper indicated by
incised line ; also collar (?) and head-stall (?). H. IZ".
PI. 111.
YO. 078. Ft. of t e r r a - c o t t a h o r s e . Head and neck,
bridled. Hogged mane, parted forelock. Typc of Ser. i.
p. 110, Yo. 0030. k. Gr. hf. IB". PI. 11.
Y o . 079. Fr. o f t e r r a - c o t t a h a n d l e f r o m v e s s e l . Hind
part of winged horse ius Yo. 088. a, PI. 11. Tips of willgs
mcet short recurved tail. Haunches have furry lower
edges and are ornamented on sides with whirling rosettes,
incised. Two hind legs fused into single bar-like mass
which descends to meet side of vessel. Broken away above
tip of wings and a t feet. For other exx., see Yo. 080-3.
Length 3'. PI. 111.
P
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Yo, 080. Fr. of terra-cotta winged horse, similar t o
Yo. 079, PI. 111, but wing portion broken away. Pierced
as though for spout, and small hole on under surface.
Length 21".
Yo. 081. Fr. of terra-cotta dragon-head. Eye, a raiscd
circular knob with ring-punclied circle and dot centre.
Hair framing side of face, and backward-lying car, markcd
by raised ridges ~iotchedtransversely. Lower jaw shown
(hut broken ofi short) ; mouth open with ridgc like that
or car lollo\ving line of lips and perhaps representing
teeth. L. side only; flat relief. Length 10". PI. I.
Yo. 08s. Fr. of terra-cotta handle, exactly like Yo. 079,
PI. 111, but on smallcr scale. L. side only. Length I#"'
Yo. 083. Fr. of terra-cotta dragon-head, prob. from
I~~uidle
; a5 Yo. 079, PI. 111, but on smaller scale, and froni
K side only. 1Iaunch mark 01 punclied circle, ~ i t minute
h
ring-punched ccntre, and outer circle of similar small
punched rings. For L. side poss~blybelonging, see Badr.
0325. Length I f".
Yo. 084. Terra-cotta spout In form of grotcscluc licad
or ox or deer. hfuzzle tubular, tepering to round hole ;
mouth not indicatcd. High narrow ridge runs Iron1
1orehe;ld down ni~ddleof nose to 4" of tip. From each
side of this, near upper end, springs outward curving horn,
in form of flat applied strip covered with punched dots:
Close beneath I m c of thesc are the eves
. .; low raised discs
with ring-punched pupils. Good condition. Length 1156".
PI. 111.
Yo. 0 8 5 Terra-cotta spout in form 01 ram's licad nncl
neck. Tubular muzzle like the preceding ; ring-punched
eye ; large cars, and out-curling horns (L. horn lost). Good
work, rough in detail. Gr. M. I&". PI. 111.
Yo. 086. a-f. Six frs. of terra-cotta handles, in form
of grotesque shecp-head ; same type as Sn. i. p. 108, Yo.
0015. I . (type a ) ; see also Anc. Kholan, ii. PI. XLVII,
£I001.
. e.
a . Well-nlodelled example, complete to shoulder and
broken off short ol forelegs. Neck well arched ; crescentmarked curly mane with groove down parting to root of
curved nose ; ring-punched eyes and nostrils; ears laid
back ; mouth drawn bark a t corners, the puckering of
skin shown by two short inriserl scrnicircles. Gr. M. 2jt'.
b. Similar but smaller, and surface much worn. Gr. hf.
z i p . C. Head and shoulders like two preceding, but
inferior modelling ; neck straight, with head a t right
angles ; leatorcs crudely marked. Gr. hl. a,;".
d. Head
only, good cxample but worn. Cr. hf. rt". r. Head and
arched nrck. Gr. M. I&". /. IIead only, fair example.
Gr. M. I ~ ' ~ " .
Yo. 087. a-d. Four frs. of terra-cotta handles ; sheephead nnrl shnuldcrs like the prercdinc. 1)ut rastings from
I~ell-mouldonly. See also ljadr. 0375.
n. It. side. with forrlrgs to point or attachment to vessel.
\Vom. Cr. hl. 21'. b. L. side, smaller ; worn. Gr. M.
z f ' . c. R . side ; crude work ; deep ring-punched eye ;
mouth slightly open hut upper part of muzzle broken
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off ; mane indicated by short straight incised dashes;
collar of raised ridge notched transversely. Gr. M. ~ f ' .
d. I-Iend and neck only R. side; good specimen. Cr.
M. 2 Q n . PI. 111.
Yo. 088. a-d. Four frs. of terra-cotta handles, in for,,,
of winged Iiorse ; as Ser. iv. PI. 11, Yo. 0015. I-i (type b)
and 0030. b, h, k c . Short hogged mane ; lorelock risillg
into blunt horn on forehead ; short feathers at head 01
wing indicated by circular patch of lozenge pattern.
a. Excellent specimen, preserved to half-way down wing,
Colour, grey. Length 3Q'. b. Tlic same, red, hcad Rune.
Gr. hi. 23". c. Smaller scale, worn smooth. \\'hole
short wing preservcd, and forelegs with potsherd attached.
Gr. hl. 2)". d. Head only, good specimen somewhat worn.
Gr. hl, I&'. PI. 11, 111.
Yo. 0.99. a-b. T w o frs. of terra-cotta handles, winged
horse like the preceding, but Iialf-castings only. a. R. side,
head t o hall-way down wing ; cliipped a t edges. Cr.
M.28". b. Mead only, nose gone below eye. Gr. M. I#".
Yo. ago. Terra-cotta horse-head, prob. lrom fig. like
Yo. 077, PI. 111; crude. Ears and eyes mere punched
dots, the eyes having punched circle round tliem, nridle
marked by double incised line. Mouth slit. For better
example, see Badr. o j j o , PI. 11. Gr. IN.~ t " .
Yo. 091. Terra-cotta grotesque horse-head ; as in
winged horse handles, Yo. 088. a-d, 1'1. 11, 111, but larger
size and more stylized. Mane and hornlike lurelock the
same ; long hair along jaw emphasized ; lace more grifinlike, with indentation under brow, and curving pointed
muzzle approximating t o beak. Good specimen, and well
preserved. Cf. the following. Gr. M, 28".
YO. 09s. Terra-cotta grotesque horse-head ; like the
preceding hut still more bird-like. Long pointed muzzlc,
the beak-like character of which is emphasized by tapering
incised lines meeting a t the point. In their upward course
these lines are cut transversely by deep groove imme.
diately below eyes; they separate above eyes, dropping
beyond them, on either side, in a depressed curve. Fine
curved lines also accentuate sweep of jaw and corner of
curving mouth. Eyes are deeply ring-punched with dot
centres, and deep tapering holes are hored in back-lying
ears. Fine modelling. Length 12~".
PI. 111.
YO.093. Terra-cotta gavial.head, prob, from handle; as
Anc. Khotan, ii. PI. XLV, Kh. ooj. I, but horn lost. Spirited
modelling, but somewhat rough. Length 18". PI. 11.
YO.094. Terra-cotta camel.head and part ol neck with
long hair hanging lrom it. R. side only. Top-knot on
head. Semi-grotesque type. H. I#".
Yo. 095. Terra-cotta sheep-head ; L. side only. hn@h
11".
Yo. 096. Terra-cotta beast.head in high relic(.
t e s q u ~lion type wit11 human now, wide grinning l r ~ s t
mouth showing row of teetli, and eyes with long drmlplng
corner and small ring-punched pupils set under orerhanging brows. Two short incised lines slope dnmwards
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on mcl~side from corner of moutl~. Poor modelling.
Akin to Scr. iv. PI. I, Yo. 0012. m. 11. I,&", width I&",
relic1 k''. 1'1. 11.
yo. 09,. T e r r a - c o t t a d e e r . h e a d ; red, glazed green ;
high relief. llorna broken off short. Length 2$", relief I".
PI. 111.
Yo. 098. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a b e a s t - h e a d ; grotesque,
roughly modelled, with long prominent nose (broken) and
bulging eyes. Red, with traces of thick green glaze over
whole. Length 23".
Yo. ogg. T e r r a - c o t t a p a r r o t h e a d and neck, crude.
Beak gaping ; deep holes punched for eyes ; and another
drilled through from side to side on ear-level. 11. z&".
PI. 111.
Yo. 0100. T e r r a - c o t t a ball, probably grotesque female
torso, crudely modelled. Ring-punched omphelos, and
pudcndum surrounded by punched dots. Diani. I*".
Yo. oxor. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a vessel, semi-cylindrical ;
uutside crudely worked in form 01 monster head (incomplete) stretched out flat from neck or shoulder. Fine
material. Cf. Yo. 081, PI. I. Length 28".
Yo. olon. T e r r a - c o t t a m o d e l o f w a t e r s k i n ; distended,
hullowed inside, limbs broken off except one foreleg, short
notched tail. Length IT.
Yo. 0103. F r , of t e r r a - c o t t a b i r d (pigcon ?). L. side
only, showing Iolded wing. IIead, tail, and leet missing.
Flne \\urk. Length I$,'.
Yo, 0104. Fr. o f t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y h e a d , niucl~
stylized ; similar to Ser. iv. 1'1. I S , A. T. v. z. Gr. M. I ; ~ ~ " .
PI. 11.
Yo, 0105. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y - h e a d ; in relief,
rougl~lymodelled. Dots punched for nos1 rils, ring-punched
eyes, heavy stored eyebrows, and deep grooves across
lorchend ant1 crown. Lower part broken away. H. I:~".
Yo. 0106. I:r. of t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y . Legs, kneeling ;
fect lost. I.. hand in lap grasps cylindrical object, through
which I~oleis pierccd to interior of fig. Bangles on wrist.
Roughly modclled. 11. I 4".
Yo. 0107. T e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y h e a d and sl~oulders,in
relief. IIead turned over R. slloulder ; alert expression.
Fur markcd by incised dasl~csand dots. H. 12". PI. 11.
Yo. 0108. Upper half o f t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y . Head
Iraning lorward with out-thrust jaw ; round shoulders ;
:IrnlP outstretched but broken above elbows nnd fig. a t
ut":~ist.Fur rnarkcd only on head ; lncc outlined by incisrd
Frouve. 11. I*".
Yo- 0x09. T e r r a - c o t t n g r o t e s q u e fig. ; squatting, nrms
lost. IIead, male, bald ; with big moustaches, well developed breasts and al~domm. Roughly modclled. H. 12".
PI. 11.
Yo, 0110. T e r r a - c o t t a f e m a l e m o n k e y , squatting, with
bees apart. Arms lost. Fur nlnrked only on head and
thighs. H. I#". PI. 11.
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Yo. olrI. Fr. o f t e r r a - c o t t a fig., monkey or human ;
seated apparently in European Inshion with thighs together
and pointing forwards, but broken just below knees. Body
leaning forwards, Alass of long hair (?) down bark. liead
gone, no arms, ses not indicitted. Very rude work, and
unfinislietl. 11. 14".
Yo. olrz. T e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y ; grotesque type, standing with feet apart and holding flat oblong obj. bclore
body. R. arm broken off, and R. leg below knee. Loincloth. Roughly made. 11. 12". PI. 11.
Y o . 0113. U p p e r h a l f of t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y ; very
badly made. Body a Inere inverted cone, a n d arms
curving bands applied t o back 01 shoulders (R. broken
short). Head a grotesque ball with groove for neck. Fur
not marked. 1-1. I;~".
Yo. 0114. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y ; evidently seated
with legs apart, but both arms and legs are broken off a t
junction with body. Body and head erect; impudent
expression. Fur marked on head and back, but not front
of body. H. I*". PI. 11.
Yo. 0115. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y , very mdely made
and in bad condition. Proh. seated, but legs (and R.
arm) gone. L. arm by side. Head looking u p lro~nerect
body. 11. I&".
Yo. 0116. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y , squatting on
hcels. Legs only and Ir. of body ; notched strip (loincloth ?) across thighs. Rough work. Gr. hl. I".
Yo. 0117. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a group. Bird astride longnecked bird (?), whose head and tail are lost, and \\.hose
legs form kind of pedestal. Legs and ends of wings only
of riding bird prcscrved. Rough \sork. Il. I)".
Y o . 0118. T e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y , as baby in cradle ; type
Srr. iv. PI. 111, Yo. 0010. a-b and ooj8. a-d. Spoilt
in making. 1.e11gtlr I 8".
Y o . 0x19. a-g.
Seven terra-cotta monkey-heads;
grotcsqur, roughly nincle ; c-g miniature. Gr. Ai. i".
PI.
11.

Yo. orao. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y , rougllly made.
Legsnpnrt, broken o n a t knces ; arms and f ~ c cKone.

H.

I;,".

Yo. oral. Fr. o f t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y , seated on honzontnl har, playing guitar. Ifead and I.. arm lost ;
wearing loin-cloth. Rougllly made. FI. in. PI. 11.
Yo. 01-2-2. a-c. T h r e e f r s , of t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y s .
squatting nnd playing guitars. Hcads of grotesclue type.
Loin-cloths. Most of L. arm ol a, and hcnd and legs of r ,
lost. Gr. hl. I". PI. 11.
Yo. 0123. a-m. T h i r t e e n frs. o f t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y s ;
mostly torsos only, but a, b, nnd c have hcads. g hns
plait of hair down back ; I and j, l~nndsmeeting on breast,
elbows held outwards. Gr. Af. ~ d " .
Yo. 01-24. T e r r a - c o t t a h o o p o e ; beak, wings, and legs
gone. 1Iole through body vertically. Length rf". PI. 11.
P2
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Yo. orn5. Fr. of terra-cotta applique rosette, conventional, a s on Yo. 04, PI. I. Gr. M.
YO. 01n6. Terra-cotta disc or counter; each face
convex, with knob (7) broken off centre. On one side incised four-pointed star. Diam. f".
Yo. 0197. Fr. of terra-cotta elephant's face (Gat!e;a ?).
Broken on front and all sides. Prob. applique orn. 11. I 1".
Yo. o ~ d .Fr. of terra-cotta coiffure, being the high top
loop of hair from head similar t o Ser. iv. PI. CXXXII,
Mi. xi. oo103 ; cf. also iv. PI. VIII, A. T. iv. 0096. H. 14".
Yo. orng. Fr. of terra-cotta fig. R. shoulder and breast
of woman fig. (?), with cincture under arms, and lines of
drapery drawn down from shoulder t o middle of breast.
H. I)".
Yo. 0130. Fr. of stucco architectural orn. Octagonal
faceted jewel with three of cardinal points ornamented
by moulded bands, iourth resting on top of volute. Same
as Ser. i. p. .152, Si. 006. H. I)". PI. 11.
Yo. 0131. Fr. of terra-cotta model railing, as Ser. i.
p. 115, Yo. 0065. Sq. panels between upright posts,
grooved d o a n middle and finished with ball top and
bottom. Surface worn. Length 2#".
Yo. 0139. Fr. o f terra-cotta vessel, upper edge (?) with
rough reliei om. of foliate (?) character. 12" x 2" x 1 i".
Yo. 0133. Terra-cotta relief of seated Buddha, prob.
from plaque ; seated in meditation. Head lost. Surface
worn. IT. a*".
Yo. 0134. Fr. of terra-cotta relief Buddha, prob. irom
plaque ; seated in meditation ; legs only remain crossed
a t ankles, and forearm with hands interlocked in lap.
Slightly discoloured a t one end. Gr. hi. atn.
Yo. 0135. Head and part of halo of terra-cotta relief
Buddha. Slanting eyes. Hair not modelled. Good work.
H. If".
Yo. 0136. Head of terra-cotta relief Buddha, like the
preceding. Long slanting eyes. Excellent modelling.
H. I". PI. Ir.

r.

Yo. 0137. a-e. Frs. of five votive terra-cotta plaques,
from the same mould. Pear-shaped ; showing Buddha
seated in medita~ionon growing lotus, lrom stem of which
leaves as simple scrolls spring R . and L. Flame border
t o halo. Character of modelling suggests that mould
was cut in intaglio direct, and not made from a relief
original. Very simple treatment. Clay rather soft.
Mould c. 3'x at". PI. 111.
Yo. 0138. a-h. Eight terra-cotta spinning-whorls ;
dome-shaped, uf \-arying degrees of depth.
a-r, plain. d, o m , round lower in-drawing portion of
dome with roughly incised band (11chevron and horizontal
lines in the angles. r , round hole (under side 01 dome)
faintly incised six-rayed star. / (same position), eightpetalled rosette ; round lower side of dome, double row
of punched dots. g, round widest circumference, annular
line ; above, whorl of downward pointing petals ; below,
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band of chevron. h, finely made. Under-side 01 dome,
seven-rayed star within circle, with dots between rays.
Round widest circumference of dome, cable band. Holes
generally tapering. Gr. M. (e), diam. I+~', h. 2.. PI. 11,111,

Yo. 0139. Bronze finger-ring, with device of seated
griffin in intaglio. Much worn on Iace. Diam. 5".
Yo. 0x40. Bronze fr., prob. of bangle. Snake-head
terminal with four wires forming cable issuing from neck.
Head cast, hollow ; wires wrought and inserted in back
of neck which is clamped over them. Good. rxt".
T.,

-.

Yo, 0141. Iron mouthpiece for vessel (7). Circular
band attached by one edge to oblong plate, which has its
corners cut off, and its two ends bent down. Within
band, plate is pierced with an oblong hole, widened at
long sides by segmental piece cut away for about 2 of
length. Perhaps intended to take cap fitting over band,
with shank shaped like hole and so made that after insertion it could be turned 4 revolution to fix it. Well
preserved. Plate 1 ~ 5x "21".
YO.0149. Oblong piece of turquoise, with band of Creek
fret incised on both sides. One long edge chamfered.

S" x 4" x am.

Yo. 0143. Sixty-three glass and paste beads: spherical,
bugle-shaped, drum-shaped, &c. Mostly blue, green, or
yellow. Gr. length
Yo. 0144. Forty-six glass and paste beads ; mostly
drum-shaped, blue, and green. Average diam. 2%".
Yo. 0145. Sixteen glass beads ; blue and green, mostly
ring or drum-shaped. Average diam. i".
YO. 0146. Twenty-two shell heads of various sizes,
and one ' duck ' charm of shell. Gr. diam. t".
YO. 0147. Five polished stone discs, dark grey, sides
convex, and in one case roughly faceted. Average dim.

r.

4".
YO. 0148. Circular stone seal, prob. white jade. Flnt
disc. Design not cut. Diam.
YO. 0149. Eight frs. of ore, prob. iron pyrites. Cr.

4
4.".
.
YO. 0150. Fr. of dark red substance, heavy, prob. lead
or antimony oxide. Gr. M. i".
Yo. 0151. Misc. frs. of bronze, lead, carnelian, lapis Inzulil
coral, shell resin, &c., worked and unworked. Cr. M.
(bronze pin) I#".
Yo. 015-a. Five frs. of ore ; exact nature undetermined.
Gr. M. 4".
YO. 0153. Fr. of yellow stone, suriace covered with
irregular natural markings. Cf. Sn. i. p. 11.5, YO. 0088.
Length 2".
Yo. 01%-5 Two lignite charms (?), in form of seated
animal of lion type with head drawn back on shoulders,
back hunched, and feet gathered under it (not shown).
On under-side of each, two grooves running lengthnap
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rIole pierced through body of each horizontally. Heads
rudely cut but with expression ; no detail otherwise.
Lengths :g" and $4".
yo, 0156. Fr. of bronze disc, much corroded. Gr. hl.
1IIGY

yo. 0157. Misc. bronze frs., including pieces of plate,
loop (of wirc, doubled), sq. knoll, ring, pins, and fr. of
rl\ et plate. Gr. hf. 8" x 3".

Yo, 015.9. Large pottery jug, with flat bottom, globular
body, and comparatively short neck expanding sliglltly

to plnin rim. Loophandle comes out a t right angles from
neck, about I" below rim, and turning downwards a t length
of I)"-2" falls almost straight on to turn ol shoulder.
Round wall of neck have been applied by later hand
three masks of grotesque human type ns Yo. 0 5 2 ; and
on top of handle, with nose overhanging rim, a hnrsehead, of type Yo. 091, but of inferior execution. These
applietl orns., too small in scale for the jug, arc recent
additions, hut of ancient make. Good condition. H.
(to rim) ra)", gr. diam. g i n , length of neck r . 4", least
diam. of neck 3f", diarn, of rim 48". PI. I.
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Kh. or. Fr. of chunam painted in distemper.

Band of
light red-brown on which is outline scroll pattern in black,
representing vine and grapes, very formal and stylistic.
On either sidc of band, red-brown. Well prescrved.
4116" x 36'.
Klr, oa. Stucco fr. of L. hand. Long slender outstretched
fingers with long narrow nails, index finger broken, thumb
missing. Surface slip cracked ; back only modelled.
Burnt. Length 3f'. PI. 111.
Kh. 03. Bronze stamp or seal (presented by Mr. Moldovack), triangular with pointed cinquefoil device. Pierced
shank at back. 2" x t", h. in. PI. X.
Kh, 04. Bronze stamp or seal (presented by hfr. hloldovack), in form of two hirds confronting, the heads fused
into one, with beak pointing each way. General form crescented. For more degenerate examples, see Ser, i. p. 119,
Yo. 00176 ; p. 123, Khot. 007. At back a pierccd ;hank.
I$"xI%..

Kh. 05. Fr. of charred wood, on one sidc of which is
rudely cut a human face in low relief. lTair as fringe on
lorehead. Shape and proportions of features bad. Make
possibly modern. a)" x 23" x I".
Kh. 06. Carnelian seal. Circular disc, with convex sides,
pierced through middle. One edge cut off straight, and
on sectional surface thus formed, device of fire-altar (?).
H.h", gr. witlth i9," ; face &'x
PI. X.
Iih. 07. Fr. of carnelian bead ; with quatrefoil pattern
etched on each square facet by a process causing decornpsition of the surface where the lines occur. For examples
of the same process, see Ser. iv. PI. Iv. Khot. 0 2 . q and r.
Gr. hI. A".
Kh-0.9. Miniature bone duck, with hole drilled for suspension. Cf. Anc. Iilrolan, ii. PI. LI, Y. ooz b. ii. a " x
7.
is
. PI. x.
Kh, 09. Terra-cotta fr. of potsherd with npplique mask.
Grotesque lion-facc, surrounded by mane ; inferior example
of type Yo. 058. No moustache. I#"X I*".
Kh. 010. Terra-cotta grotesque animal head, L. side
only ; sheep or camel. I A' x I +'.
Kh. 011. Grotesque terra-cotta monkey, herd, neck,
and shoulders. High pointed liead ; deep furrow between

::".

eyes; prominent mouth.
wing-like. I)" x $".

Beginning of arms broad and

Kh. 012. Grotesque terra-cotta human face. Thick
eyebrows and moustache ; prominent eyes ; nose broken.
On head a cornet-like ornament projecting forward. 2" x
1'1. 11.

;".

Kh. 013. Terra-cotta monkey-head ; owl type. I" x f".
Kh. 014. Grotesque terra-cotta monkey, upper hall.
Owl type. Arms curving forward horizontally (broken).
i n x r1n6 "'

Kh. 015. Grotesque terra-cotta monkey; owl type.
Hands to face holding small flat object. Legs broken off.

y x a".

Kh. 016. Grotesque terra-cotta monkey. Loser half
and one arm missing. Other arm broken off above elbow.
Large projection a t chest. jG"x t".

Kh. 017. Grotesque terra-cotta monkey-head ; owl
type. S,", x
Kh. 018. Grey marble fig. of horseman. Hands raised

en.

to chest. Very angular, crudely cut, and badly proportioned. Horse's legs all straight and short ; off foreleg
broken. Saw cuts between rider and horse's neck, and
between horse's legs. 21" x 2 0 " x 8".

Kh, 019. Yellow marble seal, in form of rectang. shrine
with pyramidal top. Two hollow mouldings between top
and base. i\ llorizontal notch in each corner of base,
another a t each angle of pyramid, and vertical groove
on cach face of pyramid. Hole drilled horizontally helow
pyramid. Device on bottom face : a n animal with long
rccurved tail and four legs (shown as two on one side) ;
very crude. 11. f", hase f" x &". PI. X.

Kh. oao.

Soapstone relief fr. Miniature Buddha in
DhyPna-mudri. Straight PadniLana with petals hanging
downward suggesting drapery. Oblong vesica rounded a t
upper corners. Head roughly carved ; proportions of body,
good. I ~ * x~ "8". PI. X.

Kh. oar. Soapstone relief fr. 13uddha face and front of
head, much damaged on L. p. side. Long enrs ; Usnip.
Broken e t neck and back.

i"
x A".

PI. X.

Kh. oan. Misc. small frs. of jade, flint, agate, camelinn,
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coral, green glass, blue frit, &c., and date stone. Cr. h1.
(stone) I ~ $ ' .

Kh. 013. Fr. of bronze finger-ring, set will1 elliptical
glass sml. Device probably Athene ; poor workmansl~ip.
Length of Ir. It", seal A" x r56'. PI. X.
Kh. 014. Glass seal similar to that of Kh. 023, but
without setting and either worn out or never properly
x 8".
mnde. Device is merely a shallow depression.
Kh. 095. String of glass, paste, and shell beads.
Three with light lines on a dark paste, as Ser. iv. PI. I\',
Khot. 0069, &c. One, tubular, red paste longitudinally
streaked with grey and darker red. Cr. AI. A".
Kh. 006. String of glass, paste, shell, and agate
beads. One with light wavy line on dark paste. Gr. AI.
? "

16

'

Kh. on?. Six glass, stone, and paste beads. Onc green
glass with ' marbling ' in yellow lines. Threc dark grey
paste with light lines. One dark grey paste with translucent
blue spots set in light grey cement, a s Ser. iv. PI. VI,
Togujni. 0021 ; Khot. 0072. One barrel-shaped grey
stone. Gr. M. {Q".PI. S.
Kh. 028. Fr. of fine paste, of curiously blended buff nnd
dull brown hits giving a marbled charncter which extends
through the substance of the fabric. Completely vitrified
and coated with extremely thin glaze on both sides. An
abrupt change in thickness occurs in a curved line on one
side. \!Jell preserved. For anotherexample, see K. E. or ;
A.li.07,Pl. 1.1. t " x ~ " x ; ~ " t o Q " .
Kh. ong. Fr. of glass bead, trnnslucent pale green ;
hexngonal prism, slightly convex in length and drilled
through nsis. Ixngth k", diam. 17,".
Kh. 030. Fr. of handle of glass vessel; pale green,
trnnslucent. Surface exhibits d~licotemetallic lustre. I"
x isx-9.'
I U '
Kh. 031. Fr. of agate bead ; Inrge bnrrel-shaped, of pale
Iloney-colour ; deroratrd with transverse and diagonal
lines by a process ol decomposition of surlacc, rf. Kh. 07 ;
and So.iv. PI. IV, Khot. 02. q, r. ;:"x P,". PI. X.
Kh. 031. Fr. of glass bead ; dark &Teen with p d c ycllow
bands, introduced by millefiori mcthotl. )"x f " .
Kh. 033. Fr. of paste bead; opnque dark grcy with
white inlaid surface pattern. 5;-x A'. PI. S .
Kh. OH. Fr, of glassbead ; opaque dark grcy (il.idesrent),
with remains of applied spots 01 transluct-nt ~ 1 a . i 4"
~ . x f".
Kh. 035. Translucent glass boss ; dark I~luesurrounded
by light grey glass cement. Dctached from surlncc 01
b a d . t' x i36".
Kh. 036. Fr. of graphlte stick; polygonnl, worn by
rul~bing. ig' x 9" x f".
Kh. 037-8. Frs. of small glass beads with inlaid spots.
037. Millrfiori type ; trnnslucent blue rind whitc ; diam.
1'. 038. L)ark grey lmste, with trnnslucent blue spots set
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ill wliilisli cenlellt, as Ser. iv. PI. vl,'rogujai.
Khot. 0072. Uiam. in.

0021

; pI. I,,,

Kh. 039. Stolle fig. of squatting monkey, dark grey,
Elbows tight to sides ; hands at breast with tips of fingers
meeting. Face very long ; eyes circular and deep. crude
work, chiefly in straight cuts, prob. done witll cutting
wheel. 1%"x t"x ;A". PI. 111.
Kh. 059. Pottery spinning-whorl ;roughly made. lrreg,
six-petalled flower incised on under-side. Pottery whorl,
Diarn. I + " , h. 9".
Kh. 060. Circular disc of red pottery, with thin upright
mitre-shaped solid handle. R. and L. of handle p i r s
holes. Prob. cover of vessel. Half broken away. ~
i
54", thickness f", handle 2 i n x 18"x f " . PI. XXV.
Kh. 070. Paste cabochon jewel; very fine sky-blue,
semi-ellipsoid ; with piece 01 jeweller's cement lor fixing,
adhering to back. 3" x $" x i".
Kh. 071-98. Misc. paste, glass, stone, and shell beads.
071. Spherical ; opaque buff paste with translucent
yellow-green rods pressed obliquely into surface. Diam.
1". 072. Four-sided tubular ; dark yellow trnnslucent
glass ; made by pressing warm glass round a mnndril.
Length
073. Polygonal ; yellowish glass, iridescent.
Diam. f". 074. Spherical (lr.) ; black p a t e decorateti
with lines of white. Seems to have been made by shaping
from a strip of paste first painted with lines of aliite
vitrcous enamel, applied with a brush, and not by the
more usual process of inlnid rods. Diam. 4". 0 7 5 Splrcrical;
red carnelian, roughly made. Diam. :$".
076-81. Small
drum-sllopcd and spllcrical ; dark I~lue,green, and yellow
translucent glass. Gr. diam. t". 082. S~llallbarrel-shnped ;
hlack paste orn. with impressed white wavy line. Diam.
&". 083. minute tubular ; opaque brown paste. Length
A", diam. il,". 084-6. Small drum-shnpd ; translumnt
t,luc glass. Cr. diam.
087. Small ring-shaptd ;
prob. stone, black. Diam. f". 088. Sn~alldrum-shaped ;
much corroded dark pnste. Diam. f " . 089-97. Cubeshaped, ring, drum, &c. ; white shell. Gr. $am.. ; :
098. Cuhe or sphere ; pale buff opaque pnste wilh rem:lins
(11 superficial millefiori pattern, in translucent blue and
white. 1)ii~m.A".
Kh. 0189. Mlsc. frs. of glass, stone, paste, gum, kc. Gr.

a".

M. ?,".
Kh. orgo. Pottery fr., lrom upper cdgc of small vrsscl ;
proh. :I cruciblc used lor melting lead. %"x8°K lh*.
Kh. 0191. Misc. seeds, grain, fruit-stones, peas, stalk'p
~ h0199.
.
~ i s c Iron
.
frs. ; thin sheet, twisted findlo1'lerl.
Gr. hl. 14'.
Kh. 0193. Mist. glass and paste beads; small s ~ h r r e l
and ring-shaped ; I~lack,Rrcy, yellow, green, ant1turrluo'5e'
Gr. diam. f " .
HSC. frs. of metals, including lead Ore'
~ h 0194.
.
gold (?), silver, iron, &c., all small. Gold piece sl'o"'
fine soldering. Gr. $1. ,16".

~

~

,
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LIST O F ANTIQUES ACQUIRED A T KHOTAN

org,j,
Fr. of silver ornament. Round a short tube
nine minute gains soldered t o tube and each other.
diam. ila".
Diam. of tube A", diam. of grains $a" ;
Length of tube 6. .+2".
~ h0197,
,
Frs. of lead sheet, rod, foil, wire, k c . Prob.
waste scraps from jeweller's or silversmith's workshop.
Cr. BI. LA".
~ h0198.
.
Mass of frs. of copper wire of many differcnt
gauges; somc twisted into close spirals, othcrs into
cable. Cr. le~~gtli
of cal)le I$".
Kh, oaoo. Mass of bronze and copper scraps. Gr.
11, c. I" sq.
Kh, onor. Frs. of bronze ornaments and fittings;
rings, studs, tags, rod, k c . , mostly broken and corroded.
Gr. fr. I" x 8".
~ h 0243
.
~
i bronze
~ frs,,
~ i t.l c ~ u ~ i npieces
g
platr,
loop (of wire, doubled), sq. knob, ring, pins, and Ir. of
rivet-plate. Cr. M. f2"x a".

Kh. 0244 Fr. of bronze ornament, F.ront, a raised
central ril) with blade on each side having edge r u t l u ~ l r t t e
sliape ; unbroken horn suggestive of ram's l ~ e a din low
relief. Both ends and one side broken away. Back flat.
Cf. Ser, iv. PI. \'I. Yo. 0091. b. I" x Q". PI. r;.

I l l

Kh. 0956. Bronze cat '-bell. Suspension ring broken.
Diam.

8". PI.

X.

Kh. 0957. Shell disc, with two small holes drilled from
side to sidc parallel to faces. On one lace a ring of six
small shallow circular depressions surrounding a central
one. Diatn. t",thickncss :". 1'1. r;.
Kh. ca58. Oblong bony object fornicd Iron) a n animal's
tootll. Long surface striated, and cnds ~ l i o w i ncon~
\,elutions. Polished. I&"x +$" x
Kh. 0259. Ivory charm. Uppcr edge shorter tlian lower,
the two sides diverging equally downwards. Upper third
tuhular for cord, inward curve of tube a t its lower side
forming sl~allow transverse channel on front and hack.
Sectin11 wcdgc-shapcd, with circular section a t top and
rounded point a t opposite end. t i " x igs' x &". PI. X.
Kh. 0260. Paste bead, millcfiori, marbled in red, ello ow,
4" ?a". 'I. x.
blue, and

A".

Kh. 0261. Stone charm ; irrrgular wedge-shape. White

with pale blue markings a t hroad end. Drilled a t narrow

4"

?Gn

1%".

Kh. 0262. Fr. of stone charm, rcpresentina duck. Dark
grey, \%,ellpolished, and drilled lor cord.

4" x ,'a'' x A".

('I. Ark. Hnn.

Stone bead, irregular elliptical flat, drilled

Kh. 0245. Tongue of brass buckle ; tapering to blunt
point. Loop broken. 2" x JSz" x &",
Kh. 0246. Two frs. of bronze ring, elliptical section.
.4rc. r. z", thickness &".

Kh. 0163

Kh. 0947. Rectang. bronze tag for strap.end. T~~ outer
snglrs rounded. Edges of frontplate turned towards
bark to form box. Hack plate flat, fastetled to front by
two rivets. 1;" x 4" x i3g".

Kh. 0 ~ 6 5 . Bronze ornament ; almond-sl~aped pendant,

Kh- 024-9. Bronze cube, each face divided into four
by two grooves. Angles rounded. Prob. a weight.
Side A".
Kh. 0149-50. Two bronze splnnlng-whorls ; echinusshaped, concave on under-side. Pierced with large hole.
&'x Q" and &"x 3". PI. X.

Kh. 0951. Globular lead pellet, showing slightly projecting mould ribs. Diam. t'. PI. X.
Kh. 025a-5. Fout lumps of shell, approximately spheripierced for use as beads. Diams, c.
t", A", in.

a",

near one end.

Kh. 0264.
x

4' x 8'' x A".

Fr. of garnet (7)bead, l~ighlypolished.

i"x .&".

&"

prob. to hang on strap or other band. Raisrd centre and
roll border. Square loop a t upper cnd, in which is copper
band for attachment. Hollow copper filled with spelter.
Flat back, riveted to front a t centre of upper margin of
of gilding on front and edges, I t "
almond.
13" y

T6

in.

Kh. 0266. Irregular lump of metal, resembling a n l i m o n ~ ,
or a hard spelter, I n f "
Kh. 0267. Stucco rellef Buddha head, over life-size
(presented by Mr. K. hloldovack). Usual Buddha type
,itll narrow slanting eyes. U ~ n i ? and ears lost, and end
of nose ; face otherwise in fair condition. Hair indicated
by wavy incised lines, not by applied curls. Fine clay 01
light buff colour. H. 1', gr. width 9". PI. \'III.

OBJECTS COLLECTED nY BADRUnL1i.U KHAN FROM DIFFERENT K H 0 T . W SITES
09. Fr. of handle of terra-cotta vessel ; straight,

elliptical in section, main portion representing long flat
h ~ ofd a ~dragon-like animal, whme hark-tl~rown head
lower m d
Forepaws broken OR short, proh.
lower att"l1ment to vessel. Jaws open, with linc
"I
Puncllc.(l holes cmphasizing line of upper and
lo\r.rr j:~rrf,ant1 s,lcKcstinf cycs and nostrils, rnc.isctl
on hotly to rcpresrnt fur. Fair condition. I r n g t h
a\'craW width
average thickness &". PI. I I I .
Badr. Ole. Terra-cotta monkey, ' owl ' type, rudely

2r>

r,

made ; head turned over R. shoulder ; arms and legs
broken off. H. 4".

~ ~ ~ ~ .monkey,
c ~ t owl
t a' type, body m d
head only; prob. one of a pir embracing, iu Srr. iu.
111, Yo.
h ~ ~ ,made,
j ~ l 3. ~

8.dr.

Badr.

01%.

Terra-cotta monke~-hend; snout uplifted.

Rude work. Cr. hf. I&". PI. 111.

Badr. 013. Terra-cotta ram's head, broken off a t base
of neck. Solid ; perhaps thumb-rest of jug-handle. Eyes,
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punched circles ; fleece indicated by punched holes. L.
horn lost. Gr. hf. I#". PI. 111.
Badr. 014-15. T w o beast-head spouts from terracotta vessels. Broken. 0x4. Ram's head, muzzle, and
R. horn lost ; cf. Yo. 085. 0x5. Crude horse-head, with
hogged mane. Small orifice only in each, A" and #" diam.
respectively. Gr. hi. 1%". PI. 111.
Badr. 016. Terra.cotta grotesque beast-head ; flat,
with bulging eyes and long narrow muzzle marked on top
with short transverse incisions. No ears or horns remain.
Semicircular ridge above eyes. Incised bands under
throat, orn. with incised dashes or depressed circles,
suggesting harness ; and tongue protruding a t L. corner
01 mouth. Traces of green glaze. Fair condition. Length
2".
PI. I l l .
Badr. 017. Fr. of terra-cotta quadruped, camel (?),
kneeling with load. Traces only of latter remain. Head,
hind quarters, and upper part of back lost. Eroded. Gr.
hi. 16".
Badr, 018. Terra-cotta rlng-handle, broken off vessel.
Plain, smooth ; triangular in section. Diarn. (external)
I)., (internal) i'.
Badr. org. Terra.cotta applique jewel om., Irom
vcssel. Elliptical, with plain boss in middle, surrounded
by pearl border, as on S n . iv. PI. I V . Yo. or. a, &c. #"x

A".

Badr. oao. Fr. of terra-cotta relief orn., indeterminate.
Gr. 31. 3".
Badr. oar. Terra-cotta appliquC mask ; lion-head as
Yo. 058. a-j, but small size. Broken ofl close round lace.
Much worn. H.
Badr. oaa. Terra-cotta relief head, female (?), with
elaborate head-dress and long locks spreading by side of
lace ; raembles Srr. it,. PI. 111. Yo. 0026, but on smaller
scale and details much worn. Surface glazed. 11. 8".
PI. 11.
Badr. 023-6. Four stucco relief heads of Buddha,
small size, lrom same mould ; prob. from plaqucs. Dest
prc~crved,and with Ir. of halo, 026 ; others worn. Burnt.
11. '4 to I".
Badr. 027. Stucco relief head of Buddha, as Bal. 061,
086. Rcrnains ol white paint on facc and black paint on
Iiair. White plaster. Much worn. H. ~ f " .
Badr. 018. Terra-cotta relief head, 01 Gandharvi type ;
cl. Bal. 075, kc. Hair in top-knot, with fillet ; ears
apparently nornial. Hroken off close round face ; corroded.
H. It". PI. 11.
Badr. oog. Fr. of terra-cotta face-mask ; nose, mouth,
chin, L. cheek, and eye. Smooth and rounded. Eye long,
narrow, and slightly oblique, marked only hy incised outline
and punched dot for pupil. Straight incised line lor
mouth with deeply punched hole a t corner, and similar
holes for nostrils. Incised vcrliml groove down chin, and
wide incised line under it. 11. II". PI. V .

fa".

[Chap. IV

Badre 030. Fr. of stucco relief face ; nose only, wilh
adjacent parts of cheeks and well-formed mouth. N~~~
long and fine, short upper lip. Traces of light pint,
Cf. Badr. 0283. Burnt. H. af". PI. 111.
Badr. 031. Fr. of terra-cotta relief ern. ~
~
t
two-lobed, as Ser. i. p. 141, A. 'r. 0051, kc.; traces o,
paint. Burnt. Length (incompl.) zb".
Badr. 03% Stucco rellef fr. Seven-petalled rosette, with
circular boss centre, resting on pair 01 voluted leal,es;
exactly as Ser. iv. PI. VIII, A. T. i. 001z. ~
~gx~
If". PI. v.
Badr. 033. Fr. of terra-cotta vessel, slightly concave
from top to bottom, prob. from base of neck; ern, with
Iff0 small appliquf dancing figs. That on L. lost below
waist ; leaning forward with outstretched arm and
some obj. in hand.
Fig. on R. complete ; jumping with crossed legs in
spirited movement, and holding obj. on head with both
hands. Clothes not marked except two ends of drapery
swinging out Irom shoulders. Figs. polished by friction.
Cf. Anc. Klwlail, ii. PI. X L V , Kh. 003. c.
Potsherd broken away in straight line above, over
shallow incised horizontal groove ; and on other edges.
r#'x 2f"X +". PI. 11.
Badr. 034-5. T w o frs. of terra-cotta plaques,showing
Buddhas seated in meditation ; as Yo. 0133, kc. ; nlsu
Ser. iv. PI. V I I I , A. T. iii. 0089, and PI. XIr, Kha. 05.
Lower part only of 034 preserved, lrom hands down;
and whole fig. of 035 without head. 035 also corroded.
H. rf" and 18".
Badr. 036. T e r r a q t t a grotesque sheephead ; same
type as Yo. 086, a-I, and evidently lrom similar handle.
Moulded in two halves and joined ; wool marked by rows
01 incised crescents. Eroded. Length 2".
Badr. 037. Terracotta relief woman's head, with lr.
of potslierd attached. nIoulded in high relief ; small
features. Hair parted in middle and drawn in smooth
bandeaux down sides of lorehead. Large earrings. Or
bunclies ol hair, a t ears. Much corroded. H. I%",width
I)", projection I&".
PI. V.
Badr. 038-40. Three frs. of stucco rellef0rn.Bin lorrn
of simple lozenge, with incised groove running inside and
close to edge and plain field. 039 covered with ligllt
paint ; traces 01 paint on others. Burnt. Cf. Str. i.
p. 146, A. T. i. 0037. (Lozenge) l&"X Itn.
Badr. 041. Fr. of stucco appllqub rosette : eight petals
i'
(five remain) with circular pierced centre ; c l
p. 144, A. T. 0060. Traces of white paint. Burnt.
I&'.

Badr. 042. Flat strlp of stucco, roughly pinched
shape with fingers when wet. Burnt. 1 t " x I$".
B d r . 043. ~ rof. stucco relief om., stalk of flower Om'
as S n . jv. PI. ~ 1 1 1 A.
, T. ii. oo4r (see i. p. 14"~' descr"
A. T. 0020) ; expanding into two lobes a t bottom: but
straight. Burnt. r i " x (gr. width) t8".

~

~

~

-
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Badr. 044-52. Nine frs. o f s t u c c o m e a n d e r i n g b a n d ,
moulded in continuous close zigzag emphasized by deeply
incised parallel lines, as Srr. i. p. 146, A. T. i. 0075, &c.
Burnt. C r length (048) 21".
Badr. 053. Fr. of stucco relief orn., from apex of
triangle carrying crescent, as Ser. i . p. 113, A. T. oojj.
Triangle edged with bead border between raised lines.
Traces only of crescent, traces of light paint. Burnt.
1i"x 1".

Badr. 054-5. T w o frs. of s t u c c o relief orn., from
straight band edged with bead border between raised lines,
and orn. with circular jewels. Cf. .Trr. iv. PI. I X , A. T.
0095. Grey clay. Burnt. 12~'
x 11" and I" x i".
Badr. 056. S t u c c o relief fr. Part of rosettc with seeds
hanging in cascade from centre ; as Ser. iv. PI. \'III,
.4. T. v. 0039. Cf. also above Yo. 04, o j r , PI. I. Traces
01 light paint. Burnt. ~t x I A". PI. V.
Badr. 057. Stucco relief o r n . Quatreloil rosette, wit11
raised circular centre and deep central groove down each
~etal. Remains of white paint. Burnt.
sq. PI. X.

a'

Badr. 058. Stucco relief fr. End of lotus-petal, twolobed, as Dadr. 031, but on smaller scale and pointed.
Burnt. ~ f " I".
x
Badr. 059. S t u c c o relief fr. Fleur-de-lis head from
floral orn., as Ser. iv. 1'1. V I I I , A. T. v. 0049. Burnt.
~

x;;1

-

lgw.

Badr. 060-1. T w o s t u c c o relief frs. (joined), of hair
moulded in two bands of crescents, rcvcrsed in alternate
bands, as Ser. i. p. 146, A. T. i. 0030, &c. Burnt. 12" x

]I".
Badr. a62. Stucco relief fr., human L. ear, tip broken
on. Paintctl, prob. pink. Burnt. LcngLh zc6".
Badr. 063. Stucco relief fr. Small conical curl ol hair,
',", diam. of base &".
moulded in spiral. Burnt. 11. ,.
Badr. 064. S t u c c o relief fr. Snail-shell curl of hair,
with remains of light paint. Burnt. 11. Q", diam. I&'.
Badr. 065. S t u c c o relief fr. Curled first and second
fingers of L. hand, with transverse hole running inside
curve. back not moulded. Burnt. Gr. M. I&".
~

-

~

Badr. 067-8. T w o s t u c c o relief frs., 01 seated Buddha
plaques, as Badr. 034-5, kc. Lower part only, showing
folded I~ands and crossed feet. Grey clay ; probably
burnt. Trnccs of light paint. Gr. h.1. I $ " .
Bad[. 069. F r . of c a r v e d w o o d e n p l a q u e (stated to be
froinKhadalik), prob. vcsica from wooden statuette. Shows
at top part of vesica's outer border of creeping flame ;
hclow, section from R. llalf of circular halo. Latter has
border of elliptical jewels, surrounded by beads and
separated by groups of three stalks or leaves tied in by
band at middle. Field covered wilh narrow waving flames,
radiating lor small quatreloil roscttc within raised circle,
Preser~ctljust by I)rokcn edge.
Aho\.c this rosettc are two lozcnge-shaped jewels within
bead borders, placed one above the other among the

flames. Roth rosette and these may be part of om. on
head 01 fig. Fine relief work and in good condition. 11.
41", width I&',, thickness A". PI. IX.
B a d r . 070. S m a l l p o t t e r y jug. with handle. Plain rim
without spout. General shape as Ser. iv. PI. IV, Yo. 0060,
but shorter and more squat. Grey clay, no orn. 11. zt",
gr. diam. 2". PI. V.
B a d r . 071. S t u c c o relief fr., of acanthus loliagc. Fine
work. Hard plaster as Chal. 08, kc., burned grey. Gr.
M. 2". PI. V.
B a d r . 072. Fr. o f t e r r a - c o t t a vessel. Sloping shoulder
orn. with incised lines (pattern preserved only fragmentary)
and showing base of handle (broken off), with eroded
appliqud animal head om. below. If. 211gn. PI. 111.
B a d r . 073. W h i t e a g a t e (7) b e a d , oval. Length A*, gr.
diam. fu.
B a d r . 074. H a l f o f b r o n z e ring, round in section, corroded. Diam. z', thickness 3%'.
B a d r . 075. P a i n t e d w o o d e n p a n e l , with arched top, one
edge broken off. Obv. Buddha in black robe orn. wit11
conventional yellow spots, seated in meditation on red
PadmLana. Oval halo and vesica with bead borders, in
red, white, and yellow. Rcu. traces 01 similar ~ u d d h a
in white robe. Both sides much clIaced. Gr. h. 74',
width zr. Pl. X I l I .
Badr. 097-9. T h r e e frs. of g l a s s , green, translucent, but
not clear. 098 flat fr., 097 and ogg I n . of rods, solid and
hollow respcclively. Cr. M. i".
Badr. 0100. B r o n z e s p i n n i n g - w h o r l (7); dome-shaped
with flat top, large holc pierced vertically, slightly concave
on under-side. Good condition. I[. t", diam. o[ basc
;kg, diam. of hole f'.
B a d r . 0101-3. T h r e e f r s . o f b r o n z e wire, round in
section. Corroded. Gr. length c. zp", diam. c. 2,'.
B a d r . 0104. Fr. o f b r o n z e belt-catch (7). Ribbed endpiece, flat, oblong, with one curved pin projectinc a t right
angles broken off short, and signs of another (lost).
Corroded. Gr. hl. t:;".
Badr. 0x05. Fr. of b r o n z e , tapering, corroded. Length g.
Badr. 0106. Fr. of b r o n z e ring, smooth, elliptical in
section. Slightly corroded. Arc I I", gr. thickness :G".
B a d r . 0107.

Fr. of b r o n z e slag.

Gr. M.

I

P,'.

B a d r . 0108. B r o n z e t i p f o r s t r a p (?). Shield-shaped,
made in two pieces (back and front) ; front with receding
edges, forming hollow behind ; bock flat. attached to
front by rivets but apparently allowing strap or other
object to pass out between edgcs a t top of shield. Well
gr. width E",thickness &..
made but corroded. 11.

:,;'

Badr. 0109. B r o n z e buckle.ring a n d c a t c h for strap.
Ring, thick, D-shaped. Catch, a shield-shaped plate, with
double hoop passing round tongue-bar 01 ring t o hackplate. Back and front plate joined by rivet. Tongue of
buckle lost. Length It', diam. of ring 1". PI. X.

FROM KHO'I 'AN T O LOP
B a d r . 0110. C i r c u l a r b r o n z e boss, hollow, top moulded
in form of co~iventionrrlsix-petalled rosette. Good condition. Ijiarn. +;",h. f". PI. X.
B a d r . 0111. B r o n z e buckle-ring a n d c a t c h . Ring, thick,
nearly round, lozenge-shaped in section. Catch, a shieldshaped plate with double hoop passing round tongue-bar
of ring to bark-plates, and sin& rivet joining front and
back plates. Remains of llend of iron tongue between
hoops ol catch. Cf. Badr. 010% Length I%", diam. ol
ring 1 2 ~ PI.
~ .S .
Badr. 0112-3. B r o n z e s p o o n handle. Flat, wedge-shaped ;
broad end notched on ohv. edge, narrow end expanding
again where it joined howl. Rack plain. Front om.
with raised central rib, incised line by each long edge, and
across broad end two pairs of incised lines with row of
circle and dot orn. between. Fair condition but broken
in two. Length 5#",gr. width 11",thickness A'. PI. X.
B a d r . 0114. B o w l of b r o n z e s p o o n , large size, pear shape
with beginning of handle (hroken off). Handle flat, set
a t wide angle with bowl, beginning with slight waist, and
expanding to 4" width. Hole worn through bowl. Length
of whole 34', bowl 21" x I+&". PI. X.
B a d r . 0115-16. Frs. of t w o b r o n z e pick-axes, orna0115 has long barrel-shaped
mental or ceremonial.
vertiral ferrule between head and point. Head is formed
of grotesque boars' heads, one behind the other, facing
fermle, the outer or rear one lused by its snout t o back of
neck of inner one. Inner one has its snout buried in about
middle of side 01 ferrule, and apparently reappearing
as the long square-sectioned point on the other side.
Boars' heads are roughly modelled and the large jaws
fringed
hair or bristles. Ears small and upright ;
crest pointed ; eyes round. At anglcs of mouth are two
risorial furrows. Under-side shows depression between
iaw-bones. Square-sectional point of pick has its diagonals
vertical and horizontal. Tip missing. Ferrule is closed
a t top, and its wall is broken a t one side a t bottom.
0116 has only one beast-head which prohably faces away
from lerrule. Hair-marking not visible. Two furrows
curve forward round neck under jaws and up centre of
face (?) to ears. Ferrule closed a t top ; side and lower
end missing. Pick point missing.
Both specimens ralher rouglily cast. Bronze-brown
patina with patches of green. 0115. Length over all
34", prcsent length of point II": vertical thickness through
heads {A',
length of ferrule 14'. 0116. Length of fr. ~ g ' ,
vertical thickness $', present length of lerrule f 8'. PI. X.
Badr. 0117. B r o n z e b u t t o n ; round, with flat centre and
edge recessetl in two plancr. Pair ol large loops behind
for attachment. Goorl ronditir~ri. 1)iam. i", projection
of loop5 8'. PI. S .
B a d r . 0118. F r . o f b r o n z e p l a t e : flat, and relatively long
for width, with one end rounded off, and sides in concave
curve e l p a n d ~ n pto width ol j* a t other end. Length
A*, width t' to 1".

[Chap. IV

B a d r . 0119. S m a l l b r o n z e b a r , with sq, block in middle
showing small depression in two opposite sides. One end
of bar is club-shaped ; other end forms small hollow
hemisphere. Length of whole i'.PI. X.
B a d r . orao. B r o n z e s t u d , with thick disc-shaped head,
hollow and filled a t back with lkad, and long pin cut
sq. a t end. On head, within plain line border, is design
of broken curving and spiral lines. Fair condition. Diam.
of head c. i",thickness c. A". PI. X.
B a d r . O I ~ I . B r o n z e s e a l ; flat, sq., with pierced shank
a t back. Intaglio device, a four-legged beast (dragon ?)
standing with uplifted head in profile to L. Some object
possibly under forefeet. Plain line border round. Corroded ; c.
sq. PI. X.

+r

B a d r . 012a-8.
S e v e n g l a s s b e a d s ; ring-shaped, blue,
green, or dark grey, transparent and opaque. Cr. diam. t'.
B a d r . olag. C a r n e l i a n
bevelled both t o back
antlered deer standing
work. Good condition.

s e a l ; flat, circular, with edge
and front. Intaglio device of
in profile to L. Rather rough
Diam. 8". PI. X.

Badr. 0130. Fr. o f talcite, prob. intended for bead. Gr.

M. 3".
B a d r . 0131. Mlsc. s t o n e a n d g l a s s ks., kc., comprising
one red carnelian bead ; one turquoise paste bead ; one
yellow paste ; one green translucent glass ; one brown
paste with wavy yellow line round middle ; also fr. ol
white stone or paste (?) bead with turquoise-coloured
film on surface in places (cf. Badr. o188), and two broken
sticks of coral. Beads ring-shaped or cylindrical. Gr.
diam.
B a d r . or3a. S m a l l basin-shaped s t o n e object, ol black
and green marbled stone, with short pedestal cut 05 sq.
Hole pierced upwards through pedestal and bottom 01
basin. Edges slightly chipped, but condition good. H.
t6'. PI. v.
Badr. 0134. W h i t e j a d e (7) pendant, in form ol monkey (?)
sitting on hind quarters, with body erect, head sunk on
breast, forepaws under chin, and tail over R. shoulder.
Width of shoulders exaggerated, making wedge-shaped
fig. tapering to ground. Tip of nose and R. hind leg broken
off.
Crude work without detail ; fur indicated by incised
dashes on limbs and tail in front, and parallel bands of
the same across back. Latter is rut flat, except lor two
low oval projections in position of shoulder-blades;
perhaps intended to keep surface of fig. lrom rubbing
against other surface when in use. Slanting hole for
suspension pierced through middle of hunched shoulders
ahove head. Length I?', gr. width I:~", @ thickness
i'. PI. v.
B a d r . o1a5-g. F l v e s t o n e o r c l a y spinningwhorls.
0135 and 0136, black stone, echinus-shaped ; 0135 flattened
on top, and with flat bottom to which side is bevelled;
0136, with flat bottom, bevelled round lower edge of help ;
0x37, grey clay, of flat echinus shape, sides turning In

~ e c li]
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toa;lrds l~oltorn which is concavc, orn. with slanting
incised lines round in-drawing part ol side and with sevenpointed star on bottom round hole ; 0x38, light grey clay,
flat echinus shape, approaching ring-shape ; 0139, mottled
grey pebble, dome-shaped with flat base. Gr. diam.
(0x35 and 0136) xi", gr. h. (0135) 8". PI. V, X.
Badr. 0140. S t o n e seal, hard yellowish-white. Four-sided,
and roughly pyramidal in shape ; apex rounded over, and
hole pierced through horizontally lor suspension string.
Fret device cut on face ; practically replica of Scr. iv.
sq., h. A". PI. X.
PI. V , Yo. 0089. Face r.
Badr. 0141. Splinter of h a r d w h i t e s t o n e , jade (?). Gr.
M. 1A".
Badr. 0142. Tapering r o d of p a l e g r e e n s t o n e , jade (?);
broken both ends. Length rC6",gr. diam. A".
Badr, 0143. C l a s s b e a d ; spheroid flattened laterally,
honey-coloured, semi-translucent. 1)iam. $ti'.
Badr. 0144. S l a b of b l a c k s t o n e ; smooth and very hard.
In shape, an oblong with one long side bowed. Back
unpolished, showing three groups of holes for attachment
of stone to some object. Holes were drilled in pairs,
those in eacll pair slanting to meet each other and making
V-shaped channel for passage of wire. Bridge between
holes has broken in most cases, and new holes have been
made. ~ l ' xg' to rt'x 1'.
Badr. 0145. Fr. of lignite (7) s e a l ; flat, sq., with hole
pierced horizontally for suspension. One broad face preserved wit11 crude incised device of long-legged beast
(standing). Cf. Scr. iv. P1. XXIX, N. xxlx. 006. Remains
of design on fr. of other face, unintelligible. Face 'k sq.,
thickness 1'.
Badr. 0146. P e n d a n t of b l a c k s t o n e , verysmoolh, hard,
and polished ; four-sided, two of the sides making elongated
narrow angle and two a short wide angle. Edges finely
bevelled, both back and front; the level disappearing
towards meeting-~oint of long sides, where the edge is
cut down sq. and stone pierced laterally for suspension.
Well made. Cr. length 13', gr. widtll I", thickness c. a".
Badr. 0165. S m a l l b r o n z e disc, prob. weight. Traces of
intaglio device on one side 0 ) . Diam. A', thickness t".
PI. x.
Badr. 0166. Fr. of b r o n z e slag. Cr. h1.
Badr. 0167. Bronze s t u d , having short, wide, shield-shaped
head with bevelled edges. Hollow behind, with short pin
On which is sq. washer. Fair condition. 8" x I".
Badr. 0168. Bronze strap.end, from buckle ; cf. Badr.
0109, 0111. Long narrow plnte, with long sides concave
and one end pointed. Edge bevelled along thesc three
sides. From otlrer end springs double hoop (broken), which
wsed round tongue-bar of Iwckle. Plate cut away
between hoops to give free play to tongue. Three holes
for rivets, 22.in diam. Rack platc lost. Fair condition.
Length xi', widtll
to f'. PI. X.
Badr- 0169. Mlsc. frs. of b r o n z e w i r e , bent into rings,
loops, kc. Gr. diam. (ring) i', gr. thickness ,$*.

::".
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Badr. oxgo-85. S i x t e e n frs. o f a g a t e , of various tints,
weatlrrr-worn. Cr. fr. I 1" r x :".

:"

B a d r . 0186-7. T w o frs. of c r y s t a l (?), weather-worn.
Gr. fr. I'x &" x 2".
B a d r . 0188. Fr. o f g l a s s (7) ; surface covered with opaque
patina, partly verdigris in colour. Cf. Badr. or31. & ' x
i2s' x f .
Badr. 0191. I r o n ' KoftgBri ' b u t t o n , with large loop
shank. Circular, flat, scored in two directions to hold
silver-foil pattern. This consists of outer and inner
circle, the inner circle divided by its diagonals into
quadrants, and cacll quadrant containing an inner quadrant
treated as angular s p i r ~ l . Fair condition. Diam. xi'.
B a d r . 0192. B r o n z e seal, oblong, rectang., with large
loop a t back rougllly soldered on. Device : a t bottom
3 circular eight-petalled rosette ; above, two vertical
divisions side by side, in one of which is Line ol Chinese
lapidary chars., in other a continuous scroll orn. A line
borders bottom and two sides. Seal has been broken across
and soldercd together again. Otherwise in good condition. 2#" x 1~5''.
[Note by Mr. L. C. Hopkins.-The
right-hand panel
contains three Chinese characters, sufficiently disguised
t o make them very puzzling. At first I supposed them
t o read
f'icn hsirn fing, viz. Heaven-first,
or prior--elegant. I can see no sense in such a sequence.
Rut it will be noticed that the whole of the lower part
of the lace is occupied by a circular design, divided on its
inner margin into eight scgments. This strongly suggests
pa kw
the diagram of the arrangement of the
or Eight Symbols, according to the system attributed to
Fu-hsi, and known ns the
hsien I'irn l'u, or
' Earlier System ' ol the Symbols. Hence it is possible
that the first two characters are t o he rend as hsierr f'icn
and not f'ietl h s i m
Hut 1 can make
no suggestion as to the third chnracter in sucll a connesion. I t cannat be
t'tc.1
B a d r . 0x93. B r o n z e s e a l , rectan~ular,with small broken
loop a t back. Device : striding demon or warrior t o
L. p., in long robe and carrying spear (?) ; stole fluttering
upward. Below, horizontal V:rjra (?). Fair condition.
11" x in. PI. X.
B a d r . 0194. B r o n z e s e a l , rectangular, with threechars. (?)
within line border. Pierced shank a t bark. Fair condition.

&

*,

/I31,

A 7;

&.

A,

I

h" x 4".

B a d r . 0195. B r o n z e s e a l , heart-shaped, with long shank
(pierced). Device : trefoil anthemion enclosed in double
border lines. Somewhat corroded. i ' x j " . PI. X.
B a d r . 0196. Fr. o f b r o n z e ring, with fine blue glass jewel
in four-claw setting. Most of hoop missing ; corroded.
Length ::', gr. width P,". PI, X.
Badr. 0197. S t e a t i t e fig. of m o n k e y , seated, with hnnds
between knees, chin on hands, and back rounded. Naturalistic. 1)rillcd vertically.
x 4. x -,",;".
PI. V.

:;.
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B a d r . 0203. C a r v e d w o o d e n finial, o r h a l o from
statuette (said to be from Toghrak-mazlr). Disc-shaped,
with plain round centre slightly raised, from which close-set
V-cut grooves mdiate t o circumference. Back plain.
Remains of tenon, 1h" wide, below (broken off). Diam.
4%' x 4 r , thickness :6".
B a d r . 0 ~ 0 4 . L o n g flame-shaped fr. of w h l t e j a d e (7) ;
curved, with small hole drilled a t base, well made. Length
I$", gr. width <G', thickness A'. P1. X.
Badr. 0205. W h i t e j a d e (7) r i n g ; circular, quadrilateral
in section ; sides expanding slightly to one edge. Diam.
of ring r. Om, average tliickness z.:'
B a d r . 0206. Fr. of c r y s t a l b e a d ; spheroid, chipped, and
with one side split off. Diam. 8'.
B a d r . 0207. T w o e a r n e l l a n b e a d s ; red, flattened
spheroid and ring-shaped, chipped. Gr. diam. .'G$
Badr. 0208. Misc. s t o n e a n d g l a s s b e a d s a n d frs.,
comprising : one ring-shaped bead of blue glass (iridescent),
diam. 'f ; one white shell bead, spheroid, diam. +g" ; one
tubular agate bead, white ant1 brown, length ,'x;
diam
1' ; two irregular 11s. of garnet (?) pierced, gr. m.
R a d r . 0209. C a r n e l i a n b e a d ; cylindrical, tapering t o
end ; ,jeep to grey, one end chipped, ~~~~~h I",
gr. diam. ;6".

a".

Badr. -10. H o l l o w b r o n z e (7) ball, with large hole
pierced through opposite axes. Diam. 3G',h. &'.
B a d r . oalr. T w o g a r n e t s o r r u b i e s ; one pear-shaped ;
the other, an elliptical cone smoothly cut, with flat base.
Lengths :6* and :6".
B a d r . oolz. G l a s s b e a d ; opaque lapis lazuli hlue ; large
spheroid with
cut in twelve facets, and axes left
round. H.
diam. p', to t*.

r,

~ a d r .on13-al. ~ i n frs.
e
o f b r o n z e ; perhaps all from
vessel. o21~-18 are curved Irs. of rim, slightly thickened
and in-turned ; orn. outside with two pairs of fine incised
annular lines. ozrf and ozao, plain frs. slightly curved ;
0219 fiat ; 0221 very slightly cur\.ed with raised rib on
outsi,-Jc ;
Gr. hf. (0213)
gr. length of rim
(0214) I:;,', average thickness &'.
~
~ 02z2.
d B~~~~~
~
. spinning.whorl ; echinus.shaped,
concave on under-side. Fair condition. 11. $,:'
diam. i".
Badr. 0223. B r o n z e s t r a p - a t t a c h m e n t (?). Rectang.
piece of plate, with receding edges making hollow back.
Short pin at each corner behind, and ohlong
through plate by one edge. Sand-encrusted. I)' x I ,B".
B a d r . 0224. B r o n z e finger-ring, very small, with circular
cup setting for jewel (empty). Diam. of ring .'4
Badr. 0915. S t u c c o relief f r . ; long piano-convex, widening slightly t o one end which is rounded. Other end
broken. White stucco, burnt hard as Chnl. 08; Badr. 071,
PI. V ; 02~6-30. Length I)', gr. width 4".
B a d r . 0226. S t u c c o relief f r . ; thin flat piece, relief
Pattern consisting of two pairs of scrolled leaves issuing

-
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from opposite sides of transverse cincture. ~t one
of
cincture another leaf scroll. Broken away on all sides,
Cf. Badr. 0228. White stucco, burnt hard ~ ~ d ~
&c. I
x

+;'.

B a d r . 0297. S t u c c o relief fr. Small ~ . - h ~ ~ d
extended close together and bent slightly back; thumb
gone. Broken off half-way u p back of hand. Palm and
inner side of fingers not modelled. White stucco, burnt
hard as Badr. 0225, &c. I)" x 1".
B a d r . 0228. S t u c c o relief fr. 01 foliate orn. Pair O[
conventional leaves curling upon themselves ; similar lo
Badr. 0226. Good work. White stucco, burnt hard as
Badr' 0 2 2 5 ~&" $2'
B a d r . oazg. S t u c c o relief fr. Flat spiral curl of hair.
White stucco, burnt hard as Badr. 0225, &c. Diam.
3-t o ;,.
B a d r . 0930. S t u c c o relief fr. ; of long curving frond-like
leaf with deeply serrated edge. White stucco burnt black
and hard like the preceding. ~ i x ":Q".
B a d r . 0231. T e r r a . c o t t a relief fr. Six-petalled rosette,
apparently rising from voluted pair of leaves as Str. iv.
PI. VII1, A. T. i. 0012, but leaves broken off short. Q" x $'.
B a d r . 0232. T e r r a . c o t t a relief fr. Cast of L. side of
head of sheep or camel, as Yo. 071, 095. Very crude.
Length ~ f " .
B a d r . 0233. S t u c c o mould, for single flat spiral curl as
Badr. 0229. Stucco burnt hard and black as Radr. 0230.
Diam,
Badr. 0234. S t u c c o relief fr. Flat spiral curl as from
0233, but smaller. Grey clay, burnt. Diam. %".
Bad'. 0235. S o a p s t o n e s e a l ; high,
; sides
tapering towards top, through which is suspension hole,
and orn. with grooves running round horizontally. Device
oblong base ; a roughly cut Svastika (?), with one bar
of cross double. ~enlon-yello\vsoapstone, encrusled with
dirt, II.
base :g,";G".
B a d r . o q 6 . T e r r a - c o t t a relief fr. G s t of L. hind lcgol
with
as
'75. Harness not
11. 2Be.
in section;
Badre 0237- L e a d (7) b a r ; straight)
tapering slightly towards ends, one 01 which is flattened
and has hole pierced through. Lenglll 2;et'
average
diam. ,?#w. PI, x.
B a d r . 0~4.9. S t u c c o relief fr. of halo, prob. frorn stand.
ing Buddha. Plain field, inner lotus-wreath border On
receding plane, and outer border (on lower plane)
creeping flame. stucco burnt hard as Uadr. 0225, kc.,
and discoloured black and -green. r31A"
-- x
~
~ 024g,
d
~H~~~
. spoon ; non.~hinese; cut in one
piece, with fiat handle on same plane ss howl. Lntter
; cut to fine point at outer end, and with
slight shoulder a t offset of handle. Handle flat, with sides
cut so as to form first (near bowl) an elongated lozenge
shape, then a square, then flat bar widening slightly end'

a'.

.
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Inside of bowl om. with incised pattern of two pairs
bars, crossing each other a t right angles so as t o form
lozenge with projecting arms a t each corner. I n external
of each pair of arms is incised leaf. Front of handle
similarly orn., square with a St. Andrew's cross, lozenge
with quasi-arrow-shaped or wedge-shaped figs. Back
plain and smooth. Resembles Scandinavian work. Good
condition, but end of handle detached. Length of whole
5,lg", bowl2f"xlt'. PI. V.
Badr. 0250. S t o n e b e a d ; of black and grey marbled
pebble, cut in fourteen facets, with three holes pierced
through from opposite axes. Diam. A" t o :$'.
PI. X.
Badr, 0251. Black s t o n e p e n d a n t ; flat lozenge-shaped,
with edges bevelled each side. Suspension hole in one
corner. %" x 4".
Badr. o n p . P a s t e b e a d ; spheroid with flattened axes.
Dark red-brown paste mixed with yellow, which produces
irregular broken markings over surface. Diam. t". PI. X.
Badr. os53. Bronze s e a l ; sq., with rounded back pierced
horizontally. Linear design (?) or Chin. chars. on face ;
but whole badly corroded and device unintelligible. H.
<:,' face ,?," sq.
Badr. 0254. Bronze s e a l ; elliptical (one edge broken off),
with long shank behind pierced a t top. Part ol curving
leaf device remains. Corroded. H. i", face :l," x c. t".
PI. x.
Badr. 0255. T e r r a - c o t t a rnonkey.head ;small grotesque,
with prominent mouth, and V-shaped Iringe marked by
grooves as forehead. H. in. PI. 11.
Badr. 0256. Fr. of b r o n z e p l a t e ; thin, slightly corroded.
Gr. hl. ~ t " .
Badr. 0257. Bronze t a g ; made of strip of plate bronze,
doubled, with iron rivet through ends. Length (doubled)
PC",width t".
Badr. 0258. Bronze l o o p ; tyre-shaped, thickened a t
middle of base, from which projects round knob. Ends
slit to take small flat bar forming a 'gate ', which was
hinged at one end by &" rivet and pierced a t the other
for a movable pin, and closed aperture. Well made ;
good condition. Length i",
gr. width f". PI. X.
Badr. 0259. Fr. of c u r v e d b r o n z e r o d ; moulded in
spiral, round in section. Arc I!', thickness
Badr. 0260. T w o b r o n z e frs. ; small lump, split and
corroded, and curved fr. 01 fine wire. Gr. M. A".

r.

Badr. 0261. a-b. T w o b e a d s : n, black paste, spherical,
with groove round middle, prob. tor inlay ; b (fr. only),
glass, translucent, spherical. Gr. hl. &".
Badr. 0272. Fr. of p l a t e bronze, slightly curved, with
engraved curved and straight lines on convex side; unintelligible. Gr. M. ~ g . .
Badr- on73. Fr. o f b r o n z e mirror, with scalloped edge.
Parts 01 outer and inner border, and fr. of field (?)preserved;
but not centre. Outer border has raised outer edge follow-

ing scallop, and sunk field within each scallop on which
are rosette and leaves in relief.
Inner border also has relief orn. 01 flowers and leaves,
bounded by raised band on inner side. Thickness diminishes
continuously from &" a t outer edge to under.,'i a t inner
edge of fr. Corroded. Gr. M. 24". PI. X.
B a d r . 0274. B r o n z e s e a l ; sq., with short broken shank
a t bock. Device : within plain line border, a two-handled
vase with two trails of foliage issuing from mouth and
hanging t o ground upon either side. Corroded. 2' sq.
Badr. 0275. Paste b e a d ; elongated spheroid, opaque
black with band of white inlaid round middle. Badly
made. Length
diam. 1".
B a d r . 0276. C o w r i e shell. Length 8".
B a d r . 0277. B r o n z e r i n g ; small, flat, prob. corroded
Chin. ' cash '. Diam. f'.
B a d r . 0278-80. S t u c c o relief frs. Portions of three
hands, prob. from Buddha figs., with curled fingers, and
hole pierced horizontally within curve. 0278. L.-hand
fingers, with tip of thumb closed over forefinger; grey
clay. 0279. Two fingers only of L. hand ; pinkish clay,
on obv. covered with creamy paint. 0280. 'Three fingers
and part of palm ol R. hand ; red clay. Back not worked ;
rough modelling. Cf. Ser. iv. PI. VIII, A. T. v. 0072.
Gr. hf. (0280) 21".
B a d r . 0281. S t u c c o relief fr. Three extended fingers of
L. hand with beginning of back of hand ; little finger
and thumb missing. Fingers slightly apart, and web (?)
left between them. Pinkish clay. 3"x (gr. width) I&'.
Badr.oa82. S t u c c o relief fr. R. hand with fingers shut
on pelrn and thumb resting on forefinger, as Badr. 0278,
but complete. llole pierced within curve of little finger,
but does not come tl~rough. Grey clay, burnt. 2 f " x IZ".
PI. \'.
B a d r . 0283. S t u c c o relief fr.; nose, mouth, chin, and
R . cheek of male lace with m o u s ~ ~ c h e Finely
.
modelled
features of conventional t y p e ; long straight nose, short
upper lip, well-curved mouth ; cf. Bal. 092, &c. Small
t u f t of moustache, appliqui.. Pinkish clay, with remains
of white paint. Gr. M. 23.. PI. 111.
B a d r . 0184-5. S t u c c o relief frs. from two faces like
the preceding. 0284. Nose, upper lip, and Ir. of R. cheek
only; grey clay. 0285. End of nose, with mouth and
chin ; modelling accentuated, giving air ol determination ;
pinkish clay. Gr. hI. a". PI. X I .
B a d r . oa86. S t u c c o relief fr. Head of Huddhn ; conventional type, modelled somewhat askew. Uy!i:n and
enrs missing. Pinkish clay. )I. 3'. PI. \'.
Badr. 0987. S t u c c o relief fr. IIeld of Hodhisattva with
fr. of rippling ribbon on R. side. Broken off in straight
line below nose ; top of tiara also missing. Part of fillet
and crescent orn. remains on hair, and wavy locks parted
on forehead and hanging behind ears. Ears were elongated ;
eyes oblique. Head in high relief. Pinkish clay. af'x
31" x If'. PI. v.
.

A',
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B a d r . 0188-90. T h r e e frs. of s t u c c o rellef p l a q u e s ,
showing seated Duddha, as Badr. 034-5, &c. Hands
covered by fold of drapery. ozS8 shows fig. and Ir. of
rayed halo border, and outer lotus-petal border by R. knee.
0289 shows L. half of fig. and adjacent halo. 0.290, fig. only.
All heads lost. Remains of paint (?) on 0288. Pinkish
grey clay, burnt. Gr. Ir. (0288) 3' x 34'.
Badr. 0291-a. S t u c c o relief frs. Parts of two Buddhas
seated in meditation, from same mould. Prob. plaques
as S n . iv. PI. VIlI, A. T. iii. 0089, but larger size. Arms
and body only preserved in 0291 ; hands exposed. Head,
Ir. of halo, body, and arms to elbows, in 0292. Halo
plain. Pinkish clay. Gr. M. 34".
B a d r . 0293. Fr. o f s t u c c o relief plaque, showing Buddha
seated in meditation as Badr. 031-5, &c. Fig. only
preserved (with head) ; finely modelled but much chipped
and worn. Light red clay, burnt. H. 3&".
B a d r . 0194. S t u c c o relief fr. Upper part of head of
Buddha with halo, as in 0292. Prob. same mould. Pinkish
grey clay. 11. 16".
B a d r . 0295-6. S t u c c o relief frs. Upper parts of two
(seated ?) Buddhas, prob. from plaques as Badr. 0288-90.
0295 same size ; 0296 slightly larger. Pink and grey
clay. Heads and shoulders only, with part of halo in
0296. GI. M. 13'.
Badr. 0297. Fr. o f t e r r a . c o t t a a p p l i q u e m a s k ; grctesque human type, with prominent nose, oblique wellopened eye, wide smiling mouth, and bulging cheek.
Forehead, lower lip and chin, and whole of L. side of face
lost. Spirited modelling, but corroded. I)' x I&'. PI. 111.
B a d r . 0198. T e r r a . c o t t a a p p l i q u e m a s k ; lion-head
within circle of curls as Yo. 058. a-i. Degenerate
specimen ; much worn. z" x I '4 x 1'.
B a d r . o a g g . S t u c c o fr. Lower lip, chin, and under-surface
of human face. Rougl~lymade. 2f.x 2f".
Badr. 0300. Fr. of w a l l o f terra.co1ta vessel, with
circular portion of surlace in low relief and rudely modelled
in likeness of face to take place of appliquP mask.
Face 01 grotesque human type, with large eyes drawn
to fine point a t external angles, short broad nose, and
thick mouth slightly arinning. Forehead and cheeks
covered with roughly incised dashes usually intended to
represent lur. zi'x 2 2 " x ,',"tu in. PI. 111.
B a d r . 0301. S t u c c o relieffr., representing railing. Three
uprights extant, joined by two hexagonal rails (on lower
plane), and with plain rail or moulding running along
bottom and top. Uprights wide and flat, grovved down
centre in middle pnrt of their length, the groove forking
a t each end.
Abeve and below the points where they intersect the
uprights, the surface of the latter slopes backwards, and
is covered with semicircular petal-like orn. representing
the usual hall-lotus common in Buddhist rails rising from
cross-bar or rail a t top and bottom. Whole railing very
slightly curved along top and bottom.
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Pink clay with remai~lsof creamy paint on face ; impress
of grass stalks on rougl~ back. Good condition. CI,
Str. i. p. 115, Yo. 0065. a-g. 2 t " x 41.x (gr. thickness)
14'. PI. 111.
B a d r . 030s. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a handle, as Yo. 011, o l j
(q. v . ) and So.iv. PI. 11, Yo. 0057. Curve of whole fr,
here, from top to bottom, is convex. Palmette stands
away from side of vessel, and junction with latter is
effected by flat piece of stucco, turning in at right angles
below volute and om. on under side (I)with row of punched
dot and circle orn. Remains of light bu8-coloured slip.
Good condition. 36" x t i " x (gr. thickness) I". PI, I.
Badr. 0303. Fr. of w a l l of t e r r a - c o t t a vessel, om.
with band of vine-leaf scroll moulded in relief. Fie
work, somewhat worn. Z" x 2 i " x
Cf. PI. V.
B a d r . 0304. S t u c c o relief fr. Hall-round necklace,
slightlv curved ; representing twisted band of (alternately)
plain fillet and string of pearls. As K.K.I. 0167, and
Ser. i. p. 142, A T. 0019, &c. Red clay, burnt hard.
Surface eroded. Length 5', width I:", gr. thickness 1'.
B a d r . 0305. S t u c c o relief fr. Crescent orn. as Sn,iv.
PI, VIlI, A.T. v.0017. b, &c. Pinkclay, burnt. z ~ x I J ' .
B a d r . 0306. S t u c c o relief fr. Flat band,slightly curved,
with high rounded moulding a t inner edge, and beaded
border between plain raised fillets a t outer. Field shows
moulded relief orn. of circular boss in centre, and lour
pear-shaped leaves radiating from it in manner of St.
Andrew's cross. Between each pair 01 leaves again is
smaller boss.
Whole suggests representation of cabochon jewel
ornament of Byzantine type. Raised transverse bar on
one side suggests edge of panel. Cl. Srr. iv. PI. IX,A. T.iv.
0032, 0034. Pink clay, burnt. 21' x 2". PI. 111.
B a d r . 0307. S t u c c o relief fr., like the preceding, but
more sharply moulded and on smaller scale. Transverse
h r here occurs in middle of fr., showing repeat 01 pattern
on either side. Five-petalled rosette takes place ol central
boss, and punched circles of bosses between leaves. I H ' ~
2.
PI. V.
B a d r . 0308. S t u c c o relief fr. Waved lower edge of
drapery, falling in folds. Pink clay, burnt. zf"x21".
Badr. 0309-11. S t u c c o relief frs. ITuman ears ; 0309
and 03x0 L,ears, tips lost ; 03x1 R. ear, upper hall only.
Pink or grey clay. Gr. length 21'.
B a d r . 0311-15. F o u r s t u c c o relief frs. Flames, curled
in flat spiral, prob. from border of vesica ; as Str. iv,
PI. VIII, A. T. v. 0056. Red clay, burnt. Gr. M. 2s'.
Badr. 0316. S t u c c o relief fr. Part of crescent om. on
top of triangle, as Sn. i. p. 143, A. T. 0033, kc. Bead
border to triangle. Grey clay. I # " x 2".
B a d r . 0317. S t u c c o relief fr. Head, breast, R. shoulder,
and upper arm of Buddha. Red clay, burnt hard. Much
eroded, and all features of face gone. 21' x 14'.
B a d r . 0 3 1 8 Fr, o f s t u c c o rellef plaque; as Sfl. 1".
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A, T, iii, oo89; but on larger scale, showing
PI,
remainso( two lotus petals, bent R. lower leg of Buddha,
and pendent L. foot. Remains of ligl~tpaint on robe.
~~d clay, burnt. 2s' x 21".
Badr, 0319. F ~ of
. t e r r a - c o t t a v e s s e l , showing trefoil
relie[ ern, at base O[ handle, with part of wall adjoining.
centreleaf of trefoil short and broad, ending in wideby deep incised line
angled point ; outline
within edge ; deep groove as midrib, with incised
dash either side 01 it near base. Side leaflets
and
nanoa, with rounded ends ; outlines similarly emphasized,
dash at narrow end. Round base of trcloil a band
or collar made of pair of parallel incised lines joined by
transverse dashes, from which springs handle proper.
Fine red clay, very hard fired, and with smcmth polished
surfare. I ~ ' X2J'. PI. 111.

Badr. 0310. T e r r a - c o t t a applique orn. Circular, moulded
in reliel with upper half of Candharvi full face to spectator,
with outspread arms holding up garland. Bead, border
(incomplete). Much eroded, and all detail lost. For
similar fr., see Badr. 0328. Diam. r. I g'.
Badr. 0311. S t u c c o relief fr. Surface rounded and scored
with incised lines. In one part rises looped curve, nicked
on edge, suggesting furry ear of animal, as in Yo. 081,
PI. I. a' x I*'.
Badr. 0392. Fr. of w a l l o f t e r r a - c o t t a v e s s e l , wheelmade, showing conventional leaf-tip orn. as Yo. 020-2.
Fine red 'lay, very hard fired. Good condition. ' f " '".
PI. 111.
Badr. 0313 T e r r a - c o t t a fr.9 apparently handle 01 vessel.
In form of deer-head, solid, with short straight horns
rising in undi\,ided mass above forehead ; prominent
circular eyes, two incisions for nose and groove for mouth.
Similar groove across top of horns.
Rudimentary modelling without detail, but also eroded.
Hole pierced horizontally through neck for suspension
string, and curved f r , o f potsherd at back. ~~~~~h 2i-,
gr. projection ri'. gr. width I .'4

Badr.0314 T e r r a . c o t t a h o r s e - h e a d , prob. from handle
as
088. a-d, PI. 11. 111. R. half only, broken off halfway down neck. Hogged mane, and forelock rising in
blunt horn. Dark red clay, eroded. 11. I ;*".
Badr. 0325. F r . of t e r r a . c o t t a w i n g e d h o r s e (L. side
only) ; lrom handle, as Yo, 079-83, PI. I , 111. Same size,
~Ifly,and workmanship as 083, and perhaps belonging to
it. I J " X I & " .
Badr. 0316. Fr. of terra.cotta a p p u q u e o r n . Anthemion,
with palmette-like leaves on L. side, and large expanding
bud in centre on straight stem. R. side and top lost.
Thin. 11' x ~ tx "(gr. thickness)
PI. 11.
Badr. 0397. T e r r a . c o t t a m i n i a t u r e a n i m a l (dog ?),
Standing with tail curved over back and head uplifted.
Eroded, and L. hind leg and part of head lost. H. B'.
PI. 11.
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B a d r . 0 3 ~ 8 . Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a appllque o r n . , showing
Candharvi holding out garland, as Badr. 0320. Broken
off by line of garland and above Gandharvi's head ;
eroded. Width I:;'.
PI. 11.
B a d r . 0319. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a applique m a s k ; TOtcsque face, half human, hall leoninc, encircled by lringe of
shnrt hair. Cf. Yo. ojg, PI. I , hut much finer modelling.
Broken across by line ol mouth and eroded. 6"x z , ~ ~ ~ .
B a d r . 0330. T e r r a . c o t t a applique m a s k . Neptune-like
bearded head, as Yo. 057, hut originally prob. better
moulded. Badly eroded. H. 2".
B a d r . 0331. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a appliqub m a s k ; grotesque human face of type Yo. 052. a*.
L. side only. H.
I&*'

Badr. 033% Fr. o f t e r r a - c o t t a a p p l i q u e m a s k ; lionhead as Yo. 058. a-i. Hair, ears, &c., broken off close
round face ; eroded. H. I#'.
Badr. 0333. Fr. o f terra.cotta m o n k e y m a s k . Front
head, eyes,
and Prt
R. cheek only.
conventional type. Eyes, punched dot and circle ; hair
marked by series of incised dashes ; and edge of hair
round face by incised scalloped line. II.
Badr. 0334. Fr. o f t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y ; female ; Upper
part of body and beginning of arms only preserved.
Breasts moulded and emphasized by punched dot and
; f u r marked by short incised dashes over back and
shoulders; end
plait of hair over L. shoulder. ~~d~
moulded in two halves (back and front), afterwards joined,
and arms added later. H. i'.PI. 11.
B a d r . 0335-7. Frs. o f t h r e e m i n i a t u r e t e m a . c o t t a
monkeys,
owl 1 type, 03JS. ~~d~ with frs. of legs,
wearing loin-cloth. H. ;eg. 0336, ~~d~ and head,
portion of outstretched L.arm. H.
0337 ~~d~
and head with stumps of both arms stretched forward.
1

s-.

H.3..
Badr. 0338. P o t t e r y v a s e , of ovoid shape, with flat base.
Simple round orifice a t top, without rim. Remains of
upward-pointing spout immediately below mouth on one
side ; and on opposite side, somewhat lower down, appliqud
boss rob. for handle. Boss prob. orig. moulded as lace,
but worn quite smooth. Whole surface eroded. H. 3t.,
gr. diam. 2 r . d i m . of mouth I', thickness r . t'. PI. I .
Badr. 0339. S t u c c o relief fr. Bent R. leg, and npturned
L. foot lying upon it, of Buddha seated in meditation.
Marks of stick or straw core on. under-side. White lime (?)
stucco, worn and burnt; approaches in front the peculiarly hard consistency of Chal. 08, &c. 6t" x 3)" x 2'.
B a d r . 0840. S t u c c o relief fr. of Candharvi, kneeling on
one knee to R., with hands in adoration. Akin to Sn.iv.
PI. XV, Klia. ii. N.\v. 003; but turned more towards
spectator, nnd not n plaque. Tr:tccs 01 red paint on
robe. Head, hands, and L. leg lost. White lime (?)
stucco, hard. H. 3)'. PI. X I .
Badr. 0341. F r . o f t e r r a - c o t t a vessel, showing moulded
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orn. in low relief of lion-like horned beast. Chinese style,
within bead and fillet horder. Cf. Srr. iv. PI. I, YO. 005s. fl ;
PI. IV, Yo. 0039. k. Gr. h1. zi'. P1. 111.
B a d r . 034s. T e r r a - c o t t a relief fr. Head and upper half
of fig.to waist of Buddha ; rob. Irom plaque. Broken,
or cl~ippcd away, close round fig. ; surface scratched.
H. I 2".
Badr. 0343. S t u c c o relief fr. Upper half of L. ear, over
life-size. Remains of dark and white paint. Sand-encrusted. H. 22".
B a d r . 0344. Fr. o f p o t t e r y vessel, hand-made, with base
of handle. Latter hegins as single stem, dividing into
two stems which arch to either side as if to form double
ring. Small ball as orn. in fork, and notched vertical
ridge covering junction of two arches. Gritty coarse red
clay; eroded. H. 2 1 " , width 2".
Badr. 0345. S t u c c o relief fr. Part of ornamental band,
showit~g double row of beads interspersed with larger
single elliptical jewels and rosettes (?). Grey, burnt
hard. hiuch eroded. 2Q" x 1".
Badr. 0346. S t u c c o relief fr. Waist t o ankles of standing Buddha, with trace of L.hand or end 01 drapery by L.
hip. White plaster, hurnt hard, blackened, and cracked.
Remains of paint. 4f" x 2Q".
Badr. 0347. S t u c c o relief fr., of Gandhnrvi floating t o
R. and holding garland ; as Bal. 075-6, PI. IV, &c. White
plaster. Surface conlpletely eroded. 3i" x 34".
B a d r . 0348-9. T w o s t u c c o relief f r s . I-Ieads ol floating
Candharvis, as Bal. 075-6, PI. IV. Traces of paint, black,
red, and blue. Much xvorn, and features almost obliterated. White stucco. Cr. h!. 26".
B a d r . 0350-4.
S t u c c o relief frs. Fivc Buddha heads
from different moulds, all much worn. Traces 01 black
paint on hair of 0350, 0351, and of light red and green
paint respcctivcly on their haloes, of which frs. are preserved. White plaster. H. of largest (0350) 2 " .
B a d r . 0355. S t u c c o relief fr. Head of floating Candharvi
as Badr. 0348-9. Much worn. Gr. M. zk".
B a d r . 0356. S t u c c o relief fr. Upper part, without head,
of standing Buddha, with R . hand raised in Abhaya-mudrii,
and L. arm by side (hantl lost). White plaster, burnt,
and eroded. Cf. Ser. iv. PI. X,K. S. 001. H. 2%".
B a d r . 0357. S t u c c o relief fr. Lowcr part ol standing
Buddha, with L. hand hy side holding Iold of robe. Feet
lost. White plaster, worn smooth but not eroded, with
remains of red paint on robe. Same type and size of fig.
as preceding. 11. 21".
B a d r . 0359. Fr. of s t u c c o relief plaque, showing seated
Buddha as Badr. 034-5, &c. Headless fig. only preserved.
Red (burnt), covered with creamy paint. 11. 18'.
Badr. 0360. T e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y , scaled with legs hent
under him, L. leg lost, ithyphallic. Fair condition. H.
43.. PI. 11.
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B a d r . 0361. T e r r a e c o t t a m o n k e y , ' owl type, :lrms
and legs lost, but e\-idently lying on front in attitude of
floating on skin,as Ser. iv. PI. 111, YO. 0031. d, e. ~~~d~~~
Length #"'
B a d r . 0362. Fr. of t e r r a . c o t t a monkey, 'awl type,
Arms, and all below waist, lost. Head uplifted. Rudely
made. H. f " .
B a d r . 0363. T e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y ; ' owl ' type, squatting
on heels and playing banjo which he clasps to his breat;
wears loin-cloth. R. leg lost. H. f".
Badr. oa64. U p p e r h a l f of t e r r a x o t t a monkey; 'owl1
type, playing on pipes (?) which he holds to mouth with
both hands. 11. 4". PI. 11.
B a d r . 0365. T e r r a . c o t t a m o n k e y ; Icmale, seated (?),
arms and legs lost. Fur marked only on head and back.
H. 4". PI. 11.
B a d r . 0366. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y ; head and
limbs lost, except thigh of L. leg, stretched downwards.
Eroded. 11. I".
B a d r . 0367. T e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y ; sitting upright on
heels with L, hand on breast, wearing loin-cloth. R. arm
and head lost. 11. 1".
B a d r . 0368. Fr. of t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y o r c a t ; ' owl '
type. Head and uppcr part ol long narrow budy only
prcscrved without trace of arms. Cf. Sn. it,. PI. 111,
Yo. 0035. f, o, 1) ; i. p. 111, Yo. 0036. Eroded. 11. IF.
B a d r . 0369. P a i r of t e r r a - c o t t a monkeys, embracing,
as Ser. iv. PI. 111, Yo. 0048. r, kc. Part 01 head ol female
presertxd with tall ol hair. )lead of male, and legs below
mid-thigh, lost. 11. I ~ ~ , " .PI. 11.
Badr. 0370. T e r r a . c o t t a h o r s e . head, as Yo. 090, but
hctter modelled. Casting of L. side only. Hole drilled
through between eye and mouth. Erorled. Length 1.;
PI. 11.
Badr. 0371. F r . of w a l l of t e r r a - c o t t a vessel, showing
relief orn. of pointed leal with small circular boss at
tip. hlidrih and veins running to edge ol leaf marked by
incised lines, and boss marked wilh double series of shorl
incised dashes. Gr. hl. I&".
B a d r . 0372. Fr. o f t e r r a . c o t t a appllque orn., prob.
Irom neck of vase. Concave vertically. Represents oval
bunch 01 grapes, as under leet of birds in AM. lilrolan, ii.
PI. XI.IV, hlac. oor. Eroded. H. 42".
B a d r . 0373.
T e r r a . c o t t a applique orn. from vase
Elliptial jewel within bead border, as on Yo. 022, PI,
One end lost. Length f".
B a d r . 0374. Fr. o f t e r r a . c o t t a blrd's tail, apparently
cock's. Large arching plume with smaller one within
curve. Feathers h v e serjes 01 close-set incised dashes
along each edge, with plain ridge in centre. Well made;
finished each side ; broken off a t lower end. 1A.x 10'.
Badr. 0375. T e r r a - c o t t a g r o t e s q u e sheephead, as
Yo. 087. a-d, 1'1. 111; prob. from handle. R. side only;
most of surlace of face broken away. Length 14".
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Badre 0376. Terra.cotta m i n i a t u r e v a s e ; solid. Oval
hody, tapering lrom wide shoulders to small hottom, from
expands circular foot. Remains of pair of ringhandles on shoulders (which turn in almost flat above), and
of circw~larneck broken off short. 11. .:B", gr. diam.
(without handles). PI. TI.
Badr. 0377. Terra.cotta monkey(?).head, crude, globular, aith short rounded muzzle and ring-punched eyes.
11. t".
Badr. 0378. Terra-cotta relief m o n k e y - h e a d . More
naturalistically modelled than the preceding examples,
with long face and somewhat saturnine expression. Ears
flattened down, and ring-punched fillet, or flat cap, on
head. 11. ;in.PI. 11.
Badr. 0379. S t o n e s p i o n i n g w h o r l : veyish-green hard
stone, marbled with black. Dome-shaped, concave on
under-side. H. #", gr. diam. I".
Badr. 0380. Clay s p i n n i n g w h o r l , echinus-shaped, concave on under-side. Orn. round gr. circumference with
pair of incised lines between u,hicl~are series of slanting
incised dashes ; and on under-side with seven-pointed star
within incised circle, rays also crossed by short incised
lines. Grey clay, hard-fired. H. f", gr. diani. in.
Badr. 0381-2. Frs. of t w o s t u c c o relief p l a q u e s ,
showing Buddha seated in meditation as Bndr. 034-5, &c.
Hands lolded over each other, and uncovered by drapery.
Chevron horder to halo within plain mouldings. Greater
part o l r;iclw preserved, except for outer lotus-petal bordcr.
Fares worn. Red clay, burnt. Diam. (0381) 3t'.
Badr. 0383. T e r r a . c o t t a m o n k e y - h e a d , solid, with frs.
olaall of vessel to which it apparently formed knob-handle.
Blntle in one with vcsscl, not appliquk. Fare long and
fl:~t,wit11 ring-punched eyes and dots for nostrils. Eroded.

+"

I\"xI~".

Badr, 0384, Terra.cotta fr. Back of head, ~nouldedin
srparate half Iron1 front! and notched along joining
surlace. Flair marked hy long incised grooves, parting
lrom central line on top and reach in^ to neck. Circular
hole through crown, j u s ~by edge of Ir. I)" x I*" x t".
Badr. 0385. Terra-cotta m o n k e y , standing upright wit11
feet together, playing guitar, wearing loin-cloth. Fect
lost, othr~rwisegood condition. 11. I&". PI. 11.
Badr. 0386. T o r s o of t e r r a . c o t t a m o n k e y , with [r. of
outstretrhed L. arm. Fur not marked. H. 8".
Badr. 0387. T e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y , seated with legs apart ;
perhaps playing musical instrument ; wears loin-cloth ;
fur not marked. IIead and most of arms lost. 11. 8". PI. 11.
Badr. 0388. Upper half o f t e r r a - c o t t a m o n k e y ; ' ourl '
t ) . ~ ? .R.side 01 head, and arms, gone. Fur not marked.
11. fi".
Badr. 0389. Upper half of t e r r a x o t t a m o n k e y ; ' o\vi '
typc llead tilted hark drinking from horn, which he
holds to mouth with hoth hands. 1-1. t".
Badr. 0390. H e a d a n d s h o u l d e r s o f t e r r a - c o t t a
monkey : ' owl ' typr. Very crude. H. 126".

B a d r . 0391. C l a y s p i n n i n g - w h o r l , conical, with flat
under-surface. Top broken. Pinkish-grey clay. 11. A",
diam. 2".
B a d r . 0391. S t o n e s p i n n i n g - w h o r l , dome-shaped with
flat under-surface. Hard pale greenish-white stnne,
(jadeite ?). fI. f", diam. I&".
Badr. 0393. S t o n e s p i n n i n g - w h o r l ; dome-shaped, with
flat under-surface, and lnrgc hole exp;ultling to bottom.
Dark greenish-grey marbled stone, hard. 11. f", diam. f;".
B a d r . 0394. S t e a t i t e c h a r m , roughly vine-leaf-shaped,
notched a t edges, with large ring for suspension a t stalk
end, also notched. Slightly curved vertically. I&"X
f"x

t".

B a d r . 0395. P a s t e b e a d ; green-grey, Amalaka shape ;
chipped.
x l".

+"

B a d r . 0396. L e a d coin-like disc, pierced a i t h long hole.
On each side of this, on obv., are raised Chin. lapidary
chars. Rev. blank. Diam. g".
B a d r . 0397. B r o n z e b e a d lormed of two cup-shaped
seven-petalled open-work flowers, made of wire twisted
cable-wise, and joined mouth to moutl~. Diam. a".
B a d r . 0398. P a s t e b e a d ; cylindrical, grey, irregularly
spotted with cobalt enamel over white. Cf. Badr. 0399,
and Ser. iv. PI. VI, Kclpin 009. a, &c. &"x Qn.
B a d r . 0399. Fr. of g l a s s b e a d ; dark wine-colour, translucent ; studded with cobalt blue spots on white paste
surrounded by alternate opaque white and translucent
grey-green rings. Rings formed of visible edges of alternate
white and green saucer-shaped laminae, placed one in
the other and then pressed into the body. The blue
centre is applied last and is in relief. Cf. Ser. iv. PI. VI,
Kelpin oog. a. Diam. 2e".
B a d r . 0400. Fr. of b r o n z e o r n a m e n t . D-shaped ring,
inner surface smooth, outer scalloped. Open a t one side
where fr. of thin wire-like end of straight side of D remains. Diam. in,thickness f;".
B a d r . 0401. Fr. of b r o n z e b a r , with minute cup-shaped
howl a t slight angle a t one end. Bar tapers slightly towards bowl. Broken off a t length of I-;~". Cf. Radr.
0119, 0417, PI. 9. Length I&", diani. of bowl &".
Badr. 0402. G l a s s s e a l ; rectang., light ruby, translucent.
Device in intaglio : an ear of corn with narrow pointed
leaf curving across stalk. Edges chamfered, back rounded.
Perlect condition. )"x t".
B a d r . 0403. Mass of b r o n z e frs. ; coins, ornaments,
spoon, wire nails, kc. 1\11 small and corroded.
B a d r . 0410. P i e c e of s t r i n g , knotted in form of rosary.
Length I' I I".
Badr. 0411. B r o n z e ink.sea1 ; square with tunnel-shaped
loop at back. Device : two broad heart-shaped palmettes
in outline with their points a t diagonally opposite comers
of square, and voluted bases nearly touching a t other
diagonal. Inside each palmette, a t point, is a dot, and
R
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a similar dot a t each of other comers of square. Rather
roughly made. The shape is usually found only in stone ;
cf. Anc. Kholarr, ii. PI. L, A. oor. c ; Srr. iv. PI. XXIX,
N. oozo. $" x &'.

Badr. 041%. Bronze seal; octagonal with thin shank
pierced with small hole. blucl~corroded and obscured.
44"x $'.

Badr. 0413. Bronze seal ; square, drilled lhrough from
side to side parallel to sq. faces. Device on each sq. face,
obscure. Cf. Anc. Kholarr, ii. PI. L, A. 006. a. &"sq. x f"
thick.

Badr. 0414. Disc of white jade, prob. for seal ring.
Plain.

'4 x &'.

Badr. 0415. Fr. of bronze bracelet ; narrow elliptical
section. End slightly thickened with notched necking.
Thickened a t centre, where it is broken. Diam. I*",
thickness xJ6"x in.

Badr. 0416. Three glass or sheU beads; one blue,
barrel-shape ; one straw-colour, square ; one small shell,
drilled lengthwise. Cr. M.

Badr. 0417. Fr. of bronze bar, round in section, slightly
tapering. Near thicker end, further thickened t o form
a rectang. block, f" long and '
4 wide. A pair of slightly
raised mouldings encircle ends of block ; spare between
pairs of mouldings on each face is cut into lozenges by
notches in long edges of rectangle. I n centre of each of
two opposite is small depression. Perhaps fr, of beam
of fine balance, the depressions being for points of fulcrum.
Broken a t both ends ; rorroded. Cf. Badr. 0119, oqor,
PI. X. I ~ ~ ~ ' X & ' .

Badr. 0418. Fr. of steatite; irregular ; cut or ruhhed
into unequal facets. I" x f"x 4".
Badr. 0419. Fr. of steatite ; irregular, white. )"x 7",

x

$*".
Badr. o4no. Miniature bronze wlne-jug of quasi-classic
form. Solid, intended as a n ornament. Handle of scroll
type, its upper end rising above lip of jug. Foot is tall
and consists of astragal ahove flattened cone. Well
x ire',".
modelled. i"
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Badr. 0421. Bezel of finger-ring; plain, intended to he
engraved as seal. Length of arc

44".

Badr. 0 4 % ~ Fr.
. of malachite (7) bead, grccni~1~-blue.

&"x in x A''.

Badr. 0 4 ~ 3 .Fr. of bronze fingerdng. Bezel will1 raised
ridge a t one end, cleft in cenlre. No correspollding ridKc
a t other end. About half of ring missing. Dian1. ti'.
-"
Badr. 0424. Elliptical lead disc resembling ('hi~lesercrlll,
but hole oblong and imperIectly pierced. Raised debice
on one side suggesting manner of lettering on (.hinest
coins, but chars. prob. not Chin.; cf. Uadr. 0396. $$"x !;".
. - - ."
Badr. 0425. Bronze pendant, prob. earring (?),consisting
of two parts cast in one piece. Upper part, a vcrliGll
elliptical ring with small projection a t top, unjoined at
one side (back). Lower part, a broad pcar-shaped solid
setting lor jewel ; raised border: transversely corrugated,
on front side.
Upper end fashioned into a semicircular horizontsl
table. From this rises a conical knob projection into upprr
ring, which has the appearance of a swivel joint, but
being cast in one piece is not movable. Lower end of
' pear ' terminates in rosette-like knob. Plane of ring
is a t right angles to that of jewel setting. Encrusted
with corrosion. Length b", width $".
Badr. o4a6. Terra-cotta male head, broken from fig.
Chinese type, hairless, wearing cap with high lollate crown
like cap of Liberty, with vertical seam in front. The
narrow bands rising from the sidcs mect in centre just
below lolx of crown, where thcy are knotted together.
Ears normal. Facc smiling and very delicately modelled.
For type of cap see silk painting Ch. Ini. ooz, Ser. iv.
PI. IdSX\'I.;g" x 8" x 8". PI. 11.
Badr. 0427. Terra-cottatwo-humped camel, with rider
or load. TTead, hind Icct, nnd moqt oI load missing. 2&"
x 2g.
Badr. 0408. Terra-cotta mafe head, of royal personage
with fillet and turban. Long hair drawn back over ears
and scrolled a t ends. Indian type ; \veil modelled. Small
hole drilled through just heside scroll of hair. R. side
worn away ; under-surface smooth as though rubbed.
Prob. orn. from pottery vessel. I h" x 14" x i". PI. 11.

OWJE(TS SAII) T O Flr\VE BEEN RROllCHT FROM CIIA1,Mh-KhZiN SITE

Chal. 01-4.

Four frs. of stucco border, of imbricated

lotus petals in relief bound a t intervals by cinctures.
Traces of blue colour wash on or, and of pink on 04. For
similar bands see Sn. iv. PI. X,K. S. w z o ; Anc. Kholan,
ii. Pls. LIV, 1-V. White plaster. (;r. fr. sr?," x 23" x I".

Chal. 05. Stucco relief fr. Upper part of draped Buddha
fig., head lost. R. hand raised in 11l)hnya-mudrl. CI.
Anr. Klrolan, ii. PI. I.SXX. 11. or. While plaster, I~urnt
hard, and showing fire fractures. 34'x

Chal. 06. a-d.

21".

PI. I S .

Four stucco relief frs. Buddha heads ;

hair unmodelled. White plaster, much defaced by burning. Average size I $" x I".

Chal. 07. a-b.

Two stucco relief frs. Nimbate heads,
with prob. of Gandharvis, with hair in loose top-knot, and
large ear-rings. Cf. Ser. iv. PI. xV, Kha. i. E. 0039. White
plastcr much defaccd by burning. Aver, sizc 11"xl i n .

Chal. 08.

Stucco relief fr. Lotus-petal border ol llalo ;
two petals springing from row of seven seeds. AS SW. iy.
PI. XVI, Kha. ii. c . 004. \Vhite plaster, hurnt. ?,lnx24'.
Chal. 09. Stucco relief fr. from lotus-petal border *I
halo. Three curved pelals, springing from row of seetls.
Plain fillet on other side of seeds. For type c-1. set', iv.
PI. XV, Kha. vii. 001 und ooq. \Yhite plaster, burnt.
31"x 21".
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Chal. 0x0. Stucco relief fr. Uuddha sealed in Dhy2na"iudri. h[uch delaced. Legs missing. '[races of red on
robe, white on flesh and black on hair. Ilead broken off
(now joined). Tliick backillg of several layers of very
hard plaster. Material, \vhite plaster. 61" x 44" x 2".
PI. IS.
Chal, 011. Stucco relief fr. Buddl~ahead as Chal. 06.
a-d. White plaster, very hard. ].)elaced by fire. 2" x 2)".
Chal. om. S t u c c o relief fr. Lower part of seated
Buddha, similar to Kara-sai. oz. R. leg missing. White
plaster, hardened by fire. 3" x 2".
Chal. 013. Stucco relief fr. Nude body o[ male fig. ;
head, R. arm, and all below hips missing. L. forearm
~~d~ long and narrow,
flexed against upper
umbilicus strongly marked. Edge of girdle below waist,
plaster.
For pose cf. Sfr.iv. PI. X, K. S. 005. Hard
z]"x 29". PI. I?(.
Chal, 014. S t u c c o relief fr. Tliree spiral curls ol hair
(.4mmonite type) from colossal fig. in white plaster.
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For same type see Ser. iv. 1'1. XVI, K l ~ a .ii. N. ooro.
Abraded but hard. 5" x 54".
Chal. 015. S t u c c o relief fr. Irom curved lotus-petal border,
with beads a t inner edge ; cf. Chal. 09. Hard white
plaster, much weathered. 5-x jg'.
Chal. 016. Fr. o f s t u c c o s l a b , with incised chevron
pattern and dog-tooth edge in reliel. Hard grey plaster.

st"x 3 t'.
Chal. 0x7. B r o n z e v a s e ; small, cast; with trumpet
mouth, sloping shoulders, and oval body tapering slightly
to flat base. On each shoulder is grotesque T'ao-t'ieh ogre
head in relief, as handle ; very short and wide with
curling ears or horns.
Eacli side, again, shows in very low relief, in oval panel
within double-line border, a Chincsc dragon
down from clouds (?) into waves. Panel has straight
sides diverging upwards. At top and bottom of each side
right-angled shoulders support rounded ends.
Fine design. Vase generally in fair condition but slightly
corroded on surlace. 13. 3&', diam. of mouth ri", a t
shoulders rf", of base 8". 1'1. X.

OEJECTS SAIL) TO IIAVE BEEN BROUGHT FROM SITE NEAR KAKA-SAI
Kara.sai. 01. S t u c c o relief fr. Uuddha seated in
Dhyina-mudri ; single robe. Head, hands, feet, L. leg,
and L. shoulder missing. Buff colour in places due prob.
to fire. li'hite plaster. Surlace broken away. 3 P " x 3 f n .
Kara.sai. oa. Fr. o f s t u c c o relief p l a q u e ; curved lower
edge showing lower part oI Buddha seated in meditation
on lotus. Upper part to elbows, and L. side, broken away.
Traces 01 pink and grey paint. White plaster. 3" x 2t".
Kara.sai. 03. S t u c c o relief fr. Part of double flame
border Irom vesica ; spinous, as Ser. iv. PI. XvI, Kha. ii.
0046. Inner ray pink, outer grey (orig. prob, blue). White
plaster. 6a"x 23".
Kara.sai. 04. S t u c c o relief fr. Part ol fl:lme border, as
Karu-sai. 03. 31" x zt".

K a r a - s a i . 05-6. S t u c c o relief fr. Upper hall 01 seated
Buddha, much defaced. Traces of whitewmh and red
lines. Background plain. 5' x 5".
K a r a - s a i . 07. T e r r a - c o t t a a p p l i q u e m a s k ; grotesque
face as Yo. 052 and Ark. Han. 07. 14" x I f " .
K.Sai. 08. S t u c c o relief fr. Gandharvi flying R. and holding garland in outstretched hands. Makes pair, in general
type and details, with Bal. 075 ; see also Sn.iv. PI. XV,
Kha. ii. w. oor. Head, hands, and legs below knee lost.
Remains of red paint on mantle under arm. Hard white
plaster ; surlace worn. 3" x 3 8 ' .
K.Sai. og. S t u c c o relief fr. Head of Buddha, from mould
exactly similar to Bal. 077-80, PI. V. Fr. of circular halo.
White plaster, burnt hard as Chal. 08. Eroded. H. I#".

OBJECTS SAID T O HAVE BEEN
K. Yar. 01. Painted w o o d e n panel. Oblong wooden
board, chamfered at all edges on obv., and painted with
hexaponal diaper much delaced ; bordered on chamfers
W l t l ) repeating scroll pattern in light colour on dark
pound.
Rev. On white ground an elaborate shrine in blnck
outline, placed the upright way of panel. On a pavemen1
'lands a Stilpa-sl~apetlshrine with two-storied podiuni
and flight of steps leading to sanctuary. Seated in it a
Ullddhn figure on straiaht Pndmisnnn under semirirculnr
arch from which two Ira\'cs ol a door arc thrown open
R. and -.I.
Dome, covered outside with curved imbrications, supPorts, on a kind of ornamental Tee, plus two slender
flanking slialts, a tall spire built in horizontal
courses and crownet1 hy a halI-open lotus. 'rhis is protected

BROUGHT FROM KIZIL-YAR
by diminishing ' Chattras ',from the lowest of which hang
long rippling streamers. Flame ornament flanks the
Stcpa.
Perspective is used in the lower parts of drawing. The
whole niuch sand-encrusted and faint. Small hole drilled
through centre about f from one entl. Perhaps P6thi
cover. 20)" x 6 f " x 2".
K. Y a r . 09-3. T w o p i e c e s o f mica, prob. for inlay.
Flat, roughly t r i a n y L r in shape, with serrated edges.
f" x t".
K. Y a r . 04. C h l p of c a r n e l i a n , reddish-yellow. Gr. 81.

t".
K. Y a r . 05. Fr. o f d a r k b r o w n t r a n s l u c e n t pebble(?).
Gr' M. 20"'
K. Y a r . 06. B r o n z e s p o o n - h a n d l e (7)- Long*
R 2

FROM KHOT'AN TO LOP
slightly hollowed behind, widening gradually towards bowl
end, but narrowing quickly to Iorm neck immediately
before bowl (which is broken off). Length 3 l n , gr. width b".

K. Yar. 07. Fr. of bronze handle ('2).
flat, slightly curved Iron1 end to end.

Straiglrt-sided,

2%" x

4".

K. Yar. 08. Bronze spoon-handle, same shape as that
of K. Yar. 09, PI. X , and broken across beginning of bowl
in same place, but br&qk smoothed over. Tip of other end
also broken off. Lcngth 3+", gr. width ;s".
K. Yar. 09. Bronze spoon, with obal bowl pointed a t
tip, and straight handle proceeding from it nt angle of
about 30" and curved slightly back a t free end. This
end slightly broadened into leaf-shape ; thence handle
first narrows and then widens very gradually to 4" above
bonl, where it narrows to Iorm short ' neck '. Bowl
broken off near neck, but preserved separately. Graceful
shape ; fair condition. Length 51", gr. width of bowl
I&". PI. S.
K. Yar. oro. End of bronze handle (5'); flat band,
forming convex curve from end to end. True end finished
off sq., with nick in middlc ; other end broken. Surface
orn. with faintly incised cross-lines and diagonals. I&"x g".

K. Yar. 011. Bronze knife.blade (7). Straight, with
one cutting edge, and other thickened. hfuch corroded.
Broken each end. 4" x &".
K. Yar. om. Bowl of bronze spoon; wide oval as K.
Yar, 09, but tip rounded. Handle lost. Corroded. I#" x
11". P1.X.

K. Yar. 013. Bronze plate ; pear-shaped, with short stud
behind a t each end. Lcngth 9".

K. Yar. 014-16. Three frs. of bronze plate ; corroded.
Gr. hf. 14".
K. Yar. 017. Fr. of bronze hinge. Two flat plates, with
adjacent side of each finished respectively in two m d three
projecting loops, so placed as to fit in between each other
when plates arc placed together. Bronze pin then passed
downwards through the five. Short studs a t back of free
ends of plates. Corroded when plalcs spread flat; hinge
no longer working. 8" x I".

K. Yar. 018. Bronze strap.1oop. Long I)-shaped plate,
with ohlong slit in middle, and rivet-hole in each corner
and in midtlle of cun-ed side. One rivet remaining.
I

x

2".

K. Yar. org. End of bronze handle (7). Curved, end
Lo end, convexly ; surlace channelled with ridge down
middle. ' h u e end finislred in fish-tail, by nick in centre,
as 010, other broken.
x
K. Yar. 020-2. Three frs. of bronze bangles (7) ;
0 2 0 and 021 round in section, orn, with incised cross-lines
on outer edge ; 0 2 2 elliptical in srctinn, plain. Cr. length
I
thickness :c".

{s' Pn'.

:a",

[Chap. IV

K. Yar. oa3. Bronze tag; straight tongue-shaped, Gth
conves surface and hollowed a t back, from which project
two studs. Surface orn. with cross-grouvcs at alternate
intervals of c. Q" and
Lcngtlr I&", gr. width A".
i\'f.

K. Yar. 025.

Bronze strap-loop (7). Elliptical loap
(broken), with ogee projections at outer eztl.emities "1
long axis, and one a t end of short axis, and with straight
arm projecting from opposite side. Plano-convex in
section, curved surface orn. with channelling. Back ot arm
hollowed, with stud projecting from it. Length 8".
K. Yar. 026. Fr. of bronze; flat strip, slightly curved,
with rivet through it near one edge.
x c.
K. Yar. oa7. Bronze plate; shield-shaped, with two
long studs projecting a t back. Corroded. F6"x
- - 4".
K. Yar. 028. Fr. of bronze pendent orn. Straight, with
ring (broken) a t suspension end and below, three annular
rings forming cincture ; one end broken off in round base
of four closed claw-like limbs resembling a Vajra. Length

a"

r.

1
11
9"

K. Yar. ong. Small bronze buckle-tongue. Flat strip,
curving strongly up a t back and then down again to form
loop for passing round bar. Where tongue comes free of
bar its sides expand outwards to form shoulders, then
taper to point. Corroded. Length
K. Yar. 024, 030-1. Three lumps of bronze, corroded.
Lengths i", g",
and &".
I<. Yar. o3a. Fr. of bronze rod, doubled to Iorm loop.
Round in section, surface moulded in spiral. Length
thickness i".
K. Yar. 033-4. Two frs. of bronze wire, each bent
so as almost to Iorm ring. Round in sectiotl, but one
end of each is beaten flat and has small rivet through it.
Iliam. of ring c. $", thickness of wire c. +e".
K. Yar. 036. Fr. of bronze wire ; round in section, one
end thickened, other broken off. Length (crumpled) IJ".
K. Yar. 037. Straight copper bar; plano-convex in
section, one end broken ; the other pointed, perhaps
complete. Groove channelled along middle of top side
from this end t o Q" from other. 2 t Wx &"x 1". PI. X.

r.

:a",

K. Yar. 038-40. Three frs. of terraxotta relief
plaques, showing seated Buddhas, as Scr. iv. PI. VlII,
A. ?'. iii. 089. 038. Head and shnulders reserved, wit11
part of plain nimbus and vesica; fair condition. Gr.
hf. 2Q". 039. Fig. only, with hands foldetl in lap. Surface
much eroded. Gr. zg". 040 (on larger scale). Hands
folded in lap, R. leg, and both feet, crossed and hawing
down will1 fr. of lotus-petal border 1)etwecn. GI. hl. 24".

K.Yar. 041 Terra.cotta relief fr, of face ; conventional
type with lorrg half-closed eyes in somewhat low relief, high
sharp nose, very short upper lip, and small well-curveil
mouth. Remains of light 1,uff slip on face. Gr. M. 3b".
PI. I X .
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OBJECTS BROUGHT BY TOKHTA-AKHUN AND STATED T O LIE FKOhl 'T'\TIS1 O F ARKALIK,
HANGUYA, &c.
Ark. H~,,. o I ~ r of
. neck of terra-cotta vessel.
~~~~hslightly spreading. Below lip, a nebuly Pattern.
~t base of neck a roughly executed guilloche. On side
circul~rappliqui ern. : anthemion
acanthus
junounded by pearls (broken a t
edge
firing
stuck on crooked). Inside plain, with ledge projecting
slightly above shoulder. Rich red slip over body, giving
slight glue, Diarn. of mouth prob. 8"-9". H. 31", width
4,'6'.
PI. IX.
Ark, Han. 02. Fr. of terra.cotta vessel ; prob. neck, in
lorm of grotesque bearded head on long neck, hollow.
Snout (broken) projecting; top of head also broken.
Eyes narrow ; beard like ruff under jaw, and perhaps
tied to ears ; imperial on chin ; three incised cinctures
round neck. Below, a projecting band where joined to
body. Greyish surlacc. H. 3", gr. width (length of face)
2i", diam. at bottom ~ t " . PI. IX.
Ark. Han. 03. Terra-cotta fr. ; sl~ouldersof amorous
couple, embracing. R. arm of male, nude, clasps shoulder
of female, the hand pressed on shoulder-blade. Bangle on
wrist. Female shoulder shows embroidered drapery, and
the arm (L.) which passes under R. arm of male has
bangles on wrist. Hand missing. Hair long, streaming
down back. Necklace of incised dots. Behind neck of
male, a hole, drilled and broken. I-Ieads missing. Well
preserved. 19" x I$" x 8". PI. Ix.
Ark. Han. 04. Fr. of terra.cotta spout, in form of long
tubular-snouted animal head wit11 bulging eyes, small
ears, and band of fur across forehead. Well preserved.
2 t n x 1 ~ x 1 f "PI.
. IX.
Ark. Han. 05. Terra.cotta plaque for application to
pottery. Grotesque animal head, lion type surrounded by
pearls. Broken on L. side ; weathered. Diam. z)", gr.
projection IQ".
Ark. Han. 06. Terra-cotta appliquC mask : grotesque
animal head within circle of curls ; degenerate lion type
similar Lo Ser. iv. PI. 111, Yo. 0025. 11. Diam. ~ t " .
Ark.
07. Terra-cotta applique mask ; grotesque
'luman head as
iv'
'I1, Yo' oo2q. n. Rich redcoloured clay. 1%"x l f " ,
Ark. Han. 08. Terra.cotta applique mask ; grotesque
human face similar to Ser. iv. PI. III, YO. 0024. d. Worn.
I" x t'.
Ark.
09. Terra-cotta applique mask ; grotesque
human head as Yo. 042, and Ser. iv. PI. 111, Yo. 001.0.
Good condition. L)iam. It". PI. 1.u.

Ark.Han- 0 ~ 0 .Terra-cotta group. Two figurines seated
a h r (log), both facing the same way. Front
rising, attempts to go away, but is grasped round
loins back fig., which leans forward to reach it. Spirited
mod ell in^. Arms of [runt fig. nnd hoth bends broken
"'IY.
1 l " x l " . PI. 11.

Ark. Han. olr. Terra-cotta monkey-head ; grotesque
' owl ' type. Q" x 1".
Ark. Han. ora. Terraxotta Gandllarvi head, similar
to Ser. iv. P1. I l l , Yo. 006.1, but hair on lorehead cut
in straight fringe. Much weathered. I 2" x I A".
Ark. Han. 013. Fr. of terra-cotta applique mask ;
grotesque human lace similar to Ark. llnn. 08, and Ser. iv.
PI. 111, Yo. oozj. d. 3,"x :-En. PI. XI.
Ark. Han. 014. Terraecotta appliqu6 orn. with fr. ol
vnse, Ploin elliptical jewel with border of pearls. Broken.
1i"x

3".

Ark. Han. 015. Miniature terraxotta monkey, seated
on log. Head missing ; corroded. ~ " I".
x PI. XI.
Ark. Han. 016. Forepart of terra.cotta bear. Fur
indicated by incisions. \\'ell preserved. I ,28" x
PI. XI.
Ark. Han. 017. Terra.cotta fig.,squatting with drum (2)
between hands. Hcod and feet missing. Dark grey clay.
I" x {&". PI. XI.
Ark. Han. 018. Bronze spinning-whorl (7) ; echinus
shapc drilled through. ,98" x :Zn.

a".

Ark. Han. 019. Fr. of terra-cotta monkey ; head and
R. arm only, hand up to face. \\'eathered. A"x a".
Ark. Han. ozo. Five paste beads. One glazed porcelain,
white and blue ; two unglazed, round, rouglrencd ; one
long, irregular, rugous ; one polygonal, pale grey green.
Gr. hf. 1 1 ~ . PI. x.
Ark. Han. 021. Bone charm, in form of stylized duck ;
drilled for cord. Cf. Anr. liholan, ii. PI. LI, Y. ooz. b. ii.

4" x t".
Ark. Han. 022. Stone charm, irregular, oblong. Prob.
steatite. Plain. I:#" x 4" x in.
Ark. Han. 023. Irregular stone fr., cream colour, solt.
Diam. r.
Ark. Han. oa4. Whitish jade fr., roughly axe-head
shape. i"x 3" x t".
Ark. Han. 025. Miniature terra.cotta jug. Body in
form of bird, v9ith head turned back towards neck of jug
which rises from bird's body. Single handle. Very graceful
and well modelled. Well preserved. f " x is". P1.31.
Ark. Han. 026. Terra-cotta monkey, ' owl' type;
standing, wearing loin-cloth. R. leg, R. arm, and part of
L.
m;ss;ng, 8" 2;.
Ark. Han. 097. Nine small stone charms and beads
of jade, carnelian, &c. One flattened millefiore bead (not
drilled), cr.M,
Ark. Han. 028. Terra-cotta spout in lorm of hoopoe.
Crest missing, and body broken away. Feathers indicnted
hy scale imbrications. 11" x I b".
Ark. Han. ozg. Terra.cotta horse-head in profile to L. ;
00.

F R O M K H O T'AN TO LOP

I 26

I~igllrelief, prob. for application to side ol vessel.
sligl~tlyopen, manc crert. 2 " x 13". PI. I S .

AIoulh

Fr. of terra.cotta handle in I o r ~ nof
I 8". 11
'. IS.
Ark. Han. 031. Terra.cotta applique orn. Frog, lifeArk. Han. 030.

nnimal. Traces of green glaze. \\'urn. z" x

size, much flattened. z 8 " x 1Bn.

Ark. Han. 03%. Fr. of terra.cotta vessel, in form ol

Ark. Han. 048.

Bronze fr. wit11 raised Arabic chclrs.
in hand het\vrcn border lines. Arabrsilue I ~ a c k ~ r ~tu~ u ~ d
inscr. Prob. part of vcsscl. i::" x
PI. g ,

:"

x,".

Ark. Han. 049. Bronze stud with sq., pyramidal Ilead,
shank a t back, and remains of iron washer. Cf. SO. i\.,
PI. >tXI>r,L. A. 00177. a.

fgX?s".

Ark. Han. 050. Fr. of bronze rod, split. Length

rr,

diam. a".

grotesque creature with large projecting ears, wide mouth,
no upper lip, wedge-shaped nose, and bulging eyes. Rough
worl:. Z ~ l a X" . PI. I S .

Ark. Han. 051. Fr. of handle of terra-cotta vessel, in

Ark. Han. 033. Fr. of terra-cotta grotesque horse.
head ; type ol Yo. 091-2, PI. 111, and A m . Khola~r,ii. PI.
XLV, Yo. oog, h. L. side only. Nose broken ; weathered.

Ark. Han. 052. Stucco relief torso ; male, nude; with

I#"

x

I

:an.

form of grotesque sheep ; cf. Yo. 086. a-I.
[ace broken away. zQ"x rf".

One side 01

triple necklace, armlet (lotus pattern), and long curled
hair on K. shoulder. Remains of arms, slightly outspread.
Narrow waist. \Veil niodelled ; burnt. j f " x sf". PI. rv.

Ark. Hau. 034. Terraxotta horse, as Yo. 076-7, PI.
I11 ; cf. also Anc. Iilrolan, ii. PI. SLVI, Y. 009 c. K. half

Ark. Han. 053. Fr. of stucco relief fig., as preceding.

only. Head and extremities of legs missing. Remains of
some object on saddle. z f " x 13".

Shoulders and head (defaced), with fillet lalling lrom
crown. Burnt. 3 i ' x 3%'. PI. IV.

Ark. Han. 035. Fr. of handle of terra-cotta vessel,

Ark. Han. 054. Stucco relief fr. Ilands, L. arm, and

with lozenge-slinped thumb-rest ; moulded and glazed
with light brown. Cf. Anr. Khoran, ii. PI. XLII, T. AI.
003. d. z2"x ~ i " .

part of lap of Buddha seated in I)l~yina-mudri. \Tell
modelled. Traces of colour wash. Burnt. zt" x ~ r .

Ark. Han. 036. Fr. of terra.cotta handle, similar to
Ark. Han. 035, but grey clay with dark green-brown glaze.
Pattern a scroll rosette. z & " x I

::".

Ark. Han. 055. Stucco relief fr. Part ol Buddha head
with Usniya. Burnt.

14" x I&".

Ark. Han. 056. Fr. of stucco fig., hollow. Knees nnd

Ark. Han. 037. Twenty-five stone and glass beads,

lo\ver part of tunic of kneeling woman, as Yo. 061, and
So.iv. PI. 11, Yo. z. Burnt. a " x ~ t " . PI. IX.

carnelian, shell, paste, glass, agate, jade, &c. ; and miniature bronze charm wit11 impression of two concentric
circles on one face. Gr. hl. (bead) P,.".

A r k Han. 057. Stucco relief fr. ; flame, like stalk 01
fleur-de-lis, from vesica ; cf. Ser. iv. PI. \'HI, 11. T. ii.

Ark. Han. 038. Brown stone charm of irregular conical
sl~ape,pierced a t point. Plain.

I" x

8".

Ark. Han. 039. Jade pebble, light greenish brown. Cr.

M. :in.

Cable pattern round edge, and horizontally ribbed pendent
orn. applied belo\rr. \\'ell levig;rtcd. Q" x $" x i".

Jade and glass frs.

pebble, irreqlar cone shape, drilled for thread.
I". (b) Thick tuhular yellow glass 1x4. 1)iam.

(a) Jade

Lcnpth

<,-".

Ark. Han. 043. Body of terra.cotta monkey. lIcad,
arms, and Icgs missin:.

Burnt,

Ark. Han. 058. Stucco relief fr. Head and nimbus of
Ruddlla, badly defaced. Burnt.

2"

x

I

1".

Ark. Han. 059. Stucco relief fr. Buddha head and

Ark. Han. 041. Fr. of mouth of terra-cotta vessel.

Ark. Han. 042. a-b.

0041, also i. p. 142, '1. T. 0020, for full descr.
point broken. 24" x ~ j " .

Grey.

i"x I".

Ark. Hall. 044. Bronze disc; thin, broken, with traces
ol gilding on both sides. Dianl.

8".

Ark. Han. 045. Bronze stud, in slrape of small vesica ;
concavo-convex. Edge divided I>y shallow lines into
quatrefoil. Krv. remains ol shank. 1" x ,qG"x i3,,C.

Ark. Han. 046. Bronze stud ; round ' rheesc Ilead ' with
central depression hollow. Two pins on edge a t back, on
Deptll
one or which a dianlond-shape wnsher. Diam. :g".
4". Pins :6".

Ark. Han. 047. Curved bronze fr. ; ribbed, hroadened
a t one end. Prob. part of handle. I ~ " Xi".

nimbus similar to Ark. Han. 058. Nlmbus in form of
lotus, witll short petals projecting beyond seed-table,
which forms I~ackgroundto hcad. Aluch defaced. Burnt.
z'x

13".

Ark. Han. 060. Stucco relief fr. Upper part ol R. side
of grotesque face, life-size. Eyes well modelled. Eyebrows project in shnrp, well-curved ritljie. IIerring-b<lne
incisions above and I,elow ridge to intlicnte hair. Ifair
on head indicated by rough long incisions converging to
point over centre. Rough work. Burnt. sb'x4h'
PI. IV.

Ark. Hnn. 061. Stucco relief fr. Forearms and rrosred
lcgs of Buddha seated in meditation. Feet tl~rnrddownwards. Traces of green (?) ghze. Rough work. Burnt.
3' x

1

I".

Ark. Han. 062. Fr. of stucco reliefplaque, showing L.
knee and crossed down-hanging feet ol seated Bll(jdh;l~
with lotus vesica, ol wl~ichtwo petals appear I,elu\v feet
and knee. (.I. Ser. iv. PI. V111, A. T. iii. 0089 Foot \vcll
modelled. Burnt. a t " x 2".

LIST O F ANTIQUES ACQUIRED A T KHOTAN
Ark, Han. 063. Fr. of s t u c c o relief fig. o r plaque.
Crosseddown-hanging feet ol seated Buddha as in preceding fr. Edgrs of feet presented to front, and instep
and toes wcll curved towards each other. Edge of robe
~lebuly. Burnt. r e n x 11".
Ark. Han. 064. S t u c c o relief fr. Octagonal laceted
je\r.~I,with lower end supported by secd-vessel of open
lotus,and waving flame a t other. Simplified form of Scr.
iv. PI. S, K. S. 0017. Burnt. z b n x t i " ,

A r k . H a n . 065. Mlsc. s t o n e a n d g l a s s b e a d s , a n d frs. ;
crystal, sl~ell, agate, carnelian, turquoise, coral, garnet,
kc. Cr. bf. 1".
A r k . H a n . 066. Fr. of c a r n e l i a n s e a l , rectal~gularwith
corners cut off. 1Cngraved with Ar:tbic chars., ponrly
cut. Yellow carnelian. A" x A".
A r k . H a n . 067. Fr. of c a r n e l i a n s e a l , yellow-red, elliptical, showing head and shield of Athene (?). Poor work.

,',-"
x f".

OBJECTS SAID TO IIAVE REEN BROUGHT FROM TOCIIKAK-.\I:\Z.fR SITE, S:lblPUL,\
S a m p . 05. Fr. of w o o d e n t a b . Slightly tapering, broken
Samp. or. Fr. of w o o d e n p e d e s t a l (7), similar to Ast. iii.
a t narrow end, the broad end being cut into ahmpt angular
4 . 0 6 3 Part of front border mitred a t L. cnd for junction
point. On one side three very cursive chars. (Tibetan 2)
\\fithreturn side ; broken a t R. end where a convex upward
cut curve ol lower edge suggests centre of side. Chiinnel
in very black ink. Wood fine-grained and hard. Long
dr~lledat this part and exposed by break was prohably
edges roughly rounded. Wcll preserved. 3 f - x I" x A".
lor a pin.
PI. XI.
Between two ends of fr. the lower edge cut into
scrics of lour roughly segmental arches. Three broken
06. Two frs.
coarse
serge.
Red.
wooden dowel pins remain, two near mitred end, and one
" ' i n; " '1''
at ccntre for pegging to top board of pedestal. Painted
S a m p . 07. T w o f r s . o f t a p e s t r y border, woven in wool :
black or dark brown on front and edges. Well preserved.
red, yellow, buff, and purple on a broken blue ground.
8t' x riqg" x 8".
Bold pattern, perpendic. to long edges, consists of a
Samp. 01. Fr. of leather. Buff colour ; one edge curled
rather badly balanced modified anthemion, the terminal
over. Perished and eaten into holes. I 8" x I$".
portion having the form of a n inverted Pipal leaf of which
Samp. 03. Fr. of w o o d e n b o w l , lathe-rnade, widethe base finishes in two symmetrical scrolls.
alouthed, with thickened base. Black stains inside;
I n centre of leaf a spot of purple, brown, or yellow, conmaterial well preser\,ed. Orig. diam. c. 44" a t mouth ; a t
trasting with colour of leaf. The pattern rings the changes
base 3". 11. 29". PI. I x .
on the colours named. Blue ground cleverly shot with
all other colours, giving a soft harmony to the whole.
Samp. 04. Frs. of painted b a n n e r . Thin loosely woven
Band of changing colour on each edge, into which the
huff silk, with outlines faintly visible traced in grey
pigment. Part of head about half life-size, 4 to R. p., wearblue ground sends invading points to break the otherwise
continuous slit between the two portions. Well worked.
ing tiara (?). Top binding in purple twilled silk with reColour in one well preserved, the other stained. Ragged.
mains of loop. Very ragged and perished. Width zo" ;
length of larger fr. 26" ; of smaller 8".
7' x 36" ; 9i' x 3)'. P I LXX\'II.

SECTION111.-FINDS A T S I T E S N E A R D O M O K O
On November 30th I set out from the eastern edge of the Khotan oasis for the long journey Start from
eastwards. A marching distance of close on 700 miles still separated me from the Lop Desert, fihotan lor
journey
my main goal for the winter's explorations, and it was essential for the work which I intended to eastwards.
carry out there that I should reach it while the winter cold lasted and allowed water to be transported for a sufficient period in the convenient form of ice. This consideration made it necessary
f O keep as far as possible to the direct caravan track, already familiar to me from my previous
Journeys, and thus to assure rapid progress. I could not however forgo opportunities for fresh
archaeological observations at sites close to that route, and the information I had gathered at
Khotansuggested such opportunities at two points.
The first was in the vicinity of the small oasis of Domoko. I t is ground possessed of special Sites near
a,ntiquarianinterest on account of the striking changes that the culti\,nted area here has undergone Dornoko
preriollsly
"ght down to modern times, and of the numerous ruined sites to be b u n d in those portions of it explored.
have been abandoned to the desert. T h e wries of these sites which I had occasion to explore
Ig01 and again in 1906 and 1908, and which stretches from Uligh-ziZrat in the west to FarhHd-

'"
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B(g-yailaki and Khadalik in the east, have, together with the remains brought to light, been fully
described in the reports on m y former journeys.' I have also discussed there a t some length the
peculiar physical conditions that affect the irrigation resources of Domoko and the neighbouring
small oases. These largely account for the changes just referred to in the extent and position of
their cultivated areas.
Extended
1 may therefore conveniently note here a few observations that I made about the latest of
culteation such changes on m y way to the newly reported remains of Kuduk-kiil east of Domoko. when
a t h hnlpal.
approaching Chira from the scrubby desert on the west I found the s ~ n a l cultivated
l
area of Khalpat,
which by 1908 had grown u p around what in 1901 was a solitary ' L a n g a r ' by the roadside, linked
u p by a continuous stretch of fields with the main oasis.8 T h i s rapid extension is all the more noteworthy because the culti\.ation a t Chira, a s explained to m e b y IbrHhim BEg, m y old retainer, for
years M i r l b Beg of Chira a n d thus a very competent informant, is entirely dependent on ark-$# or
the water brought down from the mountains b y the spring
a n d summer floods.
.
A n equally striking change was observable eastwards. T h e r e the cultivated area of Gulakhma,
Incresed
cultivathe next oasis in the line stretching along the foot of the gravel glacis of the K'un-lun, was found
tion ot
since 1906 right u p to that of P ~ n a k . O~ l d fields long abandoned to the desert
G ~ , ~ , to
+ ~have
~ ~ extended
~ ,
had again been brought under cultivation, but low tamarisk-cones still remained to bear witness
to the change. T h e village lands of Ponak, which in 1901 I had seen almost co~npletelyabandoned to
the desert,%ere now said to support some two hundred households, though they were still far from
being completely cleared of the scrub a n d drift-sand of the desert that had overrun them for centuries.
Irrigation
Irrigation in the area of Gulakhma, Ponak, a n d Domoko is supplied mainly by the springs in
Irom which the underground drainage from the mountains (kara-su) comes to the surface again at the
kara-srr.
foot of the gravel glacis south of the oases.5 I t is therefore of interest to note that when passing on
December 2 from Gulakhma through Ponak to Ak-kol, a t the north-eastern edge of the Dornoko
oasis, I found the Ponak-akin carrying about 28 cubic feet of water per second and the Dornokoy 5 r stream, which farther down s u p p i e s water to the new a n d still expanding colony of MalakHlagan,6 not less than about IOO cubic feet per second.
Finds at
M y explorations of 1906 a t a n d near the site of Khiidalik a n d those of 1908 a t FarhHd-BPgKuduk-kol. yailaki had proved that remains of settlements dating from the Buddhist period were plentiful in
the desert belt immediately to the north a n d north-east of the present oasis of Domoko. They had
a t the same time shown me that the peculiarly deceptive character of this desert ground, covered
for the most part with close-set tamarisk-cones a n d scrubby jungle, made it extremely difficult to
trace them all.' I was accordingly b y n o means surprised w h e n I learned a t Khotan of a find of
manuscript leaves, evidently in B r l h m i , reported to have been made recently a t some place close
to Khidalik.'" T h r o u g h Mullah K h w l j a , m y old guide of 1906 to the last-named site, I sccuredat
-

-

'

-

Ser ..lnrierrl Kholon, i. pp. 452-64, on Hsiian-tsang's
P'i-mo and the s i t s ol ' Old Domoko '. Uzun-tati, Ulighziirat ; Srrirrdio. i . pp. 15.1-210, nn the remains ol Khidalik,
Rnlauaste. Darahmndong, hlazir-toghrak ; ihid. i i i . 1~4.1%~
on the site ol Farhid-Beg-yailaki, Kara-yantak, &c.
Cf. Scrindia, iii. p. 1264 ; compare Map Xo. 14. u. 2
with Strindla map Sheet V
A o. 27. u. 4.
a Comlmre 3l;ip No. 14. c. 2. will1 S~rirrdiamap Sheet
K O . 31. A. 4.
Uy an error in compilation the limit of cultivation (green)
has in the I : 500,ooo map sheet been shown too lar south. It
should nln lrom Hungatlik village straight east to the Ponakakin bed and thence to about a mile north ol Ak-kol village.
See the Map shoiilin~porltorrr o/ !he Ierrilory a/ Kholan

'

attached to Arrrient Klro~arr,i, lor the ground abandoned
to desert vegetation south of Lachin-ati-madr.
Cf. A~cicnrlilroton, i. pp. 96. 459,467 sq.; ScflJJdia,
i i i . p. 1263.
See regarding the recent colony of hIalak-Hlngan and
the formation o l the Domoko-vj.r to which it owed it5 origin,
Ar~riep~tKholan, i. p. 454 ; Serindin, i. pp. 203 sq. ; 11'.
p. 1246 ; Drserf Calhny, i. p. 2.38.
(.I. Serirulia, iii. p. 1245 ; also .4rrtrertl Kholan, i.
P. 453.
" Frs. 01 Pbthi leaves, mainly in Sanskrit, were handed
to me by Mullah Khwlja as brought lrom Kuduk-kbl They
are marked Kuduk-kol. 031-48 in the inventory 01 Mr.
Pargiter, App. E.

'

'

'
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~ ~ l ~thek two
l ~men,
~ T
a u r d i a n d ICurblrl of Domoko, from whom he had obtainrcl his share of
the find, subsequently passed on to Baclruddin K h l n , a n d they readily guided m e to the spot. I t
proved to be a patch of wind-eroded ground about 150 yards across, covered with pottery debris.
~t was situateti amidst closely set tamarisk-cones a n d about a quarter of a mile to the north of the
track that leads from the northern edge of the Domoko oasis to the village of A c h m a eastwards.
Reference to our survey of 1906 indicated that this small Tati, called hicduk-Ad by Iny guides,
lay a little over a mile to the east of Darabzan-dong a n d about the same distance to the south o f
K&-jigda, both small ruined sites that I had visited in 1906 from KhHdalik.B
A low shapeless mound on t h e eastern edge of this area a n d close to the foot of a tamarisk-cone nls. leaves
rising steeply to about 30 feet in height ( F i g . 96) marked the ruin from which T u r d i a n d K u r b l n ,
while collecting fuel last winter, had extracted a packet of manuscript leaves, evidently those of
a Pothi. The complete destruction of the shrine, for such it soon proved to have been, was attributed
to the burrowing which Mullah K h w l j a had carried on some months later in the hope of securing
more khnts for his Arnban a t Keriya. O n clearing the small mound con~posedof s i n d a n d clebris
\irereached the plastered floor a t a depth of about four feet. W h a t had survived of the square walls,
built as at KhLdalik of timber a n d plaster, had been levelled to the ground b y Mullah IChwljals
operations, except on the east where t h e sand sliding down from t h e tamarisk-cone had afforded
some protection. Enough remained there of the foot of the wall to show that the cella of thc shrine,
or possibly its enclosing passage, had measured 2 1 feet square.
The numerous fragments of plaster painted in tempera which were found amidst the debris Remains oi
left no doubt that the walls had been decorated with compositions in the style of t h e mural paintings
of which I had recovered remains in 1906 from the ruin of the main temple of Khlda1ik.O T h e
fragments brought away (Kuduk-k61. 011-17, ozo-8), though most of them- have suffered badly b y
exposure, show workmanship in design a n d colour-treatment quite equal, if not superior, to that
of the Khldalik frescoes. A m o n g them I may single out for mention the representation of a miniature StCpa (025) with pennons, a n d the head of a T r i m c r t i figure (014) closely recalling that on
the Dandln-oilik panel D . VII. 6.10 T h a t diapers of small Buddha figures seated in rows prevailed
ill the decorative scheme, just a s a t K h l d a l i k a n d Dandln-oilik, is proved b y the fragments 024,
026. Among other relics recovered a r e the fragments of a finely carved wooden halo showing
portions of small Buddha figures (or, PI. I>C) ; two elaborately turned wooden finials (03, 04) ;
some stucco relief fragments (05-7, PI. IX), a n d the painted panel, 08, badly effaced but still
showing the figures of three horsemen riding to the right proper. T h e pose a n d dress of t h e middle
one suggest that the same personage is depicted who appears in the Dandln-oilik panel D. VII. 52'
Several small B r l h m i manuscript fragments (I<uduk-kiil. 029-30) recovered in clearing the site
served to confirm the statement that the PGthi leaves had come into Mullah I<hwljals possession
from here.
Scanty as the remains a r e that have here survived prolonged exposure to erosion a n d tile still Likelihood
more n~structiveburrowing by men, they amply suffice to prove that the shrine belongs, like the ruins ~ ~ f ~ U
traced at Darabzan-dong and Kijk-jigda, to the same p r i o d a s the tetnples of the K h l d a l i k site tamarisksituated only some three miles farther north, a n d is likely to have been abandoned like them about cones.
'he end of the eighth century i\. n?a A t the same time the way in which this small ruin had for SO
long escaped discovery, notwithstanding the search made in this neighbourhood during m y former
at Khldalik, made it appear very likely that more remains of the same character might still
remain hidden in the maze of talnarisk-cones that cover the grouncl to the east of the D o ~ o ~ o - y l r .
're Scrilld;a, i. pp. 199 sq. ; lor the relntivc position
10 See At~rienllilro/utr, ii. PI. L X , for I
). VII.6 .

p$Uk-K61.

:$:,",

Of

the threesites, see Map NO. 14 c. 2.
[bid., i . p. 166 ; iv. PI. X I , X I I .

'

11

Iz

See ibid., i. p. 278 ; i i . PI. LIX.
CI. S e r i ~ d i a i., p. 159.
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[Chap. IV
I remembered h o ~ von m y previous visit 1 had observed small fragments of stucco relieves elnerging
from the slope of eroded soil below the foot of a big tamarisk-covered sand-cone near Balawaste,
the northernmost of the smaller sites about K h i d a l i k . These evidently marked the position of
a ruined Buddhist shrine, which had first been exposed to erosion before being covered up by the
accumulation of drift-sand.lS B u t a systematic search for such ruins in this large and deceptive
area would have taken time, which m y programme would not allow m e to spare.
Curiously enough it was near Balawaste that the discovery was said to have been made of
a considerable collection of fresco a n d stucco relievo fragments a n d of other miscellaneous relics
from a Buddhist shrine, which Badruddin K h i n delivered to m e a t KHshgar in June 1 9 1 5 . ' ~ ~I have
no means of verifying the statement; but, in view of the very close agreement of the relics in character
a n d style with those found a t KhHdalik, I believe it to b e probably correct. Among the fragnlents
of mural paintings in tempera, some of large size a n d evidently cut off extant walls, others, no
doubt, picked u p loose in the debris, the following m a y b e specially noted for their subjects. In
Bal. 0 2 we have interesting architectural details of distinct GandhHra type ; in 05 a-h a collection
o f standing Buddha figures radiating a s in representations of the S r i v a s t i miracle ; in 094 a welldrawn yellow horse gafioping ; in 098 a princely figure playing a harp with graceful hand ; in 0104
two ducks facing, & c . Donor figures of interest, on account of the faithful representation of their
costume, a r e seen in 01 I 7-18, 012 1-7. Fragments of fine stucco painted both on front and back,
0122-3, 0128-9, may, perhaps, have belonged to partitions dividing small niches in a shrine.
A m o n g the m a n y stucco relievo fragments the figures of floating Gandharvis (050, 075-6, 082,
PI. Iv) may be noticed ; small Buddha heads a r e still more frequent (see Bal. 077, 090, PI. V).
I n the fragment 092 we have distinct evidence that accidental burning has helped to harden these
small stuccoes.
T h e area of ruined sites north-east of Domoko of which K h i d a l i k marks the centre and
Balawaste a n d Kuduk-kvl the north a n d south ends, is likely to have been the source also of the
series of miscellaneous relics marked D.K. in the List below. T h e small objects in metal, stone,
a n d bone, D . K . 01-8 (PI. X,XI), were brought to me at Achma, where I stayed for the night after
clearing the remains a t Kuduk-kol. T h e rest, D.K. 09-104, were acquired by Badruddin either
a t Domoko itself or received from there through Mullah K h w i j a a n d other inhabitants. The fragments of stucco reliefs, of which some a r e shown in PI. IV, a n d the painted panels, unfortunately
much effaced (D. K . 057, 0101-2, PI. XIII), suggest provenance from temple remains of approximately the same date a s those of KhPdalik. T h e scraps of Tibetan, Chinese, and Brlhrni writink!
found on wood, D.K. 017, 054,055, agree with corresponding finds made a t Khldalik.14 Thesmall
objects acquired through Badruddin KhHn, a n d mainly stucco relief fragments, Kha. 01-4 (PI.
were said to have been brought from KhHdalik itself. Remains of M S S . a n d some wooden records,
mainly in Sanskrit a n d Khotanese, a s well a s in Tibetan, acquired through Badruddin Khinl
were also ascribed to KhHdalik a n d neighbowing sites.'"
Small antiques in metal, stone, a n d wood acquired by m e a t Domoko a n d marked in the List
with u.2.were said to have been found in the great debris area that extends north and south 0[
the sacred burial-place of Ulijgh-mazHr o r U l i g h - z i i r a t in the desert to the north-west of ~ o ~ n o k o "
I have, I believe, proved that it marks the position of Hsiian-tsangls P i - m o and Marc0
Pein.'' Judging from what m y visits to this ground in 1901 and 1906 had shown me, I think lhat
la

See Scrindia, i . p. 198.

Frs. of MS. f d l . and documents thus received,
n ~ i n l yin Sanskrit but also in Khotanese, are described by
Mr. Pargitcr and Prol. Konow in App. E , F (Balaw. 0 1 4 ~
" Cf. Serindin, i . pp. rgj, 162, 164.
55,0173-222).
la'

I"
See App. E , F [or KhBdalik. 04-29,038-5~ ;
0119-25, 0 ~ 6 7 - 8; Fnrhid-BPg. 01-7; Ile-don&
l6 Sce Map No. 14. e. 2 .
l o CI. Atrcitnf Khotan, i. pp. 457 sqq., 462 "4. ; Seri"d'a'
iii. pp. 1263 sq.
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the attribution of these antiques may well be correct. I t is otherwise with the large fragment of
a carved and painted wooden nimbus U.M. 01 (PI. XIII, XIV), which was brought b y Badruddin
KhPn and said to have been obtained from Ulugh-mazsr, a n d which h a s been shown accordingly
in the List below. T h e conditions observed b y m e on the ' T a t i s ' around Ultigh-zilrat, together
the fact that this area was occupied down to the early Muhammadan period, m a k e it appear
unlikely that a relic of Buddhist worship such a s this could well have survived there. T h e carving
is painted on the reverse also, which shows that it belonged to a statue detached from the temple
wall. The painting on the back represents a seated Buddha a n d is of interest, a s in spite of the
faded surface it still shows ' high lights ' boldly applied.
On both my previous journeys t h e visits paid to t h e string of small oases between Chira a n d Changesin
Keriya had afforded opportunities of observing some recent striking changer in the position o r
level of the springs that furnish the principal supply of water (kara-su) for their irrigation. When
recording these variations a t Kara-kir a n d the D o m o k o - y l r in Ancient Khotan a n d Serindia,
I pointed out that the displacen~entof the cultivated area consequent on such changes m a y furnish
a plausible explanation of the peculiar frequency with which old sites in the neighbourhood of these
oases have been abandoned a t different periods?' T h e observations in question thus claim a direct
archaeological interest, a n d on this account I m a y briefly record here another instance, which m y
rapid passage on December 3rd to Keriya town allowed m e to notice, of subsoil water coming to
the surface in fresh springs a n d giving rise to a displacement of cultivation.
At Achma, the colony ' newly opened ', a s its name indicates, some twenty years before on the New cultiappearance of the I<ara-kir springs, the area under cultivation had remained stationary since mjr vation
at
Kara-khin.
first visit in 1901 ; l a for the number of households, about eight hundred, said to be in occupation
of it, had not changed. Nor was a n y change apparent in the extent of the older a n d much smaller
cultivated area of Laisu which adjoins it on the east. B u t farther on, when passing through t h e
width of the great Keriya oasis, m y attention was attracted b y the wide a n d deep bed, known a s
Sai-hgh-ylr, which the road crossed to the east of Sisaghlik.19 I t was said to have been eroded
three years before by a big summer flood of ak-su. T h e considerable stream formed b y the springs
whose waters collected in the bed was now being utilized for opening a new colony a t K a r a - k h l n ,
situated some seven miles beyond the northeri edge of ~ e r i y acultivation a s observed in 1901,
and then wholly desert. T h e advent of this new water-supply was hailed with all the more satisfaction by the people of Keriya that their oasis is otherwise alniost wholly wanting in kara-su or
spring-fed irrigation.
OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT KUDUK-K6L
Kuduk.ko1.01. Fr. of c a r v e d c i r c u l a r w o o d e n h a l o .
K u d u k - k o l . 03. T u r n e d w o o d e n finial, as M. T%gh.
Outer I~orderol flame pattern. Within, narrotv bands
c. 06, but slightly elaborated. Tenon central. Very
of allernale seed and z i g z ~ gpattern, the hands slightly
cracked hut hard. Remains of pink paint over whole.
twisted, coblewise. Within these borders. the upper parts
9 f n x 3 f " . Tenon z8"x I$'X g".
of time Duddlla figs. and halo of fourth. The centre one
Kuduk.kol. 04. T u r n e d w o o d e n finial. vertical section
01 the threc has L. hand raised in hbllaya-mudri. All
of, exactly similar to Kuduk-kol. 03. Tenon 3" long.
fare to front, having Ils~?isa,
long ears, and nimbus. lIair
treated u mass \vitllout markings. Carving estremrly
Kudok.ko1. 05. Stucco relief fr., from border of
fine and good. Proh. originally painted. Rack plain
vesica. Rand of imbricated lotus petals with flames on
"nd con\.ex, with traces of paint. Drokcn cdge seems
outcr edge, as Srr. iv. PI. XV, Kha. vii. oor, 004, and
"rccnt. . ~ i1:-- x
x i " . PI. 1X.
A n r . Klro/at~,ii. PI. LV, D. r r . 55. Colours visible,
I' Regarding thc springs whicll apljmrctl south of Kara-kir
and led to the opening of new culti\cntion at Achma, cf.
Ann'rn1 Khlan, i. pp. 459, 467 sq. For the formation of
the Domnko-pir nnrl ihr resulting colony of Malnk-Blqnn,

see Srrirldia, i. pP. 2 0 2 sqq.
' 8 Cf. Snindia, i. p. z r r .
SO.14. D. 3, near the village tract of Pondara.
10 .Q~
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pink and grey.
PI. IX.
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Proh. damaged by fire.

23"

x

2:"

x

i".

Kuduk-kol. 06. Stucco rellef fr.; part of halo border
similar to Kuduk-kol. 05, PI. IX, but without flames.
Colour faintly visible. Iiard grey plaster, prob. burnt.
2f"X2gnY3".

Kuduk.koI. 07. Fr. of stucco, surlaced with red clay and
painted pink. Frob. pnrt of fig. 3f" x 'Z x 13".
Kuduk-kol. 08. Fr. of painted wooden panel; almost
effaced. Upper part and one end broken away. Oh.
Subject : three horsemen riding t o R. p. Middle horse,
dappled ; black mane, hogged. Rider in pink robe and
black top-boots. llolds out kaldra in R. hand. Long
ends of stole Aoat backwards. CI. Anc. Klrolan, ii. PI. LIX,
1). v11. 5, where prob. same personage is depicted.
Rear horse unmarked ; black mane ; head and hind
legs crimped to bring within available space. Rider has
black top-boots, and black sword scabbard a t side. Front
rider seems to be similarly equipped, and has streaming
stole. All much defaced and very indistinct. \\'ark free
and good Rn].Traces of horseman of same type. 11" x

3-x

nudc, pink figure of plump proportions; L. arm fltxed
across body. Background of both medallions emtrald
green, border plain white ; all outlines red. hlucl~nbrad~d,
9h' 9'.
Kuduk-kB1. 014. Fresco fr. Trimfirti fig. similar to
A m . Kholon, ii. PI. I.X, D. 1.11. 6 ; head and upper R,
arm only. Main fig. blue, with black hair and moustache
and yellow Muku!a. R. face pink, L. yellow. Upraised
hand holding fruit, as in example referred to. 1Ido red
with green border. Much abraded. 1of"x 6".

Kuduk-kol. 015. Fresco fr. ; Buddha head and shoulders,
f to L. p. Dark green robe. Green nimbus ; red vesica
with brown border. Red ground outside vesica. Portion
of grey PadmLana above. Very abraded. ti" x 43".

Kuduk-kol. 016. Fresco fr., showing green half-open lotus
on pink stem. Red ground. 5" x 44".

Kuduk-kol. 017. Fresco fr., showing head of Chinese fig.
with flat black hat.
friable. 2 f " x 2f".

Flesh pink.

Much defaced and very

Kuduk-kol. 018. Stucco relief fr. ; hair painted blue.
Red clay with fine fibre. Soft.

14" x

14".

Kuduk-kol. og. Fr. of painted wooden panel, pointed

Kuduk-kol. 019. Stucco fr. L. eye of Buddhn, hall

a t one end and drilled for hanging. All other sides
broken away. Trarcs of pink and grey wash on one side.
Very soft. 7" x -3' x b'.

closed, modelled in low relief and painted pale pink with
black and red lines. White of eye shaded will1 blue nt
corner. Red clay mixed with fine fibre ; soft. 2" x 14".

Kuduk-kol. 010. Fr. of painted wooden panel. End

Kuduk-kol. oao. Fresco fr. with traces 01 Chinese fig. on
black ground. To L. p. a red lotus bud ( I ) . Very hdly
defaced. 5t" x.'5
Kuduk-kal. oar. Fresco fr., same style as 020. Pink

and one side broken. Ilole near intact corner. O h .
\i few lines visible hut design not made out. Rev. Coated
wit11 whitish pigment, straw, and sand. lob'' x 2 9 " x 2%".

Kuduk.ko1. orr. Fresco fr., with traces of paint. Seated
fig. 1 to R. p, in crimson robe and wearing Mukup.
Flesh pale. Much defaced. 6" x 71" x 3".

Kuduk-kol. 0x9. Fresco fr., showing part of meander
' rainhow ' halo in red, 1x11~pink, green, ant1 buff. Red
band on outer edge. On inner edge, adjoining halo rays
is strip of pale pink uith transverse binding of pale buff
scored with red lines orer greater part of its length. Then
broad band of dark red on wllich is a row of leather-like
Iraves ~)rojcctingtrutwnrds. Thrn border of seeds in red
outline on pink ; Ivand of plain pink ; and another hortler
nf sceds. At)rad~*tl.I 7" x 8.

Kuduk-kol. 013. Fresco fr., from vertia;~l borcler containing medallions with worshipping fik3. On R. side
01 main hordcr are two narrower bands, light buff and
black. On borders itself remain parts of t\vo medallions.
Inwcr contains upper part of crowncd fig. Botly turned
2 to R, p., head turned back f to L. p. and slightly upward,
arms extendrd down as tllouglt holding some object
(I>roken away). 11cross uppur part of fig. floats portion
of red drapery (?), prob. pnrt of costume of main fig.
To L. p. is prob. a demon, with yellow fare and staring
ryes, taint traces of the head being visible. Above is
lower part (11 se(.ond medallic>n, with squatting, nearly

lotus with yellow seed-table, nnd large pink bud (?), on
black ground. Dad condition. 7" x 4f".

Kuduk-kol. oza. Fresco fr. with head and R. shoulder
of Buddha, 1 to R , p., on green vesica with grey nimbus.
Outer ground red ; dark grey band diagonally ncros5 one
edge. Flesh pale pink ; robe dark brown or grey. Face
well drawn. Abraded. 64" x 51".

Kuduk.kol. 023. Fresco fr. with dark brown drapery
from bust of Buddha. Open above showing neck (lighter
brown) with rayed device a t V of opening. G)ntour
lines black. Abraded. 43" Y 3 f n .

Fresco fr., from diaper 01 sratc(l
Buddhas. Parts of three rows. Buddhas in l)llyBnanludrl, with heads 3 to L. ('olouring black, (lark red,
and grey, counter-changed. Surface ~cr:~tchcd.7i'x '~k'.
Kuduk.ka1. 025. Fresco fr., almost eiiaced, sllowin~
R . hand holding u p hcggillg-staff (?) again" nv\.l clnrk
t~ackground. To R. of hand, miniature Sthpn wit11Pnnons.
Ileyontl dark oval, on L., Ir. of halo (?) with grct.n 2nd
white waving rays, and red border. In R. top corner!
leaves on light buff background. I' 5" x 1'.
Kuduk-kol. 096. Fresco fr., showing parts of two seated
Buddhas, proh. from tliaprr. Colouring dark grey. red,
Kuduk-kol. 094.
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maroon, and black.

Kough work ; surface much gone.

d q x 6".

Kuduk.k~l.027. Fresco fr.*

R. loot
large
divinity standing on lotus upon lake, perhaps
Rebirth. Lotus plants and small white flowers grow
from bank. Background dark red ; water green ; foot

white with dark rcd ~,ullines; lotus light buff outlined
dark red and I,lack. I' x lob".

Kuduk-kal. 028. Fresco fr., showing part of Buddha,
within black vesica, on red background ; much effaced.
44" X 31'.

OBJECTS BROUGHT FROM RUINEII SITES NEAR DOhIOKO

Stone bead, echinus shape, facetted, and pierced
with large hole. Black stone (?) jet. Well preserved.
Diam. a", depth 8". PI. X.
D,K, 02. Lump of resin, kidney shaped, drilled as for
bead ; rich ruby colour. 2" x 8" x 1".
D,K, 03, Lead rod, doubled into loop. Partly corroded.
1t"xf".
D.K. 04. Ball of lead of irregular surface. Diam. g".
,

D.K. 05, Bronze buckle ; small, circular. Section through
ring, lozenge-shaped. Thin for about one quarter of
circumference, where tongue is attached. Tongue made
from ~ieceof sheet, the lower end narrow and bent to
form ring which encircles thin part 01 ring of buckle, and
the point curved to lie close to opposite side of ring of
buckle. Diam. f". PI. XI.
D.K. 06. Ball of stone or paste ; hard light grey ;
perhaps an inferior jade. Diam. 3".
D,K. 07, Circular dng or disc of bone or ivory,
stained pink, and drilled with hole through centre. In
section, of flat echinus shape, with slightly
fillet on top, and receding fillet a t bottom. Four circles
engraved on sides a t cardinal points, wit11 centre dot t o
cacb. Well preserved. Diam. in,thickness i$".PI. X.
D.K. 08. Bone ring of same material as D.K. 07, but
paler pink. Six incised double rings with centre dot,
placed alternately near opposite edges of side surface
or ring. Surface slightly corroded. Diam. A", depth
+8".
PI. S.
D.K. 09. Stucco relief fr. ; elongated ear, pierced with
large hole. hfaterial ; red unburnt clay lnixed with fine
fibre; backing of grey clay with coarse fibre. Painted
pale pink with red contour lines. Damaged and friable.
Prob, part of D.K. or.+,PI. IV. 4f" x , 4".

D.K.

Ore. Stucco relief fr. ('irrulnl. lotus rosette sorrounded
seeds ; l)rol?. central urn. of tiara ol D.K.
"4.
It'- 'rruces of white paint. Peg of wood stuck
into lowcr side to attacll to fig. Same mnterinl as 1).1<. 09.
and friable. 23" x .?in. p1. IS.

D'K' 'I1-

Stucco relief fr. Headless Buddlla s e ~ l e din
D i ~ y i n a - m u d ~~~ . ~ b iverystrongly
l i ~ ~ ~
Fairly
good modelling. ~
~
~
cracked~ and
abraded ; sand-encrusted. 9"x 7 ~ " . PI. IV.

D'K' ore.

relief fr. ; U?t!ipa from large Buddhn
head. 'lair
wirl~circular whirling armngemmt a t
rron' ('), p i ~ r ~ e in
l l centre. hlnterial, grey clay mixed

with vegetable fibre, with outer coating of red clay. Remains 01 dark paint. Well preserved. 4"x z i " .

D.K. 013. Stucco relief fr., in two pieces. Seated
Buddha, Ilhyiina-mudri,with pear-shaped nimbus. Behind
and above numbus, part of L. side of another fig. Buddha
robe coloured bright pink ; hair dark grey ; flesh light
pink. Material red clay with fine woolly fibre. Back
bears impression of drapery lines, to which it was attached.
Very solt ; much damaged. 42" x zl". PI. I X .
D.K. 014. Stucco relief fr. Dodhisattva head, life-size,
l\~cll-arched eyebrows meeting a1 bridge of
nose. very small, but full, lips. Elongated half-closed
eyes. Face broad and rather flat. Hair parted in waves
on forehead below tiarn. Lower band of tiara present,
consisting of square jewels
by five strings of
pearls. Flesh coloured pale pink over white. c r n i
marked by red circle, hair blue, lips black. D.K.09-10,
PI. IX, prob. belong t o this Ir. Itaterial, grey clay faced
with red and mixed with fine fibre; core of rushes; well
pre"rved' 9" 6f"' 'I' I"'
D.K. 015. Fr. of stucco slab, originally attached t o
curved lotus-petal border, like Chal. 01j, of which impression remains on black. On ohv., single Chin. char.
Traces of white or pale pink wash. Red clay. Well
preserved. 7 f n x jt'.
D.K. 016. Fr. of painted wood ; cut on three sides,
12' x 14"
with painting of face f to R. p. on red
x

1".

D.K. 017. Fr. of wooden tablet, burnt a t one end, with
faint traces of Brihmi inscr. j 11. and 2 11. on respective
sides. 23" x x i " x t".
D.K. 039. Length of string, tied into knots to form
rosary-like cord. Length c. 2'.
D.K. 040. Stucco relief fr. from foliate flame border,
with traces of gilding. Hard white pliister. 2 : " ~ IB".

D.K. 041. Stucco relieffr. ~
~
~ bird ~(?), issuing
~
.
from oprn jaws of dragon, \\:hitc plaster, burnt, L~~
IIIucll abraded,
ri,,, PI, S .
D.K. 042. Fr. of cotton (?) fabric ; red, twill. I I" x 4".
D.K. 043. Plaited string band, natural colour wit11
in red
f lozenge pnttern
~
~ ; oversewn
~ in o laces
l a t edges ~and
rounded a t ends. I' I" x jh".
D.K. 047-8. T w o bronze frs., irregular shape. Gr. fr.
I

A" x a" x i".

D.K. 049. Fr. of bronze seal-ring ; bezel and thi(:ltened

~

~

~
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shoulders, nrith dragon device, very faint. Elliptical seal
surface 4" x ;Q". PI. X .

D.K. 050 a-b.

Glass and bronze frs. on string. (a)
Blue cut glass pendant of elongated pear shape; fine
colour. 1 f " x a'. (b) Sq. bronze seal, uitli tubular shank
for string and Chin. chars. on face. Corroded. f" sq.
PI. x.

D.K. 051. Fr, of horn comb, with long and slightly
arched back, m d single row of relatively short teeth. End
sloping outward and from arch of back. 21" x 3" x

r.

D.K. o5n a-c.

Bronze frs. on string. a , b. Two Chin.

coins, corroded. c. Bronze ferrule, broad a t open end,
which is trumpet-shaped ; then narrowing, and finally
spreading slightly again t o opposite end, which is closed
by plate perforated with two holes. Diam. rf", h. 4".

D.K. 053. Portion of bone finger-ring, with roughly
cut sq. bezel surrounded by rays. Width 4". PI. X.
D.K. 054. Fr of inscribed wood; lacquered black on
one side and having three Chin. (2) chars. on rev. qft" x
D.K. 055. a.

Scrap of paper painting, showing only

end of camel's nose, boldly drawn ; mouth slightly open,
with driver's stick or rope showing behind. Painted dull
pinkish red. Soft brownish wore paper, fairly thick.
General style strongly recalls Ser. iv. PI. XCVI,Ch. 00207.

2tYX 2".
D.K. 055. b. Fr. of Tib. wooden doc. Slip, broken a t
one end. and pierced with hole a t other ; inscr. on each
side with three 11. Tih., fairly clear. 4"x 4" x A".
D.K. 056. Fr. of painted wooden board ; traces only
of painting on one side. Rev. perished, prob. partly by
Iieat. I I 1" x 4)" x i".

D.K. 057. Fr. of painted wooden panel. Broken in
two, with chamfered edge on one side. Obv. decoration
almost obliterated, hut proh. consists of seated Buddhas.
Rev. a diaper of circles in red containing seated B u d d h n
with lotus haloes; in spandrels, trefoils. Patches of
brilliant hlue scattered all over. Much defaced, and
hastily painted. Hole near one end. Perhaps part of
P6thi co\.er. 152' x 31" x 4". PI. XII.

D.K. 095-0100.

Stucco relief frs. Parts of five seated

Buddha plaques from one mould ; 097 and

OIW

joining.
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Buddha seated on half-opened lotus against circular ha]",
L. hand resting below I.. thigh and grasping robe; R,
hand raised in Abhaya-mudri. Traces of pink on robs.
For type cf. Anc. Khotan, ii. PI. LIV, D. 11. 10. Nost
complete fr. 44"x 3f".

D.K. 0101. Painted wooden panel; R. edge broken
off. On obv. remains of standing Bodhisattva, Indian
type, with three-leaved crown ; hands together before
lower part of body, holding lotus bud 0). Flesh pink
over white. On rev. traces only of blue and pink paint.
I' I+" x 54". PI. XIII.

D.K. 0102. Painted wooden panel, with slightly arched
top (chamfered) ; L. edge broken off. Surfaces roughly
hacked before being painted. On obv. remains of Buddha
seated in meditation; rough work in crimson, buff, and
black ; upper half 01 fig. completely destroyed. On rev.
four small Buddhas seated in meditation 3 to L., as in
wall diaper ; pointed flames on shoulders. This side has
remains of I"r i d e flange on L. edge, hacked away. II'X
7 t " x f" to 14". PI. x I r I .

D.K. 0103. Stucco rellef fr. R. hand 01 Buddha, over
life-size, webbed. Fingers extended straight as in Abhayarnudrl. Remains of white paint. Back not worked.
Material, soft red clay rnised with straw ; straw core.
Length 93", gr. width 64". PI. IX.

D.K. 0104. Fr. of Tib.wooden doc. Sq. stick, painted
pink on one side, and having traces on one L. Tib. writing
on this and adjacent face.

D.K. 0104. a-c.

I

a" x $" x 1".

Stucco relief frs. comprising : a. \Vide

strip of double lotus-petal border, flat, straight ; of same
type as S r ~ i n d i a ,iv. PI. XVI, Klia. ii. c. 004, hut with
a row of petals on either side of the row of beads. One
row of petals paintcd dark grey ; the other sho\rrstnrts
of the same on tips, otlierwise rctnining only white underwash. Broken in three. 5" x 3)". PI. I X .
b. Two beads from beaded border, showing remains 01
hlue paint, and red a t base. I&" x &"x 2'. c. Flat
ornamental band, of double row of beads, broken after
every second pair by large sq. jewel or rosette. Surface
worn and details lost ; broken in two. z j " x 3".

D.K. 0171. Carnelian intagtlo, oval, with m,mn\ed

Brahmi inscription : Nandita-hi (Dr. L. narnett). Size
of top face c. ,%" x =$". PI. X .

OBJECTS SAID TO HAVE B E E S BROUGFIT FROM KIIADALIK

Kha. 01. Stucco rellef fr., from Buddha p l a q ~ showing
~e
hcad and halo on L. p. Surface much worn and features
eflaced. White stucco, with traces of bright blue paint
on hair and red on halo. Gr. hI. 2".
Kha. 09. Stucco relief fr. Conventionalized semi-floral
orn., showing vertiml stalk or leaf, expanding t o rounded
lower end, and supporting three circular beads or flowers
on top. Incised line down middle of leaf. Hard white
stucco. 11. 2#", gr. width I 1'. PI. V.
Kha. 03. Terra-cotta rellef fr. Bodhisattva hcad, with

fr. of halo. Face sharp-featured, with long cyes, prominent
nose, and small chin. Elahorate head-dress with ern. mer
forehead of flower with hanging seed-vessel, exactly
Sn. iv. PI. V l l I , A. T. v, 0039, in mininture,and streamrrs
tied in large Imws a t ears. Red, burnt hard. Fair condition. [I. 1 % " . PI. 11.

Bronze spoon ; ' fiddle shape ', with narrow
neck between handle and shallow bowl. Slightly curved.
Well made and in perfect condition. Lengtli 5"; Br.
width of bowl I&'.

Kha. 053.
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OBJECTS SAID T O HAVE BEEN FOUND NEAR ULUGlI-M.iZXR

Ulfigh.mazHr or. Fr. of c a r v e d w o o d e n n i m b u s ;
drcular~vl~en
complete with ogee-shaped extension above.
.4bout of L. side was formed of separate piece (missing),
butted to remaining piece and held by two short clamps
sunk into back. R. edge hroken away.
Obv. carved in low relief, with emblem of wheel represented as a sun-disc in centre with eight waving rays
Iro~nit to raised border. The lower central ray
is not carved, because covered by neck of f i g r e to which
nimbus was fitted ; but the missing ray has been painted
011 the wedge-shaped blank space left.
Uetween rays are eight six-petalled lotuses, with outer
row 01 petals showing between inner. Seed-table raised
and flat with seed cavities painted as rings. The two
lo\vest lotuses are uncarved where they were covered by
figure. Raised border carved into simple pointed lea\res
or petals placed cable-wise, with pearls between leaves.
@geeextension above, carved as waving flames.
Whole seems to have bcen coatcd urith ' priming ' of
pink over which other colours were painted. Rays are
ditided by channelled ' midrib ', and the two halves
painted in contrasting colours, such as pink and blue (?),
dark red, and pink, kc. Lotuses dark red with grcen (?)

U.Z. or. Yellow s t o n e s e a l ; sq., with rounded back
pierced for susaension. Device : a crane with ruffled
aings, exactly as Ser. iv. PI. V, Yo. oorgg. Face g" sq.,
h. g.PI. cxr.
U.Z. oa. Bronze s e a l ; flat, se\.en-sided, with pierced
shank at back. Device : deeply cut lapidary Chin.
la, great,
char. (?) Good condition. [At the top is
below which appears to be a single character 01 which I
can make nothing.-Mr. L. C. Iiopkins.] I" x g".
PI. CXI.
U.2. 03. Fr. of b r o n z e s h e a t h orn.; cf. Tajik. or.
Part of one side only ; long hollow case, pointed a t one
end, broken at other. Surface orn. with conventional floral
relief, probahly a pomegranate between long leaves crossing
above in an ogee shape, and terminating in treloils. Fair
condition. I$" x 5" x 1". PI. S.
U.2. 04. Carved s t e a t l t e object, prob. miniature squatting monkey with hands to chin, head looking up. Ifole
drilled between body and knees (missing). I" x 4" x f".
PI. X.

seed-tables with red rings. Border and flames above,
in arrangement of same colours. All colours badly worn
and discoloured. I n centre of disc and in uncarved space
below, two rectangular holes for pins to secure nimbus
to figure.
RN. painted only with Buddha seated cross-lcgged on
seed-table of lotus. R. hand raised in Abhaya-mudri ;
L., down near R. foot, palm outwards, fingers flexed,
partly broken away. Wears red robe over green underrobe visible a t neck. Flaming jewel painted a t breast.
\Vheel symbol painted in palm of hand, Svastika and
Gatikha (?) on upturned soles of feet. Face round, of
Indian type, outlined red, with black eyebrows, eyelids,
nostrils, and corners 01 mouth ; formal high lights in white
or pale pink.
Circular nimbus, red near head surrounded by grey-blue
border, outlined pale buff. Halo to body, elliptical, dark
grey (?) next body ; surrounded by red and buff bands,
the buff spotted with red and green, and the bands divided
by light lines. Outside buff band is a flame edge rising
in long flames into ogee top. Surface damaged, worn, and
Faded. H. 2' zt", gr. width of fr. lot". PI. XIII, SIV.

U.Z. 05. W o o d e n s e a l , round, with handle a t hack,
broken ; broken away a t one side where hole appears to
have been drilled. Stout figure seated on throne ; L. hand
uplifted with curved sword, R. hand holding mace (head
down). Face projecting (rat ?) ; two sharp pointed small
ears. No drapery folds, but triangular apron in front.
Well and simply cut in fine-grained wood. Two minute
holes on side of break as Ior rivets. Diam. I&". PI. CXI.

U.Z. 06. B r o n z e b u c k l e ; small, D-shaped, with remains
01 tongue. )"x A". PI. XI.

U.Z.07. S t o n e s e a l ; irreg. square, flat ; remains 01 loophandle on back. On fnce, Iour stems spring from centre
where they are voluted. Each stem runs t o a corner and
then turns in a crude IeaI-form, parallel to a side of
square, occupying the triangular Iourth of square area.
Plain border surrounds the whole. Very rough work.
Hole pierced through centre. g" sq., thickness f". PI.
CXI.

OBJECTS SAID TO HAVE BEEN BROUGHT FROM BALAWASTE
type as seen behind Buddha in some Gandhara sculptures,
Bal. 01, a-b. F r e s c o frs. of vertical border, light grey,
and in painted silks from Tun-humg (cf. Th. Buddhas,
Or". with series of Buddhas seated in meditation )+thin
long elliptical panels. Panels formed by undulating lotus
PI. XI). Against the tree, which is painted as an elliptical
I n u s of dark green with leaves, &c., large shapes in white
carrying buds a t the spandrels ; cf. sn. i,,. PI.
X 1 r ~Kha. i. E. 0050. Huddhas as in Buddha diapers,
and red not understood. To R. p. is baldachino in red
outline, supported by columns whose capital consists of
Kuduk-kbl.024, kc. Bands of buff, grey, and red a t sides.
Gr. lr. rot" x gf".
a group of three inverted enclosed palmettes. These
support an ornamented architrave, carrying an attic story
Bal. 0% Fresco fr. T~ L. p. a tree of horse-chestnut
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flanked by small columns of CandhBra type ; the upper
memlwr 01 their capital an inverted cnclosed palmette,
suggestive of an invertcd Ionic capital. Between attic
colunlns a frieze of birds.
Above attic is central finial of shrine, containing rail
and lotus beneath a conical roof terminated by a sixtiered umhrclla nnd disc. At earl1 side is smaller pointed
finial svith conical umbrella terminal and disc. Belween
baldachino ant1 tree is duck, facing shrine. Background
pale green. Ahove is band of orn. divided into rectang.
panels ; rarh pnnrl has centrc rosette and is further
subdivided by its two diagonals into four triandes
alternately red and buff, as in Byzantine work. 81"x 8".
Bal. 03. Fresco fr. Head of Bodhisattva to R. p.,
bending down. Elaborate tiara containing Dhyanibuddha. Pink flcsh, grey nimbus, pale green halo, rcd
ground. To R . p. a \.ertical band 01 grey. Surface much
perished. 7" x j&".
Bal. 04. Fresco fr. Upper half of seated Buddha as
in wall diapers, f to R. p., in red brown robe. T o L. p.
a curved buff band of imbricated scales similar to that
on Bal. 05. a . Much defaced. jk" x 8".
Bal. 05. a-h. Eight fresco frs. In red outline on white
and buff a mass of standing Buddhas, mostly in Abhayamudri, overlapping one another, and radiating in various
directions. Nimbi edged with lotus petals. Eyebrows,
upper eyelids, and eyes black. At L. p. upper corner
of 05. a. a curved border of imbricated scales in buff.
Surface much broken. For continuation on R. see Bal.
0120. Gr. fr. 12)" x 114".

Bal. 06-04?. Fresco frs. Series of Buddhas seated in
meditation,
t o R. p., forming part of diapered wall
surface ; in interchanging colours-red, buff, grey, maroon,
and white. Cf. Ser. iv. PI. XI, Kha, i. c. 0097, lower part.
Gr. fr. (047) 94" x 1'3t'.
Bal. 048. Stucco rellef fr. from border ornament. Cabochon jewel surrounded hy pearls, with hand (plain), on
one side ; other side broken away. Below, acanthus orn.
deeply modelled. White plaster. 2 f " x 24". PI. V.
Bal. 049. Stucco rellef fr. : upper part of Gandharvi,
hands upraised. hluch broken and defaced. Hard (burnt)
white plaster. 3" x 24".
Bal. 050. Stucco rellef fr. Gandharvi rising from open
lotus, full face to spectator. Head as in Bal. 075-6 but
smaller. Arms upraised, hnlding heavy twisted garland.
Remains of white ground and of red paint on lotus petals.
Cf. lor type .4nc. Kholan, ii. PI. LVI, D.T. 02. Hard
grey plaster. H. 44'. PI. IV.
Ed. 051. Stucco relief fr. Gandharvi head slightly to
R. p., with part of halo. Hair and ear-rings as in Bal.
0 7 5 PI.
~ ~IV ; traces of pink, red, and black colour. hfuch
defaced. Cf. Ser. iv. PI. XV, Rha. i. E. 0039. Ilard white
plnster. 34" x 21".
Bal. 05% Stucco rellef fr. Head of Buddha with
nimbus hordered with cable or petal pattern. hfuch
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defaced. Remains of red and pink colour. Fibrous
cl;1y. 24" x 2".
Bal. 053. Stucco relief fr. Gandharvi head similar to
Bal. 075-6, PI. IV. White plaster ; much abraded. 21"
x

18".

Bal. 054. Stucco relief fr. Head and halo of Gandharvi
with upraised hands. Hard white (burnt) plaster; much
defaretl. zf" x I k".
Bal. 055. Fr. of stucco relief plaque, showing lower
part of seated Buddha. Hands concealed under fall of
drapery in lap, feet pendent with toes curled towards
each other. Lotus halo. Type as Ser. iv. PI, VIII, A. T.
iii. 0089. Grey clay, burnt. 28" x 18".
Bal. 056. Stucco relief fr. Upper part of clenched
hand. Thumb and two first fingers present, with hole
drilled for object clasped (missing). Cf. Ser. iv. PI. v111,
A. T. v. 0072. Red clay, prob. slightly burnt. I # " XI#'
X 1".

Bal. 057. Stucco relief fr. Human nose, about life-size,
well modelled. Remains of light paint. Nostrils plugged.
Clay, burnt. Length 19".
Bal. 058. Stucco rellef fr. Eight-petalled rosette; trams
of colour. Red clay, slightly burnt. Diam. 2%".
Bal. 059. Stucco relief fr. from ornamental detail. Two
long bunches of diverging petals issuing from pomegranate
flower calyx. White plaster. 14" x IQ". PI. V.
Bal. 060. Stucco relief fr. Head of Gandharvi from
same mould as Bal. 050. White plaster ; weathered. I)'
x

1

8".

Bal. 061. Stucco rellef fr. Upper half of standing Buddha
in Abhaya-mudri, red robe, nimbus bordered with imbricated scales. Cf. Anc. Kholan, ii, PI. LIV, D. 11. 34.
White plaster. 41" x 3".
Bal. 061-4. Stucco relief frs. Buddha heads prob. lrom
seated Buddha figs., being from same mould as Bal. 066,
PI. IV. Red clay, burnt. Largest 1f"x I&".
Bal. 065. Stucco rellef fr. Buddha head. White plaster;
much abraded. I#" x 18".
Bal. 066. Stucco relief fr. of seated nuddha; hands in
lap, feet pendent with toes curled towards each other.
Upper part of face and head missing. hiaterial burnt red
clay. Prob. from plaque ; cf. S n . iv. PI. xv, Kha. 05.
49" x 4". PI. rv.
Bal. 061. a, b-070. Stucco rellef frs. otstanding Buddhs
in Abhaya-rnudri, prob. from ground of large halo. Cf.
Anc. Kholan, ii. PI. LIV, D. 11. 34 ; S n . iv. PI. X v , Kha.
i. c. 008. Remains of pink paint. Hard white plater,
Largest 4J" x zf".
Bal, 071. Stucco rellef fr. Buddha seated in meditation
on invertcd cone-shape lotus ; hands in lap, dralwrY
symmetrically festooned in front below hands. Head and
halo missing ; cf. Ser. iv. PI. Xv, Kha. i. S.W. 0010. White
plaster. 21" x 28".
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~ a l07s-4.
.
Stucco rellef frs. Lower parts of standing
Buddhas resembling Bal. 067 sqq., but from different
mould. Hard white plaster. 3t" x zf".
B ~ I 075-6.
.
Stucco rellef frs. Two floating Gandharvis
carrying swag of drapery in upraised hands, a jewel in
centre. Costume consists of beaded necklace, girdle with
attached festoons over hips, armlets and large ear-rings.
Edges of cloak seem to appear a t shoulders. Coiffure
loose and wavy over ears, with high loop a t crown tied
with cinctures. Body curved g~acefullyR. p. t o L. p. ;
lep crossed ; sole of R. foot upturned. Background
dented like lotus seed-table. Traces of pink discoloured
in part to green. For similar type, see Ser. iv. PI. XV,
Kha. i. E. ool~.
- White plaster. Well modelled. 4f" x
49'. PI 1V.

loop on top. Prom same mould as Bal. ojr. Hard grey
plaster ; worn. H. 2".

Bal. ogo. Stucco relief fr. Lower part of face, mouth,
chin, end of nose and R. cheek adjoining, features of
conventional Buddha type. Strongly modelled, with deep
depression a t corner of mouth and below centre of lower
lip. Remains of white slip. Clay, burnt hard on surface,
but influence of fire not extending far, the back being
quite soft. Cr. M. 2 f n .
Bal. 093. Stucco fr. Life-size thumb (two end joints).
Covered with bright pink paint, now much effaced ; nail
marked in red. Soft clay mixed with fibre, and unburnt.
Length 2%".

>

Bal, 077-80. Stucco relief frs. Uuddha heads with
nimbus, from same mould ; long narrow eyes, wide mouth,
small nose, and short curly hair. Good work. White
plaster, burnt. Largest (with neck and part of nimbus)
2"x 1i". PI. v.
Bal. 0811. Stucco relief frs. Lotus-bud pedestals wit11
Buddha feet, resting on top ; cf. Ser. i\.. PI. X, K.S. 007.
White plaster (burnt). I b" x I 4".
Bal. 083. Stucco rellef plaque ; Buddha seated in meditation on lotus. Plain circular halo and vesica with incised
line in each, indicating width of border. Feet hidden by
robe. No traces of paint. R. side of vesica gone. Hard
white plaster. H. 4f'.
Bal. 084. Stucco relief fr. Lower half of Gandharvi
kneeling on R. knee, g to R. Same type as Ser. iv. PI.
XV, Kha, ii. N.W. 003 ; but background broken away
close to fig. Remains of light red paint on robe and grey
on stole. Hard white plaster. H. 24".
Bal. 085. Stucco relief fr. End of fold of drapery,
with remains 01 gilding in hollows. Hard white plaster.
Length I&".
Bal. 086. Stucco rellef fr. Head of (standing) Buddha,
same type as that of Bal. 061 and prob. from same mould ;
much worn. Remains of green paint on halo, hlack on
hair, and of gilding on neck and ear. Hard white plaster.

H. 21".
b l . 087-8. Stucco rellef frs. Two Buddha heads with
circular haloes, from standing figs. of type of Ser. iv.
PI. xv, Kha. i. c. 008. Traces of light red and black
paint. Much defaced. Hard white plaster. Gr. M. 2)".
Balm 089-go. Stucco relief frs.

Two heads, prob. of
Apsaras, slightly to R. Round youthful faces, eyes
sliglltly oblique, black hair flat (?) on top of head and
fauing straight towards shoulders ; remains of fillet-like
head-dress with triple flower-orn. (2) in front. Remains
01 white paint. Hard grey plaster; worn. H. 14" and
lb". PI. v.

Bal. 091. Stucco relief fr. Gandharvi h a d 8 to L.,
with remains of circular halo on R . Black hair tied in

Bal. 094. Fresco. On red ground (on which scrolls are
faintly visible) an elliptical panel, half bordered by green
band disappearing bchind, and continued in straight band
downwards. Within panel is galloping yellow horse
outlined red, having green collar with long wind-blown
ends ; marked on quarter with Svastika and a horizontal
cn shape, and on flank by annulet with projection a t lower
edge.
Below horse, in centre, ask-pointed star formed of two
interlaced triangles ; to R. p. a n nnnulet with projerlion
to R. p. side (green) ; to L. p. a four-petalled rosette ;
to L. p. of this a circle (?) with centre s p o t ; above tail,
an annulet. At top of ellipse is straight yellow band bclow
green. Upper and L. cdge of fr. broken away. May
represent neck or stomach portion of garments 01 figure,
or decoration applied to flesh. Surface Baking off. 9'5"
x 6".

Bal. 095. Fresco fr. ; Buddha seated in meditation ; red
robe, green halo, pink nimbus, red g o u n d . Above and
below parts of similar figs. in different colouring. Part
of diaper. 7f"x 3%".

Bal. 096. Fresco fr. Bodhisattva scated within vesica ;
body nude (?), red Dh6ti, hands in lap holding tall flask.
Head i to L. p., tiara, necklet, and massive carcanet.
Flesh pale pink ; all outlines red. Background red-brown,
and oblique band of purple-brown to L, p. Much damaged.
rot" x 8".

Bal. 097. Fresco; upper part of face to L. p., over
which, and attached t o tenia, is animal's head with open
jaws and tiara. Prob. part of Trimfirti. 3" 2Qn.
\,

Bal. 098. Fresco; upper part of princely fig. playing
harp (cf. ' Apollo ' fig. in panel on StGpa base from Sikri
in Lahore Museum). Costume : closely fitting vest (or
nude ?), neck-band, elaborate jewelled armlet, bracelets,
ear-rings. Long black hair nearly covered by elaborate
Pagri of red cloth orn. with strings of pearls. Harp
(cnreiully studied) of gold (yellow). Eyes dreamy ; mouth
slightly open (singing ?) ; small moustache ; Tilaka,
horizontal red line on cheek below eye. Thin grey stole
over R . arm. Hand, graceful and carefully drawn, is
plucking strings. lot" x lo".
T
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Balm0116. Fresco fr. Haloed fig., perhaps Maitreya, seated
European fashion on lotus cushion. Feet rest on lotus
(ootstool with toes turned well out ; knees wide apart.
Outer robe brown ; under garment white, showing a t
ankles and R. hip. R. arm bare ; painted yellow, all
otl~erparts broken away. R. and L. adoring attendant
figs. To R. p. vertical bands of red, from behind which
one 01 the attendants is looking. Lotus cushion has
[rill of green suggesting petals, and top chequered to
suggest seed-table ; lotus rests on square mat. Colour
much abraded. Backing as Bal. 0117. 6 f " x sf".
Bal, 0117. F r e s c o fr., showing kneeling (?) fig. of youth,
with shaven head and tult of hair a t side, dressed in
long bufl coat black belt with four short tabs (sword
slings ?) at L. side, and black boots. Reaches up with R.
hand, in which is brush or chisel, performing some operation on pyramidal shrine (outlined red), on base of which
are portions of two written chars. (BrBhmi) in black.
Background above, dark red ; below shrine and fig.
a black band on which are rows of triangular shapes
composed of red and white dots. Across R. upper corner
diagonal bands oI grey and pink. Fine fibrous mud,
backed with coarse. 7" x 64".
Bal. 0118. F r e s c o fr. of prcdella, showing donors kneeling
to L. p., hands together holding lotus buds. Front fig.
bearded on chin; checks shaven, moustache, full eyes,
black hair hanging to shoulders ; wears close-fitting narrowwaisted long coat, buff, with collar, CUBSand band down
lront and round skirt of orange spotted diagonally with
white ; also black belt, with slings in front holding sword
(or knife) and kidney-shaped pouch a t hip.
Second fig. (Iront only) similar, but coat only to hips.
Ground dnrk red. The whole closely resembles second and
third figs. in Ser, iv. PI. CXXVI, Tar. 009. 6" x 7".
Bal, orrg. F r e s c o fr. ; upper part of Buddha 3 to R. p. ;
hrown robe, green vesica, buff nimbus, red brown background divided from band of purple brown t o R. p. by
thin white line. Style and type of Ser. iv. PI. XI, Kha. i.
005.1. 7" n 6".
Bal, o ~ n o . F r e s c o f r . ; Buddha, seated f to R. p. in
meditation, as in Buddha diapers. Red robe, green
(perished) halo. To R. p., border of buff imhricated
scales and edge of red-outlined nimbus, similar to those
on Bel. 05. a,, to which fr. evidently belongs. gf" x 7t'.
Bal. olar. Fresco fr., showing part of two figs. kneeling
side by side, hands together in adoration, 3 to L. On
R., haloed warrior fig., heels and L. side lost. Armour
generally rcsemblin~that found on Lokapilas (cf. Ser. iv.
PI. LXXXIV, Z.XXX\..), but not treated in detail. Fig.
has necklace, bracelets, mass of black hair Ialling behind
R. shoulder.
On L., boy ; details of dress eftaced cxcept for closefitting tunic with square-cut neck and snake (?) hood or
cowl, the snake's head and neck rising erect above the
~"JY'S. Drawn in red outline with touches only of black,
and washes of whitc or grey ; background behind boy, pale
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green. BeIore knees of figs. is a cable-like band, painted
blue, outlined red. 4a" x ji".
Bal. oraa. Fresco fr. Flat fr, of h e stucco, with remains of painting on front and back. On one, part of
Buddha (?) face, drawn in red and black; on other, fr.
01 blue border om. with scrolls in red and white. 6" x 3'.
Bal. 0113. F r e s c o fr., with pninted surface front and
back like the preceding. Oh. Buddha head, f to L.,
looking down ; curved features. Rm. in L. corner, small
Buddha head, ) t o R. Remainder is white with red
outlines and traces 01 blue flower orn. ; subject indistinguishable. Gr. M. 5)" x 62".
Bal. 0114. F r e s c o fr., split off a double-fronted piece
like the preceding. Remains only of Buddha head f to
R. and curving lotus stem, in white and red. 4" x 2t".
Bal. 0115. a-b. Two f r e s c o frs., portions of one design
but not joining ; evidently from double-fronted painting
like the preceding, showing number oI small scattered
Buddhas seated in meditation. Rough work. Gr. fr. 74'
x 6".
Bal. 0116. F r e s c o fr., showing part of lotus plant,
one flower supporting a seated Buddha (fragmentary).
Colouring n~ostlywhite, with red outlines, on plain green
background ; some blue. Gr. M. 5)".
Bal. 0117. F r e s c o fr., showing girl kneeling in adoration
f to R., lotus-bud between hands. Drawn entirely in
red outline with black eyes, eyebrows, and hair. Latter
parted in middle and done in roll round neck; dress
apparently a long jacket, no detail shown. Object of
adoration, a standing Buddha whose R. Ioot rests on
large lotus, almost conpletely effaced. sf" x 7f'.
Bal. 0118. F r e s c o fr.. painted front and back as Bal.
0123, and showing on R. orig. R. edge slightly curved.
Obv. slightly curved green and pink border of vesica,
wit11 Ir. of red robe and outstretched hand within. Rev.
by edge, blue border orn. with red and white plant design ;
within Buddha seated # to R. 8" x.')5
Bal. 0129. Misc. f r e s c o frs., on thin fine layer of
stucco, evidently facing of one side of double-fronted
painting like the preceding. Three frs., apparently adjoining, showing hanging L. hand and flying white stole, outlined red, with kneeling fig. (yellow) in blue Dh6ti on R.
Chief of other frs., not joining, show (a) male face (Ganeia?),
in white peaked u p , ) to R. ; (b) L. bent arm and part
of body of male ( I ) fig., arm covered with lo~lgclinging
sleeve in red and white ; (c) seed vessel in middle of white
lotus. Gr. M. 4'.
Bal. 0130-1. T h r e e f r e s c o frs. 0131 and 0132 show
impress of reeds on back of clay ; 0130 painted on each
side. 0132 sliows seated fig. f to L., prob. monk, against
blue background. Colour gone from robe ; face lost
above chin. Much effaced. orgr, perhaps adjoining,
shows lace oI monk # t o L., with green circular nimbus.
0x30 shows Buddha h a d , # to R., with grey circular
nimbus, and blue vesica red-rimmed. Flesh white, outT2
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lined red. On rev. part of vesica (?) of variegated rings
oi green and white, and red robe 0). Gr. M. 34".

Bal. 0133. Fr. of palnted wood with seated Buddha ;
head f to R. p., grey robe, blue lotus, red ground and blue
nimbus. Outlines black. Much delacetl. 61" x zf" x I " .
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Bal. 0134. Fr. of painted wood. Traces only of paint,
red and blue on both sides. 62" x f ' x

&".

Bal. 0135-7. Three flakes of painted wood, shoring
white and pink cloud scrolls outlined black. Cr, lr,4t.
x

I

SECTION
1V.-THE
NIYA S I T E REVISITED
Alarch to
During a busy halt of three days a t Keriya town I was able to attend to much practical work,
Niyaonsis. a n d to secure the hire of twelve additional camels. Information that had reached me opportunely
while a t Khotan through I b r l h i m , ' the miller ', m y old guide of 1901 and 1906, induced me then
to spare time for a renewed visit to the fascinating remains of the ancient site beyond the termination
of the Niya river, buried b y the desert sands since the third century A. D. By December 8th I
reached the small oasis of Niya. T h e r e IbrHhim's statement that ruined houses had been traced
to the south of the area previously explored b y m e was after some tergiversations confirmed by
'Azim P l w l n , a Niya hunter, who was reported to have come upon them a year or two earlier.
T h e effective orders issued b y T a i Ta-lo-yeh, the scholarly a n d helpful A m b a n of Keriya, and the
friendly recollection the local people had preserved of m y previous visits, made it possible to raise
within a single d a y forty labourers a s well a s the month's supplies required by m y caravan for the
journey to distant Charchan.
Termination
T h e three rapid marches that carried us beyond Imiim-Ja'far-Siidiq's shrine (Map No. 19. B.
I , 2) lay along the usual pilgrims' track, which I had previously followed. T h e only changes here
river.
OtNiya
noted had reference to the terminal course of the Niya river. T h e abundant summer floods of the
preceding two years had caused it partially to revert to the old eastern bed, which was found conipletely d r y in 1906. Near Chuk-toghrak, some miles above the bifurcation of the two beds, the
river still carried about roo cubic feet of water per second. B u t most of this volume is soon
lost in the wide riverine belt of fine grazing a n d jungle farther down, and where we met the dying
river course again about two miles above I m l m - J a ' f a r - S l d i q , it had shrunk to only about 7 cubic
feet per second. But even so the available water had permitted a new small ' T l r i m ', cultivated
b y three families, to be opened a t Yoghanche, some four miles farther up, in addition to the other
little patches of cultivation a t Kapak-askan a n d Kutaklik-tiirim already noted in the 1906 map.
Colony of
A n observation made a t Tiilkiich-k6l-tlrim, the last tiny colony situated about two miles
Tiilkiiclrbelow the sacred settlement (see m a p in PI. 4), was of distinct geographical a n d also antiquarian
interest. I n 1906 I had noted the fertility of its fields cleared in the luxuriant jungle, and during
the following few years the little colony had increased to about fifteen households, new settlers
having been brought there from Keriya by Ntirullah, its founder.' When pitching my camp
there on the evening of December 12th I noticed t h e marked extension of the carefully fenced
fields and the comfortable new house in timber-and-wattle that Ntirullah had since 1906 built for
himself. I n a large orchard planted a t the same time fruit trees of different kinds had grown
a fair height, pleasing evidence of t h e fertility of the soil.
Canal head
Unfortunately the unusually large summer floods of the last three years instead of benefiting
destroyed
Niirullah
had spelt misfortune for his colony a n d threatened to bring about its extinction. They
by flood,
had caused the water carried by the terminal channel to take a more westerly course, reverting
towards the old deep-cut ' Y l r ' which our previous survey shows, a n d had carried off the barrage
upon which the canal irrigating the Tiilkiich-kijl fields depended for its service. The supply
received by them in 1911 a n d 1912 from a small newly made canal had been quite inadequate'
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Khoian, p. 350 ; Srrindia, i. p. 212.
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as was the ak-su of those summers, a n d after the failure of two crops N iirullah's new settlers
all deserted him in the winter preceding m y visit. His hope of restoring cultivation in his colony
depended upon damming u p the new bed b y a t ~ g aht a point about half a mile below the position
of the former barrage, where the bed passed between two high tarnarisk-cones a n d where it was
some twenty feet deep (Fig. 105). B u t to secure the labour needed lor this task was beyond
N ~ ~ ~ l l aresources
h's
or those of the MazHr Shaikhs to whom he owed a tithe on the land, a n d a n
attempt made with a few local men failed. SOalthough a little wheat had been harvested in 1gr-j
the fruit trees were still alive, there was danger of the complete abandonment of the colony.
These facts ascertained by m e on the spot supply instructive evidence of the precarious Abandoncharacter of cultivation in all terminal oases, whether large or s n ~ a l l . T h e y also strikingly illustrate
--what I have discussed a t length elsewhere-how
varied the causes which may lead to their
abandonment, whether gradual o r sudden, a n d how difficult it may be a t a later date, in the absence
~ e have here a clear instance of
of direct contemporary record, to determine the true c a ~ s e . M'
cultivation a t the very termination of a river brought to a n end not from want of water, such a s
would result from 'desiccation ', whether progressive or temporary, but on the contrary by its increased volume and a change
- in the river course with which the available local resources were
unable to cope under the prevailing economic a n d administrative conditions. Nijrullah's colonists
would have been well able to maintain a n d extend their little oasis with the previous volume of
water. But when its increase during the last three years finally led to a diversion of the stream
into a new channel they were unable to meet the emergency, a n d abandonment of their holdings
followed rapidly.
These observations must convey to the critical student a lesson of obvious antiquarian interest ; Causeof
for assuming that this abandonment of Tiilkiich-k6I were to be final a n d Niirullah's large dwelling $,",",doncame to be invaded and in time buried by the ever present drift-sand, there w,ould be a s little chance difficult to
of its explorer, centuries hence, arriving a t a definite conclusion regarding the true cause of the
later.
abandonment as we have now in respect of the ancient settlement in the desert beyond. O n l y
contemporary record can definitely clear u p the doubts a n d varied possibilities involved b y a n
archaeological question of this nature, a n d unfortunately there is little hope of such a record being
found among all the ancient Kharosthi documents that the Niya Site has preserved.
I may mention here that m y timely return to the Niya Site incidentally offered a chance of Constmcsaving the Tiilkiich-tlrim. M y resumed excavations had brought a co~nparativelylarge force ~
of able-bodied labourers near the spot. S o when I had returned with them from the ruins a n d was
leaving for Charchan I was glad to set them to work to raise a new tugh across the deep-cut floodbed at the point where NGrullah's previous effort had failed. T h e work was expected to take
about five days, and as I deposited the sum needed for the men's wages with the Mazar Shaikhs
whose prayers duly preceded the start, they set to work with a will (Fig. 105). Skilled carpenters
were among them for the construction of the needed pile-framework a n d abundant timber was
close at hand, so that completion of the l i t ~ l ecanal head was assured. I t was only just in time ;
owing to the protection afforded by the ice now rapidly forming on the lakelets near the MazHr
the winter supply of kara-su from springs in the terminal bed of the Niya river was expected to
descend in the Y l r towards Tiilkiich-kijl very shortly, a n d its arrival would have impeded the
at the new barrage.
On the same occasion I ascertained that the total volume of kara-srr available in the terminal

zt''~.~

For the uncertainties besetting this question in respect

pf the old sites near Domakoand at Dandin-oil&, cf. Strindia,

'. PP zo8 sq. ; for those clonnected with the abandonment

of the Niya Site, see Anc. Kl~oro,,,i. pp. 383 sqq. ; Scrindia,
i. pp. a43 sqq. [For general observations on this point, see
now my remarks in Geogr. J . , Irv. (19q),pp. 437 599.1
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river-bed above Imim-Ja'far-Sldiq-mazlr is estimated a t fully three t i s l ~ . Ibrlhim
~
BC-,, my
Old travel factotum and an expert in irrigation matters of the Khotan-Keriya region, considered
this volume sufficient for cultivation by about a hundred households. T h e small ' Tgrims in
the vicinity of the ~ i l g r i m a g eplace are far from comprising even a third of this number, and const.
quently no difficulty whatever is felt about their irrigation, either in the spring or after June-July,
when the flood of ak-su stops owing to the demand made upon it by the cultivation of Niya. 1
heard no complaint whatever of trouble from salt in the water, and any ground that I saw near
those culti\~atedareas, Tiilkuch-kdl included, was completely free from s h 6 ~or salt efflorescence,
I was therefore not surprised to find that the holdings south-east of the Mazlr, which I well
remembered from my visit of 1906, appeared distinctly larger and their owners' dwellings more
substantial.
Lzkelet of
\$'hen starting on the morning of December 13th from Tulkiich-kol-tlrim northward, I took
Td"'"the
opportunity
to visit the little lakelet (PI. 4) to which the locality Awes its name and from which
kil.
the supply of ice for our stay a t the ancient site had been obtained overnight. I found it a perfectly
clear sheet of water about 80 yards in diameter, fed solely by underground sources and encircled
by sand ridges, which to the north and north-east rise about 150 feet above its level. Its situation
vividly recalled that of the Yiieh-ya-ch'iian, the famous 'Crescent Lake' close to Tun-huang.4
Its water keeps perfectly fresh a t all times, though its level is subject to considerable seasonal
variations. T h e total absence of any saline deposit on the banks is further proof that this curious
terminal lakelet of the Niya river must have a constant subterranean drainage.
Route
As we moved farther on towards the ancient site I was interested to find the track that our
thrOugll
camel convoys of 1906 had trodden in the sand still clearly recognizable, wherever it lay between
terminal
jungle belt. tamarisk-cones or on otherwise sheltered ground. Of the shepherd huts and jungle grazing grounds
which this our old route passed, the first, Daryl-tilgan, was said not to have been visited for the
last fifteen years, while two others beyond were known to Ibrlhim, ' the hunter ', an old herdsman
of the M a z i r flocks, to have been deserted far longer.
- There was reason to believe that until
a few years before the extent of the summer floods upon which depends the growth of reed-beds
and scrub in this terminal belt had for some time been shrinking.
First arrival
Beyond the last deserted hut, marked KoteK-satma in Map No. 19. B. I and PI. 4, 'Azim, 'the
at ruins.
hunter ', our guide, turned westwards, and after about a mile, having crossed a high ridge of sand
linking tamarisk-cones, we reached the first of the ruined houses reported by him.6 My surmise on
the occasion of my rapid visit to this ground in 1906 that ' more ruins, perhaps, might be hidden in
this maze of high tamarisk-covered sand-cones ' had proved right.@ As the photograph, Fig. 99,
and the plan, PI. 5, show, the ruin occupies terrace-like ground on the western edge of an open
wind-eroded area extending for about 230 yards from north to south and surrounded by tamariskcones. Along the line skirting their foot an ancient fence made of vertical rushes could be traced
for a considerable distance. Near where its eastern portion terminates, the gaunt trunks of two
big mulberry trees, one still upright, emerged from the sand. Pottery debris of the same type as
found elsewhere at the Niya Site strewed the bare eroded ground.
supplyof
spring
water.

The ldsh (stone), the regular unit for measuring the
volume of water carried by canals in thc oases of Chinese
Turkestin, is supposed to rcpresent the quantity needed for
working one millstone ; it may be taken on the averagc as
corresponding roughly to 5-7 cubic feet per second.
* See Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 160 sqq. ; Fig. 208 below.
The position 01 these ruins has Ily an oversight been
shown in >lap No. 19 too far to the north-west. Camp C.

LXII with t l ~ centry ' ruined houses ' should be shifted to
the right hank of the dry river-bed marked to the west of
camp 92 (of I ~ O I ) , the ~ositionheing about a mile and a
hall NW. of the latter. A corresponding correction must be
made in the routc line ; from Camp 1.~11(N.XLII-~~111)
it
led along the ancient river-bed, discussed larther on, dovn
to the position of the ancient bridge as shown in the m@P.
Cf. Serindia, i. p. 213.
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~h~ ruined dwelling N. XLII ( F i g . 98) comprised two portions, both badly decayed through
erosion
he smaller one to the west was built with wattle of vertically placed tamarisk branches,
\\,hich were still standing to about two feet in height. O n clearing the smaller of the two rooms,
of l n i s c e l l a n e ~ ~small
s
objects were recovered, including a carnelian bead, the bowl
;, a
, f a horn spoon, glass fragments, & c . I n the other the roofing of reed bundles had fallen in a n d
was found covering part of the floor. F r o m one of the corners a quantity of oat straw was brought
lo light mixed with sheep-dung, indicating that a t one time or another the place had been used a s
a sheep pen. T h e larger a n d more solidly built structure to the east had suffered worse b y erosion,
and of only two of the outer walls could the timber foundations be traced, together with the lowest
portion of the wattle-and-plaster. O n e well-worked foundation beam measured 23 feet in length
with a thickness of 8 inches. A m o n g the plentiful debris of fallen timber, all badly splintered a n d
shrivelled, was a circular post about 8 feet in height, which once supported the roof of a hall a s well
as the double cantilever inserted between the post a n d t h e ceiling. Scanty a s were these finds, they
left no doubt that the ruin belonged approximately to the same early periodas the remains previously
explored at the site farther north. T h i s also agreed with the depth of erosion, 14 feet, observed in
the immediate proximity of the structure. -4 row of dead Terek (PopuZus alba) trees close to it still
stood upright to a height of 10-12 feet.
The second ruin, N. XLIII,reported b y 'Azirn was found about a furlong to the west, situated
among close-set tamarisk-cones a n d consequently deeply buried in sand (Fig. 94). I t s two main
rooms (see plan, PI. 5) were filled with sand to a height of about eight feet, the removal of which was
a laborious task and ~ i e l d e donly a few small objects in wood a n d metal (PI. XVI), besides pieces of
large pottery jars. T h e construction of the dwelling, though rough, showed two peculiarities of
interest. T h e room to the east, i, provided with a sitting platform running round three sides, a s
so often in previously explored dwellings of the Niya Site, had wattle walls of a make that I had
not observed elsewhere ; the elevation in PI. 5 is intended to illustrate it. I t consisted of two
thicknesses of matting, closely woven in a diagonal pattern, with a layer of about three inches of
mud plaster between them. I found n o trace of a plaster facing outside, a s is usual in t h e case of
wattle walls with diagonal matting.' T h e other peculiar feature was t h e recess formed h y a wall
with re-entering angles in room ii (see plan, PI. 5 ) . I t s purpose remains uncertain ; it might
possibly have served for the accommodation of stairs leading to a n upper story.8 T h e posts
securing the wattle walls of vertical reeds in this room stood to a height of only 6 feet 6 inches, while
the central pillar found in room i indicated for the latter a clear height of over 8 feet. I n both roonls
the finds consisted only of a few fragments of household objects, a s described in the List.
The reports of the search-parties sent out in diflerent directions on m y first arrival a t N. xLrr
indicated the presence of old remains a t a few points to the S. a n d S W . A visit paid to these on
December 14th showed that the ruin in the latter direction, about half a mile distant, was only
lhat of a small and poorly built rush-wall structure, probably used a s a cattle-shed. Anothcr ruin,
found at a distance of about one mile to the south, was that of a dwelling-place, measuring about
62
4 2 feet outside a n d built with wattle of closely woven diagonal matting like the one in N. X L I I I .
From the badly splintered condition of the wooden framework disclosed by a trial clearing, it was
evident that the remains had been long exposed before being covered by drift-sand, a n d a s this
lay "Ow to a height of six feet or so I did not spare time for complete excavation. T w o small
Structuresstill farther to the south, from which the few relics marked N. XLII. 01-3 h a d been brought,
""ereported to be in a similar eroded condition ; want of time obliged me to leave these unvisited.
~ l ~ c i e ~n ith o f a ni ,. p. 317 ; ii. PI. VI; Scrirdia,
'. P.' Ser, C.R.
lii& 47,
215,

8

Cf. Ancient Kholan, i. p. 377 ; ii. PI.

XXXIv.
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[Chap. IV

T h e main interest of the ruins so far mentioned lies in the proof they furnish that the area of
the ancient settlement collectively named b y m e the Niya Site extended a t least five miles farther
south than N. XLI, the southernmost of its buildings previously explored and definitely attributable
to the same early epoch.g T h u s the distance separating the southern extremity of the site from the
present termination of the Niya river a t Tulkiich-k01-tHrim is reduced to only about six miles.
B u t a still more interesting result of m y visit to this ground was the discovery of the upper
old riverbed traced continuation of that ancient river-bed which in 1906 I had found to be clearly marked by the
to west.
remains of a bridge close to the west of N. XLI," but which want of time had then not allowed me
to trace farther to the south. I first came upon that continuation quite close to the west of N. ~ ~ 1 1 1 .
T h e high tamarisk-cones between which this ruin lies form in fact part of a chain such as often
flanks ancient river-beds in the desert. T h e remains to the south a n d south-west previously mentioned proved to be situated within a furlong o r less of the left bank of this ancient bed. Its width
averaged about 40 yards, a n d the banks on both sides were seen to be lined everywhere by rows
of big Toghraks, almost all dead." T o the west of it there stretches a belt of fairly open ground,
covered with scrub a n d low drift-sand, u p to the foot of a high ridge of dunes running parallel to
the terminal bed a n d about two miles distant from it. T h e big summer floods of th; last two or
three years, which, a s related above, had caused the diversion of the actual terminal bed from above
Tiilkuch-kol-tirim, were reported to have taken that direction, a n d one of the men sent out from
m y camp a t N. X L I I had, searching westwards for ruins, actually come upon ground moist from
recent inundation.
T h e connexion of the bed passing close to N. X L I I a n d N. X L I I I with the one first seen in 1906
Lincient
river-bed where the ancient foot bridge west of N. XLI spanned it, was definitely established on December 15th,
traced to
when I traced it right through to the southern end of the previously explored area. I n following
bridge.
the winding course of the ancient bed, clearly marked b y rows of dead Toghraks or by a line of low
tamarisk-cones, I came a t two points upon remains of habitations that had been almost completely
eroded, close to which dead poplars (Terek), remnants of ancient arbours, still stood upright in
lines.12
After about 3 miles' going the ground assumed a more open appearance, resembling that
Deltaic
A number of small channels
of old rivcr- found a t the very extremity of the ancient delta of the Keriya river.
seemed here to spread over level ground bounded on the west by the big ridge of dunes above menbeds.
tioned. Numerous flat patches covered with slight salt efflorescence suggested dried-up pools,
a n d I b r s h i m , ' the hunter ', remembered that, three summers before, the terminal inundation of
the river had extended to this ground. Here evidently was the meeting-point of the latest western
flood channel, the d r y deep-cut Y i r coming from Darys-tilgan a n d the ancient river-bed now traced
between the two. Proceeding thence to the north-east we passed through a belt of high tamariskcovered cones, such a s is seen in the photographic panorama reproduced in Serinltia, Fig. 751
a n d guided b y the ancient bed which meanders between them, struck the ' T a t i ' area where it
stretches in close proximity to N . X L I a n d the ancient bridge.
M y return to this ground was prompted b y the wish to examine it more closely than had been
Remains
near ancient possible on October 3oth, 1906, the last d a y of m y former stay a t the Niya Site.'a
T h e remains
bridge.
the ancient bridge were found wholly unchanged, a n d there was nothing to add to the description
previously given of the old river-bed that it once spanned (Fig. 102). B u t on going over the Open
See Seri~rdia,i . p. 240 ; also the site plan, PI. 7 .
See Fig. 102 ; Snindia, i. pp. 240 sq., Fig. 75.
This ancient hed lying to the west of that which our
route passed near Daryl-tilgan, and which thence runs due
north, has been shown correctly in the Map No. 19. B. But
O

lo

the entry ' Deep Yir ' ought to have been placed along the
the
eastern ant1 later channel ; see the detailed map
southern portion of tlic Niya Site in PI. 4.
la See also Serindia, i. 213.
la See Scrindia, i. pp. 240 sq.
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T H E NIYA S I T E REVISITED
west of the bridge a n d close to its left bank (see plan, PI. 6) I found that a m o n g the remains
of dead arbours and garden fences half smothered in the sand there survived also ruins of small

structures, N. XLIV. Beyond them a n d after crossing a well-marked depression adjoining to the
north-west,I came to m y surprise upon the remains of a large a n d remarkably well preserved
,.ineyard. The panoramic view, Fig. 131, shows most of this interesting ground a s viewed from the
south, and its survey, a s reproduced in PI. 6, will help to localize details.
Fringed by tamarisk-cones rising to 40 feet a n d more above the original ground level there Fencedarea.
here an oblong open space measuring roughly 260 yards from north-west to south-east
and about 150 yards across. A fence of brushwood strengthened b y rough posts, such a s is often
round around the yards a n d dead arbours of ancient dwellings a t the Niya Site, once enclosed the
whole area. Its line could b e traced all round, except where it lay smothered under t h e foot of
Sand-cones,as it was for the greater part along the north-eastern side.
The northern portion of the fenced space was occupied b y a vineyard, edged a n d here a n d Ancient
there interspersed with fruit trees, largely apricot, peach, a n d Eleagnus (jigda). T h e method of vineyard'
planting the vines could be traced with almost uncanny clearness, a n d the Niya labourers with m e
recognized it a t once a s the method still in vogue everywhere in the oases of the Khotan region.
The vines were planted in regular rows, a s shown b y the plan, PI. 6, with about twenty feet
interval between the rows, a n d along these, quite close to each vine stem, were fixed stout posts,
which once carried the trellis needed for the trailing branches. Where the soil, held together b y
the posts and vines, had resisted wind-erosion a n d still rose to about three feet above the present,
lowered, level of the ground, a s seen in Fig. 132 on the right, each vine stem a n d post was found
almost intact in its place, notwithstanding the lapse of over sixteen centuries. N. XLIV. 01-12
are specimens of \vood taken from the vines a n d fruit trees (apricot, Eleagnus, peach, apple, walnut)
round here.
To the east of the surviving portion of this ancient vineyard the ground once probably forming Effectsol
part of it had been eroded to a depth of about 25 feet. Here a g a p in the chain of high tamarisk- \vinderoslon.
cones had evidently admitted the powerful winds blowing from the north-east, thus giving them
a chance of carrying on with exceptional effect their work of slow but unrelenting destruction,
which I had so frequently observed in the L o p Desert a n d elsewhere. T h e still larger a n d somewhat deeper depression that the panorama a n d plan show between the vineyard a n d the once
fenced arbour and small structures farther south had, a s seen from across the d r y river-bed on m y
first rapid visit, presented the appearance of a large rectangular tank o r reservoir. Closer survey
did not furnish evidence confirming this impression ; yet the NW. a n d S\Y. sides of the depression,
meeting at what is nearly a right angle, looked curiously straight to the eye.
Immediately to the south-east of it there stretched a long row o l dead trees, all cultivated Clearing
P O P ~ ~( T
S e d ) , belonging to a n ancient arbour o r avenue (Fig. 104). Behind them, splintered
Posts rising above little terraces covered with sand a n d tangled dead tamarisk growth marked N.xrlv.
three or four small ruined structures, N. XLIV. T h e clearing of them yielded no finds other than
a large quantity of oat straw heaped u p in a corner of the rush-wall structure iii, which manifestly
had served as a cattle-shed. T h e larger walled enclosure to the south-west of it had probably
a similar Purpose. T h e other ruins, i, ii, were those of small habitations built in timber a n d wattle,
the rooms in which were badly eroded.
On December 16th I moved m y c a m p to the north-west, partly for the purpose of seeing the Clearingof
ground that stretcl~esbetween the ancient river-bed a n d the line of ruins previously explored south pd:.g
the S t f i ~ aof the site, a n d partly in order to bring m y labourers nearer to a n y ruins not already
'leared which a small search party sent out three days earlier with Surveyor M u l ~ a m m a dYHqGb

::E~s,

U
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might have traced to the east a n d north-east of the same line. M y move disclosed no fresh ruins;
but in the close vicinity of N. XI,, near the southern extremity of the site a s explored in 1906, a
badly eroded dwelling, N. XLV (plan, PI. s), built in timber a n d plaster was found to have escaped
attention a t that time. T h e clearing of what remained of two rooms brought to light eighteen
K h a r o ~ t h idocuments on wood, including a double rectangular tablet, a very large wedge-shaped
tablet, &c., besides lniscellaneous household implements, &c., shown in the List below, among
them a sandal-maker's wooden last, N. XLV. i. 03, a n d a mouse-trap, N. XLV. 01. The thick
layer of sheep-dung, which covered the floor of the two rooms a n d had saved them from being
completely eroded, also accounts for the brittle condition of the wooden documents. From the
fact that on the route followed the open patches of wind-eroded ground were practically bare of
a n y pottery fragments or other ' T a t i ' debris, it m a y be concluded that the ancient settlement
did not here extend westwards.
Relics Iound
Muhammad YLqfib's party, which rejoined m y c a m p a t N. XXIV,where our discovery of the
on eroded hidden archive was made in 1906, h a d failed to trace a n y previously unexplored ruins in the course
ground.
of its search eastwards. But a s the Surveyor, who was new to the ground a n d the work, had failed
to recognize correctly our former landmarks, the actual course followed by him remained doubtful?'
A m o n g the small relics, mostly beads, metal fragments a n d the like, picked u p from bare patches
of ground b y the men with him or by others o n the occasion of our renewed visit to the site (N. 01-25),
special mention may be made of the small gold ear o r nose ring in open filigree work, N. 03 (PI. XXIV),
the well-preserved bronze buckle, N. 06 (PI. XXIV), a n d the barbed arrow-head in bronze, N. 0 2 1
(PI. X X I I I ) . T h e latter agrees closely in type with one of the few previously found a t this site.15
Ancient
I was able, by returning to this central portion of the site, to recover the large and well-preserved
cupboard cupboard, N. xxvr. or (PI. X\.'), which had been unearthed in 1906 from one of the rooms, viii, of
from
the ancient residence N , XXVI (Fig. I O ~ )a,n d which difficulties of transport had then induced me
N. xxvl.
to leave behind under a safe cover of sand.1° Its constructive features, a n d in particular the peculiar
shape of the legs, make it certain that, like the other cupboards discovered a t the Niya Site," it
was intended to keep victuals safe from the attack of rodents. T h e discovery of pieces from the
similar but more decoratively treated cupboard, L.B. 111.1,'~ a t the Lou-Ian Site proves that we
have in the Niya Site relic a practically intact specimen of a type of ancient household furniture
uniformly in use throughout the THrim basin during the early centuries of our era. From N. xx171
I now also removed the decorated wooden jambs, N. xxvr. oro, of the door through which access
was gained from the central passage of the house into room v,'O a s well as the pair of roughly
carved wooden capitals, N. x x v ~ 0. 5 4 , found detached a n d previously left behind.20
Remains
T h e dunes near the g r o u p of ruined dwellings N. xx~v-VIappeared to have shifted to some
near
extent
since m y visit in 1906, a n d though they had left the condition of the ruins that I then explored
N. xxrr.
practically unchanged, they had disclosed a good m a n y more ancient fruit trees lying on the ground.
I n the same way there had now come to light traces of two more houses close to the east of N , x x v r l
which being very badly eroded had before been completely hidden b y drift-sand. These were now
I' I ha\.e reason to regret that hii8n AlrBz-gul, who
subsequently gave ample proofs of his special aptitude nnd
keenness for such archaeolo~calreconnaissance work, was
during our visit to the Niya Site incapacitated for it by
illness.
Sre Sm'ndia, iv. PI. XXIX, N. x ~ v 008.
.
" Cf. ibid., i . p. 235, Fig. 57.
" See Anrienl Kholan, i . pp. 377, 379; Scritrdio, i.
p. 224. Fig. 57; iii. PI. 11.

See Serindia, i. pp. 395, 443 ; iv. PI. XLVII.
See ibid., iii. PI. 15.
'0 Objects similarly recovered are the well-made agricultural fork of wood and the roughly ornamented wooden
tray, N. xrrl. or, 02, mentioned in Seritrdifl, i. p. 1'7 and
sllown there in Fig. 52. Both were among the miscellaneous
objects escavated in 1906 from the ruinrd dwelling N. 'j'"
and left behind at my oltl ramp near N. XXvr after
photographed.
le
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cleared, but the process yielded only t h e fragments of another wooden cupboard, N. x x v ~ 04.
. a-d,
like the one referred to above, a n d the ' striking plate ' of a wooden lock, N. XXVI. 01I (PI. XVI),
described in the List below.
oneof the purposes for which I had returned to the central portion of the site was the execution Return to
o f a task that had remained over ever since m y first visit in 1901. I n the large ruined residence
N , (Fig. roI), situated about two miles to the south of the S t i p a , I had then been obliged to
leave a few rooms to the west, a s well a s a large outer hall to the east of the central hall, unexamined.
Sand filled them to a great height, a n d with the comparatively small number of labourers then
available their excavation would have entailed a disproportionate sacrifice of time.21 T h e number
of KharoS[hi documents found in the cleared rooms h a d been small in comparison with the size a n d
apparent importance of the residence, which a t the time had led us to call it the ' Ya-men '. I n
the light of nly further experience a t this site of the amount of ' waste papers ' to be reasonably
looked for in the houses tenanted by persons of consequence, I h a d subsequently come to suspect
that one of the small rooms left unexcavated immediately to the west of the central hall might
possibly have held the ' Dartar ' so far missed.
The ample supply of labour a t m y disposal on this occasion allowed m e to finish the clearing Excavation
of these rooms on December 17th, together with that of the greater part of the outer hall o r loggia ~~'$$d
to the east, and the result confirmed this suspicion. I n one of the two rooms to the west, which
the revised plan (PI. 7) of the residence shows marked with x a n d the north wall of which appears
on the extreme left of Fig. 97, a s seen before excavation, there were found no less than two dozen
Kharosthi documents on wood, several of the rectangular a n d wedge-shaped tablets being of good
size and almost all in excellent reservation (see PI. X\'II, XVIII). T h i s was a substantial addition
to thequantity of ancient local correspondence a n d records previously secured from the site. A m o n g
the miscellaneous objects found here a n d in the adjoining room xi, mostly of wood a n d of household
use (see List), may be mentioned several mouse-traps, N. 111. x. o r , 8, 9 (PI. XVl, XXVII), a n d
four balusters, N . 111. x. 014-17 (PI. Xi'), with elaborate ball a n d ring mouldings closely resembling
those found at the Lou-Ian Site.22
In the large outer hall, N. 111. xii, measuring fully 43 feet in width, no finds rewarded the Hallof
laborious excavation. O f the beams that once carried the roofing only one remained, worked in N.ll'.
a single piece of Terek wood but now broken a n d splintered. N. 111. xii. or is a specimen of the
capitals borne by the four posts that had supported it. T h e carved wooden baluster o r short pillar,
N. 111. 07 (PI. Sir), is one of those found loose in the sand near the walls of the central hall.23
b'hen this task had been satisfactorily completed after nightfall by the light of big bonfires,
there remained for the next d a y only the complete excavation of the ruined dwelling N. xxxrx
bee plan, PI. 5), which hatl been partially searched in 1906. I t brought to light some additional
"Oo1ns~but no finds of Interest. Accordingly, b y December 18th I was free to resume m y journey
eastwards wit11 a good conscience. M y renewed visit, rapid a s it had to be, had thrown fresh light
On the souther11 extension of the area occupied during the third century A. D. by the settlement
Niya or Chitrg-rltimh
@ a n d had enabled me to trace f a r t l ~ esouth
r
what I believe to
have shown as the contemporary terminal course of the Niya river. But the conclusions previously
arrived at and fully set forth in Serindia,P4 regarding the history of the site, the great change in
physical conditions that has taken place since its abandonment, a n d the uncertainty a s to the direct
cause this abandonment, remain unaltered.

;3;rce

a

a lull dcsrription ol N . 111 and l]le interesting
ll"d yielded, see A ~ r r i r r ~Iil~o~an,
l
i. pp. 330 sqq.,
'IthFigs. 41-3, and plan, ibid. ii. PI. XXX.
It

Pa
23

Cf. Scritldia, i. p. ~9 ; iv. PI. SSXIII, L.U.V. 008.
Set Ancietrl Aholan, i. p. 333 ; ii. PI. VIII.
CI. Serindia, i. pp. 2 4 2 sqq.
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I returned to Tulkuch-kol on December 18th in the same perfectly clear and calm weather,
which, combined with temperatures falling a s low a s 42 degrees F. below f r e e ~ i n g - ~ ohad
i~~,
p e r a i l e d all through m y visit a n d had allowed the snowy range far away to the south to be sighted
daily from the ruins. Proceeding by the track that I had followed on m y previous visits, I could
now understand why the belt of high tamarisk-cones that extends south of the ancient bridge gives
way, after less than two miles, to level ground covered with living forest. While the ancient terminal
bed of the river with its rows of dead Toghraks a n d its banks screened by tamarisk-bound sand
ridges trends away to the west, the ground reached by the termination of the deep Yiir striking
due north of DaryZ-tilgan had probably continued to receive moisture, either b y floods or underground drainage close to the surface, ever since that ancient terminal bed had ceased to carry water.
I t is likely enough that what was a mere overflow channel in the early centuries of our era became
the terminal bed of the dying river after the ancient settlement had ceased to exist. This would
afford a n explanation of the striking change in scenery that meets the eye when the traveller passes
from the desolation of the dead oasis into the luxuriant forest that extends along the banks of the
' YBr ' a n d approaches its southernmost ruins.
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MISCELLI\NEOUS OBJECTS FOUND AT NIYA SIT15

N. 01-2. T w o bronze discs, concave and pierced in
centre for iron pin (which remains in oz). Cf. Ser. iv.
PI. XXxvI, L.A. oozo. Well preserved. or. Diam. I&",
depth f". 02. Diam. zt", depth A".

N. 03. Gold (7) ear or nose ring. Om., roughly starshaped, composed of a network of open filigree upon which
are fine grains ; clusters of grains lormin6 points round
the edges. \Veil preserved. ~ " in.
x PI. XXIV.

N. 04. a-g. Misc. bronze and glass frs. : (a) Bronze
'cat's bell ', complete, cast, with ring for suspension ;
as Sn. iv. PI. XXIX, L.A. 00104-5.
)"x 2". ( 6 )
Circular lignite om. ; flat on rev., with small channel cut
across ; obv. conves, cut in four lobes or fillets, like part
of orange, the two outer pierced. $ " x 3". ( r ) Blue glass
bcad, six-sided bnrrcl-shape.
Length gem. ( d ) Jjlue
glass bead, small circular transverse section, a flattened
hcxngon. Dinm. T6". (e) Black glass h a d , of Inully
barrel-sllal)~. Length 4". (/) Yellow glass bead, f l a t t e n d
lenticular. Length $!". (g) Llrown pebble. Cr. hl. &".
N. 05. a-f. Misc. frs. of paste and glass beads, &c.
( a ) Fr. of spherical paste h a d of coarse rtrill4ori type ;
green, yellow, and red. Diam. )". (6) Glass bead, fine
blue, translucent ; drurn-shaped. Diam. &'. (c) Fr, of
fine t~rillflmiglass bead, black, white, green, pink, and
yellow. f " x Tern.(d) Plain white glass head, drum-shaped.
Diam. 1". (e) Fr. of lignite bead, spherical. B'x in.
(J)Small fr. ol bronze. 1" x
N. ~ 6 Bronze
.
buckle with iron tongue and rivet. Loop
01 attachment for buckle is in form of circular plate,
hollowed, and with chamfered edges, having at one side
s projecting strip which is doubled backwards to form
hinge lor buckle and tongue, and clamping piece for
attachment to leather or other material. Ring of buckle,

circular, flattened a t hinge side. \\'ell preserved. ~f"'
1'.
PI. XXIV.
N. 07. F ~ of
. bronze rod, prob. spoon handle, ~~~~~h
I:;",
diam. .A".
N, 08. Fr. of haematite, showing marks of cutling; one
Pace flat, ground smooth. 42"x 4" x 4".
paste, and shell frs,, including ten
N. og. Misc.
beads of glass, paste and shell ; three Irs, of glass beads;
three lumps 01 dark grey paste (not drilled); one small
srcd, and two small frs. of strip bronze.
Complete beads are of blue, green, yellow, black, and
translucent white glass, and one gilded. Shapes : foursided cylinder with corners levelled, single and double
ring-shapes, and grooved cylinders. Gr. M. t".
N. ole, Misc. glass, stone, paste, and bronze lrs. i
including twenty-fi,-c ,,lass, pastc, and carnelian beads,
three frs. of glass lRads,
irregular balls ol dark
brollee drilled in centre, and
one oblong f r ,
one fr. of llan coin. Largest beads : two red carnelian,
of octagonal cylinder shape, tapering to ends. Length 4:'.
N. olI. T~~ glass beads ; one sl~hcrical,yellow glass,
translucent, diam. a"; one
grooved-cylinder shape,
bright blue, translucent, length &".

N. 01s. Half of bronze hinge or buckle, P r - s h a p e d ~
with pierced design. 12"x I". PI. XXIV.
N. o ~ a . Flattened bronze ring of strip metal.
Q", width of strip f".
N. 014' Seven beads Of glass and paste (Iwo wid
white line ornament) m d one cme1i.n (broken)

M. in.
N. 015-19. Misc. bronze frs. 015. Thin oblong bronze
plate, drilled a t one end. I&"X An. 016. ~
~
g

~
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N. m. x. 11. W e d g e under-tablet. O h . 511. Khar., clear.
Rm. blank, but with cross roughly cut on it. g#' ~ ( m a x . )
2 i n x iy.PI. XVII.
N. UI. x. 12. W e d g e cover.tablet ; hole through pointed
end. Obo. I&"from sq. end, seal w v . (I&"x I*) ; strings
and seal lost. One 1. Khar., clean, running from sq. end
t o cav. Reu. 2 11. Khar., much sand-encrusted. \Yood
hard and in good condition. St" x (mas.) I 8" x Q" to 1".
N. 1x1. x. 13. R e c t a n g . under.tablet. Obv. 7 11. Khar.,
good clear. Rm. blank. \\'ood hard and in good condition.
6 A " x z i t " x (mas.) A-".

N.

IIL x. 14. R e c t a n g . cover.tablet ; small. O h . seal
cav. (I#"' IQ"), seal and strings lost. On one side of seal
car. 4 11. Khar. running across tablet ; on other side, one
I. running across end, and z short U. (or words) below. Rm.
8 11. Khar., good black. \Vood hard and well preserved.
IJrob. belonging t o N. 111. x. 10. 44" x 2"x
t o f".
1'1. XYII.

+="

N. UI. x. 15. W e d g e cover-tablet, exceptionally large.
Hole through pointed end. O h . 28'' from sq. end, seal
cav. (1%"x 14"); strings and scal lost. Traces of one I. Khar.
running from sq. end towards scil cav., but \vhole tablet
encrusted with hard sand, and chars. barely distinguishable. Rnr. blank. 1 3 % "2f~ (max.) x Q" to 4".
N. 111. x. 16. W e d g e c o v e ~ t a b l e t ;pierced a t pointed
C I I ~ . O h . I &" from sq. end, seal cav. (I&" x I in), seal
lust ; frs. of string remaining. Khar. char. (?) near hole.
Otherwise apparently uninscr., but much sand-encrusted.
Kn0. blank. 94"x 2" (max.) x $/ (rnax.).
N. I x. 7 W e d g e c o v e r - t a b l e t ; hole through pointed
cnd. O h . 12" from sq. end, seal cav. (I&" x I&"); strings
and seal missing. One short I. Khar., running from sq.
end towards cav. Rm. 3 11. Khar., clear. Wood hard and
in good condition. g$" x z" (max.) x A" to
N. nI. x. 18. R e c t a n g . cover.tablet. Obv. seal cav.
(c. ~ f sq.),
" seal lost ; fr. of string remaining, fiood between
string-grooves much broken away. Two 11. Khar., clear,
across one end. Chip ofi one side (modeln) ; otl~erwisehard
and in good condition. Reu. blank. 5b" x j " x I\"~o ;isu.
N. 111. x. 19. Label-like t a b l e t ; small oblong, with hole
in one corner. O h . ia.o columns containing groups of
Khar. cl~ars.,or words, 7 in o ~ r ecolumn, 6 in the other,
divided a t bottom hy short black line. Clear black writing ;
some sand-encrustation. Rm. blank. 3.$" x 2" x A".
PI. XV111.
N. IU. x. 90. T a k h t i - s h a p e d t a b l e t , with lozenge-shaped
handle pierced. O h . 4 11. Khar., much effaced. Rot.
blank. Wood hard and in good condition. 5$-x 11" x &".
N. IU. x. ar. W e d g e c o v e r . t a b l e t ; l~olcthrough pointed
end. O h . zt" from sq. end, scal cav. (I$" x I") ; strings
and scal lost. One I. Khar., partially effaced by sand,
running from sq. end to seal cav. RPV.2 11. Khar., clear,
black. 1of"x ll"x t" t o iQ". PI. XVllI.
N. ur. x. aa. W e d g e c o v e r . t a b l e t ; hole through pointed

A".

[Chap. lV

end. O h . I*" from sq. end, seal wv. ( I ~ C.X ~ t ' ) ;
strings and seal lost. One I. Khar., very faint, running
from sq. end t o seal C ~ V . Rm. one short 1. Khar., faint,
and partially effaced by hard sand. gb" x 2t" x 1"to A".
N. 111. x. 13. Label-like t a b l e t , roughly rectang., with
hole in one corner. O h . 2 columns Khar., very faint, one
containing 7 words (or short I].), the other 4. Rev. blank.
Wood hard and in good condition. 3%" x z)" xi'.
N. 111. x. or. W o o d e n mouse.trap, as N. 111. x. 09, PI.
S V I , q. u. lor full description; but of spear-head shape.
' Gate ' lost, but pegs lor same remain. See also N. 111, x. 08.
On under surlace, 5" from narrow end, is incised Svastika,
with extra limb projecting from inner side of outer anale
of each arm

5. Farther along, a kite shape with

N'ell preserved. Length I' 6",gr,width
long tail -.
34', thickness t". PI. XXYII.
N. 111. x. oa. Fr. of r i m o f w o o d e n b o w l ; wood sort
and perishing. Orig. diam. c. lo", chord Si", h. 3", thickness
2". PI. XVI.
N.111. x. 03-4. P a i r of w o o d e n 1egs.or supports,'broader
a t each end than a t the centre ; chamfered a t sides and
cut into segmental section a t one end as if to fit round
roller or other circular piece. Hard and well preserved.
Cf. N. 111. xi. 01-2. Length gin, thickness a t waist zh"
x jf ; a t segment end 2%" xq&", sq. end z)"x3#'.
PI. XVI.
N.ILI. x. 05. Fr. of w o o d , circular capital shape, chamlcred
below where it joins shalt. Weathered and split. Length
44' width 3f. Straight band above chamfer g"broad.
Width of chamfer 14" ; angle of chamfer c.-40". PI. XVI.
N. UI. x. 06. Fr. o f l e a t h e r ; thick, ' green ', of shape of
scapula. Hard, partly scaled. Length of sides 4Qnrst", 6%".
N. 111. X. 07. Fr. o f w o o d e n implement, perhaps gminscoop. Handle and portion of concave body only rernaining; body and handle a t right angles to each other.
Small hole drilled t o L. of handle. Length of handle 4t",
diam. ~ i "portion
,
of body 4"x3", thickness II" to &
N. 111. x. 08. W o o d e n mouse.trap similar to N. 111. s.
09, ,II1. XVI, but without gate '. Pegs for gate still in
poslt~on. Surface much worn. See also N. 111. x. 01.
Lcngll~I I$", gr. width 3t".
N. UI. x. 09. W o o d e n mouse.trap, as Am. lilrolurr, ii.
1'1. LXXIII, N. xix. 2, and Sev. it.. PI. XIX, N. Sill.
iii. oor. Flat wedge-shaped piece of wood, round at narrow
end, where a hole is drilled for lastening to ground, and
circ.ular aperture I$" in diam. (lor passage of mouse), If'
trom broad end. U-shaped groove, c. 1" wide and deep,
runs down middle of upper face of trap from broad end
t o within I " of hole in narrow end.
On either side of this groove, where it appears on side
of aperture adjoining long end of trap, is drilled a
of holes, 4' apart centre to centre. Beside the nperture~
half-way between the ~ o i n t of
s issue of groove, on one side*
is another small hole ; and by it two others, irregularly
placed.

LIST O F ANTIQUES F R O M NIYA S I T E
N. UI. x. 018. Wooden fr., from piece of furniture 0).
On opposite side of hole, and somewhat nearer broad end
Cut in one piece. Below (?), circular disc with bevelled
trap, is an eighth hole ; in which is peg with enlarged
edge ; above, oblong block with sliglltly arched top and
head securing a small flat 'gate ' of thin wood, which
rounded ends, standing ncross middle of disc. Oblong
swings across aperture. In lree end 01 gate, on inner side,
hole, I)" x f", cut through middle of block (sideways).
are two small notches, one perhaps a hole partly broken
Surface conpzratively smooth on under-side. Fair conaway. This edge of pate, facing aperture and long end of
dition. H. of whole c. s" ; diam. of disc 7)" to 6", thicktrap, is worn or gnawed ; other edge intact and thin.
ness of disc 18"; length of block 6", width zf", y.h. 3".
Method of working not clear; species of guillotine (?).
PI, X\'.
Good condition. For other examples, see N. 111. x. or,
PI. XXVII; 08. Length I' 3", gr. width 3&",thickness i". N. 111. xi. 01-2. TWOwooden chair (7) legs. Rectang.
PI. x v r .
in section in upper third, with rounded angles below, and
N. N,x. 010. Wooden spatula, broad and roughly cut,
loot curved slightly outward. Thick tenon a t upper end.
with thin stem broken off short. IIolc through centre
Split and dry. Cf. N. 111. x. 03-4, PI. X V I . L e n c h 12)",
of blade. Length 7Q", gr. width ot blade 211s", diam. of
thickness a t waist I 0" x 2".
handle i".PI. XXVII.
N. 111. xi. 03. Wooden tablet (7); uninscr. WedgeN. 111, x. 011. Fr. of gourd. Neck complete and drilled
shaped, roughly like wedge under-tablet ; but tapering end
on opposite sides lor suspensipn, body broken away. 74"
cut t o sharp point, and sq.-notch (as lor string) cut into
x3fW,diam. of moutl~I$".
each side 21" from this point. Long sides rudely bevelled.
N. rrr. x. orn. Fr. of goat'smhair fabric ; very coarse ;
Into thickness of broad end, again, n deep groove is cut,
\\roof pressed closely together and warp almost invisible ;
running the \\,hole \\,idth of tablet. No trace of writing.
as Sn.iv. PI. XLVlII, M. I . xx-xxi. 006. Dark brown
\\'ood hard nnd clean. gpg"x (mnx.) I!" x c. #".
and buff, mixed. Dirty. Cr. hl. c. I' 4".
N. m. x. 0x3. Fabric fr. ; fine brick-red \r.oollcn cloth ;
N. 111. xii. or. Rectang. wooden capital for pillar.
loose plain weave. 51" x I J " .
Block, roughly sq., bevelled a t llalf height to form tntnrated pyramid. I n the smaller rectangular face is circular
N. 111. x. 014-17. Four turned wooden balusters,
socket, roughly hollowed for shaft or tenon. Face below
made of alternate bnll and ring mouldings (sixteen to
has surface sunk f " to receive lintel or rail, reserving
thirteen of latter), with tenon a t either end. As Ser.
raised portions I" wide on two opposite edges. Roughly
is. PI. XXXIII, L.B.V. 008, but longer and thinner. 015
cut ; wood much weathered and split. Cf. similar object
broken one end ; ntl~erwisc good condition. Length
in miniature, Ast. iii. q. 024 and K.K.I. i. 05. H. of whole
without tenons 2' 8$"-2' g*", diam. r . 3", length of tenons
r. 2". PI. XV.
c. 44", diam, of socket 3", depth 21".
of

OBJECTS FOUND ON ERODED GROUND BETWEEN RUINS N. 111 AND N. X S I V
N. xx~v-ur.02. Beads ; three glass, green and blue ;one
cymbal) and broken shank on rev. Corroded in patches.
carnelian and one shell. Gr. hl, 3;".
Diam. g".
N. xx~v-111.03. Brown pebble. f x 2" x f".

N, mv-nl. 01. Bronze disc with domed centre (like a

OBJECTS RECOVERED FROM RUINED DWELLING N. XI11
Wooden agricultural fork or ' prong ',
N. XIII.oo. Fr. of wooden tray, roughly made with
slightly raised border on three sides ornamented with
with four prongs rut wedge shape a t half end, where they
irregular lozenge pattern formed by simple knife incisions
are brouglrt together and riveted througll with wooden pin.
Outer ends sprcod by reason ot wedge shape a t Iraft, and
in two directions. An old break right across panel has
the spread is further incrcnsed by selection of cur\.ed
been mended by insertion of two loose tenons; pegged
through with dowels. A square hole is cut through near
pieces tor outside. The two centre prongs have notches
On their outer surfaces near base, nnd have evidently
each ot two corners where borders meet. At epposite
long edge are mortises ; renlains of tenon in one, similar
been tied together independently of the binding that must
to those of the repaired break, show that another piece
have h e n round all four. Well mnde of natural branches
sharpened and shaped where needed. Very hard. Length
joined on here. See Scr. i. p. 217, Figs. 47, 5 2 . Rcv.
roughly levelled with adze, and end edges chamfered.
18h", spread of prongs lo", haft end tapers t o 2". See
6'.i. p. 217, Figs. 47, 52.
243"x 11". Warped and split. PI. SV.

Nu xu].

01.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED I N RUINS N. XXVI
which held the two last to frame. Front panels show
Ser.
PI. XI-VII, I..B. 111. I, but with no decorntive relief
door aperture, 8' by IO", 7" from right side and 5" from
carving. Sides, bottom, and top (each of two plain panels),
top. Irregular hole chnrred through top, which was roughly
though the wooden dowels have fallen out
smoothed nnd painted black (?).

N.,xxvI. 01. Four-legged wooden cupboard,

FROM KHO TAN TO LOP
Legs have lower part carved in form of animal leg ; as
L.B. 111. I, but shorter ; above is oblong brick-like member,
nnd above s p i n n flat disc-like rnemher set on edge,
coming immediately below mortised upper half of leg
which holds ends of chest proper.
Round upper edge ran relief band of cnble pattern cut
on separate strips of wood and attached by wooden dowels.
Fair condition; I\-ood hard. H. 3' 2", depth of chest
I' 6", capncity of cupboard 3' 54"x 2' I". PI. XV.
N. XXVI.04. a-d. Four frs. of wooden cupboard, as
N. xxvr. 01 but smaller; a and 6 a pair 01 legs, c and d
(joining) boards of bottom or top. I ~ g exactly
s
as in Ser.
iv. PI. XLYII, L.B. 111. I, except that one sunk groove
takes place of three a t top of beast-leg, and foot is placed
on small base of plinth. Boards rabbeted, plain. Good
condition. Legs, H. 2' 7". width 3i1'. thickness I # " ;
hoards (joined) 2' 31" x I' 2".

N. xxw. 05-6. Pair of wooden capitals (?). Each
rut in one piece, in form roughly of cylinder, bevelled
inwards from ends lor distance of about 2", to narrower
neck, and swelling ngain to form quasi-zlobular midclle
section. Tenon in middle of each end of each; one in
each case cut off sq., the other roughly pointed. Somewhat rudely cut ; good condition but o j cracked ; remains
of black paint on 06. Len,d with tenons c. I' I",without
gJ"; diarn. ol endsand middle 7", of necks 4", of tenons 2)".
N. xxvr. 07-9. Three specimens of wood, roughly
trimmed ; \\rood hard and split. Gr. fr. (09) I' 10" x 3" x 2&".
N. xxvr. 010. a and b. Frs. of carved wooden up.
rights from architrave from doorway ; (a) is from
the L. and (b) from R. Both carved on face only, with
same patterns. Down centre a h n d of Imbricated laurel
leaves (cf. Strzygowski, hbpt. Kujrst, Cairo Museum, p. 85,
No. 7368) c. 12" wide, between plain fillets, 3" wide.

[Chap. IV

Towards inner edge, a band of long flat billets f" wide;
each billet 13" long, the intervals between billets, c. I", cut
into transverse prism, ridge outwards, by sloping cut
above and below from ridge. Towards inner edge of
architrave, plain surlace, c. #" wide, on slightly lower
plane than billets. This edge is worn round in places, and
chipped and irregular from wear. Outer edge has plain
fillet c. 3" wide.
Outer return surface of (a) is roughly channelled to
depth of f " and width I&",
as though to fit against a round
post. I n (6) the corresponding surface is flat. Inner
return surfaces adjoining jambs, and back surfaces, plain
in both.
Each has a rectangular tenon cut on the lower end lor
jointing to sill. Tenon is flush with inner surface on one
side, is cut back from face about 8" and measures t" in
thickness, 2" (a) and 2#" (b) in breadth, and I" to ~ f '
~rojection. Upper end ol (a) broken and cut away. That
of (b) sawn off for convenience of transport. Split,
weather-wo~n,and perished on surlace.
Carving rougl~hut effective. Laurel leaves produced
I l y series of diagonal cuts in opposite directions forming
lozenge shapes, and the upper half of cach lozenge cut
back as in ' chip' carving. (a) Length 3' rf", breadth
r . 5", thickness 3". (6) Length 3' zf", breadth 5", thickness 2)".
N. XXVI.011. Wooden socket, or ' striking plate ' lor
wooden lock. Consists of one piece of wood 7" long, of
which 2 i " is a tenon for fixing in door frame and has
do\vel hole. Outer end, 4&" x 4" x 2#", has all outer corners
rounded off, and is pierced through laterally by bolt-hole,
I f'x I*'.
From above downwards is a small hole, perhaps
for extra pin t o keep bolt in position when shot. See
Ser. i. pp. 191 sq,, liha. v. 006, for type of lock, wit11
drawing. PI. XVI.

OBJECTS FOUND NEAR RUIN N. XLI
N. XLI.or. Fr. of cast-iron cauldron, similar to N. 025
hut probably smaller. lIandle and portion ol side only.
Much oxydized. 51" x 30') Spa11of handle 4". PI. xx\'Ir.
N. XLI.oe. Bronze finger.rlng, thin. Plain, Rat bezel,
roughly lozenpe-shaped. Hook roughly chased on each

side ol hezel ; broken at thin part opposite bezel, where
was original joint. Diam. f".
N. XLI.03. B~~~~~ ring, strong, of even breadth and
thicknets ; cart. Surface reeded. Diam. :Q", breadth

,$".

OBJECTS EXCAVATED I N RUIXS N. XLII-XLIII

Turned wooden bowl, with flat shallow
loot. Much split and weathered. Diam. 4", h. 2 j n r
thickness #". PI. XVI.
N. XLU. 01. Terra-cotta splnningwhorl, cut from
potsherd. Flat disc, pierced. One side coated with dull
buff slip. Diam. 14" x A'.
N. XLII.03. Fr. of woollen fabric, in faded crimson, oversewn nt one edge. Open texture, plain weave. 6" x 36".

N. xLrr. 01.

N. x m . 04. Fr. of wood, prob. hali ol disc originally
circular ; ht~cked w-ith knilr nlonp broken edgc. 4)'x
a* x

,7.,'

N. xLrr. 05. Irregular block of mulberry wood, partly
cut and partly broken. 1Iard.

sf"x 1%"x I&".

N. nrr. 1. or. Carnelian bead ; spherical, poor quality.
Diam.
09. Bowl of horn spoon : with continuation
lor attnchment to Ilandle, shaved to wedge shape lor
splicing, and drilled with two holes for pegs (dowels).
Bowl 24" x IV, length of tang 2". PI. XVI.
N. mrx. 1. oa. Wooden cleat, small, freshly cut ; ns
Ser. it.. PI. xX\'~II,
N,xrv. iii. 0017. Prob. used in loom.

N. XLIL 1.

2"

x

A".
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N, XLII, Oq, L~~~ o f oxidized i r o n , irregular, or alil:..
3' x I t'.
N, xLrr, 1. 05. TWO peach s t o n e s , c o l n l ~ l c l ~ant1
, two
I ~ : ~sl~~lls.
I[
Average lengtll

1

,',-".

N. xLU, 1. 06. Fr. of glass, opaque black, drop-shaped.
Point broken. 2" X t".
N. xLn, i. 07. Fr. of slag, hard, black. 8" x k".
N, xLII. moderately
i. o ~ .F,. of shoulder o f p o t t e r y v e s s e l ; red
; ern,
pattern of
and zigzag bands scratched in surface and studded
tvith incised rings. 3h" x 3'x )'I. PI. XXV.
N, n u . i. og. Fr. of n e c k of p o t t e r y v e s s e l , wit11
root of handle. Overhanging rim. Blzrk clay mixetl with
Aroundquartz, which gives a rather plcnsing quality.

N.

tllrougll
wooden discs,
centre, ore,
rounded
;
I:$", tllickness
t", o r I , sllarp edges. Uung.shnped ; diam. r r , thickness t".
N. n u . I. 01s. Crutch-shaped w o o d e n object, as
SU.,iv. PI. XXVIII, N. xrrr. i. 002. Tapcrs downwards
to lower end, near which a portion is thinned to form
necking. 4f" x I i".
N. XLII. i. 013. I r o n rod, sq. in section, flattened in centre,
and pierced wit11 two sq. holes in flnttened part. Rusted.
Length of whole 6&", sq. section :,-" ; flattencd part,
length c. 2", width 3", thickness Q".
N. XLII. i. 0 4 . F a b r i c frs., including frs. ol coarse red
woollen canvas ; piece of buff [ell ; piecc of vegetable
fibre rope ; and small hank of thin buff ~ o o l l e nthread.
Cr. )I. (hbric) 1 ~ 4 " .
OIO-I1.

li, or. S p e c l n l e n of o a t s t r a w .

N.

XLIII. 01. W o o d e n s p o o n ; Icaf-sl~i~rxd
bowl with
~ ) o r ~ i oolo 11;cndle. Ijowl conca\.e, and set a t wide angle
with handlc. illuch pcrished and brittle. Bowl 2h"x I)",
lengtll over a11 5". PI. XVI.
N. XLUI. oa. Crutch.shaped w o o d e n object, as
N. XLII.i. 012, and S'er. iv. PI. XxvIrI, N. XITI. i. 002.
Shaft rOuntl,
a t end. Head rounded
laterally on under-side ; flat laterally and slightly curved
10n6itudinally On upper
with
as lor
a thread: a t centre of each long edge. Dry and brittle.
Length of whole 4 i " , of cross piece 2kp, width of cross
piece in centre in,diam. shaft
PI. XVI.

N. mn1. 03. Fr. o f t w o - h a n d l e d t e r r a - c o t t a ves*l,
of stn~rrnostype. Mouth wide with simple flat tip ; handles
placed vertically ; band of irregular incised z i g w round
neck and
One 'landle broken ;
lower part of
vessel missing. 'lay
red, m o d e n t e l ~ 'lean'
Rather brittle. Gr. H. of fr. 6", width of mouth 43'.
Prob. width o[ vessel 81". PI. XXV.

z ~ " x 3 l " x1".

N, XLII, i,

XLII.
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TWO

N. XLIn. 04. L u m p o f i r o n , burnt and oxydized ; prob.
waste from crucible. Gr. hf. 5 r .

N.

XLIII. 05. W o o d e n c l a m p , composed of spindle and
one cheek (together shaped like a mushroom), cut in one
piece. The spindle or stem is drilled through with two
holes running a t right angles to each other, one passing
below the other. Two pins are passed through these to
keep the second cheek, which is a separate piece (broken),
in position. Second cheek has groove cut across upper
surface to receive lower of two pins. Very roughly made.
Length 3Qn,diam. of cheek c. 4". PI. XVI.

OBJECTS FOUND .IT RUINS N. XLIV
Specimen of E l e a g n u s (Jigda) w o o d .
N. xLrv. 08. S p e c i m e n of a p r l c o t w o o d . 2' 4'x 3".
N. XLIV. og. S p e c i m e n o f p e a c h w o o d . 2' 4"x zf".
N. xLN. Oa. S ~ e c ' m e n o f p e a c h w o o d . 1' 5 f " x 11".
N. U I v . 010. s p e c i m e n of a p p l e wood. 2' J"x zt".
N. xLIv- 03-43. Fr. of v i n e s t e m , gnarlctl and curled
N. xLIv. oil. Specimen of walnut
6"x
inloro'Jfihlyci~.cularform, and three smaller frs. ; 1,leacIicd
N.
XLIV.
012.
S
p
e
c
l
m
e
n
o
f
E
l
e
a
g
n
u
s
wood.
2'
6" x 3f ".
and split. Gr. fr. 2' 3".

N. m v .

01.
I' 6" x I".

N, xLIV. 07. F r . of v l n e s t e m , gnarlcl]
and lour small frs. GI. fr.

I'

,*.

wen,hrrcd,

N. XL'V. O13.
of
N,XLIV. ii. 01. S p e c i m e n o f Oats.

1'4" 14".

ODJEC'rS EXC,\V.\TED IN RUIN N. XL\'
end half buried in the h d y . Mouth slightly trunipetWooden mouse-trap, as N. 111. s. 09,
PI. XVI, 9. U. for full descr. Tapering end unusually
shaped. Red clay of poor quality and badly washed.
blunt. Near that end on under-side is scratched a fiveBrittje. Breadth across root of handles I#,
diarn. of
mouth 6", 11. of fr. 69", overage thickness A". PI. XXV.
Pointed star
Groove on ob\.. stops z!" from enrl,
N. XLV. 03. R e c t a n g . d o u b l e - t a b l e t ; small under-tablet.
has a broadened termination. Broken a t large hole,
Droken (now mended) cover-tablet : Obv. seal cav. (I&' x
and 'gate ' lost. Length I ' r r ; breadth zl", thickness in.
I ,5,").
strings and seal lost. On each side of sen1 cav. one
N, xLv. On. Mouth a n d s h o u l d e r s of p o t t e r y v a s e , of
I. Khar., partially worn off, running across end. Rev.
"phora ().PC. Neck rather long, wilh mouill rising about
blank. Under-tablet : O ~ I6. 11. Khar., uppermost partly
ll'nhve handles, \\rliicl~
are simple loops sliglllly elongated
broken off, mostly clear black. Rm. blank. Wood soft;
upwards and of ~~enagonalsection. \\'llere they join
both tnblets worn and chipped. 5)" x 2' x (max.) 1".
rises a small conical projection, as of a recurved
PI. XVIII.

N. xLv.

01.

&'.

J
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N. XLV.1. 01. Concavo-convex wooden disc, picrccd

N. XLv. 1. 014. Wedge cover4ablet ; hole throuab poinlcd

with ta.0 11olcs on middle line, 2" apart. 'Shrough t l ~ r s eis
threaded a coarse fibre cord, held firmly by IIIC,I!~Sof
wooden pegs drawn into the holes. Loose ends of cord
are cut off short on conc;ive sidc. Prol). one of a ptir
of such discs, of which the other is Ir;. SLV. i. oz. 1)iam.
6", thickness )'. PI. XVI.
N. xtv. 1. 02. Wooden dlsc sin~ilarto N. x ~ v i.. or,
hut without cord. Mouse-eaten a t edge. Diam. st",
thickness f".
N. xrv. 1. 03. Sandal.maker's wooden last. Flat piccc
like boot sole, but bi-symmetric7l, suited to
foot.
Well preserved. lo)" x s f " x 4".

elid. Obv. l i " from sq. end, seal c;~\,.(117," srl,) rctaini,lx
end of rtring in grooves, and part of clay scaling, but wl,l,le
of central part \\.it11impression 10s~. Apparently nu arili,lR
I)ctween sq. cntl and seal cav. Kcv. o ~ l c1. L<I,,,~,,jPint,
Wood hard. g " x r a " (mas.) .&".
N. XLV. i. 015. Wedge cover-tablet,broken in fragments,
Wood decayed and very brittle. Hole through
end. Obv. 1 4 " from sq. end, seal cav. (I)" sq.) retaining
clay sealing, but broken across through middle and wllolc
of impression lost. Pink discoloration' about this end ;

N. xtv. i. 04. Butt of wooden arrow-shaft with notch ;
cut a t lower end as tI1oug11 to splice.
paint round notch. \Yell prcservcd.
PI. XYI.

N.

XLV.

1. 05. Wooden cleat, as N.

preserved. 2 i u x 1" x
notch). PI. X\'I.

N. xLv.

&" ; narrow

Remains of I,lack

sf" x ,5," a t notch.

s1.11.
i. 03,

part

&c. \Yell
01

i"x f " (depth

O6. Woode''

WiV"ental in shape, flat on
both sides, with dowel driven through from centre of
curvcd edge to straight edge. Cut to narrow nose a t each
end ; use doubtful. Well preserved. 41" x 14" x ti'.

N. xLv.

07. Wooden disc, roughly circular, with deep
groove round edge like pulley wheel. Prob. part of loom
fitting. Well preserved. Diarn, I t " , thickness 8".

N. n v . 1. 08- Blunt tdangular wooden fr., with two
sides slightly curved, and the third with deep notch.
Apex cut off square; use uncertain. Well preserved.
18"x 1 i ' to $'x &".

N. XLV. 1. 09.

Fr. of horn, cone-shaped. Bottom
trimmed round edge, and shallow hole drilled in centre ;
knife-rnarks all over. \\'ell preserved. 11. XI", dinm. ol
base ti.'.

N. n v . 1. 010. Fr. of coarse woollen fabric, apparently
woven in stripes, dark brown, buff and red. Warp of thick
cord widely spaced. Cr. M. (border) 84".
N. XLV. i. 011. Wedge cover.tablet ; hole through
pointed end. O h . 2' from sq. end, seal cav. (I,',"x r .
I b). Sq. end charred and discolourcd, no writing visible.
Rm. also discoloured a t sq. end (hut traces of ink chars.
Iartlier along 7). lo" x I
x (max.) 1".

::"

N. XLV.1. 019. wedge cover.tablet,

of exceptional
Hole through pointed end. Oh,. 2:" from sq. end, seal
cav. (I 19,"x I") ; strings and seal lost. One 1. Khar.,
running lrom sq. end t o seal rav., and continuing again
on other side of seal cav. Rm. 3 11. Khnr., rather faint.
\\'ood hard. 1 6 3 " 21$"
~
(max.)x I".
N. u v . 1. 013. Wedge cover-tablet. Oh,. from sq.
end, seal mv. ( I t " x j");
and seal lost. one1,
Khar., running from sq. vnd to seitl cav. Rm. 4 1). Khar.,
clear black. Ilole through pierced end. 8%"
x 12" x
(nus.) i". PI. X V l I l .

"'itin::
~isilde. Rev. also discoloured strong
towards wider end. Traces of 3 11. Khar., almost cfTacrd,
on middle fr. 9'' x I 2'' x (mas.) A-".
N. XLV. 1. 016. Wedge cover.tablet; broken in tllrce;
wood dccayed and surface gone. Oh). I:" Irom sq. cnd,
seal cav. (r2"x I"); strings and seal lost. No writing
visible. Rev. traces of one 1. Khar. ; mucl~discoloration.
"0

9tn

N. XLV.i. 017. Frs. of small rectang. cover.tablet,
main piece showing remains of seal rav. (empty). One
1. Khar. on rev. Wood soft and surface gone. Cr. fr,
(width complete) Iin,
N. XLV.I. 018. Frs. of wedge cover-tablet; both ends
(including sral cav.) lost. Obv. no writing visible. Rprl.
parts of 3 to 5 11. Khar., considerably effaced. \Vod solt.
( ~ ~joined)
~ ~ t 2 0l to ~
to.
XLV. 1. org. Remains of wedge cover.tablet:
broken in three, pointed end lost. AIuch decayed and sandencrusted. O h . r f " from sq. end, seal cav. (14" sq.), with
remains of clay, but none of impression. No writing
visible. Rm. 2 11. Khar., faint. Deep pink discoloration
both obv. and rev. (Length joined) 5#" x I$" x (max.) 8".
N. XLV.1. ozo. Remains of wedge cover.tablet; sq.
elld with seal cav. complete but broken ; pointed end lost.
Oh. ~ h from
"
sq. end, seal cav. (I" x I*"); seal lost. NO
writing visiblc. Rnl. blank. \!o' od soft. (Length joined)
6'' X 1 :A" X (mar.) A".
N. XLV.1. 021. Fr. of wedge cover4ablet ; pointed end
(with hole). O h .
blank. Rev. trace o f Khar'
char. by broken edge (?). Wood soft nnd surface somewhat
end. 5i" 'f"
gone.
N. xtv. 1. ozz. Fr. of wedge cover4ablet; both ends
(including seal cav.) lost. O h . traces of Kllar. cllnrs.
near wider end. Rer~3 11. Khar., clear black, butsornewllnt

N.

worm-eaten. 6" I$"

' ::

N. XLV.1 . 0 ~ 3 .Wedge under.tablet ; brokrn in six piects!
and pointed end incomplete. Oh!. 4 11. Kllar., somewhn'
cffitced. Rev. blank. 7 i " (joined) x (rnax.) zb"x A'.
N. XLV.I. 024. Fr. of wedge under-tablet (broken in
4 'I.
two). Wood soft and surface gone. Oh. traces
Kl~nr.,almost eN;~ced. Rn,. Idank. 4"x 1iMx
1".
1. 015. Remaills of wedge cover-tablett7);
se\.eral frs. now joincd. Oh#. 1)lank. Rsl. 3 11. K h a r ' l
fairly clear. 3" x I fB" x fn.

N. xtv.

LIST O F ANTIQUES FROM NIYA SITE
N,~ L V .I, 026-8.

Polnted e n d s o f t h r e e w e d g e cover.
tablets; pierced. Wood soft, and surface somewhat gone
in all. Obv. blank in all. Rar. oa6, 4 11. Khar., faint ; pink
discoloration. 027, blank, 028, a few chars. K l ~ a r ;.
discoloration. Cr. M. z:~".
N. XLV. i. oag. S m a l l sq. t a b l e t , broken in pieces. No
holc. Traces of 4 11. Kl~ar.,one side, almost effaced. 2"
x 21".

N, XLV. I. 030-1. LabeleHke t a b l e t ; one corner and part
ol one side broken off. No hole in part remaining. Wood
soft, much encrusted and discoloured. Traces of one 1.
Khar, one side. Broken. 58" x I Anx i36".
N.

XLV. i. 032.
Fr. of tablet, perhaps belonging to
N. XLV. i. 0 2 9 . Traces of 3 II. Khar., one side, very faint.

4 " I&"X
~ in.
N. XLV. 1. 033-5.

Fr. of w e d g e u n d e r - t a b l e t ; broken

in pieces. Wood soft and surface gone. O h . traces of
5 (?) 11. Khar., almost ellaced. Rcu. blank. 3 1 7 8 " ~I:Y
-"

N. XLV. 1.036. R e c t a n g . c o v e r - t a b l e t ; edges chipped ;
otherwise fair condition. Obv. seal cav. ( r f W x I&"), wit11
string and somc part of clay sealing preserved, but impression lost. One 1. Khar., across one end. Rev. blank.
68" x 3t' x (max.) &".

N. xrv. i. 037. W e d g e u n d e r - t a b l e t ; small hole througl~
pointed end. O h . 3 11. Khar., almost effaced, and pink
discoloration. Rcv. blank. Broken in two. g:%" x I A'
xc. f .
N. XLV. 1. 038. W e d g e u n d e r . t a b l e t ; broken (now
joined) ; wood badly cracked and discoloured. Ifole
through pointed end. O h . 3 11. Khar., rather h i n t . Some
pink discoloration. Rev. remains of string sticking to
surface. 94" x I&"x :*".

CHAPTER V
ON 'THE WAY TO L O P - N ~ R
SECTION
1.-Cl-IARCHAN

A N D VASH-SHAHRI

h l aim,
~
bvhen on the 19th December I left the extremity of the Niya river, nlas to gain as
quickly a s possible the L o p Desert region, m y main goal for the winterYsoperations and still far
away to the north-east. F o r the first two marches I had to follow m y old track
1901 and ]gob
to the Ylr-tungaz river ; to m y surprise I noticed that where it crossed high ridges formed by
dunes of coarse sand it still showed in places distinct traces of the footprints left behind by my
camels. T h i s observation was subsequently confirmed when I revisited the Limes \vest of Tunhuang.
Crossilip 10
F r o m our old c a m p a t Helya-beg ( M a p NO. 19. c. I ) I crossed the Yiir-tungaz river, already
lhdere
hard frozen, and in order to shorten the journey to the E n d e r e river struck eastwards across unri\.er.
explored desert ground. T h e belts of dunes that 1 met on the first march beyond the 171r-tungaz
river proved unexpectedly low, none rising to more than about 50 feet in height. Yet they, too,
all stretched in the north-south direction of the river, thus conforming to what I had observed
elsewhere in the T a k l a ~ n a k H na n d L o p deserts, viz. that the big sand ridges or ' Dawlns ' always
have their axis parallel to the main bearing of the nearest river-bed, whether still carrying water
o r dry.' Here I noticed that the same rule holds good also a s regards the thin lines of tamariskcones on o u r route.
O n the march beyond C a m p LSVIIIthe sandy soil \\it11 scanty scrub so011 gave way to wide
o l d branch
IrornEndere stretches of bare clay coveretl with a hard salt crust, which forced u s to steer a more southerly course
rivcr.
for the sake of the camels' feet. Patches with tamarisk bushes growing on flat ground showed that
the area had been subject a t one time to occasional inundation. T h a t this must have come from the
E n d e r e river became clear when towartls the end of the second march we encountered a wide
sA6r-covered depression flanked b y lines of high tamarisk-cones running from S E . to NW. Beyond
it we came upon rows of Toghraks, a n d there we camped. B u t some twelve miles had next morning
still to be covered from C a m p Lxrx before we reached the E n d e r e river ; a s we did after striking
the caravan track towards Charchan. T h e \vide divergence of that d r y western bed from the
deep-cut E n d e r e river is of interest a s illustrating the great lateral deflexion to which the drainage
descending over the piedmont gravel glacis of the Ic'un-lun, here ~ a r t i c u l a r l ybroad, may be subject
a t one period o r another.
T h e observation is of interest a s it helps to account for the distances that separate the
Courje of
hdereruins of the E n d e r e Site a n d the remains of Bilel-konghan, explored on m y first and s e c o n c l j o u r n e ~ ~ ~
river.
from the present course of thc E n d e r e river. This, where the caravan track crosses it a t Enderelangar, runs in a broad ' YBr ' cut into the loess to a depth of over a hundred feet. Its course here*
still almost clear of ice, had a width of about j o yards ; a n d carried a volume of water which
not be less than l o o cubic feet per second. A still greater abundance of water during the surnmer
AIarch to
Ynr-tungnz
rivcr.

('i. Seri~tdia,i. p. 2 4 1
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2,

4 j 1 311. ; iii. 11. 12.;9.
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nlonths was attested by a regular flood bed, about 300 feet across and well marked to a height of
feet above the surface of the actual flow.
This latter observation fully confirmed the statement recorded on m y second journey that the
difficultyexperienced in maintaining the present small terminal oasis of E n d e r e is d u e mainly to
the frequent changes in the river's course lower down, consequent on the heavy summer floods.3
I round no salinity in the kara-st4 water that filled the winter channel a n d n o sk6r on its banks.
Taking all these facts into consideration I see no reason to modify the views previously expressed
as
-.to the conditions that in ancient times determined cultivation near the end of the Endere river,
conditions which have also affected the successive later attempts a t resumed occupation after
prolonged abandonment.'
It is these repeated changes, to which its occupation has in historical times been subject, that
lend a special interest to ancient re~iiainsin this district. I had therefore already, before m y arrival
at KBshgar, arranged through Badruddin KhHn for a renewed search to be made by certain of
Iny old Niya diggers for previously unexplored ruins. T h e report received from one of them while
1 was at Khotan had not sounded encouraging ; for they had found only some rough timber a n d reed
huts such as shepherds still build to-day, in the forest belt a t some distance above Bsba-koidi on
the Charchan road (Map No. 19. D. I ) a n d evidently not far from a n old bed of the E n d e r e river,
and another little !group of rough structures in the jungle of Shiidan ( M a p No. 23. A . I ) . T h e y
also had heard fro111 a Niya shepherd of a site with more substantial ruins including a ' P'ao-trai ',
mhich he called Kok-tila (' the green tower ') and which he said he had come upon by chance
some ' five marches ' south of Shiidan. O n being sent back to look for this ' Kok-tim ' the party
had not been able to secure A l ~ ~ n a the
d , pretended guide, a n d in consequence all but one of them
failed to meet Ine a t Endere-langar, a s arranged. T h e two ' old houses which that m a n was
t I<amaghaz were manifestly identical with the small ruins
prepared to indicate to the n o r ~ h - w e s of
already visited in 1906 near the ancient watch station a t the southern end of the site,j a n d when
subsequently asked to accompany us to Shiidan he, too, decamped.
In view of the negative result of these inquiries a n d those made here in 1905 by Professor
Huntington, I consider it very improbable that there exist a n y remains of ancient settlements,
other than mere shepherds' huts a n d the like, in the desert separating the riverine belts of E n d e r e
and Charchan. I had already followed the caravan route passing through it in 1 9 0 6 , ~a n d no
further account of the ground or of early travellers' references to it is needed. I found, however,
signs of increasing traffic and of some improvement of travel conditions in the shape of newly
built ' Langars' a t the wells where we halted. Exceptionally clear atmospheric conditions allowed
me on the last two marches before Charchan to sight the great snow-covered range of the K'un-lun,
and thus to fix exactly our positions on the plane table from high peaks triangulated in 1906.
In the report on m y second journey I have fully discussed the physical aspects of the Charchan
oasis and its importance a s a link on the southern trade route of the THrim Basin. I have also
reviewed there the scanty remains of its early occupation, a n d the historical records bearing o n the
Per$eleias through which it has passed since H a n times.7 M y renewed brief stay a t Charchan,
for the purpose of securing fresh camels a n d supplies, furnished distinct evidence of a n
Increase of cultivation a n d prosperity since m y first visit. T h e western limit of the oasis now
close to the small ruin known a s Tam, a n d its southern limit had encroached still

jl

.Grindio, i . pp. 274 scl.
S('c in particular Scri,rdio, i . pp. 286 sclcl., cc,ncer~,ing
rcuccul)~~i~n
of Endere Fort in Trang times and ~ l l eruins
"f.

of the earlier scttlcment that IIsuan-tmg noted here in
thr ' old Tu-liuo-lo country '.
See Scrirrdia, i. pp. 284 sq.
" See ihid., i. pp. 293 scl.
CI. ibid., i, pp. 294 sqq.
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further upon thc large ' T a t i ' area 1~noa.na s ' I<Gnc-shahr.', which
tIlc site of an earlier
settlenicnt ( M a p No. 22. C, n. 4).' T h a t this \\.as occupied also during part of the Muhammadan
~ e r i o dwas made probable b y a S u n g copper coin with the Nien-hao Chih-ho (.4. D. 1 0 5 4 4 ) ~,,,hic,,
I ~ u r c h a s e d ,a n d a Muhammadan silver coin shown to me a t Charchan, both declared to have
been found on the wind-eroded ' T a t i ' near Yalghuz-dong-mazzr.g
Irrigation
I n the north a n d north-west also the cultivated area had been appreciably extended. ~
;
l
resources
Charchan. the endearour to utilize the old canal. marked on the m a p a s Yangi-iiltang, for a new colony to
the west a n d north-west of the present oasis had been successfully resumed. Water in the reopened
canal had been brought to the point where the caravan route crosses it, a n d a couple of miles to
the north I observed ground cleared, a n d homesteads built, in anticipation by prospective settlers.
I have already remarked upon the abundant water-supply assured to the oasis by the Cllarchan
river a n d upon the possibility of greatly extended irrigation, if only means are found of overcoming
the difficulties in respect of labour that result from the geographical position of Charchan and the
economic conditions prevailing in the T l r i m basin. T h a t the existing canal carries far more water
than can be used for the cultivation of all land actually taken u p on the left bank was evident from
what I saw on a visit to the canal head, situated about seven miles from Charchan-bHzHr, and on
the route to Kapa.lo T h e main canal, there about 60 feet wide a n d 2 3 feet deep, is filled a t all seasons,
a n d the condition of the ground on either side showed that it is liable to be frequently flooded by
overflow from the carelessly kept embankments. Nowhere either there o r about the cultivated area
did I notice a n y salt efflorescence. T h e fertility of the soil is proved b y the fact that fruit ofall kinds,
with t h e exception of grapes, can be grown in plenty a t Charchan even on newly reclaimed land.
M y two days' halt a t Charchan had enabled m e to hire nine additional camels much needed
for m y contemplated work in the L o p desert. B u t if I was thereby reassured a s regards the irnportant problem of transport, this was more than counterbalanced by the news I received there
that a serious disturbance had just occurred a t Charkhlik, the chief inhabited place of the Lop
region a n d the necessary base of supplies a n d labour for m y intended explorations.
' RevoluT h e Chinese revolution of 1911-12, which resulted in the downfall of the Manchu dynasty,
had
been accompanied in many parts of the ' New Dominion ' by local outbreaks against the
Charchan.
provincial administration. These had been confined entirely to the Chinese element and been
fomented mainly, if not solely, b y the small but turbulent floating population of ex-soldiers, officeseekers and gamblers who a r e to be found in all the principal towns of Chinese Turltesttin and are
ei.er on the look-out for illicit gain by blackmail a n d , if chance offers, by ~ l u n d e r . By 1913 the
authority of the new republican administration backed by Yuan-shih-k'ai's central government
had gradually asserted itself. I n the northern a n d western oases it hat1 curbed the influence and
polver for mischief of these undesirable Chinese elements, known to the ~ e a c e f u indigenous
l
population by the comprehensive designation of kama~-662,i. e. gamblers, or a s Ral-a-sepeck,' black hats',
from the imitation of cquasi-European costume adopted by them since the revolution. In the
south of the T l r i m basin, however, t h e complete absence of reliable Chinese troops had prevented
energetic measures being taken against them, a n d in consequence I hat1 found both a t Khotan and
Keriya the Chinese district magistrates seriously hamperetl Ily the machinations of the leaders
of these so-called ' rcvolutionnries ', in reality atlventurel.s and gamblers. A number of these
appeared to h a r e found a convenient field of activity in the distant oasis of Charchan ~ l l ~ ~ ~ g
Iat
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lnost of the gold brought down froni the pits in the Arka-tlgli a n d nominally reserved
roroflicial l,urcl,ase only. Illicit accli~isitionof such gold meant profit, a s did also the smuggling
o ~ o p i u l n illto ICan-su, for \vhicIi Charchan offered a safe base.
on my arri\ral a t Charclian I learned from native traders that a s ~ n a l lbut well-armed party
these people, incensed a t the detention by the Charkhlik district magistrate of a large consignopium, had about a fortnight before set out for Charlthlik. After committing
of
some outrages en rozdtc they were reported to have attacked a n d captured tlie unfortunate magistrate.
~h~ Chinese sub-divisional officer of Charchan had been helpless to prevent the outbreak and,
being overawed by the set of ' re\.olutionaries ' who had remained behind, was evidently sitting
on the fence. He considerately provided m e with two recommendations for the Cllarkhlik Ya-m&n.
One was addressed to the helpless A m b a n , on the assumption that he had by some means regained
freedomand authority, a n d the other to the leading spirit of the local ' revolutionaries ', a Ssil-yeh
or petty official out of employment, who had started for Charkhlik on learning of the success of
the cofbp and who was shrewdly guessed to have been installed in office instead of him.
We started from Charchan on New Year's Eve, 1914, a n d did the desert journey of about
142 miles to Vash-shahri, the westernmost inhabited place of t h e c h a r k h l i k district, in seven marches.
The route followed was the usual one for caravans, leading along the left bank of the Charchan
river as far as Lashkar-satma ( M a p No. 22. D. 3, 4 ; 26. A, B. 3). Down to this point it was new
to me, but as it has been followed b y other travellers and fully recorded," no description is needed.
As regards points of antiquarian interest I may note that the small mound known a s Tim
and situated about 10 miles below T a t r a n ( M a p No. 2 2 . D. 3) was visited b y m e on m y second
journey and then recognized a s probably representing the remains of a S t t p a base.12 Its position
near the left bank of the river proves the existence here of a small settlement in Buddhist times,
and this well agrees with the wording of the Chinese itinerary of T ' a n g times, previously discussed,
which seems to indicate that a t that period, too, the route coming from Hsin-chtCng o r Vlsh-shahri
crossed to the left bank of the river somewhere about Lashkar-satma a n d followed it to Chu-mo
or Charchan.13
I found that Tatran, now the only inhabited place between these two localities, had increased
to about 25 households against the 8 o r 10 which it included in 1906 according to the statement of
Iny old guide, Ismail ' PHwln ', a descendant of the original founder of the little colony a n d now
once again with me. There was said to be abundance of water a t all seasons for a further extension
ofthe cultivated area. But two abandoned canals showed that special difficulties exist here, owing
to the rapid silting u p of tlie channels, which cannot be cleared with the necessary regularity,
owing to the inadequate supply of labour available.
After leaving Tatran we did not meet with a single wayfarer, which struck me a s strange a t
'he time and left me in doubts a s to the situation we might find a t Charkhlik. B u t when approaching On January 6th the jungle belt which from the west screens theruined site of VBsh-shahri ( M a p
No. 26. c. 3)t we found the route guarded b y a large party of armed Muhammadans who a t first
lrom a distance mistook us for a fresh batch of ' revolutionaries ' and were preparing to resist
(Fig. 106). Fortunately the mistake was p r o n ~ p t l ycleared up, and from R6ze Beg, the headman
O' VBsh-shahri and a n old acquaintance, I learned the queer story of the course that events had
it

I'

: also
from Lasl~k;~r-s;~(~na
t o Cl~arkhlik, I)pser,
call^, i . PI). 3.31 scl'l.
IP Cf. Serimfin, i , 11, 304,
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For a more direct track frorn ('l~archanto VSsh-sllahri,
wl~irllMnrro Pulo seems to have followed and which probably
lcrl tlirough the sandy desert south of the river's right bank,
rl. Srrindin, i. pp. 308 sq.
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taken. 'The first party from Charchan, after capturing the Beg a n d what valuables they could
secure a t Vish-shahri, had proceeded quickly to Charkhlik, pretending to have been sent by the
order of the Tao-t'ai of I c l s h g a r to arrest tlie A ~ n b a non a n accusation of anti-re\.olutionary
plotting. Attacked in his Ya-men a t nightfall a n d deserted by his attendants a n d the local headmen
whom he had hurriedly gathered, the helpless magistrate had had to flee for life. H e hid in a cultivator's house for the night ; but his refuge was betrayed, a n d when the bandits set fire to the place
in the morning a n d forced him to come out h e was struck clown and captured, all the local Muhammadans looking on with placid indifference. H e was then subjected to tortures until he disclosed
the place where his official moneys were hidden, and after some days cruelly put to death.
T h e leader of the band of ' patriots ' had set himself u p a s A m b a n ad interim and was dulv
Revolu,
lionary
obeyed
b y the local headmen, R6ze Beg himself included. T h e Ya-men establishment promptly
ri.gime a t
Chnrkhlik. resumed work under him ; a letter justifying the ' patriots' ' action was duly dispatched to the
Governor-General a t Urumchi, a n d for a few days all seemed to g o on smoothly, while the party
helped themselves freely to what good things a n d money the head-quarters of the poor Lop district
could offer. Fortunately the new Amban's ' revolutionary ' rCgime proved short-lived, and the
introduction addressed to him which I had brought from Charchan proved a s useless as that
addressed to his predecessor. Within less than a week there arrived from far-away Kara-shahr
in the north a small detachment of reliable T u n g a n troops. T h e previous Amban had been forewarned a n d had summoned help ; they came toilate to save him, but quickly avenged his murder.
Commanded by a capable young officer a n d stealthily introduced a t night into the oasis by the
same adaptable Begs, these soldiers found little difficulty in surprising the ' revolutionaries'.
Most of them were killecl in their sleep, their leader dispatched alter brief resistance, and the rest
captured. S o tranquillity reigned once more a t Charkhlik, and R6ze Beg was now displaying his
zeal a s a supporter of legitimate authority, by laying a n ambush for more 'patriots ' expected
to come from Charchan, eager to share the spoils of ' office ' a n d ignorant of the turn affairs at
Charkhlik h a d taken. I n this loyal task h e duly succeeded within a d a y of m y passage, thereby
adding some more captives to the list of those subsequently executed a t Charkhlik.
Historical
T h e story of this short-lived revolt deserved brief record here partly for its quasi-historical
interest of
interest
a n d partly because the conditions that it created a t Charkhlik had some influence, as it
out break.
turned out, on the execution of m y plans for the winter's work. T h i s revolutionary coup was the
last of a succession of outbreaks that since 1 9 1 2 had threatened the maintenance of proper Chinese
control, a n d with it of peace a n d order, in the T l r i ~ nbasin. I t s course illustrates the traditional
weakness of the indigenous Muhammadan population ; the facility with which a n y adventurers
from outside, even if of a race far from warlike, can exact from it temporary obedience ; and also
the time-honoured Chinese methods of restoring order.'"
shall presently explain how the administrative confusion arising from these local events first hampered the preparations for my tra\relsl
a n d then proved to be good fortune in disguise; for it saved them from being frustrated by official
obstruction.
Ruined site
I had examined the ruined site west of Vish-shahri when I first passed there in November,
uf Vh*h1906, a n d a full account of it has been given in S e r i n d i a . ' q Y rapid visit on this second occasion
\hahri.
revealed very few structural remains other than those previously described, and none of importance.
" l'he way in wllich the enrr~etiryoung Clrinrsc oficer
sent from Kara-shahr with his handful ol Tungan'i surprised
the murderous gang ul ' revolutionaries ' in their sleep and
pnctirally disposed ol them curiously rcmllc, 111ulatis
nrulondis, the method IoIIo~~edby tlie great Chinese lender
Pan Ch'no when in A . D. 73 lie saved himself at the Shan-shan

mpital, pcrhnps at the very site nl Charklllik, from adlngcr1,115 situation hy attacking at night wit11 only t l l i r t ~ men
-~~~
the camp of I ~ unsuspecting
C
Hun envoy and rsterminntinfi
llim and :dl his followers; rl. Chawnne~, Trois b'krrCraux
rhinois, T'ou~rg-poo,1906,pp. 218 sq(1.
l6 See Strindin, i . pp. 306 sclq.
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~decayed
d lwall~ fragments of a seconcl small structure in hard-burnt bricks, half-hidden below

a tamarisk-cone, were traced not far fro111the one described in Serindia. T h e bricks here measured
,8 inclles by "it11 a thickness of 3 inches. Near the north-east edge of the site a n area over 2 0 0

yards in width proved to be thickly covered with remains of skeletons ; the position of those
to which tamarisk-cones had offered some protection suggested that the bodies here buried were
not those of Muhammadans. O n a ' witness ' about six feet high in the midst of this area I found
a wall fragment some 15 feet long ; it still rose to a height of over 8 feet a n d m a y have belonged
to an enclosure of graves. Its sun-dried bricks were somewhat larger (18" x 9" x 44") than those
found in the ruined dwellings described in Serindia.
Among the small objects in glass, pottery, a n d metal which were picked u p from a m o n g the
'Tatit debris covering the bare wind-eroded ground a m o n g the tamarisk-cones, special mention
may be made of the fragments of grey porcellaneous stoneware, glazed chiefly in greenish blue
(V.S. 015, 018, 019, PI. LI) or else with slightly crackled surface (V.S. O I ~ ) . " T h e y correspond
closely in character to specimens previously collected b y m e from this site a n d recognized b y
Mr. R. L. Hobson a s dating from the period of the S u n g dynasty."" Other fragments of fine stoneware, glazed dark black-brown (V.S. 07-12), show close resemblance to ceramic products ascribed
to the T'ang period. T h e only coin obtained from the site was a Chinese ' cash ' of the Ch'ung-ning
period (A. D. 1102-7). I t s date confirms the conclusion I h a d drawn from numismatic evidence
obtained on my former visit that the site was occupied down to the twelfth century A . D."
In Serindia I have already discussed the evidence that t h e site of Vish-shahri marks the
position of Hsin-ch'eng
#, ' the New T o w n ', which a n itinerary of the T'ang Annals mentions
as having been settled by ICrang Yen-tien, a chief of Sogdian origin ; a similar mention in a Chinese
geographical test of A. D. 885, recovered by Ine from the caves of the ' Thousand Buddhas ' of
Tun-huang, permits us to ascribe its foundation to the period A. D. 627-49.''
I have also recorded
in the same work the impressions I formed on m y first visit regarding the intermittent growth of
the little oasis that since the Chinese reconquest of the T i r i m basin, after the last Muhammadan
rebellion, had been established about five miles to the east of the old site.lg
My renewed visit under R6ze Beg's intelligent guidance, brief a s it was, allowed m e to make
some interesting observations a s to the development that had taken place there since 1906. W e
reached the western edge of land newly brought under cultivation immediately after crossing
the summer flood-bed, knolvn a s K6ne-darj~d(the ' old river '), a n d found well-tilled fields with
Young plantations of poplars a n d fruit trees extending for fully a mile a n d a half eastwards, a n d
stretching even farther from sour11 to north. Instead of the few tumble-down huts that I had
~re\'iouslyseen near a small granary a n d official rest-house, I now found a t the central hamlet
quite a number of substantial dwellings, including the Beg's earn spacious house a n d a fine mosque.
In all these buildings the timber was wild poplar, but well carved. T h e concourse of prosperouslooking cultivators whom I met there offered a striking contrast to the few roving men pretcnding
to be settlers who were present in 1906. I t showed that R6ze BPg's assertion that his colony had
grO'vn in the interval from 2 0 to about 127 householders coultl not be very far from the truth.
On the morning of January 7 I followecl the much-improved main canal, which accounted
lorthe great extension of c u l t ~ r a t e dground, to its head about two niiles south of R6ze Beg's house.
'4 feet wide and 2 fert deep it fully bore out his statement that a volume of about four ' TBsh '
Or millstones was at all times available in the river, while the increased volume of about 1 5 ' T i s h '
In
IRS

See hclow, Mr. Hobson's Apprndix

CI. S~rindin,i , pp. 307, 3,6
" See ibid., i. p. 307.

D.

18 Cf. Serindia, i. p. 306 ; also Pclliot, J. Asial., 1916,
jnn.-lit!., pp. 119 sqq.
'9 Sw Strindia, i. p. 309 ; Dcsrrl Callray, i. pp. 334 S9.
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in the spring greatly exceeded the irrigation needs of the present colony a t that season. From june
till September the volume of ak-514 was said to be so great that besides filling completely the main
channel of the river, known as A'zl?n-daryci, which is over 170 yards wide at the canal head, it
also overflowed into the two former river-beds to the east of the ruined site (see Map No. 26. c.
I t is clear in view of these statements that the abandonment of the old oasis marked by the
o l d canal
ruined site to the west cannot be ascribed to any great diminution of the river's volume. ~h~
ancient canal, which once brought irrigation to the site and which the caravan route crosses, is
according to R6ze BPg's statement still clearly traceable for a considerable distance, in fact as far
up as the point where the VBsh-'shahri river first spreads out on the gravel glacis. There a stonebuilt dam intended to protect the canal head still exists, as attested also by Professor E. Huntington.?O
T h e ancient canal, though about half as wide again as the new one, would yet, in R6ze
belief, not absorb all the water even now available in the river. But since the latter has cut its new
main bed considerably deeper than the old, no attempt could be made to restore the old irrigation
system.
I may here mention that R6ze Beg reported the survival of traces suggesting that an ancient
Traces of
oldroutes
track was once carried over wooden scaffolding up the extremely narrow gorge through which the
and canals.
Vlsh-shahri river debouches from the mountains, a gorge which now is quite impracticable for
traffic. T h e high grazing ground in the mountains known as Sulam-yailak, to which this track
probably led, is now reached by another difficult path ascending the similarly narrow gorge ol
.
the river shown by the map (No. 26. B, c. 4) as TBsh-sai. I t was said that old canals, supposed
to have once been fed by that river and by the stream of the Chukur-chap to the east, could be
traced in places between the high dunes that cover the area to the south of the caravan track from
the Charchan river to VHsh-shahri. But R6ze Beg himself had not seen them. On the other hand
this energetic colonizer believed that water could be brought from the bed of the TBsh-sai, which
also carried spring water (kara-m),to the scrub-covered plain about Chapan-klldi (Map NO. 26.
B. 3), and he proposed to open new cultivation there. T h e success of his venture at VLS~-shahri,
where the last harvest had yielded some 2,000 Charaks (approximately 32,000 Ib.) of grain for his
own share, had evidently encouraged him.
OBJECT PURCHASED AT CIIARCII.2N
Char. 02. Crystal bead ; rectang., with comers chamfered. Said to have been found near Yalghuz-dong. 3" x A' x f",
OBJECTS FOUND AT V.4SH-SHABRI SITE
with glaze on outside coming down in irregular streaks,
V.S. 01. Copper (7)seal ring. Circular bczel with four
and glaze on inside cut away in band round turn of \$'all.
projecting points equally disposed round edge. Device cut
09 is from middle 01 base, unglazed on under-side. Samp
in the metal within incised ring. Wellpreserved. Diam. it".
ware as So. 00.31, S r r . iii. p. 1107. Chinesc. Cr. fr. (orr)
V.S. 02-5. Four frs. of glass, dull green ; as V.S. 06,
1I 1S ~x" I;;". Thickness A''t o 8".
but thinner exccpt 0 2 which possibly belongs to 06. Cr.
V.S. 013. Fr. of glass, olive green, clear but bubbly.
fr. (03) I" x t",thickness &".
I&"x 2'' x %A".
V.S. (Fort) 06. Fr. of neck of glass vessel, obscure
V.S. 014. Fr. of glazed stoneware, from plain
grecn. Wavy band applied round neck. Diam. I&",
and side of bowl. Body of fine porcellaneous buff Irit,
h. i",
thickness with band i".
covered each side with slightly crackled glaze, brown at
V.S. 07-12. Six frs. of glazed stoneware, prob. from
rim and turning to fine mauve Ixlow. I" x ~ " A'.
x
same straight-sided bowl. Body of fine bufl clay, glam
V.S. 015. Fr. of glazed stoneware; Ijody of dnrk grey
on each side dark black-brown. o r o and o r r are Irs.
clay, with thick glaze either side of dull blue. C1.
o f straight side, with plain rim and two raised bands
019, PI.LI, lor ware 01 same type but inferior daze. 'b'
moulded on exterior in h i n t relief, and similar Painter
x
x f".
cormgations on sides. o r 2 is from wall tluckening t o base,
Cf. Pulse o j Asia, p. 2 2 2 .
'

".'

"

a.

V.S.016. Fr. of pottery. Clay showing black on laces,
and in section red below surface, with even layer of black
again in middle. I#" x t"x Zgn.

v.S.017. Rough flake of jade ; light green, polished on
one side. zt" x I" x f".
V.S.018. Fr, of glazed stoneware ; body of fine porcellaneous lrit, with transparent very pale green glaze,
crazed, on either side. f " x Anx -:/.
V.S. 019. Fr. of bottom of glazed stoneware bowl,
with small ring-base. Body of dark grey clay, coated
with heavy badly prepared greenish-blue glaze. On
outside where glaze has run down it is nearly #" thick.
Ring-loot rubbed smooth. For similar ware, see Ser. i.
p. 316, V.S. 0022-3.
Z & " X # " x * , diam. oI foot I#".
PI. LI.
V.S. oao. Fr. of pink marble (7). Even tllickness.
Z ~ " X I ~ " g"'
X
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V.S. 021. Fr. of pottery; pale red clay, somewhat gritty;
outer Iace mostly chipped away. 2 b " x 11"x A'.
V.S. oaa. Fr. of pottery; fine red clay, well washed.
I{Q"XI%"X~*.

V.S. 093. Fr. of pottery; coarse ill-levigated dark-red
clay, burnt to black. 2" x ~ f x"A".
V.S. 024. Rectang. piece of wood, with hole through
centre and Chin. cllar, to R. p. Split and weathered.
1f" x

$" x

8".

V.S. 016. Fr. of wall of large pottery vessel, red
clay, orn. with incised annular lincs and large Iestoon
pattern. Coarse ware. 4g" x 33" x 4".
V.S. 027. Fr. of mouth and shoulder of large pottery
vessel. Thick slightly rolled rim, short neck, sharply
out-curving body. Red clay. 5" x 3)" x )".
V.S. 028. Fr. of pottery vessel, red clay. z i " x 14" x i n

S I T E S O F KOYUMAL A N D BASH-KOYUMAL

Two marches by the same caravan track that Marco Polo a n d other old travellers before him Arrivalat
F:rom m y visits in 1906-7 I was well Charkhlik.
aware of the very rnodestresources bf thislittle oasis, the only settlement of a n y importance in the
Lop region and its official head-quarters. I t was here that I had to collect the whol;of the supplies
and additional camel transport, a s well a s most of the labour, needed during the next three months
for the explorations I had planned in the absolutely barren desert between the terminal marshes
of the TLrim and Tun-huang. I had been fully prepared for the difficulties that would attend this
task even under ordinary circumstances. B u t it did not take m e long
- now to realize how much
the recent local upheaval and all its consequences had increased them.
After the irruption of the ' revolutionaries ' from Charchan a n d the clear sweep made b y the Difficulties
Tungan troops, who, when repressing it by their coup on the night of December 29, had ' by mistake'
killed even the few Chinese subordinates of the legitimate A m b a n , there was left no Chinese civil kc.
authority whatever. I n these circumstances it was impossible to hope for effective assistance from
the easy-going Lop-liks, the owners of most of the cultivated ground, a n d their indolent Begs.
Within a few days of m y arrival comparatively large bodies of T u n g a n troops passed through,
who were sent from Kara-shahr to operate against the numerous ' revolutionary ' elements known
to exist among the Chinese garrisons of Keriya a n d Khotan. T h e consequent requisitions threatened
completely to exhaust the slender resources of Charkhlik a n d aggravated the trouble a n d delay
involved in obtaining adequate supplies a n d transport for m y several parties. T h e six days' stay
1 was obliged to make a t Charkhlik barely sufficed to secure even a portion of m y requirements.
Though I had the help of a few old Lop friends, like Tursun Bai, now once more m y host, it was
an anxious time for Ine. I should have chafed less a t these difficulties had I realized a t the time
what a boon in disguise the revolutionary disturbance had been for me.
I have discussed in Serindia the recent history of Charkhlik a n d its present conditions, a n d Charkhlik
described the scanty remains of earlier occ11pation that have survived within the oasis.' I have inhistOric'l
also examined in detail the position occupied by Charkhlil< in the historical geography of t h e geography.
LOPregion, the Lou-/an or S/,a,l-s/lnp,
o l the early Chinese records, a n d intlicatetl the reasons for
locating there Marco Polo's ' City of Lop ', Hsiian-tsang's Nu+-po (i. e. Lop), a n d the Shihmust have followed brought me on January 8 to Charkhlik.

See Serindia, i. py. 311 s q q
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rA'brzg or ' Stone To\vn ' of the T ' a n g A n n a l s 2 Similarly a s regards a n earlier period, I have
shown it to be very probable that the town of 1-hstrn #+ #, which in the Han Annals and
in Li Tao-yiian's commentary on the Shui-thing is mentioned a s a chief place of the kingdom of
Shan-shan o r Lou-Ian and the site of a Chinese military colony established in 77 B. c., must be looked
for within the present oasis of Charkhlik.s
Though the length of m y renewed stay a t Charkhlik was directly due to the practical difficulties
Ancient
remains at
Charkhlik. above referred to, I was fortunately able to apply it also to profitable archaeological work. Within
the oasis itself, indeed, the only ancient structure traceable, beyond the remains already described
in Serindia, was a small mound of solid brickwork, about 15 feet in diameter and situated near
the centre of the ruined circumvallation or sz)iC. B y its shape a n d the large size of its sun-dried
bricks, about 18" x 9" x 34", it suggested the base of a Stiipa. A s it was adjoined on two sides by
modern dwellings no closer examination was possible. B u t to the south of the culti\vated area
I was able to explore two small sites that had before escaped m y attention, and these proved of
some interest. Both h a d been visited in 1910-1 I by Mr. Tachibana, the Japanese traveller, and
the remains of both showed evidence of having been superficially searched in places.
Following the right bank of the main bed of the Charkhlik river for about a mile beyond the
southern edge of the present cultivated area, I reached a small ruined enclosure known as Koyumal,
standing on the bare, gravel-covered, alluvial plain. I t s much-decayed walls, built of sun-dried
bricks about 8 feet thick, appear to have formed a somewhat irregular quadrangle of which the
eastern face measures approximately 218 yards (see plan, PI. 8). A s the west wall had been carried
off completely b y a n encroachment of the river, the lengths of the other sides could not be exactly
determined. I t therefore remains doubtful whether the enclosed area was intended for a square
o r a n oblong. Near its centre rise the remains of what undoubtedly was a Stiipa base, 28 feet
3 inches square, to a height of about 14 feet. T h e sun-dried bricks used for its masonry measured
a s elsewhere 1 7 x g x 4 inches. A passage, a little over 4 feet in width, was traceable on the north,
south, a n d east between the Stiipa base a n d a much-decayed enclosing wall (see inset, PI. 8).
O n the west there stood, a t a distance of about 9 feet from the base, what appear to have been
Site of
Poyumal. two small Vihgra chapels, each about 2 0 feet long a n d g feet wide; between them stairs about
8 feet broad seem to have led u p t o the foot of the S t iipa proper. B u t a s all the masonry to the west
of the base had decayed to within a foot o r so of the floor level, the constructive details could not
be determined with certainty. T h e remains of five small niches, separated by stucco pilasters and
each retaining the feet of a standing stucco figure, could, however, be traced along the east wall of
each chapel (Fig. I I I). I n the niche nearest to the north side of the stairs the legs of a robed figure
in stucco were preserved u p to the knees, i. e. to a height of 14 inches. I n each of the chapels there
survived near the foot of the stairs a n oblong pillar base in wood, measuring about 16 inches by 101
with a raised circular socket.
F r o m the debris covering the floor of these chapels numerous frag~nentsof ~ a i n t e dplaster
Kcmains
recovered emerged (Koy. I. 05-46), which had undoubtedly once formed part of a large floral background
at StGpa.
in the mural decoration. Most of the fragments show l o t u s - ~ e t a lo r acanthus-like imbrications.
T h e fragment of painted wood marked Koy. i. 03, showing plant motifs, may possibly have
belonged to one of the wooden pillars of which the bases were found in silu. Among several
(PI.
fragments of carved wood m a y be m e n t ~ o n e done from a n open-work dctail, lcoy.
a n d part of a gilded right hand, of lifc-size a n d well modelled, Koy. I. 02 (PI. xVI), which) the
clearly shown web between the fingers, is proved to have belonged to a Buddha figure.
t h e stucco relief fragments, some of which may have belonged to the figures already melltionedl
See Srrrrrdra, i. pp. 318 s q q .
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CI. rbrd., i , pp. j z g sqq., 312 4.
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~ is
. that of a n a r m or leg with painted drapery suggesti~lgbrocade. F r o m the condition
ofall these debris remains it was only too obvious that the shrine had a t some time been purposely
destroyed and perhaps quarried .for timber.
A low mound about 30 yards to the south-west of the ruined shrine was found to contain the Ruinof
remains of what evidently was a snlall monastic structure, Koy. 11, with walls built in sun-dried structure.
bricks and decayed to within a foot or two of the ground. T h e detail plan in PI. 8 shows the
disposition of the rooms, several of them provided with sitting o r sleeping platforms of clay. T h e
southern row of small rooms, resembling cells, had been apparently searched by Mr. T a c h i b a n a ;
those to the west and east were cleared without yielding a n y finds, other than the fragment of
a circular bronze disc, probably part o f a mirror (Koy. 11. ii. 01). B u t in the large central room i,
Ineasuring 27 feet b y 24 a n d probably used a s a place of assembly by the S a ~ n g h a ,there were
found a number of fragments of palm-leaf manuscripts in Sanskrit a n d early B r l h m i script of the
Gupta type, including the left portion of a very neatly written Pothi leaf (Koy. 11. i. 09, PI. CXXI):'
In addition small fragments of birch-bark inscribed in Sanskrit a n d G u p t a characters (PI. CXXI)
were recovered in the same room, near the edge of the sitting platform by the south wall.
Apart from the two ruins just described a n d a n almost effaced oblong building to the west Interiorof
of 11, no structural remains were traceable within the walled enclosure. Towards its north-western enclosure.
corner a well-marked depression, surrounded b y gravel mounds a n d measuring 70-80 feet across,
evidently represented a tank once fed from the river. B u t far more curious were lines of rough
stones, which, as the plan (PI. 8) shows, divide the enclosed area in the fashion of a n irregular
chess-board. Some narrow lanes, starting from the structures in the centre a n d running either
parallel to, or a t right angles across, these lines, seemed to mark off sections of the ground. T h e
lines of stones thenlselves [night a t first sight have suggested wall foundations ; but the stones were
too loosely placed and the arrangement of the lines too schematic to support this idea. I t occurred
to Ine at the time that the intention might have been to mark thus the lay-out of a n encampment,
after the manner in which the main thoroughfares of standing camps in the plains of India a r e
often picked out with stones o r bricks painted white. T h e r e is, however, nothing in the disposition
of the lines, as the plan actually shows them, to bear out this conjecture.
The temptation is greater to recognize in these puzzling lines the remains of small stone heaps Lines of
intended to give support to trellis-work carrying vines, such a s is frequently seen in the orchards
of modern Turkestsn oases and the use of which in earlier times is strikingly attested b y the remains ,n,~,surc~
I was able to trace in the ancient vineyard of the Niya Site previously d e s ~ r i b e d . ~A n d in this
connexion reference lnay be made here to a curious notice concerning a locality near the ' Stone
Town ',
.!!hi/z-cA'e^ng, i. e. Charkhlik, which a Chinese geographical text of A. D. 885 h a s
preserved. It is found in the MS. Ch. 917 which I brought away from the Caves of the Thousand
Buddhas of Tun-huang a n d Crom which M. Pelliot has translated short extracts bearing on the
region of Shan-shan or Lop.@ There we read : ' T h e G r a p e T o w n (Pru-l'no-rh'Ptzg
#k @) ;
[from this town] to the south, it is 4 C i to the strong place of the Stone Town. I t was constructed
by K'ang Yen-tien. H e planted vines in the middle of the town ; that is why it is called t h e
Grape Town.'
Were it per~nissibleto assume a mistake in the record of the bearing, the distance of 4 li being w t i o n of
in reality reckoned to the south of the ' Stone T0tt.n ' o r Charkhlik, one would be tempted to look
hr the ' Grape Town ' founded by the Sogdian chief a t the site of K o ~ u m a l . B u t in the absence
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I;"r thest MS. Lragnlents see Mr. Pargiter's in\cntory
..\ppelld~.uE.
" Src ~~bove,
p.

Cf. Pelliot, ' LC Clla-trhcou tou Lou Iou t'ou king ', in
1916, jan.-fbv., p. 123.
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of any dcfinitc evidence I must content myself with the observation that the remains brought to
light a t the ruins, scanty as they are, including the fragments of manuscripts, point to the site
having been occupied during early T'ang times.'
Site of
T h e second site to the south, known as Bdsh-Royumal, also proved to be small, but showed
UBsllsome
features of interest. I t lay about one mile and three-quarters to the SSW. of ~
~
Koyumal.
beyond some shallow branches of the river in which the water, under the protection
its cover
of ice, was then spreading over the gravel plain. Above the western bank of what evidently is
a main bed of the Charkhlik river, about 25 yards wide with water flowing freely down its centre,
there rises very steeply a plateau of gravel to a height of about 25 feet. The n ~ r t h - ~ ~end
s tof~ r ~
this plateau overlooks the head of a canal carrying water to the lands of Tatran opposite Charkhlik
proper. A t that end there survives part of a circumvallation, semilunar in its present form and
extending from one point of the plateau edge to another some 205 feet farther south (see sketcIl
plan, P1. 9). T h e extant portion of the wall line is not exactly the segment of a circle, but sholvs
six facets, each about 45 feet long on the outside. Assuming the plan originally to have been that
of a sixteen-sided polygon, the diameter of the whole circumvallation may have been approximately
2 1 0 feet.
Remains oI
T h e enclosing wall built of sun-dried bricks, 17" x 9" x 4", showed a thickness of 4 feet g inches
enclosing
and
on
the west, where best preserved, still stood to a height of over 6 feet. Elsewhere it had decayed
wall.
into the appearance of a low mound, but its original thickness could be traced even there on excavation. Outsicle, a well-marked depression running along the wall indicates the former existence
of a ditch. T h e enclosing wall both on the north and south breaks off abruptly where it reaches
the plateau edge. As this descends very steeply to the river-bed, the conclusion suggests itself
that the remainder of the circumvallation, together with the eastern half of the area enclosed, has
been washed away by prolonged encroachment of the river as it sweeps against its right bank.
This conclusion is supported by the survival of a massive wall (marked II in ~ l a n )about
,
10
feet thick and over 50 feet long, close to the edge of the plateau and towards the centre of the area
( F i g 109). Its position suggests that it belonged to a central keep or tower of the ruined fort,
probably square in shape, the other walls of which have disappeared owing to erosion of the ground.
A t the meeting-point of two facets of the enclosing wall on the west, a gate about 7 feet wide leads
into the interior of the small fort. Immediately to the south of a broken wall running from this
gate towards the supposed central structure stands a much-decayed mound, which on excavation
was found to contain the square base of a StGpa or shrine with an enclosing passage (marked I
in plan, PI. 9).
Ruined
This base, badly broken on all sides, as Fig. 107 shows, probably by treasure-seekers' operabase of
tions, measured 1 2 feet square and at its centre still rose to about 9 feet in height. It was built
stlip.
of sun-dried bricks measuring 17" x 9" x 4", like those found at Koyumal. Its faces, except on the
east where the foundation of stairs was traceable, were found to retain at their foot remains Of
relievo decoration in plaster, consisting of rows of niches, five on each face. These niches, much
injured and nowhere rising to more than a foot and a half, were 2 feet wide and were once divided
by pilasters, probably resembling those in the MirHn shrine M. II! In some of the niches On the
northern and western sides the feet of small stucco figures could still be distinguished.

'

The only nld site north of Cl~arkhlikof which I received
inlormation and which I visited was a ruincrl enclosure
situated beyond a patch of uncultivated ground known as
Toghraklik, about zh miles Irom the Charkhlik BPdr and
on the main road leading north towards Lop. Its stamped

clay walls, about 5 to 6 feet I,igl~,form nn irregulerquadranglc
measuring about go yards by So. I traced no evidcncc
antiquity within or outside it.
See Sevindia, i. pp. 485 sqq. ; Fig. 120.
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A very interesting find made below the niche to the left of the north-west corner was a large
and fairly well preserved P6thi leaf on silk (see PI. CXXI), measuring 1 2 inches b y 5, coated with
Sec. H]

and inscribed on both sides with a Buddhist text in Sanskrit a n d in fine B r l h m i
script of the Gupta t y p e . V t is, a s far a s m y knowledge goes, the first specimen found of a manuscript on silk in Indian language and writing. I n India the use of cotton fabrics a s writing material
is attested by Nearchos?O From the foot of the west face of the base numerous tiny fragments of a
Sanskrit manuscripton birch-bark were recovered, while near the south-west cornertherecame tolight
Some minute fragments of a palm-leaf manuscript. These remains, fragmentary a s they are,
of Sanskrit manuscripts on birch-bark a n d palm-leaf, found both a t Koyumal a n d Blsh-Koyumal,
are of special interest a s suggesting import from India b y the direct route that still leads from
Charkhlik across the Tibetan plateaus to the south. T h e palaeographic character of their writing
suggests that the shrine and the small fort around it were occupied during early T ' a n g times.
The attribution to this epoch finds support in the fragments of stucco relief figures, including
the portion of a Buddha head nearly life-size (B. Koy. i. 05, PI. XX), a n d other small remains of
wood and plaster, found a t the foot of the StGpn base a n d described in the List below. Special
niention may be made of a number of broken fragments of coloured silks (B. Koy. OI), one inscribed
with a Chinese character, which evidently belonged to votive banners. T h e r e were traces of the
broken walls of small structures built against the enclosing wall both inside a n d outside it. T h e
process of clearing them brought nothing to light except roofing materials and rough pieces of carved
wood, of which the pegs or pins found close to the shrines (B. Koy. i. 06-7, PI. XVI) a r e specimens." A small detached dwelling, I I I , of which the much-decayed remains were traceable about
50 yards to the NW. of the north face of the enclosure, was found completely empty.
There is no direct e\.idence a s to the exact purpose of the circumvallation a s a whole. B u t
it is noteworthy that it is situated on the track which leads from Charkhlik to the mouth of the
valley drained by the Charkhlik river a n d thence to the high plateaus behind the northernmost
K'un-lun range. I t lies, moreover, a t a point where cultivation would have been very difficult
to maintain. I a m thus led to conjecture that the ruined enclosure marks a defensible post intended
to guard the approach to the oasis from the mountains o n the south. A t the same time t h e little
Buddhist shrine within it, close a s it still is to the head of canals irrigating the present Charkhlik
oasisl may well, like the ruined Buddhist sanctuaries usually to be found a t the ' S u - b l s h i s of
Turkestln oases, and the Muhammadan Z i l r a t s which have in many cases succeeded them,
have been a n object of pilgrimage to the cultivators wishing to secure adequate irrigation for their
fields.12

Findsof
lndh?MSS.
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a chalky substance

OBJECTS EXCAVATED FRO11 RUINED SHRINE O F KOYUBI.\L
K ~ Y or.
.
Fr. of c a r v e d w o o d , rob. from openwork
K o y . I. oa. Part of w o o d e n R. h a n d of B u d d h a , gilded,
detail. Fr. of plain cdge a t top. Rplo\r,, part of openwork
life-size. Two middle fingers, half little finger, back
Pattern of intersectin: curved bands of pearls or srrds
and wrist remain, palm split off. Tl~roughpalm is small
plain oblong boss over point of section. Probably
dowel, and second a t base of second finger, evidently
lrom canopy over figure of Buddhas. 4E"x IP" x I&".
lor attachment of some object to palm ; cf. Scr. iv.
PI. XVI.
PI. cXXXVII, hli. sviii. 004. Fingers slightly curved and
g o y . I. 01. F o u r frs. of painted wooden panels, in
tapering, with short-trimmed nails. Web between fingers
clearly shown. Good work, wcll preserved. 12' x J". PI.
green, hlack c~ndwhile. Subject indisringuisl~ahle. Wood
~xrisl~ed.Gr, Ir. 61"x 1,
:"15,".
XVI.
For a description of this lealand other BIS, renlnins, see
hfi. Par~ilrr'sAppendix E ,
lo ('I.
tjulller, ~ J J ~ ~ Palneographic,
S C ~ C
p. 88.
"
Pegs may be compnrerl with the decorated pins
lound nt certain Lou-Ian ~ l ~ r i n (see
e s Srrindia, i. p. 398 ; iv.

PI. xXXV, L. B. 11. 002 ; IV. 002), wl~icllcertainly served
for fastening wooden beams or panels to a timber framework.
Is See Anr. Khotan, i. p. 109 ; Seri~tdin,iii. pp. rxsr sq.,
I 1 5 5 ; above, pp. 64,69.
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Koy. I. 03. Stucco relief fr., hair from Buddha I~ead,
Koy. I. 048. Stucco relief fr.; Imnd in I" relie[, \vitll
groove 6" arill~inedge ; inner sidc broken away. Painted
ill small spiral curls. Remains of blue colour. II'hite
pie pinkish buff, with scattcrcd copper-green i~ndbun
plaster. 21' x 3'.
Rowers with black uulline ; cf. Koy. I. 049. Sult ,-lay
Koy. I. 04. Stucco fr., wit11 rounded surlacc showing
full of goat's hair ; very friable. 5" x 2" x I".
traces of hlack paint (?) and oval patch unpainted. Unintelligible. 4" x sf" x (gr. h.) 2".
Koy. I. 049. Painted stucco fr.; arm or leg in lligh
relief, painted with drapery, pale pink, with pink and
Koy. I. 05-46. Fresco frs., all in same style and colourhlue flowers serrrd. Clay (treated with paraffin wax by
ing, nnd evidently from same wall surface. prob. large
I;. T I . A,). 5" x jt", (relief) 21".
flonl background. Majority of pieces show lotus-petal
imbrications in bold black outline on grey, copper-green,
Koy. I. 050. Stucco relief fr. ; prob. leg of seated fig.,
pink, or bufl ground ; e. g. 01j , 014, 016, 018, 039-41, &c.
in very friable clny, surfaced with fibrous mud, and
Others show festoon-like bands of copper-green or pink,
painted green. Perished and disintegrated. 7" x 4" x
with same heavy black outline nnd folds, on buff ground ;
(reliel) 39".
e . g . f r s . o j ~ ~ , o ~ ~ , o j 1 , 0 j ~ , o j 6 , 0 ~ ~ , 0 4 j ,046
o~~,&c.
Koy. i. 01-2. Two fresco frs.; traces only of black
shows part of rectilinear border, with series of acanthuslines on white ground ; unintelligible. Backing clny. Gr.
like imbrications, in shaded pink with brown outlines and
fr. 2" x I&".
veins, on darker pink ground ; a band of copper-geen on
either side, and fr. of black field with white outline on L.
Koy. 1. 03. Fr. of painted wood (vertical section),
09-orr (joined) shows part of similar acanthus band.
showing plant with acanthus leaves and green berries
All on soft mud backing, very friablc. Gr. fr. (046) Bf" x
springing from root between two pinkscrolls (one missing).
51"
Above and below, traces of running scroll of pink and brown
leaves. Outlines black and pinkish-white ; background
Koy. I. 047. Fresco fr., showing outline of human face
dark pink. Resembles Italian orn. I' I & " X 18".
and R. eye. Badly defaced. j " x 23".
OBJECTS FROB1 hl0N:lSTIC DWELLING O F K O W M A L

Koy. 11. 1. 01-4. Four frs. of glazed pottery bowl;
body of coarse rcd clay: esterior (only) glazed plain green
with black line on 01. 02 shows turn ol wall t o flat but,
also glazed on under-side ; no base-ring. Sand-encrusted.

Gr. fr. (02) 11. I$", chord 49", thickness a" to 4".
Koy. 11. ii. 01. Fr. of thin bronze plate,; quarter of
circular disc, prob. part of mirror. Unengrnved ; osydized. Orig. diam. c. 71".

OBJECTS EXCAVATED FROM RUINED SIIRINE, BASH-KOYUMAI,

B. Koy. or. Broken frs. of plain silk, from 1,anners ;
red and white, and one fr. yellow. On one white fr. is
Chin. char. holdly inscr. in black. On the yellow, marks
in black paint. Very I~rittle. Inzcr. fr. I f" x 1".
B. KOY. 02. Stucco fr. ol arm or Ic: in the round.
with reed core. Clay paintcd pink. Lenath 6", diam. 21".
B. Koy. 03-4. Stucco relief frs.. nI ' linen-[old ' drapery
painted pink. Clay mixed with \.~getal)lefibre. Gr. fr.
(03) 3" X z*'.
B. Kay. 05. Stucco relief fr. ; s l i ~ h t l ycurved, silded.
Fihrous clay. 3f' x 44".
B. Koy. 06. Fr, of wood. Flat lozenge-shaped piece,
wit11 round tenon a t one end. zi" x I " r t".
B. Koy. 07. Wooden knob, pear-sl~aped,with tenon at
thick cnd. 11. 4&', fir. diam. 21".
B. KOY. 08. Stucco relief fr. Top of lhcnd in very
friable rlay covercd w ~ t hclose ' Ammonite ' curls. 6k.x
6' x 34".

B. Koy. i. or. Fr. of wood, rarved on one surlace (broken)
into gradini in relief, with traces of paint in sunk ground.
PI. XVI.

4n x I 1" x

an.

B. Koy. i. 02. Fr. of wood, with oblong end chamfered
on three edges of one surface to form transition to rough
narrow continoatinn. 4)" x 14" to I"x 8" to
sliowing border
B, K ~i. o~ ~. Fresco
- ~ fr., in two
of red and green bands on ground
mud rolour, and a
painted black mass, prob. hair or drapery. 9 " x 4 f R .
B.Kay. i. 05. stucco
fr. ~~~d 01 Buddha type
nearly life-sizc, pzinted pink. Features small, eyes closed,
Tilnka, Very friable cl;~ymixed with fibre (now treated
with paraffin was). IT. h", gr. width sin,6.relief c. 34'.
PI. XX.
B. Koy. i. 06-7. Two wooden pegs, sq. in section,
with large srl. heads, I)evelled top and bottom. Roughly
made. Length 63", Icn$h ol llcnd z$", ar. width of
I~eatl13". PI. XVI.

A".
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L A B O U R S AT M I R A N

The close vicinity to Charkhlik of the two sites just described a n d the consequent facility of
employing comparatively large numbers of diggers had allowed m e to complete their clearing b y
the evening of January 1 4 t h ~a n d I was glad of this. T h e state of unwonted animation in which
the little oasis was kept by requisitions for the troops marching on towards Keriya, b y executions
of captured ' revolutionaries ', &c., h a d o n l y added to t h e difficulty of securing the transport a n d
supplies needed for m y future desert explorations. I felt the strain of delay all the more because
I knew that out of the limited winter season which alone could be used for these explorations some
time would have to be devoted to supplementary work a t the site of MirHn before setting out for
the main tasks northward. O n l y a small portion of the additional camels a n d food-stuffs required
had been procured when this consideration of time obliged me to leave Charkhlik for MirHn on
January 15th.
The last day of my stay had brought m e the great satisfaction of seeing R. B. L I 1 Singh
rejoin me in safety alter fully four months of separation. Having left m e in September beyond the
Chichiklik pass, he had pushed on b y forced marches through YHrkand a n d Khotan a n d had been
able by the middle of October, in accordance with m y instructions, to start triangulation of the main
K'un-lun range from near K a p a ( M a p No. 23. B. 2), where o u r triangulation of 1906 had reached
its eastern end. T h e work hacl to be carried o n a t great elevations and, owing to the lateness of
the season and the total absence of local resources, was attended b y very considerable hardships.
But my indefatigable assistant faced them with the zeal a n d endurance of which he had so often
given proof, and succeeded in extending his system of triangles, along with a careful plane-table
survey, along the northernmost range, for over five degrees of longitude eastward, before excessive
cold and snowfall obliged him to desist in the mountains to the north-east of Lop-n6r. A full
account of the survey work thus accomplished has been given in the Memoir on the maps embodying
the surveys of all my three journeys.'
Not satisfied with having pushed this task a s far a s climatic conditions would permit, h e continued his survey work with the plane-table along the route that leads towards T u n - h u a n g through
the inhospitable outer ranges of the Altin-tlgh, snow-covered a t the time. After reaching the
small oasis of Nan-hu, explored on m y second journey, he struck through the desert north a n d
returned to join me by the track leading along the southern shore of the dried-up ancient sea of
LOP. The difficulties of this track, fully described in Serindia a a n d the only one through the L o p
desert that now, as in Marco Polo's time, is practicable for caravans, were illustrated by the fact
that l-4 Singh's party found no ice yet formed a t the most brackish of the springs along it, a n d
consequently suffered much from the want of drinkable water.3
The two marches that brought m e to MirHn led along the desert track already twice followed
us in 1906-7 and offered no opportunity for fresh observations. Nor had a n y change, in the
intervall come over the ruined site which extends to 'the east of the present course of the MirHn
Or Jahin-sai river, and which marks the position of the earliest capital of the ' Kingdom of S h a n Or Lou-Ian ', corresponding to the present L o p region. I t s remains, a s explored in 1907, a n d
the abundant finds of interest they had yielded, have been fully described in .Serirtdia.' There,
be found discussed all questions relating to the role that the site oT MirPn has played in

' See Mruloir on Maps, pp.
' Cf. Scriptdin, ii. pp. 549 sqq.

28;

Ihe

log sqq.

It was, no doubt, the same cause that accounted lor
')Teak-down of the small caravan whose misfortunes

I shall hnve occasion to refer to below when relating our
journey ovcr the dried-up sea-bed Irom the side ol Lou-Ian ;
rl. p. 300.
Sce Sninditr, Chap, X I I . SCC.ii-ix (pp. 456-547).
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the historical topography of the L o p r e g i o n . V n view of the past importance of the site I could
not help being particularly struck b y the altered aspect of modern MirHn since m y last visit. A,
the conditions attending it have some geographical interest a n d may help to throw light also on
t h e history of the locality, I will briefly refer to them before giving a n account of the supplementary
archaeological work that occupied m e here for a fortnight.
Cultivation
I n 1907 I had found cultivation a t M i r l n confined to a narrow stretch of scattered and poorly
at
tilled clearings. T h e y extended for about two miles along, but a t some distance from, the western
bank of a shallow depression in which the main course of the M i r l n river, divided into several
small branches, was flowing northward. Wheat a n d barley were grown there by the small colony
of Lopliks, all fishermen, hunters, or herdsmen, established a t Abdal a n d Kum-chapgan, a dayVs
march northward on the terminal course of the THrim ; a n d the cultivation was carried on in that
somewhat intermittent fashion which accorded with their traditional semi-nomadic mode of life.
T h o u g h some of these Lopliks were said, in 1907, to visit M i r l n for a few months in the summer,
when the plague of insects grew particularly troublesome on the marshy banks of the THrim, no
permanent abode of a n y sort existed a t M i r l n . T h e dense jungle of wild poplars and tamarisks
immediately adjoining the northern edge of the cultivated area was evidently considered sufficient
shelter b y these hardy visitors. A t Abdal itself, even well-to-do folk like Niir Muhammad, the
Beg of the settlement, a n d Mullah ShHh, m y quondam guide to the Lou-lan site, were content
to live a n d store their possessions in reed-huts.6
New Loplik
M y surprise was therefore great when, returning now seven years later to the same place,
I
found
a compact little village of more than a dozen large comfortable-looking homesteads estabat Mirin.
lished on the left bank of a well-marked broad river-bed a n d the area covered by continuous fields
greatly extended. T h e houses, like those of Charkhlik, were all built with fairly substantial walls
of mud-bricks; a n d timber from the dense T o g h r a k groves in the neighbourhood had been
plentifully employed for posts a n d roofs (Fig. 126). T h e r e were plantations of young fruit trees
behind most of the houses, a n d in the open central area of the little village there even stood an
official rest-house (Fig. 124). With its single large room a n d walled-in court it afforded me comfortable shelter, doubly welcome against the icy blasts of the Lop winter. I had, in this thorough
change, a striking illustration of the last phase in a process that during the last generation or two
had been turning these semi-nomadic fishermen a n d hunters on the lower THrim into somewhat
casual agriculturists. T h e final transfer of the settlement to MirHn had taken place about 1911;
it is strange that only two o r three years before it occurred, regular brick-built dwellings had been
constructed a t Abdal, a n d these, on m y subsequent passage through that lace, I found deserted.
I n addition to the energetic colonizing activity of the last Amban, the one who had fallen a victim
to the ' revolutionary ' coup a t Charkhlik, another influence that appears to have hastened tlfe
Lopliks' final migration to M i r l n was the fear of seeing the steady flow of immigrants into charkIlllk
overflow before long into what they were anxious to claim a s their own ancestral acres.
T h a t there was reason for this apprehension became clear when I learnt the amount of water
Irrigation
TCSOU~C~S
available for irrigation from the river of M i r l n . Reliable information put its volume at fully '5
at b1irin.
' T l s h ' or millstones a t the time of the spring sowing. T h o u g h it would subsequently diminish
fall to
until the melting of the high snows in the mountains began, the supply was said never
less than three ' stones ', while from J u n e onwards the amount of ak-su was vastly in excess or what
irrigation of the cultivable area could absorb. Notwitllstanding the L o ~ l i k s characteristic
'
reserve
it was acknowledged on all hands that the water-supply from the river of M i r l n was in excess Of
that available for the oasis of Charkhlik, a n d also that the present number of people holding land
Cf. So-indin,i . pp. ~ 2 . 4sqq., 343 srlq.

Cf. Fledin, Reisen in 2 . - A , , pp,

106

sq. ; nlso Seril~dia,i. Fig- 9 I .
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~ was
~ quite
P ~unequal to making full use of this water. Indeed IbrZhim Beg, who from his
experience as M i r i b - b e g o r ' canal superintendent ' of the Chira oasis and other places
,vaS a very competent authority on such matters, concluded from the d a t a he had been able to
gather thatt given
of labour similar to those a t Chira, the irrigation supply obtainable
from the Miran river would suffice for the maintenance of about 500 families. Yet the actual
nulnberof those cultivating a t M i r i n a t the time of m y visit was put a t 30 families, a figure that,
even allowing for men absent with their -flocks o r on hunting trips, seemed, if anything, overestimated.
These facts will help us to understand better the importance that attaches to the ruined site
to the east, in view of the surviving remains a n d of the Chinese historical notices relating to it.
They give additional support to the identification of the site with Yii-ni, #f
the capital of L o p
region in Han times,' and a t the same time supply us with a modern illustration of the successive
periods of abandonment a n d reoccupation that the archaeological evidence obtained in the course
of my explorations of 1907 had led me to a s ~ u m e . These
~
per$eteins of the old capital of ' Lou-Ian
or Shan-shan ' have their exact parallel in those I have had occasion to discuss when treating in
Serindia the history of the existing oases of Charchan, Vish-shahri a n d Charkhlik farther west.
I t was therefore a source of special satisfaction to m e that m y renewed visit to M i r i n allowed me
to witness in person this process of resuscitation in the vicinity of that most remote of ancient
sites along the old ' southern route ' from Khotan to China.
\Vhat had irresistibly drawn me back to the ruins of M i r l n ever since I had left them to their
solitude seven years earlier, was the thought of the fine paintings I had then been obliged to leave
behind on the inner passage walls of the shrine M. v. T h e full description given of them in Serindia,
together with the photographs reproduced there,D will explain the exceptional interest attaching
to these remains of quasi-Hellenistic pictorial a r t discovered in a Buddhist shrine on the very confines of China. I have given a n account, in the same work, of the serious technical difficulties that
made it impossible for me on m y first visit, with the means a n d time then a t m y disposal, to attempt
their removal as a whole."' T h e subsequent effort in the spring of 1908 to save the mural paintings,
which had been carefully re-buried, by sending Naik R11n Singh to remove them, was frustrated
by the tragic fate which struck that faithful a n d capable assistant with blindness a t this very place,
while he was preparing for his task."
According to the concordant statements of the Naik a n d I brghim Beg, the painted wall surfaces
had been found by then1 in 1908 exactly a s when first brought to light, a n d had, before they left, been
protected afresh by the complete filling in of the interior of the temple, a s previously effected under
personal supervision. Unfortunately this safeguard, a s I discovered a t once on m y renewed
visit on January 17th, had failed to secure its object. I n the southern hemicycle of the rotunda
Passage 1 found that the outer wall which had shown the fine fresco frieze with the representation
the Vessantara J l t a k a story a n d , below it, the fascinating cycle of portraits set between festoonamorini, had been laid bare a n d the once painted plaster surface, where not broken off,
had been completely effaced througli exposure. T h e Lopliks of h l i r i n asserted that this was the
result of the operations carried out three years earlier by a Japanese traveller (obviously Mr. Tachiwho coming from the direction o r T u r f l n had spent a few days a t the site a n d carried a w a y
W'th him to T u n - h u m g what fragments of painted plaster he succeeded in detaching. Judging
large pieces of plaster still adhel.ing to the wall but no longer retaining a n y traces of their
at M

.a,

' See S r r i ~ ~ r l i ni . ,pp. j t h sq., 333 sq.
'

Sec ibid., i. 11. j3R.
See ibid., i. pp. 516-29, Figs, 134-43.
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Cf. ibid., i. pp. 532 511.
See ibid., iii. p. 1317.
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colouring, the portions removed-or destroyed-must have con~prisedmainly the central portion
of the frieze a s it survived in 1907 a n d has been described a n d reproduced in Serifldh. l n what
condition the pieces detached reached their destination, a n d whether they have now been made
accessible for study, I have not s o far been able to ascertain.
There were, unfortunately, various indications that the removal of these spoils must have been
Painted
dadoof
attended
with much damage, owing to haste a n d perfunctory methods of work: among others,
N.I~emicycle, 11.\.. the fact that n o attempt had anywhere been made to cut a w a y the hard brick wall behind, without
which, a s experience gained in 1907 had shown, no safe removal of the brittle painted plaster was
possible. T h e r e had been no systematic clearing of the circular passage of the shrine; the sand
a n d earth with which it had been filled in again b y us still lying undisturbed all round the Stfipa
base. M y regret was accordingly to some extent diminished when the first rapid examination
showed that the dado of the northern hemicycle had remained untouched under the protecting
cover then provided. T h e removal of the fresco panels thus fortunately preserved was started
under m y personal direction on the 20th of February after a fresh series of photographs (Figs.
112-15) had been taken of this hemicycle, under difficulties quite a s great as those previously
experienced a n d described in S e ~ i n d i a ? ~
Removal of
T h i s removal proved a very delicate task, which greatly taxed the trained skill of Naik
surviving
Shamsuddin,
assisted a s h e was b y AfrHz-gul a n d myself, and the icy blasts from the north-east
wall-piintto which we were almost constantly exposed made the work particularly trying. T h e methods
lngs.
used in detaching the brittle panels of painted plaster a n d in subsequently strengthening them at
the back a n d packing them safely for distant transport were essentially the same a s those successfully
employed in dealing with the frescoes of the shrine M. I I I on m y former visit to the site.I3 But
the peculiar composition of the plaster, which, a s previously recorded, consisted in M. v of a smooth
but very thin a n d exceedingly brittle outer layer a n d a n inner one much softer and lacking in
cohesion, necessitated here a very troublesome preliminary procedure.
XIethod ol
Before the successive panels of the dado, each showing a portrait or garland-carrying pidlfo,
operation. could b e safely detached in their turn with the help of special appliances duly prepared beforehand
in the workshops of the 1st Sappers a n d Miners, it was necessary first to have the wall behind
systematically cut away by a sort of sapping. T h e unusual hardness of the bricks, the rotten
condition of the mud in which they were set, a n d the extreme brittleness of the plaster layers, only
a b o u t a n inch thick altogether, all combined to render the operation a very slow and delicate one
(Fig. 110). T h e subsequent application of a canvas backing to the ~ a n e l s ,a very necessary
precaution, had to be carried out on the spot a n d was much retarded b y the bitter cold, which kept
t h e glue from drying in spite of the improvised shelter of a felt tent (Fig. 108). Finally the making
of stout cases out of freshly c u t tree trunks a n d the safe ~ a c k i n gof the heavy bundles of plaster
between thick layers of reeds needed prolonged labour (Fig. 125).
T h u s it took fully twelve days1 work a t high pressure before, on the eve of my departure from
h l i r l n , the task of rescuing what was left of these fine remains of Buddhist ~ i c t o r i a art
l was finally
completed. However much 1 must regret the loss caused b y the circumstances which had prevented
m y undertaking that task immediately after m y discovery of the frescoes, the experience now
gained conclusirely proved that I had then correctly gauged the technical clifficulties involved
a n d the time it woulcl have taken to overcome them.
A description of the frescoed tlado in the northern arc, a s seen by me on its first discovery1
Previous
rrrord of
,,irln ruim, has been recorded in Serindin, a n d the addition of such details a s closer examination under lefs
trying conditions m a y reveal lriust wait until the whole of the panels, which a t present are
la
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resting in their cases, shall have been set u p afresh for exhibition in our Museum a t New Delhi.
[ ~ task
h has
~ been safely acco~nplishedin 1925, after these pages were written.] W h a t supplernentarydata I was able to collect during m y renewed visit to M i r l n concerning ruined structures
previously noticed, such a s M. IV, M. V I I I a n d M . IX, have been embodied in the account I have
given of the latter in Serindia.14 Similarly the more detailed survey of the site which I now was
able to make with the help of M i l n Afrlz-gul has been fully utilized in the plan which Plate 29
of Serjndia reproduces. But, a p a r t from the structures already explored, m y fresh stay a t M i r l n
enabled me to trace some ruins which, hidden away in the close-set tamarisk-cones to the north,
had previously escaped me, and a m o n g them two which presented features of distinct interest.
On the first d a y after m y arrival T u r s u n Akhiin, a n old Loplik, told m e of a mound h e had
seen among the ' Donglik' o r sand-cones to the north, and guided m e to it from the ruin M . 11.
This small mound, M. XIV,was situated about I$ miles almost due north of the Tibetan fort M. I
and at first sight looked very puzzling. I t s height was about eight feet. Clearing soon showed
that it contained the remains of a small rotunda with the central Stiipa base still standing to a height
of about five feet, but the wall of the enclosing circular passage almost completely decayed on the
western and southern sides (see Fig. 118 ; PI. 9). T h e extant portion of the StBpa base, all
covered with stucco, showed a triple plinth below a n d a series of flat mouldings above, a s seen
in the elevation of PI. 9. T h e width of the circumambulatory passage was only 46 feet a n d that
ol the enclosing wall approximately 5 feet. T h e wall of the enclosing passage bore signs of having
once been painted. T h e remaining traces were too faint to permit of a n y conclusion a s to the subjects
represented ; but what survived of colours and outlines seemed to point to a style different from
that of the mural paintings in M. 111 a n d M. v.
Among the small objects recovered in the course of the clearing were five small wooden tablets
bearing Tibetan writing (PI. CXXX), found on the north a n d north-west sides of the passage. These
proved clearly that the small shrine, if not actually of contemporary construction, must in a n y case
have remained accessible during the period (eighth-ninth century A. D.) when the Tibetan fort M. I
was o ~ c u p i e d ? ~T h e fact that the style of the Stiipa mouldings distinctly differs from that observed
in the case of the StBpas of M. 111 a n d M. v I e seems also to indicate a later origin. T h e other
objects found here and described in the List below comprise a specimen of gilt stucco, M. xrv. 01,
evidently from some Buddhist image ; l 7 a turned wooden box, M. XIV. 02-3, with traces of lacquer
ornamentation (PI. XXI) ; several fragments of relief carvings in wood, M. x ~ v 04-10
.
(PI. XXI),
which one, M. x ~ v 09,
. shows the familiar ornament of the four-petalled G a n d h l r a flower. T h e
I:actthat a layer of reed-straw and sheep-dung was found embedded in the debris a t a level of about
hvefeet above the floor shows that this small ruin, too, like the remains near M.11 a n d elsewhere,
had at some later time served a s a herdsman's shelter.
Another mound, M , XIII, reported to me b y one of m y Loplik diggers, was found amidst
talnarisk-cones, both living a n d dead, about I ) mile to the north-east of M. xlv. I t proved to be
the ruin of a P'ao-trai-like tower (Fig. ~ z o ) ,closely corresponding in type to the tower M. xrr
'kited by me in 1907, some two-thirds of a mile to the south.1° I t measured about 17 feet square
at the base and rose to about 16 feet above the original ground level, which wind-erosion had here
lowered by about 8 feet. Tlic sun-dried bricks measured on the average 18" x 10" ~ 4 ; " . T h e
"

Sfrindia, i. pp. 533 scl For s pliotograph oI the
Smnll n i n M. lx, situated on a typical erosion terrace, see
" 7 ; for one oI the large Stfipa base M. rv, see
".OW
'"g. 116. Plans of both are shown in PI. g.
l6 (If. Serindia, i. p. 474.
Is Set. ibid., iii. 11
' . 32.

17 11 larger stucco fragment, wit11 its straw core, certainly
from a statue, but unrecognizable as to its character, is
shown by the photograph, Fig. 118,in the foreground.
'
8 Cf. Sevindia, i. pp. jgo sq., 536.
ID See ibid., i. p. 537.
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top of a tamarisk-cone close by afforded a distant view of a n extensive belt of tamarisk-cones to
the north and east a n d of a glittering line of sh6r far away on the horizon where the terminal
marshes of the dying T i r i m spread their salt wastes. I t was a n inexpressibly sad landscape,
befitting this Ultdma Thule of inhabited ground in the south of the L o p basin.
More interesting than this old watch-tower, but also far more puzzling, was the ruin M. xv, to
which I was guided by NiHz, one of the Lopliks of M i r l n , on January 18th. I t lay about a
to the north-east of M. V, amidst low tamarisk-cones a n d not far from the eastern edge of the
belt of vegetation,'' a n d presented itself a s a shapeless mound of sun-dried bricks mixed with hard
lumps of clay (Fig. I 19). Nowhere on the exposed slopes did first inspection show brickwork in
proper horizontal alignment, nor was a n y found in the subsequent clearing, which took the best
part of two days. T h e height of the mound was about 15 feet, a n d the masses of fallen masonry
composing it proved closely compacted throughout.
T h e first indication of a structural feature was secured when, a t the eastern foot of the mound,
we came upon a short segment of what obviously was the inner face of a circular wall. T h e surviving
portion rose nowhere to more than two feet, a n d of the colours with which its surface had been
painted there remained but faint traces. T h e original thickness of this wall, which I first took to
have enclosed a circular passage, could not be determined either here or on the north-west, where
I subsequently traced some scanty remains of its inner surface to a height of only 6-10 inches above
the floor. B u t from the relative position of these two wall segments the diameter of the enclosed
area could be roughly calculated a s 19 feet 8 inches. T h a t this circular wall had not formed the
enclosure of a Stfipa, like those of M. r r r a n d M . v, but belonged to a round chapel or VihZra
sheltering large Buddhist images in stucco, became clear a s the removal of the hard masses of
debris proceeded. No trace was found of a Stfipa base, such a s would certainly have survived the
collapse of the enclosing wall a n d of the dome that once spanned the rotunda. But instead there
came to light a series of stucco heads embedded in the debris a n d attesting the former existence
of images which the masonry from wall a n d vaulting had co~npletelycrushed in its fall.
T h u s from the south-west portion of the interior there were recovered the two heads, M. xv.
014, o r 7 (PI. XX), probably of Buddhisattvas, both well modelled a n d retaining in part the colouring of the faces, notwithstanding the very friable condition of their plaster. O n that side, too, was
found tlie life-size head, M. xv. o r 5 (PI. XIX),interesting on account of the unusual treatment of
the eyes a n d the peculiar arrangement of the hair in heavy tresses festooned over the forehead.
T h e two Buddha heads in relief, M . xv. 018, 019, somewhat over life-size, were found in the western
portion of the mound, about three feet above the floor level, and near them the fragmentary
grotesque head of a demon, M. xv. 013 (PI. XX). T h e right half of the leg and body of a colossal
seated B u d d h a was found close by, but broke when the heavy brickwork in which it was embedded
was being removed. T h e treatment of the drapery of this torso closely resembled that seen in the
colossal seated Buddhas, of which portions were discovered a t M. 1 1 . ~ O
~ n the east the head of
a colossal Buddha, badly broken, lay face downwards, so firmly wedged amidst the debris that it
could not be removed except after complete demolition. T h e same was the case with the knees
of a seated Buddha discovered in the very centre of the mound a n d a t a height of some four feet
above tlie floor.
the
\Ve searched in \rain amidst the amorphous lnasscs of brick and clay Tor indications
original position of the images to which these fragments had belonged T h a t a n y remains at
of stucco sculptures should have escaped complete destruction must, in fact, seem surprising From
the condition in which the fallen masonry was found there could be little doubt that the enclosing
*O

see Serindia, iii. PI. 29.

See ibid., i . p. 488, Figs.
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wall of the rotunda, together with the dome it had carried, must have collapsed inwardly. Besides
bricks approximating in size to those used in M. 111-v, there were found larger ones of oblong shape,
up to 2 feet in length, and flat slabs of sun-dried clay of remarkable hardness, some o f the latter
showing raised margins. I t occurred to m e a t the time that these large-sized bricks ant1 slabs may
have had their special use in the vaulting of the dome if the latter was constructed on the principle
of corbelled horizontal courses. B u t a span of 19 or 20 feet, such a s the ground-plan of t h e rotunda
would lead us to assume, exceeds the maximum measurement attained b y this early method of
\.aulting, as known to me from extant examples in India.ea I t only remains to a d d that the
fragments of human bones, M. XV. 01-12, which were found near the east foot o f t h e ruined mound,
probably had their origin in some sepulchral deposits, such a s were repeatedly found by m e a t the
shrines of the ' Ming-oi ' site near S h 6 r c h ~ k . ~ ~
The fragments of stucco sculpture above detailed and more fully described in the List below
were the only relics of direct archaeological interest that the complete clearing of the ruined shrine
yielded. Considering the very conservative character of Buddhist sculptural a r t a s practised in
the THrim basin, no conclusive chronological argument can b e drawn from them. T h e r e is nothing
in their style a priori to preclude the conjectural attribution of the shrine to the same period a s
that which a variety of indications have led m e to assume for the ruined VihHra of M. I r explored
in 1907, viz. the fifth century.24 A somewhat later date m a y however also b e considered as possible.
Judging from the evidence afforded b y the ruined shrine M. X I V a n d its Tibetan records, a s
well as on general topographical grounds, I a m inclined to believe that the area lying north of the
bare gravel Sai on which stand the ruins explored in 1907 continued to be occupied longer than
the latter. T h e abundance of tamarisk growth both on cones a n d on flat ground shows that this
area is still reached b y subsoil water, a n d this again explains the almost complete absence of winderosion to which otherwise the soft loess soil would readily lend itself. I t appears probable that
other vestiges of antiquity lie hidden anlidst this conlusing scrubby waste. B u t the Lopliks were
unable-or unwilling-to show a n y more, in spite of generous rewards offered, a n d the manifold
and urgent tasks that kept all of us fully occupied during our stay a t MirHn prevented a close a n d
thorough search.
S i r n u l t a n e o ~ s lwith
~ the archaeological labours described, I had to push on reparations for
the explorations which I intended our several parties to carry out in the waterless desert north a n d
north-east of the present terminal marshes of the THrim. T h e scanty resources a n d evasive cunning
of the MirHn Lopliks rendered it clifficult enough to make u p the deficiencies of supplies a n d
transport with which I had been obliged to leave Charkhlik. Everything connected with the proposed explorations depended on the strength of m y transport column. Yet two weakly camels
were all I had been able to a d d to it a t MirHn, while the ten hired animals brought from Keriya
were manifestly unfit for prolonged work in the desert, and their owners, frightened by the prospect,
were constantly clamouring for discharge a n d threatening to desert.
But apart from these cares I had another source of serious anxiety during these days. Within
a week of my arrival a t Mirgn I received a letter from Sir George Macartney bringing g r a v e news.
From the head-quarters of the provincial Government a t Urumchi a n edict had issued ordering
all district authorities to prevent us from carrying out a n y surveying work, a n d in case of a n y
to continue our explorations to arrest a n d send us under escort to K l s h g a r ' for punishment
under treaty '. There is no need to discuss the probable motives of this intended obstruction, o r
far the alleged regillations by the General Staff of the Chinese Republic quoted in explanation
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could really be held to apply to exploratory work such a s ours. T h e illtercession of H . B . ~ , , ~
Minister a t Peking had immediately been invoked from KHshgar b y m y e ~ e r - ~ ~ t ~ h ffriend
,,]
in a telegram sent over the Russian system r i a Irkeshtam. B u t it would be months before help
from the distant capital could make itself felt. I n the meantime I was faced by the prospect
having to contend, if not with a n attempt a t forcible interference, a t a n y rate with Chinese passive
obstruction easy enough to a p p l y in m y circumstances. I realized clearly how dangerous
obstruction would certainly be to m y plans, particularly in view of the very limited period during
which the cold of the winter renders work in the waterless desert possible.
A COPY of the edict arrived shortly after via Charkhlik from the T u n g a n Amban of ~
~
~
~
I had previously requested this official to furnish m e with a Mongol interpreter in view of the
explorations in the Etsin-go1 region which I contemplated for the ensuing spring. Needless to
s a y that a n excuse for declining m y request was conveniently provided b y the enclosure. I could
gauge the import of the edict a n d the vigour of its expression when I saw the sallow face of Li
S s i l - ~ e h ,m y shrivelled Chinese Secretary-a poor substitute, alas l for ever zealous and plucky
Chiang Ssil-yeh-turning a livid grey a s h e read through the document a n d explained it. Fortunately, ever taciturn a n d morose a s he was, h e could be trusted anyhow to keep the depressing
information to himself.
E v e n i n g after evening a s I came back from the day's work a t the site I looked anxiously among
the indolent Lopliks a t the hamlet for the first signs of the passive resistance to my plans which
their natural lethargic temperament would have made it so easy to practise. Yet the expected
prohibition from Charkhlik never came. T h a t I owed this lucky escape to the opportune 'revolutionary' outbreak became clear to m e only later. I t had disposed of the original district magistrate
whose report on L I I Singh's surveys a s ' secret operations ' had first supplied head-quarters with
a pretext for their obstructive step, removing him before he could take a n y action. His bandit
successor, who had found the orders when h e installed himself a t the Ya-men a n d who, given time,
might well have tried to curry favour a t provincial head-quarters b y showing zeal for their execution,
h a d more urgent a n d profitable business to attend to before h e was himself killed. Subsequently
the military commandants, in strict compliance with Chinese official convention, had carefully
abstained from looking into civil affairs a n d kept all official papers sealed u p a t the Ya-mCn, until
the new A m b a n should arrive from Urumchi. H e did actually reach Charkhlik while I was still
a t MirHn, but could not get access to the Ya-mCn papers until he had formally taken charge of the
seal of office. T h i s the chief of the small force, a genial old warrior, whom I had met on his passage
through Charkhlik, had for safety's sake taken along with him when, after attending to the execution
of the last captured rebels, h e had rapidly moved on towards Charchan ; and thither, accordinglyl
the new hsien-kmn had himself been obliged to proceed.
These latter circumstances, but imperfectly known to me a t the time, had averted the direct
obstruction I had such good reason to fear. R u t they also explain why the repeated and urgent
appeals I addressed to Charkhlik for the indispensable camels remained utterly without effect.
By great good fortune, help came a t this juncture from a quarter whence I had the least reason
to hope for it. T h e very d a y when Sir George Macartney's alarming message reached Mirln*
there arrived by the desert track from T u n - h u a n g ShEr 'Ali K h l n , the enterprising trader from
Bajaor on the Indian North-west Frontier, whom I had met in 1907 a t Tun-huang and whose
readiness to convey to KHshgar a mail for E u r o p e had then been a welcome help to me.'' Once
again this hardy a n d intelligent P a t h l n (Fig. I I I ) was on one of his biennial journeys from distant
Ssfi-ch'iian to YHrkand with a caravan of aver forty camels carrying chiefly tea. MY relief at
See Desert Calkay, ii. p. 68.
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his ollportune appearance was all the greater for the disquieting news I had just received. A s
soon as he realized the seriousness of the transport problem before me, he offeretl to let a dozen o f
the
he hat1 hirctl from 'run-hitang for Khotatl be exchanged for the Cllarkhlik animals
,,.hose owners were clamouring to return. I n addition he readily agreed to come back I~imselffrom
Charkhlik, where his caravan was to halt, in order to take charge on animals of his own of the
loads of antiques I was anxious to dispatch safely to K l s h g a r before setting out for our desert
T h u s was solved the question of trarrsporting our heavy baggage and stores to T u n huang, as well as the fodder supply which our fourteen ponies would need on that long journey.
But great difficulties still remained. I had assigned to L l 1 Singh, who in spite of the hardships GISinghls
already undergone was eager to be a s soon a s possible a t work again, the task of carrying out a n Iiurukexact survey of the ancient river-bed, the ' K u r u k - d a r y l ' a n d its branches, by which the waters ,I,,,...,,
of the Konche-daryH once reached the area, now a n absolute desert, south of the K u r u k - t l g h
foot-hills. ~ h r o u g hthis had passed the earliest Chinese route into the T l r i m basin, a s marked by
the ruins of the L ~ U - l a nSite. he latter, first discovered b y D r . Hedin in 1900 a n d explored b y me
in 1906,was to be our rendezvous. I t was impossible to spare a n y of our own camels for LHI Singh's
trying journey, nor a n y of the hired animals I had managed to collect, even if the owners of these
could have been trusted to face such a n expedition. I was therefore obliged to let him start on
January 23rd with hired ponies, a n d proceed northward b y the THrim to Tikenlik ; I hoped that
he would there be able to pick u p the camels I had bespoken four months before from K l s h g a r ,
having asked Abdur-rahim, the hardy hunter from Tikenlik a n d LHI Singh's old guide in the
Kuruk-tlgh, to hold them ready. No assurance had ever reached me that Abdur-rahim had
received my instructions, nor was I even sure a s to his whereabouts, to say nothing of the worrying
doubt whether official obstruction from Urumchi might not defeat the arrangement.
As regards Surveyor Muhammad YHqfib KhHn, the question of his useful employment during Survey task
our explorations in the L o p Desert was con~plicatednot merely by difficulties of transport but
also by other considerations. I had originally planned that h e should carry a survey round the ya&.
easternmost limits of the present marshes of the Kara-koshun, where the salt wastes of the ancient
but now dried-up Lop Sea adjoin the ' Lop-nbr ' of the maps, a n d thence explore the north-east
shores of the former to about the latitude of the Lou-Ian Site, where he would have rejoined me.
This programme, which presented considerable geographical interest, had, to m y great regret,
to be abandoned. O n the one hand it was found impossible to provide Muhammad YHqfib's
little party with enough camels to carry sufficient ice for a t least three weeks' work in a n unexplored
and n,aterless desert. O n the other hand experience during our journey had convinced m e that
the Surveyor, however willing a n d bra\:e b y nature, could not be employed on a n independent
task of this kind without serious risk to his own a n d his ~ a r t y ' ssafety. S o I decided instead to
send him with five catnels by the desert track leading along the southern shore of the great saltencrusted sea basin to a point near I<um-kuduk ( M a p No. 32. D. 4) where on m y previous journey
we had approximately located the easternmost extension of the ancient L o p Sea. Thence he was
'0 carry a line of exact levelling towards the termination of the Su-lo-ho drainage with a view to
determining the geographical relation of the latter to the terminal basin of the T l r i m more definitely
than had previously been possible.
Among the tasks I had planned as I ~ Own
Y
the chief were the exca\.ation of a n y ancient remains Programme
that the intended exploration of the dried-up delta of the ' K u r u k - d a r y l ' might reveal, a n d the
Search for, and exact determination of, the ancient Chinese route once leading frotn the LOU-Ian tions.
Site eastwards to the terminal point of the old border wall west of T u n - h u a n g . I n order to assure
time for the latter rather hazardous task a n d for the survey of the unexplored northern
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and north-eastern portions of the great salt-encrusted sea-bed, which I had reason to assume that
ancient route must have passed through or skirted, it was essential to effect excavations rapidly,
and therefore to take along as many labourers as I could possibly manage to keep supplied with
water.
ArrangeT h e thirty camels I had succeeded in collecting were by no means too many for the large
ments for
amount
of stores and baggage to be carried. We had to take sufficient ice to assure minimum
transport
in ~ o p allowances of water for thirty-five people for a t least one month, and food supplies for one month
Desert.
for all, and for an additional month for my own people ; in addition' to this there was the outfit
of furs, felts, &c., required to afford protection against the icy blasts of the wintry desert, and the
silver, photographic plates and other stores, which I could not risk to part with. Apart from 0""
own fine beasts, I had few camels likely to prove equal to prolonged exertions in an absolute desert,
offering neither food nor water. It was accordingly clear that the loads of the others would have
to be kept light, and that the labourers would have to help to carry the remaining baggage. I t
goes without saying that everybody was expected to walk.
I t was a great relief when, on January 3ISt, all that was needed for the move was safely
collected. O n the same day the safe packing of the recovered mural paintings was completed
and their convoy was ready to start for the long journey westwards (Fig. 127). But what cheered
me most was the prospect of soon reaching that forbidding waterless desert where I should feel
myself completely protected from any risk of human interference, and where fascinating ~roblems,
both antiquarian and geographical, held out the promise of ample reward for such difficulties
and risks as nature might place in my way.
LIST O F O B J E n S FOUND OR EXCAVATED AT RUINS O F MIRAN SITE

116.

01-9. Nlne frs. of p o t t e r y ; coarse red unglazed. o r and 05 of red clay, burnt black, full oI white
grit ; oz covered with thin slip. All sand-eroded. Average
thickness f " , gr. fr. 3t" x 3fn, smallest z" x IT.
116. IV. Or-a. T w o l o n g oviform g l a s s p e n d a n t s (found
embedded in masonry) ; opaque, solid, cobalt tinted,
Sides ribbed vertically. Ball-shnped heads, drilled for
thread, broken. General form recalls the Creek oviform
miniature vases of gold used as pendants on necklets.
Colouring matter prob. copper oxide. Surface oxydized
to pale turquoise tint. Exposed parts abraded and
colourless. For similar pendant, see Ser. iv. PI. XXIX,
N. XXIX. ooj. Length (or) I&", (02) I:,-", gr. diam. f'.
PI. XXIV.
XU-VI.

I.V. 01. W o o d e n b o s s in form of truncated cone, with
slightly raised centre on upper surface. Pierced through
axis with iron pin. May have been lotus-pedestal, or
(reversed) attachment for pendant. For similar bosses
from same ruin, see Scr. i. p. 546, M. r. oog-ro ; iv.
PI. XLVII, hl. v. 006. Diam. of base 4", of top zV, of
raised centre ~ t "
11.,11". PI. xxvlr.

I.u v .

S t u c c o reliefir., rounded, prc~b,lrom Buddha
fig. Surface gilded, but sand-encrusted. hIud backing.
st' x 3t' x (gr. thickness) 14".
M. XN. 01-3. T w o e d w o o d e n b o x , with lid (box 02,
lid 03). Plain, circular ; lid slightly conical ; top edge
of bax rebated t o take lid, closely fitting. Remains
01.

01 black lacquer over sides and lid, with pattern in yellow
and grey now hardly distinguishable.
Pattern on lid seems t o consist of six-pointed star or
flower radiating from apex, each point ending in palmette
wit11 central semi-oviform pistil. Between points, and also
radiating from apex, six oblong labels in yell^\^ outline,
barred transversely with the same colour, and reach in^
Ila11-\vay down sides of cone. On sides of box, top and
I)ottom, thin nnnular lines in white and blnrk, with festoon
0 ) band between. Part of side, and of lid, lost. Dim.
4", gr. 11. 2". PI. X S I .
x,y. 04-6. Three frs. of wooden
oblong, slightly convex laterally; broken at lower ends;
upper ends (of 05, 06) intact, rounded. Curved in form
of round-headed five-leaved plume or palmette, llavin6
half-elliptical centre and bound below by two transverse
hands, with band of nail-head orn. between. 06 covered
with remains of white priming and pink paint ; 0 4 broken
off short above bands. Backs of all worm-eaten. Length
(05 and 06) 3', width z", thickness c. f". PI. XXI.

M. xrv. 07-9.

T h r e e frs. of w o o d e n relief carving;
band, slightly
warped
piece along one long cdge; other
long edge broken ; 08 prob. lrom return, uncarved.
Pattern of carved face : a simple sq. meander made
of line of nail-head om. between two plain mouldingr~
with large sq, four-petalltrl roscttcs filling holl@ws. Remains
o7 and 09 (joining) show part

~ e c iil]
.
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&te
on lace. Rotted behind. Length 7)',
cyes, the inner angles of which incline inwards and downwards ; eyebrows well separated. Nostrils very narrow.
\\.idtll,in,
return (broken off) gr. m. &".PI. xXI.
Mouth small, sharply modelled, and with corners rather
ole. Fr. of wooden relief carving, prob.
Face
lower part, and under chin
Consists chiefly
belongingto same object as M. x ~ v 07-9.
.
full. Hair in heavy tresses, curtained over forehead, and
of plain
edge,
fr. only of carved face showing
wit11 thrce tresses looping down each side ; ears covered.
within plain curved
bit of curved band of nail-head
Oms.
Part of neck preserved, but broken awaynIoulding, Priming in front ; rotted behind, as preceding.
Broken
and very brittle. Chin to crown St", length with
Length t ) " ,width $", return &'.
Ir. of neck I*, gr. width 74'. PI. XIX.
M.xv. 01-12. Twelve frs. of human bone. or,complete,
M.
XV. 016. Stucco relief fr., of arm with armlet. The
03,
prob.
head
of
radius,
prob, tarsal, I 1" x
x 8" ;
gr. diam, 8". ~
~
~ lrs, ~of shafts
i
of
~
d latter
~ consists
~
, of raised band studded with projecting
round jewels, and below this a larger round rosette with
long bones ;
joining 012, and 06 joining og, L~~~~~
very thick and of fine texture, with clean-cut section a t
fine curved guttae, points outward whirlkg round central
boss and pearl inside curve of each ytta. Two pearls
one edge. Gr. lengtll(or0) 3)$".
lost. zf" x zl". PI. XXI.
M. xv. 013. Fr. of stucco relief head, of demon. Full
M. XV.017. Stucco rellef head, probably of Bodhisattva,
eye, fiat nose ; tvrinkled, wide grinning mouth
life size. Treatment similar to M. xv. 014, but ears, top,
strongly marked curved wrinkles a t corner ; projecting
and back of head with whole of hair missing. Brow
upper lip, and remains of teeth displayed. Above brow,
cro\srned with MukuLa composed of sq. jewels, each made
and ,,,hole of L, side broken away, F~~~painted
pink, eye
lip red. &faterial, ,-lay ; very friable.
of four petals round circular centre. Two of these are
present, separated by about I" space which is furnished by
11. 5?', gr. width 4f" (incomplete). PI. XX.
two leaf-shaped jewels upward inclined.
M. xv. 014. Stucco relief head ; probably of BodhiFace painted flesh colour, with contours red ; eyebrows,
sattva, somewhat undcr life-size. Long and narrow Pace
thin moustache, and iris of eyes black ; lips vivid vermilion.
with small nose and mouth, and large elongated, dreamy
Double chin shown by groove. Surface very friable.
eyes. Hair loosely coiled above head, and falling in waving
H,
gr. width c. 5e, gr,
c. 4,,.
XX.
curtain down temples and over tops of ears to back, with
M. XV.018. Fr. of stucco rellef head of Buddha, rather
small curl in front of ear. Double chin.
more than life-size. Chin, ears, and whole top of head
Modelling very crisp and stylistic. ~~~b~~~~~sharply
gone. Eyebrows sloping well u p from Tilaka mark.
defined in modelling and arched in semicircular curve.
Eyes elongated and nearly closed. Mouth rather ~ r o j e c t Orbicular line marking sllarply upper and lower limits
ing, and smiling. Traces of red and pale flesh colour, but
of eyelids. lying of nose sl~arplydefined ; lips benutifully
formed.
surface muchdestroyed. Friable. H. 6fU,gr. width 6t".
Deep dcprcssio~is a t angles 01 mouth and nostrils.
M aXV. 019. Stucco relief head of Buddha similar t o
R. car broken a t lobe ; L. rar and side of head missill;: ;
&I. xv. 018, but top of head remains, with hair done in
neck and surface of R. cheek broken away. \\:bite or
semicircular rows of crescent-shaped curls behind whorl
pale pink was11 over face. Very friable clay. 11. (chin
of curls over forehead. Hair blue. All below upper lip
to root of hair) 5", 11. of whole Sf", width across temples
gone. H. (incomplete) 8', gr. width 6") gr. relief c. 44".
c. 4', g.relief sf'. PI. xx.
M. XV. 090. Fr. of stucco relief head, of old man.
xv. 0x5. Stucco relief head, almost in the round ;
Heavy wrinkles across forehead ; half-closed eyes. Nose
probably Bodhisattva life-size. Finely nod el led, ant1
and all lower part of face broken away. Colour, pink with
akin in s l ~ l cto the preceding. Vigorous treatnient of
contours and black cycbrows. Very friable. 5 f n x 7..
of
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Departure
lrom

O N the ~ n o r n i n gof February 1st 1 was a t last able to start m y large column on its way nortlleastward. T o m y great relief freedom a n d time to execute m y plans now seemed assuretl. The
easy-going indolent Lopliks of MirHn were also, no doubt, relieved a t our departure. But their
broad honest faces reflected only kindness when they wished us farewell with the customary shouts
of I'*oZ 6oZszdn (' M a y there b e a way I).
All baggage that could possibly be spared was left behind in charge of two of my men, and
with it also L i Ssil-yell, whose weakly constitution made it impossible for him to face the hardships
of desert exploration. L\ll~ilea t MirHn, I h a d offered him his discharge with a liberal allowance
for his return journey to the flesh-pots of K l s h g a r ; but h e would not accept it, nuri sacrafanes
being, I fear, the prevailing motive. T h e task of conveying him safely along the desert track to
T u n - h u a n g still remained, a n d subsequently fell to the faithful I b r l h i m Beg, much to his chagrin.
\\'hen sent back for this purpose from the Lou-Ian Site, h e gravely asked for instructions as to
what h e should d o with Li Ssil-yeh's body if he died, a s seemed to him likely, on that troublesonle
journey.
Tokhta
M y immediate goal was a large ruined fort which T o k h t a Akhiin, m y old Loplik follower,
-'Ikhh':
reconnals- had first sighted from a distance in the spring of 1910, when h e returned to Abdal from the Lou-Ian
sance.
Site after guiding Mr. Tachibana, the young Japanese explorer, to that place. Pressed for time
a s the party were owing to want of water, they had not stopped to examine the remains. So as
soon a s I heard of it on m y arrival a t MirHn, I sent out T o k h t a Akhiin to ascertain the exact
position of the ruin a n d to bring me back information about its character. Tokhta Akhiin returned
from his search ha\-ing with the unfailing local sense of the hunter succeeded in finding the ruin
notwithstanding the very deceptive character of the wind-eroded desert around it. His description
of t h e site, supported by miscellaneous small objects, including two H a n coins, that he had picked
u p near the ruin, left no doubt about its antiquity, a n d the rough sketch with which he accompanied
his report showed clearly that it could best be explored from the route I had followed on my first
visit to the Lou-Ian Site. S o b y that route o u r fresh start was now made.
Jlarch along
O u r first march, b y the track already twice followed in 1906-7, brought US to Abdal on the
dying
TPrim ( M a p No. 30. B. I ) . T h e change, a s already briefly mentioned,' which had since come over
'Yiri~n.
the quondam ' capital of Lop-nor ' was indicated b y a row of brick-built houses all now com~letely
deserted but one, where T o k h t a Akhiin, the hunter, once again acting a s m y guide, offeredcomfortable shelter. Next morning we crossetl the terminal bed of the THrim, ~neasuring48 yards
a n d frozen hard a t the time. As Itre followed the well-marked track, leading a t first along the left
bank in the direction of Kum-chapgan, we came upon a reach where the river, still confined a
s
anti flowed with a current of 50 yards '4'
single bed, was clear of ice. I t was herc 45 ~ a r d wide
seconds. I t s depth, a s a t ;4bdal, was stated LO be very great. A n d yet the river was said have
such as the bed
completely dried u p during the receding summer, with the exception of deep
appears to contain a t this a n d other ~ o i n t s . Such a n event war not remembered to h a r e happened
Cf. above, p.

I 70.
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before. 1ts occurrence was believed by the Lopliks to have been caused b y the recent construction
, f a big lug/c or weir on the T l r i m above Tikenlik, intended to fill a large reservoir which was to
assure irrigation to a new area of cultivation a t that colony ( M a p No. 25. C. 3). O n the other hand

Tokhta AkhCn remembered a big summer flood about 1892, which reached the terminal course
[he Tzrim, when all the grazing grounds to the west of the chain of terminal lagoons known a s
Yangi-su and Kakmak-chash ( M a p No. 30. C. I ) were inundated a n d the sheet of flood water
extended for a day's journey beyond Chainlit-ko1.
Our observations on that d a y a n d on the follovving two marches clearly proved that the process
ofdryingup which I had noted when traversing this ground in December, 1906, had continued since.
I need not refer here in detail to the significance of this process, a s the general conclusions to be
Nor d o I propose to discuss here the
dra\vn from it have already been indicated in S ~ r i n d i a . ~
bearing which these alternating periods of extended inundation a n d drying-up, a s observed in
this marginal area of lagoons formed b y the drying TLrim, may have upon the question of the
shifting of the area of these terminal marsh beds as a whole. I n the present publication I must
be content with a record of physical facts actually observed a n d with the interpretation of them
only to the extent that they affect questions of direct topographical or antiquarian interest.'" T h e
examination of those facts in their wider geographical bearing would demand close analysis of the
observations made by others, especially Dr. Hedin, on the satne o r neighbouring ground, a n d the
study of ~ a r a l l e phenomena
l
over other parts of the globe. I t is a task that, in spite of its appeal
to lily interest in geographical ~ r o b l e m s ,I a m obliged for various reasons to leave to another
occasion or to more competent hands.
At the close of the first march from Abdal we passed our old camping place of 1906 near
&am-kh6ja-k6l (Map No. 30. c. I ) ; finding this depression now quite dry, we had to m o r e about
a mile and a half to the east in order to find a lagoon, the Uzun-kol, containing ice (Fig. 122),a
and here we took u p our water-supply. Thick slabs of solid fresh-tasting ice were cut overnight,
and packed in stout woollen bags, a n d nineteen of our camels were loaded with them in the morning.
The day's route leading to Chainut-kol lay for the most part from two to four miles east of that
followed in 1906, a s numerous depressions which then held swamps or open sheets of water were
now dry and could be crossed without trouble. All these depressions showed channels connecting
them with the Kakmak-chash line of lagoons eastwards, a n d these channels, a s 'Tokhta Akhiin
explained and AfrLz-gul's observation eleven months later confirmed, still received water each
spring, though the rolutne had greatly decreased.
The s h 6 ~or salt incrustation covering the bottom of these depressions was thin. M y attention
was therefore specially attracted, o n regaining our old route near C a m p r 19 of 1906, to a small
basin entirely covered with big cakes of hard salt, usually polygonal in shape a n d upheaved a t the
edges, exactly like those I had often noticed when marching along the south shore of the d r y bed
of,the ancient Lop Sea. According to T o k h t a AkhGn the peculiar formation of the salt-crust in
thlsand similar isolated basins was clue to water oozing out from the bottom of them when the lagoons
farther south are reached by flood water. I n view of the vast extent of the ground over which we
became subsequently only too familiar with this peculiar form of salt-crust in the great L o p depression~Tokhta Akhiin's observation may d e s e r w passing notice. T h e Chainut-kiil lagoon, which
We
that evening and which in D e c e ~ n l ~ c r1906,
,
still showed a large sheet of salty water,
See S n i ~ d i u i,. pp. 352 s,,.

" [The special map of the Lop I)eacrt pl.eparcd by me

"" the a l e ol

I : t50,ooo lor e\.t.ntual issue ,"ith tile present
'vill, I h p c , help to illustrate those [acts more clearly.]

J 'Tlrrougl~
a sliglrt crror of compilation Yap No. 30. c. r
slro~vstlic synibol lor our Camp L ~ X X V I I of
I ,914 in the same
place as Canip 118 01 1906. It ought to h shifted to the
point marked by the entry L'nu~r-kol.
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was now completely dry. But a deep hollow near its northern end, where we encamped and where
before we had found a pool with water drinkable for animals, still held ice tasting slightly brackish.
When in March, 1915, AfrHz-gul returned to the Chainut-kbl from the north, he saw its basin being
filled again by flood water running in numerous channels from the side of the Kakmak.,.hash
lagoons.
O n the exceptionally clear but bitterly cold morning of February 4th, standing on the summit
of a conspicuous tamarisk-cone near our camp, I could discern far away to the south the outermost
range of the Altin-tlgh and thus fix our position on the plane-table by some peaks to the west
of BHsh-kurghHn that LHI Singh had triangulated in the autumn. T h e dayJs marcIl, lying over
ground easy for the camels, was a long one and led straight to the north-east along a line which
was practically the same as that followed in 1906 between Camps 119 and 1 2 1 . The physical
features observed on this ground have been fully described by me in S c r i ~ d i apartly
, ~ from the notes
taken on my second passage. I may therefore restrict my remarks here to such changes as struck
me after the seven years' interval. They were mainly the result of the complete drying up of the
Yangi-kol depression which Dr. Hedin in 1900 and 1901 had seen occupied by an extensive system
of lagoons. In 1906 some low-lying portions of this area still retained numerous small lakes and
pools filled with salt water ; but now the beds of all these were found quite dry, except for boggy
patches here and there and a few small pools between the basins of Tokhta-Akh~n-ku-atkan-kBI
(a name given in honour of our hunter-guide) and the Juduk-kol (Map No. 30. c. I). Their water
was so briny that no ice would form on them.
Round the largest of all these dry basins farther north, the KurbHn-kullu-kol, I noticed a
regular fringe of tamarisk-cones almost all dead, marking a n old shore-line that had probably
been maintained for a long period. I n 1906 the interior of the basin was found quite bare of vegetation. But now prolonged dryness had allowed young tamarisks to take root round patches still
retaining subsoil moisture, and if these tamarisks survived they would in time grow to form a fresll
but much smaller ring of cones. Beyond this basin the route passed first among a belt of small
tamarisk-cones, all living ; then among rudimentary dunes and then on to ground showing, as
already described,G the effects of wind-erosion, but manifestly of comparatively recent date. Large
patches of the surface were found here still protected by closely matted stalks of dead reeds, all laid
flat in the pre\.ailing wind direction from E N E . to WSW. Wherever this covering had been blown
off, the bare clay below was cut up by shallow Y l r d a n g trenches all running with ~reciselythe
above bearing, as they do over the whole of this desert area. T h a t none of these trenches were cut
deeper than 3 to 4 feet sufficiently proves that wind-erosion on this ground, close to the northern
cdge of the THriln terminal basin as we know it, is not likely to have been a t work for more than
a few centuries.
Fully in keeping with this was the curious fact that in the midst of this desiccated ground now
exposed to wind-erosion there were patches of living reeds occupying small depressions. The most
probable explanation is that on the occurrence of exceptionally high floods in the THrim~water
penetrates into wind-eroded depressions of this transitional belt between the true marginal area
the T i r i m delta and the utterly barren desert to the north, once watered by the delta of the Kurukd a r y l . A similar explanation may account for the young tamarisks that we found here growing
like
abundantly on small cones, only 2 to 4 feet high, on level ground within what
wind-eroded basins without any trace of recent moisture. T h e fact that the direction of these
depressions containing living vegetation coincided roughly with the sW.-NE. bearing Of Our
route supports the above explanation of their origin and incidentally helped to facilitate our progress'

' Cf. Scrindra, i. pp. 3 j z sq.

See ibid., i. p. 3j3.
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Beyond a lake basin of some length ( M a p NO. 29. C. 4), which still retained evidence of recent
inundation in the form of small moist patches, we reached a strip of ground where beds of living
reeds and thorny scrub stretched for some distance below a line of high tamarisk-cones. 'Tokhta
~
k hadhpreviously
~
~ marked this spot a s the last where our camels could find some scanty grazing,
there we halted for the night, having covered some 18 miles on the march.
onthe morning of February 5th I ascended a tamarisk-cone, fully 40 feet high a n d still showing
live growth on the top, close to where our C a m p xc stood, a n d from it with the binocular I made
out, far away to the N N E . , t h e ruined fort, L.K., which T o k h t a A k h ~ npointed out a s t h e place
he had visited. T o the west there extended unbroken a n area of high dunes, the same, no doubt,
that I had crossed in January, 1907, o n m y march from the Lou-Ian Site to the TPrim. T o the north
there lay before me a n utterly desolate landscape of the type I remembered well around the ruins
of IAou-1an. T h e flat expanse of bare clay, cut u p b y wind-erosion, was only broken here a n d there
by a few scattered cones with dead tamarisks, a n d a t rare intervals b y strips of light drift-sand
where lines of dead Toghraks lay fallen in rows.
We passed the first of these rows of dead trees, clearly suggesting the vicinity of a n ancient
bed with running water, within half a mile of our camp. Here a salt-encrusted depression marked
the last living vegetation. Beyond it the ground became greatly eroded with YHrdangs big a n d
small, in the midst of which was a long winding depression holding near its centre a small salt
pool.8 It was manifestly a part of the last d r y lake-bed we had crossed in 1906 south of C a m p 121,
and the little pool was the last shrunk remnant of those which we had then found there.' F r o m
a dead tamarisk-cone near t h e northern end of this bed the ruined fort L . K . to the north now
became clearly visible a t a direct distance of only three miles, a n d to the WNW. of it another
smaller ruin the existence of which T o k h t a Akhiin had discovered on his recent reconnaissance.
More than a mile from the same point our route passed a curious wind-eroded hollow fully
25 feet deep, with its bottom moist a n d showing salt efflorescence. I t illustrated in a striking
manner how subsoil water from depressions farther south, to which a n exceptional flood from the
TLrim had extended, might percolate to ground that, owing to its total want of moisture, had for
many centuries been subject to wind-erosion. T h e observation was of interest a s showing that in
this area a belt of depressed ground, such a s Dr. Hedin's levelling had shown south of the Lou-Ian
Site, does not necessarily mark a n old lake-bed, but m a y be the result of long-continued winderosion.
We were still about two miles a n d a half from the ruin L.K., for which we wPre steering, when
relics of the stone age were first met with on the wind-eroded soil. T h e y were miscellaneous small
pieces of worked stone (L.K. 073-8, O I ~ O )and
,
were very soon followed b y abundant further
fragmentsof stone, together with remains of coarse pottery, all of the same type a s those found seven
Yearsearlier on our first march over eroded ground beyond C a m p I 2 1 . ~ A s the position of the latter
lies about three miles to the east of L.K., these finds afforded conclusive proof that the whole belt
ground here was occupied by man during some period or periods o l the stone age. T h e various
remains picked u p on our approach to the site of L . K . will be found briefly described
I n the List below (L.K. 085, 0111-12, 0117-20, 0127-30, 013j-54, 0 1 5 5 4 2 ) ~but have not yet
undergone expert examination a s to material a n d make, such a s Mr. Reginald Smith has bestowed

stone

"n h I a ~No. 29. c. 4 YBrdnng symbols ought to ha\re
sllown on both sides of route beyond the ' dry lake '
MY. of C. xC.
"
corrcrlion is needed also in the route leading
to
ruined fort L.K., which cliverged Iron) that lollowckl

in 1906 near the southern end oI the second 'dry lake'
shown in the map, and led straight on to it instead of mnkins
n curve.
7 See Seri~rdia,v. XIap S o . 60. C. 4.
See ibid., i, pp. 356 sq.
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on the stone finds of 1906 from the corresponding area.O I must therefore confine myself for the
present to pointing out that a p a r t from flakes a n d chips undoubtedly struck off by man but not
oifering evidence of having been utilized, they comprise cores (L.I<. 0x12, 0 1 ~ 7 clearly
)
proving
local manufacture of stone i~nplements; rough celts, like L . K . 0127-9, 0161-2, possibly palaeolithic ; two-edged ' knife-blades ', like L.I<. 0119-20, 0147, 0150, 0153, which survived fro,,,
~ a l a e o l i t h i cinto neolithic times ; a s well a s a t least one well-finished arrow-head (L.K. o r I I )
which is undoubtedly neolithic.
I n close vicinity to the place where we had come upon the first stone remains, there was picked
hfetal finds
near old
u
p
under
m y eyes a n excellently preserved Chinese coin of the Wzt-chzc type. I t alone would have
river-bed.
sufficed to prove the correctness of the conclusion I had already drawn in 1906 from the discovery
of a single bronze arrow-head of H a n type about four a n d a half miles from Camp rzr, that this
ground had been visited by man in the first centuries of our era.1° Farther on small fragments of
bronze a n d iron implements (L.K. 080-4, PI. XXIII, XXI\'), a s well a s of glass, afforded confirmatory evidence of traffic o r occupation in historical times. Within about a mile of the ruined
fort, we struck a broad well-defined bed marked b y rows of thick T o g h r a k trunks, all dead hut some
still standing upright, on both banks. I t was the bed that T o k h t a Akhiin had rightly recognized
a s a n ' ancient river ' a n d shown accordingly in the sketch he had brought back from his visit to
the site. T h e old river-bed could be clearly made out a s coming from the north-west and winding
a w a y from the point where we crossed it towards the east-south-east." O n the ground separating
it from the ruined fort pieces of broken pottery a n d of slag became more frequent than stone remains,
a n d with them were mingled small fragments of bronze a n d iron, a n d abundant pieces of glass.
Ruin of
T h e ground above which rose the fort w a s cut u p b y YHrdang trenches and in places scooped
ancient
out
into
deep hollows (Fig. 130). Notwithstanding the frightful havoc that the ramparts had in
lort, L.K.
most parts suffered, the ruins showed u p boldly. A s seen in the plan (PI. lo), the fort was built
in t h e form of a slightly irregular oblong with its corners roughly orientated towards the cardinal
points. I t s longer sides facing north-east a n d south-west measured approximately 620 feet and the
shorter ones about 330 feet. T h o u g h built very massively in the fashion to be ~ r e s e n t l ydescribed,
t h e circumvallation had been badly breached b y wind-erosion, a s is well seen in the ~ a n o r a m i cview
(Fig. 133) of the interior taken from near the north corner. Owing, perhaps, to the accumulation
of drift-sand heaped u p b y the prevailing winds, longer wall portions had survived on the northwestern a n d north-eastern sides than elsewhere. But even there the corners had suffered badly,
a n d had been almost completely eroded to the west a n d south.
Effects ol
T h e sun-iving sections of the south-west face, being for the most part clear of drift-sand On
windthe
insicle,
showed better than the other faces the manner in which the circumvallation was conerosion
structed.
Though
the materials used were rough, the construction of the ramparts was remarkably
on in.
solid, a n d this alone explains how they could withstand the continuous onsets of that most destructive
of forces in this region, wind-erosion. I t s power on this ground was demonstrated by the depth*
Where the elevated position of our fixing or other laciliCf. K. A. Smith, ' Thr Stone Age in Chinese Turkestan ',
in Ma,r,xi. pp. 81 sqq. [But see now liis remarks in App. N.]
lo Cf. Desnt Cathay, i. p. 366 ; Serindia, i. p. 358.
lIcre as in other parts ol tlie wind-eroded desert south
of the latitude of the Lou-Ian Site thc Map No. 29 indicates
the position and bearing of nncient beds 01 tlle Kuruk-daryi
delta merely by rows 01 the symbols marking the ri\.erine
strips of Toghrak jungle. The lines of dead trees could
ordinarily I r discerned with certainty lor greater distances
than the actual bed and were entered by me accordingly
on the plane-table a t the time with their exact bearings,

"

ties 01 the ground permitted the actual depression of the
a
bed to be Iollowed clearly by thc eye lor some
tc,ntinuous or broken line in black has been added on the map'
The indication of ancient river-lxds north 01 'he Lou-1nn
Site lias Iwen taken as marked in the origin81 plane-lable
sheet prepared by R. B. E l Sin~ll,\vho, as a survey0r
long and varied rsperiencr and wllolly unconcerned in
pengraphicnl proble~nsof a quasi-an~iquarianbearin&
be trusted lo record only what struck him a t the time as
plain topographical lacts.
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THE R U I N E D FORT O F L.K.
? 5 feet below the original level, to which it hat1 scooped out portions of the intarior of the fort,
and by the hollo~vserocled to nearly the same depth outside the n-alls. T h e constructive methods
,lSed were clearly intender1 to guard against wind-erosion, and suggest intelligent adaptation of
those I hati first met with in the ancient border wall west of Tun-liuang. T l ~ ephotograph of the
southern portion of the south-west face reprotluced in Fig. 1 2 9 , together with the sectional sketch
in PI. 10, will help to illustrate them.
The wall was built throughout of alternating thick layers of clay a n d of Toghrak trunks and Construcbranches laid crosswise to the direction of its line. These layers successively diminished in width walls. fort
as they rose higher and higher, thus giving the wall a pronounced slope inward both within a n d
without, and greatly
increasing its stability. T h e lowest layer, forming a kind of foundation, consisted of big Toghrak pieces placed probably on the original ground level ; this had a total width
of 32 feet. In Fig. 1 2 9 the inner edge of this layer is marked b y the figure of T o k h t a Akhiin
standing on it. T h e original thickness of this foundation layer could not be exactly determined,
but was probably under 2 feet. T h e layer of clay resting upon it was fully 5 feet thick. T h i s clay
consisted not of regular pis/ a s in the case of the Limes wall, but of large irregular lumps of hard
clay such as could easily have been quarried on the surface from ground along the river-bed subject
to temporary flooding, or from the banks of depressions left d r y after inundation. These lumps
had no doubt been compacted by means of wet mud stamped over a n d between them.
Next followed a layer of Toghrak stems a n d branches 2 2 feet wide with a thickness of 13 feet. Useof
In the case of this ' fascine layer ', to use a convenient expression borrowed from m y description
of the Tun-huana
- Limes and of the next two above, I noted that in order to assure a more uniform wall.
level, and hence greater firmness, a bedding of tamarisk brushwood had been placed on the top of
the clay lumps and below the pieces of T o g h r a k timber. T h e next layer of clay had a height
of 43 feet and was protected by a layer of timber 1 5 feet wide a n d fully 2 feet in thickness. Above
it rested clay to a height of 4 feet, carrying on its top a layer of T o g h r a k wood about 1 0 feet wide.
The thickness of this last timber a n d brushwood layer could not be exactly measured owing to
decay from exposure, but probably exceeded 2 feet. T h e wall everywhere higher u p h a d suffered
too much by erosion to permit of measurement. B u t there can be little doubt that the last ' fascine
layer ' had in turn been co\.ered by clay a n d had, perhaps, also carried some kind of parapet. I t
is probable also that the slopes of the wall had originally tl~roughoutbeen coated with clay. B u t
erosion had carried this off, a s well a s the outer portions of the clay layers wherever exposed, with
the result that, as the photographs in Figs. 1 2 9 , 1 3 3 , clearly show, the intervening ' fascine layers'
were left overhanging.
The sectional sketch in PI. 10 shows that the wall in its original state must have risen to over Dimensions
2 1 feet. It also makes it clear that while the width of the successive ' fascine layers ' diminishes
rlny and
upwards in the approximate proportion of 2 to ;, their thickness distinctly increases a s they approach fascincs.
the top. It is the reverse with the layers of clay, which starting with 5 feet a t the bottom a r e r e d ~ ~ r e d
srlccessively to 4& and 4 feet higher up. I t seems likely that the object was to prevent top-heaviness and the consequent risk of sliding. With the same object the whole of the wall was reinforced
'IY a heavy timber framework, of which the upright posts arranged in pairs could be traced along
the NW., NE. ant1 SE. faces wherever preser\recl and clear of sand.'= T h e distance between the
'"side and outside posts of e a c l ~pair was about I 5 feet, which suggests that their top reached to the
third fascine layer from the bottonl. I t is probable that these posts were joined a n d held in position
cross-beams passing through the clay o r fascine layers; but I was unable to ascertain the system

:gz,,

\shirh shows the bags containing our
""'ofIn Fig.I)~infiunloatled
and stackctl under the north
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corner of the circum\.allation, some of these posts are seen
on thr left cmergina along the outside foot o f the \\.all.
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of construction exactly, as time could not be spared to make a regular cutting t~lroug~l
the massive
rampart.
Materials
T h e materials and method ernployed in the construction of the fort
are clearly of antiused in
quarian interest. T h e method, even in the absence of any other proof, would suffice to make it
wall construction. highly roba able that the erection of the fort took place at a period when the influenceof chinese
engineering practice prevailed in the Lop region. From the materials used it may be concluded
with certainty that there stood in the close vicinity of the site an extensive jungle belt, containing
wild poplars big and small, such as is to be seen to-day by the side of every river-bed in the l-zrirn
basin that contains running water and does not immediately adjoin a terminal basin holding
salt or brackish water?s T h e neighbourhood of the ancient dried-up river-bed that we passed
south of the fort fully accords with this belief, and so also does the use made in the constructionof
the wall of clay lumps such as could mos't easily be obtained from ground kept moist by periodical
inundation. T h e abundance of Toghrak timber in the immediate vicinity of this fort may explain
the fact that its walls were far more solidly constructed than those of the c i r c ~ ~ \ , ~ of
l l the
~ti~~
ruined station L.A. explored in I ~ o G ,and have consequently survived in far better condition.
However that may be, it is noteworthy that the corners of the walled enclosures of both I,.K. and
L.A. are orientated towards the cardinal points.
ConstrurAnother indication of antiquarian interest was furnished by the gateway, which was found
ion of
to
pass
through the north-eastern face of the circumvallation a t a point about a hundred feet from
ancient
the eastern corner. T h e top of the gateway, together with that of the adjoining portions of the wall,
gateway.
had been destroyed by erosion ; but from what had survived of the timber framework, the plan
and arrangement of the gate could be restored with ease (see PI. 10). The sides of the gate were
revetted by means of nine posts on each side, set in two massive foundation beams still in silu and
each measuring 2 2 feet. A cross-beam, also still in position, joined these two towards the entrance
and showed that the width of the passage had been slightly over 10 feet. Of the side posts, seven
still stood upright on the north side, and the dowels a t the top of one or two that retained their
original lengths showed that the gate passage had a height of ro feet. The gate was closed towards
the outer end of the passage by a massive wooden door of two leaves, each 5 feet wide. One of
these was lying on the ground, practically intact, with its boards, .3 inches thick, secured by stout
cross-joints. T h e cross-beam previously mentioned showed the sockets that once held the door
jambs. T h e adjoining l~ostshad holes into which fitted the cross-bar securing the folds when closed.
In dimensions and arrangement the gateway showed close resemblance to that which led through
the rampart of the defensive quadrangle at the Kara-dong Site, as excavated in 1901." MY
renewed exploration of this ruin in 1908 has proved that it belonged approximately to the period
when the Niva and Lou-Ian sites were abandoned.15
Dehris
IVithin the walled enclosure, first inspection had shown me an area, 111, near the middle ofthe
rernnins
north-eastern
wall, of about 130 feet by loo, covered with the heavy timber debris of completel~
from I.lrgc
eroded structures. T o the south of it there were the remains of two small groups of timber and
StNCtUrt'.
filled with
wattle-built quarters, stretching from north-east to south-west (I in PI. lo), and

drift-sand. O l t h e larger structures at 111, nothing remained but massive beams and posts belonging
to the wall foundations ant1 framework, thrown tlo\vn in utter confusion, as Fig. 1.33 shows. 'I1
this timber, inclucling pieces over 30 feet in length, was shriv~lledand fissured by centuries Of
rrposurr. .4. the soil below had been carried off by erosion to a considerable depth belor the
original v n u n d level, it was i ~ n ~ o s s i b either
le
to trace the outlines of the structural arrangement
1" SPP Stri~dira,iii. p. 1242.
%;cr .Frritrdia. i . p. .~5,; : i i i . pp. I 2.39,I 246 n. I .
i'i.A~irirnlKholan, i, p. 147, Fig. 53 ; i i . PI. SSSVIII.
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T H E R U I N E D FORT O F L . K .
objects a s might have been left behind in this building. T h a t it may have
find remains of
been intended for public use a s a kind of oflicial residence or rest-house appeared to me probable
from its size, I searched in' vain near it for rubbish-heaps such a s might, frorn our experience
at other sites, have been expected to survive better than the building. Nor did we discover a n y
refuse deposits elsewhere within the fort, except a comparatively small one, v, under the north-west
wall. Apart from dung of horses, only a few small pieces of felt were found there. I t must, however,
be remembered that lack of time a n d labour precluded a n y attempt a t a complete clearing of those
parts of the interior, rmainly along the north-east wall, which were covered by heavy drift-sand.
The long dwelling I in the southern portion of the area had suffered less from erosion, rob ably
olving to the protection afforded b y the drift-sand which had spread over it from the lee side of
a better-preserved portion of the north-east wall. A s the panoramic view (Fig. 128) taken before
clearing shows, many of the posts of the timber a n d wattle walls still stood upright. But the
plastered walls that they had supported rose nowhere to more than three o r four feet, except in t h e
rooms iii and iv to be presently mentioned, lying close to the dune-covered wall. A s soon a s we
had pitched camp a t the site a n d Afrlz-gul with a small party had been dispatched on a reconnaissance to the north-west in search of more ruins, the excavation of I was started. T h e walls in
all rooms proved to be built of a rough but strong framework of T o g h r a k wood, with a vertical
wattle of closely packed tamarisk branches which were secured to cross-beams joining the posts
of the lramework (Figs. 138, 139). T h e plaster laid on both sides of the wattle to a total thickness
of 8 or 9 inches was coarse on the surface, but showed remarkable consistency. T h e straw mixed
wit11 the plaster was that of reeds only. T h e construction of the framework ant1 wattle showed
close resemblance to that observed a t the ruins of the Niya Site, though the materials used were
throughout rougher.
The clearing of the westernrnost room, i (Fig. 1 3 4 ) ~measuring 27 feet by 20, brought to light
an interesting object in the shape of the double-bracket capital, L . K . i. 03 (PI. XV), well carved
in hard Toghrak wood and close on feet long. I n the arrangement of its four members a n d in
their decorative treatment it shows the closest resemblance to the lsooden capital L . M . I. iii. or
from the site discovered north-west of L . K . a n d described in the n e s t section. With its two scrollshaped brackets recalling Ionic volutes it suggests close affinity also to the wooden double brackets
found at the Lou-Ian station L.A., a s well a s to the double brackets that crown the stucco pilasters
decorating the base of the M i r l n shrine M. rr. I n discussing these pilasters in Serindia I have
already pointed out the clear relation between the double brackets of Lou-Ian a n d M i r l n with
their turned-down volute-like ends, a n d the corresponding features of capitals represented in
G a n d h ~ r arelieves and their Persepolitan models.la I have also fully stated there the chronological
evidence that rnay be drawn fro111 a cornparison of these double brackets of the Lou-Ian sites a n d
Mirgn with later dcveloI)ments of the same architectural ornament illustrated by double brackets
f'roln the sites of F a r l ~ l d - B C ~ - ~ a i land
a k i Kh%dalili. T h e description given by Mr. F. 13. A n d r w s
I n the List below of the decorative fcatures of our L.I<. find renders it unnecessary here to analyse
details. But emphasis may be laid on the fact that even in the absence of other evidence these
features would suflice to establish the closest chronological relation between the ruined fort a n d
the sites of I,.M, ancl L.A.
*part fronl the practically intact fold of the door leading into room i a n d the plastered fireplace in the oppusite corner, the finds made here were conhnecl to a piece of well-made hemp rope
( L . K - i- 01) and a pestle of hard stone. Nor did the clearing o l thc other rooms in this western
portion of the dwelling yield more than a few small objects, like the two glass beacls L.K. 1. 03,
"

Sec Serindia, i. pp. 486 sq., 491 sq., will1 Figs, gg,
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ii. 02 (PI. xXIL') a n d bronze fragments L.K. I. 01, ii. 01. Three of the rooms had
platforms, a n d in two these were provided with raised hearths in clay.
Kuu~iis
Beyond the flight of rooms just described there lay to the north-east and close under the
rampart another small g r o u p of quarters, which, judging from the timber debris tLat strewed the
rampart.
ground between, appeared to have once been connected with it. T h e outer rooms here, too, had
suffered much from erosion ; but two others nearer to the enclosing wall were filled with sand to
a height of 6 o r 7 feet, a n d in these some observations of interest could be made. T h e entrance to
room iii (Figs. I 38, 139) was through a door of which the single wooden fold was found still in its
lace ajar. A looped string attached to the centre of the top of the door was manifestly intended
to fasten it. T h e doorway, seen from outside in Fig. 138, was curiously low, only 4 feet 3 inches,
with a width of 2 feet 5 inches. T h e height of the room was shown by the intact posts of the
franlework to have been 4 feet. A small clay platform, 3 feet 5 inches square, boarded round
with willow wood, rose near the centre of the room to a height of about a foot and, as its top was
reddened b y fire, was taken b y m y Inen for the working place of a blacksmith. I n confirmation
they pointed to a shallow trough, about 3-$-feet b y I foot, carved roughly out of a Toghrak trunk,
which was found in the same room a n d which was assumed b y them to ha\-e served as a smith's
cooling tank. Fig. I j 8 shows it on the right, lying outside on the sand. Fragments of a large
earthen jar were also discovered here.
liinds in
I n another room, iv, approached from what m a y have been a central apartment of the block,
room
a
massive
wooden pillar once supporting the roof still stood upright. T h e wooden double bracket
L.K.i,.,
which had surmounted the pillar was found close b y a t a height of about j feet from the floor level.
I t measured 3 feet j inches in length with a width a n d height of 9 inches. Though badly decayed
a n d fissured, it showed clearly the same volute-like ends already noted in the double bracket
L . K . i. 03 (PI. XV) a n d in corresponding pieces from the Lou-Ian station L.A. From outside
the same room was recovered the wooden implement L.K. iv. 0 2 (PI. XXIX), with an iron tang
a t one end, which m a y have served for cutting reeds. I t is noteworthy that a beam from the
roof of iv, in Eleagnus wood, a n d another in White Poplar wood from the room outside iii,
aHorded the only indication that cultivation had existed a t some place within reach of L.K. That
much of the wood on the floor of room iv a n d near it was found rotten proved that moisture must
have reached the ground level within the fort a t some time after its abandonment.
A m o n g miscellaneous small objects picked u p from wind-eroded soil around the fort some
Objects in
Chinese coins may first be mentioned. T w o of them a r e Wu-chzc pieces, like the fragmentary one
stone from
outside fort. which T o k h t a A k h b n had brought m e from his reconnoitring visit, a n d which he said he had found
within the walled enclosure ; another is a n uninscribed H a n coin. T w o more coins of the lastnarned type, a s well a s a fragment of a Ho-ch'iian piece, were found close outside when I visited
the fort. Numismatic evidence therefore clearly favoured attribution of the ruins to the period
that had seen the Lou-Ian sites in the north occupied a n d abandoned. Of other finds, the most
interesting was a n excellently preserved silver ear-ring, L.l<. Fort. 07, originally gilt, of superior
design a n d workmanship (PI. XXIV). I t was picked u p near the north-east face of the fort. With
its thin pieces of silver sheet moulded in ornamental design and its end ant of wire loops and fine
wire rods, it well bears comp:u-ison {vitli the exquisite little gold erir-ring in filigree work from the
Niya Site." T h e result produced by wind-erosion on this ground is illustrated by thr fact that
not far from the place \!,here we found this fine specimen of the silversmith's art, dating froln the
early centuries of our era, there could be picked u p on practically the same level relnaills the
stone age, like the well-finished stone arrow-heads, L.K. 170rt. 04-5, which a r e rnanifestl~neolithlc'

'' Sce

p. 148, N. o j (PI. XXIV).
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T H E R U I N E D F O R T O F L.K.
Immediately after Iny arri\.al a t L.1.;. 1 had dispatched ATi-Hz-gul with a couple of camels ant1 Dale
men to reconnoitre the smaller fort L.L. visible from the site a n d to search for more ruins north- for mined
,\,estarards,where the direction of the ancient river-bed had led m e to surmise their existence. 'The 1ortL.K.
information he brought back on the morning of February 7th, on his return from his s ~ ~ c c c s s f u l
was very encouraging, a n d caused me to start a t once for the fresh site reported.
Before, howe\u=r, I describe the result of this further exploration, it will be convenient to record
here briefly the conclusions that I was able to draw from t h e observations a n d finds a t L . K. T h o u g h
the latter did not include a n y written remains, yet their general character a n d t h e el.idence of the
coins left no doubt that the ruined fort dated back approximately to the same period a s the Lou-Ian
station L.A., which we know to have been occupied in the third century A. D , a n d abandoned soon
Whether the fort L.K. was built a t the same time a s L.A. o r earlier it seems impossible to
determine. But that its occupation could not have extended much beyond the first thirty years of
the fourth century, a t which period we know that traffic by the ancient Chinese route through
the north of the Lop Desert a n d past the Lou-Ian station c e a ~ e d , ' becomes
~
highly probable on
consideration of certain topographical facts.
Inspection of map sheets Nos. 29, 30 shows that the ruined fort lies exactly on a straight line ~ o p o connecting the Lou-Ian station L.A. with the site of M i r l n . I believe that I have proved in Seyindia f ~ ~
that the latter corresponds to the town of Yii-ni, which the annals of the former H a n dynasty
know as the chief place of the Lop territory a n d which Li Tao-yuan's commentary on the . ! ! v i
ching, composed a t the beginning of the sixth century A. D. but based on earlier materials, speaks
of as ' the old eastern town ' of the same territory.lo T h e latter text also shows that the terminal
lake in which the THrim then lost itself north of Yu-ni must have occupied approxiniately the same
position as the present Kara-koshun marshes.30
Hence we may assume that the route between the Lou-Ian station on the ancient Chinese ' road Position of
L.K.
. torelaof the centre ' and Yu-ni, the capital of L o p in H a n times, is likely to have followed closely the tlve
L.A.
straight line which connects the site of L . A . with that of M i r l n a n d actually passes the ruined and hIirL1.
fort of L.K. T h e waterless wind-eroded desert which now separates the sites of L.A. a n d L.K.
1s shown by our surveys to have then been a deltaic area reached by southern branches of the
Kuruk-daryl and therefore practicable throughout for traffic. I t thus becomes very probable
that the ruined fort L.K., the distance of which from L.A., about 30 miles, is but a little less than
a third of the whole length of the straight line between this important station a n d Miran, was
'"tended to guard the direct route connecting the two places a n d to facilitate traffic along it. T h e
choice of this particular point on the route as the site of the fort is fully accounted for by the vicinity
~ q t l l eagricultural settlement, the remains of which I was able to trace a t the site L.M. a n d which
be described in the next section.
O F O B J E C T S F O U N D N E A R O R E X C A V A T E D AT
F O R T L.K.
I\IISCELL.\XEOUS OBJECTS BROUGIIT BY TOKHTA ;ZKHCN FROB1
O F L.K.
L.K, 01. . Bronze brooch setting, elliptical, with raised
small bronze huckle ; width 8". 07-08. Convex
SECTION11.-LIST

rim ; jewel miss in^. Four arnull holes drilled in I m k pl:lte.
)lul'll c ~ r r ~ f laridt l ~r o u ~ h
p:~tilla. I :".; I". PI. S X I I I .
L.K. Oa 5- Four frs. of bronze plate. Kouch p;ltch
"I ~ ~ l ~fused
r l - on to 0 2 ; 11eni.y p;~tinnon all. GI..
11. a" ;
smn11cs11". pl, g x l V .

L.K.

Misc. bronze frs.
'"('I. .Verirldiu, i, pp. 426
IU
Cf. S e r L ~ J i u ,i, p. 32s.
06-11.

06.

IJ;1l-t

lul,p of

studIlends, tliam. 1" and :". 09. 7'on;uc of small huckle with
llule ~ h r c ~ uflattened
~h
rnd lor Ilingv-pin ; length 2". 0x0.
Fr. ol bronze plate, corrodrd. Gr. 31. a". o r r . Small convex
stud-he:ld wit11 stump ol iron sllank ; dio~n.i" (nearly).

L.K. 0x2. Class bead, IJue yrcrn, lranslucml, flntlenerl
spheroid. Uian~.26".

" See ;bid., i. pp. 326 sq. ; Cbavalmes, 3"ourrg-pdu, ryoj, p. jGy.

~
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L.K. 013. Six hard paste (7)balls, dark, opaque ; cf.
L.K. 047. 1)i;irn. of l;~rgcsl1'' ; sni:lllcst

I".
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L.K. 019. Glass bead, twelve-sided, in form

double
hexagonal pyramid with common b:tsc, pierced froln
to apex. Fine brown-pink, translucent. Cf. L.K. 060,
Lcngth I", gr. diam. 8". PI. X S I v .

L.K. 014. Half of glass bead, blue, translucent; ecl~inus
sl~apc. ,$" u
L.K. 015. Half of glass bead, grcen, tranalucent, melonz1i:lpcd.
x $,".

L.K. 020-1. T w o glass beads, light und dull n ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ ,

L.K. 016. Fr. of glass ring. fine blue, translucent. Length
g", tliickncss i"
x i " (nearly), orig. diam. r. i".

L.K. 022. Fr. of glass vessel, translucent wllite, witll

A"

translucent ; flattened spheroids.
Pl. s s r v .

4"

Diarn.

a~id t".

raised rib on one side. ~ f x"II". PI. SXIV.

OBJECTS FOUSD ON XI.IRCH SOUTII O F L.K. SITE

L.K. 073-8. Six frs. of worked stone, slnall, incl.
jaspcr pygmy blades [Mr. K. .\. Smith]. 078 picrced
\\fit11small col~ntersunkIlolc. Largebt I ;6' s -:6", snlallest
1." \: -7 "
2
121 '

L.K. 079. Stone. lIard dark grey, cliisel-sliuped. IIacmatitc. 22" x 2" x &".
L.K. 080. Fr. of iron, elliptical, rough and oxydized. 1;"
x

;"
x i".

L.K. 081. Fr. of bronze, rcctany. ir.

:/

L.K. 082. Fr. of iron. irracular aliaoe. ?" x 1 " 1"~
.

'

=

. . B .

irse with oblong ferrule (broken). Uladc also broken on
one side. I k" x 18". See PI. SXIII.
0161. 4;"

:G".

1 - -

L.K. 084. Bronze implement, shaped like small battle-

L.K. 0161-a.
x $" x

"

L.K. 083. Bronze buckle, small elliptical, with flat UIIdulating tongue. Oxydized. Diam. t" x a". PI. XXIV.

T w o stone celts (?), rouglily worked.

x36" x 1" to

1". 0162.

42" x 31' x

a" to nil.

OBJECTS FOUND IN VICINITY O F L.K.SITE

L.K. 055. Fr. of talc, of irrcyular slyape. 3" x i"
x&"
vessels, rings, k c . 024, part of spoon handle with punchL.K. 056. Fr. of glass vessel, translucent pale I~uff.
marked ring and centre near one end. 040, convex
Simple lnoulded or cut decoratio~ion one side. x i " x 1"
circular nail-head. 044, thin oblong plate pierced with
x,J,". PI. XXIV.
small hole a t each end. All thickly patinated. Gr.
L.K. 057-8. T w o frs. of glass, translucent green-blur.
length 2", smallest 8". P1. XXIV.
057, of bead, flattened spheroid ; 058, ol ring. 1" and &".
L.K. 045. Bronze bangle, of flat wire, segmental in
L.K. 059. Fr. of glass bead, a~illejiori ha\ ing transsection, gilded. Well preserved, but broken through in
parent green body with opaque yellow ' flowers '. :," h
one piccc. U'idth ol wire A", thickness <6", dinm. uf
26". PI. SXIV.
bangle c. a f ".
L.K. 046. Fr. of bronze bangle, gilded similar lo L.K.
L.K. 060. Fr. of glass vessel, showing rim and conca\.c.
045. Length la".
faceted outside.
Fine brown-pink, translucent ; cf.
L.K. 019. Good quality and thin. I&"x I". PI. XXIV.
L.K. 047. Fifteen hard paste (?) balls, as L.K. 0 1 3 .
Blackish, some smooth, others roughened hy erosion, or
L.K. 061-7. Seven frs. of glass, pale honey-colour,
smallest ',".
perhaps fire. Gr. diam. i",
tranblucent ; 061 showing part of plain rim, 061 and 0 6 ~
L.K. 048-9. Frs. of stone or glass beads. 048. Fr.
Irs. of hoIlo\v moulded orn., and 063 (greenish, prob. from
different vessel) I~roken tubular edge. 064 is end of
of carnelian (?), with hole borcd through (Ixoken). i"x
ornamental applied rib. Gr. 11. I". PI. XXIV.
-;6".
049. Two Irs. of translucent bluc glass bead.
and
L.K. 069. Fr. of bronze bangle (7). Curved wire
x Q" :< i".
L.K. 050. Fr. of lignite (?), irregular.
moulded wit11 annular rings. Corroded in palclles. Cllurd
31', thickness of wire j$".
L.K. 051. Bezel of bronze ring, with deep blue ju\vcl
(paatc) in circular setting. Lliam. of je\vcl :6", ol bezel i". L.K. 085. Chip of worked stone, grey. 1"x 4" $
PI. S S l V .
L.K. 088. Splinter of glass, rich blue, translucenl,
L.K. 052. Flat leaden cone, wit11 larxe hole pierred
slightly conc;tvo-convcs. ;"
x:
/ x &".
.
vertically ; rescmlding small spinning-whorl. O r i ~ silverLoop of brpnze buckle, c,lli~)lir:ll,tnngue
rovcrctl; Irs. 01 silver remaining. 1Ii:lm. at 1,:i.;~ A",
L.K.. 089.
.
I I I I \ S I ~ ~ .lli;1111.;;" \. ;An.
11. ;b*.
PI. X X I Y .
c ~~ 1 ) i ~ ' .
L.K.
ogo. Bronze wire, ~ ; ~ ~ r r i nl lgi ~. l l ~ l itl)
Misc.
bronze
frs.,
all
minul..
in~ludill;:
~
\
\
,
I
I
L.K. 053.
rclfie a t ~ l i i r kend. J.rn:tl~ 21", gr. ~vidtli
frs. of s111:111 I)rnnze rings
a1111 ; two frs. 1 1 1 smi~ll
vessel. Spongy conrSC
; onc fr. oI hollow wirc 2" ; ant1
I>ronze nails 3" and
L.K. ogI. F ~of. pottery ; rim
red cl;ly, I~l;~a.kish
on exterior. Lip recur\-ed, outer surface
two bronze lrs. oI irregular shape 1" and #".
~noulded. 2" x 3" x i". PI. XXVI.
z in.
L.K. 054. White pebble or piece ul shell. ',-in

L.K. 013-44.

Misc. bronze frs. from spoons, small

:"

+";

-

T:

:

c,"

:"

:".

sec,a] L I S T O F O B J E C T S F O U N D N E A R O R E X C A V A T E D A T F O R T L.K.
L.K. 094. Fr. of glags bead ; triplc I ~ r ~ l grccniah-blue,
b,
translucent.

&"x t".

PI. XXIV.

L.K. 011%. Stone core, ycllowihh-hrown jasper.

* I " < 1".

191
I:"

L.K. 0113. Pottery dlsc, cl~ipped lron~pothherd ; prob.
L.K, 093. Fr. of bronze rlng. Chord k", n.idth A".
lor spinning-whorl ;IS Scr. i\.. PI. 1.1, )I. I . iv. 009 ; I J U ~
L.K,096. Cone of greenish-blue glass ; I~lunt,o ~ ~ i i ~ l u e . not pierced. I'ale red clay. 1)iam. IB", thickness 13c".
H. &",diam. of Ilase in. PI. XXIV.
L.K. 01x4. Lump of iron, much corroded ; curved. 4"
L.K, 097. Glass bead, double bulb, gilt. Length
gr.
x zi" x *".
&'IJ

diam, 8". PI. XXIV.

L.K, 098. Dlsc of lignite (7). Channelled and hroken a t
bark, flat on face. Diam. t",gr. thickncss

&".

L.K. ogg-roo. Two frs. of glass ; yellowish-white and
Feenish-white, translucent ; oroo showing bit of plain
rim. Gr. Ir. (099) I&"x 9" x &".
L.K. oror-9. Misc. glass and paste frs. o r o r and
0x05. Frs. oI blue glass beads, cone-shaped and spherical,
translucent. Cr. hf.
0107. Blue glass bead, translucent, with channelled sides. hmalaka shape, perfect
11. 2". 0108. Blue paste bead,
condition. Diam.
cubical, opaque. iSS XI".
oro2. Brown paste bead,
spherical, opaque. Diam. i3s". 0106. End of yellow
glass applique (?) rod: translucent. Length 3". oroq
and orog. Opaque paste balls, as L.K. 013, o4j. Gr. diarn.
f". 0103. Wooden bead (nut?), pierced. Length &".
PI. XXIV.

2'

L.K. orro. Fr. of bronze orn., small triangular, \vith
stem curved Inr attachment. 1'' x $" x
Length I)", gr. width

2" x a''.

L.K. oral-2.
Gr. fr.

I

T w o frs, of iron ; rough, much oxydized.

i'' x I" x $6''.

L.K. 0123-6. Four frs. of pottery, red and (0123) black.
Red, coarse and ill-washed. Gr. fr. 20" x 18" xi".
L.K. 0x27-g. Three stone implements, or frs. of,roughly
worked. 0x28, celt. Cr. hI. af" x (gr. width) zt" x (gr.
thickness) i".

L.K. 0130. Stone sphere, of irregular shape, flattened a t
poles and two sides. Diam.

at".

L.K. 0131-2. T w o frs. of pottery slag. Gr. fr.

I;"

x

I" x J".

L.K. 01x1. Stone 1eaf.shaped arrow.head. Purplishbrown jasper, \\ell made.
gr. thickness in.

L.K. 0115-16. T w o frs. of pottery, plain, pale red ; orrg
with light buff slip on outside. 3)" / z t r ' x i " .
L.K. 0117. Core of yellow stone. f" :.: :.
k".
L.K. 0118. Fr. of hard grey stone, more or less hmrtshaped. I$" r r f " :., i".
L.K. 01x9-20. FPS. of t w o stone blades. Gr. Ir. rl" x

,?2",

L.K. 0133. FT. of iron, osydired. I)" x i"
x -?
1 6 ".
L.K. 0135-54. Mlsc. frs. of worked stones; chips,
blades and cores. Cr. Ir. (0137) r l " x I" x in.

OBJECTS FOUND OUTSIDE FORT L.R.

L.K. Fort. 04-5. Two stone arrow.heads ; leal-shaped.
Dnrk grey and purple jasper. \\'ell made. 04 slightly
broken at point. Lenjiths 2%" an11 I&", gr. \\.itlths 1(6"
and 4".
L.K. Fort. 06. Glass bead, gilded ; I)alustrr shape of
llrree l ~ ~ l l ~I.cngth
s.
I", gr. diam. A".

L.K. Fort. 07. Silver ear-ring, wit11 traces of gilding,
made in two parts joined I)y a coppcr loop. Lower and
larger part is roughly sq. in shape (A"),and consists of
two thin pieces of silver sheet, moulded in ornamental
tlrsign, then placed back to I m k , and joincd (ilnpcrlectly)
at edges.
~loulded orn. shows relief circle surroundi~tghollowsided square with pierced rentre ; the segments enclosed
hetween circle and squnrc ' pecked ', to contrast with the
plain bands forming tllcse latter. r\bove circle runs
llorizontal lour-smlloped band with tree cnds, and belo\v
a three-scallopetl band of the same kind. Helow again,
long lower e d ~ eof vach sheet, a row of small Ilolcs, from

which hangs a series of 8-shaped wire loops carrying tassel
of five wire rods, flattened and pierced to take wire a t
upper ends.
Lrpper part is the same escept lor tassel and attachment,
and placing of four-scalloped band below circle and threescalloped above; but it is also smaller and consists of
single shcct only. To back of it, a t I~ottom,is attached
the large wire loop for suspension Irom car. This carries
first the small copper loop \vhich attaches lower part of
orn., then turns sharply upwards:and aaain down to lorrn
Ilook. Very good design and sharp impression. Wire
apparently drawn. Escrllent condition. Length without
hook I:". PI. SXIV.
L.K. Fort. 08. Object of white stone (7); triangular,
alighlly convcs, drilled tl~roughcentre. Sides I;", thickness &". PI. S S I V .
L.K. Fort. og. Fr. of pottery vessel, fine dull grey,
allowing part ol trumpet mouth and bulging shoulder with
inrisvtl nchulr pattern. .z!" .. 2 : " ..: 1". PI. SXVI.

OBIECTS EXCAVATED WITHIN FORT L.K.

L.K. 1. 01. Fr. o l bronze hook fastening (7). in two
PIPcPS. Thin plate, narrowed and round a t one end. sq.

and hilurcnte a t othcr; the two limbs slightly recurved
and brokcn OR. llole in roun(l end. in
x&".
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L.K. I. 02. Fr. of bronze plate. ;a-" sq.
L.K. I. 03. Glass bead, blue, opaque, ring-sl~;~ped.~ J ~ L I I I I .
,56". 11. in.
L.K. i. 01. Fr. of hemp (7)rope, 1;11ot~ctlinto loul);
two-ply. Wcll nl;ldC. Lcngtl~Yj", thickness :*.
L.K. I. oz. Pestle, 11;lrdgreen-1)lack stonc (basalt ?),roughly
ellipsoidal, rough a t one end. Length zt", diam.

I$".

L.K. 1. 03. Wooden double-bracket capital in one
piece consisting of four members : rentre rectangular
block which rested on shalt, two brackets and a n almcus.
Centre block plain. projectin: Q" from lace of brackets ;
under-surface, I 1" x jl". contnining socket for shaft 3"
diam. and 2 j " deep.
Brackets are simple scrolls falling to level of bottom
of block : their lower inner edges spring from bottom
corners of I~lock,rise a t about 45" and then scroll over t o
eye. Their outer line drops nearly vertically but slightly
outward from below corners of abacus and then scrolls under
to join inner cdges. Top and inner borders join abacus
and block respectively. Eye, which is too large and cuts
into scroll, is treated as a sunk, flattened cone, apex outwards. Edges of brackets slightly chamfered.
Abacus consists of two bands each I" wide. The upper
a plain fillet; the lower, ' weathered ', that is, sloped
slightly back from its lower edge to its junction with undersurface of upper fillet, is divided into eight oblong flat
1)iIlets on the front face. These are s e ~ a r a t e dlrom each
other by vertical prism or keel ornament,
wide, formed
by r. nnd 1. sloping chisel cuts.

AIarch to
L.L.

Circumol L.L.

Corner billct is carried round to end face, on wllicllare
tlrree billets, including the corner ones. On each end lace
1,elow centre billet is a small, sliylltly raised, scluue label
in~iticting,but ~vithout the functio~~al
reason, 111e raisrd
sullport on puI\ inatus ol L.M. I. iii. 01.
Front and Ixtck of d~)ublebn~ckctarc :~likc, but one
side much split and wcatl~erctl,wllilc the other is perfect.
In ccntre of upper surface, which is flat, is mortice
2$" x a" x 18. deep.
IVood hard. I.engtll 2' pi", heigllt
lo$", thickness 71'. PI. XV.

L.K. il.

01. Fr. of bronze plate, oblong, curved, with
small llole drilled a t one corner. f" x 4".
L.K. ii. on. Glass bead, greenish-blur, semi-transparent.
long, tubular. Length xi", diam. t". PI. XXIV.

L.K. iv. 01. Fr. of pottery ; coarse, red, ill-washed, grey
on surface ; showing part of large incised pattern 01
circles, bands and chevrons orn. with incised lines and
dasllcs. 44" x 3 l " >: ,'6". 11
' . XXV, XXVI.
L.K. iv. on. Handle of wooden agricultural (71
implement. Slightly curved horizontally and thickened
a t one end. T o narrow cnd is attached an iron tang with
two rivet holes ; one rivet in position with square wnshcr
on upper surface of handle. Perished and split. Lengh
lo$", diam. I$". PI, XXIX.
L.K. v. 01. Fr. of felt, yellow, with band of sewing in
white and brown. 5" x 22".
L.K. v. on. Frs. of felt, fine, whitish. Gr. length 5".
L.K. v. 03-4. T w o goose (7) feathers, broken, brown.
Length 6".

SECTION
111.-THE
S I T E S O F L.L. A N D L.M.
O n F e b r u a r y 7th I proceeded to the small ruined fort that T o k h t a Akhiin had reported,
a n d reached it after a march of nearly three miles almost d u e west of L.K. T h e ground that are
crossed was throughout bare clay sculpt"red into YHrdangs b y wind-erosion. Rut the depth of
their trenches decreased a s the fort L.L. was approached, a n d in its immediate vicinity did not
exceed 5 to 6 feet. There, too, the patches overrun b y light drift-sand were more extensive. To
the south of our route the line of the ancient river-bed, previously noted near L.K., could be clearly
traced b y the rows of dead Toghraks along its banks ; its direction lay approximately to the north\vest. Soine \vorked stones, including a srnall jade celt, L.K.-L.L. 01, were picked up on the way
ant1 indicated that the area of prehistoric occupation so noticeable near L.K. extended also
\restwards.
T h e ruin L . L . proved to be closely akin to L . K . in constructive features, but considerably
smaller ant1 less well preserved. 1ts circl\mvallation, roughly built of stamped clay with intervening
layers of tamarisk branches, f o r n ~ e da n oblong of which the two shorter sides, about 138 feet in
length, had the bearing ENE. to \VS\V., thus lying in the direction of the prevailing winds. The
two other sides of the oblong showed a length of approximately 2 1 8 feet. T h e rampart, best
preserved on the shorter side approximately facing north, showed a thickness of about 26 feet on
t h e ground I e ~ e la n d seven ruccessiae clay layers each about 16 inches thick. T h e courses
tamarisk branches a n d brusllwood dividing them had a thickness of about 6 inches.
T h e east face, which probably had contained the gate, a s suggested by a prostrate heavy post,

T H E S I T E S O F L.1.. .!\XI3 l..hf.
,vas colnpletcly crodetl for a distance of about 74 feet. T o the south of this portion the east wall Enclosurcin
face projecterl about 42 feet outwards to afford spacc for a small inner cnclosl~readjoining it, about S.E.
68 feet long, which extended to the south-east corner. T h i s inner enclosure was markcd off from t l ~ e

the illterior by walls on its north a n d west sides, about 8 feet thick a n d consisting mainly of
tamarisk Pascines set in clay. T h e grouncl of this cnclosure was raiseti about 8 to 10 fec:t
above the rest and was thickly covered with masses of reed-straw a n d refuse, mainly the d u n g of
sheep and other animals. I n clearing these layers of refuse there were found numerous fragments
of fabrics, mainly of felts ant1 woollen materials (L.L. 01, o f , 06-7, 013-15).
A fragment of printed silk, L.L. 0 2 (PI. LXxxvI), found here shows on blue ground a cliagonal Find of
trellis pattern of \vhite clots, and may claim particular interest because Mr. A n d r e w ' examination $
~
indicates that its weave is the same fine warp-rib which his study o l the figured silks from the cemetery paper fr.
site L.C., cliscussed below,' has proved to be peculiar to our earliest specimens of Chinese silk
fabrics from Han times.2 T h e chronological indication furnished by this printed silk was not
recognized by me a t the time, nor was a n y to be derived from the small fragments of bronze or
iron (L.L. 04-5, 010) found in this place. But fortunately a small piece of torn paper was discovered
in the same refuse deposit, wit11 a few characters distinctly resembling E a r l y Sogdian writing, and
these alone sufficed to make it highly probable that the occupation of this little fort dated back to
the same ~ e r i o das that of the Lou-Ian station L.A.
The absence of a n y structural remains in the interior made it impossible to determine whether Ero,ionof
the refuse layers just referred to were due to occupation during the time when the fortified post
served its original purpose o r to such later use of its shelter by herdsmen a s was proved to have
occurred at various ruined structures a t M i r l n a n d the Lou-Ian Site.3 A p a r t from the small inner
enclosure which the refuse deposits described had helped to protect, the interior of the circurnvalla~
tion was found co~npletelyscoured by erosion. T h o u g h less striking in its effects (the maximum
depth of erosion was here only about 6 feet), it had followed exactly the same course a s a t L.K.,
the sand having been dri\.en into the interior through the breach on the east side, a n d out again
by a gap towarcls the north-west corner. Of a timber a n d plaster structure that had once stood
outside about 60 yards from the east wall, only splintered fragments of foundation beams, &c.,
survived on the s l o ~ of
e a low mountl.
From L.L. I proceeded to the north-\vest i ~ n d e rthe guidance of one of the men who had .\pproach
accompanied A f r i i ~ - ~ on
u l his reconnaissance, a n d after a march of about three miles reached the
nearest of the ruined tlwellings reported. O u r way lerl 01-er eroded ground covered in m a n y places
with detachetl dunes 6 to 10 feet high, ant1 along it worked stones, a s well a s potsherds a n d small
bronze and glass remains, were pirIietl u p in increasing numbers a s the site L.M. was approached (see
List). Among the small glassobjects, the beads in coloured or gilt glass (L.L-L.M. I. 021-2, 026 ;
L.K.-L.N. or-.?, 010-14) a n d ~ i e c e sof cut or lnoulcled glass (L.L.-L. h4. I. 0 2 , 07 : L.K.-L.M.
04-9, PI. xsI\-) may be specially mentioned. T h e ruins of the L.M. site were found to be scattered
on either side of a tlrpressioti, manifestly a n old ri\,er-bed, lined with rows of dead Toghraks a n d
"inding in a general direction from west to east (see the plan, PI. I I). T h e first ruined dwelling,
L.AI, 1, which was reached after crossing a similar but smaller depression, rose on a n erosion terrace
about 14 feet high, and by its position a n d appearance closely recalled the ruins of the Niya Site.
Lo\v \\'ails of timber and wattle partly covered with drift-sand indicated the position of rooms on
'he original ground level ; that of others badly eroded was niarked only by big pieces of timber,
\\hich strewed the eroded slopes of the terrace all round.
of
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[Chap. VI
T h e clearing of this first ruin, L.M. I (PI. I I ) , which was a c c o n ~ ~ l i s lbefore
~ ~ d the approacl,
of nightlall obliged u s to return to our c a m p a t L.K., proved singularly fruitful. A central room,
iii, measuring 25 b y 30 feet, still retained in position most of the massive Toghrak posts that had
formed the framework of its walls ; these had been made of timber a n d wattle and had rested on
big foundation beams, a s seen in Fig. 137. Adjoining two of its walls were sitting platfortns
of clay, a n d athwart the floor lay the heavy central pillar of T o g h r a k wood that once supported
the roof, with its fine wooden capital, L . M . I. iii. 01 (PI. XV), still attached. This capital, fully
described in the List below, with its voluted flanking blocks or brackets a n d its billet-decorated
abacus, corresponds in design very closely to the double-bracket capital, L.K. i. 03 (PI. XV), found
in the ruined fort. A s already noted above, a comparison of the latter find with the double brackets
found a t L.A., a n d with the capitals of the stucco pilasters in the M i r l n shrine M. 11, had furnished
a very useful chronological indication.' I t was therefore particularly gratifying to obtain conclusi1re
evidence of the date of the site L . M . a n d thus indirectly also of the ruined fort ; this was found
on clearing a w a y t h e refuse from what remained of the floor of a room that once adjoined ;he
central hall on the north-west.
Finds in
T h e refuse layer of this room, L.M. I. i, heaped u p to a height of about 2 feet over the narrow
refuselfyer surviving strip of m u d flooring, was composed mainly of reed-straw a n d camel-dung. But in this
L.M.I. I .
were recovered interesting fragments of textiles in silk a n d wool, including printed silks, L.M. I, i.
08-9 (PI. 1-XXXVI), a n d pieces of woollen tapestry decorated with flowers and grotesque animals,
L . M . I. i. 01 (PI. XXXIII, LXXXVII) ; also remains of well-tnade leather articles, including a leather
strap decorated with bronze ornaments, L.M. r. i, 016 (PI. XXVI), a n d of wooden utensils such as
the eating-tray, L . M . r. i. o r 7 (PI. XXVIII). I n type all these closely agreed with corresponding
finds from t h e Lou-Ian sites explored o n m y second journey. T h a t the ruined dwelling belonged
to the same period a s these sites was definitely proved b y the discovery in the same refuse heap
of a number of Chinese paper fragments, including a large one, a n d a stnall wedge-shaped tablet
with K h a r o ~ t h iwriting, L.M. I. i. 023. O f articular interest, too, were two small fragments of
paper leaves, perhaps of a PGthi, bearing three lines of minute ancl exquisitely written characters
in slanting Central Asian BrHhmi script a n d apparently Kuchean l a n g ~ a g e . ~ "
Another refuse heap, covering what remained of the floor of a partially eroded room, ii, to the
Finds in
refuse heap south-west of the central room, yielded no writings, but plenty of other interesting relics. The most
L.M.I. ii.
noteworthy, perhaps, a r e the pieces of a finely lacquered casket, L.M. I. 01-4 (PI. X x v ) , undoubtedly
of Chinese manufacture. T h e top, bottom, a n d two longer side pieces were found disconnected,
a n d the ends a r e missing. T h e top a n d sides a r e decorated exterr~allywith very gracefully designed
borders showing cloud scrolls a n d grotesque beasts in red lacquer over black ground. Their
design, a s seen in PI. XX\?, \.cry closely resembles in style that found in the figured silks of Han
times that I subsequently discovered a t t h e cemetery L.C. a n d shall have occasion to discuss
below. T h e wooden bowl L.M. I. 05 (PI. XXVI) is similarly of H a n type, a s shown by comparison
with one, T. vr. b. ii. oor (Serindiu, iv. PI. LII), recovered from the Tun-huang Limes. The
same chronological indication is furnished b y the designs of the figured silks, L.M. 1. 026 and
ii. 05 (PI. XLII), a n d by their method of weaving, which is ' warp-rib ', the characteristic technique
of all figured silks of H a n times both from L.C. a n d the Tun-huang Limes. Among other relics
I m a y draw special attention to the well-made arrow-shaft of cane, L.M. I. 07 (PI. x x V 1 ) ;
wooden die, L.M. r. 0 1 2 (PI. XXVI), of unusual type ; the high narrow wooden beaker, L M .I.
035 (PI. XXVII), a n d the finely made wooden spindle, L.M. I. ii. 01.
A t r a m p in the d a r k of nearly six miles, made trying by the steadily increasing tlepth the
Clearing of
mined
dwelling
~ . h f 1.
.

' Cf. above, p. 187.
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eastwards, brought us back to the fort L.K. Next morning Ruill
ysrdang trenches a s wrc
1 had our canlp lnoved to the newly discovered site L.M., which by its first ' finds ' had held out
".
such promise, a n d started work a t a ruined dwelling situated amidst groups of dead Toghraks
about 660 yardS to the north-west of L.M. I. I t occupied the top of a wind-eroded ridge rising
fully 16 feet above the present ground level to the south. A terrace about 8 feet high, between
this depression and the ruin, bore remains of dead tamarisks, thus suggesting that the ground, after
having lain
to erosion for a prolonged period, had been reached again for a time by moisture.
Erosion had reduced the structural remains still in silu : a large room measuring about 35 by 26
feet, of which the timber and wattle ~vallssurvived to a height of only about a foot above the ground ;
a smaller rooln adjoining on the north, i, which had suHered even more ; a n d a place enclosed by
rush vvallson the south-west, iii. Rig beams a n d rafters lying on the slope to the south-east showed
that the building had extended farther in that direction.
The clearing of the central room, covered only b y about 8 inches of sand, brought no finds, Relics
but showed four massive oblong bases of Toghrak wood still marking the position where pillars
111.
had carried the roof. From what remained of room i there emerged the fragment of a paper leaf L.>I.
inscribed with exquisitely penned Chinese characters suggestive of some religious o r literary text,
besides a quantity of ragged fabrics, including a fragment of printed silk, L . M . 11. i. 0 2 , of the
same pattern as found on a piece from L.M. I. I n the refuse of room iii we recovered a wooden
key, L.M. 11. iii. 01 (PI. XXVI), of a type already found a t various sites of the Khotan region a n d
a wooden weaver's comb, L.M. 11. iii. 03 (PI. XXVI), a n d fragments of basketelsewhere ; "esides
work. Here, too, was found the fragment of a Kharosthi document on paper, L.M. 11. iii. 04.
T o the east of the surviving structure a n area about 40 feet square had been protected from Documents
erosion by a thick layer of reed-straw a n d horse-dung. F r o m this refuse, ii, there came to light recovered
from refuse
almost at the start a crumpled up paper document, L.M. 11. ii. 09 (PI. CXXIV), measuring about heaps.
7 inches by 4 , bearing remains of twenty lines of the E a r l y Sogdian script, the first specimens of
which had been discovered by me a t the Lou-Ian station L.A. a n d a t watch-posts of the H a n
Limes west of Tunhuang.6 T h e find was particularly welcome a s it confirmed m y previous chronological conclusi.ons a s to the occupation of this site a n d that of the small fort L . L . I n addition,
small fragments of paper documents in Chinese a n d Cursive BrHhmi script were recovered here.
Fragments of stout fabrics in wool and goat's hair (L.M. 11. ii. 02-4) a n d of cane basket-work
(L.M. 11. ii. 09-11, PI. XXW) may be noticed, a n d special mention m a y be made of the remains
of a woollen pile carpet L.M. 1 1 , ii. 05, much worn a n d unfortunately too faded in its colours for
the pattern to be determined.
Proceeding to the north-west we crossed a well-marked winding depression, about go yards Iccmains of
\vitle, lined on either bank by rows of dead Toghraks, a n d a t a distance of about 700 yards from L.al.ll'.
L.M. 11 found an isolated Y s r d a n g terrace crowned b y the scanty remains of what, judging from
the timber debris that strewed the slopes, must have been a fair-sized dwelling (Fig. 136). T h e
outline of only a single room, about 27 feet square, could still be traced by the 'I'oghrak posts that
alone showed where its walls had stood. T w o oblong wooden bases with sockets'for pillars survived
O n the floor, such a s were found elsewhere in the ruins of L.M. A m o n g the timber debris outside it
O n the slopes were two double-bracket capitals, of exactly the same shape a s that found a t L.M. I , but
far more decayed. From refuse lying outside the west wall of the room a fragmentary paper document was recovered showing Chinese writing on one side a n d several lines in Kharosthi on the other.
Another ruined dwelling, L.M. I V , discovered a t a distance of about 340 yards to the west,
LaM.

i:zred

5.

"or
refercnrcs, scc Seri,ldin, iii. pp. ,541, 1546, Index,
v . keys, locks.

CI. .Srri,~dio,i. p. 383 ; ii, pp. 652, 671 sqq.
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appeared to ha1.e been of larger size, but had suffered very badly througll erosion. oneof
two rooms of which the walls of timber a n d wattle could still be ,,lade out measured 40 feet
b y 28, a n d the other may have been equally large. E v e n \\,here the timber \rail foundations
still retained their position, the ground was swept completely clear by the wind. T h e force its
erosive action \\-as attested b y the fact that the soil to the south of the ruin was scooped out to a
dcpth of 2 3 feet below the original ground level a s marlied by the Roor of the building. A,,,~,,~
t h e big Toghrak beams a n d other timber scattered over the slopes, two badly splintered capitals
with voli~tedends could just be distinguished. There, too, a number of pieces of iron ]lousehold
utensils (L.M. I\.. 01-5, PI. XXIV, XXVI) were picked up, together with a few bronze fragments.
T h e only other structure of the site, L . M . V, situated about 330 yards to the north of L.M.
had also, a s Fig. 135 sho~vs,undergone far-ad\.anced erosion. A m o n g the much-\\-ithered tilnber
pieces some double-bracket capitals a n d pillar bases of the usual shape were barely recognizable.
T h e extent of the ground, fully a mile from north-west to south-west, over ~ 1 1 i c hthe ruined
d\\.ellings just described were found scattered, appears to me in itself a sufficient indication that the
settlement to \vhich they belonged was one of some local importance. I t was o11ly by reason of the
uniformly massive construction of their timber framework that their remains had survived the
destructive effects of wind-erosion. Just a s a t the Niya Site a n d a t other ruined settlements explored
in the south of the T a k l a m a k l n , it m a y be assumed that the extant ruins a r e those only of the
more substantial buildings, while the mud-built dwellings serving the needs of the great majority
of the inhabitants have been completely effaced by t h e same powerful agent. This conclusion
is fully supported b y the great number of small miscellaneous objects of the ' 'Tati ' type that coulcl
be picked u p a t the site practically within a single d a y a n d without such systematic search as a
longer stay would have permitted. A m o n g such finds six Chinese coins may be mentioned in the
first place. T h e y a r e all of the inscribed a n d large WWCRUtype, which belongs to H a n times and the
immediatelysucceedingperiod. Thenumismaticevidenceagreesthereforewiththeeviden~efurnisl~ed
by the manuscript finds in K h a r o g h i a n d Sogdian, in its bearing on the chronology of this Site.
T o the period of occupation contemporary with that of the Lou-Ian station may also be ascribed
the very numerous fragments of glass vessels a n d glass beads (L.M. 025, 027, 071-101, 0131;
L.K.-L.M. 01-13) in a variety of colours or gilded, some cut or showing raised patterns (PI. x ~ I V ) .
T h e spout in fine blue glass, L.R.1. 070 (PI. XXIV), deserves special mention. T h e fragment of glass
slag, L.M. 034, might suggest local manufacture. Among ceramic remains, the rragn~entsof
green-glazed pottery, L.M. 042, or 22, a n d of faceted grey stoneware, L.M. 054, may claim interest.
Remains of srnall objects in paste, L.M. 063-9, 0133, a r e also represented. T h e numerous bronze
relics include the finely moclelled anthemion ornament, L.R.I. 0119 (PI. SSI!') ; a 'cat-bell ', L.hI.
0131 (PI. XXII'), similar to that found a t the L . A . station ; the bezel of a jewel, L . N . 0129 (1'1.
?iXlV) ; the neatly m a d e ear-pick, L.M. or 50 (PI. XXVI), & c . Iron implements arealsorepresentcd,
L . h l . OjI, 0145-7 (PI. XXIV, XX!'I).
B y the side of these remains manifestly belonging to the
period of early intercourse with China a n d the West we find, just a s a t other Lou-lan sites, far older
stages of civilization illustrated b y miscellaneous relics of the stone a g e which wind-erosion has laid
t ~ a r e . T h e well-made stone arrow-heads, L.M. 0 1 0 ,0155, a r e lxobably neolithic, while the numerous
'knife-blades', L.M. 012-24, 0156, a n d jade celts, L.M. 04, 043, 055 (1'1. XXII), ~ n a n i f e s t date
l~
back to a n earlier epoch. T h e stone cores, L. I-.-L.M. r. or (PI. XXII), L.M. 0 6 9 , point local
manufacture.
T h e presence of stonc a g e r e ~ n n i n sa t a n d around L . M . must obviously be considered in 'On*
nexion with the c ~ r r e s ~ o n c l i nfinds
g
made on the ground extending south-eastwards to L.". as
a s rvith those which \vere so plentiful on our march of Oece~nberI S , 1906, to the north of
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canlp1 2 1 . 7 It clearly pro\.es, a s already pointed oilt in .Seri?~dia,that a \vide belt of ground here,
strelclling from \vest to east, ~ n u s have
t
been fit for a t least nomadic occupation during a prolonged
Ileriorl in prehistoric times. A 1-al-iety of physical circumstances connected with the effects of
\vind-erosion makes it impossible to draw definite conclusions a s to the chronology of this prehistoric occupation.8 But there can be no doubt that it presupposes the presence of running water IBrellistoric
in the several ancient ri\.er-beds traced here, though not necessarily in all of them a t the same o ~ ~ ~ ~ t i o n .
l,eriod. The considerable geographical interest o f these ancient river courses, which the surveys
of
- mv,second and third journeys in the Lop Desert have shown to be all derived from the Kurukdar\rl, has been briefly intlicated already in .Sert/Ldiaant1 \rill claim our special attention farther on."
It is lrom this geographical point of view that particular importance attaches to the definite Occupqtion
antiquarian evidence furnished by the exploration of the I,.IbI. site. T h i s evidence, a s recorded conternporary will1
above, clearly proves that a regular settlement, approximately contemporary with the Lou-Ian tllat L..\,
station L.A., must have existed a t the site during the early c ~ n t u r i e sof our era. T h a t it mas a t
least partly agricultural cannot be tloubted, considering the character and distribution of the ruins
and the fact that cereals have been piclwd u p a t one of theln.1° I t is equally
. certain that the settlementobtained its water-supply
from
tlie
river
course,
the
d
r
y
berl
of
which
was
clearly traced within
.
the area occupied by the ruins.
That this water came from the Kuruk-tlarys \vas established by the discovery made by .4frHz- Ruins L.H.
gul a year later, on his journey from the Chainut-kGI lagoon to the YLrdang-bulak springs a t the
foot of the Kuruk-t5gh.
- A n abstract of the observations recorded b y him on this iourney is NW.ofL.31.
given below in Chapter X X . But i t will be convenient to anticipate here the result of the search
that he made, in accordance with m y previous instructions, on March 9, 1915,for other ruins in
the vicinity of I,.RI. Starting from our old camping-place near L.M. 111 he made a n extensive
reconnaissance to the east and north-east without coming either upon ruins o r d r y beds. But
after resuming his original direction of march to the north-west for about two miles he found a group
of three d\velling.s
- substantially built in timber a n d wattle after the manner of those a t I,.M. I n
two of these ruins, as his s k e t c h - ~ l a nof L . R . showed, the arrangement of the quarters was still
partly traceable. But the rooms left exposed held much sand, n.hile others to the \vest appeared
to be completely covered by it. AfrHz-gul, having only three companions a n d little time to spare
in view of the trying desert crossing before him, was unable to clear a n y of the quarters. But the
slnall objects in bronze, iron and glass (see List under I,.R.) which u-ere picked u p on the eroded
slopes near them clearlv show these ruins to be of the same date a s L.A.1. A mile bevond the ruins.
ih-riz-gul's farther route to the north-\vest crossed a well-marked river-bed about roo yards wide
\\.it11 a depth attaining to 50 feet, but partly filled with dunes. A s his plane-tablc. survey S ~ O I ~ S
(h'lap NO. 29. c. 3 ) , this old river course was last seen by him winding from north to S O L I ~ ~ ~ - C L S ~
at a point about 2 miles fro111 L . R . Farther on, high dunes co\.ered tlie ground to a n increasing
extent and observation of underlying features became \.cry dificult or impossible.
When considered in conjunction with what the examination of the ground from near L.K. Southern
has shown US, the supplementary evidence thus gathered a t L.1l. appears to nie to prove concl'Jsively that a string of slnall sites stretched, in the early centuries of our era, from L . R . to L.K. daryl d e l ~ a .
alon€!a line nearly ten miles in length. These clearly mark ;I southernmost extension of the Kurukd a ~ ;delta which, in the period preceding the abandonment of the Lou-Ian Site and of the early
-
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' See Sprirldin, i. pp. 356 "'1,.

('I. ibid., i . 1). 357 scl.
See ibid., i . PP. 355 ~ q ;. below, pp. 205 sq., 210.
lo
L.M. 0137-8. The two grains of what seems
qciu
ul Indian corn acre brough~back by ,!Irk-gul

'
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-
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lro~nhis rernnnnissnncc, without ;m int1ir:rlion of thr exact
find-placc (probnbly the refuse heaps ol L.M. I. or 11). That
there was cultivation in the vicinity is proved a t L.K.11)'
the beams of Eleagnus and Wl~itePoplar wood found in
~ l castern
~ c
group of quarters ; see ubovc, p. 188.
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Chinese trade route through ~ t still
, reccivetl water sufficient for permanent occupation. until ,he
C'hinese a n d other doculnents found a t L . M . ha\-e been duly interpreted no definite \liew can be
formed of the character of this settlement. B u t it appears to me on topographical and archaeological
grounds very probable that it derived some iniportance from its position close to the direct route
connecting the Chinese station of ' ancient Lou-Ian ', i. e. the Lou-Ian site L.A., with Mirln and
Charkhlik, then a s now the chief places of the L o p t e r r ~ t o r yor Shan-shan.
I n .!!cr.it~dinI have discussed in detail the great role which that station, the bridge-head as
Position
OtL.hl.
it
were
of the ancient Chinese high road coming through the desert from Tun-huang, must haye
relative to
during the centuries immediately before and after Christ, standing a s it did on the track
I , . K . ~ ~ ~played
~.
of the main traffic between China a n d the West." T h e route connecting it with the old capital of
Shan-shan o r Lop, located a t the site o f Mirgn, a n d thence with the oasis of Charkhlik (I-hsiin),
was certainly ~ n u c l ifrequented, a n d a s the fort L . K . lies just on the most direct line between the
two points,'P it m a y safely be assumed to ha\-e been intended to guard the route. But it is probable
that a local source of supplies existed for the maintenance of the fortified roadside post and for the
convenience of such traflic a s passed b y it, a n d since n o ancient cultivation was traceable around
L.K., the conclusion seems justified that it was the settlement marked by the L.M. site which
furnished those supplies a n d thus directly accounted for the location of the fort a t this point. We
shall see farther on that the position occupied b y the ancient Chinese castrum L.E. on the old
high road leading from the T u n - h u a n g Limes to the Lou-Ian Site is likely to have been determined
by a similar consideration.13
SECTION

IV.-LIST

O F A N T I Q U E S EXCAVATED O R r x x J N D AT T H E
S I T E S L.L., L.hI., A N D L . R .

OBJECTS FOUXD BET\VEEX KUISEIJ I'ORTS L.K. ;\YDL.L.

L.K.-LL. or. J a d e c e l t ; I)roarl, thin, sharpened t o fine
ale-edge. Grecn jade. I &" x I s:".

L.K.-L.L. 02-3. T w o s t o n e flakes, ,inglc and double
ribbed. I A" x i9e",and IL" x 8".

OBJECTS ESC'.\V.\TED \VITIIIX KL'INED FORT L.L.
L.L. or. F a b r i c frs. ; rags CBI
Iclt, cirri\-as, silk, kc.. wit11 Irs.
oi hair rope and llcmp cord. Gr. length (iabric IT.) 1' 8".
L.L. 02. Fr. of p r l n t e d silk, blue with resisl pattern
01 white dots in diagonal trellis, each lozengc containing
a rosctte of scvcn dots around ;I centre dot. \Yea\-e, fine
jvi~rp-rib. Turn. c. 3" sq. PI. 1 . S S X V I .
L.L. 03. F e l t c o r d ; three atrands, Lwistt.d. ,.. 7" long.
~ ~
L.L. 04. B r o n z e f r a m e , ,,l,lollg, on tllill I

g" x ;".

L.L. 05. Fr. of i r o n ( 7 ) slag. 2:" ,. 2" x
L.L. 06. Misc. fabric a n d v e g e t a b l e frs., including
~luk
\vool, Iclt. string, plaited grass. plain woollen
of cloth (?) thread, &c. GI. lengtll (thrratl) 2' .3".
L.L. 07. B u n d l e of felt rrs., with string and ~ i e c e s
woollen jean. Gr. li. (felt) r . 94" 104".
l1
la

(:I.Strindia, i. pp. 416 sqq.
Set above, p. 189.

L.L. 08. Fr. of g r e y m a r b l e , irregular. 2;'' :: i n i".
L.L. og.
tit^ of ,-hopped straw, and LIVO
Irs. or perisl~edwood.
fi

L.L. ore. Fr. of bronze, concavo-convex. It,, x i m x 3 : m ,
x 1' 1".
L.L. 011. Fr. of p o t t e r y , fine hlark. I I"
L.L. 012. S t o n e c o r e , hard black. I " x I:" a".
~L.L.
~013. ~S t r i p~of w,o o l l e n f a b r i c ; ligllt buii, rLrullg~
c\.cnly wovcn, plkrin cloth. O" >: .t".

"

'

L.L. 014. S t r i p of felt, light natural yello\r, \r.itll
01 strong figured woollen fabric stitched to it. 8 " x 1".
L.L. o r 5 Fr. of felt, ligllt natural huff, in holes. l l w x
91".

L.L.
I'

Hank of c o t t o n (7) t h r e a d , ulldyed. LfnGh

016.

4".
la

See below, p.

260

; hlnp No.

29. D. 3.
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A N T I Q U E S EXCAVATED O R F O U N D A T S I T E S L.I,., T,.M., A N D I,.R. rgg
OBJECTS FOUSD IlET\VEES T I l E SITES L.I.. AYJ) L.hl.

I. o r Chert core, frnm w11icl1 long flakcs
have been split z " x ~ " xi". 1'1. XXll.

L.L.-L.M.

L.L.-L.M.
.,

:"

I.

015. Fr. of iron, Lllin bcnt, oxydimd.

I.

016. Fr. of bronze finger-ring, lialf o l ;

6"

8 .

I. 09. Fr. of glass, fine dark blue, translucent,
wit11 few laults. Conmvo-convex, with raised hantl
applied
to outer surfacc. ~k'' xi'' x A''. PI. SXIV.
..
L.L.-L.M. I. 03-6. Four jasper flakes, black, grey, ant1
yellnw. Gr. lr. 2" .:.'g:

L.L.-L.M.

L.L.-L.M.

I.

017-18.

I, 07. Fr. of glass, from ~liickcned lip nl
vessel, dull olive prcen. \Veil made. I L" x in.
L.L.-L.M. I, 08-10. Three frs. of glass, translurcnt
hlue, \yell made. No pattern. l>ut dark linrs in one clue
prrhaps to impurity. Gr. fr. P6"Y :".

L.L.-L.M.

I.

019. Fr. of paste bead, opaque yellon..

L.L.-L.M.

L.L.-L.M.

L.L.-L.M. I. 011. Green stone celt (?), rouahly workcd.
It" x x ,'e".
L.L.-L.M. I, 012-13. T w o jasper flakes. dark brown,
rough. Gr. Ir.

r t " x a".

L.L.-L.M.

I. 014. Fr. of pottery, from lip and neck of
circular vessel, hlouth trumpet-shaped with good mouldings on outer surface. Clay. well washed and well burnt.
3"" ~ i ' ,thickness a t nerk jSZ" PI. XXVI.

triangular, flat inside, convex outside.
lac. ifrell made. Gr. M. &'.

ioxl's".

FIollow filled with

T w o frs. of shell, \r.liitc,

$2" x

stringy lesturc. %" x .$".

L.L.-L.M.

1. ozo. Carnelian (?) bead, red ; octalicdrnn,
flattened nt cxtrcniities. Lens11 A", pr. width :l".

L.L.-L.M.

Class bead, pale I)lue, translucent ;
h", gr,width 0".

1. 021.

dodecaliedral. Length

L.L.-L.M.

I.

oaz. Half of glass bead, cylindrical,greenish-

blue, translucent. 2" x 2".

L.L.-L.M.

015.

I.

1)iam. i n ,width

L.L.-L.M.

I.

Bronze finger-ring; plain band.

a".

Glass bead, gilt, flattened spheroid ;
kc. Diam. k". 11. A".

026.

as L.li.-L.AI. or?,

OBJECTS FOUND SOUTIT-E.4ST O F SITE L.Jf.

L.K.-L.M. 01-3. Three frs. of glass beads

; opaquc
dark and light blue, and green ; blue ribbed vertically.
Gr. diam. (or) 1".

L.K.-L.M. 04-9.

Misc. frs. of glass, plain, cut and
moulded; translucent pale yellow and I~luegreen. 08
~howsplain edge of vessel and side faceted from 1'' lielo\v,
07 rllorvs pattern cut on wheel. Cr. Ir. (08) I P," x 9" x &".
PI. XSlV.

L.K.-L.M.

Fr. of glass bead, opaque hlue, prol~.

010.

part of L.K.-L.hl.

01.

Gr. 11. i".

L.K.-L.M. 011-14.

Four frs. of glass beads. 0x1-12.
flattened sph:;eds,
gilded ; 0x3, double-bulb ' halustcr '
I m d , gilded ; 014, hollow ryl~ndrical,translurent yellnu.
Gr. length (014) f'.

AIISCELL.lSEOUS 011JRCTS FOl'SI) .2T L.AI.

L.M.

01.

Pottery spinning.whor1 ; flat d~sc-,pierced.

Grry day, ill IVRFIIC~.

Diam. z,t".

PI XX\'I.

02. Fr. of pottery; coarse sponpy red. glazed [lark
brown rither side with bands of douhlr inriscd linrs
through glaze. Glaze pcrliaps dur to vitrifiri~tinn cil
surface nl hndy. 28" x r 4 " v ;".

L.M. 03. Pottery spinningwhorl, of flat rc-Itinus I l a p r .
on ilndrr-side with ring of ripht srnall rirrlrs. Iliam.
Fr. h. 1". PI. xxr7r.

L.M. 04. Jade celt, di~rlcgreen. rough one side.

:';'.

1'1. XXIT.

I

:"

L.M. 05. Fr. of jade (?). TI1in, flat, mnttled o ] i ~Kl-ren
.~
\vith rougli surfarcs.

rl",:I:"

,,

011.

Square prism of stone, dark hrotvn, smooth
11'' ,5," \' A".

sides, enrla broken.

L.M.

1:".

L.M.

a",

L.M. o~a-24. Frs. of stone blades, oI v:irious sizes nncl
scvcral dificl.cnt stones. Gr. Ir. la" x 4" x ,',".
L.M. 015. Fr. of glass, dark Iilue, translucent. cut in
rcrtnnp. pattern on outside. (;r. Al. 2". PI. SSIV.

L.M. 026. Bronze stud, wit11 scl pyramid hmd.
I " S'I.,
. I\. >-".
PI. sx1\-.

Ilcad

1 b.

L.M. 030-33.

Frs. of bronze orn. anrl sheet, ant1 oI tvcll-

made I)urklc (031).
1'1. XXIV.

Length of burklc

L.M. O34. Fr' of glass 'lag'
L.M. 035-40.

f"

11". gr. widtll i".

''

;b"'

Misc. frs. of bronze nails and wlre.

Gr. Icngth 2".

LuM. 06-9. Stone cores ol \-nrious kinds, ).ellow, grey.
hr0a.n. L~rgest21" .: ~ p :
",in,

L.M. 041. Ironrlvet,corroded.

L.M.

L.M. 049. Fr. of pottery, rougli grey, glazed green each

010.

Jasper arrow.head, leaf.shaped.

Iirolicn- Well mndc.

Light green stone.

Length

Poin~
I&".

side. G l u e mostly gone.

Lengllr

ziyx ~ tx "to.

gr. width

;".

R E M A I N S O F A N A N C I E N T DELTA

2 00

L.M. 043.
filii.;lied.

J a d e celt, dilrk grccli, I)rol;cn and p1.01). un.; l f " d'.

2"

L.M. 044-9.

Bronze; rough nuggets.

Largest r . 1"

\: 8".

,
L.M. 051. I r o n (7) p u n c h o r c h i s e l ; stritight I ~ a rpoi~ilrcl

L.M. 0103-17.

Misc. f r s . of bronze, 1no,lly S I ~
o r o j (I~~rgrst)
Ir. of rim of vcs\cl. I 1" x
.< ,t",
L.M. 0118. B r o n z e ring, brokcn, corroded. L)iitlil. ,-.;*,
\vidtli

x.

Fr. o f b r o n z e a n t h e m i o n ornamellt,
massive, otsl in relicf. In lorm oI cspnndiny plume,
the leathers graduated in size Irom centre, and tlleir
division marked Iiy channelled lines on hack as \veil ns
front.
I n upper end oI each feather is hole passing partly
through, and similar hole a t back. Tlie two proh. originally met, hut pnssage rlioked hy corrosion : prohnhl!.
intended for je~vels. Each lobe is rounded off at upper
estremity, and finished in small point. Lower end o l
orn. broken off, and most 01 R. p. side corroded. 1-1. 3",
fir. width 28", thirkncss k". PI. XXIV.

L.M. 05%. Fr. of s t o n e , dark grey, lamellar structurr.
1

I:"

;"x ,",".

L.M. 053.

Fr. of m a r b l e I?). \\-hite. streakrrl wit11 grey
strilta. \\'cathcrcd smooth.
,.. 11'' x 3".

I:"

L.M. 054 Fr. of s t o n e w a r e ; smooth grey wit11 lacctcd
outer surface.

22''

Y

I I1ti
."

x if'.

L.M. 055. J a d e celt, pale grrcn, roughly made.
1i" x =:-;.
PI, SXII.

28" L

flakes have been split.

I+" x

L.M. 0120.

I" x 1".

T h r e e frs. of s t o n e , irregular sliapc,cliipped ;
possibly rorcs. 058, red-hroxvn streaked with pink (flint ?).
Gr. fr. (058) I 1" u I " u i".

L.M. 060. B o n e s p i n n i n g - w h o r l ; flat disc, pierced.
1)inni.
thickness Q". PI. ?<XI\'.

::".

L.M. 061. Pottery s p i n n i n g - w h o r l ; flnt disc. rou:.lily
ill

rrntre. Iliam.

:".

L.M. 062.

P o t t e r y disc, rough. partly drilled as lor
whorl. 1)iem. I I".

L.M. 063-9.

S e v e n p a s t e balls, blarkish, opaqtw.
irrcpular shape ; as L.K. 047. Largest 4" A i".

L.M. 070. G l a s s s p o u t ; fine blue, translucent. Curved.
taperin:, tubular; broken hoth ends.
diam. 0". PI. XXI\'.

Length

23".

gr.

11". afidtli ;".

:,"

L.M. 0x21. Fr. of shell. I"/
L.M. 0122. Fr. of p o t t e r y , ordinary red. glazed green

L.M. 057-9.

chipped from potslicrd. pierred

Fr. of b r o n z e r o d , sq. in section, with iron

core. Lcngtli

L.M. 058. S t o n e core, black, from wliich long narrow

rach side. Glaze murh gone. Proh. part of rim of \cvel

i" y 1".

7"

L.M. olag. B r o n z e bezel o f j e w e l , as L.K. or. Elliptirnl.

.

with plain inner and cable outer stone border. Two
holes in floor of settin: for rinr: or othrr attachment. i;"
Y 8". PI. XXIV.

L.M. 0130.
1)iani. 1" to

B r o n z e r i n g ; airc, round in section. hrokcn.

a".

B r o n z e ' cat-bell *, complete \vith clapper 2nd
suspension eyc, as Ser. iv. PI. ?<XIS,L A . 00104, kc.
l)iam. A". PI. XXIV.

L.M.

0131.

L.M. 0132. F l a k e of i r o n , osydized.

I$'' x

3' x t'

L.M. 0133. F r . of p a s t e , opaque, chocolate-coloured.

3"

:" 16

-5 "

'

L.M. 071-82.

L.M. 0134. Fr. of g l a s s , I,ronzc colour. opaque. ( " x i "

L.M. 083-93.

L.M. 0135-6.

T w e l v e frs. of g l a s s , fine blue, translucent. ;is L.M. 070. Slightly curved. Gr. fr. (073) I" x j".

E l e v e n g l a s s b e a d s or frs. of heads :
including opacluc preen and light I)lue, translucent pink.
yrllo\r, light and dark I~lur,and one white glass gilded.
Shapes : tubular spherical, ring, and two double-ring (091
and o9a). Gr. length 1".

L.M. o w - 9 .

S i x frs. of g l a s s ; pale greenish or str;l\v
colour, transparent, with pattern raiscd in applied rib.
111.erage size x 4". 1'1. XXIV.

a"

L.M. o r o o . Fr. of g l a s s , pale huff, transluccnl, cut to
disc ; flat on one side, h ~ ~ l l ocylindrical
w
on other ns tliougli
shaped on a wheel. lor s r ~ t i n g(7). 1)iarn.

::".

L.M.

E n d of g l a s s r o d , dark hlue. Ir:tnslucelil.
re~emblinaL.11.071-82. Gr. 31. )".
0101.

L.M. 0102. P e b b l e , creamy-white, Ixan-shaped.
6
'
, x i-.

it''

~

L.M. 0119.

one end, flat chisel-shape a t otlicr. Length 3". gr. \vidth 1".
PI. xxrv.
lozenge-shaped in section (scraper ?). \Vmtlicred.

:-&"

:6".

I"

1".

. 8"

L.M. 0137-8.
L.M. 0139.

T w o frs. of p o t t e r y clinker (7). Gr. Ir.
T w o g r a i n s of I n d i a n corn.

Fr. of w o o l l e n 17)s t r i n g , bound round ~vith

rrimson and huff tliread. Lengtll I&",thickness

L.M.0140-3.

1".

Frs. of b r o n z e n a l l s ; 0142-3 rq.-llcnded.

corrt~tled. Gr. length

A", gr. width 01 hcnd A".

F r . of b r o n z e spoon-bowl. long, ~ . i l l l
thickened eilge. 21" .; 3". 1'1. XSI\'.
L.M. 0145-7 T h r e e frs. of i r o n i m p l e m e n t s ; 0145.
curved, flat, hroatlcnin; a t one end into three poinli;
0x46, hook-shaped. Gr. Ir. (orqj) 23" Y I b'' (gr. \vidtll).
1'1. XXVI.

L.M. 0144.

L.M. 0x48.
end.

I

Fr. of lead, irregul:lr ahnpe, drillrd at ont

:;",2"

. A".

1'1. sslv.

~

~

,

Sec.lvl

ANTIQUES EXCAVATED OR F O U N D AT SITES L.L., I,.M., A N D I,.R.

L , ~ o14g.
.
Bronze pin, bcnt over a t hlunt end, hrukcn.
bngtll I;'*, gr, diam. 3;7L".
L . ~oISo
,
Bronze miniature spoon. Sq. rod 1crniin;ctcircular bo\rrl set a t slight angle. Prol).
ing in
enr.pick, ~ ~ ~31",~~ vt i dIt of
l ~i bowl 1". PI. XXVI.
Fr.
of
pottery,
hand-made, gritty, light red.
L.M.oIs3.
W~ ern, Gr. JI. 6", thickness r . i".
OIjJECTS EXC.\V.\TEI)

L,M.1, i. 01. Frs. of woollen tapestry ; \\-oven ivith
crude patte1.n~of very stylized leaves, flowers: hirds and
General scl~emc of arrangement ditlicult to
determine. In two frs. is band of pairs of leaves in
yarious rolours, pro\ving R. and L. of central horizontal
stcm. Uelon, a large-headed grolesque deer (?). In
anotller fr, a series of running grotesque animals with
long tails; in a third, a bird's wing. Eleven lrs. in all.
Colours, red, lipht and dark Mue, green and tones of I,ufi.
Cr. fr. 8" ~8:". 1'1. S X S I I I , LSXX\'II.
L.M. I.i. oz. Fr. of leather, solt ant1 well nircd. 31' :., I 1".
L.M. 1. i. 03. Flat plait of fine woollen thread, natur:ll
buff. I' 11" x 5" (width).
L.M. I. i. 04. Fr. of vegetable fibre rope, stout two-ply.
Length I' 8",dian~.f".
L.M.I. i. 05.
leather bag or slleath, thinstitching undone. ~ o u g h l ymade. Deptll 3?", midth of
mouth I]".
L.M. I. i. 06. Fr. of silk, plain, white, with sewing. 2"
;.. I,'.
L. M. I. i. 0.1. Fr. of woollen fabric ; loosely woven
coarse crimson twill, with damask pattern now obscured
by ragged state. 1'4' x 8".
L.M. 1, i. 08. Fr. of pdnted silk, with crimson ground,
and rosettes of smnll dots interspersed \vith large single
spots, se~~rC,in resist. 1:or another fr., see L.M. 11. i. 02.
cf. also L.1\1.I. i. 00, and Ast. 1.1. iii. 0.3, PI. LXXVIlI.
Perished. j" :c 2". PI. LSXSVI.
L.%.I. i. 09. Fr, of printed silk ; blue qound, pattern
in resist of spots al.ranged in lozenge-lrellis wit11 centre
rosette in each. Cf. preceding and '\st. VI. iii. 03. 64" x 21".
L.M. 1.i. 010. Ft, of silk, plain whitr, doubled and sewn.
Rotten. 6" x a".
L.M. 1. 1, 011. Fr. of silk waste.
L.". I- 1. 019. Fr. of vegetable fibre rope. Two twoI)~Y cords twistcd togethr~.. 2'1" 1".

L-M. 1. 01-4. Casket of lacquered wood, rnds missing
remaining p:lrts disconnected. Shnpr, oblong ; lop
larger than I)ottum, sidcs therelore slopc inwards towards
hcqucr a11plied over strong ronrsc canvas ;
insidesralin,.-wns red, outside bluck, orn. wit11 red.
(02) ern. witli double lines parallel to long edges
lormin&! 14" bordrrs ; borders decorated \\.it11 lozenges and
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L.M. 0154. Fr. of bronze sheet, with rivet through.
Gr. fr. I " v 4".
L.M. 0155. Jasper leaf-shaped arrow-head ; boldly
chippcd, perlccl condition; a5 L.I. 012,hut smaller. Length
2", gr. width P,". pr. thirkness +6".
L.M. 0156. Fr. of stone blade (sard), long narrow, double
ril). Pink. 11" i: 2"x A".
IS ROO.\[ i 01;RUIX L A . I.

L.M. I. i. 013. Leather band (7) ; two pieces sewn togrtlier, \\-it11 fr. of n.ool atlhering. Marks ol seam along
one etlge and end ; utlier edge and end torn. Lengtll
I ' 4k", width 5 j".
L.M. I , i. or+ Bundle of woollen canvas rags. Tllick,
tiglltly rroven ; Ijuff and bro\\n.
L.M. 1. 1. 015. Fr. of woollen canvas, fine buff; in
holes. Gr. 31. A$".
L.M. I. i. 016. Leather strap, two thicknesses superimposed and sewn a t ctlges ; om. with pyramidal bronze
studs riveted on, and two bronze bands near one end a t
\,.hicll is round stud. ~
~ to centre,
~ a t right
~
angles,
~
is thinner strap with smaller pyramidal stud. Broken a t
both ends. Perhaps forehead strap of 1,ridle. Length
IO",width 4". PI. S X V I .
L.M, 1. i. 01,. Wooden eating-tray, oblong, four-footed,
the feet being short truncated pyramids (lour sides) cut
out ol one piece wit11 tray. Ends slightly bowed. Plain
rill1 round edge, and upper surface slightly concave
laterally o\\,ing to warping. Both upper and under surface
scored with knife-cuts. Good condition. Length I' II]",
tvidth g", h. zk". PI. XX\'IlI.
L.M. I. i. 018. Lidless wooden vessel, possibly a p a i n
measure (?), cylindrical in shape; body cut out of one
piece of tvood ; bottom another piece secured to body
hy wooden pins driven through walls. Bottom hollowed
on inside. \\'ails split and \varped ; outside scored with
knife-cuts ; edges worn smooth. 11. 51", diam. 6",
;I\-erage thickness 1". PI. SXVIII.
L.M. 1. i. 023. Wedge 1abel.Hke tablet; hole througll
sq, end. oh,, sllort 11, ~
h above
~ hole.
~
. R ~ , . 11.
Khar., so~newhat cff:icccl. \Vood hard.
x (mas.)

jr

I

h" x 6 .

:6".

L.M. I. i. 024. Slip.llke tablet; oblong, with hole through
rnidtllc. Surface perished. No writing(?)either side. 4b'
u 6"

in.

spir;lls in fine lines ; field with attenuated cloud scrolls
a ~ l dgrotesque beasts painted wit11 great freedom and skill.
:It onr end n square notch is cut out and along one long
cdgc are marks of three decorative fittings (sham hinges ?),
of which only the depressions in the wood t o which they
apere fised and the lac used in fixing them remain ; a t
ends are small tlovetnils and wooden dowel-pins.
Dd

h

~

REMAINS O F AN ANCIENT DELTA
Nottom of casket (or) orn. with a pair of lines round edge
and another pair I#" within, the lines of each pair being
about '
4 apart. At e ~ c hcorner was a hemispherical
bronze boss wit11 projecting Range a t base, of which one
boss is in position, one disconnected (I..Bf. I. ii. 07), nntl
two missing. They appear to ha\.c bcrn ntt:trhed with
lac only. Round base of each boss is red linc, and in border,
R. and L, of each, is slnall painted crrscent. 17ield shows
no orn.
Sides (03 and 04) arc narrow panels with end edges cut
lo nngles of about 40" with longcst edges. On 03 are
traces of painted grotesque animals and clouds of type
similar to those on top, within border of double lines.
All pieces much faded and damirgcd. Nost of red lacquer
of pattern has disappeared: hut the Iorms are visible on
account of the better preservation ol tllc portions of I,LI(.L
ground originally co~eretl1)). the rcd pattern. Size of
lop, I' 11" x 6 g ; bottonl I' 53" Y 51" ; sides, 1o11g ctlge
I' I I " , short I' st", end edgcs 4i", width 34". Tl~icknrss
throughout f". Bosses, 11. $", diam. 11". PI. XXV.
L.M. I. 05. Wooden bowl of same type as Ser. it..
T. \.I. b. ii. 001, PI. LII,but unlacquered. Roughly made.
Slightly curved from end to end, the ends being Iligllrr
than the middle. Traces of pink inside. In three pirccs,
now mended. 4r x 3f' x 13". PI. XXVI.
L.M. I. 06. T w o frs. of cord of vegetable fibre ; onr
soft and fine: the otller coarse and hsrsl~. Gr. Icngtl~
r . 2' 3", dinrn. 4".
L.M. I. 07. Wooden arrow.shaf€, point broken off.
Thickest part a t centre 01 shaft. Plumes perished.
\\'hipping, covered with black varnish, near notch.
Material proh. cane, and certainly endogenous. Three
minute holes near centre, perhaps indicating crnlre nf
gra\.ity. 2' 2 : " .-:2". 1'1. XXVI.

L.M.

I.

08.

Fr. of carved wooden architrave nr

nbacus. \\'ithin a p l ~ i nraised fillet border, shallo\v hillets
or dentils r. 3t" broad with space al)out I & " betwern.
netween dentils, a vertical prism \vith sides sloping bncktr:lrds R. and L. towards tlcntils. Rough work. Broken a\vny
:IL long edges and one end. I" 4" x z ? " x 1". PI. xxvr.

L.M.

og. Fr. of carved wooden architrave, or
nbacuc, similar lo L.M. r . 08, PI. SSVI. I' I ~ " Y11"r i".
L.M. I. 010. Misc. frs. of goat and kid s u n , cured
I.

and with wool :tdhcrin~. Plcntilul signs of sewing a t edges.
Gr. length r . I I".
L.M. I. 0x1. Fr. of lloen (7) fabric, \ve:~\-edoul~lrdand
sewn. Sign ol burning. Very ragged. Gr. M. I' 8".
L.M. I. ota. Oblong wooden die. 011c side blank, the
otllcr sidcs marltetl respeclively ant1 conse~:utively witll
n cross in a square, three crosses (one suclr in :In oblong),
a t r i ~ n g l cwith centre linc. Ends bl;unk. Rougl~ly~nadc.
zf" r f" x A". PI. XSVI.
L.M. I. 013. Turned wooden lid, slightly domed, with
llut knob, projccting rim, and concave interior. Dialn.
I k", gr. h. f " . PI. XXVI,

L.M.

I. 014-18. Frs. of Silk garment, in stripes
red
and blue silk sewn to plain white backing. Very ragged.
Gr. length lo&".

L.M. I. 019. Fr. of paper, %oft,blank, screwed up. Torn,
81" SCl.
L.M. I. 020-4.

Frs. of woollen (1) canvas rags, bufl
I' 6" x 64".
L.M. I. 025. Fr. of horn flask (7) ; cf. Scr. i. pp. 256,
267,479 ; mouthpiece and part of body. Length J&".
..
L.M. I. 026. Strlp of figured silk. Pattern in bands 01
and red. Gr. fr.

-

red, blue, buff, &c., not clear, but cloud-scroll forms and
gunrter-foils nre visible. Weave, double cloth, warp-rib.
hIuch worn. 7" x I&".

L.M. I. 027. Fr. of woollen canvas, fine texture, in
holes. Gr. hI. c. 3".

L.M.

I. 028.
Fr. of iron object wit11 one thickened edge.
Rough. Badly corroded. 3" x r f ' x {-kn. PI. XXvI.

L.M.

I. ozg. Fr. of bronze plate, narrow at one end
(broken), broadening to other where it is rounded and
very thin. Slightly raised edges and central rib on one
sitlc. 2f" x r 3' x A". PI. X X N ,

L.M.

I.

030. Wooden comb with arched bnck and thick

widely spaced tcetll.
PI. xx\,r.

Prol). ctlrry-comb. 3f" x3t'xi'.

I , 031. Fr. of roughly spllt wood, drilled with
three rows of lour holes each, in two ol which remain
pieces of string. 3+"x 2"x f". PI. XXVI.

L.M.

L.M.

I. 032. Block of wood, hroltcn at one end, with
hole drilled rougllly through middle and mark of burning
a t edge. 4" x 3" x &".

L.M. I. 033. Wooden stick 01 natural L-sbape, sllarpentd
a t rnd of long liml).
r . 1". PI. XXYI.

Long limb 92". s11ort I", q.dinm.

L.M. I. 034. Fr. of vegetable fibre rope, Irvn strands.
roarse. I.cngt11 3'

L.M.

I.

s",

tlialn, c.

4".

035. Turned wooden beaker. Iligll nnrrnr

cup, willl plain rim (tl~inncddown) ; sides vcry sligl~tly
curved, tlrawing in below howl and expanding again tu
foot. Plain fillet round waist, and moulding round edge
of base. Split in two, and one side of cup lost. \I'00d
hard. H. 7:-4", diam. of rim 4k", of base 4&".PI. XXVII.
L.M. I. 11. or. Wooden spindle, finely made, with bundle
of short threads tied to it. Thickest part z" from one
end has ring ol black clots placed or Pclrelorr. From this
part it tapers smootllly in both tlircctions. I.rngth 1' ?In!
cr. dinm. 2".
L.M. I. ii. oz. Horn spoon, \ritll long cur! ing llnndlc
tl~ickcncd towards upprr end. hIuc11 eaten and twistctl.
Lengtll of llandle 6", or bowl 21". 1'1. XXVI.

L.M. I. ii. 03. Fr. of leather band, in severd ~hicknesses,
wit11 bone disc, drilled through centre, attached by iron
rivet. Band

I

8'

x t', disc

I'

dinm. PI. XXIV.

L.M.

I. 11. 04. Bundle of l e a t h e r frs. ; thin, svcll tanned,
bull-coloured, ~vith marks of sewing on all. Gr. Ir. 6"
s .I".

L.M,

ii. 05. T w o frs. of figured s i l k ; fincly IVOVCII,
\\it11 p;~tternof green (?) and buri cloud scrolls and lions
10 L. on bright crimson ground. Beliind lion :I cluatreloil.
IJ;ittern repeats ncross fabric. \Vca\-c, doul~lcclotl~,warprih. Rng.ged,:~nddetails obscure. Cr. fr. 9" x ran (cleaned).
PI. XLII.
I.

L.M. 1. ii. 06. Coil of v e g e t a b l e (?) R b r e s t r i n g , fine,
two-ply. Lc11gt11I' l o i n ,tliam, 18".

L.M.

I. Li. 07. D o m e d b r o n z e b o s s , wit11 narrow flange
a t base, filled wit11 I ~ a r dpaste on ~ ~ h i cish impression of
canvas ;ind traccs 01 glue. Evidently from \vooden casket,
L.M. I , 01, canvas-covered and lacquered. IT.
diarn.
of base i 4".

r,

L.M.

I. it. 08. S m a l l r a g . wit11 sul~stiu~cc
(drug ?) tied
up in it. Length (tied up) 2".

OBJECT FRO31 ROOAI iii OF R U I N L.31. I.

L.M.

iii. 01. W o o d e n d o u b l e - b r a c k e t c a p i t a l cut
ill one piece, consisting oI Iour niernbers-a
ccntrc bloclc
s-l~irli rcsted on sl~aft,ta.o flanking blocks sl~itpcd to
su;geat Ionic. \-olutcs, and over all :In aI);lvus. Ccnlrc
;lnd aidc I)locks joined only a t Lllcir upl~crparts. lrndcr
al~rfilccof centre I~l~lrk.
1.. 8" scluiire, nit11 sockct for s11i1ft
41" diani. nntl 4" dccp. ('cntrc I~locli sprcads latcriilly
;111dsy~iin~ctri~;~lly
up\vilrds in sliglitly con\.es curve to
;I 1vidtl1of 10;" a t a lleigl~t01 6", \r,llcrc i~ joins volutcs.
Volutes rougllly circular. Ccntrc I)lock and volutcs ;Ire
rlraughted al)out 2" aidc :it margins of their Iaccs, reservinK
c. 9'' raised surlacc itl~in. Circular r:liacd surfilce oI cacli
~olulehas in ccntrc a circlc, 4" diam., i~lciseddeep wit11
V cut c. 2" across.
Abacus, \rhicll is sliglltly in\.adcd I)y upl~crcurvcs 01
vulutes, llas L\vu ~.o\vs,cncl~o[ ill c long Ilorizontul narrow
I,

billets w i t l ~rounded laccs. r\ third row of tl~rcccqual
and similar billets occurs ccntr:llly immediatcly I~elow
the two, thc ends terminating a t the edges of drauglitctl
~narginsol volutes. Ahacus cqual in length to ~ r c a t c s t
~vidtll oI rapital mcasurcd throngh centres of volutes.
a t ends t l ~ cupper cur\,e ol prllviI t thcrcforc o\-erh;~ng>
natus. 'Sliis projection ih aupportcd a t cach end 1)). n raised,
vertical, slightly curtcd ccntr;ll hand jJ"wide, wllicl~
nicrgcs a t its lo\rcr cnd into s\vcll of pi~lvin;ltus. Ends
of capital othcr\visc plain.
Upper
Rack curvcd liltc Irunt IbuL ~ n u c h pcri,llcd.
surlace slightly rhanncllcd tl~roughout: perhaps due to
shrinltagc and \vvrpi~ig. Lo\vcst pnints of volutes Icvcl
wit11 I~otlornoi ccntr;ll blucli. '1.11~ \rholc badly \\-ciithered
and split. Length 3' 4", Iiciyh~I', thicl;ncs5 3". PI. X\'.

OI; JEC"I'S ESC.\V.WEI) A'S l<CTISL.11. 11.
L.M. 11. i. or. M a s s of d e c a y e d f a b r i c frs., mainly blue
L.M. 11. ii. 07. Fr, o f l a c q u e r e d w o o d , I r t ~ n flat
~
silk, buff (?cotton) canvas, and felt.

L.M. 11.1.

02.

Fr. of p r i n t e d silk, ranlc as L.11.

PI. L X X x v I (q. v.). Gr.

I.

i. 08,

M. 11".

li. 01- B r o n z e s t u d (7) ; c y m b a l - s h a p e d , Carl,
with hole through centre of dome. Good condition. ('I.
studs on L.I\I. I. or. Diarn. of base I:;",
h. d", width ol
rim &', thickness &". PI. XXVI.

a. ii. 02. Fr. of w o o l l e n fabrlc, stout red, pli~in
Wea\'c, having thick warp and thin welt of doublr yarn.
Strongly woven. I' 3" x 1".
L.M. 11. 11. 03. Fr. of s l e v e (7). Piece of very coarse
hair canvas, oversewn in places, and with felt rind
finer labric adhering in places ; 6.Ser. iv. PI. X X V I I I ,
N. MI. 0018. C, j"x 5".

L.M.

11. fl. 04. F l a t plaited b a n d of goat's-hair, uritll
l u o ~at one end. 6' 9" x r. I".

L.M. n. 11. 05. Fr. of woollen pile carpet, lv,lrlicd ill
blue, green (?),crimson, brown, and buN pilr. Aluc.l~n-ern,
Pattern unintelligible. \\'arp 111 woollen string, ~ r - c loi~
thick woollen cord giving ;i boltl ribl~cd effect a t b;~c.li.
Pile lies between the shoots of weft. \'cry ragged :inti
faded. I' z" x 1' a n .

L.". II. 11. 05. Bundle of r e e d s from refuse.

rirculi~r(?) object ; \\it11 hliglltly upcurved rim (I~roken)
tli1-idctl Irom flat field 1)y raised line. Field red, rinl and
I,;irli I)l;lck. Uroltcn on all sides. Lilcqucr direct on wood.
2" x 1 ;"
.., 3?i''. PI. XSVl.
y
ii. 08. w o o d e n stick r o u g ~ l ~crutcllcd
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The ground we entered after leaving the L.hI. site showed a t first clear signs of extreme wind- h~arksof
: Yirdang trenches were scooped out to a depth of 8 to I 2 feet, a n d low dunes were frequent windthe terraces between them. A line of dead Toghraks coming from the north-west ant1 1,entling erosio,l,
rountl tonards the east was passed after about two miles' march. Finds of worked stones (see List
below) had grown rare after leaving L.bI., and, with the exception of a single flint picket1 u p about
miles from the site, ceased altogether beyond the line of dead tree trunks just mentioned.
Farther on the Yardang trenches became shallo\ver, while the dunes now rising from 15 to 2 0 feet
in height were wide apart and allowed easy progress. T h e r e were stretches of practically flat,
abraded-looking ground, broken only by occasional sand-cones. T h e tamarisk growth that had
helped to form them and still held them together was dead, except here a n d there, where the branches
on the very top still showed life.
When fixing the plane-table on one of these isolated tamarisk-cones, a t a direct distance of about Dry riverY miles fro111Camp scii (L.M.) we could clearly make out before us rows of dead Toghraks running by dead
from north-west to south-east a n d marking a broad river-course. Another branch similarly lined ~ - ~ ~ h
with a belt of dead forest was crossed about two miles farther on. Reference to the m a p on the
I : 250,000 scale will show that these two dried-up channels ha\-e their obvious continuation to the
south-east in two exactly corresponding belts of ancient tree growth that we crossed on our route
of 1906 to the south of C a m p 1 2 2 . If we turn to the north-west, the direction from which the
course of these old branches of the Kuruk-daryL must be traced, we find them duly represented
by similar belts of dead riverine jungle shown both b y m y survey of 1907 a n d b y AfrHz-gul's of 1915
near the spot where our respective routes crossed each other, in the vicinity of Camps 127a a n d
ccxlviii a.2 From the fixing above mentioned we first caught a glimpse far away to the north of
the dark outline of the Kuruk-tagh foot-hills showing above the horizon line of the yellow expanse
of bare sand and clay. T h e snowy rampart of the K'un-tun far off to the south, still visible in the
morning from Camp xcii, was now hidden by the dust-haze that a fresh north-east breeze had
since raised.
Beyond the strips of dead riverine forest our route led over ground where, a s Fig. 140 shows, Neolitllic
the soil was u n i f o r ~ n lcut
~ u p b y small Y l r d a n g s , 4 to 6 feet deep, except where covered by low re'ics.
dunes. In its appearance this ground showed very close resemblance to that passed in 1906 near
Camp 1 2 2 . ~ T h a t our route now lay in the vicinity of the latter was brought home to m e a t the
time by the recurrence of certain characteristics observed there in 1906. Fragments of pottery,
very coarse in make and evidently of neolithic origin, of which L . M . 4 . xciii. 011-12 a r e specimens,
together with a few stone remains, corresponded to similar finds made in 1906 within a short distance
north of Camp 1 2 2 . ~ I observed moreover the frequent appearance, for the last few miles before
Camp xciii was reached, of dead reed-beds, with thick but low stubble, on the top of Ylrdangs. Deadreed1 have already discussed in Seritldia the significance that these reed-beds, not of very ancient beds.
appearance, may have a s indicating a temporary a n d later submersion of this ground."
have also
pointed out that such a submersion a t a co~nparativelyrecent period would be in full accord wit11
certain observations made in this region by Dr. Hedin. His very interesting measurement of levels
L.A. and the Kara-koshun has shown that just about this latitude a depression estends
a distance of about two a n d a half miles to a n average of about a metre (3' 3.4") below the flood
level of the b r a - k o s h u n in the spring of 1901.
The fact that our route from south-west to north-east led almost parallel to the regular direction

",,

' See )lap NO.29. c.

J ; also Serj,ldio,
No. 60. s. 3.
Serindia, i. p. 360.
In i \ I a ~NU.29. D. 4 thc cntry Pottery debris ' referring

to the route of 1906 should be shifted larther south LO about
I & miles from Camp 122.
See Serindia, i. pp. 359 Sq.
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as everywhere else in the Lou-Ian area, ilfSW. to EN E.-had allo\\.cd
total marching distance of about eighteen miles. Camp xciii \\as pitched
in the evening close to a well-marked line of tamarisk-cones, recalling those which are orten found
near ri\-er-courses in the THrim basin. Dead reed-beds of the kind above mentioned \\ere found
occupying the tops of ' Ylrdang ' trenches near the camp. Their height above uniformly eroded
trough-like ground varied as much as eight feet. This clearly showed that water, such as alone
could account for such reed growth, had returned here in comparatively recent times to ground
where wind-erosion had previously been long at work, and that the level reached by the water
during its temporary return had varied.
Another interesting fact was that on resuming our march on the morning of February 10th
.lncient
river branch we came, within less than a mile, to rows of dead Toghraks along a shallow bed winding with an
marked by
approxilnate bearing from north-west to south-east. As appears from the map, this direction
dead
Toghraks. exactly coincides with that in which our survey of 1906 shows a strip of dead trees and reed-beds
about four miles to the north of Camp 1 2 2 . ~ It is significant that if we continue the same line
farther to the north-west it takes us to the ' belt of Toghraks and tamarisks ' that my plane-table
record of 1906 shows about four miles to the south-west of Camp 126 a on the route from the Lou-Ian
site L.B. to the Tlrim.' Here, too, as in the previous instances noted along our survey from L.K.
and L.M. onwards, an ancient branch of the Icuruk-daryl is still clearly traceable on the map.
T h e ground that we traversed for a distance of about six miles beyond this river-bed was a
Worked
stones and bare flat of clay, comparatively little furrowed by wind-erosion and scattered over with scanty
neolithic
pottery frs. dead tamarisk-cones and low dunes. Remains of the stone age, such as worked stones and coarse
neolithic pottery, here made their appearance again, and were found with much frequency from
about the fourth mile right through to the vicinity of L.A. As appears from the Descriptive List
below, by far the most numerous among the worked stones were the narrow sharp-edged flakes,
probably used as knife-blades, which I have already frequently referred to among the finds from
the eroded area south of the Lou-lan sites.8 Besides ~niscellaneousworked stones of indeterminate
character, mention may be made of the scraper, C. xciii. 022 ; the well-made stone arrow-heads,
C. xciii. 016-17, 099 (PI. S X I I ) ; and the jade celts, C. xciii. 0141-2, 0146 (PI. XXII).
For reasons already indicated, it is impossible to draw any definite conclusion as to the
Distribution of
chronology
of prehistoric occupation from stone age relics found in the Lop Desert on windstone age
eroded soil.9 But it should be noted that such remains, whether of stone or coarse pottery, practically
rclics.
ceased to be found on the route we followed in 1914 from a short distance beyond L.M. until we
reached the vicinity of Camp 122, and that over a corresponding direct distance of close on ten
miles on the route we followed in 1906 finds of the same kind were either totally absent or very
rare.I0 It appears to me probable that for some reason no longer clear this belt was but little
frequt.nted during prehistoric times and during the Han period which succeeded them, except
along the route leading from the station L.A. to L.K. and thus on to the olcl Lop capital at Mirin.
The first find of a datable relic and one therefore of distinct antiquarian interest occurredata
Dead reeds of the ' YHrdangs '-here
on top of
us on this day to cover a
Ylrdangs.

Sce Srrirr$~a,v. X l p S o . Go. c . 3.
See ihid. In >lap So. 29. c. 4 the corrcspondin:: entry
dead tree symbols has becn omitted by an oversight.
Their linc ought to have been shown with the b r i n g from
S \ V . to SE. also extending to the entry ' Rare pottery '.
See Iwlow in Descriptive Lid, C. xciii. 013-15, 018-21,
024-6, 0 3 5 4 3 , 082-98. 0100-40, orjX-62 (PI. XSTI). '1
number of these sho~vworn edges, a sign of long use. CI.
also p. 184 above ; Scrirrdia, i. p. 357.

' See abo\-cj p. 197 ; Serindia, i. p. 3j7.
I regret that I did not bring this out clearly inserindia,
so lar as the linc followed I,y our route of 1906 is concerned,
But my recollection on this point is supported by thc plmetable record of the route in Serindia, Map XO. 60. C. 3,4,
which shows no entry of linds het\r-een latitudes 40" 11' and
40' 13', and also hy the ' List of Objjects ', Srrindia, i,
pp. 363 sqq., marking no definite find-place farther north
than 6 miles from Camp I z I .
lo
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distanceofabout five miles from Camp xciii. Here the fragment of a neatly decorated bronze plate,
C. xciii. 074 (PI. XXIII), was picked up, together with small pieces of broken glass vessels (C. xciii.
075,o ~ o PI.
, XXIII). From this point onwards the finds of such small relics, manifestly of Han
times and the century immediately following, became frequent and continued till the end of the
march. Among them were glass beads (C. xciii. 030, 033-4, 077-8, PI. XXIII) ; bronze arrowheads (C, xciii. 069, 071, PI. XXIII); a piece from the edge of a bronze mirror (C. xciii. 068); and
miscellaneoussmall fragments of bronze, lead and iron (C. xciii. 029, 067, 070, 072-3, 076, 0144-5,
0157,PI. XXIII). Insignificant in themselves, these relics of the historical period acquire antiquarian
interest from the fact that the southern limit of the area over which they were found falls almost
exactly into line, as Map No. 29. D. 4 shows, with the point where, on my route of 1906 farther west,
I first came upon worked fragments of bronze and potsherds of superior make, about nine miles to
the north of Camp 122.11 These new finds thus confirm the inference I had then drawn that the
area to the north of this point had in some places been occupied during historical times, and in
others been at least frequently visited.
As regards the area to the south, extending on Map NO. 29. C, D. 4 from about latitude 40" 10'
to 40' 22', over which no remains whatever of the historical period were traced on either of my
routes, I have already in Serindia called attention to the fact that it includes the belt about 10 miles
wide across which Dr. Hedin's levelling of 1901 showed a distinct depression.'" I have also given
in the same work what I think a likely explanation of this depression, which, taking the mean value
of the measured levels, works out a t an average of less than four and a half feet below the present
level of eroded ground a t the Lou-Ian station L.A. If the portion of the deltaic area comprising
this depression had been devoid of water and its river-beds dry since the end of the local stone age,
as is suggested by the total absence there of datable relics from the historical period of the Lou-Ian
occupation, its soil would have been unprotected by vegetation and consequently exposed to winderosion and gradual abrasion centuries longer than the riverine belts north and south. In the
latter, as the ruined settlements of L.A., L.B. and L.K., L.M., respectively prove, the river-beds
must have carried water down to the first half of the fourth century and are likely to have done so
intermittently somewhat longer. T h e greater length of time during which wind-erosion could
assert its full force on the ground lying between those two belts, assuming it to have already been
left dry centuries before the Lou-Ian sites were abandoned, is amply sufficient to account for that
difference of average level observed by Dr. Hedin in the depression referred to ; for my measurements at the Lou-Ian station L.A. have proved that open ground near certain ruins there has been
lo\vered by wind-erosion to the extent, on an average, of more than one foot per century.13
The explanation here indicated, conjectural a s it is, derives some support from the fact that two
obser-ations which still deserve to be noted can be readily reconciled with it. One is that the
(lrJ' ancient beds traceable north of the latitude of L.M., up to the line where on both my routes
relicsof the historical period were first met with, were less clearly defined than those which we crossed
On
u'ay from that line to the Lou-Ian station L.A. If the river-course of the area within the
limits just mentioned had ceased to receive running water since neolithic times, i. e. centuries
the settlements of the Lou-Ian sites and of L.M., L.K. were abandoned, the consequent
longer exposure to wind-erosion would suffice to explain why the progress made in the effacement
the old beds was here greater. T h e other observation relates to the fact that the depression
indicated by Dr. Heclin's line of levels does not extend over the southern portion of that area. This
Serbrdia, i. p, 36r.
See 'bid., i. p. 3j9 ; Iledin, Ce~rtralAsicr, i i . 1'1,. 23-1sqq.,
3 4 sqq., with PI. 36, 37, 59,
" ('f.

'8

See S ~ r i ~ d i ia. ,pp. 371, 375, 388, 390, 392, 399 ; also

below, p. 215.
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is easy to understand if we bear in mind that the effects of wind-erosion in the ancient delta of the
L o p Desert, a s measured by the depth of the YPrdang trenches, grow clistinctly less as we proceed
farther south, i. e. farther away from ground lying close to the foot of the Kuruk-tzgh glacis.
T h i s difference in the result of the wind's erosive action m a y itself, I believe, he safely attributed
to the fact that the sand which serves a s the abrading instrument in that action is a more po\\rerflll
factor northward, where it consists of coarse grains swept down from the gravel glacis of the Kuruktzgh, than in the south, where it is made u p mainly of locally disintegrated loess dust.
Less than two miles beyond the place where was found the above-mentioned bronze ornament,
Crossing
of ancient we came upon a depression winding from \.\;NW. to ESE. ancl marking a n unmistakable ancient
river-bed.
river-bed (Fig. 143). A m o n g the rows of deacl Toghraks which were to be traced on either side of
it, some trunks still stood upright, a s seen in the background o f the photograph. The width of
the bed was about 150 yards, a n d the divergence of its direction from that which the Y5rdang
trenches invariably follow made it easily recognizable. T h e line of high tamarisk-cones that we
~ a s s e din 1906, just before finding the first relics of the H a n period," lay exactly in the continuation
of this dry river-bed to the WN\ll.'j Not far from the north bank of it we picked u p a well-preserved
iron awl, C. xciii, o l ].Ie
Beyond this the ground was cut u p into a maze of short Ytirdang trenches, reaching a depth
Finds 01
coins and of 10 feet o r so, a s shown by the photographs (Figs. 141, 142) taken a t a point about eight and
metal
a half miles marching distance from C a m p xciii. Herc three Chinese coins of the Han type were
ohjects.
picked u p in quick succession. O n e is a n inscribed M'u-chzr piece ; another a much-clipped specimen
of the same ; while the third, also clipped, still shows a trace of the legend Huo-ch'iian, introduced
b y the usurper W a n g M a n g about the time o r Christ. Half a mile farther on, after passing an ancient
river-bed, much effaced, with rows of dead trecs all lying on its banks," we entered ground that had
been nluch eroded a n d was almost bare of ancient vegetation. T h i s for about three miles yielded
finds of worlted stones, miscellaneous fragments of metal objects, glass beads and potsherds in
abundance. T o the north the horizon was bounded by a line of high tamarisk-cones. Rut when
after about twelve miles' march I climbed a n isolated cone about 30 feet high a t some little distance
from this line, the familiar StGpa of the Lou-Ian station L..A., together with the neighbouring
ruins, could be seen quite clcarly to the N N E . T h e glow of the setting sun was reflected by them
just a s it was b y the towers of the T u n - h u a n g Limes when I searched for them years before on my
second journey. I t was a great relief to be assured once again by that landmark that we had steered
a true course across this dead and desolate desert.
Line 01
T h e line o l close-set dead tanlarisk-cones, 20-30 feet in height, pro\-etl on closc approach to
tamarisk- mark a n unmistakable river-becl (Fig. 1 4 4 ) ~with a fringe of deacl Toghraks, many of them still
cones along
upright, on either bank. T h e bed, running approximately from west by south to east, was 16 to
dry bed.
18 feet deep a n d measured 146 yards in width where we crossed it. Low dunes covered its bottoln
in places. a n d here a n d there small tamarisk-cones, all dead, rose within it. T h e y had obviously
See .Seritrdin, i. p. 361.
In hlap No. 29. D. 4 the row of dcad tree syml~ols
and the broken line marking the old Ixd should have been
drawn with a more westerly bearing. At the corresponding
point of the 1906 route the ' ancient site ' symbol ought
to have h e n placed above, instead of below, the map entry
' Ancient potsherds and bronze fragments '.
lo The appearance 01 this little implement makes it
difficult t o feel sure about its not having been dropped
perhaps by one of Dr. Hedin's or Mr. Tachibana's men who
l4

'5

may have crossed this ground.
" This bed with the symbols 01 dcad Toghraks ought to
have been shown on the map just to the north of the entry
' IIan coins '. Its position and bearing, NW.-SE., corresponds
exactly with ihc ancient channel, marked by a line of de;ld
Toghraks, which our survey of 1906 recorded about a mllc
and a half south or Camp 123 (see Nap N o 29. D. 4 rind
Strindia, i. p. 361), and which has its probable continuation in
the k l t of dead trees shown hy the map close to Camp ~ 2
on the route to tlre Tlrim ; cl. Scrindia, v , Nap No. 60. c. 3.
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grown up during some period after the river-bed had been left d r y but when it still received subsoil
water, ~ l general
~ e appearance of this bed closely resembled that of stretches of the main Kuruk,larya highcr up a t the nillnerous points where I saw it in March, 1915, south a n d south-east of
y~rdang-btlla~.l" ]look a t ~ h m
c a p shows that this well-n1arkr:tl clry river-coursc lies exactly
in the direction of the line of dead tamarisk-cones, obviously riverine in character, which was
passed in ,906 about a mile to the north of C a m p I 23. M y plane-table traverse of the route followed
on the journey to the T i r i m in the last days of December, 1906, records a ' d r y lagoon ' with banks
20 feet high amidst strips of dead jungle, about three miles to the NE. of C a m p 126a.19 T h i s in all.
probability represents a broad reach of the same ancient water channel higher up.
The light was fading by the time the camel train had caught us u p a t this bed. Yet though AIarchto
I knew beforehand the difficult character of the much-eroded ground which still separated us from
our .goal at the ruined station, I decided to reach it that night. I t meant a d a y saved for the work station.
before us, and for the camels the prospect of reaching a little sooner the rest a n d grazing they badly
needed. So we pushed on ahead of them. F o r about two miles we traversed a much-furrowed
ivaste of bare clay, wit11 scarcely a n y remnants of dead vegetation ; but worked stones in plenty
continued to be picked u p until the light failed. After a weary tramp of a n hour and three-quarters
across terribly eroded ground, we reached another d r y river-bed, this time a very winding one a n d
about 2 0 0 yards wide. A m o n g the fallen trees lining its banks the men with me thought they could
recognize two Jigda (Eleagnus) trees. Darkness had rallen b y the time we hacl crossed this bed,
but it was soon relieved by a glorious full moon. I had a bonfire lit on a n isolated tamarisk-cone
to guide the camels far behind, while we struggled on across the close-set YHrdang ridges a n d
trenches to where the ruined Stiipa of L . A . loomed ever bigger before us in the rnoonlight. A t
last, after a total tramp of twelve hours, during which we had co\-ered some nineteen miles of marching distance, I found myself once again amidst the silent ruins to which m y thoughts had turned
so often since the happy days I spent a t work there in December, 1906. A big fire of ancient timber,
lit on the terrace bearing the Stiipa, threw the familiar features of the olcl deserted Chinese station
into weird relief, and eased the long wait till the hard-tried camels came in, which they did safely
hours later.
Before I proceed to gi1.e a n account of the fresh explorations for which the Lou-Ian station Firstzone
served as base, it will be convenient to sum up briefly the results, a s regards the physical aspects Tirim
beyond
of this area and their relation to periods of human occupation, yielded by the surveys made, both lagoons.
on this and the previous journeys across the L o p desert, between the T i r i m a n d the Lou-Ian Site.
Proceeding northward from the terminal course of the T l r i m two main zones a r e easily distinguished. In the southern zone, which extends from the Kara-koshun marshes to the north-east a s
far as the approximate latitude of 40' 4', we find a t first lagoons, like the Chainut-kiil, that receive
water more or less regularly from the annual floods of the THrim. Beyond these there stretches
a series of small depressions into which water is carried only by exceptional floods a t long intervals,
the lakes thus formed being gradually reduced by evaporation to mere salt pools and finally left
The ground extending along these terminal lagoons over a distance of about 10 miles o r less
receives sufficient moisture to support desert vegetation such a s reeds and tamarisks. Rut nowhere
the configuration and character of the ground permit of cultivation a n d permanent settlement. T o the east spread the marshes of the Kara-koshun, a n d beyond them the salt-encrusted
Ivastes of the ancient dried-up Lop sea-bed, still likely to be reached on its margin b y inundation
from the T i r i m when the spring floods a r e exceptionally Iligh. T o the west, high dunes cover the
ground right away to the THrim, whose course here lies from north to south.
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Near the northern limit of this zone where flood water penetrates but rarely, we meet with
the first patches of ground left bare of living vegetation a n d thus exposed to wind-erosion. ~~~~~d
the line of the last d r y lakelets begins the second zone, comprising a now utterly waterless desert,
Here wind-erosion, with the drift-sand that serves a s its powerful instrument, is the predominant
factor in determining the present surface conditions of the ground. Its excessive action in this
zone is primarily due to the strength a n d great frequency of the ENE. winds drawn into this, the
lowest, portion of the T l r i m basin b y 'aspiration ' from the barren plateaus of the Pei-shan and
southern Mongolia. I t is further facilitated b y the nature of the soil, which here as throughout
the bottom of t h e T I r i m basin is formed of the clay sediments left behind,
since tertiary
times, by a huge inland sea.
A p a r t from the wind-sculptured soil, t h e d r y beds of old river-courses, lined on their banks
by strips of dead forest, a r e the most characteristic feature of this zone. Their direction unmistakably proves them to have formed part of the delta in which the Kuruk-dary5 once carried its waters
into the great salt-encrusted waste eastwards, occupying the terminal basin last filled by the much
more ancient L o p Sea. T h e dried-up marginal marshes of this basin, which Afrlz-gul traversed
in February, 1915, form the eastern limit of the zone, while westwards it is bordered by the great
dune-covered area that divides the old K u r u k - d a r y l delta from the riverine belt of the THrinl.
T o t h e north the zone extends right u p to the foot of the K u r u k - t l g h glacis, and thus includes also
that portion of the ancient delta which lying north of the Lou-Ian sites remained outside the surveys
discussed in the present chapter.
With the zone just described remains of human occupation permit us to distinguish three belts.
1n the southernmost, which extends along the line clearly marked from north-west to south-east
b y the ruins of L . R . , L.M., L.L., L.K., we have definite archaeological evidence that the prehistoric occupation during successive periods of the stone a g e was followed by settlements which
were contemporary with those of the Lou-Ian sites, a n d probably survived like these till the beginning
of the fourth century A.D. Their existence indicates that the southernmost branch or branches
of t h e Kuruk-daryL traced in this belt carried water during the first centuries of our era. The
riverine tract thus watered in historical t i n ~ e sappears, however, to have been a narrow one.
T h e second belt to the north comprises ground where, though ancient beds are here also
traceable a t intervals, evidence of human occupation is confined to remains of the stone age, and
these, moreover, a r e less frequent than in the adioining belts north a n d south. T h e width of this
belt, which may be described a s extending from about 40' 12' lat. to 40° 22' lat., is roughly 16 to
17 miles. T h e conclusion seems justified that already in the earliest historical period to which we
can g o back on this ground this portion of the ancient delta lacked sufficient water for cultivation
a n d permanent settlement. T h e earlier drying u p of this ort ti on a n d the consequent longer exposure
of its ground to wind-erosion may account for the depression shown here by Dr. Hedin's line of
levels, a s well a s for the greater effacement of the old river-beds.
T h e third belt extends from about 40' 2 2 ' lat. northward to the gravel glacis of the outermost
hill range of the K u r u k - t l g h . M!ithin it a r e to be found the Lou-Ian sites explored in 1906 as
at
a s the remains of the same period traced in 1914. T h e y all afford clear p o o f that one or
least of the northern branches of the K u r u k - d a r y l carried sufficient water during the early centuries
of our era to permit of irrigation. But here also abundant relics of the stone age are to be found*
showing that the whole of this belt was sufficiently watered in reh historic times to render nomadic
occupation possible. F r o m coins a n d other approximately datable relics discovered in localities
situated a t a n appreciable distance from those sites, it seems safe to conclude that physicalconditionsl
similar to those still observed now on the T l r i m , perlrlitting of nomadic life based on fishing*hunting1
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and grazing, continued over most of this belt down to the early part of the fourth century A.D.,
when the Lou-Ian station and the old Chinese route leading through it were finally abandoned.
Evidence to be discussed in the next chapter seems, in fact, to suggest that no great length of time
intervened in this region between the latest neolithic civilization and that contemporary with the
assertion of Chinese control in the Han period, and that the physical conditions affecting this belt
underwent no very considerable change in the interval.
OBJECTS FOUND BETWEEN SITE L.M. AND C M l P
L.M.-C. xciii. 01. Stone core, light brown, from which
long narrow blades have been struck. Length 11".
L . M . 4 . xciii. 02-10. Nine frs. of stone flakes, various
shapes and stones. Gr. M. 12~".
L.M.-C. xcilt. 011-12. Two frs. of pottery. \.cry coarse
and badly washed. Reddish-black clay, eroded. Gr. ht. 2".

L.M.-C. xcit-xciit. oz. Fr. of jade, rough, green, irregular
shape. 2t" x I" x A".

OBJECTS FOUND BETWEEN CAhIP
C. xciii.

01.

Fr. of iron, split and oxydized.

I

:"x ,

l"

a .
I"

C, xciii. 010. Stone blade, long, narrow, dark greenish; bulb of percussion a t end
grey ; two-edged, much
of under lace. Broken a t one end. Lengtlr 2".

C. xclii. 011. Iron awl, sq. in section, set in wooden
I~andle. Length of whole 34", of handle 2Cn, gr. diani. of
handle 1".
. pottery, flaked I~~~~thickcr piecc ;
C, xclil. OIz. F ~of
rcd clay. Probably wheel-made ; black inside. I & "x
I&"

x A".

0x3, broad ; two
ridges, one split amay to for111 shoulder, the one-sided
tang being alterwards retouched. Long edges retouched
and roughened. Broad end chisel-pointed. Scraper (?).
Dark greenish grey. Sand-worn. Length 28" ; tang
li$" ; width of point 3".
014, narrow ; tlrree ridges, the two outer close to cutting
edges; bulb of percussion a t end of lower lace. Dark
S W Been. Worn and broken a t one end. I 8".
Orb broad; two distinct ridges and two cdgcs. Bulb
of percussion on lower face. Yellow-brown. Edges aforn.
Broken at one end. 1;~".
C* xciii. 016-17. Two leaf-shaped stone points; as
L.1. 012. 1)ark grcy, 016, 2,;" x
1"; 0x7, I 8":. a"
x & " PI. XXII.

C. xciii. 013-15. Three stone blades.

;",

C.xciil. 018-19. TWOstone flakes (blades), long, narrow ;
dark grey and black. Gr, length (0x8) 18".
xciii. 030-1. TWOstone Bakes (blades), wide, flat ;
dark grey and brown. Cr. h ~(oao)
.
I#".
C- XciU- 029. Stone scraper (?), fine dark green; extremely fine grain ; boldly worked to irregular fine edges,
one end broad and blunt. 11" A I" x &".
C. Xcili. 023. Fr. of chert (71, dark F e y ; marks 01 long

Hakings 011 one s~de,indeterminate. Gr. JI. ig".

XCIII

L.M.-C. xcii-xciii. 01. Sandstone hone, dark grey,
with one rounded end, other broken. Incised hole a t
rounded end. As Scr. i. p. 444, L.D. I V . 007. 4" / I" x i".
PI. XXVI.

XCIII

AND L.A. STATION

C. xclii. oa4-6. Three frs. of stone Bakes (blades),
long, narrow ; dark grey, yellow-broun, and red. Gr.
length " '
C. xcill- 027. Fr. of carnelian jewel Or seal with
chamfered edges. I"
x t"x I".
C. xciil. oa8. Stone hemisphere, stratified grey and
marbled white. Diam. of base J", h. 1".
C. xciii. oag. Fr. of iron, oxydized. z" x lk" i:1".
C. xciii. 030. Fr. of glass bead, spherical, striated blue
and white. Diam. 1".
C. xciii. 031-2. Two frs. of glass, pale yellow, translucent. Gr. Ir. 4" 8" *".
C. xciii. 033-4. Two glass beads, gilded, double-bulb
type. Larger ;"
x 4". PI. XXIII.
C. xciii, 035-63. Twenty-nine stone blades, long,
narrow ; black grey and yellow-brown stonc. AIostly small
Irs. Gr. fr. (063) 22," x)" x k".
. bronze rod, straight, corroded.
C. xcig. 067. F ~ of
Length zf", diam. )". PI. XXIII.
C. xclii. 068. Fr. of edge of bronze mirror. Raised
plaill rim, witll band of rayed ern. within.
\vidth #". PI. XXlII.
C. xclli. 069. Bronze arrow-head, o\.;il, two-edged, as
Kucha, 062, PI. CSI, but shorter. Length I", gr. width &".
PI. XXIII.
C. xciii. 070. Lead disc, drilled t l r r ~ u g lcentre.
~
Dianr.
i",
thickness l"". PI. SXIII.
C. xciii. 071. Fr. of bronze arrow.head, flat-sided
triangular, \rrith hexugonal shaft, as L.J. 01, kc. 8" x i " .
PI. XXIII.
C, xciii. 079. Head of bronze pin (?), cylindrical,
tapering from centre. Small holc in one cnd. Corroded.
Length a", gr. diam. a".
C. xclli. 073. Flat strip of iron, broken both entlc, bent
a t one, 19" x 1" x in. 1'1. XSIII.
Ee2
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C. xciii. 074. Fr. of bronze plate; convcs surface
decorated with cur\.cd cl~cvronborder and radiating lines
of small dots, in slight reliel. One edge turned over to
back, and part of adjoining edgc. $" x 4" s&". PI. SXIII.
C. xclU. 075. Fr. of rim of glass vessel, in two picccs ;
upaclue, bronze rolour glass. Qe x A". PI. XXIII.
C. xciii. ofl. Fr. of bronze wire, sq. in section, slightly
curved. Length !$", width +e''.
C. xclli. 077-8. Halves of t w o glass beads, echinusshaped. 077, deep yellow, translucent ; 078, light blue,
translucent. Surface corroded. Diam. 4" and -Zsn. PI.
XXIII.
C. xciii. opg. Carnelian bead, red lo ycllo\v, spherical.
Dianl.
PI. SXIII.
>:
C. xciii. 080. Fr. of glass, pale green: translucent. i"
&". PI. XSIII.
C. xcili. 081. Fr. of glass bead, flattened bulb, translucent yellow. Dian~.r . 2".
C. xciil. 081. Fr. of stone flake, hard grcy-brown ;shape
indeterminate. Gr. 11. I$".
:-'I.

C. xciii. 088. Stone blade, close grain, dark grey ; sliphtly
curved down~vard and outward. Lower face smootl~
\vitl~bulb of percussion a t one end. Single ridge partly
n~cdianbut running towards back near one end. Single
cdge on concave curve, worn. Back, flattened and
changing its direction for about 4 of its total letrgth. I A".
C. xciii. 084. Fr. of stone blade, dark grey-green, closcgrained. Double-edged ; t1s.o ridges. PC',.
C. xciii. 085. Stone point, dark grey, closc grain ; curved
leaf-shaped. Lower face smooth, with bulb of percussion
nt butt. Upper face has t\vo ridges converging towards
point. Length I&", gr. width jg".
C. xciil. 086. Fr. of stone blade, dark green-grcy, closegrained. Uouble-edged. Bulb of percussion on lower lace.
liedinn ridge. LVorn. I i".
C. xciil. 087. Stone implement; dark grey, rlusrgrained. Slightly tapering a t one end to flat rounded
point. Other end rut askew, the acute angle sligl~tly
rounded and sljnrpened. hledian ridge and two incon~plete
side ridgcs. Loaer lace smooth, wit11 bulb of percussion.
Length I*",gr. width in, gr. thickness &".
C. xciii. 088-98. Eleven k s . of stone blades; dark
grey, green-grey, grey-brown and yellow-brown ; closegrained. Double-edged. Lower faces smooth ; on upper
faces one or more ridgcs. Gr. fr. r i".
C. xciii. ogg. Stone arrow-head ; (lark grcy-grecrt,
close-grained. h i l l - s l ~ i ~ p r;d flakrtl on on? side ; workcd
edges on 1wt11. I.rng111 I". gr, witltli i".
C, xciil. 0100-120. Twenty-one stone flakes; 111ou~ly
chert bl;ides, or frs. of. All grey ol various shaclcs escepting
those otherwise noted below, ant1 of close grain; single,
douhle and triple ridged, oxor, small fr. 01 narrow blade,
much worn on edges. 0102, irreg. a-it11p u t ol large bulb ol
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percussion on under fare and Inn fracture 011 uppcr. orog,
short and broad, concave longitudinally on onder face.
0x10, brown jasper, narrow, with Iligh median ridgr,
retouched along its whole Icnglh. A11 clumsily slrsped,
long and narrow, strongly curved under at one end.
01x4, long and narrow fr. ; small bulb 01 percussion on
lower face ; flat on uppcr face with two ridges near worn
edges. 01x9, fr.; cur\red laterally to point, thin and roughly
flaked on upper lace. 0x20, fr. ; dark prey-brown, flat OII
00th faces with well-defined bulb of percussion on lower ;
slightly tapering towards I)ulb ; single edge worn ; back
flat. Cr. hl. (0x14) 2":
; sm. 11. (oror) 4". PI. XXII.

C. xclli. 0121-40. Twenty stone flakes, mostly Iri.
of blades ; dark jirry: green-grey and grey-bror~n; clog
grain. 0121, h i ~ hrncdian ritlgr, broken ; edges worn.
0122, median ridge ; edges tvorli. 0123, two edges, t\\,o
ridges near one edgc, one near other. 0124, single (?)
edged ; two ridges near back ; one end a.orked into round
chisel point, 0126, or27 and 0129, cdges much worn.
oxzo, upper surface flat; ridges near edges. 0131-5,
edges much worn. 0x37, upper face retouched, almust
removing ridges. orlo, t l ~ i nand flat, used along both
edges. Gr. fr. (0121) zi\'', sm. (0x33) 4". PI. XXII.
C. xciii. 0141. Jade celt, \vitl~ well-sharpened edgr,
chipped. Upper part rough and broke~i. Length z&",
gr. width I-&", gr. thickness 3". PI. XXII.

C. xciii. 0142. Stone celt, roughly chipped, thin, long
triangular ; apex broken off ; dark grey mottled stone.
,111 three edges sharpmed ; butt slightly cur\.ed la1er:tlly.
Length I:", fir. \vidth rk", gr. thickness &". PI. XXII.
C. xciii. 0143. Chip of. hard stone, olive green. tir.
11.

I".

C. xciii. 0144-5. Two frs. of bronze, partly melted.
Gr. 11. I&",
C. xciii. 0146. Jade celt ; green, flat ; well-sharpened
edge. Length I&", gr. width I*$", gr. thickness c. &".
C. xciii. 0148. Chip of hard stone, oli\-e green, as C. sciii.
0143. Gr. h1. I;~''.
C. xciii. 0149. Stone core, dark grey, Iron1 ~r-bich10%
narrow blades have been flalted. Length 18".
C. xciii. 0150. Chip of hard stone, olive green, as C, sciii.
0143,0148. Gr. 11. {G".
C. xciii. 0151. Stone scraper (?), hard d11rk grey, cul
flat. Slightly curved ; flat back partly worked and pilrll~
broken ; butt worked flat ; opposite end rounded [rum
below and roughly cllipped to wavy edge which ends ill
n sharp point where it meets back. 2 1 " ..:2" x 1".
C, xciil. 0152. Fr. of pottery, coarse ~ r i t t ycl:ry, rvd
insidc, t1:lt-k .
Errs
. outsitlr. Sand-worn. C'r. M. 11i".
C. xclil. 0153. Fr. of worked stone, ltard black. 'l'llick
: ~ tbutt ; opposite end worked into tliumb-nail
Snloothcd and blunted by s:\nd wear. Gr. 11. 11".
C. xciii, 0154. Fr. of worked stone, rou~~ded
and rubbd
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into facets ; hollow and spongy inside ; edges round
~,~llo\v
workcd flat and smooth hy rubbing on a flat surface.
IIard, black. Perhaps n burnisher. 11. d", diam. of flat
sidc I fs'.
C. xcill. 0155-6. Two frs. of pottery, coarse, gritty.
0155, red,Jlack exterior ; one edgc chanlfcrcd. Probably
part 01 bottom and bide of a vessel. 0156, light grey
throughout. Cr. .?I. (0156) 22". Uotll \veathered and
sand-worn.
C. xciil. 0157. Fr. of iron, osydizcd. z" x I 'A x 1".
C. xciii. 0158-61. Five stone flakes and Irb. 0158,
brown jasper, perhaps used as end-scraper. 0159, yellotvbrown, triangular it1 general form ; high median ridge ;
rctouched on edges. 0160, grey-brown, sllowing bulb of
pcrcuasion. 0161, hard, black, showing bulb ol percussion
\\ith conclroidal rings; under face retouched a t one end.
0 1 6 2 , long narrow blade, grecnish rlonc ; cdges worn. Gr.
)I. (0158) I&". 1'1. XXII.
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C. xcili. 0163-6. Four frs. of pottery. ~ 1 6 3 , red,
grilty ; outcr surlace flaked ; inner surface I~carsmarks
suggesting whecl-throwing. 0164, red a t inner surface,
grey a t outer ; gritty ; weather and sand-worn. 0165,
red, inner and outer surlaces blackened ; gritty and
hard. Probably hand-made, 0166, similar LO 0 1 6 5 but
inside surface red. Sand-worn. Gr. length IB",gr. thiclcness Q".
C. xclii.-L.A. 01-7. Seven jasper and chert blades,
long, narrow ; single and double-ridged ; yellow-brown,
grey, I>lack, and dark rrd stone. Gr. length (03) 25".
C. xclii.-L.A. 08. Fr. of soft stone, grey and white,
semi-cylindrical. Length I)", diarn. t".
C. xciii.-L.A. og-11. Three jasper arrow-heads (7).
09, chipped sq. one end, grecnisli-grey. Length I:".
oro, pointed cacli end, yellow-brown. Length I en.
0x1, long leaf~~sl~iiped,
as L.I. 012, k c . ; olive green.
Length ?&'.

CHAPTER V I I
REMAINS O F ANCIENT LOU-LAN
SECTIONI.-WORK

R E S U M E D A T A N D A R O U N D THE LOU-LAN S I T E

Purposeof
return to
Lou-lanSile.

THEimmediate object of my return to the Lou-tan Site, L.A., was to search itqvicinity for
further ruins as might have escaped us on my visit seven years before, owing to want of time and
the decepti\:e nature of the ground in this wind-eroded desolation. I n order to assure a fair chance
of success for this programme it became necessary to establish our base camp a t the ancient station
and thence to ~ u s hout reconnaissances into previously unexplored portions of the adjoining desert.
Accordingly on the morning of February I ~ t h the
, day following our arrival, all camels but a Ten,
needed for the extended reconnaissance planned north-eastwards were sent off under Tokhta
Akhiin's guidance to Altmish-bulak, a t the foot of the outermost Kuruk-tHgh, there to enjoy
grazing for a few days and a drink from the ice of the salt springs.
KeconnaisI t was to the east and north-east that I was particularly anxious to have a search made for
north-east. any clue to the line followed by the ancient Chinese high road coming from the side of Tun-huang.
1 therefore entrusted this important reconnaissance over wholly unknown ground to Afriz-gul ;
for previous experience had given me confidence in his energy and power of keen observation.
Meanwhile my own stay a t L.A. enabled me to turn my diggers to profitable work on ancient
deposits of refuse within the station, which owing to their greater depth or for other reasons had
escaped attention during our former hurried visit. At the same time it offered a chance for a much
closer survey of the site than had previously been possible.
T h e results yielded by this renewed survey have been fully utilized already in the detailed
Renewed
surve).of
description
contained in Chapter XI of Serindia, which was written after my return from this
Lou-Ian
journey? There is, therefore, no need to record them here separately. But I may point out that
stiltion.
it was solely this fresh survey, aided by the experience I had gained, subsequently to my first visit,
a t other wind-eroded sites far away to the east, which allowed me definitely to trace the position
of the ramparts that once enclosed the fortified Chinese station. T h e extreme force with which
wind-erosion has operated at this site, since its abandonment early in the fourth century of our era,
could scarcely be better illustrated than by the fact that in 1906 I had been able to recognize the
scanty remnants of only those two wall lines which, running from east-north-east to west-soutIl-west*
lay in the prevailing wind direction and had thus escaped complete effacement. Of the wall faces
once running a t right angles to these and co~npletingthe quadrangular enclosure of the station 1 ]:ad
been unable on that occasion to discover any remains, and it was only by a minute re-examination
of the ground that I now succeeded in establishing their exact ~ositionas shown in the revised
plan to be found in S8rindia.s T h e photographs reproduced in Figs. 152-5, 1571 will help to
illustrate the results of this second survey, as recorded in S e ~ i n d i a . ~
See Scrindio, i. pp. j.jo sqq. [For an assumed Chinese
name of L.A. see M. Maspero's App. A , ]
a CI. ibid., i. pp. 386 sqq. ; iii. PI. 23.
Fig. 1.j~ shows the surviving northern segment of the
w t (or more strictly east-north-east) wall loundation in
its whole length of about 80 leet, as seen from the west.

In Fig. 157 the north end of t l ~ csame wall segment is
with the layer of tamarisk brushwood which has prevented
complete erosion. On the right appears a small tamarisk-cone
which had grown up later on wind-eroded lower ground'
'Iat
Relcrence to the measuring rod in the photograph
the ground levcl~leitrby has been lowered b ~ a t l e i ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~
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Before I describe the finds that rewarded the fresh examination of the ancient refuse heaps, Photoit will be convenient to refer briefly to the supplementary photographs which I secured of the paphs
ruined
ruins. ~ i 151
~ shows
.
the remains of the large ' Ya-men'-like structure L.A. 1 1 in
~ the station.
foreground and the S t i p a s L.A. X, X I in the distance. I n Fig. 150 attention may be called
to the dead tamarisk growth covering a small cone on the deeply eroded ground on the right.
hi^ is of interest; for, as previously noted, such remains of vegetation, a t a level reduced
by wind-erosi~n
considerably below that of the ancient surface, furnish evidence of the temporary
return of moisture centuries after the site had been abandoned and lost the protection of
living vegetation."he
dead tamarisks which another view of the foreground to the south of
L.A. 11 (Fig. 148) shows on a level even lower belong probably to a still later period. T h e
depth to which the ground has been excavated by wind-erosion around certain structures of the
site, as much as 30 to 35 feet below the original level of the third century, is strikingly demonstrated by the photographs, Figs. 146, 156. They show the ruined S t i p a s x and XI,raised as they
now appear on high terraces. T h e strata of clay laid bare on the sides of the latter are of geological
interest as attesting successive periods of sedimentary deposition.
While small groups of men were detached on February 12th and 13th to search the ground Findsin
in different directions for unexplored remains, I employed the rest of the labourers to clear away
refuse deposits within the ancient station. Under a thin layer of drift-sand a large heap of con- I,.:\. v.
solidated refuse was discovered between the rush-wall quarters marked L.A. vr in the site plan of
Serindia (PI. 23) and the almost completely eroded structure v (Fig. 147)." I t was from 2 to 3
feet in thickness and consisted mainly of reed-straw and other stable refuse. But amidst this we
recovered a considerable number of Chinese records, on wood and paper, including several complete slips and a portion of a rectangular cover-tablet with Chinese inscription, besides a paper
fragment in Early Sogdian script. Among the miscellaneous relics found here may be mentioned
a wooden seal-case, L.A. rv. v. 03 (PI. XVI), of a type closely resembling the seal-cases found by
me along the Tun-huang Limes ; a well-made but much-repaired leather shoe, L.A. IV. \,. 01
(PI. XmfII); a sheath-like object in very fine silk, L.A. IV. v. 014 ; fish-bones, L.A. IV. v. 018-19 ;
and numerous fragments of silk and woollen fabrics. A few Chinese slips (L.A. vr. i. 1-4) were
recovered in one of the rooms built of rush-ulalls in the structure immediately to the west of this
refuse heap, while from another part of these quarters came the miscellaneous small implements
shown in the List below under L.A. vr. V.
Encouraged by these finds, I had the big area of refuse, L.A. VI. ii, extending between L.A. VI

r$iznelr

5 or G leet since the growth ot this tamarisk-cone began.
In the same fig. is seen in the foreground the debris of heav).
limber which may mark the last remains of the gate leading
through the east wall (cf. Srrindia, i. p. 388).
Fig. 154 shows the much smaller terrace bearing the
Scanty remnant of the southern segment ol the same ENE.
wall face and lying quite close to what was the south-east
corner Ol the circum\~allation.
Fig. 153 exhibits the few portions of tlrc northern
(strictly west-north-west) fore wl~ere remains ol the wall
foundation, in the shape of tamarisk fascines, are still trace" 1 ~ ~marking tlrc original ground level. The small dead
tiln'arisk stems in the foreground ol Pig. 153 arc 01 interest.
The). lla(l grown up and died young on ground \vhiclr hntl
hen eroded already to a depth some 20 fret below the
level, presumably a t a time when subsoil water
had W i n temporarily approached the site.

I n Fig. 150 we see the two small clay mounds that alone
survive to indicate the line follou~edby the western wall.
The timber debris strewing the ground between t l ~ e m
probably marks the position of the gate that once led through
tlrr middle of tlre western wall face (cf. S ~ r i m f i o i.
, p. 58;).
Finally Fig. 155 shows tlre remnants of the soutlrern
rampart, the one l m t difficult to trace (see ibid., i, p. 386),
as seen near tlre south-western corner.
For its detailed description cf. Serindia, i. pp. 375 sqq.
j Cf. above, pp. 183, 205 sq. ; Seriudin, i. p. 390.
Owing to a rnisapprehensiun arising from the lnct that
I I~ad,when I revisited the site, no copy of the plan of the
erotled structure made in 1906, the finds made in this refuse
l~enphave been marked erroneously with the ' site-mark '
L.A. rv. v. This has been retained in the Descriptive List,
though the correct mark of the structure vvlrich the refuse
heap adjoins is L,A,v.
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Relusc at
L.A. VI.ii
searched
nlreslr.

Relusc
near
drvelling
L.A. I r .

hfisccllaneous finds
I,ehind
' Sn1n0n'.

Docunlents
in Chinese
an? other
scrlpts.
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a n d I,.A. rrr, carefully searched afresh a n d with ample reward for this unsavoury labour, A,
recorded in ,%rind~k,~
it hatl on the previous occasion been impossible to remove these big accumulations o f tlirt, and in t i ~ r n i n gover their layers some forty 1nol.e recortls on wood and 1,aper were
recovered. Most of them were fragments of Chinese slips o r paper documents. But in addition
to a number of complete Chinese slips the fresh haul comprised also a small rectangular covertablet ( L . A . VI. ii. 057, PI. XVIII) inscribed in Kharosthi, which judging from its shape
appears to have served a s a lid to a box,@a s well a s a novelty in the shape of a small silk bag
inscribed in Kharosthi (PI. SIvI1).O Anlong miscellaneous objects from the same large rubbishheap it will suffice specially to mention the well-preserved fragment, L A . vr. ii. 05 (PI. XLIII),
of
a loom-woven textile decorated with a floral pattern ; a neat little b a g in crimson silk, L.A. vl, ii,
06 ; various small wooden implements ; a piece of green-glazed pottery, L.A. vr. ii. 017, &c.
Considerable refuse deposits, not previously examined, were traced also near the large dwelling
L . A . rv situated to the south of L.A. vl.1° From those to the south-east, x, several Chinese records
were brought to light, including a complete paper document of large size in excellent preservation.
A m o n g the ~niscellaneousobjects found here a n d in the rubbish layers, xi, to the west and southwest of the dwelling, the remains of a horn saddle-tree, obviously for use on a donkey, L.A. v, x. 01
(PI. XVI) ; some pads of woollen fabric and felt, L . A . v. x. 05-8 ; a piece of basket-marked grey
pottery, L.A. v. x. 013 (PI. XXVII), closely corresponding to the common type of Han pottery on
the T u n - h u a n g Limes, may be specially mentioned.
O n the narrow strip of ground along the north side of the main wall in the ' Ya-men '-like
building L . A . 11, running a t the back of the brick-built rooms L . A . 11. ii.-iv," some consolidatetl
refuse hatl previously escaped notice. Erosion had left little of it, but there were some interesting
finds a m o n g the layers, which consisted mainly of camel-dung a n d reed-straw. T h e timber-andwattle built room 11. vi hacl attracted m y attention in 1906 b y its superior construction, and the
high sitting platform a n d panelled window which it comprised ; I? close to this room were found
some much-decayed fragments of painted wall plaster. T h e specinien brought away, L.A. 11. 04,
shows remains of a geometrical pattern. T h e interest of these plaster fragments lay in their containing wheat-straw, conclusive evidence of cultivation having been carried on in the vicinity of
the ancient station. T h e fragment of a carved wooden frame, L.A. rr. 05 (PI. XVI), also found
there, is of interest, a s the decorative pattern of lozenges filled with four-petalled flowers shows
a very close resemblance to designs common to ,ornamental wood-carving both of the LOU-Ian
ruins L.B. a n d the Niya Site.13
W e also recovered a n interesting series of documents on paper outside the walls of rooms
vi a n d vii. A p a r t froni numerous Chinese fragments including the three large pieces L.A. 11- x.
03-6, there were found here two small fragments in E a r l y Sogdian script (PI. CXXIV) and the
scrap of a document, L.A. 11. x. 018, in a n a s yet undeciphered script. This with its partly
looped, partly elongated characters curiously recalled the script in the legends on the White Hun
coins. A very careful search made for the remainder of this document roved fruitless. Some

' See Snindia, i . p. 381.
For similar lids wit11 Chinese inscriptions used to close
boxes conlaining letters on wooden slips, cl. Snitrdia, i . p. 382,
[According to M. Doyer's kindly communicated reading
the little bag, L...\. VI.ii. ogg, appears to have been intended
to convey a small present, the name of sender and recipient
being inscribed on onc side, and the gift (of a precious
stone ?) heing referred to on the other ; cl. Chavannes, Dor.
chinois, pp. 199 sq.]

'

10 The same misapprehension, as already mentioned
above in note 6 , accounts lor the attribution in the List of
the erroneous ' site-marks ' L.A. V. x and L.11,v. xi to Ihe
records and other miscellaneo~~sfinds from tllese
deposits.
" See Scrindia, iii. PI. zg.
'1 Cf. ibid., i. pp. 377 sq.
13 See e , g . ;bid., iv. 131. S I X , S , X I I I , i. 001 ; x X X ' l
L.B. 11.00254.
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Chinese paper fragments were found in the refuse, xi, near the western end of the main wall of
L.A. 11, and a square wooden tablet with I < h a r o ~ f hscript
i
was picked u p near the adjoining structure
, A . Here I may also mention that fresh examination of the debris on the slopes of the terrace
bearing the remains of the dwelling L.A. I led to the recovery of a complete Chinese recortl on
wobd, as well as of a few more fragments of papers bearing Chinese writing a n d pasted together
to form the backing for some painted decoration. Similar pieces of pasteboard made u p of Chinese
letters had been found on m y first examination of that ruinJP
As on my previous visit, the eroded ground in the vicinity of the ruined station yieldetl a plenti- Cemrnic
ful harvest of small ' finds ' of the ' T a t i ' type. T h e y were picked u p by the men sent out to
search for more ruins a n d b y others who looked about when not occupied with digging. I n general g,untl,
character these finds agree closely with the corresponding collection made in 1906, a n d the briefest
reference to the more interesting among the objects will suffice here. T h e large fragments L.A. o r ,
0125 (PI. XXVII) afford useful indications a s to the shape and decoration of the common pottery in
use during the occupation of the station ; in type it appears to have agreed closely with that prevailingat the Niya Site during the same period. T h e pottery framework, L.A. 02 (PI. XX\'II), forming
a lattice, is peculiar; like the open-work wootlen panels found in 1906 a t L.B. 11, IV, it may have
served to c~bsea n opening in the wall left for the admittance of light a n d a i r . ' T h e fragment of
green-glazed frit, L.A. 09, represents a ceramic product not otherwise met with a t the site a n d
likely to have been imported. A m o n g objects in glass the vertically ribbed beads of rich blue
translucent ware, L.A. 023, 0110 (Pl. XxIV), a n d the foot of a vessel in moulded glass, L.A.
037 (PI. XXI), deserve mention. T h e paste seal, L.A. 0137 (PI. XXIY), recalls, b y its design of
an animal, similar intaglios in stone from Y6tkan a n d other Khotan sites.le
Of the very numerous relics in bronze the complete mirror, I,.A. 0107 (PI. XXIY), a n d the pieces hIisceIIaneoft\\.o others, L.A. 05, 0124 (PI. XXIV), a r e the most interesting. Their decorative designs, fi~llyoUSrelicS.
described in the List below, and the Chinese characters on the last named leave no doubt of their
having been imported from the East. T h e bronze finger-rings, L.A. 016, 090, 138 (PI. XXIII,
XxIY), and the ornamented bronze stud-head, I,.A. o r 3 6 (PI. XXIII), may also be mentioned.
Among remains in iron, also numerous, the sickle, L.A. 024 (PI. XXI), a n d the well-preserved
snaffle, L.A. o j 4 (PI. XI), a r e of special interest. T h e portion of a wooden saddle-tree, L.A. 04
(PI. XVl), found on eroded ground close to the StGpa L.A. x within the station, a n d in fair preservation, had ~ ~ r o b a been
b l ~ carried there from the remains of one of the neighbouring structures.
The very numerous stone blades, L.A. 018, 069-70, 099-104, &c., suggest that the occupation
of the site may g o back to a n early period o f the stone age, while the well-worked jade celts,
L.A. 0145-6, undoubtedly neolithic, may have remained in use down to times not far removed
from those of the historical settlement.
I t is scarcely surprising that after the diligent search made during m y previous stay the number Coin finds.
of coins now collected from eroded ground a t the site and around it was not so large a s before. Yet,
as the list in Appendix B shows, their total amounts to 56. With the exception of three bearing
the legend Huo-ch'iian, all the rest a r e pieces of the Mfu-rhu type. T h e majority of them, thirtytwo in all, retain the inscription Wzr-chu,though many a r e clipped ; the rest a r e small uninscribed
pieces of the ' goose-eye ' kind. T h e proportion between these varieties approximately corresponds
that noted among the coins recovered before a t the ruins L.A. 1x1-VI. I t thus confirms the conclusion drawn in .Fvindia that the circulation o f those much-clipped pieces a s a quasi-subsidiary
currency goes back [arther than has been assumed by some Chinese n u ~ n i s m a t i s t s . ~ ~

~~~~!''

"

('1. S r r i ~ ~ d ii.a ,p. ~
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~

.

" See lhid., i. Pp. .z98, 442, 444 (PI. X S S I \ . ) .
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Sce the rrprotluctions in the three top rows of Stri~rdin.
17 CI. Srrindin, i, p. 385 ; iii. p. 1 . ~ 4 .
v.
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Results ,of
O n the evening of the third clay of our stay A f r l z - g u l returned to our base camp at L,A.
reconnalsfrom
his extensive reconnaissance to the east a n d north-east. His account of important remains
sances.
in the latter direction was very encouraging. I t held out the hope that these would furnish the clue
to the line of the ancient Chinese high road from T u n - h u a n g , which I was anxious to follow through
from the Lou-Ian side. His report a n d maps also satisfied m e incidentally that some reliance co,lld
be placed on the information brought back b y the small parties which had been sent out to search
the area around L.A. These stated that only a t two points had they come upon remains other than
mere relics of the ' T a t i ' type o r ruins already explored b y me, a n d these two proved to be identical
with the only places within half a dozen miles of the Lou-Ian station where A f r Z ~ - had
~ ~ been
l
able to trace remains calling for excavation. T h e ancient burial-ground reported to the north-east
was left to be explored later, when I should move to the ruins farther away in the same direction.
B u t the ruined dwelling traced to the east-south-east was duly visited on February ~ l t h while
,
supplementary work was still in progress a t L . A .
Visit to
T h i s dwelling, L.D., was found to be situated about two a n d a half miles from the station
ruin L.D.
L A . A s we proceeded towards it, the sculpturing effect of wind-erosion on the ground became
less marked, a n d the height of the Y l r d a n g terraces decreased to 6 to 8 feet. Close to the ruin,
dead reed-beds were found on the top of some of the Y l r d a n g s ; they could also be seen on a low
sandy ridge near the bank of a n ancient channel farther south, to which I shall presently refer.
Close to the ruin I noticed a few old tamarisk trunks still alive a t their top, a n d received the general
impression that subsoil moisture m a y have allowed vegetation to survive here longer than in the
belt farther north.
Clearing ol
T h e ruin proved to b e that of a large dwelling, evidently a farm built of Toghrak timber,
dwelling
with
wattle walls of vertical tamarisk branches. T h e ~ , o o t l w o r kwas all badly decayed through
L.D.
rotting ; but the tamarisk wattle of the walls survived to a height of a foot o r a little more and
permitted m e to make out quite clearly the disposition of the rooms, a s shown in the plan (PI. I I ) .
T h e tlepth of erosion around was only about 5 to 6 feet. T h e tamarisk brushwood of the walls
had sufficed to retain a low layer of drift-sand within the rooms. But the objects brought to light
b y clearing them were few. T h e most important of them were the wedge-shaped wooden c o w tablet, L.D. 07, a n d the fragment of another, L . D . 04 ; though bleached a n d ~ e r i s h e dby exposure
they yet clearly showed b y their shape that they had belonged to Kharosthi documents o l the same
type a s found in numbers a t the Niya a n d L . A . sites. Their evidence leaves no doubt that the
occupation of the dwelling was contemporary with that of the Lou-Ian station.
;
A p a r t from some wooden implements, L.D. 0 2 (PI. xXVI) ; a horn spoon, L . D . 06 (PI. s~I)
Objects
recovercd the fragment of a n iron cooking-pot, L.D. 05, t h e finds chiefly comprised numerous small fragments
at L.D.
of bronze ornaments and the I ~ k e a, s well a s beads of glass a n d stone. Most of these small objects
were picked u p on the eroded slopes around the ruin. T h e small fragment of a bronze mirror,
L.D. 09, may be mentioned a s showing Chinese characters in the ornamentation of its back.
Embedded in the ground just outside the northernmost room was found a large pottery \esse1#
about 3 ft. in height a n d 24 ft. in diameter a t its widest; the portion of its shoulder and rim, L-D. 08
(PI. XXIS), shows the thickness a n d hardness of its material. -4 find of distinct interest had been
made by AfrHz-gul on his preceding visit, in close vicinity to the ruin ; this was a well-preserved
Chinese bronze coin of peculiar type (PI. CXIX), showing different seal characters a t either end
a n d attributed to Yiian Yen (12-8 B.c.). T h e chronological indication furnished by the effaced
near
remains of K h a r o ~ t h documents
i
is fully confirmed b y the fact that the twenty coins picked
L.D. were all of the IVu-chzt type, about half of them being small clipped pieces.'R
'8

Sec below, Appendix B.
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of dead Toghraks, prostrate o r still upright, marked a n ancient dried-up water-course
\"inding, at a distance of about half a mile to the south, with a general direction from south-west
to north-east. Fig. 145 shows some tamarisk-cones rising on eroded ground near this channel and
retaining here and there live bushes on their tops. Within the bed of the channel, about 2 5
yards wide and not more than 6 to 7 feet deep, a low growth of living tamarisks was also to be seen
in places. Afrlz-gul had found that the character of the ground, a s Fig. 145 shows it, remained
the same, as he proceeded eastwards, a s far a s his C a m p xciva (Map No. 29. D. 3). On
his way there and on his farther journey to the north-north-east, he had picked u p some fragments
of metal and stone ( L . D . 4 . G . 02-4, 017-20) a s well a s a dozen Chinese coins ; the latter include
a Hf40-ck'iianpiece, while the remainder a r e of the Wu-chu type, some retaining their inscription
but others much clipped.18 H e had come across no structural remains beyond L . D . until about
three miles from C a m p xciva, when he came upon the timber remains of a completely eroded
d\velling, L.G., on a Y l r d a n g . T h e leg of a wooden food-tray which was found here, L . D.-L.G. 01,
closely resembles those recovered from the ancient burial-place to be discussed in Section 111.
Beyond L.G. the ground changed from wind-eroded clay with remains of dead vegetation
to a level flat of salt-encrusted soil o r coarse sand. I was unable to visit this ground myself, but
think it highly probable that we may place near L.G. the eastern limit of the area which, during
the early centuries of our era, shared the physical conditions prevailing around the Lou-Ian Site L.A.,
and was accordingly capable of permanent occupation of a settled type. I t was near L.G. that
we were able to trace the easternmost extension of the Kuruk-daryz delta, in the shape of a n ancient
river-bed. T h e salt-encrusted wastes that stretch farther east probably formed part of the barren
foreshores of the great ' Salt Marsh ' ; a n d into this salt waste, a s a n early Chinese record discussed
elsewhere clearly shows, the waters that once filled the K u r u k - d a r y l beds used to empty theniselves
in the period before the abandonment of the ancient route through the Lou-Ian area.-a0 With the
nature of this ground, more desolate even than the wind-sculptured desert of the ancient delta,
I was soon to become familiar farther to the north.
SECTION1 1 . - M I S C E L L A N E O U S
O B J E C T S FOUNL) A T , O R N E A R ,
L O U - L A N S I T E L.A.
L.A. or. Fr. of pottery vessel, in three pieces (joined),

L.A.04. Back ridge of wooden saddle-tree ; in shape

with trumpet-shaped mouth and one small loop handle
(prob. two when complete), curiously flattened above and
below and evidently intended for suspension by n cord.
Round neck a zigzag band is roughly incised, and 011
shoulder another line of single zigzag. Clay badly washed ;
black, burning dull red; very hard. Diani. of mouth
41", h. sf". PI. Xxv11.
on. Fr. of rectangular pottery framework
(several pieces now joined), made ol bars forming u lattice
01 holes a" sq. One corner and three squares intact.
Rob. ' pinjara ' panel for building. Well preserved.
Length IZ", gr. width 4fm, depth 10"; thickness of bars
8" at back, slightly narrower on front. PI. XXVII.
08. Fr. of pottery, of indi&rently wnshed clay;
fine deep red colour. Burnt very hard. Well preserved.
3imx x

an angular crescent, with one horn very short and broken
on upper edge. Drilled with lour holes (one in each horn
and two in middle part), from which channels are worn,
on one side, to lo\ver cdge. Part of surface on under-edge
worn smootl~and round by friction. Wood very hard.
Chord from ]lorn to horn of crescent i r f " ; 11. in middle
ji",at ends of horns I ,"' ; average thickness f'. PI. XvI.

lr r.

See Appendix B.
'O C [ . Swindia, i. lq,. 123 sq., lor tile account given in
Li T a ' J - ~ h ' Commentary
s
on t l ~ eShui c/,it,g 01 the termina"

L.A.05. Fr. of bronze mirror. On back, plain raised
border $" wide, and within, one ' ripple ' 'and fr. oI scroll
band between two lvarrower myed borders. Cenlre not
prererved. Gootl condition. Gr. M. 2". PI. X S I V .

L.A. 06. Fr. of sandstone hone, dark grey ; pointed a t
end and flattened and worn a t sides.

I)"

x js". PI.

XXI.

L.A.07. Pottery spinning-whorl ; circular disc, pierced.
Dinni.

I&",

thickness

4".

tion of the Lou-Inn river in the ' l'u marshes ', and for the
identity 01 these wit11 tlic 'Marsh of Snlt ' or P'II-ch'ntrglake
of the Sliui clrirrg and Former 1Ian ,Innals ; also bclow, p. 293.
F

~

Z

Ancient
river-hed
and
remains
ayondL,D,

Foreshores

:':jt
hfarsh'.
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L.A. 08. S t o n e spinning-whorl, dark grey ; circular
disc, pierced. Diam. I)", thickness &". PI. S X I .
L.A. og. Fr. of glazed p o t t e r y ; body a co.lrsc Irit, of
buff colour. Glaze copper-grccn, crnclicd but adhering
aell to paste. 21" x I ~ " X A".
L.A. 010. Fr. o f a l m o n d (?).shell. Length 'I&'.
L.A. o n . Fr. of s t o n e ; very hard, dark grey, nephrite 0).
Sl~owssign of \\,orking. 2" x i nx &".
L.A. 01s. B r o o z e disc, in form of Chinese coin, but
thinner and concavo-conves. 1)iam. a". PI. X U \ ' .
x 1".
L.A. 018. Fr. of b r o n z e s h e e t , lolded ovcr.
L.A. 014. B r o n z e r i v e t with da~rnc-,hnpcd 11c.td. Did~n.
ol head A",shank I*.
L.A. 015. Fr. o f w o r k e d s t o n e blade. Lcngtl~e",
I\ idth
L.A. 016. B r o n z e finger-ring, nit11 lozenge-shaped bczcl
punched \\it11 file small rings in corncrs and ccntre oI
lozenge. \\'ell preserved. Diam. 2" to 2". PI. XXIV.
L.A. 017. B r o n z e needle or bodkin, broken off a t thicker
cnd. Point slightly flattened. Length II", tl~iclcness
A" to &".
L.A. 018. Fr. of s t o n e blade, pink (flint ?). f " x a".
Length h", width in.
L.A. org. S m a l l l o o p of B a t b r o n z e w l r e , prob. shank
width 9".
of button. Length i",
L.A. 02.0. Fr. o f s q u a r e b r o n z e w i r e , tapering at one
end and double curved. 14" x )". PI. X X l V .
L.A. 021. Fr. of c a r n e l i a n b e a d , globular. Diam. A",
11. &".
L.A. 012. C a r n e l i a n bead, globular, chippcd. Diam. &",
11. 1".
L.A. 013. Fr. of g l a s s bead, rich blue, translucent;
surface ribbed vertically as L A . 0110,PI. XXIV. Diam.
Q", h. 4".
L.A. 024. C a r v e d i r o n blade. Perished a t haft, cdgc
corroded ; otherwise fairly preserved. Lcngth gi", gr.
tridth I I",
gr. tllickl~essc. A". 1'1. S S I .
L.A. 025. Fr. of c i r c u l a r b r o n z e m i r r o r . l'laill r a i d
h r d c r , q" aide. Xu pattcrn on minutc portion of field
c ~ u n t . tir. )I. ~ j " .
L.A. 026. L e a d s p i n n i n g - w h o r l ; plano-convcx disc,
picrced. L h m . ti", gr. thickness 552". PI. XXIV.
L.A. 027. Fr. o f t h i n b r o n z e s h e e t . I)" x ,B,".
L.A. 098. Fr. o f s h e l l r i n g o r n a m e n t , lotus-petal pattern.
Chord A",width f', thickness A". PI. XXIV.
L.A. 029. Misc. s m a l l b r o n z e a n d l e a d frs. Gr. M. &".
L.A. 030. Mlsc. frs. o f g l a s s beads, stone and paste ;
eight in all, including two complete ring-lxnds. Onc
green paslr, opaquc; the othcr blue glass, transparent.
Uiam. ol latter
L.A. ( 7 ni. N.E. of) 031. P a s t e (7) o r n a m e n t ; I I C U ~ L -

s"

+".
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shaped, flat, with hole drilled throuKh centre. knLqll
&", gr, width thickness 1". PI. S X I V .
L.A. (7m. N.E. of) 031. B r o n z e stirrup.shaped object;
cI. L..4. 0126, and SEI. iv. PI. SS.\;\'I, L.A. \,I, 11.
.. 0010.
Length I",
gr. widtl~3". PI. X S I V .

r,

L.A. (7 m. N.E. of) 033. B r o n z e button, durnc-,ll,lpd,
with large loop a t back and depression in crown.
another, see L.C. 014. Diam. 2". PI. X S I I I .
L.A. 034. I r o n snaffle, one loop broken, somewl~atcurroded. Span
thickness of Ilar (sq.) $". PI. X X I .

5r,

L.A. 035-6. T w o frs. of b r o n z e s h e e t ; througll onc
a rivet, l~olcin otl~er. r. f" >: 4". 1'1. XSIV.
translurc~~t.
L.A. 037. Fr. of moulded g l a s s , ycllo~visl~,
~lpparentlyloot of vessel, wi~11roundcd edge and u~~dulatin~
surbcc on whicl~is raised annulet. I 2" x I" x 1". PI, 1 x 1 .
L.A. 066. B r o n z e nail, with round I~ead. L)iam. ol l~cad
in, pin (hroken) 1". PI, s s r v .
L.A. 067. S t o n e spinning-whorl, shale (?). Circular dibc,
pierced, as L.:\. o;, 08. PI. X S I . Diam. I", lhickncss t".
L.A. 068. P a s t e dumb.bell.shaped object, dark gey.
Lcngth i",
gr. diam. ;". PI. X S I I I .
L.A. 0 6 9 7 0 . Frs. of t w o s t o n e blades, dark grey.
Larger I" x t" x &".
L.A. OF-a. Two b r o n z e frs. 071, wire; 072, strip of
bronze sheet. Gr. length 12".
L.A. 073. Fr. of g l a s s bead, blue, translucent, orig.
spherical. Gr. hI. A".
L.A. 074. Fr. of i r o n rod, corroded. 1"x i " .
L.A. 075-6. T w o l e a d frs. o7j, flattened and bent
wire. 2"x A". 076, disc, pierced, as L.A. 026. Diam.
b", thickness 4". PI. XXIV.
L.A. o g o . T h i n b r o n z e ring, split a t one side, where
ends are flattened. Surface corrugated. Diam. ff.
L.A. ogr. Fr. of g l a s s , cut ; very clear, pale yellowish.
I&" x 4" x 4".

L.A. o g z ( + orog). Fr. o f b r o n z e object (two pieces
joining), hollow bellind. Oh.,two sliglllly convex surfa~cs
meeting in straight kcel shape a t r. 55'. One end pointed,
with hvcllcd edges ; otller broken off. Length zt", gr.
width I&", thickness 3$*. PI. XXI.
L.A. 093. S t o n e s p h e r e , of lamellar structure; dark
grey, weathered, broken. Pierced with large hole. Diam.
I&".
L.A. 094-6. T h r e e frs. of b r o n z e ; rough, much oxydized.
Gr. fr. (094) curved like edge of mirror,and made of three
layers of bronze, superimposed. Of these the two Outer
are
wide, and the third (i"
wide) is inserted between
them along outer edge, lea\.ing this A" apart along inner
cdge. Length I!", width
thickness (outer edge) A',
(inner) 8".
L.A. 097. Metal s p h e r e , irregular. L)iam. 6. 1".
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L.A. 098. Fr. of bronze finger-ring, \vitl~oval bezel,
PI. SXIV.
enlpty. Diam. ig,gr. width -:s".
L.A. ogg-104. Frs. of s t o n e blades, all of grey chert,
excepting 010.1 which is prob. agate or very translucent
X A" ,
: ,'".
flinl. Largest (oroq), I
L.A. 0105. Fr. of bronze, joining 092 (q. 8.).

<:

A".

L.A. 0106. Hollow b r o n z e object. g" x ;k"x
L.A. 0107. Bronze mirror. Complete, circular, with high
pierced boss to handle in ce~ltrcof hack. Raised border,
plain ; square in double raised outline round centre loop.
From centre of each side of square projects outwards
a T, in double raised outline. Parallel to the upper
limb of the T and about from it is a similar and equal
double line with a short return limb a t right angles t o it,
at its R. estreinity, forming a reverscd L. The upright
limb cut short by the raised border line encircling the field.
On eachside of these two forms is a simple spiral probably
indicating birds. Diagonally opposite the comers of central
square are corners of four other similar squares, cut off
by the border circle. For more elaborate rendering of
the same motif, see Scr. iv. PI. XXIX, L.B. v. 006. zr
x ik". PI. xxrv.
L.A. 0108. Bronze oblong fr., doubled, and two ends
riveted to form a tag. I" XI&", length of ri\.ets c. f " .
PI. xx111.
L.A. 0x09. Circular b r o n z e s e t t i n g for jewel, wit11 four
loops at back for attachment. I n hollow are renlains of
lac which secured stone. Diam. Q". PI. XxIII.
L.A. ono. Half of g l a s s b e a d ; fine blue, translucent ;
.\rnalaka shape, as L.A. 023. Diam. 4". PI. XXIV.
L.A. 0x11. F l a t oblong fr. of stone, dark grey; hole drilled
from both sides near one end. Broken on all edges.
I ~ " x I &x i"n . PI. XXI.
L.A. 0112. I r r e g u l a r fr. of s t o n e , grey-brown ; from
implement. Gr. 11. la".
L.A. oIIas3. Eleven frs. of s t o n e b l a d e s ; dark grey
cllcrt, except O I I j , 0116, yellow. Gr. fr. (01x7) 2,'" x Pen.
L.A. 0124. Fr. of b r o n z e m i r r o r , with hemispherical
cel~tralbuss pierced for 11andlc. Relief design consists
01 lour double buttlc-axc llcads surrounding boss (two
estalll), htwcen wllich arc Chin. chars. ; then plain band ;
tllen band formed of eight raised segmenls of circle with
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peripheries turned inwards, touching each other a t ends.
Depressed spandrils between segments form eight points.
Outside segment band is depressed plain band ; outer
edge broken. 2" x 2" x &". PI. XSIV.
L.A. 0125. Fr. of l a r g e p o t t e r y jar ; mouth and shoulders.
Grey clay, decorated with alternate bands of incised
annular lines and scallopg. Diam. of mouth sin, ~f
shoulders 12)". PI. XXVII.
L.A. 0126. B r o n z e w i r e loop (eye), pear-shaped ; the
two ends brought together a t broad end, hut not actually
joined. As Scr. iv. PI. XSXVI, L.A. vr. ii. 0010; cf. also
L.A. 032. Length I)", gr. width i".
PI. XXIV.
L.A. 0127. Fr. of p o t t e r y , coarse red, outer surface
chipped off. Found 7 miles NW.of L.A. 3k" xz3" x i " .
L.A. 0128. Fr. of p o t t e r y , dark red, lull of white grit,
black on both faces. Gr. hI. 33', thickness i".
L.A. 0136. B r o n z e s t u d h e a d ; sq.., convex, forming
quatrefoil, with thick elongated rmdrib in each foil
accentuating and strengthening corners. Hole drilled
through centre, and four smaller ones round it between
foils. )"sq., h. &". PI. XXIIr.
L.A. 0137. R e d p a s t e seal, elliptical, with two parallel
loops a t back for cord. Llevice, a n animal standing to
x i " . PI. XXIV.
L. p. Legs worked in dots. Face
L.A. 0138. B r o n z e ring, broad with ribbed surface a s
N. XLI. 03. Diam.
breadth .'s:
PI. XXIII.
L.A. 0139. Fr. of s t o n e , of rich dark turquoise colour ;
malachite (?).
x hn x )".
L.A. 0140-1. Fr. of bronze, thick, with curved edge and
traces of relief. Prob. edge of mirror, but pattern obliterated by oxydization. IO* x t"x in.
L.A. 0142. B r o n z e ball. Diam. &". PI. XXIV.
L.A. 0143. Fr. of s p o u t of p o t t e r y v e s s e l , roughly cut
into a number of irregular flat ' flutings ' ; portion of
shoulder attached. Grey, coarse and spongy, but polished
by exposure. Broken a t both ends. 3t" x 3)" x b" x 8".
PI. s s v 1 1 .
L.A. 0 1 4 5 4 . T w o j a d e c e l t s ; dark and light green
rcspectively. 014j, 2%"x(yr. width) I:" x(gr. thickness)
i n ;0146, 22" x I&" x :s".
L.A. 0147. S t o n e blade, long, narrow, bkcli. Lengtl~2Qn,
gr. width i".

:a",
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OBJECTS EXC.\VhTED .IT, OK NEAR, RUINS L.A. I-VI
L.A. 1. vl. 01. Fr. of g l a s s b e a d ; turquoise, translucent,
wings of unequal length projecting flusl~with one face, a t
cylindrical, made by winding a thin cord of glass spirally
brood end. Cut in one piece. Through the longer wing
round a mandril. Length &", diam. Q".
a round hole, #" diam. Use doubtful. Well preserved.
L.A. 1. ~ 1 02.
.
Half of c a r n e l i a n b e a d ; light red,
Width of wedge 3f" t o I)", length zk", thickness I*". Long
spherical. Diam. An.
wing I&"x 10" xi"; short wing #" x 14" x 5". PI. x v ~ .
L-A. 01. S t r i p of leather, buff-coloured, in two pieces.
L.A. u. 03. T u b u l a r l e a t h e r object, prob. leg of top
Two holes pierced a t one end. Dry and brittle. Length
boot, or sock. Marks of sewing where foot joined. Hair
14', width 1".
on inside a t upper end. \\'ell preserved. Lengtli I' I)',
11, 02. Wedge.slxaped w o o d e n object, wit11 two
diiull. jt".

,,,,I

M I ~ c E L L A N E O U SOBJECTS POUND A T LOU-LAN S I T E L.A.

L,A.vr, ii. 04. Fr. of paper, I)uff, ~rcllmade ; torn and
blank. 6" X 5".
L.A. v ~ii.
. 05. Fr. of loom.woven textile in blue and
b u ~ . Counterch~ngestripes, the pattern being a threepointed narrow lea[ half I)lue and half huff. Evenly woven
double cloth. 4 t " x3t". Ragged but well preserved.
PI. SLIII.
L.A. V-I. ii. 06. Crimson silk bag. with narrow p e e n
edging, and thick drawing string of double buff colour
silk tied in bow a t each side. hIouth relatively large ;
bag lined with buff corded silk. Prob. lor charm. \\'om.
12" x 14".
L.A, vr. ii. 07. Fr. of hemp string, three-ply, well made.
1' 1" x 1".
L.A. vx. ii. 08. Wooden 'dead-eye', U-shaped, as Ser.
iv. PI, SXVIII, N. XSIS. ii. 001. b. 3&" ~ 2 4 ' .
L.A. vx. ii. og. Wooden cleat as N. ~ L I I .i. 03, &c.,
and Ser. iv. PI. XXVIII, N. xrv. iii. 0017, &c. Prob.
used in loom lor supporting heddlcs. \\"ell preserved.
31' x t"x in.
L.A. vr. ii. 0x0. Wooden spood, roughly made, with
bo\vlslightlyaskew. 68" x a'' x +",
bowl 2" x I". PI. XXIX.
L.A. VI.ii. 0x1. Dome.shaped wooden object, pierced
through centre ; somewhat like spinning-whorl. Diam.
I:",h. 1". PI. S S I .
L.A. vx. ii. ora. Wooden disc, roughly made, pierced and
showing wear on one side of hole on each surface,-the
wear being in opposite directions on two sides, as though
used as some sort ot check on a straight cord. Traces
of black paint on one side and red on other. Diam. 11",
thickness 158".
L.A. VI. ii. 013. Piece of wooden stick, rounded a t one
end, partly broken a t other. Seems to have been drilled
through part oI its length. Length z$", diam. A".
L.A. vr. ii. 014. Fr. of wooden lath, plain. 21" x i" r
3

n
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L.A. vx. ii. 015. Twig of wood, with yarn twisted round it,
diam. A". PI. XXI.
used as a spindle. Length l?",
L.A. vr. ii. 016. Fr. of carnelian bead, red. Gr. 5f.
7 "

ia-

L.A. VI. ii. 017. Fr. of side of pottery vessel, partly
glazed on exterior with poor green glaze. Outer surface
scaled ; saline eruption. Finely washed and levigatcd
red body. Gr. hf. 4t", thickness
L.A. VI. ii. 018. Mass of woollen sllk and hair frs.,
including Irs. of buff and crimson plain woollen Iabric,
one Ir. of plain crimson silk; flat plaited goat's-hair
band ; twisted cord ; fine rosary-knotted cords of same,
and mass 01 fine white wool. Gr. length (twisted cord)
3' 2'.
L.A. vr. ii. 057. Part of box.lid, shaped like rectang.
cover-tablet, and with similar seal cav. and string-prooves,
but rabbeted below, round edge, t o fit into top 01 box.
Along inner side of rabbet, a t one end, a deeper groove
is again cut. About two-thirds of the lid are preserved
(in width) ; complete in length. Obv. seal cav. (I" x f" incomplete) ; seal and strings lost. Part of 3 11. Khar. across
one end, and of one I. across other ; clear black. Cnderside blank. \Vood hard and in good condition. 3 & "x
(incomplete) x (gr. thickness) 4". PI. XVIII.
L.A. vr. ii. 058. Rectang. cover.tablet ; miniature ;
corncrs chipped, but otherwise good condition. O h .
seal cav. ( A " scl.) and string-grooves ; both empty. No
PI. XVII.
writing obv. or rev. "~:z
>: I" x (mas.)
L.A. vr. ii. 059. Small sllk bag, oblong, one end open ;
inscr. one side with 4 11. Khar., on other with z 11. Some
holes, but writing clear and black. Silk natural-coloured ;
rather open weave. Bag 2a" x 1%". PI. S\'II.
L.A. VI. v. or. Part of wooden comb, with unusually
high-arched back ; rather roughly made. H. 3$', length
of teeth I&", width (broken) I :A".
L.A. vr. v. oz. Wooden cleat, similar to L.A. \ - I .ii. 09,
kc. \\'ell preserved. Length 3$", width :$", tluckness j".

:!".
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OBJECTS EXCAVATED, OR FOPXD KEtIR, DIVELLINC. L.D.
L.D. or. Circular wooden Hd with overhanging rim,
cutting the material concavo-convex. Long handle,
slightly domed on upper side and drilled in centre for
broken. Perished and split open a t thr laminations.
Length 63", gr. tvidtli of bowl I&". PI. XXI.
handle. Broken away a t two sides. Split and weathered.
h m . 4)", gr. thickness 8".
L.D. 07. Wedge.shaped wooden cov..tablet, with seal
L.D. 00-3. Two wooden 'dead.eyes': 02 as Ser.
cavity and hole near point. Bleached, split, and corroded.
iv. PI. SXVIII, N. xxrs. ii. 001. b ; 03 horseshoe-shaped.
IS$" x 2k" (gr. width).
Both much ~erislled. Lengths 3 r and 38") VP3 001
L.D. 08. ~ r of. rim and shoulder of pottery vessel,
each 3 l " PI. XVI. XXVI.
large, thick and heavy. \\'ell-curled lip with squared edge
L.D. 04. Fr. of wooden cov.-tablet, showing portion
presented directly outwards, very short neck, and abruptly
O1 seal c~\.ityand three string notches.
hluch perished.
out-curving shoulder. Dark grey clay, poorly washed,
3t'xIr.
very hard. Good condition. 7;" x ji" u a", orif. diam.
OI mouth 6. 11". PI. XxIX.
L.D. 05. Fr. of side (7) of iron cooking.pot ; round,
with two slightly raised ridges. Similar to N, XLI. or,
L.D. 09. Fr. of bronze mirror, showing on back plain
PI. XXVII. Surlace corroded. 4" x 26".
raised outer edge ; then band with Chin, chars. between
L.D* 06. Horn spoon, witlr curved bowl, shaped by
two narrow rayed bands ; and raised band of circle-

R E L I C S O F A N A N C I E N T RIJRIAL-CIROlJND

During the four days we had SO far spent with our base cstablished a t the Lou-Ian station,
\r-eatller had favoured our labours. T h e temperature had indeed kept \.cry low, with minima
down to 44 degrees F. below freezi~~g-point.But the cold, in the absence of a n y wind except
occasional gentle breezes from the north-east, was not felt severely, a n d the clearness of the
atmosphere had made reconnaissances easy. F o r most of the time the barren southern hill ranges
of the Kuruk-tHgh showed their reddish-brown outlines quite clearly to the north, above the yellow
expanse of Ylrdangs a n d the grey flat of the gravel glacis. O n the evening of February 12th
and again on the following morning I could also make out distinctly the snowy heights of the
K'un-lun far away to the south, stretching apparently from the vicinity of BHsh-kurghin to the
head-waters of the Jahln-sai.' T h i s encouraged me greatly to hope that it might be possible later
on, either in this or the subsequent winter, to obtain ' r a y s ' with the theodolite to previously triangulated points in this section of the northernmost K'un-lun range a n d thus to secure a base for
extending our triangulation from that side right across the L o p desert to the Kuruk-tHgh.
unfortunately L l l Singh was not with us to take advantage of atmospheric conditions favourable for the measurement of angles with t h e theodolite. His prolonged absence from our appointed
rendezvous was causing me serious anxiety. T h e big bonfires I caused to be lit evening after
evening at the top of the ruined Stfipa in order to help him in locating our c a m p failed to produce
any sign of his approach from the side of the Kuruk-daryl. \Vhether this delay was due to difficulties of transport encountered on the desert journey o r to the effect of direct Chinese obstruction,
the uncertainty a s to his progress seemed seriously to threaten the execution of m y further plans.
This weight of doubts could not, however, be allowed to interfere with m y immediate task,
the exploration of the ancient remains to the north-east, revealed b y AfrHz-gul's successful reconnaissance, and for these I decided to set out on February 15th. T h e camels, it is true, were not
expected to return from their rest a t Altmish-bulak for another three d a y s ; b u t the lack of transport animals was not permitted to delay our move. A couple of Loplik labourers whom the preceding fatigues and hardships had brought on the sick list were left behind a t our base under the care
of faithful Ibrihim BEg, who would also keep a n eye on our ice depot. T h e rest of the men were
taken along and just sufficed to carry the minimum of indispensable baggage a n d the necessary
supplies of food and ice.
Our march, which started a t daybreak on a cloudy a n d somewhat windy morning, was made
easier by the fact that its direction to the north-east was more o r less parallel to the general trend
of the Yirdang terraces. These for about a mile were very sharply sculptured a n d rose to 1 2 feet
or more in height. Farther on their height son~e\vhatdiminished, a n d in the gradually widening
trenches between them I noticed the appearance of coarse, almost gravel-like sand, which supplies
a most effective instrument for the relentless erosive action of the winds. Like the small pieces
of gypsum and fragments of chalk wllich soon began to be frequent, it had been obviously carried
here from ground farther away to the north-east. Small pieces of pottery were plentiful for a distance of about two and a half ,miles from L.A., and small fragnlents of bronze and a few stone implements (LA.-L.C. 01-9) were also picked u p en route. Beyond a n old bed marked b y fallen
Toghraks half a mile farther on, the Y l r d a n g terraces were found singularly bare of remains
dead vegetation, while potsherds were still occasionally met with in small patches. Finally the
Pottery debris became again more abundant a s after about six miles of march we approached the
C0ns~icuousterrace, L.C. (Fig. 158). \\?hereAfrZz-gul had come upon indications of ancient burials.
See JIap
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[Chap. VII
A first inspection sufficed to show m e that this terrace, rising about 35 feet above the surrounding, but little eroded, ground, was a Mesa differing distinctly in size, character, and direction from
the familiar YZrdangs. A S the plan, PI. 12, shows, it measured about 56 yards in length from
north-east to south-west, with a maximum width a t its foot of about 32 yards. Just as in the case
o f YHrdangs the end facing the prevailing wind-direction rose very steeply, while the opposite
end tailed away with a gentle slope. But, quite a p a r t from the height of the terrace and its isolation
on comparatively flat ground, the difference of its longitudinal bearing from the regular ENE.W S W . direction of the YHrdangs was sufficient to show that its origin must have been geologically
different from that of the latter. I t was in fact the westernmost of those Mesas of which we were
to meet thereafter so m a n y around the northern a n d eastern shores of the ancient Lop Sea bed,
From the first m y attention was attracted b y the fact that the terrace was composed of saIt-impregnated clay of greater consistency than the ground around it, a n d further that wind-erosion, instead
of undercutting a t its foot, a s regularly happens with YHrdangs, was here mainly a t work
the top edges of the Mesa.% T h e total absence of a n y structural remains on the top clearly showed
that the terrace could not owe its height to the protection which some massive building might
have afforded, but must already in ancient times have risen high above the level of the neighbouring ground.
I could not doubt from the first that it was the elevation of this Mesa terrace, a marked feature
Mesa top
selected
even a t a n early historical period when moisture a n d vegetation still protected the adjoining soil,
as burialthat had caused it to be selected a s a burial-ground. S o m e grave-pits, half exposed on the top
ground.
edges of the mound, could a t once be m a d e
But only few sepulchral objects were found on
the slopes below, a n d most of these immediately beneath the still traceable graves. Had the top
of the terrace represented only the surviving portion of what was once a cemetery situated on the
general level of the area, we might reasonably have expected to find the slopes of the terrace as well
a s the eroded ground near it strewn with hard debris, such a s metal objects, human bones, planks
of coffins, &c., just a s similar debris is always found round the remnants of wind-eroded dwellings.
Yet the immediate vicinity of the terrace showed none of this ' T a t i ' appearance.
T h e reconnaissance reports had led m e to expect here merely such relics a s wind-erosion might
First relics
of silk
have spared. I was therefore all the more delighted to find on the first rapid inspection that the
fabrics.
summit of the Mesa retained a number of graves, a p a r t from those on its edges, quite untouched
b y that destructive agent. T h e y were all marked b y rough tamarisk posts fixed, as subsequent
examination showed, around the edges of the gral-es o r pits, while the latter themselves were
covered with layers of reeds almost entirely exposed. Until the heavily laden men arrived I had
to be content with examining such relics a s the partially eroded graves on the edge of the terrace
disclosed. Here m y eye was caught a t once, amidst human hones and broken boards from decayed
coffins, by some rags of beautifully woven silk fabrics. Their brilliant colours were excellently
preserved, even where the crumbling away of the steep slope of clay had left them lying on the
surface, exposed to sun a n d wind. Their survival under such conditions seemed a particularly
encouraging augury.
Datable
M y hope of finding other fabrics in graves that had escaped erosion was naturally still further
figured silk stimulated when in one of these figured silk fragments (L.C. 031. b, PI. XXX!') I recognized a
Iragment.
Chnrncter
of Mesa.

I may point out here that the eRect of wind-erosion
seen in the foreground of the photograph, Fig. 158, is probably
proceeding not in the soil of the Mesa itself but in the loesslike alluvium in which its foot is embedded. A comparison
of lhis photozraph will1 thosc which, likc Figs. 9.9, 105 of

Scrindio, i., nnd Figs. 146, 149, 153, 156, kc., here, show
wind-erosion at work on terraces that have been formed.ma
result of protection by ruined structures, will llelp t o ~ l l ~ ' .
irate the difference nbove indicated.
3 See i, ii, vi, vii, in the plan, PI. 12.
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pattern reproducing very closely, both in its design a n d in its rich ell ow a n d blue colours, that of a
small piece of silk fabric that I well remembered among the relics from the refuse heaps of the
watcl, station T. xv. a of the T u n - h u a n g Limes. These relics a r e proved by numerous dated
Chinese documents to belong to the period extending from the middle of the first century B.C.
to about the first third of the second century A . D . ~ T h u s one of the very first finds a t L,.C.
furnished me a t once with a definite indication that the remains preserved in the burials of the
site went back to the H a n period.
My hopes were abundantly fulfilled a s soon a s the arrival of m y diggers made it ~ o s s i b l eto
start the clearing of the graves, first where they lay near the edge of the Mesa top a n d then about
its centre. T h e importance of the antiquarian treasure that I had come upon became apparent
at once ; but what impressed me even more a t the time was the quite bewildering confusion
in which it presented itself. Instead of regular burials with coffins a n d human bodies more or less
recognizable, such as the first rapid inspection of the half-eroded remains had led me to look for,
there emerged from the grave-pits a mass of detached human bones mixed u p in utter disorder
with fragments of boards once evidently belonging to coffins ; with objects of personal use, such
as decorated bronze mirrors, wooden combs, &c., deposited with the dead ; wooden eating-trays,
jugs, &c., used for sepulchral offerings; wooden models of arms, and, above all, with rags of
every sort comprising a wonderful variety of fabrics. A m o n g these rags were beautifully woven
and coloured silks, often showing rich polychrome designs ; fragments of delicate enbroidery a n d
tapestry; torn pieces of fine woollen pile carpets, by the side of numerous coarse fabrics in wool,
felts and what appeared to be cotton. T h a t all these materials were of Chinese origin o r had been
in Chinese use there could be no doubt, a n d finds of Chinese records on paper a n d wood confirmed it.
It soon became evident, from the way in which rags of various fabrics were often found stuck
to the same bones, that these were remnants of garments which after long wear b y the living had
finally been employed to wrap tightly the dead bodies. Tattered a n d torn a s all the fabrics were,
yet many of them were excellently preserved, notwithstanding their dirt a n d sand-encrusted
condition. I n strange contrast with this was the fact that not a single intact skeleton was found,
and that all such human bones a s were not still protected by swathing plainly showed marks of
weathering and corrosion. T h i s was obviously the result of a prolonged exposure which these
human remains must have undergone before their final deposit in the pits that I was clearing. T h u s
a variety of indications soon led m e to realize that the contents of these pits must have been collected,
before the final abandonment of the Chinese station of Lou-Ian, from older graves which winderosion, decay, or some similar cause had exposed o r was threatening.
Before I refer to the observations made a t other sites which have since fully confirmed this
conclusion, or to the valuable archaeological indications which m a y be deduced from it a s regards
dating of the relics here recovered, it will be convenient to note a few further details about the
place where they were found. A s the plan, PI. 12, shows, the disposition of the grave-pits on the
top of the Mesa was quite irregular. \Vhile a few, a s already ~nentioned,lay close to the
longitudinal edges and had in consequence become partially exposed on the outside, the rest were
grouped together more or less closely near the centre. T h e pits were all roughly rectangular in
Outlineand cut into the hard salt-impregnated clay of the Mesa to a clepth of 5 to 6 feet. B u t their
Surface dimensions, where intact, varied greatly, from about 40 square feet in the case of pit v to

'a.CI. S ~ i w d i o ii,, pp. ;oo,

78, ; i \ r , PI. I,V, for 1'. s v .
tllesevcrd refuse heaps o l T . x\,. 3. i , i i and iii date

Irom different and well-defined periods, I ,nust specially

''gret

the absence ol a more cxnct rccord as to tllc

provenance ol the littls silk piecc T. X V . a. 002. a, as this
\vould have made it possible to fix the date 01 it still rnorc
closely within the chronological limits above mentioned
(51 B . c . - A . D . 137).
cgz
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[Chap. vn
about jo square feet in that of iii. In aclclition to the pits i-vii, which were cleared on February
15th immediately after Iny arrival a t L.C., a fresh careful search on the return march two days
later revealed three more grave-pits, viii-X. Besides these a few shallow excavations were then
traced to\vards the north-east extremity of the Mesa top. They contained nothing but drift-Sand
and had apparently never been used.
The only covering of those grave-pits which retained their sepulchral contents, just as they
Ifotection
secured
hat1 been thrown in on re-burial, consisted of layers of reed-straw, from I to 13 feet in tllickness.
from windThis ~naterial,apparently so frail, had perfectly sufficed to keep off wind-erosion, a fact that I had
erosion.
frequently observed in connexion with ancient remains on desert ground in the Tgrim and SU-lo-ho
basins.6 T h e rows of tamarisk sticks which, placed at irregular intervals, roughly lined the edges
of the pits and rose a few inches above them, may have been partly intended to secure these layers
of reeds. 'That no superstructures had ever esisted over these places of re-burial may be concluded
with certainty from the uniform flatness of the Mesa top, as Fig. 158 shows it. This clearly proves
that erosion cannot have been a t work here to any great extent since the re-burials took place, and
in a place so con~pletelysafe from moisture of any sort wind-erosion alone could have attacked and
destroyed structural remains.
Cnston1 of
he character of the mixed remains in the pits of L.C. left no doubt about their having been
collecting
gathered
from earlier graves, threatened with destruction or already exposed. It appears equally
burial
certain that this had been done in obedience to a pious custom that is still widely prevalent among
remains.
the Chinese. Not having access to evidence in Chinese texts I may content myself with supporting
this explanation by a reference to the kind of charnel-houses I know to have been erected for the
identical purpose at the Chinese cemeteries of Klshgar, Ylrkand, and Khotan after the reconquest
of the New Dominion. As regards the customs observed in the original burials, conclusive archaeological evidence has fortunately become available through my subsequent explorations in the
Lou-Ian area and in closely
tracts.
. adioinine
.
Evidence of
A t the ancient burial-places of L.H., which must be contemporary with the occupation of
burials a t
Lou-Ian, I found coffins containing bodies wrapped up tightly with rags of worn clothing, precisely
L.11. and
Ting-p'an. after the fashion suggested by the finds of L.C.6 There, too, objects of personal use, articles serving
for sepulchral offerings, &c., exactly corresponding in character to those recovered from the
grave:pits of L.C., were found deposited by the side of the dead. Equally instructive was it to
note there that the coffins, in groups of three or more, had been placed on raised ground safe from
moisture, and the shallow pits containing them roofed over after the fashion which must have been
common in ordinary houses of the local type.7 Where these habitations of the dead had been reached
by erosion, the coftins and their contents showed exactly the same stage of decay that had overtaken
the remains lound a t L.C. before they were collected and deposited in the common pits. At the
Ying-p'an site on the uppermost course of the Kuruk-daryl, I explored in March, 1915, some
Chinese graves
which may be ascribed approximately
to the same period as those of Lou-Ian.'
-CI. c. g. Srriirdia, i. p. 381 ; ii, pp. 570, 605 ~ ( 1 . ~ 6 7sq.,
7
of wood and clay previously occupied by tlie living. A C C ~

-

-

-

687! 717, 73% kc.

See below, pp. 275 sqq.
I t may he ol interest to point nut here that the methotl
of placing the coffins in rooled huts, partially or wholly
sunk into the ground, wllich the graves of L.FI.illustrate,
closely agrees with the indications furnished by Clline\e
texts as to the earliest forms 01 burial.
Tlius De Groot, The Religiorts .Yyslcrrr o j Clriiia, ii. 1). 374,
tells us how the oldest type of Chinese grave a r o e from the
primitive custom u l leaving the corpse alone in the simple hut

'

ing t o ancient descriptions quoted, this earliest metllod 01
burial was still reflected by tlic graves 01 tlie Iran period:
' But Iurtlier, even a t tlie present day the grnvrs in llle
nortllern and central provinces of the Empire resemble the
huts 01 the living in ancient times, being round heaps of
d a y . . . ; tlie conin inside is in many uses not sunk deep
beneath the levcl of the soil around, and people hardly ever
neglect t o cover it with reeds, rushes, or mats belore piling
the earth over it.'
See below, Chup. xx~.sec, i.
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~h~~ had been placed on gravel-covered terraces of the Kuruk-tHgh glacis a n d had thus escaped
\,.ind-erosion. There, too, the corpses were bandaged in closely wound rags of old clothing, no
longer serviceable to the living. T h i s custom was demonstrated with equal clearness by the
numerous examples of complete Chinese burials which I had previously examined in the clay-cut
tombs of AstHna, in the TurfHn basin.@ These belong to the early T ' a n g period and a r e thus
centuries later than the remains with which we a r e here concerned. B u t all observations a t that
,,lace sho\ved that Chinese burial customs had not changed in essentials during the interval.
From the evidence thus briefly s~lmmarizedit may be concluded that the disjecta rnet,~braKeasonlur
of burials collectetl into the pits of I-.C. had originally been sheltered by graves which occupied "-buiYing
on top of
ground in the vicinity safe from moisture by inundation or irrigation. B u t this necessarily meant >Iesa.
leaving the coffinsand other deposits exposed in course of time to the destructive forces of ceaseless
erosion by wind-driven sand ; for these forces must have been already a t work here in ancient
times on all ground not protected by vegetation, such a s moisture alone can support in this region.
sly observations a t the ruins of the Lou-Ian Site a n d elsewhere prove that the unprotected surface
level was here liable to be lowered by wind-erosion b y more than a foot per century. Hence the
contents of originally shallow graves, dating, say, from the first century before o r after Christ, would
here frequently be threatened with complete destruction b y the latter half of the third century A.D.
It is from such graves that pious hands must be assumed to have gathered the mixed remains for
n.hich the top of the hlesa L.C., owing to its elevation above the sand-swept plain, offered what
has proved a safe last resting-place. T h e selection of the Mesa for this purpose would suggest
itself all the Inore readily that it was of all such terraces the nearest to the once occupied area around
the Lou-Ian station. I t was also, no doubt, a conspicuous landmarkon what we shall have occasion
to prove presently was the line of the ancient high road from China.
The above conclusion has a special archaeological importance ; for it obviously shifts back .\pproxithe date of the relics recovered from the grave-pits of L.C., a n d in particular that of the many
interesting specimens of ancient textile a r t to be discussed below, to a period which must be considerably earlier than the terrr~ittzcsad quem fixed for the abandonment of Lou-Ian, viz. the second
quarter or thereabout of the fourth century A . D." A t what epoch the re-burial of the cemetery
deposits at L.C. took place we cannot a t present indicate with a n y certainty. If from the few
fragmentary Chinese documents found among them a n d still under examination by hl. I\llaspero
any chronological evidence is derivable it \vould, no doubt, greatly help towards a closer determination. Meanwhile I must content myself wit11 pointing to the fact that, judging from the dated
Chinese documents recovered a t L.A., the years A.D. 263-70 were the period when the ancient
desert route and its western terminal station saw for the last time abundant traffic a n d activity.''
It appears still more difficult to indicate, with a n y approach to chronological accuracy, the u?thgor
Wiod when the original burials took place. I t is obvious that these may have been separated by
considerable intervals of time, a n d in view of the utter confusion in which their remains had been
thrown together into the pits of L.C., no attempt could possibly be made to estimate these intervals,
FVen approximately, by the comparative degree of decay exhibited b y the relics. I n this respect
It will sufice to mention that a s far a s coultl be inferred from a rapid inspection of such remains
'-1-1. as still occupied their original position, the state of decay displayed there by the esposed
their rag bandages, &c., did not differ strikingly f1.on1 that in which the remains a t L.C.
been when they were gathered into their final resting-place. I t is clear that the destruc'Ive effect of wind-erosion may have diKered greatly in its rate of progress according to the \:arying
I-'osition and construction of the original gra\,es.
' 'PC bclo\\', Chap, xlx. set, i-ilr,
l1 See ibid., i. p. 408.
lo Cf. Serirldia, i. p. 4 26.
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Whatever uncertainty, however, m a y attach to the date of individual burials, a definite termilrits
n quo is fixed for them all b y the fact that the LOU-Ian route was first opened for Chinese traffic
during the last two decades of the second century B.c."
I t is equally certain that the first century

B.c., roughly conterminous with the latter half of t h e period of the Former H a n dynasty, was the
time when the Lou-Ian route was most frequented b y Chinese trade a n d military and general
traffic west~vards.'~ W e know that its importance was reduced when about A . D . 2 'the new route
oT the north ' leading straight from the ' G a t e ' of Yii-men to ' Posterior Chii-shih ', i. e. the present
territory of Guchen, north of TurfHn, was opened." Nor can there be a n y doubt that the complete
break-down of Chinese authority in t h e 'Western regions ', a n d the prolonged troubles with the
Hsiung-nu o r H u n s which followed the accession of the usurper W a n g M a n g in A . D , 9, must
have very seriously interferccl with relations between China a n d Lou-Ian.'= When in A . D . 73
under the Later H a n dynasty a fresh expansion of Chinese power into Central Asia took place
and imperial control effectively asserted itself again in the 'Western countries' for about threequarters of a century, it was by the route leading through the newly secured base of HLmi that
the advance took place. E v e r since, this route, f a r less beset with natural difficulties though longer
than the other, h a s remained the main line of communication between westernmost China and the
TLriln basin.Ie
B u t the documentary evidence recovered a t the station L . A . a n d discussed in Serindia proves
that, notwithstanding t h e much-reduced i n ~ p o r t a n c eof its route, Lou-Ian still retained a small
Chinese garrison in the third century, a n d that traffic between it a n d Tun-huang, no doubt in muchdiminished volume, was maintained down to the second quarter of the fourth century.17 Hence
the only chronological limits that a r e certain for all the burial remains of L.C. are comparatively
wide ones, extending roughly from the very end of the second century B . C . to the latter part of the
third century A.D. I n order t o draw these limits somewhat closer we must look lor archaeological
evidence in the relics themselves. Fortunately such evidence is not confined solely to the few Chinese
records on paper, of which the very material proves a n origin later than A . D. 105, the well-established
date of the invention of paper.18 W e shall see that archaeological indications, in some cases pointing
to earlier origin, a r e not altogether wanting either for those remains of ancient textile art which
form the largest and in niany respects also the most interesting ort ti on o l the antiquarian disco\!ery
made a t the grave-pits. There appears accordingly to be the fullest reason why our analysis of
the finds should be directed first to these.
JIISCELLI\SEOUS OBJECTS FOUND BETiVEES SITES L.A. AND L.C.
L.A.-L.C. 01. Lump of lead. $2" x :%" x g".
L.A.-L.C. 0%. Flat bronze ring, split at one sidc. 2"

...'2 ,: i'.

L.A.-L.C. 03. Flat bronze ring, similar to L.A.-L.C.
02, but smuller. -186'' i: 2. x Jj".
LA.-L.C. 04. Fr. of bronze disc, showing relief pattcrn ;
prob. not coin. f " > 8" x A".
Cf. S e r i ~ d i u i, . pp. 336 sq. ; ii. pp. 7 2 4 "1.
Sn: ibid., i i . pp. 730 sq.
" Cf. ibid., ii. p. ;oj.
l5 See ibid., ii. p. 731.
'"ee
i b i d . , ii. p. 732; hlvvr., Cl~np.xv. sec. iv.

la

la

L.A.-L.C. 05. Bronze disc, with hole in cenlrc. Dim.
&', thickness c. -Zdn.
L.A.-L.C. o w . Two stone blades, long, narrow ; black
and green stone, rap. Length ll", gr. width 1".
L.A.-L.C. 08-9. Two frs. of bronze, tilick, of lamellaj
structure; somewhat corroded. tir. fr. (or) 1 t f ' x flnxh
to

x.

l7 See ibjd., i. p. 426 ; for dated documents from L.A.)cf.
also Conratly, F u n d e Sven Hrditrs, pp. 08, 102, 117, rz6 'q.1
1.37, 1.39.
Cf. Chuvannes, J. Asial., 1905, jun.-lev., PP- 5 '4''
a l s ~S r~r i n d i a , i i , pp. 650, 672.
'@
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The observations already recorded, a s to the condition in which the human remains were nead
found here and a t the other Chinese burial-places above mentioned, make it clear that we owe the bandaged
in rngs of
as well a s the variety of the textile fabrics recovered from L.C. to the custom of bandag- o~dclott,ing.
ing the dead in closely wound rags of old clothing. T h e fact that in some cases, e, g. L.C. iii. 017 ;
v;;. 07, several pieces of silk of different patterns were found sewn together in the same garment,
suggests that these materials h a d been subject to prolonged wear even before their last use a s
for the dead.
T O trace the history of that custom a n d its original meaning I must leave to competent SinoIogist research. But whatever its explanation may be, it is certain that without it we could not
have hoped to recover so multifarious a collection of the fabrics in use among those who, during
Han times or in the century immediately after, frequented the ancient route of Chinese expansion
into Central Asia or had settled down along it. I t is true that these tattered remnants but rarely
give a clue to the character of the particular garments to which they once belonged. B u t this
matters little when compared with the technical a n d artistic interest which so many of the fabrics
offer.or with their remarkable state of preservation.
If we classify the textile remains described in the List below according to the materials used, hfaterials
we are at once struck b y the predominance of silks, whether plain or decorated. Before proceeding
to discuss the manifold points of interest which the technique of these silks a n d still more the
methods and motifs of their ornamentation offer, we m a y first refer briefly to the other materials
found among the textiles of L.C. T h e y comprise wool, cotton a n d felt.
The woollen fabrics a r e the most numerous after the silken, and may, in view of the important Woollen
part which the production of wool has a t all times played in the TZrim basin, be assumed to b e
largely, if not wholly, of local manufacture. I t is therefore of special interest to note the variety
of weaving techniques a n d of methods of decoration represented a m o n g them. T h e descriptions
given in Mr. Andrews' valuable notes on the technique of the Ch'ien-fo-tung textiles enable m e to
deal very briefly with the different weaves among our woollen fabrics from L.C.' A p a r t from ' plain
cloths', such as L.C. i. 04, 012, 024, in some cases recalling canvas in strength (L.C. 06. e ; v. 028),
we have several fabrics which must be described a s ' repps ' (L.C. v. or I , 018, 025 ; x. 03). A
fine strong texture of the ' cord ' kind is presented by the pieces, L.C. i. o r ; ii. 05. e, 0 1 6 ; v. 010,
to which Mr. Andrews' descriptions in the List below assign the character of ' boxcloth ' a n d a
velvety touch.
In view of what will be explained below a s to the total absence of ' twill ' wea\-e a m o n g the \Venve of
L.C. and other Lou-Ian silk remains, it is of importance to note that the woollen fabrics of L.C. ~,!1:j:
comprise at least two specinlens of ordinary twill, L.C. 0 3 7 4 , besides t ~ , opieces of ' darnask ',
L.C. v. 02. b, 026, in which the pattern, composed of lozenges, is due to the use of a variation of
' twill weave '. I t is equally interesting to find tapestry work used in quite a number of fine woollen Style of
textiles, L.C. iii. 010. a-b; v. 0 1 , 0 2 . a , 03-5, 06. a , 07, 09, o l g (PI. XSX-NXXII). T h e decorative wOOUen
tapestries.
lnotifs of these tapestry ~ i e c e will
s best be considered below in their relation to those exhibited b y
tllepolychrome figured silks. B u t it should be ~ o i n t e dout a t this stage that the style of this woollen
tapestry work differs strikingly from that of the latter by being of non-Chinese, a n d in some pieces
distinctly Hellenistic character. I t is obvious that this difference in decorative style strongly
SuPPorts what has been suggested above a s to the local origin of the woollen fabrics in general.
With the tapestry fabrics in wool may be classed also, on account of their material a n d kindred

,":As5.

F,"2~.C,

CI, Serindia, ii, pp. 897 sqq.
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carpets, L.C. O I O ; i. 08 ; ii. 05. c, 09. a-b, orj, 017 ;
T h o u g h comparatively numerous, none of them display
their patterns with sufficient clearness to permit of a definitc conclusion a s to the style of decoration. Bands of ' latch-hoolc ' design arc, I I O ~ . C \ cr, recognizable in several pieces
(L.c. ole;
i. 08 ; ii, 09, a), while a lozet~gepattern call b e made out also in ii. og. b and stylized flowers in
iii. 014. I n all fragments a variety of colours is used. I n construction they resemble closely the
pile carpet fragments found a t the I,ou-lan station, L.A. I. ii. O O I ; VI. ii. 0046: and are probably
like them products of local industry in the TSrim basin.
Less numerous than the woollen textiles a r e the fabrics which in the Descriptive List are shown
a s of cotton. Since it has not been possible to secure for the microscopical analysis of these materials
such expert help a s D r . Hanausek rendered for m a n y of the fabrics described in Serindia, we cannot
be quite sure that in all these pieces the yarn is of cotton a n d not linen. Hemp is plentiful along
t h e lowermost THrim, a n d its use in some textiles from the Lou-Ian station is attested by expert
a n a l y s i ~ . ~B u t of a number of fabrics remains found there a n d a t L.B. Dr. Hanausek's examination has shown that their material is c ~ t t o n . ~Hence the classification of the above L.C. pieces is
not likely to be altogether wrong. A m o n g the cotton fabrics plain weave prevails (L.C. 04, 0 3 6 ;
i. 0 2 . a-b, 06, 07 ; ii. 02. b, 05. f ; v. 016, 024). B u t in two, L.C. 06. c-d, 035, which are described
a s ' jean ', a twill structure must be assumed. A variation of ' warp-rib ', corresponding to that
used in the few silk damasks of L.C., appears also in the cotton (?) damask, L.C. i. or I (PI. XLII),
showing a lozenge pattern. Finally mention m a y b e made here of specimens of felt, found also
a s lining for garments (L.C. 04. a ; i. 06).
B u t far greater importance attaches, whether in respect of material, technique, or artistic
decoration, to t h e silk fabrics recovered. T h e i r prevalence has already been referred to above, and
is sufficiently illustrated b y the fact that out of a total of I 29 entries of textiles in the Descriptive List
below not less than 74 concern different silk stuffs, 45 a m o n g these being figured silks. Considering
the place where these remains were found a n d the early date which the chronological limits of the
site assign to them, there can be a p r i o r i no doubt that all these silk materials were imports from the
interior of China.5 T h e fact that they were discovered b y the side of the very route which the
Chinese had first opened for their clirect intercourse with Central Asia a n d the distant West invests
them with special significance. W e could scarcely have looked in a more appropriate place for
a representative collection of relics of that ancient silk trade which had played so important a part
in China's Central Asian expansion, a n d which had passed along here for centuries.
But their principal claim to our interest lies in the fact that they open up for us a new and
fascinating chapter in the history of that textile a r t for which China has been famous ever since the
products of the silk-weaving Seres first reached the classical West, a n d the early phases ofwhlch
might well have seemed lost to us. LVhen those remains of fine silks first emerged from the[r
sombre place of deposit in the utter desolation of the desert I was a t once greatly i m p r e s s e d b ~the'r
wealth of beautiful designs a n d rich colours, though there was no time for more than rapid glimpses
of the feast they offered.
T h e hopes then rai5ed a s to the light they might throw on the artistic and technical sides
Chinese silk industry during H a n times have been justified through the devoted expert labours
which hlr. F. H. Andrews has bestowed upon them. T h e important paper on A'lcieflt Chi'rese

technique, the fragments o f woollen pile
Iirs.of
roouen pile iii, 014, 015 ; x. 02 (PI. XLII', LxXXvII).
mrpets.

\\'eaves of
rnttnn
fnbrics.

Prevalence
fabrics.

Interest of
fabrics.

Mr. F. 11.

Andrers
on r e d
silks.

' See Seritrdia, i. pp. 384,433,438 ; iv. PI.xXSVII.
Cl. ibid., i . pp. 384, 433,438
See ibid., i. p. 432 (L.A.0149); p. 433 (L.A. rr. 002):
p. 435 (L.A. IV. ii, 0 0 1 ) ; p. 442 (L.B.11. oo~ko).

'

5 With them may be mentioned also specimens or
waste, like L.C. v. 020 ; vi, 06,probably used forthe pnddlng
of garments.
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pigtdredSilks, which he published a t my request in the Bzcrlington Magazine of 19.20, has recorded
the preliminary results that his examination of a number of characteristic specimens had yielded.
with the help of the very careful illustrations drawn by Mr. Andrews' hand, it brings out clearly
the essential features of the distinctly Chinese style displayed b y these fabrics, together with m a n y
important observations on the origin a n d development of the ornamental motifs used in them.
Numerous other pieces still await final cleaningh a n d full analysis of details b y the experienced Object of
of
eye and hand of the same artist. B u t the d a t a already furnished b y him in the Descriptive List review
.
s ~ l kfabrics.
provide a sufficiently safe basis for the general review I propose to attempt in this place. I t s
object will be to offer succinct information on the technique of weaving observed in the silk fabrics
of L.C. ; on the several methods of decoration used in them, and on the characteristic peculiarities
of style which their designs exhibit. T h e observations o n technique a n d style will allow m e also
to indicate certain evidence derivable from them which has a n archaeological bearing a n d may
incidentally help to define more closely the chronological limits for the textile remains of this site
and for some recovered elsewhere.
As regards the weaving of the Lou-Ian silks Mr. Andrews' investigation has brought out two Weaves of
silk stuffs.
interesting facts. I n the plain silks, i.e. those which show n o decorative figuring,
a variety of 'plain weave' is always used, corresponding to what technically is
known as a ' r i b ' o r rep^'.^ I n this the weft threads being thicker than the
\rrarp,a transverse ribbed effect is produced, more o r less pronounced a s the relative
thickness of the two threads is varied. I n respect of the figured silks from L.C.
Mr. Andreas in his above-quoted paper has already noted the important fact that the
weave is, with the single exception of one loosely woven silk gauze, L.C. iii. 04. d ,
'avariation of that technically known a s " warp-rib''. I t may be briefly described a s
giving a ribbed appearance running across the fabric, due to the number of threads in
the warp being greater per inch than that in the weft, a n d to a particular order of
interweaving which is too technical to detail here, but which the diagram of the
face of the cloth, greatly enlarged, m a y sufficiently explain. T h e figure or pattern
is formed by the warp threads and presents a kind of dull satin surface, faintly ribbed.'
This
character of the weave applies also to the rare ' damasks ' from L.C.
This exclusive use of the ' warp-rib ' in the Lou-Ian figured silks assumes particular significance Exclusive
in view of the fact that ' twill weave, which would have been most useful a n d appropriate for the
production of designs, whether in damasks o r polychrome fabrics, is entirely absent from the large weave.
series of figured silks of L.C. Yet this ' most valuable of all weaves from the designer's point of
view ', as Mr. Andrews hasjustly described it,Bis regularly met with in the great collection of Chinese
figured silks recovered b y me from the ' Caves of the Thousand Buddhas ' a n d is represented with
equal abundance also among those brought to light by me from the tombs of AstHna. T h e fabrics
ofthe latter site can be dated with certainty a s belonging to the early T ' a n g p e r i ~ d . T
~ h e same m a y
safely be assumed of the great mass of the Ch'ien-fo-tung fabrics in so far a s they d o not belong
to the period intervening between the fall of the T ' a n g dynasty, A . D . 907, and the final walling-up
of their place of deposit, early in the eleventh century.1°
On the other side we have the important fact that all fragments of figured silks excavated b y ' Warprib'
On the Tun-huang Limes, two of them dating from the first century B.c., a n d the other not
sa

[This has since been secured at the British hIuseurn,
throughthe help ol the Departrnent:ol Prints and Drawings,
Ond under Mr. .Andre~vs'supervision,]
C[.Andrcws' ' Notes on the technique ol textile fabrics',
Snindia, ii. p. R~,,

See Andrews, Clri~r.Fig. Silks, p. 19.
See SerUldia, ii. p. 897, where the principle of twill
\rcnve is esplnined.
See below, Chnp. XIS.sec. v.
l o Cf. Srrirrdia, i i . pp. 8 2 0 , 8 2 7 sqq.
7
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than a century or two later, are in ' warp-rib '.I1 This weave is s h o r n also by an interesting
from the Ch'ien-fo-tung hoard, Ch. oor 18, discussed in Mr. Andrews' preliminary paper
and fully described in Se~india,'~
which by its very characteristic design attaches itself closely to
those finds from the Limes of the Han period.
From these considerations it appears safe to conclude that the use of twill weave was not
Later use
known to the producers of Chinese figured silks during Han times and the period immediately
\veave '.
following, and that the variation of ' warp-rib ' then employed in its stead was subsequently,at
some time intervening between the fourth century and the latter half of the sixth (the time of the
earliest Astlna burials), abandoned for the more suitable twill. Thus we see that a very useful
criterion of the date of Chinese figured silks can be derived from the weave technique employed.
\Ye have at present no definite evidence as to where twill weave first originated. But a valuable
Introduction
Of't\viIl indication as to its possible introduction from regions west of China may, perhaps, be deduced
weave.'
from the fact that varieties of twill weave are actually found in a t least four woollen fabrics (L.C.
037-8 ; v. 02. b, 026) as well as in several cotton stuffs.13 Considering that wool is a material which
at all periods must have been abundantly produced and put to textile use in the THrim basin,"
and further that all the woollen tapestry pieces from L.C. show in the style of their designs unmistakable Hellenistic influence suggesting production west of China,'= it appears probable that twill
had been established in use by the local weavers of the T l r i m basin long before its adoption by the
silk industry of China. O n the other hand, it deserves to be noted that among the woollen and
cotton fabrics from the Tun-huang Limes which may be presumed to be of Chinese manufacture
and which are either earlier than, or coeval with, the corresponding textile relics from the L.C.
graves, I have not been able to trace any use of the twill weave.
Polychrome
Among the methods of decoration applied to the texture of the silk fabrics themselves, that
f:,:: of inwoven patterns or ' figures ' is by far the most general. With the exception of the few specimens
in monochrome described as ' damasks ', all the figured silks are p o l y c h r ~ m e . ~In~ all of them the
damasks.
colours, whether restricted to two only to bring out figure and ground, or else used in greater
variety, are rich and always harmonious. Nothing could demonstrate better the high state of perfection that the silk-weaving craft of China had reached in the Han period, and no doubt for a long
time before it, than the exquisite art observed in the execution of almost all these specimens. The
almost exclusive use of a polychrome scheme of decoration in the figured silks from L.C. contrasts
curiously with the fact that in the Ch'ien-fo-tung hoard specimens of ~ a t t e r n e ddamasks and
gauzes are quite as numerous as polychrome fragments.17 I n this difference we may probably
recognize a result of the far greater facilities offered for damask decoration by the later introduction
of twill weave.

;ilks irom more
lIanLi1llc~. piece

z:i!

" Cf. Stri~rdia,ii. pp. 704, 781, 783, 785 ; iv. PI. LV;
also Andrews, Chin. Fig. Silks, pp. 14, I?.
It See loc. ril., p. 14 with Fig. 10; Srrrndia, ii. pp. 91 I sq.,
963 sq.
Sce above, p. 232.
" CI. Snindia, iii. p. I j78, Index, s. v. woollen fabrics.
Among the woollen fabrics recovered in 1906 from the
Lou-Ian station the polychrome material L.A. IV. 004
(Scrindia, i. p. 434 ; iv. PI. XXX\'II) shows also a variation
01 twill, sateen weave. A similar technique is probable also
in the polychrome Iabrics, L.B. IV. ii, 0014, 0016 (Serindia,
i. PP.445 sq.).
l'aills are represented also among the woollen fabrics,
E. Port. 0012 (Scrindia,i. p. 292)) recovered from the ancient

refuse beneath the fort walls of hzlere which belongs
approximately to the same period ns the Lou-Ian remains.
Cf. below, pp. 241 sq.
la For facility oi reference a list of all the figured silks
may be given here as distinct from the notes in the text,
which treat them with regard to their designs. Polychrome
figured silks are found under the Iollowing numbers (0 PrC
ceding figures omitted) : L.C. 01-3, 7. a-b, 8, 31.
i. 06-7, g-lo ; ii. 01, 3, 4, 5. a, 7. a*, 8. a, 11 ; iii. 01, 2~
4. a-d, 11-12, 16-20 ; V. 014, 17, 23, 27. a-b ; vi. 03; ~ i l .
02, 7 ; ix. 0 2 ; X. 04. Damsks ', i. e. figured silks in
monochrome, are found in L. C. 033 ; ii. 05. b ; v. O13;
vi. or ; vii. 09.
l 7 CI. Srrindia, ii. p. 901.
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~t is certainly curious that tapestry work, the technique nearest akin to pure loom work, is
not represented at all among the silk fabrics of L.C., while we have from the same site quite a number
of fine tapestry fragments executed in wool.18 T h i s absence of silk tapestry work m a y be purely
accidental, and this is the more probable seeing that a small number of specimens, among them one
ortwo that appear distinctly early in style, a r e found among the Ch'ien-fo-tung textiles.10 O r might
the suggestion be hazarded that this technique of hand-work on the loom with the needle was a n
acquisition from the W e s t ? T h a t it existed there is attested from very early times by Assyrian
as well as by Greek vases of the sixth century B . C . ~ O
Finally among methods of decoration applied to finished textiles we find embroidery on silk
illustrated by a number of interesting specimens." T h e work is always in chain-stitch a n d shows
the same minute care in its execution that has continued to distinguish Chinese needlework down
to our days. T h e prevalence of more o r less naturalistic floral designs is a s marked a s in the
numerous embroidery pieces from the ' Thousand Buddhas ' a n d in those recovered from the T'ang
graves of AstHna. This gives to the work of all of them a curiously modern appearance. Akin
to embroidery is the decoration of the rich red silk, L.C. 09. a , consisting of small square metal
beads sewn on to the fabric. Mention m a y here be made also of two small silk bags, L.C. iv.
01. a-b, PI.. XLIII, covered with a patchwork of small pieces of different coloured silks forming a
geometrical pattern.
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The material, technique of weave, a n d methods of decoration in the silk fabrics from L.C., Interestof
as we have seen, offer points of considerable archaeological interest. But that attaching to the ~
designs found in the figured silks and to the style they reflect is far greater still ; for these relics
bring before our eyes, often in surprising freshness, specimens of the earliest stage so far known in
that glory of China, its decorative textile art-a stage which but for the two o r three fragments
iron1 the Tun-huang Limes seemed completely lost to us. Better than a n y comments o r analysis
Plates XXXI\.'-XLIII, containing reproductions of selected tissues a n d of drawings of patterns prepared under Mr. Andrews' care, will show the ~ e r f e c t i o nof design a n d technical execution reached
at that stage. I t is such a s might well be expected in the original home of silk weaving, a n d a t
a period when, according to historical evidence, that ancient Chinese craft already looked back
upon a past of many centuries.
The early date of the specimens a n d the fact that silk production was still a t that time a Styleof
monopoly of China would necessarily prepare us for a style of design distinctly Chinese, such a s
the great mass of decorated silk fabrics from later phases of the industry in China exhibit. Yet, silks.
as Mr. Andrews has justly observed in the introductory remarks of his paper, the first impression
derived from a casual examination of these relics might well be ' the absence of general resemblance
to anything in textiles with which we a r e familiar '.I Closer investigation of details, however,
awakens ' recollections of kindred forms used in various materials, a n d first of all those of the
tomb sculptures of the H a n period '. I t would be a n interesting task on the one hand to examine
these links with approximately contemporary Chinese sculpture a n d earlier remains of Chinese
plastic art, and on the other to trace the influence of those earlier textile designs upon the patterns
the figured silks of T ' a n g times which the Sh6s6in Collection a n d the hoard of the ' T h o u s a n d
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Buddhas ' have preserved for us. But neither this task nor a systematic review of the stylistic
motifs in our figured silks frorn Lou-Ian can be attempted here.
T h e aim of the following notes will be merely to distinguish the main types and groups into
Types and
groups of
which the designs of these tissues may be divided, and to indicate briefly the chief features which
designs in
silk tissues. are characteristic of each, giving references to individual specimens. My remarks must necessarily
be based on the detailed descriptions which Mr. Andrews' competent hand has supplied in the List
below, and on the very instructive synopsis of the prevailing schemes and motifs with which he
concludes the paper I have repeatedly q ~ o t e d . When
~
dealing with these oldest extant remains
of Chinese textile art, discovered, as it were in transit, by the side of the very route which for
centuries had served China's earliest silk trade with Central Asia and the distant West, the auestion
necessarily suggests itself as to the influence its designs may have exerted in those 'Western
regions '. This question, in the present state of our knowledge, may not be capable of a definite
answer. But in view of its archaeological interest we shall be justified in considering it after we
have also examined the designs, of a strikingly different type, which the woollen tapestry pieces
from L.C, present.
T y p s of
The decorative designs shown by our L.C. silk fabrics may be classed under three main types.
decorati1.e
T
h
e
first and most frequent is characterized by the predonlinance of animal figures, surrounded
designs.
and set off by a wealth of fine scrolls which in most of the fragments are derived from cloud forms
and in others suggest a floral origin. I n the second type the essential element of the decoration is
formed by scrolls and floral motifs, either naturalistic or stylized. The third type is represented
by a variety of geometric designs, among which diapers based on the lozenge motif prevail. The
designs of all three types are of an 'all-over ' character. T h e total absence of 'spot' patterns has
been duly emphasized by Mr. A n d r e ~ s . ~I t is all the more noteworthy in view of the frequency
of such patterns, not only in the earliest Western silks, but also among the Chinese fabrics of Ttang
times recovered frorn the Ch'ien-fo-tung hoard.
Designs
T h e designs of the first type must claim our special attention not merely because they are the
with animal most numerous but still more on account of their great artistic interest. T h e art value attaching
figures.
to them is seen to full advantage in the animal figures that form their most striking feature. In these
figures we see expressed with remarkable skill that faculty for correctly observing and
rendering movement in nature which ever since Han times may be claimed for Chinese art as one
of its greatest merits. Among the animals represented in our silks the diversity is great. But
whether they are lions, tigers, rams and other beasts taken from nature, or dragons, griffinsand
other strange monsters created by fancy, their forms and actions are always shown instinct with
a wonderful sense of life. T h e feline form in movement, stealthily prowling, gathering for the jumpl
leaping, appears to have particularly stirred the artist's eye and hand, as shown by some of the
finest designs of this type. There is a very happy harmony between these vividly rendered movements and the lithe freedom of the cloud scrolls which in many of the designs entwine the animal
forms. Their various types, as distinguished in Mr. Andrews' paper,"ave,
like SO much else In
these figured textiles, a close and unmistakable affinity to decorative motifs in the sculptural work
of Han tombs. O n the other hand, they often strangely recall Rococo forms. This resemblanceIS
scarcely accidental, if some indebtedness of the Rococo to the influence of contemporary Chinese
a r t must be admitted in general.=
T h e qualities here indicated in all briefness are, perhaps, best illustrated by the fine polychrome

' See Andrews, Chin. Figured Silks, pp. 18 sq.
See ibid., p. 18.
' Ci. ibid., pp. 4 sq., 18sq.

a

6 See ibid., p. 19 ; regarding Chinese motifs in French
d" liJru~
figured silks of the Rococo style, c1. Migeon, Ls
y. 81 ;von Falke, Ku,rst~esrhichlcder ~eidsnwrbtrn?P.47'
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silk fragment, L.C. 07. a (PI. XXXIV), also reproduced by Mr. Andrews' hand in Fig. 2 of his paper.
~h~ pattern extends to the full width of the material a n d is fortunately preserved complete with the
selvedges a t both ends. I t shows a procession of six monsters all moving to the left. T h e fantastic
shapes vary greatly, from the winged tiger on the right to the horned dragon on the left. T h e
poses are different, too, but in all of them the feline nature of the beasts is cleverly marked. ' T h e
,+,holescheme ', as Mr. Andrews observes, ' is flowing o r drifting from right to left, a movement
expressed not merely in the graceful action of the animals, but in every line of the scrolls. E a c h
beast has individuality and is a delightful study. ' Between the first a n d last pairs of monsters
a
duck or goose is introduced a t right angles to the line of animals, a n arrangement
also of a group of other designs to be noted presently. T h e Chinese lapidary characters
,+,hi&appear above o r b y the side of the animals have been tentatively interpreted b y M. Arrousseau as containing on the right the mention of a ' polychrome figured textile '
hsiu coupled
with the family name @ Han a n d with what m a y be a personal name, c j t n , a n d farther on a
benedictory formula for succeeding generati0ns.O
Very closely allied with this fine design is another which is illustrated by the reproduction
ol the fragment L.C. iii. 01I (Pl. XXXIV) and variations of which a r e found in a number of other
polychrome pieces.' I t shows a horseman riding on a high-stepping mount towards a horned
beast, rampant, and followed b y two winged monsters a n d a leopard-like creature, all grotesque
and rampant. A peculiarly interesting feature of this design is the horseman a n d his mount,
which, as seen in Mr. Andrews' drawing, PI. XXXVIII, show a striking resemblance in general
design and pose to certain riding figures sculptured in the bas-reliefs of a H a n tomb in Shan-tung
belonging to the early second century A . D . ~ T h e treatment of the cloud scrolls likewise displays
a close affinity to some of the ornamental motifs in these sculptures. T h e zigzag arrangement
of the figures results in the iormation of diagonal rows of beasts, thus reproducing with
pleasing freedom the effect of the lozenge diaper, a favourite scheme of these Chinese all-over
patterns. T h e four Chinese characters to the right of the horseman have been read b y m y
hnented friend and secretary Chiang Ssil-yeh a s
$ I# yj ChCng lo ming Ruang, [May
you] ever [be] happy [and your] faculties [remain] bright ', a common inscription on scrolls a t
an early period.
With the above designs must be grouped also that of L.C. iii. 017. a , in which two winged
monsters figure beside a striding lion, all amidst 'vermicular' cloud scrolls. W e have already
noticed as a subordinate but peculiar feature in the design of L.C. 07, that near the beginning
and end of the ' procession of monsters ' birds a r e introduced turned a t right angles to the monsters.
This arrangement reappears conspicuously, a n d with a frequency suggesting a well-established
in a series o i designs otherwise closely allied to those previously described. T h u s in
ii. 03 (PI. XXXIV, XXXIX) we see the figure of a duck, comparatively large, standing between
winged tiger-like beast leaping down on the right a n d a winged goat o r deer leaping o r flying
upwards on the left. Mr. Andrews points out that ' the collar worn b y the first beast recalls a similar
feature in Western a n d Near Eastern textiles of all periods from those of Antino& of the sixth
onwards '.@T h e three Chinese characters that have survived must be supplemented,

"

"ce B.E.F.E.O. xs (1920). pp. 175 sq. Mr. Andrews
pointsout to me that the entries proposed under ( f ) and (g)
lhe
must be omitted, as they refer to details which
lorm
Part of the design and are not Chinese characters.
See the entries L.C. i. og ; ii. 07.a ; iii. or (PI. XXXIV),

'

017. c, 019.

8 Cf. Chavanncs, ,Vission arclrlologique, i. PI. XXVI,
No. 47.
See hdrews, Chin. Figured Silks, p. 8, where reference
is made to von Falke,Seidmwebcrcig,Fig. 16,and Strzygowski,
Koptischr Kunst, p. 57, Fig. 72.
@
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accordi~lgto Chiang Ssil-yell's interpretation, by a fourth which figured on tile torn portion to the
of the fragment, the whole making up the propitious fonnula. well known on scrolls, @ +
Yen nien i shozc, i. e. ' may you enjoy long life '.
Birds
Another design of this character is shown by the pieces L.C. i. 06-7 ; iii. 04, c, r 2 o), 1 7 . b,
18, all fragmentary (PI. ILII). T h e pattern comprises within a ' vermicularJ ,-loud scroll a
rows of
monsters, dog-like beast springing downwards ; in front of it a plump partridge-like bird standing at right
angles to the general line of beasts ; a striding leopard and a lizard-shaped monster. In the well.
reserved ~ i e c e ,L.C. 08 (PI. XXXIV), executed in a number of still brilliant colours, a rich
scroll of ' tree-coral ' appearance meanders across the fabric. In its bends are shown alternatelya
winged lion striding menacingly to the left with mouth open, and a duck in rapid flight downwards
with outstretched neck. Here, too, the effect attained is that of rows of birds crossing rows of
monsters a t right angles.
T h e same arrangement is typically illustrated also by the fragment of damask, L.C. "ii, og
Confronting
(PI. XL), the design of which offers a twofold interest. I n it zigzag bands, ornamented with a simple
designs.
fret and ' faulted ' a t the corners, provide a near approach to a geometrical ' all-over ' pattern of
the lozenge type. Within the lozenges are placed pairs of confronting animals, a motif frequent in
our early Chinese silks and easily accounted for in textiles of whatever period and origin by the
convenience which the ' turn-over ' method, by producing symmetrical figures, presents to the
designer and weaver. I n the centre band shown by the drawing, each lozenge contains a pair
of crane-like birds confronting and regardant, with scrolled plumage. In the band of lozenges
above, pairs of dog-like animals are placed feet against feet on a line which cuts the line of birds
at right angles. I n the band below, the lozenges are filled by pairs of winged and horned beasts,
rampant, similarly placed.
Closely allied in its scheme is the design of L.C. v. 027. a (PI. XLIII), found also in another
Simplificationinto
fragment, L.C. i, 010. Here pairs of confronting rams, moving as if to butt one another, occupy
geometrical
the lozenges of an 'all-over ' geometrical diaper. Variety is introduced by reversing the pair of
confronting animals in the vertical direction a t each repeat. A striking illustration of simplification of pattern is provided by the fragments described under L.C. v. 023, 027. b (PI. X L I I ~where
),
this design appears transformed into a purely geometrical one. T h e confronting animals have
here degenerated into a stiff kind of cloud scroll, and the rosette at the crossings of the lozenge
lines into a plain square. As usual in the geometrical patterns from L.C., the colours are reduced
to two only as against three in L.C. v. 027. a.
We have, in the design of the polychrome silk L.C. 031. c (PI. XXXIV, XXXIX),an interesting
Reversal
Of
example of the confronting figure scheme produced by re~rersal. It shows the curious Puck-like
ing figures.
figure of a sprite seated in ~ r o f i l ewithin a cloud scroll, and slightly above it, and in front)
figure of a bird, regardant. T h e reversal of the pattern on a vertical line close to the bird's
results in a pair of addorsed birds and a pair of confronting sprites. For some observations
interest on details produced by the ' turn-over ' method in this design, reference nay be made
Mr. Andrews' paper.'"
Fused
Still more instructive in this respect is Mr. Andrews' analysis of the strangely complex design
of L.C. 07. b (PI. XL). Its successive registers show, above, two birds facing with outstretched
feature.
necks ; next, a pair of confronting griffins above the grinning heads of two very stylized monsters'
and at the bottom what looks like an arched shrine occupied by a pair of grotesque animals
face to face, and by its side a smaller pair of arches. T h e upper registers are surrounded by
scrolls, portions of which reversed assume a curious resemblance to a tree with ~ t i f l
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foliage. M ~ Andrews
.
interprets this rather confused design a s a ' clumsy adaptation of fragments
four
different cloud scroll patterns, treated b y the turn-over method whereby
of three or
exact bi-symmetrical schemes a r e obtained producing new a n d adventitious forms '.I1 T h e point
here raised as to the possible origin of certain peculiar motifs, such as the feature recalling the socalled tree of life ' of ' Sasanian ' a n d other Near Eastern textiles, fully deserves to be kept in
view by future investigators.
Before we turn to patterns composed mainly of floral motifs o r scrolls, we should notice a small Archaic
but important group of designs, also showing animal figures but strikingly different in style from ''qreof
T'net'ieh'
the fabrics so far examined. T h i s g r o u p is represented by two fragments, L.C. ii. 01 (PI. XXXVI)
and 1,.C. x. 04 (PI. ?txXV), the designs of which agree closely in the figured subject, treatment a n d
colour scheme, but differ in scale. T h e most striking feature in both is the introduction of that
Chinese ogre, the ' T'ao-t'ieh ', and the extremely stiff, distinctly archaic execution
ofall details, which is strangely reminiscent in some ways of Pacific work. I n L.C. ii. 01 (PI. Xx!ivI,
XL), which has been illustrated a n d fully described already in Mr. Andrews' paper,'* we have on the
right a frontal view of the T'ao-t'ieh, in very angular drawing, showing the monster's disproportionately large head with grinning jaws a n d huge hexagonal eyes. Bandy legs project below, with
spines bristling from elbow to ear. T o the left of the ogre a n d separated from it b y a tree indicated
in symmetrical outline, a winged lion, passant, is drawn in a style which in simple silhouette treatment and vivacity closely recalls the figurative work of H a n bas-reliefs. A second tree, far less
stiffly drawn, with curving stem a n d branches, stands between the lion a n d the hind partof a stealthily
moving dragon. T h e pattern is repeated vertically in close-set rows. T h e colours a r e rich, but
confined to a dark yellow-brown for the ground a n d a d a r k bronze-green for the figures.
The design of the fabric L.C. x. 04 (PI. XXXV, XXXVII), preserved in numerous pieces in a
ragged state and difficult to open, consists of a n extremely close but much larger rendering of
the T'ao-t'ieh a s seen in L.C. ii. 01, a n d of a winged lion, similar in type to that of the latter fragment, but facing the monster in the manner of a heraldic supporter. Here too the pattern repeats
vertically quite close, and the colours a r e restricted to two-rich blue a n d golden yellow.
By their style a n d treatment alone these two fabrics could clearly be recognized a s the oldest ~'ao-t'ieh
among our figured Lou-Ian silks. But definite archaeological evidence of this has been provided
.~" 'O~: : : : s
by the fortunate discovery of a patchwork of figured silk, T. xxrr, c. 0010. a , closely allied in
style and treatment of pattern, a t one of the watch-towers of the T u n - h u a n g Limes explored by
me in 1907. T h e early date of this fabric is fixed with fair chronological exactness b y a Chinese
wooden document, dated 98 B.c., which was found in the same refuse heap. A s the patchwork
has already been fully described a n d illustrated b y Mr. Andrews in Se~india,'~
there is no need
to refer here in detail to the elements of the pattern. I t will suffice to state that it is a n ' all-over '
of diagonally placed squares, with groups of four highly stylized ogre heads forming symmetrical bosses a t the crossings of the straight cloud scrolls that enclose the squares. Within the
Squares two different patterns alternate diagonally. I n one a pair of dragons confronts a pair of
phoenixes ; the other shows two uniform pairs of birds, placed feet to f e e t . l V h e close connexion
between this design a n d that of the last two L.C. fabrics is clearly recognizable in the stylized ogre
heads ; in the silhouette treatment of the figures, which conforms to the archaic convention of the
ancient bronzes ; and also in the stiff angular shapes, probably meant for trees, that form the centres
of the squares. There can be no doubt that we have in all three fabrics specimens of a decorative
l

I'

See Andrews, ibid., p. 9.
cf.ibid., p. 12, Fig, 8.
See Sefindia, ii, pp. 720, 785 sq ; iv. p]. LV,CXVIII ;

also Andrews, Chin. Figured Silks, pp. 1 2 sq., Fig. 9.
1' M. Coloubew, B.E.F.E.O. x x (1920). p. 173, suggests
that these birds may be mmnt for lluo chung (' flowery bird ')a
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textile style which preceded that shown by the rest of the L.C. animal figures, and in
strict
adherence to archaic tradition in subject and treatment was the dominant factor.
Cloud
Among specimens of the second type of textile decoration mention may be
first of a few
scrolls and fabrics ornamented only with cloud scrolls, such as have already become familiar to us as an
flornl
accessory feature in the designs discussed above. I n the pattern of L.C. iii. 02 (PI. x x x ~ v a) rich
motifs.
effect is attained by the graceful grouping of several non-continuous cloud scrolls of the tree.
coral ' variety, set off by brilliant colours on bronze ground. T h e same description applies to the
pattern shown by the strips of rich figured silk forming the surface of the garment L.C, vii. 07,
In L.C. v. 014 the scrolls, of ' stepped ' outline, are too indistinct for the pattern to be made out in
detail. But there is a larger number of designs made up of floral motifs, whether worked up into
stylized scrolls or naturalistically treated. Of scrolls mainly floral in motif we have two interesting
examples. In the polychrome fabric, L.C. 03 (PI. XXXV, XXXIX), of which there are more
fragments in L.C. 07. c, the unit, repeated both horizontally and vertically, is small but amply
articulated. I t is made up mainly of scrolled stems and lily-like flowers, with a small duck
standing regardant between the latter on the top. T h e single lapidary Chinese character between
the repeats has been read by Chiang Ssil-yeh as $ lo, ' happy.'
T h e fine design shown by L.C. 0 2 (PI. XXXV) is too elaborate for detailed analysis here, but can
Stylized
floral
be
well
studied in Mr. Andrews' drawing (PI. XLI) with the help of his full description in the List.
shapes.
It is of particular interest because it combines a variety of floral shapes, such as bell flowers, trailing
stems and roots; also geometrical elements, such as lozenge volutes, and even fantastic beast-like
forms. Mr. Andrews' artist eye recognizes in the whole ' a wonderfully ingenious pattern showing
perfect mastery of the design of a n all-over treatment '.I5 M. Goloubew too acknowledges the
perfection of the general effect, but is inclined to detect in the details indications of a certain
inexperience in the use of stylized plant forms, suggesting the birth of a new style?e The fragment
L.C. iii. 0 2 0 with its fine floral pattern, including a stylized palmette on bell-shaped ground, is
too small to afford evidence on this point.
Floral
However this may be, it is important to note that we find the tendency towards the naturalistic
design in
treatment
of floral motifs, which is so marked in Chinese textile work of T'ang and later times,
embroidery.
'attested already by designs of the embroidered silk fabrics from L.C. I t is clearly seen in the
decoration of the embroidered comb-case, L.C. 033 (PI. XLV), and also in the numerous fragments
of graceful embroidery described under L.C. vii. 04-5 (PI. XXXV, xLIII). The piece used as a
cover for the badge-like pad L.C. v. 013 (PI. XLV) is too small to give a definite notion of the
ornamental design used for the embroidery from which it was cut. Few as these specimens are,
they suffice to bear out what has been said elsewhere about the greater freedom in the use of
naturalistic floral design that is enjoyed by the embroiderer's needle, as compared with the technical limitations imposed by the weaver's loom.17
Geometric
Among the ' geometric ' designs that form our third type, those showing various kinds
designs.
lozenges, made up into an ' all-over ' lattice-work, are by far the most frequent. In some instances
the lozenges are diversified by the insertion of small rectangles or other simple geometric devices'
With a few exceptions only two colours are used.18 This restriction to two colours is observed
also in the remaining ' geometric ' designs. Among them we find an angular meander, Lac. vii,oz
l7 CI. Serindia, ii. p. 904.
lb
See Andrew, Chin. Figured Silks,p. lo.
18 See L.C. 01 (PI. X X X V ) ; ii. 07. b (PI. X X X ~ ' ' ) ~ ~ '
Cf. B.E.F.E.O. x s (1920).pp. 173 sq. hl. Goloubew
a ; iii. 04. b (PI. XXXVI); t i . 01 (PI.
03' 'lain
believes that in the curious feature described as a jewelled
lozenges are found in L.C.032 (PI. XL'l) ; ii. 04' Four
chain stretching in a curve over thc back 01 a beast-like form
colours are used in L.C. or, three in ii. 07. b.
may be recognized the emblematic image known as ' the
stars ' (hsing chm) ; ibid., p. 174, note 2.
XL1'l)j
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(PI. ~ X X V ) ,with square dots a n d Chinese lapidary characters, a n d a check, L.C. iii. 04. d, executed
in gauze. ~n L.C. v. 017 (PI. XLII) rows of rectangular billets a r e combined with rows showing
a variety of other simple patterns.
~~t more interesting from the antiquarian point of view than a n y of the preceding is the BiUet
pattern in L.C. 03 I . b (PI. XXXV, xLII) ; ii. 05. a , composed of rows of rectangular billets, elongated yellow
patternand
in
octagons,and an angular meander; for it is almost identical with that of T. xv. a. 0 0 2 , a , a figured blue.
silk fragment excavated by m e a t a watch-station of the T u n - h u a n g Limes, the dated Chinese documents from which extend from 53 B . C . to A.D. 137. T h e fragments of this fabric found a t L.C. can
thus safely be ascribed to the first two centuries of our era o r the ~ e r i o dof traffic through Lou-Ian
immediately preceding. T h e colouring is a deep golden yellow for the pattern and a rich blue for the
,pound, as also in the Limes fragment. T h i s very effective colour scheme prevails among the ' geometric1 designs, and is frequent also among other silk fabrics of L.C. a n d the T u n h u a n g Limes.
This helps still further to confirm the close chronological relation of the two series of textile remains.
Having seen that tlie designs of all the figured silks reviewed are clearly a n d exclusively NonChinese, we must all the more be struck by the contrast presented b y the designs of the woollen
tapestries. A reference to PI. XXX-XXXII will show that while there is nothing distinctively tapestries.
Chinese in thegeneral style of a n y of the ten tapestry fragments, the designs of the most characteristic
among them bear the unmistakable impress of Hellenistic a r t influence.
This manifests itself most clearly in the fragment L.C. iii, 010. a (PI. XXX). I t ~ r o b a bisl ~ art of Human
a decorative hanging of remarkably fine workmanship. I t shows on the left the or ti on of a human
head, quite Western in type, rising with its neck over a draped shoulder, a n d to the right of it style.
a caduceus-like symbol separating this figure from another, of which little but part of the drapery
of one shoulder survives. T h e treatment of the facial features, the use of chiaroscuro a n d of different
flesh tones for modelling, also the conventions followed in outlines a n d colouring, exactly agree
with the work seen in the wall-paintings of the MirPn shrines M. III a n d M. v, a s a comparison
with the remains reproduced in Serindia will d e m ~ n s t r a t e ? ~T h e purely Graeco-Buddhist
character and Hellenistic inspiration of the M i r l n ' frescoes ' have been established in the same
work. The evidence furnished b y this close relationship in style a n d execution between the MirHn
\vork and the tapestry is particularly valuable because it makes it appear very probable that the
latter, brought to light in the same Lou-Ian region, was also produced within the T l r i ~ nbasin
and not an import from the distant West.
The fine tapestry work L.C. v. 01 (PI. XXXI) is also quite Hellenistic in effect. T h e design, Designsof
purely geometric in this case, is executed with great care in a wide range of harmonious coloun t' wCopfic
,n '
and is very beautiful. T h e fret forming Svastikas a n d the chevrons with midribs ending in square tapestries.
spirals, which form the ornament of the centre band, recall motifs frequent in the ' Coptic ', i. e.
late Hellenistic art of Egypt.20 T h e shading of the material on either side of this band into a succession of rainbow colours is done b y a technique also comlnon in ' Coptic ' tapestry work. g u i t e
classical in effect is the graceful pattern of undulating leaves a n d spirals which forms a border
Or ' guard ' on both sides. W e have a well-designed pattern of imbricated lily-shapes of the fleurde-lis type, executed in various colourings and flanked b y rainbow bands, in the fragment L.C.
". O6-a (PI. XXXI) made u p of several pieces. Here, too, ' Coptic ' work is recalled b y the design a n d
technique. T h e fragments L.C. v. 03-5 (PI. xXXI)introduce us to a debased rendering of the same
pattern in a rather coarse execution. T h e tapestry strip L.C. v. o ~ (PI.
g XXXI) is finely worked, but
Shows only bands of transverse bars a n d s ~ n a lchequers
l
in a variety of strongly contrasting colours.
. " Scriptdia, iv. PI. XI.-XI.I\.. As regards the subCf. e.g. Strzygo\vski, Koplisclte liunsl, p. 67, NO.7340 ;
~ e c v]
.

E$ei:stic

!'CtS~

tec'lnirluc, kc., O[ these fine tempern paintings, cf,
i' pp. 497 srlq., 514 sqq., with Figs. 133-43.

p. 80, No. 7356 (4) ; p. 130, XO. 8790 ; von Falke, Sridmri~ebern2,Figs. 9, 10.
I
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Western
But of far greater interest than the last few specilllens is the design of a carefully worked
in
tapestry,
L.C. v, 02; a (PI, XXXI,XXXII),which in spite of its ragged condition has well preserved
tapestry
L . C . ~ , ~ , . ,its
. fine colours. Its design has been drawn and fully discussed already by Mr. Andrews in his
paper.o T h e general scheme of the design and most of the decorative motifs betoken
inspiration and models. \Ye have evidence of this, in the first place, in the rigid division of the
whole into a broad centre band with three narrower longitudinal bands or ' guards ' repeatingon
either side. Two of these show treatment in rainbow shading. T h e band between these two is
ornamented with a pattern in which a heart-shaped flower or closed palmette alternates with a pair
of shear-shaped leaves resting their base on volutes. Heart-shapes repeating in the same direction
are a motif quite common in late Creek and ' Coptic ' work in Egypt, as illustrated by numerous
textiles from Antinoe and elsewhere,Pmas well as in Byzantine and ' Sasanian ' fabrics from the
sixth century onwards.
Hellenistic influence is recognizable also in details of the broad centre band. Its subject
Chinese
of
'
is
a
bird rising from a nest between a pair of confronting horse-legged birds. This is repeated,
horselegged bird. but with an interval in which is a symmetrical scroll pattern '. Such details are the acanthusshaped ' nest ' from which the breast and head of a bird emerge, and the symmetrical scroll ornament, dividing the repeats, which resembles two anthemions reversed. Very different in origin,
however, is the form of the two horse-legged birds which confront each other on either side of the
nest. T y p e and pose, as well as the cloud scroll below, indicate the closest connexion with the horselegged bird seen galloping over a cloud in the relief sculpture of a Han tomb.a3 As this particular
form of a composite monster is not traceable in any Western design so far known, we may safely
attribute its appearance as a motif in our tapestry pattern to a Chinese origin. On the other hand,
the identity of the technique with that of ' Coptic ' tapestries and the close affinity of the rest of the
decorative details to those found in ' Coptic ' and in late Greek textiles make it appear highly probable that this piece, like the other tapestry remains from L.C. and two more from other Lou-Ian
sites to be mentioned farther on:' was a product of local craftsmanship, whether in the Lop
region or elsewhere in the THri~nbasin.
We are thus justified in recognizing here a definite indication that Chinese art had already
Chinesea*
influence in exerted its influence in the THrim basin during Han times, even though Graeco-Buddhist tradition
TBrirn basin.
was then and remained for centuries the predominant element in the decorative style, as in most
of the civilization and art, of those ' Western regions '. We have ample evidence to show how
powerful that influence of Chinese art had become in T'ang times, and know that it had asserted
itself already long before.25 I t is a priori likely that it made itself from the first particularly felt
along the great trade route leading from China into Central Asia, and we can scarcely feel surprise
at coming across the earliest approximately datable evidence of it just by the side of that route
and in the form of a textile product. For decorated textiles have a t all periods served as the most
portable means for the transmission of artistic motifs and treatment, and no more convenient tool

western

" See h d r e w s , Chin. F i f . Silks, pp. 16 sq., Fig. 15.
B y an oversigl~tthe material of the tapestry has therc been
erroneously indicated as silk instead of wool.
See e. g., Straygowski, Koptische h'rrnst, p. 153,
No. 721 I ; von Falkr, S ~ i d r ~ ~ i u r b .r rFizs.
r.r ~.. g. , 10,. 18,
. 19,
21, 33, 34> 39, 52, 54, 55.
Cf. also Strzygowski, in Jahrbrrrh der k. preuss. Kunsts ~ ~ l l n ~ l u n g1903,
m , p. 15'. The pnir 01 shear-shaped leaves
rising from a voluted base appears in a modified form on a
Coptic tissue of the British hluseurn ; c f . Migeon, Lrs arts

"

du tissrr, p. 37.
See Chavannes, Mission archiol., I. PI. LXX, No. 134.
This connexion, like those which are traceable Iwnvern
the motifs of L.C. figured silks and ol Wan tomb s c u l ~ t " ~ ~ ' !
was first pointed out by Andrews, Chin. Fig. Silks, P.
See below, p. 2 7 7 .
C f . Striwdia, i. p. 298, regarding the images in Chinese
style whirll Sung Yiin saw in A . D. 519at TSO-moor Chnrc'"'"~
and which were dcscrihcd to him as dating from Li Kueng"
expedition, A . D. 384.

"

"
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.
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for the reproduction of motifs carried westwards b y the export trade of Chinese figured silks could

well have offered than the local tapestry weaver's needle.
~h~~ we are finally led to consider the question whether figured fabrics from China affected
also the textile designs of countries farther west than the T l r i m basin. Once the Central-Asian
had been opened a n d secured towards the close of the second century B . c . , the flourishing
silk trade lnust have carried these in abundance across to I r l n a n d thence to the Mediterranean
regions.
Professor J . Strzygowsl<i was the first to raise this important question in a very stimulating
paper. Basing himself mainly on comparisons of style, supported by certain historical notices,
he had answered it in the affirmative a s regards I r ~ and
n the Hellenized Near East.B6 T h i s would
not be the place to examine the arguments upon which a n a r t historian distinguished b y such
breadth of vision based his theory, even if I had access in m y Kashmir camp to all the materials
bearing on the problem. Nor d o our Lou-Ian finds of Chinese figured silks, a s exported in H a n
times, supply archaeological evidence sufficient to decide it. I must therefore restrict myself to
a few observations on points which, I think, deserve to be kept in view.
In the first place it should be remembered that among the abundant classical data referring
to the silk brought from the distant Seres we have Pliny's important testimony to the fact that
Chinese silk fabrics, not merely the raw material of spun silk, were carried to Syria to be there
unravelled and re-woven.2' T h a t silk fabrics reached the Mediterranean even before our era can
be concluded from Ovid's reference in his Amores published B . C . 14to ' vela colorati qualia Seres
habent l.28 Even in Byzantine times silk fabrics from China were to be found in the Near E a s t a n d
were brought into the Eastern Roman Empire, a s shown by a notice of Leo D i a c o n ~ s . ~B ~u t it is
difficult not to attach weight to Mr. Dalton's argument that the absence of designs which can be
identified as Chinese upon early surviving silks in the West ' is against the supposition of a n y
important Chinese influence ' . a 0 T h i s view is taken also b y Professor von Falke, who, when
referring in the second edition of his great work to our Lou-Ian stuffs, expresses the belief that the
style of Chinese figured silks, such a s those of L.C. 07. a ; iii. O I I (PI. .xxXlV), reproduced b y
him from Mr. Andrews' drawings, could not make a n impression in the West a s long a s classical
art feeling survived.31
Professor Strzygowski had laid special stress on the probability that the preference which the
designers of early Byzantine a n d ' Coptic ' fabrics show for the lattice diaper made u p of lozenges,
amotif also found decoratively used in Hellenistic sculpture, would be found traceable to the influence
of Chinese figured silks.Ja T h e grave-pits of L.C. have actually furnished those examples of early
Chinese silks with this lozenge ' all-over ' pattern for which Professor Strzygowski was looking.
Yet no definite conclusion appears to m e a t present possible on this point either, since Professor
I.'alke shows that the frequent use of the lozenge scheme of design on Western textiles is attested
representations in Greek vase paintings a s early a s the sixth to the fourth century B . c . ~ ~
A I R O ~ EI.S ,siv. 6 . The reading coloraln accepted by
" See 1. Strzygowski, SeiderrstoJ.. arts Aegj~ptera irrr

Firer~riedrich-;llriseu,,r, with

the pregnant sub-title
'Vecllselwirkungen zwiscl~en China, Persien und Syriel~
in spiitantiker Zeit ', in Jahrbuclr der Ii. Pretcssisclrerr
Kr'nslsal~~~llllrnge,r,
xxiv (1903). pp. 147 sqq. Cf. particularly
PP. '73 sqq.
P l i n ~ ,Historia naturalis, ri. 54; xi. 76 ; cf. also
,
H1rthl
Chirt4 fled the Ronran Orienl, p. 2 5 8 . The same process
IS''Iuded
in Poetic fashion by Luctln in his Plmrsdia, x.
14'-3; see ("Jedbs, Textes relalijs d I'E4rlrrre Orient, p. 18
the translation of $10 by ' lin ' requires modification
as lhe
10 a ' textile of the Seres ', i. e. silk, is quite
cerlain).

von Falke, Sciderrzueberei2, p. 2, is impossible on metrical
grounds.
I take ~11isrelcrence from L)alton, By:arrlirrc Art arrd
..lrchacology, p. 584.
30 See loc. cil., p. 584.
,
p, 14.
Cf. \.on F a l k ~ Seidrn~~ebereid,
az See Strzygowski, in Jahrbuch der h'. Prruss. Iiu~rsfsni~rrirlurrgni, sxio. pp. 174 s q q For the lozenge-diaper
ornamentalion of columns, scc now also StrzygowskiBercllem, Arrrida, Fig. i s .
33 Cf. von Falke, Seidnru~eberet2,p. I, with Figs. 3, 4, 5,

"
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However this m a y be, the question a s to a n y direct influence exercised by Chinese silks on the
textile designs of regions enjoying Hellenistic civilization can scarcely be safely argued so long
a s those regions have furnished n o remains of figured silk fabrics belonging to the first century
before a n d the first three centuries after Christ. F o r this was just the period when the import of
silk stuffs from China is likely to have flourished most, while the weaving of silk textiles in syria
a n d elsewhere in the Hellenized parts of the Near E a s t can scarcely have a s yet attained its full
growth.
Persian
T h e aspects which the question presents a s regards I r l n a r e somewhat different. We know
empirethe that ever since the Central-Asian route for Chinese export was opened, the Persian empire, both
channel for
silktrade. under Parthian a n d Sasanian rule, was the sole channel for the transmission of silk goods, in
whatever form, from Central Asia westwards. T h i s Persian monopoly of the silk trade continued
right down to the middle of the sixth century, when sericulture was first introduced into Greece
under J u ~ t i n i a n . ~ 'Apparently the earliest reliable record of the manufacture of silk fabrics in
I r ~ nis furnished b y a tradition of which the Arabic historian Masiidi tells us. I t connects the
prosperity of the silk industry under Sasanian rule with the settlement in the Persis of Hellenistic
weavers from Syria, forcibly carried out b y S h i h p G r I I about the middle of the fourth century.86
Snsaniirn
Surviving remains of figured silks acquaint u s with the peculiar ' Sasanian ' textile style
tmti'estyle. a s it flourished in the sixth to eighth centuries A. D. T h e widespread influence it exercised westwards is traceable in silk fabrics from Antinoe a n d from Byzantine workshops, dating from the
sixth century onwards. T h i s ' Sasanian ' style is clearly distinguished from that of our L.C.
figured silks by a series of characteristic features of its own. A m o n g them it may suffice here to
mention : the preference shown for the representation of hunting scenes ; the practice of framing
these, a s well a s animal motifs, whether single o r in pairs, within nledallion borders decorated with
discs ; a n d the rigid treatment of all figures.
Deigns
Yet there a r e not wanting in these ' Sasanian ' silks certain peculiarities which might suggest
linking
derivation
from features already to be found in some of our L.C. fabrics. T h u s the favourite
' Sasanian '
and Chinese scheme in Sasanian silks of pairs of confronting animals is, a s we have seen, frequent also in the
silks.
L.C. textiles.36 T h a t the use made of it by the designers of these early Chinese silks is not necessarily d u e to the technical facilities offered by the ' turn-over ' device is roved by its occurring
also in sculptural work of H a n times. T h e tree which in the ' Sasanian ' ~ i e c e susually separates
the pairs of animals o r hunters, a n d which learned convention interprets a s a n emblem of 'the tree
of life ', might well be foreshadowed b y the trees found associated with the animal figures in Lac.
ii. 01 (PI. XXX\'I, XL), L.C. 07. b (PI. XL) a n d T. xxrr. c. 001. a , a s well a s in a H a n tomb
I t deserves to be noted that this tree, gracefully stylized into a form rese~nblingits free treatment
in certain ' Sasanian ' designs, is found also in the fine figured silk Ch. 00118, from the hoard of
the ' Thousand Buddhas '. T h i s piece again is closely related in technique of weave and in design
to a silk fragment, T. xv. a. iii. ooro, discovered on the T u n - h u a n g Limes, which may safely be
assigned on documentary evidence to the first century B . C . ~ '
T h e close examination of more ' Sasanian ' textile patterns than I can carry out a t present
Chinese
influence
m
a
y
well reveal other points of contact in details. B u t more important for the general question
on later
Persianart. is the essential fact that Chinese a r t in successive later periods is roved to have exerted a very
marked influence not merely on the ~ a i n t i n gand ceramics of Persia, but also on its textile crafts.
T h e fine hrocades produced in Persia from the fourteenth to the sixteenth century strikingly
Scr Strzygowski, in ja11rlucl1 drr I<. Prritss. Aunslsaat~~rlvngtn,
xxiv. p. 149 ; ron Falke, Scidrnwdcrrr*, p. 3.
Ci. Strzygowski, ibid., p. I j r .

"

a8

See a h v c , p. 238.
See Andrews, Chin. Fig.Silks, Fig. 16.
cX'.
See Scrindia, ii. pp. 911sq., 963 ; iv.
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illustrate this influence,3Dand traces of inspiration drawn from later F a r Eastern designs are recognizablealso in the Persian figured velvets of the seventeenth century.'O
Irgn can be shown to have always readily responded to ' artistic penetration ' of this kind ChinaVs
from the Far East, whenever political conditions favoured it, as under hlongol domination ; or relations
with lran
when prosperity and flourishing maritime trade facilitated imports, as under the Sefevide dynasty.
The expansion of China's political power and commerce beyond the Imaos and the Pgmirs which Parthim.
occurred in Han times must have opened the way for similar influences, as may be inferred from
the account given by the Han Annals of the relations established by the Imperial Court with
Parthia and the smaller states of Eastern I r ~ n . ~ But
l
unfortunately only the scantiest remains
of Ir~nianarts and crafts of the Parthian period have come down to us, and specimens of Persian
textile work, as practised during the centuries when China's silk export was most active, are
completely wanting. Hence we can a t present only conjecture the part played by the latter in
stimulating the developlnent of that style which we see displayed, in stiff maturity, by our late
' Sasanian ' textiles.
SECTION
V1.-MISCELLANEOUS S E P U L C H R A L D E P O S I T S A N D D E S C R I P T I V E
L I S T O F A N T I Q U E S F R O M L.C.
After our examination of the textile relics recovered from the grave-pits of L.C., it still remains ~bjectsof
for us to pass in rapid review the miscellaneous objects which had found their way into the sepulchral ~~,~~~~
deposits there collected. These miscellaneous articles, like the fabrics, correspond very closely burials.
in character with those usually found in the undisturbed Chinese burials explored by me elsewhere.
Among small objects of personal use deposited with their dead owners, we may note first two wellpreserved bronze mirrors, L.C. 013, 0 2 1 (PI. X X I V ) , besides a number of fragments, L.C. 017-18,
043-4. L.C. 01j is of special interest as it shows in the low-relief ornamentation of the reverse a band
containing eight different Chinese lapidary characters separated by simple decorative motifs. In
L.C. 021, also showing low-relief ornaments on the back, both this and the flat front appear to have
been silvered. On the fragment L.C. 0 2 0 (PI. XXIV) traces of gilding remain. T h e original use of
the embossed gold-foil disc L.C. 0 2 2 (PI. XXIV) is uncertain. Other small objects in bronze are the
buckle, L.C. 041 (PI. X X I I I ) ; the hook L.C. 042, similar to one found on the Tun-huang Limes,
and the buttons L.C. 014, 0 2 j. Among toilet articles we have, besides the mirrors, the well-made
wooden combs, L.C. x. 012-13 (PI. XXI), with fine teeth.
Remains of personal possessions are probably represented also by the ornamented wooden
lid of a box, L.C. iii. 03 (PI. XXIX) ; the fragments of a lacquered wooden box, L.C. iii. 07, and those
of other small receptacles in bent cane, L.C. x, 01I , 023 (PI. X X I , XXVIII). T h e well-preserved
melon-shaped basket of fine grass, L.C. 05 (PI. SSVI), originally varnished or perhaps lacquered,
may, judging from similar baskets found a t L.E.,' be safely assumed to be a local product and to have
held food deposited with the dead. T h e matting of hemp string, L.C. ii. 010, is also probably of
local origin, but resembles in weave the piece T. x ~ v004.
.
b found on the Tun-huang lime^.^ T h e
fOur-leggedwooden food-trays, L.C. x. 015-16 (PI. X X V I ~ )were,
,
no doubt, meant for food offerings
as usually h u n d by me in intact Chinese tombs ; the numerous knife cuts, however, show that
these trays had previously been utilized by the living. Of other similar food-trays there survive
the legs L.C. i. 016 ; iv. 06-8 ; x. 05-8 (PI. xXIX), 024-6, usually beast-shaped. Whether
the jug* L.C, 0 1 2 (PI. XXI)o, the goblet, L.C. iv. og (PI. X S I S ) , and the ladle, L.C. x. 027 (PI. XXI),
a' See
Fake, Seide,r~uebereP,p. 33, Figs. 285--92, 295.
I ~ I S x.
~ . pp.
, 39 sqq. ; Chavilnnes, T'outrg-poo, igo7, pp. r 77 sq.
'I

;bid., Figs. 524-6 with Figs. 273-4,
C'.\v~lie,' Notes On the \Vestern Regions ',J. Anthrop.

a

See below, p. 265.
See Scrindra, iv. PI. XLVIII.
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all in wood, were ever in actual use or only made for sepulchral deposit, it is impossible to say,
In the case of the wooden spatula, L.C. vii. 03, no purpose of the latter kind suggests itself,
The fragments of wooden arrow-shafts, L.C. iii. 08; v, 031-4 (PI. XXVI) ; x, OIg-22,and the
fragment of wood, L.C. ii. 0 1 2 (PI. X X V I ) , suggesting a piece from a scabbard, may have belonged
to actual arms. But the wooden handle of a dagger, L.C. x. 09 (PI. XXI), was
not made
for use, but intended only to serve as a sepulchral deposit. On the other hand, the wooden buckles
for harness, L.C. i. 015 ; iv. 0 2 (PI. X X I X ) ; the leather ornament for a horse, L.C. iv. 0 4 ; the
leather object, L.C. x. O I O (PI. X X V I I ) , which might have belonged to some saddle trappings; the
lash of a whip, L.C. iii. 05 (PI. X X V I ) , and the plaited leather thongs, L.C. iv. o ~ - ~ l lthese look
as if they had served their purpose for the living before being left with the dead to meet their needs
in another life.
Finally I may mention here that the finds in the grave-pits of L.C. also included two wellpreserved coins of the Wu-chu type, perhaps intended to symbolize financial provision for the dead.
DESCRIPTIVE LIST O F OBJECTS EXCAVATED FROJI, OR FOUKD NEAR, GRAVE-PITS O F L.C. CEhfETERY

L.C.

01.
Frs. of figured s i l k lined with plain silk.
Pattern is composed of small rectangles about t"xx
arranged in lozenge order, with a centre in each lozenge
composed of four similar rectangles placed a t the corners
of a fifth. Front and back formed by weft arranged in
bands of colour in the following order: bright blue,
copper, myrtle green, copper. Pattern is in dull gold
colour on one side and in the respective colours of bands,
on the other warprib weave.
Litring: plain, thin, greenish (prob. faded blue) silk,
finely woven. The whole very perished and discoloured,
although parts are fresh looking. Probably from a kind
of coat. Best preserved Ir. I' 4" x 7". PI. XXXV.
L.C. oa. Tattered fr. of costume, apparently a bodyband. Outer fabric, figured silk ; lining green, finely
woven plain silk. B~~~~~~the two a stiffeningof
evenly woven linen or cotton plain cloth, all sewn together
a t top and bottoln edges, and ends joined to form a tubelike garment. Tuft of hair present.
The pattern is so involved and details so stylized as to
be almost impossible of description, ~h~ largest element
is a band about
inch wide issuing from an irregular
oblong blue and buff root-like form, with circular disc a t
top, and branching shoulders; from these spring two
p;,irs
tlin stems-one pair to R. and the olller
to L, That to K.proper has one curved outwards, terminating in a blue flower in-profile which resembles a hare-bell ;
the other is short and has no flower.
; one short, otllcr
pair, curved
bearing similar flower, part green and part buff. Band
issuing frorn disc proceeds upwards and then turns into
angular lozenge-shape spiral having one and a half turns,
the endosed central space containing green and buff
flower, similar t o otl~ersbut distorted to fill lozenge shape.
The first length ol spirnl hantl is tlecoratcd with herringhone pattern in huff. The remaining five are I,luc with
nebuly turn-overs, like Chinese cloud, in buff nnd green.
Similar turn-overs on root. This whole motif is repented
across fabric a t intervals of A" a t their nearest points.

*

Second element starts from three-lobed green and bu8

' nest ' between two of the discs. A downward curved
blue stem sweeps across root of first element and returns
upward, bearing a complex form which suggats rampant
lion-like beast with elliptical blue and buff head, peen
and buff body, and blue rump. Six curved spinous offshoots in three pairs, suggesting legs, radiate forward
from the lower part of body; the two hinder, blue;
middle pair, buff or green ; and the fore pair buff. A short
green or buff band meanders from root of first element
to neck of ' lion '. From below nest issues an S-shaped
stem which throws out a curved blue seed-pod, burst to
exhibit seeds (?).
Between upper and lower repeats of the ' lion ' is a group
flowers, two blue and one green, on curved stalks
of
united below in a common stem issuing from neck of dragon.
The last element, set between the adjacent rows of the
first and second, is a thin blue .Pen and buff drqon(?)
facing t o L. and having perhaps rudimentary buff wings.
buff) legs
The ' off ' fore (blue) and hind (green
with three claws on each are well defined. The near fore
(blue) extends forward frorn the lumbar region of the back
lrom
and is " e b u l ~ . Near hind (green) extends
rump. From shoulders the long nebuly buff neck curves
back and down, becolning a n angular scroll of one and
to
quarter turns, lhickcned
at head' '* chain
extend from hind to fore quarters.
,Ill drawing, excepting that of flo\r.ers, is fantastic, and
it isquite easy to fit other interpretations to various PIs
the design.
Colour of ground, copper-brown, all outlines buff.
Bnlance
colour extremely good' Warp-rib weave'
Width 11" ; circumference 6. 30" ; width of labric

"

PI. xxxv, xLr.
L.C. 03. Fr. of figured silk.

Two pieces of same
pattern, joined ; one retaining sqlvedgc whicll is folded
under in joining to the cut and doubled edge o f t h e 'lhCr'
Pdlmn : on a bronze-brown ground a thin, buff,circular
scroll forms stem, curvinl; R , to L. and springing lrom

Set, vl]
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of a long downward curved sagittate leaf form.
the
leaf is divided longitudinally into thrce slcnder
Point
tapering prongs wIlic11 continue the direction 01 scroll.
~h~ two edges 01 the ' leu1 ', nfter spreading, roll in~vnrds
at its base, forming a volute on either side 01 petiole.
volute lies a t base of prongs and is continuation
of the outer prong. Volutes are open, showing
between their scrolls, thus forming a counterchange.
~h~pronged ' leaf ' suggests the root Irom which mnin
stem spring. From upper side of cach of the pair of
volutes is thin straight buff line joining stem. Stem
completes
8 01 circle finishing in small inward scroll
\,,hicll ends in lily-type flower. I n this two outwardcurlingbright green petals hold between them a buff centre.
~~~tnbove root, stem throws downward and buckward
small simple, thin, buff scroll. Farther round, a t about
I
o'clock ', a lily with well-curled buff sepals and green
centre springs outward and upward. Immediately below,
a f i ~ ~ - ~ ~ l lgreen
o p e dleaf or wing, reminiscent of a cloud,
sharply pointed at each end, clings to stem until it turns
into end volute.
Under inner, concave side of root is another, subsidiary
root consisting ot three prongs and one volute, outer
prong forming volute by its upward prolongation. From
upper curve 01 volute and normal to it springs thin buff
stem, which Iollows, approximately, curve of larger and
enclosing stem, but forms volute of three revolutions.
On top of this stem and below enclosing stem stands
bird of quasi-goose type to R, regardant or preening its
wings ; green, excepting legs, neck and head which nre
bufl. In front of goose a green and huff lily grows backward and upward; two more lilies spring from about
' x o'clock ' and ' vr o'clock ', respectively, and from base
01 last issues small buff scroll. Last lily has no centre
and resembles two thin, outward-curving crossed leaves.
The whole 01 pattern occupies a rectangular space and
repeats simply, \.ertically and horizontally. Prongs of
roots of one unit rest on outer stem of the one below ;
but laterally there is narrow dividing spnce. I n spandril
between repeats is solitary Chinese character. For other
examples of pronged root, cf. L.C. 07. a, L.C. ii. 03
(PI. XXXIV), and a probable variation, L.C. oz (PI. XXXV,
XLI). For goose, L.C. 031. c.
Selvedge is ornamented with long hexagonal buff panels
01 wllich the adjoining triangular ends are alternately
bronze-brown and buff, the hackground of buff pair being
bronze-broun. Green portions of pattern are outlined
buff. Green is introduced in bands of warp which do not
occur quite accurately.
rolours mucll laded. Warp-rib weave. Long edges, a t
'ght angles to seam, originnlly folded bnck to lorn) hem,
sewn 10 doubled edges of fine buff corded silk lining.
R. and L. edges torn ; top and bottom cut and split.
Fabric Werally split and worn. Probably part of bodyband. Gr. hf. 12" x 11". PI. x x x v , XXXIX.
4

O4., a. Fr. of leather ; white, with hair in places,
linednth bufffelt, sewn together a t curved edge. Remains
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01 fine silk attached to felt, and strands of vegetable
fibre. Leather sewn with vegetable fibre thread. Perished.
6" x st".
L.C. 04. b. Fr. of felt similar to lining 01 L.C. 04. a, but
dark brown. 3 t n x3t".
L.C. 04. c. Mlsc. frs. of cotton fabrtc, plain weave.
No pattern ; various thicknesses. Discoloured to brown ;
very dirty. Gr. M. c. 2' x 2'.
L.C. 05. Grass basket, shaped like melon with one end
cut off to Iorm mouth. The 'stakes' or warp are of
h m b o o (?) about h" thick and laid as close together as
possible. The bottom being convex, additional stnkes
are added t o retain close tcsture of sides, and some of
these are held a t the upsetting by a round ol ' waling
stroke '. Others are introduced above this.
A band of ' waling stroke' runs round about $" below
mouth, and on opposite sides. On this band are two loops
to which is attached a cord composed oI twined strands
of dark goats' hair and hemp, and forming handle (now
broken).
Whole basket worked in very close ' paring stroke ' ;
material apparently a fine grass. Outside and inside have
been entirely varnished (or lacquered). Varnish much
perished. Inside is a small piece of bone (metatarsal ?),
and the sloughs of some small insects. \VeU preserved.
H. sf', gr. diam. 31'. PI. XXVI.
L.C. 06. a. Three frs. Cloth similar t o L.C. i. or. Fine
crimson. Very ragged. Gr. length gf".
L.C. 06. b. Frs. of felt, yellow, very ragged and insecteaten. Gr. hf. 84".
L.C. 06. c. Fr. of cotton (7)jean. Very strong and thick ;
finely and evenly woven. Light buff discoloured. 6" x q f " .
L.C. 06. d. Fr. of cotton (?)Jean;thin texture, pink,
finely woven, ragged. 6" x 4".
L.C. 06. e. Mlsc. frs. of woollen fabrics. One (bum,
a closely woven canvu, and two (discoloured crimson)
more loosely woven. Ragged but strong. Gr. Ir. 4" x I&".
L.C. 06. f. Fr. of leather, white kid, tanned ; has prob.
contained pink powder. zh" x a".
L.C. 07. a. Flgured silk, forming portion of garment,
similar to L.C. 02 but smaller. Pnttern extends full width
ol material and repeats vertically. It consists 01 grotesque
beasts pursuing one another tlirougli vermiculnr cloud
scrolls.
There are six diflerent beasts, placed in an approximately
stmight line in various Ieline poses of attnck and defence.
Between first and second beasts Irom R. is standing goose,
placed a t right angles to general direction of pattern.
The ' pronged root' (cf. L.C. 03, PI. XXXV, XXXIX)
occurs three times. Over each animnl is Chin. char.
A second bird is placed between the two last beasts to L.
and is also a t right angles to rest of pattern.
Colours used are yellow-brown, two tones of buff and
rich blue. Ground, crimson-brown. Animals are buff,
mottled or otherwise marked with one or more 01 the other
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colours. Clouds outlined light buff. Blue introduced
in hands of warp. The two selvedges arc worked in
vandyke pattern. Warp-rib weave.
Patched into one edge is piecc of silk of different pattern
(see L.C. 07. b). Garment lined with finely woven plain
green silk (detached) ; brittle and ragged. Width 78".
Circumference r. 24". Original width of figured silk,
between selvedges, 18". Colour good. PI. XXXIV.
L.C. 07. b. Fr. of figured silk, patched into L.C. 07. a.
Pattern sllows in centre a pair of confronting griffins
latween enclosing scrolls. IIeads of griffins, reverted.
Each holds u p one fore-paw. lsetween heads, frs. of leaf
orn. suggesting ' tree '. Enclosing scrolls turn into volutes
Iwlow griffins, and contain stylized g~inningbeast 0).
At lower part of Ir. a n arcaded effect of two large arches
with a pair of small ones between is produced by weaver's
distortion of cloud scrolls. I n large arches (of which one
is present) is the semblance of two winged sheep-like animals
kneeling on either side of a ' tree' or altar. At upper
part of fr. arc two confronting birds with outstretcl~ed
necks, and above these, parts of cloud scroll. Colour,
light blue, green and two tones of buff on crimson brown
ground. \\'arp-rib weave. 84" ~ 3 5 " . PI. XL.
L.C. 08. Fr. of figured silk, with pattern 01 Chinese cloud
scroll, suggestive of ' tree-coral ' formation, meandering
across fabric. In the bends are alternately : a flying duck
with neck stretched down and head reverted, and a winged
lion ~ i t hmassive open jaws and big teeth, striding t o L.,
in yellow and green outlined red.
Tree in yellow, red and green, outlined red and pale
yellow. Chinese characters are dotted about, repeating
in the length, and changing in the width. Ground dark
hlue. One edge has selvedge of yellow and bronze ; the
other edges are torn or cut. \\'arp-rib weave; colours
brilliant and well presenred. 13" x 6". PI. XXXIV.
..C. 09. a. Fr. o f p l a i n s i l k f a b r i c (taken from bundle
of rags, L.C. 09. b), rich red, with border of plain buff
silk sewn to it. Four unequal-sized square beads of
some very hard metallic substance are drilled with small
hole and stitched t o fabric. Beads resemble pyrites.
Ragged and rotten. 10" x I' 6".
L.C. og. b. B u n d l e of frs. of plaln s i l k fabrics. mostly
white and buff. Very ragged and rotten. Best-preserved
fr. I' 6" x (selvedge to selvedge) I' 6%".
L.C. 010. Fr. of w o o l l e n pile c a r p e t , in two pieces.
Similar structure to L.C. ii. 09. b. Colours crimson, pink,
green and brown. A band of brown ' latch-hooks ' on
yellow-green ground. Very rotten ; colours good. Gr.
fr. rot" x (g.
width) 2". PI. XLIV.
L.C.
3i'

0x1.

Fr. of l e a t h e r , thin, white (kid ?). Rrittle.

X If'.

L.C. 019. W o o d e n j a g with small ring-handle; carved
in one piece, and not lathe-turned. Body ovoid, cut
Rat a t bottom ; upper end drawing in somewhat t o short

neck, and expanding very slightly to plain rim, flattened
on top for thumb, like ordinary teacup handle.
Outside coated with red paint, much scratched. Sand.
encrusted hut unbroken. H. 4r, gr. diam. of body 3 ~ ,
diam. of mouth 2 i n , of bottom 2". PI. XXIX.
L.C. 013. C i r c u l a r b r o n z e m i r r o r ; with hemispheriepl
boss pierced for cord, in centre of back, rising from plain
disc in very low relief and of slightly larger diam. Surround.
ing disc is ring of cable pattern and then plain raised ring.
Between this and raised outer border of mirror (plain
and A" wide) is a band bordered by two ring of cable
pattern, and showing in relief eiglit diflerent Chin. chars.
(for reading, cf. Appendix I) separated alternately by
a spiral (cloud) and a lozenge. The spirals spring from
the outer ring of cable pattern.
Face slightly convex. Good condition. Diam. 31')
thickness a t edge fully f". PI. XXIV.
L.C. 014. B r o n z e b u t t o n with large loop shank at hck.
Front, a hemisphere (lotus ?) with hole in centre, and
plain flat h r d e r around. Good condition. For nnother
of same type, see L.A. 033 (PI. XXIII). Diam, of head
ig", depth over all 2".
L.C. 015. B r o n z e ring, round in section. Oxydized but
otherwise perfect. Diam. l&",diam.of section &". PI. XXIV.
L.C. 016. Nail-like i r o n object, flattened, and slightly
spr&~dinga t one end. Corroded. Length 29", width r. f".
L.C. 017-20. Misc. b r o n z e frs. 017-18. Small frs. of
mirrors. On o r 8 part of hand of linear om. and prob.
0x9. Fr. of hollow rim of
Chin. chars. Each 1"x
vessel. 18" x in x &".
020. Embossed circular plate, gilded. Pattern, roundrd
nised edge, and raised ring round depressed centre.
Two small bosses opposite each other on face of outer
raised edge may be remains of attachments. Diam. ,98:
section A". PI. XXVI.
L.C. ozr. Circular b r o n z e mlrror. Ilemisphericnl boss
as in L.C. or j, pierced for cord, in centre of bark. Raised
outer border, t" wide, chamfered on outer edge and om.
on sloping inner edge with line of vandyke orn.
Within : hand of simple rayed orn. ; then lain band
between thin raised rings ; then wider band orn. in relief
with alternate plain oblongs (in outline) and circles (in
mass),--eight in all.
Apparently silvered hack and front ; now mottled wit11
corrosion. h a m . 2-:%", gr. thickness 8". PI. XXIV.
L.C. oza. E m b o s s e d gold.foil disc, on iron
Pattern, incised ring. Iron badly corroded. Gold, f'
diam. Iron, diam. I", thickness A". PI. XXIV.
L.C. 093. Fr. of b r o n z e b u t t o n or stud, with loopshank,
and domed head which has nearly all disappeared. H.1'.
L.C. 094. F l a k e of s t o n e , pale green, translucent, prob.
inde. Surface eroded. Edges thin. I&' x 6' x f
L.C. 0 9 5 1 . Mlsc. b r o n z e frs. 025. Fr. of edge 01
mirror, plain. )"x )"r t". 026. Fr. of field of mirwr
showing bnnd of ray orn., plnin rnised bnnd, LC. f'x t'%

r.
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MISCELLANEOUS SEPULCHRAL DEPOSITS FROM L.C.

1"- 027. Double hook, formed by piece of flat bronze
wire doubled, wit11 ends turned upward and sharpened.
A loop is formed at doubled end lor suspension. Cf.
L.A.019. Length I".
L.C.018. Bone object, hollow, gourd-shaped ; with hole
drilled through each side near mouth and opposite a c h
other, prob. for suspending cord. Well preserved. H. f",
gr, diam. of body )", diam, of mouth f", thickness of
wall
PI. XXlv.
L.C.019. Four bronze frs., plain. Gr. hf. $".
green ; finely woven,
L.C. 030. Fr. of plain silk
but torn. I' 3' x 5".
L.C.031. a. Four frs. of figured silk. Similar to L.C.
i. 09. Iflarp-rib. Ragged and perished. Gr. hf. 82" x3d".
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repp outer cover lined with felt; edge of whole bound
with plain crimson silk.
Cover cut from largcr piece of embroidery, showing
orig. corner and two edges. Along the latter is embroidered
band of ' latch-hook ' pattern much scrolled ; within are
scr011s 01 naturalistic grape-vine with fruit and lenves.
Embroidery worked in chain-stitch, in dark blue (?),
green, and yellow ; but, like whole of rest of case, blackened
with use and age.
Comb, well made, of dark-brown wood, with high arched
back ; apparently unused, but splinter split off one edge.
Sticking to one side of case was knotted fr. of plain silk,
containing some substance which has hardened the adjacent
folds and turned them ash-grey.
With case were also two frs. of figured silk of same
as L.C. O i . a, One
ground, the
with
rich blue. Case (doubled), length 44") width 3k" ;
H.2:g>
width zB", frs. of
silk 2)" If" and I&"sq.

L,C.oaI. b. Fr. of figured silk. Pattern present is in
five rows. ~ i row
~ : in
~ outline,
t
elongated octagons
line
the three sides a t one end omitted and a
PI. XLV.
joining each long side to corresponding sides of adjacent
L.C. 034. Wooden stick, round, painted red ; with black
octagon. Two lines within octagon parallel to long sides.
rings round ends. Very brittle. Length 2&", diam. in.
Connected with upper end a regular hexagon within which
two dots. Six dots between hexagons.
L.C. 035. Fr. of cotton (7) jean, like L.C. 06. c. White.
Second and fourth rows : long rectangular billets,
Ragged but tough ; excellently woven. 7' x 31'.
solid. Third row : elongated octagons in outline with
L.C.
036. Fr. of cotton fabric ; plain weave, buff, with
two inner lines as in first row. Fifth row : angular meander
piece of white silk attached. Ragged but tough. 6" x3".
formed of half hexagons alternately reversed, and a pair
L.C.037. Fr. of woollen fabric, dark brown (discoloured).
of dots in each hollow.
cround rich blue ; pattern
yellow. \ ~ ~ ~ ~ - Weave
~ i b fine twill with flannel-like inner surface ; covered
with corroded brown silk to which a piece of felt is attached.
weave. Ragged and discoloured in places. For similar
4' x 3".
Ir., see L.C. ii. 05. a and So. iv. PI. LV, T, xv. a. ooz. a.
4 . ~ 4 " . PI. XXXV, XLII.
L.C. 038. Three woollen fabric frs., red. One plain
weave, two ' serge ' weave ; all
woven and well
L.C. 031. C. Fr. of figured silk. Cloud scrolls of ' treepreserved. Gr. Ir. ii" x 2".
coral' type. To R. a sprite sitting on node with feet
resting on another. Puck-like face, cap with long tail
L.C. 039. Mlsc. fabric frs.: two of plain fine buff silk;
hanging to shoulder. Calyx-like a p e and kilt. To L.,
one of wool felt. Brittle. 4b" x4" ; 4" x 3".
a Pair of standing birds, addorsed, heads reverted gazing nt
L.C.041. F ~of, bronze buckle ; attachment plate, root
each other.
of tongue, and beginning of arms of loop. Attachment
Pattern is a turn-over, wllich gives bi-symmetrical forms
small circular
plate pierced with oblong opening ; then
to cloud scrolls and results in Rococo forms. Ground
openings, round the bar
which is curled root of
blue, Pattern crimson. green and two tones of buff. \Varptongue. Length
tq.
XXIII.
rib wealre. Well preserved. 5" x z*". PI. XXXIV, XXXIX.
L.C.041. Bronze hook or ring handle of flattened wire.
Strip of embroidered silk canvas. Silk pale
,-I.
iv.
LI\r,T.,,,. 007. Length
diam. of
bufi. Embroidery in silk, a continuous lozenge pattern ;
ring 3".
lozenge formed of two concentric lines of blue and
L.C. 043-4. TWObronze irs., corroded, Irom mirrors (?).
Pale brown, enclosing different
of which small
G'. fr. I&' 'l"s', v.thickness I%".
Irs.
only remain. Colour scheme rings the chances on blue
and pale brown without observing any regular sequence.
L.C. 1. or. Fr. of woollen 'box-cloth'; rich crimson
1 ~ ~worn
~ 1 1and very Iragile. 10"x 11". PI. XLII.
with buff warp, woven in a fine cord texture. Sewn down
centre is a wide tuck, on which is a section woven in dark
L.C. 033. Embroidered comb.case, of crimson woollen
blue. Velvety to the toucl~,and apparently teased u p
repP, lined, bound, and embroidered with silk. I n shape
in parts to B surface somewhat like box-cloth. For larger
3 long ellipse, doubled (but whole of one edge perished).
Ir.. see L.C. ii. 016. 3luch tom and perished. Colour good.
Pocket inside in each half, one containing comb of hard
9' x I O ~ " .
wood, the other retaining mould of comb now lost. Pockets
made of strips of plain and damask silk ; diced pattern,
L.C. i. 0s. a, b. Two frs. of cotton garment; buff,
"ternate squares being, respectively, ribbed and herringplain weave, pzdded with loosely felted wool. On rev.
h n c twill. Lined with finc hemp (?) canlns ; rrilnson
remains of l i n i n ~ol finc buff silk. Iluch perished and
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ragged. For other frs., see L.C.i. 06, 07. (a) I' 2" ~ 6 ) ;"
(b) I' 6" x I' 6".
L.C. i. 03. Fr. of felt; yellow, lnrninated approximating
to soft pnper in appearanw. Much perished. 6" x at".
L.C. i. 04. Fr. of woollen fabric; red, coarse plain
weave, as L.C.038. Sand-encrusted. 8" x c. I".
L.C. 1. 0s. msc. frs. ofplain silk, generally fine texture,
buff crimson, and blue, much Iaded. Remnins of sewing
on many. Much perished. Gr. fr. 2' 6" xc. 2".
L.C. i. 06. Portion of padded cotton garment, in several
Irs. Strong plain cotton clotll, buff, padded with layer of
loose felt and lined with plain light buff silk. IIorizontal'
and vertical bands of figured silk, applied to front.
Pattern : Chinese ' vermicular ' cloud scroll, stepped
and slightly angular in treatment, with grotesque beasts
and birds ; generally much faded, only blue and buff and
traces of green remaining.
~t R. a winged dog-like beast
open jaws springs
downwards to L. I n front of him a plump partridge-like
bird, standing, a t right angles to general line of beasts.
To L. a striding leopard, mottled and marked with three
roundels on body, with Chinese lapidary char. over his
back and another below forefeet.
Next distinguishable feature is the pronged element
with Chinese char. to R. ; t o L. a monster resembling in
pose the third form R. in L.C.07. a, and pronged element
to L.; two Chinese chars. are respectively R. and L. of
monster. Beyond this nothing is clearly distinguishable
but angular scroll and the pronged element.
The above description 01 pattern is compiled from several
Irs. Cf. also L.C. 07 (PI. XXXIV) ; iii. 04. c, 017. b, or8
(PI. XLII).
~h~~~ is evidence from another fr, of the colouring
being rich copper ground, buffs, blue,
dark ,Teen.
F ~ . burnt bone found \cith garment. jTery ragged and
perished. Gr. fr. I' 8" x I' 3". PI. XLII.
L.C.I. o7,07. a. Frs. of padded garment, similar to L.C.
i. 06, of which it appears to be a part. The only fr. of recognizable pattern has the partridge as in L.C.i. 06. very
faded and garment rotten. c. 2' xg". PI. X L I I .
L.C. 1, O ~ F. ~ of
. woollen pile carpet, rat,,er coarse,
wo\-en in red, b r o ~ - and
~ , tones o[ dull yellow, only part
of pattern recognizable is two bands of ' latch-hook ',
with hooks turned
mys.
of pile
a b u t f', and six shoots of weft between lines of pile.
Faded. 1' r I' a". PI. LXXXVII.
L.C.1. 09. Three frs. of figured silk. pattern : treecoral cloud scroll w i ~ hoccasional naturalistic floral outgoWhs. TO R. near selvedge, winged leopard in pose of
3Iyccnaean lions, head reverted to R., crimson body
spotted with yellow roundels. Thin upward curled tongue
issues from open jaws (or this may be n continuation of
lail of next beast). Near jaws a Chinese lapidary char.
1.cvt.l w'th head OI leopard, a short winged sheep,
stnnding t(l I.., with a single horn, upright on its head,
or it may be one of the cars. Body, part green and part

[Chap. VU

yellow according t o change of warp, outlined ,.rimson,
lloofs crimson. Facing sheep but on level 01 leoprd,
large headed, horned, and winged monster with short
pendent tail, near which is Chinese lapidary char. A
tion of ' horseman ' pattern, L.C.iii. 011 (PI. XXXIV),q,v.
Colour perished, but probably yellow, with crimson
roundel on flank. From scroll behind this beast springs
thin stalk bearing two leaves and a flower. Remainder
of
missing.
Ground blue, with scrolls of yellow, crimson and green.
Remains of plain buff silk lining. ~ ~ d perished
~ d , and
ragged. For well-preserved colour, see L.C. iii. o,l
(PI, x x x l v ) , cr.fr. c, 8" 8".

L.C. 1. 010. FT. of figured silk in two pieces. Lozenge
all-over pattern similar to L.C. v. 027. a (PI. XLIII).
Well preserved. 4t" x ran.

L.C. i. 011. Fr. of cotton damask ; pink, close-woven,
three pieces sewn together. Ground woven in small rib;
Pattern in large broken twill giving effect of chequer.
Design : lozenges repeating in rows, each row separated
from the next I l o r i z ~ n t a l lby
~ a chevron line of chequerwork. Chequer-weave of lozenges themselves is broken
by four small roundels, woven in small rib-like ground,
and disposed diamond-wise within field of lozenge. For
similar damask, see L.C.v. 02. b.
Torn, but well preserved. gt" x 6)", lozenge zf" x I:~".
PI. XL1l, LXXXV1l.
L.C. I. 012. Fr. of woollen (7) fabric; red, plain wewe.
Ragged but good colour and texture. 5" x4i1.
L.C. 1. oIj. Fr. of plain silk, buff, fine te.uture ; ragged.
3f' X zi".
L.C. 1. 014. Wooden stick; trimmed round, expanding
very flat point'
slightly to one end, which is then cut
Other end cut t o similar point, groove cut round
t" from it, and hole (i"
diam.) drilled through just within
groove. Length 1' st", diam. $". PI. XXIX.
L.C. 1. 015. Fr. of wooden buckle from harness.
piece of wood, roughly oblong, but one end broken
(at beginning of slit). Other end expands slightly into
curved end, finishing in ogee point. Long slit transversely
through this end, forming D. Surface Om' with rows Of
small incised circles with dot centres. For complete
example, see L.C.iv. 02 (PI. XXIX). L 3t"j gr. width ' f i
''lickness

gg"'

L.C. 1. 016. Carved wooden leg of food-tray*like L.C

at
iv. 07-8. Beast-shape ; no detail ; unpainted.
top, broken. 11. 41'') width If", t'lickness in.
L.C. ii. 01. Fr. of figured Silk. Rich dark ell^^-^^^^^
ground.
Pattern : in very dark bronze green ; to R. T'ao-t'ieh
monster, very stylized, with bandy legs and st!sight
radiating spines issuing from shoulders. Open g"nn'nB
jaws wit11 triangular, pointed teeth; large round
circular ears, and n row of triangles for hair Or
Style recalls Polynesian work.
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set.

To L. oI monster a formal tree with roots represented
by two symmetrical inward turned scrolls formed by
bifurcated base of trunk ; foliage, by row of five elongated
pentagons, point downwards. From between these
pentagons a back row is visible. Spines are placed along
top ol tree.
To L. a running, winged lion proceeding t o L., wit11
open jaws and upraised lashing tail ; markings on body,
ground colour.
To
.. L.. tree rvith roots similar to first ; trunk divided
into three rising, undulating stems, each upholding a
flower or fruit Irom which rise three spines. To L., hind
part oI slender dragon (?) with curled bifurcated tail,
in silhouette, turning head to regard lion. Above tail of
dragon, three flowers supported on wavy stem.
Height of pattern about in. Repeat, in rows as close
as possible, each item coming vertically above the similar
one below. Style of weave and treatment recalls Ser. iv.
PI. CXVIII, T. X X I I . c, 00x0. Cf. L.C. x. 04.
Attached by sewing t o one edge (which is cut diagonally
across pattern), piece of snuff-brown, fine, plain silk.
Fr. of silk wool padding is present.
Warprib weave. All very ragged and brittle. Figured
Ir. 8" x4t". Plain silk c. 9" x 7". PI. XXXVI, XL.
-

L.C. ii. 01. a. Felt cap or bag ; round ; top or bottom
lost, lined with green silk.
Diarn. r. 7 1".

Felt yellow.

Very ragged.

L.C. ii. 0%.b. Misc. fabric frs., silk, cotton and wool ;
plain weave ; dark brown, buff and red. Very brittle
and dirty. Silk waste and silk Ielt Irs. and dark hair
(human ?). Bundle as found, 9" x 7".

L.C. il. 03. Fr. of figured silk. Pattern : cloud scrolls
and grotesque beasts and birds on bronze-brown ground.
To R., winged leopard facing L. ; leaping pose, foreleet
on ground, hind legs (missing) thrown well up. Head in
profile, jaws open, both eyes and both ears shown fronting.
Corget in two bright blue lines, and two similar lines across
body. Wing short,green, outlined bright blue. Body buff.
To L., and slightly above line of leopard, leaping or
flying winged goat or deer; buff outlined bright blue,
spotted with three blue roundels.
Between the two
animals, slightly below line of leopard, goose (?), buff
partly outlined blue ; legs, blue ; placed a t right nnglcs
to line of beasts.
To L. of goat, on line of leopard, ' drilting pronged '
element in buff, hanging to cloud scroll. Scrolls, ' vermicular ', with spiral and plain nodes ; partly blue outlined
buff, partly buff outlined on top only, blue ; partly green
Outlined on top blue and below buff.
Thee buff Chinese lapidary chars. on one level ; below
foreleet of leopard, between bird and head of goat, and
below pronged element.
Warp-rib weave, finely corded ; rather loosely woven.
Fr. wedge-shaped. Well preserved. Length 134", breadth
at widest st'. PI. XXXIV, XXXIX.
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L.C. il. 04. Fr. of figured silk. The pattem in blue
line on yellow ground is a lozenge shape H"x j " , with
a small lozenge intersecting a t each angle. Repeat is
horizontal and nearly touching in that direction. Vertically it is moved diameter to one side, bringing vertical
axis of pattern in Line of interval of row above, and forming
a chevron space between horizontal rows c. 4" wide.
Colours fairly preserved.
Warp-rib weave. Warp perished. 5" X J ~ " .
L.C. ii. 05. a-i. Mass of misc. rags with frs. of bone
and charcoal.
(a) Fr. of figured silk as L.C. o j r b. 31" x z r . (6) Frs.
of brown silk damask, in chequer of herring-bone twill
squares on finely ribbed ground. Gr. fr. rz" x3". (c)
Two Ir. of woollen pile carpet in crimson and yellow, pattern
laded. Gr. fr. 9'' x 3". (4 Piece of strongly woven green
repp I I)" x 8". (e) Ragged fr. of crimson thick ' boxcloth' (cf. L.C. i. or) with seams and frs. of plain green and
buff silk attached. c. 18" x4". (n Frs. of strong cotton 0).
Cloth sewn a t one end into a sort of pocket, the other
bordered with plain green silk 31" wide, 16" x 10". (g)
Locks of human (?)hair and frs. of calcined bone and mud.
(h) Quantity of frs. of plain silk rags, buff, green and
crimson. (1) Small frs. of silk, grass, bone. (b) PI. XLIII.
L.C. ii. 06. Mass of silk rags, &c., similar to L.C. ii.
05. a-i, but without figured silk, carpet, boxcloth, or
" x I&'*.
hair. Much perished. Size of mass c. I O ~x8"
L.C. ii. 07. a. Strlp of figured silk similar to L.C. iii.
0x1 (PI. XXXIV). I n this a slight extension of pattem is
present showing t o L. of leopard a group of three Chinese
characters. Length 43", width 48". Very dirty, perished
and brittle.
L.C. ii. 07. b. Misc. frs. of silk fabrics, including strip
of loosely woven border, with pattern in bright green
and red on yellow ground ; three interlacing lozenges
repeated a t short intervals, with two detached circles
in the intervals.
Attached is fr. of red flannel. A piece of plain dark
green silk ; a Ir. of silk waste. Very ragged and brittle.
Border 5" x I' 4". PI. XXXIII.
L.C. il. 07. c. Three frs. of figured silk, similar to L.C.
03 (PI. XXX\'), with lining and felt attached. Prob. part
of body-band. Very rotten and faded. Gr. Ir. 6" x 7".
L.C. ii. 08. a. Fr. of figured silk, similar in all rrywrts
to L.C. iii. 04. b (PI. XXXVI). Between two pieces of
this is padding oI layers oI very thin felt. Very brittle
and discoloured. 41" x 3'.
L.C. ii. 08. b. Mass of silk rags; buff, brown, and
green. 1'1ain weave, torn and discoloured, some very
braulifully wovcn. One Ir.. of fine corded buff silk, is
made into small sq. bag, with silk tassel a t each lower
corner. Brittle. Width of bag 7".
L.C. ii. 09. a. Fr. of woollen pile carpet, same as L.C.
iii, 014 ; much worn. Colours brown, red, blue, green,
and yellow. Structure like that of L.C. ii. 014.
Pattern arranged in bands, but indeterminate. The
I<
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' latcli-hook ' in brown

on yellow occurs in one, as in L.C.
i. 08. No back pile. Colours good. I' x 5a". PI. XLIV.
L.C. ij. og. b. TWO fm. of woollen pile carpet.
Stnicture as in L.C. ii. 014. Colours blue, red, and yellow.
Blue bands about I" wide are arranged in zigzag lines
\\.hi& make lozenge shapes. These shapes are dotted
with red, yellow and blue, the blue arranged in nine dots
as a St. Andrew's cross in tlre centre. Xo pile on back.
Much worn. gUxg'. PI. XLIV.
L.C. ii. 010. Two frs. of hemp-string matting. Weave
as in Ser. iv. PI. XLVIII, T. xrv. 004. b. Well made.
Cr. Ir. 6' x 3".
L.C. ii. orr. Two frs. of silk girdle or band, made
partly of strip of strongly woven braid
blue lines
running in waved diagonals across it, and partly of figured
silk yellow and green ; pattern indistinguishable.
Edges cleverly worked with cord, and whole sewn on
foundation of dark brown
fabric and felt. ~
~
tlush with edge on one side (which is oversew,,); seems
to have continued below band on other.
~~~d shaped to rounded point at one part ;
binding of opening of shoe; cf, L.:.,Iv. v.
~ r i ~
and discoloured. Length I' 5", width 4".
L.C. ii. 012. Fr. of wood, resembling piece of scabbard.
Slightly thinned lor about 9" a t one end, giving check
p r h a p s for metal mount.
Surface covered with faint pattern in diagonal lines,
dots, and scrolls, such as could have been caused by
incising pattern on thin metal covering the wood. Sticking
to lower end a piece of ragged brown silk. Length of
wood 5", width I",thickness c. f". PI. XXVI.
ji' O1a'
Frs' of
One
fine
buR and blue ; sewn t o piece of loose woolly felt, prob.
silk \vaste. Length 3".

L.C. il. 014. Fr. of woollen pile carpet. Lvarp prob.
Iie~np!welt brown wool. Pile c. 4" long, in red, yellow and
blue. Five shoots of weft between pile. End edge
strengthened by plain woven strip turned under and sewn.
For a width 01 I#" along side edge, a pile is also worked
on the h c k ; cf. Ser. i. p. 433; iv. PI. xXXVII, L.A.
vl. ii. 0046.
Ground, yellow ; border spotted with green ; on field,
traces of pattern in red, too small to show character of
design. Rotten, but colours fairly preserved. st"x 5".
L.C. ii. 015. Strip of leather, wliitc, split into two
thongs nearly full length. Thongs doubled over cach
other and held together a t cut end by an eyelet of leather.
N'hole seems to have been again doubled end to end, and
used as loop. Attached is twist of rough grass. Brittle.
Length of thongs c. 9", 61dth as doubled i " .
L.C. ii. 016. Fr. of woollen rabrlc, as L.C. i. 01, in
colour, weave, and texture. Stout huff silk warp, and
surlace very like velvet, seeming to have heen 'teased '
up and fcltcd. Sewn in various directions and inwo\rrn
in one place with band of dark purple weft in place of
crimson. One seam gathered slightly.

[Chap. VII

Lining or stiffening of coarse buff cotton cloth, very
ragged and sand-laden. I I" x 8".
L.C. ii. 017. Fr. of woollen pile carpet ; pile red, pink,
yellow, purple-brown, and pale blue on buff woollen(?)
ground. Coarse make. Weft is laid across in bundles of
about five strands a t a time and warp is widely spaced;
fabric is therefore very loose. Very ragged, pattern
indistinguishable. 4" x zit'. PI. XLIV.
L.C. ili. 01. Fr. of figured silk, similar to L.C. i. cg and
iii. 011 ; selvedge a t one edge. Top and bottom edges
cut and sewn ; fourtli edge torn. Colours well preserved,
6f x 34". PI. XXXIV.

Lac, iii. 02. Fr. of figured Silk ; warprib meav;.
Pattern : ~ ~ n - c ~ l l t tree-coral
i n u ~ ~ ~cloud scroll in rich
blue ;
tones of buff and green on rich dark bronze
ground.
Fr. is narrow strip the vertical way of cloth,and shows
b two~ elements
i
~ and part of another repeated in vertical
direction. Largest, cloud in scaphoid form, the two
ends rising and curling over towards each other carrying
spiral nodes and branches, one end having a vague resem~ blance
l ~ t o animal head. From outer side of curved
' neck ' thin buff line scrolls downward and outward.
Between the repeats of this element is a smaller spinl
scroll with spiral nodes and stiff horizontal offshouts to
R, and a freer one t o L. ; both noded, and having very
remote resemblance t o bird a t right angles to line 01
' animals '. No true animals or Chinese chars.
Scrolls have half their thickness blue which branch
into the nodes, and half buff. Outlines light bu8 and
blue. 10" x z r . Cleaned. PI. XXXIV.
L.C. id. 03. Wooden box cover, elongated ellipse, rabbeted
edge of under-side to fit side of box, Upper
surface convex, decorated with $" band of black round
edge, and a thin line, incised and darkened, within.
Elliptical panel so formed contains incised outline device
;1black composed 01 a sort of nebuly, which runs up on
one side and down the other in a continuous line, the
bends of the ascending side opposing those of the descending, and the space enclosed between fumislied with slightly
incised and blackened dots. Device may represent a tree)
but is not convincing.
Near centres of long sides are two small holes, in One
01 whicll is wooden peg. Evidently for nails to steady
or secure lid in position. Roughly made. Good condition'
Length bg", width jkn, thickness in middle 2~'.PI. XXIX'
L.C. 111. 04. a. Fr. of figured silk in many pieces;
warprib weave. L)ark blue ground ; pattern same
L.C, o~ (PI. x x x ~ v ) .Portions of fine felt padding and
lining of fine plain silk discoloured to dark brownish
yellow. Warp perished, Sizes from 21" x zt" (largest)'
Colour good in places.
L.C. 111. 04. b. Fr. of body-band of figured silk; waTp
rib weave. On hlue ground a nctwork of yellow wl'l'
at
lozenge mesh about i%* x A", and rectnng.
crossings. I n lozenge six yellow dots encircling centml
dot. I n rectang. spot a blue dot. Remains 0L lining Of
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fine corded plain silk. Very ragged and dirty. lo" x 10".
PI, xxxvr.
L.C. iil. 04. c. Fr. of figured s i l k ; warp-rib weave.
similar to L.C. iii. 018. A few small frs. of blue plain silk.
very dirty and discoloured ; rotten. 41" X 12". PI. XLII.
L.C. IU. 04, d. Fr. of silk, loosely woven gauze, in large
clleck pattern of blue and brownish yello\v. Warp and
weft are in alternate bands of the two coloun, about
4' wide. Where blue weaves with blue, or yellow with
yellow, the colour is solid ; and where one colour weaves
with the other the result is n broken tint. Very ragged,
but colours fresh and fibre strong. c. lo" sq.
L.C.Iii. 05. Fr. of l e a t h e r l a s h of w h i p ; made of thongs
broad, plaited round a core of coarse
01 \vliite leather,
hair string. Well preserved. Length I' J+", gr. diam.
&". P I XXVI.
L.C.iii. 06. Fr. of g r a s s r o p e ; two thick plies twisted
~ diam. 13".
together; coarse. Very brittle. L e ~ l g t lIS',
L.C. Hi. 07. T h r e e frs. of lacquered w o o d e n box, being
part of bottom and side. Roughly elliptical ; sides appear
to be cane. Lac is applied directly to the wood. Red
wit11 black lines. Hard and sand-encrusted. Bottom
Ir. 4" x I$", side frs. 2" x 1%''and 2b" x I$".
L.C. iii. 08. Butt of w o o d e n a r r o w - s h a f t , with notch
and remains of feather. Broken. Length 4", diam. &".
L.C. iii. og. Fr. of w o o d , prob. cane. Longitudinal
section, broken at both ends. Very hard, with ~ i t channel
h
dovn centre. Well preserved. 2 t " x #" X <z".
L.C. iii, 010. a. Fr. of w o o l l e n t a p e s t r y ; shows R. side
or human face about half life-size. Conventions of work and
colouring closely follow those of the painted work of
hlirin, with similar changes of tone and chiaroscuro.
Outlines are dull brown. Lips bright red. Pink on cheek
and shading in purplish grey. Division between lips, blue.
Iris 01 eye brown outlined with black. (Cf. M i r h ' angel '
fresco, Sn. iv. PI. XL, M. 111. viii.) Hair in black and
tones of brown. Drapery on shoulder, warm grey and
yellow.
Background dark blue, on which beside face is symbol
resembling a caduceus, in yellow, with a green band
between head of symbol and its staff. To R. of face are
p'obnbly traces of a second fig. lvaving pink and yellow
shoulder drapery over purple.
Probably from tapestry hanging. Sand-encrusted and
brittle, but colours finely preserved. 5. x 5 f W PI. XXX.
Lac. 111. oro. b. T h r e e frs. of w o o l l e n t a p e s t r y .
originallysewn to L.C. iii. 010. a, now detached ; apparently
Parts of one large piece. Frs. too fragmentary to make
out original design, but it was probably a variation of
horse-legged bird motif in L.C. v. 02. a. PI. XXXI,XXXII.
Background partly blue, parlly dark brown ; colours
01 desisn change as they occur on one or otller ground
cO1our. o n all three Irs. are bird-wing forms, sometimes
In outline only and sometimes filled within outlines with
a contrasting colour. Three simple oval (leaf ?) forms,
with pointed ends, occur between reversed bird wings.
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An upper and lower register appear to be divided from
each other by a simple fret element whose free ends taper
to points. Colours used, in addition to ground coloun,
are bright red, purple-red and two greens. Cr. fr. c.
6 f R x 6 " . PI. XLIV.

L.C. iii.

011. Fr. of figured s i l k g a r m e n t , of triangular
shape, made of four pieces very neatly sewn together.
Warp-rib weave.
Pattern : on dark blue ground, a continuous ' tree-coral '
cloud scroll with animals placed in the undulations.
Pattern begins abruptly in middle of scroll. To R. (next
selvedge) three Chinese chars. one above the other; to
L. of these, lion-like beast but with long crimson horn,
rampant, regardant, proceeding t o L. Body yellow t o
shoulder, crimson to near hind foot; crimson head and
protruded tongue, and off foreleg ; other two legs yellow ;
outlines pale buff. Above head Chinese char.
T o L., above line of lion, horseman t o R. Horse trotting,
large head, erect spinous mane, arched tail, yellow shaded
green. Rider in green coat, buff baggy lower garment ;
soft yellow cap rising above forehead in point, and poult
hanging in curve a t neck.
T o L. on lower line, yellow, winged dragon t o R. ;
drooping tail ; large head with open jaws and two forward
pointed horns ; body marked with three roundels ; outlined buff and red.
To L. on level of first beast, another dragon to R.
rampant, with backward curving horns ; green head and
neck, yellow wings and near legs, crimson shoulder, flank,
quarters and off legs ; outlined buff. To L. on lower
level, beast similar to first; but rounder head, no horn,
mouth closed ; rampant to R., regardant ; yellow, spotted
or striped crimson ; outlined buff.
From L.C. ii. 07. a. it is found that pattern repeats from
this point, the first three Chinese chars. reappearing and
the same cloud scroll. This is the only example of these
cloud and beast patterns repeating in the width of fabric.
Below horseman is a very Rococo feature in cloud scroll,
in parts green with buff ' high lights ', outlined crimson.
Crimson line between buff and green becomes outline in
twining towards node, a treatment common in Western,
and especially Rococo, decorative painting ; in other
parts crimson takes the place of peen.
For horseman, cf. Chrvannes, illission arcldol., I.
PI. XXVI, Fig. za. For rider, see sprite L.C. 031. c. For
variation of this pattern, see L.C. i. og ; iii. or. Plain snuffcolour silk lining, torn, 19' x 20'. PI. XXXIV, XXXVIII.

L.C. iil. orn. Frs. of figured s i l k in blue and but1.
Angular Chinese pattern, only partly recognizable ;
apparently resembling L.C. iii. 04, c. Warp-rib weave.
Very brittle and discoloured. Cr. M. (. 6".

L.C. iii. 013. M a s s of plain s i l k frs.; buff, c r i n ~ s o ~ ~ ,
green, blue. Torn and discolourcd ; some Irs. from wide
sewn bands. Crimson h n d 12" x 41".

L.C.iii. 014. Fr. of w o o l l e n pile c a r p e t , same as L.C.
ii. 09, a. Structure as in L.C, ii. 014.

Colour of weft

See. dl
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shape body, with thickened rim, short cylindrical stem
and sprending conical foot. On under-surIace of f w t various
roughly incised lines, among which a k ~ o u pof three
divergingfrom a point ; another of five forming a 11aI.f-open
bud shape. Most of cup lost. Plain wood, unpainted.
S~nd-enausted. H. 4&', diam, of base 3f". PI. XXIX.

L.C. IV. 010. Scrap of woollen fabric, dark brown,
olain weave.

I"

sq.

L.C. V. or. Fr. of fine woollen tapestry; prob. part of
body-band. Through centre runs a band I&" wide, edged
by thin blue-black lines ; band is divided into sections
3&n and 34" alternately ; in former is fret in red on blueblack ground.
Crossings of the lines of fret form four Svastikas, outer
limbs being produced to carry on fret; in four spaces
alternating with the Svastikas are four square flowers
divided by diagonals and diameters into eight triangular
petals alternately red and yellow. Cf. centre of E,vtian
bowl, Brit. hlus. No. 4790.
In the st' section is a pattern of counterchange ' randykes' or chevrons in yellow and purple brown. Each
' randyke ' has a vertical midrib terminating a t its lower
end in a square spiral, ol which there are four and a half
abreast, from side to side of band. This pattern is twice
repeated in length of section.
On each side of band described, the material is shaded
from red outwards for I&" to purple brown. Beyond
this it cllanges to a fine dark green. At edge of purple
brown is a delicate pattern in yellow of undulating leaf
and spiral, &" wide.
The whole effect is late Greek, and very beautiful.
The technique is that of the ' Coptic ' tapestries. Where
two colours meet in the pattern, in the same line as the
\yap, the opposite threads are carried across thc opening,
nlternatcly, about every eighth thread. 15"~ 8 4 ' . Colours
good. Fabric perished and ramed. PI. XXXI.

L.C. v. on. a. Strtp of fine woollen tapestry in thrce
irs. Pattern divided into scvcn longitudinal bands, centre
king broadcst ; thiscontains, on dark gurple-brown ground,
nn acanthus ' nest ' from \vithin whicl~rises breast and
head of bird in profile between thin scrolls.
On either side and facing nest, bird with wings spread,
solid recurvcd band-like tail, pair of horse's forelegs in
galloping pose, supported on scalloped cloud ; under
legs a square dot. Whole of this motif repcatecl, but
between repeats a symmetrical scroll ornamcnt like two
anthemions reversed. In the centre of cacl~anthemion is
3 long, narrow, detached green leaf.
Colouring of bird hand : crimson, buff (light and dark),
brow, grcen. These are counterchanged througl~outthe
Dattern, but scrolls are always brotr,n or dark buff. I-Iead
of bird always contrasting colour with body, and wings
different again.
Group of three bands or ' guards ' above and three below
form borders to central band. Centre guard, heart-shaped

flower between pair of diverging leaves in profile growing
from stem which I~ifurcatesdownwards and turns into
scrolls.
This pattern llas its axis in lengtli of strip and repeats
closely, the colours interchanging. Coloun in this band :
pink, buff, two tones of blue on crimson ground. Bands
on each side shaded; inner from blue through pink to
buff; outer pale buff to dark buff.
t dark, used with discretion. Both long
Outlines,,l i ~ h or
edges have been turned over and sewn. R. short edge
complete ; L. short edge torn. Perished, ragged and discoloured. Gr. fr. 21" xq". (For damask lining, see L.C.v.
02. b.) PI. XXXI, XXXII.

-

L.C. v. 0%.b. Fr. of woollen damask (lining of L.C.v.
02. a.); dark brown, woven in manner of L.C. i. orr, but
rather loosely. Pattern : double chevron forming lozenges
r. 6"x3", with inner concentric lozenges and lozenge
centre. Sewn along two edges. For similar fr., see also
L.C.v. 026. Much torn and rotten. 13"xqb".

L.C. v. 03. Fr. of woollen tapestry band. Divided
into four longitudinal sections. First, dark brown ground
with pattern of group of four buff square dots placed
lozenge-wise ; repeated a t intervals of about I".
From alternate groups, a pair of elongated curved
pod-shapes issue R. and L., each pair a difIerent colourpink, blue, yellow-green, dark buff. Second and fourth
bands in rainbow treatment, crimson, buff, blue. Third,
red ground with simple long rudimentary lily-shapes in
various colourings ; their axis in direction of length of
band. Rather coarse work. A debased rendering of
L.C. v. 06. a. Ragged and fragile. 7" ~ 4 4 " . PI. XXXI.

L.C. v. 04. Fr. of woollen tapestry, similar t o L.C. v.
03 (PI. XXXI); but a n additional piece attached by coarse
sewing a t one end, having red ground and prob. fret pattern
in yellow and blue. Blue outer edge. 7%" x st". Undly
worn, but good colour.

L.C. v. 05. Fr. of woollen tapestry, prob. similar to
L.C.v. 03, but much faded and threadbare. 44'x3b".
Very brittlc.

L.C. v. 06. a.

Fr. of Ane woollen tapestry border

(detached from lining L.C. v. 06, b). Prob. part of bodyband or garment. On purple-brown ground a n imbricated
series of lily-like forms of various colourings, red, buff,
blue. The lily is fleur-de-lis type ; the two outer petals
have always thick centre line of a contrasting colour, and
centre petal is tipped wit11 pale buff. Between two
adjacent lilies and springing from deep within the lower
one are two outward curving leaves of petal shape, alternately red with buff tips and blue with brown tips.
On either side of this band of ornament is rainbow band
shaded crimson, buff, blue, beyond which is visible Lr.
of further pattern. Very good work. Two or more pieces
joined without regard to matching pattern, r j & " x l t " .
R e ~ d l s' Coptic ' pattern. PI. XXXI.

L.C. v. 06. b. Fr. of woollen fabric, coarse plain weave,
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srwn to another sliglitly finer. Lining ol L.C. v. 06. a.
Dull grey-brown. Very rotten and torn. C. I' 6" sq.

[Chap. Vu
L.C. v. 017. TWOfrS. of flgured silk, in bronze and

with loop a t end. Composed of Iour twisted cords placed
side by side and sewn together, leaving loop between centre
pair. Remains of covering of fine wool which was prob.
padding and covered with fabric. Perished. 14" x I&"x
4". PI. x x v r .

dark green. Pattern : rows of rcctang. billets, alternating
with rows of varying patterns, e. g. meander, concentric
circles and dots, a sort of dumb-bell, chevron, and so on,
Cf. lr. in bundle L.C. ii. 05. a, and Srr, iv. PI. LVJ. xp,
a. 002. a. Colour good. Fabric brittle. 4" x I$" (washed),
and 64" x I 1". PI. XLII.
L.C. v. 018. Cuff (7) of woollen repp, crimson, edged
with green silk, lined with felt, and patched with finer
brown repp. Sand-encrusted. Length 6$", diam. of
mouth 6".

L.C.v. og. Fr. of woollen tapestry border, prob. part

L.C. v. 019. Strip of woollen tapestry, in dark blue,

of body-band. On red ground, eight-petalled flower, centre
buff, alternate petals resp. blue and yellow arranged in
square plan. L. a lily-like flower in profile with three
yellow petals and two alternating, brown ; two outward
recurved blue stems with buff tips issue from lower side.
To L. probably similar flower, modified. At estreme
L. a bird (bum with uplifted wings.
On each side of red band a bnnd shading from blue to
buff. Above, a band of groups of Iour buff squares placed
lozenge-wise, with pairs of red and green curved petals
diverging R. and L. On one side a further band of buff,
beyond which again traces of purple.
All very stylized and of same type as L.C. v. 06. a
(PI. XXXr). Colours well presened. 8" x4i". Very Iragile.

red, yellow, and green ; both edges torn.
Along centre, a bnnd of transverse bars nlternntely
blue and red. On either side a band of yellow, shading
to green and blue. Outside one of these a band of small
chequer, blue and red ; outside the other a plain line 01
red and a broader band of blue. Finely and evenly wo\.en.
Rather brittle and discoloured, g"x I$". PI. XXXI.

L.C. v. 07. Fr. of woollen tapestry border, consisting
of two bands of plain colour, crimson and black (faded).
Edges torn and unravelled. 9" x 11".

L.C. v. 00. Portion of hemp or hair (7) string trace,

L.C. v. 010. Fr. of woollen ' box-cloth ', as L.C. i. 01,
and same colour. Well presemed. nt" x I*".

L.C.v. 011. Fr. of woollen repp fabric, as L.C. ii. oj.
Warp. a perfectly made buff thread of fine glossy fibre,
very tough. Weft, a fine pale green wool. Tough, but
ragged and discoloured. c. 6" sq.

L.C. v. 012. Fr. of plain silk, buff, fine weave, very
ragged. 8" x 6".

L.C.v. 013. SIlk.covered felt-pad, suggesting a badge.
Made of ' vesical-shaped lr. of fine lelt, covered on obv.
with fr. ol finely corded crimson silk cut from larger piece
of embroidery, and showing parts of lines and spirals in
yellow and blue chain stitch. Bock covered with plain
buff finely corded silk. Edge bound with brown silk
lozenge pattern damask, with lozenge-shaped piece over
lower point.
Narrow blue ribbon for hanging attached t o top point.
Very neat work. Fair preservation. ' Badge ' 11"xzt",
ribbon 3f" x IA". PI. XLV.
L.C. v. 014. Fr. of figured silk. Pattern of 'stepped'
scrolls, indistincl in blue, buff and red. Torn, laded and
brittle. 6" x rf".

L.C. v. 015. Mass of silk frs., very ragged and brittle ;
plain silks, buff, green, crimson, &c., much laded, and
two pieces ol tapestry cloth with indeternlinate and unimportant Ir. of pattern. Buff lr. I' 3" x 10".
L.C. v. 016. Fr. of cotton fabric, coarse plain weave,
tine crimson. Well preserved but ragged. I' 8"x 11".

L.C. v. oao. Frs. of plain felt and silk waste. Cr. AI. 31'.
L.C. v. oa1. Fr. of buff felt, in two pieces, with lourpetalled flower of thin blue lelt, appliqul, secured by
stitching. Rather perished. 3t" x3fn, flower z" x2".

L.C. v. oaa. Scrap of thick gauze-likesllk (7) fabrlc ;
blue, woven in lines of solid and open-work, each about
&" wide. Fragile, 1%"x I". PI. XXXVI.

L.C. v. 023. Scrap of figured sllk, similar to L.C. v.
027. b (PI. XLIII). Fragile, much laded. c. 3" x 3".

L.C. v. oaq. Mass of woollen and cotton fabrlc frs.;
coarse, plain wea\.e ; red, dark brown, and buii; one fr.
red in herring-bone weave. Cr. fr. 13" x 111".

L.C.v. 025. Three frs. of woollen repp fabric, red and
buff, with flannel-like surface. Cf. L.C. ii. 016, &c. Ragged
and perished. Cr. lr. c. 7)" x6".

L.C.v. 026. Fr. of woollen damask ; same weave and
pattern as L.C.
;'X 5".

1.. 02.

b, but light brown. Fair condition.

L.C.v. 027. a. Three frs. of figured silk, with pattern
in greenish buff, and buff on a grey-blue ground. The
surface is divided into lozenge shapes by lines crossing in
opposite directions a t about 60".
At the crossings are rosettes, and in each space a
of rams with heads and forelegs meeting nnd bodies
curved backward and upward, the hind legs opproachlnd
in upper angle of lozenge, where a small leaf occurs between
them.
The pattern is reversed (turned over) in the adjoining
spaces above and below ; cf. L.C. v. 027. b. Very ragged
and brittle. 6" x 24" ;
x 2" ; 81" x 2". PI. XLIII.

L.C.v. 027. b. Seven frs. of figured silk. Pattern in
buff on blue-grey with same motif as L.C.V. 027. a ; but
the grotesque animals have deteriorated into a sort

set. vi]
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continuous cloud scroll, and the rosette into a square.
~
~very ~irregular
t rags.
l
Very
~
brittle. Fr. c. 71" x 3".
PI. XLIII.
L.C. v. oa8. T h r e e frs. of w o o l l e n c a n v a s ; one pink,
others green (?)and buff. Coarse. Gr. hl. 4".
L.C. v. 029. Fr. of plaln s i l k ; small corded weave;
very rich colour (crimson) and fine trxture. Insect-eaten.
21" XZ'.

L.C. v. 030. Fr. of plain silk, dark pink, extremely finely
woven. To two edges are sewn pieces of more loosely
woven dull ochre silk. Perished and stained. 7)" x8".
L.C. v. 031-4. F o u r frs. of w o o d e n a r r o w - s h a f t s .
Butts only, orn. with bands and lines of red and black.
033 has chequer pattern in red ; notch missing. 034
has remains of whipping near notch. Lengths roi",
12); 71", and 34", diam, of all
PI. X X V I .
L.C. vl. 01. Fr. of s l l k d a m a s k , white or pale cream
colour, with small pattern consisting of zigzag lines about
$"apart, between which is row of small lozenges (' pheasant's
'). Much discoloured. Very ragged
eye ' or ' bulbul chash~~r
and perished. 2' xc. 1'. PI. XLIII.
L.C. vi. on. Fr. of plain silk, very finely woven. Orig.
prob. pink, now very discoloured. Remains of yellow
silk sewing a t t\vo edges. Very brittle and perished.
Length 1', width I' 7".
L.C. vl. 03. Fr. of figured silk, same as L.C. or (PI.
XXXV), q.v. Weft here blue and brown, with yellow-brown
spots. Colour well preserved. Fabric much perished.
6" x 2'.
L.C. vl. 04. Fr. of plain sllk, faded blue, finely woven.
Much discoloured ; very ragged and perished. Length
c. 10".
L.C.vi. 05. Fr. of plain s i l k , pale buff or white, doubled
and sewn at edges where frs. of adjoining silk show. Very
brittle, ragged, and perished. 6" x r. 4".
L.C. vl. 06. Fr. of s l l k waste. I n mass. 6" x 39".
L.C. vli. 01. Misc. fabric frs., including large fr. ol
strong cotton fabric. Selvedge on one side, cut t o curve
on another, and one corner torn. Irregular shape, but
suggestive of part of coat. Strong but discoloured.
With it another fr. 01 same fabric, rotten and much
tom, end misc, small frs. of plain silk, and silk and wool
lelt. Large fr. 27" x3".
L.C. ~ 1 1 ,on. Fr. of figured silk, finely woven, with
dull yellow pattern on blue g~ound. Pattern is angular
meander, the lines r. 4" apnrt a t their nearest points. I n
the bends are placed two sq. dots, excepting a t the 7th,
14% 21st, and 26th bends, in which ere Chin. chars.
repeated vertically but differing transversely. Along each
sel\redge are more chars. in pale buff, repeated a t every
meander, but differing on oppositc selvedges.
Full width of pieces is present, the extreme edge being
pale buff about &" wide. Fairly preserved, but tom,
with small pieces of the same, brittle and discoloured.
Length 12', width (selvedge t o selvedge) 19". PI. XXXV.

r.
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L.C. vil. oa.

W o o d e n Implement, prob. plasterer's
s p t u l a . Long pieces of wood, rcctang. in section ; centre
(waist) flattened a t sides for grasping ; ends flattened on
other two laces into paddle-shape lor smoothing wet plaster.
Good condition. Length 13', waist I" x J", blades 14"
and I$" x t" t o

A".

L.C.vil. 04. M a s s o f frs. of s i l k e m b r o i d e r y . Ground,
very fine corded silk of rich crimson embroidered in
chain stitch with fine silk thread, blue, brown and huff.
Pattern of graceful stems, leaves, and flowers with small
simple petal sliapes, semC in patches.
Plain blue and buff silk sewn in places on back as lining,
and a few of the embroidered pieces sewn together without
regard to continuity of pattern. Fine work and colours
well preserved, but somewhat sand-encrusted. Average
size of fr. c. j" or 4" sq. PI. XXXV, XLIII.

L.C. vli. 05. Misc. frs. of plain s l l k a n d h u m a n bones,
with Ir. of silk embroidery identical with the preceding.
Plain silk blue and buff. Many of tlie pieces sticking
together, and some (with fr, of embroidery) sticking to
bones.
On fr. of blue silk four adjacent bones from phalanges
of foot. Other loose Irs. of bone also present ; all apparently those of woman or child. Very fragile. Gr. fr.
(silk) 8" x 3".

L.C. vii. 06. T w o frs. of plain s i l k g a r m e n t ; bodyband (?) in several pieces. Silk light buff and green, with
stiffening of coarse brown cotton (?) canvas. Very ragged
and dirty. Gr. fr. I' g" x 9)" ; smaller I' I" x j'.

L.C. vli, 07. a. Frs. of flgured s i l k g a r m e n t , consisting of strips. \krarp-rib weave ; ground bronze, blue,
buff, and yellow ' vermicular ' cloud scroll ; padded with
fine soft felt and lined with plain thin silk. The form
of edge of garment seems to have taken a long elliptical
shape with flattened point a t one end, to which is sewn
a bow of blue silk with long ends. About 12" from the bow
a kind of cord (formed by oversewing plain silk upon felt)
runs across the ellipse and curves back to join the bow.
The space contained between the strips was filled
with plain silk, which is continued into the other half
of the ellipse, that half being incomplete. A smnll fr.
of brocade of same pattern as L.C. i. 06 (PI. XLII), sewn
to larger piece.
b. Two detached strips of brocade may belong to it ;
of these, one shows a floral scroll in blue, green and buff
on copper ground. Sand-encrusted and ragged. Gr. Ir.
30'

X 2'.

L.C. vii. 08. T w o s t r i p s of plaln silk, white, knotted
together a t their ends.
discoloured. 18"x 1".

Soft and well preserved, but

L.C. vii. og. Frs. of s l l k d a m a s k , dark buff, finely
woven. Pattern a well-designed stepped chevron in double
lines, containing between them a simple fret. Adjacent
chevrons are opposed point to point without touching, and
in the lozenges so formed are pairs of cranes, regardant.
L 1
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I n series of lozenges below are pairs of griffins, but
placed on all fours against vertical centre-line of lozenge,
so that their four Ieet are opposite each other, and entire
device is a t right angles to the pairs of cranes. I n lozenges
pain of dogs 0) placed similarly to riffins. Above
sheep and below griffins are geometrical lines which may
form trees, but are fragmentary. Axes these are parallel
to that of cranes. Very rotten. Gr. fr. c . 12" x 6'. PI. XL.
L.C. ix. 01. Frs. of s i l k r a g s , buff and cream, part sewn
in band ; plain weave. Gr. length c. I' 8".
L.C. ix. 09. Fr. of figured silk, like conventional tigerskin in dnrk brown and yellow. Ragged and brittle.
c. 5" x S+=. PI. XLIII.
L.C. x. or. M a s s o f s i l k f a b r i c frs., plain weave, dull
green, blue, white crimson nnd buff, with Irs. of silk fluff
and vegetable fibre, nnd silk bow. Rotten and matted
together. Gr. length I' 4".
L.C. x. os. F ~ of
. woollen pile c a r p e t . N~ pattern
visible. ~~~h
and discoloured, but pink
dark
brown pile distinguishable. 5" x4t".
L.C. x. 03. F o u r frs. of w o o l l e n f a b r i c ; coarse, ribbed
weave, red, brown, and buff. Gr. length 11".
L.C. x. 04. Fr. of figured silk, in many pieces ; warp-rib
weave, in rich blue and golden yellow. Pattern : to R.,
R. eye, corner of jaws and R. leg and shoulder of large
T'ao-t'ieh ogre ; leg is bandy and loot, turned towards
jaw, is furnished wit11 three thin voluted claws.
Thin spines rise from shoulder curving slightly into
a form of eye which is large, elliptical, and formed of three
concentric rings with centre dot. At forehead V-shaped
lines following curve of elliptical eye. On head solid,
tall, thin triangles; errr pointed ; a t shoulders curved
markings of background colour.
I t is in fact a n extremely close but much larger rendering of the Tao-t'ieh in L.C. ii. or and prob. same colouring.
From corner of mouth a thin solid band of blue protrudes
horizontally about +',then drops a t about 30" outward
for about I", then again runs horizontally or perhaps
curving sliglltly upwards.
On this curving line stands lion of L.C.ii. or (PI. XXXVI,
XL), with rudimentary wing marked by angular yellow
lines and a small blue point projecting above shoulder.
The neck greatly elongated and upright, with sharp spines
projecting and curving upward and continued as shorter
spines on top of head ; yellow roundels on body, Lion
faces ogre in manner of heraldic supporter.
Above lion and curling in from L. tree-coral cloud
scroll
silhouette, but with thin line following contour
of upper edge about .&"from it. I t seems probable that
the curved stem on which lion stands is the stem of the
cloud scroll as the completion is missing.
Pattern repeats vertically quite close, as in L.C.ii. or.
Height of T'ao-t'ieh head 34.) which is the width of the
repeat. Two repeats and top and bottom of LWO more are
present. A small and nearly perfect fr. #" x 2%" does not
join to larger fr. Large fr. cut in curve a t bottom edge
and ragged a t other edges.
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Weft perished and the whole reduced to mere thted
strings of warp which were opened out with great dfieulty
and give figure. Colour brilliant. cr.fr, 11,
wid,h
3.i". PI. XXXV, XXXVII.

L.C. x. 05. leg
of wooden food.tray, sq, in section,
sides cut concave forming thin waist. Projecting edges
a t base cut sq. Broken tenon at top. well preserved.
~~~~~h 4t"without tenon ; upper end It' l p ; lower
end 1 f " x r " ; waist f a x # " ; t e n o n g x r x g .
L.C. x. 06-7. P d r Of leg.¶ from wooden food-tray. ~i~~
type, with edges chamfered. Two horizontal saw-cut
lines on sides of dosseret. Long tenons at top. we^
made and of good proportions. Well preserved. Length
over all
gL Width If", thickness f",
x.
Leg of wooden food-tra~Lion 1% type,
boldly curved. Depression above hock very deep, edges
rounded. Mouldings of dosseret, flat fillet above deep
quirk Squared a t projecting edges. Round dowel broken
off level with top surface. Well preserved. Length 3r,
gr. width I)", thickness 8". PI. XxIX.
L.C. x. og. Fr. of w o o d e n h a n d l e of dagger, split
lengthways through centre, showing o x ~ d i ~ escale
d from
tang of iron blade and rivet through intact side. Short
cross-guard, broadened pommel. All edges sq., showing
dagger
not for use. Well preserved. Length 4%)
cross-guard I &", grip a t broadest f " , thickness of Ir. A".
XXr.

L.C. x. 0x0. Object of l e a t h e r ; soft buff, stuffed with
coarse vegetable fibre. In shape somewhat like large
fish head.
On L. side, in position of eye, is raised boss of leather,
covered with blue felt, from centre of which projects
thick s l ~ o r tleather tab with crimson felt button. No eye
on R. side ; but layer of thick felt between fibre and
leather, finished off in projecting ridge round profile 01
snout. Roughly but strongly made ; now dilapidated.
Perhaps part of saddle or camel trappings. 74" x4ivx3b:
PI. XXVII.
. b e n t wdod (,-me ?). Prob. part 01
L.C. x. oII. F ~ of
side of box. If" x3t" x A'.
F ~of
. wooden comb, with fine teeth, and
L.C. x.
back.
ig.
L.C. x. 013. W o o d e n comb. with very fineteeth,nndhigh
arched back. Dark rich colour ; well made. zf" * lt' *
A". PI. XXI.
with
L.C. x. 014. Fr. of l e a t h e r ; well dressed,
marks of stitching all round and across. 6i"x4''
L.C. x. 015. W o o d e n f o o d - t r a y ; rlliptical with flat
sides ; upper surface hollowed to form shallow
Many knife cuts inside ; originally four-legged. One,leg
of a shape suggesting a squat Doric shaft and
detached ; tenons of two other legs in holes. No Pro'
some
jecting sockets. Inside prob. originally coated
kind of polish. Broken a t one end. I@' rot"
with leg) c. 4)'. PI. XXVII.

See. d]
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L.C. x. 016. Wooden food-tray; flat, rectang., with
slightly raised sloping rim and four sq. projections as Ieet.
cut from the solid, with small adze or chisel with
chipped blade. Under-side much scored from knife cuts.
Roughly made. Good condition. I' 78" x g t " x 1%". PI.

XXVII.
L.C. x. 017. Horn; small, hooked, plugged with wood a t
base, and pierced with two rectang. holes I" apart in
thick part. Prob. handle of stick or pickaxe. Length
st', gr. diam. 1". PI. XXI.
L.C. x. 018-22. Five frs. of wooden arrow.shalts;
0x9, ozr, 022 butts, showing notch, and 021-22 showing
remains of red and black lacquer (?)and bending. Cr. fr.
(0x9) length gin, diam.

A".
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L.C. x. 023. Fr. of bent cane lacquered box, side of.
Outside black with red lines and border of reversed volutes
in black and dark red on red ground. Inside red, with
black border lines. 6" x 18" x t". PI. XXI.
L.C. x. 094-6. Three legs of wooden food.trays : all
of plain-waisted cylinder shape, with sq. tenon a t top.
026 is upper half of leg only. H. with tenon 4", diam.
of top I%",of waist 8".
L.C. x. 027. Wooden ladle ; small, with round hollowed
bowl and straight handle (broken), cut in one piece with
bowl and rising from i t a t slightly acute angle. For this
type of ladle, see paper painting k t . vi. 3. 05 (PI. CVII).
Length 2$", bowl I" x )". PI. XXl.

A N C I E N T C A S T R U M L.E. A N D T H E R E M A I N S O N
M E S A L.F.

However fascinating were the finds which emerged from the grave-pits of L.C., it was imperative to resume by noon our march towards the day's goal a n d to leave the completion of the work
of clearance for the return journey. A s we continued our tramp north-eastwards a n uninscribed
coin was picked up about a mile from the Mesa, a n d just there we observed the last of the scanty
pottery debris which so far had marked a n area of scattered occupation. A little farther on we
crossed amidst Y l r d a n g s a perfectly marked ancient river-bed ; its winding course came from the
south-west and was probably identical with the one we had passed on our way to the Mesa.' T h e
clearly defined bed was about go yards wide a n d attained in the middle a depth of about 26 feet,
measured from the top of the steeply eroded banks. Beyond it the trunks of dead Toghraks occurred
less and less frequently, a n d about three miles from L.C. ceased completely. T h e whole landscape
was unutterably desolate.
In a belt of boldly cut YHrdangs, about 34 miles from the Mesa, I was surprised to observe
some low tamarisks and scanty reeds, all dead, of course, on flat eroded ground between Ylrdangs.
They could manifestly have grown u p only a t a time when water had returned to this wind-eroded
ground, probably for a short interval. T h e impression of comparatively recent water action on
this ground was confirmed a s we proceeded farther. Soon the YHrdangs became short a n d their
slopes assumed a rounded loamy appearance. From about the fifth mile their height sank to
4 or 5 feet only, and we came frequently upon open patches where the almost level surface was
covered with shcr, hard and cracked. I n a few places quasi-petrified reed stalks could be distin
guished on the salt-encrusted soil. Wherever Y l r d a n g s were met with u p to the seventh mile
their soft slopes showed salt-impregnation, obviously due to temporary submersion.
Farther on, patches of dead tangled reeds occurred here a n d there on the tops of the YHrdangs,
which, though n o r bare of s h t , were still quite low and sho\~redthe same water-worn appearance.
The depressions between them were regularly covered with hard cakes of cracked clay, distinctly
a n d dried u p there a t no very distant date. I t has
Suggesting that water had reached
occurred to me since that this may have been due to occasional flooding from the \,alleys which
descend from the Ulun-temen-tu portion of the southernmost Kuruk-tsgh range, a n d which send
tlleir, no tloubt, rare drainage in this direction."t
was significant that the tamarisk bushes between
the Ygrdangs looked in places a s if they had died but recently, a n d that one of the old tamarisks
Passed was still alive in its upper portion. T h e level patches of ground with a surface of cracked
See above, p.

225.

= See Map No. 29. D. 2, j.
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clay became increasingly frequent after we had sighted from afar the low black line of wall ,f the
fort, L . E . , which Afrlz-gul had reported. T h u s progress became easier for the porters over the
last portion of the day's tramp which, just a s darkness was approaching, brought us to the ruined
circumvallation, a t a distance of close on 19 miles from the Lou-Ian station.
T h e first rapid examination, effected in the dusk of that evening, revealed, to my great satisfac.
Arrival
atruined
tion,
a circumvallation agreeing absolutely in constructive features with the Limes wall of H~~
circum\.aUaWu-ti along the T u n - h u a n g border. Here, a s there, it was the ingenious method of building with
tion.
regular alternate layers of stamped clay a n d of carefully secured reed fascines that had saved the
walls from destruction by the relentless attack of wind-erosion. How powerfully this destructive
force here operated was strikingly illustrated by the deep hollows a n d YHrdang trenches which it
had scoured out within t h e ancient circumvallation (Fig. 162). Outside, the ground had been
lowered b y it to a fairly uniform level of about 2 0 feet below the original surface of the soil, as marked
b y the foundations of the fort walls (Fig. 161).
L.E., poitrt
T h e close examination of the fortified castrum made next d a y left no doubt that it dated, like
d'aPPuiOn the T u n - h u a n g Limes itself, from the first military advance of the Chinese into the Tlrim basin,
Han route.
about the last years of the second century B.C. M y subsequent explorations have fully confirmed
t h e conclusion then drawn that it had been constructed to serve a s a point d'appui for Chinese
missions a n d troops on their first reaching habitable ground in Lou-Ian territory, after having
crossed the d r y salt-encrusted sea-bed a n d skirted its absolutely barren north shores. It thus
represented, a s it were, the bridge-head of the desert route b y which that advance had been made,
a n d which the T u n - h u a n g Limes was intended to safeguard a t its eastern end. Having become so
familiar with that ancient Limes a n d the technical skill displayed in its construction, I was particularly pleased to see how well the same old Chinese engineers had also done their work at the western
end of the desert route. F o r two thousand years it had successfully withstood the attacks of winderosion, the most formidable enemy of all human constructions in this region. In spite of the
terrible havoc wrought by it within the enclosed area, the walls had nowhere been completely
breached, in marked contrast with the fate of the walled enclosures of L.A. and L.K., which had
been f a r less carefully constructed.
Orientation
A s the s k e t c h - ~ l a nPI. I 2 shows, the ruined castrum had approximately the shape of a rectangle.
of walled
T
h
e
walls a r e not correctly orientated to the cardinal points of the compass, as, in accordance with
enclosure.
Chinese tradition, walled towns o r chting usually are, but show a divergence of 8 or 9 degrees.
T h i s divergence, though not a s marked a s in the walled enclosure of L.A. and in all buildings
within it, had the same result a s it had there. I t made the approximate ' north ' and 'south ' walls
lie closer to the direction of the prevailing east-north-east winds, while bringing the other two
wall faces straight across them.3 T h i s agreement in the modified bearings of the walls in both
enclosures seems to justify the conclusion that the special orientation was in L . E . , as in L.A.1 an
intentional adaptation of the traditional scheme, meant to secure ~ r o t e c t i o nfrom the prevailing
a n d most trying winds of this region.' T h e length of the east and west walls, measured outside#
was about 450 feet, while that of the north a n d south faces was about 400 feet. T h e main gate)
about 10 feet wide, led through the southern wall (see Fig. 160), but not exactly in the centre ; and
another somewhat narrower through the north face. Scanty remains survived of the timber hameCI. Snindio, i. p. 388 ; also above, p. 2 I J.

' It deserves

to be noted thnt in the Mirin fort, an
irregular oblong in shape and probably of Tihtan origin,
one of the walls faces similarly to the east-north-east and
shows special protection against the erosive force of the
~)re\-ailingwind3 ; scc Seritrdia, i. pp. 456 sq. ; iii. PI. 30.

In L.K. one of the fort walls faces to the north-e'sL~md
thc same orientation is observed in all the sur\'ivingqunrtcrs
of the interior ; see PI. to. It is of some interest that "One
of them has an entrance from the north-east, i- e. the direct'on
must cnpused to the winds.
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work once revetting the south gate, while the other, only a kind of postern, masked by a structure
in timber and wattle, showed traces of having been lined with masonry of sun-dried bricks.
The chief interest of the ruined fort proved to lie in the remarkably solid construction of its Wallsas
\Yalls, They were built, as the photographs (Figs. 161, 163) show, of layers of closely tied fascines,
made up of tamarisk twigs a n d about one foot thick, alternating with strata of stamped clay, five
to six inches thick. This, owing to salt-impregnation, had consolidated into cement-like consistency.
The several layers were provided with a revetment of longitudinally fixed fascines. These survived
in
where the position of the wall faces o r else accumulation of drift-sand had afforded them
some protection, but elsewhere had been loosened and carried off by the erosive action of the wind.
The structural method employed was exactly that observed by m e along the different sections
of the Tun-huang Limes and fully described in S e r i m z ' i a . V h e proportionate thickness of the
alternating layers of tamarisk fascines a n d clay was the same a s I had noted in the well-preserved
stretch of the Limes wall near the watch-station T. xxxv, north-east of Tun-huang, where the
Both
fascines had similarly been made from the tamarisk growth of the adjoining ground!
structures conveyed the same impression of solid regularity a n d neatness ; a n d this impression
helped to convince me froin the first that there can have been no great interval between the construction of L.E. and the time when the patient builders of H a n Wu-ti's ' Great Wall ' were a t
work in the desert of Tun-huang.
The thickness of the walls appeared to have been about twelve feet where they rested on the Measureground. Their inside face still rose in places almost vertically, a s seen in Fig. 163 ; but outside, walls.
the grinding action of erosion had caused the originally steep wall face to recede in what had come
to look almost like a succession of steps. T h u s the width of the wall a t what is now the top was
reduced to five or six feet. Towards the middle of the east face the wall still rose to a height of over
ten feet, with seven double lavers of fascines a n d clay intact. Elsewhere it had been worn down
a good deal more. T h a t its height had been originally considerably greater was evident from a
portion of the west wall. Undercutting of the ground through erosion had caused it to subside
bodily towards the interior, but in spite of the consequent distortion some ten successive double
layers could still be counted here.' Near the south-eastern corner a n d again towards the middle
of the west face the foundation layers of the wall showed a thickness of about eighteen feet, probably
indicating the lace where stairs had led to the top. T h a t the top once carried a parapet is probable ;
but it must have been particularly exposed to the corroding force of the sand driven across the walls,
and no remains of it could be traced.
The walls of this castrum, built a s carefully a s those of the Tun-huang Limes a n d a good deal Effects
thicker, were strong enough to withstand a n y attack that a local rising o r raiding bands of H u n s erosion
Windon
could have directed against it. T h e castrzlnz could thus well sen-e its obvious purpose as a safe interior.
resting-place for a n y n~issions,military detachments, convoys, o r trade caravans reaching the
eastern edge of the once habitable area of Lou-Ian from the side of China o r re paring for the
trying desert journey across the waterless wastes of gravel, salt, a n d sand in the opposite direction.
The materials and methods of construction used for its defences were those best adapted to local
conditions. Even the relentless, if slow-grinding, force of wind-erosion, ever a t work in this desolate
'%ion, had failed to overcome theln completely. Rut if the winds and the driven sands could not
eflace this ancient circu~nvallation,they s e e ~ n e dto have done their work of destruction all the more
effectively upon the interior ant1 whatever once stood there. T h e whole of the enclosed area

c,"~

' Smifld;a, ii. pp. 568 sq., 605 sq., 736.
"ce ilid., ii. p. 605, Fig. '57.
' CuWdre the contorted wall line in Fig.

similar effect produced on a small section 01 the Limes wall
near T.x ~ v a,
. as seen in Serindia, ii. Fig. 189.

Cf.
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presented a terribly eroded appearance, with t h e ground c u t u p into Y i r d a n g trenches and
or, a s along the west a n d north walls (Fig. 162), carved out into deep continuolls hollows. N~ doubt
the very resistance offered by the solid fort walls, obstructing the winds in their progress, was
causing them to exert their destructive force with increased intensity on the ground
A
violent sandstorm from the east-north-east on the second night of m y stay gave me a very trying
personal experience of this. Regular whirlpools of sand raged around our bivouac in one of the
hollows below the north wall, making it impossible to keep a fire alight.
I t is easy to understand that under conditions such a s these only the scantiest remains of the
structures that once occupied the interior could survive. Quantities of red potsherds of great
strength were strewn about the eroded soil both within the walls where this was clear of sand,
and to a less extent outside, a roof of prolonged occupation. Clay ' witnesses ', rising here and
there above the flat top of the Y i r d a n g ridges, probably indicated the position once occupied by
quarters now completely effaced. B u t only a t two places could slight remains of structures actually
be traced. A t a distance of about twenty-four yards from the north wall the brickwork foundations
of a building, ii, could barely be traced on the top of a terrace rising more than twenty feet above
the eroded hollows near by. Judging from what could be made out of the line of walls north and
west, the area occupied by it measured a t least about seventy b y thirty-five feet. Fissured beams,
about a foot square in section a n d u p to twenty-six feet in length, lay about in utter confusion and
suggested that the foundations a n d roof of the building had been of very massive construction.
A n y smaller debris had been completely disintegrated a n d blown away long ago, and the search
of the ground here proved fruitless.
O n the other hand, a narrow ledge of uneroded ground adjoining the north gate on the inside
retained short portions of the walls of a structure built of timber a n d tamarisk wattle. An accumulation of refuse, mostly reed-straw a n d dung, had here protected the foundation beams together
with a foot o r so of the wattle wall rising above them. T i m b e r debris strewing the slope below
obviously belonged to the foundation of other walls that had been completely eroded. On clearing
the refuse we recovered here three Chinese records on wood, L . E . i. I , 2 , 6, besides a rolled-up
paper document, apparently complete, in Chinese, L.E. i. 3, a n d two Chinese paper fragments.
T h e shape of the inscribed wooden tablets, resembling a ' wedge ' cover-tablet, with a raised seal
socket a t the square end a n d with the pointed end cut off, represents a new type. [M. Maspero's
preliminary notes show that these tablets had served a s address labels for official letters, L.E. 1 , 2
bearing dates corresponding to A.D. 266 and 267, respectively.] From this and from the presence
of records on paper it is clear that the ancient castrum must have continued to see traffic down to
approximately the same period a s the Lou-Ian station L.A. A p a r t from these records and a Chinese
coin of the Wu-chu type the only finds from the site comprise two bronze arrow-heads, L.E. 01-2
(PI. XXI\.'), a n d a few small stone implements including a leaf-shaped point, L.E. 05 (PI. x X I I ) ~
evidently neolithic. T h e latter were picked u p in the immediate vicinity of the fort.
O n the morning of February 16th, after taking a few photographs of the fort, intended
preliminary record only a n d reproduced in Figs. 1 6 0 4 3 , 1 set out for the conspicuous Mesa visible
to the north-east, on which A f r i ~ - ~on
u lhis reconnaissance had noticed remains of ancient occuPation a s well a s some graves. I t was reached after a march of about two and a half miles across
ground covered with low Y i r d a n p s and in two places with patches of rhdr.' T h e salt crua had
a soft surface a s i f d u e to deposit of no very distant date. Among the dead reeds and
tamarisk bushes met here a n d there between the Y i r d a n g ridges some looked as if they had
but recently.
The two Mesa symbols shown in Map No. 3 2 .
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~h~ Mesa L.F. on close approach proved a n imposing ridge of reddish clay, rising, a s Fig. 164
shows, very steeply to a height of over a hundred feet. I t s bearing, a s in the case of all Mesas in
this area, was from north-east to south-west, thus differing slightly from that of the YHrdangs.
onall sides, except to the south-west, the several well-marked strata from which the ridge had been
carved rose in almost vertical steps, making approach to the top very difficult, and near the northeastern end almost impossible. I soon realized that it was this easily defensible character of the
ridge which accounted for its ancient occupation. T o the south-west the Mesa tailed away, a s
usual, with a much easier slope, a s seen in the plan, PI. 12. Ascending this, I first reached a lower
terrace and on this a grave, marked by remains of enclosing planks, which was subsequently
,-leared and found empty. O n a level about fifteen feet higher we found the central portion of the
ridge (Fig. 170) occupied by a small number of graves, of which some appeared to have been
partially bared by wind-erosion, while others were evidently still intact.
This little cemetery was separated from the north-eastern extremity of the Mesa b y a trench,
about six feet wide, cut across where the flat top is flanked on either side by small gullies a n d has
been reduced by erosion to a width of about fifty feet. Owing to the debris accumulated in it
the original depth of this cutting remained uncertain. Beyond it, the rest of the Mesa top was
crowned by a wall, five or six feet thick, roughly built, a s Fig. 166 shows, of slabs of hard clay, a
material corresponding to the kisek in use a t the present day. These slabs had obviously been
brought from the dried-up edge of a marsh o r lagoon o r else possibly quarried from the clay strata
of the Mesa itself. T h e small stronghold thus formed had the shape of a n irregular oblong a n d
measured about 2 0 0 feet in length a n d about 80 across its greatest width. A little knoll in the centre,
rising about fifteen feet above the foundation level of the wall, had suggested to AfrHz-gul a S t c p a ,
but was found to consist of natural clay. I t may have been purposely spared when the ground
enclosed was levelled, in order to serve a s a look-out.
The wall protecting the little stronghold on the side of the g a p through which the trench
passed contained the gateway, about five feet wide. I t s rough timber frame of Toghrak wood
still stood upright, as seen in Figs. 166, 170. T o the right of the entrance passage two rooms were
built against the inside of the wall in the same rough fashion a s the latter (see PI. I 2). Both were
found full of refuse, mainly reed-straw mixed with the droppings of horses a n d cattle. B y clearing
this we recovered from room i a small wedge-shaped K h a r o ~ t h irecord on wood, L . F . i. 05 ; the
Chinese document, L . F . i. 06, written on a wooden slip," a s well a s the fragment of a Chinese paper
record, L.F. ii. 07. Among other small finds described in the list below may be mentioned the
gold finger-ring, L . F . i. 02 (PI. XXIV), with a small ruby o r carnelian held in a circular bezel ; three
wooden writing-sticks, L . F . ii. 02. a - c (PI. XXIX) ; the wooden fire-stick (female), L . F . ii. 06 (PI.
xXIX), resembling those found before a t the Niya Site, L.A. station, a n d elsewhere ; a decorated
pin, L.F. ii. 04 (PI. XxIv), of the type subsequently recovered from the graves ; a n d the
leg a kid which m y men took for that of a deer.
The room iii to the left of the entrance passage still retained some of its massive roof beams
in position, as seen in Figs. 165, 170. I t contained nothing but a n uninscribed Chinese coin of the
Wu-chu type and a small heap of oats a n d oat-straw. T h i s is a find of some antiquarian interest
as it shows that ground with some kind of cultivation, perhaps as casual a n d intermittent a s that
practised in the belts of riverine vegetation along the lower T l r i m , was not very distant when
th's
post of Lou-Ian territory was still occupied. T h e post lay moreover in the same
north-easterl~direction which, a s the position of L.C. and L . E . showed, the ancient Chinese route
the Lou-Ian station obviously followed. T h i s seemed a clear indication that the Mesa top,

'' [M. Maspero notes in it the mention of a signal station called Chlng-hu.]
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with its tlerensible quarters a n d distant outlook on all sides, had server1 as a station to keep watch
over the traffic that once moved across the absolute desert beyond.
B u t who had been its occupants ? T h e answer was furnished with unhoped-for clearness
Graves outside Post, when the little cemetery already noticed, lying outside the walled enclosure, was
T~~~~
graves situated on or near the small knoll which marked the highest portion (see PI. 1 2 , ~ i ,701
~ .
had been almost completely destroyed b y wind-erosion, a n d only fragments of splintered wood and
bones remained. I t was different with the group of four graves found on lower ground to the east
of that knoll. T h e vicinity of the fort ridge, about twenty yards off, appeared to have o ~ e r e dthese
some protection. T h e first g r a v e that we opened, L.F. 2 , a s Fig. 171 shows, had been brought by
erosion quite close to the surface a n d retained only the decayed body of a woman or child, reduced
almost to a skeleton, without a n y recognizable garment o r sepulchral deposits. The body lay
between two long wooden boards over which tamarisk branches had been placed crosswise to make
LIP a coffin of the simplest sort.@ B u t the g r a v e we opened next, L . F . I , had been prepared with
far more care, a n d its contents came to light in a state of preservation surprising even on such
ground.
A fence of closely set wooden planks rising about three feet above the present ground surface
First wellp r s e ~ e d marked the narrow enclosure of t h e grave. After removing these a n d digging down to a depth
body
unearthed. of about four feet we laid bare five pieces of excellently preserved stout cow-hide forming an outer
cover for the coffin. T h i s proved to be made u p of two solid T o g h r a k trunks, hollowed out to serve
a s the longer sides of the coffin, a n d of two short;pieces for the sides a t head and foot. Seven solid
wooden boards, closely fitted but not joined, formed the lid of the coffin. When these had been
removed b y S l d i q , a young fellow, the boldest of m y Loplik diggers,'O there was revealed the
body of a young-looking man with the head bare, the feet in red leather moccasins, and the rest
of the body enveloped in a shroud of coarse but strongly woven woollen material (Fig. 173).
I t was not without a strange emotion that I looked down on a figure which, but for the parched
skin a n d the deep-sunk eye cavities, seemed like that of a man asleep, and found myself thus
suddenly brought face to face with a representative of the indigenous people who had inhabited,
a n d no doubt had liked, this dreary L o p region in the early centuries of our era.
T h a t the dead belonged to the autochthone a n d not the Chinese race would have been
Racial type ofdead.
adequately proved by the manner of burial alone. But a look a t the dead man's head sufficed
not merely to confirm this but also to show that his racial type was distinctly non-Mongolian,
T h e face was narrow across the cheeks, the nose high a n d aquiline, the eyes straight. The head,
so far a s could b e judged without measurements, for which a t this spot I was not provided with
instruments, was dolichocephalous. T h e hair on the head a n d that of the moustache and short
beard round the chin was d a r k and, a s far a s I could see, wavy. T h e whole appearanceof headand
face suggested the Homo Alpinus type with which I had become familiar in the ~ i n d u k u s hand
Plmirs. A big cicatrice showed over the left eye a n d is clearly visible in the ~hotograph. Whether
the serious wound it indicated had been the cause of the man's death or not I was not competent
to determine. T h e skin all over the body stuck close to the bones. a n d the odour rising from the
body was still pungent.
T h e head was covered with the brown felt cap, L . F . o r . T h i s has angular ear-flaps and
Dress of
dead man, is decorated on the left with five standing u p plumes kept a p a r t by a cross-piece of wood. The
served a s a crest, as in the case of the
skin of some rodent was fastened on the c a p a n d
c a p L . F . 04 (PI. XXIX) recovered from grave 4. T h e whole body, except for the face and
The photograph, Fig. 171, shows it in the foreground
alter excavation.
l o The photograpll, Fig. 171, shows him in the middle 01

the group with his face rnumed as a protection 'gainst lhe
effluvia of the graves.
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enveloped in a shroud of coarse canvas, apparently of hemp, similar in weave to the specimen
L,F, 03. Tied up into a small bunch on the edge of the shroud where it lay across the breast was
packet of little broken twigs, evidently intended for consumption by the dead in another
The tied-up end of the shroud above the breast was fastened with fine stalks of hard wood, L . F. I. 03.
Underneath the shroud the body was bare except for a kind of loin-cloth made u p of dark brown
tassels of wool. T h e feet, a s already stated, were stuck in short moccasins, made of red leather
and quite plain.
Three baskets of neatly woven cane-like grass were found deposited within the coffin a n d ?posits
evidently had once held food-stuffs. B u t these had probably been destroyed by rodents or insects. In grave.
One of these baskets, L . F . I. 04 (PI, XXIX), remained intact a n d shows a t its upper end
"rnamentation with zigzag bands. T h e other two, L . F . 012; I. o r , had suffered much damage.
The grave we opened next, L . F . 3, was the one lying near the foot end of L . F . 2. T h i s had Crave of
no enclosing fence, and erosion had laid bare the hides covering a coffin similar in its rough make young girl.
to that of the grave last described. I n it lay the body of what I took to be a young girl, enveloped
in a shroud of coarse canvas, a s shown by the specimen L . F . 03. A plain felt cap covered the head.
The forelocks of its dark hair were cut round the forehead after the fashion often seen on female
heads of terracotta figurines from Y6tkan.11 T h e face appeared to be a well-formed oval a n d the
eyes large and straight. T w o decorated pins of hard wood, L.F. 3. o r , 2 (PI. X x I V ) , a n d the finely
made bone-pin, L . F . 3 . 0 3 (PI. XXIV), which fastened the shroud, had probably been in use by the
dead in her lifetime, a n d likewise the large jade bead, L . F . 3 . 0 4 (PI. XXIV). T o the right of the
head stood a small basket jug, plain but excellently woven.
The last grave examined, L . F . 4, lay close to I , and its wooden enclosure is seen in Fig. 168 Coffinof
on the right. T h e Toghrak planks con~posingit did not rest on the coffin, yet correctly marked L.F. 4.
its position. T h e coffin was made u p of two hollowed-out T o g h r a k trunks with cross-pieces a t the
two ends and boards across on the tbp, just a s in L . F . I ; but here the latter were not contiguous
and left open interspaces selreral inches wide. T h e whole was tightly covered with two cow-hides.
Three or four feathered reeds found beneath them may have been meant for arrows, perhaps a
provision for happy hunting-grounds beyond.
The body found in this grave lay about two feet deeper than that in L . F . r . I t was that of Head-dress
a middle-aged man completely enveloped in a coarse canvas shroud. T h e head. a s seen in Fig. I 7 2
after removal of the covering portion of the shroud, was turned to the left proper. It, too, was L.F. 4.
fairly well preserved and showed distinctly non-Mongolian features. T h e high-bridged aquiline
nose is clearly seen in the photograph. Abundant dark hair appeared on the head a n d round the
chin and mouth. T h e former was covered with a head-dress of yellow felt, L . F . 04 (PI. XXIX), similar
in type to L.F. 01, but more ample, a n d decorated, besides the ~ l u m e s with
,
seventeen rows of red
cord stitched round the cap. I n addition to the rodent's skin worn a s a crest, a tuft of rich feathers
was inserted a t the point of the crown. T h e whole was a good illustration of the kind of headdress which would appeal to men who found their chief pleasure in the chase. TOthe right of the
head was placed the neatly woven grass basket, L . F . 05 (PI. XXIX). T h e edge of the shroud near
the head was tied up into two small bags, one of which, a s removed in the basket L . F . 05, was found
'0 contain grains of wheat and the other small twigs. T h e wooden pin with decorated barrel-shaped
head, L.F. 05. a (PI. XXIV), and the short s l ~ a r ~ - ~ o i nstalks,
t e d also listed with this basket, served
as fastenings for the shroud.
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[The twigs have been recognized by Dr. A. B. Rendle
SbelOnk!ingto the Eplredro plant widely spread from Tibet
to Persia. For the special interest presented hy this identificncf. note in Add.'&

11 See, e.g., Anr. Klrolan, ii. PI. XLIII, Y. 0030 ; XLv,
B. oor. g ; Y. 0031 ; Serindia, iv. PI. I, Yo. 009. h. 10 ;
0041. g ; PI. 11, Yo. 1.
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[Chap. vn

TIle contents of these graves were few but remarkably ~vellpreserved, thanks to the absolute
Type of
indigenous dryness of the climate and the elevation of the site. 'They suffice to establish the fact that those
Lou-Ian
who tenanted the small look-out post on the top of the Mesa belonged to the indigenous population
people.
of ~ ~ ~ - Wl h a~t the
n appearance
.
of the dead, their dress, a n d buried belongings disclose as to the
type and civilization of this population is in striking agreement with the information which the
Former H a n Annals have preserved of the people of LOU-Ian,a s the Chinese found them on the
first opening of the route through the desertJa T h e r e can b e no doubt that the men whose figures
made so life-like a reappearance from these graves belonged to a people who, like the Lopliks
down to our times, lived the semi-nomadic life of herdsmen, fishermen and hunters. In spite of
the traffic a n d trade that Chinese enterprise had brought to the jungles and marshes where they
hunted, fished, a n d grazed their herds, they h a d evidently clung to their time-honoured wavs
a n d retained their distinct, if primitive, civilization. I greatly regret that the circumstances maie
it quite impossible to remove these mummified representatives of the old Lou-Ian population.
E v e n if we had disposed of sufficient time to improvise suitable cases from what ancient timber
was a t hand, no transport could have been spared to carry them with us to the land of the living.
S o I had to rest content with having the coffins carefully closed a n d the graves filled in again,
putting blocks of clay on the top, to ward off a s long a s possible the ravages of wind-erosion.
T h e general impression left on m y mind b y the bodies which our ' Ketmans ' had for a brief
Finds of
bronzeand space restored to the light of the sun was strikingly confirmed b y the significant juxtaposition
stone
obiects,
of the bronze objects a n d stone implements picked u p on the slope below the little stronghold and
in the immediate vicinity of the Mesa ( L . F . 06-10, 015-27) A m o n g the former were fragments
of two bronze mirrors, L . F . 06-7 (PI. XXIV), undoubtedly of Chinese workmanship; several
bronze rings, L . F . 09-10 (PI. XXIV), 015, & c . T h e stone implements comprised, besides a jasper
blade, L . F . 024, a n d a piece of indeterminate use, L . F . 026, the well-finished (jade?) celt, L.F. 025,
with a finely ground edge. T a k e n in conjunction with similar indications elsewhere, this collocation
suggested that the interval separating the latest Neolithic period in the Lou-Ian region from the
advent of the Chinese m a y not have been a very protracted one. O n the other hand, nine Chinese
copper coins, all of the Wu-chu type, among them several small much-clipped pieces, which were
picked u p close to the foot of t h e Mesa, make it appear very probable that the occupation of L.F.
continued as long a s the desert route towards T u n - h u a n g remained in use.
Remains on
\Vhile engaged on our work a t L . F . I had dispatched Afrlz-gul with a couple of men to
reconnoitre a n isolated Mesa which our glasses showed rising amidst low YLrdangs and shir
a t a distance of about four miles to the north-east ( M a p No. 32. A. 3). T h e small relics, including
stone implements, fragments of bronze, pottery, &c., that he had picked u p there,'8 besides what
was evidently the refuse from a herdsmen's station, left no doubt that this spot, too, had seen ancient
occupation. O u r plane-table showed that the Lou-Ian site L.A., the cemetery L.C., the Chinese
raslr?tm L.E., the little fortified post I,.F., a n d finally this once occupied Mesa (L.I., as I subsequently marked it), all lay along what was practically a straight line leading due north-east. It
Dirrction of seemed a clear indication that the ancient Chinese route I was anxious to trace onwards had followed
anclent
the same direction. T h u s the discoveries made since leaving our base a t the Lou-Ian station,
route.
from their direct interest, had a great practical importance for me. T h e y furnished a safe startingpoint and some guidance for the difficult task still before us, that of tracing the line of that famous
old ' route of the centre ' through the forbidding wastes eastwards.
Rrturn to
But to set out lor it a t once was a physical impossibility. Tile camels 1 had ordered to rejoin
L.A. hse.
m e a t our Lou-Ian base camp by February 17th were sure to be in need of some days' grazinga t
" (If. \Vylie, ' Notes on the Western Regions ', J. A,r/lrrop.
Inst., x. p. 25 ; Snindia, i. p. 335.
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the salt springs of Alttnish-bulak, before they could be made to face a succession of long and
difficult marches over absolutely unknown ground. Incessant toil in the \vaterless desert, with
constant exposure to its icy winds, had exhausted the Loplik labourers, hardy a s they were and
pleased with their rewards. M y men, too, were badly in need of a short rest before that venture.
An immediate return to our base L.A. was therefore inevitable. Coming back to the castrum
from our successful exploration a t L.E., I was able to use the remainder of daylight for clearing
the slight layers of refuse near the north gate with the result already recorded.
But the same evening there broke upon us from the north-east the season's first ' B u r l n '
or sandstorm. Raging with full fury all through the night a s well a s through the forenoon of the
next day it rendered rest and work equally impossible. Obstructed b y the ancient walls of the
ca~lrum,the storm developed increased violence within it, where our bivouac lay, and set u p regular
whirlwinds of sand. T h e y frustrated all attempts to keep fires alight a s a protection against the
icy blasts and caused us to pass a miserable night in darkness that could almost be felt. T h e Lopliks,
though accustomed to face BurHns in their riverside haunts, were much impressed b y the violence
oi this sandstorm encountered in the open of the absolute desert, and attributed it to the wrath
oi the dead we had disturbed. S l d i q , the young fellow who had so bravely handled their bodies,
was particularly overcome b y fear. Imagination, aiding the effect of the foul air he had inhaled
when opening the coffins, brought on a violent attack of vomiting which greatly frightened not
only him but his comrades.
After so trying a night we all greeted the morning with relief, though it brought only semidarkness. No attempt could be made under such conditions to visit a n d explore some graves that
AfrHz-gul on his first reconnaissance had noticed on the top of a Mesa about two miles off to the
north-north-east, together with what he took for the remains of a much-decayed watch-tower. T h e
examination of these remains, marked L.Q. on the m a p (No. 32. A . 3), had accordingly to be left for
a later occasion.14 Nor was it possible in the dense fog prevailing to take the intended additional
photographs of the castrunt. T h e early part of the return march to our Lou-Ian base camp, in accordancewith the previously settled programme, was much impeded by the atmospheric conditions. H a d
the sandstortn faced us, instead of sweeping a t our back, the march would have been stopped altogether. AS it was, we found great difficulty in keeping to the intended direction, a n d constant halts
were called for to collect the line of straggling men. Finally I was obliged to make them hold on to
along string in order to prevent a n y o n e losing companyand straying away into the sand-swept waste.
It was reassuring to come upon the ancient river-bed previously referred to ; and shortly
after this the violence of the storm somewhat abated, so that we were able, after a five hours' trying
to sight the Mesa on which stands the cemetery L.C., which had been m y goal. Three
hours of hard work a t that place, though the diggers were worn out and inclined to get
T h e rapidly clearing
O u t of hand, enabled me to complete the examination of the grave-pits.
once more enabled me to see the landmark of the big Stfipa of L.A. Guided by it,
we regained our base by dusk, all of us in a condition of indescribable dirt a n d m y troop of Lopliks
wellnigh exhausted by the toils of this desert expedition.
OBJECTS FOUND AT L.E. SITE
grey, oq purple ; botll with median ridge. Lengths rf',
Bronze arrow-head, solid triangular, o[ type
L.1.01. Lengtlr rt*.
~2~".
L.E. 05. Jasper arrow-head,led-slraped ; greenish-gey.
L.E.02. pr. of bronze arrow.head, ol nrutc rllomlli~
,veil made, h n g l h
e r ,,.idr1, 1.. PI,
scC~lOn.k" x t" x a".
PI.
"
-. xxrv
----L.E. 06. Jasper point, rathcr unsymrnetric~llymade.
L'E. O3-4- Two chert blades, long, narrow; 03 liglrt
Bluish-green stone. Length I", h e
l4 See below, Chap. xx. sec. iv.
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OBJECTS FOUND, OR E XCAVhTED, AT L.F. SITE

L.F. or. Man's felt head.dress. Brown felt skull-cap,
with back forming angular car-flaps. On L. are five plumes.
Four are composed of wooden skewer-like sticks about
10" long, round upper parts of which feathers are bound
with white thread over-wrapped with crimson woollen
cord. The fifth, which is prob. the front one, is a long quill
hafted on t o a short skewer. All are threaded by their
lower ends into the felt, and stand u p with a backward cant.
A piece of wood is also laid across the sticks a t height
of 4' and bound to them, acting as a spreader. On cap
is also the skin of a rodent, prob. mongoose, fastened to it
(in some way not apparent) by crimson cord, and prob.
forming crest.
Very ragged, dirty,and insect-eaten. For better example,
see L.F. 04 (PI. XXIX) ; also L.Q. iii. 03. Length of cap
from top to point of side-flap g', length of plumes 10".
L.F. on. Lump of talcite (?), rougllly rectang., rounded
a t two corners and edges. Hole partly drilled on each side.
I&" x 18" x A'. PI. XXI\'.
L.F. 03. Fr. of canvas, from shroud, coarse plain weave.
Apparently of hemp or similar fibre. Ragged. I ' l o " x 1'.
L.F. 04. Felt head-dress ; yellow, similar to L.F. or but
almost complete, and with longer ear-flaps t o which are
attached cords for fastening under chin. About seventeen
rows of red woollen cord are stitched transversely round
the cap, crossing the shafts of the plumes. These appear
again only on L. side and are apparently in two groups of
three and two, a iold of the felt appearing between the
groups. One plume is stuck horizontally through the
branch, and the mongoose skin is in position as crest.
A tuft of rich brown feathers of extremely fine texture is
also stuck in point of crown. Well preserved. For inferior
example, see L.F. or. Length from centre to point of
flap 104". P1. XXIx.
L.F. 05. Woven grass basket (from grave L.F. 4) similar
to L.C. 05 (PI. XXVI), but slightly more pointed and with
double chevron line worked in cane round upper part.
With the above a piece of woollen canvas in which were
wrapped grains of wheat ; a quantity of short stalks ; and a
wooden pin (L.F. 05. a, 1'1. XXIV) with barrel-shaped head
carved with thirteen annular rows of triangular incisions.
For similar pins, see under L.F. ii. 04 (PI. XXIV). Well
preserved. Depth of basket 64", diam. a t mouth jt',
length of pin ,'5 head I)' x (diam.) #'. PI. XXIX.
L.F. 06. Fr. of bronze mirror; from field only, edge
broken off. Shows part of relief band of adjoining
segments 01 circles as in L.A. 0124, with plain raised band

within. Chin. char. in relief in one of the sp;mdrels
between segments, and dot with two segmental lines on
either side in relief, in depressed band
ywo
pieces joined. 22" x
x &". PI. XXIV.

:;"

L.F. 07. Fr. of bronze mirror. Plain thickened edge,
then band of rays in low relief. I{+"x <gn x g.
L.F. 08. Fr. of bronze ferrule Irom end of sword or knife
sheath. Piece broken Irom one side. 1" fgmx in,
PI. XXIII.
L.F. 09-10. TWObronze rlngs, round in section ; both
split open a t one point, and much corroded. 1)iam. z;g*
and I&", thickness =$". PI. XXIV.
L.F. on. Rectang. slab, prob. of charred bone());
circular hollow sunk near centre of one face. I & " x ~ "
x A".
L.F. 0x2. Fr. of grass basket, as L.C. 05 (PI. XXVI),&c.
Mouth broken away all round. Depth 5", diam. c. 44'.
L.F. 013-14. Two wooden pins, with plain, thickened
and pointed head ; from shroud. See L.F. ii. 04, &c.
Lengths 4"x 3i". P1. XXIV.
L.F. 015. Four bronze rings ; thick, round in section.
Imperfectly joined and showing marks ol wear by Iriction.
Fine green patina. Diam. A",thickness.'A
L.F. 016. Fr. of bronze band; curved, narrow wedgc in
to &".
section. I$" x 8" x
L.F. 017. Fr. of bronze rod ; curved, round in section.
Length IG",diam. &".
L.F. ozl. Bronze link, formed of two bronze ~ o d sin the
form of linch-pins, linked a t heads. Ends rough. Len@h
IB". PI. XXIII.
L.F. oza. Bronze buckle tongue ; cast, notched on
upper surface. Length I&". P1. XXIII.
L.F. 023. Fr. of bronze nut or washer ; oblong, with
bevelled ends, and small hole through middle. gxt'
+6'1

x -3
32

".

L.F. 024. Fr. of jasper blade, long narrow, slightly
a t end ; yellowish-brown stone. Length I:+', width '1%'.
L.F. 025. Stone Cjade?) celt ; black, edge finely ground.
Length ~ t " gr.
, width I*", gr. thickness 2".
L.F. 026. Stone implement (?) ; indeterminate! qua-"celt-shaped ; mottled grey and red Stone. Length 2 i ' ~
gr. width I*", gr, thickness A".
"'
L.F. 027. Fr. of white jade (?) ; \'erY hard. c.
xi".

OnJECTS EXCAVATED FROM CRAVES O F L.F.

L.F. 1. 0 1 . Frs. of grass basket, similar to L.C. 05
(PI. XXVI). Perished and very brittle. Gr. fr. 41' x at".
L.F. 1. 0% Fine broken stalk^, from tied-up end of
shroud above brcast. Scc also L.Q. iii. ox and L.S. 3.01.

L.F. I. 04. Grass basket, as L.C. 05 (PI. Xxvr).
plete and in good condition. Orn. round upper end with
band of perpendicular d g q , Woven in Cane.
diam. of mouth 3tn. PI. XXIx.
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L.F. a. 08. B o n e pin, with lenticular head. Finely made
L,F. 3, O1. Wooden pin, as L.F. ii. 04, kc., with
elongatedbarrel-head ; om. like L.F. 05, a with four annular
triangular incisions and three annular lines. Finehard wood. Well preserved. Length over all 3#",
Head, length I*", diam. A". PI. XXIV.
dirm. stern A".
..

and very smooth ; cf, wooden pins L.F. 05. a, 013-14 ;
3. 01-2. Perfectly preserved. Length of whole aH',
p. diam. of stem A"; head, length in, gr. width )',
gr. thickness 2,". PI. XXIV.

L,F. 3. 02. Wooden pin, like the preceding but without
thickening at head. Instead, bark is left on for space of
Very smooth, gently tapering. Hard fine wood ; well
preserved. Length 3b., g.diam. &'.

L.F. 3. 04. J a d e (?) bead, greenish, translucent, glasslike ; tubular. Length A", diam. i'. PI. XXIV.

,".

OBJECTS EXCAVATED WITHIN WALLED ENCLOSURE L.F.
(b) Retains bark, and appears to be cherry-wood. Lengtll
I I ~ " ,diam. t". (c) Roughly split from thicker piece of
wood. Length 66", diam. )". PI. XXIX.
L.F. ti. 03. W o o d e n stick, cut a t one end into four flat
sides. Small hole drilled through a t centre. Hard and
well preserved. Length IS", diam. A". PI. XXIX.
L.F. Ii. 04. W o o d e n pin, gently tapering, with thickened
cylindrical head cut in one piece with it and om. with
fine incised spiral line. Good condition. For similar pins,
see L.F. o j . a, orj-014, j . 01-2; L.Q.iii.04-06; also bone
pin L.1:. 3. o j . Length of whole 5", of head I*", diam. of
pin )",of head )". PI. XXIV.
L.F. li. 05. Mummified hind leg of kid. hlatatarsus
broken near head, shalt of tibia broken off near middle.
Small Ir. of stone embedded in tissues a t the upper break.
Length 114".
L.F. H. 06. W o o d e n fire-stick (female), rough, unshaped. At one edge, three ' hearths'; near other a round
~llallo\vfire mark ; cf. Ser. i. PP. 233 sq., 263, 266, kc.
Sand-encrusted. 7" 3fn 1". PI. xxlx.
L.F. lii. oa. O a t s a n d straw, Irom SW. corner.

L.F. 1. 01. T w o frs. of l a c q u e r e d c a n e ; one bent into
i~l~omplete
circle, the other rectang. Traces of red with
black lines on outside. Broken. First, diam. I", depth t",
thickness t,"; second, I" x 2" x t".
L.F. 1, 02. Cold finger-ring, with circular bezel holding
ruby or carnelian in cell setting surrounded by grains.
Hoop thin, reeded, in one piece with back of bezel. Hoop
broken on one side of bezel. Diam. C. t",width of hoop &".
PI, XXII'.
L.F. i. 03. Fr. of p a p e r ; very tough and leather-like.
Ulank. Well preserved. IB" x I)".
L.F.I. 05. Fr. from e n d o f w e d g e u n d e r - t a b l e t (or very
short wedge-tablet, complete in length). One edge split off,
and point chipped. Obv. j 11. Khar., faint. Rev. traces
of z 11. faint. Wood hard. 2% x (max.) I A " x f".
L.F. li. or. Fr. of w o o d ; worked on one face and showing traces of pink paint on both. Split and broken on all
edges. 51"x 13".
L.F. ii. 02. a-c. T h r e e w o o d e n writing.sticks ; roughly
made, but in good condition. (a) Shows traces of having
been covered with a red pigment. Length 7b", diam.

SECTIONVII1.-FROM
T H E L O U - L A N S T A T I O N T O XLTMISH-BULAK
It was a joyful relief to find, on m y return to the Lou-Ian station, that brave LHI Singh had
safely arrived. With him were the men in charge of our camels, which had been sent for a brief
rest to the spring of Xstin-bulak, south of Xltmish-bulak, a n d had been brought back to our base
camp within a week as appointed. LHI Singh's absence from our rendezvous a t t h e L.A. station
had been a cause of serious anxiety to m e in view of the obstruction I feared he might have
encountered frorn the Chinese authorities before starting from Tikenlik on the TPrim (Map No.
25. C. 3) into the desert eastwards.
Fortunately the thwarting instructions issued from official
head-quarters had failed to take effect a t Tikenlik, just a s in m y own case a t hlirln.'
My plan for L I I Singh's survey along the foot of the Kuruk-tHgh and b y the K u r u k - d a r y l ,
and for his subsequent participation in explorations across a n d around the bed of the ancient
LOPSea, depended entirely on his being able to secure the camels a n d guidance of that plucky
hunter, Abdurrahirn (Fig. ~ o J ) ,originally of Singer in the K u r u k - t l g h , who had accompanied
him on his surveys of 1907 in the Western I i u r u k - t l g h and who was known to have since moved
Tikenlik. Immediately after my arrival a t KPshgar I had taken care to let Abdurrahim know,
through the Hsien-kuan of his district, that we should need his camels a n d help for the explorations
of the coming winter; and LH1 Singh o n arrival a t Tikenlik found him fully prepared with his
See above, p. 176.

Arrival of
Singh.

.

Abdurrahim
secured a t
Tikenlik.
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camels for a n y service we might need a n d ready to set out a t once. H e had duly received
order
from Kara-kum, the district head-quarters, some three months before, a n d fortunately nothing was
subsequently done to revoke i t ; yet the prohibition against us issued from Urumchi had
Kara-kum, a s I learned a year later. Whether t h e failure to act on these instructions was due to
mere negligence, or to the benevolent closing of oficial eyes on the part of the Tungan district
magistrate, luckily a n acquaintance of Sir George Macartney a n d a well-meaning person, may
be left a n open question.
T h e local knowledge a n d life-long desert experience of Abdurrahim proved frolTlthe start
Survey of
Kumkof no less help than the excellent transport provided b y his five magnificent camels, bred and reared
drry5.
in the K u r u k - t l g h . H e h a d more than once visited Altmish-bulak on his hunting expeditions
after wild camels, besides the occasion in 1901 when he guided D r . Hedin there. Thus L B Singh
~
had been able without serious difficulty to carry out the main task for which I had detached him,
b y mapping the course of t h e ancient dried-up river from Ying-pfan, on the Tikenlik-Singer route
( M a p No. 25, c. j), to the vicinity of the Lou-Ian sites. While carrying out this survey, he co\rered,
a s recorded on Maps No. 25. D. j ; 29. A-D. j , a marching distance of close on a hundred and fifty
miles, all through waterless desert except a t one point, Yaka-YHrdang-bulak, and was able to
determine t h e approximate position of the head of the ancient Kuruk-daryii delta near his Camp 78
( M a p No. 29. B, c. 3).
Liil Singh's
I n accordance with m y instructions, h e kept a careful look-out for a n y ancient remainsand thus
move to
succeeded
in tracing four cemetery sites o n the edge of the gravel Sai overlooking the ancient
Astinriverine belt. H e also came upon two small ' T a t i s ' in the latter ( M a p No. 29. c. j), showing coarse
bulak.
pottery debris a n d probably marking indigenous occupation, perhaps partly in prehistoric times.¶
Three out of the four cemetery sites which LLI Singh's survey indicated I was subsequently able
to visit a n d explore.9 T h e route followed b y him h a d brought the little party to within about
seventeen miles of the Lou-Ian station L.A. B u t uncertain a s to whether the determination of his
position on the plane-table, after a circuit of some four hundred miles from MirHn, was sufficiently
exact to permit of his steering correctly towards a particular ~ o i n in
t the wind-eroded desert which
neither he nor Abdurrahim h a d visited before, he decided to turn off to the north-east and seek
the spring of Astin-bulak before venturing farther. H e had been there only a day when Tokhta
Akhtin a n d the men in charge of m y camels arrived from the south, and contact was duly established. Neither party was prepared for the meeting, a n d in consequence one of ~bdurrahim's
camels, while straying a little from the salt spring, narrowly escaped being shot by Tokhta Akhin
for a wild one.
AMurT h e greater portion of the ground seen b y L l 1 Singh on his seven marches from ~ing-$an
rahim's
to
Astin-bulak
a n d again between this a n d L.A. had been visited already by Dr. Hedin in 1900-11'
camels.
a n d the latter's detailed record of it made me feel less regret a t the surveyor's inability to give
At and near these ' Tati ' areas L01 Singh's party picked
Up most of the miscellaneous small objects-mainly potsherds, but including also two glass beads and two stone
' blades '-which are shown in the Descriptive List below
under the ' site-mark ' La1 S.
The well-made bronze arrow-head. La1 S. or5 (PI. XXIII),
is of interest as it closely resembles others ol the same type
Iound to the NW. ol L.A. ; see (.. xcvi. 013, 016 2nd one
from the Siya Site (sec Scr. iv. PI. XXIX, N. xlv. 008)
which approximately date from the first centuries of
our era.
see below, pp. 276 sq.; C h p . xx, sec, iii.

'

Dr. Hedin's route of March 1900 had lain, as appears
from the sheets recording his ~rismaticcompass survey lrom
' Yangi-kG1 to the Lop Desert ',approximately over
line as that of Lil Singh as far as the latter's Camp 75 ('lap
NO. 29. A. 3) ; then again between ~ a k a - ~ ~ r d a n g - ~ ~ l ~ ~
C. 76 and C. 78 (Nopstu ; hfap No. 29. r. 3). Prom the
last-namecl point his route towards ~ i l t m i s l l - follo'ved
~~l~~
a somewhat more northerly line, away from the Kuruk.
'9'
daryl. His routes from Altmish-bulak in ]goo
the Lou-Ian site do not diverge muell from that
(Map
I,y LBI Singh between his Camps 81 and 8 3 ~
No. ag. D. 3).
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lnuch infornlation about physical features beyond what his plane-table showed. Abdurrahim's
presence and that of his splendid camels, man a n d beasts alike inured to all hardships of the wintry
'Iesert, added greatly to the strength of our c o l u ~ n na, n d this together with L i l Singh's safe arrival
enough to reassure me as to the execution of m y further plans. T h e reinforcement of our
transport was all the more important that several of the hired animals o n their return from Astinbulak proved unfit for further desert work. These a n d all but five of the remainder had to b e sent
back to MirPn in order to secure that our heavy baggage should start thence for T u n - h u a n g in
good time. As regards Abdurrahim's camels, it may serve to illustrate their stamina that the
baby camel (Fig. 176)to which one of them g a v e birth a t the Lou-Ian station, probably the first
living creature to see the light there for centuries, subsequently traversed with us those formidable
wastes of salt and gravel on our difficult journey eastwards unharmed a n d almost throughout on
its own legs.
The evening of our reunion sufficed to settle m y immediate programme. A detour to the Arrangenorth-west would allow me to explore the easternmost of the ancient burial-places that LHI Singh ments
division
had discovered a t the foot of the K u r u k - t i g h glacis, without adding more than a d a y to our march 01 party.
to Altmish-bulak. T h e wooden cases needed for the transport of our antiquarian spoils of the last
days were made overnight by Naik Shamsuddin. With his energetic application to such tasks
neither fatigue nor bitter cold would ever interfere, a n d the necessary material was supplied by
ancient timber from the ruins. Rising long before daybreak on February 18th, I was able to pack
all the delicate fabrics a n d other antiques with the precautions necessary for the long journey before
them, and to complete the multifarious arrangements for the division of our party and the move
of our heavy baggage from MirHn towards Tun-huang. All our Loplik labourers, whom the privations and exertions of these weeks had tried severely, were sent back under I brHhim BOg's guidance
to MirHn to regain the world of the living. With adequate silver to reward them for their toil a n d
with plenty of camels to carry their belongings a n d ice supply, they left us in good spirits, very
different from t h e refractory mood which they had shown after that day's work a t the graves of
L.F. and the subsequent sandstorm.
It was Ibrghim Beg's task to assure the punctual start of all the heavy baggage a n d supplies hIose 01
left behind at our M i r i n base, so that they might rejoin us in good time b y the caravan track leading
to Tun-huang. I fixed the wells of Kum-kuduk a s our rendezvous a t that place. I knew that ni3in.
the presence of Li Ssil-yeh, my hapless Chinese Secretary, was likely to add to the trouble involved
in moving these impertimelzhz, and I also felt uneasy about the result of possible Chinese obstruction
from Charkhlik. I t was therefore n o small relief to know that I could put full confidence in the
devoted care and calm good sense of the faithful factotum who had accompanied me on three
Journeys. A heavy postal bag, including letters written during half the night to carry news of our
latest discoveries westwards, was also entrusted to Ibriihim BOg's care for safe transmission to
Kishgar.
Our march to the north-west of L.A. took us a t the start over deeply eroded ground to the ruined Departu~e
LouStspa which I had reached in December, 1906, on m y first approach to the site (Fig. 149). l t from
,m
has been fully descril~edin the account of m y former exploration^.^ Numerous Chinese coins
the Wu-chu type were again found in numbers in its vicinity, besides plentiful small objects in
bronze*such as the triangular arrow-heads, C. xciv. or 1-13 (PI. XXIII) ; a pair of tweezers, complete,
C' xciv. 06 (PI. XXIII), a n d small stone blades, C. xciv. o r . a-u ; 07-9 (PI. X X l I ) , &c. Around
S t G ~ a a nfor
d a distance of six miles from L.A. abundance of potsherds of good quality indicated
the ground had been densely occupied during historical times. Before reaching the Stiipa we
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Ci. Serindin, i . p. 394.
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crossed what was undoubtedly an ancient river-bed, about ninety yards broad
twenty to
twenty-five feet deep, with many dead Toghraks on its banks. I t appeared, from its direction,
to have been connected with the winding bed I had noted near L.C. and some distance beyond?
From where the pottery debris ceased the ground became easier, being less furrowed by
YHrdangs, and open depressions with comparatively flat ground facilitated progress for the camels,
Here and there patches of dead reed-beds, laid quite flat, were found in these depressions. *fter
having covered about seven and a half miles of march we crossed another winding river-bed, coming
from the west and apparently divided into two or three branches. I t made a short sharp bend
just where we passed the main branch, and here its western bank, lying against the direction
of the prevailing winds, was being breached by them in exactly the same way as the walls of
the ruined towns near An-hsi and Ch'iao-tzn.'
I t occurred to me that the open depressions
previously referred to might mark the beds of lagoons once formed by those branches of the dying
Kuruk-daryH. Owing to their bottom lying twenty to twenty-five feet lower than the adjoining
ground they were less exposed to the direct force of wind-erosion. Snail shells were scattered about
them in abundance, and a t one point near such a depression I found a couple of tamarisk-cones
still showing some live branches on their tops.
T h e crossing of the difficult belt of YHrdangs running a t right angles to the direction
of our march had much retarded the camels. We were therefore obliged to pitch camp at dusk
near a narrow winding river-bed with plentiful dead Toghraks on its banks. About two miles
before reaching it we had sighted far away to the west a small hillock which might mark the ruin
of a StGpa or tower, with a low bank to its right which might be taken for the remains of a wall.
But the evening light on such ground is apt to be deceptive, and the search made by us in 1906
from L.B. had shown nothing to suggest the existence of such a ruin in that quarter. A diversion
in that direction would have cost us a day, and this I could not now spare. Nevertheless the
observation may be recorded for the notice of any future investigator of this dead land. All day
the low barren range of the southernmost Kuruk-tlgh had been visible in the distance, and the
landmark which a low reddish ridge afforded to Abdurrahim's keen eyes had allowed us to steer
straight for the point where we should find LHI Singh's fourth cemetery.
I had taken the opportunity of this first march in the company of Abdurrahim for a long talk
about his observations and experiences on the many hunting expeditions which, since early youth,
he had made into the Kuruk-tHgh. I found him as intelligent and communicative as he proved
thereafter obliging and helpful. Brought up in the isolation of Singer, where his father, a hunter
from Deghar in the T u r E n basin, had first established a tiny colony, he seemed to combine the
intelligence and good-natured politeness of the T u r f l n people with the brave self-reliant spirit Of
the lonely desert hunter. LHI Singh had frequent occasion to benefit, at a later stage of ourtralrelsl
by Abdurrahim's keen topographical sense and lifelong experience of the stone and gravel wastes
of the central and western Kuruk-tHgh. T h e detailed information he was able to communicate
to me about a vast stretch of ground, all waterless desert but for a few springs, mostly salt*helped
me greatly in planning the expeditions which LLI Singh carried out in the winter and spring
1914-15. In the course of these he explored extensive portions of the ~ u r u k - t g g hwhich had
never before been surveyed or even visited, and carried his triangulation from the LOP desert to
K~rla.~
a The bearing of the river-bed where we crossed it near
the Stfipa was ENE. The more northerly connexion conjecturally shown for it on Map S o , 2 9 . D. 3 is doubtful. LB1
Singh, from whose plane-table it h ~ been
s
entered, was not

aware at the time 01 the more probable continuation t ~ e d
hy AfrAz-gul and myself near L.C.
7 See Scrindia, iii. pp. ,095 sq., 1102 Sq. ; Figs. 'J9' 240'
See below, Chap. xx. sec. i.
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An area extending about 250 miles from east to west and over 1 2 0 miles across was ground
in some ways as familiar to Abdurrahim in its utter barrenness a n d uniform desolation, a s a n
isolated alpine valley might be to a charnois hunter of the old days. Wherever his statemerlts
Sing11 or myself, they proved invariably true and accurate.
could be tested on the spot by
And this fact provides a special reason for recording here information, supplied by him on that
first day, which has a quasi-historical, interest in connexion with the remains of ancient Lou-Ian.
He had never before visited the portion of the Lop desert where these stand, except in March, 1900,
when he had guided Dr. Hedin to Altmish-bulak a n d had thence accompanied him to a point near
the ruined dwellings marked by me L.B. IV, where the distinguished explorer had first come
(on March 28, 1900) upon remains proving ancient o c c u p a t i ~ n . ~From there he had returned, a n d
had thus remained without knowledge of the ruins which Dr. Hedin subsequently explored in 1901.
But he had heard in his youth stories of a Rotek-shahri or ' old town ', sitiated in the desert south
of the Kuruk-daryH, from Rustam, a n aged Loplik hunter on the T l r i m . These he had communicated to Dr. Hedin when he accompanied him on his first journey to the Kuruk-daryH a n d
Altmish-bulak.
Abdurrahim's statement was of some interest to me. I t showed that the first discovery of the
Lou-Ian site was not due altogether to mere chance. I t also confirmed the information I had
previously received quite independently from T o k h t a Akhiin on our march from Chainut-k81
to the ruined fort L.K. Tokhta Akhiin, a s straightforward a n d reliable a s Abdurrahim, but
being a Loplik less ready to talk, told me on that occasion that in his young days he had heard
from Egir-ajan, a n old Abdal hunter, that a road once led from the THrim to T u n - h u a n g along
the southern foot of the ' Kumbal-tlgh ', or more correctly Kumul-tHgh, i. e. the Kuruk-tHgh.
This 'road ' was supposed to have lain north of the desert with which the hunters of Abdal were
to some extent familiar. But T o k h t a Akhiin could not tell how Egir-ajan had come to know about
it. He, however, thought it likely that the old man had visited Tikenlik, whence local hunters
were accustomed to g o to the K u r u k - t l g h after wild camels. Egir-ajan had died about 1895,
having been killed b y fugitive T u n g a n s after the rebellion around Hsi-ning.
The close agreement between the wholly independent accounts of Abdurrahim a n d Tokhta
Akhiin leaves no doubt in m y mind that some vague tale about the existence of ruins in the region
of ancient Lou-Ian was current among hunters visiting the springs along the foot of the Kuruktigh to look for wild camels, before Dr. Hedin's discovery. I t seems to me more difficult to determine whether the story that a n ancient road once led that way from the THrim to T u n - h u a n g can
be accepted as indicating the survival of some genuine old tradition about the ancient ' route of
the centre ', or whether it was merely a n inference drawn from, or a n attempt to account for, the
alleged existence of a n ' old town ' in the desert south of the foot of the Kuruk-tHgh. T h a t t h e
main ruins of the Lou-Ian site had been visited a t one time o r another by adventurous hunters in
search of treasure appears to m e highly roba able. T h e Stiipas of the L.A. station show clear
of treasure-seekers' operations,'O and if on the one hand it is impossible to say how soon
how long after the abandonment of the station these took place, it must be remembered o n t h e
that traditional knowledge about ' old towns ' in the desert dies hard among the people of
the %rim basin, who have ever since ancient times taken a keen interest in buried t r e a s ~ r e . ~
On the morning of February rgth I let Abdurrahim, with all the camels and baggage, proceed
east-b~-north
with orders to pitch our camp a t the point where the route previously followed by him
with LgI Singh crossed the mouth of a n open Nullah descending from the foot-hills of the KurukCf.lledin, celrtral Aria and Tibe/, i . pp. 376 sqcl.
Cf. Strindla, i. pp. 399, 391.

lo

11 See A11rier11
Klrolarl, i. pp. 236. 4.55 sq., kc. ; Scrilldia,
iii. p. 1234, 1 3 0 1 .kc.
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t s g h a n d known to him b y the Mongol name of Ulan-tementu.12 I ~nyself,with ~ . q singh,
1
*frLz
gul a n d the few men who could be spared from the camel convoy, continued our former direction
towards the reported cemetery site, with the intention of exploring it and thence rejoining our camp
in the evening. T h e camels would thus be spared a considerable detour, and a day would be saved
on our march to Altmish-bulak.
F o r about six miles from our starting-point the Y l r d a n g s , which rose to about ten feet inheight
Finds 01
potsl~erds,
and
preserved
their usual direction, right across our route, proved very troublesome. hi^ conmetal frs.
firmed the wisdom of the arrangement above indicated, a s the camels were enabled thereby to
proceed straight to the intended halting-place for t h e night, thus keeping a bearing almost parallel
to that of the wind-eroded ridges a n d trenches. A s the latter portion of the preceding day's march
had shown us no traces whatever of ancient human occupation, I was all the Inore interested to
find, after we had covered about four miles, that fragments of well-made pottery, resembling that
found around L.A., became frequent. Several bronze arrow-heads and miscellaneous meta\
fragments, a s described in the List below, were also picked u p o n this ground, besides fragments
of two inscribed U'u-chu coins. A m o n g t h e former t h e well-made barbed arrow-head, C. xcvi. 016
(PI. XXIII), with three sharp blades, m a y be specially mentioned. T h i s type, to which one of
LZ1 Singh's finds, La1 S . 015 (PI. XXIII), a n d one from Kum-kuduk, K u m , 01 (PI. XXIII),
also
belong, differs markedly from that of the triangular bronze arrow-heads which formed part of the
regular ammunition in use with Chinese crossbows of H a n times, a n d which were recovered in such
numbers both within the Lou-Ian area a n d on t h e T u n - h u a n g Limes.13
A t a point about seven miles distant from our last c a m p m y attention was attracted by timber
Debris of
ruined
debris to the much-decayed ruin of a n ancient dwelling (Fig. 167)) occupying the top ot'a YBrdang
dwelling.
about eight feet high. T h e ground covered b y roughly hewn beams a n d posts of Toghrak wood
measured about twenty-five b y fifteen feet. Wind-erosion had bared the surface everywhere,
except on the south, where a layer of reed-straw, probably fallen from what had been the roof,
had protected some slight remains of a clay-built wall. T h e scanty refuse surviving here and there
contained only oat-straw a n d horse-dung. T h e remains of posts, made of slender tree-trunks with
gabled ends which had once probably carried the rafters of the roof, suggested the coarsely built
dwelling of a cultivator or simple roadside quarters. B u t the pottery debris found in the vicinity
was all of good quality a n d manifestly of approximately the same period a s that common at the
Lou-Ian sites. Several beads of glass a n d stone a n d small bronze fragments were also among
the ' T a t i ' remains picked u p near the spot (C. xcvi. 01-5, 07-12, PI. XXIII).
These finds a n d those previously recorded some miles nearer to our camp C. 84 (or C. ~ c \ ~ i ) ' '
Belf of
nnclent
clearly indicate a belt of ancient occupation, approximately contemporary with that of the other
cultivatic~n.
Lou-Ian sites. Judging from its position a s shown on the m a p (No. 29. D. 3), it may be conjectured
that this belt lay along a direct route leading from the castrum L.E., the true bridge-head as it
of the desert route coming from Tun-huang, to a point a t the foot of the Kuruk-tsgh glacis, from
which the well-defined main course of the Kuruk-daryii skirts it all the way to Ying-p'an and the
present bed of the Konche-daryl. O f Ying-p'an I shall have occasion to prove farther on that
its ruins mark a n important station on the ancient Chinese route connecting the L 0 u - h area lvlth
Korla a n d with the string of oases which stretch westwards along the foot of the T'ien-shan and
constitute the natural northern highway of the T s r i m basin.'6 T h e belt just referred to liesexactly
Sre ('. 85, Map No. 29. D. 3.
Cf. below, pp. 290 sq. ; Srrindia, i. pp. 358, 428 5 9 9 ;
i i . PP. 599, 604, 704, &c. See also below, pp. 346, 416,
T. XXII. f. 02-3.
"

l9

l"rhe 'camp numbPr' C. 84 is that taken lrom Lil
Singhls plane-table, C. xcvi that Irom Alriz-PI'S~ n ~ m y o 9 ' '
" Sec bcl~n\., Chap. XXI.
scr. i.
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on a straight line drawn from the castrum L.E. to the end of the northernmost branch of the
Kuruk-daryH and to the ' Tati area marked on it in M a p No. 2 9 . c. 3.
From that point westwards it appears to m e quite certain, in view of unchanging a n d clearly
defined physical features, that the line of the ancient high road must always have kept a s close to
the root of the Kuruk-tHgh glacis a s consideration for water-supply, grazing a n d fuel would permit ;
for the level Sai of gravel along the edge of the glacis would in ancient times, just as now, have
ofleered the easiest ground for traffic.
Protection was there afforded from all those troubles of
flooding, shifting banks, drift-sand, &c., with which roads close to rivers a r e always beset under
the conditions of the THrim basin.l0 T h e route leading from the Lou-Ian station L.A. towards
Ying-p'an could not have gained the natural highway along the edge of the Kuruk-tggh glacis
and the river-bed skirting it by a shorter line than the one running to the north-west and striking
the p v e l Sai near the point marked b y L11 Singh's ' T a t i '. A n d that the route actually followed
this line is made highly probable b y the fact that along it there stretches, a s the m a p shows, the series
of ruined Stupas, Buddhistshrines a n d residences between L . A . a n d L.B. which I explored in 1906."
The remains and the records found a t L.A. leave no doubt that the ruined station a t that spot
was, anyhow during the closing period of the occupation of Lou-Ian, the administrative centre of
the territory through which the Chinese ' route of the centre ' passed. There must have been
adequate reasons justifying its location a t this point, such a s facilities for irrigation a n d the consequent command of agricultural resources. But whatever these considerations may have been,
they could not do away with the fact that travel by the route leading first from L . E . south-westwards to the L.A. station a n d thence north-westwards to the nearest point a t the foot of the KuruktHgh glacis involved a not inconsiderable detour. I t is therefore probable that the direct route
between the first and the last points was also frequented to some extent, a n d this may help to account
ed
C a m p 84 a n d the edge of the glacis.
for the traces of ancient occupation that we e n c o u ~ ~ t e r between
As we continued our march to the north-west from the remains of the ancient dwelling described
on the preceding page the YLrdang ridges became steadily lower a n d flat patches of ground,
obviously levelled down by wind-erosion, such a s I had noticed already before reaching the ruin,
became ever more frequent. T h e sand was growing coarser a s we approached the edge of the Sai,
and this increased strength of the corrosive agent evidently accounted for the greater extent of the
ground over which erosion had completed its work a n d ~ r o d u c e dflat depressions. O n e of these
clay-bottomed depressions, crossed a t about eight a n d a half miles' distance from camp, showed signs
of having occasionally been flooded b y drainage frorn the hill slopes northward. Varying flood
1elrelswere marked by lines of Toghrak trunks which may have been washed down from the slopes
of YHrdangs that have since completely disappeared. Here I came also upon a few specimens of
those curious wind-driven balls of thorn, kno\vn as shap, which, apparently rootless, can keep
alive on a minimum of a t ~ n o s ~ l ~ emr ioci s t ~ ~ r e T. h e y may have been brought down from a higher
level on the Kuruk-tlgh glacis.
The actual foot of this glacis, marked by a gravel Sai, was reached about a mile beyond the
Iaa-named depression and close to the point where L A Singh's C a m p 80 had stood. Above this
tothe north and only about two furlongs away, a few broad clay terraces of no great height emerge
from the uniform gravel cover of the Sai, evidently ' witnesses ' of a n older ground level which had
being huried by the deposit of piedmont gravel. O n the top of one of these, Aziz, a n

1' We shall scr farther on that

111" line followed by tllr
route frorn Ying-p'an along tlIr \\.cstrm RI:lris of
"le Kur'Jk-t&llto Korla, and still clearly marked by its
\vatch-stations01 I-Ian times, oflers an exact illuslration of

the topographical lactors which, I believe, determined the
route-line along the Kuruk-dnryi to the cast of Yiw-p'an ;
cf. I,t.low, (.Imp. X M . SCc. i i i .
17 Sce Seri~ldini. pp. j V 4 - 4 O j .
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intelligent Ichotanlik of LBI Singh's small party, showed m e a ' house ' he had noticed on his
previous passage. It proved to be a kind of underground chamber cut into the hard clay, about
twenty feet square a n d approximately orientated. I t s roof was formed b y closely adjoining trunks
of young Toghraks resting o n two roughly c u t rafters of T o g h r a k wood. Above this roofing there
was spread a kind of very coarse matting made u p of bundles of a thorny scrub (now known as
yirken) laid crosswise. T h i s matting, again, was covered with wheat-straw and a layer, about one
foot thick, of fairly hard clay.
Coffins
Wind-erosion had carried off the clay over the eastern portion of the roofing. This alloloed
within
me
to
see a t once that the interior, about 4 or 5 feet deep, was occupied by three coffins. All proved
chamber.
to be roughly made u p of T o g h r a k trunks hollowed out a n d closed a t their ends by cross-boards.
T h e first one opened, near the north side of the chamber, was found to be filled only with solid
clay. W a s this a coffin, ready stored for burial but never used, which fine loess dust blown in by
the winds had ultimately filled completely ? O r had the body it once held completely disintegrated
under the influence of moisture ? There was nothing to give a definite answer. I n the next coffin,
in the middle, were discovered decayed human bones a n d a mass of very brittle rags, L.H. i, 01,
difficult to open but clearly containing numerous fragments of silk, evidently from worn-out
garments. T h e third coffin near the southern side of t h e chamber was not opened by us for fear
of losing more time than we could afford. I t was for the greater part embedded in a mass of clay,
which m a y have accumulated from fine dust blown into the chamber a n d subsequently hardened
under the influence of moisture.
Scanty a s werethe finds made here, this rough burial-chamber itself afforded instructiveevidence.
Evidence
burials- I t s construction, entirely different from that of the graves in which the indigenous Lou-Ian people
of L . F . had been laid to rest, suggested a method of burial that would account for miscellaneous
remains such a s those I had found thrown together in the grave-pits of L.C. The presence of
silk rags, from worn-out clothes, distinctly supported this inference. Finally the presence of
wheat-straw afforded a clear indication that cultivation had been carried on a t solne point not very
distant from the burial-place. I t was moreover safe to conclude that the ~ o s i t i o nof the latter had
been chosen with a view to securing t h e protection of the bodies both from moisture and from
wind-erosion.
These inferences were confirmed when I proceeded to examine the small cemetery, L.H.,
Cemetery
L.H.
reported by LBI Singh a n d situated about one mile away to the north-west.18 I t was reached about
2 p.m., and, in view of the tramp still before us and the risk of missing camp in thedarkif wewere
belated, our examination h a d to be hurried. I n a shallow dip of the gently sloping Sai I found
a row of four wooden coffins placed close together from north to south and half-exposed on the
gravel-covered surface (Fig. 169). A single T o g h r a k post standing upright still supported on it5
gabled end a big beam, on which a roof similar to that observed a t the burial-place farther south
had no doubt once rested. Wind-erosion had carried off the roof a s well a s the wall on which "
is likely to have rested, leaving only loose remains of much-splintered and shrivelled timber. The
coffins, too, had all been injured to a greater or lesser extent'by the corroding force of wind and sand.
A big coffin, a t the southern end of the row, was found completely broken and its contents dispersed.
I t was made of massive T o g h r a k planks joined into a n oblong ; in the other coffins, hollowed
Toghrak trunks served for the sides. None of them retained their covers.
e\'idently
T h e much-decayed northernmost coffin ~neasuredfully nine feet in length and
Contents of
coffins aL
intended to llold other deposits besides the body. Such bones a s survived were found wnpped in
' " I n Map S o . 2 9 . u. 3 thc 'site-mark' L.11. has
~nibrakt:h e n sliotrn nyeinsr thc site ol the ruinctl dwelling

a h v r mentioned, instead of nguillst the entry 'rhcien'
cemetery '.
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tightlymoundrags of miscellaneous silk a n d wool fabrics, exactly after the fashion so fully illustrated
by the remains of the L.C. grave-pits. Near the head-end of the coffin were found the elliptical
food-tray, L.H, 013 (PI. XXVIII), with remains of another, L.H. 028 (PI. XXVI). A t the head of
the next
too, there had survived a wooden food-tray, L . H . 0 2 (PI. XXVII), of circular shape
on the top and supported by short legs showing the same conventional lion-leg pattern a s the legs
cupboards from the Niya and Lou-lan sites.lS Shreds of miscellaneous fabrics, largely silk,
evidently froln much-worn garments, enveloped what remained of the body. B y its side there
were found two wooden cups, L . H . o r , 0 1 2 (PI. XXVII, XXIX), and five wooden arrows, L . H . 0 2 3-7
(PI.XXV),obviously meant only a s a sepulchral deposit, since the shafts though fitted with feathers
had no heads, being merely trimmed smoothly to a point. T h e third coffin was a small one a n d
lay ,=*bedded in drift-sand and gravel. Here a coarse woollen shroud, which had once apparently
the whole body, had helped to preserve a n abundance of silken and woollen rags, which
had served for the tight wrapping of the limbs. A finely woven woollen shoe, L.H. 04 (PI. XLII,
LXXXV),decorated in excellently designed tapestry work, was a particularly interesting find made
here. The several bands across the toe portion show heraldic lions a n d flying birds in alternating colours, disposed a m o n g geometrical motifs. T h e whole is of extremely good workmanship,
and in design and technique closely recalls the fine woven slipper L.B. IV. ii. 0016, brought to light
in 1906 from a residence a t the Lou-Ian site.20
Thestyle of decoration on this shoe a n d on the fragment of another, L.H. 015, leaves it open
to us to assume local origin, a s in the case of the tapestry pieces from L.C. But there can be no
doubt that all the remains of silk fabrics were imports from China. Most of them are coloured silks
of plain weave (L.H. 06, 8, 10, 14, 16, 17, 20) ; but in addition we have in L.H. 09 the fragment
of a figured silk, in ' warp-rib ' weave a n d showing a cloud-scroll pattern. T h e r e are fragments
also of a crimson silk damask, L . H . 011, with a geometrical pattern of the ' spot ' type composed
mainly of lozenges.
Though our examination of this small cemetery yielded no exactly datable objects, yet the
general character of the graves a n d the nature of the textiles suffice to prove that they belong to the
sane period of Chinese control over Lou-Ian a s the remains gathered into the grave-pits of L.C.
From the position chosen it may be safely concluded that the intention was to place the habitation
of the dead on ground which b y its higher level was protected from inundation o r subsoil moisture
and by its gravel cover less exposed to early attack b y wind-erosion. T h e condition to which the
cofins, &c., were here reduced shows how thoroughly even on such apparently safe ground the
\vlnd was able to assert its destructive force in the course of sixteen centuries o r more. Lower down,
On the sand-swept expanse of alluvial clay, the work of destruction would necessarily have proceeded
lnuch faster. This helps to explain how it came about that remains of many siniilarly eroded
were awaiting collection and reburial b y pious hands even a t a time when this area of
ancient Lou-Ian was still partially occupied, a n d when Chinese traHic was still proceeding by the
desert route eastwards.
The exploration of the two burial-places had delayed our start for camp till late in the afternoon. Llarkness overtook us while we were marching towards it along the foot of a line of low
reddish ridges showing extrelne disintegration. T h e guida~iceof the camels' footprints on the
'rack previously followed by L s l Singh now failed us, and we had to make our way by what light
and direction the stars of a dust-laden sky afforded. There was uncertainty, too, to which point
OC the shallow Nullah intended for the nigllt's rest Abdurrahim might have guided our convoy.
ID
See
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I t was consequently a relief when, towards 7 p.m., we heard our united shouts answered in the
distance. I t \\.as Abdurrahirn, who with unfailing forethought had left camp to seek for us. N ~ ~ withstanding all the care taken to keep o u r little party together, one of the men lagged behind
a n d lost us in the dark. So, after Abdurrahim had safely guided us to camp, a s e a r ~ h - had
~a~~~
to be sent out. I t failed to discover the hapless Ichotanlik. B u t a s by chance he was carrying
LHI Singh's fur coat, he had some protection from the bitter cold of the night, and next morning
he was able to rejoin us, not much the worse for t h e exposure.
O u r march next d a y to the north-east led first across a series of shallow flood-beds with scanty
March
across
patches of thorny scrub. After about two a n d a half miles we reached a deep-cut torrent bed
decomposed
descending from the Ulun-tementu hills far away to the north ( M a p NO. 29. D. 2). I t looked as if
ridges.
it had not held water for a long time past ; but its steep stony slopes made it difficult for the camels
to cross a n d necessitated a detour. T h e ascent of a small cross spur, with rocky ledges cropping
out in lines, brought us to the decayed 060 o r cairn marked o n the map. Here we struck what
evidently is the track regularly followed b y the hunters of wild camels when proceeding to Altrnishbulak, a s shown by numerous little stone heaps a n d other marks that we noticed farther on. I t
led first over gentle slopes of decomposed rock, a n d then across a plateau covered with a succession
of worn-down rock ledges. Finally, from the top of a transverse ridge rising over a hundred feet
above the general plateau level, we sighted the little oasis of Altniish-bulak sheltering by the
western edge of a wide water-worn depression.
Arrival a t
\Ye reached it after a march of over eighteen miles, a n d all greeted with joy its modest expanse
.iltrnishof
luxuriant
reeds a n d tamarisks (Fig. 176). There was a n ample sheet of good ice a t each of the
bulak.
four main springs a n d abundance of fuel to melt it with. T h e water of the westernmost spring
proved just drinkable for the camels a n d saved the men the trouble of melting ice for them in such
quantities a s would have been needed to slake their thirst of weeks. S o contentment was general
a n d adequate rest assured for men a n d beasts during the few days' halt, before we set out to reach
the lifeless shores of the ancient sea a n d to cross its dried-up bed.
OBJECTS FOUSD OX ERODED GROUND NW. O F LA. (C. x c ~ v )
C. xclv. 01. a-u. T w e n t y s t o n e frs.. comprising eighteen
' blades ', long, narrow ; and frs. of two cores from which
similar flakes have been split. Dark grey, green, and
purplish stone. Cr. length (blades) a z&".
C. xciv. 02. Fr. of g l a s s , translucent, champagne-coloured,
cut.
x Pen x 8".

An

C. xciv. 04. C a r n e l i a n bead, round, red. Dinrn. a", 11.1".
PI. XXlll.
C. xciv. 05. P o t t e r y handle, circular with adjacent Ir.
ol body of vessel. Very coarse clay, badly weathered.
19"x l t " x rg". PI. XXIII.
C. xciv. 06. P a i r of b r o n z e t w e e z e r s ; complete, good
condition; cf. Kao. 111. 0164. Lengtl~zt", width near
grip t",width a t loop f". PI. XXIII.
C. xclv. 07-9. T h r e e s t o n e b l a d e s ', long narrow. 07

pink sard, curved do\vnward a t rounded point; bulb 01
percussion a t butt. 08, 09 (frs.) grey. Gr. length ( 0 7 ) 2i'.
PI. XXII.

C. xciv. oro. B r o n z e flnger.rlng, decorated wit11 double
row of punched dots. Diarn. j", width c. f". PI. XXIII.
T h r e e b r o n z e arrow-heads of type
C. xciv. 011-13.
L. J. 01 ; triangular in seclion. wit11 hesagonal bases. Pert
of iron lang remaining in o r r and 013; or2 I~aspoint
ground off. o r r and o r 3 corroded ; 0x2 in goud condition.
Gr. length (0x3) I+". PI. XXIII.
C. xciv. 014. B r o n z e r l n g a n d ferrule, in one piece.
Fine hard green patina in patches. Length II', d i m
ring id'. P1. XXIII.
C. xciv. 015. S t o n e ' blade ', long, narrow, black ; broken
in two. Length of whole I*".

"'

OBJECTS FOUNT) BY L;iI. SISGlT ON MhRCII ALONG KURUK-I)AKYX, BETWEEN CAMPS 77-80
La1 S. 04. G l a s s b e a d , ovoid, dark blur, translucent'
x 1".
La1 S. 01. Fr. of p i n k s t o n e . a" x ;"
Length t",g ~ diarn.
.
Fr.
of
bronze,
irregular.
I"
x
r"x
t".
La1 S. 02.
yeUow'
La1 S. 05. G l a s s bead, tubular, opacluc,
La1 S. 08. H a r d p a s t e ball, dark, similar to L.K. 047,
&c. Diarn.
Length in, diarn, A".

x.
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~ ~ 106,s .Fr, o f p o t t e r y , coarsc, gritty, pink. Gr. XI. 3A'.
~~l S. 07. Fr. of vegetable fibre (7)rope. Two str.tnd5,
Very fine fibre. Len@ zl", diam. a".
~~l S, 08. Fr. of pottery, coarse, black, gritty. Gr. h[.
2fX.

~~l S. 09. Fr. of p o t t e r y , fine grey, ribbed on exterior.
Cr. )I. 2;".
~ aS.l oro-11. T w o frs. of p o t t e r y ; smooth red, blackishgrey on each lace. Cr. hI. 2".
La1 S, ora. Fr. of pottery, black, gritty, as Lal S. 08.
Cr, 11. 11".
Lal. S. 013-14. T w o s t o n e ' b l a d e s ', long, narrow ;
greenish-grey and dove colour. or4 is fr. only. Gr. length

A".

(013) 1

La1 S.015. B r o n z e a r r o w - h e a d ; cast, with three sharp
straight-edged blades projecting from central tapering
ferrule, which is pierced with large opening in each space
between blades, perhaps for securing of shalt. Blades
thin and barbed (one barb broken off). Good condition.
Very skilful casting. Cf. Kum. or ; C. xcvi. 013, 016;
and Ser., iv. PI. XXIX, N. XIV. 008. Length rl$", gr.
width C". PI. XXIII.
La1 S. 016. Fr. of p o t t e r y v e s s e l , showing part of flat
base and expanding side ; no base-ring. Grey, fairly clean
clay. Gr. M. 4#".
La1 S. 017-18. T w o frs. of p o t t e r y ; coarsc, reddish-grey
and grey. Gr. hI. z t n .
La1 S. 019-21. T h r e e frs. of slag. Gr. hf. (019) ~ g "
La1 S. onn-4. T h r e e frs. of p o t t e r y , coarse, grcy, lull of
white grit. Gr. hI. (023) 3 r .

OBJECTS FOUND ON ERODED GROUND TO N.W. O F C. 84 (C. xcvl)
C, xcvi. or (7 m. NW. of). Fr. of p o t t e r y , wheelthrown ; thick, common, red-grey on faces, orn. outside
with incised lines and row of four punched rings. zb" x
I~"x&'. PI. xxrrr.
C. xcvi. 00 (7 m. NW. of). F r . of p o t t e r y ; rough red,
eroded. I:"X 10" x A.
C, xcvi. 03 (7 m. NW. of). Elliptical b r o n z e loop,

with stem ath~chedto centre of one long side. Ellipse
~ rf",
X stem 2". PI. XXIII.

I

C. xcvi. 04 (7 m. N W , of). Fr. of b r o n z e p l a t e ; hole
drilled at one end, 2" x 4-' x ilE". PI. XXIII.
A -

C. xcvi. 05 (7 m NW. of).

G l a s s b e a d ; pale green,
shapc. H. in,diam. &". PI. sx111.
translucent, a~~ralakn

C, xcvi. 07. Fr. of b r o n z e plate, with part of pattern in

low relief. I" x #" x A".

C. xcvl. 08. G l a s s bead, thick, tubular ; marbled yellon,
and dark green ; green semi-translucent, yello~vopnque.
Length
diam. 2". PI, sxrlr.

r,

C. xcvi. 09. Shell bead, tuhular.

1" x 4". PI. XXIII.

C. xcvi. oro. G l a s s bead, blue, translucent ; tubular.
& " x &". PI. XXIII.
C. xcvi. 011-12. T w o a g a t e beads, spherical, orange-red.
c. i"
diam. PI. XXIII.
C. xcvi. 013. Fr. of b r o n z e a r r o w h e a d , as C. xcbi. 016
(q. v.) ; much corroded. Length I&". PI. XXIII.
C. xcvi. 014. F r . of b r o n z e a r r o w - h e a d , with tluee
flat sides slightly tapering and brought to sudden rounded
point. Sq. hole up middle. Corroded. Length ti", gr.
width in. PI. XXIII.
C. xcvi. 015. I r o n s t u d , broad-headed, much corroded.
Length IT$", head 8" sq. PI. XXIII.
C. xcvi. 016. B r o n z e a r r o w - h e a d , of type Lal S. 0x5,
Kum, 01, &c., q. v . for fuller descr. Three sharp prominent
bladcs about hollow ferrule : trianeular deoressions
between blades, but no holes. Remains of tang in ferrule (?).
hluch cracked and corroded. For similar (broken) lr., see
also C. xcvi. 0 1 3 Length I&", gr. width 44". PI.

-

XXIII,
C. xcvi. 017. Fr. of b r o n z e w l r e , with moulded square
billet a t one end. Other end broken. Prob. part of
bangle. Length ~ i "gr.
, width i".
PI. XXIII.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT SOUTHERN BURIAL-PLACE O F L.H. SITE
L.H. i. or. M a s s of s i l k a n d c a n v a s r a g s , similar to
L.C.09. Very I~rittleand dirty. Cr. fr. (silk, apparently

part of garment).

1'

5" x

1'

1".

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT NORTHERN BURIAL-PLACE O F L.H. SITE
L.H. 01. Wooden c u p o r dipper, without foot. Cut,
strengthening pieces, and drilled through near edge with
not turned, in one piece with small ring-handle flattened
lloles to receive circular tenons of legs. Latter of convenon top. Marks of adze on outside and chisel marks inside.
tional lion-leg pattern, as N. xxvr. ox (PI. XV) and
\\'ell preserved. Diam. 4tV, h. 3". PI. XXIS.
Scr. iv. PI. XI-Vll,L.B. 111. Warped, but otherwise in
L.H. 02. Three.legged w o o d e n food-tray, with circular
good condition. Diam. of top I I I",
thickness I", length
of leg 68". PI. XXVII.
9. One leg missing. Upper surface of top has raised
"kc, h"high and 8" broad, cut in the solid. UnderL.H. og. W o o d e n box; elliptical. Bottom in one piece,
s~r1;icehas three projecting ribs, running lrom centre as
with ' check ' or rebate round upper edge to receive sides.
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These arc formed of one piece, bent to shape and sewn a t
the overlitp with cane. Woodrn pegs driven in askew from
bclow secure bottom to sides.
On sides is scratclled pattern of large rectangles crossed
by double-line diagonals. Underside of bottom scored
by knife cuts. Sides broken a t upper edge, and split.
Length 73', width 3)', height zt". PI. XXIX.
L.H. 04. Woollen tapestry shoe, made to shape on
a last and finely woven. Back and sides are plain buff,
with a band of darker colour mnning centrally through it,
and splitting into thin lines towards the toe but finishing
before toe is reached. Buff groung of sides continues round
front as a narrow band immediately above sole. Upper
edge neady worked over thick cord.
in
'pace On top of toes worked in buff and
bands of interchange. On upper band is dying bird, each
heraldic lions on buff and
side, and in middle five pairs
crimson alternately, in counterchange. Below is band of
flying birds, crimson on buff ; and below again a band of
buff trellis on crimson. Between first and second bands
narrow line of crimson runs from each side and terminates near centre in two bright green eyes.
Welt of upper, very fine wool ; warp perished. Liming
of coarse canvas and sole of finely plaited string, the
warp in each case being of vegetable fibre, prob. hemp,
and body perished. Extremely good work. 94"x 38'. For
technique and design, cf. Ser. iv. PI. XXXVII, L.B. IV.
ii. 0016. PI. XLII, LXXXVIII.
L.H. 05. Fr. of iron bar, flat, wit11 indications of copper
attachments.
IIeavily corroded and earth-enmsted.
43' x g.
L.H. 06. Mass of sllk rags in buff, p e n , and blue;
plain weave. (In mass) 8" x 5)" x 2".
L.H. 07. Fr. of woollen pile carpet ; pile crimson, buff,
and pink, occurs about every tenth shoot of weft, but has
almost completely perished leaving canvas ground. 8" x 5".
L.H. 08. Silk .fabric frs. ; plain, light green, much
perished. Length c. 7".
L.H. 09. Fr. of figured silk, perished. Colours now
buff and blue. Cloud scroll pattern, indistinct. \Varprib wea\.e. 6" x 3fn.
L.H. 010. Silk fabric, plain, green (discoloured) ; well
woven. j f " x 5".
L.H. on. Fr. of silk damask, faded crimson, perished
and broken into small pieces. Spot pattern, indistinguishable, but a large lozenge, with interlaced angles on short
diagonal, lorms important part; alternate patterns composed of small scrolls are also used. Average size of
Irs. C. 1b" x I".
L.H. ola. Wooden cup, round, handleless, sides drawing
in to small circular base. Roughly cut, fair condition.
II. 3tR,diam. of mouth c. 3)". PI. XXVII.
L.H. 013. Wooden food.tray, four-legged (one leg
missing). Shallow elliptical tray, with four sq. projections
on underside, cut in one piece with it and socketed t o take
tenons of legs. These are of waisted cylinder type-tlie
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upper Part oi the cylinder shorter than the lower and
rouglll~ quadrilateral-and are sccured in sockek by
wooden pins driven right through socket
tenon,
Tray split, roudlencd on inside nnd scored with knife-cuts.
Length 1' s", 6'. width rot", h. 6". PI. XXVIII.
L.H. 014. Broken frs. of silk, plain buff. Brittle.
M. 6".

L.H. 015. Fr. of woven shoe upper; fine work resembling L.H. 04 (9. v.). Crilnson and buff. perished. Gr, M,
L.H. 0 ~ 6 . M~~~ of silk frs., plain buff. Perished.
L.H. or,. Mass of silk frs., plain, light blue, Perished,
L.H. 018. Frs. of vegetable fibre fabric, perllaps from
shoe. Woven with double weft, the alternate pairs of welt
threads twisted respectively to R. and L.and giving
on surface of rows of plait, Brittle. Cr. M. c, 2 " x
L.H. 019- Frs. of grass fabric, like the preceding but
coarse" Caked with
I " b".
L.H. 090. Fr. of silk, fine plain weave, reddish-buff.
Perished. C. 4f" x 23".
L.H. 093-7. Five wooden arrows ; wooden shaftswith
feathers and binding, but no heads. Instead, stick is
simply trimmed very smoothly to point. 023, ozq alone
complete; others broken off before point.
Feathers remain on all, though worn down to stumps
on 027. They are tied on in bunches round shaft, and cut
short a t length of about 3", forming short stiff 'brush'
round it. Two bunches (or traces ol two) remain on all
except 025, one covering end shaft, and the
6" lower down. Binding is of gut, with red woollen string
sometimes on top.
Shafts of 023 and 026 also om. with incised spiral lines
(three on each), running down from feathered end (on
023 complete) to s f * from point, where are marks as of
binding. Spiral lines are further ' toothed ' on L. side by
series of small incised dashes, cut a t right angles to direction
of shaft ; cf. ornamentation of wooden pins L.F,ii. 04, kc.
(PI, XxIv),
025 has piece of deerskin (7) tied round shaft 3" below
base of topmost feather bunch, and from this gut runs
spirally down shaft towards point (broken ofl).
Lengths : 023 and 024 (complete) 29" ; 025, 22" ; 0 2 6 ~
144" ; 027, 204" ; diams. (025) {s" to (023) An- PI. SX".
L.H. 098-9. T w o carved wooden legs of food.traYs:
lion-shaped as N. x x v ~ .0 1 (PI. XV), but without disc.
Deep semicircular depression above hock.
Not a pair, 029 being larger than 028, and having
grooves along abacus, and oblong bevelled role^^^^^ at
"I'
back of lower leg. Oblong tenon a t top of each.
made. Good condition. 028. j i " X 1 h" x 4"; 029, 5'* '13'
x in. PI. XXVI.
L.H. 030. Carved wooden leg offood.tra~:in lorm
at
waisted cylinder, roughly cut, with projecting
top. 11. 3" (with tenon 31")~gr. diam.
L.H. oar, Pottery handle, ear-shaped, broken
~ ~ rather
d , fine clay, with yellowish slip (?)- 'I' 3"
gr. projection I)". PI. XX\'I.
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CHAPTER V I I I
THE SEARCH FOR THE ANCIENT CHINESE HIGH. ROAD
SECTIONI.-TO

T H E E A S T E R N M O S T O U T P O S T O F LOU-],AN

THEhalt of four days, from the 21st to the 24th of February, a t Altmish-bulak, after the
already undergone b y men and beasts in the desert, was a much-needed
fatigues and
and very helpful preparation for the difficult explorations immediately before us. T h e abundant
grazing on the reed-beds of the little oasis, uninviting a s it might have appeared in its wintry
dryness, was a great boon for the camels, which had felt the prolonged want of food even more
than the lack of water. O n their powers of endurance, I knew, we should have mainly to depend, if
we were to extend our surveys in the waterless desert sufficiently far to complete the tasks I had
in view, with a reasonable margin of safety for us all. T h e camels were happily grazing a n d our
men free to attend to much-needed repairs, adjustment of saddles a n d loads, & c . ; while L i I
Singh was occupied with the record of his previous mapping preliminary for fresh surveys, &c.,
and I myself was busy with arrears of writing work a n d the careful preparation of our future plans.
There was nothing to distract m y attention from these tasks in the surroundings offered by
Altmish-bulak, delightful as this small patch of vegetation seemed to us men, too, after the dead
world we had toiled in. T h e little oasis, only about a mile a n d a half across where widest, is situated
near the polnt where a n utterly barren valley debouches from the southernmost Kuruk-tHgh range,
and lies on the mostdirect route between the ancient sites of Lou-Ian a n d t h e T u r f l n basin. T h o u g h
it may therefore have seen occasional traffic when those sites were occupied, yet no vestige of
antiquity could be traced. Nor did the ~ h y s i c a lfeatures, either of the small area where a fine
sandy soil supports desert vegetation, or of the adjoining waste of decomposed rocky ridges, gravel,
or stony ' Sai ', offer special interest. T h e y had moreover been fully described already by
Dr. Hedin.'
The atmosphere, with its tlust haze raised b y light north-easterly winds, betokened the approach
of spring, though a minimum temperature of 2 1 degrees Fahr. below freezing-point was still
registered during our stay. This, of course, precluded a n y chance of our obtaining a sight of the
K'un-lun range to the south of the desert, a n d so securing a connecting link for the triangulation
of the Kuruk-tlgh that I planned to carry out during the following winter. B u t on the last d a y
of our stay, February 24th) the air cleared sufficiently to allow a view of a considerable portion
c
the utterly barren range to the north a n d north-east. T a k i n g advantage of this c h a ~ ~ cfor
plane-table work, Lal Singh climbed a hill clue north, which subsequently served a s a triangulation
station and is marked with the height 3,960 (actually 4,247) feet on the map.l T h e view thence
nOrtllward extended to the next much-broken hill range from which the drainage bed of Altmishbulak descends, and gave him a first glimpse of that region of much-decayed barren chains, with
wide waterless valleys between them, in which so much of his work during the next winter was
to lie.
On the same d a y our practical preparations \yere completed : our ice supply was replenished

'

Hedin, Cffrfml Asia, 11. pp. 74 st,,, 2 2 2 sq.
For the Correction oI about 281 feet to
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a n d a carefully arranged store of fuel was prepared. O u t of the twenty camels available for my
own party, which included Afrlz-gul a n d Shamsuddin a s well a s Tokhta Akhijn and a
Lop hunter, eight were to carry ice, four fuel, a n d the rest what indispensable baggage we had
brought and the provisions which were to last us to Tun-huang. F o r the corresponding needs
o f L i l Sing11 and his three men, Abdurrahim's five sturdy camels provided reliable transport.
T h e task allotted to LLI Singh was to survey the north a n d north-east shores of the great salt.
encrusted basin which represents the fullest extension of the ancient L o p sea, together with the barren
hill ranges of the K u r u k - t l g h overlooking its shores on the east. His task was somewhat lightened
by the fact that for the first two marches h e could count upon finding ice and a little grazing at
the salt springs of Yetim-bulak a n d Kauriik-bulak ( M a p NO. 32. A. 2, 3), the last springs to the east
known t o Abdurrahim. After carrying out his survey he was to meet m e a t Kum-kuduk, one
the wells on the caravan route leading through the desert from T u n - h u a n g to MirHn (Map No.
32. D. 4).
T h e plan I had long kept before me a n d which the time had now come to carry out was to search
for the ancient Chinese trade route towards T u n - h u a n g , the Wei lioio's' route of the centre from
the point where it left the edge of the once inhabited Lou-Ian area. Thence we should endeavour
to trace it over whatever ground it might have crossed, right through to where it probably struck
t h e line still followed b y the caravan track leading from T u n - h u a n g a n d the western end of its
ancient Limes to the southern shore of the L o p sea a n d thus on to MirHn and Charkhlik. The
combined geographical a n d historical interest of this task appealed to me greatly, and the knowledge
of the serious difficulties a n d even risks attending its execution could in no way detract from its
fascination.
T h e discoveries attending the successful search made to the north-east of the Lou-Ian station
h a d supplied m e with what promised to be a safe starting-point for our quest of the desert route,
abandoned though it had been for close o n sixteen centuries. B u t the foretaste then gained of the
ground ahead made it also certain that we could not hope for water, nor, over most of it, for fuel
to melt our ice with, before striking t h e T u n - h u a n g caravan track in the vicinity of Kum-kuduk.
I t was a matter of some ten days' hard marching, so far a s our former surveys enabled us to calculate
t h e distance. T h e r e was a limit to the endurance of our brave camels, and with the heavy loads of
ice, fuel, a n d provisions that had to b e carried for the sake of safety, I could not expect the animals,
already severely tried b y the preceding weeks' work, to hold out for more than ten or twelve days
without grazing or water. I t was impossible to foresee what ~ h ~ s i cobstacles
al
might be encountered
a n d might delay us in this inhospitable wilderness, now more barren, perhaps, by reason of the tota1
absence of water, than a n y similarly large area of our globe.
T h e r e were other disquieting aspects presented by the ~ r o b l e mof hitting on the exact line of
th e ancient route a n d of tracing it through on ground which long before the dawn of historical
times had ceased to offer a n y possibility of human occupation. Few, if any, vestiges of human
passage a n d activity could have survived the destructive force of wind-erosion. There would not
be time to make careful search oLver extensive stretches for a n y relics left behind by the traffic
which had once passed through this region. T h e indications reserved b y our Chinese sources
a s to the line followed by the ancient route were far too few a n d vague to offer definite guidance;
though once the route line was traced, there might be hope of locating the few points they mention
along it. Accordingly, in spite of all the care I had devoted to the study of the problem, I 'o"'~
not help realizing that our success depended largely, if not mainly, on good fortune.
See Serindia, i. pp. 418 sq. ; ii. pp. 555 sqq., for an
analysis 01 the Chinese notice of this route and the main

results previously recorded of the search.
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we left the shelter of the little oasis on the morning of February 25th under a sky more than
usually hazy, and after a night during which the temperature fell only to 28" Fahr. While LZl
singh under Abdurrahim's guidance set out eastwards to Yetim-bulak, I myself steered approximately south-south-east towards a point near which, judging from our previous mapping, the
ancient post L . F . was to be looked for. Having reached this, I should look out for indications
as to the line beyond it that the ancient Chinese route might have followed. W e first skirted the
western edge of the wide shallow valley that holds the flood-beds coming frorn Altmish-bulak, and
descended for about four a n d a half miles across almost completely decomposed rocky ledges.
Then after proceeding for some two miles down a well-marked watercourse, d r y but with some
scrub in it, we reached a big bed cut into the gently sloping glacis of gravel and fully half a mile
across. The tamarisk drift-wood, of which quantities were found here, had evidently been brought
doan by occasional spates from the Kuruk-tHgh. W e next struck a smaller a n d more easterly
flood-bed, and after having covered close on ten miles from camp reached the foot of the glacis
after descending about 350 feet b y aneroid.
Immediately beyond the foot of the glacis we crossed a narrow lagoon-like depression. I t
shored a surface of salt-encrusted clay cracked into big cakes, and in one place still held a small
pool of briny water. There could be no doubt that this depression was flooded from the torrentbeds we had left behind, on the rare occasions when rain falls on the outermost ranges of the KuruktHgh.4 Afrlz-gul's survey of 1914subsequently showed that it extends farther to the south-west
and there widens. Living scrub had ceased after we left the easterly flood-bed. B u t when we
had crossed this narrow depression a n d passed through a line of steep clay Mesas, fantastically
eroded and up to sixty feet in height, we came upon a second, somewhat wider, depression encrusted
with clayey sli& and having a thin line of live ' Kauriik ' scrub along its edge. T h i s evidently
marked the farthest limit to which moisture had ever been carried in recent times b y floods from
the Kuruk-tlgh.
Having left this depression behind a n d covered about eleven and a half miles from Altmishbulak, we entered ground (Map No. 32. A . 3) where a succession of physical difficulties seriously
impeded the camels' progress a n d soon frustrated m y hope of making this first of our marches
a long one. First, for about two miles, we had to make our way right across closely packed lines
of Ysrdang ridges, u p to fifteen feet in height. Their direction was, a s usual, frorn E N E . to WSW.,
and this alone would have sufficed to make them a n awkward obstacle, a s our route lay a t right
angles to it. But it was a novel a n d very trying experience to find them coated throughout with
a whitish crust of hard salt-permeated clay which severely affected the camels' feet.
These strange YHrdangs showed throughout fairly gentle rounded slopes, such a s the action
of water might produce on clay carved out by wind-erosion. I t has therefore occurred to me that
these ridges, originally, no doubt, wind-eroded, owed both the modification of their slopes a n d their
salt-incrustation to the vicinity of the depression farther north, which a t a n earlier period
probably held water more or less permanently a n d to a height sufficient a t times to flood the belt
these YZrdangs. Their colour a n d shape naturally brought to m y mind the ' \Vhite Dragon
' referred to in the Former H a n Annals and the Wei Lie's account of thc Lou-Ian route."
this reference could not apply to the belt just tlcscribcd ; for this was fill. away from a n y
possible line that the ancient route I was anxious to trace could have follo\r,ed. But it was no
'

Dr.IIcdin, too, on his march in 1901 from istin-bulak
'Ownrds the Lou-Ian site, observed along the first portion
hls route 'distinct signs of running water, showing tlrat
rain-water does sometimes gct down as lar as this ' ;

(4. Central Asia, ii. 1). 2.33.
6 cf, Snitldia, i. pp. 340 sq., 418 sq. ; Chavannes,
Tfou,tg-~UO,
1905, PP. 529 sq.
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surprise to me when subsequently following that ancient route beyond Camp C. ci I encountered
a belt of exactly corresponding salt-coated YHrdangs a n d , a s we shall see farther on, just where
conclusi\re antiquarian evidence allows us safely to identify them with the ' White Dragon ~~~~d~
of the Chinese itinerary.@
T h e YHrdangs gradually decreased in height, a n d a s they became more and more clear of saltincrustation resumed their steep wind-carved slopes. I t was significant that where this
had become marked, a t a point about fourteen a n d a half miles' marching distance, we met with
the first rnollusc (Limnaea) shells a n d , a s a further proof of fresh water having once been present,
with dead tamarisk wood on low YHrdangs. T h e furrows or trenches between these now showed
coarse sand a t the bottom. W e had already passed isolated Mesas a n d sighted others, at intervals,
to the left a n d right of our line of march. B u t now we were brought u p by a n extensive Mesa ridge
rising like a wall to over fifty feet, which forced us to make a considerable detour to the east before
we could find a passage practicable for the camels. Beyond it we again crossed ground covered
for a mile a n d a half with YHrdangs only ten to fifteen feet in height and were able a t one point to
collect a little fuel from the top o f one of them ; a badly eroded dead tamarisk-cone was also in
sight a t this point. T h e n again a regular line of Mesas u p to sixty feet in height was encountered.
A breach in their wall-like array allowed u s to get the camels through without too great trouble.
But they had all been severely tried b y the ground that we had met since leaving the edge of the
Sai, a n d regard for their tired condition a n d t h e approach of darkness obliged us to pitch camp
after having covered altogether about seventeen miles. Scanty debris of dead tamarisks allowed
us to economize fuel.
T h e general impression left upon m y mind b y the day's march was that during the period
when the easternmost portion of t h e Kuruk-daryH delta was still receiving some water and was
habitable for semi-nomadic herdsmen a n d the like, a belt of utterly barren ground, wind-eroded
a n d partly salt-encrusted, separated the foot of the gravel Sai from the riverine belt of vegetation.
N o vestige of the presence of m a n had been met with anywhere on this ground. Having regard
to the position of the previously explored remains a t L . E . and L.F., it was clear that the ancient
route would have to be searched for farther south.
O n the morning of February 26th we rose in the dark a n d managed to get the camels loaded
a n d started by daybreak. A belt of Mesas sixty to eighty feet high was crossed to the south within
less than a mile from C a m p C. xcix. I t presented clay terraces, fantastically eroded and orten
curiously suggesting ruined strongholds, watch-towers, or S t u p a s (Fig. 177). T h e biting wind,
which on the previous d a y had for once been blowing from the south-west, had died away during
the night, a n d the atmosphere had in consequence become clearer, So, after clambering to the
top of a towering Mesa, we were soon able to recognize far away to the south the long isolated ridge
bearing the remains of L.F. I was thus assured of having steered correctly towards the eastern
extremity of the previously surveyed area. T h e ground that we entered beyond the belt of Mesas
was easy, furrowed by YLrdangs only four to ten feet high. But after about two miles' progress
the soil turned to hard salt-impregnated clay, with a billowy surface. T h i s caused fresh
to the camels, most of them already footsore from the prevlous day's march. Just before we came
a
upon this ground dead tamarisks were found in patches, ~ n t near
l
one of them we picked
I4'rr-rhrr coin, evidence o r the passage o r Inan.
Having covered about four a n d a half miles from C a m p xcix, we found ourselves al'out
between the Mesa L . Q . to the west, on which A f r i ~ - ~ u l first
' s reconnaissance had shown the
presence of some graves, a n d the Mesa L.I. t o the east, which he had visited on Febrllary lCh
"ee
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under my instructions from L.F.' T h e ancient refuse he had noted on L.I., together with small
relics picked up near it, clearly indicated occupation of that Mesa during the historical period.
its position on the plane-table agreed with that north-easterly direction which the position of L.C.,
L.E. and L.F. relative to the Lou-Ian station had led me to conjecture a s the probable line of the
old Chinese route. S o I decided to march straight to it. T h e experience already gained of the
trials confronting our camels made me doubly anxious to avoid a n y needless moves which would
cause loss of time and delay in carrying out our main task. AfrHz-gul's report had shown me that
the graves of L.Q. were evidently of the same type a s those explored a t L . F . but less well preserved,
and this made me less reluctant to forgo on this occasion a visit to L.Q., which meant saving
a day. Its graves were duly explored a year later.'"
As we moved towards the Mesa the ground became more sandy and dead tamarisks increasingly frequent on low YLrdangs. But the camels in spite of the improved going lagged sadly behind.
When the convoy had a t last come u p a t L.I., I learned that one camel had completely broken
down and had finally been left behind after removal of its load. Hassan A k h ~ n who
,
had had charge
of the camels on all my three journeys a n d whose experience made him more than ever the main
prop of my transport arrangements on this difficult desert voyage,s earnestly urged the need of
an immediate halt. H e and the other Inen woulcl require the rest of the d a y a n d the night to ' re-sole '
the camels, whose feet had developed cracks and sores on the hard salt-encrusted ground. If we
pitched camp a t the foot of the Mesa he would also have the chance, which he eagerly pleaded for,
of bringing in the abandoned camel which I had already felt obliged to order to be shot. A s the
event proved, I was not to regret this enforced halt.
A rapid examination of the three Mesas, lying close together near our C a m p C . c a n d jointly
marked L.I. on the map (No. 3 2 . A. 3), produced convincing evidence that they had been occupied
at the time when Chinese traffic was passing through Lou-Ian, a n d perhaps even before. T h e
Mesas, rising to about sixty feet in height, showed, indeed, no structural remains. B u t below the
top of the northernmost Mesa abundant refuse of reed-straw mixed with cow-dung was discovered
on sheltered portions of the slopes. Similar refuse, together with several pieces of simple reed
matting, was also found in a small Nullah dividing the little plateau into two distinct portions.
Layers of refuse were likewise found on the top of another of these Mesas lying close by to the southeast, while on its north-west slope we picked u p many ragged fragments of a sheepskin lined with
a coarse woollen fabric of ' open ' weave. Everything pointed to these Mesas having once served
as a camping-place for indigenous herdsmen, perhaps only periodically during summer seasons
when the elevation of their tops must have made them welcome places of refuge from the plague of
insects that infest the ground near the terminal marshes. We, too, in M a y 1907 had been glad
to seek comparative safety from these pests on similar elevated ground near the point where the
Itresternmostend of the Limes flanks the edge of the terminal basin of the Su-10-h0.O
That such periodical occupation must have extended into historical times and, perhaps, until
the final abandonment of Lou-Ian, was proved by the glass bead, L.I. 013, which was picked u p
under my eyes at the foot of the northernmost Mesa, by the side of a well-worked stone arrow-head,
L.1.012 (PI. XXII),evidently Neolithic. A f r % ~ - ~ when
u l , first visiting these Mesas on February 16th
with some men, had searched the ground carefully and had then found some bronze fragments,
Including those of a bronze javelin, L.1. 05 (PI. xxrII), besides several worked stones, among them
the lade Celt, L.1. 015 (PI. XXII), and fragmentsof coarse decorated pottery, L.I. 01-5 (PI. XXIII,

' See nbovc, p. 266.
"

Set below, Chap. xx,
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serious desert work, cl., e.g., Desert Cathay, i. pp. 112, 373 sq.
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XXVI). Here as elsewhere in the Lou-Ian area, erosion had brought objects of the Stone
and
of the early centuries of our era into close juxtaposition on the surface.
As soon as I had satisfied myself rapidly as to the character of these scanty remains, I set out
Searcll for
for the urgent and far more important task of looking for indications of the direction that the
of ancient
ancient route had followed in the desert beyond. From the height of L.I. I had sighted through
route.
my glasses an isolated Mesa bearing N.60°E., and towards this I proceeded with Tokhta &hi,,,
At the same time I sent out Afrlz-gul to search some Mesa ridges to the NN E , which seemed nearer,
Moving as I was in the direction parallel to that of the YHrdangs, ten to fifteen feet high, I found
progress easy. Dead tamarisk-cones were a t first numerous and suggested that subsoil moisture
must at one time have reached this ground from the Kuruk-daryl. After two miles' march from
L.I. I came upon a well-marked depression, which subsequent examination proved to be a dry
river-bed coming from the north-west. I n the middle of the bed, about 160 yards wide here, I
noticed a low terrace covered with matted dead reeds and on it a dead tamarisk bush. Its well.
preserved appearance suggested that a t a period not very remote water had found its way here
into a river-bed of probably far greater age. T h e fact that the top of the terrace lay about ten feet
below the level of the banks seemed to support this conclusion. A much-fissured Toghrak trunk
lying within the bed looked as if it had lain exposed for centuries.
After passing through a belt of close and deep-cut Ylrdangs I emerged on more open wind.
Brushwood
layer
eroded ground and a t a direct distance of four miles from L.I. reached the Mesa previously sighted
sighted
on L.J.

8KETW KhN OF

MESA L. J.

--Paviac layer bg

.,

0
U
D
U
7

.J
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O I C

(Fig. 178). I t had a length of about 105 yards from E N E . to WSW. and rose to a height of
about forty feet above the immediately adjoining flat ground. AS I approached nearer, my eye
was caught by a thick layer of brushwood on a small knoll crowning the north-eastern portion;
this br~shwoodoverhung the eroded soil immediately below it. The sight was familiar to me,
having frequently observed on the Tun-huang Limes and elsewhere how the foundation olstructures
reinforced by reed layers or fascines survived, though the clay soil immediately below the edges
had been carried off by erosion.1° O n climbing up to the very narrow top of the Mesa I found my
prompt surmise completely confirmed.
Foundnlion
T h e knoll rising above the north-eastern entl of the Mesa was covered for a length of mer
of watchtwenty feet with a solid layer of closely packed bundles of tamarisk branches which still reached
tower
a height of about three feet. T h e width of the layer was about eight feet, extending 0 x 1 So much
of the tapering top of the Mesa as the paring action of ~ i n d - ~ r ~ shad
i o nspared. There was evidence
that what I could now safely recognize as the foundation layer of a watch-tower had once been far
wider ; for tamarisk branches loosened by erosion had fallen from the top and were strewing thr
slope immediately below. A massive Toghrak post rose above the middle of the layer and had
evidently been inserted for the sake of reinforcement, like the timber frame found i l l the
of the f o n L.K. and in most of the Limes watch-towers.11 T h e length o l over twenty leet
the layer still retained along the longitudinal axis of the Mesa clearly owed its survival to the lac'
that the prevailing winds were not able to assert the full force of their erosive action except On the
lo

See, c. g., Serindia, ii. Figs. 1 6 ~I,,;

,il,

"

See above, p. 185 ; Ser., ii. pp. 737 sq. ; Figs. IS0, 169'
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sides, The paring down of the sides of what must have been the foundation of a square tower or
watch-post was due to exactly the same cause a s had brought about the complete breaching a n d
finaldisappearance of the walls of the L.A. enclosure where they faced the prevailing wind direction,
while those lying parallel to it could still be traced over considerable stretches."
The dimension of about twenty feet a n d a half that the extant fascine layer still preserved in
the longitudinal direction corresponds exactly to the measurement which the square watch-towers
ofthe Tun-huang Limes most frequently show a t their base.la T h e use of tamarisk brushwood for
the fascines similarly agrees with the evidence afforded by the wall a n d towers of the Limes that
the old Chinese engineers
readily adopted for their constructive work whatever material the adjoining ground then offered and usually still provides.14 There were accordingly strong grounds for
inferring that this tower a t L. J. was of Chinese origin a n d of a period approximately contemporary
with the Limes. T h a t it had been tenanted a s a look-out post, just like the towers of the Limes,
\\!as proved by the small heap of miscellaneous refuse I found half-hidden under fallen clay about
four or five feet below the foot of the south-east corner of the surviving fascine layer. I n this
refuse were burnt pieces of tamarisk wood ; a mass of fragments of rush matting, L . J. 02 (PI. XXW) ;
a small heap of reed-straw ; remains of a grass, L.J. og, which T o k h t a Akhiin declared to be
yihen, such as grows along the shores of rivers a n d l a g o o n s , ' ~ n d plentiful chips of Toghrak wood.
Fragments of rough pottery, L.J. 04-6, were picked u p lower down o n the slope.
However insignificant these finds were, and however modest the remains of the tower itself,
their discovery on the Mesa L.J. afforded important guidance, and justified m y feeling elation.
The position of the ruined watch-post on the plane-table fell exactly into the same line to the northeast as all the sites we had traced from L.A. to the castrum L . E . a n d beyond. T h i s appeared
a sufficient indication that the ancient Chinese route had passed here, a n d that I should h a v e to
look for its immediate continuation in the same direction. I t is true, this bearing was leading us
away from the great valley-like depression between Besh-toghrak and Kum-kuduk, with its wells
and grazing, through which passes the present caravan track from L o p to Tun-huang, a n d where
alone water could be hoped for. These natural advantages must have imposed its use likewise
for the ancient Lou-Ian route. A t first therefore it might seem somewhat disconcerting deliberately
to turn away from the direction which would bring us to that track.
But from what the march of February, 1907, had shown me of the great salt-encrusted Lop
sea-bed, and from the graphic description of Professor Elsworth Huntington, who a little more
than a year before had pluclcily crossed it from Koshe-langza to Altmish-bulak,'~ I knew that the
vast expanse of hard salt crust offered most serious physical obstacles to a route leading straight
across to the south-east from ancient Lou-Ian. I also remembered what previous explorations
had taught me o l the remarkable skill with which Chinese enterprise always adapted itself to
essential topographical features a n d thus economized effort a n d avoided needless risks."
By
continuing farther to the north-east and thus drawing nearer to the foot of the K u r u k - t l g h the
Chinese pioneers of the ancient ' route of the centre ' were able to reduce the extent of the most
difficultportion of the ground, that resented by the d r y sea-bed with its corrugated surface of hard
salt. At the cost of a detour they could thus avoid much hardship and escape the necessity of confrontingphysical obstacles which, added to all the other difficulties of the desert, must then a s now
Cf.S ~ i ~ r d ii.ap.
, 386 sqq., and for exactly corresponding
nbservntionsBS rfgards the badly breached walls of ruined
townsnearAn-h~iand~h'iao-tzfi,ibid.,iii.pp.
roggsq., ~ r o s s q .
la See ibid., ii. p. 737 ; for watch-towers, twenty to
feet square a t the base, cf, ibid., ii. pp, 591,
5971600,603 sq., 635, 644,&c.
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See ibid., ii. pp. 736 sq.
Scully's list of ' Turki names of plants ' in Shna,
A Sketch ofthe Turki Language. Pt. 11, p. 226, gives ' Y ~ ~ U T I .
Recd-mace, Typha angidsli/olia.'
16 Cf. Huntington, P d s e oj Asia, pp. 151 sqq.
1' Cf. e. g. Seri~idia,ii. pp. 583 sq., 631, 663,
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have appeared insuperable to traffic. The same physical difficulties still faced us, in fact had
become even greater, since Lou-Ian had ceased to hold water and therewith to support life. A
~
~
ingly it did not take me long, once I was satisfied as to the character of the remains on the M ~ ~ ~
to decide that it was my best course to follow the guidance afforded by our antiquarian discoveries
and to continue the line to the north-east.
Old riverI had instructed AfrHz-gul to keep an eye on my movements ; so it was not diFficultfor us to
bed traced' get into touch from the top of our respective Mesas. As I turned back from L.J. in his direction
I crossed once more the previously mentioned depression, but at a point higher up, where its
character as a n old river-bed was quite unmistakable. Its well-marked banks were from about
twenty to twenty-five feet in height, and its width about 160 yards. I t was interesting to note along
its centre a line of dead tamarisk-cones thickly covered with dead roots and branches. Elsewhere
the bottom of the wide bed was eroded and showed YHrdang ridges and trenches running in their
regular direction from E N E . to WSW.
Growth or
From the fact that the top of the tamarisk-cones still remained some ten feet below the level
tamariskconesinbed. of the banks it seemed safe to conclude that the growth of the tamarisk-cones had started at a time
when the bed had been deserted by flowing water and become dry, but when subsoil water was
still near to its bottom. I n the ancient river-bed near the southern end of the Niya Site I had
observed a similar chain of tamarisk-cones ; but there they were still alive on their tops and rose
considerably above the level of the ancient banks, as seen in my photographic panorama?O The
probable explanation seems to be that while both river-beds may have lost their flow of water
about the same period, subsoil water at the Niya Site has remained sufficiently near to the surface
to permit the continued growth of the tamarisk-cones down to the present day, when their tops
rise twenty feet or more above the banks. Here, on the other hand, at the extreme north-eastern
edge of the ancient Kuruk-tlgh delta, subsoil water must have disappeared completely, say, some
five or six centuries after water had ceased to flow in the bed. The estimate of time allowed for the
increase of height in the cones here must, of course, remain purely conjectural; for the rate ofgrolvth
per century may well be different on this ground from that approxi1nately determined at sites south
of the TaklamakZn.lg
Possible
Judging from the position of this river-bed to the west of L.J., one might be inclined to connect
connexlon
ri\.er-bed. it with the northernmost terminal branches of the Kuruk-daryH, which, as Map No. 2 9 . D.3 showsl
were traced by us to near the latitude of 40" 40'. But no recognizable bed was crossed by us On
our march from Altmish-bulak to L.I. O n the other hand, the direction of the bed here we did
see it closely coincides with that of the big flood-bed coming from Altmish-bulak as last sighted
at its issue from the ' Sai ', about ten miles to the north-west (Map No. 29. D. 3). Whether there is
a connexion between the two, and whether the bed surveyed near L.J. has its continuation in the
wide salt-encrusted depression which Afrlz-gul crossed in February, 1915, on his march alongthe
western edge of the ancient Lop sea-bed about eleven miles to the south-east, could only be
by further detailed survey. I may here record also that on my way from L.J., at a point 'lose lo
the right bank of the old river-bed, I came upon pottery debris of the same coarse kind as picked
up at L.I.
Crave on
Rejoined by Afrlz-gul, I was guided by him to a big Mesa, situated about one and a half miles
s_ HsE.
0 I .
to the N N E . of L.I. and rising to a height of over seventy feet. O n a terrace of its north-\vestern
slope he had come upon a grave exposed by erosion. T h e badly decayed body had rested in a
coffin made of rough Toghrak trunks, and the head still retained tufts of fair hair. Though little
" See Scrindia, i. Fig. 75 ; cf. abo above, p. 44 ; Desert
Caihay, i, PI. 111,

1'

See Snindia, i. pp. 199, 284 ; iii. p. 1zSr,
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else had survived apart from the skeleton I had little doubt that the remains were those of a n
indigenous burial. No other relics of a n y kind could be found on the ground.
On my return to camp I was relieved to find that the fine camel which had broken down on the ~ ~ ,norningls march had been brought in by the resourceful Hassan Akhiin, after having been given of camels'
a feed on part of the straw in its saddle and on a big loaf of bread. Its sore feet had been re-soled '
on the spot, and the same very painful but always effective treatment was now being applied in
turn to the rest of the camels which had the pads of their feet similarly cracked a n d lacerated. I t
took half a dozen men to hold down each of the poor beasts, writhing with pain while the piece of
stout ox-hide was being sewn on to the live skin to cover the sore portion. S o the men were all
kept busy with this trying operation till long after dark. Fortunately there was still some dead wood
near by, which made it possible to keep fires blazing. B y their light Hassan Akhiin a n d his expert
assistants were also able during the night to administer their first dose of rape-seed oil to the camels,
a treatment designed to maintain their strength under fatigue and privation. T h e beneficent if
strong-smelling liquid had to be poured down the nose of each reluctant recipient. T h e noise
attending the process continued almost throughout the night and left little chance of sleep for the
rest of us.
3

L.I. or. Pottery fr., badly washed and containing coarse
chips of dark grey stone. Two bands of cable on outer
side. Friable. z " x rf". PI. XXVI.
L.I. or. Pottery fr., of similar quality to L.1, or, with
triple chain band. 13" x II". PI. XXVI.
L.1. 03. Pottery fr., of similar quality t o L.I.or. Triple
cable band. rf"x ti". PI. XXVI.
L.I. 04. Pottery fr., of similar quality to L.I. or. Rough
oblique tool-marks on outside. I&"x 14". PI. XXVI.
L.I. 05. Two bronze frs., of javelin or large arrow-head.

Rounded point; thick central rib pierced lor shaft a t
lower end. Blade clipped. Total length 3)" x I * x f".
P1. XXIII.
L.I. 06. Fr. of bronze sheet. I" x f".
L.I. 015. Jade celt. Length 3+",gr. width 15". PI. XXII.
L.I. 016. Fr. of worked stone, with hole in corner.
Black. Gr. hI. 14".
L.I. 017-18. Two stone points; of irregular lozenge
shape, one end being much elongated. Edges thick;
017 unsymmetrical. 017,length I)", gr. width &" ; 018,
length I&", QT.width 8'. PI. XXIV.

OBJECTS FOUND AT MESAS L.I.,FEBRUARY

27,

1914

L.1. 010. Fr. of stone, arey, lamellar. I & "x b" x l'.
L.1. 01%.Jasper arrow-head, leaf-shaped point ; long,
well-worked, dark brown stone. Cf. L.M. 0155 Length

z i " , gr. width A", gr. thickness $". PI. XXII.
L.I. 013. Fr. of glass bead ; greenish white, translucent.
Diam. A".

OBJECTS FOUND AT, OR NEAR,
L.J. 01. Eighteen bronze arrow-heads, found witliin
14 square feet, on line of ancient Chinese route, f mile
ENE. 01 L.J. All alike, as L.C. or1 (PI. S S I I I ) and
e"irnples described, Srr. ii. p. 767 (under 'T. 007) ; see
;bid., i\,. PI. LIII, T. x ~ v a.
. 007.
Blade solid, triangular in section, with triangular facts
slightly rounded towards point ; no depression in faces.
Flexagonal shank, cast with iron tang, perished in all
but one, which is joined to another head by corrosion.
Good condition. Average length +&",
gr. width in. PI.

RUINED WATCH-TOM'ER L.J.

SXIII.

L.J. 09. Mass of frs. of rush matting, precisely similar
to that now used in Kashmir. Three degrees of fineness
represented. Very brittle. Total length of all pieces 24".
average nidth qt". PI. XXVI.
L.J. 03. Fr. of wood, smoothed on one side, broken on
others. a" x I)" x 1".
L.J. 04-6. Three frs. of pottery ; very coarse, impure,
greyish-red clay. Gr. fr. (04) 24"x I $ "x f".
L.J. og. Frs. of grass and twigs, from below watchtower.

~

~
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SECTION 11.-THE
L O C A T I O N O F T H E ' T O W N O F T H E DRAGON
On
the
morning
of
February
27th I was able to secure a n early start without the
Start
usually
'ryonn'il.t needed ; for the men, in spite of the toil of the night, now all realized the importance of coverinl
ruin; L. J.
more ground, if a break-down of the animals was to be avoided before we could reach water and
grazing. Our march was first directed upon the Mesa L.J., which the remains of the ancient tower
tliscovered on the preceding day had clearly marked out a s a, safe starting-Point. About half.Pay
to it, Afrlz-gul's keen eyes lighted upon two Wu-chu coins close to our track, still preservingtheir
legend, though worn. I noted that the very last trace of ancient vegetation disappeared soon after
we had passed the previously described dry river-bed. I t was clear that we had reached here the
extreme eastern limit of the area to which the waters of the Kuruk-daryH had once carried life,
There would be no ruins to guide us along the ancient route beyond the tower of L.J., which had
evidently once guarded it a s a n advanced watch-post. There was every indication that the desert
eastwards had in ancient times been a s devoid as it is now of any kind of plant or animal life. As
we left behind us the withered and bleached fragments of the last tamarisk trunk lying on the salt
soil, I felt that we were passing from the land of the dead into ground that never knew life--excepton
the route to be traced.
Chinese
From the top of L.J. we sighted far away a long dark Mesa bearing N . 60°E., and as this
diSclosely
agreed with the direction in which the succession of sites from L.A. onwards had been
covered by
discovered by us, I decided to steer towards it. We had crossed a belt of hard salt-impregnated
route.
clay and were moving among Ylrdangs only four to six feet in height, separated by small trenches
in which coarse sand lay over s h 6 ~ . There, a t a distance of less than a mile from L.J., Tursun
Akhiin, one of the camelmen, marching ahead with me, suddenly called my attention to some
scattered coins within five yards or so of our track. I had given strict orders ever since our start
from the LOU-Ianstation that any objects discovered on the march were to be brought to my notice,
but left undisturbed until I could pick them up myself. I was thus able to satisfy myself that
Chinese copper coins by the score strewed the sandy soil along a line parallel to the direction of
our march for a distance of some thirty yards.
Line
Rapid but careful examination showed that these coins, two hundred and eleven in all, were
marked by 1
ying
in groups or small heaps over a strip of ground nowhere more than three or four feet across.
scattered
coins.
T h e coins were all Wu-chu coins of the large inscribed type (PI. CXIX) and, with the exceptiono~
a few which had suffered breaks, were in perfect condition. They were all of uniform size and cast!
and showing neither wear nor clipping seemed as if fresh from a mint. Examination with the
compass proved that the well-defined line along which they lay ran from north-east to south-west.
It was clear that all these coins had dropped from a caravan moving in the very direction in whic'l
I had supposed the ancient route to lie. They must have got loose from the string which tied them
and gradually dropped out unobserved through an opening in their bag or case. The swaying
movement of the camel or cart in which this receptacle was probably carried sufficiently explains'"hy
the line marked by the scattered coins had the width above indicated.
ArrowAny doubt as to the character of the convoy from which this 'petty cash' had been lost was
]leads
removed when Naik Shamsuddin, on arriving with the camels, for which he acted as rearguard.
d,pra
from
and searching the ground near by, came upon a scattered heap of bronze arrow-heads behind a
convoy.
small Ylrdang, a t a point about fifty yards S.goOW. from where the line of coins ended. The
arrow-heads, all in very fair preservation, lay close together over a piece of ground about a
a half in diameter. Two were found sticking together through corrosion, which suggests that they
Seen
had been originally closely packed together in the same bag or box. All the arrow-heads)
in PI. XXIII, were uniform in shape, showing a solid triangular blade. Their type exactly 'gred
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with that most prevalent in the ancient Chinese ammunition of H a n times, with which I had become
T h e documentary
there secured, a s well a s the weight of the arrow-heads, makes it certain that they were
intended for use with cross-bows. T h e fact that these finds were both made close together and on
the same line makes it appear very probable that arrow-heads and coins were dropped by some
convoy of Han times coming from the side of China a n d carrying stores for troops. T h e way in
which the coins as well a s the arrow-heads had been allowed to remain on the ground, without
being picked up a t the time o r b y subsequent wayfarers, might suggest that the convoy moving
Lou-Ian from which they fell had been travelling a t night-time, and probably a little
off the main track, but still in the right direction. If more sand then covered the ground than the
winds have left now, small objects would continue to remain hidden from view, even though traffic
may have continued to pass close b y for several centuries.
The finds to which a fortunate chance had thus helped us a t the very start were of great importance for my task. T h e y g a v e welcome assurance that the direction I had decided to follow on the
strength of previous antiquarian indications was indeed that of the ancient track by which Chinese
political missions, troops, a n d traders had toiled for centuries through this lifeless wilderness.
But they offered another ad\-antage for which I had reason to feel grateful. By their very nature
they helped greatly to raise the spirits of m y men a n d filled them with superstitious confidence
that spirits were safely guiding them. I myself could not help feeling a strange thrill when I
showed Hassan Akhiin a n d the rest of m y T u r k i myrmidons the well-defined line running from
south-west to north-east, just a s if some kindly spirit among those patient old Chinese wayfarers
who had followed this desert route beset with hardships a n d perils had wished to assure us that
the bearing I was steering on was the right one. With a few similar incidents to be presently recorded
it made ine feel a t times as if I were living through experiences dimly remembered from some
fascinating story of Jules Verne's which I had read a s a s ~ n a l boy.
l
Beyond the spot where the coins were found the ground continued, for another mile a n d a half,
to show the same salt-encrusted clayey surface with low YHrdangs. W e then crossed a slight
depression only about a quarter of a mile wide, with a hard crust of bare whitish salt, and reached
ground wheresh6r gradually g a v e way to decomposed clay with a n abundant admixture of gypsum1'
flakes and here and there a thin layer of coarse sand. I t provided easy going for the camels, a n d
tvhen, after seven and a half miles' march from C a m p c, we reached the long narrow Mesa that had
served as our guiding-point from L.J., the view obtained from it showed the same flat surface
stretching for a considerable distance north-eastwards, a n d rows of Mesas adjoining it to the north.
Our advance continued along the same bearing a s we had follon.ed from L.J. a n d brought us
steadily nearer to an array of boldly sculptured Mesas of red clay on our left. T o the south a n d
south-east only a few isolated Mesas could be seen, rising abo\:e the level expanse of what, from
a distance, looked like sk6r, extending right away to the horizon and obviously marking what
had been the western shore of the ancient sea.
For a distance of fully ten miles we thus skirted the southern border of a n area coveretl with
upon rows of Mesas. With their fantastically eroded shapes they suggested visions or ruined
mansions, bastioned town walls, towers, o r Stiipas, all red a s if built of sandstone. O u r northroute, to which I was careful to adhere, were it only for the sake of the camels, kept us
'lear0f the ground where these Mesas stood close together and rose to heights which I estimated
at
feet or more. T h e few terraces, outliers a s it were, which we actually passed by the side
so familiar in the course of m y explorations along the T u n - h u a n g Limes.'

' See Descriptive List above, p. 2H9 ; Sni,ldia, ii, pp. 759,
007) ; iv. PI. LIII.
'* Throughou~the ground sur\.eyed near the Lop sea-bed
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of our track averaged only twenty feet o r so in height a n d were correspondingly narrow. ~
l
a s i s lay uniformly from S. 20°W. to N. 20" E., a n d thus differed distinctly from that of all the
Y i r d a n g s observed in the Lou-Ian area. T h e same applied to the bearing of successive rows of
Mesas a s observed with prismatic compass from our route.-he
difference of bearing in this belt
of Mesas is all the more noteworthy that the Mesas farther west which our route from Altmish.
bulak crossed in the vicinity of C. xcix, a n d which probably connect with this belt, approximately
conform in their direction to that of the Y i r d a n g s of t h e LOU-Ianarea.3 T h e slopes of the Mesas
actually examined were covered, like the ground adjoining, with flakes of disintegrated gypsum,
From a Mesa where a ' fixing ' was made after we had covered fifteen and a half miles, I could
March ovcr
bare level see that the belt of Mesas was thinning out northward o n ground that seemed to rise slightly.
plain.
But a strong south-west wind had b y then obscured the horizon with haze, which prevented US
from seeing the foot of the gravel glacis lying in that direction. At a distance of eighteen miles
from C . c we reached the last Mesa, rising to over forty feet with a Stiipa-like dome in the centre.
Before us a bare plain, almost perfectly level, stretched to t h e east a n d north-east. T o the northnorth-west the edge of the Mesa-covered area was seen to curve round towards the point where
Afriz-gul on his subsequent survey of F e b r u a r y 15th, 1915, reached the lowermost edge of the Sai
below Yetim-bulak. 1; order to make t h e most of t h e good ground for the camels we pushed on
another four miles, the soil remaining much the same a s before, but for a slight hardening in places
owing to a thin outcrop of salt. T h e camels had kept u p remarkably well all day, the worst sufferer
of t h e preceding d a y being led a t their head u n l a d e n ; they reached the patch of soft ground
selected for our c a m p within eleven hours frorn the start.
Li TaoT h e day's march, apart frorn the important find of coins a n d arrow-heads beyond L.J., had not
yuan's
' Town of furnished other relics of the ancient Chinese route. B u t the ground traversed had shown natural
the Dragon '.features that proved of material help in elucidating a n interesting point in the ancient topography
of t h e LOU-Ianregion. I h a d occasion, when dealing in Serindia with the Chinese historical records
concerning Lou-Ian, to discuss fully the important details to be found in the commentary on the
Shui ching, composed b y L i Tao-yuan @
7.t some time before A.D. 527, from which extracts
were first rendered accessible b y M. Chavannes's translation.' I there showed that the information
given b y Li Tao-yiian, undoubtedly from earlier sources, about the course of the ' River of the
north ' towards the ' town of Lou-Ian ' #
a n d its final outflow into the ' lake P'u-ch'ang'

~

3

a

8

Course of
Li Taoyuan's

'$@,
agrees remarkably well with wLhHt our surveys have shown of the early hydrography
of the region once watered b y the K u r u k - d a ~ ~ z . 6I indicated in the same work my belief that
t h e ' Town of the Dragon ', to which the concluding portion of Li T a ~ - ~ i i a naccount
's
refers, can
safely be located in the area covered with big Mesas past which the march just described had taken
us. Before reproducing Li Tao-yiian's notice of the ' T o w n of the Dragon ' and explaining the
considerations which determine m y location of it, it will be convenient here briefly to
once more the data furnished by the passages immediately preceding.
T h e identity of the river to which Li Tao-yiian referred with the K u r u k - d a r y i is made perfectly
clear ab inilio b y its eastward course being described a s lying south of the kingdom of Mo-shan
A closely similar deviation from the regular Yirdang
direction was observed by Dr. Hedin in the clay ridges of
a belt which he crossed on his march of February 17, 1901,
10 the west of a shdr-covered depre5sion forming probably
an extreme north-eastern inlet of the Lop sea-kd ; ~ f
bredin, Cmbd Asia, ii. p, 114. Its position corresponds
approximately lo that of the salt-encrusled bay shown in
Yap NO. 32. C. a to the north of LBI Singh's Camp C. go.

.

3 The delineation of the Mesa belt in Map No. 3'.
is too conventionnl to bring out the relative bearing ol Mesa
to Mesa in each row ; our plane-table, however, co"ect'y
records it.
q C e M. Cllavannes's Nole addilirn~ntllc 10 ' Les payS
d'occident d'aprhs le Wei-lio ', Trou,%-PMj Ig051 pp 563;
Scrindia, i . pp. la4 sqq., 419 sqq.
Cf. Serijadia, i. pp. 420 Sqq.
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m;

for the location of Mo-shan. also called Skan II( in the H a n Annals, in the westernmost l ~ i r e r
~ ~ ~ ~ iske s .t a b~ l i gs h e~d . hq n their farther course to the east the waters of the river are said the
to pass south of the town of Chu-Pin &
B y this, as I have been able to prove elsewhere, the
site of Ying-p'an a t the head of the present K u r u k - d a r y l must be meant.' ' Farther east ', we are
told, 'they pass south of the town of LOU-Canand then run off eastwards.' A reference which the
makes here to the story of a Chinese military colony established a t this town has
been fully elucidated by me in Serindia. I t renders it quite certain that by the ' town of Lou-Ian '
the site of the ruined station L.A. a n d its vicinity a r e intended.8 T h e statement a s to the river's
course being south of the town is in complete agreement with what the surveys recorded above
in Chap. 1'1. sec. v have shown us of the succession of ancient river-beds, all deltaic branches of the
Kuruk-daryH and several of them of great width, crossed on our march to L.A. from the south.
TOthe north of the ruined station we had met with only a few d r y beds a n d none of considerable size.
The next passage of the text directly concerns us here a n d may therefore be quoted in full : Story 01 the
proceed farther east, to empty themselves in the Y u marshes
'The waters of the river (Ho)
which
are
those
called
by
the
[Skui] ching the P'u-&'ang lake # 8
T h e waters
iM
a
n
d
in
the
south-west
of
the
T
o
w
n
of
the
Dragon
accumulate in the north-east of Skan-shan

a.

y'

a@.

I ?4%

' The Town of the Dragon is the site of the town in which a t one time resided Chiang Lai
A n overflow of the P'u-ch'aflg lake covered
This was a great kingdom of Hu

a.

8 #,.

up the capital of this kingdom. T h e foundations [of this town] are still preserved ; they a r e very
extensive. If a t sunrise one starts from the western gate one arrives a t sunset a t the eastern gate.
.4t the scarped foot of this town a canal had been made. O n the line which has survived of it,
the wind blowing has gradually produced the form of a dragon of which the face turned westwards
regards the lake. I t is from this that the name " Town of the Dragon " is derived.'
For the interpretation of the important topographical points here furnished b y Li Tao-yiian's InterpretsLi
account, the facts recorded in Maps Nos. 2 9 , 32, on the basis of our surveys of 1914a n d 1915
Tao-y iian's
afford safe guidance. These show us that the ancient river-beds, forming part of the Kuruk-daryH ,tory.
delta and traced by us in the area south of the Lou-Ian Site, must have terminated farther east
in marshes by the western shores of that great salt-encrusted sea-bed, dried u p since a far earlier
period, which in the Skui cking a n d also in the Former H a n Annals bears the alternative names
P'?~-clr'aug
lake or ' Marsh of Salt ' (Yen-tsi @
T h e present freshwater marshes of the
h a - k o s h u n , formed by the dying
TBrim near the south-western extremity of the same salt.
encrusted Lop sea-bed, provide a n exact counterpart to those ' Yu marshes ' in which the riverbeds of ancient Lou-Ian once e r n ~ t i e dthemselves.
It was along the approximate line of their outflows into those marshes that the survey between Dried-up
Camps C,ccxxxix. a a n d C.ccxli. a was made under m y instructions b y Afraz-gul in February, 1915.
As will be seen frorn the ground shown on that line in Maps No. 3 2 . A . 3,4and No. 2 9 . D. 4 and from K U I U ~ the surveyor's diary recortl, a series of d r y beds, recognizable moreover in some places by dead daryi\.
Toghrak trunks washed down from the banks higher up, were successively encountered b y him.
South-eastwards they lose themselves ill the vast expanse of hard crumpled-up salt which marks
the former 1,op sea-bed. B y the side of these outflows there are found, for a distance of over
miles frorn north-east to south-west, stretches of ground showing a surface of salt-encrusted
and in places still retaining dead reeds and tamarisks. These stretches of ground obviously

''

s).

' Cf.
Serltldla,

Clravmes, ~'oujrg-puo, ,905,

i. pp. 354, 420.

p, g j z , note 7 ;

7
9

See Snindiu, i . p. 420 ; below, Chap. -w.sec, ii.
CI, rbid., i. pp. q a i b q q .
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mark the position of those terminal marshes, which, a t the time when the Lou-lan area was under
occupation, formed a fringe along t h e western shores of the ancient sea-bed. T h e same process
of salt-impregnation can still be seen to-day in progress in t h e marginal marsh-beds of the K ~ ~
koshun which the traveller passes o n the first two marches b y t h e caravan track froln ~ b d towards
~ l
Tun-huang. Owing to their position remote from the termination of the THrim these beds ha\.e
for long periods past received a supply of water increasingly saline, a n d that only a t rare intervals;
ultimately, owing to shrinkage o r diversion of the inflow from t h e T l r i m , they have been left for the
most part quite dry.9
Now, of those YU marshes once fed by the K u r u k - d a r y l Li Tao-yiian's abovequoted passage
Pobition of
l'umarshes. tells us that their water 'accumulates in the north-east of Shan-shan and in the south-west o f t h e
T o w n of the Dragon '. If we compare t h e position of M i r l n a n d Charkhlik-the only cultivable
areas of a n y importance in ancient Shan-shan,'O a s seen in M a p NO. 30-with
that indicated by
the foregoing observations for the terminal marshes of the several Kuruk-daryH beds (Maps No,
29. D. 4 ; 32. A. 3 , 4), it is clear a t t h e first glance that the north-eastern bearing here stated for
t h e Y u marshes in relation to Shan-shan is perfectly accurate. Since they are said also to lie
south-west of t h e T o w n of the Dragon it is obvious that the latter has to be looked for in the continuation of the same bearing from Shan-shan.
O n the ground to which this direction takes us it may b e asserted with absolute confidence
Town of
l)ragon '
that
no real town could ever have existed either in historical times or before then. We have seen
not a
that the area to the north-east of the Lou-Ian Site, L.A., during the period when the route throughit
was frequented, could have afforded only the scantiest subsistence to a scattered population of
indigenous herdsmen a n d hunters. T h e last dead tree marking the former existence of a riverine
forest belt was left behind near t h e burial-ground of L.C., a n d beyond a point close to L.I. the
traces of ancient vegetation completely disappeared. T h e same observation, excluding the possibility of a n y larger settlement, applies equally to the utter wastes of bare clay, salt and gravel
through which lay the routes of the surveyors farther north, a s well a s to the adjacent barren area
of the Kuruk-tHgh. W e a r e thus necessarily led to assume that the site described in Li Tao-yiian's
account a s once occupied by the T o w n of the Dragon was in reality not a ruined site, but a locality
where popular imagination, stimulated b y natural features, laced the remains of a town.
T h e vague reference of the text to ' a great kingdom of Hz4 ' or barbarians, the submergence
Folk-lore
urigin
of its capital by ' a n overflow of the P'u-ch'ang lake ', the huge extent ascribed to the ' foundations'
>tory.
still preserved of this town,-all these suggest that we a r e dealing here with a creation of folk-loreBut the essential fact confirming this impression is that o n the very ground to which we are taken
b y Li Tao-yiian's clear a n d reliable topographical indications, there is found a striking natural
formation accounting for the rise of that folk-lore tale.
Mesas
I t is that great belt of high Mesas through which we first ~ a s s e dto the north of thecaslru"'
suggest
_n
L . E . a n d along which our march of February 27th o n the track of the ancient Chinese
ha!
mansions, led US. \Vith the wall-like steepness of their slopes a n d the fantastically eroded forms of the'r
Bic.
tops they must have suggested, to the imagination of ancient wayfarers, the wallsl towers, and
mansions of some vast ruined c ~ t y . T h e y called u p t h e same ideas to us when we passed, the first
travellers for m a n y centuries, through this silent, utterly desolate scenery. T h a t such was the
impression on m y T u r k i followers was shown b y the irequency with which my attention
called by them to dome-shaped Mesa tops which they took for P'ao-tfais ', i. e. StGpas~and
I

'

I had a good opportunity oI observing this process on
my marches of February 21-2, 1 9 7 , eastwards from Abdal
along the southern shores of the bra-koshun marshes ; cf.

Dcserl C a h y , i. pp. 504 sq.
10 See Serindia, i. pp. 311

sqq., 335 ; abot'e, PP. '7'

Sq'
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thought likely to tempt exploration. T h a t popular imagination in the T l r i m basin has from early
times been always much exercised b y stories about ruined towns to be found in the desert, I have
repeatedly had occasion to point out." A n d the legend current in the U c h - T u r f l n tract, which
places ancient castles full of treasure among the fantastically serrated rocky peaks of K l k a - j s d e ,
prol~idesa striking example of the readiness with which this belief attaches itself to natural features.l'
Parallels to this process could, no doubt, be found in Western folk-lore also, especially in that of
alpine regions.
This identification of the Town of the Dragon derives direct support from what a t first might
appear a fanciful exaggeration. I mean the huge extent attributed to the town b y the mention
that it was a long day's journey from the western city gate to the eastern. A s a matter of fact,
it took us a march of fully eighteen miles from L.I. in a straight line to get past the southern face
ofthe Mesa belt, and this belt, moreover, a s M a p No. 32. A. 3 shows, extends for about four miles
to the south-west of our starting-point."
Owing to the urgent necessity of assuring rapid progress along what I had recognized a s the
line of the ancient route, it was to m y regret impossible a t the time to attempt a n y close examination
of the Mesa-covered area. I a m therefore unable to offer a n y suggestion a s to where the canal
of which traces were supposed to survive ' a t the scarped foot of the town ' should be placed. Still
less can I locate the particular clay ridge from the form of which tradition appears to have derived
the name ' Dragon Town ', a s recorded in the concluding words of his passage.
But it is interesting to note that in the reference to the wind which ' blowing has gradually
produced the form of a dragon ', we have what looks like a correct comprehension of the great part
played by wind-erosion in the surface configuration of this ground. Whether the description of
' the form of a dragon, which with its face turned westwards regards the lake ', has a n y possible
connexion with the general N N E . to S S W . bearing of individual Mesas is a question to which
even renewed examination of that strange ground might not permit us to give a confident
answer. But we shall see presently how fully m y own observations confirmed the accuracy of Li
Tao-yiian's notice concerning the physical characteristics of the region adjoining the Town of
the Dragon, and this must strengthen our belief in the intimate local knowledge possessed b y the
authority from which he borrowed the statements above discussed, together with the rest of those
relating to Lou-lan topography.
-

-

Huge
extent of
legendary
town.

Local
mentioned
by ~i T ~ ~ -

yuan.

SECTION111.-ACROSS T H E S A L T - E N C R U S T E D L O P S E A - B E D
The level plain of clay which lay before us a t C a m p ci offered promise of easy progress ; 1 was Easterl)
therefore tempted to abandon the assumed bearing of the ancient mute which we had followed
so far for an almost due easterly course. I was anxious to avoid lengthening unnecessarily the march
across the hard salt crust of the ancient sea-bed which I knew lay ahead of us. O n the other hand,
there was also danger in approaching the glacis of the Kuruk-tagh too closely a n d thus being led
away from the nearest line towards our definite goal, the wells of Kum-kuduk, in the south-east.
The morning was cloudy when, on February 28th, we started a t daybreak, a n d the hills of the
f<uruk-tzgh to the north seemed strangely near. Finally, not without hesitation, I chose a s our
Immediate guiding point the single small prominence rising above the flat plain eastwards, obviously
a Mesa.

:''ie?

"

Cf. Artrim1 Kholan, i, pp.

455,

460 ; ,'jcrjg,,jia,

iii.

P, '234 with note I r on earlier notices.
See Serindia, iii. pp, 1301sq.
total lengtll of the hlesa belt from L.E. north-

l3The

eastwards was wrongly estimated, Sm'ndia, i. p. 423, at
' close on thirty miles ', the correct compilation from the
several plane-table sheets not k i n g available at the time
of writing.
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We had scarcely covered half a mile when the discovery of a W U - ~coin
A ~ picked
~
upunder
my eyes gave welcome assurance that notwithstanding the altered direction we could not be far
off the line which the ancient Chinese route had followed. Then we tramped on steadily for another
live and a half miles, without my paying much heed a t the time to the fact that the soil, thoughstill
showing a surface of decomposed clay with abundant flakes of gypsum, was increasingly hardened
by salt impregnation. When we arrived a t the Mesa, which rose to a height of about twenty-five
feet above ground manifestly eroded, it too was found to be encrusted with sh6r.
Relics
Here a strange discovery awaited us. I was just preparing to climb the Mesa to inspect the
found on
ground
ahead, when one of my men noticed three Wu-chu coins lying in line, about a yard or so
Mrsa.
from each other, close to the western foot of the ridge. I picked them up myself, and round that
the impression left by them on the salty clay was quite clear. Next there were found on the north.
western slope, about five feet above ground level, the gracefully designed hook, cast in copper,
C. ci. 05 (PI. XXIII), which probably formed part of a buckle, and the ornamental pierced copper
ball, C. ci. 04 (PI. xXIII), together with a small corroded fragment of iron, C. ci. 06. The close
search which was immediately made brought to light on the southern slope of the Mesa, on a level
about ten feet above the ground near by, the major portion of a n iron snaffle-bit, C. ci. 0 2 (PI. XXIII),
and a small iron skewer with ring handle, C. ci. 03 (PI. XXIII). A little apart lay the rusted but
otherwise well-preserved iron dagger, C. ci. 01 (PI, X x I I I ) , retaining part of a cross-piece where
the guard had been, and measuring over blade and tang a little over nine inches. This seemed to
me the most striking of all the finds and suddenly brought back to my mind the similar incident
in an explorer's quest, as told in one of Jules Verne's stories which I had read more than forty
years before.'
Finally we recovered two more Wu-chu coins, large inscribed pieces and well
preserved, like the first finds, together with the fine pale-green glass bead, C. ci, 08 (PI. XXIII),
on the northern slope about eight feet above the ground level.
Evidence
T h e discovery of all these relics close together was a dramatic surprise. There could be no
of ancient
possible
doubt that they dated from the period when the Chinese ' route of the centre ' leading to
traffic.
Lou-Ian was frequented by traffic. T h e evidence of the coins is completely supported by that of
the small iron skewer C. ci. 03 (PI. XXIII), which in shape and make exactly conforms to five other
specimens excavated in 1907a t different watch-stations of the Han Limes west and north of Tunhuang.' T h e collective character of the finds afforded striking proof that notwithstanding our
deviation from the bearing indicated by the previous discoveries, chance, or perhaps a kind Of
subconscious antiquarian instinct, had rightly brought us to what must have been a place of halt
on the ancient desert highway I was endeavouring to trace.
Position of
But however much I rejoiced at this happy chance and the further guidance it promisedl
objects
it
left
two puzzling questions unanswered. T h e first, relating to the immediate locality, arose from
found on
the fact that, apart from the first three coins, all the objects were found on the slopes of the 'lay
slope.
ridge. This necessarily suggested at first that they had reached their position through winderosion, which had carried off the soil on the top where they might have originally rested, as certainly
had happened with the metal objects ~ i c k e dup on the slopes of L.C. But a very careful
did
made on the summit of the narrow ridge revealed no trace of any structural remains.
Marcl~esto
isolated
Mesa.

'

See Jules Verne, IIuyngr ntr rrnlrr dr la T t r r r . 5jme
tdition, pp. 306 sq,
The curious coincidence with the discovery of the old
Noneman's dagger which helps to guide the explorer in the
fiction tlppaled to me all the more powerfully, that perhaps
nothing on this globe could in strangeness more closely

resemble that vast subterranean sea by the shore of 'Iich
the great novelist's fancy places the incident than the dread
ancient sea-bed we were now approaching.
Cf. S e r i n d i ~ ii.
, p. 768,T.\V. 005,007 (P1.
L1\'); P'
P'
T. xll, a. 0026 (PI. LIV); p. 784, T. X V I I I . iil 9
T. x n r l l r , 0019.
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rounded d i r - c o v e r e d slopes bear out the assulnption that wind-erosion was still here carrying
I t has since occurred to me that there might once
lla\re been shallow recesses or terraces cut into the sides of the riclge, to provicle some kind of modest
shelter, such as I had found on the slopes of the similarly isolated clay hillock, T. x ~ v once
,
occupied
by quarters a t the ancient Jade Gate of the lime^.^ T h e small relics might have been left there
by wayfaring occupants. T h e gradual disintegration of the clay would obliterate such semitroglodyte hovels, while a t the same time erosion, proceeding however slowly, would expose a n y
hard fragments once hidden away on their floor. But all this must remain purely conjectural.
Another problem, a n d one which a t the time was bound to engross me far more, was presented Choice 01
by the outlook from the top of this Mesa. TOthe east, to which I turned with natural eagerness Mesa for
haltingfor a sight of the ground over which the continuation of our supposed route line would take us, place.
the view was obstructed, beyond half a mile or so, by what seemed a n unbroken maze of high
parallel ridges, YBrdang-like in shape, but all glittering in a white coating of salt. T h e open bed
of the dried-up sea I was looking out for was entirely masked b y them. T h e view of this belt of
forbidding salt-coated terraces a t once brought into m y mind the dreaded ' White Dragon Mounds '
mentioned in all the early Chinese accounts of the direct Lou-Ian route. How we should make our
way through it was uncertain. S o much, however, was clear, that the choice of the little Mesa on
which I stood for a halting-place had probably been determined by the very nature of the ground
which now faced us. There could be little doubt a s to the reason for which it had been selected.
At its foot was the first piece of ground, level a n d tolerably clear of salt, which ancient travellers
moving westwards would strike after the trying march through the bed of the dried-up sea, with its
blocks of hard salt, a s described in Li Tao-yiian's notice quoted hereafter. T h e equally forbidding
maze of white salt-encrusted ridges which now faced us a n d manifestly marked the proximity
of its shore had also to be crossed before they could camp in comfort.
The encouragement derived from our fortunate discovery on the Mesa induced me to continue Origin of
the eastward direction of our march. T h e soil turned rapidly into s h r , a n d as soon a s we had :''~'i::~.
passed into a depression masked b y the outermost line of salt-coated ridges, this assumed the form
of crinkled cakes of hard salt suggesting the petrified ripples of a n inlet from the great dried-up
sea. This surface was so trying for the camels, that after covering about a mile a n d a half from the
Mesa I had to change the bearing to N. 8 0 ° E . in order to reach ground where easier going was
ofered by patches of soft brown s A ~ Y ,i. e. salt-impregnated clay, between the salt-coated ridges.
Among these patches I noticed small lakelet-like depressions in which large flat surfaces of pure
salt were broken up b y cracks into more or less regular pentagons. T h e position and flatness
of these salt surfaces suggested that their formation was originally the effect of moisture. Their
disruption, while drying, into cakes with crumpled edges a n d the subsequent corrugation of these
cakes through contraction after renewed access of moisture seemed to offer a possible explanation
the origin and character of the process ; operating on a large scale both a s regards time a n d
ground, it has covered vast stretches of ancient sea bottom, such a s we subsequently encountered,
with solid blocks of hard salt, hea\red u p and contracted into endless blisters a n d confused pressure
ridges.'
Thus we toiled on painfully for two more miles crossing line after line of salt-encrusted hillocks, Tryins
all drawn out parallel like Ylrdangs, but stretching from N N E . to SS\Y., and thus almost a t right progress'

,, effecti\~eIyits work of paring a n d scouring.

"te
Strindia, ii. pp. 684 sq. ; also p. j z r , ,-oncerning
"nn'hersu~ll
shelter cut into clay at to\vcr T, SXIII.
a.
fibo\.e-recorded observation fully bears out
Pro[essorHuntington's csplanalion of the ro~lghnessof the

'

salt plain that represents the ancient Lop Sea, as contained
in his very graphic nnd accurate account ol his crossing
from R d ~ h e - l a n g ~to~ ! Xltmish-buhk ; See Plrlsr 0 j Asia,

pp.

251

sq.
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angles to our intended easterly bearing. These ridges, as seen in Fig. 175, were not, like y%dangs,
steep, but had a rounded appearance with comparatively easy slopes. Their height at first vu only
ten to fifteen feet. But even so they were impracticable for the camels, while the gaps between
them were invariably covered with contorted cakes of hard salt, more troublesome even than the
crumpled sA67 that filled the little valleys separating line from line. The camels were lagging far
behind, and a disquieting report about their troubles had been brought to me, when at a distance
of about nine and a half miles from our last camp I climbed a big salt-coated hillock rising to about
thirty feet. The view ahead, and in fact all round, was very dismal. Everywhere the eye rated
on a maze of elongated salt-covered hillocks, not of the clean-cut, well-defined shape of Ysrdangs,
but strangely twisted and screwed. Between the rows of these ran petrified streams of s k k , curiously
suggesting miniature glaciers by the small pressure ridges of their surface. Nothing could be seen
of the open expanse of the sea-bed, for which I was now eagerly on the look-out in spite of the
difficulties that its surface was likely to offer.
Change of
I was thus left without any indication as to the probable width of this distressing belt of
course
'
White
Dragon Mounds '-to give them the ancient name which, as we shall see, duly belongs
necessito them. TOforce our way straight through it by keeping to the course due east involved a risk
tated.
of the break-down of some at least of our camels even before we came to the open 'sea' of hard
salt. I t looked, moreover, probable that no route, even in ancient times, could have led right across
these forbidding hillocks. I therefore decided that the only course open to us was to move along
the line running N. 20' E . to S. 20' W., in which the salt hillocks stretched, until easier ground
was gained.
Ground reFor this purpose we might change our course either to N N E . or to SSW. Consideration of
visited in
the fact that the ancient route, where it could be clearly determined, had followed a general nonh'9'5.
easterly bearing induced me to turn in the former direction. But if there had then been time to
reconnoitre also to the SSW., I might well have given preference to the latter move; for when
a year later, for reasons to be explained farther on, I had sent back Afrlz-gul for supplementary
surveys on this forbidding ground, my capable young assistant, ~roceedingfrorn the above point
to the SSW. in accordance with my instructions, came at a distance of about two and a half miles
upon more open ground with soft s h y , and even found a patch of bare clay and gypsum where he
could camp within view of the open sea of hard salt.6 We shall have occasion to return to this
observation subsequently, when discussing the exact line followed by the ancient Chinese route
where it crossed the bed of this strange sea.O
Along foot
Having accordingly returned to the spot where the camels were halted, I led them to the
of saltnorth-east,
keeping as close as possible to the foot of the Ylrdangs ; for there the crust of salturas
coated
YBrdangs. less blistered than in the middle of the stream-like shcr-beds (Fig. 174). I noticed that the corrugated
ridges of hard salt were highest, rising to as much as two feet above the general level, and the
going worst, wherever, at a breach in the line of Ylrdangs, two beds seemed, as it were, to mingle
their s A 6 ~flow and increase the pressure. After having covered a marching distance of about
six miles frorn the Mesa where the coins, &c., had been found, the height of the salt-coated ridges
diminished and the sh6y of the beds between them became mixed with clay and coarse sand.
miles farther on, a long patch of soft brown sA67 oflered welcome relief to the camels' feet.
At a point nine miles from the Mesa, where we made a lane-table fixing, the ground looked
among saltencrusted
hillocks.

' CI. below, Chap. xx. sec. iv.

In Map 90.32. B. 3 the entries ' clay ' and ' mica ' (rectr
gypsum) ought to have been confined to the ground close
to C. ccxxxviii. a. To the north of his the belt of salt-

coated Yardangs is lully four to five miles wide ;
south it thins out.
0 See below, pp. 311 sq.
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much more open and allowed us once again to take the direction N. 5s0E. T o the northward,
only small Yirdang-like ridges could be seen, while to the north-east rows of reddish tower-like
Mesas showed in striking contrast above them. T h e y seemed far away a n d probably only their
tops were visible ; but the distance could not be determined a s farther on we lost sight of them.
~t has occurred to me since that these far-off Mesas were probably identical with the belt of eroded
terraces on somewhat higher ground which LPI Singh's survey shows to the west of his camp
C . 89 (Map. No. 32. B. z).' A s we proceeded the YBrdangs sank away rapidly, and soon only light
swellings of the ground, in which abundant gypsum flakes were mingled with decomposed ciay,
remained to suggest the former existence of such formations.
After covering about ten and a half miles from the Mesa where the coins were found, we reached
perfectly level ground of the same kind, slightly salt-encrusted and showing a thin layer of coarse
drift-sand. From a small isolated hillock rising two miles farther on above this plain, I sighted to
the east a continuous line of the familiar white salt-coated ridges. I t could be seen stretching far
away to the north-east, a n d is, I think, probably connected with the Y i r d a n g belt which LiiI
singh's plane-table records about five miles to the south-east of his camp C. 89. T h e view obtained
here decided me to abandon our north-easterly course a n d to steer due eastwards for the point
where the fence of salt-encrusted ridges seemed thinnest. F o r another mile or so we still had the
benefit of an easy surface of decomposed clay. T h e n followed what seemed a shallow depression
covered with rows of low salt-encrusted hillocks, with flat beds of hard sk6r between them. Fortunately the winds had driven a thin coating of coarse dark gravel across these, thereby making the
ground less trying.
The direction of the rows of salt-covered Y l r d a n g s was here, too, from N. 20" E. to S. 20" W.
Their lines after about a mile thinned out, a n d when we arrived in the evening near the eastern
edge of this Y l r d a n g belt I had a t last the perfectly open view before m e of a vast salt-encrusted
plain. It was the true bed of the ancient sea, which I knew that the old Chinese route to Lou-Ian
must have crossed, and which we had to face on the morrow. With its trials before us, I was glad
to find a spot near the edge of the Y i r d a n g belt where the salty ground, hard indeed but fairly
smooth, allowed men and camels to lie down without discomfort, after t h e day's total march of
close on twenty-one miles. B u t it was only with great difficulty that the iron tent-pegs could be
driven into the surface of salt.
Much of the night had to be spent by the men in ' re-soling ' those camels which had again
become footsore on the hard s h 6 ~between the Yirdangs. After that dismal ground, i t was almost
with a sense of relief that in the light of the early morning of March 1st we beheld from the last
Yirdang ridge the bed of the ancient sea stretching away to the east and south-east a s a perfectly
level plain. Only a few isolated knolls rose island-like slightly above it far away in the distance.
Through powerful glasses it was just possible to make sure that these were the tops of hills, manifestly those with which the low desert ranges of the westernmost Pei-shan abutted on the huge
dried-up basin. I t was encouraging to point to them a s affording assurance that ' land ' was in
sight, however long the difficult crossing before us might prove. T o the north a n d north-east
a continuous fringe of low hills showed above the horizon, very distant also, yet confirming m y
belief that the ancient route-which from evidence discussed below I knew to have crossed the
sea-bed-could not be sought for much farther to the north than the point where we stood. O n
ground like this it seemed useless to search for direct evidence of the line actually followed b y the
routepeven if considerations of safety had allowed time for the purpose.
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The shore of the ancient sea was well marked by the salty soil sloping away everywhere,
gently but steadily, from the foot of the outermost YBrdangs towards the level
owing
to
the gentleness of the gradient, it was difficult to estimate accurately the relative depressionof the
bed at the point where its surface seemed to become absolutely flat. But it could certainly not
be less than thirty feet and might well be more. T h e distant hill-top to the south-east towards
which I had proposed to steer became invisible as soon as we had begun to descend from the foot
of the YBrdang line, and I accordingly directed our course to S.g4OE., where a short stretch of
hill outline, rising island-like on the horizon, served as a convenient guiding point. Within half
a mile from the ' shore ' the salt surface, SO far tolerably uniform, turned into a seemingly endless
expanse of cru~npledpuckered cakes of hard salt. T h e edges of the buckled-up slabs of salt, rising
a t an angle, protruded often a foot or more above others crushed in beneath them (Fig. 1 7 ~ ) .The
ragged edges invariably showed the white of pure salt, while the upper surfaces of the cakes generally
had a greyish hue, probably due to the admixture of fine dust.
Progress over this hummocky SAC? was tryingly painful to the feet, even when protected by
stout boots. Yet the camels kept up at first better than I had hoped for, evidently because stepping
out widely they were able to select the less corrugated spots to put their feet on and thus to avoid
the worst of sharp edges. After about eight miles' march the low hill-top to the south-east I had
sighted from camp a t sunrise reappeared above the hazy horizon. As the hills to the east seemed
still as distant as before, I decided to steer for the former and thus to shorten somewhat the distance
that still separated us from the south-eastern inlet of the dead sea along which we should find
the Mirln-Tun-huang caravan track with its wells. Still farther away to the south-south-east,
there soon rose what looked like the top of a bold detached headland. I took it-rightly, as
the subsequent survey proved-for the salient angle which the barren range overlooking that
inlet projects into the dried-up sea-bed, and which I had previously sighted on our journey in
1907.'
I t could now be seen that the island-like hill-tops to the north-east, which we had sighted from
camp in the morning, joined on to the low range bordering the northernmost extension of the dry
sea basin east of Kauriik-bulak (Map No. 32. B, c. 2). The observation made at this time of the
height of its crest sinking towards the east has been confirmed by the clinometrical readings taken
by LPI Singh, who passed nearer to the foot of that desert range. Our lane-table intersections
clearly indicated a bend of the range to the north-east, probably enclosing a bay-like extension of
the ancient salt sea. LPI Singh's route, which actually led across this bay, subsequently proved
that we had done well to avoid it by effecting our passage farther south.
After we had covered two miles of the new course, S. I 20" E., the surface became even more
trying than before. I t now looked exactly likt a choppy sea overrun with ' white horses One lo
two feet high and suddenly turned to hard salt." I wondered how long it would be beforethe
camels' feet were all lacerated by the sharply serrated edges of the smaller protuberances which even
their long legs could not avoid. And, indeed, I noticed that their track, as I followed it when hastening ahead after each fixing of the plane-table, was grievously marked by blood-stains. The camels1
moreover, found a fresh source of trouble f r o r ~here
~ onwards in the shape of strange gaping
usually from three to four feet in depth and somewhat less in width at their mouth, which studded
the ground, often in close proximity to each other. Their sides were invariably encrustedw"h
heaped-up floe-like blocks of rather darker salt (Fig. 180). These were leaning at sharp lngb
'3
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I was unable to arrive

at any clear conclusion a s to their exact origin.

~t was with real relief that, after a weary tramp of twelve miles, we sighted a line of white Arrival at
Yirdangs far away, set off against the darker fringe of rising ground in the distance. T h e appear- eastern
of salt
ante of these salt-coated terraces was now gratefully welcomed a s a sign that ' land ' was near. yirdangs.
For another five miles we had dragged ourselves painfully onwards, after which the surface of
$ / L G ~became somewhat less hard and crumpled ; and a t nightfall, having marched a little over
nineteen
miles in all, we reached the edge of the salt-coated Y s r d a n g belt. Here I discovered
.
..
a delightfully soft patch where brown s h 6 was
~ overlying a soil of coarse sand ; the camping-place
it offered was a great boon for men a n d beasts alike, and I felt profoundly grateful for it. I
appreciated it even more when the camels arrived much belated in the dark, realizing what it meant
to have escaped a night's halt on ground where neither beast nor man could have found a spot to
rest in comfort. A n d when the next days' marches proved that we had crossed this forbidding
sea of hard salt at the very point where it was narrowest, I had reason to be thankful for the indications that had led me to select this line.
One of the hired camels had broken down some miles out ; the men whom I sent back from Trials of
camp could not find it in the dark, a n d it was only brought in next morning. T h e feet of most
of the others were cracked and sore, and the ' re-soling ' of the worst sufferers kept the men busy
during the night, though a bitter north-east wind made the work doubly trying. T h e camels
themselves now seemed to feel hunaer
- more than all the rest of their trials, and could with difficulty
be prevented, on the march, from eating the reed-straw off each other's saddles. A s soon a s they
had arrived and were unloaded, they took eagerly to eating the soft salty soil. When the abandoned
camel was recovered in the morning neither feeding with oil-cakes from our reserve of emergency
fodder nor a fair drink of melted ice could restore-the poor animal's strength. ultimately, a s it
was unable, though unladen, to keep u p with the rest, it-had to be shot a few miles from the start.
This was the only loss ever incurred on all m y desert crossings.
Our march was resumed on the morning of March 2nd with the previous south-easterly bearing. Progess
I t led first between salt-encrusted Y l r d a n g ridges of the same type a s those we had encountered ~ ~ ; - ~ ~ ~
along the opposite shore of the sea-bed. T h e y rose from twenty to twenty-five feet and standing Yirdungs.
in closely serried lines for the first couple of miles forced us to make constant detours. T h e Nullahs
between them showed a hard crust ;f salt. B u t its cakes were big a n d fairly flat, and after the
preceding day's experience the going seemed comparatively easy. Farther on, the lines of YHrdangs
grew wider apart, and the ~ a t c h e sof sh&-covered ground between them, one hundred to two
hundred yards broad, were marked only by low swellings of salty soil o r small hillocks with gentle
slops. The ridges themselves all retained their wall-like appearance and showed a uniform
bearing from N.30°E. to S.30° W. F o r the first four and a half miles from camp they continued
to be heavily coated with s/t6r, a s if they had been submerged for a long period in the salt sea.
Yet the ~ h G between
r
them grew gradually less hard, a n d was in places overlaid with coarse sand
and a thin coat of gravel, no doubt blown down from the S a i eastwards. T h e ends of the ridges
still adjoined so closely that passages practicable for camels had to be sought by detours.
Beyond this distance the intervals between the lines of YLrdangs grew wider and wider, and Yirdangs
the Yirdangs themselves less heavily i ~ n p r e ~ n a t ewith
d salt. T h e y were in consequence far Inore f ~ ~ . ~ ~ "
to the erosive action of the winds, and this had left its clear mark upon them by shaping
their tops into fantastic fornls suggesting domes, ~ i n n a c l e s ,&c. T h e ridges themselves became
lower and lower as we continued our march to the south-east, a n d after having covered close on
"lne lniles from Camp C. ciii, we reached with true relief the edge of a wide plain. Its level surface,
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composed of soft disintegrated clay with plentiful flakes of gypsum,
excellent going to our
weary feet.
Level plain
The wide view obtained frorn our next plane-table fixing, on a low hillock about twelve and
wit" pVe1
a half miles from camp, necessarily raised in my mind the question why this plain had etapd
glncis to E.
erosion, such as had produced the broad belt of YHrdangs just traversed, or alternatively
it
should have been worn and levelled down so much more uniformly. The fact of the aneroid
recording a steady rise distinctly supported the former assumption, without supplying the required
explanation. I shall presently recur to this and some kindred geological questions suggested by
the present environment of the ancient sea-bed. T o the east and ~ o u t h - ~we
~ s could
t
now see
clearly the terminal spurs of a t least two separate ranges of low hills jutting out towards the great
basin, with a wide gravel glacis descending at their foot. Westwards the view ranged over the
vast salt-encrusted plain of the ancient sea-bed, stretching unbroken to the horizon, but edged by
the Ylrdang belt which we had just transversely passed through. This seemed to end south-westwards along a line of which the nearest point lay about four or five miles from where we stood.
Beyond this line to the south no Yiirdangs were to be seen, either now or on our farther progress.
Detour of
T h e fact that we had been able on the preceding day to cross the formidable obstacle presented
'Oute
by
the
salt-encrusted sea-bed by a single day's march had furnished me with an adequate and most
t o NE.
explained, welcome explanation why the ancient Chinese route we had successfully traced from L.J. to the
' Mesa of the coins and dagger ' had followed that direction to the north-east which at first seemed
SO puzzling.
That direction was indeed leading away at right angles from the south-westerly
line which would have offered the shortest route frorn Lou-Ian to the ' valley ' of Bbh-toghrak and
thence to Tun-huang. But the great detour implied by that initial north-easterly bearing of
the route had now proved amply compensated ; for it reduced the very serious physical difficulties
which beset the crossing of the dried-up sea-bed within limits such as Chinese perseverance and
practical ingenuity in transport organization might cope with.
Question of
There remained the disturbing doubt as to whether direct archaeological evidence could be
ancient
found,
in the utterly lifeless wastes we were crossing, that ancient traffic had actually passed over
route-line.
the ground where I conjecturally located its line. After our long trying marches, in a region totally
devoid of resources, there still remained a considerable distance to cover with our worn-out transport
before we could hope to reach drinkable water. I t was therefore incompatible with due regard
for my caravan's safety to spare days for that close and systematic search which alone could give
reasonable hope of discovering small relics, such as had helped me to the west of the ancient sea-bed.
But fortune again favoured me and came to my assistance with finds which, small as they
sufficed to give assurance that we were still near the ancient desert track.
Finds of
We had scarcely proceeded more than half a mile to the south-south-west of the above-mentioned
Han coins.
low hillock when a Chinese copper coin of the large inscribed Wa-chu type was picked UP by One
of the camelmen in my presence. O n continuing our march in the same direction for only ""
furlongs AfrHz-gul's keen eyes lit upon a spherical bead of translucent white glassl C. ciii.'5'
lying on the coarse sand which here lightly covered the soi1.l" Thew two small objects picked
up along the very line of our march raised a strong presumption that they had dropped from
traffic following a route of identical or closely similar bearing. A second coin picked up
a mile and three-quarters o l the first fully confirmed this conclusion ; but the find was attended
by a discovery which at the time was hound to exercise our minds even Inore by its strangeness'
Ni5z P l w l n , one of our two Lopliks, while searching the ground in tlie direction we were follOwlng
suddenly noticed a man's footprints leading off to a small hillock close to the west of O u r route
lo
C. dil. 05. Glass bead, translucent white, spherical. L)ia~n.i".
PI. XXII1.
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On tracking them wit]l him I found a n inscribed Wu-chu coin of the large type firmly adhering to
eight yards of the foot of the hillock. There could b e no further doubt now that
the soil
first march east of the dried-up sea-bed had brought us back again to ground once traversed
by the ancient H a n route.
Before proceeding to review the early Chinese notices referring to the salt wastes we had D h v e r y
I may conveniently dispose here of that incident, the discovery of those footprints which St'Bnge
footprint%
suddenly and so strangely seemed to bring us back to the world of the living. T h e y puzzled
me a t first greatly, more even than m y companions ; for I knew from our approximate position on
the plane-table that between forty a n d fifty miles still separated us in a straight line from Achchikbulak, the nearest point on the caravan track to T u n - h u a n g ( M a p NO. 32. C. 4), and that a considerable portion of this distance necessarily lay across the great eastern bay of the sea-bed which that
track skirts. T h e presence of this forbidding barrier excluded all thought of travellers after losing
the track having erred away so far northward. I t was equally impossible to assume that the footprints went back far in time ; for though effaced in certain places particularly exposed to the wind,
they were in general too sharply marked. T h e man who had made them, after ascending the hillock
evidently for a look-out, had come down again. T o k h t a - A k h t n tracing his steps with the experienced eye of the hunter, soon discovered that they led back to the track of two more men accornpanied by a pony and a donkey. T h e mysterious little party had come from the south a n d been
apparently steering northward.
It was getting too late for us to follow their track farther before pitching camp on the level Report of
clay plain two miles and a quarter beyond the hillock where we had first discovered the footprints.
But while the men, by the side of the scanty fire which served to melt ice for their tea, were discussing the riddle set by the strange presence of men in this lifeless wilderness, a clue to its solution
was found. Mahmiid, the young camelman, who had accompanied LLI Singh on his journey in
December to Nan-hu a n d returned with him b y the caravan track leading from the end of the
Tun-huang Limes to MirHn, remembered having heard from T u n g a n s grazing near our old camp
C. 155 of 1907 that some time before, probably in November, a Chinese trader, after losing en route
practically the whole of his transport, hired donkeys from Khotan, had been robbed of three
' horseshoes ' bamdu) in silver a n d a valuable pony by the three Khotanese who had contracted
to take him and his goods to Tun-huang. T h e rogues were said to have decamped with the pony
and the last surviving donkey. T h e Chinaman, whom they had abandoned to his fate o n the
desert route, managed somehow to make his way to where the T u n g a n s picked him u p in a state
approaching collapse. Subsequently, towards the close of December, LHI Singh had found confirmation of the story when he came upon the abandoned loads a n d fifteen dead donkeys a t the
brackish springs of Yulghun-bulak, about seven miles to the east of Achcllik-bulak."
It thus became clear that the footprints we had chanced upon were those of the faithless Attempted
donkeymen. Knowing that their robbery was bound to he discovered by a n y caravan moving
along the desert route and that their appearance a t Charkhlik would likewise be noted a n d excite
which u70uld lead earlier or later to their being caught by the Chinese authorities, they
had evidently tried to escape with their ill-gotten ' treasure ' northward and thus to reach T u r f l n .
Even had ice already formed a t t h r time a t the brackish springs of Yulghun-bulak-LHI
Singh
had f ~ u n dnone yet whet1 passing weeks later-they could only have carried a very limited supply
of that or of water, besides food, fodder a n d belongings. A t the point where a r e found their footprints their animals must have already for three days gone without water. E v e n with the guidance
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of a lnap the men could not have struggled through to Kauriik-bulak. the nearest of the salt
in the Eastern Kuruk-tHgh, in less than three more days, a n d their animals must certainly have
before that. Nor could ice have been found by them in November at Kauriik-bulak
or a t a n y of the other salt springs farther north ( M a p No. 32. A, B. 2) which LHI Singh explored
in t h e following winter.
I t was thus highly probable that the ill-fated party of thieves had met in this inexorable waste
with a n end involving far harder retribution than human justice would have inflicted for their
misdeed. Abdurrahim, when accompanying LHI Singh in January, 1914, to Kauriik-bulak and
the northern springs previously known only to a few daring hunters of wild camels, could find no
trace of their passage. B u t we came upon their footprints again on the marches of the next two
days, a n d followed them right through to t h e point where their track emerged on ' land' after
crossing the great bay of t h e salt-encrusted sea-bed. A t two places we found traces of their having
camped o r halted, a n d wondered whether the poor rogues had been troubled by any misgivings
a s to the fate which was awaiting them.
O R J E U S FOUND AT FOOT AND ON SLOPES O F hIESA, SIX MILES EAST O F CAMP C.

C. cl. 01. Iron dagger blade and tang, with broken
cross-piece a t top of tang. Edges blunt ; point sharp ;
cross-piece prob. part of guard. Rusted but strong.
Length of whole gin, g.width of blade a". Length of
tang 3n, thickness {T"x f". PI. XXIII.
C. ci. on. Link of iron snaffle.bit (broken), with fr. of
other link rusted on t o it. Ring a t end corroded away
for nearly half its circumference. Section roughly sq.
Corroded but hnrd. Cf. L.A. 034 (PI. XXI) ; T. X X I I . f. 01
(PI. XLVII). Length 3fW,thickness 01 rod c. A", diam.
of outer ring c. I f". P1. XXIII.
C. ci. 03. Iron skewer with ring handle, as Ser, ii.
p. 775, T.XII, a. 0026 (Pl. LlV) ; see also ilid., T.W. 005,
007 ; T. XVIII.ii. 9. b ; XXVIII. 0019. Broken in two,
much corroded. Length zt", thickness c. &", diarn, of
loop IF. PI. XXIII.
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C. cl. 04. Solid copper ball, pierced with rectang, hole.
Well preserved. Diam. #", hole -196" x 8". PI. XXIII.
C. ci. 05. Copper hook of graceful curve, spatulate nt
hookless lower end, on back of which is stud. Recurved
end narrower, but slightly thickened. Cast. Corroded
through a t one edge, or perhaps air-hole in casting; but
condition generally good. Cf. Anc. Kliolan, i. p. 464.
D.K.oor ; ii. PI. LI. z"x 2" (broad end) $ (narrow
end). PI. XXIII.
C. ci. 06. Small fr. of iron, corroded. )"x A".
C. cl. 07. Fr. of marble (?), roughly cuboid, veined gcy
in dark pink and buff. 2" x j" x H".
C. cl. 08. Glass bead, translucent pale green, roughly
rectang. with irregularly chamfered sides. f)'x !'xi'.
PI. XXIII.

' W H I T E DRAGON MOUNDS'

When we reached the open plain of clay a t the foot of a gentle gravel glacis where our Camp
civ was pitched on the evening of March and, I knew that the most difficult portion of our journey
in search of the ancient ' Lou-Ian route ' had been left behind us. We had come upon definite
indications of ancient traffic on ground where that route was likely to have emerged from the salt
wastes o f the dried-up sea-bed. T h e configuration of the land before us to the south and east left
little doubt a s to the line it had subsequently pursued towards its goal, the western end oft!
T u n - h a n g Limes. From what the plane-table and our mapping of 1907 showed, it seemed certain
that the early Chinese pioneers of that route had only to keep to the eastern shore of the dried:ul'
sea, a s it stretched away to the south in order to reach the mouth of the wide \,alley-like depresslo"
leading towards BEsh-toghrak a n d the terminal basin of the Su-lo-ho (Map No. 32. c , D. 4). HO'Vever far into this depression the great eastern bay of the salt-encrusted sea-bed rnight prove toer1*'
-our sur\.ey of I907 along the caravan track towards T u n - h u a n g furnished no definite indicaYon
on this point-it was clear, from what I had then observed along the southern edge of t h e d e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
that desert vegetation sufficient for grazing m routs, a n d possibly water, might be expect4 'I'
along the northern edge. I t war there, skirting t h e foot o f t h e barren hill range which from the
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overlooksthe valley between Achchik-bulak and Btsh-toghrak, that the ancient route from Lou-lan
,,.auld find its natural and easy continuation towards the terminal basin of the Su-lo-ho a n d the
adjoining end of the T u n - h a n g Limes. T h e most direct line, it is true, from near our Camp civ
towards Btsh-toghrak would have led through the southernmost hill range of the Pei-shan. But
there, in an absolute desert of stone a n d gravel, neither grazing nor water could have been found.
Nor would the saving in distance, being comparatively slight, have compensated for the needlessly
prolonged hardships.
Before, however, I proceed to give a n account of our experiences along the former, the obvious,
route, it will be convenient for us to turn back once more to the salt-encrusted wastes crossed on the
preceding three marches. W e may examine, in the light of the observations there made, the notices
that the early Chinese records have preserved for us of the Lou-Ian route where it passed the P'uch'ang lake or the ' Salt Marsh '. T h e most instructive of these notices, though not the earliest,
is furnished by what Li Tao-yiian's commentary on the Shui ching tells us in continuation of the
passage concerning the ' T o w n of the Dragon'. T h e definite topographical indications furnished
in that passage have enabled us to locate this ' site ' with confidence a t the great belt of Mesas past
which dur march to the north-east of the Lou-lan area took us on February 28th.' T h e graphic
account which Li Tao-yiian proceeds to give us of the region comprising the ' T o w n of the rago on'
may easily be proved to be similarly derived from a n authority possessedof accurate local knowledge,
and this justifies our dealing here with it first. T h e account, a s rendered in M. Chavannes' extracts
from the commentary, runs a s follows : a
' This region has a n extent of a thousand Ci ; it is entirely formed of salt, but of salt in a hard
and solid state. T h e travellers who pass through it spread pieces of felt for all their domestic
animals in order to make them sleep on these. If one digs beneath the surface one finds blocks of
salt, big as large cushions, which a r e piled u p one above the other in regular fashion. [ I n this
region there are] as it were mists which rise a n d clouds which float, a n d rarely does one make out
there the stars and the sun. Little is found there of living animals a n d plenty of demons a n d
strange beings.'
a n d connects, on the eastern
' [That region] touches, o n the western side, Shan-shan
side, with the Three Sands
I
t
constitutes
the
northern
limit
of
the lake. This is why the
j$.
P'u-ch'ang[lake]
also bears the name of the " Marsh of Salt ", Y e n - t ~ t
When previously discussing this account among the Chinese records concerning the Lou-Ian
Site,' I have indicated b+fly how closely the general description here given of the region near
the ' Town of the Dragon ' agrees with the result of our surveys of 1914-15of the vast area cornprising the ancient sea-bed a n d the wastes immediately adjacent. T h e statement a s to the ground
' entirely formed of salt, hard a n d solid ' is completely borne out by the observations recorded above
or the bottom of the dried-up sea where we crossed it. LHI Singh, whose route lay farther north,
encountered the same terrible surface of crumpled-up salt over a wider stretch of its northern extension. Of the trials encountered on this vast expanse of hard salt crust, when traversing it over a
still greater distance from south to north, Professor Huntington has given a very graphic record.'
The reference in the Chinese account to the piled-up ' blocks of salt, big a s large cushions ', must
appeal vividly by its truthfulness to those who have had to pick their way between a n d across those
endless hummocks and huge buckled-up cakes of hard salt a n d have also seen the salt blocks,
pressed one above the other like pack-ice, deep down in those innumerable fissures and hollows
above mentioned (Fig. 180).
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We were fortunate enough, on the line taken for our crossing, to escape the necessity ofspending
~~t from ,,,hatI
hard salt
saw of that surface I could realize how little chance there was that even hardy camels, toy,
crust.
nothing of other transport animals, could secure on it a minimum of rest and comfort during halts,
Professor Huntington mentions how his small party had to hew down with the axe hummoc,..
of rock-salt a foot high in order to get places smooth enough for sleeping.' And LHI SinghPsparty
had the same trying experience at their Camp 89. Thus the precaution of spreading pieces
for their animals to lie down on would obviously suggest itself to wayfarers of old, when benighted
on such ground, practical as Chinese are in arranging devices of this kind when travelling, ~h~
reference to this custom is also of value because it clearly establishes the fact that the ancient
Lou-Ian route, the only one which offered occasion for such a practice to grow up, led across the
dried-up sea-bed and did not merely skirt it on the north.
Prevalence
What we read in Li Tao-yuan's account about the mists and clouds which rarely allowthe
dust
stars and the sun to be seen in that region, is entirely in keeping with the atmospheric conditions
that prevail over the whole Lop basin for the greater part of the year. The hazy skies that \r.e
experienced there between December and March are a direct result of the winds which almost
constantly sweep across these great wastes. Whether blowing from the east-north-east, their
most frequent direction, or from any other quarter, they necessarily carry with them fine dust,
the product of ceaseless erosion carried on over the soil of the surrounding regions. This in the
barren hills to the north and east and in far the greater portion of the sandy plains westwards is
wholly unprotected by vegetation. During the spring and summer the region in the centre of the
Lop basin is inevitably swept a t frequent intervals by violent BurHns bringing thick clouds of dust,
and rain or snow such as would clear the atmosphere for a time must be there of extremely rare
occurrence.
Terror of
T h a t the old Chinese travellers across these dismal wastes were struck by, and made special
lilelrss
note
of, the absence of animal life is easily understood. I t was impressive even for us who had
waste.
already passed through a dead land in Lou-Ian. This, in the times of the ancient traffic, still held
life in its riverine belts of jungle, as well as in its scanty cultivated area. It is equally natural to
find that the imagination of those early Chinese wayfarers peopled those forbidding wastes with
' plenty of demons and strange beings '. As I have had occasion to point out elsewhere, the same
superstitious fear of the dangers from evil spirits haunting such graund clung to the southern
route past the Lop basin, in the times of Hsiian-tsang and Marco Polo. This fear is as lively now
as ever.O
Coming now to the concluding remark of Li Tao-yuan's notice, we readily recognize in I t
Correct
t O p o ~ a p h ydefinite indications of correct topographical knowledge. We have seen that the region in which
of LI
Tao-yiian's the ' Town of the Dragon ' was located comprised the whole of the ancient salt-encrusted sea-bed
"Cc"Unt.
and the desert ground adjacent to its shores. Keeping this in view, it is easy to prove the correctness
of the statement that this region ' touches, on the western side, Shan-shan and connectsl On the
eastern side, with the Three Sands '. A glance at the map shows that the westernlnost extension
the
of the sea-bed reaches the present Kara-koshun marshes and therefore the vicinity
was
MirHn tract (Map No. l o . c, D. I ) , where one of the chief settlements of ancient
situated.
' Threq
AS regards the ' Three Sands I have proved, I think, elsewhere that the locality meant isthat
Sands
which
in the W e , ,!iOix account of the route of the centre * is referred to as the desert of the 'Three
located.
T ~ O U Y of
I
On

a night on that portion of the sea-bed which is covered with a hard salt crust.

I,

See Huntington, Pulse o/ Asia, p. 251.

Cf. S ~ ~ i W d ii.a ,P. 293 ; ii. p p 560 544. See
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T h e reference in the Wei lio makes it clear that
Ridges Sands ', Sun-lung s h a
these designations were applied to the northernmost offshoots of a belt of high sand dunes which
the caravan track coming from T u n - h u a n g crosses, just a s did the ancient Lou-Ian route, a short
distance to the north-east of BOsh-toghrak (Map NO. 35. B, C . 4). Now our surveys of 1914 have
estab!ished the fact that the big south-eastern bay of the ancient sea extended continuously within
the ' B&h-toghrak valley ' a s far a s the vicinity of Yantak-kuduk (Map No. 35. A. 4). Thence
a succession of sh6~-coveredareas or actual salt bogs extends in the same depression close to the
west of the wells of BOsh-toghrak ( M a p NO. 35. A. 4 ; B. 3, 4). T h e accuracy of the statement in our
as to the limits of the region with which we a r e concerned is thus vindicated by plain
.passage
topographical facts.
It is not possible for us to test in the same conclusive fashion the statement made a t the beginning of the passage : ' This region has a n extent of a thousand li; ' for we a r e not definitely told
the direction to which this measurement applies. But it is certainly noteworthy that the recorded
estimate agrees remarkably well with the distances measured along either of the two possible
routes by which a traveller starting from the northernmost point of the ' Three Sands ', east of
Besh-toghrak, could attain the nearest habitable ground beyond the western extremity of the
sea-bed. As long a s the Lou-Ian area received water from the Kuruk-daryH a n d was capable
in places of human occupation, the western edge of the great salt waste which the Chinese knew
by the name of P'u-ch'ang or Yen-tst, ' the Marsh of Salt ', might be reached a t two different
points, either by proceeding to Lou-Ian by the ' route of the centre ' o r else b y following the still
practicable caravan track to MirHn along the southern shores of the sea-bed.
Now the aggregate of m y marches, a s measured by cyclometer from L.J., the last outpost
of Lou-Ian, to the northernmost of the ' Three Sands ' east of Besh-toghrak, along what I believe
to have been the approximate line followed by the ' route of the centre ', amounted to 199 miles.8
I f the traveller were to start from the same point east of BOsh-toghrak and to take the southern
route still followed by caravans between ~ u n - h u a n gand M i r l n , a total marching distance of
practically identical length, a s measured by us with the cyclometer in February, 1907, viz. 198
miles, would bring him to C a m p 143 of our second journey. Near this we came upon the extreme
south-western edge of the hard salt crust area of the ancient sea-bed. From there to the west
towards MirHn, desert vegetation in gradually increasing proportion is found along the track,
and the region of bare salt, clay, or gravel is definitely left behindas Experience gathered on m y
explorations in the THrim basin a n d adjacent regions has abundantly proved that one mile there
!nay ordinarily be reckoned a s equivalent to 5 li in Chinese records of distances over level ground.1°
Thus from whichever of the two routes the measurement of a thousand li might have been derived
by Li Tao-yiian's authority, tllis estimate of distance would appear surprisingly correct.
For two reasons it seelns to me more roba able that the recorded estimate of extent was taken
from the Lou-Ian route. I n the first place the whole of the topographical data mentioned in Li
Tao-yiian's notice relates to the ground traversed on this route.ll Secondly, we have in the conclud-

' See Serindia, i. pp. 418,425 ; ii. pp. 555 sq.

'
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ing passage the distinct statement that the region in question ' constitutes the northern limit of the
lake '. This will be fully understood if we keep in view t h e fact that now, as formerly,
very
limited portions of the ancient sea-bed which still hold patches of salt marsh, with soft boggy ground
o r with open streaks o f salt water, a r e to be found along the southern shore of the otherwise driedu p basin.14 I t must be remembered also that the terminal marshes of the Tgrim represented by
the present Kara-koshun can b e shown to have already occupied in early historical times the south.
western extremity of the basin, a n d that those once formed b y the Kuruk-daryg delta, the l y u
marshes ' of Li Tao-yuan, similarly extended into the south-western portion of the basin. l-hus
Li Tao-yuan's authority was fully justified in describing the region of the ' Town of the Dragon'
a n d the great waste of hard salt crust eastwards a s ' the northern limit of the lake '.
F r o m Li Tao-yuan's interesting account we m a y turn next to the notice which is nearest in
' Route 01
theI ISentre
' time and, though brief, has the merit of clear topographical sequence. I t is contained in the record
in
cr Ito.
which the Wei lio, composed between A.D. 2 3 9 4 5 , supplies of the ' route of the centre', leading
from T u n - h u a n g past ' ancient Lou-Ian ' to t h e great northern highway of the THrirn basin. This
important record, which M. Chavannes' translation first rendered accessible, has been fully analysed
a n d discussed in S e ~ i n d i a ? ~I t will therefore suffice to quote the passage concerning this route,
while restricting m y comments, except those on the locality which directly interests us here, to
a brief indication of the identifications there established o r proposed. T h e passage runs thus:
' T h e route of the centre is the one which starting from Yil-mtn Ruan, sets out on the west, leaves
#, turns back a t the northern extremity of the San-lunl
the well of the Protector General
@
passes the Cha-Lu g r a n a r y
; then, on leaving
(' Three Ridges ') S a n d s
@j #, turns to the north-west, passes through t h e Lung-tui 8 # (' Dragon
the S h a - h s i well
Mounds '), arrives a t the ancient Lou-Can tijl @
E v e n though this itinerary lacks those indications of distances between the several stages
Locali tics
in 'l'eilio which would h a v e been very helpful, the certainty acquired in the course of my explorations as
~tincrary
identified. regards the starting a n d terminal points a n d the guidance afforded by the recorded bearings made
it possible for me, when discussing the passage in Serindia, to locate the intermediate stages
mentioned with great probability. Starting from Yii-men kuan, the famous ' Jade Gate', the
position of which in H a n times near the ruined fort T. x ~ vof the Limes west of Tun-huang 1s
established beyond doubt," the ' route of the centre ' followed the Limes line westwardsl just
a s the present caravan track does, to its extreme end near the watch-towers T. Iv. a, b. There I
place the ' well of the Protector Genera11?6 A s regards the ' T h r e e Ridges Sands ', the evidence
furnished by the actual configuration of the ground, b y the reference to the route which there
' turns back ', and b y the very name, makes it ~ r a c t i c a l l ycertain that we have to place them at
the northern extremity of a belt of high dunes crossed b y the present caravan route to the east of
Besh-toghrak.le I t is a t or near the last-named important halting-place that I consider that the
' Chu-lu granary ' was probably situated.
F o r the location of the S h a - h s i well we a r e afforded valuable help by the statement that
Location of
Sha-hsiwe". route on leaving it turned to the north-west. Reference to the m a p clearly shows that the route
coming from BCsh-toghrak must have kept to the northern edge of the ~ e ~ h - t o g h r a k
in
order to avoid the troublesome a n d needless crossings of the large eastern inlet of the dr'ed-up
sea. I t had t h m , in ortler to reach Lou-Ian, necessarily to turn to the north-west at the western
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extremity of the hill range which overlooks the valley and inlet from the north (Map No. 32. c. 4).
When describing below our actual progress eastwards along the foot of that range, I shall have
occasion to indicate the direct archaeological evidence that the ancient route kept close to it. O n
the gradually widening strip of ground which separates the edge of the dried-up bay with its hard
salt crust from the clay cliffs a n d plateaus marking a geologically still more ancient shore line,
we came first upon living vegetation on sandy soil near C a m p cvi, and this became plentiful some
miles beyond it eastwards. Water, too, could be found there a t no great depth from the surface,
though it proved salt. I t is in this vicinity that we have in all probability to look for the position
of the Sha-hsi well, where travellers from the side of Tun-huang would find grazing and, a t a time
when 'desiccation was less marked, even drinkable water, before having to face the absolute waste
of salt and bare clay towards Lou-Ian. I t is only u p to this point that drift-sand would be found
by them along the foot of the hill range, a n d I have pointed out in Seritldia that this topographical
[eature may well have suggested the designation Sha-hsi
@ #, literally meaning ' t h e well
west of the sand '??
Beyond this stage the Wei lio's itinerary mentions only a single locality on the way to Lou-Ian,
but one of special interest to us. After turning to the north-west the route, we a r e told, ' passes
through the Lung-lui (Dragon Mounds), arrives a t the ancient Lou-lan '. I n Serindia I have
already expressed the belief that in these ' Dragon Mounds ' we must recognize those arrays of
salt-impregnated YHrdang ridges which, a s our surveys between Catnps ci a n d civ have shown,
extend on either side of the north-eastern portion of the dried-up sea-bed.18 T h e y certainly form
the most striking feature of the great dismal waste which separates the foot of the hills bounding
the eastern rim of the Lop basin from the nearest confines of what was once the habitable territory
of Lou-Ian. Their identification with the ' Dragon Mounds ' of the Wei lio is directly supported
by topographical evidence contained in a n interesting passage of the Former H a n Annals.
In the account which the chapter of the Annals dealing with the ' Western regions ' devotes
to the relations of China with the territory of Shan-shan or Lou-Ian, there is a n instructive reference,
in connexion with events following the year 92 B . c . , to the desert route leading from it to ChinaJS
' Now the extreme eastern border of the kingdom of Lou-Ian where it approached nearest to China,
(' White Dragon Mounds '), where there was a scarcity
was opposite to the Po-lung-ttdi
of water and pasture ; and it always fell to its share to provide guides, to carry water and to forward
provisions to meet the Chinese envoys ; but being frequently exposed to the oppressive raids of
the soldiery, they a t last resolved that it was inconvenient to hold intercourse with China.'
This passage makes it perfectly clear that the name Po-lung-hi, ' White Dragon Mounds ',
the identity of which with the l&'& iio's Lung-hi, Dragon Mounds ', was duly recognized by
hl. Chavannes, was applied by the Chinese to a desert tract facing the extreme eastern confines
of LOU-Ianterritory and situated on the direct route leading to the latter from China. W e have
been able in the light of direct archaeological evidence to trace that route from the easternmost
habitable ground of Lou-Ian to the belt of salt-coated ridges which lines the north-western shore
the sea-bed. We can now fully comprehend why it was necessary for the Chinese missions
arriving on that ground, then a s now utterly devoid of means of sustenance, to be met there by
guides and to be furnished with supplies a n d above all with water. We can appreciate a!so what
atax the provision of all these necessities for safe transit must have thrown upon the scanty populal'on of Lou-Ian.
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That the Chinese designation of ' White Dragon Mounds ' was directly derived from those
salt-coated Yiirdang terraces through which the Lou-Ian route had to pass on either side of the level
plain of hard salt crust is conclusively proved by a passage which M. Chavannes in his notes on
the IVei Lo's account of the ' route of the centre ' has quoted from Meng Ktang's & @ commentary
on the Ch'ien Hun shu cornposed in the third century A. D. :2 0 ' The dragon-shaped moundshave
the appearance of the body of a dragon in earth which was without a head but had a tail. ~h~
highest rise to two or three chang (twenty or thirty feet) ; the lowest to over one chaw (tenfeet).
All of them are turned towards the north-east and resemble each other.' We have here as accurate
and graphic a description of these strange white ridges as an intelligent Chinese traveller might
give to-day. After what I have stated above as to their fantastically twisted shapes, alld yet
uniform direction, we can well understand that Chinese eyes, ever keenly observant of peculiar
topographical features, should find in them a resemblance to white dragons. The
statements as to the north-easterly bearing and the average height of the ' mounds' are perfectly
correct and obviously derived from an authority conversant with the ground.
T h e passage of the Former Han Annals is moreover of special interest because it reflects in
a striking fashion the exceptional difficulties which must have attended the movement of large
Chinese missions, convoys and bodies of troops, by a route leading across so great a stretch of utterly
barren ground and presenting formidable natural obstacles. How traffic of considerable magnitude
was maintained for centuries over such a route in the face of all its hardships is a problem to which
I shall have occasion to return farther on.'Oa But here already we may note that another significant
reference to the ' White Dragon Mounds ', to be found in the ChrienHalz shu, is directly due to the
seriousness with which those difficulties made themselves felt long after the first opening of the
Lou-Ian route.
In a subsequent section of the ' Notes on the Western Regions the Former Han Annals
tell us of a new route made during the Yuan-shih period (A.D. 1-5) from the side of Posterior
Chi-shih, $ 68, i. e. from the territory of present Guchen (Ku-chfCng-tzil), north of Turfin,
' which, passing north of Wu-cAruan 5 ##, ~ e n e t r a t e das far as the Yii-mtn 3
barrier;
the journey was thereby reduced. T h e Wu-chi-hsiao-wei Hsii P f u - ~ ihad
i
opened [this route]
in order to shorten the length of the road by one-half and to avoid the dangers of the Po-luWiui
Q 8 Y (White Dragon M o ~ n d s ) . ' ~ ' We find an exactly corresponding reference to the avoid*
ance of the Luttg-tui as well as of the San-lung sha, the ' Three Ridges Sands ', in the itinerary
which the Wei lio gives of this ' new route of the north ', established as an alternative to the 'route
of the centre ' or the Lou-Ian route.22
T h e topography of this ' new route ' to the Western regions which led from the Jade Ga!e
north-westwards across the desert ranges of the Western Pei-shan has been fully discussed,In
S e r i ~ t d i a . ~I ~have also called attention there to the very serious natural difficultieswhich, owing
to the absence, or at least extreme rarity, of water and grazing, must have likewise beset this route
even in ancient times. These have made it, probably owing to the increase of aridity.
impossible for regular traffic a t the present day. T h a t such a route had to be opened lnd
followed in preference to that through Lou-Ian, mainly in order to avoid the obstacles preseyed
by the ' White Dragon Mounds ', is perhaps the best illustration of the dread in which the
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Chinese wayfarers must have held these repellent belts of salt-coated terraces and the equally
trying sea-bed between them.
That the name Po-lzd~g-l~di
was applied also to a n area much wider than that actually covered Wider
by those ' dragon-shaped ' white terraces was rightly recognized by M. Chavannes when disthe mention made of them in the Wei Lio, though the absence of adequate geographical Po-lung-lui,
data wouldnot allow him to locate them correctly. This wider application is proved by the passage
quoted by him from the Former Han Annals, which says : ' straight to the west of Tun-huang,
outside the barriers (Ruan) [of Yii-mCn and Yang] there is the Po-lung-hi desert
j@
8 *&'.5' The reference shows that the geographical knowledge of
and the lake P'u-ch'ang

q;:ition

a
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H~~ times placed side by side, as they are in reality, the two areas, corresponding to the dried-up
portion of the old sea-bed and to that still containing marshes. But by itself the passage would not

help us to locate the ' White Dragon Mounds ', and as it is the only other reference to them that
1 am able to trace in the texts accessible to me, we may turn now to the antiquarian question still
left open, viz. as to where exactly the ' route of the centre ' is likely to have passed through the
Po-lung-lui.
This question, which the textual references do not help to settle, is equally incapable a t present ~ n c i e n t
,$,:::
of definite solution by the available archaeological evidence. But if we carefully compare the
latter with the topographical facts as our surveys recorded in Map No. 3 2 show them, we may, ~ o - ~ u n ~ - t u i .
I think, arrive at certain conclusions considerably restricting the limits within which the line
oT the ancient route is to be looked for. Good fortune-or was it, perhaps, more than that ?-had
made us come upon unmistakable relics of ancient traffic just at those points where the route coming
from Lou-Ian entered the western belt of salt-coated terraces and again where it ~ a s s e dout of the
eastern belt. I refer to the finds of Han coins, the dagger and other small objects at the Mesa to
the east of Camp ci, and to our discoveries where we emerged from the Ylrdang belt on the eastern
side of the dried-up sea and approached Camp civ.
Looking at the configuration of both Ylrdang belts on either side of the sea-bed, as our survey Possitility
shows them in Map No. 32. B, c. 3, it is easy to realize that if we had continued on our eastern
course from the above-mentioned Mesa to the edge of the Ylrdang belt and had thence struck route line,
across the sea-bed with a bearing approximately south-by-east, we should have been moving on
a line which would have brought us straight to the place of the first coin find on the eastern side.
On this line, the edge of the opposite Ylrdang-belt with its far easier going could be reached by
a crossing of the difficult expanse of hard salt only a couple of miles longer than our actual crossing
between Camps cii and ciii. At the same time the total marching distance would be greatly reduced
as compared \vith our circuitous route farther north. This saving is obvious from the map and could
scarcely be less than fifteen miles. O n the other hand, a course from the same assumed startingPoint with a more southerly bearing would certainly have considerably lengthened the extent of
that trying surface of salt crust which travellers by the ancient route had to cover. For our survey
shows that the eastern belt of ' Dragon Mounds ', with the far softer sh6r between them, ends close
the south of the line previously indicated, and that beyond it the salt-encrusted sea-bed steadily
widens.
It would have been quite impossible for me, for obvious practical reasons, to turn back from
civ in order to search for traces of the ancient route where it was likely to have entered the
Yirdang belt to the west or north-west of our last coin finds. But when a year later the opportunity
of letting A f r ~ z - g ucarry
l
out supplementary surveys to the east and south-east of the once
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habitable territory of Lou-Ian, I specially directed the Surveyor to revisit the ground where we
first struck the salt-coated YHrtlangs on the western coast of the dry sea-bed. Its vicinity was to
be carefully searched by him for any features which might throw light on the direction here follo,,,ed
by the ancient route.
A C ~ ~ Z - ~ I ' SAs Afrlz-gul's diary shows, he reached the Yirdang belt to the east of the Mesa ,,,here we had
search for found relics of ancient traffic in the shape of Han coins, a dagger, &c., on February 22, ,915,
ancient
crnssingof after two marches from Altmish-bulak. Having made his way ~ ~ u t h - between
~ ~ the
~ t ~ ~
Sen-bed.
salt-coated Ylrdangs, he found a patch of open clayey ground half a mile from the well-marked
western shore of the sea-bed and pitched there his Camp ccxxxviii. a (Map No. 3 2 . B, 3), on[he
same day he made sure of the exact relative position of his camp by searching the ground to the
north-west until he reached and identified the find-place of the previous year at the Mesa marked
on the map and situated about three miles from his camp. On the following morning, leaving his
camp where it stood, he proceeded to the north-north-east, with a single companion, and came
upon the footprints of my camels where, about three miles east of that Mesa, we had changed our
direction to the north-east.85 Thence he turned eastwards to reach the shore of the open sea-bed.
He had moved only one mile in this direction when he found on the sh%-covered ground a number
of small fragments of oxydized iron, evidently the last remains of a completely decayed implement,
C. ccxxxviii. a. 0 2 6 . Discovered in the direct continuation of the line which had led us from
Camp ci to the find-place of the Han coins, dagger, &c., these insignificant fragments can confidently
be recognized as relics of the ancient traffic which had passed there.
Survey of
Two miles farther to the east AfrHz-gul arrived at the last line of Ylrdangs overlooking eastwards the open expanse of hard salt crust. T h e slope descending to it from the plateau-like ground
which bears the sha-covered YHrdangs was very marked, and Afrlz-gul subsequently estimated
sea-bed.
the difference of level a t this spot between the flat floor and the shore-line of the dried-up sea-bed
at about seventy feet. In contrast to the salt-coated terraces he had passed through, which rose
from twenty to thirty feet and more, he noticed from this point that the Ylrdangs fringing the
sea-bed far away in a north-easterly direction were all small and apparently clear of sh6~. I t
did not occur to him a t the time that the ancient route might have followed this easy stretch of the
coast-line for some distance to the north-east before striking across the salt sea-bed. ~ccordingly
he did not himself reconnoitre in that direction, but merely directed Abdulmalik, his companionl
to proceed there, while he himself was busy with the plane-table and subsequently with prospecting
to the south-west, in which direction their farther progress was to lie. Abdulmalik rejoined him
after a time without having found any more traces of the ancient route. How far his search had
actually extended remains doubtful. Those few fragments of iron remain, therefore, for the present
the last indication of the line which the route from Lou-Ian ~ r o b a b followed
l~
before its passage
across the dried-up ~ e a . 8 ~
And here we may take our leave of the ' White Dragon ~ o u n d sand
'
resume our search for the old Chinese route over the easier ground to the east.
See above, p. 298.
I may note here that AfrHz-gul, in accordance with my
directions, rnarIic.d the point from which he had surveyed the
P5

shore of the dried-up sea with a cairn, depasiting
detPllr'
below it. This may help a future explorer to
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T H E EASTERN COAST O F T H E DRIED-UP SEA

MUCHof the night a t C a m p civ had to b e spent in treating the camels, all of which were now March ovcr
beginning to show signs of suffering severely from their long fast. I n view of their condition a n d
of the trouble caused by the need for frequent re-soling, I was glad to continue our march to the
soutll-south-east. This course offered the hope of avoiding inlets of the sea, with their hard salt
crust, and of keeping to the slightly higher ground with its easy going. After covering a b o u t
five miles over decomposed clay showing flakes of gypsum, we crossed a wide depression covered
by salt-coated gravel and then passed on to a stony Sai. Ledges of disintegrated rock, apparently
composed of reddish chalk a n d quartz, cropped out above it. T h e ground became increasingly
stony as \ve approached, after eight miles' march, a low but conspicuous ridge, the last offshoot
of a hill chain descending towards the sea basin from the E N E . Similar decomposed ridges
separated by depressions were in sight ahead.
As the ancient route must obviously have avoided such broken ground I changed now our Cairn found
bearing to SSW. so as again to keep closer to the edge of the dried-up sea which the route was more On ridge.
likely to have skirted. A s we passed along the stony ridge above referred to, which rose about a
hundred feet above the level of the adjacent Sai, we came upon two small a n d roughly built cairns
at the point marked on the m a p (No. 32. c. 3). O n the larger of them lay the much-weathered
remains of some animal's horn n o longer recognizable. Near them there was a small triangle
laid out on the ground with stones, pointing towards the west. I t seemed difficult to ascribe great
antiquity to this rough mark, a n d still more s o to account for its presence o n ground which for
centuries past could have attracted neither travellers nor hunters. F r o m the ridge we could see
the greyish plain of hard salt crust extending westwards to t h e horizon, a s boundless a s t h e open
sea ; its shore-line, which was free from YHrdangs, approached within a distance of about two
mi1es.l T o the east groups of bold peaks were now clearly to be seen, continuing towards the E N E .
the line of the headland towards which our course h a d been shaped since we had emerged from the
belt of YHrdangs. I had taken this headland, the elevation of which was indicated b y the clinometer
as ranging from 3,2 10 to 3,840 feet, for the promontory overlooking the entrance to the great eastern
bay along which we were to make our way to B ~ s h - t o g h r a k . T h e sight of those bold peaks in line
with it, rising, as subsequent readings showed, to about 4,700 feet ( M a p NO. 32. D. 4), now fully
confirmed that conclusion.
Descending the gentle slope of the stony Sai below the ridge with the cairns, we struck, a t hIarchalong
a distance of twelve miles from camp, a n inlet of the sea-bed. After crossing this, we found ourselves ~~~~~~e
Once again on the track of the thieves, which we had lost soon after lea\.ing camp. I t was running
from the terminal headland above mentioned, a n d thus showed us plainly the direction
towards Yulghun-bulak, the point where the rogues had struck off from the caravan track. TO
' In M ~ PNo. 32. C.3, by a draughtsman's emor which wit11 salt-coated g a v e l '. The nrer marked with symbols of
esapd
attention, the contour line south of C,civ h w been
hard salt crust should have been estended about two miles
cmed too far \Vcsl, instead ol curving round thc ' dcpressinn
farther &?st.
S S
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the men this oghre-btrgan yol (' thief-granted path ') seemed to give great assurance. A couple
of miles beyond we crossed another narrow inlet of t h e sea-bed which seemed to continue some
little distance farther ' inland '. T h e remainder of the day's march, amounting to a total oftwenty.
one miles, lay over gently rising ground of detritus with low outcrops of decomposed slate here
a n d there, producing little swellings a n d hummocks. Westwards from our track, at a distanceof
four to five miles, the edge of the level salt waste was to be seen, stretching away quite unbroken
to the horizon. A t two points we crossed the footprints of a wild camel ; they seemed to lead away
from the foot of the hills towards the d r y sea-bed. According to Tokhta-Akhfin even its trying
crust of salt does not deter the wild camels from covering great distances a t the rutting season.
T h e morning of March 4th broke with a close hazy atmosphere, foreboding the approach of
a BurHn. I t had become painfully obvious that we must bring our camels as soon as possible
to ground where they could find something with which t o allay their hunger. T h e straw from the lasf
few saddles that we could spare, a s no longer needed for loads, had disappeared in a moment
their g a p i n g mouths. W e therefore felt encouraged when the first three miles' march across a stony
S a i broken b y low ribs of decomposed slate brought us to a depression holding two small tamarisk
bushes. T h o u g h stunted in growth, they were still alive a n d had evidently supplied the thieves,
who had camped there, with a little fuel. After another three miles a n d a half their track turned
off to S S W . towards the last sharp-browed offshoot of the Sai. T h i s evidently had served them
a s a landmark when they crossed the great d r y bay.
Northern
T h e sea of s k 6 ~westwards was fully in sight here, though its coast, where the old route had
shore-line olI probably lain, a n d the bay southwards were hidden from US by the headland. But knowing that
bay struck.
t h e bay lay now close in front of us, a n d wishing to shorten our way along its northern shore, I
now changed our course to the south-east. F o r about two miles we crossed a gentle glacis 01
white gravel, curiously suggesting approach to a sea-coast. W e then suddenly found ourselves on
the brink of steep clay cliffs rising about a hundred a n d twenty feet abo1.e the sea-bed. This
stretched away unbroken to the south, south-east, a n d south-west a s far as the eye could reach,
like a petrified brownish-grey sea. T h e low marshy shore about Achchik-bulak on the opposite
side of the bay, some twenty miles away, was invisible, evidently lying below the horizon. Nor
could I anywhere discover with m y glasses those strings of high Mesas which, as I knew from
our survey of 1907, rise near the caravan track between Achchik-bulak and Kum-kuduk (Map
No. 32. D. 4).
Progress
T h e easier gradient in a small gully cut into the cliffs allowed us to bring the camels down SalelY
along
to
a
strip of gravel, about a hundred ~ a r d wide,
s
which stretched along the foot of the cliffsand
foreshore.
formed the foreshore of the dried-up bay. Progress eastwards along this was easy, and produced
all the sensations of a t r a m p b y a real sea, with the billowy surface of hard salt stretching away
unbroken to the horizon. T h r e e miles from where we had descended we passed a bold bluff pro.
jecting from the line of cliffs. Beyond this the hill range above us gradually rose in height and
the coastal cliffs were broken here a n d there b y d r y drainage channels. NO trace of vegetation
to be seen in a n y of them. A t a point about two a n d a half miles beyond the bluff we came 'Po"
the first evidence that the ancient route had followed this easy foreshore. I t was a carnelian
C . cv. 02, which evidently had suffered prolonged corrosion on the wind-swept ground. It
picked u p under m y eyes b y T o k h t a Akhfin.
'as
A s we followed this foreshore farther eastwards the hunter's attention as well as
Narrow
track
caught b y a n unmistakable narrow track impressed into the gravel. By its side led a wild camel's
noticed.
recent footprints. W e could trace it without a n y difficulty for over a mile, running O n both 'Irer
the gravel and the mmall intervening patches of r h r . T h e n we lost it where the line ofcliRi curving
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o f f t o the north-east marked a bight of the coast-line, a t a point seventeen miles from camp.

This
strange well-trodden track cropped u p again towards the end of the march, a n d beyond it also.
~t puzzled us greatly a t first until the increasing number of camels' footprints running along it
farther on convinced both T o k h t a Akhfin a n d myself that it must have been trodden b y wild
calllels moving along this line for a long time past. I t pointed to visits paid b y them to the eastern
Kuruk-tzgh from their present haunts along the terminal Su-lo-ho a n d in the Besh-toghrak
valley.
Tokhta Akhfin however declared that he had never seen such a regular track used by wild Possible
camels except where it leads close to water, a n d from that we were still far away. I well remember exp'anation
of track.
how the ancient track left in the gravel b y the movements of Chinese patrols along t h e wall of the
~ ~ ~ - Limes
h ~ has
~ nremained
g
traceable to the present day.2 I have accordingly wondered a t
tilnes
the \vild camels' use of a regular track here, on ground where the nearest open water
is fully sixty lniles away, may not have been induced in the first instance b y the convenience which
a path made by man afforded, a n d been subsequently continued through the ages. S u c h a n
must, of course, remain purely conjectural. I may, however, mention that Abdurrahim,
who had also noticed the old well-marked track where h e a n d L l l Singh's party reached the northern
edge of the great bay, put upon it the same interpretation quite independently, when I questioned
him on the subject after our reunion a t Kum-kuduk.
But a still more curious observation awaited us. I realized, on sighting a promontory far ahead Trace of
to the east, that following the shore of the bight above mentioned would involve a considerable
detour. So I decided to steer straight for a hillock rising within the bight of hard
half a mile recognized.
farther on and in the direct line of that promontory. M y hope of finding a better surface beyond
it was disappointed. But when I had ascended with Afrlz-gul a n d T o k h t a Akhfin the saltencrusted hillock, about twenty feet high, m y eye was caught a t once b y a broad a n d absolutely
straight line running across the hard salt surface from the western end of t h e bay towards the
previously sighted headland. M y companions, too, clearly recognized the line which passed close
to the south of the hillock. I t was obviously the line of the ancient H a n road cutting off the detour
round the bay, and its trace was a s clear a s only this peculiar ground could preserve it.
Tokhta Akhfin was sent back to take the camels round b y the shore, a n d then, having fixed Ancient
our position on the plane-table, I followed the ancient track with ease a s the depression of the surface
marked it clearly. I t a t once brought back to m y mind the appearance of the present caravan
track towards Tun-huang, where it cuts across the big bight on the southern shore of the L o p S e a
beyond Chir~dailik.~Together with Afrlz-gul 1 repeatedly measured the track a n d found that
It~howeda fairly uniform width of twenty or twenty-one feet. I t s surface was sunk about a foot
below the average level of the adjoining crumpled-up salt-cakes a n d offered tolerably good going ;
for withill the track the salt-cakes were either much 1vo1.n down o r were covered with a layer of
~h+.This smoother state of the surface must have resulted in the main from the grinding
e l k t of heavy traffic, much of it probably in carts. But comparison with the surface noticed in
shallow drainage channels passing into the s h 6 ~from the hill-side a t other points of this coast-line
suggested another explanation : a n occasional accumulation of flood water in the worn-down
rare as it must be, may have contributed to produce its present appearance.
We were able to follow the straight track of the ancient route, thus fortunately traced here, Striligtl~ness
w i t h o ~ tbreak
a
for two miles to where it met the clay promontory already referred to, a t the eastern
end the bay. This headland, on close approach, proved to be broken u p into a series of winderoded terraces, much after the fashion observed a t the end of the Sai tongues projecting into the
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terminal basin of the Su-lo-110.' Beyond it the height of the line of cliffs diminished. ~h~ plateau.
like ground above them was cut up by narrow ravines which undoubtedly were due to
water action. Along this ground the shore curved but little, and no further indication of the old
route could be traced on the stretches of hard salt crust adjoining. But quite
to the termination
of the ancient track across the bay, one of the camelmen picked up below the cliffsa neatly made
bronze tag, C. cv. 01 (PI. XXIII), with rivets, which had evidently once been fastened to the endo{
a leather strap or cord. Here again was welcome evidence of the ancient traffic that had followed
this route. It was curious to observe that for about half a mile from the salne point eastward
the foot of the eroded terraces was skirted by a well-marked bank of raised ground about t\\venty
feet wide and at a level about three feet above the shore, along which it stretched in a fairly
straight line. I could not arrive a t any definite opinion about it, but rnay mention tllat [or
most of its length the previously noted track of wild camels kept with striking regularity closeby
its side.
First reeds
T h e men with the camels took to this ' road ', which seemed so well trodden, with increased
reached.
confidence, and their brave 11-orn-out beasts had their reward when, after having covered fully
twenty-two miles, we arrived at the extreme end of a narrow strip of sandy soil fringing the foot
of the eroded plateau and supporting scattered tufts of reeds (Fig. 183). Very scanty as thegrazing
was, it was a great boon for the camels. A violent B u r l n coming from the south-west broke upon
us as soon as camp was pitched, and made the night trying for us men. Yet my relief was great
that we had carried our search for the ancient route safely past the formidable obstacles that the
shores of the dried-up sea had presented.
Vegetation
O n the morning of March 5th a heavy haze hung over the great bay, and at first scarcely
and near
allowed us to make out the nearest peaks on the hill range above us. Not feeling certain where
subsoil
water.
vegetation might be found again farther on, we made a late start for the sake of the camels. \ye
noticed, to our relief, after a march of a couple of miles under the coastal cliffs, that the patches
of reed-beds grew wider. Next a few tamarisks, some alive, some dead, appeared on isolated sandcones to the south. After three miles of march we also came upon thorny scrub, and half a nlile
farther on the surface of the sandy soil showed signs of ~noisture. I had a well dug near a reedcovered little sand hillock ; it yielded plentiful water a t a depth of only four feet, but it was \'erY
salt, probably owing to a hard crust of sh6r which was struck there. As it was from hunger far
Inore than from thirst that the camels were suffering, and as there was still an ample reserve of ice
for the men, we did not repeat the experiment elsewhere. I now regret this ; for perfectly fresh
water was subsequently struck by L l 1 Singh within a day's march farther UP this side o f t h e
valley, while a t other points more to the east the water again proved brackish. In all pro.
bability the degree of salinity in the water of the B&h-toghrak valley depends largely upo1''lie
nature of the immediately adjacent soil.
Ifall at loc~t
AS we found farther on abundance of reeds near the foot of the coastal plateau as "'I as
01 plateau.
plenty of the thorny ' Kongurchak ' scrub which could be used lor fires-re had been runniq
very short of fuel-we decided to halt there. It was clear that in order to reach our appointed ""'Ivous a t Kum-kuduk, which from the mapping of my ~ r e v i o v sjourney I could now locate
approximate certainty to the south-south-east, we should h a r e to face once again the hard salt*
~ ~ ~surface
1 s t across the eastern arm of the sea, and this s t a point where its width was still 'Onto
siderable. It was necessary to let the camels ]lave a r e a and a feed before subjecting
fatigues entailed by this passage. Nor was some rest after the day's short march unwe'come
US men, \vho all felt the strain of the exertions and anxieties we had passed through Our ear'y
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halt at Camp cvii (Fig. 182) tvas rewarded b y a n interesting discovery, which otherwise would
have escaped us.
~
~ Akhfin
k on
h searching
~
~ the much-eroded clay terraces to the north-east of our c a m p 5
fragments
of
pottery
on
the steep slope of one of them. O n proceeding with him to the
calne
,pot I found a nulnber of potsherds, C. cvii. 02-6, 08-9, together with part of a large iron buckle,
C, cvii, 07 (PI. XXIII),and charred fragments of wood lying a m o n g big boulders of clay just outside
ashallow rock cavity. T h e latter might have once been larger a n d the boulders have fallen a w a y
from its projecting roof. I n a n y case the cavity, recalling those often found a t sacred sites in India
\\,here Hsiian-tsang speaks of ' rock dwellings ', had evidently served a s a shelter for wayfarers.
A~~~~~~the pottery fragments, all of greyish and probably hand-made ware, there is one, C . cvii.
o~ (PI. XXIII),showing a raised moulding \vith a modified dog-tooth ornament which I had often
noticed among potsherds of the Lou-Ian Site (L.A.). T h e conclusion seems therefore justified
that these modest remains g o back to the period when Lou-Ian was inhabited, a n d were left by
trivellers on the ancient route leading to it. Mention may here be also made of the small stones,
C. cvi. 01-3, some of them, perhaps, worked, which were picked u p o n sandy soil on the way from
Calnp cvi. They had also probably been brought there by traffic, though of earlier date.
On the morning of March 6th, we started early in the face of a bitterly cold north-east wind,
nrhich blew all day. T h e atmosphere had considerably cleared, a n d we took our course towards
a large detached Mesa which we sighted to the east. From its summit I hoped to secure a bearing
on some feature on the southern side of t h e bay which would guide us to Kum-kuduk. T h e reedbeds thinned out as we proceeded, a n d tamarisks, too, grew rare. B u t on t h e gravelly soil that
strange hard-trodden track, with the footprints of wild camels beside it, which we had met with
again and again since reaching the northern shore of the bay, showed u p here still more clearly.
About two miles farther we came upon human footprints running across it ; on following them
up to the foot of the plateau, we soon made sure that L11 Singh's party had camped there, a s it
turned out subsequently, on the night of the 4th. I was thus relieved of anxiety about m y indefatigable surveying companion.
Half a mile beyond we reached the Mesa, which rose to a height of about a hundred feet a n d
\\.as coated with sA6r to a line about fifteen feet above the level of the surrounding ground. F r o m
its summit I could descry a line of high Mesas rising in the direction of S. 150' E. above the
quivering white haze which lay over the a r m of the sea-bed. 1:roln their bearing I identified them
withthe largegroup of Mesas passed in 1907 to the west of Kum-kuduk, and, a s the result showed,
rightly. The appearance of white cliffs far away to the east-south-east, which I took a s belonging
tothe plateau of Yantak-kuduk ( M a p No. 35. A. 4), a n d of other terraces to the south-west, those
Ilear Achchik-bulak, confirmed the location. But considering the great distance \vhich still separated
\Is from the southern side of the bay, it was clear that the visibility of the last two features could
be due solely to refraction.
The line S. 150°E. which we now struck from the foot of the Mesa took us f r s t over soft
sa't*im~regnated
clayey soil for about a mile a n d a half. T h e n followed a strip of hard salt crust
\'lth
small channels of briny water showing here a n d there within narrow fissures. Fortunately
lhese did not prove difficult to get round. Patches of soft brown sk6r were also encountered u p to
the
mile from camp. Thence for close on five miles we continued our march over a surface
cOrrllgfit~~l
salt. AS, IIOWCVCT,
the twister1 edges of the contracted salt-cakes did not rise
,
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more than six to eight inches above the cup-like depressions in their centre, this surface \,,as less
trying than that over which our passage of the ancient sea-bed had taken us. On this section
the march we encountered three or four small channels holding an apparently stagnant solution
of salt. They were nowhere more than four feet wide, and seemed to run with many ,,,indingsin
the general direction from north-east to south-west. Both banks were encrusted with pure
salt, and this being hard facilitated the crossing. I noted that the bank on the north side was
a foot or two higher than the one opposite. We could see to the south, above the hazy air that
oscillated over the salt waste, the fantastic shapes of Mesas raised by mirage into the selnblance
of huge Stupas or spires. T h e highest of them remained curiously constant in its position, and
its distance as indicated by intersection on the plane-table proved in the end correct.
Strip of
At a point close on twelve miles from camp we were held up by a strip of boggy ~ a l t - ~ ~ ~ ~
'It
ground showing a winding band of white brine in the middle (Fig. 181). The strip was from twelve
to fifteen feet wide, and it took time before a place was found where, by putting down felts, it became
possible to take one camel after another safely across. Beyond this the surface changed to a
hummocky salt-encrusted clay of great hardness. Its sharp-edged crusty lumps made progress
for the next two and a half miles most trying. Yet we had covered less than a mile from the boggy
strip when the first stalks of living reeds were met with, growing on ground that seemed utterly
incapable of supporting life. Deposit of loess dust between the stone-like lumps of salt-permeated
clay may account for this thin strip of reed growth.
Keu~iion
A t last we reached a sandy patch close to the northernmost of the line of Mesas we had steered
'Vi'l' La' for. They proved to be, as expected, the string of eroded clay terraces marked four miles to tlie
Singh at
west of Kum-kuduk by our survey of 1907.6 Half a mile farther we reached, to the men's great
kuduk.
delight, the lonely caravan track representing the chongyol, the ' high road ', to Tun-huang. Some
small disappointment still awaited us on arrival a t the low sandy hillocks dotted with scrub, where
I remembered our Camp rqg of 1907 to have stood by the side of a shallow well. For the track
of LLI Singh's cyclometer wheel, which we had eagerly followed in the hope of a prompt reunion
a t our appointed rendezvous, still led onwards. Five weary miles more had we to tramp over
heavy sand before we found LHI Singh and his little party encamped on the open reed-covered
plain by the side of a newly dug water-hole. He had halted there in the preceding December1
and with excusable preference for his own mapping had thought it safer to await US there than at
the point which our survey of 1907 indicated !
LHISingh's
The exhausted condition of the camels, no less than the necessity of awaiting the arrival oltlle
Icrossdri.droute
convoy wit11 the heavy baggage, supplies, and ponies from Yirzn, made it necessary to halt a'
up sea-bed. K u I ~ - k u d u k
(the ' sandy well I ) . I used the first day of it to go carefully with LzI Singh Over
the plane-table record of the route, \{-ell to the north and east of our own, that he had
of
in accordance with my instructions. I t had taken him first along the loot of the hill range
Altmish-bulak to the salt springs of Yetim-bulak and Kauriik-bulak, which Abdurrahim kne'v
well from his boyhood and which Dr. Hedin had visited in 1901 (Map N o 3 2 . A. 2 1 3). From
latter spring he marched down the Sai to the east-south-east, and after ~roceedingabout ten nl."es
came upon the expanse of the salt-encrusted sea-bed. It roved here, at its northern extremity'
far wider than where we had crossed it. T h e party, after as sing a belt of salt-coated yzrdangsl
evidently an outlier of the ' White Dragon Mounds that we had met between Camps ci
therefore to spend a very trying night a t Camp 89, amidst hlrmmocks of hard salt. Lil singh's
aneroid, a remarkably reliable instrument, gave the elevation of the Y Brdang belt as abouta
feet higher than that of the flat salt-crust surface a t this camp. Next day they had to cover fully

ihe

0

See Serbrdia, v. Map No. 67. D. 4.

BY THE EASTERN COAST O F T H E DRIED-UP S E A
tu,enty-fourmiles over the same difficult salt surface before they reached soft s h b beyond the
edge of the eastern belt or YHrdangs (Mall No. 3 2 . c. 3)~h~ lines of terraces he here encountered appear to have been of the same type a s those we had
through to the south-east of C a m p ciii. B u t owing probably to a more rapid rise
to mate
our
of [he ground, salt-incrustation ceased sooner, a n d a n open gravel S a i was reached within about
nine miles from Camp 90. Thence LHI Singh's route, a s the m a p shows, crossed the westernmost
o~shootsof a succession of low barren ranges all running ~ a r a l l e lto that which overlooks the
~ e ~ h - ~ valley
~ ~ hfrom
~ a the
k north. T h i s agreed with what we had been able to observe on our
along the eastern coast-line, a n d fully confirmed the view already expressed by D r . Hedin
as to the non-existen~eof a continuous range bordering that side of the sea-bed.' LHI Singh did
not meet with any vegetation whatsoever until he descended into the Btsh-toghrak valley near
the point where \rre found his C a m p 93. B u t when passing some six miles to the south-east of
Camp 91 between two outliers of those barren hill chains, they came twice upon the footprints of
a string of camels and of a solitary horseman. T h e y were half effaced in the gravel a n d , to t h e
experienced eyes of Abdurrahim, seemed several years old. H e took them to m a r k the passage
of some Mongols making for T u n - h u a n g from the western Kuruk-tHgh.
Abdurrahim, when questioned b y m e about this point, g a v e m e interesting information which
bears out this last inference. H e remembered hearing from his father, who coming from Deghar
had established the little colony a t Singer in the Kuruk-tHgh a n d died there a s a n octogenarian,
that his grandfather, who like his father had been a hunter of wild camels a n d familiar with the
\rrastesof the I<uruk-tHgh, knew vaguely of a route leading through them to the T u n - h u a n g side.
This grandfather was believed to have died in his hundredth year. T h e Kuruk-tHgh valleys to
the nest of Singer are known to have been much frequented by Mongols from the mountains
about Kara-shahr in the times preceding the great T u n g a n r e b e l l i ~ n , ~a "n d it appears to m e likely
that the family tradition related b y Abdurrahim was originally derived from a Mongol source.
Migrations of Mongol families from the Central T'ien-shan to the mountains south of T u n - h u a n g
and An-hsi take place occasionally even nowadays. A s these hardy nomads generally like to keep
off the great lines of traffic, some more enterprising individuals a m o n g them may well have been
tempted recently, as in former times, to make their way b y the most direct line through the desert
region of the Kuruk-tHgh a n d the westernmost Pei-shan.
The watering of our brave camels on that first d a y of o u r halt was a long business, a n d
threatened to exhaust for a time the scanty supply of rather brackish water oozing out a t the bottom
of our well. It was still in progress during the afternoon of March 7th when a dust-cloud u-as
noticed approaching by the track from the south-west. I t proved to be the party a t the head of
convoy from MirHn, bringing the ponies laden with fodder supplies, also m y hapless Chinese
alive but as silent and inert a s ever. I t was followed before nightfall by the hired camels
with our heavy baggage, under the care of ever faithful IbrHhim Beg. \Vith his accustomed
he had managed, in spite of Loplik indolence a n d the poor condition of the hired camels,
to Secure the timely start of the caravan from MirHn and to bring it safely through to meet us.
Thus within less than three weeks of our separation a t the Lou-Ian Site the anxiously awaited concentrationof my several columns was successfully achieved.
if our own camels had not been urgently in need of a short rest after what they had gone
another two days' halt a t Kum-kuduk was rendered imperative b y the h e a r y bags of
\''hich had arrived with the caravan. T h e largest among them had come direct via Khotan
under the care of Badruddin K h ~ n ' sold D i k carrier Turdi, the same who, o n my second journey,
C[. Iicdm, Ccnlral Asrn,
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had made his way to me in the Lop desert in a far more adventurous fashion.' Amongthe many
letters, some close on five months old, which claimed my attention before we moved on, none was
more welcome than the latest from Sir George Macartney's hand. Sent off from Ksshgar on
January 23rd by Chinese post via Korla, it brought me the very reassuring news, based on tele.
graphic information from the British Legation at Peking, that Sir John Jordan had
in securing from the Chinese Minister of Foreign Affairs the issue of telegraphic instructionsto
the Provincial Government a t Urumchi to accord me favourable treatment and not to interrere
with 'archaeological surveys '. Thus, thanks to Sir George Macartney's ever-watchful care and
his prompt action in obtaining the effective help of H.B.M.'s Minister, the threatened obstruction,
from which only the ' revolutionary ' trouble at Charkhlik had temporarily saved me, was finally
frustrated and the heaviest of the cares I had borne for two months removed.
While I was kept hard a t work on the mails for KHshgar, Europe and India, which Turdl
was to carry back via Khotan, and on the repacking of the cases cohtaining the finds from the sites
explored in the Lop desert, L11 Singh made an excursion into the high sands to the south-east.
He ascertained that the belt of mighty dunes seen from the caravan track all the way from Achchlk.
bulak to Besh-toghrak was at this point formed by a succession of well-marked ridges or ' Da\vPns1
running parallel to the direction of the valley and each rising to a height of about two hundred
feet above our camping place.
This direction of the high sands is of distinct interest, as it accords with what I have repeatedly
observed as regards the big accumulations of dunes or DawHns in the Taklamak~nand the Lop
desert, that they always range themselves parallel to the direction of the nearest river-beds, whether
these still carry water or are dry.g I t confirms the impression derived from the configuration of the
Besh-toghrak valley and from the facts noted about its hydrography and that of the Su-lo-hobas~n
eastwards, viz. that the gradually narrowing eastern extension of the sea-bed which occupies most
of that valley represents the ancient estuary of the Su-lo-ho drainage which in a geologically recent
period emptied itself into the Lop Sea. \Ye shall presently have occasion to recur to this supposition.
OBJECTS FOUND ON ROUTE FROM CAMP cv ALONG SHORE OF ANCIENT B.4Y
C. cv. 01. Bronze t a g , made of rertang. plate, doubled,
and joined at corners by two rivets which secured it to
fabric. P6"x A" x (length of rivet) &". PI. XXlII.
C. CV. on. Carnelian bead, light red, spl~erical,showing

signs of ' grounding '. Diam. f".
F ~ of~fossilized
.
tamarid, from top 01
C. cv. 03-8.
RIcsa above ancient sea-shore, 10 miles to E. of C, c".
Gr. fr. 4" x 'k x 8".

OBJECTS FOUXD 09 ROUTE BETWEEN CMIPS c v ~and cv11
C. Cvl. 01-2. T w o punch.like pieces of h a r d stone,dark
p e p . Gr. fr. (oa), length 3f", thickness f a x f " .

( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l

C. cvl. 03. F l a k e of h a r d stone, light
used as ' scraper '). 3" x J" x A".

OBJECTS FOITND BELO\V CLIFF NE. O F CAMP CVII
C. cvll. 08. Fr. of p o t t e r y ; rough Fey, of
C. cvii. or. R o u g h piece of w o o d e n stick, showing
similar to C. cvii. oz-6 with modified dog-tooth
charred surfaces. Length 5)", diarn. 2".
moulding. z f " x 2f" x in. PI. XXIII.
C. cvii. 02-6. F i v e frs. of pottery. Coarse, gritty,
F e y ; badly burnt. All frs. of side o l vessel, except 03
C. cvii. 09. h.of pottery, from rim of vesse'l ro"B
which i. fr. of battom ; 03 and 04 hard ; others friable.
J"'
reddish-grey slightly recurved Prob.
h o h . hand-madr Gr. fr. (04) 31' x 2)' x A". Thickness
of 03, 0'.
2" X
C. evil. 07. Frs. of iron buckle, one side missing. 2 t "
C. ~ ~ 1 oro-rr.
1.
TWO frs. of charcoal.
1' Sq. *
x I+" x 4". PI. XXIII,
(8

@

Cf. Drsrrl Cnlhny, i. pp. 40; sq.

See Seri,rdio i, pp.
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SECTION
11.-THE

VALLEY O F BESH-TOGHRAK

On the morning of March 10th 1 was able to discharge the camels hired from Miran a n d Discharge
Charchan, which had helped U S so well on our explorations in the Lou-Ian region a n d along the
ancient Chinese route, and to allow their owners to return westwards to their homes. Along with
them honest Tokhta A k h i n a n d NiHz, his young Loplik companion, now also took their leave,
pleased with the rewards that their useful services had earned them. 'Turdi, with m y return
mail and the antiques he was to carry to Khotan, was entrusted to their care a s far a s Charkhlik
(Fig. 189).
The task ilnnlediately before us was to complete our examination of the line that the Lou-Ian Arrangeroute had once followed beyond the terminal basin of the Su-lo-ho, by a survey of the ground along
the root of the hill range on the northern side of the valley right u p to its head a t Besh-toghrak.
A special geographical interest attached to this ground in view of the relation, a s I shall explain
below, between the Besh-toghrak valley and the Mesa-filled area adjoining it eastwards, which
I believe to represent a n earlier terminal basin of the Su-lo-ho. I t was on account of this interest
that I had previously detached Surveyor Muhammacl YLqiib from IClirPn to Kum-kuduk, with
instructions to carry thence a line of exact levelling along the bottom of the valley to t h e nearest
portion of that basin. I n order to obtain full details about the topography of the northern side of the
valley and also to ascertain exactly where the a r m of the ancient sea that once filled its depression
terminated to the eastward, I thought it advisable again to divide our party. I therefore let LH1
Singh proceed on March loth direct to the north-east from Kum-kuduk, a n d with him I sent
AfrLz-gull whom I could trust to keep a careful look-out for a n y antiquarian indications o r ~ h y s i c a l
features of interest.
I myself, with the heavy baggage, marched on the same d a y b y the caravan track a s far a s Early use of
the eastern extremity of the winding plateau a t the foot of which lie the several wells known a s
Yantak-kuduk (Map No. 35. A. 4). I n Serindia I have recorded the reasons which lead m e to track.
believe that the route along the southern side of the B ~ s h - t o g h r a kvalley, a s marked b y the present
caravan track from T u n - h u a n g to M i r l n , was already in use in H a n times.' I t certainly was
followed by Fa-hsien in A . D . 400, by Hsiian-tsang in A . D . 645, a n d more than six centuries later
by Marco Polo!
I t is therefore of interest to note here that Abdurrahim, before leaving K u m kuduk, handed me the well-preserved bronze arrow-head K u m . o r (PI. XXIII). I t is different
from the Chinese ammunition of H a n times, but closely corresponds, in respect of its barbed narrow
blades and the triangular depressions in the ferrule between them, to the type, probably indigenous,
of thearrow-heads, LS1 S. o r 5 a n d C. xcvi, o r 6 (PI. X X I I I ) , found near the Kuruk-daryH, a n d also
of one found at the Niya Site.3 H e stated that he had found it on coarse sand when looking after
h i s c a ~ e last no great distance from our Kum-kuduk camp. T h e pottery fragment h e had picked
UPnear the same place, Kum. 02, affords no chronological indication.
Leaving the main camel train to follow the cara\.an track, I then struck off with light baggage Eastern
thenorth-north-east. After passing through fairly thick reed-beds for about two miles, we came
'pan ground covered with hard salt-impregnated clay lumps. A s we crossed this d 5 I ~could sea-bed.
See that it extended to the west a s a continuous, gradually widening belt, while eastward it came to
an end within about a mile and a half o r less, being con~pletelyedged in b y reed-beds. Here then
the
extremity of the a r m of the sea-bed could be definitely determined. T h e belt of sh6r
' See Seri~rdia,ii. 1.' 5 jj.
a See above, pp. 274, 279 ; Scrirrdiu, i. p. 250 ; iv. PI.
' CI, ibid., ii. pp. 558 sqq.
SXIX, 9 . XIV.008.
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where we crossed it was about two miles wide.' Beyond it t h e ground was covered with fine sand
supporting a n abundance of reeds, tamarisks a n d scrub.
A s we were moving across it towards the low banks of clay marking the foot of the glacis,
I noticed moist soil a t about six miles' distance from camp. I t was clear proof of the presence of
subsoil water here close to the surface, a n d o n digging a well we found a
supply at a depth
of only three feet. I t tasted perfectly fresh, far better than the water of the
at ~ ~ ~ . k ~ d
a n d Yantak-kuduk. Considering the utterly barren nature of the hill range overlookingthe
whole valley, the comparative nearness of its crest, a n d the extremely scanty drainage which can
ever descend from it in the short channels cut into its glacis, it appeared to me very unlikely that
the water found here a n d a t other points along the northern edge of the valley could have any
other source than a flow of subsoil moisture fed from the head of the valley near B&h-toghrak,
T h e origin of this subterranean water-supply is a n interesting question which will best be discussed
later on in connexion with that of the hydrography of the ancient terminal basin of the Su-lo-ho
farther east."
T h e sand across which we moved became steadily coarser until wc reached the gravel Sai
below a line of low clay banks manifestly eroded b y water, like the banks of a river. Here I noticed
quite clearly a n old track, distinct though only faintly impressed, coming from west-south-west,
N o footprints of wild camels were observed anywhere near it. I t was the same track that Lil
S i n g h a n d AfrHz-gul coming from their C a m p 96 had traced for a much longer distance and
found in places actually marked b y small cairns. Their report, a s recortletl below, fully bore out
the i~npressionI gained here that it was a path which had first been trodden by men. Folloning
the line of clay banks eastwards we soon lost the old track in a reed-covered depression. Beyond
this we arrived, a t a distance of about fourteen miles from Yantak-kuduk, a t a bold Mesa, about
eighty feet high, which had clearly been detached b y erosion from a foot spur of the hill range
projecting into the trough of the valley. 1 clambered with difficulty to the top, in order to
the plane-table, a n d found, to m y surprise, remains of dead tamarisk w0od.O Considering the
position, there could be no possible doubt about the antiquity of these remains. They suggesl
distinctly moister climatic conditions than those now prevailing ; for a t that height neither subsol1
water nor a surlace flow could possibly account for the former growth of vegetation.
F r o m the top of the Mesa I noticed ground which looked a s if it rnight hold patches of open
water. S o I turned now to the east-south-east, a n d after about two and a half miles' march across
reed-beds reached a salt bog extending for a considerable distance in the same direction. I t
fully seventy yards wide where we skirted it near its western extremity. T h e salt-encrusted
i ~ n r n e d i a t cto
l ~ the north of it roved water-logged below the surface, and it was with somediFficulty
that we extricated the camels which were foundering on the treacherous ground. 'T%e presence
of this well-defined marsh-bed close to the foot of the low a n d utterly barren outer hill range of the
Pei-shan distinctly pointed to a considerable flow of subterranean drainage from the head of lhe
valley eastwards. After another mile's march over light sand we itched camp and found
at a depth of only four feet, which, though tasting slightly brackish, was yet drinkable. The "I'
passed through a thin layer of s k & embedded
~
in fine sand.
Next morning we moved east-north-east in the face of a bitterly cold wind from the same
direction, a n d passed over ground mostly covered with hard salt-impregnated clay. After a march

'

Owing to a mistake in the compilation of our several
routes the symbols indicating the slrdr-covered ground passed
on nly route north of Kum-kuduk, as well as that of the wl\ll
dug b o n d it, havc bcen shown in Map No. 35. A . 4 about

two miles too far northward.
See below, pp. 334 sqq.
"he piece Kum. 03 (see List at end olscrtion)
men of this wood ; see also above, p. 320, C. cvi. '3.
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of three and a half miles we arrived a t the southern end of a belt of Mesas, projecting into the flat

expanse of the valley frorn the glacis of the hill range a n d running from N N E . to S S W . Their
average height was forty to fifty feet. When looking round from the top of the Mesa on which
fixed the plane-table, I was struck b y the curiously straight line of what looked like a double
I
,,,bankment, stretching away to the north-east for about three-quarters of a mile. T h e raised
edges were covered with reeds, while the space between the two banks, which appeared about
twentyfeet wide, was bare of vegetation. Where this line passed among the Mesas, just north of
one I stood on, it turned a t right angles a n d took a north-westerly direction. I remembered
difticulty I had experienced in 1907 during m y explorations along the Tun-huang Limes, in
attemptingto follow u p on scrub-covered ground the traces of decayed earth walls which I had
clearly distinguished before, when looking down from a height.' I therefore did not examine this
strange line Inore closely.
I hatl occasion the next d a y to regret this omission when I perused the route report that
Afriz-galhad kept while accompanying L%lSingh, a n d found there that he had quite independently
an exactly corresponding observation some fourteen miles farther west. Marching from
Camp 96 and skirting the edge of the gravel Sai, they had come upon a series of old cairns a n d
a strange embanked line running across reed-covered ground lower down. Afrlz-gul had been
able to trace the line clearly for about one-third of a mile, the bare space in the middle being about
twenty-one feet wide and the reed-covered banks raised a t least a foot o r two above it. T h e
direction of the embanked line where traced was straight a n d almost due east to west, but a bend
at the eastern end of the stretch indicated that it came from t h e north-east. T h e cairns, three in all,
were found over a distance of three-quarters of a mile a n d lay in the same direction. T h e y were
built of rough stones and looked much decayed. A fourth cairn of the same kind had been met
with before about a mile and a half to the south-west.
The impression rece~vedby both AfrHz-gul a n d myself was that of a canal rather than of a
road. It has consequently occurred to m e that the line thus observed a t two widely distant points
might possibly be the trace left b y a n attempt to bring water down the valley along the Lou-Ian
route and thus to facilitate traffic on it. But the evidence gathered is too slight to justify more
than a conjecture put forth with all d u e reserve.
My farther march beyond the Mesa above mentioned lay first to the east-north-east across
ground where reeds grew abundantly both on sandy soil and on intervening patches of soft SAC%.
Then low dunes became frequent, completely fixed and overgrown b y reeds. After having thus
covered about fourteen miles from our last c a m p I turned to the south-east a n d reached the two
long clay terraces, about a hundred a n d twenty feet high, between which the caravan track passes
before approaching BFsh-toghrak ( M a p No. 35. B. 4).8 I well remembered noticing in 1907 t h e
curious gate-like appearance produced here by the narrowing of the valley trough. Ascending
lhe farthest point of the terraces which jut out from the long sand-covered clay ridge on the south,
I could clearly make out a corresponding promontory projecting opposite to them from the steep
line clay cliffs which marks the foot of the hill chain overlooking the valley from the north.
From what I could see with m y glasses and from the information contained in LHI Singh's
plane-table and in A f r H ~ - ~ u lroute
's
report, these spurs facing each other from the south a n d the
to be of exactly the same character and configuration. Considering that the distance
their ends is only three miles, the inference seems justified that they represent t h e remnant
"a 'lay ridge that once stretched ledge-like right across the valley a n d was cut through b y the
action
water. T h e erosive effect of a great volume of water is similarly reflected in the appear-

' Cf. Serindia, ii. p. 637.
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ance of the bold cliffs that from here onwards line both sides of the basin-like head of the valley as
it widens again eastwards. T h e observation is of special interest because, a s appears fro,,, M ~ ~ ! ~ ~ .
mad Ygqijbls levelling operations to be presently mentioned, the ground descends steadily from
the ancient terminal basin east of Bgsh-toghrak to the dried-up sea-bed near I<um-kuduk, T~~~
furnishes distinct evidence of the existence of. a connexion between the two in a comparati,.elv
recent geological period.
A minor observation of some interest also rewarded m y visit to the terraces which my lamented
Chinese Secretary, Chiang Ssir-yeh, a n d myself h a d baptized in 1907 with the name of pai-,,dn
R u n , ' the defile of t h e open g a t e ', viz. to westernmost China. I n the narrow strip of pave/
at
the foot of the more northern of the two terraces I found clearly impressed the traces of an
track evidently caused b y movements of wild camels before t h e caravan traffic had scared the,,
away from grazing along this southern side of t h e valley. But there was another proof, too, llos
well gravel-soil in this extremely arid region preserves t h e traces even of an occasional
passage. O n t h e gravel slope of the northern terrace there remained quite sharply defined the
footprints of m y pony leading u p to the point from which, a s I remembered, I had, seven years
before, surveyed the open valley eastwards a n d sighted the few poplars of BFsh-toghrak. I was to
find on m a n y subsequent occasions similar proofs of the exceptionally retentive nature of the desert
soil on these barren confines of true Cathay.
T h e remaining t r a m p of six miles to the wells of Besh-toghrak took me over ground with which
I had already become familiar on m y second journey. I t does not require fresh notice here, beyond
the mention that I was again struck b y the comparative luxuriance of the desert vegetation which
covers the sandy soil a t t h e head of t h e valley, a s well a s b y the water-eroded appearance of the
cliffs which here also fringe its southern side. Farther down the valley high dunes completely
screen the foot of the extensive plateau, probably also of clay, which borders it on the south. I
found Surveyor Muhammad YaqGb encamped a t BEsh-toghrak ; he had been there for several
days, after safely completing his line of levelling, which he had carried over a distance of close
on sixty miles with a total of 526 stations. I n accomplishing this task on such inhospitable
ground and under severe climatic conditions, he had shown much ~ a t i e n devotion
t
and endurance.
O n the d a y of halt which followed, March r j t h , 1,1I S i n ~ ha n d Afrlz-gul also rejoined me.
T h e y had carried their survey right across the salt-encrusted a r m of the old sea-bed to the north
of Kum-kuduk a n d thence, a s M a p No. 35. A , B. 3 , 4 shows, close along the edge of the gra\'el.
covered glacis of the hill range. O n e important observation rnnrle by A f r ~ z - g u lwhich
,
has a direct
antiquarian bearing, I have already discussed above.0 A few other points of interest ascertained
in the course of the SurveyorsJ work along that route may conveniently find mention here before
we turn to Muljammad YLqGb's line of levels a n d to the geogml~hical conclusions it s u l ) ~ ~ ~ ~
Starting from Kurn-kuduk, the hard salt-crust surface of the sea-bed was reached at a distanceof
about two a n d a half miles. I t extended northwarcl for fully six miles, broken only townrds lhr
middle b y a small patch of reed growth over clayey s/z+, a n d beyond this by a streak of briny
about thirty feet across. T h e belt of sandy soil with reeds and scrub met with on the opposite
side was quite a s broad a s near Kum-kuduk.
Passing through this, the Surveyors kept, for the rest of their first march and for the
of the next, close to the line where the s a n d y scrub-covered belt meets the gravel Sai along ihe
by erosion
foot of the clay plateau. I n several places the edge of this plateau was found broken
into a string of small isolated clay terraces o r ridges. A t the foot of a small reed-covered hill0ck
which served for a firing, five miles to the east of C a m p 96, ~ f r ~ r - ~observant
u l ' ~ eye
0

Cf. above, p. 323.
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signs of moisture in the soil a n d had a well dug. A t only two a n d a half feet from the surface
water was struck in abundance and, according to AfrHz-gul's statement, ' a s fresh a s that of a n y
r;.er I , This completely tallies with what I observed a t m y own well, more than eight miles farther
up, and makes me inclined to believe that b y sinking wells a t suitably selected points drinkable
water
even now be found probably on the northern side of the valley a s far down a s our
Camp cvii.
F~~about a mile and a half before reaching the point where they came upon the embanked line A reudiscussed suggestive of a n ancient canal, the Surveyors' route led along a well-marked
'Id
ancient track, and this, as shown on the m a p (No. 35. A. 4), they were able to follow, with breaks
here and there, for another six miles o r so. Considering that near the vicinity of the above ~ o i n t
three small cairns were found on little elevations close above the track, a n d that another cairn was
noticed about a mile and a half farther to the south-west, similarly near this track, it is difficult to
resist the conclusion that it owed its origin to, o r was used by, men. How long ago, it is impossible
to guess. No footprints of wild camels were noticed on or along it, though numerous in the scrubby
belt farther south which affords good grazing.
Or the observations recorded by the Surveyors on their farther progress towards Besh-toghrak Belt of
the lollowing may deserve brief notice. T o the north-east of C a m p 97 their route crossed two broad
Nullahs descending from the hill range and cutting through the gravel-covered clay ~ l a t e a u ,windmuch after the fashion 1 observed to the east of the present terminal basin of the S u - l o - h ~ . ' ~T h e
projecting plateau tongues thus produced showed a relative height of 1 2 0 to 150 feet. Beyond
the mouth of the second Nullah a stretch of ground was passed which for about two miles was
covered with YBrdang-like clay terraces from six to twenty-five feet in height. T h e r e can be no
doubt that these terraces, all stretching from N N E . to SSW., just like the belt of Mesas I had
myself passed farther to the south-east, were
by wind-erosion. T h e y obviously represent
the last remnants or former plateau tongues which first had been carved out by drainage from t h e
hill chain and had been subsequently cut through by the erosive force of the wind. Their origin
was thus exactly the same as that of the clay ridges a n d Mesas observed in 1907 a t a number of
places south of the terminal Su-lo-ho.11
Beyond this belt of YBrdangs and a n outlying isolated Mesa a large patch of boggy ground Subsoil
met with, resembling that I had passed near m y C a m p cx. I t s occurrence here affords further
proof of the abundance of subsoil water towards the head of the BCsh-toghrak valley. A t C a m p 98, valley.
\vhlch stood a couple of miles to the south-west of the cliffs facing ' K'ai-men-kuan ', water was
found at two feet from the surface. I t proved distinctly brackish, though drinkable, a circumstance
fully accounted for by the fact that the camp stood near the northern edge of a n extensive area
where hard .&Y
minglrtl with patches of salt-impregnated soil supporting reed-beds. I t was
crossing this ground, no doubt once a bog, for fully four miles that the Surveyors reached
the sandy belt with abundant vegetation which makes Besh-toghrak so convenient a place for halts
On the desert journey to Tun-huang.
The account here given of the physical aspects of the ground through which the Lou-Ian Levelling
must have passed after emerging from the Su-lo-ho basin may be appropriately completed operations.
observations on the results of Muhammad YHqiib's levelling operations. T h e object
by
with which 1 had arranged these was to ascertain whether the assumption suggested to me b y the
Observation~
of my pmvious journey to T u n - h u a n g in 1907, regarding a n earlier connexion between
the terminal basin of the Su-lo-ho a n d the ancient Lop sea-bed!. was supported b y the configurn-

~:,k,~
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See M*P No. 35. c. 4 ; Ssrindia, ii. p. 642 ; Desert
Cothay, ii. pp. 139 sq.

11
12

See Map No. 38. A. 4 ; Serindia, ii. pp. 576, 589.
CI. Serindia, ii. pp. 551 sq. ; Desert Cothay, 1. pp. 533-7.
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tion of the ground in the B i ~ h - t o g h r a kvalley. For this purpow I had instructed the
before our start from Miran to carry a continuous series of levels with the Zeiss levelling instrument
provided on Sir Sidney Burrard's recommendation, from north of Kum-kuduk to the firs dry
lake basin crossed by the route eastward of BOsh-toghrak.
My instructions were that this line of levels should, as far as practicable, be carried along the
lowest ground of the depression separating the foot of the hill range on the north from that the
chain of high sand ridges on the south. B u t Mul!ammad YHqiib, soon after starting from K,,,.
kuduk, encountered the great belt of hard salt crust which here marks the eastern arm of the dried
u p ancient salt sea, and recognizing the formidable obstacle it presents to prolonged work, decided
to commence his levelling on the sandy scrub-covered ground which edges the salt-encrusted
belt on the north. Starting from his Camp xcvrrr a little to the east of the meridian of Kum-kuduk
(Map No. 32. D. 4). his line of measured levels, as marked by the route line past his Campsxclscrr, kept first near the northern edge of the salt-encrusted ground and farther on approached closer
to the middle of the valley. O w i n g to a misapprehension, which however does not affect the result,
it crossed the valley to the Besh-toghrak wells, before it was finally brought with a north-easterly
curve to thc ' basin with wet sand ' shown in M a p No. .35. B. 3. The total length of the line over
which the series of levels was measured was 59 miles 6 furlongs, a constant distance of 600 feet

being maintained between each pair of the 526 stations.
The result of this operation is recorded graphically in the sectional drawing of the levelled
ground which is reproduced as Appendix C of my Memoir on Maps of Chinese Tudistan am'
Kansu. I n this the height of BOsh-toghrak (Camp crr), 2,340 feet, as shown in Map NO. 35. e. 3,
has been adopted as the datum point. This height was derived, at the time of compiling the
I : 500,ooo map, from the mean value of the observations made in 1907 and 1914, and in vie\\.
of the considerable discordance between the two it can lay no claim to any close approach to
accuracy.13

Continuous
But this in no way affects the very definite proof which the levelling chart affords of the gradual
de~centof
and
continuous
descent of the valley bottom from the dry lake basin east of ~esh-toghrakto the
\alley
salt-encrusted ancient sea-bed north of Kum-kuduk. The starting-point of the levelled line at the
hottom.
latter point is shown to lie 250 feet below the former, and the descending slope to be a gentle but
steady one, with a n average fall of about 4.2 feet per mile. Such occasional small breaks in the

continuity of the downward slope as the chart indicates nowhere exceed 5 feet, and are such as
inevitably occur owing to slight inequalities of the ground wherever levels are measured in a more
or less straight line and not along the actual course of the surface drainage.
GeographiIn view of the uncertainties besetting all height observations made only by aneroid Or hypsocal interest
of le\,ell,ng, meter and the impossibility of judging slopes on ground which appears as flat to the eye as
the salt-encrusted bed of the ancient Lop Sea and of its eastern extension into the B E S ~ - ~ ~
valley, the conclusive evidence supplied by the above levelling claims special impoflance. It
proves that the whole of the valley belongs to the drainage area of the Lop basin. ~ h e f Z ~ ~ g ~ ~
interest attaching to this fact will become clearer in the light of what I have to record below regard'"hilt in Sheet

so. ;o

of the quarter-inch map in

Scrindia the height of 0,620 feet is shown for Besh-toghrak

on the basis of the uneroid reading recorded by R. S. Ram
Singh on my ~ccondjourney, the readings of the aneroid
observed by R. B. Lil Singh on his two successive halts at
the same spot, December 22, 1913, and March 14, 15-14,are
computed as indicating eleuations of t p 1 2 and 2,260 feet,
respectively.

In computing the former of these two aneroid
account has been taken of the correction supplied by the
reading of mercurinl barometer observed on the same lh'
(cf. Dr. IIunter's table in Mntroir on bf@s, P. 153)
air-pressure indicated by the latter differedonl~by 0'03i'hr
corresponding to 32 feet, from the aneroid leadingOn
that the lower elewlOn'liYY
DeCemhrz r , Ip13, it
to be nearer to the true one.
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middle one of the broad sand ridges which it crosses near the southern edge of the basin, Suiking
thence south-eastwards h e was to seek for t h e lowest course of the Su-lo-ho in the bed coming frm
Toghrak-bulak ( M a p NO. 35. C. 4) a n d to trace it through to its termination. I myself,bking
A f r ~ z - g u lwith me, proposed to follow a course which would take us to the north and south of
track already surveyed in 1907 a n d allow u s to ascertain more closely the character of the ground
within the limits of the dried-up basin.
hfut!ammad
O f M u l ~ a m m a dYLqtib's work it will suffice here to mention that by proceeding from Besh.
"qLbi
toghrak
first to the north-east a n d then striking eastwards he succeeded in carrying his lerelling
work.
line to the western edge of the dried-up basin to be described presently. He did this by passing
through a small g a p in the chain of high dunes which winds round it on that side. It is for this
reason that the elevation of this fringe of dunes does not appear in the end portion of the grounrl
sectionally shown by the levelling chart.4 After the Surveyor had rejoined me at Camp cx,ii
he was sent across the stony plateau on the south to the terminal course of the Su-lo-ho,whichhe
subsequently mapped right through to its end in the salt lake shown by Map No. 55. B. 4.
Approach
M y own route on March 14th led a t first along the caravan track, and even here gave rise
'O 'Id
to
some
interesting observations. A t a distance of about three miles from BPsh-toghrak I found
lacustrine
a couple of wells, only three feet deep, marking a new halting-place and attesting the nearness o[
basin.
subsoil water to the s u r f a ~ e . A
~ luxuriant growth of reeds a n d scrub extended over the flat sandy
bottom of the valley u p to the belt of high dunes which stretches across it and marks, as already
noted in 1907, the western limit of the dried-up lake basin. T h e sand ridges of this belt, reached
a t a distance of about five a n d a half miles from Besh-toghrak, rose to a height of forty to fifty feel.
T h e dunes r a n right across the valley bottom a n d seemed also to ascend for some distance on the
gentle sloping gravel glacis of the barren hill range o n the north. F r o m the top of the broad ridge
of sand crossed b y t h e caravan track, the wide flat expanse of the basin covered on its edge tvith
light salt efflorescence came into full view eastwards. I n the distance behind it I could see the great
a r r a y of high Mesas which already in 1907 had impressed me a s of unmistakably lacustrine origin.
Signs of
A s soon a s we had descended to level ground, I was struck by clear evidence of its having
recent
inundation. undergone quite recent inundation. While still a m o n g low dunes I already noticed that the gro~ll
of reeds between them was far more a b u n d a n t t h a n I remembered it to have been in 1907 Where
t h e flat surface was reached, a t a little over six miles from Besh-toghrak, a thin fringe of Young
reed shoots marked the shore-line of what had manifestly been a wide temporary lake during
t h e preceding summer a n d autumn. T h e light film-like deposit of salt efflorescence along. it was
.
just such a s would be drawn to t h e surface b y the watering of fields newly brought ~ndercult"ratlon'
Beyond this the sand, now distinctly moist, became gradually clear of s h 6 ~and, in wide d e ~
also of reeds, where the water had evidently stood too deep for their growth.
T h e caravan track, easily effaced in 1907 on the d r y sand which then covered this stretch
ground, had now become a broad a n d well-marked road over the wet surface. We foilowd I'
for about two miles to the first of the tongue-like ridges, completely covered with drift-sand and
flanked b y isolated clay terraces, which jut out a t intervals into the basin from the south'
farther'
now separated from LH1 Singh, who continued b y the caravan route for Some four
a n d turned off to N . 60" W.
March
O u r onward march on this bearing took us over ground showing all the characteristicsOf a lab
"OSs
"lo"
bed
only
recently under water. I t s deeper portions, winding like the lagoons lhat are Inet
sand.

d

'

See nlemoir 018 ~jfaps,App. c. In Map Bo. 35. e. 3
hluhmrnmacl Y i g l b i line o[ levels, wl,ich stopped .iter
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in the area liable to inundation from the THrim to the north-east of A b ~ l a lwere
, ~ quite clear of reeds.

H~~~ the foot sank deep, a n d the sand underneath was saturated with water, apparently fresh.
~ ~ i ~ lhigher
, t l ~portions of the ground bore thin growth of young reeds, while the sand showed
Here, too, the sand immediately below the surface was moist, a n d throughout there was a striking absence of sh+. F o r
this it seemed impossible to account except on the assumption that the water which periodically
spreads over this basin is carried off again by subterranean drainage before it becomes evaporated.
Our line of march allowed the western limit of this basin to be seen quite clearly. I t was edged
everywhere by the belt of dunes already referred to. T h e fact that these seemed lowest towards
the north-west near the foot of the gravel Sai suggested the possibility of a n outflow towards the
area of sort s h 6 ~that Muhammad YLqGb had noticed north of his line of levelling from Bcshtoghrak.
After having thus covered a distance of five and a half miles across the open flat of the basin
\irearrived at a big- Mesa, the northern outlier of a line of clay terraces rising- within the basin on o u r
right (Fig. 187). I t rose steeply to a height of about 1 2 0 feet a n d showed seven horizontally
stratified layers of reddish clay separated b y thinner strata of yellowish sand. F r o m its top, a n
extensive view was obtained over the d r y lake basin to the south a n d west, a s well a s over the
absolutely bare Sai of dark gravel sloping u p gently northward. T h e edge of the basin in the
latter direction was well defined by a narrow belt of small sandy hillocks, only four to six feet high,
bearing thorny scrub and fringing the shore-line.
To the east the eye was met everywhere by serried rows of those high wind-eroded clay terraces
which had already presented themselves a s a most striking feature of this area on m y passage in
1907 farther south.' Their lines, a s was subsequently noted o n many occasions, stretched everywhere from north-north-east to south-south-west, showing the same regularity a s the familiar
Yirdangs of the Lop desert, but a different bearing. T h a t these big terraces rising to heights
from eighty to a hundred and t\I7enty feet o r thereabout were, in fact, not different in character a n d
origin from those Yzrdangs was testified b y their invariably long a n d narrow shapes and the
comparative rarity of the gaps separating those which belonged to the same row.
The successive rows themselves were separated b y intervals which in this portion of the basin
did not exceed a quarter of a mile or so. These rows of big terraces afforded clear evidence of the
powerful action of wind-erosion on this ground during a n earlier epoch. T h e total absence of
Yirdang ridges and trenches on the open ground of the basin and between the rows of terraces
\\!as all the more curious. I could attribute this contrast only to the protection afforded to the
soil in the present epoch by ~ e r i o d i c a linundation, coupled ~ v i t hthe nearness of moisture below
the surface, and the consequent growth of some vegetation above it.
A well dug a t the foot of the Mesa which had served for our plane-table fixing ~ i e l d e dperfectly
fresh water at a depth of only three feet, conclusive evidence that a constant flow of moisture finds
its way also to this northern edge of the basin. No doubt, this accounted likewise for the plentiful
scrub on the low hillocks of sand which, a s already mentioned, fringe the basin below the foot of
'he gravel glacis. We had these well within view while continuing our march for about two miles
north-beast. After threading our way between the fantastic forms of Mesas, upon which
~ind-erosion,using the gravel close a t hand a s its weapon, was obviously able to exert its full
Strengthpwe finally emerged on the open slope of the Sai.R
a ,rusty surface as the result of moist soil contracted under a hot sun.

'
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I ascended the slope sufficiently far to make sure that rows of high clay terrace-, just like those
we had skirted, abutted on the foot of the S a i for a distance of a t least four miles eastward. A~~~~
this wide glacis of piedmont gravel there rose only a few scattered terraces of reddish clay of
great height, showing that the soil underlying the cover of coarse gravel was the same here as that
from which the rows of Mesas had been carved out within the basin southward. N~ trace of
vegetation, living o r dead, could be seen anywhere on this desolate Sai ; nor could we, scanning
its surface with our glasses, discover a n y signs of well-defined drainage channels across it.
seen
from the Mesas that we ascended, t h e gravel slope to the north-east stretched away unbrokenwith
a n apparently very uniform gradient right u p to the horizon. T o the north only low isolated hills
showed above it in the distance. I t seemed clear that from those sides no drainage could reach
the basin sufficient to account for all t h e moisture shown b y its surface.
After having thus reconnoitred t h e northern limit of the basin, we turned to the sout]l-south.
east a n d marched along the gravel-strewn trough between two rows of high Mesas. TIle Iongi.
tudinal extension of the Mesas is illustrated b y t h e fact that, while thus moving for a distance
of over two miles, I noticed only one g a p in the Mesa row on o u r left through which it might have
been possible t o take our camels. After that distance had been covered, vegeiation appeared
again in the shape of some thorny scrub growing on a few small hillocks of sand, and there we
camped for the night. T h e attempt a t a well was abandoned a s the soil composed of mixed gravel
a n d sand showed n o signs of moisture after we had d u g down a few feet.
T h e night of March 14th to I j t h brought a violent storm from the south-west, which cleared
the atmosphere completely. A s a result, the view obtained when in the early morning we ascended
a prominent Mesa, probably about a hundred a n d fifty feet in height, just south of our camp, was
exceptionally comprehensive. All round us it showed serried lines of Mesas, built up of layers
of reddish-brown clay with much thinner strata of ell ow sandstone between. The panoramic
view reproduced in Figs. 184-6 well illustrates the varied shapes of these Mesas, and also shows
how wind-erosion attacking the softer sandstone strata undercuts the more solid clay and gradually
breaks u p the long ridges into smaller terraces and knolls.
Besides the big area of Mesas in which we stood, two other belts of them, narrower but longer,
could be m a d e out eastwards. These, too, were obviously comprised within the limits of theancient
lacustrine basin extending between the foot of the gravel glacis northward and the line of high
sands on the south. F r o m our elevated point of observation I could clearly see that this line of big
dunes was continued on the south-east by a long flat ~ l a t e a uof Sai, and our mapping of I907 left
no doubt that behind this there lay t h e end of the Su-lo-ho course, a s then surveyed.' But Of a
g a p in this plateau b y which the waters of the dying Su-lo-ho might reach the basin, as then con'
jecturally assumed, n o indication was to be discovered.
F a r away to the south there stood u p in glittering snowy whiteness the great range ofmounta'ns
from above T u n - h u a n g to Anambar-ula. I t was a very imposing sight, which occasional 'Iear
views obtained in the course of m y explorations along the T u n - h u a n g Limes had impressed On my
memory. T h e night's storm had deposited a light sprinkling of snow, too, on some of the low desert
hills rising above the d a r k gravel glacis to the north. B u t this soon disappeared as the sun rose
higher. T h e panorama around m e was on a vaster scale and, in spite of its utter desolationllnore
varied than a n y m y eyes had rested upon in Central-Asian plains.
Satisfied a s to the character a n d limits of the north-western portion of the basin, I nor decided
to reconnoitre it in the south-east. After moving for about two miles southward between ro\''s Ofd
Mesas, r e emerged on a level plain of sand fringed by clay terraces whir.11 rincI-~rosionha(1
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AN ANCIENT T E R M I N A L BASIN
to mere fragments of fantastic shapes. Between them reeds a n d scrub reappeared in patches.
On digging through the sand for a well, water oozed out slowly from a layer of hard red clay a t
a depth of three feet; it tasted brackish, but was drinkable for animals. A s we proceeded south-

eastward~across this flat plain, the sand on the surface soon became permeated with moisture a n d
remained so until we arrived, after a march of about three miles, a t a broad ridge of dunes, forty to
fifty feet in height, near the point where the caravan track crosses it.
The surface of this plain, like that of the sandy plain crossed on the previous day, was clear
of reed growth ; it manifestly marked a depression of the basin, which was periodically covered with
water. The total absence here, too, of a n y salt efflorescence supported the belief that the disappearante of this water was due not to evaporation but to subterranean drainage. T h e view obtained
from the ridge (Fig. 188) was almost a s commanding a s that from the Mesa near C a m p cxii. I t
the observation made from that point that two more belts of wind-eroded terraces
stretched down into the eastern part of the basin, a n d that there was a n absence of features suggesting
that surface drainage reached it to a n y appreciable extent from the unbroken gravel slope to the
north-east.
There remained an important point to be settled in the course of o u r survey of this ancient
lacustrine basin. I t was whether it was possible for floods from the actual terminal course of the
Su-lo-ho, as seen by us in the spring of 1907, to reach its southern edge. Below Toghrak-bulak,
where the caravan route crosses the river ( M a p No. 35. C. 4), the survey of this terminal course had
to be entrusted in April, 1907, to RZln Singh, a s excavation work along the watch-stations of the
Limes kept me busy farther away to the east. H e had descended the river-bed to a point marked
by his Camp 174, and sketching the river's farther course from there, had shown it on his planetable with a distinct north-alesterly bearing from about three miles lower down.
This, together with certain information supplied later by the Sur\.eyor, had led me to show
the termination of the river in M a p No. 74. A. 3 of Seri~diaa s immediately adjacent to the old
lacustrine basin passed on our way from Besh-toghrak. When ~ r e ~ a r i nthe
g Personal Narrative
of my second journey I had, rather rashly, a s subsequent experience has shown, expressed the
conjectural view that water from the Su-lo-ho still reached this ancient lake-bed in its southern
portion?O Subsequent considerations had led nie to doubt the correctness of this interpretation,
and suggested that the true termination of the Su-lo-ho would have to be looked for farther west.
Not content therefore with having instructed LZl Singh to survey the river's course to its end,
1 was anxious now to examine the south-eastern portion of the old lacustrine basin myself.
For this purpose I moved first to the south-south-west along a n d across three branches of the
big ridge of dunes which, a s the sketch of the ground in M a p No. 35. c. 4 shows, projects from that
direction into the basin. These branches of the sand ridge rose everywhere 40 to 50 feet above the
reed-covered narrow valleys between them. T h e view obtained from them allowed me, after we
had covered about three and a half milcs in this way, to make sure that to the south there extended
an unbroken line of gravel Sai, sloping u p to a far-stretching plateau running approximately from
east to west. 111order to make certain that there was no g a p in this barrier through which water
from the terminal Su-lo-ho course, a s sketched in the former map, might yet make its way into the
I then changed our direction to the south-east until we actually struck the Sai edge rising
about eighty feet above the scrub-covered ground immediately below." This gravel plateau
extended without a break to the east, a n d we followed its edge in that direction for close on three
('1. Desert Callray, i. p. 535
The stipple marking drift-sand whicll h1ap No. 35. c, q
""w' hLneen this point ol my route and tllc cliff symbols
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miles. The open view then obtained from a much broken hillock of slate which rose
it
a relative height of about two hundred feet allowed US to make quite sure that the barrier interposed
by the plateau between the basin on the north and the Su-lo-ho bed on the south was complete,
The course of the latter was, in fact, entirely masked by this barrier. T h e hillock had euigndy
served a t one time as a landmark ; for we found it crowned by a cairn, of uncertain date and
origin.I2
Having thus cleared up a point of distinct topographical interest, we descended again into the
basin below us in order to reach ground where fuel and some grazing might be available and touch
be resumed with Surveyor Muhammad YHqiib and the body of our caravan. Moving to the north.
east amidst Mesas of no great height me came, after about three miles' going, to a small plain \\rith
scrub and tamarisk-covered hillocks and there camped. T h e caravan track \\.as found to run
about half a mile farther north, through a well-marked depression beyond the area of erosion
terraces. 'The elevation of this point of the basin is shown by the barometrical readings of Lil
Singh, who on his way from Tun-huang had also camped here, to be about go feet above BE^^toghrak.
Next morning we were joined by Muhammad YHqiib and the main caravan, who had halted at
the usual camping-place, known as Achchik-kuduk, about two and a half miles nearer to Bbh.
toghrakJ3 I was thus able to make doubly sure of the mapping of the Su-lo-ho course right down
to, and inclusive of, its terminal lake-bed by letting the Surveyor set out on this task from the
point where our onward march of that day brought us to the plateau immediately overlooking the
easternmost part of the basin. Having regard to the condition of our animals, all hard tried by
the long series of preceding desert marches, and also to the difficulty of obtaining water, which a e
could expect to find only in, or close to, the actual bed of the Su-lo-ho, I felt obliged to march
myself straight by the caravan track to the western end of the ancient Chinese Limes. I was the
more anxious to reach this without delay that it was important to save time for supplementary
explorations along the Limes, before proceeding to Tun-huang for the rest which men and animals
alike were now in urgent need of.
Thus what I saw, in the early part of our march on March 1 6 t h ~of the eastern extremitsof
the basin was the same as has already been recorded in the account of my previous passage!'
and the briefest description will suffice here. A short distance from Camp cxiii all mind-eroded
terraces were left behind, and the ground now assumed the character of a shallow but unmistakable
valley, bordered on north and south by steep cliffs of shale and consolidated gravel. Its
as the map shows, steadlly narrowed eastwards, while its bottom became like a Sai, covered \'lt"
coarse gravel but supporting here and there patches of hardy scrub. T h e appearance of the
was unlnistakably that of a \Vadi carved out by the intermittent floods of a river, and the upward
slope of its bottom eastwards was perceptible to the eye. T h e volume of the floods that were
l 2 I t IUD occurred to me since that this hillock might have
scr\.cd t o mark the point where a n earlier track practicable
for carts coming from the side of Toghrak-bulak and the
Limes could descend without difficulty into the h s i n . For
to the e u t of this hillock the edge of the plateau seemed t o
lnll ofl everywhere in steep clifls like the cliffs of shale
past which the present caravan track, practicahlc for camels
I)ut nut lor carts, descends into the dccp Wadi forming thc
cnsternmost extension o l tlie bnsin.
To make this present drop into the basin lit lor cart
tranir would require engineering, wherens by lollowing
the pl.~tc.~uedgc a h u t tllrcc miles larther, to the hillock

above named, an easy slope for the descent and
carts could be gained without any serious detour, on the ]lnc
from Toghrak-bulak t o B&h-toghrak. It is also quite
possible that the ancient route between these points, where
it led across the ' Three Ridges Sands ', followed a line lying
n Iew miles farther south than the present one.
In &fep NO. gj. c. 4 thc position of ~ c h c h i k - k u ~ ~ j
wherc our Camp 15.3 of 1907 stood, has by an o v e n i ~' hn ~
been separately marked. The insertion of this l a m p
numbrr ' against our Camp cxiii 01 1914is an Crror,
" C'f. Desert Cathny, i. p. 558.

sec. ill1

AN ANCIENT T E R M I N A L BASIN

at work here could be judged from the fact that the width of the Wadi a little before the caravan
track left it for the plateau adjoining on the south was still about a mile, a n d that t o reach t h e

dP
this plateau a n ascent of over a hundred feet had to b e made between the steep cliffs of a
small side gully.
The configuration of the ground here corresponds exactly with that observed along the actual Old bed of
of the Su-lo-ho both above a n d below Toghrak-bulak, where the river has c u t its r a y delta.
S"-'O-hO
between gravel-covered plateaus of the same description. O u r surveys of 1907, a s supplemented
by LHI Singh's work on his return from the present terminal basin of the Su-lo-ho, have shown
that this Wadi debouching into the south-eastern extremity of the old lacustrine basin lies exactly
in the continuation of two old beds, no longer filled by the Su-lo-ho but undoubtedly forming part
OT its earlier delta. T h e distance between the point where R l m Singh crossed the more southerly
ol the ~ w obeds and the place where the caravan track leaves the Wadi is only five miles, a n d the
collnexion betweell the two may therefore be considered a s certain.'"

SECTION
IV.-THE

D E L T A O F THE SU-LO-HO

Before I proceed to sum up the conclusion which m a y b e drawn from our survey of the driedtip basin just described, a s regards its relation to the lowermost course of the Su-lo-ho on the one
hand and the BPsh-toghrak valley on the other, it will be convenient to indicate briefly the facts
\vhich the surveys of 1914 have established a s to the actual termination of the river. A s recorded
in hlap No. 35. B, c. 4, they show that the Su-lo-110 bed \\.hich passes Toghrak-bulak, a n d alone
at present carries a regular supply of water during spring a n d summer, finds its end in a lake
holding, at the time of the Surveyor's visit, a sheet of salty water about six miles in length and two
miles across at its widest.
Considering that the \,olun~eof water carried by the Su-lo-ho bed a t Toghrak-bulak, a s
measured by me on March 17, 1914, amounted only to about 180 cubic feet per second, a s against
1,800 cubic feet measured on hIay 2 , 1907,' it is obvious that the area covered by the lake during
the time of the spring and summer floods must be much greater. Probably most of the salt-encrusted
ground shown to the east a n d south of it is then under water. T o the west a n d north t h e seasonal
expansion of the lake is limited by a great cur\ring ridge of dunes which rises above it. T h e relative height of this was estimated b y L z ~Singh a t about three hundred feet. T h i s ridge resembles
in character the high ' DawHns' of sands which are found along the terminal courses of the rivers
that lose themsehes in the TaklamakHn.2 I t obviously owes its origin mainly to the silt which is
brought down by the Su-lo-ho when in flood a n d after deposition is heaped u p by the prevailing
easterly winds.
Before reaching this terminal lake the actual course of the Su-lo-ho, for a distance of over
'"enty-four miles above and below Toghrak-bulak, occupies a narrow trench-like bed sunk deep
betwen the gravel plateaus to the north of the western extremily of the Limes line. About eight
lnlles below Toghrak-bulak the plateau on the right bank of the river gives way to a scrub-covered
depression ; that flanking the left bank continues some nine miles farther down. F o r the
l6 Notwithstanding this, I should not have forgone the
chance o[ lollowing up the Wadi farther in the direction of
old bed, had I not felt obliged t o retmce the route t o
Toghrak-bulak in person [or
sake of solving a n a ~ b e o lo$ea' Vestion. I t was wlrether tile line of ancient watchthrown out don:: thc ~ o u t cbeyond the western end
the Limes had a continuation or not beyond T. 11. The

reconnaissance made on May z, 1907, in this direction could
not be held conclusive owing to dust-hnm, and consequent
' low visibility '; cf. Scrindia, ii. p. 640. However, the
renewed search on March 16, 1914, wu attended by the snme
negative result.
1 Sce Serirrdia, ii. p. 639.
VCI.ilid., i. pp. 241, l j l sq. ; iii. pp. 1239 nq.
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short remainder of its course the river is overlooked by the bare plateau of grave] and stone,dotted
wit11 low isolated hillocks, which, as we have seen above, cuts it off from the dry basin northward,
T o the south of the final portion of the river's course and to the east of the terminal lake extends
Marshy
basin
the large basin, marshy for the most part, the eastern and southern borders of \\rhich had alrady
been surveyed in the course of my explorations of 1907 along the south-western flank of the ~i~~~~~
This basin measures about twenty miles from north to south and close on thirty miles across at its
widest. T o the east and south it holds marshes which are fed by subterranean drainage passing
under the great gravel glacis of the mountains south-west of Nan-hu (Map No. 36. c, D, 2) and
also, perhaps, by occasional rain floods descending from their slopes. There is reason to assume
that the greater part of the basin is boggy ground, impracticable during the late spring and summer
months.
Old deltaic
Now, proceeding up the river above Toghrak-bulak, we find that there branch
fron1it, at
rnrer
distances
of about eight and eighteen miles, respecti\.ely, two dry beds which undoubtedly formed
branches,
part of the Su-lo-ho delta as it existed a t a comparatively recent period. They, too, lie in deep-cllt
trenches between gravel-covered plateaus ; but judging from the survey of Rim Singh, who
crossed them in three places, and from what I saw of the southern bed near the ruined watch-station
T, I, these trenches farther on are far wider than the bed which passes BCsh-toghrak. The valley.
like fosse containing the old bed was found a t T. I to be about a mile broad and covered with reed.
beds and scrub. T h e bank on the south rose very steeply about seventy feet above the bottom.
When, on March 16, 1914, I revisited the ruined tower on its edge, the dry salt pools I had noticed
below in 1907 were covered by large sheets of water. These were surrounded by salt-encrusted
ground and looked as though they had been left behind by a big flood which in the preceding
summer, or perhaps a year or two before, had found its way into the old long-abandoned channel
represented by this wide Nullah. Luxuriant reed-beds were similarly seen by RIm Singh in 1907.
where he crossed the other old river-bed farther north.
Judging from the recorded direction of these two dry river-beds there can be, I think, no doubt
that the water they once received was carried into the Mesa-girt basin westwards through the gal'
marked by the above-mentioned \Vadi. This g a p divides the far-stretching plateau 011 the south
from a corresponding outlier of the southernmost Pei-shan range which o\-erlooks the trough of the
terminal Su-lo-ho. T h e defile thus formed has its exact counterpart in that trough which the
Su-lo-ho passes between Bulungir and An-hsL4
Old
T h e fact that the basin thus reached by whatever water once ~ a s s e ddown these old branches
terminal
bilurcPtion of the Su-lo-ho has no connexion with the present terminal basin to the south of it has its 'lose
of Su-lo-ho. parallel in the case of more than one river ending within a drainageless basin. We have an example
of terminal bifurcation exactly corresponding in character within a region immediately
to the drainage area of the Su-lo-ho. T h e Etsin-gol, uniting the waters of the rivers ofSu-chou
and Kan-chou, empties itself through deltaic branches, as sing as close to each other those
"In.
the Su-lo-ho, into two distinct lake basins, the Gashun-11% and Sokho-n6r. ' h s e
municate and apparently occupy different levels.5 Similarly i t can be roved that the Oxus!
to comparatively recent historical times, fed two terminal basins as widely separated as the
and the Sea of Aral.6 We shall have occasion farther on to discuss an interesting
another such bifurcation in the case of the Su-lo-ho itself; for it can be shown that the river'lrom
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its great bend below Yii-men-hsien, sends a portion of its drainage, though only a very small
one, eastwards into the terminal basin of Hua-hai-tzii.'
Whether the basin into which the old northern beds of the Su-lo-ho disembogued a n d the
terminal basin fed by the present bed to the south received surface drainage simultaneously is
which, in view of the limitations of the available evidence a n d without the guidance
a
ofexpert knowledge, I do not feel competent to express a n opinion. B u t what, I believe, can be
asserted with confidence is that the ground surveyed between the outflow of the old northern beds
and the belt of high sands east of Besh-toghrak exhibits surface features unmistakably pointing
to its beirlg an ancient lacustrine basin.
1 refer to those belts of high eroded terraces and ridges which extend over so great a portion
of it. T o \\,hatever geological epoch expert examination may hereafter assign the successive
sedimentary deposits from which they have been carved out, or the commencement of the process
erosion, carried on now solely b y the winds but probably once aided also b y water action, it is
certain that these Mesa clusters have their exact counterpart in those of other dried-up basins of
undoubtedly lacustrine character situated within the same region. W e find them not only in
parts of the great basin once covered b y the ancient L o p sea, from the north-east of Lou-Ian to
beyond K u m - k u d ~ k but
, ~ also wherever the lower Su-lo-ho bed widens out into lacustrine basins,
like that occupied by the Khara-n6r lake o r those now filled partly b y marshes t o the north a n d
south-west of the Tun-huang lime^.^ I t is significant that the several lacustrine basins a t t h e
termination of the river of HBmi, all found d r y in November, 1914,have also similar belts of erosion
terraces in their vicinity.lo \Ve a r e therefore justified in looking upon Mesa formations of this
kind, wherever we meet them in the great drainageless zone between T'ien-shan a n d K'un-lun,
as proof of an old lake-bed wholly o r partially dried u p and undergoing wind-erosion.
That the old lacustrine basin east of Besh-toghrak must have received its main supply of water
from the Su-lo-ho is made quite certain by the topographical facts ascertained in the course of our
surveys,especially with regard to the d r y river-beds leading in its direction. Neither from the utterly
barren Pei-shan, worn down into a succession of low ranges and plateaus, nor from the slopes in
the south, covered with high ridges of dunes, could a surface flow of water ever have reached it
sufficientlylarge to account for the extent of the basin. O n this account it seems safe t o assume
also that the abundant subsoil moisture found in the depressions of the open central a n d western
portions of the basin is derived from the Su-lo-ho.
Judging from such observations a s I was able to make, it appears to m e far more probable
that this supply now reaches the depressions b y percolation than that it could be due to occasional
inundation at the time of summer floods. T h e formation of temporary sheets of fresh water in
those portions of the old lacustrine basin which in March, 1914, we found covered with moist sand
and free from salt-incrustation, can fully be accounted Tor b y the subterranean drainage of water
the old beds of the Su-lo-ho delta which had sunk through their gravel bottom to impermeable
stratabelow ; for the basin lies undoubtedly lower than those beds. Moreover the distance separatlng it from them and from the present course of the Su-lo-ho is small, indeed, when compared,
e.g.p with that which intervenes between the termination of the small streams that lose themselves
On the gravel Sai north and west of Nan-hu (Maps No. 36. D. I ; 39. A . I ) a n d the marshy springs

' See hrap No.

belo\v, Pp. 386 sqq.

40.

c, n. 5 ; ,I[er~,oir o,, Jlapr, p. 9 8 ;

"eabove, PP. 291 sqq .31; sq.
S e e M a No.
~ 38. A . 4 ; a, c. 3 . 4 ; Stri~tdio,ii. pp. 575 sqq.,
'4' "l.,697, 715 The configuration of there Nesa

clusters near the lower Su-lo-ho and their relation to plnteau
tongues cut out by water nction can be studied more clenrly
in the ' Detailed Map of the ancient Chinese Limes ', forming
PI. 33 of Sfrindra, iii.
10 See blnps Nos. 31. D. 3 ; 34. A. 3.
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fed b y them subterraneously that a r e found along the Limes line from the Khara.ncr to the so,,d
of Toghrak-bulak (Maps No. 35. c, D. 4 ; 38. A. 4).
1; is b y subsoil absorption, too. that we can account o n the one hand for the fact tllat thcx
depressions within the old lacustrine basin a r e drained of their temporary sheets of water
evaporation encrusts their surface with salt, a n d o n the other for the presence in the Besh-toghrak
valley of the water that is found both in its \frellsa n d open bogs. T h e downward slope of the ground
fmm the terminal course of the Su-lo-ho to t h e old Mesa-girt lacustrine basin is attested only by
t h e general configuration a n d some aneroid readings consistent in their relative bearing. B,,~
farther on the regular line of measured levels supplies direct proof of a considerable and steady
descent of the ground from the western edge of the basin down to the great eastern inlet of the
.
ancient L o p sea.
T h u s the conclusion imposes itself that even now water from the Su-lo-ho finds its way beneath
the surface into the great terminal basin of Lop, a n d that a surface connexion between the drainlb
of the Su-lo-110 and that of the THrim during a n earlier but geologically recent period may salely
be
assumed b y way of the B k h - t o g h r a k valley.'Oa H o w far back that period lies is a question \,.hieh
it is beyond m y competence to discuss. Nor d o I think that without a further detailed examination
of t h e whole area, preferably with the help of a trained geologist, such a discussion is likely to
prove ~ r o f i t a b l e . Here it will suffice to call attention to the fact that the evidence which proyes
the Su-lo-ho to have a t a n earlier epoch discharged its waters, wholly or partly, into the basin oi
the L o p sea, m a y claim distinct geographical importance. I t means that the extent of the drainageless basin, conveniently known a s that of the T l r i m , already a rival to that of the Sea of Aral, is
greatly increased b y its eastern limit being shifted from about the 92nd degree of longitude to the
99th degree ; for there on the watershed towards the Pacific lie the easternmost glacier sources of
the Su-lo-ho."
B u t the extension of the limits of the chief drainageless basin of innermost Asia is of geogra.
phical interest in another respect, a n d one moreover with a quasi-historical bearing. It makes US
realize better that t h e big area drained b y t h e Su-lo-ho, whether we consider its deserts of bare
stone o r gravel, its oases, o r its high Plmir-like mountain valleys, shares most of the essential
physical characteristics of the THrim basin. T h i s similarity of geographical conditions has its
importance for history. I t explains why the wide open trough through which the lower .Su-lo-ho
flows westwards could never within historical times support a large nomadic population nor form
a con\.enient passage for great migrations of races.
T o a great a n d highly civilized pourer, however, like the China of H a n times, the lower Su-10.h~
valley offered a most convenient ' corridor ', created b y nature, for that great trade route to Central
Asia a n d the West which it wished to open, a n d for the systematic advance of the political control
a n d military protection which that route was soon found to require. T h u s the oasis of Tun-huang
a n d the smaller ones scattered conveniently along the route leading to it from Su-chou came to
sen-e the same purpose, in connexion with the expansion of Chinese trade and political influence
westwards, a s the strings of oases stretching along the foot of the T'ien-shan and the Ktun-lun1
without which the THrim basin could not have become the great natural h i g h ~ ~ for
a y tlleinterchange
of the civilizations of China, India, ancl the West.
'Om [It is very gratifying to find, since the abo\.e was
written, that the former connesion here traced between the
dr.binage a r e s 01 the Su-lo-ho and Tirim was riglltly assumed

already by that great geologist, the late professor E.
see Tlic Face of ,Re Eartli (trans]. Sollas), iii. P. 174.1
1 ) f i ~ r Calhny,
1
ii. P. Ph
II See hfn,, NO.4.1 R. 4
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SECTION
V.-TRANSPORT
PROBLEMS O F T H E ANCIENT LOU-LAN ROUTE
Having now completed our survey of the whole of the desert ground which the ancient H a n Traffic
conditions
routecrossed between the Tun-huang Limes a n d Lou-Ian, we may now in conclusion briefly review on Han
the conditions under which traffic is likely to have been maintained along it. W e may conveniently route.
take the east as point of departure; for it was undoubtedly from the side o f China that came most
of the organization and of the resources that were needed for the maintenance of regular communication on a route beset with such great physical difficulties.
The problem of assuring these resources for the troops a n d convoys moving along the route Start from
to the 'Western Countries ' must always have demanded much care on the part of the Chinese
administration. O f this we have direct archaeological evidence in the imposing ruins, situated Magazine,
on the line of the Limes to the east of the ancient Yii-men a n d marked by m e T. xvlrr, which m y T . X V I I l .
exolorations and finds of 1907 have definitely shown to be those of a n ancient Chinese magazine.'
I have fully. explained
in Serindia the advantages which such a n advanced base of supplies must
have offered for the victualling of military expeditions, political missions, convoys, &c., whether
going to or coming from Lou-lan.a T h e base itself could easily be reached b y three marches
from the town of Tun-huang.
On the two first marches beyond it, which led along the Limes line to its extreme western Difficulties
point,T. IV. a , near Toghrak-bulak, two essential items of supply, viz. water-and such forage a s plentiTul reed-beds and scrub can offer, were, no doubt, a s conveniently obtainable in ancient times a s Toghrakthey are at present. I n addition, the ground, mostly hard gravel ' Sai ', offered easy going for bdak.
laden animals and carts. Conditions were not so favourable on the two following marches, which,
as we have seen, crossed the extremity of the ' Three Ridges S a n d s ' a n d the ancient lacustrine
basin, before bringing the traveller to the vicinity of the present B ~ s h - t o g h r a k . T h e ridges of
drift-sand encountered before reaching the latter point would necessarily present difficulties,
especially for carts. But they a r e not likely to have ever been more formidable than the similar
difficulties which traffic still encounters a n d somehow overcomes o n the present ' highways ' of
Chinese TurkesGn and westernmost Kan-su.8 Water, too, was then probably more accessible
than now at the eastern extremity of the old lacustrine basin.
From the vicinity of Besh-toghrak, where, a s we have seen, the ' Chii-lu granary ' of the Wei Route along
lie itinerary may with some probability b e located,' the route would inevitably lead along the
O'
northern side of the valley. Drinkable water from wells a n d some grazing on reeds a n d scrub were toghrak
probably obtainable there over a marching distance of about eighty miles o r four stages. T h i s val'ey.
brings us to the vicinity of the point marked b y our C a m p cvi where vegetation a t present ceases.
I t is somewhere near this point that, a s explained before, the position of the 'Sha-hsi well ' m a y
with good reason be looked for.6 Considering how closely the salt-encrusted bed of the ancient
sea beyond it approaches the foot of the cliffs marking the old shore-line, I think it very improbable
'hat any appreciable quantity of vegetation could have been found beyond this point a n y more in
Han times than now.
It seems safe to assume that, so far, the provision of water for men a n d beasts a n d of forage
for transport animals could not have offered more serious difficulties in ancient times than a r e to
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' See Seindia, ii. pp. 712 sqq. ; Map No. 35. D. 4.
' See ibid., ii. p. 715.
Thus, e.g., belts of drift-sand are crossed by carts on

the 'hidl road ' from Yangi-hissir to Kbhgar, Map No. 5.
;
YBrkand l o Marll-bbhi, No. 5 . c. 3 ; west of the
KhOhno a s ncar Kum-rabPt-pHdsl~HI~im,
No. g. c. a. Very
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formidable ridges of sand were surmounted by our carts a t
two points on the way Irorn Kan-chou to Mae-mei; see
Mnp NO. 43. D. 1.
Cf. above, p. 308.
See above, p. jog.
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be found to-day on the Chinese ' high road ' from A n - h i to HHmi, where it crosses the barren
plateaus of the Pei-shan in nine marches of a n average of about twenty miles each.8
F a r more difficult conditions, however, had to be faced farther on. T h e experience we gained
when tracing the ancient route from the LOU-Ianside convincingly showed that,even in ancienttirnes,
neither water nor vegetation of a n y kind were to b e found along it for a total marching distance
about a hundred a n d twenty-five miles. If the ancient route on the ground intervening between
our Camps ci a n d civ led b y a more direct line than the one followed in the course of our search,
a saving of about twelve miles might h a v e been practicable in distance. But this probably would
have meant a n increase in the length of the most trying portion of the journey-that leading across
the hard corrugated salt crust of the sea-bed.'
T h e ~ r o b l e mof ' supplies a n d transport ' presented b y this section of the route must have
been in ancient times quite a s formidable a s it would b e now, except for two facts. One is that there
existed then in the cultivated area around the Lou-Ian station (L.A.) a western base of supplies
such a s \rfould now have to be looked for o n the THrim, some hundred a n d forty miles farther west:
the other, that before the Kuruk-daryH ceased to flow, water a n d a plentiful growth of reeds and
scrub could probably b e found in most places along the ancient route from L.I., our Camp c,
onwards. B u t the most serious difficulty remains : for a distance which neither laden animals nor
carts nor men on foot could cover in less than five marches, those absolute necessaries of water
a n d food-stuffs for men a n d beasts, besides fuel, had all to be provided from afar.
T h e difficulty of assuring these necessaries for troop movements and regular co~nrnercial
traffic over this portion of the ancient route was certainly far greater than any which military or
trade enterprise has ever been called upon to face in modern times, with the assistance of railways
a n d mechanical transport. A p a r t from one important but all too brief Chinese notice to be presently
mentionad, we have n o information a s to how the Chinese pioneers and organizers of Han times
solved this hard problem. But we know from definite historical and archaeological evidence that
the problem was faced a n d was solved. Therefore the antiquarian student who possesses practical
experience of the ground cannot decline to consider the question of the methods which may have
been adopted, even though, in respect of details, only a conjectural solution can be offered.
I t is obvious a t the outset that in order to facilitate the supply of water and other absolute
necessaries recourse would be had to a system of depots for the use of the troops, convoys, &cmoving along the route. W e find the use of this expedient on the Lou-lan side directly attested
b y a n interesting passage of the Former H a n Annals to which I have already referred but which
on account of its special bearing m a y here be quoted once more.8 ' Now the extreme eastern border
o f the kingdom of Lou-Ian where it approached nearest to China was opposite to the ~ o - l u W ~ ~ ~ ~
B @
White Dragon Mounds
where there was a scarcity of water and pasture i and it
always fell to its share to provide guides, to carry water a n d forward provisions to meet the Chinese
convoys ; but being frequently exposed to the oppressive raids of the soldiery, they at last resolved
that it was inconvenient to hold intercourse with China.'
O u r previous discussion of the topographical facts has made it quite certain that by tile' Whiteh
Dragon Mounds ' a r e meant the arrays of salt-coated Y s r d a n g s which the route had to Pass throug
the
on either side of the old sea-bed. I f the above translation expresses the e r a a meaning ' the
Chinese text, it is permissible to assume that the eastern shore of the sea-bed was considered

a
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a Regarding the physical conditions prevailing on this
route, first opened by the Cl~inesein A . D. 73, cf. Strindin,
iii. pp. 1 1 4 1 sqq. From C11an~-lui-shui,Map No. 34. u. 3,
onwards, patches of cul~ivation and plelitiIul grazing are

found on the way to Himi.
See above, pp. 300 sq., .311 s r l
B see
above, p, 309 ; Wylie, J.A111lrrupIllsl., x. QP
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eastern border or the kingclom of Loll-Ian ', ant1 that to this point were carried supplies of water

against the arrival of the Chinese missions. In order to appreciate rightly the
and
burden involved in this obligation, it is enough to bear in mind that this shore was fully fifty miles
from the nearest point where water could be found on the Lou-Ian side, near L.I., and that over
twenty-fivemiles more had still to be covered to reach thence the nearest cultivated ground near
the Lou-Ian station. I t is possible that the springs of Yetim-bulak a n d Kauriik-bulak may then
have furnished drinkable water, which they no longer d o now, a n d also some forage in the shape
of reed-straw and scrub. But the distance to be traversed from these points would not have been
appreciably less.
For the two long marches during which the ancient route skirted the eastern shore of the dried- Supplies
, p sea, between Camp cvi and the vicinity of C a m p civ ( M a p No. 32. c 3, 4), the supply of r a t e r , $ ~ ~
kc., \vould probably have entailed less effort if arranged for from the side of the Besh-toghrak
; for on that side the flat stony Sai favoured transport a n d the severe trial implied b y the
crossina
- of the great expanse of hummocky salt crust would be avoided. B u t on the other hand
it should be remembered that while water, fuel and reed-straw could be obtained near the western
end of the BPsh-toghrak valley, all supplies needed by men had to be drawn from the side of T u n huang, the nearest cultivation being fully 2 2 0 miles away from C a m p cvi, the approximate position
assumed for the Ska-lisi well.
For the conditions under which traffic was maintained on the eastern portion of the route, Parallel of
those observed along the present An-hsi-Hlmi road through the Pei-shan Gobi ' may supply
an approximate parallel. F o r the first nine of its eleven stages no local supplies a r e obtainable ~ n - h s i beyond a limited amount of water, distinctly brackish in places, a n d such reed-straw a s is brought Hgmi
on camels to the wretched hovels representing postal ' stations ', from patches of vegetation more
or less distant, and sold a t exorbitant prices. Yet we know that, in spite of these great difficulties
of supply, the Chinese military administrators carefully prepared, a n d finally in 1877 accomplished,
the reconquest of Chinese TurkesGn after the great Muhammadan rebellion. F o r this purpose
they contrived gradually to assemble a considerable force, probably not less than forty thousand
men, in the HHmi oasis, having moved them from SU-choi to A;-hsi a n d thence in- successive
small detachments along this desert route. E v e r since its first opening by the Chinese in A . D . 73,'
it had served as the main line of communication between China a n d Central Asia. I t is therefore
certain that during former ~ e r i o d salso of Chinese expansion westwards, under the Later H a n ,
the T'ang dynasty, and again in the time of Ch'ien-lung, it must have seen a great deal of troop
movements and traffic under conditions closely resembling those which prevail there a t present.1°
But when we compare the conditions on the An-hsi-Hlmi road, whether in the past o r the Difficulties
of Lou-Ian
Present, with the difficulties which beset the use of the ancient Lou-Ian route, a very important route
fnr
diKerence must be noticed. T e n marches across the Pei-shan Gobi bring the traveller to the out- greater.
skirts of a fertile oasis, exceptionally well fitted by nature to serve a s a bridge-head for the route
crossing the desert south-eastward. O n the ancient Lou-Ian route a journey of corresponding
length would leave him still one hundred a n d twenty-five miles or so away from the nearest water
and a hundred and fifty miles from Lou-Ian cultivation, and Lou-Ian, owing to its precarious irrigatlon and other physical conditions, could never have offered resources equal to those of HPmi.ll

zi::zt

'

Chavnnnes, ~ ' o u n ~ - p a1907,
o , p. 156.
1143 sq., 1147, 1149. The effort
'nvOlvedin the use o l the route across the Pei-shan for
Operationson 8 large s a l e is weU illustrated by the record of
Hsiian-tsang'sadventurous crossing of this desert in a. D. 630.
It
us the trials attending travel along the route during
,

Cf.

cf.Seindia, iii. pp.

times when Chinese policy of seclusion bnrred its use for
intercourse with the 'Western Regions '; cf. my paper,'The
Desert Crossing of Hsiian-tsang ', in G.]., 1919, pp. 265 sqq.
11 See Snindio, iii. pp. I 148 sq. ; also the description
of the Lou-Inn territory in the Former Han Annals, Wylie,
J . Anllrrop. I?lst., s.pp. 23 sqq.
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This fact and the great distance, over two hundred miles, from the base at Tun.huangmu.
have vastly increased the difficulties of the problem of supplies and transport, so far as the
portion of the old route to Lou-Ian was concerned. Yet, although we shall never know the exact
details of the organization, it is certain that the problem had been courageously faced ever since
the Emperor Wu-ti first launched his trade missions and then his expeditions to the THrim basin
and beyond. A s the greatest obstacle of all was, no doubt, the absence of water, it seems safe to
assume that the fullest possible use was made, on this inhospitable tract, of camel transport, as
being least in need of regular watering. T h a t camels were particularly plentiful in Lou-lanis
attested by the notice of the territory in the Former Han Annals.le The employment of large
trains of camels for the carriage of water, provisions and fuel would undoubtedly offer the best
means of overcoming the obstacles to traffic presented by this wholly waterless ground. ~ u it t
must be remembered that during the four hottest months of the year, i. e. from May to August,
camels could not possibly be worked in the Lop basin without enormous losses.18
Probability
Account should also be taken of the probability that a considerable proportion of the traffic
along the route was conveyed in horse-, mule-, or ox-drawn carts, a mode of transport for which the
Chinese all through Kan-su and Central Asia still retain a time-honoured attachment, and the
use of which is attested by Chinese documents from the Lou-Ian site."
It offered undoubted
advantages in the matter of ease, and its employment would encounter no extraordinary obstacle
on either side of the wholly waterless portion of the desert. But what difficulties it necessarily
involved on the five long marches without water is revealed by a simple calculation. More than
one-half of the useful load of a mule- or horse-drawn cart would be absorbed by the water and
fodder alone needed for the animals, while the rest would barely allow for the carriage of four
passengers with a minimum of baggage, or of the water and rations required by four mounted men."

Use of
camel
transport.

la Cf. Wylie, J. Anthrop. Insf., x. p. a5 : 'They have
asses, horses, and many camels.' For references t o camels
in Lou-lan documents, see Chavannes, Docutmnls chinois,
Nos. 839-41.
l3 The dangers attending the working of camels in the
plains of the TBrim basin during the hot season were brought
home t o me very sadly by the subsequent loss of most of
the fine nnimals with which my caravan had started from
KBshgar in June, 1906 ; cf. Desert Cathay, i. pp. 220, 260.
Yet they had been worked only for a comparatively small
number of marches, and had all the relief that ample grazing
and frequent halts a t the comparatively cooler foot ol the
hills could give.
The daily maximum temperatures during June and July
in the Lop desert may rise t o heights that could well hold
their own against those of the Panjab plains and of Sind
a t the same season. Of course the night temperatures would
probably be much less.
l4 For the mention of ' oxen carriages ' and carts, cl. two
Chinese records among Dr. Sven Hedin's finds nt L.A.,
in Conrady, Chincsischt Handschr~icnjunde Sven Hedins,
pp. 81, 88. These documents do not make it clear where the
vehicles were to be used.
The fragmentary document No. 755 from L.A. VI. ii,
Chavannes, Docummls chinois, p. 164, refers to a ' cart and
oxen ' that a petty official is dispatched to examine and try
in camp. Whether they were t o be employed locally or lor
a distant journey we are not told.

''

This calculation is based on the figures I obtained
from Col. Scott-MoncrieR's R.E. Fjt:icld Srrvicc Pockd-book
(2nd ed.). This indicntes 8 gallons as the daily ration lor
a horse, mule, or ox, with a n approximate weight ol Bolb.
T O this may be added a minimum of 8 lb, for fodder per d i m .
Thus, assuming that a two-horsed a r t had to cover a distance
of 125 miles in the course of five days, with four halts between
a t places t o which water, &c., would have to be brought
along from the starting-point, not less than 640 Ib. would
have to be carried in the weight of water alone, with &bout
1 2 0 Ib. added lor the weight of the cask. If we take into
account the weight of fodder rations for the same fours!Ks,
about 64 Ib., provision for he needs of the draught-anlmalr
would take u p 824 lb., out of a total useful load of 1,3! Ib.
During the winter months the amount of water mlghtr
perhaps, be reduced somewhat below the regulation ration.
But on the other hand a t that season and well into thespring1
when freezing BurBns occur, the carriage ol adequate he'
for the warmth needed by men would materially increase
the load.
I t has occurred t o me, while thinking over this corn
missariat problem both on the ground and since, that, the
use of camels as draught-animab might considerably fac1hute
its solution ; lor assuming that the proportion between
uselul load which a camel can draw in a cart and that
it can c a n y on its back is approximabtly the same in lhe
m e 01 a horse or mule, viz. 4 : I, it is obvious that a grat
deal more weight could be spared in carts for the tmnsport
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In the case of carts drawn b y oxen the proportion of profitable load would scarcely work out
more favourably, considering that the rate of progress would be far slower. T h e fact that bullockcarts are scarcely ever met with on thc present main routes of Chinese T u r k e s t ~ nseems to suggest
that there may be local reasons operating against their general employment.
~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ hthe~ discouraging
t ~ ~ d i nconditions
g
under which traffic was thus carried on, a n d the
very great hardships \vhich the use of the route must have involved, especially for large bodies
of travellers, we read in SsG-ma Ch'ien's history that Chang Ch'ien about I 19 B.C. ~ r o c e e d e db y
it to the Wu-sun country a s ' leader of a n expedition consisting of j o o men, each with two horses,
and oxen and sheep in myriads '?' T h e same contemporary record shows that, during the years
immediately succeeding, commercial and political missions from China followed this route in rapidly
increasingnumbers.17 A s they were often exposed to attack a n d robbery in Lou-Ian a n d Ku-shih
(Turfin), a military expedition numbering ' more than seven hundred cavalry ' proceeded in
108 e.c. to chastise those territories.18
difficulties which all these enterprises encountered on the Lou-Ian route,
But of the
we gain a true idea from the account given by SsG-ma Ch'ien of the view held among the people
of Ta-yiian or FarghZna : ' China is far away from us, a n d in the Salt Lake [region] numbers
of travellers have met with destruction. T o the north of it one falls into the hands of Hu
[Tartar] robbers; in the south there is dearth of water a n d vegetation. . . . Chinese missions consisting of merely a few hundred members have quite commonly lost more than half their staff b y
starvation. If this be so, how much less could the Chinese send a big a r m y ? ' l9
In spite of the great obstacles so graphically recorded in this passage, the ' firh-shih general '
(Li Kuang-li) was none the less ordered to set out in 104 B.C. by the Lou-Ian route for the distant
goal of Farghlna, 'with six thousand cavalry of the feudal states a n d several hundred thousand
men, being recruits selected from the riff-raff of the provinces '. W e a r e told that the Chinese a r m y
of goods, supplies, &c., and that these could be carried t o
a more distant destination. Camels during the winter cold
and even in the late autumn might well go without water
lor a week or longer, and would, if in good condition, need
but little in the way 01 reed-straw on the journey.
Against such nn assumption it must, however, be menlioned that the use of ramcl-carts is not known nowadays
in the Tirim basin or in Kan-su. I have been told of their
em~lo~ment
in portions of Dzungaria,e.g. in the sandy tracts
north of Bar-kul, and they are actually to be seen about
Delhiand in certain neighbouring tracts of the PanjBb. I t
shouldalso be remembered that advantage from this change
just on the ground for which camels are best
"a~ted, could be secured only if the other draught animals
in bringing the carts to the limit of the waterless area
were taken back over the route they had come by. Arrangelor such a substitution of transport would require
Wcatdeal of organimtion and care, and could certainly
not be resorted to at all in the case of privately owned transpart
no doubt, was used in the case of trade caravans
and the like. Even in the case of Government convoys, &c.,
lhe practical dificulties attending such ' transhipment ' a t
Stationsin the desert would be many and serious.
My lriendt Major Frank Douie, D.S.O., R.E., has kindly
"'led my attention to the help that might have been derived
the additional expedient ol large ' dumps ' of water
Or lee' reed-straw, and luel a t the stages devoid of resources

of any kind. The loads carried on carts moving with detachments of troops could in that case have been confined t o
the rations needed by the men and animals on these marches
and to the indispensable irnpedimmta of the former. The
transport of the supplies to be ' dumped ' would have been
facilitated by the use of camel-drawn carts. hfajor Douie's
suggestion finds support in the fact that the use of depots
along that portion of the route which lay in the BEsh-toghnk
valley is distinctly attested, a t least a t one point, by the
Il'ei lio's mention of the ' Chii-tu granqry ' ; cf. above, p. 308.
The absence of any traceable remains of such ' dumps '
or depots can, I think, be adequately accounted for. On the
one hand there were no materials for buildings of any sort
available on the ground which the waterless portion of the
route crossed. On the other, it is certain that such occnsknal
caravans, individual travellers, &c., as still continued t o
move along the Lou-Ian route during more than two centuries
alter the easier route via HBmi had come into general use
both lor trade and military movements, would naturnlly
use up, t o the last stick or straw, whatever may have remained
a t those ' dumping-places ' 01 mnterials capable of being
turned to usc lor fires, &c.
18 Cf. Hirth, 'The Story of Chang K'ibn', J.A.O.S.,
xxxvii. p. 101.
1' See ibid., pp. 103 sqq.
InCf. ibid., p. 106.
l9 See ibid., p. 109.
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' crossed the Salt Lake ', but on reaching the confines of Ta-yuan ' consisted of not more than
a few thousand men '. Finally on its return to T u n - h a n g after a fruitless campaign of two years
Heavylosses ' only one or two out of every ten soldiers were left '." A fresh effort was then made underthe
incurred.
Emperor's orders to repair this failure. When the newly formed army left Tun-huang in Io2 s.c,,

we are told by Ssil-ma Ch'ien that it ' consisted of sixty thousand men, not counting those who
followed as carriers of secret supplies of extra provisions; a hundred thousand oxen; more than
thirty thousand horses; donkeys, mules, and camels numbering myriads, and a commissariatwell
stocked with provisions, besides arms and cross-bows. All parts of the Empire had to bestir
themselves in contributing offerings '?' For the transport of provisions intended for this huge
expeditionary force all minor offenders from the whole Empire were made to serve as carriers,
while ' wagoners with their carts went in endless lines to Tun-huang '.
As the Chinese army on its arrival at the capital of Ta-yiian is reported by Ssii-ma Chfien
to have consisted of thirty thousand men, the numbers with which it and its attendant host are
said to have started by the Lou-Ian route are probably not greatly exaggerated. But the losses
by which ultimate success was purchased in the vast adventure were proportionate to these eflorts;
for we read that ' when the army [on its return] passed the Yu-mCn Gate, there were left of it scarcely
more than ten thousand men and a thousand horses '.=
It is hard to form an adequate conception of the enormous scale of the supply and transport
Triumph arrangements which such enterprises along the Lou-Ian route must have called for, or of the extent
01 Chinese of human suffering which these terrible desert wastes must have witnessed. But since the substantial
organized
enterprise. correctness of the contemporary record left by the ' Herodotus of China' is not subject to doubt,
we must recognize in this conquest of all the formidable difficulties of the desert route one more
of that wonderful power of organization which likewise enabled Chinese leaders to triumph
over nature's greatest obstacles in other regions and other epochs.
'O
21

See Hirth, 'The Story of Chsng K'iin ', J.A.O.S., xxxvii. p. 1x0.
See ibid., p. I IS.
Cf. ibid., pp. I I I sq.

CHAPTER X
TO TUN-HUANG AND AN-HSI
SECTIONI.-THE

LIMES LINE NORTH-WEST O F TUN-HUANG

FROMMarch 17th m y work lay once more along the line of that ancient Chinese Limes which
memories of fruitful labours in 1907 had so often brought back to me. I was very conscious of the
had then obliged m e to leave in the systematic survey a n d exploration
gaps which
of its remains, and the desire to fill these u p a s far a s possible was one of the main reasons for m y
return to this region. T h e explorations I was now able to resume on the T u n - h u a n g Limes were
but the complement and continuation of those which have since been fully recorded a n d discussed
in Serjndia. Therefore in dealing with the results of m y later researches I shall have the advantage
of being able, for all general matters connected with the history, purpose a n d organization of the
Tun-huang Limes, to fall back upon the detailed review of them already furnished in Chapter XX
of that work. O n the other hand, the account to be here given of m y further explorations is necessarily hampered by the fact that translations of none of the Chinese documents obtained from t h e
ruins of the sections of the Limes that were examined on this occasion a r e a s yet a t m y disposal.
[Since this and the next two chapters were written, M. Maspero has kindly supplied m e with preliminary renderings of most of the documents recovered, acconlpanied by notes o n essential points
of their contents. With his permission I have added to m y text a n d foot-notes such supplementary
information of a direct archaeological bearing a s could safely be gleaned from the materials m a d e
available in advance of the proposed publication of these a n d other Chinese records. S u c h additions
have been distinguished by brackets.]
M y first two marches along the Limes, on March 17th a n d 18th, brought m e from Toghrakbulak to the ancient Magazine T. X V I I I a n d were extended b y a reconnaissance of t h e secondary
line of wall to the south of Yii-m&n. T h e y were the occasion of a variety of supplementary observations of antiquarian interest. But a s these have already been duly embodied in the account I have
given in Serindia of these sections of the Limes,' I m a y here content myself with indicating in a
foot-note certain points of interest offered b y the additional photographs I secured a t some of the
ruined watch-stations.2 I t may also b e mentioned here that a number of small objects which I
s e Ser;tdia, ii. pp. 634 sqq., 656 sq., 692 sq.

' Taking the photographs from the westernmost Limes,
we Ilave first in Fig. 194 the much-decayed watch-tower
T.Iv.a, built on a clay terrace and overlooking the depresin which we may locate the terminal stntion of the wall
n"d the ""ell of the Protector General ' ; cf. Serindia, ii.
PP. 6~ s 1 9 ; above, p. 308.
Fig. 'go shows the reed-covered north-eastern corner of
greRt
hain in wlrich the Su-lo-ho terminates, a s
Seen to "lc south of T.IV. a. In the foreground, a t tlre foot
Ihe
steep clay terrace, there is seen the beginning of the
Limes 'gter~built of reed lascines and stamped clay. The
the man standing marks its foot on the inside. For
sho'"in~the construction of tile agger, see PI. 13.
Far'her
the line of the wtlll, decayed into a mere low

mound and overg~ownwith reeds, could be made out by the
naked eye running straight south towards the large clay
terrace on which my G m p 1 7 1 a , of 1907 had stood ; cf.
Serindia, ii. p. 6 3 5
I n Fig. 192 the view from the clay terrace bearing T. IV. a
lies t o the ESE. I n tlre loreground the straight narrow
mound, covered with reeds, marks the line of the decayed
Limes wall. The middle distance shows faintly the high banks
of earth in which, I believe, we may recognize the decomposed
clay ramparts of a n ancient Chinese caslrutn ; cf. Scrindia, ii.
pp. 637 sq. Far away in the distance the watch-towers T. IV. b
and c can just be made out, rising above tonbme-like projections of the gravel glacis.
Fig. 191 shows the stretch of tlre Limes wall where it
descends from tlre gravel plateau near T. 111 and extends in
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[Chap. x

~ i c k e dup on my renewed visit to the ruins along the portion of the Limes previously
will be found recorded in the Descriptive List below.
I may accordingly turn at once to the ground where I knew that there were remains ofthe ~i~~~~
still waiting to be cleared. I refer to the series of ruined watch-stations to the south of ~~k~~
h
n6r, of some of which I had been able in May, 1907, to obtain a distant view, but which practical
considerations had obliged me reluctantly to leave for future exploration.3 But now again the task
immediately before me was beset with difficultiesof a similar kind ; for the supplies both for menand
beasts brought from Miriin were running short, labour for excavation was limited to my own few
men, and the need to husband time for the spring's work elsewhere was pressing. soon ~~~~h
19th I sent off ahead to Tun-huang all heavy baggage together with those men who could not be
used for digging, thereby saving their rations for the rest. We were preparing to fix our ,-amp at
the mouth of a marshy depression near the watch-tower T. xxrr. d, sighted in 1907 but not then
visited (Map No. 38. A . 4), when a very fortunate chance made us fall in with a small party
Lopliks who had helped in our digging a t Mirln and were now taking their drove of donkeys back
from a trade venture to Tun-huang. What with the few men they could spare and a couple
Chinese obtained from a party who were grazing their camels near the same springs, which are
known as Ta-ch'iian, a set of diggers for the next few days' work was readily improvised.
In order to carry out the exploration of the line of the Limes eastwards expeditiously and:yet
thoroughly, I found it necessary once again, a s in 1907, to push reconnaissances for its survey
ahead in person. My capable ' handy man ' Naik Shamsuddin was to follow behind with the
improvised gang of diggers and to clear any remains I had traced. The preliminary search for
the ruined watch-stations and the line of wall which might have connected them was attended with
interesting experiences, and in places to which the spring inundation from the Su-lo-ho extended
was not free from difficulty. But for the reasons already explained in Serindia,' it will be best to
follow the topographical order in recording Iny observations on the physical features of the ground
and on the results yielded by the survey and clearing of the ruins.
T h e series of watch-stations starting from T. xxrr. d and stretching along the southern shore
of the Khara-n6r forms the eastward continuation of what I have described in Serindia as the
' lake section ' of the lime^.^ I have already explained there that where this section faced either
the Khara-n6r or the wide lacustrine marsh-bed farther to the west, lake and marsh belt had been
utilized as a sort of ' wet border ' line to replace the wall of the Limes? This explains why
very [air presert-ation for a distance o[ about three miles
across the depression towards the next watch-tower T. VII ;
cl. Serindia, ii. pp. 569, 656 ; iii. PI. 33.
In Fig. 204 this tower T. nl appears as seen from the southwest, with the upper portion on the south face still showing
rough foot-holes on the plastored surface intended to assist
a person climbing to the top. The holes on either side once
carried beams t o secure the ropes that had to serve as handrails. Along the north-east corner the ends of thick ropes of
twisted reeds are exposed, which, embedded in the stamped
clay, helped to bind together posts of Toghrak wood reinforcing the structure ; cl. Serindia, ii. p. 571.
In Figs. 193 and 198 we see stacks of reed fascines, niore
or less petrified through the action of salt, as they rise in
rows, quincunx fashion, near the watch-towers T. xr and
T. xrr~ respectively. As fully explained ill Serindia, ii.
pp. 677 sqq., these reylnr stacks were primarily intended
to keep material conveniently ready for the lighting of

signal fires.
with the remains
Fig. 195 shows the watch-tower T, XIII,
of rooms adjoining on the east, as excavated in 1907, and
of a flight of stairs once leading to the roo1 ; cl. Strindid, ii.
p. 681. Comparison with Fig. 180 in Serirrdia illustrates how
slieht is the change
- which seven years' exposure has caused
in the condition of the ruin,
Figs. zoo and 201 bring before our eycs the remarkable
state of preservation in which the line 01 the wall, built
here as dong most sections of the Limes west 01 Tuybuang
of layers of reed fascina and stamped clay, 11s
survlvedlor
some little distance east of T. x r l ~ . As seen by the figures
standing a t its foot, it still rises in places to a heightolover
10 Ieet above the sand and gravel heaped up at its loot;
Scrirrdia, ii. pp. 681 sq.
See Lkserl Cathay, ii. pp. 157 sq.
Cf. Serindia, ii. p. 632.
C[. ibid., ii. p. 718
See ibid., ii. pp. 717 sqq.
.
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remains of the wall could be traced over t h e space, about ten miles in direct distance, which extends
from the tower T . xxrr. c, near the outflow of the Khara-n6r, to the vicinity of the station T. xxrrr. b.
The ~ h ~ ~as ~seen. in~ M~a p rNO.
, 38. A . 4, attains here its greatest width, ant1 in March, 1914,
was an open sheet of water, over two miles wide in most places a n d fringed by a marshy belt on
the south, ~t must have offered adequate protection against attack almost throughout the year ;
for it may be doubted whether the Khara-n6r, on account of the salinity of the water left in it
after the spring and summer flood has passed, is ever covered with solid ice for very long.
~,,t about the middle of this stretch of lake shore there projects a small peninsula of higher Position
watchground marked by numerous erosion terraces, obviously a continuation of the narrow tongue-like ot
tovr'ers
plateau which projects from the south towards Ta-chriian.' T h i s projecting portion of the shore T. xxl1.d-f.
considerably reduces the width of the lake-bed to the north where there is deeper water. A t the
same time it affords positions of commanding height from which to watch the stretch of deep water
as well as the shallow marshy bays on either side. I t is, no doubt, for this topographical reason
that we find this higher part of the lake shore occupied b y three watch-stations, T. xxrr. d-f, distributed over a distance of about two miles. T h e photograph, Fig. 197, taken from T. X X I I . d ,
illustrates the character of the ground which they were intended to guard.
The tower T. xxrr. d (Fig. 199) stands on a n eroded clay ridge rising steeply to about 80 feet Clearin~of
above the marshy bay to the west a n d stretching for about 300 yards from E N E . to WSW. T h e "t3c:,.i
tower was 16 feet square, a s shown b y the plan of the station (PI. 13), a n d stood in its ruined
condition to a height of about 9 feet. T h e sun-dried bricks of which it was built measured 14 by
74 inches with a thickness of 4 inches, a n d thus conformed to the size prevalent in the structures
of the Tun-huang lime^.^ T h i n layers of reed-straw were inserted between every four courses
of bricks. Adjoining it to the west and south-west, I could just trace t h e badly decayed walls of
three rooms which, no doubt, had served a s quarters. O n e of these, ii, had along its northern side
a passage, only 2 3 feet wide, the floor of which was covered with ashes. I t appears likely that
this narrow passage may have served, like the R'ang of modern Chinese dwellings, a s a stove to
heat the adjoining room.O
From the mass of refuse which covered the ground immediately to the south-west of the little Findsat
station, there were recovered a dozen Chinese records on wooden slips, most of them fragmentary, T. xxrr. d.
as well as the small miscellaneous relics of wood a n d fabrics described in the List below (Chap. XII.
set, iii). Among the former m a y be mentioned the lug of a wooden bowl, lacquered red, T. xxrr.
d-02 ; the wooden comb, T. XXII. d. 04, a n d two wooden spatulas, T. XXII.d. 05-6 (PI. XLVII).
The fragments of fabrics a r e mainly plain silk in different colours, but comprise also pieces of
woollen fabric, T. XXII. d. 08-9, a n d a coarse textile which seems to be cotton, T. xxrr. d. i. o r ,
a
rare material on the Limes. A much-clipped Wu-chu coin was also found here.
[Of the documents found here T. xxrr. d. o r 5 oHers special interest. I t bears a date corre- Chinese
'pondin€! to December 16th, A . D . 47, a n d appears to be a kind of tally (rk'iian) signed conjointly T.
records from
xxrr. d.
by the 'signal post commandants' of Tstmg-min
W a n d Shes-kxnrr d% E.'' T h e f o r ~ n r r
designateshimself a s belonging to Pro-hu @
a subdivision o r ' barrier ' of the Limes o f which
the' western section ' is mentioned also in T. xxvrrr. 36, No. 621 of M. Chavannes' Dor~rmcnts. I t

a,

' In Map No. 38. A . 4 the Mesa symbols ought to have
extended from Ta-rh'iian fnrther towards the lnke
rightup to T. xx11.d-f.
Cf.Serindio, ii. p. 7.37, note 14.
Is it possible that the similarly narrow passage in the
quartersot T-xll. a, from which R series of important docuin Early Sogdian was reco\reretlin ,go?, had on'ginally

'

hecn meant to serve the same purpose? Cf. Sprijldia, ii.
p. 669; iii. PI. 39.
10 The term read here and elsewhere by hf. hIasper0
slti @ and translated ns ' poste de s i p a u x ' corresponds
to the one read by M. Charnnnes as lui
cf. Swindia, ii. P. 747.

g,' company ' ;

T O TUN-HUANG A N D AN-HSI
appears probable that P'o-hu was the n a m e of the Limes portion lying to the east of pTineWang
which extended from Yii-mCn a s far a s T. X X I I . c." T h e slips T . X X I I . d. 018, o19
deliveries
of grain on different dates of A . D . 64. T h e fragment of a calendar, T. xx11. d. orl, may
belong
either to 10 B.C. o r A.D. 115.1
WatchAbout three-quarters of a mile t o t h e east, across the marshy reed-covered bay seen in ~ i1g7,~ .
tower
a
n
eroded
ridge stretched from east to west, occupied b y the ruined watch-tower T. x x l r . e.
T. XXII. c
measured about 14 feet a t its base a n d stood to a height of 9 feet, where it showed the remainsof
cleared.
a small conning room about 6 feet square, a s seen in the plan (PI. 13). As the ridge itsel[ rises to
a height of fully g o feet, a wide outlook was assured. T h e tower was built of sun-dried bricks
measuring 14 by 7 inches a n d 4 inches thick. Reed layers divided every five courses.
manded a distant view across the lake a n d along its southern shore, the watch-stations T, xxlll.
a n d T . XXIII. e to the east being clearly recognizable. T h e clearing of the conning room and of the
refuse a t the foot of the tower yielded eight Chinese inscribed slips of wood, as well as the rnisceIla.
neous relics described in the List below. A m o n g these m a y be mentioned the broken piece, T. xx~l.
e. 01 I (PI. XLVI), of a wooden bow o r cross-bow bearing on its four faces a Chinese inscription in
neat but almost effaced characters, a n d the well-preserved broom, T. XXII. e. 013 (PI. XLVI). On
the southern slope of t h e ridge, about 2 0 feet below t h e tower, five narrow recesses cut into the clay
had evidently served a s quarters ; one of them contained a fire-place and another a small niche
meant for storage.
[Among the wooden documents from this watch-station, T. xxrr. e. 03 is important as it
contains fairly detailed instructions a s regards the service of fire-signals to be maintained along
the border line in case of attacks b y raiders, & c . T h e references to this system of optical teleg r a p h y in records previously found along the Limes had been of a more general character.''
T h e slips T. X X I I . e. 05, 06 a r e of interest a s they mention the ' signal post ' Chih-chien & & o f
P o - h u in a way which leaves little doubt about this very watch-station of T. X X I I . e. being meant.]
Remains at
Less than a mile to the north-east of T. xxlr. e, a belt of erosion terraces curving round from
T. xxn. f.
T. XXIII.a juts out into the marshy edge of the lake-bed, a n d reduced the expanse of this to the
northward, so far a s it was covered with water a t the time, to only a mile or s o ; see Fig. 196.
T h e clay terrace forming the extreme end of this belt commands a distant view along the {vhole
length of the lake a n d bears the ruined watch-station T, X X I I . f.13 Its remains comprised a toIYer
built of sun-dried bricks, after the manner of t h e two watch-towers previously described,
two
rooms adjoining on the south a n d south-west. T h e ~ l a s t e r e dwalls of these survived only to a foot
o r two abo\.e the ground (see the ~ l a n PI.
, 13). T h e tower, 16 feet square a t the base, contained
on its top, a t about 8 feet from the ground, a guard-room 7 feet square. T h e entrance it lay
through a narrow passage a t the south-east corner. F r o m the refuse outside, two Chinese records
on wood were recovered, one a tablet broken into three pieces. [This, T. xx11. f. 1, has proved to
contain portions of a Chinese calendar arranged differently from those to be found in other Limes
records a n d taken b y M . Maspero to belong to the year 13 B.c.] Among some miscellaneous
small objects described in t h e List may be noticed the fragment of a n iron horse-bit. T. Xx"'
(PI. XLVII), resembling that found on the Lou-Ian route, east of C. ci, and two bronzeanOr-head:;
of the barbed type not usual on the Tun-huang Limes but represented by finds in the Lou-Ianarea'
Lake shore
T h o u g h the terrace crowned by T. X X I I . f commanded a full view of the lake shore east"rds I t
E.of
a n d the scrub-covered marshy ground near it, n o tower o r other remains could be sighted
T. XXII. I.
Regarding the P i q m , c b barrier see Serildia, ii.
PP. 691,699,?20,746
la For 3 synopsis of them, rf. Serindio, ii. pp. 7 5 2 ~ 4 %
I,

13 In Y~~ h.0. 2.A. 4 the tower s p * 1 of
ought to have h e n shown farther north by the lake
See aborq p. a74 ; also p. 317,fo' Kurn.'l'

T H E LIMES LINE NORTH-WEST OF TUN-HUANG
nearer than T. XXIII. b to be described presently. A s the line of the wall coming from the east was
traceable
up to the latter point a n d there abutted on the marshy foreshore, I was led to assume
that for the intervening distance of fully five miles the ' wet border ' presented by the lake, here a t
its widest, was thought to provide sufficient defence. T h e ground here for over a mile from the
shore is a dead flat and offers no natural position for a watch-station.
But the gap between T. xxrr. f a n d T. xxrrr. b was not left altogether unguarded ; for where
the eastern edge of the belt of eroded terraces stretching from T. xxrr. f approaches the northern
extremity of a narrow plateau jutting out from the great Sai on the south we find the two towers
T. xxllr and T . xxlrr. a , close together, occupying a conspicuous position a t the very end of the
just mentioned." I hadalready visited them in 1907,as the caravan route t o T u n - h u a n g passes
immediately below them, a n d the results of m y renewed examination will be found embodied in the
account I have given of them in Serindia." Considering that the most convenient line of communication from Tun-huang- towards Yii-men a n d the western end of the Limes must always have
pssed here, it appears to me very probable that the occupation of this point by the station T . ~ X X I I I . a
and its higher look-out post T. X X I I I was intended to serve the double purpose of keeping a watch
on the roite, and of linking u p the chain of the Limes guard-towers.
The group of watch-stations T. X X I I I . b-g a n d the line of wall connecting them stretches across
ground which on March 20th to zznd was found very boggy a n d in places almost impassable.
This condition appeared to be due in the main to percolation of moisture from a depression to the
south of T. xxrrr. c and T. xxrrr. d. T h e springs gathering in this a r e probably fed by subterranean
drainage passing below the gravel Sai from t h e Tang-ho or river of Tun-huang. I t was interesting
to note that this depression is bordered to t h e south a n d east b y stretches of ground heavily saltencrusted, where the surface reproduces, in miniature a s it were, the various conditions of sh6r
encountered in, and around, the bottom of the ancient L o p sea.
Thus, when on March zrst I transferred m y c a m p to the spring-fed pool of Chien-ch'iian-tzG
(known to the people from Lop a s Sh6r-bulak),17 we crossed, for two o r three miles before reaching
it, extensive patches of very hard corrugated salt crust recalling those encountered in crossing the
armof the dried-up sea-bed north of Kum-kuduk. I twassignificant to observe that the road leading
across them was worn quite smooth by traffic, a n d that its bottom lay three to four feet below the
adjoining surface of hard salt. T h e r e could be no doubt that this sunk road was the result of traffic
extending over long periods. T h e occasional passage of caravans a n d wood collectors' carts, such
as use the road to-day, could not possibly have ~ r o d u c e dthis condition. T h e experience gained
here appeared to me a striking confirmation of what I had observed on the line of the ancient
Lou-Ian route where it crossed the bay of the dried-up sea-bed to the west of C a m p cvi."
We may, I believe, trace a notice both of the spring-fed ~ o o of
l Chien-ch'iian-tzil a n d of the
dried-up salt marsh to the north-west of it in the interesting topographical text of which a manurecovered by me in 1907 fronl Chfien-fo-tunga n d marked Ch. 917, has preserved a fragment.
According to the translation which Dr. L . Giles has ~ r e ~ a r eofd this manuscript a n d very kindly
, Is Owing 10 a draughtsman8s
error whicll escaped my atten[Ion at the time 01 compiling tile Map, the tower T. xxl11
lus hen ~+onglyshown in No. 38. A. 4 ~ 0 1 1 1 distance
~
to
the east of T. XxlIr. a, whereas it lies quitc close to the
latter ; cf-Scrindia, ii. p. 721. Similarly the narrow plateau
10 have been shown with its end extending
nOnhward tlx position 01 T.XXIII.a, instead ol trending
the n o r l h - n ~ r t l ~ - ~ ~ t .
lo CI. Serilldia, ii. pp. 7 2 0 sq.
Some addi~iolialsmall

finds resulting Irom a supplementary clearing of the refuse
Ilcilps of T. XXIII.a are described in the List below.
17 As the water 01 the spring is by no means brackish,
the name She,-bulnk is evidently derived Irom the area of
hard s h k crossed before it is reached lrom the west. This
a,counts also for the loml Chinese designation
~ h i ~ ~ - ~ h
(. sodn
~ ~ spring
~ ~ -I) twllicb
~ f iit reproduces.
lB
See above, p. 315.
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[chap. X
allo~\redme to consult, the text was composed, A . D. 856, a s a n ' official memorandum on the Tun,
h u a n g territory a n d the regions adjoining it to t h e west a n d north-west. I t shows close agreement
in m a n y points with the T m - h 7 ~ ? 1 gLtr a n d is manifestly based on information collected loeally,l,
Description
T h e notice, which I think must refer to Chien-ch'iian-tzir, runs in Dr. GilesJs translationas
O' Ifs''gfolIo\~s: ' H h g - / t u lake, I 10 li NW. of t h e hsien. T h e other water [in the
is all brackish;
bu lake.
this water alone is drinkable. f i r traders on their journey to o r from the Yii-mOn Barrier
here. T h e Sha-chou chih says : " T h e water is brackish ; only the spring is fit for drinking,"
I t gives its dimensions a s follows : 19 Z i east a n d west, 9 li north a n d south, depth 5 feet.' Judging
from other local references in the text it is clear that b y the hsien o r district head-quartersishere
meant the walled city of T ' a n g times, situated a b o u t a mile to the west of the present Tun-huang
hsien. Now the distance of I 10 li to t h e north-west which the text indicates from this point brings
us exactly to the position of the Chien-ch'iian-tzU lakelet ; for it is the equivalent of the 2 2 miles
which the m a p marks, taking the li a t the value of about one-fifth of a mile, which on Central.
Asian ground is pro\.ed b y a b u n d a n t evidence to be approximately correct.20
Location of
T h i s location of the ' Hsing-hu lake ' is strongly supported b y the statement that its water alone
Sha-rhouis
drinkable
in that vicinity, a n d b y its being described a s the regular halting-place ol HI^,
rlrih's
\Yestern i. e. ' barbarian ', traders on their way to o r from the Yii-mCn barrier ; for Chien-ch'iian-tza or
Lake '. Sh6r-bulak is still invariably so used b y all caravans moving to, or from, the west past the ancient
' J a d e G a t e '. Now, in order to understand correctly the passage quoted from the Sha-chou Jill,
a somewhat older description of the T u n - h u a n g region," we must take into account what the same
manuscript Ch. 917 tells us in a preceding passage of t h e ' Western Salt Lake, 117 li north.
west of the hsien. I t is popularly known a s Sha-ch'iian [the sand spring]. T h e salt is of the same
kind, but it has a nice taste a n d is of a pink colour.' Considering that the direction named is the
same a s that to the Hsing-hu lake a n d the distance only 7 li farther, I think we may safely identify
this ' b'estern Salt L a k e ', which obviously was sought a s a place for the supply of ~alt,~'with
the
area of dried-up salt marsh which is crossed b y the caravan route from the Limes. In T'ang
times it m a y well have been subject to seasonal inundation, just a s the ground farther north
towards T. X X I I I . c, d is still.
Dry salt
I t is to this area, now encrusted with hard salt, that the dimensions quoted from theSha-(hy
marsh S .
~ h i hmust reasonably be held to apply. T h e extent of 1 9 Z i from east to west and 9 Ciacross man''
of
ch'iian-tz6. f e d y cannot refer to the ' spring ' which alone is fit for drinking, since the pool or lakelet led by
it is quite small-scarcely thirty to forty yards across. B u t it agrees remarkably well with theextent
of the dried-up marsh bed that is crossed by the route a couple of miles to the north-west* This
identification, if correct, m a y claim some geographical interest ; for it would furnish us with an
approximate estimate of the length of time required before a salt marsh, holding water for at least
a portion of the year, a s s u ~ n e dthat form of a d r y bed, covered with hummocks of hardsalt~rhrh
we find to-day to the north-west of Chien-ch'iian-tzil a n d which was already in existence in Han
times over the greater portion of the dried-up L o p sea, a s it is still to-day.
Finds at
A bout 2 4 miles to the EN E. from T. xxrrr. a, the ruined watch-tower, T. XxlII. b*was traced On
lower
T.x S I I I , 1,. the top of a n eroded ridge of clay about 50 feet high. T h e line of the Limes wall, decayed intoamere
s

"

For other data drawn from this manuscript, cf. Pelliot,
1916, ]an.-lfv., pp. 116 scl.; also .Trrindia, i.

1. Asia,.,
P. 327.
C(

Sllilldia, ii. p. 1JS and the evidencr quoted tllrrc
in note 28 a.
musl be kept in view that tlu route between

two points lies in a practically straight line and, with the
exception of j or 6 miles, p a w s over lure gravel desert.

21

For itS approximate dating, cf. Snindia, ii. Pa716'
fmm the fact that Our

" This may be

script Ch. grl mentions this Western Salt
jmme
diately after Eastern Salt irk w h e r e i d t fOmuinnud
tl"
"Ier
dv
lhe
l u m p in the water ; men strain
salt, which is all in crystalline form '.
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could be made out here coming from T.

XXIII.

c, the nearest station to the east. I t passed

at a distance of about 1 2 0 yards north of the ridge towards the lake shore. I t could be followed
to a point about 300 yards to the north-west of T. X X I I I . b, a n d beyond this disappeared o n

scrub-covered marshy foreshore. T h e tower, built of sun-dried bricks of the usual size, 14 x
inches, measured 16 feet square a t the base and still rose to a height of about I j o r 14 feet
Among the objects recovered from the refuse in two small adjoining rooms
(see plan in PI.
were the fragments of a finely woven tapestry r u g showing rainbow stripes, T. X X I I I . b. 03, a n d
a painted wooden bracket, T. xxIrr. b. 06 (PI. XLVI). T h i s was meant for hanging u p equipment,
&c., and closely resembles others found a t Limes stations farther west. A clipped Wu-cAu coin
and the fragment of a Chinese record on wood were also found here. [In this M. Maspero believes
to findmention of a ' signal post ' (sui)named Lai-Asiang
Almost due east of T, xxIrI. b a high conspicuous Mesa rises a t a distance of about a mile a n d Limes wall
a half, commanding a very open view all round a n d crowned a t its summit b y the tower T. X X I I I . c." ~ ~ o $ ~ ~ n
In order to reach this Mesa, the lowest portion of the depression above referred to had to be T.xxnr. C.
crossed. Owing to the boggy nature of the ground the passage was distinctly difficult east of
T, XXIII.b. But after going for about half a mile, we picked u p the line of the Limes wall marked
by a low straight mound, and followed it right through to the Mesa. T h i s rises above the surrounding salt-encrusted ground a s a steep clay ridge, about 400 yards long, with a n axial bearing from
ENE, to WSW. Refuse of straw a n d d u n g was a t once found a t its southern foot, where a shelter
appeared to have been devised amidst fallen masses of clay. T h e abundant pottery debris encountered on climbing the slope indicated that the station above had been occupied for a long period.
As the sketch-plan in PI. 13 shows, the Limes wall, built of reed fascines a n d layers of clay, Kuinsol
extended up the southern slope to terrace-like ground near the middle of the Mesa a t a n elevation
of about go feet. There it was carried to the west round a steep clay knoll about 30 feet higher, which T.xxllr. c.
bears on its top the remarkably well-preserved tower T. X X I I I . c. T h i s was built of layers of stamped
clay and measured 14$ feet square a t the base. I t was intact to a height of about 1 5 feet a n d
retained on its top a layer of reeds a n d a large piece of T o g h r a k wood. T h e eastern face of the
tower showed foot-holes flanked on either side b y smaller holes evidently intended to afford a grip
to the hands of a person clambering to the top. O n the northern side there adjoined a room, about
13 feet square, with walls built of brick a n d about I foot 8 inches thick. T h e wall facing to the
north still stood to a height of 8 feet, while the one to the west was much broken and the one to the
east almost effaced-significant proof of the eroding force of the prevailing east winds even a t a
height well above the sand a n d gravel scoured ground.
From a point opposite to the north-western corner of the tower the Linies wall, here a s elsewhere Linles wall
in thickness, turned off to the south-west a n d was carried to a s ~ n a l lknoll, about a s high a s a t tower
T.XXIII,c.
that bearing the tower, but much steeper. T h i s precipitous knoll provided natural defence, a n d
here the line of the wall was interrupted for a distance of about j o feet. Beyond this g a p the
was built of bricks, measuring 11x 7 x 4 inches, and was j feet thick. I n this Corm it
descendedthe steep slope of the knoll for a distance of 27 feet, the only instance I ever traced of
lhe Limes wall being constructed of masonry. Beyond this stretch it was once more built of reed
laxinen and clay and thus continued down the slope to the south-west, here somewhat easier. for
another go feet. I t then turned off west-north-west in the direction of T. X X I I I . b, being built of
f a ~ i n e"lainly
s
of Toglirak branches, with layers of clay between.

,
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'' Owing to the sn~allscale ol tile map and the consequent

ol finding room lor all details, sligllt intlccuracies
ha'e ~ ~ ~ ' J r in
r c placing
d
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be sl~iftedslightly farther north and that 01 T. xxlll. e a
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[Chap. x

Within the area enclosed b y the wall on the top of the Mesa, pottery debris
abundant,
clear evidence that the station had been tenanted b y a considerable number of men
for a lonl
time. F r o m a layer of refuse between the western knoll a n d that occupied by the tower I
lying almost on the surface, the well-preserved Chinese record on wood, T. xxrIr. c. 4. ~l~~~~
more wooden slips were subsequently discovered here a n d a m o n g the rubbish lying close to the
tower. A m o n g the miscellaneous small objects recovered m a y be mentioned the fragment of a
wooden bowl decorated in lacquer, T. xxrrr. c. 0 2 ; t h e piece of a n iron hoe-blade, 04 (PI,~ ~ v l , ) ;
a n d two bronze arrow-heads of t h e ' regulation ' type of H a n times, 06-7 (PI. XLVII). [Among[he
records recovered T. X X I I I . c. 4 h a s proved to contain the draft of a private letter. T, ~ ~ 1 1c,1 016
,
indicates the exact place of origin in distant Ho-nan of a soldier who has died. I n T. xx111,c. 022
the local n a m e of P o - h u @ ifJ1 occurs again."
T. xxlrr. c. 023 contains the fragment a
calendar from the year 4 B. c.]
A t a distance of about a mile a n d a half to t h e north could be seen the watch-tower T. xxllr.e,
situated in advance of the Limes line. T h e lake shore which it guarded was masked from direct
observation from T. xxlrr. c b y a gravel-covered ridge. Owing to the boggy conditio~~
of the
ground it proved impossible a t the time to reach this tower. I t evidently served a purpose similar
to that which accounted for the placing of t h e advanced post T. IX. a , thrown out beyond the line
of t h e westernmost Limes.% I t was needed for t h e better protection of an important point where
this section of the Limes rested its flank on the Khara-n6r a n d moreover, a s the map shows, formed
a projecting angle. T h e presence of this angle itself was probably due to the desire to take
advantage of the very wide outlook commanded b y the height of T. xxrrr. c. This extended far
a w a y t o the north-east, to the point where the Su-lo-ho, joined by the deltaic branches of theTang-110,
enters t h e Khara-n6r. I t ranged also over the bare lain to the east where the salt-encrusted
depression coming from Chien-ch'iian-tzit is fringed b y a wind-eroded area with rows of 10s
Ylrdangs.
F r o m T. xxrrr, c the line of wall, now decayed into a low mound, ran to the south-east towards
a far-stretching Mesa a b o u t a hundred feet high a n d less than a mile off. The ground, saltencrusted throughout a n d boggy, could scarcely have supported us but for the firmer track oflered
b y the mound marking the Limes line. O n the top of the Mesa a completely decayed mound
marked the remains of the tower T. X X I I I . d. Around it pottery debris was ~lentiful. 'l'%eVci.
mens collected here a n d described in t h e List below comprise ~ i e c e sof glazed stoneware sucll
those which had been found by m e a t T. X X I X . ~ ~Mr. R. L. Hobson, of the British Museulnlatt"butes these partly to T ' a n g a n d partly to Sung times. T h e evidence of later occupation O f t h e
place which these pieces afford is borne out by four fragments of ~ o r c e l a i n T.
, XxlIl. d. 010-13'
which were also found here, three belonging to the same vessel and all roughly painted in
W h a t special reason accounts for this later occupation I a m unable to indicate, as no route 'lkdy
to have remained in continued use leads past this point.
A t T. X X I I I , d the line of the wall took a turn to the ENE. and a t a distance of nearly a mile
brought U S t o a narrow isolated clay ridge (see plan in PI. 14) rullning east and wer and about
a hundred yards long. I t s summit, rising about 35 feet above the adjoining P U n d and Only
25 feet across a t its widest, bore the tower T. xxrrr. f (Fig. 202). This was built of lumps ofch'
with layers of thin T o g h r a k branches inserted to reinforce the masonry. I t measured l 4
tracuabL
a t the base a n d still rose to a height of about 16 feet. N o other structural remains
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'r. XXIII. I
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See above, pp. 345 sq.
See Scri~tdia,ii. p. 662 ; Map No. 35. D. 4.
la CI. ibid., ii. pp. 600 sq., 788 sq.
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pp. 667, 773.
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,, the top of the ridge, but this itself had been widened somewhat to the south by a walled-up
platform built of clay lumps of large size. About 6 feet from the eastern face of the tower
a circular well, 3 feet in diameter, had been cut through the clay. I t s present bottom was reached

depth of 16 feet. But no doubt the well once descended deeper to the level of subsoil water,
which, as [he marshy surface near by showed, could not be far from the surface.
A considerable quantity of refuse, mostly reed-straw and chips of wood, lay near the tower Findsat
and on the southern slope. B y clearing this a few fragmentary Chinese records on wood were T.XX1l'.f.
recovered Lone of them, T, xxrrr. f. 0 2 , mentions Tun-huang], besides a large WI/-chzccoin a n d
a variety of miscellaneous objects, a s described in the List. A m o n g these were the string sandals
T, x x I I r , f. o l , 2 , both of remarkably large size and probably meant to be worn over feet protected
by abundanceof rags ; silk rags in different colours, o l o ; pottery repaired by string ~ a s s e dthrough
holes, 012 (PI. IcLVIII) ; two pieces of a wooden implement which niay have served for churning,
013-14 (PI. XLVI), & C.
From T. xxlrr. f the wall was seen to turn to the south-east a n d could subsequently be traced Limes wall
continuing in this direction for about seven miles. A s far a s the tower T. xxrlr. g its line was
clearly marked by layers of fascines stretching over the ground either continuously o r in ~ a t c h e s .T.xxrl~,f.
That the fascines along this segment of the wall were made of Toghrak branches was a striking
illustration of continuity in the surface conditions ; for just between these two stations wild poplars
are still growing in fair numbers in the depression crossed by the wall. Farther o n the wall was
again constructed of reed fascines.
The station T. X X I I I . g , less than a mile from the last, was marked by a tower-like structure Watchoccupying the northern end of a n eroded terrace about 30 feet high. I t contained a chamber of ~:;I:.
g.
7 feet square between thick walls built of bricks of the regular size, a n d now broken down to a
height of about 5 feet. T h e entrance lay in the south-east corner, as a t T, XXII. f. T h e Limes
wall passed at a distance of about 20 feet north of the little station. Such refuse a s I noticed near
the entrance yielded only fragments of a string sandal a n d a small canvas bag.
A mile farther on, the line of the wall passed a n isolated clay terrace about 1 5 feet high, which Tower
evidently had once been occupied by a watch-station. No structural remains had survived, but T.X"lll.".
pottery debris of the ancient mat-marked type common a t the Limes stations plainly indicated
that i t had been occupied contemporaneously with the latter. F o r a distance of about two miles
beyond the line crossed depressions overgrown with reeds, a n d containing a few scattered YHrdang
terraces and at one place some marshy springs. A young Chinese who was grazing ponies a n d sheep
there knew these by the name of Yeh-ya-ho. No remains of the Limes were traced until we'reached
the point where these depressions g a v e way to a level scrub-covered steppe near the tower T. xxIrr. h
16). This had a base of 16 feet square, was built of bricks of the usual size, 14 x 7 x 4
and in its broken condition attained a height of about I I feet. T h e top portion enclosed a
8 feet square entered from the south. A piece of thick glazed stoneware, T. xxrrr. h. o r ,
S'milar to that from T. X X I I I . d, was picked u p below the tower.
Within the next mile no less than three watch-towers, T. xxIIr, i, j, k, stood along the line of Line of we11
lhe
here clearly traceable as a low but continuous mound. T h e y were all built on the same near towers
T.xx111.i-k.
pattern a s T . xx111. h, and like it afforded only scanty refuse. Combined with the fact that we were
"OW
the area which might have been partially occupied in H a n times b y outlying
of the Tun-huang oasis, this suggested to me that these closely adjoining posts, though
provided for the defence of the Limes, may not have been regularly occupied, except a t times of
the posting of guards being possible here a t very short notice. But, of course, other
CxpplnatiOns
are also possible. I n a n y case I regret that these last three posts were left without
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thorough examination, as Naik Shamsuddin's digging party which followed behind me arrived at
this point too late on the evening of March 22nd. When next morning I
the ~i~~~
again a t T. xxlrr. 1 with my camels and baggage, the uncertainty as to where water
might line
be
found farther on for camping obliged us to move on along the line, and no time could be spared
for a return to those posts.
Chinese
T. xxrrr. I proved a brick-built tower of the same outer dimensions and appearanceas
those
last described. But the guard-room, i, here 6 feet square and entered by a narrow pasUte
found fit
T.xxlll.1. from the south (see plan in PI. 14) a t a level of about five feet from the ground, was found"hoked
with refuse to a height of over four feet. Mixed up with reed-straw, chips of wood, brokenbricks
and the like, there emerged here over two dozen wooden slips bearing Chinese records, most of
them in fair preservation, together with a number of others which are blank and evidentlyhad been
kept ready for use as stationery. I t appeared very likely that this refuse had been allowedsteadily
to accumulate while the small room continued to be occupied as a clerk's office ; for layers ashes
as well as reddened brickwork were found a t different levels where fires had been kept burning
against the western wall. [Among the inscribed slips recovered here there are found fragments
of private letters (T. X X I I I . 1. 2, 21, 23, 08) as well as the fragment of a literary work, T, x x r ~ l .
I. i. 7. T. XXIII. I. i. 3 is of interest as it appears to contain instructions as to fire-signals to be lit
from a car by soldiers sent out on reconnaissance. In T. XXIII. 1. i. 8, 1 2 the 'signal posts'
of Wei-hw
ji and Chih-R'ou 3 are mentioned. T h e former post recurs in T. xxlrr. I, i. 18,
which is curious as it records the meeting on a certain day of patrols sent out from Wei-haand
from another post, Hsiian-wfc & 8,to the west of it. T h e tablet has been cut into two halves to
serve as a tally with a number of notches marked uniformly in both. The document is described
this being the proper term applied to ' an instrument in writing, originally on a
as a ch'iian
tablet of wood, which was cut in two, each party having half '.I 28
O n searching the ground outside, a small refuse heap (ii) was discovered just beyond where the
Slips thrown
mound marking the Limes wall passed in a semicircle to the north of the tower. Here under only
' waste
a few inches of gravel over three dozen more records on wooden slips were brought to light,
pap,p.
unfortunately most of them completely effaced by moisture. They had evidently been thrownout
together on the occasion of some clearing out of ' waste papers ', like those far more numerouc
packets of ' slips ', &c., found in 1907 at T. vr. b, T. xv. a , &c. Their decayed state seemed to
indicate that we could not here hope for such favourable conditions as regards absolute drymess
of air and soil as prevailed along the westernmost portion of the Limes. [Of the slips still partially
decipherable T. xxrrr. 1. ii. 09 mentions the ' signal post ' P r o - h@
In T. xxrrr. 1. ii. 020 lhe
fire-signals of T'ien-ho BJ @ and /-Lo
% are referred to ; the latter name occurs also In
Chavannes, Doc. No. 637, found at T. XXVIII,
a Limes station to the north of TU~-huang.1
the ~niscellaneousobjects extracted from the refuse surviving at this station and described in lhe
List below, I may mention the wooden bowls, T. X X I I I . I. i. oj-5 (PI. XLVI),round or boat-sha~ed'
the fragment of an iron weapon or implement, I. i. 06, and the wooden tally-stick 1. ii.03 (PI.xLu1)'
T h e next two posts by the wall, T. xxrrr. m, n, were reached at intervals in each caw Of lhrer
Deayed
lhe
w a t c h - ~ uquarten of a mile. T h e general direction still continued to the south-east, but the position
T. XXIII.
individual towers, here as from T. X X I I I . h onwards, diverged from the straight line. This perhaps
was arranged with a view to making it easier to distinguish the fire-signals of successive
Both these posts were marked only by completely decayed mounds of small size. and beyond
the line of the wall ceased to be traceable on the marshy ground covered with thick reed-bedr

+,
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The next tower, T. xx111. 0, standing a t the end of a low terrace, was, however, fairly well Towers
IlI.
and with its brickwork still rising to a height of about 15 feet afforded guidance. O n T0,XP,X q,
*, s.
clearing the refuse near it, two inscribed Chinese tablets were recovered and some miscellaneous
objects, including part of a lacquered food bowl, T. X ~ I I I0.. or (PI. XLVII). From here onwards
[he line of the wall coulcl be followed again over gravelly soil eastwards a s far a s T . X X I I I . s. O f
the towers intervening a t distances of three-quarters of a mile to one mile, T, XXIII.p a n d r could
be traced only in the form of low mounds. T. X ~ I I I . q still rose to a height of about 1 2 feet and
T. xxrlr, s of about 17 feet ; their masonry of ' regulation '-sized bricks included layers of reeds,
in the former tower between every two courses, in the latter between every five. A t none o f these
posts was refuse traced on the soft soil.
\Ve now steered in the direction of a conspicuous tower, T. X X I I I . t, visible to the east-southeast, for about a mile and a half, but found progress more and more difficult for the camels owing
to spongy soil covered with soft s h 6 ~ . When within half a mile of our objective, a sheet of water
flowing from the south finally stopped us. W e were obliged to turn to the south and felt glad when,
after a couple of miles' very trying progress, with the camels foundering in the bog, we gained
practicable ground on a low clay terrace stretching to the south. Looking eastwards from it no
towers could be sighted beyond T . X X I I I , t ; but far away in t h e distance trees a n d farm buildings
marked the northernmost outskirts of the Tun-huang oasis.
I t was obviously impossible, a t this season of inundation, to m a k e our way to the east across Walled
ground reached by the spill ends of the T u n - h u a n g canals. I therefore directed our march upon
two ' Pao-t'ais ' visible to the south, until nightfall obliged us to halt. When the march, resumed ,r hion the morning of March q t h , had brought us along a line of low clay ridges flanked by marshes fun.
to the larger of the two towers sighted in the evening, it proved manifestly old but quite distinct
in character from the watch-posts of the Limes. T h i s tower, T. X X I I I . u (see plan in PI. 14),
which, as I subsequently learned, bears the local designation of Yen-chi-tun, measured 29 feet
square at its base and was constructed of salt-impregnated layers of clay a n d gravel reinforced
by thin strata of reeds a t intervals of 8 inches. A n oblong enclosure, much decayed, showed that
the tower was meant as a place of refuge, such a s a r e often to be found near outlying homesteads
of these western marches of Kan-su, exposed a s they have been to raids a n d disturbances during
recurrent periods of history right down to the last great T u n g a n r e b e l l i ~ n . ' ~Large g a p s in the sides
of the tower proved that it could not be of modern origin. But whatever its age, it was clear that
it could not be connected with the Limes line. T h i s most probably passed from T. XXIII. t eastwards to the vicinity of the deserted town of S h i h - p a n - t ~ n g , ~a n' d thence joined on to the section
of the wall which in 1907 I had traced in the north-east of the T u n - h u a n g oasis a s far a s the
tower T. X X X . ~ ~
The second and much smaller tower to the east proved obviously recent. S o we moved on
to the south-east, where a narrow
~ l a t e a unow offered easy going for a time. Marshy depressions extended along it on either side, with open sheets of water fed b y springs which obviously
discharge subterranean drainage from the irrigated area to the west of the Tang-ho. Beyond these
depressions a few scattered homesteads came into sight, apparently all deserted, sad mementoes
or the destruction wrought here a s elsewhere along the Kan-su border b y the T u n g a n rebellion.
Finally, after having been brought u p again a n d again by inundated ground a n d forced to make Return to
we reached the wide gravel S a i and skirting it arrived a t the edge of T u n - h u a n g cultiva- Tun-huang
lion. Arter two months' continuous hard work in the desert, the familiar sight of the oasis, with

zi''~,"~
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Regarding the little village forts known as p'u-tzri or
f"'"-/ec, cf. Srrindin, ii, p. 5 8 7
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See Map No. 38. n. 4 ; Seri~rdia,ii. p. 588.

" See Sniitdin, ii. p. 603.
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its well-tilled fields, its rows of stately elms (Fig. 206) a n d its sleepy villages peacefully ensconced
behind hig]] r\?alls, was a s refreshing a s on former occasions. Zahid Beg and some other local
acquaintances had ridden out to welcome m e back to m y old base of 1907, and the evening sa,v
m y c a m p established in quiet suburban quarters outside the east gate of Tun-humg town, close
to t h e large temple where in June, 1907, m y helpful Mandarin friends had bidden me their last
farewell.

SECTION
11.-TUN-HUANG A N D T H E ' C A V E S O F T H E THOUSAND
BUDDHAS ' REVISITED
Halt at
T h e rest which m y men a n d beasts badly needed after the trying months in the desert,andT U n - h U n n h ~ more,
n
~ e r h a p s - t h e manifold preparations which the projected explorations demanded on
town.
m y part, made it necessary to halt for eight d a y s a t T u n - h u a n g Hsien. My plans were to take

m e during the next few months mainly into t h e desert tracts which fringe on the south and east
the great barren hill region of the Pei-shan ' Gobi '. T h e distances to be covered were great,
a n d short was the remaining season during which work on ground which was for the !nost part
waterless could effectively be carried out before the summer heat set in. I felt therefore doubly
eager to arrange what was needed in the way of additional transport, provision of money, guides,
Rrc., without loss of time.
I n spite of the revolution which had since m y former visit replaced the Chinese Empireby
Official
chnnges at a republican regime, nothing appeared to have changed in the ways of quiet somnolent Tun-huang,
Tun-huang.
that westernmost outpost of true China, such a s I have described them in the Personal Narrative
of m y second journey.' Least of all could a change be expected a s regards the vis inertiae pre.
\.ailing in this scene of m y former labours (Figs. 210, 2 1 I ) . S o I soon had occasion to feel the
difference resulting from the replacement of m y old friend, learned Wang Ta-lao-yeh, full of
scholarly interest in m y work a n d eager to help it a s far a s local conditions and scanty resources
would permit? b y a n indolent opium-smoking representative o f ' Young China ', with no interest
in the past of his country, a t t h e Hsien-kuan's familiar Ya-rnCn. Pretended respect for 'Western
learning ' found expression only in a n impossible imitation of European costume. Fortune
favoured m e more in the person of the military commandant of Tun-huang. My kind friend of
1907, burly, energetic Lin Ta-jCn, was, alas, no longer there to extend to me his ever-willing assistance, having found the promotion h e had hoped for-in heaven.9 By a lucky chance his place
h a d been taken by another amiable old warrior, S h u a n g Ta-jCn, who like a true ' lord or the
G a t e ' a t Chia-yii kuan h a d extended to m e so friendly a welcome when in 1907 I had made
first entry ' within the Great Wall l . 4 With his help I was able in the end to secure the guidesand
additional camels needed for t h e Surveyors' parties that I wished to send out on independent
missions.
Monetary
Being now on truly Chinese ground, I felt more than ever how little my weakly and listless
complica- /itemtz/s, poor Li SsII-yeh, was competent to replace devoted and ever eager ChianiZ Ssu-yehh.
tions
in a n y but purely clerical work. I n business personally to be transacted a t the Ya-mensl less
than in all practical dealings with traders, labourers, guides r t horgenur omne, I constantly missed
m y invaluable Chinese helpmate of the former journey. I had myself to attend to all the petty
monetary complications involved by payments in that strangely archaic ' currency ' of weighed
s i l ~ e ra,n~d b y the arrangements for the melting down into bullion of the badly debased ' ~ ~ - ~ ~

' Cf. Desnt Callray, ii. pp. 34 sqq.
See ibid., ii. pp. 14 sqq., 33 sq., 69, 232 sqq.
a Cf. ibid., ii. pp. 1 7 sq., 69, 233 sq.

4
5

See ibid., ii. pp. 276 sqq.
Cf, ibid., ii. pp. 70, 344.

203. .4BDtRR4RII, HUNTEfi A N D GUIDE. ON HIS RETUBS FRON TUN-BUAO
(See PP.309 ~ q .355.1
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brought from the ' New Dominion '. T h i s meant much loss of time a s well a s some rather severe
lessons in patience.
~t waseasier tosettleaccounts with the owners of the hired camels from ILIirPn, the use of which
had helped to bring our own animals through without loss a n d still fit for fresh work, a n d with
Abdurrahim, whose magnificent camels had proved such a mainstay for our survey operations in
the Lop desert. They all soon started on the return journey b y the mountain route, but not
hefore I had obtained from that hardy a n d ever cheery hunter (Fig. 203) whatever information
about those parts of the Kuruk-tagh to which I proposed to extend our survey work
he could
of the next winter. T h e preliminary guidance thus afforded a n d Abdurrahim's readily promised
help had a great &are in subsequently assuring the safe execution of the programme that I had
prepared for LHI Singh's operations.
But &at occupied my mind most during those days a t T u n - h u a n g was the thought of the
famous cave-temples of the ' Thousand Buddhas ' south-east of the oasis and of the walled-up
chapel where in 1907 I had been fortunate enough to secure such abundance of ancient manuscripts and pictorial remains from a great hoard hidden a w a y early in the eleventh c e n t ~ r y . ~I
knew well that so rich a trouvaille was not to be expected now. Yet I felt sincere gratification
when on the very morning after our arrival a t T u n - h u a n g m y earliest visitor roved to b e W a n g
Tao-shih, the quaint little Taoist monk, whose pious zeal had brought about the first discovery
of the hoard. For his discreet consideration when it came to making its treasures accessible to
research, 1 had every reason to feel grateful. I t was a comfort to feel assured b y renewed personal
contact that the relations of the good priest with the pious folk of T u n - h u a n g had in no way
suffered through our little transaction, though it could not have remained long secret.
I have already related in Serilrdia the fate of that portion of the hoard which W a n g Tao-shill's
fears and scruples would not allow in 1907 to pass, under m y care, into safe keeping a t a certain
shrine of learning in distant Ta-ying-kuo.7 When, a year after m y own visit, Professor Paul Pelliot
had gained access to, and searched, what remained of the hoard, with all the advantages offered
by his great Sinologue knowledge, he carried off a considerable selection of its manuscript treasures
via Peking. T h e attention of the authorities a t the capital h a d thus been attracted to the old
library, and its transfer there was decreed. O f the careless a n d in reality destructive fashion in
which the order had been carried out, I had received a n inkling already a t K l s h g a r a n d Khotan,
through scattered rolls of Buddhist things, manifestly derived from the Ch'ien-fo-tung hoard,
which had found their way into the hands of Chinese officials a n d in a few instances had been
presented to Sir George Macartney and others. A t T u n - h u a n g it was not long before some unknown
Chinese well-wisher presented himself with a fairly large packet of manuscript rolls from the same
source which he was anxious to dispose of. Judging from the very modest compensation which
induced him to return later with more, I was able to conclude that the article was not altogether
a rarity in the local ~ n a r k e t .
wang Tao-shih, with a bitterness only too justified, explained how, on the arrival of the
transmitted from Lan-cbou F u , the collection of manuscripts from his jealously guarded
cella had been carelessly bundled into six carts and carried off to the T u n - h u a n g Hsien Ya-men.
Of the large sum which, he declared, had been assigned b y the Central Government to his temple
as a
nothing whatever reached him, the money having been appropriated by needy
hands while in transit through the different Ya-~nens. S o m e delay occurred before the carts were
dispatched fro111 thc Tun-huang Ya-men, and this offered a convenient opportunity for local
people to help themselves gratis to ' souvenirs ', before the old monastic store of texts left their
"ee Seritulia, ii. pp. 801 sqcl.
' Cf. ibid., ii. pp. 826 sqq.
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district. T h e packets of Ch'ien-fo-tung rolls that I was subsequently able to rescue by purchae
a t Su-chou and Kan-chou clearly showed that such pilfering had continued en
as the carelessly guarded convoy slowly made its way to distant Peking. I t was easy to form some idea
the extent of this leakage by the numerous specimens of such rolls which had been carriedofiinto
Hsin-chiang and were subsequently shown to me a t different Ya-mOns
the route or were in
some cases to be secured from Chinese petty employees.
Visit to
There was accordingly special reason to feel satisfaction when Wang Tao-shih's cordialinvita
tion to the ' Thousand Buddhas ' was, on the occasion of a further visit, supplementedby a discreetly
Buddhas '
invited.
conveyed hint that his store of old manuscripts was, notwithstanding all that had happened,not
yet altogether exhausted. I could feel sure that he would be there in person to show me what he
had managed to save from well-meant but hopelessly inefficient official interference, and not merely
the big new shrine, hospice, &c., which he proudly claimed to have built with the silver 'horse.
shoes ' received from myself.
Lakelet
I n the midst of the efforts required to secure the timely completion of the preparations Tor my
and sound- further travels, I managed to pay a renewed visit to the far-famed sanctuary of the ' Crescent
ing sands of
~ i i r h - ~ n - Spring ' Yiieh-ya-ch'iian
2
T h a t fine spring-fed lakelet, strangely hidden away amidst
Ch''M".
the high dunes beyond the southern edge of the oasis, is considered a wonder of nature and, together
with the resounding sand-hill above it, forms a sort of ' Svayari~bhiiTirtha ', or pilgrimage $ace
for the people of Tun-huang. T h e site is duly mentioned by the Chinese envoy to Khotan who
passed through Tun-huang in A . D . 938,O as also by Marco Polo some three hundred and fifty
years later. For other notices, ancient and modern, and for parallels to the natural phenomenon
of the ' sounding sands ' which has made the site renowned among the Chinese, I must be content
to refer to Sir Henry Yule's and Professor Cordier's notes on Marco Polo's chapter dealing with
the ' Province of Tangut ' lo and to a very interesting chapter in Lord Curzon's recent work."
T o the Chinese notices must be added the account of the Tzm-ltua?zgLu, a text recovered by me
from the hoard of the ' Thousand Buddhas ' and translated by Dr. L. Giles, dating from the close
of the T r a n g period.1'
Sand accuI cannot attempt to discuss here in detail the interesting physical features presented by the*
mulations huge accurnulations of drift-sand which cover the foot-spur of the outermost Nan-shan range
onfootwhere it projects towards the oasis between the mouths of the Tang-ho and the Ch'ien-lo-tun~
hills.
valleys. They rise to heights of several hundreds of feet, as seen in the photographs reproduced
in Figs. 207, 208, 209. But I may briefly draw attention to the evident connexion between

3

For a description of my Iormer visit to the site, see
Desert Cathay, ii. pp. 160 sqq. A very careful account of
the physical features of the remarkable lakelet and the
surrounding sand ridges is given by Professor L. de Lbczy,
GrgSzCchenyi Keletdzsiai ufja, i , pp. 481 sq.
Cf. ROmusat, I'ille de Khotan, p. 77.
lo Yule, Jtlarso Polo, i, pp. 2 0 2 sq., 20;.
lo' See Curzon, Tales of Travel, pp. 263 sqq.
See J.R.A.S., 1914, pp. 710 sq.; 1915, p p 43 sq. The
description of the ' Ilill of Sounding Sand ' given by this
account of the f ~ i r d i l i of
a Tun-huang is as accurate as could
be expected from a writer familiar with the locality.
The mention of the mysterious hole which the sand h a
not been able t o cover up eviclently refers to the strange
hollow between the lugh sand ridges which the crescentshaped lakelet occupies. The indications given as t o the
total area covered by the high ridges of drill-sand south of

the oasis are borne out by the rccorded results of Our sur\'e).r
AS Map No. 38. e. 4 shows, these sand ridges, shere they
abut on the gravel glacis separating then1 lrom the culti\'ated
area, extend lor a distance of about 17 miles in a direct line'
li east
This corresponds very closely to the stretch of
and west wllich the TUPZ-huatrgLU mentions. Similar'y
the stretch of ' 40 li north and south ' and the '
500 feet in places ' are anything but exa!?gelxted.
I regret not to have ascertained, while at ~ u n - ~
exact date when the annual fete a t yli"h-*cll'uan
first ""
place. Dut my recollcc~ionis that it falls in
or so of June, which would correspond wit11 lhCtunn-wa
mentioned
filth
(the Dragon iestiual on the fifth of
when it is cu*umary '*
by the Tur8-hunq Lr as the
lh'
men and women lrom ~ I I Ccity a clamber lo
whicll
highest poinls and rush down a!31in in a
like thunder '
the sand to give forth a loud rumlling

~
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their position and the direction of the winds that prevail in the lower SII-lo-hovalley. These winds,
as repeatedly stated elsewhere, blow mainly from the east and north-east.la T h e y a r e in all pro-

bability caused by the ' aspiration ' which draws the colder air of the Pei-shan plateau a n d of the
joining it to the Nan-shan down into the lowest portion of the TLrim basin, where
high
the atmosphere is quickly heated in spring a n d summer.
~h~ action of these winds upon the heavy masses of sediment which the T a n g - h o or T u n - h u a n g &nd-hills
river and the numerous flood-beds east of it carry down from the barren northern slopes of the Tun-huang.
to explain the heaping u p of the high sands on the broad foot-hills south of the
Tun-huangoasis. I t is probable, however, that wind-erosion, of which m y observations have so
proved the existence all along the lower Su-lo-ho valley, especially below A n - h ~ i , ' ~
is also constantly adding its quota of fine dust to these sand-hills. A s M a p No. 39. B. I shows, the
deep-cut river of Tun-huang with its considerable a n d constant flow of snow and ice-fed water
stops the westward progress of these accumulations of sand. But to the west of the Nan-hu oasis
we again meet with a big belt of dunes swept u p against the foot-hills by the same winds, a n d this
belt extends along them right u p to the point where they overlook the terminal basin of the S u lo-ho." Still farther to the west we m a y recognize a continuation of the same system of duneco\iered foot-hills in the high sand ridges which flank the Besh-toghrak valley on the south a n d
find a n exact parallel in the T u r f i n
join up beyond it with the big sands of the Kum-t2gh.l-e
depression to this accumulation of high sands over the foot-spurs of the westernmost outliers of the
Nan-shan?e But that is on a much smaller scale a n d must be left for discussion elsewhere.
On April 2nd I was able to leave T u n - h u a n g town for the ' Caves of the Thousand Buddhas ', Departure
after having secured the guides and the additional camels required to enable R. B. L i l Singh
and Muhammad YHqfib to carry out surveys b y separate routes in the mountains a n d along the
Su-lo-ho before rejoining me a t An-hsi. A n icy gale from the north-east accompanied us on the
march and prepared me for the desolate wintry aspect that the sacred site still presented. Ice
covered the shallow channels in which the small stream loses itself over the wide gravel beds a t the
mouth of the desert valley, and the murky dust-laden atmosphere helped to emphasize the utter
barrenness of the conglomerate cliffs a n d sand slopes on either side.
Wang Tao-shih welco~ned m e cheerfully a n d showed with genuine pride the various new k r i v a l a t
structures which his pious activity had created since I bad last seen the sacred spot seven years ~ , " ~ ~ - f O
before. Opposite to the cave-temple in which the great hoard of manuscripts a n d paintings had
come to light, there rose now a spacious guest-house and a series of shrines filled with big gaudily
painted stucco images. Near by, a garden well laid out with young fruit trees, rows of stables,
br~ck-kilns,&c., attested the little priest's single-minded ambition to restore, according to his
lights!the glory and popular attractions of the ancient sacred site. H e told m e that the new hospice
had been built mainly with the gifts of silver made b y me in 1907 in return for the ' selections '
had then been able to carry away. T h e statement seemed to credit me with more ' merit ' than
was warranted by the number of silver ' horseshoes ' which had then actually passed between
US.L7 But it was very welcome a s a n indication that fresh favours were expected of m e o n the
same business-like basis. Anytiow there could be no doubt that in the fine red book of donations,
kept Wang-Tao-shih and now eagerly produced for m y inspection, the sums I h a d successively
Were all duly entered.

::;:'-

" Ci. Scri,rdia, i i .

p. 643 ; iii. pp. Ioyg sl,q., 1102 ;
Cahay, ii. pp. 140sq.
"C
'. Scrindia, iii. pp. 1095 rq., 1100 sq. ; below, pp. jbj,
367.
Duer'
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SCEMaps KOS. jg. A. r ; 36. B-D. 1.
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SecAlapsNo.jj. ,I, e. 4 ; jz. c, u.4; jj. c, D. I
See Maps No. 28. D. 3 ; 31.A. 3.
See Scrindia, ii. pp. 824 511.
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[Chap. X
O n the day following my return to the site I received welcome proof that there was Emd
foundation for the hint given me by Wang Tao-shih a t Tun-huang that his store of ancient manu.
scripts was not yet completely exhausted. Having spent a day revisiting most of the larger cavetemples with their wealth of fine wall-paintings and stucco sculptures, I paid my promised visit
to the priest ; in the rock-cut shrine which formerly served as his quarters and now had become
his store-room, he now produced two big boxes crammed with well-preserved manuscriptrolls,
By the careful appearance of their writing and the superior quality of the paper it was easy to
recognize that the specimens I was able rapidly to examine belonged to that great stock of canonical
texts, mostly Buddhist and dating from T'ang times, with which Wang Tao-shih, under the influence
of quasi-religious scruples, had in 1907 been least willing to part?@
There could be little doubt that all these fine chings had passed through Professor Pelliot's
Character
of texts
hands
when, a year after m y own visit, he had subjected whatever was then left of the great hoard
kept back
by priest. to his expert, if necessarily hurried, examination. I t was practically certain that his 'selections1,
amounting roughly to about one-third of the manuscript bundles then examined, included all
remains of non-Chinese texts that he could trace and those among the Chinese texts of which
the special interest was a t once apparent. I could not therefore reasonably hope for any finds of
outstanding importance among the materials which Wang Tao-shih had taken care to keep back
as a ' nest-egg '. All the same it appeared highly desirable to safeguard whatever Chinese manuscripts were still in the priest's precarious keeping from risks of further loss and dispersal, andto
make them accessible for future critical study in the West.
Negotiations for this purpose necessarily proved protracted and troublesome. The experience
Negotiations for
gained
through the transactions which attended and followed my first visit had, indeed, freed the
purchase.
Tao-shih from those religious scruples and the more worldly apprehensions which made him on
that occasion so difficult to deal with. But on the other hand his shrewd sense of business had been
awakened by the payments received from subsequent visitors to a keener comprehension of the
money value of what he retained. H e consequently held out a t first for a rice per roll which)
being about four times as much as that paid on thc occasion of Chiang Ssil-yeh's big haul 01
October, 1907:~ seemed distinctly too high. No doubt Wangls estimate was greatly influen,ced
by the fact that the rolls he was now prepared to part with were almost all large ones and
l a d y well preserved.
Purchase
It would have needed Chiang Ssil-yeh's quick grasp and unfailingly tactful handling to br'ng
of reserve home to the ignorant priest that these were not the criteria of the philological value ofthe texts'
store of
But though practical help in such matters was not to be obtained from my old
rolls.
successor, I managed in the end to arrive a t a mutually satisfactory arrangement. For a
donation of five hundred Taels of silver he agreed to transfer to my possession the ST0 Chinese
manuscript rolls of which his reserve store was found to consist. Their total bulk is sufficien'iy
'On.
indicated by the fact that their transport required five cases, each as large as a Pony
veniently carry.
I n 1920 t h e rolls, together with the other manuscript materials recovered in the cOUru
my third journey, reached a safe place of temporary deposit at the British Museum under the care
of Dr. L. Giles. A first rapid inspection which this valued Sinologue collaborator wa"indenoug h
Chinese
11s. rolls
retained
by Wang
Tao-shih.

"'

to make has confirmed my belief that most of the rolls would prove to contain texts oftlle Ch'nur
Buddhist canon. But their detailed examination lnust wait until D ~ Giles
.
has comyle.d hoard,
the
cataloguing of the thousands of Chinese manuscripts brought away in 1907 from the same
a lengthy task on which he has been engaged for a nul~lber"f years. From the information kind'y
Cf. Serir~dia,ii. pp. 812, 823.

lo

Sac ibid., ii, p. 8 2 j ; Descrl Callmy, ii. p. 339.
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by him it appears that a m o n g the newly acquired rolls there are some dating a s far
back as the fifth and sixth centuries A . D.""
whether the contents of the two big boxes of manuscripts which W a n g Tao-shih kept in his
store-room really represented the whole of the reserve h e had managed to retain may well be considered doubtful. But it is certain that the visits of Professor Pelliot a n d Mr. Tachibana following
upon mine, besides inquiries on the part of learned Chinese antiquaries, had impressed him with the
spreadingarchaeological fame of the cave-shrines a n d had thus also led him to pay some attention
to other 'old thingss of the site. O f this I found evidence in a number of relievo plaques in stucco,
manifestly old,
as the self-appointed guardian of the site, he had removed a n d taken into his
store.room, manifestly with a view to propitiating future visitors from a distance. When he had duly
' the donation with which I had acquired his ' nest-egg ' of manuscripts, h e presented to me,
as a mark of his cordial feelings, the miscellaneous collection of relief plaques which are illustrated
in Plate xLIX and described in the List below. No information could be obtained about their
exact provenance; the priest stated that he had found them lying loose in the sand in one of the
cave-shrines that he had cleared since m y previous visit. But it seemed more probable that they
had been removed by him from decorative stucco friezes such a s I remembered seeing on the walls
ofone of the large caves belonging to the t o p n ~ o s row
t
near the centre of the site (Fig. 226).
One type of these plaques, represented b y Ch. 015-19, 21, 29-30 (PI. XLIX), shows the figure
of a Buddha seated in meditation. I t is roughly modelled a n d painted in the conventional style
that is common to the Buddha figures in the painted diapers decorating the walls of so many of the
Ch'ien-To-tung shrines. Other types agree in showing figures seated within trefoil arches, but the
plaques differ in sizes and subjects. I n Ch. 025, 31-3 (PI. XLIX) we see a Buddha or Bodhisattva
seated with eyes closed and the head covered by the drawn-up robe. Ch. 023-4, 26, 28 (PI. XLIX)
show the figure of a shaven monk, seated in European fashion and holding a n open manuscript
roll on his knees. In Ch. 020, 2 2 , 27 (PI. XLIX) a fat monkish figure, with front of body exposed,
sirs holding a rosary in the right hand, & c . F o r these types a n d some minor variations moulds
have undoubtedly been used, while the details of colouring differ. T h e general character of the
modelling suggests a n origin later than T ' a n g times.
Thp same may be safely assumed of the several series of small reliefs, Ch. 02-3, 04-13, 014
(PI. XLIX), circular or pear-shaped a n d only about two inches wide. T h e y a r e made from moulds
in unfired clay and show a Buddha seated in d h y d n a m ~ r d ~
with
i StGpas by his side o r behind.
Brihmi characters appear on all these little reliefs. I n type they closely recall those found b y m e
in numbers in one of the shrines of the ' T e n Thousand Buddhas ' above A n - h ~ i . Judging
~
from
their shape they had obviously been deposited as votive offerings, just like those I had occasion
to mention above in connexion with the Buddhist shrine traced on MazHr-tlgh."
Such time as these transactions left me a t the site before rny return to t h e Limes was used
lor renewed visits to the most notable of its hundreds of cave-shrines. T h e r e was much satisfac"On in the knowledge that Professor Pelliot during his several months' stay a t Ch'ien-fo-tung had
been able to do justice to the great artistic and arcl~arologicalinterest of its wealth of fine wallpaintingsand sculptural remains, not only b y expert study on the spot but also b y securing a complete seriesofphotographswith the help of a skilful professional assistant. Assured of the approachIng publication of these exhaustive materials,88 1 could restrict such cursory observations a s time
' lowed
make to points where the brief descriptive notes taken on m y first visit of the pictorial
of the shrines needed supplementing.
IDa
For
of specimens, see PI. CXXVIII,
" See above, pp. 9a sqq.
CXXIX.
"

Cf.Smindra, iii. p.

1112 ;

i\.. PI. CXX]\;I]\;,

Pa See now Pelliot, Les grottes de Tourn-houamg, i-vi,
1920-4.
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[Chap. X
As these observations have since been recorded in S~rindin,g~
it remains for me only to add
here some brief remarks on the changes which a rapid inspection enabled me to notice in thegenenl
restoracondition of the cave-temples. Near the northern end of their main group, where
T
~
tions
in his capacity as restorer had throughout been particularly active, there were many walls covered
with fresh plaster, hiding remains of olcl mural paintings, as well as abundance of new and hideous
statuary in stucco, to betoken the progress of his pious efforts. Less depressing evidenceof his
zeal was to be seen towards the middle of the same group of caves. Here much additional
had been done in clearing the approaches to the cellas of the lowest row, which had pre\liously
become ~ a r t i a l l ybloclced by the accumulation of drift-sand and by the gradual rise of the ground
level outside. Here, too, some fifty shrines in the upper rows, which formerly could be reached
only by means of rickety wooden ladclers or still more rickety galleries, had been rendered easily
accessible by the simple but destructive expedient of cutting passages from one ~ave-~hrine
to
another right through the rock-wall separating them. Mural paintings in the way of the openings
on either side had been ruthlessly destroyed in the process.24
But there were signs in a few places of a danger of another kind to the pictorial relics in the
Attempts
tocut
caves
; for attempts had been made here and there to cut out particularly striking details of iresco
Irescoes.
compositions, e. g. the fine head of one of the attendants flying by the side of Buddha's car in the
noble wall-painting seen in Serindia, Figs. 2 1 5 , 2 2 6 . Fortunately these attempts, evidently
prompted by some visitor's ' collecting ' zeal, had had to be abandoned before they could proceed
far, or induce emulation by local hands bent on obtaining antiques for sale ; for the very hard and
uneven surface presented by the conglomerate of the rock-wall must render it a far more difficult
task to remove intact the mud plaster which here bears the tempera painting than in the case ol
the mural paintings found a t sites of the THrim basin or Turfgn. There the thick plaster backing
of the paintings rests against the smooth uniform surface of a wall of brickwork, wattle and
plaster, or natural clay, and it can with due care and some skill be separated from the wall without
too great risk of serious damage. I t may accordingly be hoped that the mural ~aintingsof the
' Thousand Buddhas ' will fare better than those of the cave-shrines in the Turfin and Kuchi
regions, and escape exploitation by inexperienced hands, whether of amateur collectors or profitseeking natives.
Of the special difficulties presented by the conglomerate surface at the back of painted plaster
Panels from
entrance to I had occasion to acquire personal experience. I have already described in Serindk the great
cella
~ h11.. a, artistic interest presented by the beautiful mural paintings which cover the walls of the smallcellal
less than nine feet square, marked by me Ch. Ir. a and situated at the northern extremity of the
These paintings, apparently executed in true fresco, differ strikingly both in
main
and technique from those noticed by me elsewhere a t the 'Thousand Buddhas'. For various
reasons it appeared desirable to secure specimens of the work for expert examination, and the small
detached panels in the same technique decorating either side of the narrow entrance to the
having already suffered damage through their exposed position, offered themselves as Suitable
the purpose. T h e experiment of their removal roved difficult. The plaster, apparently 'On.
taining much lime, was thin, very hard, and firmly adhered to the gravelly surface of the mk'In
spite of all our care the removal could not be carried out without numerous breaks i n the panelr
AS, however, these left sharp edges in the plaster pieces, there is some hope left that, when reset
by Mr. Andrewsv skilful hands, the little ~ a n e l swill serve to convey some idea of the remarkable

\\hngTao-

fhihIs

wang

I.

" CI. Serindia, ii. pp. 926 sqcl.
For

similar expedient adopted probably nt some
earlier date at the caves of the 'Ten Thousand Buddhils '
R

(\lfang-Io-hsin),
cf. ibid., iii. pp. IrIo sq.
25 See Serindia, ii. p. 929 ; Figs. 203-5,
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(reerlo,llof design and delicacy of outline which characterize the fine ant1 well-preserved compositions \r.itIiin the cella itself.
1 cannot conclude this account of m y renewed p i l g r i ~ r ~ a gtoc this site, which had yielded so Russian
rich an antiquarian and artistic harvest, without briefly recording the satisfaction I felt, about expedition
six months later, when far away in TurfZn I learned from M. Serge dJOldenburg of his arrival to cvien.
at Chfien-fo-tung with a competent staff of artists and technical assistants. T h e purpose of his f o - t ~ n ~ . ' .
"isit was a thorough study and reproduction of the pictorial and sculptural remains of the shrines,
"rider the auspices of the (then Imperial) Russian Academy of Sciences. T h e materials collected
under the direction of that distinguished scholar are certain to be of exceptional value to all students
of Chinese art and Buddhist iconography. M a y their publication not be too long deferred.
OBJECTS PRESESTED BY WASG T:\O-SHIH AS FROM SI-IRINES 01: CR'IEN-FO-TUNG
C l a y relief plaques, unhnkcd.
Seated Buddlla figure, eyes closed, hands in lap covered
by under robe ; feet covered. Draped Asana, pink and
purple with light green border.
Figure is seated in a trefoil niche closely resembling
the Kashmir trefoil arch, but probably derived from
combination of vesica and niml)us. Upper robe is drawn
over head like n nun's veil, and falls in straight folds on
each side of face to breast.
or. Flesh, pink slightly shaded. Neck purple ; perhaps
origin81 shading darkened to this colour, as the same
colour appears in hollow between nose and eye, and a t
dimple at corner of mouth. Uppcr robe, pink, edged with
real gold and lined purple, covers head and is thrown over
L. shoulder; under garments purple and emerald green
flounce. Eyebrows, eyelashes and wavy thin moustache
peen-black. Background buff with traces oI pale grcen.
Well modelled, but head too large.
025. Flesh discoloured, pink nnd purple ; moustache
and bard light green ; upper rohe light green ; under
robe purple.
031. Flesh discoloured, white, pink and purple. Upper
robe purple (very abraded) edged with gold, and decorated
with groups of three Chinese chars. (?) in green, pink and
blue placed on shoulders, ell)o\vs, knees, midway between
knees (feet ?) and stomach. Asana, green, red and dark
Lover R. corner broken away.
032. As or, esrept lining to upper robe, grcen ; .&ma,
blue, red, green and white.
O33. As 032, except lining to upper robe, blue ; under
lohe white with green flounce. \Vhole of niche missing
es@Pt small piece on R. and lower L. corner. r 1" x 63" x
1'. Highest relief of figure I$". PI. X L I X .

ch. oI, oa5, 031-3.

Ch. on-a.

T w o votlve c l a y relief p l a q u e s ; small,
Pear-shaped, showing Buddlla seated in meditation 011
Padmkann. Stfipas in background, and traces nlmost
obliterated 01 Brihmi chars. hlacle in mould ; clay
~ n f i r d .Fine mod ell in^ ; [air condition. Cf. Cli. o4-q
""dtr. iv. PI. CXXXIX, \Van:.. 005, 007. 11. 21", gr.
width zb". 1'1, X L I S .

Ch. 04-18.

T e n v o t i v e c l a y rellef p l a q u e s : like the
preceding, but circular, showing Buddha seated in meditation, with Sttipas and Brihmi chars. (?) on background.
All prob. made from same mould, except 09, which has
rayed halo border and other differences in details. Clny
unfired. Diam. 12" to I&". PI. S L I S .

Ch.014. V o t i v e c l a y relief p l a q u e ; small, pear-shnpctl.
showing seated Buddha in high relief in middle, sur[nrc
much worn. Remainder in very low relief consists
only of myed trefoil halo and vesica, two s m d l StGpas
by each side of PadmLana ; scattered Brihmi chars.
(?) above, and 2 11, close Briihmi chars. below Padmisana.
Mould pear-shaped, but edges of plaque untrimmed.
I V x I$". PI. XLIX.

Ch. 015, 016, 017.

C l a y relief plaques. Roughly
modelled. Buddha seated in meditation on Padmhann.
Kobe red ; hair blue. Eyes and eyebrows painted black.
Nimbus pointed, green ; halo blue. Traces of gold on
face of or;. All rather defaced. 7" x 4 ) " PI. X L I S .

Ch. 018, org, oar. o s g , 030. C l a y relief plaques.
Buddha seated in meditation on Padmhana. Head in
higli relief, body in low relief. All varying slightly in
modelling and colour. Vesica and oval nimbus. Poor
work. 9" x 6t". PI. XLIX.

Ch. oao, oaa, 017. C l a y relief plaques, similar to
CIi. or. But seated monkish figure is corpulent, front of
body esposed to stomach ; two upper robes, one cu\.r~ing
lower part of body, legs and L. arm and shoulder^ the other
covering R. arm and shoulder. Flounce of under robe.
L. leg crossed ; R. foot flat on Asana with knee u p o n which
rests R. hand I~oldingrosary ; L. hand on L. knee ; eyes
open and round ; shaven head, uncovered ; clieeks ant1
chin coloured dark to show incipient hair. Prob. monk.
020. Flesh dark pink, eyebrows bushy painted in fine
d
; that on R. lined
lines. Upper robes purple, ~ e bordered
green. Flounce, green. Asana, green, blnck and red.
All niche missing. 022. Flesh and hair ns preceding. L.
upper robe green studded with trefoil spots, each composed
of three round dots, respectively blue, green and pink with
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dark centre dot ; border, red, lined purple. K. robc,
purple, bordered gold, lined white (?); flounce purple
0). Asana, green, blue, red. L, lower corner missing.
027. Flesh and hair ns preceding, eyes wider open. R.
upper robe green, bordered red, lined purple. L. robe,
pink, bordered green, lined white. dsana, green and red
with rosettes of seven purple dots. Flounce purple. Upper
and lower L. corners missing.
"~
All lrom same mould. Size complcte 1 1 ~ x 6 2 I".
PI. XLIX.
Ch. 093, 024, 026, 098. Clay relief p l a q u e s ; monk
seated in European fashion in niche as Ch. or, with both
feet flat on mat. Shaven but region of hair black. Eyes
open, dreamy and slanting. Mouth open in painful smile,
showing white teeth.
Under robe covers breast, loosely open n t neck, crosses
over hody lrom L. to R. and hangs in heavy folds over
R. arm. Upper robe covers L. shoulder and arm, is drawn
loosely across to R. hip, covering lower part of body and
legs t o ankles. Small portion drawn over R. shoulder lrom
back. Flounce 01 under robe hangs below, caught up over
feet, Knees and feet wide apart, and partly opened scroll
on knees by hands which grasped rolled portions R. and L.
023. Flesh pink; hair, eyebrows, upper eyelashes and
pupils of eyes, black. Under robe purple with white
overlap a t neck, g e e n border ; red waist-band ; purple
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[Chap. x

flounce ; green lining. Upper robe, pink, bordered allite,
Shoes black, mat pink, scroll white,
024. Flesh green-gey with purple neck and palcl,es,
hair, &c., as preceding. Under robe, purple to red ; girdle,
thence downward, green. White overlap at neck. uppr
robc, pink, bordered dark green (?). Shoes, mat and snail
as preceding, but scroll has eight lines of finely written
Chinese characters. Niche complete.
026. Flesh, pink ; hnir, &c., as preceding; under rob
as 023. Upper robe, dark purple, bordered red. ShoU
black ; mat buff. Niche missing a t lower L. side.
028. AS preceding, excepting under robe bordered dark
green ; girdle light green. Upper robe, light green with
spot pattern composed of three straggling patches of colour,
red, blue and green, suggestive of the Chinese characms
on robe of Ch. 031 ; border, red. Niche complete. I O J ' ~
6h". PI. XLIX.
Ch. 034. Clay relief plaque. Figure of same t m as
Ch. 023, &c., but pose of ' royal ease '. Rosary clapd
against centre of body. Scroll completely rolled up, in
L. hand on knee.
L. foot on mat which appears as four vandykes, each
composed of three or four overlapping layers in purple,
red, green, and blue. Under robe purple-brown, borderd
red. Upper robe light green, bordered red; no portion
on R. shoulder. Niclie complete. lot" x 6i". PI. XLIX.

T H E H A N L I M E S T O AN-HSI

O n April 8th I left the sacred caves after a very cordial parting with their priestly guardian.
I had, four days before this, started R. B. LPI Singh south-westwards up the slope of the high range
with instructions to reach, if possible, the defile through which the river of Tun-huang debouches
on to the huge gravel glacis of the Nan-shan. Thence he was to carry his survey across its outlying hill chains to the T'a-shih river ( Map No. 38. D. 4) and then to rejoin me at An-hsi. I had
arranged to send all spare baggage by hired transport from Tun-huang to that place along the main
road, already surveyed in 1907, and myself to strike across the desert to the north-east.
M y object was to reach the line of the ancient Limes near a point east of the ruined watchstation T. xxxv, up to which in March, 1907, we had been able to trace the border wall of Han times:
and then to follow its remains through to An-hsi. This little town, the southern bridge-head as
it were of the Chinese ' high road ' to the ' New Dominion ', was to senre also as a rendezvous for
Muhammad YiiqGb, whom 1 had sent from Tun-huang to carry a survey down the Tang-ho to its
junction with the Su-lo-ho and then along the right bank of the latter to An-hsi. The ground over
which my own proposed route would take us, between the course of the Su-lo-ho on the north and
the Tun-huang-An-hsi road on the south, had so far remained wholly unsurveyed, and
inquiries made during our stay at Tun-huang had failed to elicit any information whatever about'"
O n the day of our start we made our way from the mouth of the Ch'ien-fo-tung valley^
a barren alluvial fan of gravel, to where subterranean drainage breaks out in marshy springs near
the lonely roadside station of Ko-ta-ch'"an-t~l.~aNext morning, after filling our two wateptankr
we set out to the north-east with a view to eventually striking the line of the Limes in the Orr
of the dune-covered area where seven y e a n before we had lost its traces. Progress.

'F
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' See Serindio, ii. pp. 605 s q .
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a gently sloping gravel Sai a n d then between tamarisk-cones a n d reed-beds, was easy for about
se,,en miles. Then the patches of salt-encrusted ground that we encountered became wider a n d
,,,ider, and soon afterwards the boggy soil proved quite impracticable for the camels, which lagged
lar behind 11s who were mounted.
~t therefore became necessary to skirt this treacherous ground b y steering a more easterly
course. After another three miles o r SO we had to cross a succession of shallow salt-encrusted
channelscoming from the south-east ; these evidently represented the delta of the d r y flood-bed
\\rhich our former survey had shown near the abandoned roadside tower a n d station of K'ungIlsin-tung (Map No. 38. C. 4). Thinking that we had now passed the belt of this drainage a n d
encouragedby the sight of dunes in the distance to the north-east, I decided to resume the march
in our original direction. But we were soon faced b y fresh difficulties. T h e expanse of soft darkcoloured s h y we had a t first to cross was bad enough for the camels. I t felt springy underfoot
and hid real bog, a s the water oozing out in the track showed only too plainly. B u t again and
again we came upon belts covered with a yellowish salt crust which neither ponies nor men could
enter without risk of being elnbogged a n d which were quite impassable for camels. Great detours
had to be made to avoid these treacherou? yellow streaks. E v e n so, camels repeatedly foundered,
and we had to extricate them b y removing their loads a n d spreading felts f i r them to regain a
safe footing.
When we had thus struggled along for another three miles, a continuous ridge of high sands,
crescent-shaped, rose a t last within near view. I t appeared to be scarcely more than a mile a n d a
half distant in a straight line, but the ground still separating us from it proved the worst we had
pet encountered and threatened to detain us till nightfall. Only by keeping carefully to winding
lanes of dark s h y , often only a couple of feet wide, or b y dodging the oozy yellow swamp, wherever
it was edged by cakes of hard salt, was it possible to draw nearer a n d nearer to the edge of the
dunes and the promise of safety. Hassan Akhiin, m y tried old camel factotum, managed, with
admirable skill and resource, to bring the animals in his charge along the tortuous track that we
reconnoitred ahead. But even that hardy veteran confessed afterwards that h e would not care
thus to tempt fortune a second time. Darkness was coming on when a t last a rapid move across
a quivering stretch of moist sand brought us to a safe place for the night's camp.
I have described the experiences of this day's march in some detail because the ground crossed
presents some geographical interest. I t appears to m e quite clear that this salt-bog area, extending
probably for some considerable distance to the north-west,' owes its existence to subterranean
drainage from the outermost foot-hills of the Nan-shan range to the south. T h e flood-beds descending from them towards the trough of the Su-lo-ho were all d r y when we passed them between
Tun-hang and An-hsi in June, 1907. B u t a s was shown b y the observations made by me sorile
weeks later that year in the broad transverse valley of T'a-shih and C h ' i a o - ~ Z Gthere
, ~ can be little
doubt that a good deal of subterranean drainage from the high range in the south finds its way to
'he foot of the outer hill chain.
This moisture, where it reaclles the
along the southern edge of the SU-lo-ho depressiont is probably in the main evaporated by the heat of the sunlmer months. A belt of gravelcovered higher ground extends parallel to the Su-lo-ho between An-hsi a n d the north-eastern
end of the alluvial fan of Tun-huang, and this belt, along which the Limes line between the two
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[Chap. X
oases for the most part runsI4 seems to c u t off the flow of that drainage towards the river. Thus
salt-incrustation necessarily proceeds o n t h e surface, while the marshes undergo their seasonal
drying up. During the severe cold o f the winter, which prevails o n this ground for fully lour
months, the moisture accumulating in the soil of the boggy area becomes frozen to a considerable
depth. With the advent of spring this frozen soil begins to melt, a n d then the surface,
~ r o b a b in
l ~ the a u t u m n a n d winter presents the appearance of a dry salt-encrusted depression,
reverts to the condition of a n almost impassable bog such a s confronted us on the march above
described.
T h e process observable here on a small scale provides some instructive indications with
regard to the phases through which the vastly larger salt marshes that once covered the bottom
the ancient L o p sea-bed Inay be assumed to h a v e passed, before they reached their completely
dried-up present state. T h e parallel thus provided claims special interest, because we find it In
a region which is adjacent to, a n d in cli~naticrespects a counterpart of, the Lop basin. On theother
hand, we have a b u n d a n t evidence in the archaeological observations made along the Tun-huang
Limes that the present climatic conditions on this ground a r e not materially different froln those
which prevailed there two thousand years ago. If we m a y judge from the chronological indication thus afforded, the final drying u p of the salt marshes in the L o p desert area must be assumed
to reach back to a much earlier period.
O n April loth followed another long march, not free from anxiety. Regard for the ponies
made it imperative to reach water, even though our tanks, still half full, contained sufficient pro.
vision for u s men, including a small party of diggers brought from Tun-huang. For the first three
miles o r so from C a m p cxxiii progress in the intended direction was easy, for we were able tocircum.
vent such patches of soft s h 6 ~a s xvere encountered b y keeping to the encircling belt of low dunes.
B u t after this a succession of winding marshy depressions-the first holding salt pools, the second
with open salt water flowing westwards-barred the progress of the camels and obliged US to makc
detours to the east. T h e fact that the second depression was lined by tamarisk-cones on the south
a n d in places also b y rows of T o g h r a k s suggested that it marked a n old river-bed. This may
110ssibly be connected with the depression to be noticed farther north or else with the big flood-bed
feeding the ~ n a r s h e sof Lu-ts'ao-kou ( M a p No. 38. D. 4).
A t last, after a march of about eight a n d a half miles from camp, we managed to cross the
depression where it held a number of small d r y salt-encrusted channels. Thereafter it became
possible to steer a straight course to the north without hindrance. Luxuriant reed-beds, "lth
low dunes a n d tamarisk-cones in places, covered the ground, which was slightly salt-encrusted'
\\.e had covered about fourteen miles when, in view of open belts of Sai separated by lines "
dunes 10 to 1 2 feet high, our route crossed a well-marked ancient river-bed, about 50 ~ a r ~ ~ " "
lined by rows of living Toghraks on either side."
T h e appearance of the bare pebble-strewn plain ahead, a s viewed from the last low
sand two miles farther on, distinctly reminded me of the Sai a s observed in 1907 along the line
of the Limes stations T. xxxl-v, a n d the lane-table showed that our ~ o s i t i o ncould not be y' o'
the eastward continuation of the Limes. B u t during a long wait for the camels at this fix'ng'
I vainly searched the horizon with m y glasses in the hope of discovering ruined towers
its exact line. Yet the area of high sands in which we had lost the Limes wall seven years be'ore
was clwrly in \ icu d u e westwards. All doubt, however, disappeared when having moved only
half a mile farther northward we came upon a low but unmistakable swelling of the ground' running
"ee Seritrdio, ii. pp. 603 sq.
".Illis old k d wit11 its charxtcris~icrows 01 wild lwPlars

ougllt to have lxen marked OII Map No. d.C. 4 ab"YL ""
soulll tllc l i n l i ~u[ vegetation Lhue indicated.
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perfectly straight across the gravel-covered flat a n d rising from three to four feet above it.6 I t
exactly resembled the remains of the Limes wall where traced in its completely decayed state to

the east of T.xxvr.' I n the light of the setting sun, I thought I could also recognize the slight
depressionleft in the gravel by a n ancient track keeping parallel to the wall line a n d a t a distance
of about nine yards south of it. I had previously noticed a similar depression along more than one
stretch of the Limes west of Tun-huang.O
The necessity of reaching water before nightfall prevented a n y search along the line of the
jvall and obliged us to hurry on towards the Su-lo-ho across the bare Sai. A t a distance of about
a mile and a half we came upon a clearly marked d r y river-bed, about 2 0 yards wide a n d lined with
Toghraks, most of them alive. I t s appearance a n d direction left no doubt that it was the same
that I remembered having crossed when making m y way seven years before to the Su-lo-ho from
the easternlnost portion then traced of the T u n - h u a n g L i ~ n e s . ~Beyond it came a narrow strip of
ground where the exposed clay was cut u p into regular small Y l r d a n g s , 4 to 5 feet in height ; a n d
after this again, level gravel-covered Sai, with only scattered tufts of thorny scrub and here a n d there
a few old Toghraks surviving. There was nothing to assure us that we were approaching the eagerly
expected river, until we almost stumbled upon its deeply sunk bed, fringed by a narrow belt of
reeds and young Toghraks.
The place we had reached for the night's c a m p showed signs of having been frequented from
time to time by men grazing camels o r collecting fuel. A rough cart-track was found in the morning
leading from it in the direction of An-hsi. T h i s we followed for close on eight miles eastward to
where a large refuse mound, rising to a height of about 8 feet, indicated the former existence of
some regular halting-place. Experimental digging disclosed only layers o l stable refuse a n d left
it doubtful how long it had been abandoned. From this point the baggage was sent on ahead,
with instructions to camp by the river, while Afrlz-gul and I , with a iew men, set out to the southsouth-west to search for the line of the Limes. A t a distance of two miles from where we had left
the cart-track, we again crossed the winding river-bed previously mentioned. Its general course
lay here from the south-east, and this direction was confirmed b y subsequent obser\:ations, a s
Map No. 38. D. 4 shows. I a m thus led to conclude that this d r y bed probably represents the
continuation of the course followed by the T'a-shih river where it turns sharply to the north to lose
itself on the flat of the Su-lo-ho valley.
On both sides of this old flood-bed the alluvium once deposited by it was furrowed by winderosion into Ylrdangs. Here they were only 2 to 3 feet high ; but a t points farther to the east,
where w subsequently had occasion to cross this eroded belt along the d r y river-bed, the Y l r d a n g s
rose higher-up to 8 to 10 feet. A s we continued our march to the south, the bare Sai of gravel
crossed on the previous evening stretched again before us. But in spite of remarkably clear atmospheric conditions, \i,hich allowed us to sight the successive ranges of the Nan-shan right away to
the snowy chain south of Shih-pao-ch'$ng ( M a p No. 39. D. I ; 4 1 . A , B. I), no ruined towers 01' the
Lillles could be seen. Nor did \ve, owing to the sun being high a n d in our face, notice the straight
line marking its aggcv until we were quite close upon it.
We there found that the low gravel mound into which it had decayed ran straight like a rail"Y alignment, with the approxilnate bearing from east to west. Where we first struck it, the mound
'OSe to a height of only 4 feet above the level of the bare gravel, but showed a width of about
3' feetat its loot. No remains of fascines o r other reinforcing material were traceable on the surface.

' In )lap So. 38. c. 4 tl~usymbc~lsmarking the decayed
rvallllave been drilrsn slightly too far south.
' Cl. Serindia, i i . 1)p. 592, b04.
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[Chap. x
But when I had a cutting made through the agger the soft reddish soil, quite differerltfro[,, the
ell ow clay of the natural ground, plainly suggested the presence of rotten or possibly burnt
vegetable matter. I t was obvious that the construction of the border wall was here differenthorn,
and inferior to, that observed along the Limes line farther west.
.4 little to the east of where we had struck the line, a small semicircular northward bend of it
marked the position of a watch-tower, T. XXXVII. a. I t had decayed into a little mound ofearth
' about 6 feet high and covered with salt-efflorescence. A hasty search disclosed no ancient
near it. But examination of the agger near by furnished interesting confirmation of a surface
feature which I had observed on previous occasions, but not quite so clearly. Low scrubwas
found growing with comparative abundance on the slopes of the mound, whereas its top was left
quite bare. Accordingly, standing on the mound itself, I could make out its direction with ease
for a considerable distance by the double and parallel line of vegetation thus produced. Exactly
corresponding lines of vegetation had been noticed by me, and AfrZz-gul also, at two different
points of the Besh-toghrak valley.'0 There the lines had suggested to me the embankments,
perhaps, of a n ancient canal, and their reappearance here, under conditions excluding all possibility of optical illusion, helped to strengthen my previous conclusion.
Construc
No signs of ruined watch-stations could be discovered along the line stretching westwards.
tion of
I
therefore
decided to move in the opposite direction, where the line of the agger could be seen
agger.
to rise gradually. Half a mile farther on it attained a height of about nine feet and disclosed on
its surface characteristic layers of brushwood. These were about 3 inches thick and alternated with
strata of earth, about 7 inches in thickness. T h e fact that the reinforcing material consisted not
of tightly bound fascines, such as was used for the Limes wall west and north of Tun-huang,but
only of thin brushwood loosely laid, was a clear proof of inferior construction and also accounted
for the greater width which, it was evident, had originally been given to the agger. The jh*
\\.hicli might have served as a useful binding Inaterial appeared to be absent from both the sol1
and the brush\vood that had here been locally collected for the agger ; and this may have accelerated
the decay. A t one point of this section I found the ogger still rising to a height of 1 2 feet, with five
alternate layers of brushwood and earth still clearly distinguishable near the top. 'The brush.
wood must have been exposed already in ancient times, for over a distalice of about 1 2 0 yards
I found the edges of its layers charred. As this burning was to be seen in at least three other
places, it may be assumed with some ~ r o b a b i l i to
t ~ Inark an attempt to destroy the Lilnes by fire.
He~ndnsol
At the distance of about a mile from T. xxxvrr. a, a large refuse heap (marked 6) was found
watchnear the southern foot of the agger and may indicate the position of a completely decayed post'
towers
'I-. S S X \ ~ l I . 17rom the masses of reed-straw, dung, &c., a badly ~ e r i s h e dwooden slip was extracted of the
b, c.
size usually adopted for ancient Chinese records ; also the pointed wooden stick, T. xxxvll,b.
of uncertain use. Half a mile or less farther on there rose by the agger the ruin of a watch-tower
built in staniped clay, T. xxxvrr. c." Most of the northern and eastern faces had fallen, but On the
\vest the original measurement of the square base, 2 0 feet, could still be ascertained- The extant
height was about 14 feet. A n extensive reluse heap to the south-east, covering about30 2 2 yard?'
It
could not be thoroughly cleared by the few men r h o accompanied me. S o far as
yielded, apart from stable refuse and chips of wood, only abundance of hard IJ0tsherdS1
mat-marked ; specimens of these are noted in the List below.""
r
T h e line of the ogpr eastward still rose to a height of 6 to 8 feet and comIJriwd laye"'
l"lrS
brushrood which in places showed marks of having been fired. Mre followed it for
lo Cf.

"

above, p. 323.
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the next traceable remains of a watch-tower, T. xxxvrr. (I. T h i s had decayed into Lint ,,f
clay mound ; but the semicircle which the wall made rountl it, with a diameter Limesaggcr
a small
tnced to
of yards, rendered its position quite certain.
T.xxxvlr. e.
we found rows of low YBrdangs approaching close to the line followed
F~~~ here
by the Limes. Their axis lay almost due east a n d west, whereas the Limes agger followed a n
alignment of s . 9 E.
~ ~I t was here reduced once more to the condition of a low gravel-covered
this
form
we managed to trace it to another completely decayed tower, T. xxxvrr. e,
mound.
and thence for about three-quarters of a mile farther, until we lost it in a belt of closely packed
Yirdangs flanking the old river-bed previously mentioned. A t this point the late hour a n d our
distance from the river where we should have to look for the night's camp obliged us to suspend
our search. But the sight of a ruined tower to the north-east showed us where to resume it next
morning.
From Camp cxxv, which we were lucky to b e able to locate a n d reach after nightfall, a s it Patch of
\"as pitched low down b y the river, I started back on April 12th, Easter Sunday, to the Limes
line. llrhile moving with the baggage towards the previously noted cart-track which it was to
follow to the western edge of the An-hsi oasis, we came unexpectedly, after proceeding a mile o r
so amidst luxuriant scrub, upon a small area of abandoned cultivation. T h e canal that once carried
water to it from the east was still clearly traceable, a n d a s no wind-erosion had a s yet set in on the
fields, the date of abandonment could not b e remote.
The tower, T. x x x v r ~ .f, sighted on the preceding evening, was a t once shown to be old b y the Ruined
abundance of pottery debris of H a n type found lying about its foot. I t still rose to a height of some
18 feet and measured about a s much on each side of its square base. Its construction was unusual ; T.xxxvrr. f.
for fissures in the mass of stamped clay showed that this formed only a kind of outer casing for
a core of natural clay. A n isolated erosion terrace, about 10 feet in diameter a n d of irregular
shape, had apparently been utilized for building this watch-post. I n order to secure cohesion,
wooden beams had been fixed into square holes cut into the natural clay, and then the stamped
clay had been built up around the beams. T h e latter, a s well a s smaller pieces used for this wooden
reinforcement, still survived. B u t their very rotten condition was plain indication of climatic
conditions less arid than those to which the Limes remains west of T u n - h u a n g bore witness. O n
clearing the top of the tower the natural clay emerged a n d showed b y its red colour that signalfires had been kept burning there. T h e only refuse traced near T. xxxvrr. f consisted of a heap
of brushwood, mainly small twigs, such a s occurs in the q g r r of this section of the Limes, a n d
some animal bones.
At first the position of this tower appeared distinctly puzzling. T o the south-west of it no Puzzling
alignment could be made out connecting it with the agger traced to T. xxxvrr. e. T h e ground P~~~~~~~
tower.
"as broken up by closely packed YHrdangs, though gravel mounds of short length seemed to crop
UPhere and there. T o the north of the tower, however, I noticed that a broad dike-like bank of
gravel,about 70 feet across a t its foot a n d for the most part 15 to 16 feet high, started a t a distance
50 yards and extended in a slightly curving line eastwards for about a mile. I t looked
very
from a n y part of the Limes wall I had traced so far, but somewhat resembled the
broad gravel embankment which in 1907 I found running across the bare Sai from Nan-hu to the
Tun-humg river.'"
Feeling uncertain about the relation between this strange-looking gravel dike a n d the tower
T'xxxvrl. f l I at first considered it possible that the latter might have been intended merely a s a n
advanced Post for observing the ground otherwise screened by the dike, perhaps o l earlier origin,
reaclling
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and that the Li~llesextcntletl along a line farther south. S o I proceetled for about two miles to
the south-south-east in the direction of a slight eminence which looked as if it might mark a ruined
post. But when we reached it after crossing ground badly cut up by wind-erosion, it proved to
be a dead tamarisk-cone, close to the dry river-bed. O f the Limes line no trace could be seen
anywhere in this neighbourhood.I3
Dou blc
Convinced by this reconnaissance that the border line must have had its continuationfanher
nRRn near
north,
I returned in that direction and at a point about a mile and a half to the east-south.east
1'. sxsrlr.h.
of T, X X X \ ~ If Icame
.
upon the Limes agger,constructed of layers of brushwood and earth
as between T. X X X V I I . a-e. Rut strangely enough there were two lines of it, separated by abo"t
go ~ a r d of
s wind-eroded ground and here nearly parallel to each other. Half a mile to the south.
east the two lines united at T. X X X V I I . 11, a tower completely decayed into a shapeless mound,
but clearly marked as a watch-post by the semicircle which the agger formed round it, and by
abundant pottery debris. Further examination showed that the more southerly of the two
lines of agger could be clearly traced to a point about half a mile east of T, xxxvrr. f, where
struck the big gravel dike a t a blunt angle. T h e northern one joined on to the dike where it
ended about a mile to the east-south-east of this point and thus linked the dike to the aggerat
T. xxxvrr, h.
Change in
In the absence of definite archaeological evidence, we must resort to conjecture to account
alignment
for
the
strange duplication of this short section of the Limes line. After close consideration oi
suggested.
the ground the following explanation commended itself to me. It seems likely that the d~ke,
whatever its origin was, already existed before Wu-ti's Limes was pushed forward to Tun-huang
and beyond. A t first the new line, as marked by the southern agger,was made to join this dike
near T. xxxvrr. f, which, by reason of its natural clay terrace, offered a convenient position for a
watch-station. Some time later it was noticed by those responsible for guarding this portion of
the Limes that the eastern segment of the dike, not having been utilized in the alignment ofthe
border wall, effectively masked the ground in front of the newly built agger and thus made the
guarding of the latter more difficult. I n order to rectify the mistake made in the first alignment,
this eastern segment of the dike, which before had been left, as it were, hanging in the air, was
accordingly joined up with the Limes line at T. X X X V I I . h. The line between this post and
T. xxxvrr. f was thereby pushed a little farther north than before.
Inferior
\Vhether the explanation here offered or another is the right one, it seems difficultnot
COnStNC- recognize in this duplication of the agger one more sign of the hasty and careless constructionwhicll
tion 01
appears to have prevailed along the Limes on either side of An-hsi. This inferior construction
Limes \V.
of An-llsi. manifests itself very strikingly in the substitution o f a mere q g e r of earth and loosely laid brushwood
for the solid wall carefully built with regular fascines which we found all along the
Limes as far east a s T. xxxv. T o the same cause, even more ~ e r h a p than
s
to less arid conditions
of climate, may be attributed the complete decay of almost all the watch-towers between
and the Limes section explored in 1907 to the north-east of Tun-huang. In the absenceOf
mentary evidence, it would serve no useful purpose, after the lapse of two thousand years, 'Onjecture the reason of this inferiority of construction. Circumstances of a purely accidental character
may have had as much to d o with it as considerations of a topographical or 9uasi-straareglc
nature.
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F~~~ T.xxxvrr. h the agger could be followed quite clearly for a mile and a half to T. xxxv11. i,
the layers of brush~voodshowing in places a n admixture of reeds. T h e tower a t this point was
foundreduced to a mere mound o f clay. But about 30 yards to the west of it a n d within the wall
line there survived the remains of a small cells in a somewhat better condition. I t measured
6feet 3 inches square and showed wall foundations of solid masonry to a height of about 2 to 3 feet.
The bricks measured 9 inches by 6 , with a thickness of 4 inches, the lowest courses being laid in
a cutting in the natural clay.
That these remains belonged to a small shrine became perfectly certain when I found the ruin
of a little modern place of worship just outside the agger, where a well-marked track coming from
the east crossed its line. I t still retained three plastered image bases, and its masonry consisted
of sun-dried bricks placed vertically, a s is customary nowadays along these marches of Kan+u.
The presence of this modern shrine was a striking instance of the tenacity of local worship. Repeated
during my explorations of 1907 had shown that this clings particularly to all points
where routes cross the Limes, from the region which used to lie within its protection, to territory
loutside the barrier ' (Ruan wai-t'ou), according to the Chinese expression.
I have already fully discussed in Serindia the reasons for the persistence of local worship
at such points, and commented on the characteristic instances presented a t the site of the ancient
frontier ' gate ' of Yii-mtn, a t the passage of the present high road through the Limes line south
of An-hsi, &c?' I t will therefore suffice here to mention that, a s will appear from subsequent
chapters, my renewed explorations have shown that almost every point where a recognized route
passes outside the ancient border line of H a n times is marked either b y a shrine still ' in being '
or else by one where worship has lingered until comparatively recent times.15 A s regards the
ruined cella close to T. X X X V I I . i, I m a y a d d that the size of its bricks approximates to that of the
bricks used in the ruined temple which I unearthed in 1907 a t the Limes post T. XXIX,a n d which,
on the strength of the sculpt"ral remains there discovered, may be assigned to a period not later
than T'ang times."
At T,XXXVII.
i the line of the agger took a sharp turn to the north-east. A t first almost effaced,
then reappearing quite clearly on ground where vegetation became more ~ l e n t i f u l ,it brought us
after we had proceeded a little over a mile to the point which a mound of clay a n d abundance of
ancient potsherds indicated a s the p s i t i o n of a completely decayed tower. F r o m here the line
could be traced continuing with the same bearing towards another entirely ruined tower, T.XXXVII.
k, a mile and a quarter distant. Owing to the presence of increased moisture, which reaches this
ground from the western edge of An-hsi cultivation, much scrub a n d also small tamarisk-cones
were to be found here on either side of the a a e r . Yet in laces it still rose to a height of 6 to 8 feet.
From T.XXXVII. k the agger turned due east in the direction of a large conspicuous tower.
This, when reached a t a distance of a mile, was found to be new in appearance, but might well
have been built round a n old one serving a s its core. T h e agger, a s far as it was traceable to
the east of R, showed a peculiar construction. I t seemed to consist of two narrow walls built of
earth and reed fascines, separated by a space o f about 6 feet which had been filled with loose earth.
This filling appeared to ]lave subsided in many places, leaving small hollows. But the condition
the whole had suffered too much by moisture to permit of exact examination. I n the vicinity
the new tower the ground became thickly covered with reeds a n d scrub, a n d the attempt to trace
'he line farther at this point proved fruitless. I t had evidently been completely destroyed b y the
nearness of subsoil moisture. S o we had to abandon the search here a n d were glad to pick u p
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the cart-track which our camels had followed to the south-east. After about four
march
it brought us across sk6~-coveredjungle ground to our camp, which we found pitched near
western edge of the cultivation of the hamlet of erh-kung.
Search for
Next morning we set out again northward in order to trace, if possible, the
Limes line the Limes line beyond the ground where we had lost it. After having passed for abouttwo miles
towards
through abandoned fields and along outlying patches of cultivation we came amidst luxuriant
An-hsi.
scrub upon a low mound which seemed to run in the direction of the last-mentioned tower, B,,~
the stretch along which it remained traceable in that direction was short, and I thereforedecided
to turn east towards An-hsi.
Ruined
Here we moved across a scrub-covered waste which divides the scattered village lands of
towers
T. xxsvIII. Ssi'-kung and San-kung. R. R l m Singh had already passed through it in June, ,907, on his
a-c resurvey reconnaissance to the outlying western parts of the An-hsi oasis. After proceeding about
visited.
four miles we reached the line of ruined towers, T. XXXVIII. a-c, which, as my examination in Igo7
had shown, marks the line of the Limes where it runs south of the present An-hsi. A full descrip
tion of this short but interesting section of the Limes, embodying also the supplementary observa
tions I was able to make on my second visit, has already been recorded in Serindia." I t will there.
fore be sufficient here to refer to Fig. 215, which shows the tower T. X X X V I I I , a of the Limes line
preserved a t a point, strangely enough, so close to a much-frequented highway.
Renewed
With this renewed visit I completed the task which had brought me from Tun-huang, and
filled
u p the last g a p in our survey of the Han Limes so far as it lay to the south of the Su-lo-ho.
h-hsi.
A t An-hsi town I reached ground with which two prolonged stays on my former journey hadalready
made me familiar. Once again this poor wind-swept place a t one of the great crossways of inner.
most Asia was to serve me as a temporary base. I had therefore reason to feel gratified by the
cordial welcome with which I was greeted on arrival both a t my old temple quarters and at the
modest local Ya-men.
Surveys
T h e same day R. B. LHl Singh safely rejoined me from the mountains. He had pushed his
along
mountains way up from Ch'ien-fo-tung over the barren stony slopes of the westernmost Nan-shan to the foot
andon
of the high range that forms the divide between the trough of the Su-lo-ho and the elevated plateaus
Su-lo-ho.
containing the head-waters of the Tun-huang river. But the snow steadily increased in depth as
he approached the pass that might have given him access to the defile above the outfall ofthe
latter, and stopped farther progress with camels. He reached, however, a height sufficienttoenab!
him, as Map No. 39. B-D. I shows, to complete satisfactorily the survey of the great mountain
barrier which forms the southern ruin of the lower Su-lo-ho basin. He also cleared up theorography
of those outlying hill chains which we had crossed in 1907 to the south of An-hsi. He then made his
way down past the little oasis of Tung-pa-tCou(Map No. 38. D. 4) to T'a-shih. and finally sun'e~ed
the previously unknown ground over which the drainage from this big valley descends towards
An-hsi. Two days later our concentration was completed by the arrival of Surveyor Muhammad
YlqCib, who had descended the Tun-huang river to its junction with the Su-lo-hoand thencross'ng
the latter to its right bank had carried his survey up to An-hsi.
'7
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CHAPTER XI
IN SEARCH OF THE LIMES TO SU-CHOU
SECTION
I.-THE

L I M E S L I N E NORTH O F T H E SU-LO-HO

M Y short stay at An-hsi, from the 14th to the 17th of April, was wholly absorbed by preparationsfor the journey which was to take me through the north-western marches of Kan-su, and
by multifarious writing work. My previous stays had already enabled me to familiarize myself
the geographical features of the oasis of An-hsi, corresponding to the ancient Kua-ckou
fi j# ; these have invested it with importance in spite of its modest local resources, ever since
, ,..
in the first century A.D. the desert route leading from it north-westward to HHmi was opened as
the main line of communication between China and Central Asia. I have fully discussed in
Scrindia the part which, by reason of its position at one of the great cross-roads of Asia, it has
played in the history of China's relations with the ' Western Regions '. I have dealt in the same
work with its local limitations and scanty remains.' Hence I may turn a t once to the programme
which I planned for my explorations eastwards, and to the preparations it implied.
The task I had set myself for the spring was to trace and explore the line of the Limes of
Han Wu-ti from the vicinity of An-hsi to the north-east of Su-chou and thus to solve a problem
that my rapid surveys of 1907 had raised but not allowed me to clear up. I intended subsequently
to move down the Etsin-eol,
. which carries the united waters of the river of Su-chou and Kanchou, to near its terminal basin ; this was ground which, in view of its physical features and a recent
discovery made there by Colonel Kozlov, the distinguished Russian explorer, held out promise
of combined geographical and archaeological interest. I t was important to complete this double
task, practically all to be carried out in desert areas, before the great heat set in, and therefore to
move quickly.
. ,
This consideration, combined with regard for our camels, which had to be spared all needless
exertions at this season, made it necessary to limit impedimenta as much as ~ossible. For this
purpose all baggage had to be carefully sifted with a view to leaving behind whatever was not
needed for the work of the spring and summer. In 1907 the Ya-men had proved a suitable place
for storing our surplus belongings, and as the local magistrate, now a modest Asien-kztan, and
no longer encumbered with the dignity attaching to a prefect, was kindly disposed, 1 was again
able to entrust to its safe keeping all our spare baggage, including whatever antiques we had
brought along since leaving Lou-Ian. Faithful IbrHhim B t g once more remained behind to mount
guard over the Ya-men store-room and to make sure that its contents were kept dry-a necessary
Precaution after the experience gained in June and September, 1907, of An-hsi's liability to
Occasional rain from the mountains.
Before our start from An-hsi my party was strengthened by the arrival of a Mongol interpreter
whomafter many vain endeavours I had lnanaged to secure with the help of Zahid Beg. He came
lrom a small camp of Mongol herdsmen who had arrived in the vicinity of Tun-huang from the
Kara-sllnhr side. I had foreseen
the first the necessity of having with us a Mongol possessing
"no\+dge of Turki to facilitate our lVork during our proposed visit to the Etsin-go1 tract on the
See Stri~rdia,iii, pp. 1090 sqq.
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southern confines of Mongolia. B u t o u r efforts to engage one from among the Mongols grazinE
in t h e valleys above Kara-shahr had been frustrated b y t h e official obstruction directed from
Urumchi. ' M l l i i m ', the stop-gap now produced, proved a hardy a n d fairly intelligent ~
l
~
~
dressed in a monk's red g a r b a n d possessed of some education. I n spite of a somewhat irascible
temper which involved him more than once in quarrels with t h e T o r g u t herdsmen, &.+, encountered
on the Etsin-gol, he served u s well, both on the march a n d during the excavations at ~ h ~ ~ ~ . k h
Carried, with all that h e needed, b y his sturdy Mongolian mount, he caused the minimum
encumbrance. A t the same time, in order still further to lighten the loads of our camels, I dispatched
Surveyor Mul!ammad Y l q i i b , whom there was n o opportunity of employing independently on
the way to Su-chou, b y cart to that place in charge of all equipment not immediately needed.
T h e rest of us started from An-hsi on Ap-ril 18th a n d a t a point north-east of the town crossed
March
along
to
the
right bank of t h e Su-lo-ho. T h e river in its wide deep-cut bed held nowhere more than two
Su-l*ho.
feet of water a t the time. T h i s was clear proof that the first spring flood from the snows between
the outer ranges of the Nan-shan had passed, while t h e melting of the winter snow on the high
plateau-like valleys drained b y the Su-lo-ho head-waters h a d not yet commenced. lVe marched
along the narrow fringe of scrub-covered ground that separates the river-bed from the bare glacis
of piedmont gravel sloping down towards it from the southernmost Pei-shan range, and thus
approached, on t h e evening of the second d a y , the well-marked defile of the Su-lo-ho; the river
passes through this a b o u t eight miles above t h e village of Hsiao-wan, which is situated on its lelt
ban k.2
Su-1040
I have already explained in Serindia the reasons which led me, when passing here in Septemcrossed by ber, 1907, b y the high road to An-hsi, to t h e conclusion that the Limes line traceable from the west
Limes line.
to the vicinity of Hsiao-wan crossed to the right bank near this defile.3 But on that journey I had
not myself been able to visit the ground on the right bank. I had indeed noticed towers, which
looked a s if they might have belonged to t h e Limes, near t h e lower end of the defile. Yet the above
conclusion was based mainly on the obvious strategic advantages that the configuration of the
ground would have offered for taking the border line across the river just a t that point. That
farther east the Limes lay actually to t h e north of the Su-lo-ho had been established by the remains
of its wall that I had traced near Shih-Crh-tun, north of Yii-men-hsien (Map NO. 40. c. 5).'
Defile of
T h e defile, a s already described in Serindia, is formed by a low graveI-covered offshoot from
Wan-shanthe southernmost Pei-shan range, which juts out here with its end close to the river. On the opposite
tzG.
side it is faced b y a rugged a n d somewhat higher spur, known a s Wan-sllan-kc,the northmeastern
continuation of that outermost hill range of the Nan-shan which separates the valley of
a n d Ch'iao-tzi~from the trough of the S u - l o - h o . V h i s spur falls off precipitously towardsthe river
a n d is crossed a t a n elevation of about zoo feet above the latter by the high road leading lronl
Yii-men-hsien a n d Bulungir to A n - h s i Llrhere this road passes over a western outlier of the 'pur
before descending to the flat ground towards Hsiao-wan village, I had found it guarded by '"'O
large towers. B u t these in their present condition s h o r e d no signs of antiquity. Nor had I been
able to trace a n y remains of the Limes wall o n the scrub-covered ground, once probably
intervening between t h e western loot of the Wan-shan-tzb spur a n d Hsiao-wan. Thus
archaeological evidence of t h e Limes having here crossed the river was still lacking.
Ruined
When approaching this ground on t h e present occasion by the right bank. we had passed at
enclosure
n clistancr of nhout thirteen miles from C a m p 1 2 1 some desertecl shepherd huts, marked strange'y
T. XI..a.
Map So. 40. A. 4.
Cf. Seri~ldin,iii. 11. I 1 3 9
See ibid., i i i . p. 1137.
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enoughby a row of five small ' P'ao-t'ais ', such a s usually adorn main stages on the modern Chinese
of these parts a n d of Hsin-chiang. I t was a curious sign of administrative attention
high
extended to the river's right bank where no definite track could be seen, though camel caravans
probably descend along it on occasion to An-hsi. T h r e e miles farther on we reached a small
ruin, T.XL. a , lying close to the river a n d almost exactly opposite to the above-mentioned two
towers on the left bank. I t consisted, a s the plan PI. 14 shows, of a small walled enclosure, about
,g) feet square inside, with a tower 8-$ feet square a t its north-eastern corner. T h i s tower, built
bricks of the size usual in structures of the H a n Limes, 1 3 inches by 7 and 4 inches in thickness,
bore a distinctly ancient look. I n order to strengthen it, walls of later construction had been added
to it on the north and south. T h e walls of the enclosure seemed of later date a n d moreover showed
clear signs of repairs. T h e addition, usually a t a later period, of walled enclosures to watch-towers
is of frequent occurrence along the Limes on both sides of Tun-huang, and there a r e examples of
it also at other watch-stations farther
T h e examination of what refuse was traceable near
the north wall and in the little conning room on the top of the tower yielded no dateable remains ;
nor were ancient potsherds found in the sandy soil outside.
Another tower, T. XL. b, was within sight about two miles' distant to the east, a t the entrance
of the gorge-like portion of the defile. Above it there rose a third tower, T. XL. c, conspicuously
placed on the top of a bold hill, which forms the last projection of the spur overlooking the river
from the north and facing Wan-shan-tzil. O n moving towards T. XL. b we passed over gently
rising ground, where the bare clay was completely furrowed into Y l r d a n g s running from E N E .
to WSW. and from 5 to 7 feet in height.
We had covered about half the distance to T. XL. b when a dark line of gravel crossing the eroded
ground on our right towards the river attracted our attention. O n reaching its western end it proved
to be an unmistakable agger, running with a bearing of S . 100" E. towards the eastern end of the
dehle. The bank, thickly covered with gravel, was about 34 feet wide a t the foot a n d about g feet
at the top and rose to about 8 o r g feet. T o the north of the agger a shallow ditch about 10 feet
wide at its bottom marked the ground from which earth h a d been d u g to form the mound. N o
trace of fascines or other reinforcing material could b e found in the construction of the latter. O n
the opposite side of the ditch ran what appeared to be a smaller mound, nowhere Inore than about
5 feet in height, forming a kind of counterscarp. T h e direction of the agger pointed straight towards
T.XI.. a, though farther west wind-erosion had completely effaced its remains. T h e r e could be
no doubt any longer that it was there that the Limes had been carried across the river.
Having followed the line of the aggev for over half a mile we turned to the watch-tower T. XL. b
(Fig- 205) rising a short distance to the north of it on higher ground. I t proved to be exactly of the
'YPe of the towers guarding the T u n - h u a n g Limes a n d had remained in remarkable preservation.
It,measured 20 feet square a t its base, was built of solid layers of stamped clay, 6 inches thick, and
sttll rose to 26 feet in height. Plenty o f mat-marked d a r k potsherds lay around it, also many large
stoneswhich might once have been stored on the top for defence.' A well-preserved Wu-cklr coin
of the large type was picked u p close to the tower.
I next ascended the steep detritus-covered spur which rises to the north of the defile. Small
u'"er-~ut Nullshs fissure its slopes or1 all sides ; but tllc surface of the narrow ridges between can
ha\'e suffered little change, a s proved by the clear traces at many points of a n old track ascending
'O the top. This was found by ~ I i n o l n e ~ r readings
ic
to rise more than 300 feet ab0L.e the riverine
flat* The view from the summit was lrery extensive. I t comprised t h e whole of the defile a n d the
bmad
eastwards a s far a s the great circun~vallationol Bulungir ( M a p No. 40. a. 4). T h e
7 Cf, ilid., ii. p. 738.
' SFe Serilldia,iii. PI. 34 ; also below, pp. 377, 389, 394.
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gently rising Sai towards the outermost Pei-shan hills far away could be
from here over
nearly a day's march, and similarly the foot of the gravel glacis towards An-hsi,
It was truly an ideal look-out place, created by nature, and the tower T. x ~ c. which crowned
Finds at
watchthe
summit
of the spur showed that its advantages had not been neglected by those who
tower
the
Limes
in
Han times. I t was built of bricks of the regular size, with a layer of tamarisk brush.
T. XL. C.
wood after every three courses. I t measured 23 feet square a t the base and still stood to a height
of about 13 feet, though on the south and south-west much of the masonry had fallen owing appa.
rendy to the subsidence of the slope. I noticed that on the east face one course of bricks standing
vertically was inserted between two of the usual horizontal courses, a style of masonry very rarely
found in the old structures of the Limes. Yet there could be no possible doubt that the tower had
been built and occupied in Han times ; for among the refuse found in a small conning-place
on the top, only 4 feet square, there was discovered, to my special satisfaction, a small but per.
fectly preserved ' shaving ' from a wooden document, bearing Chinese characters in the fine brush
strokes characteristic of Han times ; also two blank fragments of writing ' slips '. Small
in wood and dressed leather found among straw of wheat, reeds, &c., are enumerated in the List
below.
Mound
O n descending from the spur we came upon the agger again, about two furlongs to the east
marking
T.
XL. b ; it was here built of layers of gravelly earth and tamarisk brushwood, and we were
of
line of
able to follow it for a mile to Camp 122. It clung closely to the slope of the rocky hillocks that
Limes.
here line the north side of the defile a t a distance of only about zoo yards from the present river-bed.
T h e line of the Limes was completely commanded by the crest of these hillocks rising from loo to 150
feet above it. This clearly illustrates the fact that the line was intended, anyhow along this stretch,
not for military defence but only to secure greater safety in policing the border. Where this agger
descended from the foot of the hillocks to the alluvial ' thalweg ' of the river its brushwood layers
had completely rotted. But about 400 yards farther to the west we found its place taken by the
gravel mound already referred to, running straight towards T, XL. a and at this end still fully
2 0 feet high.
I t occurred to me that this substitution of a high and broad mound for the agger
might have been prompted by the fact that the stretch of flat ground over which the mound runs
is liable to inundation a t the time of big floods.
Volume of
After examining this ground afresh on the morning of April zoth, I crossed the river to its
SU-lo-ho.
left bank. T h e water of the Su-lo-ho flowed here in a single channel about 45 yards wide and about
three feet deep in the middle, with a volume of about 1,600 cubic feet per second. A comparison
of this volume with that observed in the Tang-ho a t Tun-huang two weeks earlier in 1907 suggests
that the supply of water carried by the Su-lo-ho is less than that of its tributary until the glaciers
and big snow fields a t the former's head-waters begin to melt much later in the scas0n.O
Temple on
O n the left bank of the river, a t a point a little below our Camp 122, we found the mouthOf
left river
a
small
Nullah that descends from the Wan-shan-tzil spur occupied by a ruined temple#
bank
built and of recent appearance (Fig. 213). Its name was subsequently given as Lao-c/riin-m'aa
. It had apparently been destroyed during the Tungan rebellion. TWOsteep rNky
ridges flanking the mouth of the Nullah were each occupied by a miniature Stfipa and a
square cella, also in ruins.
Wan-shnnTlle end of the Wan-shan-tri~spur i ~ n r l o u b t r d linarks
~
a ~ o i n rllich
t
for ~ o P o and~ ~
tzi3 spur
military
reasons
might
h
a
r
e
served
very
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for
the
flanking
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of the line of the
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Limes, before this war extended towards Tun-haang. Probability thus ~llpportsin 'Om' drgra
' Gate '
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\!.hat was assumed in Serindin, viz. that the defile here crossed by the road coming
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hsien and Su-chou may a t one time have been occupied b y a ' G a t e ' station corresponding to
the ancient Yii-nt2,t or ' Jade G a t e ' and to the modern Chia-yii-kuan.'" I n that hypothesis the
position chosen for the ruined temple might, perhaps, be accounted for by lingering local worship
such as we have found elsewhere clinging tenaciously to ' G a t e ' sites in the Linics.11 h,lore light
would perhaps be thrown on the question if it became possible to determine the exact location of
Chin-~A'ang@ A. A passage of the T ' a n g Annals mentions this place a s occupied by the frontier
station
of Yii-men kuan in A.D. 610, a n d Chinese antiquarians look for it to the east of .An-hsi.'a
.
.~
Meanwhile I must confine myself to pointing out the strategic importance of the Wan-shan-tzfi
defile for the defence of the high road leading from Kan-su to An-hsi a n d thence to HHmi. T h i s is
clearly brought out by the fact that a large Chinese garrison had been stationed a t Bulungir o r
Pu-lung-chi, some ten miles to the east of it ( M a p No. 40. B. 4), in the time of the Emperor K'anghsi and Ch'ien-lung, when the marches of Kan-su had to be guarded against Dzungar inroads
and preparations had to be made for the conquest frorn them of the ' New Dominion '.I3 Troops,
placed there in the centre of several small cultivated areas, were in a convenient position to guard
both the Wan-shan-tzir defile a n d the line of the Su-lo-ho where it might be approached frorn the
north by turning the former.
On resuming our eastward march on the right bank of the river we came, after proceeding
less than half a mile from C a m p I 22, upon the line of the Limes where it passes between two low
ridges of much-decayed rock, forming the south-eastern extremity of the spur bearing the tower
T. XL. c. The line for a distance of about 1 2 0 yards could be traced here in the shape of a double
embankment covered with stones a n d detritus. T h e southern embankment o r mound had a width
of about 24 feet a t the base a n d a height of 10 feet. T h e bank to the north was less wide a n d
rose only to 5 or 6 feet, the distance between the centre lines of the summits of the mounds being
some 44 feet. Beyond that stretch the line was continued for another 80 yards o r so b y a double
agger. Here layers of tamarisk branches cropped out on both sides a n d the reduced width of the
agger on the south, only 1 2 feet, indicated a different method of construction. T h e broken nature
ofthe ground may account for the fact that the line was protected a t this point b y a double embankment or agger.
A short distance farther on the outcrop of rock disappeared. a n d all trace of the line was lost
in a belt of soft alluvial loess fringing the bed of the river a n d about half a mile wide. Deep trenches
fissured the ground in a direction ~ a r a l l e to
l the ri\.er and seemed to be due to wind-erosion. After
having covered about three miles we passed into a belt evidently liable to occasional inundation a n d
covered with luxuriant reeds a n d bushes. Here, too, no remains of the Limes line were to b e seen,
but five miles farther on we came upon the ruin of a tower ; it stood on a clay terrace overlooking
the wide depression of the river-bed, partly covered with thickets of Toghraks a n d bushes.
This tower, T. XLI. a , had already been sighted by m e in September, 1907, from the road west
of Bulungir, and had actually been visited some days later b y LLI Singh on a reconnaissance
trip made under my instructions from An-hsi. B u t it was only now possible to make certain that
it marked a watch-post on the ancient Limes of H a n times. I t was built of layers of stamped clay
and measured about 2 0 feet square a t its base. T h e northern face of the tower had fallen a n d the
remaining portion had split into two parts. Yet in spite of this far-advanced decay the antiquity
the ruin was quickly established. Potsherds of the dark-grey mat-marked H a n type covered
the bare clay around, and definite confirmation was supplied b y the fragment of a broad wooden
ibid., ii. p. 7 2 7 ; iii. p. rogg, note ao.
See above, p. 369 ; Seri,rdia, ii. pp. 602, 696 ; iii.
P P 1094 sq.
l o Cf.

le Cf. Stri~rdia,iii. p. 1099, note 20, lor references to
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slip, still retaining some Chinese characters, which emerged from a small refuse layer at the south.
west corner.14
I n o r felt assured that the border line guarded in Han times had here kept c l o to
~ the righL
Border line
keeping to bank of the river, a s I had already assumed in 1907 when we surveyed this ground from the high
right river
road far away to the south. But no trace of the wall or aggcr which once must have passed the tower
bank.
survived in the belt of vegetation that lined the valley a t this point. Nor was a wall traceable
farther on where this belt gradually narrowed and finally gave place to bare clay, furrowed by he
jvind into small Ylrdangs, 4 to 6 feet in height. But a conspicuous tower rising above a bend of
the river higher up afforded guidance ; it was reached after a march of about five miles fromthe
last tower and, like it, proved to be of ancient construction.
This \vatch-tower, T, XLI. b (see plan, P1. 14), was built of layers of stamped clay and, being
Finds at
watchin very fair preservation, still rose to a height of 29 feet on a base 2 0 feet square. With the help
tower
T. XLI. h. of the foot-holes still surviving on the west face and of a rope thrown over the top one of the men
managed to climb to the summit. Here he found the wooden spoon T. XLI. b. 0 2 ; a rolled leaf
holding some drug made up into small yellow rods, 01 ; fragments of leather, 06; and a coarse
woollen fabric, 018, &c., as described in the List. Of the chips of wood, 04-5, one retained faint
traces of Chinese characters. Among the abundant fragments of Han pottery found at the loot
of the tower, the pieces of a vessel, 014-17, may be mentioned on account of their greyish-brown
mottled glaze. A n enclosure, measuring 27 feet along its northern wall, which alone still rose
a few feet above the ground, once adjoined the tower to the west. The refuse of straw and dung
dug up here yielded no finds ; but a broken Wu-cku coin was picked up outside. A low mound
of earth, without clear indication of fascines, was found forming a rough semicircle to the north
of the tower and probably represents a small segment of the otherwise wholly effaced Limes
agger.
Clay terrace
Proceeding about two miles farther across a belt of bare clay almost wholly cut up into small
T. XLI. C,
converted Ylrdangs, we reached a conspicuous clay terrace, T. XLI. c, which had been converted into a
into lower. natural tower by roughly cutting down the sides. I t measured about 20 feet square at the base
and stood to a height of 2 1 feet. T h a t it has been used as a watch-station and probably occupied
for a long time was proved by the abundance of ~ o t s h e r d sof Han type that thickly covered the
ground near by, especially to the south. Here, too, a broken Wu-cku coin was found. A wellmarked agger,about 10 feet in height, passed round the eastern, northern, and western facesofthe
little Mesa a t a distance varying from 32 to 36 feet. But no continuation of this mound to the east
or west could be traced.
WntchN'e camped for the night by the river about half a mile to the south, and on the morning
tower
April
21st resumed our survey eastwards. After ~roceedingonly a mile and a half we arrivedat
T. XLI.d.
T.X L I . d l a conspicuous tower of stamped clay, rising within 30 yards of the river bank andfac!"g
the lower end of the village lands of Chiu-tao-kou on the bank opposite. Owing to wind-eros'on
which had undercut the clay soil to a depth of 4 feet at the northern foot of the tower, that side had
fallen down in solid blocks o f p j s i . T h e other half of the tower still stood to a height about
28 feet. Ancient pottery debris lay in plenty a t its foot, and the fragment of a D'u-chu coin
picked up near by.
Remains ol
After covering another mile and a half across the narrow wind-eroded belt of clay *tween the
watchSai and the river, we arrived a t the westernmost foot of a low rocky ridge which juts out here
station
T. XLI. e.
from the gravel-covered glacis towards the river. Noticing debris of Han pottery On the track
which winds here along the riverinc terrace, I followed it up northward to a little hillock that rose
Some 30 to 40 feet higher. F a x i n e s of tamarisk branches plainly marked this as the site ofa "tc"
"

Fur specimens ot pottery iuld n few otlwr small relics, see the Descriptive List below, P. 4'9.
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station; but only the base had remained to a height of 2 or 3 feet, together with such refuse a s
the floor of a small room placed on it had retained. Evidently the watch-post was of the type
illustratedby T . X X I I I . a 0' T. xxII1. g , consisting of a small room placed in a cornmanding position.'&
Among the miscellaneous refuse was found the wooden spindle, T. XLI. e. 0 2 (PI. xLVII), a n d
just outside the fascines a n inscribed Wzc-rhu coin of the large type.
The track skirting the foot of the low ridge, where it abuts on the river-bed, brought us, a Large
mile farther on, to a big tower, T. x u . f. I t was perched conspicuously on the top of a detached
hillock, rising about I j o feet above the riverine flat. ?'he tower with its loop-holed parapet looked T,xLI. 1.
decidedly modern, but closer examination soon showed that a n ancient tower of H a n type had been
enlarned on the east, south, and west by a facing of late masonry. I n this the bricks were set on
end, after the fashion prevailing in modern structures of Kan-su. T h e original tower was solidly
built of bricks measuring 15 inches b y 10 and 4 inches thick a n d with reed layers between the
courses at intervals of j feet 6 ihches. I t s base rneasured 24 feet square. T h e addition of later
masonry, with bricks 14 x 63 x j inches, had increased this to 32 feet. T h e present height is 32 feet.
The southern face showed very clearly the arrangement of foot-holes b y which to reach the top.
The tower commands a distant view along thc river both to the east a n d west.
At first only slight refuse was found covering the rocky soil a t the southern foot of the tower. Finds
But search on the stone-covered slope soon showed that rubbish lay concealed on that side down to
about 2 0 feet below the base a n d to a depth of about 2 feet. O n rapidly clearing this, the miscel- slope.
laneous relics described in the List below were brought to light amidst refuse of straw, chips of wood,
&c. They include a number of wooden writing slips, blank o r effaced ; the fragment of a writing
tablet, made of the wood of some conifer, T. X L I , f. 01 ; numerous small pieces of plain textiles of
silk and what appears to be cotton, & c . No doubt all small objects thrown down here by those
who occupied this watch-post had suffered to some extent by the drainage from occasional rain
and snow. Yet one wooden slip, broken into three pieces, T. XLI. f. 026, still retained its writing in
Chinese characters of Han ductus [mentioning the officer in charge of a watch-tower]. A Chinese
coin found here, bearing traces of the inscription Huo-ch'iian, also attests occupation in H a n
times. Two copper coins of the Manchu ~ e r i o dwhich were discovered near the tower had obviously
been left by men who had kept guard there in recent times.
A small enclosure of stamped clay, T. XLI. g , standing a t the foot of the hillock, had a much Later en.
more recent appearance. T h e numerous fragments of glazed ware a n d of porcelain found within dosureat
loot 01
and near by were in h a r ~ n o n ywith this, and likewise a coin apparently of the K'ang-hsi period." hillock.
We had skirted the foot of the ridge for only a quarter of a mile beyond when I noticed layers of
tamarisk brushwood cropping out on the stony slope. T h e y obviously marked a much-decayed
segment of the Limes agger. I t was traceable here for about 40 yards, running ~ a r a l l e lto the
river, and reappeared for another short stretch close to the river less than half a mile farther on.
Then all trace of the border line was lost on a desolate belt of bare clay intervening between Ruined
the river and the foot of the gravel Sai. I t showed signs of far-advanced wind-erosion, Mesas T. XLI. h.
U P to 2 0 feet in height rising here a n d there among smaller Yardang-like terraces. W e had moved
thus for about six miles eastwards without coining upon a n y sign of wall o r towers when, on passing
'"0 a gravel-covered Sai, a long straight line on our left rising above the level ground attracted
Our Mongol's attention. O n reaching it, about a mile away from the river, it revealed itself by the
brusllwoo(l cropping out on the sides of the low mound a s a much-decayed stretch of the Limes
a@cr. Close to where we had struck its line the remains of a completely ruined tower n ~ a r k e d
the position of a watch-station, T. XLI. h. From the scanty refuse near it we recovered two wooden,
used for Chinese records, but effaced.
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Fortified
town in
ruins.

[chap.XI

W e had already, some miles before reaching T. XLI. h, come in sight of the ruined walls and
temples of a fortified sniall town o r ch'htg #& standing b y the river, which in 1907 had attracted

m y notice from afar, a s I passed along the high road between San-tao-kou and Bulungir.
name
had been then given a s ch'iao-toan-ch'drrg ; the local name, a s now actually recorded on the spot,
was Pf2ng-chia-chuang @ @
B u t a s this seemed to apply rather to an isolated habitation
outside, which was still tenanted b y some priests a n d also served a s shelter for occasional caravans,
than to the ruined town, it m a y be convenient to retain t h e appellation Ch'iao-man-c~'~ng
as more
appropriate to t h e latter.
T h e small well-built fortress was a n impressive sight, a n d though I knew that its abandonment
Enclosing
walls.
dated only from the great T u n g a n rebellion of the early sixties of the last century, the observations
made on inspecting its ruins proved distinctly instructive. T h e little town, which was said to
h a v e been tenanted b y a Chinese garrison u p to its destruction, is enclosed by massive
of
stamped clay. These form a rectangle, a s the sketch-plan in PI. 15 shows, about 380 yards by 135
a n d approximately orientated. T h e southern wall rises within a hundred yards of the right bank
of the river.' A large g a t e vaulted in hard brickwork leads through the wall on the south and
another through that on t h e north, in each case protected b y a square outwork which is entered
through a similar gate.
T h e impression received on passing into the interior from the river-side was that of a Roman
Streets
lined by
castrum
translated into its nearest Chinese equivalent (Fig. 217). A broad and perfectly straight
NUIS.
street, lined b y houses of fairly solid construction but all reduced to the condition of roofless ruins,
leads from either g a t e right across to the wall on the opposite side. I n their centre these two streels
a r e crossed a t right angles b y a third one stretching along the longitudinal axis of the rectangle.
A t the end of the street leading from the southern g a t e 1 found a decayed temple retaining muchbattered statues of a B u d d h a a n d LokapHlas. T w o ruined houses near it roved to be tenanted
b y some monks, the only inhabitants of this solitude. Survival of local worship accounted for
their presence a n d for the partial preservation of the shrine. T h e Ya-mZn a t the end of the other
street had been stripped of whatever could b e of a n y ~ o s s i b l euse, a n d of its past dignity retained
only two quaint lions in stone guarding its entrance.
Time of
T h e gates were once surmounted b y ornamental pavilions, a s were also the corner towers ol
constructhe
circumvallation.
T h e s e superstructures have crumbled into almost complete ruin ; but many
tion.
fragments of the tasteful brick relievos which had served for their ornamentation still survivedl
whether 2lr sitzd o r built into little shrines recently restored. T h e whole of the remains within the
ruined ch'ing suggested that its structures h a d been systematically ~ l a n n e dand built at One time.
T h i s was evidently done under a regime which could assure effective completion even On these
distant outskirts of the Empire. N o information was-obtainable from the ignorant ' ~ o - ~ ~ ~ ~
a s to the epoch when the town was constructed. B u t judging from its position far beyond the
G r e a t Wall ' of M i n g times a n d from the style of the decorative relievos of which a few 'pecimens
a r e described in the List below a n d illustrated in PI. L, it can scarcely be doubted that this lortified
frontier station owed its creation to the spacious timer of the first Manchu emperors^ from
to Ch'ien-lung.

B.'

The spelling P'ing-rhia-rl~ia~i~
of Map No. 40. I, 4 is
due to a draughtsman's crror.
On Map KO. 40. e. 4 the town symbol has been placed

*n inr from the river, entailing r similar drau~ht'nl"''
error in thc posi~ionuf the Limcs agger north of it'

The purpose served by its construction a t once become clear when I found that Ch'iao-wan- Guarding
c h f ~ nguarded
g
the approach to t h e river of a route leading across the Pei-shan ' Gobi ' from 'Oute
Hami.to
Himi, on the most direct line between this oasis and Su-chou. I t is a route well suited for traffic
withcamelsand horses, and was followed in 1898by Professor K. Futterer, who has carefully mapped
and described it.9 A s long a s the castrzlm held its garrison, it must necessarily have been used
as the place where caravans when leaving for, or coming from, the HHmi side took their supplies,
&c. ; for its position on the river a n d close to cultivated ground on the other side m a d e it
ob\,iously a most convenient bridge-head, a s it were, for the journey across the desert northwestwards.
It was to serve the needs of the traftic moving along this route a s well a s to shelter those who Suburb
ministered to the wants of thegarrison, that the suburb of Sarais, booths, &c., had grown u p which
I found extending, all in ruins, round the western a n d southern walls of the castrum, a s shown b y
the plan, PI. 15. T h e irregular shape a n d comparative weakness of the enceinte protecting this
suburb seemed to indicate that its growth had been gradual and anyhow had not been provided
for in the original plan of the station.
Since the little town was destroyed a n d abandoned, the reasons which made Ch'iao-wan- Present
~
ch'Cng the southern terminus for the desert route had for the most part ceased. O n this account ~
those who use it now prefer to d o the last march from H l m i on a track which takes them slightly
farther to the east. I t allows them to strike the river a t a point about five miles farther up, where
the bare gravel belt on its right bank gives place to a sandy area with abundant vegetation suitable
for grazing, as seen in M a p No. 40. c. 4. A t Ch'iao-wan-chfCng only the scantiest grazing is
obtainable. I subsequently found this new track, which Professor Futterer's guides also had
followed, clearly marked a t T. XLI. k where it crosses the agger of the Limes.'
There was much in the appearance of the ruined town and in its position a s the terminal guard- Ruined
station of a desert route to bring vividly to mind the Lou-Ian station L.A., where the conditions,
it is true, are of far more advanced decay. T h i s impression was much strengthened b y t h e examina- town.
tion of the ruined structures scattered over the open ground to the north of the circumvallation.
The fact that the line of the ancient Limes actually crossed this ground naturally invested it with
additional antiquarian interest. O n a massive clay base about 150 yards from the northern gate
rose the ruins of a large temple. I t was so completely shattered that the interior plan of it could be
recovered only by regular excavation. A number of small shrines to the east of it, which attested,
perhaps, the piety of individual officers, &c., of the garrison, had suffered far less.
Going another hundred yards to the north I found the Limes q g e r running here in a perfectly
straight continuous line across the bare gravel soil a n d still rising to a height of 3 o r 4 feet in
most places. A short distance beyond it I came upon two shallow ~ a r a l l e ditches,
l
with a ruined
pavilion by their side. T h e y would have presented a ~ u z z l eto me, a s they well might to some

r''';?

:%if

'

See Futterer, Geogrnphischc Skicze dm II.uslc Gobi
noischcn Hanii und Su-tsrlriu, Petermanns Mitteilungen,
Erganzungshelt No. 139, 1902. The map by Dr. B. Hassenstein accompanying the paper nnd embodying Professor
Futterer's very careful compass survey of the route is on
he scale of I : ~oo,ooo(not, as the title by o draughtsman's
m h k e states, of I : I,OOO,OOO).
It is due to this change of route on the last march that
ProfessorFutterer did not notice Ch'iao-wan-ch'eng, though
he must have paused within four miles or so of it. At the
of his journey over this ground (May 25th) visibility

'

was bound to be very low owing to the prevailing dust-haze
of the season. But the mention he makes, loc. cil., p. 23, of
a reported 'old monastery ',deserted except for a few monks,
evidently refers to it, though his guides seem to have wrongly
placed the ruined site on the left bank of the river.
I may note here that if on Professor Futterer's map the
perfectly straight direction of the initial portion of his route
from Camp x ~ vwere continued right down to the Su-lo-ho,
without the subsequent bend to the south-south-east, the
route would abut on the river a t a point exactly corresponding in bearing and distance to Ch'iao-wan-&'eng.
3 C Z
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archaeologist of the distant future, had m y Ho-shang guide not explained that they
to
guide the course of mounted soldiers when practising musketry exercise a t the gallop!
B u t a n observation of true antiquarian interest awaited m e when I
Ruined
the point on the
templehy
Limes
agger where the caravan track to HLmi crosses it, about 350 yards from the north-pest
Limes
corner of the cA'&rg.
A row of five small Stfipas was found here standing just outside and parallel
wall.
to the low gravel mound, a n d another of three more ' within the wall '. These little stfipas,
meant
for funeral monuments, would b y themselves have sufficed to attest some lingering sanctity in the
spot. B u t even more definite evidence that local worship still clung to it was provided by a large
ruined shrine, which rises here immediately to the south of the Limes line and close to the east of
the route. A portion of it had been restored recently, a s I was told, in memory of those \,.ho fell
while defending Ch'iao-wan-ch'Cng against the T u n g a n s , a n d quarters of Tibetan Lalnas in an
outer court showed that the shrine was, indeed, still ' in being '.
Survival
I have repeatedly h a d occasion to show that Chinese sentiment has since early times i n \ r e s t t d
Oflo*l
with
a kind of religious respect all those places where routes passed ' outside the wall ' of the
worship.
E m ~ i r e . \,Ve
~ a r e therefore fully justified in assuming that here, too, it is the sur~rivalof ancient
local worship that accounts for t h e presence of the modern shrine and StGpas, just where topo.
g r a p h y enables us to locate a true ' G a t e station ' of the Limes. I was unable to trace any ancient
remains a t the spot. B u t such m a y well lie hidden under the large modern temple. In any case it
deserves to b e noted that t h e point where the HHrni route crosses the agger lies exactly half-way
between the ruined watch-towers T. XLI. h a n d T. X L I . i, these standing a mile distant to the west
a n d east respectively. T h e distance of one mile is the usual one between the towers located farther
east along this portion of t h e Limes. I t is accordingly very probable that this point, too, once had
its watch-post well placed for guarding the route to HLmi.
I t only remains for m e to a d d a few remarks about the geographical and quasi-strategic
Advantages
advantages
that favoured the selection of the Ch'iao-wan-ch'Cng site a s the starting-point for an
guarded.
alternative route from the Kan-su marches to HHmi. T h e y also explain the placing of a garrison
here, probably early in the eighteenth century, to g u a r d this a n d other possible approaches from
that side. T h e route, a s already mentioned, represents the most direct line of communication
between Su-chou a n d HBmi ~ r a c t i c a b l efor laden animals. I t could not compete in importance
of traffic with the An-hsi-Hgmi route, because t h e greater height and ruggedness of the success1ve
Pei-shan ranges on the line it follows ~ r e c l u d e sthe use of carts, for which the more westerly route
starting from HHmi is on the whole well a d a ~ t e d . 8 O n the other hand, it appears to ofier greater
facilities for camel grazing than the latter route, a n d the same advantage holds good also, as sc sllall
see, of its eastward continuation towards Y i n g - ~ ' a n (Hua-hai-tzil) and SU-thou.
T h e selection of Ch'iao-wan-cht6ng a s a base for this desert route during Mancllu tilnes was
Vicinity or
cultivable
probably
influenced b y the fact that it was the lace to which supplies from the cultivated
ground.
south of the Su-lo-ho could be brought most conveniently. A s the M a p No. 40. n. 4~ 5
a long belt of cultivation extends towards it from the vicinity of the large village of san-taO-kOu
on the Yii-men-hsien-An-hsi high road. I n consequence of the devastation attending the Tungan
raids m a n y farms had been abandoned in this belt, a n d in spite of the irrigation facilitiesORered
much or
by the large canal-like branches of Su-lo-ho descending here over the river's alluvial
the land still remains untilled. Yet, even so, ~ a t c h e of
s cultivated ground are to be met wlth,to-day
within two o r three miles of t h e abandoned station. A t the same time communication"lh lhiS
ground from the northern bank of the Su-lo-ho is here particularly easy. T h e river is here
For references to such sites along the Han Limes, see
above, p. 369, notes 14, 15.

a

Cf. Futterer, Il~urleGobi, P. 4.

narrow bed, cut between steep clay banks about

20

feet high. Where a bridge from the suburb

crosses the bed, it is only 50 feet wide.

There remains finally to be considered the question why the military station intended to guard
end of the desert route was placed on the right bank of the river, on ground quite
the
incapableof cultivation and otherwise far from attractive. T h e answer to this question will also
to throw light on the reasons which induced the builders of the H a n Limes to carry its line,
from the great bend of the S U - ~ Oa-s ~far
Oa s the spur opposite to the Wan-shan-tzil hills, close along
the right bank over what a t all times must have been desolate desert. I believe that the reason
must be looked for in the obvious advantages of military defence, which, being due to topographical
facts, have remained unchanged ever since Chinese power first reached these westernmost confines
of Kan-su.
At first sight the river might suggest itself a s the natural a n d most convenient border line, a n d
the cultivated ground on the left bank a s the most suitable position for a military station intended
to p a r d the termination of a route across the desert b y which attack from the north-west might
threaten these marches. But closer consideration soon disclosed that the determinant factor for
defence here is not the river, easily fordable'during the greater part of the year, but the waterless
desert stretching in a wide belt immediately to the north of it. k c r o s s the barren gravel glacis of
the Pei-shan no water is to be found nearer than a marshy spring which Professor Futterer's map
places at a direct distance of seventeen miles from the position of Ch'iao-wan-chr&ng, in a depression marked also by our survey.' I t is obvious that, b y preventing access to the water of the
river, raids upon the oases south of the Su-lo-ho a n d the great line of communication leading past
them could be checked far more effectively than b y keeping a watch merely on the river's left
ban k.8
We may thus, I believe, reasonably account both for the line chosen here for the border ' wall '
ol Han Wu-ti and for the occupation of Ch'iao-wan-ch'eng a s a military station some eighteen
centuries later. Both were measures resulting from a policy of Chinese expansion towards Central
Asia, and on both occasions those responsible for the military safeguarding o f the ' corridor ' of
the lower Su-lo-ho valley, essential for that policy, were guided b y the same keen eye for the
quasi-strategic aspects of topography that has remained a traditional inheritance of Chinese military
organization.
In connexion with Chriao-wan-cht$ng it may here be mentioned that its position was likewise
well chosen for watching a second route that debouches from the Pei-shan in this vicinity. I mean
the route followed first by Messrs. G r u m Grishmailo and then by M. Obrucheff. I t starts some
8 miles higher up from the bend
the Su-10-ho a n d thence leads with a winding course, first north
and then north-west, to its junction with Professor Futterer's route a t Mo-t'ou-ching ( M a p No.
37. D. 4.' This route a s a line of communication with H a m i is less direct, but nevertheless of some
importance, as it connects past the wells of Ming-shui (Map No. 40. A. I ) with other tracks prac-

'

Regarding this point, marked by Professor Futterer's
h m p xlv, see ibid., pp, 2 1 sq. His mention above this 01
the ruins of a large stone-built structure may be taken as
evidence 01 prolonged ant1 regular use of the route.
The question might be asked why the same advantage
was not taken farther west by keeping the Limes line on
[he right bank below Wim-shan-tzO. The explanation
"'4Y, perhaps, be lound in the fact that, whilc down to this
point cultivated areas needing protection approach from the
close to the river's left bank, the main oases of An-hsi
"d Tun-huang lie much larther away from it. A line carried

'

along the northern bank of the river would have been more
difficult to guard, victual, &c.. from a distnnce, and the
deltaic expansion of the river-course north of the Tun-hunng
area would have considerilhly added to this difficulty.
In the case 01 the Limes bcyontl Tun-huang it must, of
course, be rcniembercd also that, like a Roman Limes in
the true original sense, it was intended mainly to facilitate
the safeguarding ol the trade nnd milit;~ryroute into the
Tirim hasin nnd not for the protection ot a settled tract ;
cf. S e r i ~ ~ d i nii., p. 725.
0 Cf. Futterer, ll'iisle Gobi, p. 2.
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ticable for nomads b y which the easternmost Pei-shan c a n be crossed from the side of ~~~~~l~~
a n d Dzungarin.
Finds at
B y sunrise of April zznd I resumed the survey of t h e Limes agger eastwards.
was followed
'Owe'
with ease for a mile over the gravel soil, to where t h e much-decayed remains could be traced
T. XLI.i .
a watch-post with walls 3 feet thick built of bricks measuring 14" x g" x 4". Among the miscellaneous
small objects found on clearing the refuse a n d described in the List below may be mentioned
the part of game-trap, T. XLI. i. 06 (PI. XI-VI), interesting by its type still known in widely distant
parts of Africa a n d Asia.ga Besides pieces of mat-marked grey pottery of Han type, fragments
of ~ o r c e l a i nwere also picked u p here, suggesting occupation of the post in later times also.
Positions
F o r about two miles farther t h e low straight mound marking the line of the Limes remained
watch- clearly traceable.
R u t t h e position once occupied b y a watch-station, T. XLI. j, at a distanceor
posts T. XLI.
one mile, a n d by another, T. XLI.jj,'O a t a similar interval, could be recognized only by low gra\rel
j, k.
mounds thickly strewn with potsherds of H a n type. T h e effects of wind-erosion became still Inore
noticeable beyond, where the ground turned to bare clay, with the line of the agger indicated only
by a ~ e r f e c t straight
l~
line of d a r k gravel running across it on the surface. Having covered about
four miles from Ch'iao-wan-chrBng, we crossed the well-marked track by which the route from Hirni,
above mentioned a s having been followed b y Professor Futterer, reaches the right river bank in
present times. Close to it a clay terrace, a b o u t 3 feet high a n d about 75 feet in diameter, thickly
strewn with H a n pottery fragments a n d stones, marked the spot once occupied by a watch-post,
T. X L I . k. A large LYu-chz~coin was found near it.
Remains at
Gravel-covered patches of ground allowed t h e line of the agger to be followed for about a mile
SL1.I .
farther to T. X L I . 1. T h e r e a couple of small Stiipas, built of bricks on end and obviously of late
construction, were found close to the line of the Limes. A clay terrace about 180 yards to the south
of the latter bears the remains of a small domed structure, partly cut into the clay. The pottery
debris found near it seemed mostly of later date, a n d so also the ornamented bronze stud, T. x1.l.
1. or. A curious feature of the site was a canal, about 10 feet wide, traceable for about a quarter
of a mile a n d running from east to west a t about 60 yards distance within the line of the after.
I t m a y have once received water from a shallow Nullah upon which we came on our way to T.x~',m.
Beyond T. x u . I. the trace of t h e aggcr was soon lost on ground which had suffered much fron1
erosion a n d which gradually passed into a wide sandy expanse abundantly covered with reedsand
had Proscrilb. T h e tower, T. XLI. m , drew us a w a y to the south-east, but when reached after
ceeded about 2 miles from T. XLI. 1, pro~redto be of later origin, with a miniature shrine on its top.
Deprruivn
\Ye had now entered a depression three o r b u r miles wide, extending along the right bank
t,":52-'0the Su-lo-ho, where t h e river curses round in its bend to the west. I had ~ a s s e dacross the
easterly portion of this depression in September, ,907, on the reconnaissance which took me
to
Yii-mbn-hsien to the remains of the Limes near Shih-Crh-tun ( M a p NO. 40. c. 5) and
San-tao-kou on the An-hsi high road." I had then ascertained that this area, extending between
the gravel glacis of t h e Pei-shan a n d the river, ~ m b a b l yrepresents a n old lacustrine bed. It will
receives abundance of moisture b y percolation a n d in parts by seasonal inundation from river-beds
branching off below Yii-mbn-hsien. I war therefore aware that on ground such as this the chance
of a n y remains of the Limes surviving was slight. O n t h e other hand, I knew with certaintywhere
I should find the continuation of its line to the south-east.
T h i s made m e regret less the necessity of leaving the roba able direction of the line lhiS
Track
followed to point, a n d of turning south in order to resume touch with our baggage train, which had wmngly
riwbmk,

=' Regarding the use of this trap, see Mr. H. Ballour's
note in Add. & Corr. to p. 421.
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Not mrked on Map NO. 40. B. 4.
Cf. Snindia, iii. pp. 1136 sqq.

been taken along the caravan track leading from T. XLI. k to the river. After gaining its right
bank we followed it to the point where the river turns almost due south towards Yii-men-hsien. T h e
to,er T. XLI. n which stands here, built of stamped clay a n d about 1 2 feet square a t its base, marks
a usual halting-place for caravans coming from or going to H l m i . I t is known by the name of
Ma-ku-t'an, the fields of which approach close to the left bank.la T h e tower appeared
the
to be of late date, and the small metal objects picked u p near it afford no chronological indication.
The river flows here a n d for several miles below in a narrow bed cut into steep banks of clay,
30 to jo feet in height. Where we measured its volun~e,it was only about 2 0 feet wide, a n d from
3 10 4 feet deep. T h e volume roughly ascertained was only about 180 cubic feet per second, and
obviously represented but a very small proportion of the water carried by the Su-lo-ho a t this season,
the rest being all absorbed b y the branches that irrigate the lands of San-tao-kou and the other
oases westwards, and by the several canals of Yii-men-hsien.
Leaving the route towards Shih-krh-tun which had already been surveyed in 1907, a t a distance
of half a mile from T. XLI. n we turned to the north-east in order to reach a conspicuous tower
already sighted on the previous journey a n d evidently lying in the continuation of the line of the
Limes. The level plain, which we had found in 1907 distinctly marshy a t a point farther to the east,
had here the appearance of a marsh bed dried u p in a recent period. Where the ground was beginning
to rise slightly and the clay bottorn of the depression had lain d r y longer, wind-erosion had begun
to scour patches left unprotected by vegetation. Elsewhere drift-sand had accumulated in low
dunes amidst reed growth
a n d scrub.
We came to the tower T. XLI. o (Fig. 21 2) a t the point where this dried-up lacustrine depression
gives place to gravel Sai a n d the outerlnost low stony ridges from the north crop out. I t was
built in stamped clay on a base 32 feet square a n d like a n adjoining square enclosure (PI. 14) bore
no appearance of great age. But about-So yards to the south of it, closer examination disclosed
the line of the Limes aggcr running for about a furlong along a low ridge of detritus. I t was clearly
indicated by layers of tamarisk branches cropping out on the sides of a low straight embankment of
gravel and rubble. I t was aligned north-westwards upon T. XLI. 1, but no intermediate towers could
be seen ; nor was the Limes likely to have left a n y conspicuous traces where it crossed the vegetation
belt along the shore of the old marsh bed. Just opposite to T. XLI. o a n d close to the south of the
agger,abundant fragments of H a n pottery marked the position of a watch-post that once occupied
the stony crest.
~ i ~ n i f i c a n tenough
ly
not a single ~ o t s h e r dof this type could be found near the walled enclosure
outside the Limes line, while pieces of glared ware a n d ~ o r c e l a i nabounded. A small inscribed
Chinese tablet was found just outside that enclosure, but the writing on it looked late. A well-marked
track passes close to the little fortified post ; it comes from Shih-Crh-tun a n d leads, a s subsequently
ascertained at the latter place, towards the previously mentioned route of Obrucheff and G r u m
Grishmailo, which it probably joins near the well shown in Dr. Hassenstein's m a p accompanying
Professor Futterer's paper a s ' Ulun-tschuan '. T h e watch-tower T. X L I , p which was sighted on
rising ground to the north-east was obviously meant to guard the approach towards the cultivated
area from the same side. A s seen through our glasses it had a recent appearance.
We followed the line indicated by the agger segment from T. XLI. o to the south-east along the
loof of the last detritus-covered offshoots of the hill chain. T h e agger, with its l a y e n of tamarisk
brushwood exposed and still rising to 5 o r 6 feet, reappeared in three places, in each for a distance
about a quarter of a mile. After a tramp of about three miles we reached the remains of a ruined
IP

Tile cullivuted area of Ma-ku-ttan, as sllown

in Map

do. c. 5, ought Lo have beell extended farther nortl~.

On September 21, 1907, we had passed here in the dusk
and [ailed to notice lliis detail.
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tower, manifestly old, T. XLI. r, built of bricks measuring 14 x g x 7 inches. H~~~ a ~ u - r k ,coin
4
of the large type was picked up on the surface. Close to the tower, the walls of a
guard.room,
only 6 feet square inside, still stood to a height of about 4 feet. At the entrance the thick
wall still
showed the socket meant to hold a heavy bar.lJ A small mound which we had passed about
half-way, T,XLI. q, consisted of decayed masonry with bricks set on end. It probably marked the
remains of a later tower erected where a post of the ancient Limes had once stood.
Village of
From the vicinity of this mound onwards soft salt-encrusted ground, evidently liable to be
Shih-irhflooded
a t times, extended to the south. Skirting this we reached, after covering anothermile and
tun.
a half, the western end of the low rocky ridge which bears the Limes towers, T. ~ ~ 1a-d,
1 . above
the small village of Shih-&rh-tun. A rapid reconnaissance made to this ground from Yii-mcn-hsien
on September 21, 1907, had enabled me, as already recorded in Se~india,'~
to locate here definitely
the line of the Limes. I n view of the geographical interest which, as we shall see presently,this
ground offers, I was doubly glad to make a day's halt by the lively little stream which passes north
of the quiet tree-girt farms of Shih-Crh-tun, and to use it for the closer examination of the remains
of the Limes and for survey work around it.
LVatc11These remains extend along the outermost of a succession of low narrow ridges, which mark here
tower
the last offshoot of the southernmost Pei-shan range overlooking the Su-lo-ho valley at its west.
T. XLII.
a.
ward bend. These dark ridges, all uniformly bare of the slightest vegetation, are composed ol
much-fissured rock, which to me looked like granite, but for the most part are thickly covered with
stony detritus. Where the outermost ridge sinks away to the salt-encrusted level plain extending
westwards, I had in 1907 come upon a definite trace of the agger, marked by small half-petrified
branches of tamarisks and Toghraks strewing the slope. From this point the line of the agger,
growing gradually more defined with twigs and branches embedded between layers of detritus, brings
us, as the plan in PI. 1 5 shows, a t a distance of about 300 ~ a r d s to
, the watch-tower T. XLII.a. I t
stands on a small rocky hillock about a furlong south of the rampart and at a height of about
50 feet above the foot of the ridge. I t commands, like the towers T. xLrl. b-d eastwards, a complete
view of the line to be guarded in front as well as of the flat scrub-covered ground behind. The tower
is built of stamped clay with thin layers of reeds dividing successive layers. It had sufferedmuch
decay, and a fissure due to wind-erosion cuts through the or ti on still standing, which reaches
a height of about 10 feet.
hlound
For three-quarters of a mile the agger runs on towards another small rocky eminence, where
marking
a completely decayed clay mound about 1 2 feet high is all that remains of the tower T. xLr'.
Post
T. XLII. b. Plentiful fragments of Han pottery indicate that it was occupied contemporaneously with lhe wall'
From some refuse close to the mound we recovered a roughly carved piece of Toghrak wpOdl
perhaps the lintel of a door, and the fragment of a Wu-rhu coin. At a point of the crest of the 'ldfe
sand
between the two watch-posts just named, two or three heaps of reed-straw permeated
looked as if they had been deposited, like the stacks of fascines found at watch-stationsOf lhe
westernmost Tun-huang Limes, for the purpose of being lit as fire signals.''
Rompart
From T. XLII. b, which lies immediately behind the agger, the line of the latter can be traced
traced
quite
clearly for a mile, on the stony ground of a little plateau that extends by the side of the 'ldge'are
cutwards.
Then the line is lost eastwards in a belt of scrub-covered sandy soil. Layers of
everywhere exposed along the sides of the agger or can be quickly found by digging* The
nowhere more than 4 or 5 feet in height, has a width of about 14 feet on tile top. In many 'which
lace
it has a curious depression along the centre line, about 6 feet wide, recalling a similar feature
' w'
16 see,bid., ii. ~ p650,
. 677 sq., 7111 754'
" CI. Srrindio, ii, pp. 645, 658.
" Cf.ibid., 6. p. I 137.
below, pp. 389, 395.

I had observed at a point of the Limes where it approaches An-hsi frorn the west." A s the cutting
at one place showed Inore substantial layers of brushwood on the outside faces of the aggcr
thanwithin, these depressions may well b e the result of partial subsidence.
The stretch of the Limes rampart just described, short a s it is, is guarded by two towers, watchT, XLII. c and T . X L I I . d, and immediately to the south of the latter lies the small fort to be presently T.
towen
XLII. C , d.
described. The placing of two watch-towers SO close together on the ridge calls for notice. I t may
be explained either by the special need of protection for the Limes where its line was immediately
adjacent to a settled area, o r else, a n d perhaps more justly, by the fact that neither from the tower
T.X L I I d. nor frorn the little fortified post below it can the watch-station T. X L I I , b be seen. T, x L r I . c
is a toner of stamped clay, showing the characteristic reinforcing layers of reeds a t intervals. Its
base measured 2 0 feet square, but later repairs in clay a n d brickwork had enlarged this. O n the
west face these encasing additions had fallen a n d exposed the original dimensions. T h e present
height is 14 feet.
The tower T . x L l r . d (Fig. 2 1 6 ) appeared to have undergone repeated repairs, and now, with Walled
much brickwork added a t the south-east corner a n d a later clay facing elsewhere, measured 33 feet enc'osure~
square at the base. But here, too, a n older core of stamped clay could be distinguished. Its
height is 1 3 feet. Five small P'ao-t'ais, ranged along the ridge to the east, a r e manifestly very
recent. This is shown also by their vertically set bricks, which a r e of the same size a s those
used for the repair of the tower. O n a rocky terrace some 30 feet below T. X L I I . d rises a
rectangular enclosure (Fig. 2 1 6 ; PI. 1 4 ) . Its size a n d its massive walls of stamped clay, 8 feet
thick, strongly reminded me of the small fort T. xlv, found a t the site of the ancient ' Jade
Gate '.I7 The interior measures 58 feet from east to west a n d 46 feet across. Its walls a r e I S feet
high, excluding a parapet built of bricks measuring 1 2 x 8 x 4 inches and probably of later date.
A great portion of the west wall has fallen, and to the same cause is due the widening of the
gateway on the south.
No remains of a n y kind survived within the enclosure. But its position in very close proximity Likely
to the Limes and outside the cultivated ground, a s well a s the massiveness of the walls and their ~ ~ s ~ ~
present condition, distinctly point to antiquity. A s the plan shows, the route leading from the station.
village of Shih-Crh-tun towards T. x L r . 0 a n d thence connecting with Obrucheff's alternative route
to HPrni passes immediately below the small fort, a n d so does the route which leads to the latter
place via Ch'iao-wan-chr6ng, Considering that the ground occupied b y the village must a t all
times have been the last point of cultivation touched by these two routes before entering the desert
region of the Pei-shan, it seems very probable that the position guarded by the fort was occupied
as a 'barrier' or Gate station, ,&an, ever since the Limes was constructed. T h a t it lay a t some
distance from the points where the two routes above mentioned actually passed outside the ' wall '
is a circumstance for which a n exact parallel is found in the position of the ancient Yii-nth2 Ruan
\vest of Tun-huanF.l~
The assumption here put forward a s to the original character o f the site receives support ~ i s i ~ n a t i o n
two local observations. As already stated elsewhere," there is the significant fact of the little
fort bearing locally the designation of fibo;fang-p'an ,J\
M, ' the small protective camp '.
'I1e same which is applied to the exactly similar fort a t the ancient Yii-1~1&n
or Jade Gate. I n the
Second place, in view of \vhat I have repeatedly pointed out a s regards the continuity o f local
at all points where routes pass outside the line of the Limes,2osome weight may be claimed
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p, 369.

See Srrindia, ii. p p . 683 sq.
('1. ibid., ii. p. 691.

Cf. ibid., iii. p. 1137.
See above, pp. 369. 380; Srriidin, ii. pp. 602, 696;
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Names of
Shih-irhfun and
Sl~ih-tun.
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for the fact that just \ubere the two routes unite to pass between the b r t and tile little stream*parat.
ing the site from the lands of Shih-Crh-tun, there stands, as seen in the map, a small shrine, such
as is always to be found a t points marking an ancient 'Gate station '.
In the continued use of the route which leads past Shih-Crh-tt~neastwards to ~ ~ ~ - . or , ~ i - ~
Ying-p'an (Map No. 40. D. 5) and thence to Su-thou we rnay with some probability recognize
the reason to which the towers a t Shih-Crh-tun itself and those found east of it as far as T. xLlr.,
owe their later repairs. They would naturally be used in times of trouble in order to safeguard
an exposed route between two outlying settlements. But the very maintenance of these watch.
towers down to recent times also helps to explain the designations borne by Shih-trh-fun
and by the small hamlet of Shih-kn
about five miles farther east."
Before carrying farther our survey of the line of the Limes, it will be convenient to record here
certain hydrographical observations, made first in the vicinity of Shih-Crh-tun and then confirmed
by others eastwards. They have an important bearing on the question of the Su-lo-]lodrainage
and present a distinct geographical interest. I had already observed, on the occasion of my recon.
naissance to this ground from Yii-mCn-hsien on September 21, 1907, that the lively little stream,
passing Shih-Crh-tun on the north side and farther on expanding in a marshy bed towards Shih-tun,
was flowing in a n easterly direction, as duly shown in the map of Serindia (No. 85. A, B. 2). It
was obvious that this streamlet, locally known as Hsi-wan-ho, could, like the canals which irrigate
the lands of Shih-Crh-tun and Fang-pa-ying-tzG, a hamlet adjacent on the east, receive its water
only from the Su-lo-ho.
But the details of this connexion could not be ascertained on that rapid visit. It therefore
remained a n open question what becomes of this drainage, which takes an easterly course and thus
flows in a direction exactly opposite to that which the Su-lo-ho follows from near its great bend.
T h e problem deserved all the more attention because Professor Futterer's text and map indicated
a wester4 course for the stream passing Shih-Crh-tun and Shih-tun ; 22 and also because of the
extensive lake or marsh bed which is shown by the Chinese ' Wu-ch'ang map ' to the north of the
Su-lo-ho bend as well as to the east of it, and which on the strength of it has found its way into
recent European c a r t ~ g r a p h y . ~ ~
A survey reconnaissance made by LiiI Singh to the south of Shih-Crh-tun (Map No* 4O.
c. 5) ascertained that its irrigation and that of Fa-pa-ying-tzG is brought by canals from! t
Su-lo-ho, which pass through the northernmost extension of the Yii-men-hsien oasis and at the'r
ends unite with the Hsi-wan-ho. This streamlet itself is fed by springs rising in a bed which
from the south-west and undoubtedly represents an old flood channel of the Su-lo-ho. Tothe south
of T. XLII. a this bed is joined from the west by a marshy Nullah, which in 1907 was followedlor
over two miles to a point where it turns south in the direction of the S U - I O - ~ O .The
' ~ whole Of this
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of Hsi-wanho streamlet.

Irrigation
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from Su-lo110.

Shih-irh-fun means ' Tower XII', Shih-fun ' Tower
x '. The popuhr explanation given to me in 1907 was that
Shih-krh-tun uvas' twelve towers ', i. e. 1 2 0 li, distant from
Hua-hai-tzii, and Shih-tun ' ten towers ', i. e. IOO li, from
the same, a watch-tower or usually a much-rcduced representation of one be in^ found on all modem Chinese hiphways
.
of Kan-su and Hsin-chiang to mark a distnnce supposed
t o be 10 li.
The actual marching distance between Iiua-hai-tzii and
Shih-hh-tun along the rcgular mute, however, is Iully 40
miles. This, taking the 2 miles as the usual equivalent of
10 la in these provinces, would bring Shih-6th-tun more
correctly to the position 01 Tower x.

-

I t appears to me, thereIore, more likely that thosedesiFa
tions were taken from such watch-towers, whether
or modem, as are actually seen close to the route. Count"g
from T. XLII.d, seven of these were met by 0s on the route
up to Camp 126, and three more may well stand along
track from there to Ying-p'an which WAS not followedOn
our march.
See Futterer, IPustc Gobi, p. 16.
c f . ibid., p. 24 ; also Sheet A. I 01 the maps
Count Sz6chenyi's expedition (187740) i the Tib'' map
the R. Geographical Society.
~ ~ t o[ ~ thei ground
l ~ are shown more clear'y
Seritrdia, v, Map NO. 85. A . 1.
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round,salt-encr~stedbut supporting abundant reed-beds, bore then the appearance of a marshy
;,in liable to inundation by flood channels taking off from the right bank of the river higher up
dried up. T h i s observation helps on the one hand to throw light on the fact
and but
to above that the seventeenth-century Chinese m a p shows a marsh or lake in this area. O n
!he other it also explains clearly why the line of the Limes from Shih-Srh-tun was taken along the
foot of the Sai glacis north-westwards to T. X L I . 0, instead of being carried straight across to the
bank of the river."
The special geographical interest presented by the easterly course of the Hsi-wan-ho lies in
the fact that it carries water gathered from the SU-lo-ho into ground hydrographically quite distinct
from the lower valley of the river. W e have here accordingly a very striking case of a river's
bifurcation hundreds of miles above its proper terminal basin. Below Shih-erh-tun the Hsi-wan-ho,
Bowing eastwards, winds a s a small limpid stream along t h e grass and scrub covered bottom of
a sell-marked depression which divides t h e foot of the gravel glacis of the Pei-shan from a bare
peneplain forming here the last outlier of the Nan-shan. Where we nieasured the volume of the
Hsi-wan-hoon April 24th just above Shih-tun, it still carried about 50 cubic feet of water per second
after supplying irrigation to the fields of the small village. Beyond this a low rocky ridge, which
crops out for some distance a t the foot of the peneplain on the south, narrows the grassy depression.
But some five miles farther on this widens out again into a broad basin with abundant vegetation.
Judging from our survey of ,907, it seems possible that this basin is also reached b y the drainage
that a large but usually d r y flood-bed of the Su-lo-ho a n d the canals watering the north-eastern
extremity of the Yii-men-hsien oasis carry in this direction, as may be seen from M a p No. 40. C. 5.
At this point a number of abandoned farms could be sighted in the distance to the south of our
route, evidence that cultivation prevailed until the time of the T u n g a n devastations. O n the south
tllis basin was seen to be edged round by detached rocky ridges cropping out from the slopes of
the utterly barren peneplain. T h e basin could evidently receive water only from the Su-lo-ho,
besides occasional drainage descending the bare slopes from the south ; it sloped gently but unmistakably down from the south-west to the north-east.
I t was in this direction that the lively stream was flowing to which reference was made above.
\Ye reached it after leaving the line of the Limes a t the tower T. X L I I . j in order to gain the main
route leading to Ying- an (Map NO. 40. D. 5). I t carried about 60 cubic feet of water per second
where we crossed it and beyond spread out in a marshy bed. T h e survey subsequently carried out
along the line of the Limes north a n d north-east of C a m p I 26 kept us on a gravel plateau overlooking
the previously mentioned basin from the east. I t did not allow us directly to trace the continuation
of its drainage into a wide depression which was found to extend to the north of that plateau a n d
of the cultivated area of Hua-hai-tzG ;ff5 f@ T . But when I sent LPI Singh on April 26th from
the latter place northward into this depression, in order to search for the line that the Limes is likely
to have followed there, he calne upon the narrow terminal beds of a stream coming from the
"esL-north-west, One of these beds still carried a sluggish flow of water. This observation was
verifiedby myself on the next d a y : proceeding for about three miles to the E N E . of the Limes tower
'r, XLllI. I I found the shallow terminal lagoons forlned by this stream amidst tamarisk-cones a n d
low dunes,
I ~ o r maps
l ~ rnark ~narshesto the south OIthc route indicated.
Judging lrom the route maps illustmting &fcssrs.
01 h[. potanin it i i crrtnin that he trnvcllctl in the month
Cri"lmniloand Potanin's travels, rhcsc R u s s i n ~esplorers
~
wlien n ~ u s hol this ground is likely t o be still
aPPtar lo lln\'e marched from Shi]l-i.rll-tun lo tilc ~ ~ - l ~ . ] ,,I
~ ,t\ugust.
~
by a
in\lnda~cd from the summer floodj ; see F~ltterer, II'usfc
keeping north of illis marshy basin and approximaLelycorreswnding to the linc Iollowcd by the Limes.
Gobi, p. 30.
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Considering the configuration of t h e ground, a s shown b y M a p No. 40. D. 4, 5, I believe there
can be little doubt that these beds of a small stream dying anray in t h e wide drainageless depression
between the allu\rial fan of Hua-hai-tzG a n d t h e gravel glacis of the Pei-shan mark the termination
of the waters collected in the Hsi-wan-110 a n d the adjacent marshes. T h e statement I had
heard from the villagers of Shih-Crh-tun about their stream flowing to the vicinity of Ying.p'an
thus found confirmation. T h a t t h e oasis of Ying-p'an o r Hua-hai-tzti situated at the lower end ol
the alluvial fan of the Ch'ih-chin river lies a t least 600 feet, if not more, below the level occupied
by Shih-Crh-tun a n d t h e bend of the Su-lo-ho west of it is quite certain.16
I t is hence easy to understand that the depression lying to the north of Hua-hai-tzi, through
\\'ater of
Su-lo-I10
the ' cutting back ' of the drainage bed which leads into it from the west, should have captured
drains into
whatever water from the Su-lo-ho reaches the ground on the river's right bank between the Yii-men.
IIua-haitzi3 basin. hsien oasis a n d the foot of the Pei-shan, whether b y canals, temporary flood channels, or subterranean
drainage. T h e a m o u n t of drainage thus diverted from the Su-lo-ho is small a t the present day
a n d m a y never have been large. Yet this bifurcation of the SU-lo-homay claim special geographical
interest in view of the fact that this secondary terminal basin in the east is separated by more than
260 m ~ l e sfrom the main basin in the west beyond t h e end of the T u n - h u a n g Limes.
hlarshcs of
T h i s bifurcation m a y also help to explain to some extent the representation in the M'u-ch'ang
\Vu-cll'ang m a p of a succession of lake or marsh beds stretching to the east of the Su-lo-ho bend and connected
map.
b y narrom necks ; 2' for the marshy belts still found both to the west and the east of Shih-trh-tun,
the basin between T. X L I I . i, j a n d C a m p 126, a n d the wide depression north of Ying-p'an may all
a t one time have received a good deal more water than they d o now. But that they could not hale
barred traffic either during H a n times or since is sufficiently indicated by the line which the ancient
Limes follon-s along this ground, a n d b y the survival of its remains to this day, as described in the
next section.
LIST 01;' OUJEC'I'S F O U S D AT CI-1'1~0-WAN-CI-I'~NG
Chiao. 01. Fr. of Pottery roof tile; antcfis moulded
a s grotescluc mask \\.it11 I)ulgi~~g
spherical cycs, broad
nose, very large lnouth looped up a t corners from nhich
project tusks wit11 teeth between. Umrd divided into tllrcc
locks pouting from lower lip and carried up sides of face.
Hair in bulging masses. Convex body of tile broken away.
Coarsc, grey. l)iam, 5". PI. L.
Chiao. 02. Fr. of pottery roof tile, similar to chiao. o3
(PI. L), broken a t R. p. side, but details clearer ;
and longitudinal wrinkles in forehcad. Grey. 41" x
Chiao. 03. Fr. of pottery roof tile. n t c f i r ill form
of grotesque nlask with broad flat
r~antillgeyes;
thick-lipped broad ,+,inning mouth sburinF small teeth ;
prominent forchcad from wIlicI1 straiRllt hair is drawl,
back. Encircled by I 2 pearls. Part of convex twdy of tile
remains. Buff. \*'ell prescned. Uiam. j". Fail 2". PI. L.
Chiao. 05. Fr. of rim of large pottery vessel; wheelmade, fine F e y . Rim, turning out a t wide angle, thickens
towards edge. Tllrce rivet holes pierced through wall
near broken edge. 11. J]', chord ol arc of rim 7); widt),
ol rim I".

,".

* .tccording to ProIcssor 1:uttercr's observations the
right lmnk of thc Su-10-110 at a point close t o the bend, the
village 01 Sllih-tun, and his camp in the Ting-p'rm oaris are

Chiao. 06-7. TWOclay tiles or hollow bricks, from
;trchitectural string made in mould, with relief orn. on hcc.
06 brokcn a t ends and encrusted \rrith sand ; 07 perll~s
complete. Om. sllows large ope11flower (peony)in profleill
centre, with main stem on lower plane passing horimntall~
behind it, and four curving leaves, veined and ribbod,
springing from it and filling corners. Growth, R, to L.
Flower, in profile, united to main stem by small stem
curving below, has four curving outspread petals,
higll sta~ncnsand sced-vessel. Row of bead om.
Iowcr edge, and two channels above. i\cross ca~ll
nway'
a t back, marks 01 two p r o j c c t i ~bars
Size
a ~ p a r c n t lIur
~ attacl~mentto wall. C r
c0"'~lcte l1)'x63", thickness f'. PI' L'

Chiao. 08-g. Two clay tiles or hollow brickb moulded
but ol different pattern I"
in relief like the
centre is large circular formal flower (sunflower ')I with
outer row of fifteen rounded deeply grooved petals! rind
inner disk of ray-like petals or Stamens round
eUjptjcd centre punched with depressions Leavescome
a t corner as in Chiao. 0 6 7 , and l~ndulatingstem pnrm
situated nt elevgtions of I,~IO,I,JZO
rind 1,310 metres~respeclively.
Cf. I:u~tcrcr, IYiisle Gobi, p. 24 ; ~ J v l"~ J8'I

"

behindflower, ROW or bead orn. by each long edge, and
bars at back across each end, as also in the
preceding 08 broken at edges, 09 perhaps complete. Cf.
PI. L.
I 15"x gl", thickness 1'.
06-7 size
Chiao, 010. Fr. of clay tile or h o l l o w brick, moulded
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in relief like the preceding. One end only, broken in two ;
shows part 01 curving stem, leaves, and narrolv-petalled
flower. Raised moulding along each long edge, and return
piece of clay along end. I" (incom~~lcte)
x 73" x (return
end) 21".

AND ITS LIMES REMAINS

given a n account of the physical features of the ground over which our march
Having
i ~ ~ 24t11
~ i east
l of Shih-Crh-tun took us, I may now describe the remains of the Limes traced
Within less than half a mile to the east of T. XLII.d the line of the wall was lost on
on that
low p o u n d covered with abundant scrub a n d reeds. iVe followed its direction towards T, x u ] . e,
a tower well in sight from Shih-&rh-tun,a n d came again upon the wall extending in a straight line
Inarked by reed fascines cropping out on its sides, a s soon a s we struck gravel soil a t the foot of
a low ridge of detritus. Near the tower T. xLrr. e, which stood a t a distance of about two miles,
the agger still rose to a height of about 6 feet. From here onwards it remained clearly traceable
for close on twe1t.e miles eastwards, except for short breaks where the foot of the gravel Sai gave
\\ray to clayey patches with vegetation. F o r the whole of this distance, apparently, the wall had
been built of alternate layers of reed fascines a n d stamped clay, after the fashion observed along
tlie Tun-huang Limes. I t may safely be concluded from this use of reed fascines that the depression
r.h~chstretches to the south of the line a n d is drained by the Hsi-wan-ho resented much the same
marshy appearance in H a n times a s a t present.
The ruined watch-stations found along this stretch of the Limes wall, T. xLrr. e-j, showed much
similarity in construction and had evidently been occupied and repaired down to later times. This
latter circumstance is easily accounted for b y the fact that the route leading to Hua-hai-tzii a n d S u cllou here passes parallel to the line and within a mile or so to the south of it. T h e ancient towers
could, it is evident, be conveniently employed for the protection of this route and of the scattered
settlements to the south, and a t one time they all seen1 to have been enlarged into small shelterposts on much the same plan.
The towers are built of stamped clay a n d measure to-day from 2 2 to 28 feet square a t the base.
Their height varies between 18 a n d 2 5 feet, including brick parapets ~vliichmanifestly are of later
date. The towers now occupy the north-western o r north-eastern corner of walled enclosures,
as seen in Fig. 214 representing T. xLrr. f. These enclosures, also built of stamped clay but of
less solid construction, have the appearance o f later additions a n d form squares of 60 to 62 feet
inside the walls.' These walls, ;) to 4 feet in thickness, have been breached by wind-erosion
on the west face, a n observation which suggests the prevalence here of winds blowing from
'he Su-lo-ho valley down into the depression of Hua-hai-tzG.
No large accumulation of refuse was found within a n y of the enclosures. B u t the presence
"Porcelain fragments by the side of potsherds of H a n type sufficed to prove that the posts had
been occupied down to later times. Whether the ornamented shoe with string sole, T. x u r . e. 01
(PI.XLVI)3is of a n y antiquity is doubtful. O n the other hand, we may recognize a relic of the period
when the Han Limes was regularly guarded along its whole length, in two stacks of half-petrified
reed ras~ines,4 to 5 feet high, which I discovered about 30 yards to the south-east of T. xLrr. i on
a 'light s\h.elling of detritus-covered ground. These stacks, like those found near watch-towers
the Limes west of Tun-huang? served the purpose of providing material for signal fires ready
the plans ol'l'. XLII, e, I, i, see PI. 14, 16.
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to hand. I may also mention that near this post and the next one eastwards, T. XLII,j,
stretches of an old canal could be traced, evidently connected with the Hsi-wan-ho.
Beyond T. XLII.j the line marking the wall could be made out for about another mile, a,ter
' Tati ' wit11
)Ian potwhich it disappeared amongst tamarisk-cones in the depression eastwards. Here we had to leave
sherds.
it in order to gain the well which serves as the usual halting-place on the caravan route to yingp'an,
Striking to the south-east from T. XLII.j, we passed, a t a distance of a mile, a slnall ' Tati covered
with ~ o t s h e r d sof Han type ; this may well mark the position of a settlement extant duringtheearly
occupation of the Limes. Another five miles across the basin previously referred to broughtus
to the bare slope of a conspicuous rocky ridge. I t is one of those which, as mentioned before,crop
out along the northern edge of the big peneplain dividing the valleys of the Su-lo-hoand ch'ih.
chin river^.^
A knoll near the north-western end of this ridge, rising about 2 0 0 feet above the brackish
lVatc11Lower
well where our Camp 1 2 6 stood, was found to carry the ruin of a massive tower of conical shape,
behind
Limes linc. which, though standing away from the Limes, had a distinctly ancient look. It was built of layers
of clay reinforced with large trunks of wild poplar and measured about j j feet square at the base.
Its top, a t a height of some 1 2 feet, supported a small look-out platform constructed of layers 01
reed fascines. This tower commands a very extensive view to the north and north-west, whereas
the view from the watch-posts of the Limes which we traced on the following day across the gravel
plateau beyond the ridge, is masked in those directions by rising ground. It is therefore likely
enough that the tower that crowns this knoll dates from ancient times and enabled the defenders
to keep a more efficient watch across the border line.
Limes w;~ll
O n the morning of April 25th I sent off the baggage to Ying- an by the caravan track and
traced
set
out
myself with LZI Singh and the few available mounted men northward in search of the
acrobs
line of the Limes. It proved an interesting day's work, disclosing remains so abundant that two
plateau.
more days were occupied in clearing and examining these. This work was carried out from a base
established at the oasis and with the help of Chinese labour secured there. Having skirted
western foot of the rocky ridge and then covered about two and a half miles to the north, we struck
the line of the wall stretching straight across a wide ~ l a t e a ufrom west-north-west to east-south-east'
T h e character of the ground, either bare clay or gravel, had helped to preserve the wall in a better
state than we had found it since leaving An-hsi.
In many places, indeed, wind-erosion had reduced it to the condition of a low gravel-covered
intact to a
embankment. But there remained numerous segments where it still rose
height of 6 or 7 feet and clearly showed its construction of alternate layers of stamped clay and
fascines, each from 8 to 10 inches in thickness. T h e fascines along this section of the Limeswere
composed mainly of tamarisk branches, easily gathered, no doubt, in the depression northward1
where, as the map shows, tamarisk growth still abounds at the present day. The clay layerswere
extremely hard, though the water for compacting them must have been carried from a considenble
distance. The fact that the wall, in the well-preserved segments, was about 5 feet wide at the top
makes it appear likely that along this portion of the line the original thickness ofthewall
to the regular measurement found on the Tun-huang Limes, viz. 8 feet at the base.=
1
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~h~ fair state of thc remains o f the wall a t this point seemed to indicate the prevalence of Relicsat
climatic conditions more favourable to the preservation of ancient objects than those met with on T.XLnl.ad
the right hank of the Su-lo-110. T h e hope raised b y this circumstance, that I should here find
relics of the men who had kept watch on the Limes, was not disappointed. T h e first watch-tower
traced, T XLIII. a, had, indeed, decayed into a mere gravel-covered mound of small dimensions.
But
it ancient potsherds abounded, a n d from a refuse heap discovered under a thin layer
ofgravel, some 40 yards to the south, we recovered three wooden slips inscribed in Chinese ' grass '
script, besides several fragments of blank slips and the miscellaneous small objects in wood, wool,
k c , , described in the List below. T h e y include a wooden seal-case, T . XLIII. a. 010, of a type
representedon the Tun-huang Limes, a n d pieces of a strongly woven rug, dyed green, T. XLIII. a.
06, Close to the mound a Wu-cku coin was picked u p on the surface. [Two of the Chinese records
refer to convicts exiled to the frontier for military service. T. X L I I I . a . 013 also mentions the ' signal
post ' of Chin-cktmg #j $, the name of which recurs in T. X L I ~ .b. 2, oz4.]
After following the line for half a mile to the south-east we came upon unmistakable remains \~atcll
potter's kiln. T h e ground was reddened by fire and covered with slag and potsherds. T h e T. XLIII. b.
piece, T. XLIII. a , i. 01-2 (Pl. XI-VIII), from the lip and side of a large vessel is a good specimen of
this local ware. After proceeding another half-mile we came to the tower T. X L I I I . b (Fig. 223),
still rising to about I I feet. I t was solidly built of bricks, I j by 8 inches in size and 5 inches thick,
and originally measured 16 feet square a t the base. T h i s had been subsequently enlarged to 2 0
feet, as was clearly seen through a g a p where the outer brick casing had fallen on the east side.
Here the white plastering of the original structure was still visible. T h e outer masonry in bricks
of the same size had its courses separated b y layers of reeds. T h e top of the tower had once probably
carried a small guard-room, but nothing was found there. A m o n g the pottery debris recovered
close by the fragments one o r more bowls in a fine glazed frit, T . xr.111. b. 01-7, deserve notice.
The next two ruined posts, T, xLrlr. c, d, were marked only b y mounds, completely decayed, Decayed
with ancient pottery debris around them. A t the second I was able to ascertain that the bricks of Tq)S~:l,,,c,d.
the tower which once stood here were of the same size a s a t T. XLIII.b, and this was observed also
at other ruins of this section of the Limes. A curious feature a t T. XLIII. d was a row of eight very
low mounds, just distinguishable over the gravel flat, stretching to the south a n d separated from
each other by distances of j o to 50 yards. A t each of these little mounds, layers of brushwood,
slag, or clay reddened by fire could be traced under the thin cover of gravel which the winds had
blown over them. I s it possible that these remains m a r k the position of hutments of a n ancient
camp ?
About a mile farther on, the site of a n ancient watch-station, T. xLrIr. e, was indicated by Remains
or posts
a mound, about 15 feet high a n d 2 2 yards across, composed of layers of clay a n d brushwood. T.xLrll.e,f.
Besides numerous potsherds of H a n type lying about, there was found here a curious holluw
pottery bar, T . xr.111. e. o r , made of very hard dark grey clay a n d described in the List below ;
Its use still remains to be determined. A t T, XLIII. f, less than a mile farther on, the line of the wall
seen to take a slight turn due east. Here, too, only pottery debris survived to mark the position
a Post. For n distance of nearly a mile from this point the wall could be followed with ease
Over the bare gravel. T h e n it passed into a n area of wind-eroded clay with low scattered tamariskHere its line remained traceable for a short distance only, in the shape of a wind-eroded
'lay bank, 3 or 4 feet high. T h i s obviously was a ' witness ', due to the fact that the soil which the
'gger had once covered had resisted wind-erosion longer than the adjoining unprotected ground.
this the line of the wall was lost completely, until, a t a distance of about three miles Finds at
lrom
T. x L I I l - f and on the northern edge of a belt of tamarisk-cones, we came upon a low mound 'I-.
~ I Ig. .
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bearing on its top the remains o f a brick-built tower, T. xLrrr. g, exposed to a height
5 feet. Cinders a n d reddened clay around it suggested that fire had been applied to some structure
that ollce adjoined it. A t some later period a herdsmen's shelter had been built into the east
of the mound, with rough walls of tamarisk branches a n d brushwood easily distinguished from the
rest. Refuse layers were found on t h e west a n d south slopes of the mound, and the examination
of them ~ i e l d e dfour Chinese inscribed wooden slips, besides a number of miscellaneous small
objects described in the List. A m o n g these m a y be specially mentioned a bronze arrow-head,
T. xLrrr. g. 015, of the same type a s is common a t Lou-Ian sites a n d along the Tun-huang ~
i
~
another arrow-head, 014 (PI. XLVII), with barbs a n d hollow sides, resembling LaI S.015 (PI.~ ~ 1 1 1 ) ;
the fragment of a bronze mirror, 04. A broken Wzr-chu coin was also picked up here.
\Ve had given u p hope of tracing the line farther to the east amidst the close-set tamarisk.
IValled-up
hillock
cones. when our sharp-eyed Mongol, having reconnoitred ahead, led us through them to a small
T. SLIII.h.
gravel-covered hillock, T. XLIII. h, about 30 feet high. O n its eastern slope, about half-wayup,
we found the foundations of a wall 5 feet thick, running for about 50 feet. I t was solidly constructed
of tight fascines of brushwood, laid cross\vise in alternate strata a n d secured by stout branches
passing through them i-ertically. T h e diameter of t h e natural hillock, which by means of this
wall or scarp appears to have been turned into a kind of tower, was approximately 50 feet.' The
top seemed to ha1.e been transformed into a look-out platform by the same means ; but apart from
a fragmentary coin, apparently a n issue of W a n g Mang, nothing was found here. Refuse, however,
was soon traced under a thin cover of gravel below the wall on the east, and here a first rapid search
brought to light four Chinese documents on wood, including a well-preserved tablet inscribed ~n
double columns on both sides.
T h e r e was n o time that d a y to clear the refuse deposits a t this spot, nor to trace the line of
Move t o
Ilua-hithe wall, which fortunately soon emerged again on open gravelly ground, farther than to the tower
tzii oasis.
T. XLIII.j. i\!e were then obliged to turn to t h e south in order to reach before nightfall the oasis
of Hua-hai-tzir o r Ying- a an, to which our c a m p had been sent ahead. As we made our way to
it, across a zone of soft loess soil dotted with numerous tamarisk-cones, we ~ a s s e dthe small outlying
colony of Shuang-ch'iian-tzir irrigated from springs. Before, however, recording such observations concerning the main oasis a s a brief stay ~ e r m i t t e dme to make, it will be convenient to
complete the account of our exploration of the line of the Limes to the north of it.
\Vork
T h e two days, April 26th a n d 27th, were used to full advantage, our camp meanwhile remaineffected
ing
within
the cultivated area. T h e resources of the petty Chinese official established in the small
from Hunwalled town o r p'u-tzC which forms t h e centre of the oasis a n d is known by the significant designahai-126.
tion of Ying-p'an, ' t h e military e n c a m p m e n t '
j,,, were limited ; but they sufficed to provide
m e with a small contingent of labourers. Mounted on big hardy donkeys, such as fortunately
abound a t all the oases of this region, they were taken out to the line of the Limes and helped us
to clear the remains with thoroughness. A t the same time LHI Singh was enabled to extend Survey
reconnaissances into the desert both to the north-east a n d south.
Finds
T h e excavation of the refuse layers a t T. XLIII. h was rewarded by the disco\'ery of sixteen
among
more
Chinese records on wood a n d b y a n u m b r r of miscellaneous finds, including wooden
refuse a t
[Two of these documents, T. xLul. h. 020'
T. XLIII.
h. rnents a n d coarse fabrics, a s described in the List.
024, bear dates corresponding to the years 39 B. c. a n d A. D. 13, respectively. T. xLIIr.0 r 6 quotes
a law concerning military employment. T. XLIII. 018 mentions the localities of yo'-ks'ons the
@ @ a n d Wan-nicn )% 4, both of which a r e named in previously found documents
"or
n wntch-station an a hillock similarly walled up
n.ith loscincs, on the ancient Han route leacling along the

Konche-dnryi, see below, Chap. xxl.
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~ ~ ~ - Limes
h ~ (Chavannes,
~ n g
DOC.,NOS. 415, 485). I n 023 the commandant of a ' signal post '
of Yii-mr'n. 019 furnishes an
(,,'i) is referred to as a native of the canton of Fu-~h'allg
in\rentoryof various textiles and articles of clothing ; 029 and 030 are fragmentary private letters.]
The well-made string shoe, T . X L I I I . h. 04 ; the wooden peg, 013, with a roughly drawn
grotesque face, and the iron hoe-blade, 012, have their exact counterparts among objects from Limes
posts west of Tun-huang, occupied during H a n times. I n view of the chronological indication
afforded by these and by the coin previously mentioned, the find of a torn piece of paper, 06,
uninscribed, has its special interest. T h e distance from the tower T. XLIII.g in the west to T . XLIII.i,
thenext tower eastwards, proved little more than a mile. I t has occurred to me that the interposition
of T. XLIII.h so close to each o f these posts might perhaps best be explained b y the supposition
that its remains mark the site not of a n ordinary watch-tower hut of a point d'app~rio r
head-quarters, such as T, V I , b and T . XV.a on the T u n - h u a n g Limes.' T h e comparatively large
number of documents found here would well agree with such a n assumption.
Neither here nor near T. X L I I I . g was it possible to trace the actual Limes wall. But eastwards Relics
the belt of tamarisk-cones receded, a n d close to the point where the line of the wall reappears on T.
Iound a t
XLIII.
i.
gravel soil amid a scanty growth of scrub, we came upon the much-decayed remains of a brick-built
tower. T, XLIII.i, occupying a small natural knoll to the south of the wall. I t was interesting to see
this knoll now completely overtopped
b y a tamarisk-cone close by, fully j o feet high, which must
..
have grown up since the watch-post was-here built.8 From a refuse heap on the slope of the hillock
nine Chinese records on wood were recovered, including a rectangular cover-tablet [with the name
of the addressee] and a seal-case. A m o n g the miscellaneous objects found here may be mentioned
the piece of a wooden saddle-tree, T. XLIII. i. 02 ; the fragment of a n iron implement, 07 (PI. XLI'II),
wedge-shaped, of uncertain use, a n d a small quantity of oats, of which 08 is a specimen.
From here onwards t h e wall was found in very fair preservation, running eastwards, with an I.imes
average height of 5 to 6 feet, but rising in places even a co;ple of feet higher (Fig. 220). A t a point
to
about one mile distant from the post last described a n d a little to the south of the wall, a mound was T. x'ur. i.
found covered with the debris of a small brick-built structure, T. XLIII.j. A room, of which only
the east wall remained clearly traceable, had its floor covered with refuse. T h e excavation of this
yielded no less than twenty-four Chinese records on wood, including not only fragments of ' slips ',
but also a complete trilateral piece of the size a n d shape which, a s is shown b y corresponding finds
on theTun-huang Limes, was used for literary production^.^ [ T h e trilateral piece, T . XLIII.j. 014,
has proved to contain the beginning of the 1-4;h paragraph of the Chi child (hang &
a
famous lexicographical text, the popularity of which during the later H a n period is attested also
by a number of fragments recovered a t different points of the T u n - h u a n g Limes on m y second
expedition."' T. XLIII.j. 013 contains a writing exercise in whic11 a clate corresponding to the year
40 kc. is copied. A private letter fronl a n exile is found in 05-6. N u r n e r o ~ ~pieces.
s
07-1 2, 015-2 I ,
&c., seem to belong to an astrological calendar.]
Alnong the few miscellaneous finds a r e the wooden heel-piece of a shoe last, 02 (PI. XLVI) Miscell.finds
and a piece of well-made
04 (PI. XLVI). But more interesting is a small carefully "tT'xL""J'
carved wooden peg, 01 (PI. XLVII), supporting a t its upper end a carved head with the details of
the face neatly cut in or painted in black. T h e little object is remarkable on account of the resemblance it shows, as pointed out by Mr. Andrews, in the treatment of the coiffure to certain H a n

zfd

-

s~s,

'' See Snindio, ii. pp. 644, 698 sqq.

a corre-ponding observation made a t the ancient
lortitied post ~ o u r hof the Endcrc site, rf. Scrindin, i . pp.
'8.1 sqq.

Cf. Chavrmnes, Documor/s, pp. 6 sqq., PI. I, 11 ; Scrindia,
ii. p. 763, n. 92.
10 Cf. Chnvanncs, Dontnrmts, pp. I sqq.; Strindin, ii.
p. 761
@
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tomb sculpti~resa n d generally to figures which M.Chavannes in his great
on ancient
sculptures reproduces a s representations o f protecting genii. If Mr. Andrcas' comparison holds
good we may find in this little carving the true explanation of the wooden
lite tent-pqs
~ a i n t e dwith grotesque faces, of which numerous specimens ha1.e been brougllt to light at
stations both on Inv second a n d third joi1rne~s.11
T. X L I I I . k, the next post to t h e east, was only half a mile distant. T h e tower, apparently
built of stamped clay with intervening reed layers, had decayed into a low mound, B~~ deposits
of refuse in two places, one l o yards to the south a n d another farther off to the south-west,yielded
plentiful relics of ancient occi~pation. O f Chinese recortls on \vootl, some twenty slips were recovered,
rnany broken, but others complete. [One a m o n g them, T. S L I I I . k. 032, contains the official forlnula
regularly used under the H a n to introduce a n iml)erial decree, a s found also in Cha\yannes,nol,,
No. 140, of 58 o r 56 8 . c . T. xLIr1. 031 is a receipt bearing a date corresponding to Novemberbth
of 2 1 R . C . T h e date shown b y t h e incomplete slip, T. X L I I I . 029, m a y correspond to 86 B.c., 48 B.c,,
o r A. D. 89. T h e ' signal post ' (or company ?) Tshzg-hu I@ i@
is mentioned in T. XLIII.
0 2 7 , and
a record relating to the postal service preserved in T. X L I I I . 037.1 Among miscellaneous objects
found here a r e several fragments of lacquered wooden bowls, T. xLrlr. k. 04-8, 026 (PI. Xl.VII),and
spatula-shaped wooden pieces, 010-1 2, 014, 023 (PI. XLVI), which may possibly have served the
same purpose a s modern Chinese eating-sticks.
F r o m this point the wall changed its direction to the east-north-east ; it was for the greater
part in a state of fair preservation, a n d after running over slightly rising ground, brought us to
the large conspicuous tower, T. XLIII.1 (Fig. 221). T h i s stands to a height of 24 feet and is of very
solid construction. B u t closer inspection showed that though its core may g o back to Han times,
it had undergone additions a n d repairs down to comparatively late times. T o this recent period
must b e also assigned the enclosure, 8.3 feet square, of which, a s the plan (PI. 15) shows, the tower
now occupies the north-west corner. T h e original tower appears to have measured about 24 feet
square a t its foot. I t is built of solid stamped clay, reinforced by a framework of big Toghrak
beams a n d posts. T o this h a s been added a massive revetment, built of stamped clay and brushwood layers, enlarging the tower to 35 feet a t its base. T h i s revetment, slanting inwards, has been
carried to a height of 14 feet from the ground a n d leaves a t its top a berm 3 feet wide around the
original tower. O n the top of the latter were found the remains of a small room built of bricks
placed vertically a n d manifestly of late construction.
T h e enclosure above mentioned is formed b y a stamped clay wall, 4 feet thick, which is best
preserved on the south face, where it still stands to a height of l o feet. I t was moreover possible
on that side to trace below it a foundation of brushwood fascines and timber. The west race has
been completely eroded, a n d this, in conjunction with corresponding observations along the Yingp'an section of the Limes, suggests that the strongest winds blow into this depression from the
side of the Su-lo-ho valley. T h e position of the west wall was marked by solid accumulationso'
refuse, mainly reed-straw a n d dung, which had grown u p against it within the enclosure That
most of this refuse, if not all, was deposited a t a later ~ e r i o dis roved by the remains porceIa'"
bowls a n d glazed hardware of which specimens a r e described in the List. As the note On T'XL1ll'
at T'
I. 06-9 (PI. XLvlII) shows, the porcelain fragments close by resemble ~ i e c e spicked
on the T u n - h u a n g Limes, which had been used a s a roadside station till medieval times."
of a n earlier occupation of the post may lie hidden in layers of refuse lower down ; hut
succeed in discovering such deposits.
'' CI. Serindio, ii, p. 767 sub T. 0 0 2 ; iv. PI. LIl; also PI. S I . V I I ; T. xr.lrr. h. 0 1 3 .
12 ( 1. .Serit~d~a,
ii. p. 667.
above, p. 393; below, pp. 416, 4 2 3 , lor T. XXII.
d. 0 2 7 ,
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The tower is known to the people of the oasis by the name of T'ou-tun
j#,
the chief )rodern
This application of a special name, like the continued occupation of the post dai"atiOn
of tower
do,,, to later times, suggests that this section of the Limes, otherwise wholly deserted, is crossed ~ . x L ~ ~ l . l .
some\vherein the vicinity b y a track still occasionally frequented. A n d in fact, one of our men
from ~ i ~ ~ -averred
~ ' a nknowledge of a route leading northward to a place vaguely described a s
hundred li off in the Pei-&an '. B u t for what purpose the local people visited it we did not
succeedin eliciting.
The examination of the wall to the north-west of T. xLrrr. I. and of the ground immediately Remains
beyond it revealed two curious features. A t a distance of about 40 yards from the tower survi\,ed T.
near tower
XLII~.
I.
\"hat looked like the reed fascine foundations of four small structures built within, and immediately
against, the Limes wall. T h e y measured about 13 feet from north to south and were separated
from each other by intervals of about 18 feet. Could these mark the position of shelters erected
ata point of the wall which seems to have required special watch and guard ? This need may have
been occasioned by the proximity of a succession of swelling gravel ridges, which here stretch from
the north to within fifty yards or so of the wall and threatened its security. I t is evident that they
greatly facilitated unobserved attack. O n the most westerly of these ridges were found two massive Stacks of
stacks of tamarisk brushwood, a t points about 50 a n d 60 yards to the north-west of the previously and
brushH'OOd
reeds.
mentioned position on the wall, a s shown by the plan (PI. 1 5 ) . T h e y measured 13 feet square
at tlie base and still rose to over 7 feet in height. O n a second ridge to the east and a t about the
same distance, we found a somewhat smaller stack of reeds, containing also horse-dung. I t
occurred to me, as I looked a t these stacks, that b y setting them on fire, the foreground would be
\\,ell lit up at night and risks from sudden attack a t this point much reduced. But, of course, the
possibility of other explanations must be kept in view, e , g . the intention to use them for signal fires.
Beyond T , xLlrr. I the wall could be followed eastwards for half a mile. T h e n it became Lineof
completely lost in a wide depression of soft eroded clay covered with closely packed tamarisk-cones. ~ ~ : ~ ~
\Ye continued our search over a distance of about three miles beyond the tower without conling sion t~
upon traces of the wall. Nor had L i l Singh been able to find a n y when he pushed a n independent East.
reconnaissance north-eastwards, to within sight of the Sai marking the foot of the Pei-shan. T h i s
and my previous experience of the very deceptive nature uf such ground decided me to seek a fresh
base to the east from which we might endeavour to locate the continuation of the line of the Limes.
Practical considerations a s regards water, doubly important now with the advance of the season,
and the necessity of husbanding time in our move towards Su-chou a n d the Etsin-gol, indicated
as a suitable place for this purpose the next halting-place with a well on the route to Su-choi~.
Before, however, recording the work carried out froni that point, some remarks may be offered
here concerning the geographical position of the Hua-hai-tzi~basin and its bearing upon the line
follo\bred by the Han Limes.
The geographical interest of the Hua-hai-tzil basin, a s it n ~ a yconveniently be called from the Positionof
tfua-haidesignation of its single oasis, is due to tile fact that it [orrns the terminal depression of a small tzil
but independent and typical drainageless area, intermediate between the far larger depressions
ln which the waters gathered by the Su-lo-ho a n d the Etsin-go1 finally disappear.
'The northern
limit of this area is lnarked by the s o u t ~ ~ e r ~ l l l lhill
o s t range of the Pei-shan, the southern by that
portion of the outermost Nan-&an wllicll lying approximately between the 97th ant1 98th degrees
O,r longitude separates the catchnlent area of the Su-lo-ho from that of the Pei-ta-ho or S U - C ~ O U
""r (Map NO. 41. C , u. 1 , 2).
On the west ant1 east the limits a r e not so sharply defined. Towards the SU-lo-hothe watershed
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the great gravel-covered peneplain already referred to above in connexion with the ~
~
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O n the east the divide from the SU-chou river lies mainly on two similar saddle-like penephi"r
one to the west of the Chin-yii-kuan defile ( M a p No. 43. A . I ) , and the other crossed by ~ $ singh,;
1
a n d m y own routes frorn KO-ta-ch'iian-tzi~to Su-chou ( M a p No. 4 2 . A, B. 4), but otherwiseun.
surveyed.
A very peculiar feature of the drainageless area thus circumscribed is its division into t\vo
Transverse
range
well-defined transverse portions by the rugged and comparatively high range which stretches
dividing
~ t ~ towards
r l ~
drainagele>s, from the close vicinity of Chia-yii-kuan with arl a p p r o x i ~ n a t en ~ r t h - ~ ~bearing
area.
Ch'ih-chin&.
General orographical considerations make me inclined to recognize in this range
the westernmost extension of the Ala-shan systern which winds round the northern confines
Kan-su. B u t without geological evidence this view can be put forward only as a conjecture, ~h~
range is cut through b y the river of Ch'ih-chin a n d the Po-yang-ho, the head-waters of \\.hicIlin [he
Nan-shan we were able partially to survey in 1907." T h e r e is reason to believe that the gorges
in which they make their way through the range resemble in character those in which the rivers
of S u - c h o i ~a n d Kan-chou break through the lower hill chain eastwards before uniting near Mao-rnei
to form the Etsin-gol.
T h e southern of the two previously mentioned portions of the Hua-hai-tzil drainage area for
the most part consists of a wide open plateau resembling that which extends along the foot of the
Nan-shan from Su-chou to Kan-chou, but distinctly more arid. T h e range stretching from Ch'ia-yiikuan to Ch'ih-chin& (for which no general nanie was ascertainable by us) is utterly barren. What
water is brought down b y the streams from the outermost Nan-shan is soon lost at its foot. Judging
from the observations I was able to m a k e on m y passage along this plateau in July and again
in September, 1907, the few little oases found there depend for their irrigation mainly, il not solely,
on subterranean drainage from the Nan-shan breaking out in springs.
Oasis
T h e water thus gathered on the plateau reappears in small streams on the line followed by the
dependent high road from Su-chou to Yii-men-hsien. Yet it is practically certain that none of it reaches the
on irrigadepression to the north of the range except a s subsoil moisture. Only a t times of esceptional
tion from
springs.
floods is it likely that the beds of the Ch'ih-chin river a n d the P o - ~ a n g - h ocarry any surface flow
to the northern foot of the range. Beyond this the Po-yang-ho course becomes altogether lost
that of the Ch'ih-chin river ordinarily carries only such water a s is derived from springs whichrlse
in the bed some distance to the south-west of the Hua-hai-tzil oasis.IB This water and that ofo[ller
springs which issue a t Hsiao-ch'iian-tzil farther north, a t the edge of the gravel Sai, account!
the cultivation of the small area, measuring a b o u t four miles from south to north and three
across, comprised in the Hua-hai-tzil oasis. T h u s the hydrographic conditions that here P ~ ~ " ~ ' ~
closely resemble those of the small oases to be found below the gravel glacis of the K ' u n - 1 ~ ~the
east of Khotan."
Cultivable
T h e ground a t present capable of cultivation represents but a small ort ti on of the area Over
area a t
which the Ch'ih-chin river a t a n earlier
has deposited fertile alluvium ; for both to the north
Hua-haitzii small. a n d south our surveys showed stretches of ground where the same soil of alluvial loess,
b y vegetation, is undergoing wind-erosion into regular Yiirdangs. Indeed, on our march eastwards'
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,, found traces of old canals a n d abandoned cultivation for about two miles beyond

the present
/,,,,it of the oasis. But even thus it seems to me very unlikely that the importance of the oasis could
have been great enough either to divert to itself traffic from the shorter a n d more convenient
high road passing south of the range or in itself to justify the inclusion of Hua-hai-tzii within the
marches protected by the H a n Limes. Accordingly, when our search had definitely shown that
the line followed by the border wall passed right across the depression from the west to the east,
there re~nainetl the puzzling question a s to why this line had been adopted b y H a n CVu-ti's
'\\'ardens of the Marches ' instead of the far more easily guarded natural line of defence which
the rugged range to the south appeared so conveniently to offer.18
The answer to this question was found only when subsequent explorations along the Pei-ta-ho Name
revealed the great extension to the north of the territory over which, under the great H a n Emperor, accounted
Y1''g-#''a"
a firm Chinese hold was established. But two points of antiquarian interest had already become lor.
'the
clear before that discovery. O n e was that the alternative name of Yhg-p'an
military encampment ', borne b y the little oasis, may well be derived from the part which it must
have played in the border defence scheme of H a n times. Reference to the map will show that
it would ]lave been quite impossible, without a garrison placed there, effectively to guard the Limes
along a line which here stretched for fully ninety miles across absolute desert. O n the other hand,
it appears l~nlikelythat this outlying isolated oasis could have been garrisoned with a n y advantage
in later times, when the defensive line on the north-western marches of Kan-su was withdrawn
to the vicinity of Su-chou, a s it certainly was during the Ming ~ e r i o da n d right clown to the Man-chu
conquest of Hsin-chiang. However, the question of the name Yzng-)'an is one which could
definitely be decided only by reference to Chinese historical records inaccessible to me.
afforded by the line that the wall follows north of Ying- Large lake
Another point of interest is the
p'an, that this ground was not covered by a large lake either in H a n times o r later, a s might have ?$??~~*
been concluded from the representation which the Chinese ' Wu-ch'ang m a p ' gives of this area. may.
Professor Futterer had already called attention to the discrepancy between this Chinese cartographical representation and the actual topographical facts," a n d the evidence afforded b y the
remains of the Limes indicates a similar discrepancy a s regards a much earlier period. T h i s
discrepancy deserves particular notice in view of the extensive use which has been made of data
derived solely fro111 that product of Chinese seventeenth-century cartography for the discussion
of the so-called ' Lop-n6r problem ' a n d similar questions.
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SECTION
1V.-THE

LIMES TRACED EAST OF HUA-HAI-TZ~

On the morning of April 28th we set out from our camp near the springs of Hsiao-ch'iian-tzil,
'"after proceeding about three miles across the breadth of the oasis, marched E S E . by the caravan
track leading towards Su-thou. Traces of old canals and cultivation were met with over a distance
two miles or so from the edge of the oasis. Beyond this, for about ten miles, the route lay across
a flat clayey plain where scrub was abundant a n d scattered tamarisk-cones rose to a height of eight
Cf. Scrindio, iii. pp. l136. ~t was the p a t natural
SLrcngtllof lhc line dclcnce oflcred by llle llig]l rind rugged
hill
flmking thc great route vest ul C h i r - W k u m t l ~ a t
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run'lnuntionof the H;in Lin~caline coming [rum Tun-l~uang
and "n-llsi ; ,.I. I ) r ~ r r ('olha-v,
l
ii. PI,. 230 sqq.
l'ullercr. l l ' u l e (W,1). 2 4 . I t dr.rrrcr l o ir l l v t d
that lhc wu-clj'ang map, :b quoted therr, calls the castcrn-

most portion of the s u p p s c d great lakc barin by a nanlc
rendcrcd as ' sca o l flowcrs '. This is I'nanifcstly a translatllv name H r - h i - l : l
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T H E L I M E S T R A C E D E A S T OF HUA-HAI-TZ~T
elsewherealong this section, the wall-for so it m a y well he called considering its solid constrllction
-,as
found to be built 501ely of stout tamarisk branches thickly packed, without a n y distinguishable
layers earth. For about a mile anti a half it ran on continuously, still keeping a height of 10
feet at the end and being 74 feet \vide a t the top. I t loolced doubly impressive in this santly waste,
as a monument of constructive ingenuity a n d perseverance in truly forhidding surroundings.
Beyond this it could be traced only a s a low swelling of the ground, without a n y wood showing
on the surface, for about three-qual.ters of a tnile. T h e n we finally lost it among tamarisk-cones,
close set but not of great height.
Nowhere along the line thus surveyed b y us were remains of towers or other marks of early Ahence of
occupation to be observed. I t is, of course, possible that decayed niounds marking towers and marks of
patches of refuse or pottery debris may lie hidden below the sand and thus completely escape ,,,,,,pation.
notice. But the nature of the ground a n d the peculiar method of construction here adopted permit
of another explanation being offered of this total absence of marks of former occupation. T h e
difficultyof securing water which this very method of constructing the agger indicates may soon
have convinced those who directed the operation of the practical impossibility of maintaining
regularly occupied watch-posts in this region. I n that event they might well have contented themselves with having the Limes wall constructed, a s it stands now, without towers, and arranging
for its protection solely by patrols from stations farther south placed in convenient proximity
to water.
However this may be, it is certain that the ground over which the line of the Limes had been Limes line
carried from here eastwards a s far a s the terminal course of the Pei-ta-ho (Map No. 42. C. 4)) where
we subsequently traced it, a direct distance of over forty-five miles, must have been a barren waste.
waterless waste of drift-sand or gra\.el S a i ever since ancient times. T h e fact that the Limes had
been boldly carried into, and through, this truly forbidding area was striking roof that those
responsible for its construction were prepared for great and sustained efforts in the face of formidable
natural obstacles. Yet it was impossible to behold this impressive monument of their energy without
being moved by the thought of the imtnense amount of human suffering which the execution of
the imperial frontier scheme in this desolate region must have entailed.'
After crossing a chain of dunes 40 to 50 feet high and ~ r o c e e d i n gsouthward for nearly four miles Ground
from the point where we left the wall, we catne upon a decayed mound about 70 feet long and half hetween
wnll and
as much across ; an enclosure sorne 94 yards square, built of brushwood bundles (see plan, T. XLlv. e, C. 129.
PI. 16), adjoined it. There was evidence of its having served a s a herdsmen's station, a n d the
potsherds lying about on the surface (see List) appeared to be of a late period. But only a thorough
examination, for which there was neither tilne nor means, co~lldhave shown whether the remains of
some ancient post connected with the Limes was concealed under the debris accuniulated a s a result
more recent, if intermittent, occupation by herdsmen. Farther south, on ground probably reached
occasional rain floods, grazing was abuntlant, and there, about two miles from OW camp, we
rounds well 16 feet deep, which, a s mud-bllilt hovels near by showed, is still frequented by herdsmen.
We may now turn back to T. x ~ l v a. , the northerntnost of the series o r ancient watch-towers Finds at
Previously mentioned as standing clistinct from the Limes wall but stretching towards it. T. ~ L w .a
""acted our attention from afar, owing to its size a n d comparatively fair preservation. I t was T..,I,. ,.
to measure 3 2 feet sqtlare a t the base ant1 to rise to 14 feet above a low plateau of gravel.
I t was built of layers of clay, 6 or 7 inches thick, a n d thin brushwood layers between. O n the
eastern side a small structllre appears to have adjoined it ; the debris of its walls, mingled with
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I N S E A R C H O F T H E LIMES T O SU-CHOU
. refuse, covered the ground to a distance of about 10 feet from the foot of the towet. B~ clearinp
this we recovered seven Chinese records on wood ; the fragment of a large tamarisk stick,T, xrlv,
a. 03 (PI. XLVI), bearing Chinese characters at one end and charred at the other; also a number
of small wooden objects, a horse-hair strainer and fragments of coarse fabrics described in tile
List below. Quite close to the south-west foot of the tower were found the fragment of a R > , ~ - ~ ~
coin and a bronze arrow-head of Han type, such as is common along the Limes. ~l~~ plenti,ul
~ o t s h e r d sin the vicinity were also of the usual Han type, dark grey and mat or stringmrnarked,
There could be no doubt that the period of occupation was approximately contemporary with ,ha,
of the Limes elsewhere. [With this conclusion M. Maspero's notes on the inscribed Chineseslips
agree. T. x1.1~.a. 018 forms part of a private letter with touching references to the conditionof
the exiled \vriter. In another letter the officer commanding a fing
of which the name appears
to be incomplete complains of his inadequate pay, Xtc. In or9 the receipt and dispatch of
letters are recorded.]
Less than three miles to the south-east was found the tower T. X L I ~ .b, seen in Fig. 2 2 2 ,
in very fair preservation to a height of 2 I feet. Its construction closely agreed with that OFT,XLI,,.
a,
but its base, correctly orientated, measured 2 7 feet square. Only at the western corner had a small
breach been made, and practically no effect of wind-erosion was noticeable at the foot. A layer
of refuse, quite 6 feet high, adjoined on the north-eastern side, and this had protected a hurdlf
revetment, made of tamarisk branches and secured by twisted reed strings, of which PI, 16 shoas
an elevation. No doubt, a similar revetment had once. protected all sides of the tower, which
accounted for its good preservation.
T h e top of the tower was covered with a good deal of straw and refuse. Amidst this, two
inscribed Chinese tablets were picked up practically on the surface and yet with their writing intact.
Here, too, was found the pottery jar T. XLIV. b. or 5 (PI. SSV)with a string still tied round its neck
and a hole at the bottom closed by two tiny wooden boards, stuck close together. From the reillstbelow were recovered nearly two dozen Chinese records in the form of wooden slips, as well as an
unfinished and uninscribed wooden tablet, T. ~ 1 . 1 11.~ . 034. This shows at one end a raised seal
socket with five string-grooves, a n arrangement otherwise unusual but found also in Chinese
wooden tablets from the ancient castrum L . E . to the north-east of the Lou-Ian site.?" Alnong the
numerous small objects in wood, described in the List, may be mentioned several square prisms,
T. XLIV. b. 01, 04-6 (PI. XI-VII), which may have served as ' chessmen ', and T. XLIv. b- 0370 wl"ch
looks like a counter for some game. T h e small wooden spatulas, 02, or I , 035-6, like those round
at stations in sections of the Limes to the west, were perhaps used as ' eating-sticks' for
[Among the documents noted by M. Maspero T, xLrrr. 024,026 are of interest as showingdates
which correspond to the years A . D. 62 and I I 2, respectively. T h e former mentions the
of the signal post ' (or company ?) ChPn-chung & $, referred to also in T. XLII1. "3. In
T. XLIV.b. 2 the commandant of the same post is referred to by name and official orders for certa'n
&. T h e name of the locality of
officers mentioned as received from Nnn-ho
mentioned also in T. X L I I I . a . 018, is of interest as it occurs in Chavannes, Doc.) No.4'5 (T' Xm"'"
21), as that of a canton in the sub-~refectureof Lung-lo west of ~ u n - h u a n g . " ~ ~ referen?
made to a locality so distant is curious, and so is also that to Y i i - m b in T. XLlv. b. 3. I t occurs In
of a
connexion with an order sent to the commandant of a t'ing for a levy of men. The
T. XLIV. b. 017, contains significant complaints of an exile serving on this inhospitable border'1
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T H E LIMES TRACED EAST O F HUA-HAI-TZ~
continuing in the same direction to the south-east for about a mile and a half, we came upon Remains
the remains of a much-decayed post, consisting of the foundations of a clay-built tower,
T. XLIV.
r.
T.XLIV, C, about 16 feet square, a n d of a room closely adjoining it to the north. T h e southern
alone of the latter survived, standing to a height of about 3 feet and built of bricks 15" x 8" x 4"
in size. From a small refuse heap close by three Chincse records on wooden slips were recovered,
besides a wooden board, T. X L I V , c. o r , which had served a s a fire-stick of the 'female' type ; a
bronzearrow-head of the regulation type, 03, a n d a HUO-ch'iiancoin. Another arrow-head of the
same type and a 1iTu-chzc coin were picked u p on bare gravel soil to the north of the post.
A fourth watch-tower, T. XLIV. d , was sighted b y tne a t a distance of about three miles to the Finds at
south-east on the evening of April 29th. But the examination of its remains had to be left to ~ ~ l , , , d .
Naik Shamsuddin on the following day, a s the search for the line of the Limes called me northward. He found there a tower built of bricks, in fair preservation, measuring 16 feet square a t the
base and standing to the height of 14 feet. T h e top had carried a guard-room, of which the walls
still stood in places 3 feet high. Within it lay refuse covered b y tamarisk branches which had
belonged to the roofing. From this refuse a n d from some lying a t the foot of the tower, ten wooden
slips with Chinese records were extracted ; a t the foot of the tower, moreover, two fragmentary
Chinese documents on paper were recovered. A m o n g miscellaneous relics found there were a
bronze arrow-head of a type common on the T u n - h u a n g Limes a n d several pieces of finely woven
grey silk. About fifty yards to the south of the tower was picked up a copper ' cash ' of K'ang-hsi
(A.D. 1661-1728), which had evidently been dropped b y some late visitor to this ground.
The
tower is clearly visible from the caravan route to Su-chou, a n d only the length of the march in
prospect kept me, when passing b y on M a y st, from visiting it in person.
[hl. Maspero's examination of the wooden documents has proved that T. XLIV. d. 08-9 is exactly Chinese
dated on February q t h , A. D. 64, and contains orders concerning operations a t a n agriculturaltaf::;
colony. This and two fragmentary records, T, XLIV. d . 05, 06, which mention orders issued to T. xuv. d.
military officers, are obviously connected with the administration of the H a n Limes. O n the other
hand, the two paper documents recovered a t the foot of the watch-tower appear to have found their
way there at a much later period. O f T. XLIV. d. 014, a long register concerning deliveries of coal
to certain persons under military regulations, M. Maspero assumes on palaeographic grounds that
it cannot date back farther than S u n g times. I n the case of T. XLIV. d. 015, which records a legal
inquiry made concerning house property left b y a deceased person, the writing according to
M. Maspero points to the period intervening between the S u n g and Yiian o r Mongol dynasties.]
There still remains to be mentioned a small tower, T. XLIV. f, measuring about 16 feet square
and 8 feet high, which was passed b y us about half-way between T. xLrv. c and the well of Ko-tach'iian-tzil. It is built of bricks, measuring 10" x 7" x 4", a size different from that prevailing a t
stations of the Limes,%nd appeared to me of late origin. No potsherds of ancient type could be
traced near it. T h e fact that it lies to the west, away from the practically straight line of the ancient
watch-towers T. XLIV. a-d, would alone suffice to suggest that it had no connexion with these.
It is impossible to doubt, in \riew of the documentary a n d other finds, that the four watch- Purpose of
'Owen above mentioned g o back to a period contemporary with the occupation of the Limes, detached
towers
i. e, to Han times. [This conclusion has been fully confirmed by the evidence of such dates as the T.xuv.
Chineserecords on wood examined by Professor Maspero have proved to contain.] T h i s chrono- a-d.
logical fact invests with special antiquarian interest the question of the character a n d object of this
'Ine of Posts, running from SSE. to NNW., in relation to the Limes, which stretches north of
If lrom east to west. As we did not succeed in tracing a continuation o i this line either towards the
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[Chap. XI
Limes agger o r south towards the S U - C ~oasis,
O U I d o not consider the question at present capable
of a definite answer. T w o possible solutions seem to present themselves. I f the ~i~~~ wall con.
structed along the foot of the outermost Pei-shan range from the left bank of the pei-ta.ho to north
of H u a - h a i - t z i ~was ever actually garrisoned, t h e line of the towers T. x ~ r v a-d
.
may have been
,intended to safeguard a n important line of co~nmunicationa n d supplies leading to it from the side
of the Su-chou oasis ; for this must h a v e been always the main base for the defence of this portion
of the border. Another suggestion which m a y conjecturally be put forward is that some time
after the actual construction of the Limes agger between the Pei-ta-ho a n d Hua-haiStz6the impos
sibility of effectively g u a r d i n g this section, owing to the great distances from water and habitable
ground, was duly realized. T h e attempt to g u a r d the Limes east of the lowest portion of the
hai-tzi~depression, i. e. east of the ground around KO-ta-ch'iian-tzil, may then have been abandoned,
a n d the line of watch-stations, not provided with a wall but within sight of each other, may havebeen
substituted with a view to protecting Hua-hai-tzi~ a n d the Limes north of it from attack on the
eastern flank. B u t on this assumption there would remain the problem how the Su-thou oasis
a n d the cultivated tract about Chin-tra could have been protected from irruption through the
g a p thus left open. [ I n a n y case it deserves to b e noted that the three dated documents from the
watch-towers T. XLIV. a-d all belong to the Later H a n period, while the four dated documents
from the Limes section T. X L I I I west of Hua-hai-tzil all g o back to the times of the Former Han
dynasty .]
ContinunAnother question which I must b e content to leave for elucidation by a future investigator
tion 01
is
that
of the exact connexion of the line of the Limes between the easternmost point where we traced
Limes line
it from KO-ta-ch'uan-tzil, a n d the section marked b y the towers T. XLV. a-h (Map No. 42. C. 4)
towards
Pei-ta-ho. north of the Pei-ta-ho bend. I t was impossible for m e to attempt to follow the line farther eastwards
in person. T h e two water-tanks that alone remained available would have been insufficientto
supply m y comparatively large party with water for a number of days on that utterly arid ground.
T h e r e was also the imperative consideration that I must visit Su-chou as early as possible in order
to m a k e timely arrangements for m y intended explorations along the Etsin-go1 ; I was anxious
t o carry these out before the summer heat set in. S o the task of tracing the continuation ofthe
wall to the east had to be left to L s l Singh alone, travelling with very light baggage. His rePo*!
when h e subsequently rejoined m e a t Su-chou, showed that he had lost all indications of thellne
within less than two miles from where h e had first struck it, owing to a big belt of dunes, and after
getting round this, had searched in vain for a n y remains of the agger on the open gravel Sai
T h e scantiness of his water-supply had then obliged him to turn to the south-east and to
northern edge of Su-chou cultivation on a line lying across the unsurveyed wastes ~ f g r ~ 'and
'~'
stone which divide the H u a - h a i - t z i ~basin from the Pei-ta-ho drainage.
March
M y own party started on M a y 1st for Su-chou b y the caravan track ; after a march Of
towards
twenty-six
miles across utterly barren stony la tea us a n d a low hill chain, this bmught us 'O lhe
Su-chou.
northernmost edge of outlying Su-chou cultivation ( M a p No. 43. A. I). professor Futtenr has fullv
described the ground that we passed on this march, a s we skirted the northern and
foot of the high a n d rugged transverse range that overlooks on the south the defile of chia-yu-kuan'
T h e low hill chain that stretches eastwards from the range a n d continues in this direction as far
a s the Kan-chou river is crowned by large watch-towers. These were 0bviouslY intended grve
fOO:
a s advanced look-out posts for the mediaeval ' Great Wall ' that extends along the
of the hill chain. Like the towers in similar positions examined b y me in 1907 ncDr chia-yS.kuan'
they all bore marks of late origin.
See Futterer, ll'uslc Gobi, pp. a8 sq.
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we camped by the small stream that descends from the gorge above H u a n g - t ~ ' a o - ~ i which
n ~ , Mediaeval
had visited in 1907, a n d on the following morning, after proceeding about two miles, passed GreatWdII
crossed.
through the mediaeval ' Great Wall ' a t the village of Yeh-mao-wan. A s already correctly determined from a distance during our survey of 1907, the line of the wall here turns sharply a t almost
a right angle. We found this built of clay here and, a s also in many places farther east, reduced
merely to a low mound. Considering that it probably dates only from Ming times, this fact illustrates the comparatively rapid decay to which its inferior construction, without layers of fascines
or other reinforcing materials, has exposed it. Since the policy of Chinese seclusion, which this
\frail was intended to serve, continued right down to the second half of the seventeenth century,
there can be little doubt that it underwent repeated repairs during the few centuries of its existence
as a border b a ~ r i e r . ~Such repairs were certainly made easy b y the persistence with which this late
' ~ r e aWall
t
' clung, wherever possible, to the immediate vicinity of cultivated ground, with complete
disregard of any strategic or tactical a d v a ~ t a g e sthat a more advanced line might have ~ f f e r e d . ~
While the Han Limes and its mediaeval successor showed this striking difference in point of Watchsolidity of construction, the intervening fifteen centuries had brought little change in the arrange- 'Owe' at
Yeh-maoment of the towers intended for watching the line of wall. T h e large tower seen in Fig. 224, wan.
standing to the east of the spot where the caravan route passes through the line before reaching
the lortified Gate station or kuan of Yeh-mao-wan, still retained the guard-room on its top as well
as the footholes facilitating access to it. T h e rope by which the men on guard were expected to
clamber up to this room was found still dangling from the summit, in spite of the ruinous condition
of the whole structure, just like the ropes which once must have served the soldiers of H a n times
when mounting guard on their towers.
An easy march from this modest G a t e station with its temple a n d its few somnolent soldiers
brought us the same day, past well-tilled fields and walled ' p'u-tzils ', to Su-chou. T h e wide
bed of its river was still almost dry, a proof that much snow had not yet melted in the high ranges
of the Nan-shan that feed it, ranges which I had visited during our explorations of 1907. T h e
change of climate involved by their vicinity soon, however, made itself felt in a violent storm of
rain and hail, which overtook us before the city walls were reached. With more rain following
during the next few days, I had good reason to welcome the shelter, a t once peaceful a n d airy,
that I once more obtained in the dilapidated pavilions of the picturesque temple a t Chiu-ch'iiatc,
the ' Fountain of Wine ', m y old quarters of 1907.'
'

See ihid., iii. pp. 1 1 2 2 sq. for the origin and purpose of
this tvall.
This can cabily be seen by following the line ot the wall
@

north ot the oasis of Su-chou, hIap No. 4.3. A, 8. I , and north
the Kan-cl~ouriver, Maps Nos. ~ jD.. I , 2 ; 46. A, B. a.
See Deserl Ca~hny,ii. pp. 236 sqq.
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CHAPTER XI1
FROM SU-CHOU TO T H E LIMES OF MAO-ME1
SECTION
I.-THE
Halt at
Su-chou.

Raising
01 funds.

Prepal ations at
Su-chou.

Attempt at

triangulation.

L I M E S A L O N G T H E PEI-TA-HO

M A N Yarrangements had to be made, necessitating a halt a t Su-chou, before I could set out lor
the explorations I had planned along the Etsin-go1 a n d a t the ruined site of Khara-khoto, hi^
ground, beyond the oasis of Mao-mei, lies outside the border of direct Chinese
a n d is subject to a petty Mongol chief who exercises authority under the ' Wang' of Ala&n,
I t was therefore essential, before entering Etsin-go1 territory, to secure the goodwill of the
Tao-t'ai of Su-chou, who acts in the capacity, a s it were, of a Political Officer for the south.
western corner of that portion of Mongolia which acknowledges Chinese suzerainty. Fortunately
H.B.M.'s Minister a t Peking had given effective support to the requests submitted by me in the
autumn through S i r George hlacartney, with t h e result that timely instructions had been sent from
the Chinese Foreign Office to Mr. Chou Wu-hsiieh
#$ L f , the Tao-t'ai of Su-chou. Alter
a n exchange of several visits with this intelligent a n d energetic dignitary I obtained thc issue
of the needful recommendation to the chief o r ' Beili ' of the Mongols, a sub-tribe of the Torguts,
grazing along the Etsin-gol.
T h e arrangements kindly made by t h e Legation included the payment to me of three thousand
Taels in Chinese billlion, against a corresponding amount out of m y grant remitted to Peking
through the Kgshgar Consulate Treasury. B u t the economic uncertainties created by the upheaval
of the Chinese revolution had not been without their effect upon Ya-men finances in Kan-su, where
apprehensions roused b y the advance of the predatory bands of the rebel leader known as the
' White Wolf ' were just then increasing the general stringency. As a consequence, the collectionol
this sum, comparatively small a s it was, in sound silver had, I was told, cost some special eflortI t took several d a y s before the desired bullion in the shape of properly weighed 'horseshoes'
actually reached m y hands. But I found compensation for this delay in the fact that this payment#
and still more of the authority on which it was made, which quickly became known, helped to
create a favourable disposition towards m y work a m o n g the officials of the districts controlled by
the S U - C ~Tao-trai.
OU
T h i s was a source of special satisfaction to me, after the obstruction attempted
from Urumchi.
I n view of the great distance which our journey down the Etsin-go1 would take us and of,the
possibility of extending it eastwards, the six days of our stay a t Su-chou were very fully O c c u ~ l e d '
Careful arrangements had to b e made for a t least two months' supplies for all men and animal?
since none would be obtainable a m o n g the Mongols nor even a t the outlying oasis of
where there had been a serious failure of the crops in the previous year owing to insufficientIrrlga.
'lo
tlon. T h e remoteness of the region to which I was proceeding also made it necessary to
a great deal of writing, while still within reach o f postal facilities. These days of
afforded a n opportunity for supplementing our survey work of 190, in the Nan.shan1 and
endeavoured accordingly to l~a\.athe relative p o i l i o n and height of the high SnoIVY peaks lhe

T H E L I M E S ALONG T H E PEI-TA-HO
~ ~ ~ tRange,
, ~ which
h ~ in
f a~ clear
~ atmosphere a r e visible from Su-chou, more exactly determined
than
had
been
possible before. Brilliantly clear weather on May 4th broke
through
the succession of rainy o r hazy skies a n d raised hopes that this might be possible. But though
LHI Singh duly measured a n astronomically fixed base line on open ground some distance south
of the city, the return of more clouds a n d rain ultimately frustrated this effort.
1 have already recorded in Serindia such observations a s I had been able to collect on m y
previous "isits to Su-chou regarding t h e geographical features that account for the economic and
commercialimportance of Su-chou a n d for the part the city a n d district have played in the history
of Cllinals relations with Central Asia, ever since H a n Wu-ti first established the command of
Chiu-ch'iian.' I may therefore proceed a t once to the account of the journey by which we reached
our distant goal in the north-east. A p a r t from the archaeological interest attaching to the ruined
site of Khara-khoto, there was a distinct geographical task to be served by this journey.
The drainageless basin in which the Etsin-go1 terminates receives all the waters carried down Drainagefrom the high ranges of the Central Nan-shan by the rivers of Su-chou a n d Kan-chou and their
tributaries. In 1907 we had succeeded in surveying approximately the western half of the big
mountain area from which those two rivers descend, a s well a s the greater portion of the geographi- chourivers.
cally important plateau that extends between the foot of the Richthofen Range and the hill chain
bounding the deserts of southernmost Mongolia. Well watered by those rivers a n d occupied by
the main oases of the Su-chou a n d Kan-chou districts, this plateau has been destined to be a true
passage-land between China a n d innermost Asia all through historical times.
My object now was to extend the survey of this great drainageless area, towards both its terminal Surveys
basin in the north and its head-waters in the mountains to the south-east. I t was evident that the
first portion of the task would have to be carried out before the heat on the Etsin-go1 and in the ~ t s i n - 6 0 R.
1
deserts flanking it became too great for effective work. T h e n the summer months immediately
following would remain available for fresh surveys in the high valleys of the Nan-shan, and also
for that grazing holiday which was indispensal~lefor our hardy camels if they were to keep fit for
the explorations of the next autumn and winter.
The oasis of Mao-mei where the rivers of Su-chou and I<an-thou meet was to be our immediate GI Singh's
objective, and for this we set out on M a y 10th by two different routes. L a l Singh was to proceed X(;,"i!'':i.
eastwards by the high road to where it strikes the Kan-chou river. H e was then to descend to Maomei along that portion of the river's course which breaks through the above-mentioned hill chain
bounding the northern edge of the plateau, and which had never been surveyed. M y own route
had necessarily to lie along the Pei-ta-ho and past the outlying oasis of Chin-t'a in order to enable
me to search for the eastward continuation of the Limes.
I had already followed the main route connecting this oasis with Su-chou along the right bank N e w route
the river, when returning in 1907 from m y first visit to Chin-t'a. So I now chose a different t°Chin-t".
track leading through that portion of Su-chou cultivation which lies north of the Pei-ta-ho. Here
We Passed again the line of the mediaeval ' Great Wall ', conlpletely decayed where we saw it,
and then camped by the edge of village lands which stretched beyond it ( M a p NO. 43. B. I). Next
day we crossed the low hill chain that starts from the eastern end of the range overlooking Hua-haiand extends towards Kan-chou. Here, too, a s above Yeh-mao-wan, we found its crest guarded
by advanced watch-towers, a p p a r e ~ l t l yof no great antiquity. A t the north foot of the hill chain
we had to cross a n area covered with drift-sand ridges rising to thirty feet in height, before we
leached the bed of the Pei-ta-110 about two miles from the southernmost point of the Chin-tea
Oasis. The bed, over a quarter of a mile wide and excavated to a depth of about six feet, was com-
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lete el^ dry, as were the heads of six canals which take off a t this point. Three
which
we crossed a mile beyond on scrub-covered ground,' together carried only a volume canals,
of some
cubic feet of water per second. This clearly showed how scanty is the supply of surface water
for culti\.ation below SU-chou before the summer flood from the melting snows of the Central
Nan-shan comes down towards the middle of June.
Our march of May I 2th to the north of the pleasant little town of Chin-tfa (Map N ~ 42,, a. 4),
Chin-t'a
oasis
surrounded
by shady orchards and farms, took us over ground which I had already seen in septemrevisited.
ber, 1907, on a rapid reconnais~ance.~T h e avenues of fine elms leading first through rich cultivation and then through grass lands came to a n end after we had proceeded about seven miles,
Beyond this, cultivation was restricted to patches of varying size, separated by stretches of scrub.
covered sandy waste. My impression was that since 1907 a good deal more of this waste, which had
once rob ably been tilled, had been reclaimed by the industrious settlers of the scattered hamlets,
and in places it was possible to observe this process actually extending. Yet it will evidentlybe
long before the effects of the devastation wrought by the Tungan rebellion in this region is
pletely effaced. As we were nearing the large watch-tower of T'ou-tun towards the end olthe day's
march, the strange inter~ninglingof green fields, tamarisk-cones and low scrub, and reed-covered
dunes vividly recalled to my mind the scenes to the north and north-east of the Domoko oasis
between Chira and Iceriya, where areas abandoned at different periods were again being brought
under c ~ l t i v a t i o n . ~There these periodic changes had proved to be connected mainly with \'ariations of physical conditions affecting the supply, from subterranean drainage, of water for irrigation.
Here there could be little doubt that the change I saw proceeding resulted solely from economic
recovery following a great political cataclysm of recent occurrence.
IntornlaDuring the day's march a ~ i e c eof very welcome, if vague, information was secured by our
tion about Mongol interpreter, gruff old ' M l l u n ~'. A n aged Chinese villager whom he met on the way had
' old wall '.
told hinl that when going once 'some thirty l'i' to the north-east of T'ou-tun, he had come upon
remains of a chiu ch'iazlg or ' old wall ' built with brushwood at the foot of the low hills running
above the Pei-ta-ho valley. T h e information, though it probably related to the Han Limes, sounded
vague, and further inquiries a t T'ou-tun resulted only in assertions of complete ignorance. In
order not to lose time over a n uncertain search, I accordingly let the baggage with Surveyor
Muhammad YHqfib proceed by the cart-track to Mao-mei, while I myself set out with the restof
the mounted men towards the foot of the hills overlooking the wide riverine plain. After passing
a dry river-bed about a mile and a half from camp we skirted an area where new fields had been
opened amidst tamarisk-cones. There were signs that the jungle here was undergoing reconquestp
having in places known cultivation before the Tungan devastation.
a
Two miles farther r e passed a second dry bed about sixty ~ a r d wide,
s
and after
Agger of
Han Limes. clayey belt covered with rh6r and scanty scrub reached the foot of the outermost pei-shancham'
Low decayed ridges of rock striking from E S E . to WNW. rose here to heights of loOr .5
above the gentle slope of detritus. From a plane-table fixing made here a watch-towerwasv"lb'e
far away on the top of a hill northward, but I looked in vain for signs of the Limes- Yet scarce'y
had we moved a hundred yards or so to the east when a curiously straight double line) which
looked like the outcrop of a decayed rocky ledge, revealed itself clearly as marking the dirst'o"
of the almost wholly effaced Limes a w r . As we proceeded along it, the mound gradually
'lad
to nine feet in height and its mode of construction became evident. Rougll slabs

Yd

? The small dctached area to the south-west 01 Chint'a-ch'eng (Maps Nos. 42. LI. 4 ; 53. n. I ) ought to have been
printcd in )ello~vinstead of green.

a See Scri~rclin,iii. p.
4
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built SO as to form a facing on both sides for a mound of coarse gravel, the width of the whole
being 8 feet at the top.
There could be no possible doubt that we were once again on the line of the H a n Limes, and m y continunwas great that the necessity of proceeding that d a y towards Mao-mei precludcd a n y attempt tionof
Limes line
to trace its continuation also to t h e west. R u t after our return to Mao-mei in September, the initial
tvsw.
marchesof our journey across the Pei-shan offered a n opportunity of revisiting this ground, a n d the
continuation of the line was then determined for over fourteen miles to the west-south-west of the
pint where we had first struck it. T h e direction proved exactly that which would take it to the
section of the Limes discovered amidst dunes a n d tamarisk-cones north of KO-ta-chtijan-tzil(Map
NO.4 2 . A-C. 4).
After having followed the wall eastwards for about a mile we came upon the ruined tower Towers
T. xLvr. a rising on a small rocky knoll about 30 yards to the south of the line. I t was built of T.xLvl.a~b.
stamped clay with brushwood inserted between successive layers on a base 16 feet square, a n d still
rose to a height of about 9 feet. O n the top the clay was reddened by fire. All round, pieces of
mat-marked Han pottery could be picked u p in plenty, a n d in the slight refuse a t the foot I found
two much-decayed fragments of wooden ' slips ', no longer legible. Continuing for a mile along
the wall, which was clearly traceable, we reached a small knoll, T. x ~ v r .b, bearing two heaps of
stone. No structural remains were found on it, but from a refuse heap on the eastern slope some
20 feet lower down two Chinese records on wood were recovered, besides a few uninscribed wooden
pieces. [One of the former has proved to be a fragment of some text on arithmetic.]
A mile and a half farther the mound marking the agger brought us to a small rocky ridge about Remaim of
60 feet high, T. XLVI. c ; its flat top about 55 feet across bore remains of roughly built stone walls.
The grey granite blocks of which they were constructed had been brought from elsewhere. A n
extensive accumulation of rubbish on the eastern slope ~ i e l d e dtwo fragmentary Chinese wooden
records, a bronze arrow-head of the H a n type, T. XLVI. c. 05, besides a few miscellaneous small
objects. Of a tower, T. XLVI. d , which had crowned a small conspicuous ridge about a mile farther
on, only a decayed mound of bricks remained. I t measured about 18 feet b y 7 and stood to a
height of 4 feet. Layers of reeds separated the courses of bricks, which were 17" x 8" x 4" in size.
Beyond T. XLVI. d the line of the Limes leaves the region of broken rocky hillocks a n d passes Lineof
into an open gravel Sai. I t was traceable here, with a slight change of direction to the S E . , a s
a straight but much-decayed mound froln 4 to 8 feet in height. A cutting made showed that the mound.
Ogre? had been built here of layers of brushwood, which, however, through the action of moisture
had decayed into mere reddish earth. A broad d r y flood-bed coming from the hills accounted for
this moisture. Farther on, where the direction to the east was resumed, it was interesting to observe
that a double line of white shcr cropping out near the top of the low mound clearly marked the
original width of the agger a s approximately 8 feet, just a s it did along completely decayed sections
of the wall on the Tun-huang Limes a n d elsewhere.=
It was only after proceeding more than three a n d a half miles that we came again upon traces Remains
of watch"a watch-post a t T. XLVI. f, a n d this, again, was marked only by debris of H a n pottery.
posts
mound of clay, no doubt the remains of a completely T.XLVI. f, g.
T : ~ ~ g,
~ al mile
,
farther on, a small
'"lned tower, was found to occupy the north-eastern angle of a small enclosure, measuring 57 feet
by 79 inside. Its walls, which were reduced to low mounds, had been built of layers of gravel a n d
brushwood.
More interesting were the remains a t the ~ a t c h - ~ oT.
s t XLVI. h, which we reached after advanc,
Ing another mile. Here a tower, built of bricks with layers of reeds between the courses, had
Cf. Scrindia, ii. p. 570, note 9.
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collapsed bodily towards the east. It appeared to h a r e measured about 16 feet square at its bar;
the size of the bricks was 13" x 7:" x 4". Some quarters, of which brick-built walls were still traceable
for 24 and 16 feet respectively, appear to have adjoined the south-east corner. F~~~ the
found here ule recovered fourteen Chinese records in the form of wooden slips,
complete,
and a considerable number of miscellaneous articles described in the List. Among
maydisc,
specially mentioned the curved iron knife, T. xLvr. h. 04 (PI. XLVII) ; the lacquered wooden
06 (PI. XL\'I) ; the small fragment of a beautifully made wootlen object, with black lacquer, 08;
a piece of twisted canvas, 0 2 (PI. SLVI), apparently used for a torch; the wooden comb, o r .
[Aniong the wooden docunients partly translated by M. Maspero several have proved to contain
military records or orders of exactly the same type as recovered at watch-stations of the T,,".
huang Limes. T h u s in T. xLvr. h. 2 the number of men detailed for particular kinds of ' fatigues
are mentioned ; T. ~ 1 . ~ h.
1 . 0 2 1 indicates the course to be followed ' if bandits besiege the post and
straw cannot be secilrrd to light as a signal '. T. xLvr. h. 022 contains an order to the
of
' the military agricultural colony of Yli-mtn ' to allot certain lands to seventren men condemned
to forced labour. Of direct antiquarian interest is T. xr.vr. h. 016, which bears an exact date
corresponding to A . D . 69 ; for it proves that this portion of the Limes was actually occupied
during the years just preceding the Chinese conquest of HLmi, A. D. 73, and the first opening of the
trade route which gave direct access to the oases along the eastern extremity of the T'ien-shan.]
Limes
O f the next three watch-towers, all found at a distance from each other of about one mile,
towers
T.
XLVI.
i was of the same construction as the last named ; but having been repaired outside wit11
T. XLVI.
layers of stamped clay it still stood to a height about 1 2 feet. It occupied low ground and curiously
i, j, k.
enough was not visible from its eastern neighbour, T. XLVI. j. This, too, was built of bricks of the
same approximate size as used a t T. xLvr. h, but had decayed badly. A bronze arrow-head found
a t its foot is of the regulation type of Han times. Near this tower the cart-track from Chin-t'a
towards Mao-mei, which crosses to the left bank of the Pei-ta-ho near the patch of cultivation at
Hsi-yo, approaches quite close to the line of the Limes. S o it did not surprise me to find that the
next tower, T . XLVI. k, just below which the road passes, had quite a modern appearance. I n all
probability the remains of a n ancient watch-post had been by successive repairs enlarged to its
present considerable size. Owing to its size and commanding position it serves as a conspicuous
landmark for travellers to and from Mao-mei.
T h e mound marking the Limes could be seen from here stretching eastwards across the Sal
Arrival at
hiao-mei for several miles. But in view of the approaching dusk and the distance still separating us
oasis.
Mao-mei, I was obliged to leave the line a t this point and to take to the cart-road. I regretted this
diversion the less that our glasses showed the only tower still visible eastwards in the direction
the line of the Limes, T. xr.vl. I, to be also modern in appearance. This was subsequently confirmedl
for in September LHI Singh had occasion to pass close by it and ascertained its name to beHunf
h s i a - t u g . We had to follow the cart-track for seven miles before the western edge of the
of Mao-mei was reached, and close on five more before we had made our way, in the darkness#
to
the desolate-looking walled town forming the administrative centre of the small district. On the
way we crossed the bed of the Kan-chou river. Though still almost dry at the time, i t showed by
its width of nearly a mile how great is the volume of water which during the flood season descends
in it to the confluence with the Pei-ta-ho, a few miles farther down.
Finds at

ruined
tower
T. XLVI.

0

PAST T H E MAO-ME1 OASIS A N D I T S OUTPOSTS
SECTION11.-PAST

T H E M A O - M E 1 O A S I S A N D ITS O U T P O S T S

The advance of the season a n d the increasing heat, from which our camels had already begun ~ a l t a t
I t was therefore doubly gratifying 'Iao-mei.
fb
the youthful Hsien-kuan of Moo-met' or
that, thanks to the help of Mr. Chou Hua-nan
Mao-mzd,' we were able, during a single day's halt on M a y rqth, to hire the additional camels
required to lighten the loads of our own anirnals ; to secure some useful preliminary information
about the route which I was anxious to follow from here through a n unexplored portion of the
Pei-&an on our return journey of the autumn, and also to obtain, a s a guide along the Etsin-gol,
an intelligent and willing young Chinese, a c c ~ ~ s t o m etot l act a s traders' agent arnong the Mongols
of that ground. O n the same d a y LHI Singh rejoined me, having carried out his survey of the Kanthou river from the point where it breaks in a tortuous course through the barren hill range that
edges the great plateau on the north. H e had, moreover, b y following this route, been able to
ascertain that the cultivated area of Mao-mei, narrow but over thirty-five miles in total length,
extends much farther southward along the river than appeared from the cartographical sources
previously available (Map No. 4 2 . D. 4). But throughout this long stretch of cultivation and in the
forlorn looking little town with its decayed Ya-mCns a n d few shops, there was evidence of the serious
damage which a succession of deficient summer floods during the preceding two o r three seasons had
caused to all local interests. Supplies were quite unobtainable. T h e small garrison ordinarily
maintained here had been recently withdrawn, it was said, for the same reason.
Even before the discovery of the H a n Limes leading towards Mao-rnei along the Pei-ta-ho, Etsin-got
then were strong geographical reasons for the belief that this outlying oasis, scanty a s its resources :&J~,"I~~
might be, must have been of considerable importance for the protection of the north-western inroads.
marches of Kan-su. Nature, by affording water and grazing over a continuous line of some two
hundred miles, has a t all times provided in the valley of the Etsin-go1 a n exceptionally easy route
for raids and invasions from the Altai region, that true home of the Mongols a n d other great
nomadic races, towards the line of the westernmost oases of Kan-su. These, extending along the
foot of the Nan-shan, constitute the great natural highway between China a n d innermost Asia.
\Vide belts of desert and barren hill-ranges stretch both to the west a n d east of the Etsin-g01. These
belts, very difficult for a n y large bodies of men to cross, hardy nomads though they may be, help
to Protect this important ' corridor ' for trade and military operations against serious attack from
the north. But the valley of the Etsin-go1 stands open, like a gate inviting invasion. W e shall
see that through this gate came the first great onslaught of the Mongols, under Chingiz KhHn's
leadership, which led to China's conquest a n d absorption in the greatest empire Asia has ever
known. On how many previous occasions Huns, T u r k s a n d other nomadic races from the northern
Steppes had used this gate for the invasion of north-western China, is a subject well deserving
by those who have access to Chinese historical sources.
it will suffice here to point out that those who since the first Chinese advance under the Emperor h o - m e i
ti into Ho-hsi were concerned with the safeguarding of this indispensable passage land
betweenChina and Central Asia, \yere not likely to ignore or neglect the advantage that a cultivated inroads.
1""
well to the north of the great highway a n d yet easily capable of support from the side of both
Su-chou and Kan-chou, would
present lor the purpose of a barrier whereby to close
to Sufier, made it important to push on down the Etsin-gol.
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' The name of the small town and its oasis was given

*H.

a

in two diKerent forms :
+=
and l\~ao-m,,
former was the one commonly heard. I regret
lhat m y lilcra/us failed at the place to ascertain the correct
lo

US

official form. In the list of Chinese officials met on this
journey which Chiang SsG-yeh prepared for me at KBshgar
in June, 1915, I find Lhc name of the Irsieli entered as

H.
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F R O M S U - C H O U T O T H E L I M E S O F MAO-ME1
that g a t e against inroads, o r as a n advanced base for offensive movements against nomadic hosts.
T h e line followed by the Limes along the lowest course of the Pei-ta-ho convinced me that the M ~ ~ mei area must have been included in the great border defence scheme of the Han epoch fro,,, the
very time, between 1 2 1 a n d I 15 B.c., when the territories of Su-chou and Kan-,-hou were first
wrested from H u n domination a n d organized into Chinese border commands.2 I was therefore
particularly interested to see a s much of the Mao-mei oasis a s the time available would allow, and
to visit whatever ancient remains might be discovered within o r near it.
T h r o u g h inquiries m a d e b y our Mongol, who h a d a way of getting round the secreti\reness
hfarch along
eastern
all too common with the honest folk of these Kan-su marches, I learned that a ruined town to which
portion of
local tradition ascribed g r e a t antiquity was to be found towards the lower end of thatmainportiono[
oasis.
the oasis which stretches along the right bank of the united river course. Accordingly on May I5th,
instead of a t once regaining the left bank where the continuation of the Limes was likely to be
found above the narrow strip of cultivation skirting the river on that side, I proceeded by the road
leading through the broadest portion of the oasis towards Shuang-chfCng-tzi~
and the site reported
near it. T h e belt of cultivation was continuous for the first
noLw s I ~ ~ C PLAN
W
Qr
numEo
nEAn s H V A W G ~ c H ' S W G ~ T z ~
six miles o r so from the town ; but hemmed in on the east
b y a bare gravel Sai a n d on the west by the broad sandy
bed of the river, it nowhere exceeded three miles in width.
Farther on, scrub-covered patches of gravel intermingled
with fields, until after ten miles we again reached well-tilled
ground a t the pleasant village of Shuang-chfCng-tzii,where
c a m p was pitched.
A b o u t a mile to the north, amid meadows, some of them
Earlier wall
rtampd e
marshy, rises the ruined town to which .tradition, as ascerL a k r wall
rbrnpcd clay Q
tained locally, ascribes great antiquity. I t is marked by
walls of stamped clay, remarkably solid and 16 feet thick
-,,. -.
-,;-,-z;--2
h
a t the base. T h e y enclose a quadrangle measuring about
300 yards on the northern a n d southern faces a n d a b o u t 400 ~ a r d son the others. On the
Ruined
town near
south a n d east the walls have suffered big breaches, manifestly through wind-erosion, which
Shuangch'itrg-tz&. explains also the big accumulation o f sand within the south-eastern corner. T h e height of the
circum\rallation, where well preserved, reaches to a b o u t 25 feet. A p a r t from traces of a dividing
wall, of less strength, running east a n d west, the interior was found empty. But the abundance
of pottery debris, mostly of the g r e y ' m a t o r string marked ' H a n type (see PI. XLVIII)) found
both within a n d without the walls, furnished clear roof o f the early date of the fortified station'
the
O f the few glazed pieces, of which the List below includes a specimen, none differed
ware of the same class found a t stations of the T u n - h u a n g Limes that were abandoned in llan
times. Other pieces, like T. x ~ v l l 03-5
.
(PI. X L V I I I ) , S h . 01-6, grey on surface and reddish
showed annular scorings a n d festoon ornament such a s a r e very common among the Pottery rema'''
of the Niya a n d Lou-Ian sites. Considering the great mass of the ~ o t s h e r d s ,the total absence
among them of a n y later ceramic ware clearly supports the conclusion that this walled stat'o"
dates from the H a n period.
Ruins of
About a quarter of a mile to the north-east there stands a smaller fort of which the innerpdi0"
smaller fort.
also has a distinctly ancient appearance. This portion, a s the sketch '' shows, forms a Square 96
feet inside measurement, protectecl by walls o f stamped clay 2 1 feet thick and still rising lo about
3 0 feet in height. T h e gate, 10 feet wide, leading through the south face of this remarkably
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Cf. Chavunnes, Docutnerlts chittois, pp. v. sq.
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see fig, above.
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little fort was protected by a n outer g a t e with walls 17 feet thick. I n continuation of this runs the
southern
of an outer enclosure, undoubtedly a much later addition, built with walls only 10
feet thick and about 1 2 feet high to the foot of the parapet. T h e latter is built of bricks set vertically
and betrays its very late date by traverses intended to offer protection against enfilading. I t
appeared to me very likely that a n ancient stronghold had been utilized here to serve a s the
of a small fortified station of much later date. A s the soil here was a soft clay and had
Suflered no erosion, little pottery debris was to be found, and no definite evidence could be drawn
from it. M y general impression of the ruins above described was that they mark the position once
occupied by a garrison that was intended to protect the passage along the Etsin-go1 close to where
the Han Limes crossed the river.
On May 16th we crossed the river, whose bed was here over a mile wide but a t the time held Crossiag
'~'eft bank
water only in pools, to the narrow but well-tilled strip of cultivation along its left bank. From the of
Etsin-gol.
farms of Ssil-fin where we reached this, I searched in vain for a n y traces of the Limes agger along
the narrow gravel glacis immediately above the fields a n d then among the low broken ridges of
sandstone higher up. Nor were a n y traces of it seen while we marched on for about five miles over
the gravel glacis overlooking the smiling fields of Erh-chia-miao.
But when we reached the ruined tower T. xLvlrr. a , which was visible from afar, perched on Limes
a little outlying spur some eighty feet above the foot of the Sai, the straight line of the completely decayed agger caught the eye a t once. A s a low yet distinct swelling on the gravel-covered , b.
glacis of the hill chain, ii could bk seen coming from above Ssii-fsn with bearing of N. 40" E.
and then turning at T. XLVIII. a in the direction of N. 58" E. T h e swelling was so low that while
\r7emoved close and more o r less parallel to it over the uniform gravel surface, it had necessarily
failed to attract attention. T h e tower T. XLVIII. a , broken clown to a height of only 9 feet, clearly
belonged to the time when the H a n Limes was constructed. Its base measured 24 feet square, and
the bricks of which it was built were of the regulation size of r4" x 8" x 5". Scarcely a n y refuse
w s to be found on searching the stony slopes below either this tower o r the next, T. XLvIII. b,
towards which the line of the decayed agger was leading. But of this the explanation is easy.
Neither the men guarding the border nor the ' military Babus ' looking after clerical business
on it would make their quarters a t watch-stations when far more comfortable shelter could be
found on cultivated ground within half a mile !
We followed the line of the wall in the direction indicated along the foot of the Sai for over a Decay01
mile, and after a short descent to the verdant fields and shady elms of Hsia-ming-tzG, the last we Li'nesafgn.
were to see for a time, picked it u p again without difficulty. I t was just visible a s a straight swelling
ofthe ground leading towards the tower T. ~ ~ ~ 1 b1, which
1 .
was reached a t a distance of close on
four miles. The Limes agger had almost completely decayed here, a s it had also done near the confluence of the Pei-ta-ho with the Kan-chou river, where in September it was searched for without
Successby one of t h e surveyors. T h i s decay ~ > ~ be
a yaccounted for by the eKect of the drainage
descending periodically from the hill chain whose low outlying spurs here closely approach the
riirer-bed. T . xl.vrrr. b (Fig. 225) Was found to be a tower solidly built of stamped clay and rising
a
of 24 feet in comparatively excellent reservation. I t measured 2 0 feet square a t its
base and with its slightly conical shape recalled T. 111, V I I and other watch-towers seen on the
Tun-huang Limes.
the steep ridge on whic]l this tower stands, the line of the agger was clearly seen to turn Eastward
'O N 8 ~ E,
0 and to run on straight for about a mile, reaching the left bank of the river-bed just ~ E G { ~ , , ~ .
where this divider into two branches and greatly increases its width. SOthere could be no doubt that
the
Limes here, below the northernmost point of the actual cultivation of Mao-mei, had taken

~",'~~,,,,
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[chWM
a decided turn to the east a n d crossed to the opposite side of the Etsin-gol
l t was impos31ble
a t the time to follow it there in search of the continuation of the line ; for this
have prejudiced
the work that I had planned to carry out b w e r down in the E t ~ i n - delta.
~ ~ I nut on my
after accomplishing that task I took care to revisit the ground, with the result to be recorded
a later ~ h a p t e r . ~F o r the time being it was a point of antiquarian interest that cultivationceases
within half a mile, a t t h e foot of this ridge, just a s it evidently did in Han times. ~~d character.
istically enough there was found below t h e tower, towards the left bank of the river, the modest
shrine of Ta-Rng-miao a s proof that local worship h a s not ceased to respect the position once
occupied by a ' g a t e ' of the ancient H a n wall.3"
Ruined fort
But it soon became clear that, whether in H a n times o r later, care had been taken to close the
parding
approach
from the north along t h e Etsin-go1 b y defensive works more eKective than [Ile mere
approach
along river, border wall, a n d well advanced beyond it. A s we moved across the riverine flat of gravel
coarse sancl to t h e grazing ground, known a s T a - w a n , that lies b y the westernmost branch of the
river bed ( M a p No. 42. D. 3), we passed, a t a b o u t four miles' distance from T. XLVIII.
b, a Small
fort remarkably massive, T.XLVIII. c (Fig. 233 ; PI. 16), which strikingly recalled the fort at the
ancient ' J a d e G a t e ', T. X I V . I t measured 32 feet square, inside walls of stamped clay themselves
fully 2 0 feet thick, which still stood to a height of over 30 feet. Among the potsherds found near
it both ancient a n d late ware was represented. Accumulations of sheep-dung within the walls
indicated recent occupation a s a herdsmen's shelter.
CircumAbout a mile to the north of where our C a m p 140 stood a t T a - w a n I found a large circumrallaof tion, T. X L ~ I I I ,e (Fig. 2 28), quite close to the left bank of the wide river-bed (Map No. 45.A. 3).
later date.
I t s Chinese n a m e was given a s T'ien-tsung-ta-wan, its Mongolian a s Arun-tokhai-diiruljin. l a
walls of stamped clay, about 18 feet thick a n d a s much in height, were provided with large square
bastions a t the corners a n d enclosed a n area about 2 2 0 yards square. T h e low ruins of three or
four structures inside t h e circumvallation revealed a masonry of vertically set bricks which was
clearly of late date. T h e bricks, in what seemed to have been a temple, measured 16" x 1o"x6".
T h e general impression 1 received was that of a later stronghold, and the absence of any ancient
pottery debris seemed to confirm this.
Ruined
About a mile to t h e south-east of this ruin a n d on the right bank of the river I visited on the
stronghold morning of M a y 17th another stronghold, T. X L V I I I . d, which to the Mongols is known as an ling inon right
river bank. diiriiljin, the latter part of t h e designation (also ~ r o n o u n c e da s durwuQin) meaning ' fort'. I t
occupies the western extremity of a low gravel plateau curving round from the desert hill chaintha'
we subsequently crossed on our way to Kao-t'ai ( M a p No. 45. A. 4). This extremity of the plateau
is faced on the opposite side of the valley by the foot of the gravel glacis that descends from the
easternmost o u t l ~ e rof t h e Pei-shan range above the Mao-mei oasis. Between the two the
bed contracts to less than half a mile. T h e stronghold, imposing in its ruin, looked on the whole
older than T. X L V I I I . e. Various features pointed to successive structural changes, but there was no
definite evidence to date them.
A s the sketch-plan shows, there is a n inner fort of irregular oblong shape1 enclosing an area
Ruined fort
'XL'rll'. d. roughly 250 by 185 feet. T h e walls of stamped clay, about 1 2 feet thick a t the base and still stand'ng
in places to a height of about 25 feet, a r e strengthened by two solid bastions, One at the southwestern corner a n d one o n the western face. T h e g a t e leading through the eastem curtain.
protected b y a n oblong outwork with walls of lesser strength, a n d within, moreorer~ by
in
flanking towers. T h e inside faces of the latter show a revetment of manifestly later
which courses of bricks set flat a n d upright alternate. A similar revetment coven a great
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Sce below, pp. 507 sq.
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See above, p. 369, note '5.
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the eastern wall on the outside. T h e walls of the fort had suffered but l ~ t t l eexcept on the north
and south faces. There they showed breaches which did not appear to be due to wind-erosion.
A
larger outer enclosure adjoined this fort on the north and east ; its walls, also of stamped
clay, but only 5 or h feet thick, coulcl be traced for about 700 a n d 500 feet, respectively. These
\\'ere badly decayed, but towers of varying sizes intended to strengthen thenl survived in
teteral places. T h e position of the end of the northern wall towards the river could not be deterrnlned, and the western mall had disappeared completely, having probably been carried away by
a flood of the river.
M'lthln the Inner fort, walls of two small structures survived to a height of a few feet, the masonry Uncertain
shonving courses of vertically set bricks. Excavation brought to light only remains of the roofing ; date of fort
nor d ~ dthe refuse found in the southYCrCn rLU *
west and south-east angles of the enRUINED FORT
closure yield any datable objects. T h e
T. XLVIII. d
clraringoftwo shallowdepressions, probON ETSIN- GOL
ably marking the position of wells, one
in the inner, the other in the outer fort,
could not be attempted. S o for chronological indications I had to fall back on
what could be gathered from the remains
of pottery ; these were very ~ l e n t i f u l ,
especially within the outer circumvallation. Among the potsherds fragments
of hard grey ware, with o r without
'string ' or ' mat ' marks, prevailed, distinctly suggestive of antiquity. Pieces
of plain whitish-grey glazed ware were
few. Most significant, perhaps, was the
total absence, so far as I could observe,
of porcelain and of such glazed ware a s
1 had found at the sites of the S u n g
period that I had previously examined.
Wall ol rtarnpcd d a y I
1,
*,
m
:
do. do. broken MU
The irregularity in the plan of the
mm-----Inner fort speaks against its attribution
to Han times, a t least in its present shape, while the absence of such pottery a s is common a t Khara- Origin of
khoto or Ch'iao-tz~i makes it difficult to believe that the stronghold could have seen ~ r o l o n g e d$ E ~ ~ ~ .
occupation either during the period of S u n g o r that of Hsi-hsia domination. I was therefore led to
conjecture that the construction of the Taralingin-diiriiljin defences might originally date, ~ e r h a p s ,
the troubled epoch which prevailed between the close of H a n times a n d the advent of the
T'ang dynasty, and again after the Tibetan conquest of the Kan-su marches (c. A. D. 750), when
Inroads of Turkish and other nomad tribes iron-1 the north must often have threatened the security
of the Chinese settlements along the K a n - ~ h o uriver a n d the foot of the Nan-shan.
But some of
repairs may well be due to later temporary occupation.
A ride of two miles diagonally across the widening bed of the river brought us back again to First
Mongol
!he Etsin-go1 route on the left bank. T h e r e in a small Mongol encampment, the first met with. camp
Milurn our itinerant LHma, discovered a relative in the owner of one of the few felt tents. T h i s
unexPecte(l meeting was not without its interest. MHlurn had drifted years before to the T u n of
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Tower
T.XLVlll.f.

Advanced

post.

h u a n g marches from t h e T'ien-shan grazing grounds above Kara-shahr. H ; ~discovery
relation here more than seven hundred miles a w a y in a straight line from their former common
haunts illustrates the huge distances over which Mongols a r e prepared to m o r e in search ofgrazing
o r for other purposes. I was eager later on to secure t h e guidance of this m ~ ~ h - t ~M~~~~~
~ ~ ~ l ] ~
for the autumn's journey across t h e Pei-shan, but unfortunately did not succeed.
A farther march of two miles by the caravan track across the bare gravel Sai brought us to the
last watch-tower that we were to meet along the left bank of the Etsin-go1 above the river's delta,
T h i s tower, T. ~ 1 . ~ 1 1 1f,. stood on a k w ~ridge commanding a distant view of the riverine plain and
of the utterly bare glacis that stretches down towards it both from the Pei-shan hills to the nonh.
west a n d from the desert plateaus to the east a n d south-east. T h e tower was of exactly the same
shape a n d size a s T. XLVIII. b, measuring originally 20 feet square a t the base and tapering some.
what towards the top, which was about 2 2 feet above the ground. B u t it was built of solid bricks,
measuring 14"x 8" x st', just like the other ancient watch-tower, T. XLVIII. a, on the extreme northern
stretch of the Mao-mei Limes. A thin revetment of stamped clay which had been added later,
apparently with a view to enlarging the space o n the top, had for the most part fallen off again.
T h e forts of T a - w a n were fully visible from this tower T. XLVIII. f, which, as its codstruction
proves, belonged to the Mao-mei Limes. T h e r e c a n therefore be little doubt that it served as an
advanced look-out post for that Limes, like the towers T. I a n d T. 11 which we found guarding the
Lop desert route where it approaches the western extremity of the Tun-huang lime^.^ Neither
refuse nor pottery debris was found near it. I t deserves to be noted that on the opposite side of the
river, a n d a t a distance of about three miles from the tower T. X L V I I I . f, there stands facing it the
c
small but very massive fort known a s Ulan-diiruljin, which in view of its similarity to T. XLVIII.
in point of size a n d construction m a y also belong to H a n times.6
T h e remainder of that day's march took us across a wide a n d bare plain of gravel to the haltingplace of Ulan-else, a narrow patch of vegetation a n d wild poplars by the left bank of the winding
river. N o structural remains of an): kind were seen o n these sixteen miles, though the groundwas
perfectly open a n d the atmosphere quite clear, a storm on the receding evening having brought
some light rain. W e h a d entered ground which, though o n a n old line of traffic towards the heart
of Mongolia, could never have seen settled Chinese life. A n d here the chapters dealing with O u r
search for t h e ancient border-line by which that life was to be ~ r o t e c t e dmay a p ~ r o ~ r i ~be~ e l y
brought to a close.

SECTION
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O F A N T I Q l T E S F R O M R U I N S O F H A N LIMES

OBJEC'TS FOLND OK ESCAVATEI) I S DIFFERENT LOCALITIES ALONG LIbfES

T.01. Lug of w o o d e n b o w l , similar t o T. s1.111.k, 026,
but slightly smaller. Similar ornament, \r.ith addition
inside rim of two thin I,lsck lines, with yellow line hclow,
and between hlnrk lines gro~lps01 transverse lines, dots,
&c., as ornament. 4)" x 14". PI. XLVII.

'

CI. Serindia, ii. pp. 638 sq. It seems likely that the tower
shown in Map S o . 42. n. 3 on the gravel glacis above our
Camp I ~ O ,and ahuut two miles distant, servelj as a link
b t r e e n the r r t r h - p o s t thrown uuk at 1,XLVIII.
I and the
watch-tower T , XL~III.
b on the line of the Limes itself. 1
now regret that time did not allow me t o visit it. The direct
distancc twtaecn the two is about seven miles, not too great

Iron centre-bit, with three-pointed end rind
thickened shank. Used lor makina circleand dot"rname*t
[requent on bone, ivory and wooden objects 01
Roman, Creek, RF.,origin. 1)iarn. of circle made by loo'
;E", full : sf" x ,k"a t broadest part. PI. xLIr.

T. 09.

for fire signals.
Regarding the line of watch-towers, probb'y
advanced watch-posts, to be found on the F.rwlSni o'rer'onk~
ing the riverine flat born the east, B I ) o \ ' ~and be10wTnra'in6w
d"rBljin, see k l o w , p. 507.
5 See the sketch-plan, PI. 1 6 ; c f below, l'.
5''.

LIST 01;A N T I Q U E S F R O M R U l N S O F H A N L I M E S
T,oa. F ~ of
, plaited c a n e b a s k e t , made of two layers
+..it; prob. circular when complete. Edge upturned
side q l e and thickened by having two bands of

of

plait (also double) sewn t o it, one outside and one inside
preserved t o h. only 01 rf'. Diam. c. lo". PI. XLVI.

ODJELTS EXCAVATED BENEATH LIMES WALL NEAR WATCH-TOWER T. 111

T. ,,I. or. Wooden wrltlng-slip, blank. 9 i " x 4" x jy.

r. ,,I.

0%.

specimen of r e e d s f r o m wall, much broken.

Length 6".
03. ~ l ~ frs.
c . of plain s i l k s ; crimson, blue,
preen, and cream ; latter with fine rib. Gr. M. 4 f .
T. 111. 04. Strip of leather, doubled and overheaded
coarse string along joined edges. 6i" x 12".
T. 111, 05. Frs. of woollen c a n v a s , coarse dark brown.
Very brittle. .\yerage length I*'.

.,

0

T.111. 06. Fr. of splintered w o o d , possibly from lug of
bowl. z 3
' x !4" x A".

T.1~1.07-8.

TWOfrs. of w o o l l e n c a n v a s , natural buff,
medium thickness ; 08 with sedm. Gr. M. (08) 9'.

.

T.

111. og.
H e a d of feathery
Length 9".

T. nr.

0x0.

grass; very brittle.

S p e c i m e n of cane. Length I". PI. XLVI.

OUJECrS FOUND AT WATCH-TOWERS T. IV.

A, B

11"x

T. rv. b. or. Fr. o f p o t t e r y ; part of mouth of unglazed

T. n.a. 0%. Specimen of r e e d s from fascines of wall,

pottery, with almost flat oversailing rim. Surfaces hori20ntally ribbed.
Reddish inside, grey out. upper
surface of rim part reddish, but grey towards outer edge.
3' x z$' x 8'. Rim I".

T. n. a. 01. Fr. of i r o n ; from side of vessel.
I.

2"

x

A".

T. IV. a ; also of reed rope securing longitudinal Iascines.
(;r. length 6'.

T. IV. a. 03. Fr. of p o t t e r y vessel with wide horizontal
lip. Moderately fine clay, grey. zi' x 44" x t". Lip rf'
hroad. PI. XLVIII.

b. on. Fr. of p o t t e r y vessel, with prominent
thickened rim and nearly horizontal shoulder. Grey,
moderately fine. Gr. M. 6", thickness #" t o fa. P1. XLVIII.

T. IV.

OBJECTS FOUND AT WATCH-TOWEKS T. VIII, XI, XI11

T.V ~ I or.
.
Specimen of w h i t e w a s h l a y e r , from wall
of Lower, 1'. VIII. Two pieces, c. 4" x 3".
T.XI. or-a. T w o frs. of porcelain b o w l , with underglaze decoration in blue. Same ware and pattern as
T. XLIII. 1. 06-9 ( q . ~ . ) . 01 shows part of bottom with
b&p-ring.; 02, small fr. o t rim. o r length z i " , h. IL".
T. xllr. 01. T w o w o o d e n s t i c k s , flat on one side, overlapped about 3" end to end and bound together with

strip of cane. Both broken off a t outer ends. Traces
ol bark on one. IS' x fa x A". PI. XLVI.

T. xrrr. on. Rope. Coarse fibre, with second piece bound
LO first with string. z' r ' x zt". PI. X L v I .

T. xrrr. 03. Fr. of b l a d e of i r o n i m p l e m e n t ; straight,
back (intac~)slightly thickened, edges broken. Rusted.
32a'x 19'.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT WATCH-TOWER T. XIV, c O F SECONDARY LIMES LINE

T- c. 01. Fr. of plaln s l l k ; bufl, fine weave. 63" x
41'.

T. c. 0%. W h i t e pebble ; smooth disc-shaped. Diam.
~ f 'thickness
,
1".
T.
c. 03. Fr. of p o t t e r y ; Irom neck and rim of
Fine clay black, hard, wheel-made.

Neck short

and curved, expanding below t o shoulder (broken off
short), and above t o thickening rim slightly hollowed in
top. z&" x I$" x IJB. t o
T. xrv. c. 04. P i e c e of s i l k waste, bu5.
T. xlv. c. 05. S c r a p of plain silk, fine, buff, with seam
by one edge. 2' x 4'.

corn.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT WMCII-TOWER T. x X I 1 . D
T. xxrr. d. 05-6. T w o w o o d e n s p a t u l a s , shaped as
xxrr. d- 01. Cane (7) stick, fincly sharpened a t one end,
at other. 4f" x 1" t * ,
T. xxrlr. a. 0 7 , but shorter. 05 broken off a t handle end,
06 trimmed t o point and carefully smoothed all over i
T.?ur. 2 . Lug of w o o d e n b o w l , boat-shaped,
cf. y, rLlll, k. oIp,I, xLIv. b.
h n g t h 4: g ~ .
"miLu to T. XLIII. k. 026 but lacquered plain red. 4b.x
widt,,
gr, thickneu A". PI. XLVII.
1-n 1..
T. xxrr. d. 07. Fr. of plain sllk, cream-coloured, fine
T. xxlr. 03. W o o d e n disc, roughly made, warped
ribbed weave. Gr. M. 4'.
"d
Use uncertain. Diam. s", thickness A".
T.X X ~ I .d. 08-9. TWOfrs. of w o o l l e n fabric, natural
T'
buff ; lain weave. 08 very irregular ; 09 stained with
d- O4. Wooden comb, with arched hack and
teeth. H. ti', width lie. PI. XL\'I[.
black ink or paint. Gr. hi. (09) 9'.

''

-

~

FROM SU-CHOU T O T H E LIMES O F MAO-ME1
[chap.*,
T. xxrr. d. oro. Bundle of silk (7) waste ; c. 3" x I&".
(diam.).
T. xxn. d. orr, ora. Specimens of grain.
T. xxrr. d. 025. Wooden writing-slip, blank. Decaying
wood, warped and broken. Gr. fr. 61" x I".
T. xxlr. d. 027. Wooden peg; roughly cut, with grutesque face roughly drawn in ink a t top. CI. T. XLIII. j.
0 1 , and Ser. iv. PI. LII, T . V I . b. i. 002-4.
5%"x )"x &".
PI. XLVII.
T. XXII. d. i. or. Frs. of cotton (7)fabric ; coarse, plain,
natural buff, knotted together, with scrap of plain buff
silk sewn t o it. Gr. M. 9".
OBJECUI'S EXCAVATED A?'
T. xxrr. e. or. Fr. of poltery. Part of \vall of wheelmade vessel ; unglazed. Reddish grey. 3)" x 24" x #".
T. XXII. e. oz. Wooden comb ; parabolic back with fine
teetl~,ol which many broken. Similar to T. XSII. d. 04.
3" x 2".
T. xxrr. e, on. Fr. of wooden bow or cross-bow (?), in
two pieces. Irregularly pentagonal in section. Outer
face shaved down a t upper end. Broad transverse notch
1,s" wide and b" deep, c u t a t 34" from end. Opposite
end twisted, tapered,and broken. Remains of pink paint

T. xxrr. d. i. 09. Frs. of vegetable-fibrestring, \.a",u,
thicknesses, knotted together. Gr, length 9".
T. xxrr. d. I. 03. Fr. of vegetable.fibre fable;
widely spaced and weft of pairs oI picks, wrappd.twined.
Prob. part of shoe sole. to" x a". PI. XLVI.
T. xxrr. d. i. 04. Handful of silk waste, natural bul,

T. xxrr. d. i. 051. Three frs. of plain sllk; red, b u ~ ,
and blue, resp. Gr. length 7".

T. xxrr. d. i. 08. Fr. of cane, perhaps from writing-slip.
Blank. 2%"x t".
over whole, and of Chin. inscr. on four laces, mostly in
small neat hand but almost effaced. Wood hard. Length
(hoth frs. joined) 164", gr. thickness t " x 3". PI. XLVI.

T. xxrr. e. 01%. Wooden seal-case, as Ser. iv. PI. LIII,
T . x~s.ii.oor(cf. ii. p. 771,'r. \'Ill. 5, type A), but unfinished.
Block squared, and three grooves sawn across, but cavils
not cut out. I)" sq. x j". PI. XLVII.
T. xxrr. e. 013. Broom of feathery-headed grass,
tied round with string; see A m . Khotan, ii. PI. LXXIII,
D. 11. 011. Length I' ~r",diam.rf". PI. XLvl.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED i\T

T. xxrr. f. or. Fr. of horse's bit. Made of iron rod,
doubled and twisted closely upon itself, leaving loop a t
each end, of which one is corroded through. Rusty.
Length 2 t n , thickness of stem t". 1'1. XLVII.
T. xxrr. f. 02-3. Two bronze arrow-heads; rf. C. xcvi.
016 ; Lal S. 015 ; Kum. 01. Barbs cut well back ; small
triangular depression in each face ; iron tangs (remains
of). Good condition. Lengths I&" and I)". PI. XLVlI.
OBJECTS EXCAVATED

T. xxrr. f. 04. Fr. of plain silk, very fine, natural hu8.
Cr. hl. 51".

T. XXII. 1. 05. Bronze strap.end (7). D-shaped plnte;
slightly convex in Iront, flat a t back, with hole through
for pin a t each end of straight side, and two holes close
together in middle of long curve. Fair condition. Length
in,gr. width PC",thickness r . hn.PI. XLVII.

~\'r\VATClI-TOIVERS

T. XxUI. or. Wooden object ; peg (I),square a t one
end, chamfered and tapering towards other ; square
reversed again, abruptly forming nut-like end with outer
corners chamfered into octagon. Roughly made. Originally painted black. 6'x I&". PI. XLVI.

T.XXIll. a.

OX. Shoe, well made of string with open-work
string uppers ; as Scr. ir. PI. XXXVII, L.A. vr. ii. 0025.
8iW
x 3'. Broken. PI. XLVI.

T.xxnr. a. 0s. Fr. of shoe; part of uppers, similar to
preceding but of finer string \-ery closely worked.

T.xmlt. a. oa. Wooden stopper (7); shaped like bottle
cork. Roughly cut. z&. x I b".
T.xxrn. a. 04. Wooden stick ; natural form, with bark

T. X X I I I , T. x x l l r . A
removed, sharpened i ~ one
t end, chisel-shaped and broken
a t other. Split and weathered. 1 9 4 "li".
~
1
stdng, finebutstrong.
T,xxrrI. a. 06. ~ ~ of 1woollen
A~~~~~~ t o be wound round core of cloth. Diam. 11'.
PI. XLV!.
T. xxrrr. a. 07. Wooden spahiat with 1%
blade broadening towards end. Marks of usage su~gest
a stirring implement used in cooking. Length of
16&",blade 3" x I h". PI. XLVl.
T,x x u ~a.
. 08. Flat strip of wood, spcavhead shapd;
one edge cut with small regular notchin& Much cracked
split. Length II", widtli ti". PI. XLVI1.
T,~ ~ 1 1 a.
1 . 09. Fibre. Large hank of fibre resemh"ns
bhatrg. 181"x 5" x 3'

EXCAVATED AT WATCH-TOWER T. X X I 11.
and tapering a t both ends,
iii. 0017. 2)' x t".
pieces sewn to i t with leather thong. 64'x la'.
T.xurr. b. 02. Small wooden cleat, with nick in centre
OBJECTS

T.XXltI. b. 01. Leather. Rough strip, thick, with scucral

U

iv

xxvl'l'

N' *Iv'

LIST O F A N T I Q U E S F R O M R U I N S O F H A N L I M E S

Sec.ill~

T, xx111, b. 03. T a p e s t r y frs., of finely woven rug, in
rainbo,vstripes ol red,green, and brown.

Largest 5" x 70.

T,xxII1, b. 04. Fr. of pottery, grey, moderately fine,
'mat-marking ' outside. Gr. hf. 71'. PI. XLVIII.
T. X ~ I I ,b. 05. Fr. of p o t t e r y v e s s e l , generally reSen,blingT. IV. b. 02. Grey ; thickened rim and bulging
shoulder; faintly ' mat-marked ' on exterior. Gr. &I.
qf',thirkness i"
to
PI. XLVIII.

T, xxnr. b. 06. W o o d e n b r a c k e t , of same type as
St,. iv. PI. LIV, T. vllr. 004, &c. Tenon cut off very short
at length ol ~ i " . Bracket slopes down from one end of

4x7

tenon, and curls in spiral a t end ; chamfered a t edges
and painted black, but has no incised lines. Fair condition. Length ol whole 6f", gr. depth I$", gr. thickness
)". PI. x L v r .
T. x x l n . b. 07-8. Two w o o d e n s t l c k s , with bark removed. 07 trimmed roughly round ; OR also trimmed
round, flattened and sharpened a t ends, possibly lor pcn.
Lengths 88" and 6)".
T. XKIII. b. 09. Fr. of felt, covered on one side with
three layers ol silk, one of pale blue silk between two of
white ; quilted on with parallel rows of stitching. 3h"x

4' x A".

1

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT WATCH-TO\tfER T . X X I l I . c

T. XXIII. c. 01 (room). W o o d e n b l o c k ; rect. with short
edges chamlered and one long surface concave.
11"x I&".

~ f x"

T.XXIII, c, 02. Wooden lug ot boat-shaped bowl, lacquered
red-brown, with rough black scrolls between two black
lines on inner lacc, as T. X L I I I . k. 026. 5" x 14" x I".

T, XILIII, c. 03. Specimen of r e e d s f r o m w a l l .
T. xxru. c. 04. Fr. of i r o n h o e (?) blade. Narrow
wedge-shapein section, hollow to take thin end of handle ;
one side broken away, and one end gone ; a s Ser. iv,
PI. LIV, T. xv. 0010. Rusted. Length (incomplete)
I#', depth 2". PI. XI-VII.
T, xrrrr, c. 05. F l a t o b l o n g plece of bone, neatly
squared, yellow, and polished by friction. 18" x f x
&'. PI. XLVII.
T. XXIU, c. 06-7. T w o b r o n z e a r r o w - h e a d s ; solid,

triangular in sec~ion,with angles cut back to form hexagonal sllnft ; as L.J. 01, and Ser. ii. p. 767, T. 007 ; iw.,
PI. LIII, T. xrv. a. 007. Iron tang (Ixoken off) in each.
Point ol 06 blunt and rounded, of 07 sharp. Fair con. SI.VI1.
dition. I.engtI1 of each ~ ~ l g "PI.
T. XXIII. c. 08. Fr. of l e a t h e r . 54" x 14"
T. XXIII. c. og. Fr. of r o p e ; vegetable fibre. 10" x 1".
T. XXIII. c. 010. Fr. of cloth. 14" x 3".
T. xxrrr. c. 011. W o o d e n p e g ; pyramidal top w i ~ hflat
point, rectangular shaft. Split on one side. 5" x 4".
PI. XLVI.
T. XXIII. c. 012-13. W o o d . Roughly pointed ends of
pegs, prob. similar to T . x x r r ~ .c. 011. Shaft broken off.
13' x O". PI. XLVII.
T. XXIII. c. 014. Fr. of i r o n Implement. 2" x ;CX x
T. XXIII. c. 015. Fr. of d l k ; plain, discoloured. 3" x zt".

lv.

OBJECTS FOUND AT WATCH-TOWER T. X X I I I . D
pinkish buff ; glaze of ligl~tcreamy buff, cowrering whole of
Fr. of p o t t e r y vessel, showing flat
bottom and spring of side. Dark red surfaces, grey in
interior ot fr. but stopping short of lower (broken) edge
middle. Gr. M. 34', thickness t" to A".
on exterior and showing part of lower wall of vessel
unglazed. ~ a i n t lcrackled.
~
Glaze has flowed down
T.xxru, d. 02-3. T,,,,~ frs. of glazed pottery;
body of gritty clay; grey; glaze, each
much
unevenly on outside. Cf. K.E, x. Or.
lengtll '1"~
thickness i7r".
lustrous dark greenish-brown. Cf. S r r . ii. p. 789,T. xxlx. f.
Cr. length 3", thickness 8" and 1'.
T.X ~ I I .d. 09. Fr. of glazed s t o n e w a r e , from slraight
rim of vessel. Fine buff body ; glaze outside of mottled
T.X ~ I d.. 04-5. T,,,~ frs. of glazed pottery; gritty
bronze and green, resembling ten-dust (?) glaze ; inside,
buff
; glaze, each side, iridescent mottled bronze
cream.
Gr, length f$", thickness i".
rind green. Scratched. Gr. length I f", thickness A".
T.
XXIII. d. 010-13.
F o u r frs. of p o r c e l a i n : 011-13
T' xullr. d. 06. Fr.of glazed s t o n e w a r e (?), from plain,
belonging to same vessel. White body, painted on outside
'lightly everted, rim of vessel. Body of fine texture,
(or1-r3) with rough floral design in dull blue under faint
; glaze, each side, dark greenish-brown, thin, evenly
bluish-white glaze; (0x0) with Ir. of bird (?) or flower
Cf. Scr. ii. p. 789, T. XXIX. I . H. I)" x 1i$8x )'.
design, too smnll to be distinguishable, in bright blue
d. 4- R. Of glazed s t o n e w a r e , from plain
under Feyish.white
" vessel very slightly everted. Body of fine texture,
Inside, in each case, plain glaze, except one edge of 013
6eY~
hard ; glaze, each side, ol light stone-grey,
shows ,r. of plain rim with band of blue on inner
changing perhaps to cream (at lower edge) on outside.
side.
~
i ~ ~ t - h o lnot
e s ,bored through, on outside of 012,
' k - ~ l l " ~ ~t6".
',~
ol?. For similar were, see T. XLIII. 1. 06-g. Gr. hl. 1)'.
thickness.'A
T' unl, d. 08. Fr. of glazed p o t t e r y . Dody light

T. XXIII.

"'

d.

01.

FROM SU-CHOIJ TO T H E L I M E S O F MAO-ME1

T.

XXIII. f. or. S t r i n g s a n d a l ; similar t o T. XXIII.o. 03.
11~"x.+".

T. XXIII. f. 02. S t r i n g s a n d a l s o l e ; strongly matlr.
11f"x 4'.
T. xxrrr. f. 03. F i v e w o o d e n s t i c k s , mostly Chinese
writing-slips ; blank.
T. XXIII. f. 04. TWOfrs. o f s t r i n g m a t , composed of
two-ply string laid as a warp by doubling backwards and
lorwards ; joined by string weft laid in double waling
a t edges and a t intervals of 3" between, making a kind
of string ' clrick '. Complete width r . 17" x 10". PI. XLVI.
T. x x u r . f. 05. Fr. of c o a r s e c a n v a s ; buff. 61" x 6 .
T. xxrrr. f. 06. Fr. of t h i c k s t r i n g , of vegetable fibre ;
prob. from sandal. Gr. length 16".
T. XXIII. f. 07. TWOfrs. of plain silk, one crimson,
2" x x i * , other green, 2i" x 2".
T. xxrlr. f. 08. Fr. of p o t t e r y ; mouth of unglazed
pottery vessel, with prism-shaped rim. Fine, grey body.
\\.'ell made. 3" x I&"x &". PI. X L V I I I .
T. x x u ~f.. og. I r o n h o l d f a s t , L. shape. 23" x in. PI. XLVI.
T. XXIII. f. 010. Frs. of silk. llIiscellaneous small rags ;
plain colours : crimson, blue, brown, yellow, and buff.
Largest piece 12"x 2".

T. xmu. f.

0x1.
W o o d e n t a b l e t , rect., roughly pointed
a t one end, a t which is a hole. Eight small holes drilled
along one edge. 4f" x I#"x 4". PI. XLVII.

T. XXIII. f. 012. Fr. of p o t t e r y from upper edge of \.Escel,
sllowing plain rounded rim and wall slightly
horizontally on outside ; has heen broken from ,'essel
in anliquity and been repaired by means ol boring holes
in either piece and tying the two together with string,
Blackish, well-levigated body. Sand-encrusted. Cr, M,
31') thickness f". PI. XLVIII.

T. x x n r . f. 013. Fr. of w o o d e n implement, as Scr. iv.
PI. X X X V , L.A. ~ v .iii. oor ; perhaps slay for dasher
of churn. Broken off through central hole ; wood lurrowed
and partially decayed. Length St", gr. widtli I&", thicknea
in. PI. XI-vr.

T. x x r n . f. 04. Fr. of wooden implement, \,try
roughly cut. Use prob. same as preceding. Long narrow
wedge-shape, flat, oblong in section at wider end. Herr
surface has been cut down a", and large hole (1i3iam.)
pierced through vertically. Inside of hole also rough, and
fr. broken off hall-way across it. 2$" lrorn narrow rnd
a groove, I " wide and )"deep, has also been cut out across
surfacc. Length IIJ", width zf" to I", thickness I' to
If". PI. x 1 , v r .
T. XXIII. f. 0x5. F r . of i r o n wedge.shape shoe, proh.
blade of hoe ; hollow to receive handle. Sides hroken
away. CI. T. xxrrr, c. 04 and Ser. iv. PI. LI\', T. xv.
0010. 34" X 2f" X I". PI. S L V I I .
T. XXIII. f. 016. W o o d e n tally-stick (7). Flat slip like
writing-slip, with bark left on edges. Six notches cut in
one edge near end. Length 7%

OBJECTS FOUND AT WATCH-STATIONS T. x x 1 1 1 . c , t1
T. XxUI. g. 01. Frs. of s t r i n g tied together. Prob. part
lower part of wall of straight-sided vessel, turning in
of sandal.
sliglitly a t bottom as lor base. Outside ribbed horizonhlly.
Hard greyish-white body. Glaze inside, mottled bronze
T.xXI11. g. 02. C a n v a s b a g or slleatll, llemmed a t mouth.
and green ; outside, mottled bronze green and black,much
X i " x 13".
scratched. Gr. hf. a$", tl~irkness&".
T. xxIr1. h. or. Fr. o f t h i c k g l a z e d s t o n e w a r e , from

T. XXIII. 1.

OBJECTS EXCAVI~TEDAT WATCI-I-'TOWER T . x X 1 1 1 . r.
T. XXIII. 1. 1. 05. F r . of wooden bowl, round ; about
ha11 ; rougl~lycut I,y hand. Trares nl black pint
l)iam. 44', deptli I b". PI. S L v l .

S t r i n g s a n d a l , as St-,. iv. PI. T.I\I, T.
XIV.a. 0 0 2 . I O ~x" ji*.
T.XxIu. I. 1. 01. S i x w o o d e n writing.slips, Chinese ;
blank. Average length 9"; gr. width 8".
01.

T. XXIII. I. i. 02. S e v e n w o o d e n w r i t i n g - s l i p s , Chinese;
blank. or with unimportant marks. Gr. 9" x I".
T.~ X I I I .I. i. 03. W o o d e n bowl, l,oat-shap~ ; with
handles or lugs, near one of which a piece of string has
been threaded through holc drilled inside. Very roughly
made. Knife scratches on bottom. Fur specimens of
handles, see T . X X I I I . C. 02 and T . X L I I I . k. 026. 51" x 3 i " x
a*. PI. S L V I .
T. XXuI- 1. 1. 04. Fr. of w o o d e n b o w l ; boat-shaped,
sides missing, black inside. llole drilled downwar& near
end a t one side. 6t" x 3".

T. XXIII. I. i. 06. Fr. of iron weapon or implement;
four-sided, hollow, flattening towards ' blade ' end,
I,roken off. Retains tang of wnoden handlr, which P ~ ~
(q)linter only) a t hmdlc end. h n g t h of irnn 'i '
width t i " ,thickness t i " to A'.
T. xxro. 1, ii. 01. Eighteen wooden wrlUng's'ips'
Cllinese; blank. Av. length 9".
.
roughly cut.
T. XX,II. 1. 11. O1. a ~ F. ~ of~wood,
and b irreg. sticks ; c roughly spoon-shaped; ""
broken a t one end, notchccl on one edge near
01 string tied into nntcli. hrgest (a) 5"x''
and

'"'

x

:".
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Sec, ili]

T,~ ~ 1 11.1 .ii. 03. F l a t w o o d e n slip, with six notches
cut on one edge, and h i n t traces ol writing (?) on one
,ide ; P r ~ btally.
.
7fnX 1' X .'k PI. xLv11.

T,xxlu. I, li. 04-8

Five w o o d e n writing-slips. OJ
llas traces 01 ink on one side. St" x &"x Qn. 05, Chinese
writing on one side; broken a t one end. 4 t " x
x 4".

a"

06, parts of Cl~inescchars. on both sides. gb'x g" x in.
07, rough stick with traces ol Chinosc chars. on two sides.
7'x a'x t'. 08, Chinese writing on one side and ink line
across centre ol reverse. 9t' x &'x b*.
T. xxrrr. 1. il. og. Fr. of plain s i l k fabric, cream-colourcd.
11"x 2t".

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT WATCH-TOWER T. XXIII. o
a t opposite end. 4b" x I". PI. XLVII.
T,xxm, o. or. Fr. of lacquered w o o d ; elliptical food
T. xxrrI. o. 03. S t r l n g s a n d a l , very strongly made, of
bowl with small solid lug handles. Red inside, black
cstraordinary length, being r r t " ; breadth 4". PI. XLVI.
oulside; black handles painted on outer surlace with
rough red pattern, like pea-pod. Smooth continuous
T. XXIII. 0. 04. W o o d e n object, perhaps whip handle ;
curved surlace inside. Roughly cut outside ; flat a t
round, tapering. Smooth from thick end lor about q of
Ilottom; straight sides Irom lip to depth of )",whence
the length, then roughly cut with three annular depressions
chamlercd inwards to meet bottom. One side broken
for holding gut bands to secure splice. Where bands
away and missing. 5)" x 4h-x 2". PI. XLVII.
occur it is cut flat for splicing, the glue being still recognizable. A hole drilled through thick end is square on one
1,xxlrr. o. on. Bamboo ; piece of fine quality about
side and round on othcr. Narrow hollow chamfer cut
one-lourth of the complete natural thickness, cut a t a
round edge of thick end. 7" x f". PI. XLVII.
joint, and cut to thin tapering chisel-shaped point, blunt,
LIST O F OBJECTS FOUND AT \V;\'TCH-STATIONS T. XXXVII.
T. xxxv~r.a. or. W o o d e n s t i c k ; pointed.
(at broad end).

St" x &" x

4"

T. XXXVU.

C. or. F r . of p o t t e r y ; blackish-grey, rather
fine but with white granulations ; faint signs of matmnrking on outside. Cr. hI. 32', thickness )".

T. xxxvu. c. on. Fr. of p o t t e r y ; hand-made, pinkish
drab, mat-marked on outside. Cr. M. 6&",thickness IS,".

T,xxxvu. d. or. Fr. of p o t t e r y ; lrom bottom of vessel,
showing flat base and spring of side ; plain. Drab, welllevigated clay. Pierced with three holes, prob. lor ancient
PI. XLVIII.
repairs. Gr. M. 4", thickness

)".

T. m v r r . d. on. Fr. of p o t t e r y , Irom flat bottom of

vesscl like the preceding ; plain. Black-grey, well-levigated clay. Cr. M. J)', thickness &".
T. x x x v n . d. 03. Fr. of p o t t e r y , Irom plain rim of vessel.
Wall slightly ribbed horizontally upon each side. Red.
Gr. M. I#'", thickness &".
T. XXXVII. d. 04. Fr. of p o t t e r y ; lrom straight-sided
vessel, with rim turned out a t angle of 1 3 5 and
~ finished
off square. Smooth blackish-grey. Wall slightly ribbed
horizontally. Inner surface flaked off. One hole drilled
by edge, either for suspension string, or lor ancient repair.
23" X Jt' x 1". PI. XLVIII.
T. x x x v n . f. or. R e e d s a n d b r u s h w o o d , from Limes
aggn (southern line), 14 miles E. of T. xxxvrr. f.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT WATCH-TOWER T. XL.

T.XL. C.
x

fe"

T.XL-C.

F l a k e s of w o o d ; plain.
(01) 21" x &" x

OI,O~.

01.

Tv.

Wooden peg ; round.

I

(03) I 1''x

A"

A"x :sn.

.A,c, D, E

C

T. XL. C. 04-6. Frs. of l e a t h e r ; three, 01 white kid,
edged with holes of sewing. Largest 6" x 3t'.
T. XL. C. 07. Wood.wo01; small bundle, such as now
used for packing.

LIST O F OBJELTS FOUNL) OR EXCIIVATEL) AT W.iTCH-TO\VERS T. YLI.

T-XLl- a. 01. Stick. lfard shiny surlace. Cut a t both
ends,and bark partially removed. r a t " x

T. m1. a.

A".

Fr. of pottery. Upper part of vessel,
outward curved rim, thickened and cut into flat
laces; one Outward, faintly channelled ; one upward lrom
first at about 30" Body curves out lrom short neck.
Surlace horizonhlly wavy, by potter~sfingers. s
~
d:rk grey ; inside dull red. Well-washed clay. ~ f x "2" x
03.

1 .

T'ILr*a. O4- Fr. of p o t t e r y ; wall ol large vessel, dark
Grey#rather porous and not well made. Surlace covered

I\,B,

c

with 'string ' marks, across which a t right angles 1 ~ 0
incised lines I#" apart and a third 1" from others. s t - x
JI" x f a (nearly). 1'1. SLVIII.

T. XLI. a. 06. Fr. of r o p e ; coarse straw, three-ply,
loosely twisted.

T.~XLI. b. I01.
of wild poplar

I1t' x f'.

Drug,
~ in small
~ )ellow
~ rods,~ lvrapped ill leaf

0).

T.XLI. b. on. W o o d e n s p o o n , roughly made, with curved
handle. Bowl in same line as handle, flat, broken. 44' x
f " (width 01 bowl).
3H2

FROM S U - C H O U TO T H E L I M E S O F MAO-ME1
T.

b. 04, 05. Frs. of wood. Three chips. 3f" x I"
x 8' largest.
XLI.

T. XLI. b. 06, 07. Frs. of leather ; thin. Iloles of sewing
on 07. Gr. 5" x 14".
T. xLr. b. 08. Fr. of pottery; part of foot of howl
I. 04, but bright bufl. ~ t - &"
similar to T. ~1.111.
x x 1".
T. xLr. b. og. Fr. of pottery ; Irom wall of vessel ; grey,
faintly string-marked. Fine texture. z" x I $" x #".
XLI. b. 010. Fr. of pottery; part of rim similar t o
T. XLI. C. 03. hluch weathered. ' Rivet '-hole near one end.

T.

& " X in.

3&'X

T. xLr. b.

Fr. of pottery; from wall of vessel ;
string-marked ; similar t o T.XLI. a. 04. zf" x zf" x f".
T. XLI. b. 01%. Fr. of pottery ; from wall ol vessel ; grey ;
string-marked. I &" x l t "x
T. XLI. b. 013. Fr. of pottery ; lrom \villi of \.essel ;
faceted simililr to T . SLI.c. 03. 1k" x IJ" x &".
T. xLr. b. 014-17. Frs. of pottery ; of vessel similar t o
T . SLIII.
b, 02. 014, 015, 017, parts ol slightly out-turned
thickened rim. Body dense grey-buff. Glazed inside and
out with thin dark greyish-brown-mottled glaze. 016, part
of wall, same glaze; but inside only about half covered,
leaving remainder unglazed. Gr. fr. I8" x I&" x in.
T. ELI. b. 018. Fr. of textile; loosely woven coarse
woollen twill. Discoloured t o dark brown. 3 t " x 4f'.

T.ELI.

011.

[Chap. XII

sides running to base, which is without foot. ' Rivet '-holes
drilled near each of the three broken edges and anotller
through bottom a t broken edge. 34" x 4" x 'A (nearly).
PI. XLVIII.

T.ELI.

C. 01. Fr. of pottery; thickened rounded rim,o[
common red ware. 2%" x I' x t"(at rim).
T. XLI. c. 03. Fr. of pottery ; from upper part 01 l.erspl,
Fine grey body ; well burnt and uniform in colour through.
out. Rim overhangs boldly, the upper surface # and
soft ry111arecla curve, laid nearly horizontally; the under.
surface, simple hollow running slightly into general surface
of side. From rim, side falls nearly straight for about
with a faint band of two or three incised lines. Below this
it turns slightly under, and is cut into irreg. flat facetj
lorming a kind of flat fluting, each ' flute ' having a round
top. (CI. Scr. iv. PI. S X S V I , E. Fort. o o r l ; Ir. 01 glass.)
Near top a hole drilled through. Traces of thin slip or
glaze. 4$" ~ 4 1 1".
" ~PI. XLVIlI.

lr

T.

-I.
c. 04. Fr. of pottery; Iron1 lower part 01 thick
vessel ; of well-washcd clay, dark grcy throughout. Flat
bottom, no foot. Large hole tllrough bottom madc belore
firing. Small ' ri\.et '-hole near junction of two broken
edges of side. 44" x 24" x )".
T. XLI. e. or. Rope. Two pieces, made 01 hemp(?). 4'

x +g".

T.

XLI.

e. oa. Wooden spindle, broken; lor length of

3 f " , a regular cylinder, the remainder the same shop but

or. Fr. of pottery; similar quality to T. XLI.
Lower part of same vessel (?), showing faceted

thicker. An abrupt shoulder a t junction of Lso parts.
61" x t" (nearly) to Q". 1'1. XLVII.

XLI. f. or. Fr. of wooden tablet; thin rectangular
piece of conifer wood, broken a t one long edge through
small hole drilled near one end. 4 t " x 14"x g.
T. XLI. f. 02, 04-11, 013, 023, 024. Frs. of wooden
slips, of various sizes, blank or eflaced. Largest gt" x

T. XLI. f. 018. Fr. of cotton canvas. Length 4".
T. XLI. f. 019. Fr. of silk waste.
T. XLI. f. 020, oar. Frs. of pottery. 020. L'ery fine

c.

03.

C.

T.

7 "

?en.

TB

T.

XLI. f. 03. Fr. of wood ; irregular rectangle ; close
grained and hard, resembling that of which ancient combs
arc made. Shape such a s might have been ' roughed out '
for a comb, but with irregular indentation a t one end.
Sides rough. 4)" x zb" x :s".
T. XLI. f. ora. Fr. of cord, of vegetable fibre tied into
knots. 7" x &".

T.ELI.
J'X

f. 014.

Fr. of cotton (7) cloth ; showing selvedge.

21".

f. 016.

Fr. of cord, of vegetable fibre. 3" x

A".

T.m1. f. 017. Fr. of woollen string. Length 3'.

T.xL1. g.

T. XLI. f. 093. Iron nail ; Rat, with wide-spreadinghad.
I&" x Q" (head) x &".

T. XLI. 1. 014. Fr. of iron bar; square section.

1t'~b'.

T.XLI. 1. oag. Bronze ball. Diam. &".
T. xLr. f. 026. Frs. of two green glass beads.

T. ELI. f. 015. Fr. of silk; huff, finely corded. 6" x f".
T.XLI.

texture, pale red ; partially glazed on both sides but
perished. 14" x I"x A". 021. Coarser ware ; part
rim, prismatic scction. Red surface, grcy inside. a'*
14"x I".
T. XLI. f. 012. Fr. of iron ; rough, very oxydized cast
iron. z f " x I t " x A".

T. xLI.

f.

027. Bronze wire ring ; split. D

OBJECTS FOUNL) AT RUINED STRUCTURES T. XLI. c
~ w Y t c d\ v i t ~ , vary fine ,.laze (I) which has lost
polish by fine erosion Gr. M'.2': "crage

Fr. of base of porcelain bowl. 'Thick
greyish-white, very fine quality, with .ng-bme (chipped)
and two Iaint blue annular lincs on bottom within ring.
01.

O7 .i'
x f". 09 annular, darker green;
regular, pale. #" x i"
chipped. Iliam. A", thickness #".

3

"

i6

~ I$"'~
Origha'

.

LIST O F A N T I Q U E S F R O M R U I N S O F HAN L I M E S

Scc.lll~

porcelain b o w l
(joining) ~ing-base. Hard pale grey body, covered each
sldewithccladon (?)glaze of soft greyish-green, now dulled
by fine
or atmospheric action. Bottom within
Only
glazed. 0 2 and 04 show signs at
[, blue decoration under g l m . Cr. M. (joined) ~ 4 ' ,
diam, of base z i " , average thickness b". PI. XLVIII.

T,xLI. g. 02-4. T h r e e frs. of b a s e

T.x ~ lg., 05-6. T w o frs. of porcelain b o w l s , with ringloot,and under glaze decoration in dark blue. Same ware
and ornamentation asT. XLIII. 1. Oy (4.v.). 0 j shows part
of bottom and loot, 06 lower part of side of different bowl.
o j . 11, I;~', length zi", thickness of wall Q".
T. =I. g. 07-11. Fifteen frs. of porcelain, prob. from
dinerent bowl. Hard white body, covered each side with
bluish-white glaze, and decorated with Icaves and
flo~versin dark blue under the glaze. Same w:lrc and t)-pe
ol ornament as Srr. iv. PI. IV, T. XI.001, Rrc.
og shows Ir. of ring-loot,o7 of plain slightly cvcrted rim.
07 and o q show each sm;tll rivet-ltole, not pierced through.
011-13, 016, and 0 2 0 are of clearer colouring than the
others and perhaps belong to different bowl. The last
shoas claw ol a dragon or bird. Cr. M. rl", average
thickness A".
T.XLI.g. 022-3. T W Ofrs. of p o t t e r y ; grey, well washed,
mat-marked on outside. Hard but worn. Gr. hi. 2+",
thickness 9".

T.XLI. g. 014-5.

T w o frs. of glazed p o t t e r y . )lard
coarse body, grey, ill washed ; spongy glaze each
of brownish black, somewhat pcrisllcd. Gr. M. 2f',
thickness 8".

T.

g. 0 ~ 6 . Fr. of p o t t e r y ; grey, eroded. perhaps
belonging to T. XLI.g. 022-3. Cr. M. II", thickness 158".

T. XLI. g. 017. Fr. of b a s e of s t o n e w a r e vessel. Ringloot. I-Iard pinkish-buff, unglazed. 11. #", gr, length
zi", average thickness 8".
T. XLI. g. 098-31.
F o u r frs. of glazed p o t t e r y j a r or
vase, with handle. Body of buff clay, retaining a good deal
of grit ; glaze each side, slightly frizzled, streaky brown
:und black intermingling. 029 and 030 (joining) show
shoulder turning very slightly in before short wide neck,
and plain short rim turned out a t angle of about 45'.
Upper surface of rim unglazed. 031 shows shoulder, with
base of straight I~andle,corrugated vertically on outside.
028, fr. from turn of handle (?) a t top. For Ir. of similar
vase, see T. X L I I I . 1. 015. Cr. M. 2kn, thickness t". PI.
XLVIII.

T. XLI. g. 032. S m a l l b r o n z e r i n g ; elliptical, ends only
thickness of wire
roughly joined. Gr. dinm. A",
T. =I. g. 033. R e m a i n s of i r o n h o o k ; oblong in section,
much corroded. Length I;~", width in,

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT WATCH-POST T. S L I . I
T. XLI, i, 01. Fr. of porcelain ; lower part of bowl, while,
T. XLI. i. 06. P a r t of w o o d e n t r a p . Irreg. ring of
thinner and more finely modelled than T. XLI. i. 02, coated
t\visted grass in which are bound pointed strips of wood
on the inner side, their points converging to centre. Prob.
with pale green glaze. King-loot is 4" deep and thin with
finely rounded edge. Portion of body rising from loot has
from trap for game; as Sn.ii. p. 7 8 2 ; iv. PI. LIV, T.xv.
6 rivet-holes, not pierced through.
a. i. 009. [Regarding use of trap, cf. note of Mr. H. Balfour
On bottom, outside, within a double circle Chinese
in Add. & Corr.] Diam. c. 6". PI. XLVI.
characters enclosed in square. Inside, painted pattern
T. XLI. i. 08. Fr. of w o o d e n m a t or c h i c k * ; woven
in dark blue, 01 fine lincs with bold washes of colour over.
like cloth, the warp of string, and the weft of even, round
One small trace of pattern outside. Type similar to
twigs used double. Twigs were prob. soaked in water
T.XLIII.~.OIO.
Aver. thicknessc. A". 3" x at'. PI. XLVIII.
for weaving, as although now very hard, they bend t o the
T. n I . I. 02. Fr. of porcelain ; lower part of bowl,
string warp which has left a sharp impression on them.
exactly similar to T. xLllr. I. 09. 34" x 2". PI. XLVIII.
String extremely strong. Cf. T,XLIII. j. 04. 23" x 33'.
T- i. 03. Stick. Natural curved branch roughly
T. XLI. I. 09. Fr. of s t r o n g Canvas. 10" x 7b".
thinned, lea\,ing thick-knotted end. A drumstick or
. p o t t e r y ; from bottom of BatT
. YLI. i. oIo. F ~ Of
knObkerr~' ; rob. apple wood. 154" x #". Thick end
bottomed vessel *ith ponion of o u t w a r d - s l o p i n g s Red
4"x 1)". PI. XLVI..
discoloured to grey in parts; unglazed. Part of large
T'
O4. Wooden s p a t u l a , roughly cut. 6 % ' t'.
~
Ilole in centre and two others r. and I. nearer to side, clean
T' 1. O5. Wooden slip, broken a t one end ; surface
cut before firing. Part of small hole near one edge. 4&-x
-

~

Partly chiselled away on one side. 6b" x 4" x A" (full).

~

st" x -&".

OBJECTS FOUND AT WATCH-STATIONS T , X L I . JJ, K, L, N
cdgc up, one presented outward. Sharp inward dip t o
short neck and abrupt outward-spreading shoulder, Irom
13"Xr.
wllich body inclines sharply down itnd slightly outward.
\Veil-washed clay. Diam. 01 m o u t l ~2Q"; dium. of sl~oulder
T.XLI,k. 01. F ~of. pottery ; mouth and part of
one
C. 4h'.
PI, xLvrlr.
Ofdark-b"ey~~lgl,izpd
jilr. ~i~~ prislnatic in

T'

1.O1.

Fr. of P o t t e r y ; from side of common
"d vcsst.l. Itroded surkace, ribbed horizontally. 2 i " x

FROM SU-CHOIJ T O T H E L I M E S O F MAO-ME1
T.=I. I.

01. B r o n z e s t u d , wit11 two pointcd pins a t back
for fastening t o cloth or other soft material, bent over.
Dcsign : palmette ; two leaves R. and L. wit11 rosette
between enclosed by pointed arched raised edge. A flat
knob in each spandril. Well made. fin
x 1".
T. XLI. I. on. I r o n r o d , of flattened square section ; curved.

ztnx G X ~ " .

T. XLI. n. or. I r o n a r r o w - h e a d

; hollow-sided, three

blades. Corroded and thickly encrusted
I&"X

A".

T.

Bronze dsc,
Koughly made. r" x I&"x f".

T.XL1.

ritll

oxiditatiun,
rib It bck,

O3- Fr. o f l e a d w i r e ; twisted. I&" x 4".

T.XLI. n. 04. B r o n z e nozzle. 1.1allow tube.shapd like
mouth-piece of blowpipe. I&"X &".

OBJECTS FOUND AT WATCH-STATIONS T. XLI. o, T. XLI. R

T. XLI. o. 01-4. Frs. o f b o t t o m o f f o u r p o r c e l a i n
b o w l s . Same type of ware and decoration a s T. xLIII.1.
09 (q. v.) and Ser. iv. PI. Iv, T. XI. oor. Wllite body,
except o j (light grey). Ring-foot to all, and bottom
glazed inside ring.
Or. Om. double blue ring under bottom, within ring, and
Chin, char. Glaze almost white. 02. Orn. on bottom, within
as 01, but different char. On outside,
base-ring double blue line ; above, trace of floral orn.
Three rivet-holes, not pierced through. I n centre of bottom,
inside, plant with berries or buds,
wide double
circle. 03. pattern identical
that of T , ~ ~ 1 1 1.1 .09.
&c. ; to it prob. belongs T.xL1. o. oj-6. oq. Thinnel. and
finer ware than any of the preceding. Outside, within
ring-foot, double blue line and fr. 01 Chin. char. ; a t spring
of wall, double Mue circle ; a t centre (inside), flower spray
and trace of blue circle a t edge. On wall, outside, five small
rivet-holes not pierced through.
Gr. fr. (ozj, h. ~ f "diam.
,
of ring-foot at", thickness of
wall f " , Gr. M. 3 i n . PI. XLVIII.
T. XLI. 0. 05-6. T w o frs. o f p o r c e l a i n , with bluishwhite glaze, and under-glaze decoration in blue. Prob. part

of T. XLI. o. 0 3 ; 05 being from lower part wall lrom
just above ring-foot, and showing continuation
design as on 03, while 06 (from wall) is of exactly
ware
and tint, and shows flower of same t y p . cr. 1,2.,
thickness of all i".
PI. XLVIII.

T.XLI.

07. Fr. of porcelain, same ware as the precedShows outside, bands and leaves (?) in blue; and
inside, double blue ring and leaves, Gr. M,z", thicknessis,
T'
O' 08' Fr' of porcelain ; body pure white and
fine texture ; glaze thin, even, very bright, without crackle
and
pale starch blue' 'lesign, arabesque
in
blue lines>On 'IJtside
Gr' M' 'in>
thickness A".
T.XLI. 0. 09. Fr. o f glazed s t o n e w a r e , from strongly
convex shoulder or wall of vessel. Body hard greyishbuff ; glaze each side, fine brown-black. Gr. M. 2h',
thickness :R".
T. ELI. O. 010. Fr. of s t o n e w a r e ; flat, from base of
vessel. Buff, with five spots of frizzled brown glaze upon
one side. Gr. M. r f " , thickness g.PI. XLVIII.
T. XLI, r. 02. Fr. of b r o n z e p l a t e ; curved. plain. ~ t '
0.

ing:

x

g.

OBJECTS FOUND AT WATCH-TOWER T. XLII. E
toe ; upper covered with strong blue fabric 01 fine texture,
over a coarser blue canvas. The stitlening is lormed by
out-turned rim of bowl, of pattern identical with T . XLIII.
layers of white canvas, and edge is oversewn with a
1. d,but more carefully painted. I'ale greenish glaze,
of close herring-bone stitch forming a braid-like bind%
bright, uncrazed and only slightly pitted. zf" x zf".
An interlaced braid scroll ornaments top of toe. loin
PI. XLVIII.
x 4". PI. xLVI.
T. mu. e. on. S h o e , man's ; with string sole, turned u p

T.mu. e. 01. Fr. o f P o r c e l a i n ; part of wall and slightly

Fd

OBJECTS FOUND OK EXCAVATED AT WATCH-STATIONS OF LIMES SECTION T. XLIIl
T. ELIU. 02. Fr. of p o t t e r y ; from wall of bowl. Fie
porcelainous grey body, covered both sides with
very deep and made of separate thicker piece. h n a i n s
rich brown glaze, appearing black where tllick, andshowlng
of feather and black lacquer for binding. Other end burnt.
sulphured effect. 14" x r t " x
11)" x &". PI. XLVII.

T.Um.01. A r r o w , cane ; part oI shaft and butt. Notch

)".

OBJECTS FOUND OR EXCAVATED AT WATCH-TOWERS T. XLIII. A-C, T. XLIII.
T. r u n . a. 06. PIS. of woollen rule dyed Grrrn. Wgest
Frs. o f w o o d e n d i p s , uninscribed.
piece 7" x 61".
Lungest 71".
T.
XLIII. a. 08. W o o d e n dowel. slightly tapering; 'quare'
T. u u ~ a.
. 0s Wooden stybs ; double-cnded,

T- m u . a. 01-4.

centre (handle) of square section, across which are transgl"x 1" .'I.
verse black bands in ink. Roughly mad..
PI. XLVII.

31' x 8' x 8'.
1
.m u . a. 09. Fr. of h a r d felt, with h01a fromsewing("'
91" X 5'-

LIST O F ANTIQUES FROM RUINS O F H A N LIMES

Sec. 1111

wooden seal.case with three saw cuts
iv. PI. 1.111, T. X I X . ii. 001. I $ " X
I i v x,ssn. cavity 2"x Pa".
T, rLm.a, 1, 0x4. Fr. of pottery, grey ; from lip and
Rim broad, a t right angles to side ;
side of large
sm311 rivet 0)hole near one end. Two pieces now joined.
,,,x3aX &", Width of rim I&". PI. XI-VIII.
T.
b.
Frs. of p o t t e r y , from one or more
bo,,,ls; fine porcelainous Irit, glazed both itlcs pale warm
grey, largest piece ;inx a&".

T , XLUI
lor

35

T.XLIII. b. 08. W o o d e n s q u a r e prlsm, one end pyramidal. Painted I)lack ; cf. 1'. xr.111. I). or I . I f " x t" x h".
T. XLIII. c. or. Fr. of p o t t e r y ; from flat bottom of vessel ;
slightly raised broad foot. Badly washcd paste, glazed
dark greenish-brown inside. 5%" x 43" x 8".

T.XLIU. e. 01. Fr. of p o t t e r y . Hollow bar, square section
with upper surface chamfered into three irreg. sides of
octagon. Use uncertain. Dark grcy throughout and very
hard. 4 r x at" x I:". Thickness c. 4".

OBJECTS FOUND OR EXCAVATED AT WATCH-TOWER T. XLIII. (;
sides, barbed ; bronze tang. CI. Lal S. 015.
PI. XLVII.

g. 01. Fr. of p o t t e r y ; dark red, coloured black
T.
on surlace. part of rim of bowl. Fine and hard. a" x
I

~

P.X

T. XLIII, g. OP, F ~ of
. pottel.y; fine
; grey-black
surface, with close string pattern all over outside. a t " x
~t'xt".
T , XLIII. g. 04. Fr. of b r o n z e m i r r o r . Narrow cable
border lines within broad, flat, thickenrd rim. Fine
srnootll patina. I:" x 3".

T.XLIII.

g. 05-13. Frs. o f bronze, of various sizes and
shapes. Largest rf" x ;$" x &".

T.~ L I I I .g, 014. Bronze a r r o w - h e a d ; triangular ; hollow

423

I?" x

;6".

T. XLIU. g. 015. B r o n z e a r r o w - h e a d , triangular, flatsided, no barbs ; cf. L. J. or. Corroded a t lower end. I"
x

a".

T. XLIII. g. 021. T h i n h e a d of g r a s s , tied round with
string of same a t halI-lcngth ; perhaps lor brush. Cf.
T. x x r ~ e.. 013. Length rot", gr. thickness 4".
T. XLUI. g. 022-4. Frs. of t h r e e w o o d e n writ in^
s l i p s ; blank. Wood hard, I ~ u thleached. Cr. fr. (022)
7 4 r x &" x gn.
T. xrrrr. g. 030. W o o d e n writing-slip ; blank, good
condition. g&" x A"x &".

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT LWATCII-STATIO?: T. XLIII. H
T. xLlu. h. oa. Fr. of w o o d ; originally rectangular in
section,cut into oblong billets on one lace. Billets npprox.
2 1 ' ~I.. Interval I&"long x t " deep. Split and perished.
Broken at both ends. ga" x I" x g".

T.nm. h. 03. Wooden handle, of awl (?)or drill. Short,
thick, straight and round ; roughly tapered a t drill end,
and rounded at butt. Hard wood. 3 t " x ~f ".
T . ~ U Ih.. 04. S t r i n g s h o e ; strongly wo\.en in one piece,
Under-ride of sole presents evenly knobbed surface. ~~~d
work. As Scr. iv. PI. LIV, T. xv. 006. g i n x 3$w.

string fabric' with very
h' 05'
Of
strongloops projecting from edge a t intervals of about
hobably m a for covering loads on ponies. or for
Somesimilarpurpose. Close warp; we[l ' wrapped-twined'
at intervals of about h".
8".

' xLU1'

T'

xL1ll'

4' x 4".

h'

06'

Fr'

Of

paper.

Torn,

t o l l ~ hand
.

plain

T' xL1ll'

O7. Fr. of plain c l o t h : cotton, strongly
woven. gf" x 2fl,

''

xL1ll.

woollen ; bum. c.

''

Fr. of plaln c l o t h , loosely woven ;

T. xLrlr. h. 09. Fr. o f s i l k w a s t e .
T. XLIII. h. oro. Fr. of w o o d ; small rectangular billet,
hard and roughly shaped ; broken a t one end, and roughly
chamfered a t other. Plain. 4t" x 3" x 4".
T. XLUI. h . 011. W o o d e n s q u a r e prism, plain, with
one end pyramidal. Chessman 0). Cf. T. XLIII. b. 08.
I & "x

8" x 2".

T. XLIII. h. 0x2. I r o n h o e (7) blade, hollow for fitting
to shalt; wedge-shaped. Oxydized. Cf. SO.. iv. PI. LIV,
T. xv. ooro. 21" x 2 9 " x I " a t hroad side.
T. XLIII. h , 013. W o o d e n peg, rough, pointed one end,
with rouxldy drawn grotrsrluc larc a t square end on one
side, cf, nbo\.c, T, ssll, d , 027, PI, S L v I I ;
T. v l , b, i, 002. il.x
T,XLIII. h , 014. W o o d e n s p o o n ; roughly made. Bowl
in same line as handlc, but concnvo-convex. Rounded
up Imndlr, whirl1 is flat on other three
hrk
sidcs. Ilnndle merges into bowl in hollow curved shoulders,
and a t opposite end is shaped into nbrupt hook lor suspension. Lip of l~owlhroken away. 6" x bowl). PI. XLVII.
T.XLIII. h. 015. Woodell w r i t i n g - s l i p : blank. g " x 'f

:.,

x

r.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT \VATCII-TO\VER T - XLIII. 1
grllrlually from broad end of blnde to wedge-shape point
Wooden s p a t u l a , roughly cut, sliglltly
runcave end to end. Flat a t back of blade which thins
handle ; cf. T. XXIII. a . 07. 64"x r t " x a t thickest.
tuwnrds lip ; tlli~kmedat handle. Shape tapers laterally,
xL1ll.

Or.

424
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T.XLIII.i. o r Fr. of wooden saddle-tree (7); naturally
curved m d cut knee-shaped with sIiou!dcred mortice cut
tl~roughnear one end which is thinned t o wedge shape.
llard and heavy. Charred n t tliick end. g&"x 2h" x I$".

T. XLUI. i. 03. Wooden writing slip. Surface charred ;
broken a t one end. Plain, 9' x 8" x .'T',

T. XLIII. i. 04. Fr. of cane (71 with tracts of perished
lacquer. 8" x 4" x 1'.
T. XLIII.
1. 06. Wooden sealxase with three grooves for
string ; ns Ser. iv. PI. LIIr, T . xlx. ii. 001. at" x 14" x
in. PI. XLVII.

(C hap,x,,

T. XLIII.
i. 07. Fr. of iron implement. ~
~
l
shaped c u n e d keel, broadened at one md, whm
two
wings of wedge are turned outward at approx. right
angles t o surface. Both ends broken, 6~
to 21.
a t turned UP portion ; back of wedge 4"; solid edge ;6.,
PI. XLVII.
T. xLI11. 1. 08. Specimen of oats.
T,~ ~ 1 11.1 .o19. wooden
(?), unfinishd
straight pin, tapered t o fine point, with flat oral head,
unpierred. Lmgth IF, g r width #".
T.xL111. 1. 020-2. Three frs. of woodenwriting.slips
(020 in two pieces). Charred, eflaced. Gr. hl. 3 i ' x j " .

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT WATCH-TOWER T . x L r r r . J
T. XLUI, j. 01. Wooden peg: roughly cut spindle of
PI. LrI, T. \.I. b. i. 002-4, and others in this colleclian,
approx. even thickness, supporting a t upper end a geometrimay perhaps also be similarly explained.
x li"x 1..
cally carved head. Face broad oval, pointed a t chin, keel
PI. XLVII.
shape. Minute depressions R. and L. of keel near lower end,
T.~ ~ " 1 .0%j . Wooden heel.Piece of shoe last, grooved
for nostrils ; cross cut for mouth. straight eyes very high
down back, slightly diminishing at top. Scratches made
and widely spaced, painted in black. Rounded a t back.
IIair rises in tall black coiffure bent forward in kind of
by
Or
round edges On bottom' 2 f ' X 2 f X
rt". PI. XLVI.
hood (broken), the back of which is chamfered flat,
recalling head-dress in Ilan sculptures of the Wou L e ~ n g
T.~ ~ 1 1j.103.
.
Fr. of wooden bowl ; bottom with broad
Ts'Pu tombs, cl. Chavannes, Alission nrcht'ologiqlle. Black
ring-foot ; slit in centre, plugged with slip of wood. Sides
hair down sides of face. Sides show bark of twig.
burnt away. Diam. st". Thickness I' nearly. PI. XLVI.
Head resemhles, on a small scale, the example given in
T. xLIr1. j. 04. Fr. of basket.work mat, of same
Chavannes, ~ l l i s s i o n nrrhtologiqur, PI. CCCLXXXI, No.
815, described as 'gCnie protectcur des routes en Corke', and
material and structure as T. XLI. i. 08. Thick twigs are
perhaps serving a similar purpose in household worship.
plaited single, thin ones double. Weaving very close and
The object of the tent-peg-like stakes, shown in SN. iv.
firm. Circular. Diam. c. 12". PI. XLVI.

5r

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT WATCH-TOWER T. XLIII.

T. nI1l. k. 01. Block of wood; oblong with wedges
notched like modern key-wards. Rounded a t one end and
square a t other. Roughly made and broken away a t one
side. 4t' x 14-x f'. PI. XLVII.
T.XLIII. k. 09. Fr. 01 wood; broken and perished slip,
one edge partly notched into saw-tooth form. Traces of
ink-marks on both broad sides ; cf. T. XXIII.
a. 08. 4" x
1' x A".
T ,xLn1. k. 03. Wooden comb, with rather widely cut
teeth and segmental back. One side broken away. 3)" x
at'. PI. S L V I I .

T. x ~ m k.
. 04, 05. Frs. of lacquered wooden bowl,.
similar to T . X L I I I . k. 07. Red inside, black outside. 3' x
t', 3t' x t'.
T. u u l . k. 06. Fr. of lacquered wooden bowl, similar
t o T . XLIII. k. 07. Lug and portion of side. Red inside ;
lug black. Outside black with red splashes on lug. qf' x I&'.
T.-1. k. 0,. Fr. of lacquered wooden bowl, elliptical
form, with bold projecting lugs for handles a t long sides.
Red iruide, black outside. One side broken away ; much
weathered. 6)' x.')a
T. xuu. k. 08. Fr. of wooden disc ; circular, in two

K

pieces, has been cut away a t edges in several plsm.
Remains of black (?) paint or lacquer which has been
applied by a mechanicnl circular motion. Diam. s&'xf'.
T. XLIII. k. 010. Wooden spatula (?), similar toT. XLlrl.
k. o r r , but more roughly shaped and the angular sides
slightly curved. No notch. Traces of blnck on one side,
and pink distemper on other. Worm-eaten. s t ' x ~ f ' xI%'.
PI. XLVI.
'r. xuu. k. 011. Wooden spatula (7). Thin flat oblong,
rounded a t one end, cut to angular point at other, with
large notch cut in one side of angle. Broken at round
and split. 4' x If"x 4'.
T. xLm. k. 012. Wooden spatula. Lank! handle and
rectangular flat bowl I, roughly rounded at end and with
sloping shoulders joining to flat handle. ROugh'~
mh

7t' X t' t'.
T. xLIII.k, o13. Wooden stylus or

brush handle;
round and tapering with opposite end roughly lattened'
6t" x
to T. XLIl1.
T.xL1u,k. o14. ~~~d~~
On One
or*, but more carefully made. Edges of
surface chamfered, and handle round. 61" l g X$''

A'.

~

~

LIST O F A N T I Q U E S F R O M R U I N S 01; H A N L I M E S

Sec. lii]

T,XLn~.
k, 015-17. W o o d e n writing-slips, broken and
blank. I O ~x"t u x ) " . 5f" x f' x B'. 61" x t " x g.
T. XLIU, k. 018. Fr. of w o o d e n writing-slip, with
traces

Chinese characters. Perished. 74" x

A" x -3
16 "

T. KLIII, k. 025. W o o d e l l peg, prismatic, sharpenrd a t
one end. Grotesque face in black outline nt broad end.
CI. T. XLIII. j. 01, and Ser. iv. PI. L l I , 'l'. rl. b. i. 003.
s f " x I!" x 4".

'

T. xLn1. k. 016. W o o d e n l u g o r h a n d l e , of lacquered

T.urn, k, 019. Fr. of w o o d : prismatic section, plain.

elliptical bowl. Inside red ; lug and outside black with
pattern in red lines consisting of border lines, chevrons
and circles. Each circle has two concentric inner circles
and a central dot. These appear to be applied either with
a stamp or some other mechanical appliance. Broken and
weathered. 4&"x 18". PI. XLVII.

~ ~ g ltrimmed
es
ofl a t one end (broken). 23" x f " x f " .
F r s , of w o o d e n writing-slips,
+in, all broken. h r g e s t 4&"x ?en x Q".

T. XLnl, k, 010-2.

T. XLUI. k. 013. Wooden s p a t u l a , broad a t blade end
and tapering to other, which is rounded. Slightly curved
both laterally and longitudinally. 7$" x I " (blade).

T. XLIII. k. oqg.

H o r n s e a l ( ? ) ; sq., with rounded back
pierced for suspension. Roughly cut ; no device. Strong
twisted woollen cord through suspension hole. Face f "
sq., h. 4".

T.XLIII, k. 014. Wooden writing-slip, pointed nt one
end. S ~ ' X%' x ?%'.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT WATCH-STATION T. xLrIl.

T. XLIII. 1. 01. Fr. of p o t t e r y : from nearly s ~ r a i g h t
sided vessel. Thickened and slightly out-turned rim ;
lointly ribbed inside. Very fine clay, bufl, glazed with even
light brown. IT x 2" x 4".
T, X L I ~ .I. 01. Fr. of pottery, similar t o T . XLIII. I.
03, but band of glaze narrower. 2" x 21" x Q".

T,XLIII. 1. 03. Fr. of p o t t e r y ; from wall of small bowl
with simple thickened rim, slightly everted. Porcclainous
buff body. Glazed brown inside and out in broad band
reaching nearly to bottom. Lower part unglazed. Constituents 01 glaze seem to have partially separated alter
application, result in^ in a mottled nnd streaked effect.
ol liver brown, darkgreen and black. Very hard. 2 ) " x
?i'X

to.

T. m1n. 1. 04. Fr. of b a s e o f g l a z e d p o t t e r y b o w l ,
with ring-foot. Body fine, hard, grey, with black glaze
wllicll stops at edge of flnt bottom on inside, and t" short
01 base outside. Outside lightly ribbed, horizontally.
Cr. h1. zr,thickness of wall c.

*".

T. Um. 1. 05. Fr. of glazed p o t t e r y b o w l , like preceding, but reddish wit11 dnrk green-brown glaze.
2", thickness of wall &", PI. XLVIII.

T. xLn1. 1. 06-9.

Gr. M.

F o u r frs. of p o r c e l a i n b o w l , with
ring-loot. Hard pale-grey body, covered each side wit11
bluish-white glaze; under-glaze floral decoration in dnrk
blue. For similar ware, see Scr. ii. p. 773, T. XI.002, &c. ;
2nd lor similar ware and decoration, Srr. it.. PI. IV. T. xr.
001 ; So. 0051.
09 (largest Ir.) shows bottom orn. inside with flower
cumposed 01 lhin s~ntnen-likelines radiating from centre,
and ending each in long drop-shaped blob. Round outside
"lflower,pairs of thick scrolls or voluted leaves, and long
Smudge(accidental). Whole contained within fine double
mnuhrline running round inside of bowl. Outside shows
(in 06and 091, above, lower part of flower like that inside ;
'low, thick broken lines or dashes running horizontally
'OUnd bo\\.l, nnd hint line round junction with foot.

L

Under-side of base, within ring-foot, glazed pale-grey with
brown circle under glaze.
07 and 08 (frs. of wall with plain slightly out-turned
rim) show on outside, a t top, thick festoon (?) band, from
which hang flowers like the al)ove described, with thick
horizontal lines below. Inside rim, series of ellipticnl
blobs above faint double annular line. Then plain glaze
down t o beginning of pattern on bottom.
For other Irs. of bowls of precisely same ware and decoration, see T. XLI. g. 05-6; i. 01-2 ; o. 03, 05-7 ; x1.11.
e. or ; and for other pieces mostly of slightly finer ware,
or different decoration, but of same type, T. xxrll. d.
010-13; XLI. g. 07-21 ; 0. 01-2, 04; XLIII. I. 010.
Diam. of base was 2 i n , h. of bowl c. z r , diam. of mouth
c. 48'. Gr. fr. (09) 31'x (11.) 10" ; average thickness
between Q" and &". PI. SLVIII.

Fr. of p o r c e l a i n ; from plain rim of
bowl. Thin white body, with bluish-whiteglaze,and underglaze leaf (&c.) decoration in blue. Similar to T. XLI. i.
01, and T. XLI.g. o r r , 020. Gr. M. I*", thickness (without
glaze) &".

T. n u r . 1. oro.

T. ~

I I I I.. 011. W o o d e n s p a t u l a , with very short straight
handle. Roughly cut, flat. Blade 1 4 " x a', lengtli of
llnndle 1".

T. XLIII. I. 012. Fr. o f woollen(?) b r a i d : light buff,
strongly woven. 44" x I".

T,

XLIII. I. 013-14.
T w o frs. of w o o l l e n (7)f a b r i c ;
fine, plain. or3 dyed greenish-blue, or4 (irregularly)
indigo blue. Gr. fr. b f ' x ~ t " .

T. X L ~ I I.. 015. Fr. of glazed p o t t e r y jar (in two pieces)
sl~owingplain rim (unglazed on top), and long loop handle.
Neck and body of jar nlmost on same plane. Ifandle vcry
slightly projecting ; flnt ellipse in section, wide at top and
narrowing towards bottom, corrugated vertically on outer
side. Body gritty, buff; glaze each side, brownish black.
H. 4fs,
For Ir. of s i m i l ~ rjar, see T. xLr. g, 018-31.
width 4'. PI. XLVIII.
31

FROM SU-CHOU TO T H E L I M E S O F MAO-ME1
OBJECTS EXCAVATED

AT

T. n l v . a , 01. Fr. of e d g e o f g r a s s mat ; roughly woven.
12-x

3f..

T. XLW. a . 03.

Fr. o f w o o d e n s t i c k , hard and heavy ;
split down centre (other hall missing). Whittled surface.
One end charred, other end shaped but incomplete. 18"
Irom charred end, lour Chinese characters written in ink.
26t" x I&"x #". PI. XLVI.

T. n ~ v a.. 04. W o o d e n s p a t u l a ; broad and thin. Similar
t o T. XLIV.b. 035, but complete, with handle tapering
and cut to chisel point. 8)" x I ) " x $G".

T.rnv.a. 05.

object Of hammer.head
slightly tapering one way towards ends, but actual
' panes ' shouldered out t o lull width; hole through centre.
3)' X 1 f ' X If'. PI. XLYII.

T. XLIV. a. 06. Fr. o f w o o d e n s p a t u l a ; handle broken.
Similar to T. XXIII.n. 07. 43'x I$'.

WATCH-TO\\'ER

T. XLIV.

[Chap. XI1

A

T. xLrv. a. 07. W o o d e n wedge.shaped object, cut
round a t thick end. I$" x x i".

a'
peg ; small and tapering.with
RrooVe 1" lrom thick end containink? string. TI, Str.;,,
PI. X X X V , L.A. v. ii. I . j"x
T. XLIv. a. 0 9 . B a g of s t r a i n e r , made 01 plaitcdhorsc.
hair 2)" x 6". PI. XI,VII.
''
XLIV'

a".

XLIV. a' 010) On.
Frs. of c a n v a s : coarse and strong,
hrger s f " x '&'.
T. XLIV. a. 019. Fr. o f l e a t h e r shoe sole, showinK
leather stitching a t edge. 4t' x 3$",

T.

T. m I v . a. 013. ~ rof. p o t t e r y , from bottom

resrl,
in black pottery, sides Iaceted, as in T.XLI.c. 03. Inside
very regularly moulded into low relic1 spiral. Diam.
PI. XI.VII1.

T. XLIV. a. 015. B r o n z e arrow.head, three-sidcd,flat ;
as Ser. iv. PI. 1.111, T. XII. a. i. 005. I" x j". PI. XLVII.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT WATCH-TOWER T . ~ 1 . 1 n~ .

T. =IV* b.

011 05.

TWOS q u a r e w o o d e n p d s m s ; the

large surlnces divided by two diagonals and a short diameter in ink, with a dot in each end division. One end
of one blackened. or, I&' x
x #" ; 05, I&' x b" x P6".
PI. XLVII.

T. w v . b. on.

W o o d e n s p a t u l a , similar to T . XLIII.
k. 0x1, but narrower, and the angular end more elongated.
CIlamlered on the long edges of one surlace. 4'
f-.

T.xLw.b. O 3 . Fr. of w o o d e n s l i p ; rectangular, split into
two pieces, broken away at One end and partly
Traces of Chinese character a t partly broken end. Reverse,
lnrge d a b 01 black ink. la' x 5f.x 'sqi

T. XLN.

b. 04, 06. TWOs q u a r e w o o d e n p r i s m s
with one end pyramidal, of fine-grained light wood.
Rouehly made, perhaps ' chessmen '. Cf. T. X L I I I . b. 08.
I g. x g' x 1'; I" x #" x ti". PI. XLVII.

T . XLIV. b. 07-9. Frs. o f w o o d . 07. Round stick,
brokenaway atoneend. Perhapsenting-stick. 5 ;." x t".08.
Roughly rounded slick, partly squared a t one end. 41" x f " .
09. Round stopper-like object, flattened a t one side from
end to end, and partly flattened on opposite side. Diamrter
diminished by
It.
thick end,
tot".

T. ~ I V b..

010. W o o d e n s t y l u s ; flattened, gently
tapering and curved slightly in its length. Part of bark
remains. 6t' x :6'.

T. n I V . b.

W o o d e n s p a t u l a with broad flat blade,
smoothed and sliglrtly rounded. 7 i ' x 11' (blade).

T.U r V .

011.

b. OIP. W o o d e n c o v e r , lor mouth of vessel, with
chamfered overhanging top, notched for cords. Marks of
burning. ji"diam.

T. ~ L I Vb.
. org. W o o d e n cleat (7). Rectangular,roughly
rounded a t ends and with roughly squared hole ) ' x i '
near each end. s t " x r j " x )".

T. =Iv.

b. 014. W o o d e n w e d g e ; rounded at thick end
and with renlnins 01 block paint. \\'ell made. X;Z:

A"x f ".

T.XLIV.
b. 015. P o t t e r y jar; wheel-made. Flat-bottomed,
sides expanding to shoulder c . 5" from bottom, and thence
c,lrv;ng in to
straigIlt neck. Straight, slightly
thickened rim. Upper part of body faintly ribbed horizontally, as if by finger, and lower part scraped
Remains 01 hemp cord tied round neck. Much caked wilh
sand, inside and out ; part 01 neck and shoulder broke*
away. H. 7)', diarn. 01 base 3f", of mouth 3#', gr. (at
shoulder) 64'. PI. X X V .

T.

XLIV. b. 034. W o o d e n writing-tablet, unfinished.
Raised end lor seal cav. sawn across wit11 five grooves lor
string, but cav. only partly cut out. Other c.nd cut
sq. a t length of 3t". Undcr-side uns~noothed \Vood
hard. 55" x I)" x 3" to :,".

T. u v . b. 035-6.

TWO w o o d e n S P ~ ~ U very
~ ~ ralghll
S P
cut. ogghas long l~roadblade, straight with handle, which
is broken off sllort. 036 spade-shaped blade, sligh'ly
curved, and of reddish cedar-like wood. One edge olcnr'l
Made lost. Cr. length (036) 7g', gr. width ( i n c o m ~ l'I"
~~~)

T.XLIV. b, 037, W o o d e n c o u n t e r (7) lor game. Sm311solid
block, boat.sllape~ in oulline, ench f : ~ convex
c
and rising
lace'
to more or less level ridge, i' long, down middle
ridge!and
oneface sllows shallow groove cut across
remains o[ dark paint, The other lias a
side of centre 01 ridge, another from each end ridge

F R O M S U - C H O U TO T H E LIMES O F MAO-ME1
T. XLVL h. 08. Fr. of lacquered wooden object ; black.
Form in section a hollow right angle, one limb slightly
curved. Surfaces flat and smooth, with slightly projecting,
very delicately cut ridge reserved a t edges of curved
surface which is broken away. Other edges of straight
limb complete, except a t inner angle where it is again
broken away.. 13eautifully made. Straight side 3' x %",
curved side (~ncomplete)t" x &'.

on all sides. I" x #'x

buff inside only, slightly ribbed outside. a f ' x M'x)'.

A".

T. XLVI. h. 010. Fr. of wood; oblong,brokcn awayat
one e n d ; i"hole drilled through near perfect cnd,and
chamfered down one side. Rough at back, with lateral
knife-cuts about region 01 hole. Piece 01
yam
with object. a f ' x I" x :=".

OBJECTS FOUND AT WATCH-TOWERS T.
T. xrvr. 1, or. Fr. of pottery, buff glazed, Yellowish

[Chap. x11

T.nVI. h. 09. Wooden block ; rectangular,

x L v r . I, J

T. n v 1 . j. ox. Bronze arrow.head,of t y p L . J . ~ l , ~ i t h
iron tang. Corroded. Length rf", gr. width 1".

OUJECTS FOUND AT R U I N E D TOWN S l T E T. XLvrr, NEAR sBUANC-CH'~!,NG-TZU

T. XLVII.
01, OD. Frs. of pottery, light grey with close
string-marks; vertical ' stake '-marks on o r , a t intervals.
M'ell burnt. L..rger 5'x 21" x in. PI. XLVIII.
T. xr.vrr. 03-5 Frs. of pottery, grey surfaces, reddish
inside ; with annular scorings and rough festoon ornament
made will) multipronged tool. Well burnt. Largest
4' x 2)" x f". PI. XLVIll.
T. XLVII.
06. Fr. of pottery, brown-grey, covered with
basket markings. Well burn;. I#" x rf x l " . PI. XLVIII.
T. XLVII.
07. Fr. of pottery; from wall of vessel. Plain
red, irregular shape ; showing wheel markings, pierced in
three places as lor rivets. 30" x I 4" x 1'. PI. XLVIII.
T. XLVII.
08,010. Frs. of pottery (now joined) ; from bowl
in similar material t o T. X L V I I . 09, but finer paste. Lip
very slightly out-turned. 3 i " x 2 8 " x &". For complete
howl, scc K.E. s.ox.
T . XLVII. og. Fr. of pottery ; Irom rim and wall of vessel ;
bufl, partly glazed grey-white. Part ol lip present, otherwise broken on all sides. Ribbed a s though worked on
wheel. 11"x 2)" x 4".
T.u v n . 0 1 1 . Wooden dlsc, rough on under-side, convex
and smooth on upper; edge rounded. Prob. cover or
stopper. Diarn. a t " x i".

Sh. 01. Fr. of pottery ; wheel-made, of dark red clay
burning black on each face, fairly fine. Outsidc om. with
annular band of five to six roughly scratched lines md
comb-drawn festoons above and below. Cr. M. 23'.
Sh. OD. Fr. of pottery; wheel-made, of blackish-grey
clay well washed. Oulside orn. with shallow annular
bands, made with finger or broad round-ended instrument.
Cr. Id. I&'.
Sh. 03. Fr. of pottery; of red clay burnt black on outer
face, which is orn. with straight comb-dram band and
parts of two comb-drawn Iestoons. Single horizontal
groove on inner side. Gr. M. 13..
Sh. 04. Fr. of pottery ; light grey clay, filic, hard-fired;
orn. outside with two I~ands of comb-drawn lesloons,
Gr. M. 2176".
Sh. 05. Fr. of pottery ; wheel-made 01 grey-blark clay,
well washed ; outside orn. with band ol six to seven
inciscd lines, and (below) small fine-drawn slanting festoons
Gr. hf. I&'.
S h . 06. Fr. o f pottery ; of grey-black clay, ' mat-marked'
on outside. Cr. M. IL'.

C H A P T E R XI11
THE ETSIN-GOL DELTA AND T H E RUINS OF KHARA-KHOTO
SECTIONI.-THE

L O W E R ETSIN-GOL A N D I T S T E R M I N A L BASIN

hlu journey down the Etsin-go1 was prompted by a twofold interest, geographical a n d Interestof
archaeological. T h e latter made m e eager to visit the ruined site of Khara-khoto in the Etsin-gal
delta, where Colonel Kozlov, the distinguished Russian explorer, had in 1908 been fortunate enough site.
to make important finds of manuscripts a n d other remains. Available information indicated that
these dated mainly from the period when this ground, together with the greater part of Kan-su,
was included in the dominion which the T a n g u t , a race of Tibetan affinity, under a dynasty known
to the Chinese by the name of Hsi-hsia,' maintained from the early eleventh century until the
conquest of their territory by the Mongols two centuries later.
But antiquarian interest attached to the Etsin-go1 valley also on account of its earlier history. Inroads
Considering its position a n d the facilities it must a t all times have offered for nomadic inroads from $'"&"r;f,the north, it can scarcely be doubted that just as Chingiz Khan's Mongols advanced by this route
to the final conquest of the T a n g u t kingdom in A . D. 1 2 2 5 , so those earlier northern rulers of the
Kan-su marches whom history knows-the Great Yiieh-chill, destined to become later the IndoScythian rulers of north-western India ; the Hsiung-nu or H u n s who drove them westwards in
the early part of the second century B. c. ; a n d the Uighur T u r k s who preceded the Tangutshad all passed along this natural highway a n d held its grazing grounds, while their power lasted.
We shall see farther on how this role of the Etsin-go1 valley is duly reflected in the noteworthy
record left by Marco Polo of the route leading past his ' City of Etzina ', which has proved to be
no other than Khara-kh0to.a
Equally interesting to m e were the geographical aspects of this region. T h e essential parallelism Geographic
ofthe chief natural features led me to hope that the descent of the Etsin-go1 to its delta might interest
of lower
furnish useful observations for comparison on the one hand with the physical conditions presented ~rsin-gol.
the lower course and terminal basin of the Su-lo-ho, a n d on the other with those which m y
suggest as having once prevailed in the delta of the ' D r y River ' of Lou-Ian, when the
ancient Chinese highway into the T i r i m basin still passed through it.
I t was this special geographical interest that m y journey down the Etsin-go1 allowed me first
'O
And as the observations then made will also help to throw light on certain questions
arisingin connexion with the remains of the Khara-khoto site a n d its neighbourhood, a brief
of them may suitably precede the account of the archaeological results there secured. I n
'Rering this record as a supplement to what can be gathered from Maps Nos. 44, 45 illustrating
Our sur\'e~s,
I must express my regret that I have been unable to consult such descriptive materials
as may be furnished by the Russian publications of the distinguished travellers who preceded m e

k",":,"-

lucid and comprrl~en~iv~
account of tile history
see Dr. Dushell's p a p The flsi Ifsiu dynns?y
OJranlu'~'~eJrI)IOJICY ~ n PcCuliar
d
I , riff, in the Jourrral or the
I

For

Cllina Branch of the Royal Asiatic Sociely,\,ol. sxx, 1895-6.
a Cf. Yule-Cordier, n l a r ~ oPolo, i. pp. 22.3 Sq. ; below,
pp. 456 sq.
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on this ground. M M . Potanin. Obruchev, a n d Colonel Kozlov a n d his conlpanions. T~~
sketches of M. Obruchev a n d h.1. Icaznakov, of Colonel KozlovJs expedition of 1899-IgoI, are on
too snlall a scale to furnish topographical details such a s might replace descriptions; but they
h a v e proved very useful in supplementing the d a t a a b o u t the western portion of the delta.
~iver-coursc
T h e first two marches beyond those outlying defences of Mao-mei took us along a portion
head of the river-course where the sandy bed, wide but practically undivided throughout, winds between
of delta.
gentle slopes of gravel. T h a t on the west was clearly recognizable a s the glacis descending from
the south-eastern fringe of the Pei-shan hills. Along this portion of the river-course alluvium was
found deposited on either bank only in isolated a n d comparatively small patches. R ~ ~of \fine, ~
Toghraks were to be found on most of these from above Ulan-else (Camp 1 ~ 1;) but welcome as
the g r o ~ ~ . tof
h scrub a n d reeds on these patches of fertile soil is to the animals of passing travellers,
their extent is far too limited to permit of their use a s grazing grounds. T h e sandy soil of the river.
bed, where we crossed it to the right bank a t C a m p 141, swayed badly under the calnelsl feet owing
to t h e presence of quicksands. B u t water was to be found here and farther down only in small
pools formed a t rare intervals under steeply eroded banks.
Ruined
Near one of those patches of vegetation known a s Hsi-wan-tun to the Chinese o l Mao-mei and
watc'la
s
Sere
to the Mongols, there rose a ruined tower (Fig. 232) presenting some interest. As shown
towers.
by portions of fallen masonry on t h e south a n d east, the original structure built in bricks of
14" x 8" x 5" had been enlarged to 27 feet square a t the base b y the addition of later masonry showing
vertically set bricks of quite a different size, 16" x 6" x 3". Another tower, known as Pei-tun-tri,
which was passed about six miles higher u p on the right bank, was built of stamped clay and rose
in fair preservation to a height of 25 feet. Considering the great distance, over seventeen miles,
which separates these towers from T. X L V I I I . f a n d the Ulan-diiriiljin fort, it appeared to me rather
doubtful whether they could possibly have served a s advanced signal posts in connexion with
the Limes of Mao-mei. T h e s a m e remark applies also to a tower raised on a base of clay but
built of bricks of the same ancient size of 14"x 8" x s", which was passed about a mile to the north
of C a m p 142. I t measured 16 feet a t its base a n d rose to a total height of 2 0 feet.
L o n g before we approached the end of the second march a t Buk-tokhai (Camp 142)~there
Approachof
Kok-u'a
came into sight t h e low but boldly serrated hill chain of I<ijk-ula. I t stretches from the north-east
hill chain.
towards the river, above which the cairn-marked knoll of Bayin-bogdo (Fig. 229), at the southern
end of the chain, rises some five hundred feet. O n the opposite side of the river there juts out
towards t h e KGk-ula ridges a broad spur, rising considerably higher, an eastern outlier of one of
the Pei-shan ranges which we crossed subsequently on our way to Ming-shui. The two approach
near Bayin-bogdo to within five miles of each other, a n d in the defile thus formed lies the welldefined head of the Etsin-go1 delta ( M a p No. 45. B. 2). E v e n before we actually reacheditl lhe
ground o n both sides of the river-bed underwent a marked change. he jungle belt on either hand
widened considerably, a n d the subterranean drainage from which it draws moisture was found to
gather in springs, which form open sheets of water within a fine reed-lined basin (Fig. 230).
A rocky ridge, the last offshoot of the Bayin-bogdo hill, bars this basin on the nonh.
View at
I. ~ S
summit crowned by a clay-built tower of uncertain age, a splendid view opened Over the
head
Etrin-gol
of
of the Etsina delta (Fig. 231). A mile o r so beyond the ridge, the river-bed, which here Once more
delta.
contained a narrow channel of water derived from the above-mentioned springs~
into
three distinct branches. Between them a n d to the foot of the receding gravel Sai O n tither
there spread a wide expanse of luxuriant reed-beds a n d scrub. M a n y groves of thick-set 70g11raks
rose above it, their d a r k green foliage well set off b y the yellowish hue of the reed-beds. *Ii thcso'lbe
liere a t the head of the delta was a fine sandy alluvium. Yet nowhere could dune
slfl'
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seen,clear proof that the annual supply of water brought down b y the river was still sufficient
here for vegetation to bind the sandy alluvium deposited by each year's summer flood.
ourroute beyond, that d a y a n d also on the following day, May noth, lay along the jungle First
belt [hat lines the right bank of the easternmost bed of the delta. O n the Sai overlooking this
encarnpthree badly decayed towers of clay were passed before we reached the ruined fort known as Bahin- rnents.
duvwu+n ( I [he big fort '), close to the river bank. I t consisted of a n enclosure, 45 feet square,
walls 1 I feet thick, built of bricks 18" x 9" x 7". I t appeared to be of distinctly later date
,ban the small forts near Ta-wan. T h e belt between this branch of the river a n d the next one
westwardscontained abundant vegetation a n d great stretches of meadow-like ground. I t was
therefore not surprising to find several Mongol encamptnents when we crossed to that side in the
vicinityof the fort. Though the nights were still refreshingly cool, the marching in the heat of the
day had now begun to tell severely on the camels, a n d those hired from Mao-mei had broken down.
sowe were doubly glad that the rich grazing which we here came upon gave a chance of securing
fresh transport, not indeed without delay a n d trouble, from the neighbouring camps a n d from
those found near our next c a m p a t Suslun-tora.
The ruined enclosure called Ekki-durwu&in, ' the little fort ', on the right bank lay some Ruined
distance off our route, and I was unable to visit it. I t was stated to be of the same construction a s
Bahin-durwuljin, but smaller. T h e i r position a t the two ends of a favourite grazing ground
suggested that they were meant a s places of refuge for parties encamped in the neighbourhood in
case of marauding attacks. Before this a decayed watch-tower built of bricks, 15'' x 8" x 3" in
size, had been encountered a t a point of the route known a s Sharakure-sanje. Its position in relation
to the two forts suggested that the track we had followed s o far marked a route which had been
regularly frequented during earlier a s well a s more recent periods.
After we had covered the first few miles beyond Suslun-tora ( M a p No. 45, n. 2) or] M a y 21st, Change01
the scenery along our route underwent a very distinct change. S o far, with the fine groves of
Toghraks lining the river-bed, always in rows parallel to its course, a n d with the luxuriant vegeta- ~ u ~ ~ u n - t o r ~ .
tion extending as far as the eye could reach westwards, the picture was such a s I imagined might
have met the eyes of travellers b y the ancient Chinese high road through Lou-Ian, where it passed
lungle belts at the head of the K u r u k - d a r y l delta that were still regularly watered by the river.
But very soon our route, thereafter lying constantly within a mile or two of the left bank of the
easternmost river branch, entered ground very different in character. Instead of soft sandy
alluvium,the soil, within a short distance from the river bank, was now everywhere gravel. Vegeta'Ion was scanty and often, where convex bends of the bed were skirted, the ground was perfectly
bare. Reed-beds were rare and, like the groves of Toghraks met a t intervals close to the river-bed,
were confined to places where this formed a concave bend with its left bank, thus offering a
better chance for the trees to be reached by flood water.
For over forty miles of march on M a y 21st to z ~ r dthere was no change in this dreary, mono- Descent
tonousYencry. O n the right bank of the river branch that we followed, callecl by our Mongol
guidesomne-gof, the strips of \regetation appeared quite a s confined a n d narrow. But to a d d to
Ihe desolate look of the landscape, big ridges of dunes appeared on that side between B6tu-biirii
and Ulan-sukhe (Map No. 45. c. I ) , close to the east of the bed, a clear indication that the area
beyond is not reached by the floods of the river. A s we looked westwards of our route beyond
Camp'44, the distant line of Toghraks marking the course of the N5rin-gol, the next river-bed on
showed for some time across the flat expanse of gravel a n d then was lost sight of for good.
Duringthose marches, until we passed Dzusulun-tsakha on the third day, only two small Mongol
cdmpswere encountered, a n d these too were on the move to grazing grounds farther north. But
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the thorny scrub where it covered patches of gravel offered plenty of food for camels, and of these
great strings were met. T h e y were being taken by their Mao-mei owners to summer grazing in
the hills of Kunpurche
north-eastwards.
Shortngr

M i l u m , our Mongol interpreter. had made a prolonged stay on the ~ t ~ i seven
~ . ~ ~ l
before. T h e river-bed that he rernenlberecl to have seen holding water all through the year
now
entirely dry. I t was stated b y the Mongols who accompanied u s to have been so during the ,,,hole
spring o r even longer in the preceding three years. Serious apprehension was expressed by them
a n d by all the other T o r g u t s whom we met afterwards, from their chief downwards, as to the fate
of their grazing grounds if this shortage of water in the spring should repeat itself. From susluntora onwards water a t o u r camping-places could be obtained only by digging in hollows scooped
out by the preceding summer's flood below concave portions of the river bank.
Shortnge of
T h e farther down we moved, the more did the scrubby vegetation, outside the narrow strips
close to the river bank, seem to be affected b y t h e shortage of water of recent years. It was easy to
realize here the appearance that the branches of the K u r u k - d a r y l delta south of the Lou-lan
station might have presented in the early centuries of our era during years when deficient floods
in the river higher u p left them d r y for successive seasons. Near our camp a t Rorgasu rows of
T o g h r a k s in full leaf close to the river bank (Fig. 238) still g a v e grateful shade. But a short distance
farther on the route led over absolutely bare Sai, where the d r y roots of thorny bushes, long dead,
lay exposed. Elsewhere the bigger scrub still survived in patches, where the smaller grassy growth
lay all withered. Low sand-cones, only a foot o r so high, were forming round such bushes as were
still alive. I n places the trunks of dead T o g h r a k s lay in rows, parallel to the river-bed, but on
ground that subsoil moisture had probably failed to reach for centuries.
Series of
I t was near Borgasu ( M a p No. 45. C. I ) that I noticed the first of a series of mounds, shapeless
mounds.
but undoubtedly artificial a n d meant to take the place of watch-towers, extending from south to
north a n d about half-way between t h e umne-gol a n d the bed, subsequently located, of the NHringol. A s the m a p shows, the intervals between these mounds were usually about two miles. They
contained neither brickwork nor regular layers of stamped clay, but in some of them brushwood
cropped out on the slope. T h e height of the mounds did not exceed 1 5 or 16 feet. The impression
I received was that of rough signal-stations, suggesting a barbarian imitation of the watch-towers
along the H a n Limes. T h e r e was nothing to indicate their age, a s not even ~ o t s h e r d swere to be
found a t the mounds that I examined. According to local information, which, however, I was
unable to test, this chain of mounds is reported to stretch southwards to the vicinity of Ekki-durwuljin.
After a march of about seven miles from Borgasu, the strip of riverine vegetation widened out
Luxuriant
jungle below
Uzusulun- a n d assumed the appearance of a luxuriant T o g h r a k jungle such a s I remembered along the lower
course of the Keriya a n d Khotan rivers. A t Dzusulun-tsakha we found a Mongol encampment
tsnkhn.
with large flocks enjoying the plentiful grazing ; a n d some six miles beyond, near our camp at
TBwun-tora (C, 1 4 7 ) we
~ reached ground where the area of fertile soil, with large groves o f ~ o g h ~ ~ ~ ~
reed-beds, a n d thickets of tamarisk a n d other scrub, assumed quite a ark-like appearance ("g'
236):. A s subsequent surveys showed, this ground marks the head of a subsidiary delta, forlned by
the Umne-go1 (or Ikhe-gol) branch of the river. T h i s steadily widens out and stretches down lo
the terminal basin containing the lakes of Sokho-n6r a n d Gashun-n6r (Map No. 44. c. 4).
A t T l w u n - t o r a I was obliged to make a two days' halt, M a y 24th to ~ 5 t in
h ~order to recelvf
Halt a t
miles
T~w*"-'o".a n d return the visit of the chief o r ' Beili of t h e Etsin-go1 Torguts, encamped some
to the north. W e had also to make all arrangements a t this lace for the labourl water-supply'
8 c . . required for our proposed work a t the ruined site of Khara-khoto. T h e ~ o n gchierproved
~ '
"'watcrin
Etsin-gol.
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weak-looking person (Fig. 2 2 7 ) , a n d under the influence of the strong recorn,,,endationreceived from the Tao-t'ai of Su-chou seemed willing enough to offer what assistance
his resources would permit. T h a t these resources were modest enough I was able to realize, when
on M~~ 25th I aid my visit to the ' Beili's ' c a m p a t a place known a s Dashoba, not far from the
westernmostsub-branch of the u m n e - g o ] .
The way to it led for the most part through shady groves of old vigorous Toghraks and a
luxuriantgrowth of scrub a n d reeds. I t became clear that a s the river near its termination spreads
into several shallow branches t h e belt affording grazing considerably expands. I n this area,
,,,1,ich may be described a s extending about thirty miles from south to north and over twenty
miles across at its widest, subsoil water can apparently be reached almost anywhere, a t a depth
of fifteen to twenty feet, by digging wells. Wide belts of sandy alluvium accompany the several
branchesof the river and offer reeds a n d grass that make suitable grazing for horses, flocks of sheep,
and cattle. But a considerable portion of the area, between the two main branches and towards
the terminal lakes, probably has a gravelly sh6~-coveredsurface, with plentiful scrub, such a s also
occurred on our way to the ' Beili's ' encampment.
This presented a very modest appearance in spite of its semi-permanent character, the spot
having been occupied a s the chief's standing c a m p for several years past.= Within a rough wooden
stockade there stood half a dozen felt huts, resembling the Kirghiz 'Ak-ois ', and tents, containing the Beili's household a n d attendants. Outside it a small monastic establishment of Mongol
' Limas', maintained from the chief's ' privy purse ', was accommodated in three more felt huts.
While everything about his person betokened the softening influence of Chinese civilization, the
books, objects of worship, &c., were those of Tibetan Buddhism, which reigns supreme in Mongolia.
The herds of horses and cattle that form the chief's main wealth, a s well a s those of his two personal
advisers and factotums, were grazing a t distant camps.
AS the information gathered on the occasion of my visit to the Beili's c a m p usefully supplemrnts the topographical data concerning the termination of the Etsin-go1 furnished by LLI S i n g h i
subsequent survey, some observations on both may conveniently be recorded here. According
tothe statement of the Beili's intelligent chief adviser, who knew Chinese, the western main branch
ofthe river, known as MGriin-go1 o r Ar-go], had for many years past received the main volume of
water; the Umne or Ikhe branch far less, and the intermediate NLrin-go1 but little. During the
three summers preceding m y visit the u l n n e branch had seen no flood water a t all, while the Mijriingo1 had carried far less water than usual from J u n e to August a n d the NLrin-go1 scarcely any.
In consequence of this prolonged failure of the summer flood all the grazing on the east side
the delta had seriously suffered, and the Sokho-ndr,4 the eastern and smaller terminal lake, fed
the umne-gol, had greatly shrunk. A s a result of this shrinkage the Sokho-nor, which
Previouslyheld Cresh water, was said to have turned salt. T h i s last statement was fully confirmed
by LiISingh's survey, which also furnished the explanation of the change. I t shows the actual
extent of the water-covered portion of the lake basin a s a little under five miles from north to south,
M. Kaznakov's survey gives it a dimension of fully eight miles in the same direction.
The
belt of ground covered with soft shdr that LLI Singh's plane-table marks to the south of
Ihe sheet of water actually held by the basin in ,914 accounts for the difference. I t is owing to this
great shrinkage that a channel which on the Russian traveller's visit was conducting water from
a kindly,if
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showi~lg M.

survey along the

branch 01 the Etsin-gol, on Colonel Kozlov's journey,

'8gg-1gor,places the Beiligs encampment on that river,
positionapproximately correspondillg to a point about

'"

15 miles WNW. of Dundun-tsagan (Map NO.45. B. 2).

In Map
4 This is the form of the name as I heard it.
No. 45. c. 4 the form Sogo-nlr,defectively recorded by the
Sun-eyor, was retained by an o\.ersight.
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the Sokho-n6r into the western main course of the Umne-gol, was no longer found running by
LEI Singh. I t had obviously dried u p meanwhile a n d thus failed to keep the water of the basin
fresh, a s it did previously. A comparison of the two surveys also brings out the fact that the extent
of the Gashun-n6r, the western a n d main terminal lake, had shrunk in a n exactly corresponding
measure, its width from east to west appearing reduced from about twenty to fourteen miles. wit,,
regard to the relation between the two lakes it deserves to be specially noted that L:I ~ i ~ ~ h
height observations, like those of M. Kaznakov, show the Sokho-n6r a s lying appreciably higher
than the Gashun-nor.5 T h e fact that the Etsin-go1 terminates in two separate, and in 1914 quite
independent, lakes has its distinct interest, because it furnishes a close parallel to what we had
occasion to point out a b o v e a s regards t h e relation between the Su-lo-110 a n d the Hua-hai-tzh basin
on the one hand a n d the bifurcation a t a n earlier period of the terminal Su-lo-ho towards the L~~
sea-bed on the 0ther.O
Terminal
T h e survey of this interesting ground in t h e terminal basin of the Etsin-go1 had to be carried
out b y LHI S i n g h alone, while I myself was kept busy b y archaeological work a t the Khara-khoto
Etsin-gol.
site. H a v i n g to m y regret been unable from lack of time to visit this ground in person farther north
than Dashoba, I must be content with a few brief remarks suggested by a comparison of the
available topographical d a t a with those noted in the L o p a n d Su-lo-ho basins. Apart from the
bifurcation already referred to, the Etsin-go1 terminal basin shares with that of the Su-lo-ho two
surface features, not less noteworthy because they a r e of a quasi-negative character. One is the
absence of a n y very large salt-encrusted areas, a n d the other the very limited effect that wind-erosion
is able to assert o n the present surface of the ground, in spite of the violent winds that sweep over
both basins d u r i n g great parts of the year.
Limitation
I believe that the explanation in each case m a y be sought in the comparatively rapid fall of
both the Su-lo-ho a n d the Etsin-go1 in their terminal courses. T h i s has necessarily greatly limited
Etsin-gal. the ground liable to periodic inundation a n d consequent salt-incrustation. A t the same time it
has also limited the extent of alluvial clay deposits upon which wind-erosion can best work its force
when desiccation sets in a n d leaves them unprotected by vegetation. Along the umne-go1 branch
t h e fall of the river-bed between C a m p 156, some three miles above TLwun-tora, and the Gashunn6r, a distance of about 44 miles, amounts to fully 570 feet, a n d it is just the same over the corresponding distance between C a m p 150 ( M a p No. 45. B. r ) a n d the Gashun-n6r. T h e belts t~ which
the several river branches have carried their alluvium a t different ~ e r i o d sare not very {vide and
a r e still receiving enough moisture, whether from floods o r subterranean drainage, to maintain
vegetation a n d thus receive protection from wind-erosion. T h e same ~rotection is afforded by
the very nature of their surface to the stretches of gravel ' Sai ' which separate these belts and
a r e found right down to the vicinity of the terminal lakes. Hence the marked rareness
Yiirdangs in the Etsin-go1 basin, a n d the scarcely noticeable effect that wind-erosion has had
its ruins.
Yet the strength a n d frequency of the winds that blow down into the ~ t s i n - g o 1basin)
Sand ridges
east of
i)nne-y,
a s we learned b y trying experience, from the west a n d north-west, have left their landmark in the
shape of big ridges of dunes to the cast of the Umne-gol. A s the maps (Nos. 41. C. 4 ; 45. C. ')
show, this accumulation of sand ridges reaches a height of 2 0 0 feet to the south of the sOkho-nGr'
a n d stretches for a total length of over twenty miles. W e have in it the exact counterpart lhe higl'
ridges
of drift-sand which rise to the west a n d south-west of the terminal lake-bed of the su-lo-hO
-
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According to M. Knznakov's observations the Sokhondr at the level seen by him lies about a hundred feet higher
than the Gashun-n6r. LA1 Singh's readings, with an aneroid

that kept a remarkably good record, make the rorn'cr 'Ie
about two hundrrd feet highrr.
Sec above, pp. $36 sqq.
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(MapN ~35.
. B, c. 4), and which on a still vaster scale extend along the BOsh-toghrak valley, that
eastern arm of the ancient Lop sea ( M a p Nos. 32. D. 4 ; 35. A, B. 4).
I have already indicated above the striking similarity between the route passing up the Etsinfrom the heart of Mongolia a n d that ancient Chinese highway which once led through the Lop
desert past Lou-Ian and the K u r u k - d a r y l into the T l r i n i basin. Once the traveller had left the
terminal river-courses facilitating the use of both routes, the ground to be crossed b y him was,
indeed, very different in essential physical features. O n the ancient Lou-Ian route the terrible
waterless waste of the salt-encrusted L o p sea-bed lay beyond, a n d with that the difficulties presented
by the route which leads north of the Gashun-n6r across the gravel plateaus a n d southernmost hill
ranges of the Altai, barren a s these are, can bear no comparison. But apart from this difference
in the conditions prevailing farther on, everything that met m y eyes in this Etsin-go1 delta after
a succession of low-water seasons seemed a s if meant to bring before me the appearance that the
delta of the dying K u r u k - d a r y l around ancient Lou-Ian may have presented to those who made
their way through it before its final abandonment.
There were the river branches still ' in being ', left d r y for almost all the year but yet carrying
enough rater below the surface to maintain fine groves of Toghraks a n d luxuriant scrub along
their banks. But where beds h a d received no water for a series of years, as had happened with
the Ovang-go1 (Map No. 44. c. 4), tamarisks were growing only on cones, a n d many of the wild
poplars were dying. Wide stretches of ground separating the several beds retained only thin scrub,
no longer fit for grazing by sheep o r herds of cattle. Much of the ground near the terminal lakes
wasstill covered with reeds ; but sad complaints were heard in the scattered camps of the reduction
of the pasture here owing to the inadequate floods of the last few years, a n d of the danger of the
same fate overtaking the grazing in the riverine jungle belts.
It seemed as if ' desiccation ' were casting its shadow ahead upon this ground, and as if the
bfongols occupying it were beginning to be conscious of it. Yet the present population of about
two hundred Torgut families who permanently use the grazing grounds on the Etsin-go1 is
thin enough, considering the total extent of the area. T h e restriction of the available grazing ;
the civilizing influence exercised b y Chinese traffic passing along the route to carry food-stufk
to the Mongol tribes northward ; the necessity of resorting to wells a n d in the matter of worship
to Permanent timber-built shrines,-all these influences had manifestly affected their ways of life.
We were therefore in presence of conditions here such a s probably prevailed among the indigenous
population of Lou-Ian, originally all hunters a n d herdsmen, during the centuries which elapsed
the first opening of the trade route through that region a n d its final abandonment. I t
'femed an impressive illustration of the fact that similar geographical conditions may bring about
'lmilar changes in physical a n d human surroundings in periods of history widely separated.
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SECTION1 1 . - K H A R A - K H O T O A N D I T S R E M A I N S
such help a s Ile could towards our pro- Start for
Willing as I found the ' Beili ' of the Torguts to
Kharaposed work at the ruins of Khara-khoto, the raising of a minimum number of Mongols to help in khoto.
the
excavations was a matter of difficulty. Their camps were widely scattered, a n d such
me" as could be spared from looking after flocks a n d herds were by no means anxious to forsake
I h e r ease for work in theheat of tile sun, generous a s lras the pay I offered. However, by the morning
IMay26th a dozen young fellows turned u p (Fig. 2 ~ ; a~ n d ) a s camels had also been secured
'O
Our ~pcdz',~rr,ttn
a n d the needful supply of water, we were able to start for the site.
Our Mongols found it convenient first to take us back to Dzusulun-tsakha, and there spare
s"Pplies~ &c., were left behind. W e then crossed the Omne-gol bed, here about 300 yards wide,
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Ruined Iort a n d a flanking line of tamarisk-cones, a n d passed south-west into a wide gravel plain supporting
LTrnne-go]. low scrub in most places. After proceeding about two a n d half miles from the river, we came upon
a belt of luxuriant Toghraks, a n d on emerging from it sighted to the south a small ruined fort,
which was said to bear the name of Sokhato-kd, besides the general designation ~ n - ~ , i r i i + i n ~
I t s walls were 1 2 feet thick a n d about 24 feet high, a n d enclosed a square of 49 feet. ~h~~ were
constructed of solid bricks, measuring 14 inches by 8 a n d 6 inches thick, with a layer of reeds
inserted after every six courses. T h e whole bore a decidedly ancient appearance, but nothingwas
found within o r around to furnish a definite chronological indication. T h e eastern wall showed
a breach, not d u e to wind-erosion, a n d the masonry on either side of the entrance leading through
the southern face was broken. T h e close agreement in the size of the bricks with those used in the
Limes towers near Mao-mei deserves notice.
Ruins 01
Continuing to the south-east across the flat expanse of gravel, patches of ground
strewn
Adtinawith
potsherds
were
repeatedly
met
with,
suggesting
former
occupation.
structural
remains
But
no
kara.
were traceable. Fragments of fine glazed ware pointed to S u n g o r later times. After passing here
a n d there through thin rows of tamarisk-cones we arrived a t the large ruined fort known to the
Mongols a s Adzina-k6va. M a n y dead T o g h r a k s lay fallen around it, none of them apparently
of great age, which suggested that jungle h a d grown u p here some time after the occupation of the
site a n d had subsequently died a w a y again owing to want of moisture. A shallow bed masked
by tamarisk-cones could be traced winding to the east of the fort. 1 may also mention that
before reaching this we came across what looked like the line of a small canal trending to the
north-east.
Fort of
T h e fort of A d h a - k 6 r a , a s the plan in PI. 1 6 shows, consists of two walled enclosures, one
Adtinawithin
the other, but not concentrically placed. T h e walls of both a r e built of stamped clay, those
kka.
of the inner enclosure being a b o u t 20 feet thick a n d those of the outer about 1 2 feet. The walls of
both enclosures o n the north a n d west faces have been reduced for the most part to the condition
of mere gravel-covered mounds, clear evidence, it seems to me, that the attack by wind and rain
comes mainly from those sides. T h e inner fort (Fig. 234) encloses a n area of about 83 yards
square, while the outer forms a quadrangle measuring about 2 2 0 yards from east to west and about
180 yards across. T h e g a t e of the inner fort leads through the middle of the southern face;
that of the outer is situated on the east a n d is ~ r o t e c t e dby a bastion enclosing a court about 40
feet square. T h e walls throughout show rows of holes, where large pieces of timber were doubtless
once inserted for reinforcement a n d have now rotted away. T h i s complete decay of the woodwork
appears to indicate that less arid climatic conditions than the present prevailed here at one time.
ChronoNo structural remains could be traced within either enclosure. Nor were pottery fragments
logical
of which
as
plentiful
a s they were outside. T h e y include many pieces of good glazed ware (PI.
indications.
specimens a r e described in the List below, a n d which Mr. Hobson ascribes to Sung times
(see A p p . D). T h e only definite chronological evidence was supplied by five Chinese "pper
coins, which were picked u p on ground close to the outer wall on the east. Four of these are K'aaiyiian pieces, current throughout T ' a n g times, while a fifth shows the Nien-ha0 H s i e n - ~ ' ~ "COrTefl
sponding to A . D . ~ ~ ~ - I o oT h~ i. s last coin makes it clear that the ruined fort must hare been occupied'
a t least intermittently, down to S u n g times. F r o m the absence of structural remains,
conjunction with the abundance of potsherds, I was inclined to conclude that the ~ i r ~ ~ ~ ~
had primarily served a s a place of reluge o r halt for caravans, &c.. m o v i ~ l gby the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T h e main cultivated area of the City of E t r i n a ', from which according 10 Marc0 Polo"
?'
all parties frequenting this route to a n d from the heart of Mongolia had to draw their
found b y U S to lie fully ten miles to the east ; the conveniel~ceof a safe halting and
east of
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to the old course of the Umne-go1 branch of the river would therefore certainly have
itself a s saving a great detour.

~h~ ground beyond the ruined fort grew more a n d more sandy, with small rudimentary

Approach

virdangs here and there. A t a point nearly two miles from AdGna-k6ra we first sighted the high khoto.
walls of K/rara-R/rolo, ' the Black T o w n ', across a d r y river-bed edged on the west by a belt of

lol,, tamarisk-cones. I t was a striking sight, the most impressive perhaps that I had ever seen on
true desert ground, this dead town, with massive walls a n d bastions for the most part still in fair
preservation,rising above the bare gravel flat which stretches towards it from the river bank.
A conspicuous Stfipa, of distinctly Tibetan appearance, crowning the big bastion of the northwesterncorner (Fig. 240) and a row of smaller StGpas on the ground outside the bastion, seemed
at first sight to proclaim the predominantly religious character of the site. B u t that Buddhism had
not held exclusive swray a m o n g those who knew the town while it was in being, became evident
when on our first approach I recognized a Muhammadan tomb or ' Gumbaz ' in a conspicuous
domed structure near the south-western corner of the town walls (Fig. 251). Its vaulted interior
offereda convenient place for storage, a n d outside it I pitched m y tent, while the interior of the big
bastion guarding the western town g a t e was occupied by my men a s a n effective shelter from both
heat and winds. HOIV much protection from the latter was likely to be needed was sufficiently
indicated by the big accumulation of drift-sand which lay heaped u p against the walls, especially
on the west side (Fig. 243), and the succession of violent gales, almost all from the north-west,
that broke upon us with regularity every second d a y during the time of our stay fully confirmed
this anticipation.
There was nothing in the surroundings of the dead town to impair the imposing effect created
by the massive strength of the town walls a n d the utter desolation which reigned within. All
round the walls there stretched a bare flat of gravel, supporting only here a n d there a srnall stunted
tamarisk or a few tufts of thorny scrub. T o the west this gravel plain was bounded by the d r y
river-bed that we had crossed on our approach (Fig. 235), while winding to the south a n d east we
found a much wider branch of the same, fully half a mile across for the most part a n d forming a
big bay to the south as seen in the sketch-plan (PI. 1 7 ) . T h e point where the two beds bifurcated
was located about three-quarters of a mile from the south-west corner of the town, a n d there the
steeply cut banks of the more southerly branch showed a depth of about twenty feet. T o the north,
at a distance of over half a mile, the gravel plain between the two branches was overrun by a big
"dge of sand, rising to 40 or 50 feet in height a n d fixed by tamarisk-cones. I t s western portion
had completely blocked u p the more westerly of the dried-up river-beds. T o the question of the
tonnexion of these beds higher u p with the umne-gol I shall have occasion to refer farther on.
On the very day of' our arrival a t the site I sent off AfrHz-gul with some camels on a reconnaissan~cinto the desert to the north-east. A Mongol from Ili. wllom r e had met on our march
down the E t ~ i n - ~ and
o l who proved less unwilling than the local Torguts to talk of old remalns,
had stated that hc had come upon ruins in that direction which had not been visited by Colonel
KOzlOvandwere apparcntly unknown to those who had served a s his guides. All ponies a n d camels
were [hen sent back to water and grazing a t Dzusulun-tsakha, whence the camels were subsequently
'O return at regular intervals with water-tanks and leather ' mussucks ' refilled.
T w o days later,
able to let L11 Singh start, with the animals brought back by one of these parties, on his
UP the dried-up river branch of Khara-khoto and thence across to the Moriin-go1 a n d the
lake-beds. With the few of our own people who remained a n d the dozen of indolent
as diggers. I tnyself srt to work on the morning of M a y 27th upon the exploration of the
remains found within the town walls and in~rncdiatelyoutside them. T h e task kept us fully occupied
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for eight days, and was i~iterruptedonly for the examination of the ruined dwellings
gul succeeded in discovering at some distance eastwards. Its difficulties were considerably increased
by the innate laziness of the Mongols in their unaccustomed role as labouren, and no less by the
quarrels that our irascible ' L51na' M l l u m managed to pick with this refractory crew.
bscribing
tile results of our labours I shall ignore the order in which they were carried out alld deal wit,, the
remains examined in quasi-topographical order.'
ConstrucT h e most striking ruins of I<hara-khoto are those of its circumvallation. This forms, as the
tion of
sketch-~lan in PI. 18 shows, an approximate rectangle nearly orientated. The area enclosed
,,as,
measures about 466 yards on the north side and 381 yards on the west. It is thus about per cent,
larger than that of the Lou-Ian station,' but less than one-half that of the ruined town of
chfeng near C h ' i a o - t ~ i l . ~T h e walls are built of stamped clay and reinforced by a woodenframework
of which the big rafters could be traced in three rows all round the inside faces of the walls, B~~
in most places their position is marked only by the holes which the decayed timber has left (Fig. 248).
T h e walls are about 38 feet thick at the base, but show a considerable inward slope so that the
width at the top, about 30 feet from the ground, is only 1 2 feet. This width is, however,greatly
increased near the north-western corner (Fig. 248), where the top is crowned by the Stipas to be
presently mentioned, with a correspondingly greater thickness at the base. In places a parapet
about one foot thick, with loopholes, still survives to a height of 5 or 6 feet. Ramps leadingup
to the top of the walls can be traced at the gates and a t the north-western and south-eastern
corners.
Cuttings
Gates, 18 feet wide, lead through the western and eastern wall faces, each protected by a rectangular
outwork built as massively as the walls themselves (Fig. 250). In addition, the walls have
walls.
through
been pierced at two points (I, 2 in P1. 18) by passages which are certainly of later date. The one in
the south wall appeared to me as if made to facilitate access to the ground outside at some period
when defence had ceased to be a serious consideration. T h e other in the north wall (Fig. 247)
seemed needlessly large for this purpose. T h e fact that both are quite close by the side of a bastion
clearly militates against the theory of a breach made by a besieger. On the other hand, I found no
evidence to support the story about the cutting in the north wall heard by Colonel Kozlov, which
p t may conveniently be explained here that a t the time
of my visit t o Khara-khoto the only account available t o
me of the explorations which Colonel Kozlov had carried
out a t the site in 1908 was t h a t contained in the Englisl~
translation of his preliminary reports to the Imperial Russian
Society of Geography of his journey, 1907-9, as published
in the Ccographical Journol, xxxiv. pp. 384-408 (October
rgog), and xxxvi. pp. 288-310 (September 1910). Nor had
I access to any more detailed description of the ruins as the
distinguished Russian explorer had found them or of the
operations t o which he devoted his two successive stays a t
the site, when I was preparing the present record of my own
work there.
It is only a t the time when this chaptcr is passing into
print that I received from Colonel Kozlov himself a copy
of his book dealing with ' Mongolia, Arndo and the dead city
ol Khara-khoro' (in Russian ; Petrogmd, 1923). M y
regrettable ignorance ol Russian does not allow me definitely
t o ascertain what additional information, il nny, of arcbaeological import Chapter sXv dealing with the site ( p p s l b 6 8 ,
with a3 figs. in the text) lurnishes. I t contains, I~owever,
very welcome reproductions of photographs taken of the

sepulchral monument (marked by me K.K. 11 ; see below)
from which Colonel Kozlov secured his great ~rmvoilleof
Buddhist texts and paintings.
These photographs had already before been published
by M. Serge dlOldenburg in the introductory chapter
his monograph on 'Materials lor Buddhist ~ c o ~ ~ g ~ ~ p ~
from Khara-khoto ' (in Russian ; St. Petersbur61 19'~)'
This valuable ~ublicationfrom the Pen 01 a very 'Ompetent expert deals with selected specimens of the many
I regrer'
fine paintings discovered by Colonel Kozlov. I t
remained unknown to me until I received it in May 'grS as
well as the first-named book as kind gifts frorn
Extracts from the iconorgraphic information lurnlshedIn
M. d1Oldenburg's monograph appear to constitute
of the remaining chapters, X S ~ I - V ~ ~ I , to Khara
khoto in Colonel ~ o z l o v ' svolume.
Notices on Khara-khoto, obviously
a preliminary
L' KOtwiLz'
cllaracter, by MM..A. ivanor, d'01dcnburg.
d
'
~
l
d
monOpph'
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '
in
a
foot-note
of
arc
p. I, from the ~roceedingsof tile l m ~ c r i'usinn
r'
grapllical Society (vol. xlv, I9O9, PP. 463-77)'1
a see,bid., iii. p. no'.
n See Seri~idia,i. p. 387.

243. WEST PACE OF ClRCVMVAUATlON OF KHAR.4-KHOTO. WITH MUHAMMAUAN luau A1 SOUTH-WEST CORNER.
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B u t since this story points very
to some traditional folk-lore connexion between the cutting a n d great hidden treasures,
it seems quite possible that the former owes its origin to the operation of early treasure-seekers,
more persistent than others of whose handiwork plain signs were to be seen in abundance elsewhere.
I,, support of this conjecture it deserves to be mentioned that a t several points in the north wall,
close to the passage through it, a number of tunnels a n d cavities had been burrowed into the clay
from the inside, while a neighbouring attempt, a t the point marked 4 in PI. 18, had effected
a breach not merely deep down into the wall but also penetrating into the bastion in front of it.
In addition to the already mentioned outworks, a t the gates, the arrangement of which is clearly Bastions of
shownby the sketch-plan in PI. I 8, the walls were defended by big circular bastions, slightly varying circum'
vallation.
in dimensions, at the four corners a n d b y rectangular bastions along the sides. There a r e of the
latter four each on the western a n d eastern faces, a n d six a n d five respectively on the north a n d
south. These rectangular bastions also vary in size, the largest, defending the outworks of the gates,
having a frontage of 47 feet. Outside the western a n d southern faces there were found in places
scanty reniains of a kind of covered way, formed by a wall of stamped clay, 10 feet thick, carried
in front of both curtains and bastions. O f a fosse I was unable to trace a n y indications.
The way in which the drift-sand has been slowly but steadily attacking the town walls of Khara- Effect of
khoto offered occasion for observations of special interest to me in the l ~ g h of
t those made a t sites $::inon
like those of Lou-Ian, So-yang-chf&ng,An-hsi, where wind-erosion has found full play for its force. walls.
As the photographs in Figs. 242, 243, 246 clearly show, the prevailing north-western winds have
heaped up big dunes against the western and northern walls. Where the corners of the projecting
bastions caught them, the dunes have reached the summit of the wall, and here the corrosive action
of the wind-driven sand has not only completely carried off the parapet, but cut trough-shaped
breaches into the body of the wall, to a depth of 6 feet a n d more. T h e sand which has thus entered
the circumvallated area has been partly left on the lee side under the shelter of the western a n d
northern walls (Fig. 245), and partly driven across the interior until stopped b y the inside of the
eastern and southern walls. Here the same breaching action is repeated (Fig. 242); but owing
tothe absence inside of corners formed by bastions the position of breaches on the top of the wall
is less regular. Yet the force of wind-erosion was well marked here also, a s shown by the eastern
wall having been carried off for a length of 32 feet to a depth of 6 feet.
With the massive solidity of the circumvallation a n d its cornpamtively good preservation the Destruction
utter decay and consequent emptiness of the interior of the town presented a striking contrast. walls.
within
As seen from the sketch-plan in PI. 18 a n d the photographs Figs. 244, 245, the greater part of the
areaappeared as a desolate waste with only a few ruined structures rising above the level expanse of
clay ant1 small debris, while the outlines o r othrr buildings could be traced only with
by low remnants of walls here a n d there, stumps left of wooden posts, or by foundations
and floors of hard bricks. Standing on the height of the walls it was poss~bleto make out certain
the abstract of his preliminary report reproduces a t length.'

s,gnificantly

'

See Ccographical Jorrmal, Octol~er ,909, pp. 387 Sq.
This story ascribes the brracl~to a lrgendary rulcr ol KharaIrhoto, ' bra-tsian-tsiun ', who, when besieged by an
IrnPrialChinese army and deprived of water by a diversion
Elsin-gol, attempted to bre~ik out here with his
Iroo~s,alter having burird his countless trcnsurcs in a well
that
hccn dug near by in thc vain hope of renchin:
Water.
A witle and deep hole ondoubtrdly marking a well is
louridclose to tlir cutting (see 3 in PI. 18) and may have

"

formed the starting-point for the particular form of the
folk-lore account heard hy Colonel Kozlov. That traditions
ol Krcat buried trc:tsurc havc gathered round the site is
certain, and there is a1)11ndantevidence that treasure-seekers
havc made prolonged searcl~ for it by burrowing at the
cliflrrmt ruins. All I could learn, tllrough the defective
channel of our interpreter ~Iiilum, was some vague conn e ~ i o nbetween the breach in the north wall and the siege
that Cl~inghizKhin was believed to have laid to the town.
About the cutting in the south wall I was able to learn nothing.
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road lines crossing this area, particularly in its eastern portion where a main street leading up from
the east g a t e to a ruined temple raised high o n a clay mound could be followed with ease also on
the ground. But even along this it was easier to make sure of flanking refuse heaps than of Be
~ o s i t i o nof buildings which had crumbled a w a y almost completely. Most of the structures
the walls, a n d w rob ably all private dwellings, had been built of stamped clay and timber walls of no
great thickness, a n d these walls were bound to decay rapidly once occupation had ceased. wilful
destruction a n d long-continued burrowing for ' treasure ' a t a site so easily
from ground
still inhabited have probably accelerated the process, a n d a t certain points traces offire were unmistakable. T h i s levelling of t h e interior had doubtless already proceeded far by the time [hat [he
accumulation of drift-sand outside overtopped the walls. Hence the protection which dunes might
have afforded to ruined structures had here been of n o avail.
I t was easy to realize from the first that a complete clearing of the interior could not be attempted
with the small band of inefficient Mongol diggers. I t would have implied a disproportionate sacrikce
of time on o u r part, even if it had been possible to persevere with it in spite of the difficultiesdue to
refractory workers, the heat, t h e dust-storms, a n d the scarcity of water. S o I decided to confine
our search to those few a m o n g t h e temple ruins recognizable in the western portion of the town
where layers of debris still remained likely to hide objects of interest, and to the extensive refuse
heaps elsewhere which held out some promise of fragments of writing, &c., capable of affording
chronological evidence. I n this hope I was not disappointed, a n d as the finds of written records
in these places, together with t h e coins picked u p within the walls and immediately outside them,
removed from the start all doubt a s to the period down to which occupation must have extended,
we m a y review them a t once.
A m o n g the deposits of rubbish, composed mainly of stable refuse, chippings of wood, broken
pottery, &c., those found along the sides of what appeared to have been the chief thoroughfares
were the largest. T h e y lay mostly in places where no remains of substantial structures adjoined,
a n d the conclusion seems justified that they had chiefly accumulated close to modest habitations
which m a y have served a s booths, inns a n d the like, a n d which, in consequence of their poor construction, h a v e suffered complete effacement. A p a r t from a few fragments of wooden objects
bearing stray Chinese characters, all the inscribed remains a r e of paper, and their general condition
leaves no doubt that they had found their way into the rubbish-heaps a s ' waste papers '. The great
majority of t h e documents a r e torn pieces, many of quite small size, while others, thollgh apparently
complete, were found twisted into rolls o r otherwise crumpled up. I n some cases a number of strips
h a r i n g Chinese characters had been tied together in knots. A m o n g the records tllus recovered,
those in Chinese were by far the most numerous, a n d s o far a s appeared from a hasty mamination
a t the time, all, with the exception of some printed pieces, were hand-written. A rough inventory
prepared before t h e submission of the Khara-khoto materials to different collaborators shows a
total of some 230 Chinese documents a n d fragments from this source, a s against 57 pieces in lhe
Hsi-hsia o r T a n g u t script, close on half of these being printed. Of fragments showing Tibetan
writing only three were found, in addition to a Chinese document with a Tibetan endorsement and
heaps
two pieces containing writing both in Hsi-hsia a n d Tibetan. Finally the yield of the
includes 9 pieces inscribed in Uighur script a n d Turkish language [see Prof. con L ~ C O ~ 'P' I)'
A s no d a t a have yet reached m e from the two scholars who have kindly undertaken
.
tion of the Chinese a n d the Hsi-hsia a n d Tibetan remains respectively, I a m unable surmise
indications of definite chronological bearing, if any, these ' waste papers ' from the rubbish-heaps
of Khara-khoto m a y furnish. T h e presence of Hsi-hsia ~ i e c e s both
,
written and printed,
however. to prove that the town must have been inhabited during the period of the Hsi*hsiadynasL)'
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(A, D. ,03211227), as its founder is known to have first introduced that s ~ r i p t . But
~ its occupation,
so far as this documentary guidance a t present goes, might well have continued also long after the
destructionof the Tangut kingdom b y Chingiz K h l n in 1227.
[Preliminary information which has reached m e from M. Maspero while these pages a r e passing
into print fully confirms this assumption. A m o n g the miscellaneous fragmentary documents in
Chinese which were picked u p from refuse heaps within the ruined town his notes mention nine
bearingexact dates. These dates all fall within the period of the Yuan o r Mongol dynasty a n d
extendfrom A. D. I 290 (or possibly I 266) to 1366. T h e latest thus precedes only by two years the
downfall of the dynasty a n d the succession of the hling (A.D. 1368). T h e contents of these dated
documents relate mostly to petty criminal affairs, grain accounts and the like, a n d suggest that the
was carried on a t the time on the customary Chinese lines.
local
The discovery noted below, p. 444, of what Dr. Laufer has recognized a s remains of a Chinese
paper-note dated in the first regnal period, C h u n g - t r u n g (1260-4)) of the Emperor Kublai, in a room
of the ruined Sarai, K.K. I. viii, agrees with the chronological evidence of the documents just
referred to.]
Direct el-idence in support of the above theory could before be derived only from the identification of Khara-khoto with Marco Polo's ' City of Etzina ', which n.ill be discussed below ; for the
dates supplied by the coins that we found a t the site d o not extend beyond the third quarter of the
twelfth century. A reference to the list of these coins in Appendix B will show that out of seventeen
Chinese copper coins found within the town o r immediately outside it no less than thirteen bear
Kien-haos falling between the years A. D. roo8 a n d 1161, while three show the T ' a n g legend K'aijliian and one is a Wtc-cAu piece. I t deserves to be noticed that all these thirteen coins, with the
exception of a piece showing the Nien-hao ChCng-lung (A.D. I 156-61) of the Chin dynasty set u p
by the Nii-chCn Tartars, belong to issues of the S u n g dynasty. T h e total absence of coins of the
Hsi-hsia rulers, issues of which a r e known to have been made between the years 1075 a n d 1226,'
is certainly very curious. I t m a y be eiplained, with some degree of probability, b y the reflection
that the circulation of the imperial coinage of the S u n g must, owing to the preponderance of trade
with China proper, have always been greater than that of the local rulers, even within the limits
of the Tangut kingdom.
Among the miscellaneous small objects reco\rered from the rubbish-heaps of the interior of
'he toiVn, the very numerous and varied specimens of glazed pottery deserve special mention.
Referring for details to the Descriptive List below a n d Mr. Hobson's Appendis D, it will suffice
call attention to the fine glazes, generally in varieties of blue a n d green, sometimes crackled, displayed by pieces like K . K . 021, 23, 36-43, 103-13 (PI. XI, LI, LVII) ; to the celadon-like fragments
29v 103 ; and the striking effect attained in decorated pottery a s shown by the specimen 0116
(P'.LVII), where the bold floral pattern in olive-green glaze is set off by the scraped ground in buff
"lay. Judging from the abundance of big potsherds of this ware both a t Khara-khoto a n d a t the
ruralsettlenlent(K.E.) to the east, this ware may safely be assumed to be of local make. Mr. Hob'On considers that the numerous specimens of different types of Northern Chinese celadon, including
Chiin Chou and Tzfichow wares, may be of .Sung o r Y"an times. O n the other hand, he describes
Ihe feu' pieces of porcelain ( K . K . 025, 26, 45, 47, 4) a s probably of the Ming period. T h e coral
Ornamentedwith scroll-work, 085 (PI. LSVI), s l l o \ v ~fine work, while the numerous beads in jade,
agate#carnelian, &c., 071, 75, 82, 83, &c., a r e plain. T h e remains of iron implements include
krnents
of a dagger, 018 ; a saw, 080 (PI. I.s\~I) ; knives, 020, 6 6 (PI. XI), 77. T h e r e l l Preservedblack lacquered wooden tablet, 013 (PI. LXVI),shows incised Chinese characters. \\'ith the
See ibid., pp. 14 sqq.
Bushell, Tht Hsi-hria Dynasty oJ Tangut, p. 8.
''71
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specimens of silk fabrics, 02, 4, 6, may be mentioned also the pieces marked K.K. I.
round
close to the temple to be described presently.
T h e western portion of the t o r n appeared to have been mostly occupied by shrines. B~~ among
Remains
of large
these
only very few retained more than the foundations of their walls or
of platforms,as
shrine.
can be seen by comparing the photograph in Fig. 247 with the corresponding portion of the plan,
PI. 18. Near the northern wall, however, the walls of a large cella, K.K. I , i, still rose to a good
height, while the interior held a considerable accumulation of debris. The cella, as shown by the
~ l a in
n PI. 19, measured about 32 feet in width and had a length of over 50 feet, the end towards
front on the south being broken. T h e walls were a foot and a half thick and built of sunsdried
bricks, about 12" x 5" x 2", set on edge with the shorter side upright. As the enclosing walls stood
uniformly to a height of only 6 or 7 feet, while the wall of the niche once backing the colossal central
irnage still rose to over 15 feet in height, it appears probable that the roof Mrascarried by a wooden
superstructure above the enclosing walls. Of this, however, only matrices remained, showingthe
position of heavy timber posts.
Clearing
O n clearing the debris of brickwork, roof tiles, Src., which lay to a height of oL1er4 feet from the
of image
floor,
it was found that the high wall of the niche already mentioned was once flanked by side walls
platforms.
forming two alcoves. These placed back to back, one in front and another behind, had contained
raised image platforms of a type with which the cave-shrines of the ' Thousand Buddhas ' at Tunhuang had made me familiar. T h e platform in front, facing south, showed signs of having been
burrowed into in recent times, and the base of the colossal central image that must have once
occupied the niche had completely disappeared. Close to the east of the place where it once stood,
there was found a Chinese copper coin, with the Nien-hao Hsi-ning (A. D. 1068-78), which may be
supposed to have been laid a t the foot of the image base as a votive gift. The colossal stucco image
itself must have been destroyed long before ; but many large pieces of gilt stucco which had
belonged to this figure, probably a standing Buddha, were discovered among the debris. The
circular lotus bases of minor images, two on either side, could still be traced. The platform on which
they stood had a horseshoe shape, such as is common at Ch'ien-fo-tung.
By a passage leading round the cella walls for pradaRsi?rd purposes the smaller alcove at the
back was approached. Excavation here brought to light the main image base, as seen in Fig. 249
and PI. 19, retaining traces of painted floral decoration ; also the bases of tw7o flanking statues.
I n front of this platform two small circular bases may once have carried figures of Dv~ra~ilas.
T h e two flanking bases still retained ~ o r t i o n sof the reed-covered sticks which once had served as
cores for the stucco figures.
Remains of
T h e complete wrecking of this shrine must be all the more regretted in view of the richdecora.
sculptural
ornament. tion to which the mass and variety of fine fragments of sculptural ornament in stucco and faience
bear witness. They are fully described in the List, where attention has been also drawn to the
curious points of contact in subject and style of treatment which a number of the small decorative
motifs in stucco exhibit with details of the sculptural friezes of the ' Ming-oi ' shrines near Kara.
shahr: T h e remains recovered from the large statues in stucco include the front portion o f a colossa'
foot, K.K. I. 046 ; life-size or colossal fingers and toes, gilt, 012, 015, 041, 0109. &c. (PI. =Iv); lcks
of hair, 040 (PI. l.Iir), &c., often in spirals painted blue, O I ~ I&c.
, ; hands. 08. ole ; the painted
forearm, 076; &c. T o the dress and ornaments of such statues belong the \-cry nllmerouspieces
of gilt drapery, 01 1, 016, 0 2 1 , &c., among which 03) recalls the peculiar ' poky ' sleeve a fine
'I4
wooden sculpture from Ming-oi ; the many fragments of a gilded pearl cable
(PI. LIV), &c., of pearl strings, 092, and of pearl straps, with rosettes. 029. &c. (PI. LIII)' a*
'3'.
7" See Sni,tdio, iv. PI. CXXVII, Mi.
' See Seri~~dia,
iii. pp. I 192 sqq.
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representedat ' Ming-oi ' ; pendants, 0104, &c. ; fragments of gilded tiaras, 073, &c. ; jewel-shaped
ornaments, 027, &c. (PI. LIII). T h e mitre-shaped stucco head-dress, 034 (PI. LIV), is of interest
arrangement of loose plaits a n d locks. T o smaller statues belonged the
to the
~ , , d d head,
h ~ 0195 (PI. LIII), and the fine h a n d , i. 0 1 7 (PI. LIII).
Friezes in stucco relief, like those of Riling-oi, probably furnished the excellently rnodelled small Fragments.
figureofafat laughing ' Ho-shang ', K . K . I. 0142 (PI. XLIX) ; the demons' heads, 036,69 (PI. LIV) ; St'!cco
rel~els.
the fragments of figures clad in skin, 037, &c. ; the saddled horse, 0 1 2 1 (PI. LV) ; fragments of
gilded mail, 0126, a n d others. W h a t was the position of the realistically treated snakes, of which
heads and numerous other fragments were found, 09, 13, &kc.(PI. LIII, LIV), is uncertain. Woodcar\.ingslike the jewel, 0103 (PI. LIII) ; the Stiipa-shaped finial, 042 (PI. LXVI), &kc., are likely to
have formed part of some decorative scheme. O f wall-paintings only tiny fragments have survived
in 055, 0200, \vhile those 011 the plaster still adhering to the walls had suffered complete effacement
by exposure.
Of greater interest a r e fragments of some paintings on silk, probably banners like those found Remains
as votive otlerings a t Ch'ien-fo-tung, ~vhichwere discovered, lnost of them badly broken, on the palntlngs.
~ ~ ~ " l
"lain ~latform. K . K . I. i. b. 03 shows parts of two celestial figures, of \-ery delicately drawn though
faded outlines. From the numerous fragments of I. i. b. 05 (PI. CVII) the very expressively treated
head of a man can be recovered. I. i. b. 01 (PI. LXI) is another packet of fragments which may have
belonged to a larger picture. I n one of them appears a symbolic representation of the RiIoon, such
as is often found a t the top of ' M a n d a l a ' paintings recovered from the Ch'ien-fo-tung hoard.
The numerous fine pieces of faience, worked in high relief a n d glazed bright green, probably Fragments
lormed part of an ornamented tiled roof. Floral scrolls a n d leaves a r e the decorative motifs of
ILK. I. 06-7 (PI. LII) ; i. 06-1 1 , 16 (PI. MI) ; also in the finial, i. 03 (PI. LII). T h e antefixae of Chinese
typein hard-burnt grey clay, i. 01-2, &c. (PI. I,), decorated a t the circular end with a finely designed
gorgon head in relief, are certainly from the roofing. T h e vigorously modelled pottery head of a
Illonster, i. 014 (PI. L), probably served a s a gable end. I have had occasion before to call attention
(0 the resemblance shown b y the pieces of glazed faience to fragments froln the tiled roof of a temple
found in 1907 a t the site of So-yang-ch'$ng, which was occupied down to S u n g times.s A very votive
"rikingconfirmation of close proxilnity in date a n d character of the two structures is furnished by the
excellently preserved Stiipa model in clay, I . 0225 (PI. LIII), which exactly reproduces all details of
the small votive Stiipa So. a . 006, found a t the So-yang-chrCng temple, including the inscription
ofthe usual Buddhist forlnula in Brahlni characters a t the base.' T h e ground-plan of both models
Isderived from that of which the Rawak Stijpa, excavated by m e near Khotan in 1901, was the
first example.
The only other temple ruin within the walls which yielded remains of interest was the shrine Ruined
K . K I , ii, occupying a conspicuous position a t the end of the road which led from the eastern gate k%!yi.
tO'vardsthe centre of the circumvallated area. I t was built on a high ~ l a t f o r mof stamped clay,
'neasuring about 82 feet b y 03 (PI. 20), a s seen in Fig. 244 ; broad stairs once led u p to it from
!he east. The shrine, a.hich lyns badly decayed a n d appeared to have been repeatedly burrowed
\"as built on a plan of trefoil shape, wit11 a cllapel about I 2 feet b y I 7 facing the stairway across
a central hall and somewhat larger roollls opening on either side of the latter.
The platform stretching across the whole width of the central chapel, a n d once, no doubt, Finds of
MSS. and
by statues, yielded only some scanty fragments of stucco relievo once decorating P a d m l - prink.

f
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See ibiJ., iii. pp. I 105, I 108 ; i\.. PI. I\?.
ibid., ili. p. ,108 ; iv. PI. CXS);IX,
11 may
noted here that the Stupas near this temple of

~ ~ . ~ ~ n ~ arc
- c ~constructed
~ ' ~ n g o f the same kind of
masonry, with bricks set on edge, 3s the shrines and S t ~ p a s
of Kl~ara-khoto.
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sanas, &c. But the debris filling the corners by the side of the main image base, perhaps that of
a seated Buddha, had protected some relics of interest. From the southern corner were
some fifteen P6thi leaves inscribed with written or block-printed Hsi-hsia text, besides numerous
small fragments ; several leaves in Chinese print or writing, also in Tibetan, besides a block-print
with small Buddha figures, &c. I n the northern corner I found the small ~ ~ l l canvas
- ~
painting, K.K. I. ii, or (PI. LXXVII), showing a seated Buddha carefully drawn and painted in a style
suggesting Tibetan influence. T h e piece had evidently belonged to the border of a larger
position and been cut out on purpose, probably to servc as a votive offering. There could be little
doubt that the leaves of manuscripts and block prints found attached together in the othel. corner
had been originally deposited for the same purpose.
Renlai~u
About jo yards to the south of K. K. I. ii a row of three small Stiipas stood bet\veen t \ ~ badly
o
StipS.
ruined shrines. T h e Stiipas had all been broken open, and the shrines sho\ved signs of having been
burnt. But in the scanty debris of the one to the west, K.K. I. vii, we found two \vooden tablets
inscribed with large Chinese characters. Of the structures, probably shrines, that once probably
occupied the top of two clay-built terraces farther south it was impossible to trace even the outlines.
Ruins in
T h e south-eastern portion of the interior appeared to have been occupied mainly by Sarais
SE. portion and the like. Two massive enciosures, whose walls of stamped clay were in one case over 20, in
of interior.
the other over 10 feet thick, were found empty even of refuse. Close to the east of the second of these
there could be traced, partly covered by heavy accu~nulationsof drift-sand, a large quadrangle
about 50 yards square. There were signs that it had been intended originally to enclose it with
thick walls of clay. Hut of this enclosure only the northern face, 2 0 feet thick, was actually found,
while on the other sides only remains of much thinner brick walls survived. Into the western end of
the rnassi\.e clay \\-all a small room, K.I<. I. viii, had been carvetl, evidently as a shelter.
O n clearing away the sancl ant1 clay debris that partially filled it, we found a well-preserved
h Nuhammadan re'ic. Chinese paper document; and a leaf, K.K. viii. 0 2 . a (PI. c?<XS\'II), from a Persian manuscript in
fairly perfect condition. According to the information kindly furnished by the Department of
Oriental Books and hl S S . in the British 1LI useum, it treats of the proper ti~neslor offering various
hIoslem prayers and probably dates from the early fourteenth century.
T h e find of the Persian h,lS, leaf was of special interest as a confirmation of \vhat we knew froln
other sources of the early spread eastwards of RIuhammadanisrn ; it had already been carried from
Central Asia into China by trade relations as \veil as by religious zeal, before the h,longol conquests
brought China into direct connexion with hIuhammadan countries of inner and nestern Asia.
T h e Muhammadan tlomed tomb outside the south-western corner, which I shall ~resentlyde~crib,~,
had previously convinced me that Khara-khoto, in the clays when its Buddhist shrines were still
being visited by the pious, also received Muhammadans within its ~valls.
Lader has
[Here, too, were found the much-decayed pieces, K.K. I. viii. o r , a-d, of what

Sal~d-

buried
Sarai.

recognized as a paper-note dated in the iriien-hao Chung-t'ung (A. D. 1260-4)) the first
period of the klongol dynasty. Dr. Laufer believes ' this may lay claim to be the oldest paperenote
now in existence '.I
Adjoining the clay wall on the southern side, brick \valls appeared above the sand, indicating
the position of rooms. T h e sand lay to a height of 6 to 7 feet in the roo~nnearest to K.K. I . riii
and rose still higher farther east. S o when the clearing of that room re\ealed only straw and horsedung, I did not proceed farther with a task for tvhich my little hand of lazy hlongol diggers
utterly inadequate. Yet who knows what other relics of mediaeval wayfarers may be concealed
Its
in this ruined Sarai, ~vherethe drift-sand heaped against the t o a n \vall behind it has

~
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Beforeproceeding to describe the remains outside the town, reference must be made to the stopason
group of four Stiipas built on the top of the walls in the north-western corner. As appears from L ~ f . f t O m
the photographsin Figs. 2 4 1 , 248, one of these Stiipas, which rises above the corner bastion, is
still allnost intact and forms a very conspicuous object in the general view of the ruined town.
F~~~~the plan and elevation in PI. 19 it will be seen that this Stiipa stands on a podium 18 feet
square,and including it rises to a height of close on 30 feet in its present state. The crowning member
\"hi&, as the still extant central pole indicates, must once have risen above the thirteen Chattras
,f the Tee, has fallen. The portion corresponding to the hemispherical dome of the original Stiipa
forlll is reduced here, as in the smaller Stiipas outside the walls, to a bulb shape disproportionately
lo\", thus giving to the whole structure a solnewhat dulnpy appearance distinctly reminiscent of
Stfipaforms now common in Tibet. T h e whole is built of bricks set on edge, as are all the Stiipas
ofthesite, and still retains a good deal of its thick white plastering.
While this corner Stiipa has escaped with comparatively little damage, another standing farther
south has been completely destroyed except for its threefold base or podium. The same fate has
overtaken two small Stiipas, seen in the plan, PI. 18, flanking the head of the terrace on the north
uall over \vhich led the approach to the corner Stiipa.
Judging from the condition of the miniature votive Stiipas in clay \\rhich lay in masses among 31ini~turc
the debris around the bases of the wrecked Stiipas, it would appear that the work of destruction was
here of recent date. As sho\vn by corresponding observations at all Stiipas outside the ~valls,these
little model Stiipas had been originally packed by the hundreds within the hollow clrurn resting
on the top of the Stiipa base and also around the wooden shaft passing through the bulb portion of
the StGpa proper. I had found exactly corresponding deposits at the Stiipas of the So-yang-ch'Ong
site ahere burrowing had taken place."'
Specimens of these votive rnodel Stiipas taken from different Stiipas of Khara-khoto are T y p 01
described in the List belo~vunder K.K. 090-101. They were everywhere produced from the same
moulds, two types being distinguishable among these. In one type which is represented also by
K.K. 1. 0 2 2 5 (PI. LIII), the base or podium reproduces almost exactly the elaborate arrangement
ofthe Ra\vak Stiipa base with its projecting plinth and flights of steps. In the other type a conical
base, with four tiers of miniature Stfipas of similar shape sho\\.n close together in relief, takes the
place ofthe above-described base. Both types are found, in sizes practically the same, also among
the miniature Stiipas of So-yang-ch'8ng, a fact that points strongly to contemporary occupation
the t\vo sites. In both types the shape of the Stiipa dome and base differs strikingly from that
by the actual Stiipas of the two sites, being e\.idently derived from a much Inore ancient
"lode/to which conservative tradition adhered in the case of votive offerings, while actual architecturalpractice had departed from it long before. The procedure of packing the interior of Stiipas
\'Ith masses of such miniature lnodels may are11 have been meant to symbolize in a modest-and
cheaP--ras~lion
;he ancient Buddhist custom, so well attested in India, of depositing under Stiipas
built
royal patrons, &c., a multitude of sacred relics collected from earlier Stiipas.

gg,
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SECTION
111.-REMAINS O U T S I D E ICHAKA-KHOTO
the town walls may well start a.ith the group of Ruincd
Our survey of the rl~ins
S t 6 ~ a ~ \ ~ as
h iseen
~ h ,in Fig. 241, a o o d close to the north-western comer. They had all been badly
damagedby bi,rroaing, apparently long ago. In sllape and manner of construction they resembled N\V, corner.
very
hose on the town wall. T h e
and largest, though completely laid open
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by a cutting, still stood to a height of close on 20 feet, including its podium. Here and at a group
of six small Sttipas placed close together on one platform to the south, as roughly sho\,.n in the
plan, PI. 18, the finds were restricted to quantities of miniature votive Sttipas, such as hare already
been described, and of small clay tablets, sho~vingin relief Buddha seated within a trefoil llalo
on a lotus seat and flanked by a Caitya representation on each side. Specimens of tgu slightly
varying types are described in tlie List, under K . K . v. 03 1-4,049-52, &c. (PI. LIII). TIlese tablets,
too, had been made from similar moulds and deposited, together with the model StOpas, in thecavity
round the central shaft of the StOpas. Similar small 1.otil.e reliefs had been found by me in Igo7 at
\Van-fo-hsia and the TurfHn site of Sassik-bulak.1
But a niore interesting discovrry was ~ n a d e011 clearing away the debris at the foot
the
three s ~ n a l lbadly decayed Stupas (markccl 1i.K. V. b in the plan, PI. 18) \vliich form a separate
little group to the south of the larger Stijpa. Here a careful search brought to light packet
packet of well-preserved leaves from different Hsi-hsia tests, mostly written but some also blockprinted (see PI. CXSXVI, CSXXVII), and from large Tibetan Pothis (PI. CXSXI-CXSXIII).
They all lay embedded in sand mixed with debris of bricks from the fallen masonry of the
Stiipas. I noted that several intact convolutes contained folded leaves from difkrent Pijthis
and books. This suggested that detached leaves had been originally deposited at the StiP
bases as 1-otive offerings, after the fashion I had often observed at sites such as Dandiin-oilik,
Khldalik, Endere,' and subsequently heaped up by the wind in sheltered places where they
had been preserved first by accun~ulating sand and then by debris. A rough calculation
made a t the time of ~ a c k i n gshowed that the total of complete leaves nvith Hsi-hsia text
exceeded a hundred, that of Tibetan leal-es being about half that number, with a great quantity
of fragments. Rlised up with these manuscript and block-print remains were some dra~vi~lgs
and diagrams, also a piece of blue silk painted with a lotus pattern, K.K. v. b. 01, t rob ably the
remains of a votive banner.
collapsed
Finds of a n exactly similar character were made a t a nlound that marked a co~n~letely
Sttipa, K.K. 111, situated less than a hundred yards from the north-eastern corner of the town walls.
T h e mound rose only to about l o feet above the gravel Sai, but still retained rcrnains of the central
wooden shaft. T h e slopes were co1:ered with small votive Sttipas in clay, and on clearing the nortll
foot of the base, numerous leaves, written and block-printed, in Hsi-hsia and Chinese, were brought
to light. Tibetan writing was here rare and was found almost esclusively- on the reverse of Hsi-hsla
and Chinese papers. 'The finds included a small Chinese printed book. Fragments of painted
silk banners, K.K. 111, o r , 02-5, \\.ell drawn but fadecl by exposure, were also recovered herrl
besides nulnerous pieces of silk fabrics which roba ably also formed part of l-otive banners.
Among other objects may be mentioned the clay mould of a rectang1llar ~ l a q u e ,1C.K. Irr. "3
(PI. LV), showing a seated Buddha in good nod el ling.
A structure quite dimerent in type from these Sttipas and of far greater interest was the r u l n l
K.K. 11, rrhich l19aspointed out to me on iny arrival at tlie site as the place where colonel KozlOv
in 1908 had secured liis great haul of ~ n a n u s c r i ~ tpaintings
s,
and other antiques.' It '''as situated

' CI. Scrir~dia,iii. PI). 1112, 1170 ; iv. PI. CXXXIS.
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The
account
this ruin and its contmnts, as given in Colonel
K o z l ~ \ ~ 'paper,
s
runs thus :
' hfwnwhilc investigations were undertaken to discover
and concentrate our mcrgies on new excavations, ria thr
result that wc turnetl to the tomb situated ou~sidcthe furtress,

about 300 yards Lrom the ivestern wall, and on the bank "
the dry rliannel. This tom11 was called by " the Grmd''l
and 11mce~ortl~
occupied all our time and attention. It
yielded a large collenion ol laoks, rolls, mmuscripul
a quantity of specimens of Buddhist paintings executed
roluurs on thick linen cloth, on thin silken materu'. and
p p r , Anion: a quantity of books and pbting9. piled up
in the most complctc confusion, very intercsling ~t~~~~~~~~

'"

"

REMAINS OUTSIDE KHARA-KHOTO
close to the bank of the western ri\-er-bed a n d about two furlongs to the west of the \yestern gate
ofthetown, and presented, a s seen in Figs. 257, 258, a scene of utter destruction. All that could
be
out on first inspection was a brick-built platform about 2 8 feet square a n d 7 feet high, a n d
on its sides heaps of debris of masonry a n d timber, mixed u p in utter confusion with fragments big
andslnaIIof stucco, originally painted a n d evidently once forming part of clay images. Frames of
woodand reed bundles, which had served a s cores for statues, lay about on the slopes and all
roundon the gravel flat. All these remains had obviously suffered greatly by exposure after having
been thrown down. B u t even a slight scraping below the surface sufficed to show that, \vhile the
remainsof .paper
manuscripts a n d prints had been reduced, where exposed, to the condition of mere
.
felt-likerags, below the outer layer of debris they were still in fair condition. T h e careful clearing
and sifting of all the ' waste ' left behind in this sad condition by the first explorers of the ruin
occupied us for fully a d a y a n d a half.
It must be hoped that, however rough the methods of that exploration had been, photographs Indications
and drawings of the structure before its destruction were secured. Not having, however, access a t structure.
present to any publication in which these m a y have been reproduced,' I think it useful to record here
such scanty indications a s I was able to secure concerning the now vanished superstructure a n d its
contents. The platform pre\.iously mentioned was built of bricks measuring 1 2 " x 5" x 2", set on
edge as in all other buildings of the site. T h e rniddle of the eastern side projected by one foot, but
no remains of stairs leading to the top of the platform could be traced. O n this there appears
to have risen a circular superstructure with a n approximate diameter of I j feet. Of the wall enclosing this, however, only a very small segment survived, about 2; feet high, indicating a n
approximate width for the wall of 3 feet 6 inches. No safe conclusion could be drawn from the
small surviving segment of the wall-as to the shape of the dome that it carried.
But even if the height of this dome was not greater than would result from a hemispherical Contents of
shape, there would have been sufficient clear space for statues much over life-size to sit o r stand ~
~
under it in the centre. T h a t a t least one such statue, together with numerous smaller images around
it, occupied the interior was stated to m e b y Shapir, one of the eight Mongols whom Colonel
Kozlov is said to have employed besides his Cossacks on his work a t the site. Shapir's statement on
tllis point is supported by the fact that one colossal stucco head, unfortunately very badly damaged,
Was found by us in the debris, besides similar remains of approximately life-size stucco images.
His further account was to the effect that all the space left between the images was found filled with
in metal and ~vootlwere discovered of high and debased art,
models ol tombs, and many otlier articles. The value of the
discovered articles \\,as mucll enhanced by the wonderfully
excellent condition in \\~hichthey llad been preserved in
the exceedingly dry desert climate. Indeed, most 01 the
books ant1 n~anuscripts, and e\.en the paintings, retained
'striking freshness alter having lain in the ground for several
centuries. Not only the leaves of the books were in good
condition, but also the covers of paper or silk, most of them
01 a blue colour. Wit11 all these treasures was interred
a
probably, the bones leaning in a sitting posture
'ga:nst the northern wall of the tomb.
The tomb itself, as may be seen in the accompanying
i'lu3tmtions, rises above the ground to a height of 25 t o 30
Inti and consisted of a base, a middle course, and a conical
O
' P! hall destroyed by time or the curiosity of man. I n the
Centl'eolthe base was fixed vertically a wooden pole without
'"Y
of ornamentation a t its top. On the floor of the

tomb, round the pole, facing toanrds the centre, stood as
many a s twenty large clay statues ot life-size, before which
lay large books, just as before lamas reading their services.
These books were of a thick paper of Chinese make with the
letters Si-sia, generally found among the manuscripts of
Khara-khoto'
The illustrations referred to in this account are not found
in the English translation reproduced in the Crogr. Journal,
the drawing inserted there being a very rough sketch intended
to show a cross-section, not of this ruin, but of the Muhammadan tomb, K.K. \-I, to be described below.
As seen from the reference to the bones of a gegrn,
believed t o have been interred within the ' tomb ',
Colonel Kozlov assumed the in to have been a burialplace.
4 [For reproductions of photographs tnken, see now
above, p. 438, note I ; also p. 448.1
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books, paintings, slnall idols and the like. For this statement. too, there is confirmatian in the
large quantity of books, cult objects. &c.. that Colonel Kozlov's brief report mentions as having
been removed by him, and likewise in the abundance of the relics left behind, evidently as waste,
among the debris that was thrown down in the course of this ' exploration '. According to shapir the
structure, found practically intact, had no visible entrance, but a hole existed on the top.
Account
[Since the above was written, the kindness of that distinguished Oriental scholar, proressor
Serge d'oldenburg. Perpetual Secretary of the Russian Academy of Sciences, has made accessible
Kozlov's
rxpIorntion. to me two important Russian publications-his
own exhaustive monograph on Materialsfor
Buddhist Zconogrphy from Khara-khoto (St. Petersburg, I 9I 4), and Colonel Kozlov's narrative
of his expedition of 1907-9, Mongolia, Amdo and the dead town Khara-khoto (Moscoil~-Petro.
grad, 1923). T h e account given from the discoverer's record in the introduction to the former
publication and reproduced in chapter XXIr of his own book as to the place and manner in which
the great discovery of the expedition was made is too brief to clear up all points of archaeological
interest connected with the ruin or to answer all the questions raised by its surprisingly rich and
varied deposits. But fortunately the three photographs reproduced in both publications suffice,
even in the absence of a plan or other exact records, to acquaint us with the appearance of the
structure before it mas destroyed, and with the general character of so much of the sculptural
deposits as remained in situ after the rough ' clearing ' of the structure was done. That the ruin
was that of a 'sepulchral StGpa' is made certain by the discovery in it o f a skeleton (see Col. Kozlov's
Mo~lgolia,Amdo, Cc., p. 5 5 5 ) ; but whether the recorded observations furnish sufficient evidence
for the assumption that the clay sculptures, paintings and other sacred objects were deposited at
the same time I a m unable to judge. If the interior of the 'Suburgan'-to use the Mongol term
applied by the Russian explorers to the ruin-was from the first, as seems probable, intended to
hold this great deposit, it has supplied us with a very instructive instance of a practice not previously,
as far as I know, attested by definite archaeological e v i d e n c e . V h e packing of other StCpas at
this site and also a t S0-~ang-cIi'6ng with miniature votive models of S t ~ p a sofiers, however,
a n analogy.'
Colonel Kozlov's photograph of the ' Suburgan ', before it was opened and levelled to
the ground, does not admit of exact measurement of structural features. But it shows that there
\\-as n three-storied base, with boldly projecting cornices ; an apparently circular drum, and above
this a cylindrical dome. In general appearance the structure seems to have differed from the
other Stiipas of the site, while in some respects its picture c u r i o ~ ~ s lrecalls
y
the ruined Stfipa seen
by me a t Thol in Hunza' and its Tibetan countcrparts.]
Materials
I t is only from a full analysis of the antiquarian riches transmitted to the Asiatic Museum of
transmitted the Russian Academy that a correct estimate can be expected of the date, extent, and true value
to
this great deposit. [The great artistic and iconographic interest of the very numerous fine paintings
comprised among these finds has been discussed with full competence by Professor d'Oldenburg
in a separate monograph ; see above.] O f the importance of the lnaterials recovered for the study
of the previously almost unknown Hsi-hsia language, some idea may already be gained from certa'n
pltblications of hl. Ivanov in the Russian Academy's Proceedings, and from the summary information contained in a notice by the ssnie Oriental scholar, translated in the /orf~nfllAriafique
"an
the scene at the bottom of thc Cll'icn-lo-tunl:
t i , h . 1 . 001 ( a , i . p 0 8 ; i . I . 1
;
Thousand Buddhas, PI. IX ; p. tq), which represents the
construction of a Stiipa, with gilts of manuscript rolls.
sacrificial vessels, kc., set out on tables by its side, be possihly

prncti4
indicative of a later custom ot this kind ? Or is
so abundantly attested, of depositing lear~sfrom it ?
texts at the base of Stlpas, as of images also, n reflex
6 See above, p. 445 ; S ~ i n d i aiii.
, p. 1105.
Cf. Anrim1 Kholan, i. p. ao ; Fig. 4.
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as to the Hsi-hsia dictionaries a n d certain identified Buddhist Canonical texts included i n

[he petrograd ~ o l l e c t i o n . ~Nevertheless it m a y be of use to record here some brief indications
concerning the textual and other remains that the search of the ' waste ' left behind b y the fortunate
,jiscolrererof the site allowed us to recover ; for their examination may throw some light on the
general character of the deposit a n d thus help US to define its bearing upon archaeological questions
with the whole site.
I n the first place it is of interest to note that, a m o n g the literary remains recovered here, texts Preponderin Hsi-hsin language, whether written o r printed, vastly preponderate. Leaving aside fragments ance
Hsi-hsia
of small size, the rough inventory prepared when these materials were transmitted to collaborators texts.
sho\vs a total of over eleven hundred written, a n d about three hundred printed, leaves (many, of
course, incomplete) in Hsi-hsia language, against fifty-nine a n d nineteen, respectively, in Chinese.
This preponderance of Hsi-hsia texts, probably for the greater part of a Buddhist religious character,
contrasts strikingly with the small proportion that Hsi-hsia records bear to Chinese records among
the papers recovered from t h e rubbish-heaps of t h e town. Assuming that the deposits in both
places date approximately from t h e same period, the conclusion suggests itself that Chinese writing
prevailed, for purposes of secular business, even under the T a n g u t domination, over the cumbrous
'national ' language and script favoured b y the ruling tlynasty. T h e great rarity of Tibetan texts
I'rom I(.I<. 11-only thirteen complete folia a r e recorded in the inventory-is also of interest, when
compared with the large number of Tibetan materials from K . K . v. T h e bilingual leaf, K K . 11.
0234. k, Hsi-hsia with Tibetan, reproduced in PI. CXXSlV, with a transcript kindly furnished by
Dr. Laufer of Tibetan corresponding to Hsi-hsia characters, justifies the hope that the presence
of complete texts of this kind a m o n g the Petrograd materials will facilitate progress in the study
of Hsi-hsia. Uighur script is represented b y a single written piece only, while of BrHhmi-Chinese
prints we have two specimens (see K.K. 11. 0293. a , PI. C S S V ) .
Some q u a s i - p a l a e ~ g r a ~ h i c ainterest
l
attaches to the fact that of the remains of Hsi-hsia a n d Form of
and
Chinese texts, whether written o r printed, almost all a r e of the oblong book form, which, originating MSS.
prints.
from the 'concertina ' arrangement of leaves illustrated b y later Chinese manuscripts from the
Ch'ien-{@tung hoard,g has been in regular use for block-printed literary products in China since
the earlpsung period. T h e number of ~ n a n u s c r i p tremains in Hsi-hsia or Chinese in the roll form
[hat prevailed all through T ' a n g tinies only slightly exceeds two dozen." T h e y obviously represent
an archaic survival, just a s the use of silk a s writing material instead of paper, of which a few Hsihsia manuscript pieces furnish examples, m a y claim descent from very ancient Chinese practice.
In
passing reference may be made to the great quantity of written pieces torn into
small size that were discovered amidst the wreckage. I t seemed difficult to believe that their
reduction to scraps, often of minute size, could be due solely to careless digging, though of this,
'here was unfortunately e\.idence in booklets a n d con\,olutes that clearly had been cut through
by the hoe or pickaxe. I s it possible to assume that those scraps owed their sur\.i\al to a quasireligiouscllstomwhich compelled the preservation o f all writing, however ~ n u c hdefaced o r injured?"
The Present Chinese practice of carefully collecting all bits of ' 1%-astep a p e r ' from streets, shops,
in specially set u p boxes, with a view to ceremonial burning would offer a certain analogy.
books, the reverse of the 1Isi-lisia leaves (see PI. CSXXvI,
a see IUnov, Monrtrrrrnts de I')cr;turc
in

3' ' '

''

'4siar.,I92-3, janvier-mars, pp. 107-9 ; also the articles

Of

". Ivanov there quoted Irom tlte Izo,dsliyaof the Rtlssi~n

"cademy
Sciences, 1909, iii. pp. 1221-33, and 1910,
v. Pp. 831-6.
I
Sprind;a, ii. pp. 765, 802, 920. A5 in these ' con'.'llape manuscripts and in Chinese block-printed

c ~ s ? t v ~ ~ ) , w h e t hwritten
er
or printed, was left uninscribed.
9" For specimens see PI. CSXXv, c x s x v 1 1 .
10 For corresponding remains preserved in little packets
among the manuscripts of the Ch'ien-fo-tung hoard, cf.
ibid., ii. p . 820.
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T h e remains of artistic or technical interest recovered from the wreckage were, as the D~~~~~~
tive List shows, numerous enough. But after the account gi\icln above of the conditions i n which
they were found, it cannot cause surprise that almost all have badly suffered, whether at the time
when the shrine was cleared-and demolished-or subsequently through exposure. ~
~
a brief review of them will be useful if only to show how much it is to be hoped that the large and
valuable haul of antiques which Colonel Kozlov's expedition carried away from this ruin may yet
obtain that adequate study and publication which it deserves. T h e mass of sculptural fragments
in stucco prolres that the number of images of all sizes, from colossal statues down to mere figurines,
must have been considerable relatively to the limited space afforded by the domed
Such parts as ears, fingers, hands from life-size or larger statues, K.K. 11. 086, 94-6, 99, 14,
141, 2 2 5 , &c. (PI. LIV),had naturally a better chance of surviving than heavy heads or torsos in clay,
of which several were found lying, bereft of their painted surface and almost unrecognizable,
the debris and on the ground below it. O f some Buddha heads of large size only the masks of faces
nlodelled in harder stucco, 0185-7 (PI. LI!'), could be found. T h e colossal forearm, oror (PI. LV),
is of interest as it is clad in a peculiar type of gilded mail, with links resembling a ' caltrop ', which
appears also in several other stucco fragments, 084, 103, 163, 197 (PI. L!'), and ~vhichis seen also
on the figure of VaiSravana in several Ch'ien-fo-tung paintings. I t is highly probable that the
fragments of mail found here, too, belonged to a Lokaplla image. T o the figure o f a demon crouching below a LokapHla's feet may be attributed the fragment of a demonic face, 0184 (PI. Lw),
with wide open eyeball. Among the remains of small stucco images the following deserve special
mention : the well-modelled heads of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, 0188-9, 2 2 1 (PI. 1-111) ; the distinctly negroid-looking head, 0126 (PI. LIII) ; the seated figures, 0108, I 56 (PI. LIII, LIV), and draped
torsos, 0104, 175, 226 (PI. LIII) ; and the curious animal skulls, or 18, 127 (PI. LIII). Animal figures
are represented by several small leopards, in different attitudes, 0145, I 59, 170 (PI. LlIl), and t h head
~
of a dragon, 0190 (PI. LIII). Among remains of wood-carving the dignified statuette of a standing
Buddha, 01 (PI. LXVI), with its curious look of a Gothic sculpture, is of distinct interest, and so also
is the well-carved figure of a Saivaitic di\.inity stratldling over two monsters, 0312 (PI. 1-111).
Remains
Numerous fragments of painted plaster attest that the walls of the chamber were adorned in
of wall
tempera. Pieces like 0125, 138, 148, 166, 183 (PI. Lv), showing coffers with graceful grisaille
paintings.
ornamentat;on, look as if they had belonged to the vaulted ceiling. 'That figures formed part of
the fresco decoration is shown by pieces like 0105, 118 (PI. LITI). Other fragments like 0145~
155, exhibit very elegant designs in grisaille. It is probable that a fine fresco ane el which had
been cut out and was found by us in one of the recesses carved into the interior of the northern
town wall was brought away by Colonel Kozlov's party from this shrine and then accident all^
left behind there.
T h e remains of paintings on silk, 08, 10, I I , 24, 45, 74, 81. 31 I , had all suffered more or less
Fragments
of silk
exposure ; but there could be no doubt that in arrangement and general style they correst'ondeti
paintings,
closely to the silk banners recovered by me in such numbers from Ch'ien-(0-tung. The fragment
&c.
or I , with its graceful floating figure of an Apsaras, is not inferior to the average of the latter I n
design and technique. In 035,66, wr have fragments of canvas banners, like those of
But far more numerous are the block-printed designs representing Butldhist divinitirsand
Book
lmn'
illustrrltion, sacred subjects, which were found among the packets of ~ r i n t e dleaves from Hsi-hsia texts
by block
illustrations or as detached pictures. T h e reproductions contained in Plates I-sII-L~"- "" 'llP
print.
detailed descriptions in the List (pp. 480-98) given of those pieces of which Mr. Andrcns 'la'
been able to make a careful examination, show the considerable interest attaching to these P ' ~ ~ ~ ~ '
remains in spite of all the damage they have suffered, partly at the time of the original 'c'earing
Remains
of stucco
sculpture.

IIEMAINS O U T S I D E IiiIAKA-KHOTO
oi the great deposit and partly through subsequent exposure. These plentiful examples of block
,Ilustration in S u n g times with their wealth of ornamental details a r e of obvious importance for
[he history of wood-engraving a s practised in the north-western marches of the Empire. At the
sanle tilne they show the development which local Buddhist a r t underwent subsequently to the
latest
that we find represented a m o n g the corresponding relics from the ' Thousand Buddhas '
Tun-huang.
of large compositions which in a more o r less fragmentary condition are to be found among
[Ileseblock prints from K.K. 11, I m a y specially mention the pieces K.K. 11. 0229. a a n d 0239. c
(PI. ~ x r v sho\ving
)
a scene, a s yet unidentified, in which figures a large serpent ; the representatiol, of a Buddhist paradise in 0233. b, 0280. a , 0290. a (PI. LSII) ; the series of what seem to be
JPtaka scenes in 0284. a (PI. LXIII) ; the ' M a n d a l a ' picture, 0238. a (PI. LXII). But far more
llumerous are the blocks showing groups of Buddhas o r Bodhisattvas, inserted in the text after
the (ashion of miniatures in devotional manuscripts of mediaeval Europe (Pls. LXIII, LXV). Many
ofthe decorative designs used for framing the block-printed columns of I-Isi-hsia characters or lor
separating individual figures, &c., a r e elegant, even if the engraving is coarse. T h e definite
indication of Tibetan influence in some of the block prints fully accords with evidence supplied by
certain Ch'ien-So-tung paintings of tlie same influence affecting Buddhist a r t as it prevailed in this
border region centuries earlier.
A~nongthe pen-and-ink drawings of which fragments were also recovered, though in a lesser
nuinber, we find some rapidly executed but distinctly spirited figure sketches in purely Chinese
style, such as K.I<. 11. 0247. a , e ; 0275. e, i ; 0313. a , d , g (PI. LVIII-LXI). Of special interest a s
5pecilnens of Chinese landscape composition in S u n g times a r e rough sketches such a s the rocky
gorge K.K. 11.0313,b (PI. LXI) ; groups of trees growing amidst rocks, 027 j. h. With these must
be grouped also such sketches for landscapes a s seen in I<. K . 11. o j 13. c (PI. LS). Just a s a t the
'Thousand Buddhas' of 'Tun-huang, so here we meet \\.it11 drawings like K.K. 11. 077 ; 0275.
e, f (PI. LS),\vhich have been pricked for use a s pounces, Ivhile in 0276. bbb n-e have the fragment
of a stencil for a decorative pattern c u t through paper bearing Hsi-hsia writing. These pictorial
remains, in their tantalizingly fragmentary state, can only increase our hope that the wealth of far
better preserved pictures which reached the Asiatic Museum of the Russian Academy of Sciences
irom this great deposit m a y yet be made accessible to us through a n adequate publication.
I may finally refer to the numerous specimens of silk fabrics. T h e y include, besides different
coloured pieces of plain silk, K.K. 11. 02, 4-7, 012, CLc., which roba ably belonged either to flags or
" ~ ~ i ~ e o ~ e r ianseries
g s , of printed silks, ~ r o d u c e dby the 'resist' process, 016, 19,32-4 (PI. LXXXVI,
':XxXV~~),
or by blocks, 054. Damasks a r e represented in 015.30, 37, 50, 53. Figured polychrome
~llkisfound on the wallet 018 (PI. L X X X I I I ) , while the silk appliquC band, 067, with its fine dragon
'lesi€!n work in gilded silk, might h-ell have formed part of a manuscript cover resembling that
iound at C h ' i e n - f o - t ~ n ~A
.~~
piece of fine silk tapestry, 036, completes a range of textile
'elllains that may offer interesting material for colllparison with the corresponding fabrics from the
Ch'ien-fo-lung hoard.l'
After this synopsis of the remains yielded by our search of the ' waste ' left behind by the
Russianexplorers, a few words Inay not be out of place concerning the period from !vhich this
deposit is likely to date. I t is evident that a sure conclusion could be based only upon
the lar morp nhunclnnt ancl I,etter-l>l.rst.r\,t,d 1 ~ 1 ~ t e r i ain
I s t h r keeping of the Asintic Museum a t
Petr"grad- But if r e take illto account tile general c11aracter of the relics, wlietl~ertexts or artistic
together with the record to be discussed below of the taking of ' Etzina ' by the Mongols
'"ee
rlid., i i , pp. 897 sqq.
I' Cf. Seriiidia, ii. pp. roqy scl, ; iv. PI. Cvl, CXI.
j M 2
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in A . D . 1226 and the subsequent destruction of Hsi-hsia rule, the first quarter of the
century may be accepted as the kr?ni?~us
ad quem after which such a deposit could not have been
made. On the other hand, the prevalence of texts in that Hsi-hsia script
was only invented
and introduced by the Tangut ruler Li Yuan-ha0 about A . D . I032 precludes an earlier date ,ban
the second half of the eleventh century. It must be hoped that the discovery of dated texts in the
Petrograd collection will make it possible still further to reduce the chronologicaI range between
these two litnits.13
Small ruins
Of the small ruins shown by the plan in PI. 2 2 quite close to K.K. 11, that to the east consisted
near
only
of a brick-built platform about 1 2 feet square, with the scanty remains o f a completely wrecked
K . l i . 11.
superstructure whose character was no longer recognizable. A low mound to the south of K.K. 11,
when excavated, disclosed only the badly decayed brick \valls of a rectangle measuring 1 ~ by
4
2 1 3 feet. T h e walls were only 14 foot in thickness, and the bricks measured 12" x 6" x 3". No find
of any sort was made within the interior, which was filled with coarse sand and gravel. The
structure may have served as quarters for attendant priests of the shrine.
Domed
T h e only structure remaining to be described in the immediate vicinity of the town walls is
structure
the
domed
building, K.K. vr, seen in Figs. 251, 252. I t stands at a distance of about 30 yards to
K.K.rl. .
the south-west of the south-western corner bastion and rises still to its original height of close on
23 feet, though part of the dome on the north side has fallen in. Apart from this and some minor
damage to the side walls, the structure has suffered but little, and still retains most of its original
plastering inside and portions of it also on the outside eastwards. T h e chief features, as shown by
the plan in PI. 21, are a domed hall, 184 feet square, within, and a large vaulted porch projecting
on the east. By means of a succession of projecting niches in the four corners, as seen in Fig. 2 7 2 ,
each terminating in a pointed arch, the square of the hall is reduced to an octagon, which in turn
by a similar device of niches is made to bear the circular drum of the high dome. A corresponding
architectural arrangement is applied to the vaulted portion of the porch. The front of the latter
is given a very massive appearance by the outward slant of its flanking walls. The outer corners
of the \t7alls enclosing the square hall are rounded off into semicircular buttresses, also slanting
outwards, thus creating for the whole a n ilnpression of great strength. 170r other architectural
details the reader may be referred to the photographs and the elevation and sections sho\vn I n
PI. 2 I . T h e masonry consists of sun-dried bricks, about 16" x 8" x 4" in size, and its horizontal courses
distinguish it entirely from that used in other buildings of the site.
MuhamT h e structure in its plan, purpose, and architecture is wholly Western and unmistakably meant
madan
for a Muhammadan tomb or ' Gulnbaz '. Its style is plainly Saracenic, but it must be left to
character
of structure,. others more competent than myself to determine whether the details of style offer any indications
as to date of construction. T h e interior was found completely empty ; but divers holesin the plaster
flooring and walls showed that ' treasure-seekers ' had been at work here too. We know fro* IVlarc0
Polo's accourlt of the ' Province of Tangut ' that towards the close of the thirteenth century#when
llongol dominion over these parts as well as over the rest of China was fully established) Islim had
its adherents among the population of these north-western marches, tho~lgh,no doubt. Buddhisln
it as
vastly prevailed. It is to this later phase of Khara-khoto's history, when Marc0 Polo
the ' City of Etzina ', that I am inclined to ascribe the construction of the tomb. Whose
Or
remains it was meant to guard, whether those of some local Muhammadan notable Or
No conclusion u to the relative chronology of K.K. 11
by comparison with the other shrines of the site can be
drawn from the [act that the miniature votive StGpas found
herc, too, in grsat quantity, K.K. 11.o r o p I I , 121-3, arc of
l3

rnosL " 'I"
Llle t y p of K.K. oogo-6, kc., represenled
S t ~ p a sof Kllara-khoto ; for the form of these small vo'lve
offerings was evidently stereotyped throughout the occupation of the site.
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some wealilly trader or other traveller who died here on a journey, it would be useless to guess.
be stated without too great risk of chronological error, that his restingplace is probably the oldest distinctly Muhammadan building now extant in the westernmost portion
of China proper.
bout three-quarters of a mile to t h e north-east of the north-eastern corner of the town, a small
jtllja of a shape different from the rest a n d less ' Tibetan ' in appearance attracted attention
(Fig, 256). I t rises on a base I I feet square a s a tapering dome to a height of about 1 5 feet. A
square member crowning the d o m e probably once carried a set of Chattras. T h e western side of
baseand dome had been d u g into, a n d a thick layer of miniature Stiipas covered the slope of debris.
A little to the east of the Stiipa a low mound, K.K. IV (see plan in PI. 20), covered with gravel
and fragments of semi-tubular roof tiles, was found, when cleared, to contain the remains of a
snlall temple. It consisted of a cella, the interior of which measured 19 feet by 22, a n d of which
the walls had decayed to within two feet from the floor even where least broken. Remains of
delicately dran.11wall-paintings in tempera survived on parts of the southern wall, the best preserved
ofthe panels showing a sylvan scene with trees, hills, a n d a stream with two figures crossing it. A s
the pieces we succeeded in removing have not a s yet been mounted no details can a t present be
given. An irnage platform, ~ n e a s u r i n g1 2 feet 3 inches by I I feet 6 inches, with a well-proportioned
plinth (see PI. zo), occupied t h e centre a n d still rose in parts to a height of 2 feet. Of the statues
in stucco that had once stood on it nothing survived but the fragments described in the List. T h e y
consist principally of remains of richly painted drapery a n d of ornamental details, most of which
are gilded (PI. LIlI). A life-size finger, K.K. IV. 05 ; a n ear, 08, a n d toes, 024, all gilt, give no
clue to the figures to which they once belonged. T h e remains of pieces of manuscript, about ten
in number, were all in Chinese, a circumstance in striking harmony with the distinctly Chinese
htyle of the wall-paintings a n d the non-Tibetan type of Stiipa.
Apart from the ruins now described, the ground outside the town walls a n d between the two
river-beds comprised only a couple of slnall Stupas, completely de~nolisl~ed,
of the usual local type
that
had passed on the way to K.K. ~v ; some low mounds of solid brickwork scattered to the
soutll and south-west of the town which might have once carried Stiipas ; a n d the scanty remains
ol'\valls of what seemed to have been quarters forming a small suburb outside the eastern town gate.
road leading through it from the bank of the d r y river-bed eastwards was still traceable amongst
[his debris. Potsherds of the same type a s were found in the refuse deposits of the town \\ere
1)lentiful. But nowhere else did the bare gravel flat show similar evidence of former occupation.
of

so mucll,hone\-er, may
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R E M A I N S OF A R U R A L S E T T L E M E N T A N D
M A R C 0 POLO'S ' CITY O F ETZINA '

The reconnaissance on whicll I had sent out A f r l z - g u l i~nnlediatelyon our arrival a t Khnra- ~ e c o n n a i s .
sance NE.
kiloto on May 26th) a n d which kept hin1 engaged during the following two days, had led to the of ruined
discovery of ruined dwellings a n d other indications of former occupation scattered amidst tamarisk- town.
""s on ground lying east of the town site a n d extending for over six miles from SS\V. to N N E .
No. 4 5 . u. I ) . A number of coins a n d the specimens of pottery brought back by Xfrlz-gul,
''gether wit11 s ~ n a l lobjects of the ' Tati ' type, indicated that these remains dated back approxi' n a t e l ~ to the same period a s the ruined town. T o the north-east of the latter, on the stretch of bare
gravel, overrun here a ~ l dthere by dunes, between the two branches of the dried-up river, n o traces
~ ' ~ c c u p a t i o had
n been found by him, except a small rectangular enclosure (PI. 20) about a mile
and a half beyond K.K. rv, built of masonry of the usual Ichara-khoto type. I t s character could
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not be determined. O n visiting it myself, I noted the alrnost total absence of pots~lerdsnear it.
Yet the line of what looked like the embankment of an old canal seelned to pass it north-eastwards,
Groundto
".of dry
river-bed.

1:irrt ruined
dn-el'iog.

Effects
crosion.

Remains of
agricultural
scttlclncnt.

Ruined
dwellings

O n June 1st 1 spent a long day, fortunately undisturbed by the prevailing sandstorlns,in
exanlining the ruins discovered in the course of A f r P ~ - ~ ~recollnaissance.
ll'~
proceeding northeastwards from Khara-khoto, we crossed the eastern branch or the dry i-iver-bed at a Point ,,,here
its width was about 375 yards. Though occupied partly by small tamarisk-cones, its course was
quite well marked. Beyond it we soon found the bare clayey ground covered
pottery debris,
the sigll of ~ r o l o n g e doccupation, and came upon traces of two canals, about 10 feet across at the
top, which had once watered it. Their direction was to IKNLV., suggesting that the channel once
feeding t h e ~ ncame from the south and was quite distinct from the river-bed we had crossed. Then
we passed eastwards for about two miles across a belt of dunes, 30 to 40 feet high,
extended
parallel to the river in exactly the same way as the ' D a w l n s ' of sand that line dead river-beds
in the T a k l a n ~ a k l n . ~
Beyond this stretched, as far as the eye could see, ground co\rered, in parts thickly, i n otllers
less closely, with tamarisk-concs. Only here and there was it brolcell by short ritlges of dunesor
open patches of sandy soil. T h e whole vividly brought back to Iny mind all the aspects of that
area, now deceptive desert but once occupiecl by flourishing settletnents, which I had repeatedly
visited between Uzun-tati and Achma, to the north of D o ~ n o k o . As
~ soon as the riverine ' Da\vinl
lay behind us, u-ecame upon the first of the numerous ruins, some small, some fairly large, that are
scattered over this extensive area ancl undoubtedly mark old farms and homesteads. This first
ruin, E. of K.K. 11, as seen in Fig. 255, though quite small, presented features characteristic ol
most of these old dwellings. From the side of a big tamarisk-cone emerged the walls of a fair-sized
rooln, built of regularly set and fairly uniform lumps of clay, ~vitllreed layers between every four
courses, and resting on a thick foundation of what looked like hemp matting. The ground in f~.ollt,
not protected by the accumulation of fine sand that the tarnarisk roots held together, had undergone
wind-erosion and been lowered 5 or 6 feet below the level of the foundation. This effect of \vinderosion was equally visible in small Ylrdangs, from 3 to 5 feet in height, \\-hich appeared allllost
everywhere on open patches of ground, though not so close together as in the Lou-Ian area. Their
general direction was from north-west to south-east, indicating the reva ailing directioll of the
winds.
T h e remains of dwellings, \vhich could be traced at intervals for a distance of over four lniles
eastwards, were mostly larger, as appears from the plans of the structures marked E. of K.I<. I l r ~
I V , V I I , V H I , x, in PI. 2 0 , 2 2 . But the constructi~efeatures were the same, and the conditionsof the
ground on which they sur\.i\.ed si~nilar. No detailed description of individual ruins is therefore
needed here. T h e considerable number of rooms comprised in the better preserved of the ruins
indicated a comparatively high standard of rustic co~nfort,such as I had found generally prevailing
in the Chinese agriculturists' quarters that I had seen in Kan-su. Near most of them there still rose
the dead trunks of elms and other cultivated trees, as seen in Fig. 3 3 , which represents
IV.
1:ronl the regular arrangement of the quarters, from the trees that had been planted
and
t b e ~ nand the abundance of pottery remains o l superior type, including tnucll glazed
porcelain, 1 \\,as led LO conclude that the agricultural settlement which once flourished here
have been essentially Chinese in its population.
1
when wc resumed our sur\.ry of the r l l i n s eastwar's'
I his impression was greatly
I""''
after a reconnaissance of some miles to the north-east of ruin V I hat1 brought us to the

K.E.VIII-X.
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oi ancient culti\ration in that direction. \Ve found the dwellings VIII-x situated on coln1,aratively
open ground, showing practically no crosion a n d covered with a good deal of living scrub, such
as the presence of subsoil moisture a t n o great depth coultl alone account for. LVe could still make
out quite clearly on this ground t h e rectangular outlines of large perfectly levelled fields, a n d the

small irrigation cuts that brought water to them. I t did not need the discovery of two neatly cut
stone rollers, such a s a r e still used nowadays b y Chinese agriculturists in the southern
oases for rolling their fields, to convince m e that cultivation had been practised here by a people
wedded to traditional Chinese methods. I should have found it difficult to belie1.e that
these fields and farms had been abandoned to the desert a s many centuries a g o a s the ruins on eroded
orollndnear by and a s the ruins of Khara-khoto, had not the conclusion been forced on me by the
discovery in all of them of potsherds of identical type, a n d also of a number of coins close to the
da~ellingsrx and x. A m o n g these eight coins, four a r e S u n g pieces, while two bear the legend
I\ftl-clru, and one shows the T ' a n g Nien-hao / i " ~ i - y i i a n . ~
Here as elsewhere a m o n g these ruins very little sand had accumulated within the broken walls
nhere tamarisk-cones did not completely cover them. T h e total absence of remains of household
furniture, roofing timber a n d the like, suggested that the ruins had been exploited for a long time
alter the settlement had been wholly o r partly abandoned. T h e same conditions were observed
at the large dwelling xrv (Fig. 254 ; PI. 2 2 ) , which, with its numerous rooms arranged round three
sides of a walled court a n d a large outer enclosure, looked quite imposing. Part of the latter was
buried under the slopes of a big tamarisk-cone close by, which by its very height, close on 30 feet,
sufficed to indicate that the dwelling had been abandoned a t a n early period. F o r refuse heaps
which might have furnished datable remains we searched in vain ; nor could our Illongols show us
the temple or miao of which some of them had apparently heard in connexion with this ruin.
Turning to the south-west from this ruin, we crossed a succession of high tamarisk-covered
ridges separated by stretches of gravelly soil, where potsherds of the same type a s those found a t
Kllara-khoto were plentiful. S o m e three miles from ruin XIV we again came upon more open
ground; but the lateness of the hour prevented rne from visiting five lnore cl\vellings, X\~-XIX,which
Arrlz-gul had found stretching along a line to the south-west. According to his detailed description
these were badly decayed, a n d debris of old pottery was to be found all around them. I n two
places he had crossed small canals running eastwards, a n d elsewhere he had founcl stones for rolling,
as previously described, a n d also stones of hand-mills. With the exception of two unidentified pieces,
all the seven coins found in this southernmost portion of the once occupied area belonged to S u n g
Issues. The more westerly line of march that I myself had to follow in order to return to Kharakhoto brought us to a well-preserved canal which could be followed with ease for more than half
m i l e across a bare flat of clay. I t was 10 feet wide between the top of the banks, which rose to
5 feet above t h level
~
of the plain, a n d was 3 feet deep in the middle. I t ran from WSLV. to ENE..,
but turned off to the west where we left it, thus clearly suggesting that it came from the river-bed
"'hich passed south-east of Khara-khoto.

'

The fact that the rishtll coin showed thc Xien-hno
Cllia-rliing of A . D. 1796-1821 might havc puzzled me
flcatly, had I nnt subsequently learned by chance at Kao-t'ai
that cultivators of thnt oasis, which, though Iertile enough,
oflers no chance nf expansion to meet the pressure of increaslng Pp~lation,l ~ e dformed n plan for bringing this ahandoned
land enst of Khara-khoto (known to them as Hri-ch'irrg,
lhe ' Black Town ') once more under irrigation. They had
aref full^ examined the ground ant1 believed that, given an

adequate number of settlers to take up the venture, n canal
bringing water again from the ~mne-gal could he made.
It is likely enough thnt the modern coin was left there by
one of tl~cscprospecton, or else by otlier vigitors whom the
tradition of this old colony had brought to the site.
Our Atongols also, ns it proved, knew of these remains,
hut were quite definite in the assertion that no attempt at
reclamation had heen made since their Torpit forefathers
took to grazing on the Etsin-gol, centuries ago.
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Among the small objects picked up during O U T surveys of this deserted settlement and describetl
in the List belo\rr, the numerous specimens of fine pottery are probably of most interest. ~h~~
show a great preponderance of glazed ware of a type identical with that represented at ~ h ~ ~ ~ - k
T h e most characteristic pieces are those bearing decorative designs, chiefly floral, produced by
sgraffito treatment from a rich brown or greenish glaze with which the whole jars, Rrc., were first
covered. A n effective background is furnished by the buff pottery surface from l\,hich the glaze has
been scraped off. T h e specimens marked K . E . v. 0 2 0 ; x-XI. 01 ; X I I I . 03-4 ; XIV. 010 (PI. LVI, ~"1,)
may be specially mentioned as good illustrations of the pleasing effects produced. The first specimen,
the fragment of a large jar, shows by its size of 19 inches by I; the large dimensions to whicll this
sgraffito process could be applied and also that the ware must have been produced locally. The
small pottery fragment K . E . 01 (PI. LVII) deserves mention on account of the peculiar technique,
of which no other example was found at this site, thin laminae of differently coloured paste
being used to produce the decoration. Decorated porcelain, comparatively rare, is represented
by pieces like K . E . 11. 01 (PI. LVII), XV. 01-2 (PI. LI, LVII). T h e fragment of a bronze mirror,
K . E . 111. 04, is of interest because its raised border shows a grape scroll such as is known from
examples ascribed to Han times. T h e small netswki-shaped jade ornament, K.E. XIII.01, SIIO~VS
a n elaborate floral design in good ' open '-work. Curious, too, is the miniature silver spoon,
K . E . xvr. 01.
Numismatic
It only remains for me to mention that the coins picked up by us at different points of the once
e"idence.
cultivated area fully bear out the numismatic evidence already noted in connexion with the
dwellings I X and x . ~Out of a total of seventeen coins, eleven belong to Sung issues, the Nien-haos
represented ranging from A . D. I O I 7-22 to A . D. 1086-94. O f the other Chinese pieces two bear the
mentioned.
legend Wn-chr and two that of K'ni-yiian, while another is the modern 'cash'
One non-Chinese copper coin has not so far been identified. T h e direct chronological conclusion
to be drawn from the coins found at this settlement is thus practically the same as that indicated
by the coins found within or quite close to the ruined town.
A t the same time the discovery of the relnains of this extensive agricultural settlement has
.\Iarco
Polo's'City a very important bearing upon the chronological aspect of the questions raised by the ruins of
of Etzinn '.
Khara-khoto itself; for it removes, I believe, the last doubt which might otherwise have been felt
a s to the identity of Khara-khoto with Marco Polo's ' City of Etzina '. The account that
great Venetian traveller has recorded of it runs as follows : "
' IVhen yo11 leave the city of Campichu [i, e. Kan-chou] you ride for twelve days, and then
reach a city called E t z i ~ awhich
,
is towards the north on the verge of the Sandy Desert ; it belongs
to the Pro~rinceof Tangut. T h e people are Idolaters, and possess plenty of camels and
and the country produces a number of good falcons, both Sakers and Lanners. The inhabitants
live by their cultivation and their cattle, for they have no trade. At this city you must needslay I n
victuals for forty days, because when yo11 quit Etzina, you enter on a desert ~vhiclextends forty
days9journey to the north, and on which you meet with no habitation nor baiting place. . .
yo:
have travelled these forty days across the Desert you come to a certain ~ r o v i n c elying the north '
and as the city of this the next chapter names Ca~acoyo,~.i e. Kara-koruml the
capital on the river Orkhon.
IdendficnSir Henry Yule had already looked for Marcops Etrina on the river flowing from Kan-chouv
tion of
\vhich
earlier Earopean writers drawing on Chinese maps had mentioned under the name
Marc0
I
s
)itsina. He was rightly guided to this location by the reference made to the place in GaubilS
'History of Chinghir
', which mentions the capture of Yetsina in A. o. I 1 2 6 by the Mongol conqueror'
('rl.anli~.
rnircel'~
small
remain<.

-

Q'

' See Appendix B .

('I. \'ule, il'farco Polo, i. yp. 213 St].
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at the outset of his last campaign against t h e T a n g u t kingd0m.O Subsequently Palladius indicated

Chinese

of the Mongol period to the lake 'I-CSZ-nay',
a n d noted information with regard

to vestiges of an old town still to b e seen in its vicinity, a s well a s to traces of a n old route leading
from I-tsi-nay to Kara-korum. Professor H. Cordier in his edition of S i r Henry Yule's great work

recordedconformably with the above his conviction that ' Etzina must be looked for on the river
Hei.sjjuicalled Etsina by the Mongols',' a n d when Colonel Kozlov's discovery of Khara-khoto
had become known, he did not hesitate to identify this site with the city named b y Marco Po10.~
Yet if our evidence were confined solely to the antiquarian finds yielded by Khara-khoto Chronoitself and the observations m a d e there it might have been difficult, perhaps, to suppress all doubt
as to the conclusive character of this identification. T h e r e was in the first place the fact that t h e
great mass of textual remains a t t h e site were Hsi-hsia, a n d thus presumably dated back to the period
of Hsi-hsia or T a n g u t rule that h a d closed fully fifty years before Marco Polo's arrival a t Kublai
KhHn's court. O n the other hand, there was no definite proof that the town had survived the
destruction attending the Mongol invasion which had put a n end to that rule.8a I n the second place,
considering the physical conditions now prevailing along the whole lower course of the Etsin-got,
the modern visitor to the site might well have been induced to conclude from the total absence of
traces of cultivation in the immediate vicinity of the ruined town that agriculture could never have
been carried on near it. Yet Marco Polo's account distinctly tells us that ' the inhabitants live
by their cultivation and cattle, for they have no trade '.
Our survey of the extensive area eastwards with its unmistakable remains of agricultural Accuracy
l hlarco
settlements completely removes such doubts a s the character of the ground around the walls of oPolo,s
stateKhara-khoto and the present absence of all cultivation in the Etsin-go1 delta might o t h e r a'lse
' ments.
have raised. Moreover all topographical indications combine t o bear out the accuracy of Marco
Polo's statements. T h e reckoning of a twelve days' ride from Campichu o r Kan-chu to the ' city
of Etzina ' agrees remarkably well with the distance of 278 miles that our traverse reckoning
checked by cyclometer showed for our direct journey from Khara-khoto to Kan-chou. I f the
journey arere done, with far more convenience no doubt, b y following the course o f the Kan-thou
river, this distance \vould be increased only by some sixteen miles a n d still remain easily practicable
for mounted men in twelve days. A reference to our m a p a n d to those of Colonel Kozlov's
surveys north of the terminal lakes of the Etsin-go1 ivill show that Marco is perfectly correct in
stating that ' Etzina ' lies 'towards the north on the verge of the S a n d y Desert '. T h a t ' E t z i n a '
belonged ' t o the Province of Tangut ' would be certain on geographical grounds even if there were
"01 the Hsi-hsia texts of Khara-khoto to pro\:e it.
F o r the statement that ' the people a r e Idolaters', i, e. Buddhists, the remains of Khara-khoto furnish equally convincing evidence. T h e
of the reference to their possession of ' plenty of camels and cattle ' was brought home
'O us by the large herds o f cattle kept by the present Mongol occupants of the delta, and by the
numerouslarge droves of camels which we met there. About the local breed of falcons which
'larcO Polo mentions, I regret not to have made proper inquiries. Opportunity to use them for
'port certainly abounds.
Marco Polo's account makes it clear that ' Etzina' o\ved its importance in his day, a n d probably of
Importance
route
also, to the fact that it was the last place where caravans from Kan-chou or S U - C ~bound
O U along Etsininto the heart of Mongolia could secure supplies for men and beasts. Reference to the pol.
Russian 100 v e n t to the inch , n a p o r to a n y other m a p of Mongolia rer.eals the fact that a route

fd:';;.

' Gn~bil,Hjsloire de Crnrhiscan (Paris, 1739), p. 49.
' CI.Yule,hfarco Polo, i . p. 2 2 5 , where the notice of Palln-

d i u s u . N . ~ h i nBr.
a R. A. S., 1875, x, pp. l o sq.) is quoted.

n

seeCordier, hfarco Polu Notes and Addcndu. p. 53 sqq,

see now abo\.e, p. 441, for dated documents of
the Mongol period.]
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along the terniinal course of the Etsin-go1 finds its direct continuation in an almost straight line
across the Altai region towards Erdenitso, the site of Kara-korum, and thence towards ~ i ~ k h ~ ~
where it meets the great Siberian trade route from Peking. T h e traveller foIIowing this route to
the site of Kara-korum would pass no cultivation. Thus Marco Polo's statement that no permanent
' habitation nor baiting place ' is met with en route still holds good.
T h e description that he gives of this ' desert which extends for forty daysJjourney to the north
accords so closely with modern knowledge of this vast Altai region that it may well be quoted
here as further proof of the exactness of Marco's information regarding the route that led through
' Etzina '. ' In the summer-time, indeed, you will fall in with people, but in the winter the cold
is too great. You also meet with wild beasts (for there are some small pine-woods here and there),
and with numbers of wild asses.' Taken in conjunction with the accuracy of all he tells us o f t h e
route to ' Etzina ', these details and some others recorded of ' Caracoron ' distinctly suggest that
they had been gathered by personal observation. Considering that Messer Maffeo and Messer
Marco Polo are stated by the text which Sir Henry Yule adopted to have dwelt a whole year at
Kan-chou ' when on a mission ',9 it appears to me likely that Ser Marco himself, in spite of the great
distance, had found occasion and time for a visit to the old Mongol capital. Such a visit would
best explain why Marco.should have singled out for special mention a locality like ' Etzina', which
in itself could never have claimed much importance.I0
T h e question how long after Marco Polo's time occurred the abandonment of Khara-khoto,
and of the settlement for which it doubtless served as a local centre of cult and defence, is one which
the materials at present a t my disposal do not permit definitely to answer. It is rob able that the
much ampler materials deposited a t Petrograd may furnish data making it possible to fix with
approximate accuracy the terminus ad quem for the continued occupation of the site. Meanwhile
I must be content to indicate two possible causes which deserve to be taken into account in connexion with its abandonment. One is the state of insecurity to which this isolated settlement of
peace-loving Chinese cultivators must have been exposed alter the downfall of the Mongol or
Yiian dynasty. When the Empire under Ming rule had established its system of rigid seclusion,
such protection from raids and invasions as the Tangut kingdom, and later on Mongol power, had
afforded to the Kan-su marches was no longer available for a colony occupying so far advanced
a position as that of ' Etzina '. For the same reason the route leading along the Etsin-go1 northward must have greatly lost in importance or been abandoned altogether, as was for centuries the
route through the Lop Desert.
Colonel Kozlov in the preliminary account of his journey, as translated in the ~ e o g r a p h * ' ~ l
/ournaI, reproduces at length a story current among the Etsin-gal Torguts about the siege and
final destruction of Khara-khoto." It bears in all respects the character of folk-lore legend, certa'n
features of it, such as the final sortie of the beleaguered king through a cutting in the wall, the
burying of his huge treasures in a well close by, &c., being clearly suggested by details of the ruins
which would particularly strike popular imagination.la As the Torguts themselves state that On
Cf. Yule, hlarco Polo, i. pp. 220, 223, note 5 .
Marco Polo's reference to Lop, i. e. Charkhlik, as ' a
large town a t the edge of the Desert ', would seem to furnish
a close parallel ; cf. Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 196. This small
oaris, which could not have comprised in his time more
than a modut tillage or two, d e v e d its importance solely
from the fact that it was the only place where travellers
from the Tirim basin to China could provision themselves
for the long and difficult journey through the Lop Desert
lo

to Tun-huang ; see Serindia, i. pp. 318 sq.
See Grogr. J., October, 1909, pp. 387 scl.
See above, pp. 438 sq.
by
The name of the last king, Khara-lsian-lsiun,
aiming at the imperial throne is supposed to have
about his destruction by a Chinese army, distinctly 100ks
like that of an eponymous hem, hint? de"ed
Mongol designation of Khara-Moio with the pmkble ndd"'On
of the Chinese title chiong chL.n #$ @-
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their first move from Dzungaria t o the Etsin-go], said to have taken place four centuries ago,
itheir ancestors found the ruins just a s they a r e now ', it appears very doubtful whether a n y
historical \.slue whatever can be attached to this legendary tradition. But there is one point in
it that deserves to be noted, because it indicates a correct perception of what must have been a
determinantfactor, if not in t h e actual abandonment of the site, a t a n y rate in preventing its
reoccupationand the reclamation of the area once cultivated.
According to the legend ' the imperial army, being unable to take Khara-khoto by assault, Alleged
determined to deprive the beleaguered city of water ' by diverting the river E t ~ i n - ~ oaln, d effected f::;fionof
this object by blocking the original channel with bags of sand. O f these bags remnants were said
to have been found even in recent times.13 W e did not succeed in clearly locating the head of the
old channel when we searched for it on our return journey near Borgasu, where according to our
Mongols it had been. B u t in the light of o u r observations along the Etsin-go1 a n d of the corresponding experience gained a t almost all deserted sites along the southern edge of the Taklamakgn,
there is much to support the belief that difficulties in connexion with water had played a great part
in the final abandonment of t h e site, though not quite in the way related by the legend. No artificial
diversion of the river-bed could h a v e lowered the level of subsoil water a t the town site so quickly
and to so great an extent a s to render its wells useless during a siege. But it is quite certain that
the shirting of the river from the old bed passing Khara-khoto to the bed now followed by the
Iklle-go1 would inevitably c u t off irrigation from the once cultivated area, which lies on a n average
fully six miles to the east of Khara-khoto, a n d fourteen miles from the nearest point of the present
river channel ; for it is clear that the canals upon which its cultivation depended must have taken
of from the Etsin-go1 branch, which is still clearly visible a t Khara-khoto a n d which was traced
by LHI Singh for more than five miles farther to t h e south-east.
Such changes of the river-bed a r e bound periodically to threaten all canals maintained in Change 01
a deltaic area, and if for some reason the settlement a t the time was unable to cope with a change
serious enough to affect the volume of water received a t the head of its canals, gradual abandonment irrigation.
ol the previously cultivated lands would necessarily ensue.'" A n attempt to determine now whether
such a change had actually occurred in the case of the settlement east of Khara-khoto would have
involved a very detailed survey of whatever traces of the old canals still survive. Neither the
advanced season nor the time available would have permitted us to undertake this task. But
even if it had been otherwise, I question whether the result would have yielded evidence sufficiently
definite to exclude consideration of another possible reason for the abandonment of the area, a
reason most potent in a climate so arid a s that of the Etsin-go1 delta : I mean ' desiccation ',
whether general o r local.
All my observations during our marches along the Etsin-go1 and its delta combined to impress of
Diminution
waterOn methe probability that ' desiccation ', i. e. in this case a diminution of the water-supply brought supply in
by the river, had played a very important part in ~ r o d u c i n gthe conditions now displayed river.
the old settlement. I t may not have been the sole or immediate cause of its abandonment. But
I t certainly is the reason why the site has not been reoccupied since, and why no reclamation of
the Once cultivated ground could, I believe, be successfully attempted a t present. E v e n a t the
Oasis of Mae-mei, more than 150 miles higher u p the river, a n d with conditions of ground far more
favourablefor the maintenance of canals, serious difficulty had been experienced for some years
past in securing a sufficient rlischarge in the canals early enough in the season, and much land
that had once been cultivated appeared to have been abandoned recently.'3b
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Below that oasis we had found in M a y the bed of the Etsin-gal quite dry, and this condition
w a s said to be quite normal for the season. F a r t h e r down, the eastern lnain branch of the delta, the
Ikhe-gol, had, a s already stated above, received no water for three years past even during the
summer floods. O n our return journey u p this river branch, it was not until June Izth
we came
upon t h e first flow of water in it a t Bahln-durwuljin ( M a p No. 45. B. 2 ) , filling scarcely one-fifteenth
of the width of the bed with a volume of less than 2 0 0 cubic feet per second. Yet even this first
harbinger of t h e sulnmer flood was hailed b y t h e Mongols with delight a s having come aborlt
a month sooner than it had for years past in a n y of the branches of the delta. A t Khara.khoto,
a s everywhere else in this region where cultivation depends on irrigation, a n adequate supply of
canal-water d u r i n g t h e spring must h a v e been absolutely essential for all crops. No
supply
could be secured nowadays anywhere in t h e Etsin-go1 delta. Nor is it possible to assume that this
need of moisture during spring could have been supplied in earlier times by local precipitation;
for in t h a t case t h e ruins of Khara-khoto a n d their antiques would certainly not have come down
to us in such excellent preservation.
T h u s t h e conclusion appears justified that the v o l u n ~ eof water reaching the E t ~ i n - ~delta
ol
during spring h a s undergone considerable diminution since late mediaeval times. What the cause
o f t h i s diminution m a y be is a question t h a t need not be considered here.lk S o much, however, sllould
be noted, that it cannot be attributed to a n increased de~nan: for irrigation water in the oases
higher u p the river ; for we know t h a t cultivation in these oases is still far from having recovered
all the ground it h a d lost through the protracted devastations of the T u n g a n rebellion and the
consequent depopulation. Nor is it possible to suppose that, a t the period when Khara-khoto was
inhabited a n d agriculture carried o n in its vicinity, the amount of water lost to the rivers of Kan-chou
a n d Su-chou through irrigation was less than it is in o u r times ; for Marco Polo speaks of Cnmpirlrn,
i.e. Kan-chou, a s a ' very great a n d noble ' city, ' the capital a n d place of government of the whole
province of T a n g u t ', a n d mentions ' numerous towns a n d villages ', also in the province of
S u k c h u r (Su-chou).14
T h e rapidly increasing heat had m a d e work a t Khara-khoto very trying both for the men
a n d for the camels, upon which we depended for the transport of water. S o I was glad when,
our work a t t h e site being completed a n d L l I Singh having returned from his survey towards the
terminal lake basin, I was able on J u n e 5th to move m y c a m p back to Tsondul on the Ikhe-go1
a n d there to a r r a n g e for our journey south to t h e foot of the Nan-shan. I t was high time to let
our hard-worked camels depart for their much-needed summer holiday, and fortunately it was
possible to send them for this purpose to a cooler lace, the Kungurche hills, to the east o f t h e
terminal basin of the Etsin-gol. I had previously heard of these hills a t Mao-mei, as the summer
grazing ground to which the large herds of camels owned there a r e regularly sent. As the locality
was described a s lying on the very border of independent Mongol territory, I decided to send
Surveyor M u h a m m a d YLqiib with t h e camels, partly for t h e sake of additional s a k y and panly
in t h e hope of his eventually being able to extend s u r r e y work over ~racticallyunexplored ground
to t h e north-east.
47'
T h i s hope remained unfulfilled ; for when the broad valley of ~ u n g u r c h e(Map
A , s. 2) was reached after five marches from t h e T o r g u t chief's standing camp, the hills
not
.
~t from t h e north a n d east were found to be closely guarded by ~ o n ~ pickets.
o l
who
permit t h e Surveyor to advance into independent Mongolian territory. Plucky enough in pe"On'
b u t lacking m y old surveying companion LU Singhls indefatigable energy and ~erourcefulness'
[For observations on this question, see now my paper
in Geogr. I., Ixv (1925) p p 489 sq.]
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CI. Yulc, ~MorcoPolo, i . pp.
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Ylqiib then resigned himself to staying with the camels a n d remained content with
the survey of the route to Kungurche a n d of the neighbouring ground.
It was due to the alertness a n d keen sense of curiosity of m y head camel-man Hasan Akhiin, Ruined
who besides taking devoted care of his charges on all m y Central Asian journeys never failed to Owang-gol.
an intelligent interest in ' old things ','6 that this summer excursion of m y brave camels was
attended by an archaeological discovery. H a s a n Akhiin was marching his camels leisurely back
along
- the Etsin-go1 in order to reach Mao-mei in time for our prearranged reunion b y the last
week of August, and was grazing them to the east of Shara-nazek (Map No. 44, c. 4), about 25
miles NNW. of Khara-khoto, when he came upon the remains, amidst scrub a n d Toghrak jungle,
of a walled enclosure which, according
- to his account, resembled Khara-khoto but was smaller.
He subsequently showed the ruined site to Muhammad Yaqiib, who recorded its position on his
plane-table about four a n d a half miles to the east of Shara-nazek a n d close to t h e riaht
- bank of
the dry river-bed known a s Owang-gol. T h e Surveyor described the walls of stamped clay a s
enclosing a square of approximately 2 0 0 yards a n d the interior a s containing a large ruin,presumably
ofa temple, besides numerous small structures of which the timber was sticking out above the sand
and debris. Hasan Akhiin compared t h e condition of these smaller sand-buried ruins with that
in urhich we had, in rgoo, found the shrines a n d dwellings of Dandln-oilik.
From some pieces of decorated pottery, E . G . 071g (PI. L), brought away b y h l u l ~ a m m a dFindof
Hasan
Yiqlb, which include a n antefixa with a fine relief design of a dragon, a n d a n ornamental brick, Akhfin.
as described in the List, it seems safe to conclude that the ruined temple a t which they were picked
up was a structure of a stvle not unlike that r e ~ r e s e n t e dby the similar remains of K . K . 1. i within
Khara-khoto. Occupation of t h e site down to a somewhat later time is suggested by a collection
of manuscript and other remains which Hasan Akhiin stated that he had secured on his first
discovery of the site, apparently by burrowing a t the foot of a ruined Stiipa of small size outside
the circumvallation. 1 must, however, note that the description he g a v e m e of the find-place was
\.ague, and that he omitted to show it to the Surveyor when they visited the site together. Nevertheless the character a n d condition of these remains support the belief that they were found b y
Hasan Akhiin in the manner h e alleged, near t h e place in question.
They consist mainly of a mass of detached paper leaves of which the vast majority contain Tibetanand
Tibetan writing or print,'" "me two hundred being complete o r nearly so, besides a much larger
leaves.
number of fragments. I n addition some twenty leaves contain Mongolian script. Very curious a r e
two small books and a few detached leaves of very thin Chinese paper covered with extremely
cursive writing, apparently Tibetan accounts. O n a number of leaves a n d fragments we have
drawings and block-printed diagrams Tibetan in type a n d Buddhist in character, as described in
the List below ( E . G . o r , 0 3 - ~ ) . Tibetan work of a rough kind is also seen in the small painting
On Can\-as, E . G . 02, showing a seated divinity. T h e much-defaced wooden board, E.C. nr2
,,,I),
resembling the painted panels of Dandln-oilik a n d other Khotan sites, is decorated
with a block-~rintedmystic design. A m o n g small objects in wood may be mentioned the panel, 010
(PI. LXVI), decorated on its convex side with the head of a dragon in gilt gesso over a red-lacquered
ground, and the wooden lacquered frame, 01r (PI. LSVI), which evidently once served to protect
asmall painted panel. A s this last piece was ~ i c k e du p b y Muhammad YLqiib a t the ruined temple,
" 'le1~sto confirm H a s a n Akhiin's statement about the provenance of his own finds.
The fact that all the decorative remains brought in by Hasan Akhiin a r e distinctly Tibetan Latedate01
In character does not furnish a n absolutely conclusive chronological criterion a s to the site ; for
,

' I Regarding Lhc useful help rendered before by Hasan
Akhcn in our search lor remains, cf. Anr. Khotan, i. pp. 312,

379 ; Serindia, ii. p. 575.
For specimens, see PI. CXXXII.
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Buddhist cult of the Tibetan type had reached the marches of Kan-su before the Hsi-hsia dominion
was established.18 But the total absence of Hsi-hsia texts among the written or printed remains
from this source is certainly significant, and suggests that the deposit from which they were obtained
is of considerably later date than the similar deposits found by us at Khara-khoto. In this connexion
attention may be called to a notice recorded by Palladius, according to which ' Khubilai, disquieted
by his factious relatives on the north, established a military post near Lake I-tsi-nay, and built
a town, or a fort on the south-western shore of this lake. T h e name I-tsi-nay appears from that
time.'"
Is it possible that ljasan Akhiin's site, which lies about ten miles to the south of the
Sokho-n6r shore (before its recent shrinkage), is in some way connected with the post established
by the great Emperor of the Mongol dynasty ? A careful examination of the site and a search
for other remains in that vicinity must be recommended to some future explorer.

SECTION
V.-LIST

O F A N T I Q U E S FROM K H A l I A - K H O T O A N D
NEIGHBOURING S I T E S
OBJECTS FOUND AT

A.K.

01.

Fr. of pottery, from wall of vessel of hard

buff paste, slightly thickened a t rim, glazed both sides
dark greenish brown. Rim very slightly overhanging
both inside and out and a slight depression outside about
1" b l o w edge give a subtle c ~ m curve.
a
Edge unglazed ;
inside and outside surfaces slightly ribbed as though from
wheel, but may be due t o polishing process alter leavin:;
mould. Surface minutely crackled, prob. lrom atmospheric
action. zf" x 3)" x a\.. A".

A.K. oa.

Fr. of pottery, from wall of vessel of extremely hard pale red paste (changing t o grey a t rim),
faintly ribbed Ilorizontally ; coated with dark brown
glaze ; both sides streaked with dark red brown as
on very wet and allo,,.cd to run and mingle with
dark glaze. Edge unglazed and perhaps broken. Paste
slightly spongy ; cf. T. X L I I I . 1. 03. 2fn x I&" x Q". PI. LI.

A,K. 03.
dark slate.
I&'X

of stone from wall of vessel, colour of
Easily cut with knife, Perhaps steatite.

I~'x#".

A.K. 04. Stone whorl. drilled from both sides. 1)iam.
1t'x ,
i'
A.K. 05. Fr. of pottery, from lip of vessel in yellowish
p:,ste, ,,lazed
thick. I ~ ' X I & ' X

brown in and out. ~i~ prismatic,

4-

f'.

A.K. 06. Fr. of pottery, from handle (?) of vessel in
bufl paste partly glazed brown. i\iear unglazed end,
which is thickened, a hole
from side to side before
firing. 11.x i n .
A.K. 07. Fr. of laminated pottery, composed 01 a
brown and an ivory cnlourrd p t e , which lie side by side
as in some millefiorr: tsads. The fracture shows a grain
like that of roocl, and cnnscqurntly the surfaces also ; but

Cf. Serindia, ii. py. 839 scl,, 861,865.

" See Yule, Marto Polo, i. p. 2 2 5 , referring to Archimandrite Palladius' paper, in J. North Chim Br. H. A. S.,

SITE OF ADONA-KORA
the lines of the grain are evidently partially controlled.
Glazed bright green, which appears dark over the brown
paste, and accentuates the grain. For much finer specimen,
see K.B. or. I ~ " Xi ' x ) " . PI. L!.

Frs, of pottery in grey ware
in
celadon type, with well-designed floral
relief under the grey-green glaze, inside. 010, 016 with
radiating lines on outside suggesting fluting. For pattern
of border on 010, cf. Bushell's Chinese Art, ii. PI. 11.

A.K. 08-r4, 016, ol,.

cr,fr. 3i-X
Z ~ * ,PI. ~

1 .

A.K. 015. Fr. of pottery in grey-green celadon 1%
ware, from lower part of bowl, with five lines of Chinese
inscription incised under glaze on inside. Fluting lines
Outside.
King base' 'A" '$"' 'I' L1'

Fr. of porcelain, from wall of vessel, whik
paste, cut into facets externally. Floral pattern outside,
in blue line ant] wash. I&*x&'.
PI. L1.
A.K. 0x9. Fr. of pottery, white, of ~orcelnin hardness, glazed very pale grey-green, with faintly incised
pattern inside. 4" x 9' x A'.
of bowl' very
of porcelain*
A.K. 020.
thin and slightly translucent, glazed very pale greYgeenl
with [aintly incised pattern of delicate lines inside. Thin
smooth rounded edge. 11' x I&* X A".
A.K. 018.

A.K. 021-5.

Frs. of pottery, of porcelain
'la
but non-translucent ; glazed ivory colour.
out-turned rim. 023 has faint, raised, scalloped line ins'de'
Cr. fr. (025) I$'X 1 f " x Q*.
A.K. 026, 098. Frs. of pottery of hard grey pastc'
glozed pale ell ow outside, with lines and small circles In
dark brown, slightly incised. Circles made with sma''
sq. ~ h sourrc
c
from which P. drew Ihis
(1875). PP.
information does not appear to mentioned

Set."] ANTIQUES F R O M K H A R A - K H O T O A N D N E I G H B O W R I N G SITES
cylindrical tool; brown pigment has buried itself in
the
Remains of brown glaze inside 026. Cf. K.E.
o., (PI. LVII) 026. r f " x ~ f ' x1'. 028. I ~ ' x & ' x
&*. PI. LI.
A.K. 017. Fr. of p o t t e r y , of buff paste glazed and
decorated similarly to A.K. 026 and 028, but glaze flaking
off. Brown inside. For another example, see K.E. X I I I . 04
(PI.LVI1). ~l'xl'x:~..
P1.LI.
A.K,olg-36. F r s . of p i n k s t o n e (agate ?) ; some worked.
035 worn smooth. 036, cabochon, prob. part of natural
pebble. Largest fr. f' x t' x .'4
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A.K. 037. Fr. o f b r o n z e , from rim of vessel (?), thickened
a t inner edge, broken on all other sides. Outer surface
:..
PI. LI.
very slightly convex. 28' x I&' x A".Edge $
A.K.038. Fr. o f i r o n o b j e c t , scrolled into loop a t one
end, which tapers ; thicker end broken off. hIuch oxydized
and split. Small hole in centre of thick end. I & " x A'.
A.K.039. S m a l l b r o n z e s t a n d i n g f i g u r e with pointed
nimbus ; pose sliglitly curved as tliough resting on L.
foot ; R. arm hanging, L. arm raised from elbow ; high
keel-shape head-dress. Broken away a t knees. Much
worn. r g n x f " . PI. XI.

OBJECTS FOUND O R EXCAVATED AMONG DEBRIS AND REFUSE HEAPS WITHIN TOWN \VALLS,
KHARA-KHOTO

K.K. 01, Fr. of w o o d e n c o m b , in two pieces. Semielliptial back. Long teeth extending t o within f " of
back. Close-grained heavy wood. Well made. zf" x 24".
PI. LXVI.
K.K. 02. Frs. of s i l k a n d c o t t o n ; a string of cotton
rag, with pieces knotted to it. Two pieces of closely woven
silk damask ; pattern fragmentary. Twill weave. Length
L. 23'.

K.K. 03. Fr. of printed p a p e r ; with block-print lozenge
border and part of Tibetan characters on illustration.
Very rough. 4" x I*'. Two plain pieces 7" x 2)'.
K.K. 04. Fr. of s i l k ; buff, with small lozenge diaper.
6'x rk'.
K.K. 06. Fr. of s i l k ; white ; plain. 54" x ~ f " .
K.K. 0,,08, 017. T h r e e frs. o f b r o n z e s h e e t . Gr. fr.
08,rf" x ~ f (bent).
"
K.K. 09, 010. T w o flint f r s . ; pale buff. Gr. fr.
1'xPx 8'.
K.K. 011. C l a s s b e a d ; spherical, white ; pierced for
thread. Diam. .'Q
K.K. 019. Fr. of g r e e n s t o n e , soft. i'x 1' x f'.
K.K. 013. Inscribed w o o d . Small wooden tablet coated
with black lac ; oblong, with two upper corners cut off
segmentally. On each side are two Chinese characters,
the lac'
that they show white' A
hole drilled laterally just below cut corners. Well
Preserved. Length I # x ie8' x &'. PI. LXVI.
K*K.015. Fr. of bronze, flat, with raised surface near
One edge. Corroded. Cr. M. I)'.
K.K- 016. I r o n hook. I )' x .'4
cut

K'R,018- Fr, Of Iron dagger-blade. of rhomboidal section.
Corroded. 21' x i'x f-.

"

K.K* O19. I r o n staple, made from flat strip bent over t o
loop; the opposite end bent and scrolled. 2f.x
(loop).

K'K'
Knife (?),
K'K'Onl.

H*

Tang a n d p a r t of b l a d e o f i r o n i m p l e m e n t .
Z*
a*.

,

F r . of p o t t e r y . Solid pyramidal Ioot of vessel

with part 01 body attached. IIard, buff ; partly glazed
with dark brown. At botlom, potter's mark deeply
inciscd. Diam. of foot z', height z f . PI. LVII.
K.K.oan. L e a d d i s c ; flat, irregular ; drilled near centre.
15"
18 x :"
x b".
K.K. 023. Fr. o f p o t t e r y ; base (?) oI vessel ; in two
pieces decorated with annular channels. Pale buff,
extremely fine texture, covered with very thin buff glaze.
Diam. I$', height IQ'. PI. XI.
K.K. oa4 Fr. of p o t t e r y ; from foot and bottom of
bowl (?) ; ivory-coloured, porcelainous, with colourless
glaze. Ring-foot and slightly raised band immediately
outside it. Very flat spread. Bottom pierced through.
3- x I$"
K.K.oa5, 026. Fr. o f p o r c e l a i n ; from rim and wall of
vessel, in two pieces ; glazed in and out with dark greygreen (celadon). Edge of thin rim unglazed. Inside, a
pattern in low relief below the glaze, consisting of a hollowsided hexagon within which is a faint floral pattern. Beginning of other hexagons a t sides
bottom, 4i" 3tn )'.
K.K.oap, ong. Frs. of p o t t e r y ; hard grey body covered
with grey-green glaze. Celadon ware ( 2 ) . Faint pattern
in relief under the glaze, inside. 027 from wall of vessel,
~ t x "I". 029 part of ring-foot and wall, ~ b x" f".
K.K.028. Fr. of p o t t e r y ; buff, glazed. IB" x f ?
K.K.030. S t o n e axe.head, grey, similar t o K.E. v . 03,
with larger hole, narrolver butt and sharp blade II.
4" x is.PI. L x v r .

K.K. 035.

P o t t e r y w h o r l , with laree hole. Roughly
made. Diam. 14" x )' (nearly).
K.K. 036. Fr. of p o t t e r y , from rim of small bowl of
porcelain-like
anii-translucent
a a r c h blur..
Lip slightly out-cur\.ed, with faint rib parallel on outside
about j' below. Good glaze. 24" x I,\" x $".
K.K.037. Fr. of pottery, from rim and side of bowl
in porcelain-like paste, semi-translucent glaze, pale olive.
wide, Sharply out-tumrd an11 curring slightly
~i~
upward. Outside moulded in shallow tomato-like ribs.
CI. K.K. 0106. 1 % " ~1 l " x &". PI. LVII.
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K.K. 038. F r . of pottery, from lower part of bowl, in
white paste glazed pale green on both sides ; with slightly
incised curved lines inside under the glaze, which is unintentionally crackled. nf' x 11'x av. A". PI. LVII.
K . K . 039-44.069, 063. Frs. of p o t t e r y , from the same
or similar bowls of red Pottery (sometimes burnt grey);
mostly glazed green, tint of which varies according to
variation in kiln heat and perhaps on account of their
being parts of diflerent vessels.
P u t e modemtely washed. Glaze
unintentionally
and rather spongy. Purple streak on 040and 042, on which
glaze is blue. Foot and portion just above,unglazed. Shape,
echinus, rim slightly'in-turned. Rivet-holes through glaze
only on 041 and 044. Other examples are K.E. XIV.
011-15, K.K.0103, 0104, 0109-111. Largest fr. 3 f " x zf'
x av. 1'.
K.K. 045. Fr. o f p o t t e r y , vessel of porcelain-like paste.
rather spongy, pierced with hole in form of acute pointed
quatrefoil (Gothic form). Painted blue outside, a line
round quatrefoil and blue ground outside line.
Glaze very pale blue-green outside. Inside, surface 01
paste vitrified, pale straw colour. 2;" X ~ b x' 1". PI. LI.
K.K. 046. Fr. of p o t t e r y from vessel similar to T. XLVII.
09, but inside, overglaze lines of red lorming border,
and below, beginning of further pattern. Small spots of
green between some of the lines. ~ tx' 11" x i".
K.K. 047. Fr. of pottery, from wall of vessel of porcelainlike paste; low translucency; very pale olivc-green glaze,
with blue pattern inside and out. Inside, plain band
bordered by double lines, nnd floral pattern below.
Outside, similar band with foliate scroll ; below, panels
outlined with broad and thin lines, within which pattern
indeterminate. Cf. K.E.xv. 0 2 , PI. LVII. l i ' x I)'X 4"
(full). Broken on all sides. PI. LI.
K.K. 048. F ~ of
, pottery, from
of vessel, \\,hite
paste, spongy, glazed outside starch blue. Outward form:
convex on
side of central llorizontal keel. rnside
concave without indication of external keel. 3)" x 2" x f",
K.K. 055. B r o n z e ring. Diam. I&", thickness

&'.

K.K. 056. B r o n z e t a g or part of clasp. Form shieldshaped with upper edge rising into central single stem which
supports a cross-bar with two ribs round centre and knob
a t each end. Centre of shield open. Two rivets a t back,
one a t point of shield and other in centre of cross-bar. For
object of similar use but slightly different in form, see
Sfr. iv. PI. X X X V I , L.A. 0056. 1" x f". PI. LXVI.
K.K. 057, 059.067. T h r e e b r o n z e frs. 067, a flat tag
with one end slightly rounded and the other square. Marks
of three rivets a t back. Other frs. mere waste scraps.

t" x t'.
K.K. 058. Cast.iron band, semicircular, with two square
knobs projecting from outer surface, equidistant from
centre and I#' apart. In two pieces. jf'x '4 x f'. PI.
XI.

K.K. 060, 061, 064, 065. Iron nail, ( 0 6 ~ )\\.itll broad
head. Length zi'. 060, nail head (?); diam. 3'. ohr, nail
head ; diam. Q.' 065, nail with head missing ; length
K.K. 064. a. J a d e bead, spherical, white, drilled and
threaded on silver wire. Diam. c. 3'.
K.K. 066. F r . of iron knife ; long thin tang shouldered
a t junction with blade which spreads equally on each side
and is very thin. ~
~4tn,~
~ bladet i n . PI,
h XI.
of
K.K. 068. S l l v e r (7) rod, gradually tapering lrom
thickened and rounded
used for app19ng

*..

antimony to the eyes. 2t.
K.K. 0691 07O.
frs. hard black slag- c. It' long.
K.K. 071. A g a t e o r carnellan bead, spherical, not
drilled. Diam. i'.
K.K. 074. W o o d e n knife handle, split and bound round
with cord. Evidence of metal ferrule to secure blade.
Section flat. 4" &" 8". PI. LXV1.
K.K. 075. 082, 083. Beads. 075, turquoise, diarn. )' ;
not drilled. 082, pink agate, diam. )"; not drilled. 083,
blue paste, I?,"x 4" ; large hole.
K.K. 076,079. F r s . of bronze sheet. 076 taperingeach
end, and roughly hook-shaped a t one end. 3)' xi'. 079
slightly tapering, cut angular at narrow end nnd hole
drilled near. Punched spiral ornament on one side. Bent.
z" x 8".

similar
K'K' '77 Iron knife : tang and part Of
K.K.
'1'
in.
K.K. 078. I r o n nail o r chisel: Square section, tnpering
to point, thin and spatulate a t head. Length 31') breadth
a t head ?xu. PI. X I .
K.K. 080. F r . of i r o n s a w ; double-edged, one side finer
than the other. Tecth have good pitch, but no 'set'.
Length I*", width of blade +gn; depth of large teeth &',
depth of small teeth ?z';
space between pnints-large
&",small
thickness of bladc &". Angle leading
rdge of large tecth approx. goo, lollowing edge
40'.
Small teeth irregular. PI. LXVI.
K.K. 081. Bronze rod ; tapering, broken at both ends;
about 8' 01 its thicker end ornamented in relief with fourribbed meander, running lengthwise and therefore forming
series of reversing spirals. Thinner end square, from angles
01 which ribs of meander proceed. 3b" x c. A'. PI. LXVI.
K.K. 085. Coral. Rough lump, worked into buckle or
slide form, and carved on part of surface with Chin. cloud
scrolls. r&" x i"
x 4". PI. LXVI.
K.K. 086. C a r n e l I a ~ bead
l
; hexagonal, chamfered away
on hoth sides 01 greatest circumference, forming 1 2 fncsts.
Flattened a t poles and drilled. Diam. A".
K.K. 010s. F r . of bottom of glazed stoneware bowl
(celadon ?) with ring-foot. Hard, light grey body ; glaze
each side dull grey-green, with incised pattern 01 curving
lines inside under glaze. Two rivet-holes in outside. H.
extant IS' ; diam. of loot 2)"; gr. width 51"; thickness
of wall ?s". PI. LVII.
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orog. F ~ of
. glazed p o t t e r y ; body coarse red,
granulations. Glaze on either side (but stopped
with
short of bottom on outside), greenish-blue. Cf. K.K. 061.
~ r)f., 34": thicltness A" to A'.

K,K, oro4, Fr. of glazed pottery; body greyish-bufl ;
eocll side delphinium blue, somewhat crackled. Cf.
K,K.040, 042, 043. Gr. If. z&", thickness ig" t o 26".
K,K, 0105, F ~of. glazed p o r c e l a l n o u s w a r e , from rim
o f bowl ; hard ,,,hite body, glaze each side faint greenishblue, Traces of end o~ incised design under glaze on inside,
One large rivetincised lines under glaze
hole on
not pierced tllrough. Plain rim, sliglltly
everted. 14;" x z $ " x t".
K.K. 0106. Fr. of b o w l o f g l a z e d p o r c e l a i n o u s w a r e ,
rim and side. Body hard greyish-white ; glaze each side
lightgreen,someffhat
Rim 4" ,,,ide, turned well
out and up,
slight curve. Outside of wall moulded
in wide hint vertical ribs. Cf. ILK. 037. Gr. Jl. z&",
thickness in. 1'1. LVII.
K.K. 0107. Fr. of glazed p o r c e l a i n o u s w a r e , light
grey body ; laze each side dull light green, with band of
six faint incised lines below rim on outside, and part of
curved incised linc pattern helo\v. Rim plain, slightly
everted. I ; 2' x z f " x i".
K.K. 0108. Fr. of glazed p o r c e l a i n o u s w a r e , thick
white body; glaze each side smooth jade-green. Gr. M.
21', thickness c. 2".
K.K. 0109. Fr. of glazed p o t t e r y ; fine red body fairly
washed, unevenly fired to grey; glaze each side pale
greenish-blue. Gr. hl. 2ks, thickness f".
K,K, olio, F ~ of
. glazed pottery; thick dark grey
body; glaze each side dull light blue, stopping short of
bottom of fr. on outside. Gr. hf. z i " , thickness a".
K.K. 0111. Fr. of b o t t o m of g l a z e d p o t t e r y b o w l ,
with ring-foot. Thick body of fine hard grey clay. Glaze
each side thick bright blue, with purple splash on inside.
Glaze has rolled down in tllick wave to immediately
~l)overing-foot on outside, and collected to depth
over
f' at bottom inside. Cf. K.K. 040, 042, 043 H. extant
't', d i m . of foot r . ti",thickness of wall nearly )*, gr.
~ i d t hor fr. 3t'. PI. LVII.
K-K, 0119. Fr. of glazed s t o n e w a r e b o w l , with low
ring-footand wide-spreading walls. Body of fine hard
buA clay, covered inside with Iaint greenish glaze almost
~ ~ l ~ u r l eand
s s , having a t bottom lozenge-shaped group
Of nine spots in olive-green glaze.
Outside,so far as preserved, unglazed ; but was perhaps
glazed lligherup. Cr. hf. qt", h, extant rf", diam. of base
3') thickness of wall -:en. 1'1. LVII.
On3. Corner of glazed p o t t e r y Ule, with raised
rim f" wide, ~ i , hard
, ~ reddish buff body, projecting
of rim and field within, om. with mottled plant (?)
desl~nin green and blackish-grey on rustbred ground
rubbed off part of rim. One edge of tile

surfsee
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covered with black glaze; orn. a sgraffite buff scroll,
pattern between parallel borders, upon black ground.
Other edge of tile is plain black glaze.
Underneath, tile has two deep incised lines bordering
and is glazed brown
far as
of
these ; remainder of surface highly polished, a!" x zl',
thickness 4" to 4". Pi. LVII.

K'K' 0114-15'

Two Irs' Of large glazed stoneware
Sides very 'lightly curved. Fine hard buff
; glaze each side dark
scraped away on
to leave Patter" of annular band and large wreath
leaves (?) On buff ground, which is stained dark red by
superficially removed glaze. Cf. K.E. v. 0 2 0 (PI. LVI) ;
X I V . o ~ (PI.
o Lvll), LC. Inside ribhed horizontally. Gr.
hr. 4Q",thickness t* to g . PI. LVTI.
Vessel'

K'K' 0116. Fr.

glazed
with slight
turning i n to wide flat rim'
of hard buff
clay ; glaze each side dark olive-green, the glaze scraped
away on outside to form ground for pattern left in the
glaze.
This consists of band of pendent petal and sepal pattern
(akin t o egg and tongue pattern) immediately below rim,
plain band
turn of shoulder, and wreatll of large
(?) below. Same type of ware and ornament as
K.E. v. 020 (PI. LvI), K.E. x-XI. or, and K.E.xrv. oro
(PI. LVII, 9.v.). H. s)", gr. width 5", thickness (average)
g. PI. LVII.
K.K.0119. w. Fr. of p a p e r , with part of impression of
block in black. Subject, a lotus leaf upward growing
like a bowl with the scalloped rim turned down. Leaf is
ribbed, and on each section of rim is a roughly drawn
V-shaped ornament with dot between the limbs of the V.
R.
leaf a
Leaf and
tinted yellow.
Above are a few lines, perhaps drapery. Rough work.
Paper thin and stained. Part of one edge only intact.
Q
.

6n,

K.K.0121. jj. Fr. o f Rue c a n v a s , sllowing L. eye and
temple of Buddha face painted in encaustic (?) colours.
Eye, eyebrow and hair in black. Flesh discoloured to dull
brown. From votive picture. 14' I#'.
K.K.alga. ee. P l e c e o f t h i n c o r d , tightly twisted and
elastic. Prob. wool. Length 254".

K.K.0199. v. Fr. o f p a p e r , with part of impression from
two blocks, one red the other black. Device consists of
groups of parallel straight lines about 8' apart and 4' to
44' long from one end t o the torn edge of paper. Spaces
between lines are filled solid black (or red) for a distance
of &' from end ; sometimes one space, sometimes two, and
sometimes six together are thus filled, leaving next space
open.
A few cursive characters are written between groups of
lines. On reverse is faint pink impression from Chinese
seal and two black written Chinese chars. Two edges of
paper intact, other two torn away. a?" x 6 f .

K.K.1, or. Fr. of p o t t e r y t i l e ; grey ware, tubular, with
30
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Clrin. chars. in black on outer side. Sharp impression of
fine canvas inside. j l " x 3" x #". PI. L.

K.K. i. oa.

Lacquered t r a y ; concave, circular ; of
coiled cane covered with paper on both sides and lacquered
red. I n very bad state. Diam. 7", height c. I".
Contents : a strainer of roughly woven canvas stretched
on bent twig and bound with string. 4f" x ;in. PI. C.

K.K.ill. or. (E.of). Fr. of lacquered s i l k gauze,
in two pieces with very even and open mesh, coated with
pigment, perhaps lac, and dried under pressure ; has the
appearance of extremely fine pierced zinc (unique). Mesh
about 40 x 54 to sq. inch. Compare open-work fabric of
3f.B. I . iii, 014. Larger z" x 2)".

K.K. ill. oa. Frs. of s h e a f of c o r n .
K.K.iv. or. Lacquered w o o d b o w l ; saucer-shaped, iVitlr
deep ring-foot lacquered inside and out fine crimson ;
bottom, black lacquer with three lines of Chin. chars.
freely written in red, four chars, in each line, two upper
ones broken. [The Chinese characters in the first and third
columns rend ; ' blade by Chang Shan-fu of \\'u-ch'ang

[chap,xnl

in the hsi~r-ssri year.' Tlre middle column contains two
Mongolian names, Li g'i, followed by a signature in the
form of a monogram.-Dr. L. Ciles.]
Construction : round a central flat wooden disc are suecessive rings of flexible wood or cane with which curving
rim is built up. Over this R coat of lacquer or paint; then
o layer on back and front of open canvu made of a thin
string warp and flat ribbon-like weft. Ovcr this are successive layers of lacquer, the final being of the colour required,
and well polished. About 3 of dish missing. Diam. 6',
height of foot t",total height I". PI. XI.
K.K. iv. 02, 03. F r s , of s i l k ; discoloured ; without
pattern. 02, tied in how with one long end and one
short, 6h" x 4". 03, two strips with remains of sewing,
8" x 3".
K.K.viii. oa. a . Fr. of P e r s i a n MS.. on buff pper,
torn ; [treating of the proper times for offering the various
Moslem prayers, and especially the ten occasions (only
prayer Or
Seven Occur On these pages) when the
be
said.
of
the
early
fourf $ jG
;eenthcentury.-Mr. E. Edwards.] 6' x 74.. PI.CXXXVII.

SPECIMENS O F VOTIVE MINIATURE STUPAS FROM DIFFERENT RUINS, KHARA-KHOTO

K.K. ogo-101.

T w e l v e v o t i v e model c l a y S t i i p a s ;
specimens collected from different StGpa ruins, also outside walls. ogi-ogg similar to Str. ii.. PI. CXXXIX,
So. A. 006. Plan : a square with n central projection on
each side, brought out in three re-entering angles. Elevation: a tall square podium supporting a stilted tapering
dome, the transition from square to circle being effected
through a stepped octagonal drum.
Round podium, a projecting plinth brought out from
upper part of podium in four steps. Base of plinth projecting in four steps. At centre of each face of StGpa is
a flight of steps, broad below and narrowing towards top of
podium, to which it gives access. Steps occupy the central
projections of plan. On crown of dome remains of square
base 01 Tee.

The whole model stands on a rounded clay base, in one
piece with it, and necessary for drawing model from mould
in which it is cast. Below Stttpa a band of inscription
in Brahmi clrars.. and other chars. on top of dome. 099
b d l y broken.
09-96,
0100-IOI are as Scr. iv. PI. CXXXIX, So. A.
008. In place of the square podium is a conical base in
four tiers of miniature StGpas placed close together, the
lowest tier having j r StGpas. Below this a band of Brihrni
inscr., and below again a continuous band of downward
hanging lotus petals forming a Padmisann.
oror has chars. round Tee, well defined, the base ol Tee
itself rising in n square stepped pyramid.
A\., height 3", diam. at base zf" ; 099, h. 4f', dim. at
base jf".

OBJECTS EXCAVATED I N TEMPLE K.K. I.

K.K. 1.

01. Fr. of figured sllk, with very fine warp
and double weft of soft yam. Pattern, floral. Colours ;
salmon pink.
and blue. R n-~..g e d , Cr. M. 18".
. . meen,
. vellow,
.

K.K.I.

0%. T a n g l e of buff silk t h r e a d , two-ply, twisted.
Thickness c. &'.

K.K.

I. 03. Fr. of plain m i l k ; soft, brittle; strong
yellowish green ; charred one end. C;r. M. 64".

K.K. I. 04. T w o frs. of plain sllk, sewn together;
hoth faded brick-colour, one fine close weave. the other
coarser and loose. 5' x 3".

K.K.I. 05. F r . of copper (7) w l r e o r n a m e n t , part ol
pcndnnt or ear-ring. Made of a pair of fine wires running
parallel; general outline of om, oval, the wires being
coiled tu iurm scalloped outline with spiral a t point of

I

each scallop. There are two series of this scallop, an outer
and an inner, made of continuation of same pair of wires,
and centre is filled with larger double spiral. Length I+',
gr. width I&'.
K.K. I. 06. Fr. of faience, from architectural detail.
A large vine leaf wit11 stems and bracts in high relief, on
a general curved surface. Red body, glazed fine pee"
Part of one end edge intact, otherwise broken at all sides.
Rough back for ' kejing ' to cement. Good work. t. r 2 . x
12". PI. LII.
K.K. I. 07. F r . of faience, Iron1 nrclitectural detail.
Portion of large flat scroll-work in high relief; red body
glazed brown nnd green. Parts of two adjacent edey
intact. Other parts broken. Rough nt back lor ' keying
to cement. 114'x I I ~ " . PI. LII.

I T 0 A N D N E I G H B O U R I N G SITES
010. Clay s t u c c o h a n d s ; two pairs, from
figures. 08 has backs showing, one hand over other ;
o, has palms up, one in other. 23" x I".

K,K. 1, 08,

K.K. I. og, 013, oao, 031, 032, 064, 066, 085, 096,

0112.

Frs. of clay stucco s n a k e s . Two heads and parts of
bodies realistically curved and painted grey and buff with
black spots. Originally attached to gilded stucco, as shown
by frs. of gold adhering. Largest piece c. 10" across curve.
PI. LIII, LIV.
K,K. I, 011. Fr. of c l a y stucco, end of green drapery,
bordered gold, in relief. j t " x I)".
K.K. I, 012, 0203. Frs. of c l a y s t u c c o fingers, with
long nails extending nearly f" beyond finger-tip. Integument at root of nail conventionally emphasized ; sides
of nails deeply indented. Posc, straight and stiff; tips
not recurved; gilded over wliite paint. No core. Lifesize.

K.K.

I. 014, 0239 039, 044, 045, 049-53, 061, 062, 065,
070,0162, 0163-84, 0186-94, 0196, 0197, 0201, 0216,
0117-9. Frs. of c l a y s t u c c o p e a r l c a b l e orn.,
with rosettes and lozenge jewels attached. Gilded. Cable
consists of four twisted strands of pearls with jewels applied
to surface at intervals. For detailed description of jewels,
see K.K. I. 028 kc. (lozenge) and K.K. I. ozz &c. (rosettes).
For manner of application of jewels, see long pearl string
on figure, Ser. iv. PI. CSXXVIII, Mi. xviii. 009.
Construction :-on a core consisting of onc or more
rough nooden twigs, lrard clay stucco, without fibre, is
first applied. Over this, rough string is sometimes wound
to form 'key ', and on this the cable pattern is cast in
slightly fibrous clay.
It is probable that cable formed part of jewellery of
colossal figures, and similar ornaments are found in
Gandhlra and Indian Buddliiht sculpture. The frs. may
sometimes Iiave served as a border for haloes. k c . Total
length c. 21'. Thickness c , 11"-2". Av. length of irs.
7'. PI. LIV.

K.K.

1. 0159 041, 081, 0108, 0132, 0133, 0144, 0145.
Clay stucco colossal fingers. 015, crooked, broken
second joint but held together by string core. s&"
(chord) x 11". 041, two upper joints. 081,sliphtly bent,
broken in centre but held by string core. 0x08, two top
joints slightly bent. 0132, crooked. 0133 and 0144,
Strongly crooked. 0x45, nearly straight.
In all, nail is trirn~nedbelow finger-tip, and integumental
root of nail marked by promincnt roll. tZll are fleshy,
and upper joint recurvcd. Gilded over red paint. About
twice life-size. PI. i.1\7.
K-K.1. 016, 016. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o d r a p e r y (7) in
two pieces ; painted rcd, with incised shape (lining 2)
men. Traces of gilding over red. 3" x 6".

K.K-

1. 017, 019, 024, 074. Frs. of c l a y s t u c c o orn.,
convex band ornament in low relief, gilded. Scroll ornament between narrow plain bands, outside which pearls.
Cr. fr. 5" x 2'.

K.K.

1.

018.
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C l a y s t u c c o o r n . Flaming jewel, gilt.

3"X 3".

K.K. I. 021. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o d r a p e r y , showing folded
cnds, gilded. 2&" x I#".
K.K. I. ona,02oa. C l a y s t u c c o rosettes. High centre,
plain jewel surrounded by pearls ; outer ray, six bluntended petals, thcn plain band edged by pearls. Gilded
over red paint.
ozoa attached to fr. of stucco painted pink. This rosette
is finely burnished, has eight pointed petals and no outer
ring of pearls, 022, diam. 2)". ozo?, diam. zf".
K.K. I. 025. F r . of c l a y stucco, irom edge of drapery
painted white, gold edge, green lining; traces of red at
lower edge. 7" x zt".
K.K. I. oa7, 080, 0102, o12a, 0 1 ~ 3 , 0131. Frs. of
s t u c c o o r n a m e n t s , of pyramidal form, consisting of
two heart-shaped jewels placed one above the other, the
lo\ver larger than the upper, resting upon a row of six
pearls. R. and L. of this central feature are symmetrical
branching scrolls which fill side spaces of triangle and
extend above upper I~eart. No specimen complete, some
being cut to fit adjoining work. 080, orzj, vcry fibrous
and flexible. Gilded. \Veil burnirhed, other frs, much
abraded. PI. LIII.
K.K.I. 028, 078, 079, 0187. C l a y s t u c c o lozenges h a p e d j e w e l s ; from pearl rope. I n centre, flat rectangle
surrounded by raised pearls, a flattened heart-shaped
jewel, point outwards a t each of the four sides, and a t
point of each heart a cabochon. Scrolls spring from each
corner of centre rectangle and divide, curving R. and L.,
connecting the jewelled arms and formingthe lozenge shape.
028, 079, slightly convex with impression of pearl cable
rope a t back. Length 5)" x 31". 078, flat with no impression a t back ; one end broken. J ; " X 3". 0187, strongly
conves, with cable impression; one side cut away in
clean curve. sinx 23". PI. LIV.
K.K.I. 029,056, ogo, o r v j , o ~ r g ,0141,0199, 0205,0206,
0222. Frs. of c l a y s t u c c o p e a r l s t r a p s , with plain
edges and peony rosette ends; from pendent tabs hanging from cfircanet of figure, as in Ser. iv. PI. CXXXVIII,
Mi. xviii. 009. 029 and 090 join, and have portion of
breast of figure attached. I:or other esample, see K.K. I.
037. Gilded. Gr. fr. 61" x IF. PI. LIII.
K.K. 1. 030, 0140. F r s . of c l a y s t u c c o f r o m b a n d ;
consisti~~g
of row of pearls with two plain bands to one side ;
cullvex as for arnilet ; gildcd. Cf. ILK. I. 0x07. 44"x &'.
K.K. I. 031,032,064,066. Frs. of c l a y s t u c c o s n a k e s ;
grey spotted black. 031, 6 h " x I". 031, 7 4 " x 14". 064,
two entwined, J" x I$". 066, 5 f " x xi".
K.K. I. 033. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o d r a p e r y , pink, tied
with blue band a t lower end and flowing in slight outward
curve downward, exposing blue lining edged with gilding.
Prob. the long open sleeve (a kind of 'poky ') as seen in
the figure in Ser. iv. PI. CXXVII, Ali, xv. 0031. zo'x 6'
x 6'.
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K.K.I. 034. C l a y s t u c c o head-dress. Flat mitre-shaped
frame within which swags of hair loosely plaited, the
outside bordered with hanging locks recurved a t ends.
Remains of red and yellow paint on frame ; hair black.
A wooden core, sharpened a t end, inserted below. 84" x
74'. PI. LIV.

K.K. I. 035. F r . of c l a y s t u c c o d r a p e r y , green, lined
red with gilded edge. 7" x 7".

K.K. I. 036. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o h e a d , of demon (?). L.
eye round and bulging, with pink ball and black iris ;
eyebrow projecting, black; hair black, with horn-like roll
beside face. All other parts missing. 6" x 34". Badly
perished.

K.K.I. 037, 038, 058. Curved fr. of painted c l a y
stucco, convex; 037,058, with black markings to simulate
tiger skin. Remains of two pendent bands with pearl
ornament in relief. Much defaced. Part of breast of figure
clad in skin. Cf. Ser. i\.. PI. 'XXXVIII, Mi. xviii, 009.
Behind and Iormerly attached to above, 038, of same
form, painted red. Evidently an earlier piece of work
restored by a fresh layer of stucco differently painted.
10" x

6h".

K.K.I. 040, 054, 091, 0105, 0106, 0157, 0204, 0217,
oa18. F r s . of c l a y s t u c c o hair. Long, slightly waved
locks, voluted at ends. Texture represented by shallow
formal channels, similar in character to that shown in
' mitre ' frame, K.K. I . 034. I'ainted grey or I~lackover
blue. Occasional traccs of gilding a t sides. Gr. Ir. 5f'x
xi". PI. LlV.

K.K.I. 042. T u r n e d w o o d finial, or Siupa wit11elaborate
mouldings, the upper part having Perscpolitan dome (?)
with raised rib round it. Above this a narrow neck,
s\velling out again in stepped flats (Tee?). Below dome
a pair of rounded ~nouldingscurving upward and downward from their line ol junction (Padrn5sa11a). Below
this a base cut with broad and narrow flat mouldings.
4)" x 2". PI. L x v r .
K.K.I. 043. F r . of leg of w o o d e n s t o o l (?j or similar
object. Generally square (or rectangular) in section and
may be considered as composed of three members. First,
a t upper (7) end a rectangular block 2)' high x 12" x I%",
the front lace being one of the large sides. In this is cut
a vertical mortice t" wide and :." deep, extending whole
height.
Below first, second m e m k r resembles square capital,
I&' wide,
lront to back. and rk' high. This has plain
abacus )" high, and below is cut away in cyma curve on
three sides ; the angles of adjoining cymas chamlered.
This rests on the third member, a base, square and
chamfered outwards to form block of approx, same size
as abacus, the outward curving angles being also chamlered.
The whole of the back of object is flat and in one plane.
Remains of broken tenon a t each end. Length over all
64'.
K.K.I. 046. F r . of c l a y s t u c c o colossal foot, w ~ t h

s'

[Chap. ~ 1 1 1

remains of gilding. Hollow below and very fibrous. \Vidth
across toes 6j", length 51'. Perished.
K.K.I. 047. 048. Frs. o f clay stucco lotus petals,
ornamented with flamboyant scroll-work in relief at pint,
proceeding from raised rib running parallel to edge. Hollow
and fibrous. 047, painted red. 6t" x 5". 048, red with
green edge. 8i" x 8". PI. Llr.
K.K.I. 055. Fr. of fresco in grisaille on dark green or
black ground ; floral scroll pattern. Badly broken. 7"
X.
'5

K.K.I. 057, 059, 060. Frs. of gilded stucco

of irreg.
shape ; the last with projecting ball attached to surface.
Largest, 5" x 23".
K.K.I. 063,077,084,0161,0185. Clay stucco rosettes,
painted and gilded, from pearl rope K.K. I. or4 &c., and
pearl string K.K. I. 092 kc. In centre, plain circular
jewel in plain band bezel surrounded by row of pearls.
Outer ray of seven flattened heart-shaped jewels point
outwards, in plain raised settings. 063, 0x85, broken.
Diam. 22", 2)", 3".
K.K.I. 067. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o ; convex surlace, from
breast of figure ; part gilded and part red stucco ; a band
of pearl ornament a t edge of gilded portion and adjoining
red. Scar of second band (missing). 62" x 42".
K.K.1.068. B a c k of c l a y s t u c c o figure of Ho.shang,
prob. belonging to K.K. I. 0142 (PI. S121)o. Head appears
to be bald, and ncrk is in rolls of lat. Behind L, elbow
is his sack 0). >,[aterial similar to that of 0142. The
two halves do not now fit together owing lo their having
hecome rather misshapen. Very fibrous. 51' x 5a".
K.K.I. 069. Fr. of c l a y stucco demon head ; R. eye
and bro\v. Eye bulging, red and white wit11 empty iris
socket ; brow overhanging and streaked with black lines.
Boldly modelled. sinx a". PI. LIV.
K.K. I. 071. F r . of c l a y stucco, ~.epresenting three
flattened sides ; gilded. 32' x J".
K.K.I. 072, 086. F r s . of c l a y stucco band, sit11 pearl
cdge. Colour perisl~cd, 4)" x I a", 94"x I 1".
K.K.I. 073. 0129, 0130, oao7. Frs. of clay stucco
t i a r a (7), gilded ; consisting of a pearl cincture with
two plain bands above, supporting a row of palmcltc
orns. (as ' strawberry leaves ' in coronet) ; each consists
of two voluted curves springing R. and L. from short pearl
band, and supporting trefoil flower which issucs from
between. The whole convex. Gr. fr. (073) bt'xzt'.
PI. LIII.

K.K.I. 075, 0126, 0160. F r s . of clay stucco 'caltrop'
mail, gilded. 075, acll modelled but badly preserved4t" x lt". 0126, concave and roughly modelled. 7'x4'
0160, single link well modelled. 3"
x
8'. For
detailcd description, see K.K.11, 0163 and 0197, PI. L\'.
K.K.I. 076. C l a y s t u c c o f o r e a r m ; upraised rind elkw
hent, from life-size figure painted pink wit11 gilded pearl
bangle at wrist. lIand ~nissing. Length 111'.

Sec,v~
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K,K. 1, 088. Fr. of clay s t u c c o b o a b s h a p e d object,
a classic lamp, with hole in upper side; but
upper surface ia treated with radiating lines faintly
sugesting drapery. Under-side smooth. Painted red.
jt'x:e'x

2".

K.K, I, 087. Clay stucco r o s e t t e 01 five petals, from

scroll band, impression 01 which is a t back. Gilded.
Diam. I 1'.
K.K.I, 088. Clay stucco c o r d tied in loop ; blue. 3" x
2i".

K.K. I. 089. Fr, of clay s t u c c o d r a p e r y , painted and
gilded.

2"

x I+".

K.K. I. ogz-5,0163,o208-15,0~21. F r s . of c l a y stucco,
large pearl strlng; gilded. Probably from figure. Cf.
Total length
L. jj", width i".
.51,iv. PI. CXSX\'III, Mi. sviii. 009.

K.K.

I. 097-9, 0110, 0111, 0134, 0135. Frs. of c l a y
stucco, gilded, prob. parts of Imdy of figure. Largest

6' x 36'.

K.K. 1, 0100. Fr. of clay s t u c c o ear.lobe
Gilded. 2 1 " x 12".

(?), pierced.

K.K,

I, 0103. Fr. of carved w o o d e n jewel, painted
and gilded. 1\11elliptical rosette from which irsued scrolls
R. and L. ; from this depcnds a string of pearls holding
~nvertedpalmcttc, above which an upward curving band
01 pearls R. and L. Roughly carled. 2:" x 14". PI. LIII.
K.K. I. 0104, 0116-18, 0136, 0137, 0139. Frs. of c l a y
stucco pendant, gilded, similar to K.K. I. ozg &c.,
but curved tosnrds lower end where it broadens out, the
double band edges throwing out scrolls. Probably hung
from carcanet. K. :md L. of centre straight pendants,
as ill K.K.I . 037. Gr. fr. 44" x 21". 1'1. LIII.

K.K. I. 0107. Fr. of clay s t u c c o a r m l e t , on arm, gilded
over red (arm) and yellow. Pattern, triple band, one outer
of pearls, with five-petalled rosette attached a t plain edge.

-

24" x "
I"..

K.K. I. 0109, 0219-no.

C l a y s t u c c o colossal toes,
painted red, with remains of gilding on nails. 0 2 2 0 strongly
flexed. Character of nails similar to that of fingers, lor
\vhichsee K.K. I . 015, Bc. About twice life-size. PI. L I v .
K-K. 1. 0113. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o curved b a n d with
"ised edges ; red. 2 3 " x I*'.
K.K. 1, 0114. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o h a i r , painted red.
14'

x ti'.

K.K.

1. 0120, 0138. F r s . of c l a y s t u c c o t o n g u e s of
name (7). 0120, I C ~ . 4" x 2". 0138, crin~sonand grey
HlII1 gold on sides. 2)' x 2".

K.B.

1. 0121. Clay stucco h o r s e , with empty saddle of
Usual Enstern type-high pommel, short flaps, long saddlecloth, large stirrups. On hack ot neck a long elliptical
covering of overlapping longitudinal strips (armour ?).
!lllderately well modelled on woodcn corc. Much broken.
h s , cars and tall missing. 15' x I,". PI. LV.
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K.K. I. 0124, 0125, 0127, o14a. F r s . of c l a y s t u c c o
d r a p e r y . 0124, knot of red drapery with gilded edges.
Loser edge shows symmetrically arranged ends of spreading flattened tubular folds ; upper is bound round with
lour cinctures. 6" x st". 0127 similar to olzs. Cinctures
only of similar knot to above. 0143 similar to 0124 hut
without cinctures. Perhaps belongs to 0125. Well
preserved.
K.K. I, 0128. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o h e a d - d r e s s ; mitreshapcd frame as in K.K. I. 034 but on smaller scale. Frame
bordered with red pearls. Locks of hair twisted cablewise ;
blue-black. jl"x 3h". PI. LIV.
K.K. I. 014% F r o n t of s t u c c o figure of H o - s h a n g , in
loose robe thrown back exhibiting his exuberant proportions. Fig. half reclines,resting with L. arm upon his sack.
R. hand holds side of his huge round paunch, above which
thc pectorals are sharply and amply defined. Face fat,
humorous and laughing, mouth open and toothless. Lower
part of figure missing.
An excellent piece of modelling, cast hollow, and of very
fibrous clay. Traces 01 colour. Surface badly perished
and the whole very soIt and flexible. For back, see K.K. I.
068. 7' x 3:". PI. XLIX.
K.K. I . 0146-50. Clay s t u c c o rosettes. 0146, peony in
profile. 0x47, whorl of 8 trefoil petals in plan, surrounded
by whirling petals in profile ; flask-shape pistil in profile.
0x48, elliptical jewel surrounded by small and large pearls.
0x49, lotus. 0x50, elliptical marigold centre surrounded
by four palmettes of flat volutes enclosing radiating petals.
.411 well modelled and gilded. Av. diam. 12". PI. LIII.
K.K. 1. 0151-6. C l a y s t u c c o p y r a m i d a l s p i r a l s of
hair, detached from head of Buddha figure. Blue. Av.
)"x

k".

K.K. I. 0158, 0159. C l a y s t u c c o m i n i a t u r e Stiipas.
Dome rises on lour-tiered octagonal base. In lront of
each side of base is miniature StGpa in low relief. Below
octagon a circular podium surrounded by pearls. Surface
much abraded. I i"
x I A".
K.K. I. 0195. C l a y s t u c c o m a s k of B u d d h a head, much
discoloured. Broad and unusually high flat forehead,
narrow chin, small leatures, eyes closed and oblique.
Urp5 and L;~I!@; red jewel in front of blue hair; this is
composed of small round knobs slightly festooning across
brow and dropping down symmetrically above ears, which
are missing. Very fibrous clay, gilded, and retaining inside
i~nprcssionof canvas. 4" x 3" x 13". PI. LIII.
K.K. I. 0196. F r . of c l a y s t u c c o p a l m e t t e orn.,gilded,
prob. from pendant, as K.K. I. 0104 kc. 15" x I&".
K.K. I. 0198. F r . of c l a y stucco, showing root end
of bunch 01 stems modelled in the round, very fibrous
and flexible. Painted green and white (?). zt" x zt" x f".
K.K. I. 0900. Fr. of fresco, showing face of lion (?)
in black outline on white ground. Red eyeballs and Lips,
with white spots in eye and moutlr (tooth 2). Very fragile.
:* X I".
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F r s . of c l a y stucco, plain channelled
1. 0223-4.
bands ; convex. 0223 gilded over red p i n t , 0224 has
remains of bright blue paint over red. Length of each z",
widths i"
and En.
K.K. I. 0295. Votive c l a y model Sttipa. \'cry perfect
example, in large sizr, of type K.K. 098, and Ser. iv.
PI. CXXXIX, So. .?. 006. High base. Inscr., faintly visible,
does not run round outside, but in broken g ~ o u p sof chars.
on ground between projecting angles of walls. 11. 4TJs0,
gr. diam. 4". PI. LIII.

K.K.

K.K.

I. 0226. S t u c c o relief fr. (broken in two). Flat
channelled b u d of hair or drapery, almost straight, showing remains of red paint. 3i" x I $".
K.K. I. 1. ox, 02, 012, 013. P o t t e r y a n t e f i x a e of
Chinese type. or, semi-tubular with outer end closed by
circular patera decorated with a finely designed Gorgon
head in relief. Semi-tubular portion broken away a t tail
end and one side. oz, 0x2, 013, end paterae only (02
incomplete), semi-tubular tails being broken off. Grey
ware burnt hard. For application of such roofing ornaments, see Chavannes, iT1issro11 arclrlol., Fig. 1084,
PI. CCCCLXII. Length g i n , diam. of paterae 4t". PI. L.

K.K.

I. i. 03. F a i e n c e h o l l o w finial (?), wedge-shaped
in both directions ; lower end abruptly narrowed by check
on each side, upper end pointed in broad arrow shape.
Raised flat niargin and midrib reserved, following deep
incisions on each face \vhich divide it into two triangular
panels. Side faces smooth ; top open. Dark green
glaze over red clay. Broken at one top corner. Height
XI", width complete r . ;i", depth at widest 31". Deptl~
at narrow end z f " : width a t narrow end 2a". PI. LII.
K.K. I. i. 04. Fr. of p o t t e r y s p o u t in form of
snake's or elongated lion's head ; red clay, badly glazed
g e e n with dark green contour markings,and yellow inside.
Broken a t mouth. Inferior pottery. 24" x I*".
K.K. I. 1. 05. W o o d e n c a p i t a l (?), rectangular; upper
half (abacus) squared, lower half cl~amfered hollow to
bottom face, which measures qE'x jt'. In bottom face
is roughly cut square hole, zk" diam. x I)" deep, to take
tenon ol post. 11 square-cut chamel,3kn \vide x I&' deep,
is cut right across narrow way of top surface to take horizontal rail or architrave.
Abacus is cut away on one side to a depth of 3t' from
one long face and 15' from short face, and is rounded as
tl~ougllfor titting to round member.
Top and bottom surfaces unpainted. .ill the remainder
dull grey-green with all edges picked out in yellow. Smears
o f red round channrl in upper surface Irom careless painting
of rail in that colour. Similarly, traces of red on lower
suriace.
Considered the reverse way up it would be a base. Probably from wooden railing. For similar blocks in miniature,
see Ast. iii. 4. 024426. Gr. length g' x 64' x 5'.
K.K. I. i. 06. F r . of glazed faience, flat; body red ;
glaze on luce bright green. I n relief on [ace, curving

oak leaf. For finer examples, see K.K.1. 06, 07, , - X
5 t " x IA" to 1%'. PI. LII.
K.K. I. i. 07. Fr. of glazed faience ; small curling lea[
in profile, nppliqui over straight stem which passes below
it a t right angles. Same clay and glaze as lxecedin~ S'X
(gr. width) 3f" x 11". PI. LII.
K.K. I. i. 08. Fr. of glazed faience; same clay and
glaze as preceding. Convex acanthus leaf or bract, showing
signs 01 recurving again a t (broken) top and bottom.
Sides also partially broken, but complete in middle, giving
width of 4", though evidently expanding above and below.
Fr. is from central portion, masking junction of X. and
L. floral scrolls, beginnings of which are present. Back
concave to follow convexity of front. 6"x (gr, width
extant) 5" x (average thickness) y.

K.K.

I. i. og. Fr. of glazed faience; similar to preceding. I n shape a curving fan-shaped leaf (?), with
deeply hollowed veins following line of curve. Base end
only preser\~ed. 7 f " x 51" x 14" PI. LII.

K.K. I. i. oro-11.

T w o frs. of glazed faience, similar to
the preceding. Curved hollow frs., like side of snail-shell
but having hole in flattened top. Double groove follows
edge of hole, and side is roughly fluted. Gr. fr. (orr) 6'
x 4f'x (h.) zf". PI. LII.

K.K.

I. i. 014. P o t t e r y h e a d of monster, apparently
architectural. Probably gable end. Grey clay, unglazed.
Incomplete.
Spirited modelling, with large ball-like eyes set under
overhanging wrinkled eyelitls ; open mouth showing uppr
teeth (lower jaw lost), and long tapir-like upper lip drawn
up in angry snarl. Large horizontal holes lor nostrils are
bored a t base of uppcr lip with slight prominence on top
between. Surface lightly scraped lo suggest hair ; three
deep grooves drawn across base of snout to indicate
wrinkles caused by lilting of lip ; lip itself scored inside
with cross-lines to indicate ribbed formation of roof;
upper lip finished a t corner ol mouth in spiral. The iris
of eye is surrounded by a deep groove, which has the eflcct
of directing the gazc forward and downwnrd.
Top and back of head are cut oA flat ; the fornler lr~ving
two large holes sunk vertically directly over each eyebrolh.,
for connesion with points of adjoining piece, and the back
hollowed our in concave curve Irom side to side, attaining
depth of ~ k " . At bottom, also, a hole is pierced througll
back of throat for fixing pin.
Ears or horns not developed owing to flat finish uf head.
Remains of dark pinkish slip over surface.
vigorously, not punctiliously, treated. Length 8') h.
(at back) ,'s width (at back) 6'. PI. L.

K.K.

I. i. 015. Fr. of p o t t e r y finial. Low trinn!Plar
shape, with slightly arched base, and scallo~ededger
upper sides. Plant design in relief on face, with central
upright stern and buds in profile in corners. Long
straight-edged leaves. sand-encrusted ; lower
broken off. 4" r 68' x (thickness at bottom) i'.PI. L*

~ e c v]
.
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K,K. I, 1. 016. Fr. of glazed faience; similar clay
Rndglaze to K.K. I. i. 06 &c., showing fr. of foliage in
witll curled leaf like K.K. I. i. 07 (PI. LII). Glaze
partially gone. F r cliamfered inwards a t back to form
~ d V-shaped
e
depression. j" x 5i" X 2)" to 3".
K.K. 1, 1. 017. Stucco h u m a n hand, grasping small
objectsuch as spear shaft (missing). Iblodelling extremely
good,a d b u t tor the size might have been cast from life.
pinted dark red. Two wooden pegs a t tv~istfor attachment, j lile-size. PI. LIII.
K.K. I. i. b, or. M a s s of frs. of painted silk, from
which is made out an imperfect rendering of the Moon.
On white disc with red-brown border line a tree with a hare
standing on its hind legs holding a churning stick, in black
outline. Surrounding the disc a series of radiating pearshaped white patches (prob. eight) outlined roughly with red
brown. Diam. of disc. 4t". Other ITS.SIIOW lvhite scalloped
circles, outlined black. PI. LXI.
K.K. I. i. b, 09. Frs. of painted silk, among which
the lower L. p, angle of face, with red lips ; the upper
K,p. angle of lace with part 01 eyebrow and outer angle
of eye ; a R. shoulder. All white, outlined black. Rough
work. 3 life-size.
K.K. I. i. b. 03. Frs. of painted silk banner. On L. p.,
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head and slioulders of celestial figure, liead 3" to R. p.
bent slightly down ; dark complexion.
Head-dress has tall centre Linga-shaped black mass bound
round with a ribbon. Round this are set tall white or pink
lotus buds. A red band encircles head and hangs in loop
a t back. Elongated nimbus (green) and green halo.
To R. p. a second figure, front, costumed as Bodhisattvas
in Th. B. banners with many ribbons, stoles and girdles.
Head-dress prob. flaming jewels held by red band. At top
one or two floating Apsaras on clouds. The whole is very
faded and tom. Outline in black, very delicately drawn.
To R. p., a red border. 74' x 6".

K.K.

I. i. b. 04. F r . of painted s l l k banner, with
patches of colour. Design indistinguishable. jt" x zr.

K.K. I. 1. b. 05. Fr. of painted s i l k ; showing man's
face in many frs. Flesh white, lips red. Eyes long and
straight, upper and lower lips each drawn with single
line ; eyebrows well arched and thick. Hair (or cap)
solid black ; tnoustache and beard painted with rather
dragging strolce. Life-size.
Outlines black, boldly drawn. Very good character of
work, expressive and free. Top of head, extreme L. side
of face and R. corner missing. Background to R. p., plain.
'5 x 7'. PI. CVII.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN CENTRAL CHAPEL O F SHRINE K.K.

I. 11 AND AMONG REMAINS O F OTHER

SHRINES WITHIN TO\IrN, K.K. I

K.K.I. ii. or. Fr. of thln c a n v a s painting, apparently
part of border, containing seated Buddha fig. Soles of
feet upturned; hands in teaching attitude; head 2 to L.
p., slightly downwards. Ear large ; hair blnck and short ;
nose long; mouth smiling, Flesh pink ; contours black
over darker pink, R,arm seems to be shaded. On upper
R. arm an armlet. A stalk with flowers seems to proceed
lrom L. arm. Rosary round neck.
Three garments; under, light
,,,hite); robe
stole yellow outlined grey. Horseslloe halo
vermilion with green centre ; nimbus green, shaded light
near Iiead. Spandrels green, with vermilion flowers.
Narrow line ol yellow across above nimbus, and nbove.
a larder. in, vermilion.
Below, a straight and continuous Pndmitsnna, shaded.
Tllewhole rather'ribetnn instyle. Canvas carefully primed,
"nd paint mixed uitli water.
Rw, primed grey, probably mixed with wax or oil;
few well-written Tib. characters in vermilion. Edges cut.
With nbove a small fr. of paper with part of ornament
drawn in black outline. clnvas, tom, but otherwise well
prescr\'ed. Paper rather woolly. Canvas 3&" x zT$'.
Paper I&" x B". PI. LXXVII.

K'K. I. ii.
bb. Block-pdnted p a p e r leaf with
'lsi.h.a text and decorated along top and across centre
'Ith
01 twelve seated Iiuddha figures similar to
K.K.ll. 0257. f, g. Coarsely printed. Leal originally
luldeddown centre. Paper buff, strong and torn a t centre
01 top. 81' x 71..

K.K. I. 11. on. dd. Fr. of paper, with block impression
of part of head-dress (?). I!" x I&'.
K.K. I. iii. or, on, 03. C l a y s t u c c o ; lotus petals, prob.
painted pink darkening to centre,
fro"' Padmlsana.
and having white inner and yellow outer border. 4t' x
(R" width)
0 2 . Similar but blue instead of pink. jb"x I:".
03. Two
petals in One piece, a
On larger,
their bases together. Tip of larger rather sLrong1~tilted
outwards nnd the smaller less so. Painted pink. =A"
x I#'.
PI. LV.

'''.

I. ill. 04. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o a n t l e r (7). Main
stem bending backwards (broken off) ; a short blunt tine
pointing forwards. Stick projecting from root [or attaching to liead of deer. Painted over 311 white with black
markings, and green smear on under-side. Gr. $1. r i "

K.K.

x

K.K.r.

x. 01-5. C l a y s t u c c o l o t u s petals, coloured
variously red with green border, green with red border

and blue with red border.
netween border and centre a raised rib running all round
curved edge turning into symmetrical flame scroll a t centre
coloured yellow. Point of peW slightly upturned.
A,.
3 t - , excepting 03, 3 ) w x li*. PI. LV.
K.K. I. x. 06, 07. C l a y S ~ U C C O r o s e t t e s in low relief;
gilded. Eight blunt petals with inner ring of pearls end
plain centre, Diarn. ~ t ' .
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hfISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS RECOVERED AT RUINED SHRINE K.K. 11.

K.K.11.01. Carved w o o d e n figure ol standing Buddha
in Abhaya-mudri. Head and both hands missing ; feet
together slightly out-turned and resting on green lotus.
Three garments are visible. An upper robe, red, is
wrapped round body. over L. shoulder and arm, hanging
in straight line down L. side of leg nearly to ankle; a t this
level it shows a horizontal edce
" round back. and an obliaue
line in front upwards from R. t o L., the line of upper edge
crossing breast being parallel. The upper line a t back runs
from L. shoulder downward to below R. arm. A comer
of same robe hangs lrom forearm to back of L. thigh.
A second robe, green, covers breast and back to neck
and R. arm, and hangs in heavy loop from arm to near
ankle. Covering lower legs and ankles is third robe, purple,
heavily pleated and reaching to lotus a t back. On this, in
front are two white pendent bands, ends of girdle. Round
neck hangs massive carcanet, gold, studded wit11 rosette
jewels. Folds in drapery very fen- and formal, being merely
grooves.
A t each shoulder is stump of an upward projection, red,
which may have supported nimbus. Keck and feet gilded.
Seen from side, figure is too flat, but the backward curve
from feet to shoudlers conveys great dignity. From front
the resemblance t o twelfth-cent. Gothic statuary is most
striking.
L~~~~chipped I corner of red robe, burnt ; crack down
front. Height
widtll
; thickness
to back
c. 1)".
PI. LXVI.
K.K.11.02, 04-7,orn, 017. a-b, onI, 023, 025-7,031,
038-40,046-9,051, 070-3,079. Frs. of plain silk.
02. Blue with piece of yellow attached, 134' x 74". 04.
Dark brown, 9" x 4+". 05. Faded pale blue, IO'X 4".
06. Grey-brown, 5t'xj". 07. Buff, with traces of pnint
or paste, 4i" x3t". 0x2. Buff. 7' x 3t'. 0x7, a. Dull
green, 8" x 4". 0x7. b. Rich canary yellow, 6" x I*".
ozx. Blue, 114"x14". 023. Bright green, fine corded
surlace, 12' x 3". 025. Two frs. blue, to larger is attached
doubled strip buff, 13' x 15f' and 94" x 9". 026. Two frs.
buff, stained pink in patches. 14"x IS" and 10" x 2'. 027.
Two frs. plum colour, 1 3 3 ' ~94" and 9'x 24'.
03' Pale
laded blue, 12' x 8". 038. Three frs. dark blue. Largest
7 i ' x 6". 039. Two lrs., faded blue, 7' x 38" and 7" x I$".
oqo. Blue, loosely woven with tiny Ir. of inscr. paper
attached, rjf'x 14".046. Dark blue, rof"x IS". 047.
Two frs, black, zr'x 3" and 11" x 5". 048. Faded blue
or green, 10' x 6'. 049. Buff, unevenly woven, 14" X 44".
osr. Faded yellow, 12t.x 88'. 070-2. Blue with remains
of coloured and MS. paper adhering. Cr. fr. 13"x 14".
073. Dark drab, 11' x 9'. 079. Black, 6)" x zf".
K.K.u. 08. Fr. of painted silk, canvas; with group
of seven celestial beings kneeling on cloud scrolls with
which they are surrounded. Head-dresses all of tall Chinese
type, excepting one, with crown. Features Chinese.
AU are enveloped in voluminous robes of one colour. The
lowest (complete) dark grey ; to L. p. one red ; t o R. p.

one yellow, one red. Higher to R. p., red, with gildedheed.
dress ; highest, blue. Each figure nimbate and
one behind the other eft tcltelorr, Drawing delicate .zntl
free. Well preserved. 4:" x zt".

K.K.11. 09. Ft. of silk, canary yellow, laded, wit11 six
hold Chinese characters in black ink. 13"x 111".

K.K.11.010. F r . of painted s l l k gauze, yellow, with
white lotuses and green leaves and stalks. Touches of red
hrown here and there. Flowers well drawn. 3$'x3E..

K.K. 11.

011. F r . of painted s l l k banner. Part of R.
side near top. A very graceful Apsaras floats vertically
with head bent downward towards central figure, of whicll
flaming halo with elaborately drawn cusped centre appears
below tasselled canopy. Apsaras has loose short-sleeved
vest, open in V shape to waist, falling in graceful folds
over hips and dropping in point a t front.
In extended L. hand asmall dish of fruit and in uplifted
R. hand a flower. A pink clinging robe ornamented with
spiral spots, and with green lining, reveals bare feet; in
front the long ends of girdle are knotted at about knee
level. A massive carcanet encircles neck.
Outlines freely drawn in black. Very Iaded and ragged.
I i"
X IO*.

KK.

014. F r s . of painted paper, several thicknesses
stuck together and painted in red, blue, yellow, kc., but
too fragmentary to make out. Very fragile. Largest

-.

.
K.K.11. 015. Fr. of s i l k d a m a s k , discoloured. Pattem
en x
93".
-.

J

loosely woven and indistinct, but rows of Svastikas can be
recognized. A few Chinese characters written in black.
7' x 4".

K.K.11.016.Fr. of printed silk, dull pink with four-petalled
buttercup rosette serltk in white (t'esist).
13"x 13". PI. LXXXVI.

Very ragged.

K.K. 11.018. Figured s i l k wallet; square when open,
with edges turned in and pasted to paper lining. TWO
bands, composed of circular or elliptical bunches of flowers
in blue and yellow, arc woven across material; the spce
between bands c. 3". Dism. 01 bunch 2". Space between
bunches 8".
The coloured yarns float loosely at back, and have been
strengthened by paper pasted over. Ground colour ol
material probably pink discoloured to dull brown. In
centre of one edge of square a band ol some material for
tying, 9" long. Very discoloured and faded. 71'xe'.
PI. LXXXIII.
K.K. 11. 019. Fr. or prlnted silk, buff with lighter
' resist ' pattern of rosettes of four long petals, all-over,
Kougllly printed. 5" x rb".

K.K. n. ono. F r . of prlnted paper. showing repeating
seated Buddha figure in meditation, similar to
056, but diflerent block.

21.

x 11".

1'.
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K,K.11, oa2, Frs. of p a p e r , perished, with traces of
Chinese characters. Largest c . 3" 3".
K,g.a. 024 S i l k banner top, triangular, crimson
\"irh
white spots by resist process. Edges bound
Bitll 1,,,f1gauze, with top loop lor suspension and short
tnsscllcdelids o[ same. At lower corners blue (faded t o
tubular gauze streamers with tcrminal y e l l o ~and
~
blue tosc,els. A Chinese numeral (?) in black ink near
point. 12' x 6".
K,K,
028, Fr. of paper, with Chinese characters.
\'pry rotten, Gr. fr. 3" x I&".
K.K. 11. oag. Frs. of p a p e r , soft and woolly, with
block-printed Chinese characters. Gr. fr. zf" x 12".
R.K. 11, 030. Fr. of s i l k d a m a s k , with small lozenge
trellis all over. Pale blue faded t o buff. 8" x 104".
K.K. 11. 032. Fr. of ~ r i n t e dsilk, crimson spotted with
bix-petalled buff rosette in resist, showing centre circle
and midribs to petals reserved in ground colour. 11" x 5".
PI. LXXXVI.
K.K. 11. 033. Fr. of ~ f i n t e ds i l k ; blue printed white by
resist. Spot pattern of symbols. 12" x 4". PI. LXXXVII.
K.K. 11. 034. Frs. of p r i n t e d s i l k , thin and loosely
woven. Dull crimson, dyed \ r i t l ~pattern resenred buff by
resist. Large piece spotted with rosettes composed of
large centre dot surrounded by ring of 10 small dots.
distorted
t h o u d l Stamp \\.as only
11dla circle stamped twice t o form the circle, and often
overlapping so that a kind of ellipse is formed.
Smsll piece spotted with five-petalled rosette. The two
picces sewn together. 12" x 4". PI. LXXXVI.

R, arm, and
outline
and leg of figure. Background blue, bordered
gnld(metallic) ; probably vcsica, with crimson background
above upper curve of vesica. Short tight-sleeved tunic
s'ith band above elbow and cuff of vandyked ornament.
Arm pendent with two bangles a t wrist; hand defaced.
at hip. Traces of black (hair) a t shoulder. Outline
black; very faded
worn. pose of R. leg suggests
advancing R.to L. lz" 2*.

K.K- Ira O35. Fr. of c a n v a s painting.

K.K. 11. 036. Fr. of silk tapestry, composed of several
pieces sewn together.
ragged but fine work. Floral
pnttemtoo Iragmentary to make out. Ground dark brown,
pattern in shades of green and buff. Encrusted with mud.
c. 4' x 6".
K'K. 087. Fr. of s i l k d a m a s k . Pattern very indis'Inct ; small floral sprig, senti. 5' x 3 ~ " .

'"a

O4I. S i l k thread. of bluc and yellow, twisted
together and made into a hank 19"long.
n- 042. Frs. of p a p e r , stuck together like cardboard. Cr. fr. I f" x

K'K'

l'.
S i l k w a l l e t (?), in two Irs. faded green ;
lined with several thicknesses of MS. paper, similar to
K'h.11,
(PI. LXXXIII), but without string. rof' x 64'.
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K.K. Ir. 044. Frs. of c a n v a s , blue and buff, stuck
together with paper bearing Chinese characters, used a s
Stiffener. Shape1ess and ragged'

lo'.

K.K. 11. 045. Fr. of s i l k b a n n e r . Upper border of
stout ribbed blue silk, doubled with frs. of edge of painted
fabric adhering to stitching a t lower edge. Portion of cane
stiflener in fold, and two silk suspension loops ; through
these are put two short pieces oI cane, of which one is
portion of arrow butt. z' 6" x 4".

K.K. I1. 050m Fr.

Of
firm, pink*
\\,itli bold floral design. A few cursive Chinese characters
in black ink on one side. 5" x 2)".
K.K. 11. 052. Fr. of silk. Long strip, thin, pink,
with bold Chinese writing on bothsides. 24" x dl".
K.K. rr. 053. Fr. of s i l k d a m a s k , lined plain silk.
On damask, traces of Chinese characters apparently
written on a painted surface put on the damask. Very
worn and pattern unrccopizable ;
discoloured. .yx
roi".
K.K. 11. 054. Frs. of p r i n t e d s i l k ; several pieces
joined ; one piece plain. Two with spot pattern in black
outline-two concentric circles from which six short rays
with small rl~oml~oids
between, making a kind of wheel
design &" in diameter. Another piece dotted with stars
and birds, and having a few Chinese characters either
written or stamped. 19" x lo".
K.K. 11. 055. Fr. of p a i n t e d s i l k c a n v a s ; torn, very
faded and nothing of interest ; patches of red and other
colours. c. 12" x 3".
K.K. 11. 056. Fr. of b l o c k - p r i n t e d p a p e r . .4t top a
row of four seated Buddha figures in teaching pose with
lotus petal halo and nimbus. Below, lour rows of 5 Chinese
characters. Then four more figures in meditation, under
eRcll of
five more Chinese
To L. six

chinese characters (probably more missing a t upper torn
corner). ~~l~~ these a small pagoda.
line
bottom. T o m away a t lower R. comer. 1 r f " x 5".
K.K.11. 0 6 4 Fr. of P a p e r , with a few black lines and
traces of green a n d red colour. 3t" x 2".

K.K.11. 065. Fr. of d r a d n g on P a p e r , showing rough
sketches of head of stringed instrument, a flower and
upper part of shoulder, face and head of figure. Thin
lines. 44" 58".
K.K.XI. 066. Fr. of p a i n t e d c a n v a s b a n n e r . Part of
face a n d R. shoulder of Buddha. Flesh colour, shaded.
Eyes oblique. Short black hair in bow-shaped curve over
forehead with red spot in front. Cf. plaster mask K.K. I .
o195 (PI. LIIq. L~~~ ear.
Petal-shapcd nimbus, buff, halo green with rcd border.
Background green with black line scroll-work ; red outer
border; outlines black. Poor work of Tibetan type. 104'
x IT&".
K.K. 11. 067. Fr. of s l l k a p p l i q u k b a n d ; made of
narrow strip of fine dragon design work in gilded silk c a n w s
3p
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mounted on thin paper and applied t o crimson or salmon
pink corded ground ; outlined with silk cord which is
covered with gilded paper and couched.
One edge is plain b'md of gilded silk, above which are
parts of three legs and tail of three-toed dragon. Tail
spinous and scaly.
I n front of dragon a chevron pattern between two scalloped bands, and then beginning of repeat of another.
AU very good work. Lined pink silk neatly turned in
and sewn a t edges. All faded to buff. One end finished
in blunt point, the other cut straight. Perhaps from
.
BIS. cover, as Scr. iv. PI. CXI, Ch. x l ~ i i i 001.
131" x I)".
K.K. XI. 068. Fr. o f p r i n t e d p a p e r , in many pieces, soft
and silky. Rows of monk-like figures seatcd in contemplation on long petalled lotuses and wearing sharply pointed
cowl. Straight short rays iorm nimbus. Crude work.
Frs. of Chincse characters below figures. .A\,. c. 3" x I&".
K.K. 11. 069. Fr. of s i l k g a u z e ; yellow and faded.
T o m . 5' x jt".
K.K. 11. 074. R e m a i n s o f s i l k p a i n t i n g (perished),
with dark silk border, and wooden stiffener a t bottom.
Subject, Buddha seated in Bhiimisparia-mudrii on lotus.
Supported on elaborate pedestal ; the upper surface painted
crimson, and the many-stepped mouldings and large central
t o m s decorated with long rectangular panels filled with
roundels in various interchanged colours. Colouring
mostly dark red and green, much discoloured. Remains
of paper backing. c. 22" x I' 4'.
K.K. n. 075. S i l k b a n d a n d w o o d e n weighting-stick,
from bottom of painting (?); silk printed, with dull red
ground and pattern in resist of buff-coloured lozengeshaped spots, Lined with pale blue silk, and fixed into
groove cut along length of stick. Stick plain round, painted
red. Silk slightly narrows towards top. S ~ l k4" x 14" t o
10" ; stick, length IS&", diam. 8".
K.K. XI. 076. Fr. o f w o o d e n weighting-stick from
painting, with remains of paper adhering. Length ;",
diam.
K.K. 11. 077. Fr. o f p a p e r pounce, torn. Pricked floral
and scroll design, not wholly intelligible. One side of
paper blackened. An old drawing has been used, the lines
of which are traceable but have no relation to the pricked
design. 13" x I 1'.
K.K. n. 078. Frs. of p l a i n silk, faded pinkish buff,
with loop of fine canvas attached. Prob. front of border
of painting. Gr. length 13' x 4".

r.

K.K. 11. 080. S p e c i m e n o f p a p e r , soft buff, thin, felted,
torn. Gr. fr. 3' x t".
K.K. XI. 081. R e m a i n s of s i l k painting, dirty, torn
and faded. Subject \\.as standing Buddha, with young
monkish attendant in adoration on either side. Coarse
work. 2' x I' 4".
K.K. 11. 08s. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o l o t u s petal, ornamented in relief as K.K. I. 047. No colour. 4 1 " x zi'.

K.K. 11. 0 8 3 , o g 1 , o g l , 097. F r s . of c l a y stuccodrapery.
083 shows wavy crlgcs of flattcncd tubular [olds; ~ , l ~ ~ ~ ,
" " x I;".
ogr, 092, ' Ix~ttcrfl!. ' boa, grcy-l,luC. s i n x
3:
2, ?
, . 097, 11:in:in:: corncr wit11 tul>ul;~rfoltls; green \\,itll
red lining. 3 " x I;".
K.K. 11. 084, 098, 0113, 0150, 0174,0195, oaa8. Frs, of
c l a y s t u c c o c a l t r o p ' m a i l ; gildcd. 084, 01x3, orso,
0195, 0228, reeded variety as K.K. 11. 0197. Roughly
modelled. Gr. fr. 0x50, lozenge shape. 56" x 3&". 098, ~,itll
part of frame, red. Roughly modelled. 21'' x 12". 0174.
evenly and well modelled. No reeds or rivet. 3&"x4".
For other examples, see K.K. 11. oror, o103,016j, 0197.
PI. LV.
K.K. 11. 085. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o o r n a m e n t in relief;
a double row of lotus petals, reversed, incurving at their
bases where they join ; ouler edges of pearl ornament.
SOcolour. Suggestion of raised decoration on each petal
similar to K.K. I. 04;. Good work. Material tougll and
fibrous. 2" x zf".
K.K. 11. 086. C l a y s t u c c o h u m a n ear, badly modelled,
pninted red over white. Lobe normal and pierced. 4:" x 2".
K.K. XI. 087. Fr. o f c l a y s t u c c o band, pninted \\tllite
with red and green chevrons nt intervals. 3 g x g.
K.K. 11. 088. C l a y s t u c c o finger, with long projecting
nail. Gilded. Exactly similar to ILK. I, 012. 3i'x
PI. LlV.
K.K. XI. 089. Fr. of fresco, on mud plastor. Part of
circle bordered green with black lines ; centre yello\tf,
spotted red. Ground outside red. 3" x a".

r.

K.K. 11. ogo. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o ornament, beautifully
modelled (prob. part of jewel), coated thinly with white,
over which gold. Ornament is composed of diverging
flamboyant scrolls, beside a kind of lotus centre. Surfaces
of scrolls are generally flat or slightly ' dished ' (concave),
terminating in projecting ends. 3" x I$". PI. LIlI.
K.K. 11. 093. Fr. o f c l a y stucco relief ornament,
consisting of two lotus ~ e t a l swith a smaller one overlapping between. Dark blue, bordered with lines of salmon
pink, pale yellow and dark blue. 21" x IA,-'.
K.K. 11. 094-6. Frs. o f t h r e e c l a y stucco fingers.
094, painted pink over white and gilded ; short nail. 095,
same as preceding, but nnil long. 096, red on under-side
and nail, and blue on back ; nail slightly beyond tip.
c. I & life-size. Largest lr. 3$" x I * .
K.K. 11. 098. Fr. o f c l a y s t u c c o mail (7); frame 0)s
painted red and links gilded over pale wmh. 3'x2'.
21" x If".
K.K. XI.o g g . C l a y s t u c c o L. h a n d of figure, palm out.
wards, clenching white double cord 0). Blue ; palm led.
Nearly life-size.
K.K. 11. 0100. Fr, o f s t u c c o architectural (?) Om.'
similar t o K.K.11.O I Z j. Surface convex withrnised portion
continuing curve of lower part. nadly damaged
I a" x 6i'.
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K,K.11. oror. Fr. of clay stucco R. forearm and
of colossal figure in clay stucco. Sleeve close fitting,
red, ,Gth panel of gilded mail, projecting on each side.
pattern of links of mail resembles a caltrop, with the fourth,
turned, point replaced by small knob. Links are
placed close together, as may be seen in the corslet ot the
\raiiravana in Ser. iv. PI. LXXII, Ch. 0018; PI. LXXIII,
ch. xxxvii. ooz; and PI. XC, Ch. xviii. 002, where it
appears to interlace. Cf. also K.K. 11.oroj, PI. LV, for
a fme example.
Somenbat roughly modelled round wooden core, in which
is an iron nail a t elbow for attaching core of upper arni
and iron wire for attaching (missing) fingers. Hand white.
Forearm seems to be flexed and hand turned back, proh.
supporting some object. I I " x 4". For other examples,
see K.K. 11.084&c., 0163, 0197. PI. LV.
K.K. 11, 0102, 0133. Fr. of fresco in two pieces.
Outer edge, broad black border; next, band of buff.
\Vithi~iis scrolled background and thin knotted drapery
(stole or girdle). Colours red, green, blue and shades of
buff; outlines black, 17" x 6f".
K.K. 11. 0103. Fr. of clay stucco mail.clad figure;
deltoid (?) region. Nail is of plaited ' caltrop ' type very
regularly modelled and gilded. I t seems to be held in a
framing of steel or lacquered leather, painted grey, which
runs from neck to point of shoulder and then turns down,
tapering,to armpit. On topof shoulder is a knot ot drapery;
above mail a double cord, knotted and red. 6f"x 7".
For other examples, see K.K. 11. 084 kc., oror, 0163,
0197. PI. L\'.
K.K. 11, 0104. Clay stucco torso mask, with single
close-fitting garment in red, crossing from R. shoulder
below L. arm, leaving L. breast bare. Umbilicus indicated ;
two raised ridges round base of neck ; narrow waist ;
broad shoulders. Flesh pilded. Well modelled. Fr. of
paper with Chin. chars. adhering t o front. 6tnx4&".
PI. LIII.
K.K. 11. 0105. Fr. of fresco, showing L. foot with
jewelled anklet, standing on PadmLana with stylized
petals in two rows; one turned u p and other down with
small palmette between adjoining petals.
I;lesh pale pink, slightly shaded ; sole of foot red. Anklet
red, wit11 white pearls and large jewel in front. Seed-table
of lotus, pink ; petal5 alternately pink and blue. Background black and red. Outlines of flesh red and of petals
black. 8"x 7 f n .
K.K.11. 0107. Fr, of clay stucco drapery from figure.
Blue cloak with borders crossed a t neck, decorated tvilh
alternating halt-palmettes in blue and red, outlined white
0" red ground bordered with red and gold.
From V ot
crossing issues loose white drapery, bordered p l d . From
L. shouldrr ir. of loose drapery in grey, linrtl with red.
loinx to". 1'1, 1-V.
K.K. 11. 0108. Fr. of clay stucco ligure; seated
crOss-legged. I i m d and arms missing. Red vest, close
; blue gorget with point front and back edged with
raised trefoil scroll ; loose white shirt hangs trom vest, and

-
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red robe from beneath shirt, covers legs. Vest and robe
may be one garment with white loin-cloth fastened a t
waist. Red band round upper edge ot gorget. Figure
slim and tall. \\'ooden core. 6"x 2 t " . PI. LlV.

K.K.11. 0109-11, 0121-3. Six clay miniature votive
Stiipas. o r r o is without niuch detail and has three
tiers. The others are as K.K. 090, kc. orzz is clearest,
and shows base of Tee on top of dome. Av. lieigl~t3",
width 3".

K.K. 11. 0112. Clay stucco front half of sole of foot,
with remains of yellow paint. Two first toes broken.
4+"x 5)". PI. LIV.
K.K. 11. 0114, 0180. Frs. of clay stucco fingers,
gildcd. orrq broken a t both ends, 3" x 44". 0180 broken
a t lower end, recurved tip. Badly modelled ; life-size.
K.K.11. 0115, 0128, 0129, 0131, 0181,0204, 0205, 021s.
Clay stucco rosettes, gilded. 0x5. Round cabochon
centre surrounded by circle of pearls between two plain
rings ; outer ray of short blunt-pointed petals. Diam.
I # " . 0128. Cabochon centre surrounded by pearls and outer
ray of six petals with round indented cnds and ' e y e s '
a t junction of their bases. Diam. 14". 0x29. Elliptical,
peony in semi-profile similar t o terminal rosettes on pearl
pendent tabs K.K. I . 029, &c. I)" x I*". 0x31. Fr., sunflower with centre high and double ray of petals bending
back with tip slightly recurved. Diam. complete c. 34'.
0x81. Flat py~amidalshape, indented centre round which
three rays of roughly incised radiating lines. Broken a t
one side. Diam. z f " . 0204. Pyramidal ; centre, a fourpetalled flower with plain boss ; below, ray of blunt petals
with deep midribs ; outer and lowest ray, whirling scrolls.
Diam. 23". 0205. Pyramidal ; centre of pearls surrounded
by plain line from which issues double ray of lotus petals,
each strongly convex and outlined with raised edge. About
3 broken away. Diam. 2)". 0212. Double-rayed lotus
with large flat centre, convex petals with rib edges and
points slightly upturned. Outer ray of short incised radiating channels. Broken in two places a t edge. Diam. 4".
PI. LIII.
K.K. 11. 0116, 0140, 0176, 0177, 0179. Clay stucco
leaves of trees in low relief on stick core ; spotted yellow
and red (blossom) and veined with grooves. 0140, 0176,
or79 broken. 3 % ' 'I&".
~
PI. LV.
K.K.11. 0117. Clay stucco Buddha mask. Pink ; black
hair shown by grooves slanting from centre R. and L.
Top-knot coiled. Poorly modelled. 2%"x ~ t " .
K.K.11. 0118. Clay stucco animal skull, monkey (?),
painted white with dark eye sockets. 2&" x 1%".PI. LIII.
K.K. 11. 0119. Fresco fr., sho\\ing L. lower angle of
(ace ; elongated ear with circular disc as ornament ; L.
hl~oulde~.
wit11 grey tlrapery having red bands and scroll
ornament between, rougl~lydrawn in L~lock; black long
hair behind shoulder. Flesh grey. Adjoining shoulder
prob. shoulder of second fig. in red drapery with Ijlack
scrolls. nackgound red and buff. s*" x j".
3 1' L
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K.K.11. olao, 0157. F r e s c o frs., painted in seven horizontal bands probably representing pavement. From below
upwards, bands are black (plain), buff (plain), light blue,
pinkish butI, light blue, light green and light blue, thc
blue bands narrower than others, and allornamented with
scrolls in brown outline, ~ r t l shaded.
y
Ornamented bands
bordered with narrow red lines. At R. upper comer of
0110 one (farther) leg and part of frame of platform drawn
in perspective with boarded (?) floor (buff). Foot of leg
is inverted red lotus ; leg, brown ; frame red on side,
green on top. For piece of similar design see K.K. 11.016~.
Cr. fr. g' x lo".
K.K.11. 0114. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o d r a p e r y , red, with
white or pink stole hanging down it. From large figure.
Roughly modelled. 8" x g".

K'K' 'I' 01n5' Fr' of

Or

(1' ,

surfaced with fibrous 'lay
the texture of loose felt'
Shows painted portions Of two long
divided and bordered by gold band, 1" broad. Edges of
'Offers
in bands and lines Of
and shades of F e y and
white, simulating mouldings. Field of coffers bright red
of two tones on which very free and good grisaille floral
ornament,in two tones of grey and white,outlined wit11 red.
Upper edge of fr. chamfered, and surface generally shaped
as though t o fit coving of ceiling. Very good work. 8" x
11". PI. LV.
K.K.11. 0116. C l a y s t u c c o n e g o head, coloured grey
over red. Deep-sunk sockets lor eyes which may have
henmade of beads ; pouting mouth with thick ]ips ; flat
nose, heavy \'-shaped brows. Close, Arab head-dress on
top of head, and two thick turban-like rolls a t back.
Thick neck.
Pierced below for wooden core 01 attachment to body ;
well modelled. Height 13". PI. LIII.
K.K. 11. 0197. C l a y s t u c c o animal's skull, painted
white with dark eye sockets. Broken away a t top, 24" x
I t'.
K.K. 11.

O I ~ O . Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o flattened cloud
scroll, gilded. 13' x l d " .

K.K.11. 0132. Fr. of c l a y stucco, in Iorm of single coil
of cord (?) painted grey above and red below. Diam, zt".

K.K.U. 0134, 0136. Frs. of s t u c c o a r c h i t e c t u r a l

(?)

o r n a m e n t , coloured in same manner as K.K. 11. 0125,
PI. LV. 0134, irregular raised band and deeply sunk panel.
4)' x 4t'. 0x36, a flat scrolled band. 6" x 3h".
K.K.11. o1a5, 0106, 0907. Frs. of c l a y s t u c c o scroll
o m . , prob. all from same mould. 0x35 shows portion of
' sunflower ' rosette with petals in Lwo tones 01 pink wit])
a pair 01 blue reversed scrolls rising from h h i n d and
ones above, .hioh suppart
ddjoining L.
ktween them a centnl grrm petal
blue scroll is a green one issuing from Ixhind rosette and
turning in the same direction as the adjoining scroll.
All scrolls are in a light tone on outer curve and dark
inside. Broken on both sides and a t top. Scraps of MS.

paper on back. J&"x 4". 0206 sllows R, side of
ern. 4" x 2". 0207 shows central upper part, the colour
of pair of top scrolls vermilion, atid above central petal
shape a vermilion knob. 3t'tx3kn. PI. ~111.
K.K, II. olg7. F ~ of
. clay stucco human R,
open,
pink.
fingers missing.
x31.,

K'K' 'I' 0138p 0 ' 4 ~ . Frs.

stucco*painted a s cofferlng
o r n a m e n t similar to R.K. 11. 0125 (PI. ~ v ) . 0x38 badly
damaged. 5tnx3k". 0148 has one edge segmental,
with gold, and outside, following same curve,
are bands of shaded pink, shaded blue and white 01.
4k' x 3'.
K.K. I r a 013g1 0a13-15. Clay stucco panel% and Irs.,
in low relief. Oblong, square a t one end and indented at
other. Plain band border a t the three straight sides
turning inwards and downwards at fourth side into t\\.o
half-trefoil palmette forms whose lower scrolled ends toucll
011 middle line of
i\ half-rosclte fills lower c,,d;
from this springs centre stem opening out into scroll.
work wlrich fills panel. Coloured cl~romeyellow. prob.
parts of border. 0139, z3v 5n. oo13, 4 k n x 2tm. ozr4,
broken away at upper L. corner, and with f r , ol paper
hlS,
4v
ozr5, lower fr, only,
&v,

H. LlrI.

K.K.n. 0141. C l a y s t u c c o h u m a n ear, pink, with cable-

like black hair bordering inner edgc and curved round
lobe. 5QMx3..
LIV.
K.K.11. 0143, 0154. Frs. of stucco painled ill grirdille
On red ground. \'cry elegant design cleverly executed.
Prob. portions of K.K. 11, o125. 6"x31". 6 " x 2 i " '
PI. LV.
K.K.11. 0144. Clay stucco t o e s a n d forepart of L.
h u m a n foot, life-size. 3 i " x 38".
K.K.11. 0145,0159, 0170. Clay stucco frs. of bodies of
leopard in relief, yellow spotted black. 0145, hind hall
only, in crouching pose, tail curled against side. zl" x 1".
0x59, advancing to L. mouth open, tail upraised, broken.
llind feet and onc forefoot missing. 3 0 " x 2". 0x70, Samr
mould as 0145. Complete; two front paws together, llead
PI. ~111.
resting on Illem.

K.K.11.0146,0153. Fr. of c l a y stucco coronet.likeorn.1
consisting oi green scrolls rising from row 01 filt pearls
supported by red band, T~ L. elld of 0153 is pink petal
of rosette resembling that of K.K. 11. 0135 Prob. latter
is central orn. of coronet. 11s. paper stickillg to back'
6" x 2".
K.K. II. o147. F ~ of
. ,-lay stucco pearl band, wilh
double ,,lain band on one side. Gilded. 2)'Xb"-

K.K. n. 0149.

amulet
jewel);
angukr i within plain border. scrolls rising 'Iom 'dlrosette' I ' " ~""'
K.K. 11. 0151. F r . of c l a y StuccO~ pink, with three
sway'
cllin. chars., tile upper and lower partly
ab" x 1)".
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or5a. Clay stucco lozenge-shaped jewel
ornan~entin slighl rclief. Gilded. 34" x 21".
I(,K. 11, 0155. Fr. of clay stucco sole of human foot.
Gilded over pink. Heel missing. Poorly modelled. j"x

K,K.

11.

J '

K.K. 11. 0156. Clay stucco monkish figure, scatcd ;
in single green robe edged red and covering hands
;l~~d
feet. Head shaven, flesh pink ; eyes snlall and staring.
j"x I{". 1'1. LIII.
K.K, u. 0158. Fr. of clay stucco human ear; edges
damaged and lobe broken away. Gilded. Badly modelled.
53" X 2t'.
K.K. u. 0160. Clay stucco lotus petal ; surface convex
with keel down centre ; painted in five bands of grey, from
very pale outside to nearly black centre. 7" x 4".
K.K. 11, 0161. Wooden terminal orn., long triangular ;
carved roughly in low relief in symmetrical cloud scroll ;
both sides alike and upper edge cut to contours of scrolls ;
at highest point a in hole to receive tenon of finial 0).
Lower cdge has central sllallow groove, i" wide 4" deep,
cut from lront to back; and near each end, a t underrurfacc, a projecting dowel for attacllment t o whatever it
surmounted. Traces of red and black colouring on one
side. 5J"x z " x 1". PI. LS\'I.
K K. 11. 0162. Wooden leg of small stand, curved like
elephant's trunk with lower end turned outwards and
upwards and cut to Rat point. Upper part flattened a t
sides ;und back, slightly keel-shaped in front ; flat on top,
in which remain two small wooden dowels. Painted red.
4i"x 9". PI. L x v r .
K.K. 11. 0163. Fr. of clay stucco lorica, from lifcsize figure in painted stucco. Part of K. breast. Lorica
seems to have ;I rigid double frame in wl~ichis flexible
'caltrop ' nlail panel. 011shoulder, a knot of drapery,
broken. Outer framc, red ; on inner frame and mail panel,
traces of gilding.
For other exanlples 01 ' caltrop' mail, see K.K. rr. 084
kc., o~o1,o103,0197.13" x 74". PI. LV.
K.K. 11. 0164. Fr. of clay stucco head. L. side of
face only, with smiling moutl~,large eye, and Tilakn.
h c h broken and dclaced. Pink. Height 10". PI. LIV.
K.K. n. 0165. Fresco fr. belonging t o K.K. 11. 0120,
and having sinlilar details. Only four pavement bands
shown, and foot and part 01 leg of platlorm. To L. of this
a broad green band extending from buff to top of fr.
7Vx6".

K.K. 11, 0166. Fr. of stucco architectural painted
decoration; modelled in cusped border round sunk
moulded panel ; same style as K.K. 11. 0125, PI. L v .

51' X 32".

K.K. 11. 0161. Fr. of clay stucco frill of drapery;
green with gilded edge, bound a t top with pink turbanlike twist. q"x 4 i n .

K-K.u. 0168. Fr. of clay stucco head

(?), covcrcd
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with close ' snail-shell ' spirals of black hair, applied
separately, Some missing. 38"x 4". PI. LIV.
K.K. IL 0169. Clay stucco arm of figure, painted
yellow, and flexed. I-Iand missing; upper arm 3", forcarm 3".
K.K. 11. 0171. Fr. of clay stucco drapery, painted rcd.

5 i " x 44".
K.K. 11. 0172. Fr, of fresco of arcl~itcctural feature>,
composed of lines and bands in grey yellow and rcd. 31"
x 21".

K.K. U. 0173. Clay stucco lotus petal, convex, wit11
strongly defined ' keel '. Blue border, centre floral scroll
in yellow, pink, green, blue and white on dark red ground.
5 t " x 31". PI. LV.
K.K. 11.0175. Fr. of clay stucco figurine of warrior (?);
in a kind of rcd tabard, short in front, and t o liauncl~es
;it back, with V opening in front a t neck, bordered gold.
Loose rcd Dh6ti tied with white girdle. Middle of body
bare in front.
Legs, arms and head missing. \\looden pegs for attacllmcnt of legs. 51" x I l" x 18". 1'1. L I I I .
K.K. 11. 018%. Fr. of clay stucco drapery, wit11 two
channels down its length. Blue. 102"x rl".
K.K. 11. 0183. Fr. of stucco, architectural (?) painletl
decoration, of same type a s K.K. 11. 0125. .I wcllmodcued volute painted in lines of pink and gold, opening
out in blue and white diverging lines. 61" x jf". 1'1. LV.
K.K. 11.0184. Fr. of clay stucco demon's face, showing
eye and part ol cheek. Flesh yellorv, spotted red. Eyeball
(broken) sho\vs mark in cenlre of applied iris. hIassivc
eyebrow, black. Groove on lower part of cheek prob.
shows cdge of widc grinning mouth. st"x 5". PI. LIV.
K.K. 11. 0185. Clay stucco mask of Buddha. S ~ n a l l
\\ell-marked features ; long oblique e).es nearly closed,
with brown irises and black pupils ; nose delicate and
slightly aquiline ; curves 01 upper lip very arched, and
edges defined by incised line; cleft in upper lip, chin,
and dimplcs a t corners of mouth well marked ; chin small
and square, defined by deep lolds estending Iron1 wings of
nose to bottom of chin ; nostrils small ; cheeks plump and
smooth. Eyeballs appear to have been inserted from back
of mask, and Tiloka from front (like a cork).
Colour generally yellowish pink with pale green under
brows (either discoloration or shadow) ; green traceable
on upper lip and chul ; eyebrowa black, well arched and
cmphasized by grooved line ; red line round Tiluka. 'The
wl~olewell proportioncd and well modelled. L)an~agedby
water. 6" x 5". 1'1. LIV.
K.K. 11. 0186. Fr. of clay stucco mask ol facc ; gilded.
All R. side broken away above chin. Moutll nearly all
cut away. L. eye, ncarly closed, long and oblique. 6"
x 6".

K.K. 11.0187. Fr. of clay stucco mask of lace ; gilded ;
L,side, eyes and ear missing. Well-shaped features; the
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upper lip thick but refined, strongly bowed, and outline
defined by raised edge surrounding pink. Good work.
6" x 4". PI. LIV.

K.K.11. 0188. Clay stucco head, le~nale(?); painted.
Plump oval face; straiglit, normal eyes, small nose
(broken) and mouth ; delicate and rather weak chin.
Eyebrows well arched ; hair in short close curls (?) over
brow, long in front of ears.
T i a n (broken). Hair a t back in loose flat bands interl a ~ i n g ; a t top it is drawn I~igliu p like a plume, but
coded into tight roll, presenting volutes a t the sides.
I;lesl~ pink, hair black. Type very Etruscan. Stick projecting down~vardsfrom nccli. 3&"x a" x 1%". PI. LIII.

K.K. 11. 0189. Fr. of clay stucco mask of face,
gilded ; wit11 long ear and black hair Ialling partly in front
01 ear. Lips red ; eyebrou,, outline o l upper eyelid and
iris, black. L. half missing. Type seclns as K.K. 11. 0185
(PI. LI\'), but in miniature. zb' x 2&". PI. LIII.
K.K.u. oxgo. Clay stucco head and neck of snake
or dragon. Large eyes and nostrils ; mouth wide open ;
short teeth in upper jaw. I'ink. Neck (at right angles t o
direction of jaurs) thinned by cutting, t o fit into socket
of body. z i " x at" x ~ f .PI. LIII.
K.K.11. 0191. Fr. of clay stucco drapery in green,
edged gold ; attached, a smooth convex portion painted
crimson \\ith blue and green floral ornamcnt outlined
wllite. 4 t " x 3". PI. LV.
K.K.11. otga. Fr. of clay stucco cords (7); brown.
Two strands looped round another and ends hanging free,
one broken away. 21" x 14'.
K.K.11.0193. Clay stucco terminal knob ; pear-shaped ;
pink. 2b" x 14".
K.K.11. 0x94. Fr. of clay stucco band; thin ; painted
crimson and decorated with tlun floral pattern between
two lines in white. 3r x I i n .
K.K. 11. 0195. Fr. of clay stucco. L. arm of figure,
in pink stucco. I-land missing. Flexed. Upper arm zl",
forearm 3f'.
K.K.U. 0197. Fr. of clay stucco ' caltrop ' mail, with
detail well modelled ; gilded. Each of the three visihle
arms of the caltrop is channelled down its centre ; an
extra reed lies on each side of it, giving it the appearance
of being composed of Iour reeds, the two externals being
on a lower plane than the centre pair. At junction of the
three arms is a knob (rivet or jewel). I t is, however, not
clear 01 what material the original could have I~cen,nor
how it was constructed. 51" x 2 i n . For other examples,
see K.K. 11.084 &c., oror, 0103,0163. PI. LV.
K.K.IL 0198-901. Clay stucco lotus petals, slightly
convex, painted in bands of grey of various shadrs-dark
a t cenlre of petal ant1 ligl~ra1 cdgcs, w l ~ i c lare
~ outlined
while. 3$* x 24".
K.K.11. oaoa, 0903. Frs. of clay etucco drapery in
lree and elaborate folds, painted green with red lining.

Very fibrous clay; very good work. Longest 51" x 21".
PI. LIII.
K.K.Ir.oao8. Fr. of clay stucco border, from halo (7)
or mitre-shaped head-dress ; inner edge plain red ; outside,
pearls, with outer border of flames. L. side missing.
6" x 5".
K.K.11.oaog, 0211. Frs. of clay stucco Irom painted
border, 01 same type as K.K. 11, o ~ o o . Gr. fr. 4t'x.3tg.
-

--

K.K. 11. oalo. Fr. of clay stucco face (?), gilded;
with rope of blue hair on one side.

24" x

4t".

K.K. n. 0216-18. Frs. of painted wood, of uncertai~~
application. 0216, box lid(?) in two pieces (now joined);
concavo-convex, rectangular with traces of red paint at
ends and one long edge of convex side, and with transverse
lints of grey, with grey border and green ends on coocave
side. Four dowel holes, with three dowels in positio~~
near
corners. At ends one of long edges cut away slightly
as though for hinges. 6%"x 3".
0217, rectangular, covered with green and yellow paint
on one side, under which, where chipped, faint black
Chinese written chars. 5 i " x I$".
0218, rough, rectangular, painted one side black nith red
and white blossoms. 7%"x I&',.

K.K.11. 02x9. Fr. of clay stucco, with convex surlace,
gilded. 34" x 2".
K.K.11. O ~ S O . Fr. of clay stucco, roundcd and painted
bright pink. Part of surface shows mass of flowers or
bunches of drapery, drawn in black ink over gilding.
4nx2)"x1f".
K.K. 11. ozar. Fr. of clay stucco mask of face; L.
side ; gilded, with black hair, red lips, slanting eye and
long ear. Exactly as K.K. 11.0189, but L. sidc instead ol R.
Surface of nose and top of head gone. H. 2 t f " . PI. Ll11.
K.K.u. oaaa. Fr. of clay stucco seated (7)figure,
showing back 01 lower end of leg covered with pink drapery,
from which emerges ankle, heel and part 01 upturned sole
of foot. Stripe of green paint Padmhana (?) along loser
edge of gilding. 3%''x I&".
K.K. 11. 0223. Fr. of clay stucco flgure ; R. arm bent,
in loose white sleeve with black cuff. Hand clenched and
drilled for spear (?); pnintcd pink. Length 21".
K.K. U. oaaq. Fr. of clay stucco, Pirdmhana; showing
two rows of petals, one row turned upwards and outwards
and the other downward and outwards.
Petals have raised rih near edge with ,troll relic1 urn.
a t t i p ; painted in one row, yellow and red mth grey
border, green and dark grey will, red border, red wit11grey
border ; opposite row, grey and dark grey with red border,
yellow and red wit11 grey border, grern with red border.
Raised rih always white. In tach row are two complele
petals and a sni:~II pollion of n tl~ird. \\'ell mudellell.
3" X 1 i " . PI. LIII.

K.K. 11, 0 2 ~ 5 . Fr. of stucco relief hand, large life
size. One finger extended, and part 01 oll~erbeside it. TwU
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joints of fingers in the round, with gilded nnil ;
rem,linderof back unmodclled. \\'l~iteslip and rcrnains rrl
yrllo\~p i n t o t r r s~lrfncc. 41" x (gr. witlth) z" x 11".
K,K. 11, oaa6. F r . of c l a y s t u c c o fig. in relief. Shell
of torso, male, clad in tight-fitting crimson doublet or
]laving flesh painted crimson ; blue stole crossing hody
from L. sl~o~llder
with ends intertwined on breast. Blue
girdle below waist, tied in tightly round hips with white
overlap, and supporting red (?) Ilhnti. IT. 41". PI. L I l I .
enl]

K.K. 11, 0227. C l a y s t u c c o relief fr., of sheath, consisting of two double bracts overlapping a t base and
prting to each side. No paint. 2)" x 35".
K.K. 11, oaag. Fr. of c l a y s t u c c o d r a p e r y ; gilded,
surlace much defaced. V-shaped in section, with edges
corning Ior~vard. z t " x z ] " x (gr. ~hickncss)IY.
K.K. 11. 0230. C l a y s t u c c o P a d m l s a n a of standing
figurine, with white-painted R. foot preserved. Single
circle of down-turned lotus petals,-apparently in metal (?),
whirh has been removed leaving only impress on clay,nnrl flat seed-vessel painted black with yellom rings. Hole
in middle where fig. has been broken off showing sockets
I I Itwo
~ pegs. Diam. 3" x zi", 11. c. I".
K.K. 11. 0273. c. Fr. o f c a r v e d w o o d . A thin flat strip
with opposite edges cut away symlnetrically leaving a form
which consists of a disc, in centre, and two crescents (?)
placed back to back below. Rough work. Length I & " ,
width b', thickness &".
K.K. 11. 0274. hhh. Fr. o f s t u c c o m a s k . Nose, part of
upper lip, eyes and forehead with large circular projecting
Tilakn; eyes nearly closed. \Vhole very flat nnd stylized.
Red clay mised with fine fibre. 2 4 " I".
~

K.K.n. o28g. Fr. of i n s c r i b e d w o o d . Rough flat lath
with several Chin. chars. a t one end. Lath has been cut
at ends and sides, removing some parts of writing. Traces
of pink paint on one side. 74" x I " x f".

K-K, 11. 0307. W o o d e n s t i c k , roughly trimmed. with
bark left in parts, wrapped round with silk \tVaste,and many
layers of tom Chin. MSS. Length 16".diam. c. 1".
K.K.

11. 0308. F r , of s t u c c o f i g u r e (?), almost entirely
p a p r and can\'as. P e r l l a ~ s Part
Cf. Ior
material K.K. 1. oG8. A line of drapery seems t o cross
body. 4f" x (gr. width) 31'.

K.K.11. 0309. P i e c e o f plain s i l k ; soft, good weave,
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Ilut dirty and lrlll of holcs. Crimson (?), faded to nondescript dirty grey. I-Ias had corners tied crosswise to make
bag for some object. Single Chill. char. written in two
opposite corners. 21$" x 24)" (selvedge t o selvedge).
K.K.

0310. a-h.
Misc. f a b r i c frs., including :two frs.; very coarse plain-wenve material of dark
brown goat's-hair, with needlework pattern (indistinguishable) in buff; (c) fr. of chocolate-brown silk damask, with
pattern of small repeating hexagonal spot, ground and
pattern in reverse twills ; (d) fr. of yellow silk damask,
from border of painting with semi-conventional floral
pattern woven in reversed twills; pattern hardly distinguishable for dirt ; (e) fr. of plain cream-coloured silk ;
(fi fr. of loosely woven yellow silk gauze ; (g-h) two frs.
of fine open-work cream silk gauze, soft, woven in lozengemesh. All very dirty. d 12" x 3f" ; h and g 6" x 3" and
4f' x 2".
11.

(a-b)

K.K. 11. 0311. Fr. o f s i l k painting, much worn ant1
faded, showing standing fig. of demon or Vajrapini, f t o
R. General type as lTajrapinisol Ch'ien-fo-tung banners,
see Scr. iv. PI. LXXXVI. Fig. flaming-haired, with red
horse-head (?) over forehead, and four-arnmed. Lower R.
hand clenched, upper R, hand a t breast holding link of
thunder-bolt (?) ; L. arm not preserved. Three discs
(buff) over halo, above.
Legs of fig. covered belo~vby haloes of two other divinities ; on R. blue halo,and male head, f to R., with high red
(magistrate's ?) head-dress and blue boar's heitd in front ;
on L., green halo, with black top-knot of other divinity,
and phoenis (?)in front. 1.44" x 5".
K.K. 11. 031s. W o o d e n relief c a r v i n g ; in form of smnll
pointed flame, with scalloped edge t o su nest flickering.
On flame is carved in relief male deity of Evaitie a p p a r ance straddling with legs apart on two sprawling monsters,
both hnnds a t breast holding thunder-bolts. \Vears apronlike Dlicti, bracelets, anklets, armlets (marked by grooves
on upper
.. arm), and lonfi- necklace of skulls (?) reachin:
almost to knees and falling in front of wrists.
Long triple-headed skull (?) mace, held in crook of L.
arm, rises above shoulder. Features regular and undistorted ; elongated ears, tinra,and high wide t o p k n o t of hair.
~~~~i~~ of vermilion p i n t on D l ~ e t iand background,
and black paint on monsters. Good work. Ilole through
lip of flame for nttachmcnt to object,-perhaps
vesicn
border of large fig. L. bottom corner broken off. 11. 3)",
gr, witlth IF. PI. LrII.

BLOCK-PRINTS, DRAIVINGS AND T E X T I L E REhlAINS RECOVERED FROhI S H R I N E K . 6 . I1

K-K, 11. o=7. a +K.K. 11. 0253. C . + K . K . 11.017. s. IV.
Block print o n paper. S u b j c c ~ incomplete. To L.
elaborately dressed seated Ilodhisattva in loose lull robe,
I R. will1 simple nimbus and vesira with plain border.
Long narro\v streamers lrom elaborate head-dress flow
Over lront of slloultlers. Above and t o L. six attendants ;
IWo
ones with upward streaming hair (LokapBlas ?),

one holding u p thc sun disc (with three-legged crow) in
I,. hand. Three losver ones, judges (?), in tall bnck\vard
curlped hats and long gowns with blnck hordcrs ; hands
folded. To L. below, seated figure; hend slightly tilted
a n d eyes do\vncnst, hands folded a t breast; full robes.
To L. of this a kneeling woman in full robes \sit11 hands
folded. All look towards centre and each has a ninibus.
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In Iorcground to L. a squatting elephant with hind leg5
like those of a lion, ears bovine, small curved trunk, tusks
growing upward from lower jaw, eye surrounded by radinting lines.
To R. two seated figures, nimbate, in full robes and graceful head-dress, hands folded, looking to centre. Farther
to R. a square altar covered with a cloth figured wit11
double circle paterae, with pleated valance near top edge,
falling below a border of chevron pattern. On centre
of top of altar, a lotus pattern bowl containing indefinite
objects from which proceed waving rays.
At L. corner of altar a kneeling figure in robe, across
which run broad black bands. To R. a shaven monk
approaches altar in deferential attitude, hands folded.
A halo surrounds his head and lotuses support his feet,
which are covered with thick-soled Chinese shoes. Beyond
the altar a portion of an architectural scheme appears
which may be the lower part of the central throne. The
extreme foreground is occupied by cloud.
The description is compiled from three Irs., all from
the same original though probably not from the same
printing-block. K.K. 11. 022; shows part of the L. and
loser border lines, elephant, part 01 the two figures just
above and pnrt of the two seated in foreground. Paper
very woolly a t torn edges. 5" x4f". K.K. 11. 0253 shows
the whole of foreground with border lines, from elephant
to monk and part of kneeling figure above elephant, pnrt
of two seated figures to R. of elephant, the altar and the
two figures addressing it. Pnper yellow and fairly firm.
84'x31'.
K.K. 11. 017. s. iv. shows the ' Bodhisattva ',
the six figures behind, the kneeling and scated figures
above elephant, part of elephant's Iread, top of nimbus
of seated figure t o R. of elephant and on a detached fr.
part of altar and upper half of monk. Pnper soft, woolly
and tattered. 74" x 4". PI. 1-XII.

K K . xr. 0927. b. T w o block-printed paper leaves,
with Hsi-hsia test. One leaf decorated with two rows
each of sis seated Buddha figures, one row a t top of pnge,
the o ~ h e ar t centre. Very crude and stylized. Below each
figure five or six \mitten characters, of which the first two
m d the last in each row are identical in all. The other
leaf has text without figures. Paper I~uffand gootl. c.
7k" x 34'. PI. LXV.

K.K.

11. 0927. v. Fr. of paper leaf, with impression
in dark buff of wooden block. Design bizarre and difficult
to make out. The centre is occupied by an outlined figure
combining a flattened Stiipa raised on a base with an
extension above vaguely resembling the outline of a man
with arms composed of undulating banners. Below base
is a suppoeing PadmBsana. This central form extends
almost the whole height of the picture.
Within the form, against base and S t i p is a seated
Buddha figure with halo and nimbus. The rest of the form
is Milled with a n inscription in Tibetan characters. On
the ' field ' t o R. and L. 01 ' head ' is a pair of seated figures
on clouds, with umbrella canopy over the head of each.

Symbols and Roral forms fill all spaces, and a double
line borders the whole. Lower L. corner torn away.
Paper thin and huff. 6$' ~ 3 4 " .

K.K. 11.0228. q. Fr. oftwo block-printed paperleaves,
with Hsi-hsia text, decorated a t top with row of six seatrtl
Buddha figures on each, exactly similar to K.K. 11. 02gj.
cc (PI. LXV). One leaf tom in half and lower part
missing. The othertorn. Top edge ragged. Buff, 6" r q&".

-.

K.K. Ir. 0228. t. Fr. of paper, with drawing in line
of eyes and L. ear of life-size head of elderly man of Chinese
type. Paper thin and dark buff. Torn on all sides.
34' X 5k".
K.K. u. 0228. u. TWOfrs. of coarse canvas, with traces
of pale blue pigment (tempera ?) and paper hacking. Gr.
x 44".
fr.
K.K. 11. 0229. a.. 0239. c. Six frs. of block-printed
paper leaf. The scene appears to be the adoration of a
serpent or of a central figure (missing) in which the serpent
takes a prominent part. The scene is laid on a richly
tiled terrace or court of a palace of which onc column and
part of a complicated architrave are shown to the L. ((r.
0229. a) with ' valance ' and rolled ' clrirbs ' below the
architrave.
On the same fr., which is in two pieces, arealso seen within
the colonnade :-to L. of column two clean shaven attend
ants \\,caring cassocks and black hats whicl~have an erect
portion a t back rising above the low flat crown and perhaps
club-shaped ribbons cach side. The near figure with R.
hand clasped by the L, is in a sort of pose of peaceful
rcsignation, and the other bearing a censer (?). Lower
parts of figs. hidden I)y ornamental balustrades in lront o I
column. End of balustrade is just to R. of column ant1
stops against a post surmounted by an open lotus finial.
TO R. of column a female fig. with rippling hair dressed
close to head curtain-wise over each temple. hfuku!a,
a jewel-like flower. She wears a full robe crossed over
breast and carries in R. hand a sceptre or wand resting
against her R. shoulder and terminating at the level oi
her head in a Madonna lily. She stands behind another
robed fig. with elaborate head-dress and apparently seatrd
on, or standing in front of, a high-backed carved chair.
The whole of front of fig. missing;
Below in L. corner of picture a group ot persons of whicll
four are traceable. Two immediately below bnlustrndc
are dressed as the two above, the stiffened club-shaped
tabs (or ribbons) shown clearly projecting a t each side of
lower part of back of hat. One has a long brard and
other a short ' goatee ' and moustache. The other two
figs., below, have deep fringes or pleats round lower edge
of gown and hats 01 a generally similar shape to those
abovr but more ornate in outline. All four hold in front of
their faces a billet-like object. Part of pavement show.s1n
foreground. A fine scroll border, white on black, runs
round the three intact edges 01 picture.
0239 c is in four ragged pieces, three of which join an!
these together join to 0229. a. The tiled pvemcnt IS

jr
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continued,and on it near front is a great snake coiled, with
head (missing) rising from centre and tail extending in two
undulationsto R. To R. and L. are standing personages
in fine robes 2nd hats bending deferentially towards centre
picture and holding short wand of office I~eforetheir
mouths. Retseen snake and figures t o R. is a lahel with
lew Hsi-hsia characters.
l'llc lourth piece is a continuation of the R. group of
figures. Pnrt of border remains a t lower edges; upper
part and R. side missing.
Design and engraving good. Paper buff, fragile but fairly
preserved. Height of complete paper leaf I O ~ " ,breadth of
connecting pieces c. 8". Detached fr. 4" x IF. PI. LXI\r.

K.K. 11.omg. b. Fr. of block-printed paper leaf, with
Ilsi-hsia text showing part of row of seated Buddha figs.
and 'baluster' ornament from same block as K.K. 1 1 .
o ? j 3 b. Paper buff, torn away on all sides. 3" x 11".
K.K. 11. 0229. C. Fr, of paper with impression of fine
and spirited wood-block. Three celestial figures (Lokapilas)
descend, 1 to L., on ' vermicular ' cloud scrolls. They are
dressed in loose swaying Dhdtis and thin fluttering stoles.
From their partially open mouths they are probably
rhanting. Their hands arc in various poses of adoration ;
the last carries a long club in his L. hand. In the headdress01racli is a distinguislling crest, hut these are too vague
to determine tlicir Iorms with certainty.
At top L. are two streamers 01 light proceeding from
L. In R. top corner is black lahrl bearing white Chinese
(or IIsi-hsia) cllnracters. Border black with Vajra in
white at top. Torn a t L. and pnrt 01 lower side. Paper
discolourcd. 5" x 2.1". PI. LXV.

K.K. 11. onzg. qq. Block-printed paper leaf, with
five columns of Hsi-hsia text on one side. On other, rough
skelch of human figure with head-dress in form ol upright
ovate leal. Paper huff, laid. s t " x 4".

K.K. 11. oszg. rr. i-ii. Fr. of paper, of many layers
matted together, coarsely painted in green and red.
Pallern indistinguishal~le. 6" x 24".

K.K-

11. oaao. Fr. of paper, with impression of upper
Part 01 seated Buddha similar to thosc on K.K. 11. 0293. a.
Paper soft and ragged. 3" x I$',.

K.K. U. 0230. a. Fr. of block-printed paper leaf, wit11
\,ertical band 01 lotus scroll opening into ogee forms
i~ithinwhicl~are figures. One complete nimbate fig. in
dancing pose on a lotus seed-table, playing cymbals. I t
appears to wear a loose robe with R . arm and shoulder
bare (Buddha fashion) ; short legs, app&r to be clothed in
pyjamas.
Belox is the lotus holding the seed-table and extending
"most to the lull width ol band. The undulating stem
"hirh descends from it t o the border lines below thro\\.s
out lotus leaves and buds; hut additional small scrolls and
bracts are used to furnish awkwnrd spaces. At top of 11..
(torn) is lower part ol a second ogce in which fig. appears
10 bc seated. Paper Imff, R. edgc cut, bottom t o m but
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shows border lines. R. side and top torn away. 5 " x 14".
Cf. K.K. 11. 0279. uuu. ii. PI. LXV.

K.K, rr. oaao. b. Fr. of paper, with part of block print
showing portion of R. side of circle enclosing n subject,
probably Avalokitebvara, of which only a branch of willow
growing from a slender long-necked \ m e , and the end ot
a n object identified below, remain. On the space outside
the circle a rough lotus petal border along bottom edge of
paper. Flowers, grass and water (?) indicate landscape.
To R. a man (part only) stands on a rock gazing down a t
another man in black coat and cap enveloped in cloud, his
hands in attitude of prayer and head turned towards first
figure. This is the righteous man cast from mountain by a n
enemy, floating safely down to the flower-strewn ground.
Aboveare clouds and a storm-blown tree (to R.). A man
is running along a cloud with hands held u p to his head to
protect it against a shower of hail-stones (?). A small
label in centre of fr. bears an inscription in Chinese or
Hsi-hsia characters. Paper dark buff, torn a t all sides.
6:'' x 32". PI. LXII.

K.K. 11. oaao. d. Fr. of paper, with part of block print
showing two figures ministering a t a tall many-tiered shrine.
To L. ot shrine, a tree ; to R. a label with Hsi-hsia inscription. To R. of label, the L. side ol seated Buddha figure
with haloes. T o L. of tree a pavilion with short flight of
steps. At top of fr. appears part of low plinth of building
receding in perspective t o R., with fliaht of steps towards
which a figure seems to be walking. Crass in imnlediatc
foreground 01 picture. Paper worn. 5'' x 23".
K.K. 11. 0130. e. Fr. of paper, \vitl~part of block print
of Paradise similar to K.K.11. 0233. I), &c., PI. LXII. P a r t
of front \\.all and pavement. Paper much worn. 3" x 34".
K.K. I t , 0230. vv. Fr. of plain silk, dark buff. Ragged
and worn. 6" x6".
K.K. 11.oa3o.ww. Fr. of canvas, with painting of hand
holding hemispherical bowl surrounded by scrolls; all in
black outline tinted green and buff with inside of bowl
red. Torn a t all sides. 34" ~ 3 4 " .
K.K. u. 0231. a . T w o block-printed paper leaves, with
Hsi-hsia text; each leaf decorated across the top with a row
ol five seated Buddhn figures similar to K.K. 11. 0292. i,
but much clearer impression. Usual characters a t top and
bottom. The two leaves were originally pasted together
a t their edges, but are now divided. They were unequal
in width, one accommodating four figures and the other
six. Paper buff and strong. 7" x 3%". PI. LXV.
K.K. u. 0231, b. Fr. of block.prlnted paper leaf, showing part of R. side of large picture representing probably
the adoration of some central figure or object. Thirty-four
figures are shown, all facing f to L. zlll have haloes and
some are distinguished by symbols. Three in foreground
carry respectively a serpent, a sword and a Biwa. I n
second row one has four horses in the head-dress (SGrya ?).
Farther back the Sun and Moon are visible. Several
figures nre shaven as monks ; others have a high t o p k n o t
without or with ornaments.
3Q
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In the background above are clouds and floating flowers
and t o L. is an elaborate S t i p a in a halo. Four labels
have IIsi-hsia inscriptions. Lower edge has continuous
PadmBsana border.
Engraving good, but rather mechanical in the repetition
of the figures. Style Tibetan. Paper buff and in good
condition, torn away a t both sides. Sf" x 7a". P1. LXIII.
K.K.11. 0231. u. 1. Fr. of paper, composed of many
layers matted together and painted dark green on one side
with traces of red and white. 5"
- x 4fn.
K.K. u. 0231. u. ii. F r . of paper. similar to K.K.
0231. U. i, painted green with borders of narrow buff and
broad red. Traces of red under green. 61" x 5".
K.K.n. 0231. v. Block.printed p a p e r leaf, with Hsi-hsia
test decorated along top with row of six seated Buddha
figures similar t o K.K. r1.0~33.uuu. Paper buff, very thin
and torn. Upper L. comer in rags. 7fn x 4%".
K.K.11. 0232. ii. 1. Fr. of plain silk, showing selvedge ;
buff. l o " x 3 t " .
K.K.u. 0238. ii. ii. Fr. of plain silk, buff. 3&"x I*".
K.K. 11. oa33. Fr. of block-printed p a p e r leaf, decorated a t top with seated Buddha figs. similar t o K.K. rr.
0281. a. xxxviii (PI. LXV), but with rayed body-halo and
uithout ' bird '. Clean impression. Upper half of one fig.
only and part of three spandrel leaves of next to R.
Paper buff and woolly a t torn edges. 2%" x 13".
K.K.11.0~33.a. Block-printed p a p e r leaf, with Hsi-hsia
text. A broad sheet wiih row of 8seated Buddha figures
similar to K.K. 11. 0292. i, but very much more crude
and badly printed. Bottom row of characters worn off.
Paper buff and woolly. 6f" x 5f".
K.K. n. 0133. a. iii. Fr. of s i l k muslin, dull brown.
c. 5" X 2".
K.K. n. 0833. a. iv. Fr. of s i l k muslin, dull yellow.
Unevenly woven. of" x 24".
K.K. It. 0833. a. v. Fr. of s i l k muslin, with rough
painting in dull green and red with grey contour lines.
Fragmentary and badly torn. Prob. part of votive
picture. 1 2 " x jf".
K.K. n. 0233. a. vi. Fr. of c o a r s e cloth (hemp 2) ;
white with narrow lines of blue in both directions forming
a kind of check. Patch of plain blue paint on one side and
scrap of paper adhering to reverse. 4f" x 2".
K.K.u. 0233. b, 0280. a , o z g o . a. Frs. of block-printed
p a p e r leaves, showing parts of picture of a Paradise,
all from the same original. All the lower part of centre
missing. Gencral scheme an elaborate Chinese palace
standing in a lake. From the central faqade the wings are
set back in two parallel retreating planes. A balcony
extends the whole length of the building and gives access
t o openings flanked by columns or pilasters. The eaves
of a Chinese tiled roof with upturned comers are visible
over central and second facades.
Two streams of water, one R. the other L., pour from end
~

eaves and fall into lake below. ' Chicks ', or pairs of
curtains, coiled or drawn up nearly to the top, appear
between columns of these two fa~ades.
Sloping gangways lead up to balconies from great fore.
court which extends whole width of picture and is enclosed
nll along by an elaborate wall topped with roof tiles. Below
the elaborate brick- (or wood-) work of the wall is a plain
band against which are double festoons of jewels held up
by halfrosettes and divided by tasselled cords, pendent
between. I n immediate foreground are rolling clouds and
a t extreme ends of wall two tower gateways with raking
flanks; a t each a small human figure in devout pose,
apparently entering (a soul entering Paradise 2).
In centre of top of picture is a seated Bodhisattva figure
with nimbus, and an enclosing Mandala on which is shown
a broad pagoda projecting R. and L. of figure. Beyond
this are rays extending to the limits of a rectangular
enclosin~
--.
- frame. R. and L. of hlandala
. . oroceed -[our
waving beams of light.
A group of four nimbate figres appears to R , and traces
of a similar group to L. of central-fig. Farther to R. in
two last intercolumnar spaces of a second facade are t m
nimbate female figs., and a third approaches them up a
gangway. To L. a similar group. In the two end spaces
of third facade are two more figs. to R. and L. respectively.
From centre of picture stream two broadening wavy
bands of light, one to R. and one to L., finishing at extreme
upper comers of picture. On each of these are repeated fire
times a oalace or shrine, a tree and a tank with little rincs
and small symbols scattered round. An extra tank appears
a t extreme R. Groups of figures occupy the forecourt.
TO R. of centre is an orchestra of seven female celestial
pertormen, all nimbate. The instruments include cymbals,
mouth organ (Il'u), clappers, whistle, conch (?),syrinx, the
Chinese elongated lute and possibly another instrument not
recognizable.
Clouds form a background and symbols (triangle, rings,
kc.) float between figs. To R. are two labels with Hsihsia inscriptions. To R. a group of five nimbate monks 0 )
in adoring pose, having short black hair and flowin!:
robes. Clouds and symbols form background. A Hsi-hsia
label above foremost monk. In middle distance is seen a
portion of lake with lotus. Farther to R. are five kneeling
nuns (?),each with nimbus and a curious bow of light which
bends forward from behind fig. and streams back behind
nimbus. On this bow is repeated the shrine, tree and tank.
The figs. have long hair drawn close to head and tied in
small knot above nape of neck. Each fig. carries an object
resembling a crown or ceremonial head-dress. Above
these are thc heads and shoulders of three demons with
upward streaming hair and a ' king '. The farthest demon
is probably four-armed and holds in R. rear hand the Sun.
The demon k l o w him appears to be Garuda.
Above foremost 'nun ' is a two-column inscription In
immediate foreground on a fine cloud are two figures!
perhaps kneeling (feet are hidden in cloud) ; one a warnor
(LokapHla ?) with hands clasped, the other perhapsanother

.
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,varrior,but without headgear and partly shaven, holding
some ofitring (crown or helmet ?). Bclow cloud is visible

loot of a bastion of the wall.
T,, L, centre of picture, fr. shows three nimbate,
adoring
; five kneeling celestial warriors (?)nimbate
and with bands of light as with ' nuns ' on opposite side ;
three demons and a ' king '. One of the demons is
a Cam&(?); one has a skull on front of head (Mahaklla?),
and the third has a cobra (Nigarija ?). Six labels bear
Iki-hsia inscriptions.
Down L.edge of paper is border of five-pointed doubleended Vajras, alternating will1 semi-rosettes in pairs,
'engaged ' with side lines ; cf. K.K. 11. 0272 a.
\Vhole very elaborate and an important wood-block. The
lower part of centre and to L. of centre about two-fifths
of whole length are missing. 0233. b is complete L. fifth of
lrl~ole; 0280, a shows about two-fifths of the whole upper
edge, and a small detached fr. shows upper R. corner;
woolly and torn; 0290, a shows perfect two-fifths to H.
The whole was folded concertina-wise in book form. Paper
buH. Total length complete was 20". Breadth of block 68".
PI. LXlI.

K.K. 11. 0233. ttt, uuu. One block-printed leaf and a
fr, of paper, ,vitl, ~ ~ i - text
h ~ and
i ~ decorated across
upper edge with row of seated Buddlla figures similar to
K,K, 02i6. t,
roughly printed, uuu shows
part ol six fiyres and is torn away on L. and upper R,
paper bufi and thin. it" 4t
shows part of four
figures. Paper very thin. jf" x zt".

K.K. 11. 0233. vvv. Block-printed paper leaf, with
Hsi-hsia test, ornamented a t R. half of top with cut of
standing saint (?), full face, leaning strongly t o R. and
steadying himself with a long staff which rests on ground
R' and
his body towards and beyond R' p'
shoulder'
hand On le\'el of shoulder grasps staff, and
L. hand prob. grasps it a t breast level.
Figure has black short hair, no Usniga, double-line
nimbus, and wears ample robe falling over both shoulders,
with end carried over L. forearm. The whole in a single
lirrframe; the background within frame filled with roughly
upward curved lines which proceed from fig. Pose
recalls Christopllorus.
To R. and part of same block part of a niche with round
arch surrounded by upward curved rays stopped by cusped
lille of extrados. Above extrados arcllitectural detail not
clear. Relow niche a PadmGana and within nichc
somc'hinf not recognizable. All R. side torn away.
Threr columns of text come below orn;~ments,and threc
exlend from top 01 page a t L. of ornaments
!"'Irc hLtom. J u s ~below centrc of extreme outer colunln
l"'llc
Ir. of shrine with tall pointed spire. Very much
torn. Paper bull but lairly strong. 7' x 31".
a

K'K' O233. WWw. Fr. of block.printed paper leaf
w'th Hsi-hsia text, ornamented along top with rows of
Seated fi~llrefof whirl1 three are partly present. The
'gurcs
be crude attempt to show Buddhas or Uodhi-
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saltvas. T l ~ e yare seated in Dhyina-mudrii, and below
each is a kind of flattened long-petalled cllrysanthernum
rosette.
The head is broad with long horizontal moustache,
sharply pointed head-dress with ear-flaps. Halo round
body, and nimbus a t head. Rough rays proceed from R.
and L. of nimbus. The head suggests a warrior with lionlike face, while robe and pose might be those of Buddha or
a n ascetic. Work very rough. The columns of text below
show the usual two characters a t top and the final one
below. Torn straight down H. side. Paper buff and good.
6f" x I#".

K.K. u. 0133. xxx. Fr. of block.printed paper leaf
,itll ~ ~ i - text,
h ~ decorated
i ~
across centre with row of
seated ~ ~ d figures,
d h exactly
~
like K.K. r l . oz76. v. upper
llalf of page nearly all missing and also the R, half. part
two 6gures only remain with two columns of text below
10~.
Paper buff and rather soft.
K.K. 11. 0235. k. ~ r of. paper leaf, with five columns
of Hsi-hsia script. On other side very rough sketch of
running horse, badly d r a m . Paper buff, laid, ragged a t
all edges. 6&"x 42".
K.K. 11. 0236. a, b. Frs. of paper drawings. a shows
part of two borders and centre of a painted circular device.
Centre, yellow divided by thin red lines into petal-like
sectors. Crude. Paper soft, and torn, rob. laid. 7' x 3".
6, four elongated enclosed palrnettes, their bases meeting
against a central circle thus forming a cross. Roughly
drawn in black. Paper as above. 4' x 4 f W . Remaining
Irs. show a few written chars. (Hsi-hsia) and scattered
lines.
K.K. 11. 0236. c. Fr. of paper, with part of block
print. Below, upper characters of six columns of Hsi-hsia.
Above, part of a scene in which five figures appear t o R.
Two
persons
bare legs and arms, p r o b b l y
carrying staves, proceed t o R. To L. of these, two figures
clad in long robes (monks or judges) lacing each odler.
Extreme L. a figure similar t o first pair, but wearing leg
covering and Chinese boots, advances hurriedly to L. in
fighting pose with clenched fists. The last only
part
of face and head, the others being torn away. Drawing
good and vigorous. Paper buff and torn a t all sides.
5f' x zf". PI. LXlV.
K.K. 11. 0236. ccc. Fr. of plain buff s i b . 3)" x 24".
K.K. 11. 0236. ddd, 0237. aa. Frs. of coarse canvas
(hemp ?) ; painted or printed blue p o u n d with round spots
reser\.ed. 0236. add, I#" x 2f" ; 0237. aa, 4" ~ 4 ' .
K.K. u, 0238. a. Fr. of block.printed paper leaf on
L,part of a picturc. T o H. is large figure of
is
lotus appaseated deity on a fine P;ldmlsana, the
rently standing on a stem which is hidden by figured drapery
and supported by a rectangular base. Behind figure is
an elaborate ' chair-back ', rectangular to level of figure's
chin and then arched over the head in scrolls springing from
hlakaras and crowned a t lop with a fliuning jewel resling
3Qz
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on a lotus. Comers of rectangular part have imtefixae
ornaments. Within arch a nimbus with rayed border.
Behind ' chair-back ' nnd forming background to i t is
a rayed halo with plain border.
Figure is very stiff, hus three heads, the centre turned
slightly t o R. Each face has three eyes. High crown
in which the chief jewels are shaped as tall triangles.
Narrow waist, high circular breasts, right arms, of which
five are present. The four on L. beginning above, hold
(I) fire, (2) wheel, (3) sword ; the fourth lowered in v a m h
Pose. The lowest t o R. is in front of abdomen, palm UP,
supporting a cup ill which is a tiny human figure standing
or sitting. A t pit of elbow of the lower R. p. arm is a flameshaped jewel resting against biceps.
Across breasts and shoulders a broad ornamented band.
Round neck a jewelled wreath and hanging in front of
body a long jewelled cord. Each wrist has a
with flame-shaped Jewel. Round h h n e n a jewelled
girdle from which depend loops of jewels and bells. A
richly figured garment covers legs, and anklets encircle
ankles. ~ o u n dtop of halo is a tree with bunches of long
narrow leaves, and above are waving rays interrupted in
centre by a label containing Hsi-hsia characters.
Down whole of L. side are nimbate fenlale figures, ten
in number, dressed in a similar manner but with more
simple ornaments, all with hands in adoring pose. Five
have low Mukutas and fi\-e high ones.
Clouds fill foreground and encircle top figure ; decorated architectural mouldings extend from L. of seat t o
side figures. Picture is bordered on the three intact sides
by rather crude five-pronged '.nJras in white on a black
band. Paper buff, good condition and cut along R. edge.
104"x lt". PI. L S I I .

oneblock-prlnted paper leaf, with
IIsi-hsia text and two rows of Buddha figures similar to
K.K. 11. 0227. b (PI. LXV), but figures better drawn and
engraved. Head-dress three-cornered, one corner rising
;rbove centre and other two projecting a t sides above ears.
From these lateral corners ;r line drops t o each shouldcr
thcequi\~alentof the ear-like projections of K.K. 11. 0292. i.
Pose in all Dhyina-mudri. Probably belongs to K.K. 11.
0265. f. Paper bufl and strong. 8" x 3i". PI. LXV.

K.K.II. a238. b.

K.K. 11. 0239. a Fr. of block-printed paper leaf,
decorated with row of seated Buddha figures and trees.
Two figures are nearly completc. 11third to R. shows little
more than the head, and a fourth t o L. part of haloes.
Each fig. is seated on a lotus of two rows of petals with
double outlines.
Second fig. from L. is in singlc robe covering both
shoulders, in DhyBna-mudri. Face wcll fonned, eycs cast
down, forehead broad, hair black coming down in pcak a t
ccntrc, below which Tilaka. Low flat U s n i ~ awith diamontl
wl~itespot in front, long ears.
Halo to body filled with upward curving rays. Nimbus
circular and plain. Third fig. has same robe which would
leave K. p. shoulder bare but for small picce just faUing

over shoulder. R.hand in Tarjuna-mudrB. posealld robe
of other two not visible.
&tween figures is a well-designed Bodhi tree growinl:
from a cloud (?) supported by a peony (?). ~~l~~~tl,ird
figure from L. is part of a Hsi-hsia (?) character. N~~~
top is a black border with a line or two above, and below it
and on black in white outline are alternate double-ende,j
V a j m placed horizontally and double circles. ~~~i~~ ,md
engraving good. Paper buff, tender and much torn. CI,
K.K. 11. 0279. uuu. ii. s f " x 84". PI. LXV.
K.K. 11. 0939. b. Fr. of paper leaf, in two pieces
originally pasted together. A group of adoring figures
standing on a figured pavement of a design silnilar to tllat
of K.K. 11. 0229. a, 0239. c, of which it may be portion of
another
The two nearest figures are to L. a nimbate female (?)
in full black-bordered robe and a band of scroll ornament,
white on black, on hem. To R. an elderly shaven monk in
robes crossed with black bars, both in adoring pose. The
other fiflres are incomplete. Paper buff and torn away
on rill sides, but portion of scroll border, as in example
quoted, is present. 5 t p , x 3 g PI,
K.K. 11. 0239. d. Fr. of paper, with drawing of seated
Buddha roughly executed. Figure is seated on heavily
He is turned t to L' in teaching pose, R'
hand slightly raised with two first fingers extended. L.
hand rests palm up in lap. Voluminous robe leaving only
chest bare t o waist ; on breast a Svastika. A badly shaped
halo behind body to level of shoulders and a nimbus at head.
xo features are indicated on face, a few sn,all written
are there. The Usl?i41 is a gradual swelling and
unlike the usual form.
I n front of figure a draped altar bearing five sacrificial
vessels. Proportions good and drapery carefully studied,
especially that on L, shoulder. Paper thin, buff and torn
a t edges. 54' x 4''. PI. L S I I I .
K.K. 11. 0239. ww. Block-~rintedpaper leaf, in tlVo
halves pasted together, with IIsi-hsia text and decorated
across top and centre with rows of six seated Buddll~
liguressimilarto K.K. 11.oz57.0; but haloesand P a h a a n a
painted pink. I'apcr buff, torn a t lower edge and L.cornCr~
but otherwise in good condition. 64"x ~ k " .
K.K. 11, 0239. www. Fr. of silk muslin, witl~part of
rough painting. Too fragmentary t o make out. Colours
red, blue, yellow and pink. Traces of gold. j" x 21".
K.K. 11. 0239. xx. Fr. of block-printed paper leaf, with
Ihi-hsia test, ornamented across centre by row of seated
Buddha figures. Part of two only are preserved 'rllc~c
show a clean-cut block, clearly printed. Type is similnr
to K.K. 11.0276. t ; bul Padmasana more carelessly drn\''n,
and there are no angles a t junction of I~alocs. Lines running
from sides of hair t o root of neck suggest long cars. xu
drapery lines excepting two lines a t neck and two at K.
ankle. Feet clumsily drawn with toes defured. Rays On
body halo. Figure to L. in L)hy&na-mudri. Fig. next lo
K. part of head only remains. Usual final charuLcrs
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nbol,efigs. and pert of first characlcr of column below L.
fiBre. paper pale buff and good. 6" x 34". PI. Lxv.
K,K, 0239. xxx. Fr. o f p l a i n s i l k , well woven ; palc
b~~ff.42' x I#'.
K,K, 11, 0 2 4 ~ .ii. Fr. o f p a p e r , \\.itll part of imprcs$ion block, showing parts of two kneeling figures among
Dressed in voluminous
in devotional
cerenloniaIrobes, bordered and partly banded in black.
xearest figure seems to have face in profile turned to L.
and a circular halo is carried completely round, over neck
~
~ ornamental~ bands to L.~ probably ~
indicate altar.
Borderof picture, black, with Vajra and elongated rosette
revened, ~~~~~~i~~rather crude, paper buff and torn
at all edges. 3" x 31''.
K.K. 11, 0240. jf. Fr. o f b l o c k - p r i n t e d p a p e r leaf,
very crude seated
'Om away On three sides'
Fr.
Buddha figure to R. with the usual two characters below,
and one followiny. To L. part of another Buddha which
seems to be larger, but this appearance may be due t o the
paper having become woolly and stretched. Tlie more
conlplete of the figures has an hourglass-shaped body but
broader belo\$,. Four transverse lines serve to express
lolded legs and Asana. A stole (?) crosses body from L. p.
shoulder to waist. K.hand is held away from body nearly
level with shoulder and touches line indicating halo. Face
L. P. part missing) is square and has nimbus.
Paper bufiand woolly a t torn edges. 3&"x 12".

K.K. 11. 0240. k k . F r . of p a p e r , sliowing rough
fragmentary sketches. Lower part of elaborately robed
figure apparently taking long stride. To back of this and
another way up, liead and L, p. arm of a man wearin;.
higll-necked coat and close turban. Paper buff and torn.
it" x 4".

0240. 11. Fr. of block.printed paper leaf,
lower R. portion wit11 ' baluster ' ornament si~nilar
to K.K.I1. 0253. b, PI. LXV. Paper buff and well prcserved. 3t" x 3".

K.K.

11.

K-K- 11. 0240. pp. qq. S m a l l frs. o f s i l k muslin;
with traces of paint.
X.K. 11. 0240. rr. Fr. of plain silk. Buff. 5" x IA".
K.K. 11. 0941. a. P a g e f r o m p r i n t e d b o o k , of Jataka (?)
"orics. Page divided by two lines into lour c(lual parts.
In first (upprr L.) and fourth (loivcr R.) are six columns
of Ilsi-hsia text. In second (upper K.) an old man, bitld,
lvcarin~loosc gnrlnent reaching to ankles, sliocs, and carrying a long crooked staff. (Cf. K.K.I,. 0 2 4 2 . b, 0285. b. vi.)
I ~ advances
c
to R., approaclicd by youth in long robe and
cllinesc lobalc cap with tags hanging a t back. His hands
together and his body bent forward as though in cngrrnpss or curiosity. ' Yerniicular ' clourls drift from L. and
UPlyard, and flowers und stoncs indicate the b ~ o u n d . In
third di~ision(lower L.) a man sitting on ground, his left
Ier: drawn up in pain and in involuntary eHort t o protect
llis budy, nliicli is bcing worricd by a tiger (Uuddha and thc
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tigress ?). ' Vermicular ' clouds drift lrom R. and upward.
Roughly cut but cleverly conceived. Paper dark buff ;
torn in places. 7" x 4". PI. LXIII.

K.K. XI. o y o , a. I-vill. Frs. of block.printed p a p e r
b o o k , with Hsi-hsia text and elaborate decoration. Owing
to fragmentary condition of book i t is impossible t o recognize the complete scheme of the decoration, but it is approximately as follows : Upper half (?) oI page has two
standing figures on white ground, facing each other but
divided by a vertical band of ' baluster ' ornament of a
character
similar ~to K.K. 11. ~0253. b. The
i
~ v e r t i a l half
~ of
a similar band stands on the outer sides of each figure panel.
Below each figure is a cob-nn of finely proportioned HsiI14a characters, standing under a n umbrella-shaped lotus
canopy with upturned ornamental outer ends, suspended
to which is a vertical string of jewels.
Between these columns is a column ol floral ornament
enclosed R. and L, by a I,road black line and a thin one,
T o extreme R. and L. on the outer sides of text columns are
narrolver bands of floral ornament. The whole effect is
and elegant.
One Ir. shows a n additional colun~nof text to R. with
column extending higher
an inverted lotus above it,
a boldly cuIped
than tile other text columns and
Witll black spandrels above.
The pairs of figs. are sometimes Bodhisattvas or Lokapilas standing on lotus bases and dressed in graceful
flowing
and flutlerillg stoles,
head
by
a single-lined nimbus. The other type of figure is the
typical niuscular, vigorously posed Dvirapila, also in
pairs
on a rock and carrying a long mace. All
figs. are of Ch'ien-to-tung type.
I n one of the central floral columns is part of the coifturc
and nimbus ol a smaller fig., and it is possible that such
a fig. was in all the similar columns. Paper buff, brittle
and very tattered. Engraving good. Gr. tr. 6. 38" x 2 i " .
PI. L S I I I .
K.K. 11. 0942. b. Frs. o f block-printed p a p e r leaf,
showing head, L, p. sl~oulderand liands of a figure, perhaps
a mendicant, leaning on long staff, shaped a t top like a
dog's hind leg, which lie grasps with both hands near L.
breast. IIe is old, bald, with round cxcrcscencc on centrc
of skull, and wears a spotted robe loosely draped ovcr
1,. shoulder and Iorcarm. Fig. is enclosed in a plain line
border. Paper buff, lnucli tattered and torn a t all cdgcs.
Lower part missing. (Ct. K.K. 11. 0285. b. vi.) 3b" x3".
K.K. rr. 0944. a. xiii. Fr. o f b l o c k - p r i n t e d p a p e r leaf,
showing lo\ver part of six colunins of Hsi-lisia text. A
Iargc space below has thrcc isolated stamps in black ; t1r.o
are roscttcs with leavcs 011 opposite sidcs and one :I rouglily
cllipticnl solid black spot. Parts of double-line border
appcnr near thrce edgrs oI fr. Upper part missing. Paper
buff and in good condition. 9" x 7".
K.K.n. 0244. a. xiv. F i v e frs. o f b l o c k - p r i n t e d l e a v e s
with tisi-hsia text, one Ir. deconted across upper edge
will1 scntcd Uuddl~aligb. silliilar to K.K.11. OZYI.a. xxxviii,

~
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q. v .

One head and K. shoulder ahnost complete ; small
pnrts of three others. The ' bird ' in this block is sl~own
with a long neck. Impression not very good. P a p r buff,
soft and woolly a t lower torn edge and a t sides. Larger
irs. zf' x 31'.
with Rsi-hsia text, decorated along top \\fit11 seated
Buddha figures, same as R.K. 11. 0238. b (PI. LXV),
but from less carefully cut block. Ear-like projections
scarcely traceable, the downward line running sharply into
side of face. Nearly all text torn away. Paper buff and
in good condition, 2.J" x 2h".

ground and the inner black Vajras alterllating \"itll black
dots 011 white ground. Upper part and R,side torn away,
0247, a sllows on upper border, same as lowrr, the head
of a Dodhisattva with nimbus near centre
fr.; to R.
head of an attendant. Above to R. the ends of five waving
bands
light coming from farther to R. To extreme L,
a leaf Or tree in border (2). Backround clouds (?).
0247. b shows double border at top and the Vajra and
border carried down R, side. To L. part of halo with
a t t a d a n t s having long hair, large Mukutas and lveloes
On a cloud backgroulld. l'aper buB, thin and badly torn.
Cr. fr. 81" x sf'.

K.K.11. 0244. a xxvl. S e v e r a l r a g s of plain blue

K.K.11.0247. c. Fr. o f d r a w i n g o n paper. Very rougll

s i l k muslin, one of closer woven green and one of
closer woven blue. Average 5" >: 2".

sketch of rocky gorge with pine trees. Pnper buff, thin
and ragged. 15" x 9".

K.K.11. 0244. a. xxvii. T w o frs. of buff finely w o v e n

K.K. 11. 0147. d. Fr. of d r a w i n g o n paper. All beloa

K.K. 11. 0944. a. xv. Fr. of block-printed p a p e r leaf,

silk, covered wfith printed black six-pointed stars, a few
flying birds and a large black stain. Ragged. Gr. Ir.
6' x

2'.

~b~~
frs. of plain silk,
all discoloured buff. Ragged. Gr. Ir. c. 13" x 6".
K.K. 11. 0244. a. xxix. T w o frs. One of silk fabric,
plain dull pink ; one of silk gauze dyed dull pink wit11
light buff 'pots reserved.
are
in horizontal and vertical lines and are of two sizes. Thc
larger, approximately circular, has the edges very slightly
scalloped t o form an octofoil 12. in diameter.
The smaller is a quatrefoil 4" in diameter, and four of
these are placed a t even distances (about 1%"centre to
centre) about each large spot. The groUPs of five spots
are repeated a t distance of about 24" centre to centre of
large spots. The small spots have each a ).ellow centre.
The large spots have two circular, ello ow, five-petalled
rosettes vertically one above the other and about )" in
diameter. K. and L. are two similar reversed foliate
scrolls in black. Cr. fr. (gauze) 8" x3f".

K.K. 11. 0944. a. xxviii.

K.K. n. 0947. a . F r . of d r a w i n g o n paper. 4 man
in seated pose enveloped in loose robes and wit], a scar[
draped over head, L. shoulder and R. arm and shoulder.
Face elderly, full, with long moustaches and lank beard
and whiskers. R. elbow raised as though resting on something, forearm across body bringing hand in front of chest.
L. forearm rests across L. knee, and L. hand holds stick
of long-haired fly-whisk which rests in crook of arm. R.
foot slightly lifted and tilted showing under-side of toes
and part of sole. Rough sketch or tracing. Paper buff,
torn away a t two sides and tattered. 13" x 9". PI. LVIII.
xi. T h r e e frs. of block.
and bad impres@ated p a p w picture. \'cry
sion from coarse block. Largest fr., K.K. 0 2 7 5 a. xi, has
much oI I.. edge intact and shows group of five persons surrounded by rocks or a rugged tree, looking to R. towards
a heavily draped altar standing on loluses. clouds
a p p r in lower L. corner, Double border a t lower edge,
the outer showing an undulating white stem on black

K.K.11. o q 7 . a, b ; 0975. a.

breast missing. Part of male figure in loose robe open
in long narrow loop a t chest. Face ) to L. is that of
elderly man with narrow Mongol eyes and eyebroas
sloping UP towards centre. Small mouth, no beard or
moustache. He grasps a branch of peony in his R. h a ~ ~ d
and seems to be holding it near nose as though to smell the
scent. L. hand not visible.
From level of L. cheek-bone a cur\-ed line springs outward
and upward as t]lough to form a short nimbus, but after
turning slightly inward above temple lifts up into a sort of
U?niga. A mass of leaves and flowers rests upon the protuberance, partly covering the line which reappears on
its downward curve to R. ,rhe outline L,
of lace,
after reaching the temple, turns across top of forehead in
large scallops. Halo has a concave trefoil indentation.
The features of face are drawn in a very beautiful free
line and the drawing of nose is extremely fine. Face,
hand and flowers are drawn with a fine-pointed brush;
the drapery,
a coarser brush in free bold lines. Paper
dark buff
very ragged and torn. Tllere are four
inscriptions in Rsi-hsia (?) characters : one in top L.
;
corner of Paper; one to L. of Peony held in the
at
one written obliquely on drapery just below
. chest ; fourth on drapery a t L. p. shoulder. IS" *14tn.
K.K. II. 09q7. e. s h e e t of paper, with two detached
drawings or tracings. One is a standing figure with
limbs of warrior, clothed only in ~mple
muscular body
loin-cloth tied with girdle round hips and hanging in rich
folds to knees in front and rather longer where it drifts
out behind. A rich jewel rests on chest tied by narrowclotll
bands of which four long ends float in the air R. and L.
twist from knees upward. Lower legs in
pose is a
profile to L.; head 3" to R. L. p. arm upraised with 'land
clenched. R. p. arm drawn slightly back and llcld
R. p. side, so that shoulders, wrist and clenched hand Only
show. I\ air of bangles on L. P. wrist.
hretorn away, but seems to have issued fronl gaping
jaws of a lion wl~oselleacl and mane lorm
Drawing very free and skilful and
anatomy.

"1
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Above this figure and a t right angles t o it is 2" back view
an elderly man with long beard and moustache, large
mouthwith
under lip, coarse nose and bulging
His head tied in a cloth or a cloth cap, with two
bands hanging from hack. Ire wears a loose fitting
with very full sleeves and belt a t waist. I-Ie faces and
leans slightly to R. A few lines in front of top of hend
rupgest his L. clenched hand raised.
All below waist lost. Drapery simple but vigorously
draw. Paper buff, torn a t both long edges and through
long centre line. 21" x 9". PI. LIX.
K.K. 11.oaq7.f. Fr. of paper with lines of large drapery.
Paper discoloured to dark brown and roughly tom. 15"
x 54".
K.K.11.0947. g. Four frs. of paper, two showing a line
or two and one a faint inscription (Hsi-hsia). Gr. Ir.
9' 3".
K.K. U. 0247. h. Fr. of paper, with part of life-size
drawing of man's head, f t o L. All above brows and
below chin missing. Apparently a n elderly face similar
to that of K.K. 11.0247. d, but not well drawn. Beginning
of nimbus appears a t side of cheek. Paper buff and
ragged, 11" x 4 r .
K.K. 11.0147. i. Fr. of paper, with part of large drawing
pricked as a pounce. One edge intact ; starting from
there can be identified an outer border Q" wide 01 meandering stem with leaves. Next, another border ~ f wide
"
with bolder leaves and flowers. Beyond is probably main
subject showing mixed leaves and flowers ; across them
Nn two nnrrow bands and next t o one of these a carefully studied bird's wing. All drawing good. Paper buff.
of

"

13'~3f".

K.K. n. 0247. j. Fr. of paper, with drawing of large lily
and a few other lines. Paper buff and ragged. 5" x 5".
K.K. 11, oa47. k. i, ii, iii. Three frs. of paper with
parts of drawings. (i) Shows drapery lines, including a
large knot. Perhaps part of K.K. 1 1 . 0247. d. 4 " x 5)".
(ii) Part of small hand with long nails, holding large flower.
Poor drawing. 44" x 3f". (iii) Part of two figures in loose
flowingclothes, moving to L. Figure t o L. very incomplete ;
that to R. wears loose trousers, shoes and long sword.
Head missingand botharms excepting elbow of R. 3f" x 5".
K.K.11. 0247. I. Fr. of paper, with part of drawing of
large figure. Swag of drnpery crosses straight folds and
at one side a pendent strip with large knot. Above swag
"large
flower-like jewel with pearls attached. Boll1
'Irawing. Paper I,ufT. 73" x (,a".
K.K- 11. 0147. m. Fr. of paper, with drawing of head
(prol). a 13odhisattva). 1\11 below upper lip missing.
Pose, f to L. Eyes ohlique and downcast; small nose,
moustache, Tilaka on forehead. An elaborate and lofty
jewelled Ilcnd-dress. llair in loosc masses nt forehead and
a head-band carried down in front of car nnd across it.
Paper buff. 6" q.
KaK.11. 0948. a. Two block.printed paper leaves.
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back t o back with ten columns of Chinese (?)text on one
and a picture of a Rodhisattva on other. The Bodhisattva
is seated full face on a rocky platform which narrows
symmetrically below into stem and sprends out again t o
form base. Water occupies lower half of picture. Figure
has L. p. leg folded horizontally in usual manner, hut R.
is upright with foot planted on rock.
An elaborate head-dress suggests Vajra or flame, but may
he flowers and leaves. A tripartite bow projects above each
ear and long waving streamers descend from them behind
shoulders. Eyes are cast down. Tilaka large and in
Iorms of lotus in profile. Hands missing. To R. stands
tall narrow vase containing sprig of willow. Whole figure
and platform enclosed in a single line halo, above and
around which are stratified clouds. Probably Avalokitebvara in a rendering of the vision also shown in paper
painting from Ch'ien-fo-tung, Ser, iv. PI. LXXIK, Ch. i.
009.
Borders well designed in white on black. .4t top central
rosette from which proceeds R. and L. a n elaborately
designed handle terminating in a wavy edged sword-blade.
At bottom a somewhat similar design, but terminating in
Vajra ends. Sides are of similar rosettes, leaves and buds.
x 68". PI. LXII.
Paper much discoloured and brittle.

K.K. n. ongr. c. Seven paper leaves of a book printed
in Hsi-hsia characters. One leaf is portion of a picture
and shows two adoring figures seated on Padmiisanas, each
with one knee raised and the corresponding foot on Padmisana. Elongated haloes t o body and head. High headdresses.
Above and behind, three adoring figures of which legs are
hidden behind haloes of first figures. Elongated haloes ;
head-dresses like upstanding long leaves or feathers. Trees
behind. T o R. is hand of figure grasping some object.
The five adoring figures are on a terrace with geometrical
tiled front. Foreground : stones, grass, and flowers.
Paper buff. Size of pages 44" x 22".
K.K. 11. 0953. a. Block-prlnted paper leaf, with IIsihsia text decornted a t top with row of seated Buddlia
figures. Four figures are shown and part of two more.
Head-dress and face are rather like K.K. 11. 0233. www.,
but moustache smaller. P a d m h a n a is a half chrysanthemum or the flower in profile. In four of the figures, drapery
on body is represented by a series of closely placed zig-zag
lines running horizontally. Rays, starting from junction
of nimBus with body halo, proceed from all round nimbus,
but are limited in their length by angular lines drawn across
top corners of enclosing Irnme. This gives the eflect of
a hexngon of which neck forms lowest side. Torn away
a t bottom and I-. side. Paper buff, thin and fragile.
6" x 6". PI. 1.XV.
K.K. I t . 0253. b. Block-prlnted paper leaf, with Hsihsia text, decorated across top wit11 row of three seated
Ruddhn figures of samc type as K.K. 11.0281. a. xxxviii.
All heads torn awa!.. Centre fig. in a teaching (2) pose,
that t o R. in Chin-mudri, to L. in Dhyina-mudri. Below
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each fig. a column of text, and between these ornamental
verlical Ijands of baluster-like columns each supporting
a symmetrical, foliate, double bracket wlliclr spreads R.
ant1 I.. and inrades upper corners of tcxt colun~ns.
Baluster is onsolid hlackaroundand consistsof elongatctl
polygonal capstan-like scction, t o lower end of which is
ntlached a squat flower-like tassel. Below this is a I,nll
picrcetl with two holes and supported on a horizontal I~nntl
above two short diverging stems. The stems rest on a
second band supported by a cup-like lotus. Below lotus
tllc 'capstan ', tasscl, lotus, two bands and an inverted
lotus as base. The effect is rich and decorative. Paper
huff and torn on all sides. Cf. K.K. 11. 0293. a , 0240. II.,
0283. b. xii. 54" XJ)".
PI. LXV.

..K.11. 0253. d. Fr. of paper leaf, with block-print
impression slro\vin: four adoring figures on PadmBsana~,
two in front and two behind and above. Similar in typc
t o K.K. 11. 0231. b (PI. LXIII). Musical instruments and
flo\vers floirt in air above. Paper dark buff, torn away a t
R. side. 7;" ~ 3 1 " .

K.K. 11. 0254.

Fr. of paper leaf, with block-print

impression of warrior (Dviirapila ?) standing on waterworn rock. He stands in threatening pose to front, R. p.
foot drawn back and L. p. foot ad\-anced. Shoulders hent
forward and head facing 3 t o R. with long hair violently
I)lown lorward. R. p. hand holds long sword in thrusting
pose; L. p. arm stretched Iorward with hand up and
fingers distended.
Elaborate warrior dress with agitated stole. feet bare.
A few clouds float above and two IJsi-hsia characters
appear a t top R. corner. Well drawn and engraved. Paper
pale l)uE ; ragged. J.$" x 24". PI. LXII.

K.K.XI.0254. r. Fr. of plain dlk. Pale buff; raggrd.
One edge shows selvedge. 8" x 4".

K.K.11. 0255. dd. Fr. of white silk, woven in a small
all-over diaper in twill, called in India
61" r 11".

'

bulhul-chashmi '.

K.K. rr. 0255. 5. Fr. of painted silk, from lower edge
of picture. In lower R. corner. lower part of figure in pale
yellow rohe seated on mat. Slightly above to L., part of
large Padmiisana with small foot (?) standing t o R. ; all
painted pink. Coarse work ; much torn. 5" x gl".

K.K. 11. 0257. f, g.

T w o block-printed leaves of
paper, with IIsi-hsia test. J is exactly similar to K.K. I .

ii. 02. bb, but different tcxt excepting the usual repetitions.
and eleven figures in a row instead of twel\,e. Paper buff,
hut in good condition. 81" x 6:". g has the R. half similar
t o j with eight figure5 in a row, and the L. half eight
columns of text without figures. I t was probably intended
t o be folded in halves. Paper buff, torn and w~oollyin
places. 8" x gi".

K.K. 11. 0257. 0. Part of block.printed leaf of paper,
with Hsi-hsia text, formerly pasted by one edge t o a continuation (missing). Decorated with a row of three and
a half seated Buddha figures along top edge and the same

across centre. Similar t o K.K. 11. 0263. a, but centre of
Up~!ipa point solid black. Torn. Paper buff, thin aatl
smooth. 8f" x 2.:".

K.K. XI. 0258. a.

Block-printed paper leaf, rith
IIsi-hsia test clecoratetl with a row of seated nud(lhn
figures across top nnd another across centre, froln same
original as K.K. 11. 0263. a. Paper buff and in good contlition. 8%" x 3:".

K.K.11. 0258. b. Fr. of block-pdnted paper leaf, wit11
I-Isi-hsia text decorated across top wit11 row of seated
Buddlra figures. Two are complele and three others haye
parts missing. Same type as K.K. 11. 0239. .us(PI. LSI').
Paper buff, thin and much torn. 6 t " x 4.j".

K.K. rr. oa6o. Fr. of paper, with rough drawing of
large drapery folds and an ornamental hook or clasp (?).
:\ Chinese or Hsi-hsia character near one edge. Very rough
and fragmentary. Paper huff ; torn. 5" x 7".

K.K.11. 0260. h. Fr. of block-printed leaf of paper,

with I-Isi-hsia text. . Middle part of leaf showing rot\, of
sis Buddha figures same as K.K. 11. 0263. a. Paper as
in K.K. 1 1 . 0263. a. 3 " x jb".

K.K.11. 0260. q. Fr. of paper, with block-print impression of Buddha figure seated on Padmssana inn robe whirli
rovers body and legs, leaving R. p. shoulder, arm and
breast hare. Figure t o front with Iread turned to I,.
I n L. hand a n object (small figure) held at breast level,
the K.hand held beside it, fingers directed upward. Behind
figure is rayed halo and behind head a nimbus, also rayed.
Padmssana is supported by pedestal ; in front an altnr
draped all round with knottcd altar-cloth, supporting
votive objects.
Elderly, rather emaciated, nimbate monk dressed in
official robes stands in reverent attitude to R. Clouds and
flowers occupy 1)ackground. Lrpper part of lace and Iread
of Buddha torn away and a11 L. side of picture. Paper
huff. 42'' x 24".
v. Fr. of paper, with block-print impression of part of large picture. In front two kneeling d e w
tional male figures each on mat. Figure to L. wears black
robe ; white girdle ; a black hat very closely resembling
a modern Parsee hat. To R. the second figure in bulky
robes, black bordered, head bare and bald. Nearly all of
this figure is missing.
Between these two and farther into the picture is a figure
similar to second, kneeling on mat with rich ornamental
border. At his side lrangs n cord with nine beads widely
spaced and so arranged as to suggest a constellation; or
it may be a device work upon a strip of cloth \vllicll hangs
from his girdle.
Immediately behind him beyond farther edge 01 mat
a n object standing on ground ; it has appearance 01
short slightly curved horn resting base downwards on
small balls. Just above is a label with Ilsi-hsia characters,
and to L. of it some flowers.
To L. of mat and touching it is a growth like ' free-coral'.

K.K.XI.0260.

sec,v] ANTlQllES PROhl I<HARIZ-IiHOTO A N D N E I C H R O I J R I K C SITES
In front of near edge of mat and near black-robed figure,
~ ~ i - label;
h ~ i to~ R. of that two overlapping hollow
rhomboidal figures having a small ball a t each of the
disengaged angles.
T~ L. hluck.coated figure, the edge of another mat
with prt of drapery of another figure. Rolling clouds in
forepllnd. For parts of same picture, rf. K.K. 11. 0283.
, XBiii; 0285. b. xi, i. Paper hnff, nntl tom awn!. a t three
edges. 4t" x 3 ? ' PI. TdXIII.
K,K.n. 0260. w. Fr. of embroidered silk. There
appear to be three layers of silk fi~hric; the I~ackor lowest
a finelya.otren plain cloth ; the nest inwoven with a thick
I tram ' aarp with widely spaced thin weft ; the third
a sort of crazy gauze of stoutis11 yarn erenly woven \\.it11
n sort of ' oatmeal ' texture.
The embroidery worked mostly in kind oI long Ieathcrstitch right through the three thicknesses. Pattern is
floral svitli large lily-like flowers and large hroad leaves ;
nnly colours now recogni7.able are white, green, blue, and
n rich br0a.n. \'cry ragged and discoloured. 6" \ jl".
K.K. 11. 0262. Fr. of paper, with block-print impression of Uodhisaltva seated on Padmssana resting on base.
Figure turns head to L. and is in teaching pose. Loosc
robe open at breast. Tall coifiure from which seems t o
proceed a single wavy I>enm ol light. Itody halo with
double plain border and ovrrlapping groups of three upward
curving lines on field. l'lain nimbus. :\ Hsi-lrsi:~label a t
top R,and remainder of ground covered with cloud. \Veil
drawn. 41" x3'. 1'1. LXIV.
K.K. 11. 0263. a. Block.printed paper leaf with Hsihsia text, decoratcd along top edge and across centre with
rows of sis seated Duddha figures. Pose of all DhyHnamudri. Each figure dressed in single robe, no hands visihlc,
head covered with ' I.lmn ' (.;lp with hish Usniga crown
and sides coming over ears t o shoulders. Vesica and
nimbus. Padmisana or single row ol downward pointed
petals. Simple treatment and rather rough work. Paper
I)uff,torn, hut in otlrer~visegood condition. C'f. K.K. 11.
02.5;. 0, 02.58. n, 0260. 11, o26j. a. 8" x J+'.
K.K. 11. 0263. b. Fr. of paper, ivitlr block-print impression. To K.a corner of a drapedaltar; hehind it a standing
monkish figure with hands together and having a plain
nimbus encircled hy clouds. 'To I.. of altar and approaching
it, a standing figure in profile in long spotted robe, bare
ieet resting on small lotus, hands together and back slightly
bent. Features rather large. IIead-dress perhaps a crown
floral, with snake rising from it. Plain nimbus.
Rehind figure a confused mass of forms badly abraded
but showin:: animal heads and many grotesque faces.
in foreground. 11 railing in background witlr
banana plant to L. In top L. corner a n inscription in
lines of Hsi-hsin. Crudely cut hut interesting. Paper
buff and worn. ; I- " x.34".
-- PI. r.xrIr.
K.K 11. 0264. c. Block.prlnted paper leaf, with
Hsi-hsia text decorated with row of five seated Buddha
figures along top of type similar to K.K. 11. 0292. i, but

,
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much coarser and carelessly printed. Paper buff, good.
74" x 3$u.
K.K. 11. 0265. a. Part of block-prlnted paper book;
four double leaves and one single, with IIsi-hsia text, each
page decorated along top and across centre wit11 rows ol
six seated Buddha figs. exactly similar t o K.K. 11.0263. a.
Lower third decayed. Paper I)uH and in gootl condition.
61" x
PI. 1.XV.
K.K. 11. 0265. b. Three paper leaves, of a book and a
small square piece. Two of leaves printed in Hsi-hsia :
third has block-print impression of part of large subject.
I t shows a crowd ol fifteen figures all in adoration inclined
t o R. Figures are arranged in five rows of three each.
Front row all kneeling, one to R. probably female in hesceching pose on lotus pattern mat. Other two on ground,
the centre one with long beard and ox-head (7) crest.
I n next row, figure to R. has \Vestern crown. Third row,
t o L. perhaps I-Ianuman. Fourth row, figure to R. aged
with upward streaming hair. Centre figure has long lank
hair and seems to be cutting his head or banging it with
some implement. Fifth row. Lo R. a bird's head (Caruda 2);
in centre spotted figure lrolds up a disc in each hand (Sun
and Jloon) and has long upward-streaming hair.
MI figs. nimbate escept centre top figure. Scene,
probably Nir\.i~!a. Rough cutting. Paper buff. il."x 3:".
Small oblong piece shows a large Hsi-hsia character written
within a printed fret border surrounded by broad black.
I $ " x If".
PI. LXIII.

{.

K.K. 11. 0265. f. T w o block.printed paper leaves, with
I-Isi-hsia test. One, a broad sheet divided by cutting
down centrc at lo\ver half ; the other a narrower leaf.
The broad leaf has two rows of seated Buddhas similar
to K.K. 11. ozz j . b (PI. LSV), but execution like K.K. 1 1 .
0238. b (PI. LSV). Originally twelve figures in each of two
rows. The narrower leaf, torn away a t L. edge, has eight
figs, remaining across ccntre and two a t top. Paper buff.
torn and becoming \voolly. Gr. fr. 71" ~ 8 " .
K.K. 11. 0266. p. Fr. of paper leaf, with IIsi-hsia texl
ornamented along top wit11 row of seated Buddha figs.
and divided into columns by ' baluster ' ornament.
Different from other examples with similar scheme of
enrichment. The whole is in line-work with no solid black
masses, as for example blaclc hair and backgrounds. Figs.
are of the same general type as in K.K. 11. 0293. a,
but simplified. They are \\.caring voluminous robes with
K. p. arms and chests bare, e s c e p t i n ~for fold drawn over
K. p. shooldcrs.
I n each space between figs. and hanging to top line of
page is half of eight-petalled rosette enclosed by single
semicircular line on which are strung pearls and a small
rosette. At lowest point from this depends a vertical line
with pearls, terminating in a flower-like tassel. Below
each fig. a three-cusped arch rests on baluster c o l u m ,
the face of arch ornamented with closely set two-lobed
petals. I n spandrel a half-rosette against horizontal line.
Within arch, a pair of s~nnllcurtains looped u p as ' swags ',
3R
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witli three pendent lines between: each sustaining a pcarl.
Balusters much less elaborate than K . K . 11. 0253. b.
Rather careless engraving. Paper buff and much torn.
4i"X JI". PI. 1-xv.

K.K. 11. 0266. z. Fr. of paper, with drawing ol long
folds of drapery. Pnper buff and ragged. 15"~81".

K.K. 11. 0967. ff. Fr. of paper, witli roughly painted
geometrical lorms. At three outer angles, space filled
witli bold trellis in black, red and green resp. ; fourth
has traces of same treatment in red. Paper pnle huff,
torn a t all edges. 9" x8".

K.K.11. 0067. gg. 1, il. T w o frs. of paper, \\.it11 two
roughly drawn symbols in black, repcated a number of
tiines in various sizrs and directions. Paper buti. Gr.
fr. 63" . 21".

K.K.

11. 0268. d.
Block-printed paper leaf, with
Hsi-hsia text decoratetl across top witli row of five seated
Buddha figures. A very rough and bad attempt t o reproduce those on K.K. 11.0231.a (PI. LXV). Paper huff and
good. 7B" X 34''.

K.K. 11. 0268. e. Fr. of paper. in two pieces formerly
stuck together a t edges. Contains bold drawing in densr
black lines of lower part of heavily draped figure seated
on lotus. R. p. foot, drawn with \vonderlul freedom of
line, appears sole u p and has rather long nails. Waist-band
and portions of hem of robe decorated with elaborate
scroll-work. Elbow and part of R. p. arm shown with
forearm flexed upward. Paper dark buff and rngged.
I I" X

10".

K.K.11. 0269. k. Fr. of plaln silk, rich buff. Selvedge
a t one edge. qq"x I 4".

K.K.n. 0970. aaa. Four frs. of block-printed paper
leaves, with Hsi-hsia text ; ornamented a t top wit11 row
of fire seated Buddha figures (one detnclied), very crudely
executed and coloured roughly witli red, yellow and grey
paint. Figs. are in various poses and are all dressed in
red robe, with yellorv flesh, grey halo, white nimbus outlined red which rises t o a point and supports an umbrella
alternately red and yellow. The umbrellas are not engraved
but merely painted in. Red rays on yellow ground behind
nimbus. Padmisana with double row of petals roughly
outlined red. Paper woolly and ragged. c. 4" x 44".

K.K. n. 0970. w w . I. Fr. of hemp (7) canvas; probably from shoe. I#"x I".

K.K. 11. 0270. w w . 11.

Fr. of plain silk muslin,

pale buff. One edge selvedge. 63" x IB".
K.K. 11. 0 ~ 7 0 .zz. Fr. of paper, with printed 1Isihsia characters lorming prohably Santrn. ll'ithin outer
border ol double lines a column ol characters. I n centre (?)
of paper another column terminating a t its lower end
in a smaU circle ; lrom this radiate thirteen straight lines ;
suspended from each a colu~nnof cliaracters. About 13"
above uppermost line t o L. a n ornamental flower or leal.
Paper pale buff, ragged. 4" x j'.

K.K. 11. ozga. a. Fr. of paper leaf showing part of

picture of Paradise, a modification perhaps of I(.K. 11.
0233.b, &c. (PI. LXII). Only small portion ol upper part
present, tlie rest torn away. 'To L. a tree, then to R, a
window, a label of IIsi-lisia, a n arcliitecturul niche containing fig. wit11 llnndala resembling roughly central fig,
of K.K. 11. 0233. b, etc.
To R. a vertical band oI Vajra and Iialf-rosette pattern ;
then a window, passing across which is outer end of wavy
hand of light bearing slirines and symbols. Tlren another
wilidow and head of ni~nbatcfig. against a ground 01
waving rays ; a pilaster and window against which another
nirnbate female (2) head. Paper huff and woolly ahere
torn. 8" x 3".

K.K. It. 0272. z.

Number of frs, of paper, with
cursive Hsi-hsia writing, much of it deleted by lines dra\\rn
through it. Symbol of K.K. 11. 0267. gg. i, ii, appears
twice. Paper buff, soft and some matted together. Gr. fr.
r . 8" x 5$".

K.K. 11. oa74. a. Frs. of six block.pr1nted paper
leaves, of 1Isi-hsia book. Front page shows part oI a
picture in which thirteen figures of Bodhisattvas and
demons are all loolting to R. Several of tlie figures have
I-Isi-hsia labels over thcrn, and all lia\~edistinctive syml)ols
in their head-dresses.
Beginning a t top, one has a lion-liead, the nest a serpent
apparently coming from tlic L. cye. Below, one lies :I
single horn and upward streaming Iiair. Below a Icmale (?)
with a dove-like bird witli spread wings. Another with
jewelled crown surmounted by a kind of ' mortnr-board '.
I n lowest row t o L. a bull's head ; others indistinguishable.
Good block. Paper buff and perished. Part of border at
top ; otherwise ragged on all sides. 64"x z*".
K . K . 11.

0174. b. Fr. of block-printed paper leaf,

\\.it11 Ihi-hsia test, showing upper and central rows of
seated Buddha figures similar to K.K. 11.0238.b(P1. LXV).
All edges torn away and large piece from centre. Paper
buff, thin but not woolly. 72" x6".
K.K. 11. 0174. c. Fr. of block.prlnted paper, with part
of figure of court oficial(?) showing L. hand which holds
white wand; grey blue robe with red bands. Well drawn
and probably a block print hand-colouretl. Background
plain huff with part of black band to L. 6$"x 13".
K.K. 11. 0274. d. Fr. of paper, wit11 block-print
impression of part of subject perhaps similar to that of
K.K. 11. 0263. b (PI. LXIII). In this case part ol seated
Buddha figure is present to R. in teaching or admonishing
pose. The supplicating figure is kneeling on a lotus, and
the edge ol nimbus shows where it passes across shoulders.
The monk stands in background with clouds about h ~ m;
three heams of light coming lrom top of nimbus of Buddha
No grotesque figures or anirnnls appear.
In this picture solitl black very freely used on borders
t o drapery, surlaces of pedestal, and lotus helo\v kpceling
figure. Paper huff, torn away at R. edge. 7 r.31'
PI. LXIV.
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K.K. 11. 0274. lil. Fr. of canvas, with traces of
painted ornament in blue and brown. JQ" x I.'B
K,I(. 11, 0274.
Fr. of silk damask, dull yello\v.
pattern obscurc, but probably an all-over with trefoils
above flattened rosettes. Torn a t all edges and discoloured.

u.

31"'.?9''.
K.K. 11. 0274. 111. Fr. of paper, originally screwed
Coniinto a cord-like strip and then tied into ~ i g l i knot.
i
pletely covered with rougli (Hsi-hsia ?) writing ; perhaps
a charm. Paper very thin and woolly. 5" x 7".
K.K, n. 0275. F r of sketch on paper. .I landscape
seen Irom a height. Rugged boulders in Ioreground with
trees growing from betwecn then1 t o R. and rising t o t o p
of picture. View is across a broad levcl valley with hills
bordering its farthcr cdge. Suggestion of space is well
rendered. Very rapid and lacile work. Torn away a t
R. side and tattered all over. Thin smooth paper, becoming
fluffy in broken parts. 17;" x 84".
K.K. 11. 0275. a. Fr. of drawing on paper. Prom
drapery of floaitig robe ol which part seems t o be draped
over L. arm of figure. Torn away on all sides. Paper
smooth, rather thin and buff. 71" x 7".
K.K. 11, 0975. a. v-vi. Frs. of plain silk, very ragged.
Av. 6. 6" x 3".
K.K. 11. 0275. a. ix. Frs. of two block-printed paper
leaves, wit11 Hsi-hsia t e s t very crudely ornamented with
half-obliterated coloured Buddha figures similar t o K.K. I r .
0270. aan. Paper very woolly and ragged. r . j" x 3".
K.K. 11. 0175. a. x. Fr. of paper with hlock-print
impression show'ing standing figure 2 t o R. in tlic ' tlireecurved ' pose. I-Iigh coiffure and elongated nimbus.
Horizontally striped loin-clotl~. To K.a n altar or pedestal,
in Iront of which a large many-petalled lotus in bowl.
Flowers and symbols on ground. Paper buff; ragged.
1" x 3".

K.K. 11. 0275. a. xv. Fr. of plain blue silk, niout~ted
on paper and with paper strip bearing Hsi-hsia chars.
pasted at top L. corner. Soilcd and torn. 62"
. x t i." .
K.K. 11. oa75. b. Fr, of drawing on paper ; part o[ large
drapery lreely dr;twn s h o w i ~ ~a gn end with typical tubular
folds. I'apcr thick, codrse and perisliing.
- 15''
- x -5".
K.K. 11. 0275. c. Fr. of drawing on paper. A reclining female figure, will) hcad to L. and lcct to K., resting on
R. elbow and head looking dowt~ to L. 1)resscd in loose
flowing drapery, breast bare or in tight vest, and adorned
will^ neckluccs. On R. wrist two l)angles. It. hand in
clcsant 1'0s~-wrist slightly bent, fingers lightly flexed,
little finger cxtcnrlctl ; palm do\cn\\,ard and turncd s l i ~ h t l y
Outward. l'orcarni rests : \ p i n s t a bunclle of bomething
indistinguishable, in Iront of which is an object liltc one
end of miniature clotl~es-horseapparently attached t o
the bundle. Upper pnrt of bundle appears to be it scrollwith an ornamental end in the form of irn enclosed
plrnctrc.
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\Vliatever is below this has the appearance 01 draper)-.

L. arm, covered with many-folded drapery, seems t o lie
along tlic L. hip, the I~ancl perhaps resting over knee ;
but all, Irom thighs, missing. Head narrow, long face wit11
full checks, typically Chinesc. IIair strained u p from
forelicad surmounted by a snake-likc lall or chigno~iwit11
a band of jewels round its base. From band depend groups
01 jewelled tabs abovc ears. Tilaka k t w c e n eyes, which
arc full and downcast.
Figure may IE floating in t l ~ air,
e but no cloud scrolls are
s1101r.n. A rather careless tracing from a fine original.
Paper smooth, thin and yellow-brown. Torn. I j" x 94".
PI. LYIII.
K.K. 11. 0175. d. Fr. of drawing on paper, i11 two
pieces. A standing figure in oficial robes and head-dress
occupies 4 of length of Ir. Figurc, purely Chinese, is
turned f t o K., holding in R. hand wand of ofice upright
before lus face. Head-dress shows flat band round forehead
and another ~assincrfrom first under chin. Soft cloth CaD
covers top of head, its high upper edge inclined backward.
Robe, very voluminous, is V-shaped a t neck, where i t has
a broad plain border. I t hangs in great baggy folds from
forearms almost t o feet and is apparently caught up and
rather constricted there, whence lower end falls in many
folds to ground.
Under thisgarment tl~eresee~ns
to be a loose ratlier\videsleeved shirt showing loose folds about neck and wrists.
In front of lower part of figure is mass of drapery probably
belonging to another figure, most of which is torn away.
I n remainingquarter of fr. andabove first figureisanother,
turned a t right angles. Most of this figure above waist
is missing. I t shows a man striding t o R., wearing loose
trousers, boots and volulninous robes reaching nearly t o
ankles. R. arm co\.ered by loose sleeve and hand resting
on what appears to bc a bundle of something tied in a knot
of his clothing.
The two sketches (or tracings) seem disconnected and are
placed as they are t o economize space on paper. Probably
just notes or studies. Farther to L. and reversed in relation
t o sccond figure, the head and forcarms of a male figure
wcaring a n elaborate loose cloth head-dress tied round
liead with a narrow band, the head bowed in deferential
pose and l ~ a n d stogetlier pointing slightly down. Features
blunt end brow rather 01-erlianging. Arms covered by
loose lull slce\.cs.
\Velldrae~ibut \cry faint. tort^ away a t one long and one
short edge, ragged on other long cdge and tattered. Paper
yellow, fairly smooth and thin nnd becoming woolly a t
bottom. 12" x 4 l " . PI. LX.
K.K. 1 1 . 0 ~ 7 5 e.
. Fr. of drawing on paper. Apparently
part 01 architectural sclicme: nn altar (?). Two broad
bands one above other, each with a narrow border a t top
and bottom, run horizontally the whole length of fr. T o
L. of centre of lower band, a grotesque dancing figure in
black silhouette with arm outstretched holding scrolls
of ornament or a rippling stole or cord. I n second band
lotus petals, repeating, sl~ggesta P a d n i l s a n ~ .
jR 2

.

.,
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T o L. oI centre o sort ol niche rising higher than upper
edge of top band and extending t o lower border of lower
band. I n niche sits a smiling ' Kylin ', the body turned t o
R. and head facing outward. Standing on head of Kylin,
in crouching pose a Caryatid figure with R. arm upraised
and L. on L. knee, supporting on head and R, hand a
cornice 01 several mouldings. Above upper band t o R,of
centre, a vase with scroll-work indicated t o R. and L.
FVhole sketchy and pricked as a pounce. Paper rather
thick and becoming woolly a t t o m upper edge. Cut askew
a t R. end ; L. end torn away. I&" x 4". PI. LS.
K.K. 11. 0175. f. Fr. of drawing on paper. Bold floral
ornament pricked for pouncing. Flowers seem t o be
peonies. T o m a t all edges and tattered. Paper moderately
stout and rather brittle, discoloured by age and darkened
by black pouncing powder. I I " x 81".
K.K. 11. 0275. g. Fr. of paper. with printcd straightlined labyrinth. Paper buff ; raggetl. 10"~ 6 " .

K.K. 11. 0275. h. Fr. of drawing on paper. Kouyh
sketch showing a plain viewed Irom a high rocky foreground. Trees grow Irom the rocks, and a group of trees
is in middle distance ; in lar distance a forest (3. Torn
away a t R. edge. Paper bufl, torn and tattered. ~ h ? x" it".
K.K. 11. 0075. i. Fr. of paper, with drawings or
tracings of two male figures! unconnected. One, a n old
bald-headed man with long overhanging eyebrows, seated
2 t o L., elbows do\w and forearms flexed, p:rlms up. Lon::
nails and muscular arms. \\'ears lull robes open a t chest ;
shoes and Iieavy earrings in elongated car-lobes ; R. 1).
shoultler bare.
Other figure, placed reverse way a t opposite end of
paper, shows head nnd shoulders only of a rather similar
person lacing :t o R. Face very finely drawn. Paper
dark bufi, stained ; rapgrtl. 123' ;; 7'. PI. L I S .
K.K. 11. 0175. j. Fr. of paper in two pieces, irrith
drawing 01 part 01 kneeling or sitting figure. Both arms
cstended straight d o ~ n w u r d swith hands on ground, L. p.
clenched : K. p. probably \\.it11 fingers spread. Drapery
voluminous, arms bare. Lower part of long straggling
heard shows a t top 01 Ir.
Extremely good drawing, especially L. p. arm nnd fist.
To R. appears skctrh of another hand with long nails anrl
cnvelopctl in drapery above wrist. Paper buff, thin and
very raggcd. -31" ~61'.
K.K. 11. 0075. k. Fr. of paper, with drawing of s~nall
piwc of dnpcry. Probably part 01 K.K. 11. 0275. j.
l'apcr I)uff ; raggcd. 2:' .< 23".
K.K. 11. 0275. 1. Fr. of paper, with dra\sit~g o1
head. 1:ac.c r;~thcrlong, eyes large, blantiny und ncarly
dosed. Small moustarhc ; long ears ; short, very stylized,
closely curled hair shown in contour only with small
Ugnip in centre ; Tilaka. 1)rnlving poor and stiff. Paper
buff ; ri~gged. 4' >:8P".
K.K. 11. 0275. m. Four Irs of paper, witll rouglr
skrtrlrc, 01 I)drls of handz. LL~rgebtlr. Itas Iaint indications

of more elaborate drawing almost invisible. Cr. fr. 5.
S

j".

K K . 11. 0175. n. Three frs. of paper, two of which
join, showing laded sketches of a serics of figures eac.l
within a petal-shaped halo. First (L.) laces to R.,kneels
on R. p. knee ; the othcr knee raised with heel of L.p. foot
resting on ground. I t supports by both lrands n large vme
with short neck and a broad-lipped cover, held a t level
of head. Head-dress of cobras. No features drawn.
Second, which estcnds on to a second fr. of paper, is
a female, facing R., kneeling on R. p. knee, L. knee raised
and L. foot flat on ground. Body bends Iorward from hips
and head thronn back. Prominent brensts. L. p. hand
raised above head supporting small vase. On hend seems
to be a crown of spikes. R. p. hand raised but torn away.
Face titlrout features. Iindulating bands Roat about
figure.
The nest figurc perhaps joins up with the previous one.
It is s e a ~ c dlull face, the R. p. thigh resting on ground and
lower leg tightly flexed. L. p. hand raised supporting large
flower level a.ith lace. R. p, lrand seems to he held nt
breast. Face missing.
Of the last figure only the K.p. half is present. It seelrrs
to be the centre figure towards ~vhiclrthe others incline ;
it is lull lace \\-it11head inclined to R. p. and llas nimbus.
-2ppears to be seatctl on n lion wit11 the soles 01 feet pressed
flat on car11 other. I<. p. lrnnd in Vara-mudri. Behind
R . p. arm rises a wand with trident hc~cclissuing lrom a skull.
All the figures slggcst Xel)alcsc influence. One or
two written clraractcrs scattered across paper may be
Chinese.
On reverse or centre Ir. is drawing of a large lace, 3 to
L.,~ i t Tilaka
h
and do\vncast eyes. Paper grey ; ragged.
14. of paper 3 j " , combined length 9l". PI. L N .
K K . 11. 0-275. o. T w o frs. of paper, with draring
of parts of large drspery. Ret\veen two of long sweeping
lines ol folds five ('hincse (?) characters. Paper dark;
ragged. Cr. Ir. 151" x 4 j " .
K.K. 11. 0275. p. Fr. of paper, wit11 drawing 01 a nlass
of drapery, perhaps lower part ol seated fibarc. :I sitlglc
cluractcr or tlevicc occurs on fold of drapery. Paper bun;
ragged. 4a" x 7".
K.K. 11. 0275. q. Several frs, of paper, onc havillg
impression of ser~ted nuddha in Bhitnasprh-mudrj ;
similar to K.K.I r . 0293. a (PI. LSV), but lrom different
block. Edge of baluster ornament to L. 01 column
of 1Isi-hsia cllars. and Padmhuna a t hottom of 1)"geOthcr Irs. I~avcIlsi-hsia text only. l'apcr buff, torn at LV
ctlgc ; margin for p ~ s t i n ga t K. 8" x I".
K.K. 11. 0176. bbb. Fr. of paper stencil plate, cut
through doublc tlrickness of thin soft paper previously
used for writing. Pattern shows three motifs one nbuvc
othcr. Lowest suggests balustnde set Out in square
panels, c;~cll panel perforlcted to leave in reserve a
Ullion Jack ' douhlt: crush. Xcst allow3 lrslonll~01 round
llolcz wirh su;gcstiun 01 ~ . o ~ c t at ct point, of s u 5 ~

~

~

~
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lrom which llmgs: also a short straight row of dots (holes).
I,, hollow of each loop of festoons is a large dot with
crescent belo\vr..Top shows a row of three-stepped gradini.
~~~~i~~of writing in IIsi-hsia character. Torn a t both
ends. 6" ~ 4 " .
K,K, 11. 0176. c. Fr. of paper, with Ilsi-hsia text
in six co\umns with row of seated Buddhas across top
similarto K.K. 11.0276.u. Paper buff, torn away a t upper
L. half, if" ~ 4 1 ' . PI. LXV.
K.K. 11. 0276. ccc. Fr. of paper, with IIsi-hsia printed
test on one side and lower part of robe and L, p. foot
ol painted figure on other. Figure stands on white slab.
Robe white with broad black borders. T o left, two red
borders ol corner of mat. Bluclr abraded. 22'' >: 2.1".
K.K. 11. 0176, ddd. i, ii. T w o frs. of silk. One (i)
corded with thin warp threads, displaced perhaps by
wear, gi\-ing a sort of moiri appearance, and with a band
ol 'tabby '; the other (ii) plain. Roth huff. (1') 5" :. 2" ;
(11) 11" x 2:".
11. 0276, eee. i, ii. T w o frs, of silk. One (i)
blue twill with damask pattern of rows 01 elliptical sispetalled rosettes c. 2'' long diameter ; spaced c. &" apart
in one direction and II" in other. I n wider space are two
rolvs of chequer I ~ c s a ~ o n s .Roscttes and hexagons are
arranged so that sncressive rows occur opposite spaces of
the
belore ; i. e. the arrangement is crr Pclrelorr. (ii)
Finely woven plain rlotl~,light blue. (;) 81'' ~ 3 ; "; ( i t )
5i' x k".

K.K. 11. 0276. 111. Fr. of strong canvas, originally
sr\r-l1into lorm ol tube, now partly opened. 4$* x 1;".
K.K. 11.0276. t, u. T w o block-printed paper leaves,
wit11 Hsi-lisia text, decorated along top edge wit11 row
01 seated Buddha figures. t s11on.s tllree figures (tl~rec
others torn away), all cut on one block, the P a d ~ n L a n a
beilly continuo~~s
under itll.
Figures arc long-bodied, \vith r;ctller narrow waist, i u ~ d
\year tight-fitting single robe which leicves K. slloulder and
nrm bare. l+et resting on opposite thighs, soles up.
Vcjica rather angular with peir ot inner lines more cur\,ed.
Simbub rlon~atedand sliglltly flattened a t top. In anglc
htween ninibus and vesica a right-angled filling of double
lints, looking like corners 01 a tall cllair-back. IInir black,
at LOP but mitli tall pointed U?~!ir;n. Diflerent poscs
ol hands ; cars lollg.
lcngmving nnd drawing crude but Iairly propo~.tionccl.
I'dper hulf and thin. Torn nrviiy a t u p p r K. pc~rt. ;S"
x 4;".
16 bililili~rto 1 , l ) ~ Iron1
t
ditlcrct~tblock. 'Torn ik\vay
UPPr K. h;llf ict~tlIi~rgepart ol L. 1;our figurer; culd p ~ r t
"1 li[tI~rc~n;titl. ;"
x
K.K.11. 0276. v. Frs. of three block-printed paper
leaves, forming part of a boolc of Ilsi-hsii, text, each leal
Ilavin: a row of seoted Buddha figures along t o p edge.
crude. 'Top of head shown as a low black triangle,
"U lillllls clearly tlefincd ; halo rol~ndbody irnd cloltgatctl
nimbub ;it licad. l';td~ilis;~nn,a I,;uld tvitl~ublitluc
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lines placed rope-wise to suggest petals. Facc crude and
features barely indicated. One leaf has lour figures, the
two end ones partly t o m away. The o t l ~ c rtwo bavc [our
fi5urcs more or less intact and two tor11 ; lower part
mtssing. Paper buff and rnther solt. Two leaves, 5" x 43".
Third, 4h"x 3t". PI. LXV.
K.K. rr. 0276. w. 2, ww. i. Frs. of paper, with impression of part of picture. To L. a kneeling female figure ill
flowing draperies close fitting above waist and long narrow
stole. She \\!ears bracelets and armlets and has hands
together a t breast. High but indistinct coiffure and plain
circular nimbus.
'To R. and farther in picture a kneeling male figure in
large shawl, black bordered. Both hands a t breast holding
a narrow upright object (book ?), the uppcr end touching
front of chin. Head-dress a sort of crown \vith tall featherlike sides. Plain nimbus. Above, a banana plant and
grass.
Behind secood fig. probably a third of ahich part of
drapery'and nimbus appears. A t estreme top four conventional floral ornaments placed in row. :\ white streak
across lower part (fault in printing or block). Probably
part of K.K. 11. 0 ~ 8 4 a.
, ssvi. Paper buff; torn away
a t L. side. On back, five colun~nsof IIsi-hsia printing.
GT.fr. (lo. 2) 7" x3'g". PI. Lxrv.
K.K. 11. 0277. iii. Miniature sUk banner, ssitb
triangular top, side streamers and t\vo short streamers
hanging from centre piece. .\I1 m;cdc of printed a.l~ite
silk, doubled. \\'ooden straining piece in triangular top.
Pattern n diaper, printed in I)ro\vn-yellow ; consists of
equilateral triangular rosettcs placed point t o point, lea\-ing
hexagonal spaces enclosed 1))- triangles. Centre of each
sl~ecc.circle and dot a-it11 shurt rays set round circle.
Good condition. 81" x 3".
K.K. 11. 0277. jjj. Fr. of paper, with pnrt (nearly
half) of jaws of monstcr. Moutl~H-ide open ; upper jaw
wide, lower narrow. I1:iinlcd red wit11 five tcctll visible it1
uppcr jaw and t\vo in lo\r.er. l'ortiolls ol Iacc tinted pinkish
grcy and hair s11o\v11on upper and lowcr lips. Rough rvork.
5;" IJ".
K.K. 11. 0277. ttt. Strip of dull green silk, wit11
edges doubled o w r ns though lor se\\.ing. 14)" x-A".
K.K. 11. 0279. uuu. i. Fr. of block-printed paper leaf,
with part 01 halocd figure seated OII lotus 2 to R., one knec
down and the other sligl~tlyraised but no Ieet visible.
Tight-fittin; robe leaving K. arnl ant1 shoulder bare ; on
I,. shoultlcr 11sort of Llpa\-itil. K. h;md (damaged) ncar
thig11 ; L. hilnd in Si~i~l~;ikilr~!e
pose. Broad face and wide
IIIOULII.To K. bcgintiit~;: ol iunutl~crligurc. L)c~;cilbcta.ccn
111)l)cr ~);crtsol I~i~locs
not clcer. 'I'ikK.(;un rtylc. 1'iil)cr
b u 8 and brittle ; torn on tlircc sitlrs. jRx r i " .
K.K. 11. 0279. uuu. ti. Frs. of block.prluted paper
leaves (two, back to back), with IIsi-laia text and ornomented with row of seated Buddha figurcs altcn~atingwith
trrcts, 1rc11nS ~ I I I I Cblock as K.K.11. 0 2 ~ 9 il.
. This csamplc
SIIOIV) ~ ; L I 111
L t ~ fig).
u OII UIIC ~ i d cicnd 01 OIIC 011 ~ C \ C . I . ~ C .

,.
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Below each iig. a colulnn of fine bold text and below cacll
tree a column 01 floral ornament, the stenis locking into
se
figures, that t o L. being
ogee shapes xvlrich e ~ ~ c l o ninibate
probably a Biwa player. \\'ell-designed, bold work. Papcr
bufl, b d l y tattered and torn, vcry Iragile and \vooUy.

9" x sin.
K.K. 11. 0280. b. Fr. of block.yrlnted paper leaf
showing upper part of Paradise picturc. T o R. part of
enthroned Bodhisattva (?) witli r:iycd halo and r~ilnbusin
nrchitecturi~lniclic. Two figs. on cloud adoring t o L.
Bcsidc niche a IIsi-lisin l a l ) ~ l . l'o L. part of stone terrace
a.itll stone stcps leading u p to it, and a building tvitl~opcn
doors end \vindows. Piirt of two figs. below and e trce in
upper L. corner. IJaper buff and torn on three sides.
Cf. K.K. 11. 02 jj. b, etc. 4" x 3;".
PI. L S I I .
K.K. n. 0280. b. ii. Fr. of block-printed paper leaf
with haloed Buddha figure aurrounded by celestial nttendants. Robe 01 Buddlia banded tvitli black ; no visible
Usnisa ; Svnstika mark on breast. Ilalo lras waving rays
bordered by white spots on black band. .ILokapila's head
each sidc and another figure below each. In foreground t o
R. a shaven monk. T o L. part of Chinese rail and beyond
a large-leaved tree (plantain ?) and clouds. Clear imprcssion. Paper buff and in Iiur condition; lower part torn
away. t i " x 58". PI. LXII'.
K.K. 11. 0280. b. lx-xlil. Five frs. of plain silk ; various
tones 01 buff. Gr. fr. (b. i x ) 2 2 r x 2f".
K.K. n. 0281. a . xxxviii. Fr. of block-printed paper
leaf, double, will1 Hsi-lisin t c s t decorated a t top with row
of tliree scaled Buddha figures. The most perfect is the
central fig., which is scnted with lcas in SvastikBsana
post, hands in Chin-mudfi pose. It seems t o wear n single
close-fitting robe leaving R. shoulder and arm bare. Face
broad, long ears, black hair \lit11 tall narrow pointed
V$"p. A tall spatulate niml)ui: rijes from shoulders and
a rather close halo emerges beside thc arliis and is decorated
~ i t hscroll-work. \\'lierr this meets tlin~busa n i~ngular
projection occurs a s in li.li. 11. 0276. t.
On each sidcol nimhus, and perhaps bcated on horizonti~l
limb of angular prujecti~~n,
is a I~irdlooking outwards
from fibare. Above I,ird> one or two petal-like objects
project from nimbus. The whole is enclosed in ;r I r a ~ n e
of lotus-ptal shnpe with point upward. Three narrow
leaves attached to each sidc 01 upper curves of blandala
furnish the spandrel. .\ vertical line on cach sidc dividcs
thc composition Iron1 the rcpetitir)ns on cither sidc. The
Padmisatin has one run- of downwartl curt-ing p ~ t l with
s
tips turncd up, and below these traces 01 Iurthcr ornament.
T o L.tllc samecornpsition ; but L,p. hand of fig. raised to
Icvrl of ~houltlcr,palm up. T o K.the samc but with H.p.
hand a t shoultlcr leve1,p;~lmup,probably holdingsomctlling.
The R. and L. figs. have a n end 01 drapery falling forward
over L. p. shoulder. Paper buff, thin and becoming woolly
a t lower torn edge. Cf. K.K. 11. 0253. h 4.x 31".
PI. I.XV.
K.K. 1 1 . 0 ~ 8 2b.. 1%. Frs. of diagram on paper. Cbi~lcse

Yantru in Iorll~of wheel. Surrounding centre a fret pattern
border. Between tlris and outer circle, space divided into
many radiating panels in each 01 which are five characters,
Very
two side by side near fret border and threc colum~~ar.
incomplete. Paper buff a n d soft. Gr. fr. lo" x 3".

K.K. 11. 0282. b. x. Block-printed paper leaf witll
IIsi-hsia t e s t precisely simili~rto K.K. 11. 0233. vvv al~d
possibly Irom the same block, but a cleaner impression.
This supplies the missing characters of the other, and the
small shrine below the L. li:11f-colunin of text is complete.
Paper dark, thick, and hns five colulnns oI Hsi-hsin writing
or1 reverse. Torn. ':7 x 34". 1'1. L X V .
K.K. 11. 0282. b. xi. Block-printed paper leaf \\.it11
1Isi-hsia text, ornamented along top edge with row 01
five seiited Buddha figures similar to K.K. 11. 0292. i, but
niore carelessly- engraved and the hair shown in solid black.
Part of fig. to L. totn na*ny. Paper buff, thin, \voolly
and torn, ;$" x 4j".
K.K. 11. oz8z. b. xii. Fr. of block-printed paper leaf,
with 1Isi-hsia test, decorated a t top with row of seated
Uuddhils and belolv colunlns of ' baluster ' ornament
similar t o K.K.11. 0293. a (PI. L S V ) . Pnper Lorn and
ragged, only part 01 two figs. and three ' balusters' remuining. 4" x ji".
K.K. 11. 0282. b. xiit, xiil. a, xlv. Three frs. of
silk. b. xiii, loosely \\,oven plain blue. b. siii. a, in
two pieces, printed 1,:ile blue. Ground with diaper of
reserved white rosettes and darker blue centres. b. .z.i-J,
same as b. siii, but \vith paper stuck to one side witli Ilsihsia writing. Gr. I r . (.riir) 3:" x z : " .
K.K. 11. 0282. b. xv. Cardboard miniature cap, with
pieces of paper stuck all ovcr it to form rough border,
intended to stand upright. L)iam. of cap 2:".
K.K. 11. 0283. a , xviii. Fr. of paper, ~ i t hblock
imprcssion of pxrt of samc as K.K. 11. 0260. v (PI. LSIII),
but niore fragmentary. .?" 21".
K.K. 11. 0283. a. xix. Fr. of stiff paper, w t h traces
of hluck-print ornanlent. Stained. 2:" I B".
K.K. 11. 0283. a . xx. Fr. of payer, double, wit11 block
imprcssion of lower L. corner 01 picturc. To L. a stal~dillg
figurc, facing a n altar or pedestal to K. Figure \ ~ " s
complicntcd costume which seems to include pyjamas tigllt
a t knees and ankles and scveral long stoles. Fcct I,urc.
Bands round waist. L1pper part missing.
Altar curl-ed (circular ?) and its surfaces decorated with
scrolls and chevrons. 011 ground symbols consistillg 01
groups 01 thrce balls, flames, treloils and a curious object
\vIiich muy be intended lor a P8tlii.
In border hclo\v, i t \.;~jrn ;end disc tvith l \ \ o we\-). lillcb
running across it. h c k leal has three columns of printed
ITsi-hsia text. I'aper dark buff ; ragged. 34" "34'.
PI. I.Sl11.
K.K. 11. 0283. a . xxi. Fr. of paper !+it11 lllock inlpression 01 upper part of Trimirti figure, enthroned Upright
nimbus with flattened d e s and top. ~bo\."l'd
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which is heavily draped and placed on trunk. Face inclined
down, and being full face is Ioreshortened. A tracing from
a clever original. Paper buff ; .mgged. 10" x 74".

K.K. 11. 0084. e. Fr. of paper, with drawing of
seated figure on a lotus supported upon a pedesttll. Only
a small part of drapery of figure remains ; this and lotus
drawn in fine sweeping lines. Pedestal in feeble scratchy
lines nnd probnbly by a different Iland. Part of flamrbordered halo remains. Paper thin, buti; very ragged.
C. 1 1 "

x 11".

K.K. 11. 0284. f-k. Frs. of paper. f, g, 11, parts of
lenves with Ihi-hsia print and rows of Buddha figures
similar t o K.K. 11. 0265. a ; i, two leaves of Hsi-hsia t e s t
and rows of Buddha figures similar t o K.1;. 11.0233, uuu. :
j, a leal of Hsi-hsia MS. ; k, leaf of MS.in cursive character5
with interlineations in smaller hand of same. Several
other frs. with traces of t e s t nnd crude painting of a holtl
formal pattern. All discoloured and ragged. Size of
leaves r. 71" x 3f".
K.K. 11. 0085. a . Fr. of block-printed paper. Portion
t o R. shows L,edge of boldly drawn rocky gorge (?),with
very stylized trees and shrubs growing on the rocks and
a torrent of water below. R , portion cut (?) away. I,.
part of paper shows three scattered line5 of Hsi-hsin
characters. Paper buff, torn but strong. 9i" x 31".
K.K. 11. 0085. b. i. Fr. of paper, with bold Hsi-l~sia
characters and trace, of thick white and red tempera.
Paper ragged. 3" x4".
K.K. 11. 0085. b. ii. Fr. of paper, with part of large
pattern painted in blue green and pink. Pfipcr ragged.
st' x 31".
K.K. 11. 0085. b. v. Block-printed paper leaf, with
Hsi-hsia t e s t and row of five Butlclha figures at top similar
t o those of K.K. 11. 0292. i, but much more crude and
i n d i s ~ i n c ~ lprinted.
y
Entl figure t o R. partly torn away.
L'suol clr:iract~.rstopnnd bottom. I'uper buiTand hecoming
\voolly at top. ;"
x 3:".
K.K. 11. 0285. b. vi. Fr. of block-printed paper leaf
arrangcd in tour sections ; upper L. quarler and lo\\.er
R. quarter are filled with IIsi-hsia text and the other two
by pictures. T o p R. picture sho~vsan old mendicant with
high-crowned head on which are black dots, in lull robe,
walking with a long staff (cf. K.K. 11. 0242. 1)). Clouds
float around his head extending in irregular arc from his
half-raised L. hand to top of staff.
T o R. a small f i p r e in robe and Chinese hat, with lugh
back and pair 01 tlownward hanging tabs, walks away
from R. Iront LO Id. irnd in passing turns his head to look
a t mendicant. I n lower L. part ol leaf (torn a ~ - a y )is
slightly grotesque l~catlwith open mouth in profile t o R.
and some bottle-shape object behind (shrine ?), wit11 a
background of water (?) and low sloping headlands.
Engraving cnreless. Paper bull and torn away a t all
PI. LXIII.
sides. 51" x 2:-.

K.K. rr. 0085. b. vii. Fr. of paper leaf showing
replica of aged mendicant on K.K. 11, 0242, b. More of
lower part of figure is present, but surface badly abraded
and lines indistinct. 6" x 3".
K.K. n. 0285. b. viii. Fr. of paper leaf, with fine
print of Buddha figure enthroned on pedestal \\.ithour
re~ogni7~lblePadrnisnna but a heap of drapery
niay be on rocks) instead. Figwe sits with feet resting on
opposite thighs, soles up (Svastikbana). Hands and facc
t o m away. Nimbus bordered with tmo or three lines.
Rody halo with black band on which are white pearls.
Field of halo filled with wavy rays.
Immediately in foreground, sits worshipping figure on
lotus, lacing Buddha, so that full back view is presented
outwards. Figure has nimbus and rayed halo. Circle
of nimbus complete passing across shoulders. Body halo
stops as usual a t body and nimbus. Robes 01 figure are
full ancl barred by vertical and horizontal bands (rnendirant's robe ?).
R. and L. are two standing figures, nimbate, in full robes,
high coiffure, hands in Atijali pose and each bare foot on
small lotus. \\'lrole of background, to scroll border in
white on black, is rayed.
I n top R. corner kneels celestinl f i ~ u r eon finely drawn
cloud, in full robes and with upright 'feather' head-dress
and nimbus ; seems t o carry some offering. Clouds rise
behind heads of standing figures. \\'hole is grandly
tlesigned, well drawn and engraved. Paper buff ; rag&.
74" x 3%". PI. LXIV.
K.K. 11. 0185. b. ix. Fr. of paper, in many pieces,
showing print of extremely stylized mountain scene.
Mass of peaks drawn in heavy black outline, with pines ant1
rolling cumulas clouds. Here and there an inscr. label
and a small figure occurs in silhouette, carrying two
bundles on the ends of pole placrtl across R. shoulder.
Relow picture are columns nl I,old 114-hsia. Paper bufl;
ragged. Size approx. 9" r 5".
K.K. 11. 0085. b. x. Fr. of paper, witlr blork impression
of seated Buddha figure f to L., in flowing robe open at
1)reast. Closely rayed nimbus and body halo. Tightly
curled clouds on background out of which appear several
~vell-drawnIleads. Central f i y r c has no U s n i ~ .
Impression rather l~eavyand blotted and faded in parts
01 two small detached pieces. One shows head of a ~odlrisattva with nimbus ; the other a small border ornament.
Paper dark ; torn. Gr. fr. 39" x j i " .
K.K. 11. 0185, b. xi. i. Six frs. of paper, with impre$sion from blocks. Three are part of same picture as K.K.
11. 0260. v ; 028.3. a. xviii. One shows tln extension to L.,
wit11 clouds in foreground and kneeling figure on mat.
Another is part of a standing fixure in lull black-bordered
robes slightly bowing as hc advances to L.; behind,
another standing figure.
Third Ir. shows loreground of clouds beyond which is
rushing water and a shore in distance with coral-]kc
shrub. Paper but7 ; ragged. Gr. fr. zi" x 11'.
L*III.
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saddle and broad saddle-cloth \t.ith plain border. 011
brcnst-band are bells (?). Easy grace of ridcr is in striking
contrast wit11 cner~elicaction of horse.
The ycculiar splay action of thc yak is clc\erly ~ t u g h t
and contrasts with grncelul mo\,emellt of horse. The
pcnons are riding through scrolls probably representing
clouds.
Quality of drawing is strong and rapid ; movement
through the air expressed by agitated draperies even more
than by attitude of animals. Upper and L. parts missing.
R. edge torn. Paper moderately thick and opaque.
13. x 7ip. PI. LX.
K.K. 11. 0313. b. Fr. of drawing on paper. Rapid
sketch ol rocky landscape with small figures. From about
centre, running to R., a mass of vertical rocks. Farther
to R. are more distant rocks rising from a valley through
which runs a stream with a house on its bank.
In foreground to R. three seated figures, probably in
hoat. Tall rocks appear to L. and in foreground of valley ;
below is a figure perhaps wading in a stream and playing
with a dog (?). I n centre, a roughly drawn circle which
may be the Sun or Moon. Gnarled trees appear in centre
of foreground and another boat (?) to L. Lmge patches
missing a t L. and R. Paper smooth, very thin and buff.
154" x 6". PI. LXI.
K.K. 11. 0313. c. T w o frs. of one (7) sketch on paper.
Very rapid and rough impression difficult to interpret.
I t seems to be a view of a level plain seen from a high rock
(foreground), nn old twisted tree rising to R. and extending
its foliage t o centre of top of picture. Riding across plain
from R. to L. are two horsemen going a t great speed and
leaning forward over horses' necks as they urge thc animals
on. One rider hns his R. arm upraised holding a stick (?),
the other has his arms extended fonvard. They appear
to be either racing or chasing. Speed and violent action
of men F U I ~ horses very vividly expressed by simplest
possible lines.
The rest of drawing vague ; but there is probably another
horseman with lance over shoulder in R. foreground.
In centre appcan to be a large house or temple with
figures seated in and about it and with vertical rocks
hehind. To extreme L. nre four or five Chinese characters.
Portions missing. Paper smooth, very thin, buff and
ragged. r . 17' rg". PI. L S .
K.K. rr. 0313. d. Fr. of drawlng on paper. A figure,
1 lo R., sits on flat rock with R. knee raised and supporting
outstretched R. arm, the hand falling gracefully down in
front ol knee. L. lower leg lies Aat on ground. Face
youthful. 1)rapery loose, \.oluminous and wrapped about

body in close rope-like folds stylized in treatment and
very ~ T H C C ~ U I .Rich ~~ccklilcc
and armlet on R. arm; L.
forearm not traceablr. A plain disc (jcwcl?) occurs at
ccntrc of abdomen. Traces of bamboo above to L, Perhaps
an AvalokiteBvara, but no halo visible. Paper dark, very
thin, woolly and tattered. 12" x8+". PI. L x t .
K.K. 11. 0313. e. Fr. of paper with drawing of G~I!cS~?
head wearing Nepalese or Tibetan cap. He has a smnll
ring through L. p. ear and shows two short tusks close
together on L. p. side of mouth. A flower in front of face.
Paper buff; torn a t all edges. 54" x6".
K.K. n. 0 3 3 . f. Ft. of paper, in many pieces with drawing of seated Bodhisattvas. Centre part only presenred.
Figure faces R. Breast and R. p. arm bare, with bangles
on wrist and narrow drapery over forearm, which is horizontal and seems t o be resting on an arm-rest with voluted
end. Long fingers with long nails held gracefully palm
down. Streamers and jewels hang from coiffure. Additional jewels have been drawn on back of paper. Drapery
well designed. Paper buff ; ragged. 7r x 13t".
K.K. 11. 0313. g. Fr. of paper, with three drawings,
two of an old man's head, the other of nearly half-length
of man. The first two may be studies lor one head. An
old man, bald on front of h a d , with long straggling hair
farther back, has his head slightly bowed and t to L. He
seems to have fallen into a placid sleep, and the rendering
of the face is very fine. His eyes are rather puffy, his
eyebrows rather long and growing do\\rnwards in upper
sketch but smoothed laterally in lower. Straggling
moustache and beard. Fleshy angle to jaw. Ear pointed
slightly a t top.
At upper part of forehead a peculiar object looking like
an inverted shnllow bowl with a hall inside. There is
nothing to show how it is supported, unless it I)e fastened
to the hair, brought forward over top of head.
Third drawing shows head and bust of elderly man, bald
in front but with long curling hair a t back, leaning 2 to R.
with mouth wide open as though howling. Tongue visible
with tip curling up behind lower lip. Ear sliglltly pointed.
L. p. forearm lifted, the hand level with mouth and turned
outward Irom body as though pointing or admonishing.
Drapery covers R. p. arm from a little below shoulder
and passes across body and over crook of L. p. arm. Both
shoulders, neck, breast, and L. p. forearm bare.
d l three sketches very good. Paper buff; ragged, torn
away on three sides. 5" s 114". PI. L I x .
K.K. rr. 0313. h. Several paper scraps, showing
frs. of ornament pricked for pouncing, generally mintelligible.

OBJECTS ESCAViITED AT STCPA R.K. 111, KIIARA-KFIOTO
cobra (?) tiara. Colouring, laded, resembles that 01
K.K. ur. 01. Frs. of silk muslin painted banner.
Lokapalas in Ser. iv. PI. LXXXII'. Size of this fr. 124" x
Subject : on one fr. n well-drawn Sip? (?), 3 to I..: with
St".
K.arm upraised supporting Padmhana (?) n-hich seems to
Second fr. hasalmost entirely faded, but traces of drapery
have a thick hairy stalk, and left hand with fingers spread.
and red snakes can he made out, perhaps belonging to
nt left hip. He seems to be standing up to thighs in
another S e a . 9f" x 7".
wilier, and is dressed in complete warrior costume will1
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K,K, 111. oa, a, b, c, d. Frs. of plain, figured and
silk. (a) Thick firm twill, figured ; pattern
obscured by dirt and wear. Colours prob. two shades of
buff and blue. 7tnx zJ'. (b) Plain blue. 4" x 6". (c)
painted muslin ; green edge, pink ground, Ir. of pattern
yellow outlined black. 3l" x I a". ( d ) Painted, pink with
pie grey outlines. I:" x I & " Frs. of paper sticking t o
lnost of the pieces.
K.K. 111. 04. Frs. of painted silk banner. Two frs. :
one with taint traces of drawing and colour, the other
with three boldly written Chinese characters and part
of x fourth. Very discoloured.
Piece of twig 5i1' long, probably stiffener. Painted fr.,
9" x 8"; inscribed Ir.. J*" x 21".
K.K.
05. a, b. Frs. of silk painting, with debris
of chin. MSS. ~ a r g e rfr. (a) shows L- bottom corner
ol ~nintingwith part of altar (?) on R. and small h ~ m a n
fig. with hand raised in supplication below. To L, larger
standing figs.-attendant (female ?) holding dish of f ~ i t
and flowers ; a fiery-haired demon dressed in red skirt
and tiger's skin, in pose of violent rage, his feet far apart
resting on pink lotuses ; left hand raised above head, fingers
directed dorm, like claws, and (above) Bodhisattva,
standing.
Below, by R. edge, traces of fig. with outstretched arllls
riding black steed (?). Floral scroll-work, finely drawn in
ink on green ground, round edge ; colouring otherwise
mainly crimson, blue and green. Faded a n d worn.
1 g i " x 11".

Other Ir. (b) shows only folded legs 01 seated fig., coarse
work, g" x gt".
K,K, Ilr, 06. F ~ of~ . kid or goat skin leather,
sewn together and doublcd over. blarks of sewing a t edge.
3 t ' X 4".
K.K- n1. 08. Painted dlk muslin. Several frs. painted
with green ground and yellow border, with design
of which white and red patches with black outlines distillguishable. Very ragged. c. 7" x 7".
K.K. In. 09. Silk fr., faded blue or dark green. 31" x 2".
K.K- 111. 010. Painted silk muslin fr., with traces of
black bands, and blue and red grounds. No details visible.
Thin Paper a t buck.
x JP'.

K-K.

011. Painted paper fr., sllowing series of
petal shape scrolls in yellow, rising from red patch,
with curved red band touching volutes. Outlines black;
rich colour. 38" x 14".
KaK. 111. 01s. silk fr., finely woven, plum colour,
to buff muslin, and frs. of blue silk and paper.
L)iscoloured and ragged. C. 4)" x 31".
III, 013. Clay stucco mould of rectangular plaque,
containing Bllddha figure in ~ h i ~ , ~ ~ ~
round, small Icaturrd and
pleasant expression. lluir
treated in small sectl-like projections arranged synl"letric a ' l ~ . L. breast bare and \velI developed. Modelling good.
5:'~

;".

1'1. LV.

qqg

K.K. 111. 015. cc. dd. Fr. of paper, in two pieces
showing block impression of two seated Bodhisattvas
$ to R. on PadmHsanas. Style Nepalese. One knee
raised, the other and thigh flat on ground. Halo petalshaped and filled with scrolls. Nimbus tall and plain.
Head-dress tall and pointed. ' Chair-backs ' show a t nngle
of halo and nimbus. Long leaves fill in sl~andrela t same
point, running behind ' chair-back '. Rosettes on background. Paper buff ; ragged. 4" x 3iW.
K.K.lu. 017. ii. Fr. of silk, buff, probably damask, wit11
all-over pattern too ragged t o make out. i k " x 3 " .
K.K.nr. 017. jj. Fr. of silk, blue with paper adhering.
3&"x zf".
K.K.111. 017. s. i, ii. Fr. of paper, in two pieces, with
block impression of =?ted Bodhisattva on pedeshl.
Padm&na suggested by very invol\.ed folds and turns
\~oluminous drapery. Full face ; eyes
cast down; head-dress, three-tier tiara \vith jewels hanging
curving stem at temple ; ljreast bare.
fro,
streamers
and hair hang from head.
Halo and nimbus circular and plain. Swinging tassels
above hang from canopy (torn away). Clouds and waving
rays fill backgound. I-Iands a t breast in Dharmacakramudri. -4n object (torn away) in centre of lower part of
from which proceed \vaving rays. Engraved in
scratc~lym o n o t o ~ o ~ s ~Paper
~ n e ~ragged. 71" x4". ii,smalI
x 11".
1,. Showing top of nimbus and douds.
K.K. 111. 018. Frs. of sllk from temple banners, will1
traces of paint'
ragged' Gr' fr'
"'
K.K. 111. oao. mm. Fr. of silk, wrapped round stick
of elliptical section. Silk in three strips sewn togetilrr
and covered with discoloured paint on one side. Prohably
part of banner. Length of stick 62"; silk about 6" x 4".
K.K. 111. 02s. a.a. Several frs. of dlk muslin,
traces of paint. Part of banner. F ~ of~paper
, at
L ~x 3".
back with block impression. C O ~ V O ~r .U4a"
K.K. 111. 09%.p, q. Frs. of paper, with drawillg or
Hsi-hsia chnrs. One shows drapery probably from lower
half o[ figure ; other coarse radiating lines. -ill ragged.
Gr, fr. 43" x ]A".
K.K. III. 023. h, 1. ~ r s .of paper. (b) Kougll
drawing of figure (head, shoulders and olle hand only
remain), full face, with lines drawn from various parts
and 15si-hsia inscription a t outer end of each line. Probably diagram giving names of parts. On head a small
ornament resembling a Chinese ginger jar wit11 circles
drawn on it. .\II lower part missing. On back eleven
columns of Hsi-hsia writing. 4)" X 54'
( i ) Small fr.
\ ~ i l hsketcll of lower part of garment (?) painted yello\v.
On back, Hsi-bsia writing. 51" X I*".
~K.K.
~ ur.
~ 014.
~ hh.
- ~ Fr.~ of dpaper,
~ ~with. crude sketch on
one sidc. Paper discolol~redand woolly. 34" 18".
K.K. 111. 095. t. Many frs. of Silk muslin, ~ i n t e t l .
Part of banner ; only red and yellow hnlo recoglznble.
Gr. fr. 8)" x43".
3 S 2
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K.K. 111. 025. u. Leaf of payer, batring block imprcssion. I t scems t o have been folded into four arid eaten
through in various places I,y insects. All centre gone.
This seems to have contained bell-shaped form resting
on a Padni.is.ma and filled wit11 Tibetan Lest.
There \rrerc a t least tcn seated Buddha figures down t l ~ c
sides. There are sis widely spaced Tibctan characters
along bottom below Padnibana. Figures appear t o Ilc
nude or in tight-fitting garment, the upper edge ol wliicl~
crosses breast from L. p. shoulder t o K.p. armpit. JIands
in Dhyina-rnudri and Ieet in SvastikHsana. Paper buff ;
thin. S" x 54".
K.K. 111. 026. c. Fr. of block.printed paper leaf,
with very black and bold Chincsc (?) text, decorated
top with row 01 seated Buddha figs. Parts of sis figs.
~h~
perfecl sl,ows fig. in
robc seated on padmisann, with long pointed petals of ri~tlierconfused design,
over the centre of w l ~ i c llall
~ festoon-folds of robc. llands
invisible, being tuckcd cach in the opposite loose s l c c \ ~of

robe. lIca\.y fold round neck. Face nither square, ears
long, hair black with broad Us~!isa.
Double-bordered halo with rays from body to inner line.
Appror. circular nimbus with rays on outside limited
a n outer curve on each side in the case of fig. to
K., and without rays in that oI the second fig. to K.,wllirll
also has no rays to halo. Ilrapery and laces diHercnt in
each fig. and hands covered in all.
llclo~v Padnibana a three-tiered footstool ( I ) willl
pointed corner feet. A row of pcndcnt ti~bswit11 poinled
ends hangs from Iica\.y linc running across lop of Ical.
Engraving coarse. Paper buff and brittle ; upper edge
only intact. 64"x 44". PI. LXV.
K.K. UI. 026. d. Fr. of paper, with block impression
of haloed worshipping figures of Nepalese type. 17011r
lieads, all looking to R., wholly or partly preserved. Rest
turn away. Paper buff. ti" x I:".
K.K. 111. 026. e. TWOfrs. of silk muslin, wit11 traces ol
paint. Part of banner. Cr. fr. z" x.3;''.
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K.K. IV. or, 07, 010-12, 017, 021, 025. Frs. of clay
stucco drapery, red and green, edged gold. Gr. fr.
; J a x 6".
K.K. IV. 02. Fr. of clay stucco o m . ; double interlocking spiral, red. 41'' x 41". PI. LV.
K.K. IV. 03. Clay stucco, half of ' 1,utterfly ' bow,
painted red, similar t o K.K. I V . 01j. 2:"x 2'.
K.K. Iv. 04. Clay stucco pine cone, or artichoke in
relief. Gilded. I$" x r a". PI. LIII.
K.K. IV. 05. Fr. of clay stucco finger, painted white
and gilded. Life-size. Same as K.K. I . 0 1 2 . 2;" x k".
K.K. IV. 06. Clay stucco almond-shaped ornament.
Bowl or relic casket surrounded by flames, gilded. 2" x r
PI. LIII.
K.K. IV. 08. Fr. of clay stucco human ear, painted
white and gilded ; lobe missing. Clity non-fibrous. Badly
modelled. 34" x 2kn.
K.K. IV. 09. Fr, of fresco, with red and bull border
lines outlined black, and black line scroll. zi" x 2".
K.K. IV. 014. Fr. of clay stucco drapery in green,
white (?) and gold. 54" x 2".
K.K. IV. 015, 013. Frs. of clay stucco. 023. brapery
' b u t t c d y ' bow, green, edged gold, lined red. Very
naturalistic. 4;" x l t " . org. IIalI oI similar bow, all red.
z" x 21". PI. LIII.
;'I.
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K.K. v . 031, oas, 034,049, o y , 051, 054,087, 088. Clay
votive tablets from similar moulds. Seatcd Buddha
in trefoil halo on Pndmiisana ; in meditation. All o t l ~ c r
details similar t o K.K. v. 033, &c. Diani. 2". PI. LIII.
K.K.v. 0a3, 050, 053. Clay votive tablets

K.K. rv. 016. Fr. of clay stucco ornamental detail
in low relief, painted white and gilded. Ornament is nn
elliptical rosette, with faceted jewel centre encircled by
mouldings, partly covered by Ranking scrolls. Edges
broken. 2 9 " 12".
~
PI. LIII.
K.K. N. 018. Fr. of clay stucco bead ornament, painted
white and gilded. 21" x 9".
K.K. Iv. 019. Clay stucco eight-petalled rosette \ r f i l l ~
domical sunflower centre. Gilded. 1)inm. I)". PI. LIII.
K.K. IV. 020. Clay stucco peony in profile. Gilded.
11" x I l".
K.K. IV. 021. Fresco fr. on mud plaster. I'attern in
distinguishable. Colours red, pink and grecn. 2t" x 21"
K.K. rv. 024. Fr. of clay stucco foot. Toes and portion
of sole, painted white iind gilded. Little toc missing. 3"
x 23".
K.K. IV. 026. Fr. of clay stucco. R. half of bow ill
relief, as K.K. I V . 03, 015,023, PI. I-111, ~ a i n t e dred. Gr.
hl. zh".
K.K. IV.027. Fr. of clay stucco drapery as K . K . Iv. 07 ;
painted red wit11 gilded edgc,and green under-side lo folds.
UrOkcn. Gr.
(joined) 4".
K.K. IV. 028. Fr. of clay stucco orn., pcony risillg frolll
pair of incurlcd volutes. Traces of red pailit ; broken.
3iqx3".

*.

STUI'A GROUP K.K. v, 1(MhHA-KI1OTO
from different ruined StCpas a t K.K. v) wit11 device in
relief. Buddl~ain treloil halo on PndmLana in Uhirnaspnria-mudrs; two shrines a t each side, with Brihmi
chars. near each. Inscription in reliel round edge.
modelled. 1\11 from sanlc original. Uiam. 2".
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K,K, v. b, 01. Fr. of silk; pale hluc, wit11 I~oldlypainted
lotus

in lighter body-colour. Very defaced.

rl:"

x 4".

K.K. v. b. 06. bb. Fr. of silk, light blue. j"x a".
K,K, b. 011, r-t. Fr. of paper, in many picccs, show,
c , l l t a i n i n ill
lotus ,vitl, sLylzcd
pwls md
inscril~lions TiLCtan. yilntra (?).
Gr. Ir. 7:" ~ 3 : " .

K.K. v. b. 013. r. Fr. of silk muslin, laded blue-gcy.
6" x 3".

K.K. v. b. 0x5. 11, mm. Fr. of silk. (11) light blue.

x i w ; (rrrfn) dark blue gauze. j" x at".
K.K.v. b. org. Fr. of block-printed paper leaf, with
Hsi-hsia text, ornamented wit11 rows of Buddha figures,
alternating with naturalistic trees similar in scheme t o
K.K. n. 0239. a, but of different design. One fig. and parts
ul lralo and I'admhana of nest remaining. Compared wit11
K.K.11. 0239. a, proportions of figs. are more correct,
cscepting hands, which are too large. Drapery is fuller.
Halo has no outer border line. P a d m S a n a more of the
chrysanthemun~ type and rests on three superimposed
thin slabs.
Trees grow lrom loiuscs ; I,elo\v each figure a double
outlined trefoil arch above column of test. Border along
top is a fine scroll in solid black on white. To K. of leaf is

K.E.

01.

The teclrnique is very puzzling on account ol the estent
of control evidenced by the pattern. A fine greenish glaze
'Overs
tllesurface. For courser example see A.K. 07. Cl~ord
ol of riln 22" x I~eightr i " ; thickness Q". PI. LVII.

K.E. 0% Glass bead; white, spl~crical,wit11 large 11ole.
2" x .A".

014. Bronze disc; with shank a t back. Roughly
m t . Diam.

1'.

'.

to below outward curve of brim. Buff body from which all
glaze has perished by erosion. Surface roughened and worn
through a t one side 01 neck and bc~ttom.
Three parts of bririi down to middle 01 neck missing on
onc side. Prol~ablyoriginally covered with brown glaze
a s T. XLIII.I. 015, which it rather resembles. EIeight 51",
yr. brci~dth38". PI. L\.II.
K.E. XI.or. Bottom of glazed porcelai~ibowl, with
ring-base. Thick white body, covered each side with
bluish-wllite glaze
tlecoration in blur, On bottom,
inside, naturalistic design of l ~ l ~ o e nand
i s duck on wntcr
facing each other amongst gro\+inglotus plants ; on outsitle,
of band of alternate groups of vertical stripes, and
pear-shaped fibwrcs with scalloped outline. \Vare similar
1. 06, kc., but thicker. Good work (Sung ?).
t o T. SLTII.
l)i:~ni. of basc z;", 11. (estant) IL",gr. diam. (cstant)
4h11. pl. ~ ~ 1 1 .
K.E. 111. 01, oa. Pottery whorls, picrced through
centre. L ~ r g e rIQ" x
K.E. 111. 03. Bronze cat ' bell ; loop broken and bull
bent. 18" diam.

:".

K.E. 111. 04. Fr. of bronze mirror, in several pieces.

K'E. O1'i. Fr. of iron knife-blade, with
a' x 1".
"C~J

a panel containing two columns of text, above which is a
naturalistic inverted lotus leaf a s a canopy. Well engraved.
Paper buff and torn away bclow figs. and on L. side. CI.
also K.K. 11. 0279. uuu. ii. ;":i jl". PI. L S V .
K.K. v. b. oao. Fr. of paper fretwork. PntLern is
interlacin: circles. Eaclt circle invaded by four arcs
adjacent circles giving effect of conca\-e-sided s l ~ u r r ein
u c l i circle. \ V i ~ h i ~each
i
square a four-petalled rosette
wit11 hole a t centre. Paper buff, thick and tom a t both
ends; roughly cut. \\.'idth shows two completc circles.
Probably intended for a slencil plate. 6" x 21".
K.K. v. b. 035. n. Paper card, \\it11 drawing representing
a grotesque figure behind a large circle suggesting a shield.
llead shows above shicld and secms to he that of a boar
looking to K.,but nearly all lost from abrasion. H.p. arm
roiscd grasping sword held horizontally behind head.
Helotv shield appear two legs, h r e below knecs and with
animal's skin above. Feet wide apart t o agree with attacking pose of R. arm.
Between Ieet a two-line inscription. Within shield a
smaller double-line circlc. Between outer and inner circles
a n inscription; within srnallcr circle a triangle. .In
inscription ill each segment. Triangle contains grotesque
figure wit11 large head and liands holding upturned feet.
1\11 inscriptions ill Tibetan. Circlcs dra\vn with compasses
furnished wit11 pen or brush lor ink. A;" x z t i " .
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i g in sharp curve
line of broadest part of body and t i ~ r n i ~ in
Fr. of pottery, from riln and wall of small

bowl. BuA' paste with pattern in black or dark grey. Lip
gracefully out-turned and wall cur\-ing \\,ell under towards
foot (missing). Pattern, for a depth of about I" from lip,
a series of zigzag or scalloped bands, irregular and in
c"roupS of six or more fine lines, which extend tlirougl~the
body and show in same order on both sides. Each line
is therefore one edgc of a n estre~nelythin lamina of the
dark material.
~ c l o wbands oI zigzags, a series of foiled rosettcs with
centre ; in centre of bottonl another similar
rosette, all in groups of thin lines described. Judging by
faults in pattern, and slim
#lit difference between the inner
and
patterns, complete control of the iaminae was
difficult.

K'E.
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tapering tang.

01. Pottery jug, tall oviform, short narrow
lnouth.

Reeded b u d handle continuing

\Vitl~ina raised border, a band of grape scroll in high relief.
Cf. Ilushell, C/ri)rese Art, i. p. 88, Pig. 60, where IIUI
mirror 01 kindred design is shown. Corroded. 3" x 2".

K.E.ILI.05. Fr. of bronze ; roughly melted.

I & "x li',".
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&E. V. or. Pottery whorl ; t h a l a k a shape ; buff body,
glazed brown on upper part. f " u r 2".
K.E. v. 03. Stone axe-head, hard, grey; drilled as for
haft, the blade thinning suddenly Irom horizontally flat
broad butt. For other example, see K.K. 030, 1'1. L X V I .

12" X t" x .i$".

K.E. v. 04-10, 013-16, 018. Miscellaneous frs. of
bronze and iron. Largest I f " x A,".
K.E. v. or]. Fr. of pale green glass. 2" x 2" x g".
K.E. V. or%. Glass bead ; translucent blue, spherical ;
chipped and broken (now joined). &" x -A".
K.E. v. 013. W p of bronze, corroded, with rivet-hole
a t each end. I:$" x A".
K.E. v. 015. Iron loop, made 01 rod doubled t o form
circular opening, the ends then forming straigllt stem.
Rusted. Length j$",diam. of loop An.
K.E. v. 016. Bronze strap-loop, perhaps Lor buckle,
tongue lost. Roughly D-shaped, but with double opening ;
one long and narrow, by straight edge for attachment
to strap, the other o\,al. Good condition. a" x 2".
K.E. v. 018. Scrap of plate bronze ; corroded. Gr. M,g".
K.E. v. 019. Fr. of pottery rod ; black. $" x A"
K.E. v. 090. Part of wall and rim of large glazed
pottery jar. Ovoid shape, with plain rim slightly outturned and thickened. Body of light brownish colour ;
glaze each side chocolate-brown, scraped away on outside
t o lorm pattern in glaze on unglazed ground.
Design consists ol band ol egg and tongue om. hangins
from plain band of glaze round rim ; incli-deep band of
glaze round shoulder ; and below nine-incll wreath of
rather straight acanthus-like leaves with further signs of
glaze below. Fr. does not cstend t o base. Top of rim
unglazed. Good design and csecution ; prob. Sung.
Fr. broken in two pieces, re-joined. For o t l ~ eesamples,
r
sce
K.E. xrv. oro and K.E.x-XI,01 (1'1. LVll). I-I. (of wliolc)
19;'~ gr. width I..$", average thickness in'. 1'1. LVI.
K.E. rx. or. Iron (7) casting, roughly heart-shaped
and plain with triangular s l ~ a n ka t back. Very rough.
IC" x I & "x 4.". Two small lrs.
K.E. IX. 02-5. Frs. of bronze. 0 2 . 'inger-ring ol thin
sheet with flat elliptical bezel, bent out of sl~ape. 03-5.
Frs, of bronze wire.
K.E. x . or. Pottery bowl; buff with buff glaze all
ovcr, excepting lowcr part outside. S o overhanging lip.
R i n g - h e , within which a single Chinese char. in black.
Uia~nelcr71"; height 3". Cracked in several places. PI.
L\,l.

K.E. A , 02. Fr. of glazed pottery jar; wall and rim,
latter slightly thickened on outside, 11ut not everlerl, flat
on top and cl~amlereda~ inner edgc. Uody hard, buff
with black granulntions. Glaze eacli side, Icaf-green,
streaky in places. T o p of rinl unglazed, exterior and
interior vcry faintly ribbcd. Rivet-holes by edge, for

ancient repair, not pierced through. Remains of mcbal
rivet in one. H. 4i1, width sf", thickness (average) A".
K.E. x-XI. or. Fr. of pottery; bufl, wiih brown glaze
inside and out. Outside ornamented wit11 bold sgraffito
leaf pattern scratched through glaze; this has been
removed, leaving background of buff slightly stained ant]
speckled with remains of bro\w,n glaze imperfectly cleaned
off. For other examples, see K.E. XIV. oro, K.E. v. 020,
and K.K. orrG (PI. LVI, LVIl). 21" x I,$" x A". PI, LVU,
K.E. x-XI. 0%. Fr. of pottery, from upper edge of bowl ;
buff, coated with dark blown glaze. n i " x lrx&".
PI. LI.

K.E. x-XI. 03. Fr. of pottery, Irom wall of vessel ; red,
thickly glazed rich sage-green. 2" x I)" x &".
K.E. x-XI. 04. Fr. of pottery, from wall of vessel ;
buB, with remains of buff slip and glaze ; conventional
floral pattcrn (anemone ?) boldly painted OII outside in
dark grey enamel. Glaze dullcd by exposure. 22" x 1%"x
)". PI. LVII.
K.E. x-XI. 05. Fr. of pottery, similar to K.E. s-XI.
04, t o which it probably belongs, with large rosette roughly
painted in outline with dark grey enamel. Small hole
drilled near one edge. Inside surface covered with spots
in low relief. All glaze dulled by exposure. 2f" x 2t"x t".
PI. LVII.
K.E. x-XI. 06. Fr. of stone axe-head (7). Small, dark
grey, roughly triangular drilled through. Cl. K.E. v. 03.
a'' x ;"x A".
K.E. x-XI. 07. Fr. of pottery, lrom wall ol vessel ;
grey celadon ware with roughly incised pattern under thin
translucent greenish glaze. I # " x I" x A". PI. LVII.
K.E. x-XI. 08. Fr. of shell (7), in lorm ol pdrl ol
rim and wall of small bowl broken on three sides and
remains of hole drilled near one edge. Raised band, 'A
broad, formed by edges of laminae coming to snrfacc jual
below ' rim '. Concavo-convex. I i" x i'' x .'A
K.E. XI. 01-3. Pottery whorls, drilled through ccnlrc.
Largest I?"x
K.E. XI. 04-15. Miscellaneous small frs. of bronze
and iron.
K.E. xr. 016. Fr. of flint, pink. g" x A" x I".
K.E. XII, or, oz. Frs. of pottery. or. Disc of red
pottery pierced as for whorl, but very thin ; prob. worn by
sand action. Diam. I", thickness #, or. Fr. of hard grey
potlery wit11 thin slip and thick grey-green glaze, spongy
inride. 3" x 4" x A".
K.E. xrr. 03. Iron ring, much osydi~ed. L)iam. 8".
K.E. xlr. 04, 05. Frs. of bronze. Av. 4" x in.
{'I.

K.E. xrrl. or. Jade netsuki (7) ; white, pierced will1
two holes, which form part of design, for suspension.
Iksign, n p o n y in profile with spreading prlnls flunkctl
by two scrolled bifurcate lea\.es the downwartl curve
which form the two holes. Pattern is pierced right throualb
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but detail rvo~.kedon one side only. Good work. 14"x

I"*1".

K.E, xrrr. 02. F r . o f g l a z e d p o t t e r y . Body hard,
fine, buff ; glaze inside brown ; outside, cream-coloured,
with roughly drawn spiral in dark brown surrounded by
smaller spirals (brown over-glaze ?). Gr. If. r i " , thickncss &". PI. LIrIT.
K.E. xnr. 03. Fr, of g l a z e d s t o n e w a r e . Hard grey
body; glaze each side thin greenish-grey, with incised
floral pattern and bands on outside roughly drawn. For
another fr. of same, see K.E. X-XI. 07. Gr. hl. z", thickness
t". PI. LVII.
K.E. xru. 04. Fr. o f g l a z e d s t o n e w a r e . Hard light
buff body ; glaze inside dark brown ; outside, colourless
glaze over cream slip and orn. in dark brown, showing
flornl pattcrn in outline, with background of small circles.
For other esampler, sce r4.K. 026, 8. PI. LI. I ~ $ " X
14" x +". PI. LVII.
K.E. xru. 05-10. S i x p o t t e r y s p i n n i n g - w h o r l s , madc
ot potsherds ground into disc and pierced. Red or grey.
' ' ,
A".
Roughly made. Gr. diam. (08) I ~ ~ ~thickness
K.E. xrn, 011. Fr. of b l a c k s t o n e h o n e (1);flat, roughly
triangular in outline with hole drilled through m a r apes ;
other end broken away. Length rg", gr. width I;", gr.
thickness 2".
K.E, xlrr. ora. H a l f o f g l a s s b e a d ; flattened spheroid,
tran~lucmthoney-coloured. I-I. &'': diam. t".
K.E. XIII. 013. I r o n knlfe-blade, single-edged, with
remains of tan;. Corroded. Length "z:,!.
gr. width
;'I.

K.E. XIII. 014. R e c t a n g . b r o n z e l o o p ; one corner I~rnke~i.
!&" x {i",
thickness i".
K.E. xm. 015. B r o n z e ring, small; corroded ends not
quite joined. Diam. is,".
.
K.E. XIV. 01. Fr. o f c a s t i r o n , spearhead-shaped
implement ; hollow on one side and keeled on other.
Point broken away. Rougl~arorl:. 5'' x I?" x f ". PI. L V I .
K.E. X ~ V . 02, 03, 06. I r o n nails, two with broad flat
.I]".
heads. Lonaest
.
-.
K.E. xrv. 04. Fr. of g l a s s bead, blue. g" x z".
K.E. xN. 05. Fr. of b r o n z e s h e e t ; doubled over, showing
rough ornament in punched dots, drilled with a hole nt
each end. One end narrows to a rounded point, othcr
broken away. f" x P".
K.E. Xlv. 07. Fr. of p o t t e r y a n t e f i x a (?), circular rcsembling box lid. Pattern floral (?), within a pearl
border. Hard speckled bromn body covered with finc
brown glaze. Convex back of tile is hroken away. Cf.
Chiao. or. J J " x I 8". PI. LVII.
K.E. X N . 08. Fr. of p o t t e r y , from wall of vetsel ; thick,
coarse, reddish-buff ; thinly glazed green-brown in and out.
Ribbed inside. Outside S and U-shaped incisions, soul.
' t " 1~ t " x 9".
PI. Ll.
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K.E. xrv. 09. I r o n w a l l . h o o k or similar ot~ject,sliouldered
at commencement of curve. z?" x I".
K.E. xrv. oro. Fr. of p o t t e r y , from rim and wall of
vessel ; red body of fine qualiLy, coated inside and out
with dark grey-green glaze, in which on outside a bold
floral pattcrn is reserved in sgraffito, outlines ant1 ground
being of the revealed red body. Upper edge of lip, uncoated. Rim thickened by kind of cyma moulding. Three
rivet-holes. General character boldly decorative. For
other examples, see K.E. v. ozo ; X-XI. 01 ; K.K. 0116.
PI. LVI, LVII. 3%"x 2)" x f". PI. LVII.
K.E. XIV. 011-15. Frs. o f p o t t e r y . o r r , orz. From rim
and wall of bowl. Grey body covered with grey slip (?)
and finely mottled dark grey-green glaze shading to brown
a t rim, which is thinner than wall and rounded. Two thin
brown lines carried round just below edge.
013. Red-buff body glazed as preceding, but leaving portion towards bottom (?)unglazed outtide. orq. Red body.
grey-blue finely mottled glaze on both sides, with part
outside left unglazed. org. Grey body. Glazed inside anrl
out as preceding. For other examples, see K . K . 039-44,
kc. Gr. tr. (orr); :2
x 19'' x &".
K.E. m v . 016. Fr. o f p o t t e r y , from rim and wall of
vessel. Light grey body, ribbed on outside, slightly
thickened a t lip, and glazed brown. ~ f x"I" x in.
K.E. xrv. 017. Fr. o f p o t t e r y . Complete mouth of
vessel in ware similar to K.E. XIV. 016. Lip prismatic.
Glaze speckled and green in parts. Diam. I%", height 8'.
K.E. xrv. 018. Fr. o f b r o n z e binding, from strap end (?),
with rivets in position. 8" x i " . Length ot rivets ig".
K.E. xrv. 019. Fr. of p o t t e r y , fine red, moulded, but
pattern too fragmentary to make out ; coated outside with
finc glossy buff slip, over which remains of rich blue-green
glazc, mostly flaked off. )"x &" x fa.

~

K.E. xrv. 011-6. Frs. o f g l a s s b e a d s , rather coarsely
made ; mostly straw colour ; translucent. Gr. Ir. (023,
complete) i"x in.
K.E. xrv. 027. Fr. o f p o t t e r y jar, with small loop
handle from rini to shoulder. Body grey. hard ; glazed
each side and over top of rim, dark olive-green. Interior
slightly ribbed. Bulging shoulder drawing in t o short
neck arith sligl~tly thickened rim. II. 4i", width 5fR,
thickness 1". PI. LVII.
K.E. xv. 01. Fr. o f p o r c e l a i n from upper edge of bowl ;
thin outward curved lip. Pale green glaze and pnttern
carefully painted in grey-blue. Outer surtace, a border
of four-petalled flowers in simple outline between parallel
annular lines, under bend of lip. Below, running ornarnent
of leavcs, berries and flowers in silhouette.
Inner surface, n border on curve of lip consisting of
alternate spirals on undulating stem with brnnching
secondary spirals and bracts, between parallel annular
lines. Faint ornarnent in low relief under glaze. Very
fine quality. I:" x ~ t x" c. I*e". PI. L I ,
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K.E. xv. 02. Fr. of porcelain, from upper edge of
bowl decorntcd with patterns in k~ey-hlue. Lip very
slightly outward curved. Grey-green glaze ; over this, on
outer surface, panels outlined with broad and thin lines,
within which cloud scrolls (?). Insidc, double line upper
border; below, freely painted pointed petalled flowers
and lenves, in silhouette. llpper edge unglazed. Ri\.ethole near centre. Cf. K.K. 04; (PI. LI). I:" > I:" x i " .
1'1. LVII.
K.E. xv. 03, 06, 08-10. Miscellaneous scraps of
bronze sheet and wire. Av. length c. 1".
K.E. XV. 07. Bronze disc ; six-lobcd. pierced with
square hole. Diam. gn.
K.E. xvr. or. Miniature silver (7) spoon or ladle;
snuff-spoon (?). Round bowl, s l i ~ l ~ t lcurving
y
handle.
Well made. Length I+$", width of I)owl &".

K.E. xvrr. or. Iron ferrule, flattenetl, for knife handle,
Q" x

in x -16
5 ".

K.E. xvrr. 03, 08, 09. Bronze. 03. Flat bronze ring.
Vdiam. x
broad. 08. Rronzenail. t" x ?T". 0 9 . Bronze
band, concavo-convex. e" x 1".
K.E. xvn. 04. Fr. of pottery. Small curved spout of
pale huff porcclainous ware, glazed pale grey-green. Hole
r. 8" diam. Length I $", dinm. a t baw 5".
K.E. XVII.
05. Carnelian bead ; irregular shapc. Diam. 1".
K.E. xvlr. 06. Fr. of glass bead. I-Talf ; pale grey-green,
spherical. Diam. ?g".
K.E. xvrr. 07. Fr. of paste ; rich turquoise-blue. 9. x

t"X i " .

K.E. xx. or. Fr. of glass bead. Half ; pnlc grey-green.
Diam. A".

OBJECTS BROUGHT FROM S I T E

E.G. or. Printed paper. Deity seated on demon (?),with
R. hand upraised holding flaming sword. Lotus henddress ; Padmisana ; rayed background. Roughly engraved and bad impression. Tom. 4 2" x 4$".
E.G. oa. Painting on canvas ; a blue deity seated on
PadmLana, full lace, head tilted slightly to R. p. High
tiara, voluminous red pyjamas, short green vcst with blue
tabs a t waist ; R. hand on R. leg, L. hirnd raised t o breast.
Blue nimbus ; yellow halo rayed red with black dots
between rays. Ground of halo blue with green flames
outlined red. Background of upper corners blue with red
roundel in each ; background of loser part green. Outlines
black and red. Rough Tibetan type. J" x l t ?
E.G. 03. Paper print. Boar-faced deity, emlmcing nude
Sakti, standing on lion. Rope of skulls from waist. Outline only. Torn away on all sides. Reverse, printed label.
Tibetan. 3:" x zi".
E.G. 04. Printed paper. Oblong block. VajrapB~!i
enthroned on lotus resting on square platform supported
by elephants R. and L. B h h i s p a d a - m u d r i ; Vajra in
L. hand held \~crticallyin front. Bowl of fruit in front;
elaborate two-tiered head-dress ; halo belund figure, and
nimbus ; floral background. Rough work of Tibetan
type. 41" x st'.
E.G. 05. Wooden food bowl, tumed from solid piece.
Flat foot, bellying sides, slightly recurvcd lip which is
thickened. A bud between two bracts on short stem
incised on bottom. Broken away in two places. Diam.
6". Height 21". PI. LXVI.
E.G. 06. Wooden box (shrinc ?), cut from solid piece,
with grooves ior lid. Under-side rough, otherwise painted,
prob, red, all ovel. Top treated as Chinese house roof,
with curved sides and straight hip. Width 3"; height
44' ; depth 14". PI. LXVI.
E.G. 07. Pottery patera forming antefixn ; grey body ;

circular, wit11 very fine three-toed flaming dragon and
clouds in reliel. Cf. K.K. I. i. or+ 42'' diam. 1'1. L.
E.G. 08. Pottery fr. of dragon's head ; grey ; bulging
eyes, short prominent nose, projecting frilled eyebroas,
protruding upturned snout and teeth in jaw. Lower jaw
miss in^. Proh. architectural ; cf. K.K. I . i, 0x4. 8 t n x
4" x 5". 1'1. L.
E.G. 09. Pottery ornamental brick ; hollo\v ; grey ;
approx. square. On each face a double-rayed lotus in high
relief tvith scroll stems proceeding right and left. Two
sides closed and concave. ('f. Chiao. 08, 09 (PI. L).
91" x 86" x bin. Sizc ol hollow 6" x 3".
E.G. 010. Painted wood. Concavo-convex fr., pnintcrl
on convex side with head of gold dragon outlined in raiscd
gesso on red (lacqucr ?) ground. Green cloud below
dragon.
Edges plain, 12" wide ; along each of them a row of dowel
holes. One dowel hole with pin near centre; one near
each extreme edge. Chamfered both ends. Similar lo
work still found in Leh. Reverse, 3 11. Tib. wrilin;.
8;" x 31'' x f". PI. L;YIrI.

E.G. 0 x 1 . Wooden frame, rectangular, one end segmental ;
back board pegged on (broken); edges of lrame ncar
front grooved for sliding front or lid. The whole coveretl
with thin brown lacquer, excepting about J" of inside of
frame adjoining back board, prob. the space occupied by
edge of painted panel or other scheme forming the object
protected. 51" x 34" x I". 1'1. LX\'I.
E.G. om. Wooden decorated board; oblong with pointed
end slightly curved. A mystic design, printed on paper
pasted t o board, occupies whole 01 rcct. s ~ ~ r f a c ethe
;
pointed part painted black wit11 hole near point for
suspension.
Subject : a demon riding a grotesque animal, with looped
stars (?) above. In upper portion, a double circle with
mystic signs surrounding a square. To L. p. of circle,
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,rectangle divided into squares each containing a symbol.
R ~ \ plain
- . and roughly cut, wit11 small piece chippcd out.
hlllcll
x 6" x 2". 1'1. L S V I .
.
.- defaced. 1~1''

E,C.013, a. xxxi. F r . of p a p e r ; upper part ol Iargc
liyresu~jcct
of which only haloesand tipof pointed~ibctan
hat remain. To L. top thin upright staff from which llang
tassel and short streamers. Rehind and al~ovel~aloesa mass
floaersand toliage. In L. comer a sun ; in R, a crescent
moon. Paper buff, stained. 3i;"x g i n .

E.C.014. a. xviii. Fr. of block-print o n paper. Very
bad impression. Appears to be part oI a border. Paper
thin, laid. 3f" x 24".

E.C. 0x4. a . xix. Fr. of woollen fabric, fine, loosely
sovrn and Iallen into mgs. Pale grey. r. gf" x 6".

E.C. 017. a. xlill. T w o frs. of p a p e r s k e t c h , forming
part 01 sheet with three lines Tib. writing on one side and
roughly sketched Yantras on other. I'aper double, brittle
and torn or broken at all edges, qQ" x 29".

E.G. 017. a. xliv. Fr. of paper, printed with double
border line and part of flower. 3" x 2".

E.C. 017. a . xlv. F r . of block-print o n paper. Tib.
script enclosed in rectangular border lines within which,
above script, a series of contiguous petal-like brackets
terminating at end in scroll. On reverse, Tib. inscrip.
tion within rectangular frame. Paper thin, wove. Tom a t
edges. 6 i ' x 3)".

E.C. 018. m. F r . of block-printed p a p e r leaf. T a o
circular l~aloesside by side with small spnce between; en.
closed in each a deity. That to L. rides on elephant. The
deity to R. seems to be standing on a female figure lying
supine. bfoantains, trees and clouds form background to
two haloes. Whole in red and very faint. Paper double
and card-like. Tom at all edges. rot"x ql".

E.G. 018. n. Fr. of block.printed p a p e r .

Against
a background ol clouds and mountains is a warrior divinity
playing the Biwa. Above and below, scroll borders. Ends
missing. Paper treble, Iaid. 5;" x ji".

E.G. 018.

0. Block-printed p a p e r leaf, in red. A
deity seated on PadmLana, enclosed in Iialo. Background,
up to halo, clouds with rock (or ground) below. Figure has
decorated head-dress with couch or Vajra central ornament.
Four nrms : R.p. upper holds rosary, lower in Vara-mudrA ;
upper L. p. holds mace (?), lower in Iront of body vasesllaped object. All rather faint and indistinct. Paper
].lid. 58" x 22".

E-G,018. p. Fr. of paper s k e t c h , wit11 rough drawing 01
eight-armed TrimGrti deity seated on lolus. IIulo and
nimb~lsindicated. Hands carry various emblems. Very
roughly sketched. Beginning of rough sketch ot animal
below. Above, threc impressions ot panels containing
Tibetan inscriptions. Reverse, two faint itnprrssions of
seals in red, one in Chinese. Paper torn away nenrly whole
uf 1.. side ; laid, Rather solt. 13"x h i " .

soj

E.G.018, q. Fr. of block.prlnted paper, tinted yellow
on obverse. Within a fret border a standing beast to L.
with off Iore[oot lifted. Feet have cloven hooves, body
covered with scales. decorative tail uplifted in form of
broad long-haired brush with small scrolls a t base. Sawtooth ridge along bark. Long straight-haired ruff and
mane On L. o f liead, which is probably regardant. Iread
'ague and part missing. .Z symbol with waving ribbons
in each lower corner. Paper laid and soft. Upper part
tom awav.
, ,.G" x 44".
.r'+0a3' a' xxiv' A sheet of block.pdnt*
p a p e r in two frs., the R. end missing, showing two Tib.
Yantras. Each is a series of concentric circles with radial
divisions made by an undulating line lying between centre
and outer border, the undulations making fi\.e outward
and five inward loops.
Four legs of hog issue froni below circle ; crined back,
t ~ i and
l head appear on upper side. A line of Tib. script
appears along top edge of paper. itfore than half of R.
Yantra is torn away. Paper buff, thin, laid. 10' x8".

E'G'

, E.G. 018. s. S h e e t of block-printed paper, of circular
Yantra in Tib. There are three concentric lines of script.
At centre a vase from mouth of which issues fire. Snakes
appear to support vase a t each side. Round outer rim of
Yantra a flame border. Paper thin, laid and in good
condition. 13" x gin.

E.G.018. t. S m a l l s h e e t of paper, with roughly drawn
geometrical forms. Corners of paper, which is oblong,
are rounded like those of ordinary playing-cards. A single
line border is drawn all round about 9
' from edges. Within
this arc an equilateral triangle with a pair of concentric
arcs cutting off each angle, the angular point being the
centre of each pair. To R. of apex is a written symbol.
Below triangle, a long narrow rectangle running across
narrow way of paper and parallel to base of triangle. Relow,
two donblc-line squares placed lozenge-wise, the lowest
comer ot the upper interlacing with highest comer of the
lower. Below, a Iornl likc an H turned on its side with
thick centre Limb ; probably representing an altar image
base. To L. a lew Tib. characters. Two pinholes equidistant from one long edge of paper seem to be old. Paper
thick. 3f x xi".
E.G. 019. a. xviil. Fr. of silk, from painting ; shows
part of hind legs of horse on red ground with portion of
blue beside it. Good work. I" Y 12".
E.G. oaa. a. xxxii-xxxiv. Frs. of block-printed paper,
stained yellow on onc sidc. Crude. Tib. Yantra. Paper
Iaid. Gr, fr. 5$" x rk".
E.G. o m . a. Ivili, Ilx. T w o frs. of block.printed
paper. Enclosed in simple line border, probably an
enshnned Buddhist figure of wl~icli pnrt of elaborate
P a d m t a n a and scroll enrichments a t sides remain. Below,
a line ot Tibetan script. Paper tl~in,laid. Gr. tr. 5h" x j f ' .
E.G. oaa. a . Ix, 1x1. T w o frs. of block-printed paper.
Is. \\'itllin rectangular border lines a thin scrolling stem
3T
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ternlinating in elaborate growth 01 smaller outgrowing
scrolls. Suspended by a ring to downward curve of stem
is an elabornte tassel. To L. of tassel parts of characters.
Torn at all sides. 3" x 21". Ixi. A few scattered lines and
half of radiant sun. Torn a t all sides. Paper wove and
thin. 4" ~ 3 : :
E.G. om. a. lxli-lxv.
Four frs. of block.prlnted
paper. lrii shows L. lomcr corner of rectangular panel.
Within, part of circular halo surrounding a figure of which
one R. p. hand appears gasping a rod (arrow or wand),
and below part oi PadmHsana and an end of drapery.
Background between outer lines and halo, rocks, leaves and
clouds. Lower edge of rectangular panel shows row of
pearls on red ground, below which small quarries with
oblique lines below. 12" x I".
Ixiii. Larger Ir. of similar scheme showing three or four
L. p. arms of figure of which first above seems to grasp a
how. 28" x a)". Ixio. Fr. 01 top R. comer of similar schemes

but with broad border of fine scroll-work. Background
of field, clouds. Within halo one hand gasping axe.
28" x I&". 1x11. Rough impression from part of large seal.
Cf. E.C. 018. m, o. Paper laid and rather brittle. 2" x I#".

E.G. 093. a. xxi-xxlii. Three b s . oi paper, witll
roughly written charms. %xi has on one side six lines 01
Tibetan writing divided by lines horizontally and \.erticslly.
On other side an irregular five-petalled flower with inscriptions on centre and petals. To L. part of these lines of
writing. Paper thick, laid, torn away a t one end. 2 r
x 31".

xxii shows two circles and a part on each side. In centre
of each a character in red outline and surrounding it Tibetan
writing. Paper as above. 7 i " x 3''.
a i i i . Three concentric circles, with flame border outside
largest and eight petals between second and third. Tib.
characters in centre, and petals between first and second
circles. Paper appears to be modern. 4t" x

3r.

CHAPTER XIV
TO KAN-CHOU AND THE CENTRAL NAN-SHAN
SECTIONI.-A

D E S E R T R O U T E T O W A R D S KAN-CHOU

ON June 8th we were glad to be able to start from our camp below Dzusulun-tsakha on our
journey south towards Kan-chou and the cool heights of the Nan-shan. The hiring of transport
to take us as far as the Chinese high road from Su-chou to Kan-chou had been a lengthy and troublesome matter, in spite of the friendly attitude of the ' Beili' of the Torguts, a weak if well-meaning
person ; for no one would agree to work camels in the heat of the season. T h e Mongols were
unwilling to supply even the minimum number of ponies and donkeys required to carry our limited
baggage and supplies, except on condition that we should march a t night only, and this in addition
to exorbitant rates of hire. Such a n arrangement, proposed rather truculently as a condilio sine
qua ?Lon, would have rendered a journey by the reported route leading first south-east through
~
for survey
sandy desert to Ghornan-go1 and thence straight south to Kan-chou ~ r a c t i c a l luseless
work. I was moreover anxious to examine the ground east of the Etsin-go1 opposite the point up
to which we had previously succeeded in tracing the line of the Han Limes. S O finally a compromise was arrived a t by which we were to move up the Etsin-go1 by night marches as far as
the point just named and then proceed over pre\,iously unsurveyed ground to Ibo-t'ai. As this
ground was said to be hilly and cooler than the Etsin-go1 valley our Mongols agreed to take US
over it during daylight, marching in the early mornings and evenings.
The first part of this programme was acco~nplishedbetween the 8th and 15th of June by a succession of night marches rendered trying by the constant straying of pack animals, loss of loads,
&c.
Nor shall I easily forget the discomfort from the intense heat and frequent sand-storms that
attended our weary halts in day-time (Fig. 237). T h e last of these marches had brought us past
the ruined posts of Arun-tokhai and Tara-lingin previously described1 to a narrow strip of vegetation, known as Atik-tsagan, on the right bank of the river (Map No. 4 j . A. 4). From there it
was possible to see the last trees of the Mao-mei oasis on the same bank and also the tower
T. XLvrrr. b, which marks the point where the line of Limes abuts on the left bank of the river
(Map No. 42. D. 4).
A succession of five ruined watch-towers was found to stretch from near this spot north-east"ards to the vicinity of the small fort of Ulan-d"rii1jin. They occupy rising ground on the b l r e
Sai of gravel which commands a complete view of the valley, and their position suggested that
they formed a line of advanced posts intended to guard the approach to the Limes from the right
bank. On visiting the southernmost of these towers, T. XL\,III. g , from Camp 159 I found its
'mains badly decayed ; they were built of bricks measuring 14" x 8" x 6" with layers of reeds
every three courses. T h e size of the bricks and the reed layers are constructive details
to those observed in the Limes towers near Mao-mei and support the above sugges"on. Such scanty broken pottery as was found near the decayed tower was of greyish colour, but
no definite indication of date.
See n b w c , pp. 4 1 2 sq.
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T h e search made there and farther south on that day failed to reveal any sign of the continuacOn'in'~
tion of the Limes wall, such as is likely to have existed on the right bank of the
tion of
opposite
~ i ~ l l ~ T.
~ . X L V I I I . b, its last traced point. T h e line of the Han wall might possibly have made a big bend
so as to protect the northern end of the oasis, but there was no time for a prolonged investigation
of the ground higher up the river as a halt was objected to by the Mongol guides and owners of
our transport. T h e look-out we kept on our marches farther south also failed to reveal any indicaSear& ior

tions of the Limes on the barren hills and plateaus that we passed. Thus the task of tracing its
continuation to the east of the Etsin-go1 had to be left to some future explorer. Considering the
nature of the ground to be searched, he will need all the help that a cool season and adequate camel
transport can offer.
Deserl
Another five marches, covering a total of over a hundred miles, brought us by Midsunllllcr
'Iis crossed Day to the town of K ~ o - t ' a iby the I<an-chou river. O f the route followed, hitherto unsurveyed,
to Kno-t'ni.
there is little for the non-geologist traveller to record, apart from the topographical details shown
in Maps Nos. 42. D. 4 ; 45. A. 4 ; 46. A . I , 2. I t took us over four gradually rising hill ranges;
the ascent of the first was over a bare glacis of gravel, and the next three were separated from each
other by wide valleys where scattered patches of hardy scrub and tamarisk growth offered grazing
for camels. Except in the southernmost range crossed between Camps 162 and 163, the rocks
which compose these hill-chains rarely emerge from the masses of detritus that smother their sides
(Fig. 259). Until the traveller reaches the northern slope of the range just mentioned, overlooking the Kan-chou river, water is to be found only in the single well of Ta-shan-kou (Map No.
45. A . 4) and the two scanty and distinctly brackish springs of Yiieh-kung-ch'ijan and Zigda-kaya
(Maps Nos. 42. D. 4 ; 46. A , I). A few stunted Eleagnus (Jigda), clinging to the cliffs of granite
which flank the latter spring (Fig. 260), were the only trees met with.
I t was clear that these wastes of decomposed rock, sand and gravel can receive but the scantiest
Descer~tto
Kan-chou rain or snow-fall. Such atmospheric moisture as may pass northward from the Nan-shan is probably
river.
almost all caught and precipitated on the higher range to the south, known to the Mongols as
Koka-ula, which clearly shows the effects of water erosion on its barren slopes. This range, as
M a p No. 46 shows, is undoubtedly a continuation of the high and rugged chain that overlooks
Kan-chou from the north a n d is itself a portion of the Ala-shan system. Whatever change this
ground may have experienced through ' desiccation ' during historical times, it is certain that the
route leading across it could never have served, like that along the Etsin-gol, for the advance of
a large invading host. But raids by small parties of nomads were easy enough here, and it was to
give warning of these that the watch-towers were set up which we found crowning the last rocky
knolls before passing through the crumbling line of the mediaeval ' Great Wall '. ~mrnediately
beyond we were greeted by the smiling green fields of the village of Lo-pa, which stretch down to
the right bank of the Kan-chou river (Map No. 43. D. 2). I t flowed at the time in a single deep
channel about So yards wide, which we crossed by a ferry-boat ; and after a mile's ride I found
myself back a t the eastern gate of the lively little town of Kao-t'ai, which I well remembered visiting
in September, 1907.
I n view of the fatigues undergone by men and beasts on the long hot journey, I was herr
llalt tt,
Kao-t a. obliged to make a two days' halt in the cool shady quarters which were once again hospitably
offered me in a large temple outside the town gate (Fig. 264). My time was occupied in arranging
for cart transport by which 1 might reach Kan-chou quickly by the high road. and also in a brief
reconnaissance l o the south. I ascertained from this that the barren foot of a n o u t l ~ i n g
here within five miles of the Kan-thou river* thus greatly
spur of the Richthofen range
reducing the width of the cultlrable portion of the 'thalueg' t11.t forms the great natural
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from China towards the Su-lo-ho and the Tzrim basin. Information kindly given by Pkrc Verberne,
in
of the Belgian Mission station at Kao-t'ai, concerning a ruined town known as Lo-t'orhr;ngat a day's march distance westwards, induced me to let LHI Singh proceed for a preliminary
inspection of the site on June 2 3rd. T o save time, I myself set out on the same day for Kan-chou,
\,,here I was to niake arrangements for our proposed explorations in the Nan-shan.
LgI Singh, after having visited Lo-t'o-ch'eng and thence made his way back to Kao-t'ai, Remains of
rejoined me a t Kan-chou by the more devious but previously unmapped route along the right
bank of the Kan-chou river. T h e report he was able to furnish of Lo-t'o-chr6ng was brief, but
sufficedto show that its remains were in part comparatively recent and in no case of great archaeological interest. H e had found the ruined town situated on the right bank of the wide deep-cut
bed, then practically dry, in which the waters of the Pei-lang-ho and Hsi-ta-ho streams descend
towards the Kan-chou river, when not absorbed by irrigation higher up (Map No. 43. D. 2). T h e
sketch-plan prepared by the Surveyor showed a rectangular circumvallation measuring a little
over a mile from east to west and about 1,430 yards from north to south. Its walls were of stamped
clay and 10 feet thick. A cross-wall built a t a distance of about 330 yards from the west face and
parallel to it divided the interior into two unequal portions communicating by a gate in the middle.
The outer west wall, built immediately above the steep right bank of the flood-bed, had for the most
part fallen. At the corners and along the northern and southern faces rectangular bastions projected. Gates protected by small outworks led through the eastern and northern walls.
The interior was completely devoid of structural remains, except in the south-eastern corner, Indications
where walls of less strength partitioned off a small enclosure about 210 yards square. Within this
LHI Singh found a well 80 feet deep and some half-ruined structures, perhaps intended to shelter
tvayfarers, who apparently make this a halting-place between the high road leading to Su-chou and
the string of small oases stretching along the foot of the Nan-shan in the south. It was probably
within or near this small enclosed area that LI1 Singh picked up the fourscore odd fragments of
Chinese coins which he brought me. All of them have proved to be modern, the Nien-haos as
far as legible ranging from A. D. 1644-62 to A. D. 1851-62. T h e pottery specimens brought back
by LHI Singh also had a modern appearance.
I regret nevertheless that the accident which I suffered three weeks later in the mountains Alleged
prevented my visiting the site in person on my return journey towards Mao-mei, as I had originally
intended ; for the local tradition communicated to me a t Kao-t'ai ascribed both this site and the
remains of another walled town called Sou-san-wan, which LHI Singh sighted among dunes about
four miles off on the opposite side of the river-bed, to a ' Mongol ruler' of T f a n g times. Whether
archaeological evidence could be traced on the spot in support of this traditional dating must remain
doubtful. But it would certainly be interesting to investigate how the neighbouring agricultural
settlement, the existence of which LI1 Singh found attested by numerous ruined farms to the
south-west and east of the town, had received its irrigation. Judging from what he saw in June
and again when passing the place on his way down from the village of Nan-ch'iian in August,
the river-bed adjoining the town site would not now carry water sufficient for the maintenance of
regular irrigation on ground far down on the gravel glacis of the hills and fully nine miles fro111
the limit of present cultivation. T h e change which must have taken place in the conditions here
prevailing is evidently one suggesting 'desiccation ', whatever its physical cause.
The two long marches which brought me on June 2jrd and 24th from Kao-t'ai to the city of Journey to
h n - c h o u led along the great high road from Su-chou and took me over ground, mostly cultivated, Kan-chou.
which I hat1 already secn in 1 9 0 7 . ~ T h e old site of Hei-shni-duo (Map No. 46. B. z), which \vas
~ e c i].
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crossed before approaching tlie wide inundation bed of the ICan-chou river, has been fully described
b e f ~ r e . 'This
~
huge bed, close on four miles wide here, presented a n appearance strikingly different
from that seen at the close of August, 1907. Whereas then the summer floods made several of the
channels quite unfordable for laden anin~alsand covered most of the bed with water, leaving
exposed only island-like strips of ground, none of the four or five channels now actually filled
by the river were over 50 to 60 yards wide and none carried water Inore than 2 feet in depth.
was striking evidence of the lateness of the season at which the rapid melting of the glaciers and
high snow-beds of the Central Nan-shan takes place, ant1 explained at the same time the difficulties
which in consequence beset cultivation where it is dependent on irrigation from the lower collrse
o l t h e river. If the northern ranges in this portion of the Nan-shan were assured of a more adequate
rain and snow-fall during winter and spring, conditions would necessarily be very different.
I was obliged to stay ten days at Kan-chou in order to make the necessary arrangements for
tlie further surveys I had planned in the Central Nan-shan. My object was to extend the mapping
which are had carried out in 1907 in the mountains near the sources of the Su-lo-ho and Su-chou
rivers, by careful surveys of those high ranges and valleys farther to the south-east which contain
the head-waters of the Kan-chou river. They were intended, in conjunction with our recent labours
in the Etsin-go1 region, to complete our topographical record of that large north-western portion
of Kan-su which, inasmuch a s it sends all its waters into drainageless basins, may well, in respect
of its hydrography and general physical conditions, be attributed to Central Asia rather than to
China. T h e need for hired transport and for some measure of local support and guidance involved
dependence on the help of the Chinese authorities. I had already had experience of the reluctance
shown by Chinese settlers in the submontane oases to venture far into those mountains, and of
the official apprehension of danger from Hei-fan-tzG, i. e. Tangut robbers, & c . ~ I was therefore
not surprised a t the objections raised at the outset to my plans by tlie Kan-cliou district officers,
civil as well as military, and at the difficulties that I encountered in consequence in connexion with
transport.
This official attitude was e\.idently promptecl by the desire to avoid all responsibility for lny
safety, and considering tlie strength of tlie motive I should have had to be re pared for ~rolonged
obstruction but for a piece of good fortune : for the reported approach of an old Chinese friend in
tlie person ofthe worthy General Ch'ai Hung-shan
-&IJJ,just then raised to the rnilitar~command
of Kan-chou as ' T'i-t'ai ', gave hope of assistance. I well remembered all the kindness that this
genial old soldier had shown me during my \.isits to Su-chou in 1 9 0 7 , ~and my reliance on his
help was not disappointed ; for a stay of a few days after his arrival from Lan-chou-fu on July and,
made pleasant by repeated meetings with nly olcl friend, sufficed to clear the way for our departure
for the mountains. Meanwhile tlie peaceful retreat that I had again secured in my old quarters
in the temple oiltside the south-western corner of the city walls (Fig. 267) had enabled me to dispose
Illucll writing \\~ork,including accounts, Seritrdia proofs, &c. I was also able to make use of
the facilities that this halt on a newly opened postal line offered for safe and comparatively rapid
con~munication
both with Europe and India. At the same time the kind help of the ~ e l ~ i Mission
an
head-quarters, established at Kan-chou under the Rev. 1:ather Van Eecke, ~ e r m i t t e dme to gather
useful information both about local conditions in the neighbouring cultivated tracts and about the
route through the mountains towards Hsi-ning.
recordetl in Srrirtditz such observations as my two stays a t Kan-thou enabled
I

' C'i. Scri~~dia,
iii. pp. 1 1 3 2 s11. In )Lap No. 46. B. 2 l l ~ e
name Hci-rh~ri-kuo11as h e n wrongly spelt as Iiei-skui-hou
by a draugl~la~nan's
error.

' CI. Lleserl Caihny, ii. pp. 200 s ~ l .
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me to make regarding the geographical advantages offered by its position in relation to the natural Templeof
highway along the northern foot of the Nan-shan, and regarding the antiquity of the site occupied 'Duddhas
Big
'.
by the present city.6 A renewed visit to the great Buddhist temple known as Ta-fo-ss6,with its
colossal images of Buddha in Nirvlna, which are referred to by Marco Polo,' revealed no remains
that could definitely be assigned to a n early date, apart from some small stucco images stored on the
upper floor of the shrine which by their superior modelling suggested attribution to Sung times.
But in view of the tenacity of local worship, there seems no reason to doubt that the shrine of the
'Big Buddhas', together with the adjacent Stfipas (Fig. 268), occupies the same ground as when
it was seen by Marco Polo and later travellers from the West.
SECTION
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Information received years before from my lamented friend Professor L. de Ldczy, the distinguished geologist and geographer, who had visited Kan-chou in 1879 as a member of Count
Szdchenyi's expedition, made me eager to visit the small town of Nan-kou-chrCng and the caveshrines of Ma-ti-ssa (Map No. 46. B. 3, 4), before moving into the mountains. It was easy to
satisfy this wish as I found that we should have to follow a t first the route leading across the
mountains towards Hsi-ning, and that it was possible to approach Hung-shui (Map No. 46. B. 4),
where our transport animals were to be supplied, by skirting the foot of the Richthofen range to
the west of it via Nan-kou-chtCng. In order to fix the pcsition of the spot where the Kan-chou
river debouches from the mountains I sent LHI Singh on July 6th to Nan-kou-ch'Cng by a more
devious route leading first to the south-west, while I myself intended to reach the place by moving
due south. This intention was, however, frustrated as the carts with our baggage were, by mistake,
taken on ahead by the road leading straight south-eastwards to Hung-shui.
This mistake, if it was one, was rectified after we had reached our first halting-place at Camp
clxviii, in the midst of the wide gently sloping steppe which on this side divides the Kan-chou
oasis from the belt of submontane cultivation. T h e march to the latter allowed me to realize even
better than might otherwise have been possible that we had now reached a dividing line of distinct
geographical interest. However flourishing cultivation might appear within the big Kan-chou
oasis and however fine the tree-growth along its roads, it was everywhere dependent on irrigation.
We had found the same in all the cultivated tracts visited, both on this occasion and previously
in 1907, between Kan-chou and Su-chou, whether in the plain or along the foot of the mountains.
A very striking difference now forced itself upon my attention as we ascended the steadily rising
ground towards the south with the picturesque foot-hills of the Nan-shan coming ever nearer.
After about eight miles' march from the lonely rest-house where our Camp clxviii had stood, the
steppe of sand or fine gravel gave place to a belt of fertile loess soil, where abandoned fields were
covered with abundant grass and flowers. When, three miles farther on, the edge of present cultivation was reached at the quaint walled village of Nan-kou-tai-tzir (Fig. 266), it was seen that its
terraced fields were being cultivated without the aid of canals. Indeed the ground beyond was
much cut up by dry ravines and flood-beds, which would have made the construction and maintenance of irrigation channels very difficult.
It was the same wherever the winding cart-track took us. Whether we passed fields covered
with the young green of growing crops or terraces abandoned to a luxuriant growth of grass and wild
flowers strangely recalling a European country-sick, everywhere it was obvious that rain and

' Cf. Srrindia, iii. p. 1131 sq.

' See Yule, Marco Polo, i, pp. 219, aar.
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snou7-fallalone n~fficedto give fertility to this rich loess soil. 'rOeyes like ours
for a year
past had but rarely seen cultivation and none without irrigation, the change in climatic conditions
here revealed was most marked. T o me it seemed appropriately to foreshadow our approach to
the Pacific watershed which lay beyond the eastern head-waters of the Kan-chou river. Yet there
was evidence that this submontane belt is but the outermost fringe of the region receiving the
beneficent moisture from the ocean and that its rainfall is apt to prove precarious at times.
in all the villages farther down we found tanks where water from the stream beds could be stored
for the use of men and beasts during seasonal periods when these beds run dry.
A s we approached Nan-kou-chr&ng the view towards the mountains grew more and more
Old-world
Nan-koubeautiful.
In front of the bold heights of the Richthofen range, snow-covered for a great part,
ch'tng.
there could be seen tiers of verdant foot-hills apparently terraced to their very crests, and below
them villages nestling in dark groves (Fig. 262). With the bronze-green background of conifer
forest on the higher slopes the whole landscape recalled scenes such as meet the eye along the foot
of the Italian Alps. Nan-kou-chcCng itself proved a very picturesque little town, fully in keeping
with its delightful rural setting. Within its crumbling walls it seemed to have completely escaped
the ravages of the Tungan rebellion. O n the town gates and on the fronts of houses and temples
lining the sleepy streets (Fig. 265) many examples were to be seen of old wood-carving of a fine
type. T h e grass-covered roofs of temples, the rank vegetation in the courts of tumble-down
petty Ya-mfns, the moss and creeper-clad town walls, all bore testimony to a genial climate and
abundant moisture. Altogether the little town, with more than one pretty temple around it (Fig.
270), was a perfect picture of old-world China, far from these barbarian marches of the north-west.
Sculptures
During my short halt a t Nan-kou-ch'&ng I did not fail to visit its oldest temple, known as
of TU-SSBLung-chiao-miao
or Ta-ssG-miao, to which Professor de L6czy had specially called my attention
maw.
on account of its large images cast in bronze. T h e roof of the main structure, to the west of an outer
court (Fig. 274)) is decorated with very fine pottery relievos. T h e hall within contains a colossal
seated Buddha image in clay (Fig. 275), flanked on its right by a standing Bodhisattva, also in
stucco. This, with its excellent modelling and the richly painted ornamentation of the dress, &c.,
reminded me distinctly of old sculptural work that I had seen at the Caves of the Thousand Buddhas
of Tun-huang. O n either side of the alcove within which the Buddha statue is laced are seated
five Arhats cast in bronze, over life-size. T h e original heads are unfortunately missing and replaced
by very poor modern work in clay. Layers of gaudy paint cover the bodies, and the hands, too,
are either overlaid with, or replaced by, modern stucco. Yet in spite of these disfiguring accretions
enough of the original bronze is visible to attest its superior workmanship. Three more statues
of seated Arhats in bronze, of similar size ancl modelling, are ranged on either side of an ante-chapel
of the same shrine (Fig. 276). Local tradition ascr~besgreat antiquity to these images, which
certainly would deserve expert examination, if possible, after rerno\ral of their disfiguring additions.
O n a slab set u p in a n outer hall is a Chinese inscription, with lines in Tibetan and Mongolian script
on its narrow sides ; I regret not to have been able to secure impressions of it.
From Nan-kou-chffng I paid a day's visit to the sacretl site of Ma-ti-ssil, which lies about
Approach
to site of
six
miles
to the south-west, where a large valley descending from a big spur of the main range
hfa-ti-SSP.
out towards the cultivated plateaus northward. T h e clay was exceptionally clear, and this and
the cool mountain air allowed me to enjoy to the full the remarkably fine scenery for whjch Professor
and
d e L,+zy'r description of the site had preparecl me. T h e route led pasf picturesque
large carefully terraced fields up towards swelling loess-clad ridges, outliers of the big
mentioned. Whatever ground on their slopes was not taken up by fields actually under
of luxuriant vegetation and perfect carpets of flolver~.including many ''pine
bore a
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$ants that I had known in Kashmir. O n ascending one of these ridges to a height of about 8,000
feet for a plane-table fixing, t h e valley of Ma-ti-ssfi came into full view, flanked to t h e west b y bold
rock walls of sandstone ( F i g . 261). Cropping out from the thick layers of loess that clothe the
slopes elsewhere, these cliffs rose in places almost vertically a n d with their vivid red o r yellow colour
stood out in brilliant contrast to t h e rich green of the rest of the scene. T h e snow-filled ravines of
the high spur to the south, a n d some snow-clad peaks of the main range clearly visible to the southeast, added their share to t h e glory of this panorama. A s I turned m y eyes from this feast of rich
colours and the luxuriance of plant life in the foreground to where t h e d a r k range rising across t h e
great plain of the Kan-chou valley limited the horizon northward, it seemed hard to believe that
beyond it lay, so near comparatively, those barren wastes of sand a n d decomposed rock of southern
hlongolia from which we had but recently escaped.
Descending along the crest of the loess ridge we found it all laid out in fields, but most of these Aljnndoned
abandoned m a n y years a g o to luxuriant herbage. I t was evidently a case of deficient labour.
perhaps mainly a result of the depopulation which in these parts, too, had followed the T u n g a n
rebellion. When lower d o ~ v non t h e slope we came upon fields actually under oat crops it was
interesting to note that the burly couple cultivating them were not Chinese but ' Hsi-fan ' o r
Tangut, and that their ' farm ' consisted of caves cut from the loess bank, exactly in the fashion
typical of the great loess region of true China. \\'e heard of more Hsi-fan cultivators established
higher up in these valleys, clear evidence that this 'Tibetan race, though still mainly nomadic,
is as capable now of settling down to agricultural life a s it probably \\-as in the days when kings
of their stock held s a a y over most of the Kan-su marches.
kYlien, descending westwards, we had reached the Ma-ti-ssi~valley a n d had crossed the lively aronastery
stream that flows a t its bottom, the full picturesqueness of the sacred site was revealed. A cluster Of~'la~'i~ss's
of flat-roofed quarters, with small chapels of Tibetan type interspersed, composed the chief monastic
establishment. I t nras sensibly established near the stream, a n d was c o n ~ ~ e n i e n t placed,
ly
too, for
the herds of yaks that play a n important part in the domestic economy of the con\-ent. \\'hen
the dozens and clozens of red-robed L a m a s who inhabit it turned out to greet us, there \\,as no mistaking the fact that hta-ti-ssi~,a s a sanctuary ' in being ', bears aspects entirely Hsi-fan. O n
ascending to the largest of the shrines built on a terrace about a hundred feet higher up, we found
that, though the structure itself with its splendour of polychrome woodn~orka n d its roofs elaborately
decorated in carved bricks a n d pottery was quite Chinese in style, the interior clisplayed all t h e
paraphernalia of Tibetan Buddhist worship. T h e rock walls behind this shrine a r e less steep a n d
exposed than those farther u p to the north. Perhaps Tor this reason they hold, instead of caveshrines, a series of colossal relieve representations of Stiipas placed within niches. O w i n g t o t h e
luxuriant tree growth a t the foot a n d even in the fissures of the rock face it was difficult t o get
a near view of these relievos, of which nearly a score could be counted. I n general type they
recalled t h e structural Stiipas that I saw in 1907 a t Ch'iao-tzti, which m a y well date like the
ruined town near them from Hsi-hsia times.'
I had already seen from afar a series of cave-shrines honeycombing the wall of bare sand- Upper
stone where it rises u.ith a n almost perpendicular face behind another conspicuous shrine built on temp1e
belo\v carethe wooded slope about half a mile north~varcl. Ascending this slope by a footpath leading through
a beautiful forest, in which tall firs intermingled with leafy trees, we passed two decayed StGpas of
Tibetan type on a small wooded spur. F r o m there a full view was obtained both of t h e upper
telnple a n d of the cave-shrines rising in a succession of stories behind it (Fig. 271). T h e temple
comprised three halls rising one abo1.e the other on terraced courts (Fig. 269), all built in Chinese
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style, with a profusion of fine wood-carving inside and rich decoration in terra-cotta on the roofs.
T h e central and largest hall had a large wooden frieze running above the niches that contain the
main images. Carved on this was a line of debased B r l h m i characters such as are often displayed
by Tibetan sacred diagrams, wood-carvings, &c. T h e decayed condition of much of the graceful
architectural wood-carving pointed to considerable age and accounted for tile repairs which the
uppermost hall was undergoing a t the time. An inscribed stone stele outside the central shrine
was said to name two Nien-haos of the Ming period as dates of reconstruction. From the cop!.
supplied to me these have been read by Dr. Giles as corresponding to A . D. 1427 and I 56s.
Cave-shrines
T h e main group of cave-shrines occupies the rock face of yellow sandstone that rises wall-like
of'la-ti-ss'. from a level about 1 2 0 feet above the temple just described. These caves, all small, appear to haye
been originally carved out on a symmetrical plan in five stories, of which the three lowest each
contain five rooms or chapels, ancl those above three and one chapels respectively. The caves of
the lowest story have in front of them a kind of eaves carved along the whole length of the rock
face. These lowest caves appear to have been converted into store-rooms and were found partially
walled up and their doors locked. But under the exposed portions of the arches leading into them
I found traces of fresco decoration in green and brown, reminiscent of painted work done at the
caves of Ch'ien-fo-tung in S u n g times. From the northernmost excavation a dark rock-cut gallery
leads u p to the five small cave-shrines of the second story. These all measure about 8 feet square
inside and show much uniformity in their internal arrangement. They are faced outside by small
porch-like ante-rooms ~vhichmay once, as at Ch'ien-fo-tung, have communicated with an outside
gallery of wood. Now the chapels are accessible only hy small arched openings leading from one
chapel into another.
Each chapel sho~vson the side facing the porch a trefoil-arched niche containing the image,
Sculptures
in chape1s. in high relief and about life-size, of a Buddha seated on a PatlmHsana (Fig. 273), either in the
BhiimisparSa or D h y l n a - m u d r l pose. T h e top part of the niche displays a pair of e l e p h a ~ ~carved
ts
in low relief, raising their trunks over the head of the Buddha in a pose that is strikingly Indian
in design. A broad horizontal band divides the elephants from a pair of animals standing rampant
by the side of the Buddha and resembling dogs. T h e corner of the cella on either side of the niche
is occupied by the statue of a Bodhisattva in stucco, slightly under life-size, richly dressed and
bedecked with elaborate je~rellery,all in a style strongly resembling that of the statuary of late
T ' a n g or S u n g times at Ch'ien-fo-tung.
A peculiar feature of all these cellas on the second and third story is that the walls are decorated
Relievo
decoration all over with small relief plaques of plaster displaying a seated Buddha. These are from a variety
01 cella
of moulds, which might well have been derived from T'ang times. A number of broken or fallen
plaques were found deposited in the niches or at the feet of the attendant Bodhisattvas, and from
these were secured the specimens described in the List below and reproduced in PI. LXVII. As
seen there, the Buddha 'is represented always seated on a Padmlsana, but with the hands in
a variety of Mudrls. Of particular interest are the plaques 06-8 which show the seated Buddha
under a pillared shrine of true GandhHra style, surmounted by a relief of two deer facing each other
and symbolizing the Sermon in the Deer Park of Benares. T h e Buddha figul.e and perhaps other
details of these plaques may have originally been gilded. But as also in the case of the sculptures
in the niches and corners of the cellas, all the surface of the stucco decoration has been thickly
and darkened with soot deposited, probably during centuries, by fires lit in the cellasT h a t these were used as living quarters by monks down to quite recent times was proved by a
=ooking hearth, a Chinese keang,and the sleeping platforms that I found in several of them.
A steep turning staircaw carved in the rock leads UP to the third floor, where a row of
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slnall cellas opens on a narrow wooden gallery in front. From this another \\rooden gallery ascends Millorcellas
to the fourth story containing only three small shrines all originally decorated in the same style,
but poorly preserved. I7rom one of them very steep rock-cut stairs lead up to the topmost shrine,
which has been cotnpletely renovated with an image in Tibetan style and wall-paintings showing
scenes from the apocryphal T'ang-sen's life. Another staircase leads to a cella 163 feet square
evidently addcd later, containing a miniature Stiipa quite in the style of a Chinese Pagoda, and on
the walls a diaper of low relievo plaques recognizable as new by their inferior types. Near the
foot of the main group of caves just described, both to the south and north, a few caves are to be
seen irregularly disposed a t different levels. I n the largest of these, to the north of the entrance
leading to the main group of the cave-shrines, a colossal Buddha figure is seated on a stone base
roughly carved with relief figures of demons crouching as supporters. Other smaller caves may
have been intended froni the first as monastic quarters.
Such inquiries as I was able to make through the ineffective channel of my hapless SsU-yeh, Early
here as elsewhere wholly indifferent to ' old things ', failed to reveal the survival of any non-Tibetan of sacred
tnanuscripts or prints atnong the Buddhist texts owned by the monastery. But it is possible that ,ite.
a search made with adequate leisure and help might yet produce a different result. F o r judging
from the sculptural remains in the caves I feel strongly inclined to believe that the site was already
occupied in Hsi-hsia times, and though the extant sacred structures, apart from the caves, cannot
be older than thc Ming epoch, yet the monastic establishment that accounts for them may well
have enjoyed continuous existence from a much earlier period. In any case it is clear that the sanctity
of the site is derived from its cave-shrines, and for the construction of these the striking natural
feature presented by that imposing wall of sandstone offers a sufficient explanation.
It only remains for me to mention that on my departure from the site, the heads of the monastic Carved
comtnunity, in return for the offering in silver made by tne as a pilgrim, presented me with the
fine carved wooden panel, 010, reproduced in PI. LX\'III, which apparently had been retnovecl some painting.
time before from the half-ruined hall of the upper temple that was undergoing reconstruction, and
with a Tibetan painting on canvas, or I , representing a Buddha enthroned atnong Bodhisattvas
and detnonic divinities. Judging from its worn surface the painting appears to be of some age.
The decorated panel, which retains traces of former colouring, probably dates from Ming times
and is certainly a fine specimen of Chinese ornamental wood-carving.
On the evening of July 8th I was rejoinctl by LHI Singh, who had determined the point rv11ere March to
the Kan-chou river debouches frotn the mountains, and after passing south across the wide alluvial
plain occupied by the most fertile portion of the Kan-chou oasis had skirted the foot of the hills
towards Nan-kou-chrCng. Sorry as 1 was to bit1 farewell to these attractive surroundings, I moved
on with him on July 9th south-eastwards to the small town of Hung-shui, so that time might not
be lost there over the arrangements for tlie hiring of the animals that we should need in the mountains.
Thc way there, passable for carts, lecl all along through village lands which, i l less fertile than rhe
ground near Nan-kou-ch'kng, were yct cqually independent of irrigation. T h e slopes of the foothills overlooking thc~ilwcrc c\-ery~vhcreclothed with rich \-egetation and higher 1113 with thick
forest.
Our pleas an^ c1uartct.s in a spacious garden-girt templc outside I-iung-shui (Fig. 263) and Delays
the glorious view of the \-erdant mountains afforded but scant compensation for the difficulties and
consequent delay that we experienced here in securing the promised transport. T h e military commandant of the placc, which like all the more important points on the direct route from ICan-chou
to Hsi-ning is guarded by a small garrison, seemed anxious enough to comply with the orders
\ ~ ~ h i cGeneral
h
Ch'ai, my old friend, had issued beforehand from ]<an-choi~. But the owners
.1 u -:
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of ponies were frightened by the prospect of having to leave the ta-ltn, ' t h e big road ', and the
distance from the new district head-quarters at Tung-lo-hsien (Map No. 46. c . 3) made it easy for
the local headmen or ' Hsiang-yehs ' to play their part in the game of obstruction. It needed
continuous efforts during three days, coupled with whatever influence the military commandant,
threatened with the displeasure of his ' T'i-t'ai ', could exert, before the seventeen animals needed
were collected. I had agreed to pay double the official rate of hire, and in order to lighten the loads
I let Li Ssil-yeh and Naik Shamsuddin return to Kan-chou with every man whom we could spare
while we were in the mountains.
Start lor
O n July 13th we were at last able to start. Moving along the foot of a loess-covered spur which
moun tams. here marks the northernmost outlier of the Nan-shan, we passed the half-deserted walled town
of Yung-k'ou, another small garrison place with a ' Hsieh-t'ai ' or colonel in command. Notwithstanding the steadily increasing elevation, about 8,800 feet a t Yung-k'ou, and the total absence
of running water in any of the branching beds of the river which passes Yung-k'ou, all the land right
up to the point where the river's main tributary stream debouches above the village of Chiao-menchiang-tz6 was laid out in fields. Owing to want of labour and probably also of sufficient manure,
much of the culti\.able land is tillecl only in alternate years.
h c e n t to
T h e following day's march carried us from our camp at the outfall of the stream right up to
0 - p o pass. the head of its valley and across the watershed which divides it from the eastern head-waters of the
Kan-chou river due south. It was delightful to find myself again in true alpine scenery, ascending
a verdant valley (Fig. 280) with meadows by the stream covered with carpets of flowers and all
the slopes clothed with luxuriant forest. Above Pien-tung-k'ou, where thc road passes through
a ' chiusa ' guarded by a small post, the valley narrows to a picturesque gorge by which the stream
corning from the watershed has cut through n high outer range.' From this gorge the route
. to n wider portion of the valley (Fig. 2 7 9 ) \\.here
emerges, near the decayed fort of ~ r h - t a o - k o uon
the two main feeders of the stream meet from the north-\vest and south-east respectively. Here
we encounterecl the first camps of Tanguts grazing their large herds of yaks and flocks of sheep on
the grassy expanse of wide downs. Snow bridges still co\.ered in places the bed of the small stream,
above which a gentle ascent led to the easy pass of 0-po-ling-tzi~,about I 2,680 feet abo\:e sea-level,
marking the watershed.
Frorn the pass the vie\v lay quite open across the wide plateau that is the gathering-place of
Hcadwaters 01
the
head-waters
of the 0 - P O - h o ,the eastern main feeder of the Kan-chou river, as seen in Fig. 278.
Kan-chou
T h e range bordering i t to the south and south-east marked the watershed towards the Ta-t'ung-ho,
river.
a tributary of the Huang-ho, and thus towards the Pacific Ocean. T h e full view of this watershed
and the thought that these mountains owed their abundant \,egetation solely to the moisture carried
from the ocean night \r,ell have made me forget the huge distance still separating us from it. But
as we stood on the pass, there swept up the valley from the north a strong wind, carrying with ~t
a dust-haze a s if to remind me how close we \\-ere still to the great deserts of innermost Asia. If
it is moisture derived from the ocean that produces the rich vegetation of these mountains, it is the
Judging lrom tlic clino~netricallydetermined heigl~tion
thc range to the S\\'. and ST:. 01 this gorge (llap No. 46.
s, c. 4) as cornparcd with those 01 the range larthcr south
overlooking the 0-po-ho, the eastern main feeder ol tlie
Kan-chou river, it appears possible tllnt the true axis of the
Richtholun range lies along the former range and not along
the lalter, though this represents the watershed.
Tho fact that thc t\\o rangcs cxtcnd morc or lcss pnral!cl
11.ornpeak 15690 (hlap h u . 46. u. 4) lo ~ h sout11-caslernmust
c

ercu reached by LPI Singh, near the P'ing-l~sia~~g-k'o~
pus
( S o . ~h c. j), suggests a changc here in thc morphology 01
the Richthofen range as compared with tllc portion stretching along the western head-waters 01 the Kan-chou river,
ahcre it Iorms a single chain with big spurs jutting out
obliquely on the north side, A close survey 01 the as yet
unexplored portion of the range (Nap S o . 46. A . j, 4), where
it is brokcn through by the Kan-chou river in a formidable
gorge, may ycrhaps rlcar up this question.
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fine dust carried up by he wind from the deserts that has clothed their slopes with their thick
layers of fertile loess.
But the openness of the great valley before us and the gentle slopes of the range bordering it
on the south suggested thoughts in historical retrospect also. I t was clear that Nature had created
here a true highway, passable with ease for a great portion of the year, between the Tibetan marches
of China and the oases along the northern foot of the Nan-shan. For cart traffic, such a s the Chinese
have always shown a civilized preference for, it has not been open in the past. But there can be
little doubt that whenever Tibetan invasion reached Kan-su this direct and easy route from the
Huang-ho and Hsi-ning must have played an important part in the campaigns that severed from
China its Central-Asian dominions.
Where the narrow nullah descending from the pass debouches into the open PLmir-like \-alley,
lies the large but half-deserted fort of 0 - p o (Fig. 278), at an elevation of about I 1,500 feet. X small
detachment placed in it is intended LO guard the route from Hsi-ning against nomadic Tanguts ant1
others who visit the high
\-alleys around. 'The place looked doubly desolate under a rainy~.sky,
and there urould have been no reason for us to make a day's halt outside its ruinous walls had not
the passive obstruction attempted by the majority
of our Chinese pony-men, who refused to move
.
away from the la-Cz,, obliged lAe to skcure the assistance of the commander of the fort. Fortunately
he proved an intelligent-native of Hu-nan, capable of making out nly poor Chinese talk in the
~ u n a n e s e1-ariety o f the Mandarin, which I had acquired from con\.erie with Chiang SsG-yeh,
my devoted companion on my former journey. Convinced in the end that the route I proposed
to follow up the western head-waters of the Kan-chou river and then down the Ta-t'ung river was
not likely to expose us to attacks from dreaded ' Hei-fan-tzil ' or Tibetan robbers, and himself to
troubles in consequence, he managed to bring the recalcitrants to reason. A substantial advance
of silver \vhich I made on account of hire also helped in the process, and an intelligent petty officer
was attached to my party to assure some measure of control farther on.
OBJECTS OBTAIXED ;\T XIA-TI-SSG SI-IRlNES
Ma.ti-ssl, 01-9. Nine c l a y s t u c c o relief p l a q u e s ,
oblong, showing seated Buddha or Bodhisattva. Originally
painted dark red, but blackened by smoke. Surface
worn and detail mostly unintelligible.
or and o r show a Bodhisattva in jewelled necklace,
bhbti, and stole, sitting cross-legged on double lotus, with
lotus-pctal lralo behind. No separate halo for head. Field
of halo dividcd by horizontal band and filled with scroll
work ; thrce discs above, one behind head and onc on
cach side. The latter pair, perhaps Sun and h1oo11 fig.,
and halo background originally gilded, wit11 I~orizontol
band in green and perhaps other colours. Bordcr red.
R. hand on kncc in Dlriniisparia-mudri ; L. in lap,
appare~itlyholding stem Vajru or a~nl?rosialase. o r has
Chinrse chars, below PadmBsana. 6" x JJ".
OJ. Sliglrtly smaller plaque showing simil:rr fig. ; (letuil
somewhat clearcr. 5" x (gr. width) 44".
04-8 are in Gandhira style and show Buddha seatcd
rross-leased on sitiple Padrnisana supported by kneeling
clrphants under pillared and straight lintelled shrine.
Lalter apparently same in all, but best preserved in 04,
which sho\\fs lotus-petal base and capital of pillar on each
side, double rectanp. abacus above, and rclief of two
deer facing each other across flaming jewel (?) on top ol
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atraight crenelated roof a t augles ol which arc birds. This
relief prob. symbolizes the First Sermon in Deer Park a t
Uenares.
Buddha has hands in nreditation in 06-8, but in 04
they are in Dharmacakra-mudri, and in 05 R. hand is
in BhGmisparSa-mudri and L. in lap. Remains of black
and red paint over ;ill. 04, 6 i " x 4a". 09 is fr. of s~naller
plaque of seated Buddha, with Padrnisana and lotuspctal halo as in 01-3. Hands in Dharmacakra-mudra;
surface much worn. Traccs of Chin, chars. written below.
J&"x 31". 1'1. Lxvrl.
Ma-ti-ssli. 010. C a r v e d w o o d e n panel. Three boards of
unequiil width, I " tllick, arc butted together and held by
two hattcns a t back about rb' thick and z i " wide, fastened
hy sliding into shallow do\-ctail groove, the edges of
I>attens being cut LO fit dovctnil. To the board thus
lornicd arc applicd it carved hordcr 01 bold ' torus '
scc~iun,ulr inner flat border, and in a row along middle
hoard ol panel four bosses carved wit11 Cl~inesesynlbols.
Torus is mitred ;tt corners and has sliglrtly projecting
continuous flat me~lrbers on e ~ c hside, by which i t is
fastened to board by wrought-iron nails. Flat inner
border lastenccl by means of wooden don.el-pins. Bosses
have chnmfered border and iirc Laatened to board by
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means of iron nails. The whole is oblong, the short edges
vertical.
Uppcr and lower borders are carved with a group 01 h e
(upper) and three (lower) mountain peaks as the central
feature, the central peak supporting a n uncar~.ed boss
or disc. R. and L. a sinuous snake-like, thrce-toed dragon
aitli almond-shaped liairv tail, energetically striding
away from centre : but neck and head recurved towards
centre. Head was carvcd in separate piece and ill each
case is misslng, the dowcl only remaining. Body scaly.
Floral scroll-work of trefoil leaves in profile forms a
background to dragons on a generally slightly lo\ver
plane. Vertical sides h a w fivc Chinese cloud scrolls with
tlic edge of a kind of sunflo\\.er throwing out fib-c long
curving streamers. Background to clouds si~ililarto that
of dragons. Corners of torus have finely designed peonies
in profile.
\Vliole carved in typical Cllincse style such as uscd in
lac-carving. 'The bold curvc 01 contour of moulding
conveys a fictitious impression of high relief in the carving.
Tlie I\-ork is pierced through and liollosed away a t back
in a semi-tubular forln, simi1.1r to ' decorntcd' Gothic
1s-ork.
Inner border about 2" thick, flat, and carvcd \\-it11
V-cuts into \-cry accurate Chinese fret. One long side
(top) only preserved. On Iret are two crouching hares
facing cacli other i ~ ta distancc apart of 3 thc length of
border ; carved in scpirate picccs, ratlicr flat. and pegged
on, each wit11 thrcc \~oodenpins. Corners masked by
separately carved peon!. (one remaining! egged on. The
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four circular bun-shaped hsses along centre are pierced
like toms,and the Chinese chars. have bnckgrou~ld01 ,.louds.
Traces of red paint in protectcd parts. Strips of wood
wit11 channelled front edge framc the wllole on two
\Veil prcservetl. Size over all j' 61" x 2' j". Breadth ,,f
torus 39") projection 18". iVidt11 of i~lncrborder (fret)
I;".
Diam. of bosses 4&". P1. ~ ~ ~ 1 1 1 .

Ma-ti-ssk011. Rect. Tibetan canvas painting, bordered
with black and b r o \ ~ nstripcd silk. \\'ooden stiffener at
cach end.
Subjcct : Buddha cntlironed, Ilolding bowl, fro~nwhicll
flames appear to proceed. R. .and L. arc standing attendants each carrying a sin~ilartmwl and R staff with loose
rings and Vajra as insignia. The pillar on each side of
Buddha is composed 01 an elephant, a lion, and a man ill
Idack top-boots wearing a mask. Above, cloud scroll of
elaborate type. Irc~m \~hiclldevelops a dragon on each
side: and ;L blue je~vel. Immediately ovcr centre of ],lain
fig.. a flying Cnruda-like creature.
Botlliisattvas and dcmons are hvishly distributed over
jiencral ground, with a background of blue sky and clouds.
Poses of figures are dramatic and well drawn. Several
types of head-dress are a.or11.
Two or three (?) Tibetan characters recur frequen~lyon
,isanas, and haloes. On central Pitdmbana, a character
seems to havc been written on each petal. Final painting
has not followed original sketch, ~vhichhas come through
in places. XI1 flesh is gilded cxcept that of demons.
4' 4" x 2' 5;". JIuch \trorn on surface.
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N
FROM T H E N A N - S H A N TO M A O - M E 1
On July 16th we were able to resume our journey. As planned by me, it was to take us first
down the valley to the monastery known as T a - s s i ~a,t the entrance of the unexplored gorge through
which the Kan-chou river breaks through the range northward, and thence up the main western
branch of the river to its sources, which in 1907 we Ilad been able to survey only from a considerable
distance.' Thence I proposed to make our way to the head of the Ta-t'ung valley near the point
\\here we had touchecl it on the former journey from the side of the Su-lo-110 sources."fter
tlcscencling this \.alley to the east of the pass which connects it rvith 0 - p o , I wished to cross the
easternmost offsfshoots of the Richthofen range, as yet unsurveyed, down to Liang-chou. It \\as
a programme I\ hich, having regard to the work to be done iar a\r.ay in the west duri~lgthe autumn
and winter, was practicable within the time available-provided that we could keep our reluctant
transport in hand, a s we had rnanaged to do in spite of all difficulties during our prelrious explorations in this region.
But Fate, ad\.erse this t i ~ l ~hat1
c , decirlcd otherwise. t-\s we ~narcheddown the wide opcn valley,
lbr the niosc part in drizzling rain, there was little to clistinguish our surroundings fro~rlhe no no tony
of a PZrnir, cxcept for the rich grorvth of grass. Over the level ground of the valley bottom, about
three miles across, 'Tangut herds and flocks, including hundreds of ~ o n i e s ,roamed everywhere
Accompanied by the two surveyors I had tramped on for fourteen miles by the track leading above
the left bank of the 0-po-ho, when we were brought up by a side strealn s\\-ollen by the rain and
Scc Zisp Sr!. 43. B, c. ;; Llcsrrl L'alh<~y,ii. 1'1'.
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too deep to be crossed without mounting. T h e r e I met ivith a very serious riding accident which
might well have p u t a n end for ever to all m y travelling. M y Badakhshi stallion, m y regular mount
all the way from K g s h g a r a n d ordinarily a quiet enough animal, probably excited b y t h e m a n y
brood mares we had passed on the march, began to plunge a s soon a s I had mounted, reared
suddenly, a n d overbalancing himself fell back\vards upon me. H a d it not I ~ e e nfor the sodden
condition of the turfy soil, the weight of the tall animal would probably have badly crushed me.
E v e n s o the result was serious enough. A p a r t from a series of bad bruises the ~nusclesof m y
left thigh were severely injured, the chief one evidently torn. \f'alking a t once became impossible,
and the pain made even carriage on t h e linked a r m s of m y two surveying companions impossible.
The pony-men with t h e baggage had hurried ahead to seek shelter from t h e rain in some stone huts
they expected to find farther down. After dragging myself along for sonie distance supported b y
the surveyors, I was obliged to lie down o n the boggy g r o u n d without being able to reach a couple
of T a n g u t felt tents within sight a few hundred yards off. Their occupants \vould not stir to give
help ; in fact, m y two companions h a d some difficulty in keeping off the attacks of their fierce dogs.
After three hours passed in this condition, the help s u ~ n m o n e db y a T u r k i servant arrived a t last
from the camping-place far ahead. Transport in t h e camp-chair which the men brought was
exceedingly slow a n d painful a s the ground was cut u p by several steep nullahs, a n d it was not
until close on six hours alter the accident that I reached the shelter of m y tent.
With m y leg badly swollen a n d other injuries, a n y movement even o n m y camp-bed was for
some days most difficult. B u t I soon diagnosed that m y limbs had luckily escaped fracture o r
dislocation. S o after a d a y o r two employed b y LEI Sing11 on plane-table work in the vicinity, I
was able to let him proceed down to Ta-ssfi a n d thence u p the main valley to the Kan-chou river
head-waters. T h e result of his survey, a s recorded in M a p s Nos. 43,46, shears that the river above
Ta-ssir passes through a succession of narrow defiles formed b y steep spurs which descend from
the ranges on either side, both clad with permanent snow-beds a n d small glaciers. B y s i r marches
LBI Singh reached a point a t the wide open head of the valley, \\-ell to the north of the grouncl
\\rhere our route of 1907 had crossed it ( M a p No. 43. c. j),a n d was thence preparing t o effect his
passage to the head-waters of the T a - t ' u n g river. B u t determined resistance on t h e part of all his
Chinese frustrated his efforts, a n d to his great chagrin he was obliged to return to m y c a m p a s he
had come, instead of gaining the Hsi-ning route and thence 0 - p o .
I myself during the fortnight thus occupied had been unable to leave m y camp-bed, o r to use
the crutclies ilnpro\.ised b y m y men with wood brought from the fir forest a march lo\ver down o n
the 0 - p o river. But painfully slo\rl a s was the i~nprol-ementin my severely injurecl thigh, I was
by then able to niake arrangements for further work ahead. T h e helpful commandant a t 0 - p o
fort had managed on m y behalf to intercept a party of T u n g a n muleteers returning from Hsi-ning.
and with the efficient transport thus assured I was able to let L2I S i n g h start for fresh surveys
in the mountains to the east a n d north-east of 0 - p o . T h e y took him, a s seen in M a p No. 46. c , D
4, 5, around both the north a n d south flanks of a conspicuous snowy massif that seems to m a r k the
point of junction of the two ranges distinguished above 0 - p o , a n d then past forest-clad slopes to the
watershed above the easternmost affluents of the Kan-chou river. Moving along these, he rejoined
me a t Kan-cliou b y the middle of August, having with his unfailing energy a n d zeal carried through
as much of our original programme in the ~ n o u n t a i n sa s the altered circu~nstanceswould permit.
By the first week of August I had sufficiently recovered from the accident to get myself carried
down in a n improvised pony litter to I<an-chou, m y leg still feeling severely the strain from the
torn muscles. During a ten days' halt there in m y peaceful temple quarters I experienced rnuch
kindness from 1:athers Van Eecke a n d D e S ~ n e d tof the Belgian R'lission a n d received the first
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news of t h e great European conflagration. B u t for the telegraph line passing Kan-cllou I should
have escaped them much longer. D u r i n g this refreshing s t a y I w a s able to make arrangements
which ~ e r t n i t t e dt h e indefatigable LHI Singh to set out again westwards, after the briefest of halts,
for fresh surveys in a portion of the Richthofen range that had not previously been mapped. They
were t o take him t ~ tph e big valley debouching a t Li-yiian above t h e point where we had seen it
in 1907 @ l a p No. 46. A. 3), a n d thence along a n unknown portion of the northern slopes of the
main range to t h e head-waters of t h e Hsi-ta-110 descending west of Kao-t'ai (Map No. 43, o. 2 , 3).
I n this way o u r survey of t h e whole mountain area drained by the Kan-chou river would be
practically completed.
Journey
O n August 22nd I myself set out from IZan-chou on t h e long-planned journey which was
~ ~ ~ ~to rt a ki e Ine
~ ~across
n - t h e desert ranges of the Pei-shan back to T u r k e s t l n for the work of the autumn
a n d winter. I n order to gain Mao-mei, the appointed rendezvous for m y several parties, I chose
chou.
t h e route leading along t h e right bank of t h e I<an-chou river which had previously been partially
mapped b y LB1 S i n g h . Most of the g r o u n d traversed b y us on the eight long marches to Mao-mei
was pleasant. B u t to m e personally the journey proved somewhat exhausting, a s the effort or doing
it o n horseback in which I rather unwisely persisted inflicted a severe strain on m y leg. I had
further reason to regret that t h e absence of boat traffic on the Kan-chou river did not allow us to
d o a t least part o f this journey b y water ancl with the comfort that this means of progress during
t h e flood might h a v e offered. F o r t h e heavy rain experienced during the first few clays had turned
t h e track that o u r carts had to follo\v, within the belt of rich cultivation extending along the river
down to Lo-pa ( M a p No. 43. D. 2), into a n almost continuous stretch of bog. Farther down the
brave Chinese mules a n d ponies harnessed to the carts experienced equal trouble from the ridges
of dunes which in places, especially belo\\- the villages of Hsi-pa a n d Chgng-i ( M a p No. 43. D. I ) ,
stretch from t h e barren hills eastwards right down t o the river bank.
T h e crumbling remains of the clay-built mediae\.al ' Great Wall ', a poor structure only eight
Relnains ol
tnediaeval feet thick, were first met lvith below the \.illage of Ping-yu-pao. T h e r e it runs u p a steep little spur
' Crectt
on t h e low but in places rugged hill range that flanks the right bank of the river all the way down
wall .
to Mao-mei. I t perhaps hat1 its continuation south-eastwarcls along the top of the hill chain,
which watch-towers crown a t intervals. O r it m a y be that the ilnpassable character of the chain
was deemecl to afford sufficient protection, along the part extending towards the point east of Kanchou where t h e late border wall was seen again ( M a p No. 46. B. 3). Farther down, this wall cropped
u p a g a i n in long stretches, usually along the edge o f the present cultivation, a s shown by the map ;
~ v h i l eelsewhere it h a d completely disappeared, a n d only t h e line of more or less decayed watchtowers remained to m a r k the direction along which it rob ably ran. T h i s complete decay o\'er
long distances of the mediaeval ' G r e a t Wall', which runs on to, a n d ends a t , C h i a - ~ i i - k u a nbe~lond
Su-chou, helps us t h e more to appreciate the time-resisting solidity which the methods of construcl ground
tion elnployed b y the engineers of H a n times had assured to most parts of their ~ i m e s w a lon
offering far greater physical difficulties. O n the other hand, it must not be overlooked that the
less arid clilnatic conditions o f the \-alley of the IZan-thou river down to the defile below Cheng-ij
\\.here the mediaeval tvall comes to its encl on the right bank, were not as ra\:ourable to its preservation a s those of the g r o u n d farther west to\\-ards S u - c h o ~ . ~
Among other points along this route that deserve brief notice I m a y mention that! a short
'Temple of
distance east of the village marked on the m a p a s Sun-nai-pao,' we made a night's halt a t a large
n~iao.
and interesting temple. I t is known a s Lai-lai-miao (?) and is situated near high dunes. I t seemed
4
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fairly old and the sand was invading all of its numerous courts and shrines. With its elaborate
and graceful wooden pavilions, balustraded passages, and bridges connecting different shrines
it recalled more closely the architecture of celestial mansions as represented in the Ch'ien-fo-tung
paintings of the Western Paradise than any of the structures seen by me on Chinese ground. Its
remains when completely abandoned to the drift-sand may provide an interesting 'site ' for some
future excavator a thousand years or more hence. I t is evidently a cherished place of pilgrimage
for the inhabitants of the flourishing walled villages by the river, and 1 regret not to have been able
to secure an account of its origin and tradition.
Below Lo-pa the lineof continuous cultivation with its picturesque \.illages (Figs. 281,282) comes
to an end. Cultivation farther down is reduced to a succession of narrow patches between the high
sands covering the foot of the barren low hills eastwards and the wide river-bed. A somewhat
wider belt of cultivation was again reached a t the large walled village of Hsiang-p'u, where to my
great satisfaction I found L A Singh safely arrived after crossing the river. He had completely
carried out his final task in the mountains south of Li-yiian and Kao-t'ai, having received a very
friendly welcome at the camps of the Shera and Saro Yogurs, small tribes of Mongol and Turkishspeaking nomads, who graze in those mountains."^ this additional effort my untiring companion
had succeeded in extending the Nan-shan surveys carried out during this journey over a n area
quite as large as that mapped there in 1907.
About ten miles below Hsiang-p'u lies the small oasis of ChCng-i, where bare rocky ridges
approach the river valley on both sides and gradually narrow it to a gorge. A military post still
maintained in the little walled town is a relic of the time when the passage through the mediaeval
wall, rising immediately above the point where the ri\.er enters the gorge between steep cliffs about
300 feet high, was guarded as a true Luan or barrier. This character of the locality is marked also
by small shrines occupying terraces on either side of the river. T h e defile (Fig. 277) in which the
river has here cut its way through the barren hill chain extending all the way from above Kan-chou
to beyond Su-chou is quite impassable when the river is in flood, and probably impracticable for
traHic at other seasons also. T h e road towards Mao-mei crosses the bare rocky ridge to the east
by a pass, about 400 feet higher up and away from the river, and then descends again towards
the latter in a narrow tortuous valley. Where the river debouches from the defile and the spur to
the east of it flattens out into a gravel fan, a huge ridge of dunes, probably 300 feet in height,
stretches down from the north to the right bank. The road crosses it over two steep saddles of driftsand, and here the hauling up of our carts was accomplished only with great labour and delayed
us for hours. T h e whole route from below Ch&ng-ioffers a succession of strong defensive positions,
and rows of watch-towers both on and above the pass show that it was duly guarded. From Ta-tzfiwan, the first hamlet encountered on the north side, a long day's march, mostly over bare gravel
or steppe and past straggling strips of culti\.ation by the river, finally brought us back on August
29th to our olcl temple quarters by Mao-mei. There to my relief I found the second surveyor safely
returned with our camels from their summer grazing. In spite of the heat that they had experienced
in the low hills beyond the terminal basin of the Etsin-gol, the camels were fit to face the hard work
of the long desert journey before us.
VIlt.gnrtling tllcsc interesting rclnnilnts of tribes, ~)r~)bably
nl Turk origin, transplanted from ' outside the wall ' I)y tlic
Cllinesc :~dministration of thc srvmteentli century, rl. the

rcmnrks in Seri~rdin,iii. p. I 1.9, Imscd on an account 11y
(~rneralC. G. E. Jlnnncrl~cini,in tllr Jot~rrml ole 111 Sorillr:
I~~~t~lo-Ott.qr~~~~~te.
xxt,ii ( I * ) r, ) .
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CHAPTER XV
ACROSS THE PEI-SHAN TO BARKUL
SECTION
I.-THROUGH

T H E D E S E R T RANGES O F T H E PEI-SHAN

Propmrne
THEjourney for which I had chosen Mao-mei as our rendezvous and ~ t a r t i ~ g -was
~~
rorjo'lrney intended to take US right across the great desert area occupied by the Pei-shan ranges where its
to Cuchen
~ ~ ~ fwidth
, i ~ is
. greatest, in the direction from south-east to north-west. Following routes wlhich the Russian

i~t

Trans-frontier Map vaguely marked as derived from native information, I proposed to make my
way to the eastern flank of the Karlik-tlgh, itself the easternmost extension of the T'ien-shan.
Thence I intended to skirt the northern slopes of this great chain to beyond K u - ~ h ' 6 ~ ~ -ort z i ~
Guchen, from which point ure could cross it to the TurfHn depression, the ground chosen for our
nest archaeological labours. T h e execution of this programme would allow us in the first place
to survey a large and practically unexplored portion of the Pei-shan, and next to see something of
south-eastern Dzungaria, which by its geographical and historical connexion with the oases to
the south of the T'ien-shan was of special interest to me.
Attempts to
T h e extent of i~nsur\.eyeddesert to be crossed to the nearest inhabited place north-east of
the Karlik-tHgh was very great, and knowing the difficulties to be expected in connexion with
guidance
water and grazing, I had already in May, on my first passage through Mao-mei and along the
through
Pei-shnn
Etsin-gol, endeavoured to secure reliable information about the reported routes and guides
acquainted with them. T h e result of these inquiries had been extremely meagre. The existence
of routes occasionally followed by camel caravans towards H l m i and to Bai, my particular objective,
was known to some Chinese traders a t Mao-mei. But the attempts to secure Mongols acquainted
with them as guides had been unsuccessful. O n my return I had to rest content with engaging
two Chinese, labourers by profession, whom the young district magistrate, willing to help as before,
had managed to produce. They stated that they had accompanied camel caravans proceeding
by the direct routes to and from Barkul and HHmi, and as they wished to return to those places
for work, they were prepared to act as guides. Though the account they gave of their itineraries
sounded rather vague, I was glad enough to accept their services; for I knew that previous mapwork could assist us only at one point, the cross-roads of Mlng-shui which they mentioned, the
position of this being fixed in relation to the routes farther west visited by Russian travellers and
by Professor Futterer.
In 1iew of the length of the journey before us and of the total absence of resources on the ~Y'I
Part of
camVan
careful arrangements had to be made for the supply of food for men and ponies. Fortunately these
detached.
were facilitated by the good harvest which the adequate flood of the Kan-chou river had assured
to hlao-mei that summer. In order to lighten our ~nlpedimentaas much as possible I decided to
send off Li S ~ i l - ~ eaccompanied
h,
by Nalk Shamsuddin and turo Turki followers, with spare baggage
to Su-chou. Thence they were to proceed to An-hsi, and picking up there the cases of antiquities,
&c., deposited under the care of the faithful I brHhim Beg,to Iriove on by the Chinese ' high road '
to TurfHn, where we were to meet at the end of October.
I n order to enlarge the area mapped, the rest of us were to moLre, wherever possiblel in two
Start from
Mao-rnel.
parties and by separate routes. An opportunity for thus proceeding offerecl at the outset^ as O u r
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Chinese la-/u-ti,
or ' Inen knowing the high road (sic) ', spoke of two routes by \\,hich to reach the
coaI-pits of Mou-\vo (Map No. 42. B. 3), some four or five marches ahead. But on September 2nd,
the day of our start from our airy temple quarters outside Mao-mei, we had still to keep together ;
[or the crossing of the flooded river to the west of the town proved very troublesome and took nearly
half a day to accomplish. Though the summer flood had already greatly subsided, there was water
still flowing over most of the bed, fully a mile wide. In its western portion it was so deep and the
current so strong that the camels had to ford it unladen, and high carts had to be used for taking
the loads across, as well as most of the men. We then separated, after a short night's rest at a temple
near the westelen edge of cultivation on the left bank, LB1 Singh moving off for Mou-wo through
the barren low hills north-west\vards.
The alternati\-e route which I was to follow with Muhammad YLqGb and AfrHz-gul proved Return to
in the end to be a track leading to Mou-wo from the extreme north of the far stretching Chin-tra ~
~
oasis. In order to reach it, our ' guide ' took us along the foot of the low hillocks overlooking the
left bank of the Pei-ta-ho, alnlost as dry now as when we had seen it in May. T h u s our first march
brought us back once more to the line of the Limes west of Mao-mei and allowed us to trace it for
some distance beyond the point, near T. XLVI. a , where we had first struck it from the side of Chin-t'a
(Map No. 4.. c. 4). T h e line for about four miles \\Test of this point could be followed quite clearly,
in the form of an agger constructed of rough stones, a material supplied in abundance by the low
decomposed rocky ridges on which the wall stood. I n some places where large rough slabs had been
used, this ancient border wall still rose to a height of 7 or 8 feet. T w o completely decayed watchtowers, T. XLV.a , b, which we were able to examine before darkness came on, were found to be
built of stamped clay, with thin layers of tamarisk brushwood interposed. Ancient pottery debris
\\.as picked up near them.
The track by which our guide took us next morning passed through a belt of luxuriant scrub Last patch
along the river-bed ; it enabled us, however, as we proceeded, to see other rnounds marking decayed of
. cultivatlon below
watch-towers, T. XLV. c, d, e, on the line where the Limes agger skirted the foot of the low hills. chila-rqo.
I was unable to visit them ; for increased pain in my left leg, the result of the severe strain to which
1 had subjected it by doing the long marches between Kan-chou and Mao-mei on horseback, had
obliged me to abandon all attempts at riding and to try being carried, instead, on a kind of bed lashed
to the back of a camel. This mode o l progress necessarily tied me to the slo~vlymoving baggage
train, and soon proved so trying that I was glad in the encl when the track taken by our timorous
' guide ', instead of leading us, as I wished, to the north-west, where Mou-wo lay, brought us to
the small outlying patch of cultivation of Chiu-hsi-tun belonging to Chin-t'a. It was the last
chance available of securing ~voodfor improvising a pony litter. There, through the kindness
o l a friendly villager who sacrificed some pieces of timber from his roofing, I managed by that
evening to have a conveyance constructed which, in spite of frequent break-downs, carried me
during the next two months, safely and in comparative comfort, across the Pei-shan ant1 along the
T'ien-shan.
On the morning of September 5th we set out a t last for the barren low hills to the north, our Passage
' guide ' having apparently reinforced his courage for the task by locally gathered information.
Aftel- a march of about taro miles across a bare flat of clay, partly wind-eroded, we reached the foot L;,,,.
of a stony Sai and here passed for the last time through the line of the Han 1,ilnes. It took the
form her,, of a low and badly decayed mo~lntl,with remains of two ruined towers, T. XLV.I,g, visible
to the east and anotllcr about four r~iilesoff to the west. Therc could no longer be any doubt that
thc ngger continued all the way across the waterless desert to where we had traced ~t among high
dunes north of KO-ta-ch'iian-tzli (Map No. 42. .4. 4). Curiously enough those of the people of
j S L
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Mae-mei and Chin-t'a who knew vaguely of the existence of this ' wall ' were piepared to attribute

to it, as I learnt, the respectable antiquity of Chin times ( A . D . 265-41~).
-4s soon a s we had passed into the desolate region of barren foot-hills our ' guide ' managed to
lose the cart-track which was to lead us to M O U - r oand. once arrived on a wide gravel Sai beyond
.Ifold-uo.
the outermost chain of hills, completely lost his bearings. I t was but the first display of his and
his fellow's lamentably inadequate recollection of the ground before us. Repeated again and again
in the course of the nest marches it soon taught us to trust mainly to the guidance of the faint
caravan tracks traceable and to such knowledge as our plane-table gave us of the approximate
direction to be followed towards our previously determined goal. O n that first march after a great
detour duly represented in the map, we managed to regain the cart-track. By it we \Irere guided to
the well of Yeh-ma-ching, ' the well of the wild horse ', situated in a wide shallow valley ascentling
towards what evidently \vas a continuation of the hill range which we had sighted frolll Mao-rnei
trending away to the north-west. I am disposed to recognize in it a part of the southernmost
main chain of the Pei-shan, corresponding to the last range which Professor Futterer corning
from the north crossed on his way to the Su-lo-ho and which his account describes as the fifth.'
T h e geological specimens that I secured on our passage through it may help hereafter to check the
~norphological relation suggested by a comparison of our map and Professor Futterer's route
sketch. Like the other specimens collected along our route across the crumbling desert ranges
farther on towards the Karlik-tagh, they are still undergoing examination by Professor \,V.J. Sollas
of Oxford.
Crossing of
O n September 6th the track that we followed continued to ascend the valley to the north-west
southernbetween rounded hills, all covered with dark detritirs (Fig. 283). \Ve passed t ~ v omore wells, but
,nost
range.
on approaching what was manifestly the dir.ide of the range, at an elei.ation of approximately
j,700 feet, we lost the track completely on ground that was much cut up by shallow drainage beds.
Cairns visible on almost all the surrounding hillocks only helped to add to our ' guide's ' confusion.
I n a \veil-defined line of reddish hills, ho~vever,that could be seen to the north stretching from east
to west, he recognized the range along which, as he believed, led the direct route from hlao-mei to
A4ou-wo. He called it Chin-k'ou-tzfi and talked of gold-pits once worked in it. In the valley about
two miles wide into which we descended north-westwards there was plentiful grazing for the camels.
But the well a t w.hich we halted proved dry, and those we sunk in the bed near by also failed to
strike water. T h e straying of our camels and ponies during the night added to the discomfort
of a halt passed without water or food. But by daybreak the camel-men in search of the fugitives
calne up011 the track of LLl Singh's party beyond the low hills to the north. T h e trace left by his
cyclometer rendered it unmistakable. O n descending to it we passed a well only five feet deep holding ample water. Then the old cart-track which LLI Singh had followed took us westwards along
the foot of reddish hills across a low saddle to a \.alley draining westwards to the open basin of
Mou-wo (Map No. 42. B. 3).
There we found LLI Singh duly encamped by the side of one of the two wells dug in the dry
Coal-pits of
start

*If ou-;oo.

bed passing below the coal-pits. T w o or three houses half in ruins marked the quarters of the
people from
and Mae-mei who until recent years used to come here for Short periods in
the winter to gather coal from the shallow diggings. O f this coal specimens were secured' A
hillock overlooking the dreary plain is cro~vnedwith a little shrine. T h e pits extend irregularly
for about a mile to the west of the stream-bed ant1 seem to be worked to a depth of 1.5 to I 7 feet from
the surface, in narrow ditches. T h e information obtained from 1,81 Singh showed that the route Over
which he had reached Mao-mei led by a long march on the first day over waterless Sai to a rain-fed
See Futterer, JViistc Gobi, p.
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pool below the easternmost buttress of the range that we had crossed from the south, and thence,
as the map shows (No. 42. B, C. J), along the northern slopes of the same. A t the spring of Chi-chi&'iian, at the foot of the reddish hills already referred to, he had found excellent grazing.
From Mou-\vo a perfectly open plateau stretched away to the north-\vest, sloping up gently Crossingot
in that direction and sending its dry drainage beds clown tolvards the north-east. On the gra\,el
to Narrsurface, bare but for scanty tufts of scrub, the caravan track showed up clearly ant1 allo\rred us to g*,;a,l.
cover with ease a march of close on 2 j miles to the well of the Nan-ch'uan. Some six miles before
reaching it we crossed a broad and much-decayed hill chain with its crest rising only about 350 feet
above the elevation of h.10~-\yoand almost completely buried in detritus. I t \\-as seen to sink away
to the north-\\rest into a wide depression, which appears to gather whatever drainage passes do\\-n
the ground crossed on this and the next two marches. This chain ant1 two other low spurs, marked
by crumbling rocky ridges, over which our route led between Nan-ch'uan and Lo-t'o-ching (Map
No. 40. D. 3)) probably represent eastern offshoots of tlie fourth Pei-shan range of Futterer. According to his map and description this range is broken up farther west also into a series of parallel
chains. To this assumed nexus points also the east-north-easterly trend that he records for thc'
range as a whole.2
Our march of September 9th took us, after we had proceeded about I; miles, across the crest \ ~ e I lof
of another gently rising and much broken hill chain, a t an ele\-ation of about 5.joo feet, similar to z';ig;;V;,
that of the chain passed on the way to Nan-ch'uan. A t the mouth of the winding Nullah in which
the route descended l r o ~ nit to the north-west we passed low dark red cliffs which looked to tne like
lay on the bare
porphyry. T h e well where \Ire halted, called by our guides H~~i~g-toz~-s/lu~~-c/litzg,
gravel slope oC a ~vicleopen \-alley offering but the scantiest scrub for the camels and no grazing
whatever for the ponies. Low broken ridges limited the horizon to the west, but northward a distant
vista opened over a wide trough-like depression. Beyond it far away rose the rugged crest line
of a range which after tlie flatness of the ground passed on the last two marches looked quite
impressi1.e. Our guides recognized it as the hla-tsun-shan, \vliich had been mentioned to us at
hlao-mei as containing valleys regularly grazed by the flocks of 50 or 60 hlongol families from the
side of the Etsin-got. T h e Russian Trans-frontier Rlap roughly marks it to the north of the route
towards Hlnii. Of the large river along nhich this reported route was supposed to approach the
range ure could see nothing.
O n September 10th a short ~ u a r c htook us first over an utterly bare plain of gravel, \vherc LOW ridges
only strips of detritus 10 to 15 Ceet high marked the position of low ridges co~npletelydecomposed. :z,":ctely
Then another flat spur was crossed at about the same elevation as that of the two last mentioned.
The wide basin-like valley beyond seemed far too barren to offer a n opportunity for a halt. But
after crossing it westwards the track brought us to a little hollow containing a rather brackish \\-ell,
called by our guides Kz~o-ti-c/lz'~lg,~
and a small patch of reeds growing round sandy hillocks. Here
we were glad to camp and let our atii~nalshave some badly needed grazing.
T h e next day's march lay first for about 10 niiles across a wide valley containing numerous Springsot
low terraces of a very fine grained allnost black rock of sedimentary origin. Then a gentle ascent ~h
4:-fi-uan.
past rounded flat-topped ridges brought us on a wide plateau to a large reed-filled basin watered by
the springs of Lo-t'o-ch'iian. 'These, about a dozen in number, gather near the western edge of
a depression close on two miles wide. 'They are evidently fed by subterranean drainage from the
chain of hills visible to the west and south-west of Lo-t'o-ch'iian. 'This chain rising to heights

'

CI. liu~tercr, Il.rrsle Gobi, pp: 18 sq. ;\ somewhat
Iiighor portion of this mngc was s ~ g l i ~ cby
d us west and
south-west of Lo-t'o-ching ; sce Map No. 40. n, c. 3.

:' 1s). n dr;iuglitsmnn1s error wliicli escaped ilttcntion,
JInp Yo. 40. u. 3 shows this name wrongly as I<rro-li-rl~uarr
.tnd that ol die springs at Camp 20.8 as Lo-l'u-rlrirrg.

.ACROSS T H E P E I - S H A N TO B A R K U L
about 6,200 and 6.700 feet is probably a part of the fourth R i - s h a n range
to. I t forms the southern rim of a big trough-like valley, overlooked on tile north by the far more
i l n ~ o s i n gMa-tsun-shan range and close on thirty miles across between the crests of the two. -l-here
could be no doubt that the Ria-tsun-slian, rising now before us wit11 bold conical peaks, whose
a ~ ~ r o x i m a t e h e i g l l taccording
s,
to clinometrical readings, ranged f r o ~ n7,040 to 9,160 feet, is identical
\\'ith Futterer's third and highest Pei-shan range. T h e numerous beds of strealns,
descend
from it draining east~vards,were all found dry when we passed. Hut they must carry a certain
arnount of subterranean drainage, and this, if it gathers farther east in depressions like that of Lo-t'och'iian, \vould fully account for the reported extent of hlongol grazing grounds near the Ma-tsunshan. Though we could not spare time to search for these, we had \,isible proof of their existence
in a large camel caravan which we rnet a t Nan-chriian carrying ~voolfrom these Mongol camps
for Chinese traders.
I~iIIocksol
A day's rest by the springs and luxuriant reed-beds of Lo-t'o-ch'iian was a boon to lnen and
'u'cani'
beasts alike. Then on September 13th we set out to the north-]vest on a march l~rhichproved
ruck.
distinctly interesting. It took us first over a bare stony Sai coveretl with the detritus of ridges
that had almost completely \\lorn away. After passing several dry beds, all tlescending from the
west, we entered a region of low rocky hillocks, 2 0 to 30 feet high and of rounded for~ns,rising
above the sea of detritus. There could be no doubt of their igneous origin, seeing that the rock,
where I could examine it! was granite and was marked all over with slnall cavities, the matrices
left by the more yielding parts of rock which had subsequently decayed and been carried off under
aerial action. After we had proceeded about I I miles the track brought us, amidst these low
rounded ' kopjes ', to a tiny oasis of scrub with a solitary s ~ n a l ltree \vliich looked like a Jigda
or Eleagnus. We did not see a well, but the presence of abundant camel droppings pointed to
a caravan halting-place. Srnall cairns on hillocks now guided us towards a small gap in the range
rising before us. I~ollowingthe north-westerly direction thus indicated for two miles we reached
the lower edge o l a uniform detritus glacis. It was tlie alluvial fan formed by the streams that
once descended from the range on either side of tlie g a p towards which our track was leading.
A s we ascended this alluvial fan, the range before us, esl~eciallyin its western portion. presented
.iscent
towards
quite a striking appearance with its serrated crest line and some bolcl rock pyramids rising above
Jla-tsunshan range. it. \Ve had covered about eight niiles of this ascent when the approach of dusk niade our
search anxiously for a chance of finding water. Their bewildered state was fully accounted for
later when \I-e found that the pass towards which I\-e were moving was not on the route they knew
of. However, a patch of vegetation half a mile off the track eastwards attracted our attention, and
there, much to the guides' relief, we found four or fi\.e shallow wells. They were filled with mud,
apparently brought down by recent rain, but when one of them was cleared, it ~ i e l d e dan ample
supply of water, better than any we had tasted since entering the Pei-shan. 'The ~ o s i t i o nof our
night's camp was at the very foot of the first rocky hills that emerge from the s ~ n o t h e r i nCOI-er
~
of
detritus. All through the evening a cold gale was blowing down \.iolently from the north, preparing
us for the change of climatic conditions soon to be encountered.
T h e defile through which the ascent led on the morning of September 14th narrowed rapidly ;
it lay between rocky hills, lnuch worn and picturesque, rising to heights of 300 to 500 feet
bottom (Fig. 287). The cliffs here showed a strike approxilnately from R E . to
the
with a dip of go0 to the sE., and displayecl every mark of far-ad\.anced abrasion by water and
found
aerial action. T h e fact that scrub and tufts of a hardy grass (pile in Turki) were to
only a t the bottom of the defile, but also to some height up the Slopes. clearly indicated a diminished
degree of aridity, T h e s a t e r s ] l d was reached, after a march of a b o u t 4 miles, on a small plateau
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about 300 yards across ( F i g . 288), a t a n elevation of a little over 7,000 feet.' None of the higher
points of the range to t h e west was here \.isible. T h e grounrl continued almost level for about
a mile, a n d here we came upon a herd of mountain sheep peaceably grazing.
F o r about three miles the descent let1 clown gently to the north-west in a slightly widening
\.alley, brightened by the auturnnal tints of the still comparatively plentiful scrub a n d grass. Beyond
that the valley debouched on to a wide alluvial fan, cut u p by \:cry numerous shallow drainage
channels, all dry, a n d all trending towards N N E . T h e .detritus slope was broken here a n d there
by low outcropping ridges of d a r k red or black rock, suggesting granite or some closely alliecl
rock. Isolated little hillocks also, like those met with south of the range, were to be seen in places
emerging from the detritus. O n approaching a low terrace marked by some cairns, we came
upon a delightfully green patch, about a quarter of a mile across, with a large well 6 feet deep in
the middle, holding excellent water. \\:e subsequently ascertained that this tiny oasis encircletl
by detritus hillocks is known a s Sha-chi~g-kii.
O u r route on September I j t h led first o\-er detritus slopes of the same type a s those crossed
on our descent from the Ma-tsun-shan. Remnants of completely decayed rocky ridges cropped out
here too a t intervals a n d seemed of the same composition a s that met with to the south of Sha-chingtzii. After about 10 miles' progress to the It\\'.we came upon another small patch of luxuriant
scrub with a shallow well, a t a n elevation, like the last, of about 6,100 feet. F r o m here our soidisant guides would persist in going astray to the north. But fortunately after a long search we
managed to strike again the track still leacling to the north-west. I t took us first across a bare and
almost level plain of detritus a n d then over gently falling ground to a long depression with abundant
grazing a n d some springs. Near its western rdge, below a ~vell-markedrocky plateau, we found
six Mongol families encamped with their sheep a n d cattle, a n d from them learned that we had
reached Tsagan-gzllu. These Mongols had come from the grazing ground to the south-east along
the Ma-tsun-shan a n d were to return there for the winter. T h e y said they knew little o r nothing
of the routes towards Barkul or HBmi, a n d our endeavours to secure a guide failed. T h e y , however,
told us t h e true names of our last two halting-places, and esplained that the \rrell of Lo-t'o-ching,
for which our Chinese ' guides ' had mistaken Sha-ching-tzil, lay in reality to the south, on the
route usually taken b y caravans from Chin-t'a towards Ming-shui. T h i s was said to skirt the
western end of the Ma-tsun-shan and probably passes through a depression in the line of Futterer's
third range."
I had found the name of Tsagan-gulu marked in the sketch-map of M M . Grum-Grizhmailo
as a point where, evidently according to information gathered from Mongols, a route leading
towards Uliassutai, the former Chinese administrative centre far away in outer Mongolia, was
supposed to cross a route that appeared to be the one we were following. I t \\,as therefore of
interest to learn, just a s we were setting out n e s t morning, that a large camel caravan h a d arrivetl
overnight carrying rice a n d flour from An-hsi to Uliassutai. If the information was correct it would
point to there being wells o r springs to be found also on a line cutting transversely from An-hsi
across the Pei-shan routes of Futterer a n d Grum-Grizhmailo (Obrucheff).
H a v i n g secured welcome supplies in the form of milk a n d a couple of sheep, \r7e made on
September 16th a n easy march of about 16 miles to a well that a Chinese-knowing Mongol hatl
spoken o f a s Liu-kozr. T h e track for the first 61-e miles o r s o lecl through abundant scrub with

'

I t is ot interest to note that the pass by which Professor
1:ulterer's route crosses this identicnl range, the third nI
his reckoning, shows an elevation practically the snmc,
viz. 2,130 metres (6,988 [eel) ; see his Il~uslcGobi, p. 17.
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patches of reeds. T h e dry channels crossed here as urell as at Liu-kou all drained to the nortll.
cast. Then we passed over a dreary plateau of detritus broken by numerous low and much-decayed
ridges in which I could recognize granite ant1 seams of quartz. Their strike was difficult to
determine with any certainty. Liu-kou proved to be a small area of reeds and scrub situated by a
wide flood-bed at an ele\:ation of 5,890 feet, about the same as that of Tsagan-gulu. The well,
found practically dry, gave excellent water when deepened. T o the west a line of Ilills could be
seen a t a n approximate distance of some twenty miles. Colnparison with MM. Grum-Grizhmailo's
map made it appear probable that their and M. Potanin's valley of Yeh-ma-cht"an, the last stage
before Ming-shui, lay to the east of these hills, near the head of the flood-bed by which we were
encamped. But what the connexion was between these distant hills and a range rising clearly
before us to the north-west, I was unable to make out.
Start lor
T h e fairly warm day was brought to a close by a n icy gale from the north-north-east, which
.IIIII~-SIIII~.
raged all night and blew down one of the surveyors' tents. When rising by 4 a.m. for the march
which, I hoped, might carry us to Ming-shui, we all felt as if we had been carried back to the wintry
Lop Desert. T h e track led towards a g a p in the range that stretched before us from \VSW. to ENE.
After crossing a belt of low hillocks almost buried in detritus, we ascended the glacis of the range
to its foot a t about seven miles from camp. .4n easy ascent of four miles Inore in a wide tlefile
brought us to a small plateau intersected by a shallow drainage channel running to the north-east.
T h e northern rim of this plateau marks the watershed at a n elevation of a little under 7,000 feet.
There can be no doubt that this range, of which the highest point in the vicinity rises to about
400 feet above the watershed, is identical with the one crossed by MM. Gruni-Grizhmailo and
Obrucheff north of Yeh-ma-chrijan and with Professor Futterer's second Pei-slian range farther
west.=
Arrival a t
T h e descent was much shorter, and then the track led us due west along a wide open valley
''*itlg-shui* of gravel with \.cry scanty scrub. O n the south it was flanked by the range just crossed and on
the north by another stretching parallel to it from WSW. to ENE. T h e latter was clearly recognizable as the range in a valley of which I knew that Ming-shui lay, and as the eastern continuation of
Futterer's first Pei-shan range. T h e apparent nearness of our immediate goal, on the route from
Su-chou to H i m i , induced me to pass the small patch of vegetation that the Mongols had mentioned
to us under the name of Yen-rh'ih(Map No. 40. A. I ) , and to push on. T h e fact that all grass there
seemed to have been grazed, and the Mongols'statement that hling-shui was only ' thirty li' farther
on, influenced this decision. \\'e soon found reason to regret it. Twenty-five miles had been
covered, with the same icy gale pursuing us all the way, by the time that we had gained the flat
saddle of a broad spur connecting the two ranges at the head of the valley. We had still to cross
a \vide basin u.estwards before we could reach the low but rugged looking hills between which the
\\rells of kling-shui \yere to be looked for. T h e descent over the wide and bare detritus slope
seemed never-ending, and it \vas quite dark before we arrived at the foot of the hills and sti~mbletl
on a dry stream-bed lvith a big cairn showing above on the sky-line. Some coarse grass was found
near the bed, and there we halted for the night, after having covered a distance of 32 miles. The
camels did not arrive till next morning, some of the animals having broken loose and strayed, and
the men sent to search in the neighbourhood found only a square walled enclosure in ruins, but
had somewhat abated in the evening ; yet the bitter cold kept
neither well nor fuel. T h e gale
most of 11s awake that night.
about a mile atvay, and
At daybreak our hapless ' guitles ' discovered the well of * - s h t c i
'Tlie height recorded hy the Russian travellers for t h ~
watershed is 7,074 lcet. 3131. Grum-Crizhmilo's map nlro

shows a s m l l plateau on tllc top of thc ranpr will1 3 drainage
h t l north-eastwards.
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when the baggage had rejoined us we moved down to it through a narrow gorge flanked by rocky Wellof
knolls. This presently debouched into a wide boulder-strewn basin, enclosed on all sides by boldly hling-shui.
shaped hills (Fig. 285). Some of these rise about a thousand feet above the level of the basin,
for which the mercurial barometer indicated an elevation of 6,660 feet. Near the centre of the
basin was found the well, about 8 feet deep, yielding good water in plenty ; south of it stood a
ruined mud enclosure, and to the north on a low knoll the remains of a small Chinese shrine. Some
fair grazing was available for the ponies in the small nullahs descending into the basin, and after
the last trying march an extra day's halt was needed by all.
At Ming-shui we had struck the route leading from Su-chou via Shih-Orh-tun (Map No. surveyor
40, C. 5) to H l m i , and also the point whence I proposed to detach Surveyor Mulpmmad YHqGb
towards the latter place. By letting him carry a route traverse first along the caravan track from
HBmi and then to the small oases of THsh-bulak and Khotun-tam, our previous survey work to
thesouth of the Karlik-tlgh would be usefully supplemented7 (Map No. 37. A, B. 3). From HHmi he
was then to proceed to the depression of the Shona-n6r basin where the drainage from the western
portion of the Karlik-tlgh finds its end, and subsequently to map the route through waterless
desert to the eastern extremity of the T u r f l n district. Though the caravan track towards H l m i
was likely to be \veil marked and the younger of our two Chinese, whom I proposed to send with
the Surveyor, stated that he was familiar with it, detailed written instructions were needed to
safeguard the little party from possible mishap ; for experience had unfortunately shown that
the young Surveyor, though very estimable and plucky, could not be trusted to carry out exploratory
work alone with safety. S o there was plenty of work to keep me busy during this short halt, besides
resting my injured leg. Strained perhaps by such short attempts at walking as were necessary
for the direction of the lane-table work, &c., it had shown little signs of improvement during the
month that had passed since our start from Kan-chou.
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On September 20th both our parties started from Ming-shui after a halt which, in spite of the
bitterly cold north wind blowing almost uninterruptedly, had been refreshing for us all. I did not
disguise to myself that the last portion of the journey still before us might have its trying parts.
My aim was to cross that wholly unexplored eastern extremity of the T'ien-shan which lies beyond
the snowy portion of the Karlik-tlgh range and thus to make my way to Bai, which the Russian
maps and Mr. Carruthers' survey showed a s the last permanently inhabited place to the northeast of that range. Thence I proposed to skirt the northern slopes of the Karlik-tHgh to the towns
of Barkul and Guchen over ground comparatively well known. T h e map of MM. Grum-Grizhrnailo and also the Russian Trans-frontier Map marked, indeed, a route derived from native
information which might take us in the desired direction from Ming-shui. But as these records
showed very considerable discrepancies as regards the positions of the localities named and the
distances between them, I was not disposed to place much reliance on such scant indications as
they afforded. Still less confidence coilld be reposed on the local knowledge of our remaining
Chinese 'guide', who, indeed, stated that he had once marched with camels from Ming-shui to
Barkul, but could not indicate any stages identifiable on the map-where a rnap mas availablz.
However, the general direction to be followed lay clearly to the north-west, and this we followed
together down the valley from Ming-shui for a distance of over three miles from Camp 213. There
the \f.ell-marked caravan-track towards H l m i diverged from the dry stream-bed in a westerly
See Map No. 37. A-D.
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direction, whileanother rather indistinct track continuedalong the latternorth-westwards.l Separat.
ing here from Muhammad YHqClb we continued to descend the gradually widening valley.
a point about 8 miles from Ming-shui camp, the bold conical hills of a n outer chain receded on the
western side and allowed us to sight far away in the distance the glittering snowy crest of the
Karlik-tlgh. T h e distance separating us from its nearest point proved to be still fully a hundred
miles. All the same it was a most encouraging vision and remained a guiding mark on this and
the next march.
Farther on the descent continued over a gently sloping stony plateau. After a march of
19 miles we pitched camp a t a point where we found a well only two or three feet deep in a shallow
bed (Map No. 37. D. 4). O u r Chinese called the spot Tz~ng-lrh-skan. A short distance before
reaching it we passed through what looked like a g a p in an outer chain of hills. Though not rising
high above the valley bottom, they looked picturesque with their bold conical forms and mucheroded black slopes (Fig. 284). There seemed to be a good deal of scrub a t their foot, and a herd
of K u l l n s or wild asses was seen grazing on it. One of them was successfully stalked by A f r H ~ - ~ ~ l .
O n September 21st a long march, impressive in its monotony, took us down, along the same
Ming-shui drainage, over the detritus-covered northern glacis of the Pei-shan. The hills,
rising near Tung-Crh-shan to a conspicuous hill-cone about 6,760 feet in height, sank away more
a n d more under that Yast covering of detritus and gravel which overlies the northern foot of the
Pei-shan mountain system. I n the distance beyond the last rocky ridges cropping out from the
vast expanse of detritus could be seen the higher line of the first Pei-shan range west of Ming-shui.
Saxaul bushes and low thorny scrub were growing plentifully among shallow beds, which, no doubt,
a t intervals carry occasional floods from the mountains.
Towards the end of the march the valley bottom along which we were moving became more
a n d more trough-like ; it was flanked on either side by well-marked terraces. T h e track kept on
the gravel Sai above them and brought us, after a march of about 25 miles, to where the trough
widened into a reed-covered depression about two miles long. In it we found a large spring,
flowing open for a distance of about 70 yards and farther on disappearing in a marshy thicket of
reeds. T h e spring, which our Mao-mei informants had mentioned by the name of Chin-irk-ch'iian,
is evidently fed by the subterranean drainage of the Ming-shui valley. Our camp was pitched
on a sh6r-covered bank above the spring, a t a n elevation of 4,020 feet above sea-level. The day's
march had meant a descent of close on 1,800 feet from Tung-Crh-shan. This, together with the
appearance of the ground ahead, left no doubt that we had now reached that extensive depression
which the An-hsi-HHmi road crosses near the station of Yen-tun (Map No. 37. A. 4), and which
has been designated in consequence the trough of Yen-tun.a It marks sharply the dividing line
between the Pei-shan and T'ien-shan systems and terminates in an as yet unexplored ort ti on
of the western Pei-shan.
O n the morning of September 22nd we continued our march north-westwards on the detritus
covered terrace above the left bank of the wide dry bed. A branch of it coming from the south that
had to be crossed close to camp was hollowed out to a depth of 30 feet. T h e main bed with which i t
united lvas close on three-quarters of a mile wide, and after running north-west for about four miles
from C. 215 turned to the west. We crossed it about a mile farther down and soon ~ a s s e dbeyond it
into a maze of small eroded ridges of granite holding little nullahs, filled with scrub, between them.
I t was the last offshoot of the spur that we had skirted along its western side on the way down. After

'

The point of junction of the two routes w u found
correctly marked in MM. Crum-Grizl~mailo's route map.
Dut, by an erroneous conjecture, the course of the bhg-shui

bed is made therein to take, Iarther down, a turn to the
west, a wrong course reproduced also in the Futterer map.
See Futterer, Wuslc Gobi, p. 10.
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this somewhat higher ground we came upon a dry deep-cut bed, about 30 yards across,
which seemed to have its head in hills far away to the east. Its direction pointed to a junction lower
down with the trough coming from Chin-Crh-ch'uan.
Beyond this the broken ground became level and then sloped down gently to a wide fan-like A driedbasin of gravel covered with scrub and furrowed by numerous shallow channels. These were all up river
system.
descending southward from the hills and thus carrying Ttien-shan drainage. Unfortunately
a haze, perhaps brought by the light north-westerly wind, had hid all distant mountains since the
morning. Near the first larger channel the aneroid indicated a n elevation of 4,100 feet, only slightly
higher than that of Chin-Crh-ch'iian. T h e general direction followed by all these drainage beds
was south-westerly, and this makes it quite certain that they, too, join the 'Yen-tun trough', which
the route from Ming-shui to HHmi crosses near the halting-place of Wu-t'ung-wo-tzii (Map No. 37.
c. 4), about twenty miles farther to the south-westeS It will need further surveys to decide from
which side this big dried-up river system of the 'Yen-tun trough' received its chief tributaries. S o
much, however, is certain, that the area once drained by it extends much farther to the east than
is shown by former maps.
We had moved to the north-west for more than twelve miles across the very gently rising First
glacis of gravel before we reached the first foot-hills of the T'ien-shan. Passing up a defile about
300 yards wide a t its bottom we came, after a vain search for water by our guide in a side valley northwestwards, upon a group of Toghraks and, close by, a spring amidst reed-beds. Its discovery was
doubly welcome, for all traces of a track had disappeared since we left the gravel Sai. The view
opening here northward across a plateau was wide. But the boldly serrated range that it showed
in the distance raised doubts as to how, in the absence of reliable guidance, we should find a passage
across it practicable for our already hard-tried camels.
On the morning of September 2 3rd our ' ta-lu-ti ' appeared to have recovered from his bewilder- Water and
ment and stoutly declared that he recognized the halting-place of T a - h i - k t a u , mentioned in the
itinerary obtained a t Mao-mei, in the spring a t which we had camped. Stating that he now
remembered his bearings, he led on across the plateau to the north-west. As this direction was
evidently not such as to take 11sfar away from Bai, our goal to the north of the range, I was ready
to follow it. For seven miles we traversed a gently rising plateau, covered for the most part with
detritus, from which there emerged clusters of low rocky ridges and knolls of what looked like
trachyte. Then we struck a narrow Wadi-like nullah, with sandy bottom and abundant scrub
along its banks. T h e cliffs on either side rose steeply to over a hundred feet and showed a strike
from NW. to S E , with a n almost vertical dip. Their faces, like those of the exposed rocks that we
subsequeritly came upon, were far less decomposed than the hill-sides we had passed in the Pei-shan.
We had advanced another three miles when the bottom of the valley widened, and the sand in what
obviously was the bed of a temporary stream showed signs of moisture. O n digging holes here
we came upon deliciously fresh water a t a depth of less than one foot. Equally encouraging
was it to fincl good grazing for the ponies along the banks, and even some bushes of late-flowering
wild roses.
As we ascended the valley farther, these signs of a comparatively moister climate continued, Herdsmen's
and when we had passed a reed-sheltered spring and some rough enclosures near it which looked
like herdsmen's shelters, we began to hope that the faint track we were following would prove to
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Ll'rc-t'uitg-wo-tar of Mul~ammad Yiqub's traverse is
identical with Ufun-oszii of Professor Futterer. In view
of the concordant heights of Chin-&rh-ch'iian (4,020 feet)
and the point marked with 4,100 on our route (Map No. 37.
c. 3), Wu-t'ung-wo-tzi3 probably lies considerably lower than

1,200 metres, the elevation shown for Utun-oszti. The aneroid
readings on our Pei-shan route were checked by mercurial
barometer a t several points and were found very consistent
with the latter; see hfcmoir on Maps, p. 153.
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be the way across the range that we had so eagerly desired. It was a hope which proved well founded
in the end. But its fulfilment was delayed. When we had covered some eighteen miles and found
ourselves a t what seemed the very head of the valley, our ' guide ', so confident before, declared
that he had mistaken his course and that the true route had been left behind in a side valley leading
northward near the point where we first had found water. Uncertain whether we should find water
in the highest portion of the valley still before us or beyond it, we felt obliged to turn back for that
night to the spring that we had passed near the rough shelters.
Futile
A t this Camp 217 I decided to sacrifice a day to tracing, if possible, the regular cars\-an track
search lo; which our ' guide ' felt quite sure we could strike again by moving a short distance s o ~ t h - ~ ~ s t ~ ~ r
guide's
There is no need to describe here a t length the details of the Odyssey that ensued, enlivened as it
route.
was by a succession of incidents caused by the queer and in the end allnost frantic behaviour of
our poor 'la-lu-ti'. It will be enough to record that after first moving down the valley and then
searching a plateau to the east, intersected by branches of the same drainage bed, we found indeed
abundance of grazing for camels a n d marks of its having been visited, but no trace of a route leading
across the range. O u r hapless ' guide ', now inflamed with a kind of desperate obstinacy, continued
to drag us south-eastwards for another seven miles across a ~nuch-brokenplateau, previously
hidden by a low spur. Then the position reached relatively to the alleged 'Ta-hsi-k'ou' made it
quite certain that no track leading from the latter point northward could possibly have escaped us.
Satisfied in this respect I turned back to the valley where we had been lucky enough to find water,
glad to let our ponies enjoy the fine grass that it offered near Camp 218.
' Guide's '
T h e fate of our ' guide ' now gave rise to anxiety. I n his vain search for his ta-Zu, he had
despair.
continued to rush ahead, a n d the two men sent after him had failed to catch him up before dark.
However, after daybreak he rejoined us, with the sullen despair of a man who knew that the line
I decided to follow north-westwards was bound to take us into impossible ground and end in our
destruction in waterless ' Gobi '. A variety of considerations led me subsequently to conclude that
the ' high road ' which the unfortunate man so desperately strove to bring us back to lay indeed
much farther to the east. But we had probably lost it already a t the spring of Chin-Crh-ch'iian.
One of my T u r k i followers subsequently reported that while looking after the ponies there, he had
noticed a broad track leading off to the north. I t must be left for some future traveller to ascertain
whether this information gives the clue to the true line followed by the caravan route towards Bai.
O n September 25th we once more ascended the valley to its head. Before our start I took
Watershed
E. of
care to make sure that our two iron water-tanks were properly filled, and in addition to this regular
Karlikprovision, water was also taken in the available goatskins. As we again approached the head of
tigh.
the valley, I noticed on our right a big wall of almost vertical cliffs, over 80 feet high. The rocks,
red in colour and suggesting coarse sandstone, showed clear stratification and a strike from east
to west. After having covered nine miles from Camp 218 we reached a flat saddle at a height of
a little under 6,000 feet, offering a n open view towards the Karlik-t5gh proper and the southern
slopes of its eastern continuation. A cap of clouds was hiding the snow ~ e a k sfrom view. The
divide on the saddle lay between the valley we had followed and another draining south-westwards.
S o my relief was great when the track, such as it was, turned to the north-west, keeping along a
succession of small plateaus separated by low rocky ridges. It was skirting the steep slopes of
a massif that rose, on the east, to over 9,200 feet in height. Here, too, the stone seemed the salne
coarse red sandstone striking west to east. Then, after havrng thus covered some three miles, we
reached what manifestly was the true watershed on the axis of the range a t an elevation of 61000
feet (Map No. 37. c. 3). When the valley that we entered on the other side was found to descend
north-north-west, hope rose high that it would offer us the desired access to Bai.
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The descent was gentle a t first, with low cliffs on either side and the scrub-covered ground
between them fairly open. Some mountain sheep were sighted and also big coveys of partridges. But
at a distance of about a mile the valley bottom turned into a deep-cut gorge, with steep rock walls
rising hundreds of feet on either side. T h e cliffs consisted of granite striking WNW.-ESE. with an
almost vertical dip. T h e rock walls and the narrow bottom were quite bare of vegetation, except at
one point about four ~nilesfrom the watershed where a bed of reeds was found a t the mouth of a side
gully (Fig. 295). T h e gorge wound more and more as it descended and the rock coulisses seemed often
to close in completely. Accordingly when dusk obliged us to halt, in the narrow bottom of the gorge,
I was not free from anxiety lest it might, perhaps, end in a couloir impracticable for laden camels.
No cairns of tlie Chinese sort to mark a route had been noticed anywhere along the day's march.
But the men drew hope from the sight here and there of little stone heaps blocking turns into wrong
gullies after the fashion prevailing in Turkestln. It meant for them a return from the region of the
heathen ' Khitai '. T h e gorge all the way down recalled scenery such as I had seen near Ara-tam
at the southern foot of the Karlik-tzgh and between the depression of T u r f l n and the Kara-shahr
valley. There could be no doubt that we were in mountains belonging to the T'ien-shan system.
The north-eastern trend that the gorge had been taking had caused some uneasiness both to
LII Singh and myself; for it seemed likely to take us farther away from the assumed position of
Bai, where alone we could now hope to find water. T h e disappearance, moreover, of all traces of
a track for some distance back raised doubts whether the exit from this gloomy gorge, as far as
our caniels were concerned, might not lie through some gully on either side. However, when
we had continued our march on the morning of September 26th for about two and a half miles,
relief came at last. Ismail, one of my YLrkandi followers, stimulated to un\vonted initiative by
the common anxiety, had climbed the cliffs to the west of the gorge and was heard thence shouting
excitedly. O n rejoining lie reported that he had seen a wide unbroken Sai beyond the rugged
spur above us and far away in the distance a dark spot which he took for trees and houses. As we
~noveddown, the flanking spur on the left soon grew less rugged, and at one point a gully was
found which allo~r-edthe ponies carrying niy litter to gain the crest.
There a vast view unfolded itself before us. T o the west and west-north-west the snowy peaks of
the Karlik-tigli far away rose in perfect clearness, the northern slope of the range down to about
9,000 feet powdered with what obviously was fresh snow from a recent storm. A confused mass
of black spurs was seen descending from them towards a bare plateau ; this was cut through by
a valley evidently containing the stream that carries water to the outlying settlements of Adak and
N6m. Beyond this plateau to the north-west rose another and still more distant snowy range-the
mountains overlooking Barkul. Behind us to the south-west and south barren foot-hills (Fig. 186)
masked the height of the eastern continuation of tlie Karlik-tlgh. Almost due north our binoculars
showed a dark patch of cultivation which was evidently Bai, the goal towards which we had been
steering. Deceptive as I knew the bare Sai to be that stretched unbroken towards it, it was clear
that Bai lay much lower than where we stood (4,450 feet above sea-level by aneroid), though the
latest map in my hands placed it a t 6,000 feet. Impressive in the uniformity of its vast expanse
was tlie view to tlie north-east. There one huge desert valley of gravel seemed to stretch away
to tlie foot of misty hill chains, fading away into Mongolia and clearly forming part of the Altai.
I could scarcely have gained elsewhere an impression more comprehensive of the varied character
of the ground comprised in the great region north of the T'ien-shan for which the name of Dzungaria
offers itself as a convenient designation.
An easy descent of eleven mile- over the gentle Sai of bare gravel brought us to the first vegetation on a clayey steppe dotted with tiny tamarisk-cones. The sand lay all heaped up behind them
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to the north-east, clear proof that ' aspiration ' was drawing the prevailing winds down fronl the
cold heights of the ' Snowy Mountains '. Then a mile farther on came a steep drop into a reedfilled bay where a subterranean flow of water was gathering in marshy springs, and finally \ve
arri\-ed at the straggling little village, allnost hidden as we came close to it by the banks of the deepcut trough in which it is situated. It was a great relief to meet a t once with a hearty Turki welcome
and to be assured that it was really Bai, a village administered from HCmi. To have reached it
after nearly four weeks of continuous desert travel without the loss of a single animal was no small
satisfaction. O u r poor Chinese 'guide ' had almost to the last persisted in believing that the place
we Irere marching down to \\-as but an illusion created by deceptive spirits.
' T@hlik '
Though Bai is probably the easternmost settled place in Dzungaria everything seemed
cOmmunito
reflect
the conditions of life with which the T l r i m basin had made me familiar. To that still
ties.
distant ground I felt carried back during the pleasant day of halt that we spent here, with lny tent
sheltered ill a small orchard where the fruit trees were still in full leaf. T h e water irrigating the
fields and gardens is all kam-sf/,derived from springs rising a short distance higher up in the wide
drainage bed. Its volume as measured a t the village mill was only two cubic feet per second. No
floocl water from the mountains was said ever to reach the village lands, and from their position
in the very bed this statement appeared to be correct. Of the half-dozen places with cultivation to
be found north o f t h e Karlik-tPgh and belonging to Hlrni, Aturiik, our next stage westwards, which
comprised about a hundred households, was described as the largest, Bai itself counting about
fifty. But the numerous camps of more or less nomadic Turki families grazing their flocks and
herds in the valleys and on the lower slopes of the Karlik-tlgh farther west probably represent
a very considerable addition to the population of this small but distinctly interesting subrnontane
tract. In spite of the semi-Chinese dress adopted by the men, these ' Tlghliks ' or hill people
appeared to me to have retained a great deal more of genuine Turki speech and ways than their
fellow subjects under the Wang of HBmi, in the oases south of the range.
About the route from the Kan-su side I did not succeed in eliciting any clear information.
Routes
from Bai, Apparently the rare caraLrans proceeding by this route to Barkul do not touch Bai, but keeping
closer to the foot of the mountains move direct towards Aturuk, where grazing, food supplies, &c.,
are abundant. But how we failed to come upon their track on our descent towards Bai remained
puzzling. T h a t people from Bai graze their camels and donkeys during the summer in a portion
of the range through which we had made our way was acknowledged. umur-tzgh appeared to
be the general name given to it. and the existence of springs a t two points known as Chaganburgase-bulak and Kutghoi-bulak, evidently Mongol designations, was mentioned. Of routes
passing north-eastwards into the Mongolian ' Gobi ' the people of Bai could, or would, give no
information. But of their existence there could be little doubt, and the ruined fort found close
to the south-western end of the cultivated ground and near the springs already referred to was
obviously meant to guard the approach from that side. From the report and the ~ h o t o ~ r a p h s
brought by Afrlz-gul, whom I sent for a preliminary inspection, it appeared manifestly Chinese
ancl of no great age.' Probably it was meant to shelter one of those posts by which the Chinese,
[luring their struggles with the Dzungars under the Emperors Krang-hsi and chrien-lung, ~rotected
their newly won foothold a t H l m i , essential for the conquest of Hsin-chiang.
shows the fort as asquarecircurnvalla4 ;2friz-v1's
tion, rnensuring about 320 feet on each side 01 the interior
and entered through gates in the middle of the north and
south faces. RectRngulnr h t i o n s poject at the four corners.
,-lay are 8 feet thick and of no great
.rhe walls ol
height. Parallel to the walls were traceable wall-loundutions

of rows of barrack-like small quarters, all badly decayed.
Tbh-bulak (Map No. 37. A . 3) w a s another such Post!
established by the Chincsc and still garrisoned
for the purpose of guarding the southern issue of the
crossing the Karlik-tQh from the side 01 Bai and
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This brings us finally to the question what part the route followed by us from Mao-mei and Useof
Chin-t'a to Ming-shui, and thence bifurcating towards HHmi and Bai, might have played in the
passing
history of China's relations with the region along the easternmost extremity of the T'ien-shan. Ylng-shui.
iVhether a n y references to its use can be traced in Chinese historical records is a question which
must be left to others to determine. But judging from the physical conditions now prevailing along
it we may, I believe, safely assume that it could never have competed in importance, for the purpose
of general traffic and military movements, with the route crossing the Pei-shan desert between
An-hsi and HHmi. This is sufficiently proved by the fact that the number of marches to be covered
between places possessed of cultivation is nearly twice as great on the route we followed as
on the latter.
At the same time it is certain that the track we followed could not have offered a n y serious
obstacles to the movements of small bodies of hardy nomads bent on raids upon the Kan-su marches,
nor even to tribal treks on a minor scale in either direction. As long as security was assured by
an established power controlling the territories both south and north of the Pei-shan, a certain
amount of trade carried solely on camels might always have made use of this and the parallel routes
farther west in preference to the ' high road '. Grazing along the latter must necessarily have
been far more restricted, not merely on account of the increasing aridity of the ground as it
approaches the absolute wastes that stretch north of the terminal Su-lo-ho valley, but also as a
result of the inroads that continuous traffic would inevitably make upon the scanty patches of
vegetation to be found at the rare wells or springs.

SECTION
111.-PAST

T H E KAKLIK-TAGH A N D BARKUL

From Bai I started on September 28th on the journey that in a space of four weeks carried Journey
me westwards along the northern foot of the Trien-shan as far as the site of the ancient Pei-ting
near Guchen, and thence south across the snow-covered portion of the range down to the T u r f i n ~'ien-shan.
depression. This was to serve as our base during the winter, and we must reach it rapidly, having
regard to the time that the work there awaiting us would probably require. T h e direct route which
we were obliged to follow led for the most part over ground the topography of which \\.as comparatively well known, and hence offered little opportunity for fresh exploration except in its concluding portion. Yet a special historical and geographical interest made nie anxious to see as much
as circumstances would permit of the ground to the north of the T'ien-shan ; for physical features,
\z,hich in some respects curiously recalled those of another true land of passage, the region along
the northern foot of the Nan-shan, had caused it to play a n important part in great historical
migrations, such as those which carried westwards the Great Yiieh-chili or Indo-Scythians, the
Huns and Turks.
T o the west of the pass connecting Hlnii with Barkul our route necessarily followed the wellknown high road connecting HLmi with all the chief places along the southern part of Dzungaria.
It has served as an important artery of traffic whenever China's trade and political control extended
into Central Asia, and it has been frequently taken by modern travellers. T o the east of the pass,
likewise, the physical character of the ground we traversed along tlie foot of tlie Karlik-tlgh had
been prev~ouslyexa~ninedwith care by a very competent student, Mr. Carruthers.' It will therefore
be possible for me to deal briefly with our journey as far as Guchen and to restrict more detailed
observations to such points as have a direct bearing on the historical past of this region.
Our first march from Bai to Aturuk, the largest village north of the Karlik-tigh, served aptly Marchto
to illustrate the change to the less arid climatic conditions that favour the tracts along the T'ien-shan Atllrtik.
See Carruthers. L'nknown Mongolia, ~ i pp.
.
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to the west. For when, after a long ascent along the gravel glacis of a barren outer range running
~ a r a l l e lto the Karlik-tPgh, we dropped down into the valley westward, we found "illage lands
abundantly watered by lively streams. They come down straight from slnall glaciers and permanent
snow-fields that crown the crest of the Karlik-tPgh down to about r 2,000 feet above sea-level. ~h~
amount of drainage they carry is sufficiently indicated by the fact that the small river formed below
Atiiriik, after breaking through the outer range, contains enough water to irrigate the fields of
N6m1a village situated a t the foot of the outer range some thirty miles farther down. T h e abundance
of grazing on the northern slopes of the Karlik-tHgh was brought home to me by the admission of
Abdul NiHz, our host, the headman of Atiiriik, that he kept there some three hundred ponies of his
own, besides a large flock of sheep. T h e number of sheep belonging to the Wang of HPmi that are
grazed there was put a t over ten thousand. I t was said that snow lay a t Atiiriik for close on four
months to a depth of two or three feet, and that rain was fairly frequent during the summer. During
the winter months all the flocks and herds move down to the valleys of the outer range northwards,
where the snow-fall is sufficient for their watering and vegetation is abundant. T h e comfort,
amounting almost to rustic luxury, that we found under Abdul NiSz D6gha1s hospitable roof well
illustrated the wealth derived from conditions so favourable to grazing.
Next day we continued our journey westwards towards the basin of the lake known as Tur-kd.a
March to
Tur-kd.
Passing in full view of the snows of the Karlik-tlgh (Fig. 289), we found abundant scrub and short
grass even on the stony plateau of Kara-singir (Map No. 37. A . 2), close on 7,000 feet above sealevel, which separates the basin from the Atiiriik valley. I received the same impression of nomadic
ease and xvealth when halting that night a t the camp of the ' D b g h a ' (Dar6gha) of the Tur-kol
' THghliksJ, which lay a t that time above the Turgan-go1 stream. His people were also growing
oats on patches of cultivation lower down towards the lake. But the mud huts built near these
were not permanently occupied, and the whole little community was by November moving its
' Ak-ois ' to the valleys north of the outer range for winter pasture. Winter was evidently close
a t hand, and the Turgan-go1 was half-frozen when we left this pleasant Turki encampment.
O n the long march of some thirty-two miles, which on September 30th carried us across the
Across
watershed watershed dividing the basins of the lakes of Tur-k61 and Barkul, we had striking proof of the
towards
abundant grazing that this ground affords ant1 of the changed climatic conditions that account
for it. A wide belt of rich grass land encircled the lake and its fringe of spring-fed marshes, and
horses belonging to the \Vang of H i i ~ n iwere grazing here in large numbers. T h e wide valley of
il)liigoi (Map No. 34. D. I , 2), which was seen descending from the north-west towards the lake,
\\,as stated also to provide ample grazing. Its streams drain the southern slopes of the previously
mentioned outer range. This rises a t the head of the valley to heights of well over I r ,000 feet, and
the highest portion of its crest was said to retain snow all through the summer. A t the time of our
passage, fresh snow covered its slopes to a much lower level, as it did those of the ~ a r l i k - t ~ gtoh
the south. T h e watershed towards the basin of Barkul is formed by a broad spur jutting out from
the Karlik-tLgh to the north-west (Map No. 34. n. 2), and as we rnoved up to it over a stony Sai
011 a*hicll scrub grexv in plenty, conifer forest was seen to clothe the slopes clown to about five
hundred feet above the almost flat saddle (7,290 feet). Such forest growth, which probably consisted
in the main of firs, remained within constant sight on the subsequent marches to ~ a r k u and
l also
for a considerable distance beyond, as seen in Map No. 34. It here covers the northern slopes of
the T'ien-shan betLveen the elevations of about 9,000 and 7,500 feet and offers ocular demonstration
of the great climatic divide that is brnmed by the crest of the range ; for no forest growth \vhaterer
r hi^ is the name the lakc as I heart1
designation, see below, p. 511.

it

usunlly pronouncetl ; Tor-kol is another form also used* For
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is to be found along its southern slopes all the way from the Karlik-tlgh east a n d north of H l m i
to the mountains above the T u r f i n basin.
T h e \rie\v opening west\vards from t h e broad grass-covered saddle was extensive a n d most
striking in its contrast with what I remembered seeing, on m y passage in ,907, of the dreary wastes
of stone o r gravel between HHmi a n d Pichan. T h e open valley that slopes clown towards the
lake of Barkul between the ranges north a n d south displays a wide expanse of flat grass land a t
its bottom, a n d nhovc it either forest-clad slopes o r rolling clowns covered with l ~ e g e t a t i o n . ~Considering that this great valley of Barkul stretches fillly a hundred miles from east to west ancl that
its width, a s measured between the crest of the two bordering ranges, is a s much a s thirty miles,
it is easy to realize the economic importance that a distinctly moister climate rnust impart to it.
whether it is held by nomads o r n settled population.
In the easternmost portion of the valley, extending to about 93" 30' longitude, t h e greater
rlevatioti necessarily makes the land chiefly profitable for grazing. \Ye accordingly found this
tract, of which the grazing grounds of Nlrin-kiir a r e tlie centre, held by T u r k i ' THghliks ', subjects
of tlie \Vang of H l m i , living in felt tents a n d mo\.ing their camps according to the seasons. It
was easy to gather some idea of the estent of t h e flocks a n d herds o w e d b y their heaclnien from
the comfort a n d compat.ati1.e wealth displayed a t the summer quarters of one of them, the ' I<urmHI '
Suriik NiHz, who hospitably recei\:ed us a t Kutlrlik. Large stacks of wool, skins, &c., were there
awaiting disposal to enterprising KHshgarliks, who trade from Barkul to distant Siberian markets.
There was a cotnplete a n d significant change in the ethnic setting when on October s n d , after
camping a t Slibr-bulak, to the r e s t of NZrin-kur. \vr left behind us the last felt tents of the hill
nomads a n d passed out of the \Yang of H l n ~ i ' sterritory near a lively stream that flowed from a
thickly \voodecl side valley lying to the south-east. T h e steadily widening plain a t the bottom of
the valley afforclecl grazing grounds a s rich a s those we hat1 previously passed ; but hence onwards
no flocks o r herds \\.ere to be seen,only scattered patches of \\,ell-tilled fields\vith small groups of farms
unmistakably built and occupied by Chinese settlers. T h e aspect of the country remained the same
all the way to the roadside station of I<'oil-ssil ( M a p No. 34. r . I ) , wliere we struck the higliuay
from H l m i , and also (luring the long march of the next day, n.hich under a grey wintry sky, with
snow clouds hanging o\.er the mountains, I ~ r o u g h tus to the town of Barkul. T h e crest of the high
range to the south is under permanent snolv practically all t h e \\lay from west of the Barkul-dawln
( M a p No. 34. n. 2 ) to above Barkul town. Kumerous streams descending from i t give verdure to
the slopes helo\\? the broad zone of conifer forest, n~hichhere reaches dotvn to a level of about 7,000
feet ; a n d where they debouch into the \.alley plain they provide abundant water for the irrigation
of village lands.
T h e limitetl extent of the lands actually under culti\.ation in this wide fertile \-alley, the total
ahsence of the Rocks a n d herds for \vliich it is so obviously well adapted, a n d finally its present
occupation exclusivrly by Chinese, all these existing contlitions finti their ready explanation in
the historical past of B a r k ~ t l . T h i s past is itself tlie outcome of the \-alley's geographical position.
I t will therefore be con\.enient to consider the geographical facts first before we briefly re\,iew the
available data regarding the role playecl by Barkul in early a n d in recent phases of China's relations
with the regions on either side of the T'ien-shan. T h e basin of Barkul, like the tnuch smaller basin
of the Tur-kol adjoining i t on the east, owes its existence to the T'ien-shan mountain system ;
this for a considerable distance farther \vest is represented by a single chain of no great height, but
rises here, brtn.een t h r al~prositnate longit~ldesof 92" a n d 94' 30', in t\vo parallel ranges a n d
VTherc r c t s plcnty of fir lorest to Iw seen a l w in the
small valleys drsrmding tn\vsrds Sirin-kiir lrorn the north

and nortll-east, though tllc mnp (So. 3.1
dr:~ughtcrnnn'srrror, does not mark it.
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encloses those basins. T h c southern range, which lies in the ~ n a i naxis
tllc ?"icll-shan, here
attains heights which, for distances 01' about thirty-fivc miles in the case of the Barl<ul-t5gh (Map
No. 34. R, c . 2) and about twenty-six miles in that of the Icarlik-tlgh, rise well above the permanent
snow line and culminate in a feu: peaks of close on or slightly over 14,000 feet. The range to the
north, for which I was unable to ascertain any general name,4 also has, in its central portion, a crest
line of over I 1,000 feet (Map No. 34. D. I ) and in places probably carries patches of permanent snow.
T h e great height of the southern range assures to it and the basins along its northern side
more precipitation than is received by the northern slopes of those portions of the same range wllicl,
lie to the east of the Karlik-tlgh or to the west of the Barkul basin. T h e moister climate thus
secured manifests itself not merely in the thick belt of conifer forest already referred to, which lines
the northern slopes of the range betmeen the longitudes mentioned, but also in the abundance of
pasture to be found farther down and all along the bottom of the basins. T h e fact that the Barkul
basin falls nowhere much below 5,000 feet, while that: of the Tur-ko1 lies throughout over 6,000
feet, contributes to produce here climatic conditions far more favourable to pastoral life than could
possibly be found either to the south or north of the basins. Of the ground northwards little is
known beyond the fact that it lies much lower, and that though strings of wells make this ' Gobi '
passable along certain lines, it affords but very poor grazing until the hills to the south-east of
I<obdo. outliers of the Altai, are reached.
Of the region which stretches south of the Barkul-tlgh it can be safely asserted that, as the
surveys recorded in Map No. 34 show, it is all a waste of stone, gravel and sand except where subsoil
water, gathering belour the utterly barren glacis of the range, permits the creation of such small
irrigated oases as are to be iound between Taranchi and H l m i (Map No. 31. B. 2 , 3 ; c. 3). iLrliat
patches of desert vegetation are to be found near them are barely sufficient for the needs of the traffic
moving along the Hlmi-Turfln high road and for the winter grazing of the modest flocks owned
conditions prevail arouncl HHmi and eastwards, the few
by these small settlements."imilar
oases including HHmi being limited in extent owing to the scanty amount of water available from
the Karlik-tlgh for purposes of cultivation, while the southern slopes of the range are extremely
rugged a n d except in the narrow deep-cut valleys quite barren.6
From the geographical facts thus indicated in their broad outlines two conclusions of historical
import may safely be drawn. One is that the Barkul basin with its easterly adjunct must alwa)rs
have exercised a special attraction for nomadic tribes in occupation, whether temporary or prolonged, of adjacent parts of south-western Mongolia. T h e other inference equally obvious is that
the presence of such nomadic, and as such necessarily warlike, neighbours in this basin must have
constituted a constant and very serious danger to the oases to the south, and also to such trade
and traffic as might find their way along the route leading through them. Physical conditions have
always restricted these oases to a n area too small to support a population large enough to defend
itself. At the same time the range rising above them could not afford them adequate protection
against raids and attacks from the north ; for the pass known as the Barkul-dawln, about glzoO
feet above sea-level [Map No. 34. D. 2), is never completely closecl by snour and is easy enough to
be practicable for carts cluring the greater part of the year. This pass gives convenient access from
tllc eastern end of the Barkul basin straight to the main oasis of H l m i and all the neigllbouring

'

TO the portion which lies between the Tur-kul in the
east and Niirin-kijr in the \vest. 1 heard the deri~natir,~l
ol
Kok-tun appliecl.
For ;l brief descriptiun ol this ground, rpe Sen'~rdirr,i i i .
PP. "54 sq9.

l:or some account of tlle geograpllical conJilions
affecting the Himi oasis and the region along the loot of the
Icarlik-tiigh, cl. S ~ r i r r d i n , iii. pp. 1147 s(1q. ; also ntferr
Cblhay. ii. pp. 345 sqq.
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s c t i l e ~ n e r ~ t s 111
. ~ addition to this pass, through which runs the high road between H s m i a n d Barkul,
there a r e others on eithcl. side, crossing the clepression between the sno\Iry portions of the range a n d
likewise practicable for horsemen, esccpt perhaps in the depth of winter.@
Geographical factors thus establish a strategic relation between I-IHlni a n d the Barkul basin ;
a n d it follo\vs from this relation that tlie route \vhich leads through HPmi a n d provides the most
direct a n d easiest line of access from the Kan-su marches to the tracts on either side of the T'ien-shan,
cannot be kept safely open for traffic a n d trade, ~ ~ n l e sthe
s Barkul basin is also brought under
effective control. All that \Ire know from Chinese records about the history, both ancient a n d
modern, oC these two territories fully illustrates the nexus between them a n d its bearing upon the
use o l the i~nportatltdesert route from the direction of An-hsi a n d T u n - h u a n g .

SECTION1V.-IHISTORICAL

RELATIONS BETWEEN BAKKUL A N D HAM1

T h c evidence afforded by the Former H a n Annals in respect of the historical nexus that
geographical facts l i a ~ eestablished between Barkul a n d HBmi is not less significant because it
is negati\-c. We know that during the period of nearly two centuries which followed the first
c x p a n s i o ~of~ Chinese trade a n d political influence towards the T l r i ~ nbasin uncler the E m p e r o r
I l a n M'u-ti I'roni 1 2 1 B. C . o~iwarcls,the I-isiung-nu o r Huns, though driven by the Chinese out
of the passage land along the northern loot of the Nan-shan, yet maintained their power unbroken
to tlie north of the T'ien-shall. Thence they were able repeatedly to threaten, not only the Chinese
co~itrolover thc oases of the T H r i ~ nbasin, but also tlie far-stretched line of corn~nunicationwhich
connected them through the L o p Desert \\-it11 the westernmost narcl lies of K a n - s u ; it was to safeguard this line from their attacks that the H a n Limes was pushed forward beyond Tun-huang.'
Throughout that pcriod, \vhich extended to the do\vnfall of the Former H a n dynasty soon after
the beginning of the Christian era a n d for nearly fifty years after the succession of the Later H a n
dynasty in 11.u. 2 5 , H l m i ancl the route leading through it remained \vholly outside Chinese
domination ancl even outsicle the scope of Chinese ~ililitaryenterprise. I t is for this reason that no
: ~ c c o u l ~oft HPnli is to be found in the ' Noticcs of the Western Regions' contained in the Former
H a n Annals, and that they a r e similarly silent about the region of Barkul. T h e latter must during
all that time ha\.e been held by H u n tribes, ancl probably ser\.ed a s a main base for attacks against
the Chincsc border across the Pei-shan ranges south-eastwards. I have explained elsewhere how
this ever-present threat of the H u n s from across the easternmost T'ien-shan determined the direction of the ' new northern route ', \vhich the Chinese in A . I). 2 opened from the ancient ' J a d e
G a t e ' in orcler to co~nmunicateivitli ' Posterior Chii-shill' o r the territory around the present
G u ~ h e n . T~ o reach this ground, which, like TurfPn immediately to tlie south, had passed early
under their control, the route \.ia H l m i ~vouldundoubtedly have been the easiest. Yet Chinese
administrative policy, always disposecl to face physical difficulties rather than risks from hostile

'

I regret that 1 \viis unable cither in 1907 or 1914 to
visit the pass nlyscli. Uut it was mapped on the former
journcy hy R. 13. LiI Singh, whose survcy sho\vs that the
top oi the pa,s lies on a pcrfcctly open plateau offcring no
lacilitics for defence ; nor is there apparently iiny strong
defensive posilion to be found lowcr down on the southern
ikpproach to the pass.
Of tllcse passes tllc Kulluk-dawin to the west seems
Iligher, the Chagan-hulak-tlnnin Lo the cast nhout 1,000
fcet lowrr than the Rarkul-tlnwin. I may add here that therc
is a pass known as Belit-dna.Hn (not marked in thc map)

leading due south of thc Tur-kijl across the Knrlik-tPgh into
the valley 01 X r i n (>Fa11 No. 34. n. 2). It is shown in
Mr. ('arruthcrs' map with n height of close on rr,ooo feel
ant1 1~1111c;~rsto
I'c practicublc only during the summer and
rarly autumn. l'arther cast the Karlik-tigh can be crossed
at any season by tllc routc leading from 'rash-bulak to
Aluriik via Tal.
Ci. Seritrdia, ii. pp. ;ZJ sqq. ; Chavannes, Docur~enk,
PI'. ' . sqq.
2 Cf. Sprirrdidr: ii. pp. 705 sqq.
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barbarians, kept the new road well a w a y from H h i ant1 carried it through I\-aterless desert wastes,
which a t least offered protection fro111 those dreaded nomadic foes.
China's political control over the ' \Vestern- Regions ' had completely ceased for over sixty
Darkul
during
years when, a p l ~ a r e n t l ythrough a weakening of H u n power, the Emperor Aling of the Later H a n
Later Han
dynasty \\-as enabled in A . D . 73 t o start those operations \\-hich, tnainly through the efforts of the
period.
famous general P a n Ch'ao. brought t h e TBrim basin a n d the adjoining territories again under
Chinese domination. T h i s time it was fro111t h e side of H i i ~ n ai n d the easternlnost T'ien-shan that
t h e Chinese ad\;ance took place, a n d to this fact we owe the comparative abundance of references
in t h e Later H a n Annals to the region of Barkul a n d the historical e\.ents that it witnessed. These
d a t a a r e supplenlented b y a n interesting Chinese inscription of A.D. 137 preserved near the town
of Barkul, ancl its publication in h4. Chavannes' masterly treatise Dzi inscr+tions chinoises de
l'Asie C-e?entrale h a s given that great scholar occasion to collect in the same place a number of
Chinese records that throw light on the role played by Barkul during the second epoch of China's
Central-Asian espansion.
Huns of
'The importance of this role is brought out in a striking fashion by the account of the imperial
' White
deliberations
in .A. D. 7 2 which preceded t h e start of that renewed e x p a n s i ~ n . ~\Ve a r e told in it
hfountains '
' t h a t one of the military leaders n.ho s u b s e q i ~ e n t were
l ~ entrusted with the initial enterprise urged
111 (the ' W h i t e
the follo\ving \.iew : ' I t is necessary first to attack the tribes of the Po-shnn
Mountains ') a n d to secure 1-zvtr
(H5tni) . . . A t I-wu there is the tribe Hu-yen p+
\vhich is in the south of the Hsiung-nu ; to destroy it \ \ r i l l mean to break the left (eastern) horn
[of the H s i i ~ n g - n u ] . After that it will be possible to attacli the H s i u n g - ~ L I . ''The term ' \Vhite
Mountains ', a s a nlodern Chinese text quoted by M . Chavunnes points out, was used in H a n times
for the designation of the snowy range south of Barl<ul. B u t wc can scarcely g o wrong in a s s u ~ n i n g
that it estended also to the itnn~ediatelyadjoining Karlik-t5gh.
T h e account gi\.en of the operations actually carried out in A . U . 73 tlirectly tal<es 11s to the
Chinese
advance
eastern extremity of the T'ien-s11an.j \\'e a r e told in the Later H a n Annals that they were underupon HHmi
.jm @< or
in A . D. 73. taken against the Northern Hu11.s by three separate forces starting from Chz'lr-(-h'iinj~
Su-chou, Chii-~EIL
which is said to 11e situated near the termination of the Etsin-gol, ant1
from P'illg-ch'hzg
near T a - t ' u n g fu in Shan-11si. Leaving aside the last column, which
was manifestly intended to threaten t h e S o r t h e r n H u n s in their main seats on the Altai, it is clear
that thc other two must have been operating to\vartls the Karlik-tag11 from the south-east and east
across the Pei-shan. T h e force operating from the side of Su-chou reached the T'ien-shall, defeated
the H u - y e n king with great slaughter a n d put him to flight a s far a s the lalie P'a-hi $#
or
t h e lake Barkul. T h e victory was gained under the leadership of Pan Ch'ao and first brougllt
distinction to this grcat c o ~ n m a n d e r . A garrison was then left in the town of I-\vu or HHmi. In the
follo\ving year, ,I, u. 74, Chinese forces, moving out ' from the K'un-lun
& barrier of 'runl ~ u a n g attacked
,~
anrl defeated the barbarians of the LVhite hlountains on thc shorcs of the lakc
P'tl-lci '. T h e a d \ - a ~ ~ cwas
c continued to Chi-shih @ gflj, i. e. t h e territory comprising both
TurfZn atld thc tmct a b o u t the present Guchen to thc north of it, ant1 a ' Protcctor of llle \\'estern
Countries ' \\-as installed there.
11 is clear iromtile ,lotices here s u ~ l ~ t n a r i z ethat
d thc C h i ~ l c s eforces intended to rc-establisI1
Huns of
Barkul
imperial control in t h e ' \Vestern Countries ' had first to defeat thc H u n s established in the eastern
defeated.

a
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Chavannes, D i s inscriplio~rs,pp. 17 sqq.
11. rg! lor an extract from the T'rtng chir~r

"f.
ibid.,
kand ~ n 1 4 .

3 c - c # l i d . , pp. 19 b q .

t)i

Regarding this head-quarters station on the Limes 01
Tun-hurtng, probably guarding the section to the
of
the oasis through which LIIC present route to\vards IIaml
pasacs, cf. Scrindta, ii. p. 754 ; Chal-iinncs, D o r r o ~ r r ~1).~ ~2 s6 ,.
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estremity of the 'T'ien-shan a n d particularly in the hig valley of B;lrkul, before they could secure
a safe bridge-head a t H l n i i for the shortest a n d easiest route across the Pei-shan desert from the sidc
of T u n - h u a n g . T h u s the opening of the route which to the present d a y has remained the main line
n
China a n d Central Asia became possible only after the H u n tribe
of c o m n ~ u n i c a ~ i obetween
holding the Barkul \.alley had been signally defeated a n d the H l m i oasis wrested froni their domination. O f the name Hu-yen p+ Ipi hi. C h a ~ a n n e shas shown that it was borne b y one of t h e g r e a t
clans of the Hsiung-nu o r Huns, which is already mentioned by Ssil-ma Ch'ien a s amongst the
noblest of the n a t i ~ n . ~If we find just this clan established on the easternmost T'ien-shan, we may
perhaps see herein a sign that the great natural advantages which the valleys of Barkul a n d Tur-koI
offered for nomadic life were then duly appreciated.
T h a t the Chinese \,ictories of A . D. 73-4 did not finally oust this powerful H u n tribe from the Subscquelit
region of Barkul is abundantly proved by the records contained in the Later H a n Annals of subse- i$'fifzi.
quent struggles for H a m i . A s early a s in A . D . 77 the Chinese \vithdrew l r o ~ nthe oasis, which again
fell under H u n domination. Not until a great defeat had been inflicted upon tlie H u n s elsewhere
was H a m i reoccupied by Chinese troops in A D . go.@ T h e fruits of the great work accomplished
by Pan Ch'ao, who in the same year had assured the submission of the whole of the ' iVestern
Countries ', were co~npletelylost by a. D. 107, when the conquered territories were once again
abandoned to the Huns. .4 renewed attempt in A. D. I 19 to hold H I r n i ended with the destruction
of the Chinese force sent there, a n d the Hsiung-nu, from their convenient base on the easternmost
'T'ien-shan, were again free to ravage the westernmost marches of Kan-su."
A vi\-id picture o l the situation that resulted is conveyed by the ~nemorialaddressed in A . D. 12; Opcl.;ilions
by C h a n g T a n g . Go\-ernor of T u n - h u a n g , to the Throne, a n d reproduced b y the Hoa Hon rhu.lY :!$
' Considering tliat a m o n g the barbarians of the North the Hu-yen king is constantly on the move
; that he imposes
here a n d there between the lake P'zr-lei ( L a k e Barkul) arid the lake Ts'in
his law upon tlie Western Countries ancl joins them to la\-age a n d to plunder ', he urges a s the
best plan tlie assembling a t the K ' z r a - l r d n barrier of a force of over two thousand Inen drawn fro111
the c o ~ n n i a n dof Chiu-ch'iian. ' T h e n one will attack the Hu-yen king a n d separate him from what
to him is like his root.' T h i s report is of special interest because it definitely indicates the valleys
of Barkul a n d Tur-kol a s the chief haunt of tlie H u n chief whose acti\.ity \\.as particularly felt on
the Tun-Iiuang border ; for tliere can, I believe, be little doubt that D r . Hermann is right in
identifying the 'lake T s ' i n ' with the Tur-kol, the only lake in t h e area, other than tlie lake of Barkul,
to \vhich reference can reasonably be intended in such a connexion." Considering the comparatively
small force proposed for this expedition, it is clear that its objective could not ha\.e been a t a very
great distance fro111 Tun-liuang. 'The plan recommended a s the best by C h a n g T a n g was not
adopted by tlie Emperor. But instead, Pan Yung, the son of Pan Ch'ao, was in A . D. 1 2 3 sent to
establish a Chinese military colony a t Luchun in tlie TurfHn basin. Thence lie succeeded in A . D.
126 in clefeating the ' Hu-yen king of the Hsiung-nu ' a n d in securing for a time for ' the six kingdoms of Chi-shih $ tilj ' lreeclom from H u n inroarls.'"
,.
I here is reason to bclieve that tlic ~ ~ r r i t o r i edesigriatctl
s
hy tliis tern1 included the Barkul '[he 'six
basin. I shall ha\-e to rcrer to others a m o n g them in c o n n e s i o ~ iwith t h ground
~
tliat we tra\lersetl ~ ~ ~ ? ' , " I ~ . ~ ~ . ,
farther \vest. \\'c may therelore conveniently consitlrr here thc brief notice tliat the account of

' Scc Cliavnnl~cs,Dix i~rscrip/iorrs,p. 18.
Chavnnnes, T'ortrrg-pao, 1907,p. 158.
See ibid., 1907,pp. 160 sq. ; also 1906, p. 218.
I" See ibid., 1907,p. 162 ; also 1)t.x i~rsrriptiotrs,pp. zo sq.
Cf. Hcrrnnnn, Seiderrs/rassrrr, p. 75. The note quotcd
by )I. Cha\-ali~~es,
D i s i~rs~.r.ip/ior~s,
11. 21, lro~uthe conl"-1.

lnentnry on ~ l l cliori Ifart s111cconnects the lake Ts'in with
the country of T a Ts'irr, i.c. the Roman Orient. This attempt
to idenlily the lake with the ' Western ocean ' only shows
that thc name hat1 beconle unknown a t the time \\then the
commcnlary was composed.
Scc Chivnmics, t9i.v i~tscriptiorrs,1). 22.
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the '\vestern Coi~ntries'in Chapter CSI'III of tlie Hotr Hal, s/11~devotes to L
I snlall~ I,rincipalitics.
~
~
~
\C'r arc told there : ' 'The anterior tribe and posterior tribe [of Cliii-sIiiIi] with ~ I i eeasterll C/l.ii-n,i
J# .FL $#$,i't'i-lt~
@
! I{&,P*zf-k'i;fi
and $4& l-d2'/1 constitute [what are called] tlre
Itingdoms
of Chii-shill $-tilj A
: to the north, they border on the Hsiung-nu.'13 Among the territories
here enunl~ratedthe ' anterior tribe ' and the ' posterior tribe ' of Chii-shih
correspon(1,
as lias long been recognizetl, to the present 'l'urt'iin district and the Guchen tract ilnllletliateIy to
the north of i t , on the opposite slopes of the T'ien-shan (Map No. 28. c, u. 1-3).l-f
PEj-LlI,
which tlie Il2.i /io mentions under tlie slightly different name of Pi-l*d
I&, it lrltlst sufhCeIlrle
to state that, according to the indications furnislicd by thc position it occupies in the topographically
al-ranged list gi\.en by tlie bVci dio of the principalities along the ' new northern route ', i t rliust bc
looked for in all probability along tlie string of oases that line the northern foot of the high sno\\.y
portio~iof the T'ien-shan known as the Bogdo-ula range, between Guchen and Ururnclii.1"
T h e name P'n-/ti #$ $f~ given to the fifth of the ' kingdoms ' is undoubtedly that borne
Name
' 1 by tlie Barkul lake. But the account given by tlie Holc Hall s/lu of tliis territory makes it eclually
transferred
certain? as already pointed out by hI. Chavannes, that it must have bee11 situated in a valley of
to
tllc 'T'ien-shan 1nuc11 farther a\\-ay to the west, probably well beyond the present L~rumcIii.'6
11. C11a\-annes lias also intlicatetl, in tlie same passage of the Hou Nan shu, what is a most likely
explanation of this transference o l ~ h name
c
P'II-lei. I t records tliat, a t a periocl \\lien thc ' \\:ester11
Countries' were controlled by [he Hsiung-nu, the king of Pfu-lei had offcndcd the ' Shan-yij '
or supreme chief of tlie Huns. 'I'he angry Shan-yii thereupon deported more than sis thoi~sand
people of P'u-lei to a territory kno\\-11as ;I-o lfig
situated at a distance of ninety marches from
Posterior Cliii-shih on the extreme right or western flank of the Hsiung-nu. But some of tlie exiled
people ' in their wretchedness escaped thence to tliis mountain gorge and settling there founded
a kingdom '.Ii
I n immediate continuation of this account u-e are told that ' the kingdom of I-chih @
Barkul
designated occupies tlie territory of P'u-lei ', and RI. Chavannes was eviclently right in concluding from this
:Is I-clrtlr.
statement that I-chili \\.as situatctl in the region of the Barkul lakc. T h e description given of its
people fully accords with this location. ' 'l'here are o\.er a thousand households, with more than three
thousand individuals and Inore than a thousand good fighting men.' T h e people are describetl
a s brave and warlike, habitually given to robbery and leading a noniaclic existence, without practising agricultllre. \I'e see clearly that I\-liether the people occupying I-chih, i.e. the Barkul valle).,
a t the time \\lien they \\-ere thus described by the Later Han Annals, were a Hun tribe reducetl
to subjection or of another origin, the conditions fa\-ouring pastoral life in the Barkul valle). had
not changed.
#@', to be identified,
There still remains the sisth ' kingdom ', that of ' Eastern Chii-mi &
Kingdon> oi
and for location of this, too, the list of the IVei /io affords definite topographical guitlance. The
CIru-~r~i
'.
territories of Eastern Chii-rni and \\'estern Chii-mi are the first to be named in the list alllong those
dependent upon Posterior Chii-shih through which ran the ' new northern route ' after enlerging

a

g,

Chavannes, T'orr11~-pao,
190;~p. 2 1 I .
See below, pp. 555 sqq. ; Chap. S V I I . scc. i: i i .
CI. Chavonncs, T'orotg-pao, 1905, p. 557. ,\I. Chavannes
in his notes on this list ot the I17ei lio has rightly emphasized
the importancc itttnching to its topo~raphical indications,
as the territories are cnurnrrated in their order from cast t o
west.
The ' kil~gdorns' ol C'krr-r~ri,Pti-lrr and P'u-lei: all ol
~llern divided into eastern ;tnrl wcstcnl or llcarcr ancl
'"I.
I'

ulterior Lerritories. figure also in the ' Notcs on the \Vestern
Regions ' in Book xcvi o l the Ch'icrt [Ian slrrr. But, as
already obser\.ed by XI. Chuvannes, he bearings and distances
therc rccordetl are unfortunately too confused to afford safe
clues to the location of these territories.
la Sec ('havannes, T'orr~rg-pnu,
1905. p. j j i , nole 3 ;
1907, p. 209.
l7 CI. Chnvannes, T'o~org-/)rro,
1907, ~ I J 209
.
sq.
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that this
from the tlcscrt to thc north-west of the Jacle G a t e I)arricr.18 I h a w shown in .Sdri~~din
route between the J a d c G a t e a n d Posterior Chii-shih, first openetl A . D. 2 , lnrlst necessarily have
crossed the T'ien-shan by the easy sadclle over ~vliiclipasses the prcscnt Chinese cart-road from
HHlni to Guchen, between the stations of Ch'i-ku-ching ancl Ta-sllih-t'o ( M a p No. 31. c. I ; D. 2).lB
Eastern Chii-tni, like the rest of the small ' kingdoms' dependent on Posterior Chii-shih, must
have lain on t h e northern side of the T'ien-shan. Hence we can safely locate it in t h e valleys a n d
plateaus to the west of the Barkul lake which are reached across that saddle ancl which we crossetl
on our n a y lrom Barltul to Guchen, a s seen in Maps Nos. 34. A . I ; ; I . .4-D. 1 .
I shall have occasion farther on to give a brief tlescription of this region ; but I m a y a t once Description
observe that its physical character entirely agrees \\,it11 what tlie Hou f i r 2 sh26 tells us of the
Eastern C l ~ i i - r n i . ~T ~h e territory is there said to include o\.er three thousand households a n d
sonie two thousand fighting men. Its people a r e describecl as nomads lil-ing in huts a n d tents
a n d leading a pastoral life, agriculture being practised only to a s ~ n a l lextent. T h e T'ien-shan
sinks to a much lower elevation to the \vest of Barkul, before it rises again to a crest line carrying
permanent snow in that portion of the range which divides Guchen from TurTHn. Consequently
r e be found in the valleys \vest of Barkul until the forest-clad slopes east o f
there is less m o i s t ~ ~ to
Mu-li-ho ( M a p No. 31. -4. I ) a r e reached. Yet grazing g r o i ~ n d sa r e to be found in most of this
area, a n d also patches of culti\,ation, \\.hich gradually increase in size a n d importance a s the tract
of Guchen is approached. Since \Vestern Chii-mi is not mentioned in the Later H a n Annals we
may conclude with their commentator, quoted b y RII. Chavannes, that this territory had then
probably been absorbed b y Eastern Chii-mi.2L T h i s again would account for the latter being
credited with a population considerably in excess of that attributed to I-chih or the Barkul basin.
From this survey of the territories along the northern slopes of the T'ien-shan with which Historical
Barkul appears, a t a n y rate for a time, to have been linked, we may now return to tlie remaining
historical data concerning it preserved in records of tlie Later I-inn period. T h e freedom from H u n
inroads secured by Pan Y u n g was destined to be but a short one. A s early a s A . D. 1 3 1 we read that
the Chinese were under the necessity of placing a military colony a t I-\vu or Hiinii in order to prevent
tlie Hsiung-nu Trom making it a base for their depredation^.^^ I n A . D . 135 Posterior Chii-shih was
again attacked b y tlie Hu-yen king of the Northern Hsiung-nu, and a Chinese force sent against
him frotn T u n - h u a n g failed to achieve success.23
A better result attenclecl tlir effort made t ~ v oyears later by P'ei Ts'Cn
prefect of T u n - Inscription
h a m g , of \\,hose victory the only survi\.ing tnemorial is a n inscription, originally set u p in n temple
b y the Barkul lake ant1 now preservetl in a templc oi~tsidethe north-west corner of Barkul town.24
I t recorcls tlie success gained b y P'ci Tsr6n. \\,lie. wit11 a force of three thousand men, is said to have
destroyed tlie king Hu-ycn ant1 liis people in a battle fought in September A . D. 1 3 7 . But this
victory, too, n~hichcuriously enough the historical tests of the Later H a n pass over in silence, had
no lasting result. In A . 1). 1st the Hu-yen king, a s the H o w Hat, sh74 tells us, n-as ravaging I-wu
o r Hiimi with thrce thoi~sandliorsernen. A Chinese detach~nentsent to tlie east of tlie P'u-lei o r
Barkul lake was completely annihilated by him. A Chinese force sent from Tun-lluang in the same

$hbE~~~~m

2:;:

q,

CI. Cl~a\-:ct~ncs.
T'oart~-puo.1905, pp. 556 sq.
See Serirdia, i i , pp. 705 sq.
'O Cf. Chavnnncs, T'orrrrg-peo, 1907, p. 210.
Sce ibid., 1905, p. 557, note r .
'1 CI. Chavannes, Il"urr~rg-pno,
19o;, p. 167.
See Chovnnnes, 1)i.v irrsrrip/inr~s,p. 23 ; T'ortn.f-poo,
1007, PP. 213 Sq.
For 111ib inrcriprion. first discovured in 1757, c l
In

lY

"

Chavannes, Dix ifrsniplio~rs,pp. 17 sqq. It was previously
cdited and translated by 11. Devbrin in Grcnnrd, :lfissiorr 1).
de Rkins, iii. pp. I 56 sq.
The temple \c*bichnow sheltcrs this! the oldest epigraphic
record of Chinese Turkestin, is appropriately enough
dcdicnlcd to the Chi~~esc
war-(rod Guan-ti. It oKcred nle
pcncelul shelter in Octoher, 1914.
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year to succour I-\vu marched to the P'u-lei lake. But the evasive chief had retreated, and the
Chinese retired without having achieved any success.25 This is one of the last events relating to
the ' Western kingdoms ' that the Later Han Annals record, and with the steady decay of Chinese
influence beyond the frontiers that accompanied the internal disintegration of the Empire during
the closing reigns of the Later Han dynasty, our sources of information about the territories along
the T'ien-shan dry up for centuries.
Turkish
It is probable enough that the valleys on the northern slopes of the T'ien-shan offering attractive
tribes in
grazing
grounds continued during the stlcceeding centuries to be haunted by tribes of the Hsiung-nu
possess~nn
I
.
or Huns, anrl subsequently, after these had mo\red westwards, by the Juan-juan or by Turkish
tribes like tlie Tolos subject to the latter. Rut it is not 111itil the beginning of the seventh century
that, owing to the relations ~vhichChina had resumed with Central Asia under the Sui emperors,
and which the ' fol.\vard policy ' of the founder of the T'ang dynasty and his successors was soon
to de\.elop, some light is again thrown upon the conditions prevailing in this region by the Chinese
!
records accessible to me. T h e Tiiliis or T'ieh-/o &
of the Chinese, Inter famous ~lndertlir
name of Uigliur, after their victory over the I<agan of the \Yestern Turks in A . D. 605, are said to hnve
I ~ e c o ~ nmasters
e
of I-\VLI
or HHmi as well as of Kao-ch'ang (Turfin) and Yen-ch'i (Uara-shahr).28
T h e chief of I-wu, who about A . D. 608 made his submission to the Sui Etnpcror, is designated by a
Turkish title, and it is probable that he belonged to a tribe established in the T'ien-shan valleys to the
north.27 I-wu subsequently passed again under the domination of the L!:estern Turks, and Chinese
control was not definitely establisliecl there until A . D . 630. It is significant, in \iew of the political
interdependence I+-hicli,as esplained above, geographical conditions create between the Hitni oasis
and the valleys adjoining it north of the T'ien-shan, that this natural base for the T ' a n g conquest of
the ' Western Kingdoms ' was not finally secured until the Chinese had in A. D. 630 won tlicir
decisive victory over the souverain chief of the Northern Turks.2s
An attack which Ch'ii \.:en-t'ai, king of Kao-ch'ang or T u r f l n , and the ICagan of the Western
Imcription
recording Turks directed sotne years later against HLmi was followed by a great Chinese espeditiotl in h . D.
expedition
640, which led to the conquest of TurfBn and, in its ultimate effects, to the firm establishment of
i n s t
'rurlin,
Chinese supremacy over the territories occupied by the \Vestern Turks. T o this expedition we owe
A . n. 640.
a n interesting epigraph set up in the same year on the top of the Barlzul pass and still to be found
there. This long inscription, which is engraved on a stClP and has been edited and translated by
M. Chavannes from an impression secured by L4. Bonin, comlnemorates the exploit of the general
Chiang Hsing-pen
'fi 4 commanrling one of the three armies sent by t h r Etnperor T'ai-tsung
for the subjection of T u r f s n . In the fifth month of the Chinese year corresponding to A . D . 640,
lie took his troops to the top of Mount .C/zih-Lo-nlnn [I$ $3 ; thence ascending to Hei-kan-so
' they cut down the trees until the forests of the mountains were exhausted ' and within a month
constructed siege machines such as ballistae and other engines of war with which to meet the task
awaiting the ' artny of Kao-ch'ang '. Neither the redundant rhetorics of the praise bestowed upon
the commander and his valia~ittroops, nor the poetical eulogy with which the inscription closes,
f~lrnishlocal data.29 But there can be no doubt that the force moved to the pass and thence to the
heights o f IIci-knn-so ,%
fifi because. then as now, no Forest furnishing an adequate s t ~ ~ pofl y
See Chavnnnes. T'olorg-pun. 1907, p. 2 1 4 .
See Cllavannes, Turrs orrid., p. 89, note 3.
28 Cf. ibid.. p. 170.
See ibid.,p. 169. note 8.
ZD The greatness of the physical difficulties whjch the
march of the large Chinese forces across the Pci-shan desert
must hnve involved is, however, reflerrrd in the thirtl strophe
2j

"

uf the poem. Its words in bl. Chavannes's rendering : ' 1 . c ~
nungrs dc la IrontiPre s'accumulnient de maniere Q troublrr
la vur ;-le vent drs barhares Iaisait I'ohscuritC en plcin
jour ', clearly allude to the formidable sand-storms whicll
are [requ~ntlyencountered during spring and summer by
thnce crossing the desert south of Hirmi.
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timber could be found anywhere to the south of this easternmost portion of the T'ien-shan. What
precise locality is meant by Hei-kan-so I am unable to determine. But evidently some thickly
wooded portion of the northern slopes of the range within easy reach of the Barkul pass is
referred
M. Chavannes has already pointed out that the inscription does not record the successful issue Siege-tmin
of the campaign, which was secured later by the taking of Kao-ch'ang in the eighth month of the
same year, but the preparation of the siege-train by which this result was effe~ted.~lT h e shortness ~ r i - k n - S O .
of the time which elapsed between Chiang Hsing-pCn's arrival on the range and the date of the
inscription recording his exploit (the 25th day of the sixth month corresponding to July 20,
A. D. 670) is explained by the fact that, as noted by his biographer in the T a n g sku, the inscription
was engraved on a stell from which a n earlier record of Pan Ch'ao's great achievements had first
been removed.38 T h e famous Han general had, as already mentioned, won his first distinction
by defeating the Huns of Hu-yen on the shores of Lake Barkul. Owing to the wish of the T'ang
commander, more than five and a half centuries later, that the memory of his own engineering
feat should be promptly perpetuated by an inscription on a stone, we have thus probably lost a
record of still greater
historical interest.
We may reasonably assume that advantage was taken of the very large forces which the
, ~ undertake
~
on the same occasion
Emperor T'ai-tsung had sent for the conquest of T ~ r f H n to
an advance north of the range against the territory which in Han times was known as ' Posterior
Chii-shih ' and the chief place of which was destined soon to become, under the name of Pei-tring,
one of the ' four garrisons ' securing T'ang supremacy over the ' Western kingdoms '. But the
T'ang Annals show that this territory submitted after Kao-ch'ang had been taken by the Chinese,
and that it was before Kao-chfangthat the siege-train constructed in the mountains of Shih-lo-man a"
by the army's engineer-in-chief h a d been effectively put to use.
The conquest of the TurfHn region and the subsequent establishment, during nearly a century Turkish
and a half, of Chinesecontrol over the 'Western kingdoms did not make any change in the occupation
of the Barkul territory by Turkish tribes. T h e notice in the T'ang Annals on the Sha-t'o f~ Ijft: Barkul
shows that this tribe, belonging to the Ck'u-yiieh.& JJ branch of the Western Turks, ' lived to the temitory.
south of Mount Chin-so & *@ and east of the lake P'u-lei' (Lake Barkul) ; there was a great stony
desert there called ~ k a - l ' o; thence they were called T'u-rhiiek (i. e. Turks) of S h a - t ' ~ . From
~~
another notice in the same text we learn that in A. D. 653 the territory of the Ch'u-yiieh was divided
into two districts of & :fi Chin-man and Sha-t'o. Chin-man is identical with the seat of the
Pea-t'zng protectorate, which can be located with certainty near the present Jimasa, west of Guchen,
~

~

~

~

.

zgfing

%
,

fi

80 Hei-kan-so
(literally meaning ' the place of
black purple colour ') mny, perhaps, be the head of the
valley towards the Bokunat-dawin (Map No. 34. D. z ) , where,
judging from the slopes we saw farther north, conifer forest
growth is likely to be particularly abundant.
See Chavannes, Dix inscriptions, p. 36. For the use
made of these engines of war before Kao-ch'ong, cf. Chavannes,
Turcs orcid., p. 106.
See Chavannes, Dix inscriptions, p. 34.
98 Lines engraved on the side faces of the stile mention
forces of hundred and fifty thousand men under each of two
assistant commanders of the Chinese a r m y ; cf. Chavannes,
Dix inscriptions, pp. 3 2 sq. Even taking into account the
[act that the numbers mentioned comprised big contingents
of Turk and Tblos (Uighur) auxiliary cavalry (cf. Chavannes,

I

Turcs occid., p. ~ o j ) ,it seems very difficult t o explain how
such large numbers could possibly be fed along desert routes
such as those from An-hsi to HBmi and thence to Turfan.
Rut, no doubt, they comprised all those employed on
the lines of communicntion-and we have other historical
examples of wonderful Chinese performances in the matter of
'transport and supplies', as illustrated by the Erh-shih
general's march through the Lop Desert (see above, pp. 341 sq.)
and Kao Hsien-chih's march over the Pimirs and Hindu-kush;
cf. Snindia, i. pp. 53 sqq. ; Geogr. Journal, 1922, Febr.,
PP. '09 s99.
For this name as a general designation of the easternmost T'ien-shan, cf. Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 18, note 2 ;
also p. 305.
n6 See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 97.
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a s will be seen below.88 Hence it is safe to assume, as suggested by M. Chavannes, that while
one portion of the Ch'u-yiieh was in occupation of the T'ien-shan slopes west of the Barkul lake,
the other, represented by the Sha-t'o, held the valleys to the east of it.37 T h e fact that I-p'i ~ ~ - l ~
Kagan of the Western Turks, ravaged H l m i in A.D. 642 with the assistance of the Ch'u-yiieh
fully accords with this location."' Mount Chin-so,apparently not otherwise mentioned, may with
some rob ability be identified with the range extending all along to the north of the valleys of
Tur-kol and Barkul and having its continuation westwards to about 91" longitude. The ' great
stony desert ' of Sha-t'o might well be looked for on the northern slopes of this range, about which
I am unable to trace a n y information beyond the fact that they are visited by the herdsmen of Turkol and Nlrin-kiir for winter grazing.
Tribe of the
T h e Sha-t'o are mentioned as forming one of the governments created by the Chinese out of
Sha-1'0.
the vast dominion of the Western Turks after their final defeat in 658-9,a8 and details about certain
of their chiefs are recorded in the notice above quoted from the T'ang Annals down to the time when
Tibetan aggression began to shake Chinese supremacy over these regions. I t is of interest to note
that late descendants of those chiefs rose to importance during the troubles following the Trang
period, by founding the short-lived Posterior T'ang, Chin, and Han dynasties (923-51 A.D.).S~
Later
F o r close on a thousand years after the period covered by the above T'ang notices relating to
Barkul no specific information from Chinese sources regarding this territory appears to be accessible
of HBmi and
in translation. But there can be little doubt that, like H l m i , it was held by Uighur chiefs during the
Barkul.
More abundant notices are available for the chequered
greater part of later mediaeval times."
history of HHmi in Ming times. But they do not tell us what part the Barkul valley played in the
frequent inroads to which the oases south of the easternmost T'ien-shan were exposed.41 With
the rest of the territories now comprised in Chinese TurkestHn, HHmi had passed under the power
of the Dzungars when the Chinese under the great Emperor K'ang-hsi resumed towards the close
of the seventeenth century that policy of Central-Asian expansion which had been in abeyance for
fully nine hundred years. K'ang-hsi's great victory over Galdan, the supreme chief of the Dzungars,
won in 1696 in the Kobdo region, marks the beginning of the reconquest of China's ancient CentralAsian dominion. Significantly enough it was in the very year of that victory far away in the
Mongolian north-west that H l m i made its definite submission, and that the route leading to it
from Barkul was secured by a Chinese post,qa like other routes of approach to that important base.
H l m i , though garrisoned by Chinese troops, remained exposed to Dzungar attacks for nearly
half a century longer, and we are repeatedly told of Chinese forces sent to Barkul and posts established in that territory to help in warding them 0ff.43 But it was not until the successful operations
initiated by the great Emperor Ch'ien-lung had led, in 1759, to the complete conquest of ~ z u n g a r i a
and of the T l r i m basin, that security was finally achieved for the high road past HHmi which
links the ' New Dominion ' with China.
Where clearly defined geographical conditions reign supreme and are so little affected by human
Turkestin
retaken
activity as on both sides of the Eastern T'ien-shan, history must necessarily often repeat itself
from
even in details. After 1863 both Dzungaria and the T l r i m basin were lost to the ~ r n ~ i through
re
Tungans,
the rebellion of the Tungans, or Muhammadan Chinese, who formed a large

" See below, p. 555.

* See Chavannes, Turcs orcid., p. 2 7 2 .
See ibid., p. 97.
Cf. Chavannes, ibid., p. 272.
aB Regarding the transfer of the Sha-t'o to the Kan-su
marches, perhaps to the Nan-shan, south of Kan-chou, cf.
37'

or ti on of the Chinese

Kao Chil-hui's account of A . D. 938, quoted in Seri~tdia,iii.
p. 1129, and the references there given.
See Bretschneider, Mediaeval Researches, ii. pp. 177 Sqq.
4' See ibid., ii. pp. 180 sqq.
'2 Cf. Irnbault-Huart, Lc pays d t 'Hatni, pp. 45 sq.
See ibid., pp. 48 sqq.
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garrisons in the ' New Dominion I. Kan-su, too, fell into the power of Tungan rebels and was not
recovered by the imperial forces until 1873. It was here that Tso Tsung-t'ang started the preparations for the campaign which was to restore to the Empire its lost Central-Asian dominion.
The possession of HPmi as a base was an indispensable condition for the success of the opera- HBmi used
tions, which were actively commenced in 1874. But it was not by a n advance on the direct route as
1875-77.
through the Pei-shan that this base was secured. T h e Chinese force destined to effect this object
moved first far away north into Mongolia and thence early in 1875 took Barkul. Thereupon HHmi
also was quickly secured, and the direct route through the desert south-eastwards opened.44 By
means of this route it became possible gradually to assemble the armies which in 1876, moving
forward towards Kulja on the line of Guchen, Urumchi and Manas, overthrew the Tungan confederacy in the territories north of the T'ien-shan ; a year later they put a n end to YHqGb Beg's
Muhammadan kingdom by an advance from HHmi upon T u r f i n and by the rapid conquest of
the THrim basin which f0llowed.4~
Cf. Boulger, Hislory of Chiria, ii. pp. 480 sq.
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See ibid., pp. 482 sqq.
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